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FOREWORD
This catalog is one in a series of catalogs published by the National Aeronautics and Space Administration, Goddard
Space Flight Center, to announce information available from the Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) Program.
The Introduction and Descriptive Sections explain the purpose and content of this catalog. A cumulative catalog is main-
tained by the Users Services Laboratory of the NDPF which can also furnish names of the selected Principal Investigators




ERTS FIRST YEAR CUMUIATIVE U.S. STANDARD CATAIOG
ERTS FIRST YEAR CUMLUATIVE NON-U.S. STANDARD CATAILODG
This catalog includes data pertaining to imagery acquired by the Earth Resources Technology
Satellite (ERTS) from its date of launch, July 23, 1972, through the first full year of
activity. This catalog superceeds the previous cumulative catalog which supplied only
data available through May 1973. The new cumulative is complete through July 23, 1973.
Two listings of the imagery are included: an observation identification listing, and
a listing of the imagery based on geographical location - the co-ordinate listing.
Montage maps are not included in the cumulative issue. Also, the microfilm roll and
frame numbers noted refer to those rolls of microfilm prepared for the monthly issues of
the standard catalog. There will be no microfilm prepared specifically for this
cumulative first year edition.
Non-U.S. Standard Catalog - Vol. 1 Observation ID Listing
Vol. 2 Observation ID Listing
Vol. 3 Coordinate Listing
Vol. h Coordinate Listing
I,
INTRODUCTION
To provide dissemination of information regarding the availability of Earth Resources Technology Satellite (ERTS) im-
agery, the NASA Data Processing Facility (NDPF) publishes a U. S. and a Non-U. S. Standard Catalog on amonthly sched-
ule. These catalogs identify imagery which has been processed and input to the data files during the preceding month.
The U. S. Standard Catalog includes imagery covering the continental United States, Alaska and Hawaii. The Non-U. S.
Catalog identifies all the remaining coverage. Imagery adjacent to the continental U.S. and Alaskaborders will normally
appear in the U. S. Standard Catalog. As a supplement to these catalogs, an inventory of ERTS imagery on 16 mm micro-
film is also available.
In addition to the routine monthly catalogs, the NDPF periodically publishes a comprehensive U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard
Catalog. These catalogs includes information on all observations acquired and processed by the facility since launch and
are normally published in lieu of one of the monthly catalogs. The 16 mm microfilm accompanying these cumulative cat-
alogs includes only new imagery not previously available on microfilm.
Catalogs and microfilm are available to ERTS investigators and approved individuals or agencies on a routine or special
request basis. In addition, copies of the Standard Catalogs may be purchased by contacting the Superintendent of Docu-
ments, U.S. Government Printing Office, Washington, D. C. 20402, while microfilm copies may be ordered through
the EROS Data Center, Sioux Falls, South Dakota, 57198.
Sections I and II of this introduction describe the contents and format for the Standard Catalogs and the associated micro-
film. Section III provides a cross-reference table defining the beginning and ending dates for ERTS-1 Cycles.
Additional information concerning catalogs or microfilm may be obtained by writing or telephoning:
NDPF User Services





SECTION I - STANDARD CATALOGS
A. MONTHLY CATALOGS
The monthly U. S. and Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs are divided into four parts. Part 1 consists of annotated maps
which graphically depict the geographic areas covered by imagery listed in the current catalog. Part 2 contains a
computer generated listing organized by observation identification number (ID) and includes pertinent information
about each image. Part 3 provides a computer listing of observations organized by longitude/latitude. Part 4 iden-
tifies observations which have had changes made to their catalog information since their original entry in the data
base.
PART 1 - Satellite Coverage Maps
A series of satellite coverage reference maps is provided at the beginning of each monthly issue of the U.S. and
Non-U. S. Standard Catalogs. These maps are segregated by cycle and depict the general location of observations
listed in that catalog. The format and data content of these maps is slightly different in the U. S. and Non-U. S.
catalogs.
U. S. Satellite Coverage Maps
Two separate map formats are presented in this catalog. One map outlines the continental U. S. and depicts the
estimated cloud cover along each north to south subsatellite path. Each path is identified by actual orbit number
and a cross reference, matching orbit number to initial observation ID for that path, is included. The second
map provides an enlarged view of Alaska and Hawaii and displays the portion of an orbital pass for which cover-
age is available. This map does not include cloud cover estimates or orbit numbers.
Non-U. S. Satellite Coverage Map
A world outline map is provided with the portions of an orbital swath for which observations are available graph-
ically displayed. This map is intended solely to inform the user as to whether or not coverage is included in the
catalog for his area of interest. It is not intended as a rapid reference to specific observations.
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PART 2. - OBSERVATION IDENTIFICATION NUMBER (ID) LISTING
The data format for the ObservationID Listing is identical in the U.S. and Non-U.S. Catalogs. Observation ID numbers are listed in a sequential manner from smallest number to largest.
Associated with each ID number in the list is pertinent information about that observation. A sample catalog page with a description of each data item is shown in Figure I-i below.
FIGURE I-1
2.A. Sample Observation ID Format
09/30/72 STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/23/72
G ( @ 0 ( 0 0
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT IMAGE 
QUALITY
OBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER ORBIT OF IMAGE SU RBV MSS
ID RBV MSS ACQUIRED NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV. AZIM. 123 45678
1057-16373 00000/0000 10002/0589 09/18/72 70 794 2550N 9922W 53.5 126.9 GGGG
1057-18140 00000/0000 10002/0590 09/18/72 90 795 4842N 11730W 39.2 150.6 G
1057-18143 00000/0000 10002/0591 09/18/72 50 795 4716N 11806W 40.2 149.4 GGGG
1057-18145 00000/0000 10002/0592 09/18/72 30 795 4553N 11842W 41.3 148.2 GGGG
1057-18152 00000/0000 10002/0593 09/18/72 20 795 4426N 11915W 42.3 146.9 GGGG
1057-18154 00000/0000 10002/0594 09/18/72 10 795 4301N 11950W 43.3 145.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %.......... 0 TO 100 
= % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .......... BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = RECYCLED G 
= GOOD F = FAIR BUT USABLE P = POOR IMAGE
C = CALIBRATION
2.B. Description of Data Items:
0 Date of Catalog Listing. 0 RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll. Note: RBV and MSS
images for a given observation may be on two different microfilm rolls.
2 Time Frame during which imagery was processed. @ Date of observation.03 Special Keys to Data.
s Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover.
Observation ID. rbtNumber
Orbit Number
110 15165 Latitude and Longitude at observation center (Degrees and Minutes).
Tens of Seconds Sun elevation and azimuth at observation 
center.
Minutes of Hour @ Image Quality, see key.
Hour of Day since launch
Day since launch
Satellite Number (1 = ERTS A, 2 = ERTS B)
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PART 3. - LONGITUDE/LATITUDE LISTING
The data format for the longitude/latitude listing is identical in the U.S. and Non-U.S. catalogs. This listing contains the same observations as the observation ID listing but organizes
them by coordinates, using image center location information for each observation. Observations in this listing will be sorted first by longitude and, within longitude, by latitude. The
longitude/latitude listing is arranged in tOle following manner:
180 - 0 degrees East j 90 - 0 degrees North and 0 - 90 degrees South
followed by
0 - 180 degrees West ; 90 - 0 degrees North and 0 - 90 degrees South
This listing is intended to be used as a tool for locating specific coverage, and once a specific observation has been identified; pertinent information about it can be found by referring to
the ID listing.
Figure I-2 below shows a sample catalog page with a description of each data item.
FIGURE 1-2
3.A. Sample Longitude/Latitude Formal:
1 09/30/72 COORDINATE LISTING FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/30/72
STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA
o G O® 0 0 0 ® 6 00 0
PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY PRINCIPAL PT. QUALITY PRINCIPALPT. QUALITY
OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS OF IMAGE OBSERVATION CC RBV MSS
LONG LAT ID 12345678 LONG LAT ID % 12345678 LONG LAT ID % 12345678
12000W 4606N 1022-18203 10 GGFG 12018W 4136NI 1057-18161 100 PFFF 12024W 3730N 1038-18114 10 GFGG
12006W 4918N 1005-18251 20 GGGGGGG 12018W 3306N 1055-18071 10 FFFF 12030W 4454N 1022-18205 70 PGGG
12006W 3754N 1020-18112 80 FGGG 12024W 4848N 1041-18253 60 GGGG 12036W 3630N 1020-18115 0 GGGG
12012W 4548N 1004-18203 0 FF GG F 12024W 4142N 1039-18163 90 G GG 12042W 4754N 1005-18253 0 GGGFGGG
12018W 4224N 1003-18164 10 PGGG 12024W 3842N 1002-18131 20 FFFGGGG 12048W 4424N 1004-18210 100 PPPFFFF
12018W 4142N 1021-18160 50 GGGG 12024W 3734N 1056-18114 40 GGGG 12048W 4054N 1003-18170 30 GFFF
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % - 0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER **= NO DATA AVAILABLE
IMAGE QUALITY - BLANK=BAND NOT PRESENT R=RECYCLED G=GOOD F=FAIR P=POOR C=CALIBRATION IMAGE
3.B. Description of Data Items:
O Date of Catalog Listing Sf Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover
Time Frame during which imagery was processed G"
Image Quality, see key( Longitude and Latitude at Observation center (Degrees and Minutes) O SpecialKeysto Data
0 Observation ID (See Figure I-1, paragraph 2.B)
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B. .COMPREHENSIVE STANDARD CATALOGS
Periodically a comprehensive catalog is produced in place of the normal monthly catalog. This cumulative catalog includes information covering all observations acquired and processed
by the NDPF since launch and is formatted the same as the monthly catalog with the following exceptions:
1. Satellite Coverage maps are not included.
2. The Observation ID listing format is expanded to identify observations for which color, precision or digital products have been made.
Figure I-5 gives an example of this expanded format.
FIGURE I-5
Sample Observation ID Format (Comprehensive Catalog)
S09/30/72 STANDARD CATALOG FOR USA FROM 07/24/72 TO 09/23/72
@ 0 @ @ @
MICROFILM ROLL NO./ CLOUD PRINCIPAL POINT IMAGE QUALITY PRODUCTS ALREADY MADEOBSERVATION POSITION IN ROLL DATE COVER ORBIT OF IMAGE SUN SUN RBV MSS BULK PREC PREC DIGTL
ID RBV MSS ACQUIRED % NUMBER LAT LONG ELEV. AZIM. 123 45678 COLR COLR
1057-16373 00000/0000 10002/0589 09/18/72 70 794 2550N 9922W 53.5 126.9 GGGG
1057-18140 00000/0000 10002/0590 09/18/72 90 795 4842N 11730W 39.2 150.6 G
1057-18143 00000/0000 10002/0591 09/18/72 50 795 4716N 11806W 40.2 149.4 GGGG M
1057-18145 00000/0000 10002/0592 09/18/72 30 795 4553N 11842W 41.3 148.2 GGGG
1057-18152 00000/0000 10002/0593 09/18/72 20 795 4426N 11915W 42.3 146.9 GGGG
1057-18154 00000/0000 10002/0594 09/18/72 10 795 4301N 11950W 43.3 145.7 GGGG M M
1057-18161 00000/0000 10002/0595 09/18/72 10 795 4135N 12021W 44.3 144.4 GGGG
O KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......................... O0 TO 100 = % OF CLOUD COVER ** = NO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......................... BLANK = BAND NOT PRESENT R = RECYCLED G = GOOD F = FAIR BUT USABLE
P = POOR IMAGE C = CALIBRATION
PRODUCT TYPES ALREADY MADE .......... R = MADE FROM RBV BANDS ONLY M = MADE FROM MSS BANDS ONLY
B = MADE FROM BOTH RBV AND MSS
Description of Data Items:
O Date of Catalog Listing. 0 RBV and MSS microfilm roll and image position on roll. Note: RBV and MSS
D Time Frame during which imagery was processed, images for a given observation may be on two different microfilm rolls.
Special Keys to Data. O Dateofobservation.0 Estimated Percent of Cloud Cover.SObservationID.
1010 15165 Orbit Number.
Tens of Seconds Latitu e and Longitude at observation center (Degrees and Minutes).
Minutes of Hour Sun elevation and azimuth at observation center.
Hour of Day since Launch Image Quality, see key.
Day since launch Image/Data Product availability, see key.
Satellite Number (1 = ERTS A, 2 =ERTS B)
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Section II - Microfilm
The NASA Data Processing Facility produces a high quality 16-mm microfilm inventory of imagery processed
during the preceding month and is organized for convenient use with the Standard Catalog.
As in the case of the Standard Catalog, the microfilm data is divided into U. S. and non-U.S. segments. Each set of
microfilm images is in exact correspondence to a Standard Catalog and can be used in conjunction with the Catalog for
selecting desired images. Approximately 2000 images will be contained on one roll of 16mm X 100ft microfilm.
Because the microfilm images are intended to provide only a summary of the data available, the images are limited
to one band each for the 1]BV and MSS. Although a single observation will produce seven images, in the production of
microfilm only the RBV Spectral Band 2 images (.580 - .680 microns) and MSS Spectral Band 2 images (.6 - .7
microns) are reproduced. Each image is a photograph of a 9.5 in. system-corrected (bulk) image and contains the
image identifier and annotation block. Below is an example of the microfilm format.
1JJ|JJ1111J1
MICROFILM RBV MSS RBV MSS
16mm ID IMAGE I II MAGE
ERTS OBSERVATION NO. 1 2
Microfilm roll numbers contain five digits. The first digit will always be a 1 (for U. S. rolls) or a 2 (for Non-U. S.
rolls). The remaining d:igits are used to number sequentially all microfilm rolls prepared within each group.
Example: Roll number 10001 is the first U. S. roll of microfilm produced. Roll number 20004 is the fourth Non-U. S.
roll to be produced.
The microfilm contains tlwo rapid search capabilities to help the user quickly reach the desired scene. They are:
(1) Code Line Indexing
(2) Blip Encoding
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. Code Line Indexing
The ERTS Microfilm images have been annotated with visual code lines to the right of each frame. The visual code
lines graduate up the edge of the screen as the film advances and allow the user to advance rapidly to within 20
frames of his desired image. Below is an example of the ERTS microfilm code line index graduations.







700 Identifies ERTS-1 Images 700 Identifies ERTS-1.Images











To utilize this system a user must generate a code line indexing bar scale to attach to the face of his viewers.
The size and spacing for the bar scale is dependent upon the magnification of his viewer. ERTS imagery is
microfilmed at a reduction ratio of 24x. To determine the overall length of a scale required for your micro-
film reader, multiply .406 by the enlargement factor of your lens. To determine the spacing separations along
the bar scale, multiply .002 by the same factor.
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2. Blip Encoding
The ERTS microfilm images have also been annotated with a blip (clear spot) at the base of each frame. This type of
encoding is designed for use on readers with an electronic sensing and counting capability or an odometer. To use
the blip encoding retrieval system the film will have to be placed in a cartridge. When the cartridge is placed in a
reader which contains an odometer or has a keyboard attached, the identification of the desired image is obtained
from the Standard Catalog (column 6, Microfilm Position) and either punched on the keyboard or read via the odom-
eter as the film advances. Using a reader configured for rapid search and retrieval the film advances and the frames
(blips) are counted by means of a photosensing light. When the appropriate number has been counted the reader stops
and the desired image is projected on the screen. Using a reader with an odometer requires the user to monitor the
odometer as the film advances and stop the advance of the film in the vicinity of the required frame.
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SECTION III - ERTS-1 CYCLES
Days Since Launch Calendar Date Cycle Days Since Launch Calendar Date
Begin End Begin End Begin End Begin End
First 8 days 1 8 24 Jul 72 31 Jul 72 21 369 386 27 Jul 73 13 Aug 73
1 9 26 1 Aug 72 18 Aug 72 22 387 404 14 Aug 73 31 Aug 73
2 27 44 19 Aug 72 5 Sep 72 23 405 422 1 Sep 73 18 Sep 73
3 45 62 6 Sep 72 23 Sep 72 24 423 440 19 Sep 73 6 Oct 73
4 63 80 24 Sep 72 11 Oct 72 25 441 458 7 Oct 73 24 Oct 73
5 81 98 12 Oct 72 29 Oct 72 26 459 476 25 Oct 73 11 Nov 73
6 99 116 30 Oct 72 16 Nov 72 27 477 494 12 Nov 73 29 Nov 73
7 117 134 17 Nov 72 4 Dec 72 28 495 512 30 Nov 73 17 Dec 73
8 135 152 5 Dec 72 22 Dec 72 29 513 530 18 Dec 73 4 Jan 74
9 153 170 23 Dec 72 9 Jan 73 30 531 548 5 Jan 74 22 Jan 74
10 171 188 10 Jan 73 27 Jan 73 31 549 566 23 Jan 74 9 Feb 74
11 189 206 28 Jan 73 14 Feb 73 32 567 584 10 Feb 74 27 Feb 74
12 207 224 15 Feb 73 4 Mar 73 33 585 602 28 Feb 74 17 Mar 74
13 225 242 5 Mar 73 22 Mar 73 34 603 620 18 Mar 74 4 Apr 74
14 243 260 23 Mar 73 9 Apr 73 35 621 638 5 Apr 74 22 Apr 74
15 261 278 10 Apr 73 27 Apr 73 36 639 656 23 Apr 74 11 May 74
16 279 296 28 Apr 73 15 May 73 37 657 674 12 May 74 28 May 74
17 297 314 16 May 73 2 Jun 73 38 675 692 29 May 74 15 Jun 74
18 315 332 3 Jun 73 20 Jun 73 39 693 710 16 Jun 74 3 Jul 74
19 333 350 21 Jun 73 8 Jul 73 40 711 728 4 Jul 74 21 Jul 74
20 351 368 9 Jul 73 26 Jul 73
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16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0001
FReM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
bBSERVATIN MICRFILM R9LL N5,/ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN ROLL ACOIURED CeVER NUMBER rF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1000-00024 00000/0000 0000/0000 07/P2/72 ** W a 000N 00000E .0 -.0 0 0
1002-16341 20001/0001 000UO/O000 07/25/72 20 27 2425N 098 53W 60.1 93.0 GGG
1002-21294 20001/0002 00000/0000 07/29/72 w* 30 7139N 14812W 3797 171.3 FFF
1003-14450 20001/0003 20001/0004 07/24/72 40 40 6000N o5941W 46.9 151.8 FFF PP
1003-14455 20001/005 00000/0000 07/2/72 ** 40 5715N 06134W 4868 148.0 GGG
1003-14462 20001/0006 000/000000 07/26/72 * 40 5551N 06 2 2 6W 49.8 146.1 GGG
1003-14464, 200o1/0007 OU000/0000 07/26/72 *, 40 5428N 06315W 50*7 144.2 GGG
1003-14471 20001/0008 00000/0000 07/26/72 .* 40 5304N o6400W 51*6 142.2 GFF
1003-14473 20001/0009 00000/0000 07/26/72 ** 40 5140N 06443W 52*4 140.2 FFF
1003-14480 20001/0010 000U00/0000 07/26/72 ** 40 5015N 06524W 53*3 138.2 FFF
1003-14482 20001/0011 20001/0012 07/26/72 50 40 4951N 06603W 54.0 136.2 GGF PPPP
1003-14514 20001/0013 20001/0014 07/26/72 30 40 3730N 07022W 58.9 117.6 FFF PPPP
1003-14521 20001/0015 20001/0016 07/26/72 70 40 3605N o7049w 59.3 115.1 PPP PpPP
1003-14523 20001/0017 20001/0018 07/26/72 100 40 3439N 07116W 59.6 112.5 FFF PPPP
1003-14530 20001/c019 20001/0020 07/26/72 50 40 3913N 07142w 59.8 109.8 FFF PPPP
1003-14532 20011/0021 20001/0022 07/26/72 50 40 3148N 07208W 60*0 107*2 FFF PPPP
1003-14535 00000/0000) 20001/0023 07/26/72 80 40 302?N 07233W 60.2 104.5 pppp
1003-14541 00000/0000 20301/0024 07/26/72 70 40 2855N 07257W 60.2 101.8 PPPP
1003"14544 0000/0000 20001/0025 07/26/72 40 40 2729N 07321W 60.2 99*1 PPPP
1003-14550 20001/0026 20001/0027 07/24/72 20 40 2603N 073 44 W 60*2 96.4 GGF PPPP
1003-16270 20001/0028 00000/0000 07/26/72 70 41 6345 N 08 225W 44.1 157.2 FF
1003-16273 20001/0029 20001/0030 07/26/72 50 41 6224N 083 38W 45.1 155.2 FFF pppp
1003"16275 20001/0031 20001/0032 07/26/72 50 41 6102N 08444W 4601 153.3 GGO PPPP
1003-16282 20001/0033 20001/0034 07/P4/72 40 41 59q39N 0854 4W 47*1 151.3 GGG PPPP
1003-16284 20001/0035 20001/0036 07/26/72 60 41 5817N o8 6 41W 4.1 149o4 GGG PpPP
1003-16291 2001/0037 200U1/0038 07/26/72 70 41 5 654N 087 36w 49.1 147.5 GGG PPPP
1003-16293 20001/0039 20001/040 07/26/72 100 41 5530N o8827W 50.0 145.6 GGG PPPP
1003-16300 20001/0041 20001/0042 07/2h/72 i0 41 5407Y 08914W 50*9 143.7 FFF PDPP
1003"16302 20001/0043, 20001/0044 07/26/72 100 41 5243N 08959W 51.8 141.7 FFF PPPP
1003"16335 20001/0045 20001/0046 07/26/72 80 41 5118N 09041w 52.6 139o7 GGG POPP
1003-16384 20001/0047 20001/0048 07/26/72 70 41 2415N 10002W 60*0 93.1 GGG PPP
1003*18062 00300/0000 20001/0049 07/26/72 60 42 7543N 087 20W 33*6 183.1 GGGG
1003-18064 00000/0000 20001/0050 07/2A/72 40 42 7434N 09055W 3497 179*2 GGPG
1003-18073 00000/0000 20001/0051 07/26/72 90 42 7209N 09643W 37*0 172.5 G
1003-18080 00000/0000 200CU/0052 07/2?/72 90 42 705 4N 09905W 3801 169.7 GGGG
1003-18082 00000/000C 20001/0053 07/?6/72 90 42 6038N 10111W 39*3 167.0 GGGG
1003-18084 20001/0054 00000/0000 07/2P/72 90 42 6838N 10238W 40.1 165.2 GGG
1003-18085 000O0/Co00 20001/0055 07/2 /72 90 42 6~lqN 10304W 40*4 164.6 FGGG
100 3 -18091 20001/0056 20001/0057 07/24/7? 90 42 6719N 10421W 41.2 162.9 GGG GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CeVEP % *,......-., .. 0 TR 100 - % CLBUD CVER, ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY **.. ,,,** ... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GOD., F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PP5R,
16:44 IAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeP NON-US PAGE 0002
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIRN lICRPFILM PRLL NB./ DATE CLBUD RPIT PPINICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIN IN KBLL ACQUIRED C8VER NU M BER qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIWM RBV MSS
PRV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1003-18093 20001/0058 00000/0300 07/26/72 50 42 6600N 10554W 42-3 160.7 GGG
1003-18094 00000/OCGO 200U1/059 07/26/7p 30 42 6540N 10615W 4205 160.1 GGGG
1003-18100 20001/00 6 0 20001/0061 07/26/72 c 42 6439N 10718W 43.3 158.6 GGG FGGG
1003-18102 20001/0062 0000/0000 07/26/72 30 42 618 N 10836 44.4 156*5 GGG
1003-18103 00000/0000 20001/0063 07/26/72 0 42 6259N 10854w 44,6 156.1 GGGG
1003-18105 20001/0064 20001/0,065 07/26/72 60 42 6156N 109 4 7W 45-4 154.6 FFF GGGG
1003-18111 20001/0066 0CU0000/0000 07/26/72 70 42 6034N 11052W 46.4 152.6 FFF
1003-18112 0000/000 20001/067 07/26/72 50 42 6014N 11107W 46*7 152.2 GGGG
1003-18114 20001/0C68 20001/0069 07/26/72 90 42 5912N 11153W 47*4 150*7 GGG GGGG
1003-18120 2001/0070 O00000/0000 07/2A/7? 90 42 5749N 11249W 4804 148.8 GGG
1003-18121 00000/000 20001/0071 07/26/72 90 42 5729N 11302W 48.6 148.4 GGGG
1003-18123 20001/0072 20001/0073 07/26/72 90 42 5625N 11341W 49o4 146.9 GGG GGGG
1003-18125 20001/007 ocooo0 Co00 07/2A/72 70 42 5502N 11431w 50.3 145.0 GGG
1003-18130 C0000/000 20001/0075 07/26/72 70 42 5442N 11442W 50.
5  144.5 GGGG
1003-18132 20001/0076 2C001/00 7 7 07/26/72 90 42 5338N 11517W 51.2 143*1 GGG GGGG
1003-18134 20001/0078 0000/000 07/26/72 70 42 5214N 11601W 5291 141.1 GGG
1003-18135 000CO/O000 20001/0379 07/26/72 80 42 5154N 11
6 11w 52.3 140.6 GGGG
1003-18141 20301/o00C 20001/0081 07/26/72 90 42 5050N 11643W 52.9 139.1 PPP GGGG
1003-18193 20001/Cob2 20001/0383 07/26/72 10 42 3?22N 12333W 59.9 108.3 GGS FFFG
1003-18200 20001/0084 26001/0085 07/26/72 100 42 3056N 12358W 601 105*6 GGG PFPP
1003-19475 00000/0000 20001/008b 07/26/72 40 43 7938N 09106W 28.7 206.4 G
1003-19481 O00o/O/o00 20001/0087 07/26/72 30 43 7951N 09745W 29.9 199.5 GGGG
1003-19484 00000/000C 20001/0,288 07/26/72 20 43 7757N 10329W 31.1 193.5 GGGG
1003-19490 00000/0000 20001/0089 07/26/72 30 43 
7 657N 10824W 32,2 188.3 FFFF
1003-19493 00000/CC00 20001/0,393 07/P6/72 20 43 7553N 11237W 33.4 183.7 FGFF
1003-19495 00300/0000 20001/0091 07/26/72 0 43 7 444N 11616W 34.6 179.7 GFGG
1003-19502 200,1/092 20001/009 3 07/26/72 10 43 7133N 11925vW 35.7 176.1 GGG GGGG
1003"19504 20C01/0094 20001/0095 07/26/72 0 43 7?20N 12209W 36*8 172.9 GGG GGGG
1003-19511 20001/0096 20001/0097 07/26/72 0 43 7105N 124 34 W 380 170.1 FFF FGGG
1003-19513 20C001/098 20001/0099 07/2A/72 2? 43 6049N 12642W 39*1 167*4 GGG GGGG
1003-19520 20001/010c 200u010101 07/26/72 30 43 6R 3 0N 128 3 6 W 40.2 164.9 GGG GGGG
1003-21334 20001/0102 00000/0000 07/26/72 ** 4 7239N 14716W 36.5 173.7 GGG
1003-23445 2001/0104 00000/0300 07/24/72 0 45 2143S 14541E 33.6 46.4 GGG
1003-23451 200nl/0105 300U0/0)00 07/26/72 0 45 2309S 1418E 32-4 45.9 GGG
1003-23454 20001/0106 00000/0000 07/26/72 0 45 2435S 14456E 31.2 4595 GGG
1003-23460 20001/0107 000UO/0000 07/2/72 0 45 2601S 14433E 30.0 45.1 GGG
1003-23463 20001/0108 00000/0300 07/26/72 0 45 2728S 14409E 28.8 44.8 GGG
1003-23465 20001/0109 00000/300 07/26/72 45 2R5 4 5 14 345E 27.6 44.5 GGG
1003-23472 2000110111 00000/0300 07/26/72 45 32CS 14321E 26.4 44.2 GGG GG P
KEYS: CLBUD CBOvER .............. o TB 1C00C CLeUD CVLER*U * = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY . BOLANKSBAND uBT PReSeNT/REqUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=GAD. F:FAIR BUT USABLE. PPO9SR,
1:44 "" 11s'74 STANDARD CATALfG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0003
F~rS :7/23/72 T4 -7/P3/73
BSSERVATT N "ITCFIL .& LL " ,/ DATE CLUL0 9R'lIT PI.'CIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I3 P ITI N I'. RLL ACC'iTrED CJVER iUMR F IAGE ELE V .  AZIM. RBV MSS
V hMSS LAT L "NG3 123 45678
1003-2347' I~?1,/:,1 2w 1/011o 07/?a/7P 0 45 3146 14256E "5.2 4 0 0GG
1003.23481 2)03!/C1 13 0l000/V0000 07/P(/77 C 45 3317S 14~23E 14.0 13,8 GGG
1003-2348? 20,1/,114 2J'O1/0115 07/2/72 c 45 34375 14204E 22,7 43.6 GGG
1003-2349/ 2L1/C116 Kn000/000) 07/?6/7? 70 45 3403S 14137E 21*5 43.5 GG
1003-23492 2 C11 7  c/00/30O0 07/1 /72 9. 45 3729'S 14109E 20.3 43.4 GGG
1004-J1202 20CC1/ 21 0 U C/rj00 07/P7/72 4C 46 C424N 12607E =205 6308 GGG
1009401205 20001/11 2 004/00010 07/27/72 30 46 o057l 1PT47E 51.6 62.2 GGG ViGG
1004-01211 200 I 1,i2 2 0U4/0002 07/?7/7? 10 46 0130 12527E 50.7 60.8 GGG GGGG
10C'.l214 200 1/121 200U4/0C0 3  07/27/72 4C 46 0OOC4 12507E 49.8 59.4 GGG GGGG
1004-01220 20001/012 OCO00/00 07/27/7P 20 46 0121S 1?448E 48*9 58e1 GGG
1004-21223 2011/123 3000/000 07/27/72 20 46 C24qS 12428E 47.9 56.9 GGG
1004-21225 2 0001/124 031DO/.00 07/27/72 39 46 04153 12408E 46.9 55.7 GGG
1004-3123? 2 00001 5 /,,00 07/27/7 5f 46 05425 12147E 45.9 54.7 GGG
1004-'1234 2001/0126 ,Co0/000 07/27/72 20 46 070;S 12327E 44.8 53.6 GGG
1Cr04-1241 20001/127 J l00000 ( 07/27/7p? 10 6 035S 12307E 43.8 52.7 GGG
1004-012+3 2 0oo1/0112 5o 000/CO 00 07/27/72 10 46 lo01S 12246E 4*.7 51,8 GGG
1004-01250. 2001/129 3o0/'C00' 07/?7/72 C 46 1128S 12226E 41.6 5009 GGG
100-0125 2001 /c13- 3CO00/C00 07/27/72 10 46 1?54S 12205E 40.5 50.1 GGG
1004-01261 0 000C/O0 20U1/0131 07/27/7? 50 46 123S 1212 4 E 38*5 48*9 GGGG
100CC41264 2OUC/I00  I0 1/013? 07/27/7? 50 46 16555 12103E 37.4 48.2 GGGG
1004-21270' CO/00j0 2 0 01/0133 07/27/7; 40 46 1921S 120 4 1E 36. 3  4706 GGGG
100C4J1232 CI0/C0 0 2 0L1/0134 C7/27/7 100 46 24 1S 11936E 32.8 46*1 G3GG
100-:124 2Do/'0C  1/,135 07/27/7? 70 46 240'S 11913E 31.6 45.6 GGGG
100 '31231 0o30C/C03; 200U1/0136 07/27/72 10 46 253S3 11651E 30.4 45.2 GG
1004-01293 C0C 0/ CO0 20 U1/0137 C7/?7/72 50 46 2A5RS 11827E 29.2 44.9 GGG
1004 :130C ?-2'1/ 13 200UI/t 139 C7/27/72 90 46 28269 11h04E 28.0 44*6 GGG GGGG
100 4 -801 5  ?00c1/01/ 2301/0141 07/27/72 100 59 44O'N -3356E 56*3 128.9 GGG
1004 3021 2L0jC1/01 42 2;1/0143 7/P7/7' 20 59 435N 03 324 E 57,0 126.6 GGG
100- 02c4  1/1 2, r.,1/0145 07/27/72 20 59 4111N 03253E 57.5 124,2 GGG
1004-5032 20001/14 200014/0147 07/27/72 50 5 9 395N 03223E 981 121*8 GGG
1004- "33 2031/,143 2 001/0149 07/27/72 10 59 3 1?N 0 3154E 58,5 119.3 ppp
1n00o4i035 200(I/015, 20001/0151 07/27/72 40 59 3654N 0 3126E 58.9 116.8 GGG
100 4--142 20 1/152 20001/015 3  C7/27/7 50 59 3528N 03059E 59*3 11493 GGG
1004- SC'4 200'1/C154 20001/0155 07/27/72 1. 59 34034 0 3032E 59.6 111*6 GGG
1004*.05 1 201/C155 2,')ul/157 07/;7/7? 40 59 3237' 03006E 59.8 109.0 PPP
1004 053 2 O1, 1 5 2'}01/0159 07, 7/7p 60 59 3111N 02941E 60*0 106.3 ppp
1004'08060 20021/0160 20001/0161 07/P7/72 90 59 2o45N 02916E 60.1 103*7 GGG
1004-03062 2001/016 2U001/i063 07/27/72 90 59 2819N 02852E 60.2 101.0 GGG
1004-03065 2300/16- 1& 2001/165 07/7/72 90 59 2453N o0228E 60.2 98.3 GGG
KEYS: CL6UC' CaVEP ............. TR 100 = X CLBUD Ca'VER ,e = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I.'1AG rUALITY .........,,... LANKS=8AND NBT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLE. G=1bD,. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PPBBR,
16:44 MA" 11,'74 STAN)ARD CATALOG F9R NON.US PAGE 0004
FRM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
BSERVATISN IICP9FILM RSLL 'i9./ DATE CL6UD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I P(SITIS' IN RBLL ACO UTRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
R v MSS LAT L NG 123 45678
1004-j8C71 20001/0166 20001,0167 07/27/72 90 59 2=27N 02805E 60*1 95*6 GGG
1004-08074 20001/0C16 20001/01 6 9  07/27/72 10 59 2402N 02742E 59.9 93o0 GGG
1C04-3080C 20001/C172 20001,/0171 07/27/72 100 59 2234N 0C719E 59.7 90,4 GGG
1004-08083 2001/0172 20001/0173 07/27/72 100 59 21q0N 02657E 59.5 87.9 GGG
1004-08144 200C1/01 74 3Co00/',000 07/27/72 80 li 0029S 02146E 49.5 59.0 GGG
1004-08151 20001/0175 20301/'017 6  07/27/72 90 51 0155s 02126E 48.5 57.7 GGG G
1004-38153 20001/0177 20001/0178 07/?7/72 90 cl 032?S 02106E 47*5 5695 PPP GGGG
1004-08160 20001/0179 20001/0180 07/27/72 8c 51 0448S 02046E 46.5 55.4 GGG GGGG
1004-08162 2~001/C181 2001/0182 07/27/72 20 51 0615S 02026E 45.5 54.3 GGG GGGG
1004-08165 20001/0183 20001/0184 07/27/72 0 51 0742S 02006E 445 53.3 GGG GGGG
1004-08171 20001/0185 200U1/0186 07/27/72 0 51 0o08S 01946E 43*4 52.4 GGG G5GG
1004-083174 20001/0187 20001/,0188 07/27/72 0 51 1035S o1925E 42.3 51*5 GGO GGGG
1004-38180 20001/0189 2o001/0190 07/27/72 0 51 1201 0c1905E 41.3 50.7 PPP GGGG
1004-J38133 20001/0191 20001/0192 07/27/72 0 51 1.28S 01844E 40.2 49*9 GGG GGGG
1004-08185 20001/0193 2C0001,0194 07/?7/72 0 51 14545 01823E 39.0 49.2 GGG GGGG
1004-08192 2 0001/0195 2C001/0196 07/27/72 2 51 1621S 01802E 37.9 48.5 GGG GGGF
1004-08194 20301/0197 20001/0198 07/27/72 0 51 1747S 01740E 36.8 47.9 GGG GGGG
1004-16315 2001/0203 C000O/9000, 07/27/72 * 55 6415N 08311W 43.5 158.0 GGG
1004-16321 20001/0204 00000/0000C 07/27/72 0 55 6?54N 08426W 44.5 156.0 GGG
1004-16322 00000/0000 20001/0205 07/27/72 0 55 6244\ 08434W 44.6 155.8 PPPP
1004-16324 20001/020 2001/,C0207 07/27/72 10 55 6122N 08543W 45.6 153.8 GFG PPPP
1004-16330 20001/0208 00000U0000 07/27/72 90 55 6010J 08639w 46.5 152.1 ppp
1004-16331 00000/0000 20001/0209 07/27/72 90 55 6030N 08647w 46*7 151.9 PDPP
1004-16333 20001/0210 20001/0211 07/27/72 100 55 5937\ 0o 7 44w 47.6 150o0 GGG PPPP
1004-16335 20001/0212 00300/,000 07/27/72 7c 55 5724N 08831W 48*5 14803 GGG
1004-16340 0000/C000 20001/0213 07/P7/72 60 55 5714N 08838v 43.6 148.1 PPPP
1004-16342 20001/021 20001/0215 07/27/72 20 95 5551N 08929N 49.5 146.2 GGG PPPP
1004-16344 20001/0216 00000,0000 07/27/72 60 55 5437N 09012W 504 144.5 GGG
1004-16345 00000/0000 20001/0217 07/27/72 5C 55 5427, 09C18w 50.5 144.3 PPPP
1004-16351 20001/C21 20001/0219 07/?7/72 10 95 5?03N 09103W 514 142.4 GGF PPPP
1004-16353 23001/0220 C000000000 07/27/72 40 55 5149N 09141W 52.1 140.6 GGG
1004-16354 00000/0000 20001,0221 0747/72 4 55 5139N 09146W 52.2 140.4 PPPP
1004-16360 2C001/022 2 20001,0223 07/27/7; 5 55 5r14N 09226W 53*0 138.4 PPF PPPP
1004-16433 200 0 1/0224 20001/0225 07/27/72 70 55 2446\1 10 107W 60O 94*5 PPP GGGG
1004-16435 20001/022 6 22001,/0227 07/27/72 90 55. 2120N 10130w 59.8 91.9 FFF GGGG
1004-16442 20021/0228 20001/0229 07/27/7? 90 55 2153N 10152W 59.6 89.4 FFF GGGG
1004-16444 20021/0232 20001,/0231 07/P7/72 90 55 2027N 10215W E9.3 86.8 FFF GGGG
1004-16451 20001/0232 20001/0233 07/27/7? 90 55 1101N 10236W 59.0 84.4 PPF GGG
1004-18135 a0001/023 4 OoCOC/0000 07/27/72 80 56 6753 10455 40.5 163*9 GGG
KEYS: C LJU' CdVER . o.°°*.... 0 TO 100 * % CLSUD CDVER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AAE UALITY °.,........,.. LA-NKS.BANO N5T PRESFNT/REOUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GRD., F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PxPBSR,
16144 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NON.US PAGE 0005
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRMFILM R5LL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT P0ICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
4RV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1004-18142 20001/0235 00000/0000 07/27/72 ** 56 6634N 10632W 41#6 161P6 GGG
1004"18144 20001/0236 20001/0237 07/27/72 70 42 6514N 108 00W 42*7 159#5 GGG GG
1004-18151 20001/0238 20001/0239 07/27/72 50 42 6352N 10920W 43*7 157.5 GGG GGG
1004-18153 20001/0240 20001/0241 07/27/72 60 42 6P31N -11033W 44*8 155.5 GGG GGG
1004-18160 20001/0242 20001/0243 07/27/72 80 42 6109N 11141W 45.8 153*5 GGG GGGG
1004-18162 20001/0244 20001/0245 07/27/72 20 42 5947N 11243W 46.8 151*6 FFF GG
1004"18165 20001/0246 20001/0247 07/27/72 30 42 5824N 11339W 47o8 149*7 FFF FG
1004-18171 20001/0248 20001/0249 07/27/72 2C 42 5701N 114 33 W 4897 147o8 FFF FGG
1004'18174 20001/0250 20001/0251 07/27/72 40 42 5538N 11b24w 49*7 145.9 FFF FG
1004-18180 20001/0252 20001/0253 07/27/72 60 42 5414N 11612W 50.6 144*0 FFF FG G
1004-18183 20001/0254 20001/0255 07/27/72 70 42 5250N 11657w 51*5 142.1 FFF FGGG
1004-18185 20001/0256 20001/0257 07/27/72 10 42 5126N 117 4 0W 52*3 140.1 FFF GGGG
1004-19560 20001/0258 00000/0000 07/27/72 20 57 7121N 125 19W 37.5 170*6 GGG
1004-19563 20001/0259 00000/0000 07/27/72 0 57 7004N 12731W 38.6 168.0 GGG
1004-19565 20001/0260 00000/0000 07/27/72 c 57 6Q47N 12928w 39.7 165.5 GGG
1004-19572 20001/0261 00000/0000 07/27/7P 10 57 6729N 13113w 40.8 163.1 GGG
1004-19574 20001/0262 00000/0000 07/27/72 70 57 6603N 13247W 4109 160*9 GGG
1004-21385 20001/0263 00000/0000 07/27/72 90 58 '7221N 14913W 36.6 173*0 GGG
1004-21390 00000/0000 20001/0264 07/p7/72 60 44 7209N 14937W 36*8 172.5 GGGG
1005*13332 20001/0267 20001/0268 07/28/72 0 68 1?55S 05954W  40.8 50*5 GGG FFF1005-13335 20001/0269 20001/0270 07/28/72 0 68 1421S 06015w 39.7 49.7 FFFF
1005-13341 20001/0271 20001/0272 07/28/72 0 68 1547S 06037W 38.5 49*0 GG FFFF
1005-13344 20001/0273 20001/0274 07/28/72 0 68 1714S 06058W 3704 48.4 GG FPFF
1005*13350 20001/0275 20001/0276 07/28/72 10 68 1840S 0 6119W 36*3 47.8 GG FFFF
1005-13353 20001/0277 20001/0278 07/28/72 50 68 2006S 06141W 35.1 47.2 GPG PpPP
1005-13355 20001/0279 20001/0280 07/28/72 50 68 2133S 06203W 33.9 46*7 G G FPFF
1005-13362 20001/0281 20001/0282 07/28/72 40 68 2759S 06225W 32.8 46.2 FFFF
1005-13364 20001/0283 20001/0284 07/28/72 30 68 2425S 0 6248w 31.6 45.8 FrFF
1005-16372 20001/02 8 6 20001/0287 07/28/72 40 69 6425N 08425W 43.1 158.3 PPP G
1005-16374 20001/0288 20001/0289 07/28/72 100 69 6303N 0 8 5 41w 4491 156.3 GG PPPP
1005-16381 20001/0290 20001/0291 07/28/72 100 69 6142N 0 8650w 45.2 154.4 GGG PPPP
1005-16383 20001/0292 20001/0293 07/28/72 100 69 6019N 0 8754W 46,2 152.4 GGG GGGG1005-16390 20001/0294 20001/0295 07/28/72 90 69 5 85 7N 08 85 2W 47*2 150o6 GG GGG
1005-16392 20001/0296 20001/0297 07/28/72 7C 69 5734N 0 8948W 48*2 14897 GGG GGGG1005"16395 20001/0298 20001/0299 07/28/72 40 69 5611N 09040W 4 901 146,8 GGG GGGG
1005-16401 20001/0300 20001/0301 07/28/7? 50 69 54 47N 09129W 50*0 144.9 PPP GGGG
1005-16404 20001/0302 20001/0303 07/28/72 50 69 5323N 09215w 50*9 143.0 GGG GGGG
1005-16410 20001/0304 20001/0305 07/28/72 70 69 5159N 09258W j518 141.0 PPP GGGG
1005-16413 20001/0306 20001/0307 07/28/72 80 69 5035N 09340W 52.6 139.0 GGG GGGG
KEYS: CLfUD COVER % ..,...** .,,,, 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.,...e....... BLANKS.BAND NOT PR7SENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED G.GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P9R,9
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N9N-uS PAGE 0006
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
8BSERVATION MICRqFIM R4LL t9./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPI'CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITISN IN RBLL ACQJITRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIMo RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1005-18162 2 00 0 1/0 3 0 9 00000/0000 07/28/7? 10 70 7657N 08513w 31-8 188-2 GGG
1005,18165 20001/0309 ooo00/00CO 07/28/72 10 70 7553N 08926W 3299 18397 GGG
1005-18171 20001/031) 20001/0311 07/28/72 10 70 7445N 09305W 34.1 179*7 GGG GGGG
1005-18174 20001/0312 20001/0313 07/28/72 20 70 7 33 4 N 09615w 35.3 176.1 GGG GGGG
1005-18180 20001/0314 20001/0315 07/28/72 90 70 7P21N 09
9 00w 36.4 173.0 GGG GGGG
1005-18183 20001/0316 20001/0317 07/28/72 90 70 7106N 10125W 37*5 170*1 GGG GSGG
1005-13185 20001/0318 20001/0319 07/28/72 100 70 6949N 10333W 38*6 167.5 GGG GGGG
1005-18192 20001/0320 20001/0321 07/?8/72 90 70 6%31N 10527W 39.8 165.0 GGG PGGG
1005-18194 20001/0322 20001/0323 07/24/72 10 70 6712N 10709W 40.8 162.7 GGG GGG
1005-18201 20001/0324 20001/0325 07/?8/72 80 70 6552N 10842W 4109 160.5 GGG GGGG
1005-18203 20001/0326 20001/0327 07/28/72 90 70 6431N 11006W 43.0 158.5 GGG GGGG
1005-18210 20001/0328 20001/0329 07/28/7P 90 70 63?1N 11122W 44.0 156.5 GGG GGGG
1005-18212 2C001/0330 20001/0331 07/28/72 70 71 6148N 11232W 45.1 154.5 GGG GGGG
1005-18215 20001/0332 20001/0333 07/28/72 50 70 6C26N 11336W 46.1 152.6 GGG GGGG
1005-18221 20001/0334 20001/0335 07/28/7P 30 70 5903N 11435W 47.1 150.7 GGG GGGG
1005-18224 20001/0336 20001/0337 07/28/72 30 70 5741N 11531W 48.1 148.8 FFF GGGG
1005-18230 20001/0338 20001/0339 07/28/72 30 70 5617N 11624W 49.0 147.0 GGG GGGG
1005-18233 20001/0340 20001/0341 07/28/72 80 70 5454N 1171 3w 49.9 145*1 GGG GGGG
1005-18235 20001/0342 20001/0343 07/28/72 90 70 5330N i1759W 50.8 143*1 GGG 5GGG
1005-18242 20001/0344 20001/0345 07/28/72 30 70 5?06N 1184 3W 51*7 141.2 GGG GGGG
1005-18244 20001/C346 20001/0347 07/28/72 10 70 5142N 11925W 52*6 139.2 GGG FFFF
1005-19585 00000/0000 20001/0348 07/2A/72 10 71 7857N 09933W 29o3 200.3 GPPP
1005-19591 OC000/0000 20001/0349 07/28/72 0 71 7Q04N 10524W 304 194*2 GGGG
1005-19594 00000/0000 20001/0350 07/28/72, 10 71 7704N 11025W 31o6 188.9 GGGG
1005-20000 000/0000 20001/0351 07/28/72 10 71 7601N 11444W 32.8 184.2 GGGG
1005:20003 00000/0000 20001/0352 07/28/72 10 71 7453N 11827W 3400 180.2 GGGG
1005 20005 00000/0000 20001/0353 07/28/72 0 71 7342N- 12139w 35.1 176.6 FGGG
1005-20012 20001/0354 20001/0355 07/28/72 0 71 7229N 12
4 28W 6.*2 173.3 PPP GGGG
1005-20014 20001/0356 20001/0357 07/2/72 0 71 7114N 12655W 37.4 170.4 GGG GOGG
1005-20021 20001/035 8 20001/0359 07/?8/72 C 71 
6953 N 129 05W 38.5 167.8 GGG GGGG
1005,20023,. 20001/0360 20001/0361 07/28/72 0 71 6894N 13101W 39.6 165.3 GGG GGGG
1005-20030 20001/0362 20001/0363 07/28/72 10 71 6721N 13245w 407 163.0 GGG GFGG
1005-10032 20001/0364 20001/0365 07/28/72 50 71 6O02N 13419W 41.8 160.8 GGG GGGG
1005-21411 00000/0000 20001/0366 07/28/72 40 72 8021N li018w 26.8 215*8 G GG
1005-21414 00000/0000 20001/0367 07/28/72 10 72 7046N 11803W 28 0 207.8 GGGG
1005-21420 00000/0000 20001/0368 07/28/7P 0 72 7901N 12453W 29.2 200.8 GGGG
1005-21423 20001/0369 20001/0370 07/28/72 0 72 7909N 13048W 30.3 194.6 GGG GGGG
1005-21425 2000o/0371 20001/0372 07/28/7? 7;2 7710N 13554W 31j5 189.3 PPP GGGG
1005-21432 20001/0373 20001/0374 07/28/72 c 72 7606N 14016W 32.7 184.6 GGG GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD CBVER X .oc...o....o 0 Te 100 = % CLBUD C9VER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .o .oo9....... LANKSoBANO NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTEDO R-RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBgR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N5N,US PAGE 0007
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN .ICREFILM R5LL N9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PISITIgN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER -F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
csV MSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1005-21434 20001/0375 20001/0376 07/28/72 3c 72 745qN 14 4 01W 33.8 180.5 GGG GGGG
1005"21441 20001/0377 20001/0378 07/?R/7p 8c 72 7749N 14716W 35.0 176.8 GGG GGGG
1005"21443 20001/0373 200Ul/0380 07/28/7? 80 72 7 236N 15006W 36.1 173.6 GGG UFGG
1005*23251 00000/0000 20001/0381 07/?8/72 0 73 7904N 14937W 28*9 201*8 PPPP
1005-23254 00000/0000 20001/0382 07/?2/72 90 73 7R17N 15b41w 30%1 195.5 GGGG
1005-23260 20001/0383 20001/0384 07/28/72 100 73 7 72 ?N 160 4 2W 3193 190*3 GGG GGGG
1005-23263 20001/0385 20001/0386 07/28/72 I00 73 7619N 16513W 32*4 185.5 GGG GGGG1005-23265 20001/0387 20001/0388 C7/28/72 100 73 7512N 16906W 33*6 181.3 GGG UGGG
1005-23272 20001/0389 20001/0390 07/28/72 100 73 7403N 17226W 34.7 177.5 GGG GGGG
1005-23274 20001/0391 20001/0392 07/28/72 90 73 7250N 175 2 1w 35.9 174.2 GGG GGGG
1005-23281 20001/0393 20001/0394 07/28/72 90 73 7136N 17754W 37,0 171.2 GGG GGGG
1005-23283 20001/c3 9 5 20001/0396 07/28/7? 100 73 7020N 17950E 38*1 168.5 PPP GGGG
1005-23290 20001/0397 200ui/0398 07/28/72 100 73 690?N 17751E 3903 166.0 GFG GGGG
1005-23292 20001/0399 20001/0400 07/28/72 100 73 6744N 17604E 40*4 163.6 GFG GFGG
1005-23295 00000/0000 200u1/0401 07/28/72 90 73 6621N 17424E 41,5 161.3 GGGG
1005-23533 20001/0402 000UO/O000 07/28/72 ** 74 1424S 14449E 39*7 49.8 GGG
1005-23535 20001/403 20001/0404 07/28/72 50 73 1600S 14425E 38*4 49*0 FFFG
1005-23542 20001/0405 20001/0406 07/28/72 10 73 1727S 14404E 3703 48o4 GGG FFFG
1005-23544 20001/0407 20001/0408 07/28/72 0 73 1853S 14342E 36*2 47.8 GGG FFFG1005-23551 0000/o0000 20001/0409 07/28/72 0 73 2020S 14321E 35*0 47.2 FFFG
1005-23553 20001/041C 00000/0000 07/28/72 0 73 2136S 14301E 34*0 46.8 PPP
1006-08151 20001/0411 00000/0000 07/29/72 0 78 360 4N 0282 4 E 58* 9  116.1 G1006"08153 20001/0412 00000/0000 07/29/72 0 78 3438N 02758E 59.2 113.5 GGG
1006*08160 20001/0413 00000O/000 07/29/72 0 78 3313N 02731 59.5 110.9 GGG
1006-08162 20001/0414 00000/0000 07/29/72 30 78 3147N 02706E 59*7 108*3 GGS
1006-08165 20001/0415 00000/0000 07/29/72 0 78 3r21N 02641E 59*9 105.6 FFF
1006o08174 20001/0417 00000/0000 07/29/72 0 78 2729N 02553E 60*0 100*3 GG
1006-08194 20001/0419 20001/0420 07/29/72 0 78 2018N 02359E 59*2 87*3 GGG PPFF
1006-08201 20001/0421 20001/0422 07/29/72 0 78 1851N 02337E 58.9 84.9 GGG PPFF
1006-08203 20001/0423 20001/0424 07/29/72 0 78 1725N 02316E 58,5 82.5 GGG PPFP
100 6 "08210 20001/0425 20001/0426 07/29/72 O 78 1558N 0 2254E 58*0 80*1 FFGF
1006-0 8 212 20001/0427 20001/0428 07/29/72 0 78 1432N 0 2233E 57a5 77*9 GGG FFFF
1006-08215 20001/0429 20001/0430 07/29/72 40 78 1306N 02212E 57.0 75*8 GGG FFFF
1006"08221 200C1/04 3 1 20001/0432 07/29/72 40 78 1 13 9N 02151E 56*4 73*7 GGG FFFF
1006-09471 20001/0433 0000U0/000 07/29/72 90 79 7303N 03010E 35*6 174.8 GG
1006-09474 20001/0434 000/0000 07/29/72 90 79 7149N 02735E 36*7 171.7 GGG
1006-09475 00000/0000 20001/0435 07/29/72 90 79 7128N o2654E 37*0 170*9 GGGG
1006-09480 200C1/0 4 36 00000/0000 07/29/72 70 79 703 3N 02517E 37*8 169.0 GGG
1006-09481 00000/0000 20001/0437 C7/29/72 30 79 7012N 02442E 38.2 168.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *o*,,,,,,,,, 0 TO 100 . % CLOUD CqVER, ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY 0*.***.. .***** BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RORECYCLEDo G=GosDO F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBOR.
16;44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0008
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
eBSERVATI5N MICROFILM RtLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD 4RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVs AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1006-09483 20001/0438 00000/0003 07/29/72 10 79 6916N 02316E 3900 16604 GGG
1006-09484 00000/0000 20001/0439 07/29/72 0 79 6854N 02244E 39.3 165.8 GGGG
1006-09485 20001/0440 00000/000D 07/29/72 30 79 675 8N 02127E 40.1 164,1 GGG
1006-09490 00000/0000 20001/0441 07/29/72 60 79 6736N 02059E 40O4 163.4 GGGG
1006m09493 00000/0000 20001/0443 07/29/72 40 79 6616N 01923E 41 5 161,2 G GG
1006"09494 20001/0444 00000/0003 07/29/72 10 79 6518N 01820E 42.2 159.7 GGG
1006-09495 00000/0000 20001/0445 07/29/72 10 79 6456N 01756E 42*5 159.1 GGGG
1006-09501 20001/0446 0000/0000 07/29/72 20 79 6157N 01659E 43.3 157.7 GGG
1006-09502 00000/0000 20001/0447 07/29/72 20 79 6334N 01637E 43*6 157.1 GGGG
1006-09503 20001/0448 00000/000ooo 07/29/72 50 79 6235N 01545E 4493 155.7 GGG
1006-13373 20001/0449 00000/0001) 07/29/72 30 81 0710S 05958W 45*2 54.3 GGG
1006-13375 20001/0450 00000/000) 07/29/72 40 81 0836S 06018W 44.1 53.3 GGG
1006-13382 20001/0451 00000/0000 07/29/72 100 81 1002S 06039W 43.1 52.4 FFF
1006-13384 20001/0452 00000/0000 07/29/72 10 81. 1129S 06059W 42.0 51.5 GGG
1006-13391 20001/0453 00000/0000 07/29/72 60 81. 1255S 06120W 40o9 50e7 GGG
1006-13393 20001/0454 00000/0000 07/29/72 50 81 1422S 06141W 3998 50.0 GGG
1006w13400 20001/0455 00000/0000 07/29/72 60 81 1548S 06202W 38.7 49.3 GGG
1006-13402 20001/0456 00000/0000 07/29/72 80 81 1715S 06223W 37.6 48.6 GGG
1006-13405 20001/0457  00000/0000) 07/29/72 70 81 1842S 06245W 36.4 48.0 GGG
1006-13411 20001/0458 0000/0000 07/29/72 20 81 200RS 06306W 3503 47.4 GGG
1006-15013 20001/0459 00000/0000) 07/29/72 90 82 5836N 06443W 47.2 150*2 GGG
1006-15014 00000/0000 20001/0460 07/29/72 30 82 5826N 06450W 4703 150.0 GGGG
1006-15020 20001/0461 20001/0462 07/29/72 80 82 5713N 06538w 48.2 148.3 FGG QGGG
1006-15022 20001/0463 00000/0000 07/29/72 80 82 5549N 06629W 4901 146.4 GGG
1006-15023 00000/0000 20001/0464 07/29/72 90 82 5539N 06635W 49.3 146,2 GGGG
1006-15025 20001/0465 20001/0466 07/29/72 90 82 5426N 06717W 50*1 144.5 FGG GGFF
1006-15031 20001/0467 00000/0000 07/29/72 70 82 530?N 06802W 5190 142.6 GGG
1006-15032 00000/0000 20001/0468 07/29/7p 90 82 5252N 06807W 51.1 142.4 PGGG
1006-15034 20001/0469 20001/0470 07/29/72 90 82 5138N 06845W 51.8 140.7 GGG PPPP
1006-15040 20001/0471 00000/0000 07/29/72 100 82' 5 014 N 069 26w 52.7 138.7 GGG
1006.15041 -00000/0000 20001/0472 07/29/72 100 82 5003N 06930W 52.8 138.5 GGGG
1006-15043 20001/0473 2 0 00 1/0 474 07/29/72 100 82 4849N 07004W 53*5 136.7 GGG GGGG
1006-15104 20001/0475 00000/0000 07/29/72 !00 82' 2727N 07723W 60.0 100.3 GGG
1006-15105 00000/0000 20001/0476 07/29/72 60 82 2716N 07726W 60*0 100.0 GGGG
1006-15111 20001/0477 20001/0478 07/p9/72 100 82. 2600N 07746W 6000 97*7 GGG GGGG
1006-15113 20001/0479 00000/0000 07/29/72 30 82 2434N 07810W 59*9 95.0 FFG
1006-15120 20001/0480 00000/0000 07/29/72 50 82 2308N 07832W 59o7 92.4 FFG
1006-15122 20001/0481 00000/0000 07/29/72 70 82 2141N 07855W 59*5 89.9 FFG
1006-15125 20001/0482 00000/0000 07/29/72 70 82 2015N 07917W 59,2 87.4 GGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *oo,..'.*.*, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER, ** " NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY e.....o.s..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO R.RECYCLED. G.GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBOR.
16244 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0009
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV , AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1006416445 20001/0483 20001/0484 07/29/72 40 83 5833N 09035w 47.2 150.1 GGG GFGG1006-16452 20001/0485 20001/0486 07/29/72 40 83 5710N 09130W 48.2 148*3 GGG GFGG
1006*16454 20001/0487 20001/0488 07/29/72 80 83 5547N 09221W 4902 146.4 GGG GGGG
1006916461 20001/0489 20001/0490 07/29/72 80 83 5423N 09309W 50*1 14i.5 GGG GGGF
1006.16463 20001/0491 20001/0492 07/29/72 50 83 5259N 09354w 51,0 142.6 GGG GGGG1006.16470 20001/0493 20001/0494 07/29/72 30 83 5135N 09436W 5198 140o6 GGG GGGG
1006*16472 20001/0495 20001/0496 07/29/72 20 83 5011N 09517W 52.7 138.7 GGG GGGG
1006o18251 20001/0497 00000/0000 07/29/72 70 84 6759N 107 3 6W 40*0 164*1 FFF1006w18254 20001/0498 00000/0000 07/29/72 80 84 6639N 10914W 41*0 16109 GGG
1006-18260 20001/0499 20001/0500 07/29/72 100 84 6520N 11042W 42*1 159.8 GGG GGGG
1006.18263 00000/0000 20001/0501 07/29/72 80 84 6359N 11203W 43*2 157.7 GGGG
1006-18265 00000/0000 20001/0502 07/29/72 70 84 6237N 11317W 44.2 155.8 GFFF
1006.18272 20001/0503 20001/0504 07/29/72 100 84 6115N 11423W 45.3 153.8 PGG GGGG
1006-18274 20001/0505 20001/0506 07/29/72 90 84 595 3 N 11525W 4603 151*9 GGG GGGG1006.18281 20001/0507 20001/0508 07/29/72 70 84 5R30N 11624w 47.3 150*1 PGG FFFG
1006-18283 20001/0509 20001/0510 07/29/72 30 84 5707N 11719W 48.2 148.2 PGG FFFF
1006.18290 20001/0511 20001/0512 07/29/72 20 84 5543N 11810W 49.2 146*3 PGG GGFG
1006.18292 20001/0513 20001/0514 07/29/72 60 84 5420N 11858W 50*1 144.4 PGG GGG
1006.18295 20001/0515 20001/0516 07/29/72 80 84 5256N 11943W 51.0 142*5 PGG GGGF
1006-18301 20001/0517 20001/0518 07/29/72 50 84 5032N 12026W 51.9 140,6 PGG GGGG
1006"20060 00000/0000 20001/0519 07/29/72 0 85 7 534N 11742w 33,0 182.5 GGGG1006-20062 00000/0000 20001/0520 07/29/72 0 85 7424N 12113W 34*2 178.7 GGGO
1006-20065 20001/0521 20001/0522 07/29/72 10 85 7 313N 124 15W 35.3 175.2 GGG GGGG
1006w20071 20001/0523 20001/0524 07/29/72 0 85 7159N 12654W 36'5 172.2 GGG GGGG
1006"20074 20001/0525 20001/0526 07/29/72 0 85 7 043N 12914W 37.6 169.4 OGG GGGG
1006.20080 20001/0527 20001/0528 07/29/72 10 85 69 27N 13119W 38*7 166.8 GGG GGGG
1006-20083 20001/0529 20001/0530 07/29/72 10 85 6808N 13309W 39*8 164*4 OGG GGG1006.20085 20001/0531 20001/0532 07/29/72 20 85 6649N 134 49W 40*9 162.2 GGG GGGG1006-23580 20001/0533 00000/0000 07/29/72 40 87 1005S 14425E 43.1 52.5 GGG
1006m23582 20001/0534 20001/0535 07/29/72 30 87 1132S 14404F 42*0 51.6 GGG GGGG
1006.23585 20001/0536 200Q1/0537 07/29/72 60 87 1258S 14343E 40.9 50.8 GGG GGGG
1006w23591 20001/0538 20001/0539 07/29/72 60 87 1425S 14323E 39.8 5000 GGG GGGG
1006.23594 20001/0540 20001/0541 07/29/72 10 87 1551S 14302E 38*7 49.3 GGG GGGG
1007-00000 20001/0542 20001/0543 07/30/72 0 87 1717S 14240E 37*6 48.7 PPP GGGG
1007-00003 20001/0544 20001/0545 07/30/72 0 87 1844S 14219E 36!5 48*1 GGG FFFG
1007*00005 20001/0546 20001/0547 07/30/72 0 87 2010S 14 157E 35.3 47.5 GGG GOGG
1007-00012 20001/0548 20001/0549 07/30/72 10 87 2137S 14135E 34*2 47*0 GGG OGG
1007"00014 20001/0550 20001/0551 07/30/72 10 87 2303S 14113E 33.0 46.5 GGG OGGO
1007-00021 20001/0552 20001/0553 07/30/72 10 87 2429S 14050K 31.8 46.1 GGG GGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X ,......*.... 0 TO 100 ' % CLOUD COVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,,,o,, *, * BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO R@RECYCLED4 GGBBD* FUFAIR BUT USABLE, P'PBBRO
16:44 MAR 11~174 STANDARD CATAL G FBR NONUS PAGE 0010
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OBSERVATI N MICRBFILM ROLL NBo/ DATE CLBUD eRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CSVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1007-00023 20001/0554 20001/0555 07/30/72 30 87 2555S 14027E 30a6 45.7 GGG GGGG
1007-00030 20001/0556 20001/0557 07/30/72 60 87 2721S 14003E 29o4 45.3 GGG GGGG
1007e00032 20001/0558 20001/0559 07/30/72 70 87 2947S 13939E 28.2 45.0 GFG GGGG
1007-00035 20001/0560 00000/0000 07/30/72 40 87 30 13S 13915E 27*0 44.7 GGG
1007-01434 20001/0562 20001/0563 07/30/72 40 88 1847S 11629E 3694 .48.1 GGG GGFG
1007-01441 20001/0564 20001/0565 07/30/72 90 88 2013S 11607E 35e3 47.5 GGG GGGG
1007-01443 20001/0566 20001/0567 07/30/72 40 88 2140S 11545E 3401 47.0 GGG GGGG
1007-01450 20001/0568 20001/0569 07/30/72 0 88 2306S 11523F 33.0 46.5 GGG G
1007-08221 20001/0570 00000/0000 07/30/72 70 92 3149N 02540E 59.6 108*8 FFG
1007-08223 20001/0571 20001/0572 07/30/72 100 92 30 24N 02516E 59.8 106.1 FFF FFFF
1007*08230 20004/0004 20004/0005 07/30/72 100 92 2858N 02451E 59.9 10305 FFF FFFF
1007908232 20004/0006 20004/0007 07/30/72 100 92 2732N 02427E 59.9 100.8 FFF FFFF
1007-08235 20004/0008 20004/0009 07/30/72 100 92 2606N 02404E 59,9 98.2 FFF FFFF
1007-08241 20001/0579 20001/0580 07/30/72 10 92 2440N 02340E 5908 95.5 GGG FFFF
1007-08244 20001/0581 20001/0582 07/30/72 10 92 2313N 02318E 59.7 92.9 GGG FFFF
1007-08250 20001/0583 20001/0584 07/30/72 10 92 2147N 02255E 59.5 90*4 GGG FFFF
1007-08253 20001/0585 20001/0586 07/30/72 10 92 2021N 02233E 59.2 87.9 GGG FFFF
1007-08255 20001/0587 20001/0588 07/30/72 10 92 1854N 02212E 58.9 85.4 GGG FFFF
1007-08262 20001/0589 20001/0590 07/30/72 10 92 1727N 02150E 58.5 83*0 GGG FFFF
1007-08264 20001/0591 20001/0592 07/30/72 1o 92 1601N 02129E 58.1 80.7 0GG FFFF
1007-08271 20001/0593 20001/0594 07/30/72 10 92 14 3 5N 02108E 57.6 78.4 GGG FFFF
1007-08273 20001/0595 20001/0596 07/30/72 0 92 1308N 02047E 57.0 76.3 GGG FFFF
1007-08280 20001/0597 20001/0598 07/30/72 0 92 1142N 02026E 56.4 74.2 GGG PFFF
1007-08282 20001/0599 20001/0600 07/30/72 10 92 1015N 02005E 55.8 72.2 GGG PFFF
1007-08332 20001/0601 20001/0602 07/30/72 0 92 0703S 01603E 45.3 54.6 PPP GGGG
1007-08335 20001/0603 20001/0604 07/30/72 20 92 0830S 01542E 44.3 53.6 GOG GeGG
1007e08341 20001/0605 20001/0606 07/30/72 20 92 0956S 01522E 43'3 52*7 GGG GGGO
1007-08344 20001/0607 20001/0608 07/30/72 20 92 1123S 01501E 42.2 51.8 GGG GGGG
1007-08350 20001/0609 20001/0610 07/30/72 20 92 1250S 01441E 41.1 51.0 GGG FFFF
1007-08353 20001/0611 20001/0612 07/30/72 0 92 1416S 014202 40*0 50.2 PPP GGGG
1007-08355 .20001/0613 20001/0614 07/30/72 20 92 1543S 01359E 3809 49.5 GGG GGGG
1007-08362 20001/0615 20001/0616 07/30/72 0 92 1709S 01338E 37.8 48.8 PPP GGGO
1007"08364 20001/0617 20001/0618 07/30/72 0 92 1835S 01316E 36.6 48.2 GGG GGGG
1007-08371 20001/0619 20001/0620 07/30/72 0 92 2002S 01254E 35'5 47*6 PPP GGGG
1007w08373 20001/0621 20001/0622 07/30/72 50 92 2128S 01232E 34.3 47,1 GGO GGGG
1007-08380 20001/0623 00000/0000 07/30/72 30 92 2254S 01210E 33.2 46.6 PPP
1007-09535 20001/0624 00000/0000 07/30/72 100 93 7 041N 02406E 37*5 169.3 GGG
1007-09541 20001/0625 20001/0626 07/30/72 100 93 6924N 02202E 38.6 166*8 GGG
1007-09544 20001/0627 20001/06,28 07/30/7p 90 93 6806N 02013E 39.7 164*4 GGG FFFF
KEYSt CLOUD COVER % Qoc oo0*ee 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER, ** o NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY oo0.eq0.e. *o.o BLANKSxBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. ReRECYCLED* GpG RDO FaFAIR BUT USABLE, P-PBOR9
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8SSERVATIN MICROFILM RBLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN 
IMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1007-09550 20001/0629 20001/0630 07/30/72 80 93 6647N 01833E 40*8 162*1 GGG FFFF
1007-09553 20001/0631 20001/0632 07/30/72 70 93 
6 527 N 01703E 41*9 160,0 GGG FFFF
1007-09555 20001/0633 20001/0634 07/30/72 80 93 6406N 01542E 429 158*0 GGG FFFF
1007*09562 20001/0635 20001/0636 07/30/72 80 93 6p45N 01429E 44*0 156.0 
GGG FFFF
1007-09564 20001/0637 20001/0638 07/30/72 90 93 6123N 01321E 45*0 15401 PPP 
FFFF
1007-09571 20001/0639 00000/0000 07/30/72 80 93 6000N 01218E 46*0 152*2 GGG
1007013384 20001/0640 00000/0000 07/30/72 40 95 0838N 05743W 55*0 70.1 GGG
1007-13390 20001/0641 00000/0000 07/30/72 50 95 0712N 0 5804W 5493 
68.3 GGG
1007-13393 20001/0642 00000/0000 07/30/72 80 95 0545N 05824W 53*5 66.6 GGG
1007-13395 20001/0643 00000/0000 07/30/72 80 95 0419N 05844W 52*7 64.9 GGG
1007-13402 20001/0644 00000/0000 07/30/72 50 95 0252N 05 904W 51.9 83.4 GGG
1007-13404 20001/0645 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 0125N 05924w 51*0 61.9 GGG
1007-13411 20001/0646 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 95 o000N 05944W 50.1 60*5 OGG
1007-13413 20001/0647 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 95 0127S 0 6005W 49%2 59.1 GGG
1007-13420 20001/0648 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 0253S 06025W 48*2 5709 
GGG
1007-13422 20001/0649 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 0420S 060
4 5W 47%3 56.7 GGG
1007-13425 20001/p,650 00000/0000 07/30/72 0 95 0547S 06105W 46.3 55.6 PPP
1007-13431 20001/0651 00000/0000 07/30/72 0 95 0713S 06125w 45.2 54.5 GGG
1007-13434 20001/0652 00000/0000 07/30/72 40 95 084 0S 0614 6W 442 53'5 GGG
1007-13440 20001/0653 00000/0000 07/30/72 80 95 1oo7S 0 6206W 43.2 52.6 GGG
1007-13443 20001/0654 00000/0000 07/30/72 50 95 1133S 06226W 42,1 517 FFF
1007-13445 200 0 1/0655 00000/0000 07/30/72 50 95 1300S 06247W 41*0 
50,9 GGG
1007-13452 20001/0656 00000/0000 07/30/72 70 95 1426S 06308W 39.9 50.2 GGG
1007-13454 20001/0657 00000/0000 07/30/72 50 95 1553S6 6329W 38.8 49.5 GGG
1007-13461 20001/0658 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 95 1719S 06350W 37.7 48.8 GGG
1007-13463 20001/0659 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 95 1R46S 06412W 36*5 48*2 GGG
1007-13470 20001/0660 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 2012S o6434W 35*4 
47.6 GGG
1007-13472 20001/0661 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 238S 0 6456W 34*2 
47*1 GGG
1007-13475 20001/0662 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 2305S 06518w 33*1 46.6 ppp
1007.13481 20001/0663 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 2431S 06
541W 31*9 46.2 GGG
1007-13484 20001/0664 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 2557S 06604W 3097 45.8 GGG
1007-13490 20001/0665 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 2723S 0 6628W 29,5 45,4 
GGG
1007-13493 20001/0666 00000/0000 07/30/72 10 95 2849S 06651W 28.3 45.1 
GGG
10 0 7-13495 20001/0667 00000/0000 07/30/72 30 95 3015S 
067 16W 27.1 44.8 GGG
1007-13502 20001/0668 00000/0000 07/30/72 40 95 3141S 06741W 2599 44o5 GGG
1007v13504 20001/0669 00000/0000 07/30/72 60 95 3307S 0680 6W 24,7 44#3 PPP
1007-13511 20001/0670 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 95 3433S 068 3 3W 23.5 44.2 FFF
1007-15060 20001/0671 00000/0000 07/30/72 100 96 6249N 0 6256W 43.9 156.1 FFF
1007-15063 20001/0672 20001/0673 07/30/72 90 96 6128N 06404W 44.9 154.2 GGG GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % .,,,..,,.,,,,, 0 TO 100 X% CLUD CPVER, ** . NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,o.ooe,,,e,,,, BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RWRECYCLED. GwGOBbD F-FAIR 
BUT USABLE. PP B BR.
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OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
1D POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1007015065 20001/0674 20001/0675 07/30/72 80 96 6005N 06508W 45.9 152,3 GGG GGGG
1007-15072 20001/0676 20001/0677 07/30/72 50 96 5842N 06607W 4609 15004 GGG GGGG1007w15074 20001/0678 20001/0679 07/30/72 60 96 5719N 06701W 47 9 148.6 GGG GGGG1007-15081 20001/0680 20001/0681 07/30/72 80 96 5556N 06753W 48c8 146.7 GGG GGG0
1007-15083 20001/0682 20001/0683 07/30/72 80 96 5432N 06841W 49v8 144.8 GGG OGGO
1007-15090 20001/0684 20001/0685 07/30/7 80 96 5308N 06927W 50.7 14299 GGG GGGG1007-15092 20001/0686 20001/0687 07/30/72 90 96 5144N 07010W 51.5 141.0 GGG GGGG1007-15095 20001/0688 20001/0689 07/30/72 i00 96 5020N 07050W 52.4 139*1 GGG GGGG
1007*15101 20001/0690 20001/0691 07/30/72 50 96 4855N 07129W 53.2 137*1 GGG GGGG1007-15174 20001/0692 20001/0693 07/30/72 60 96 2314N 07957W 59*7 93,1 GGG GGG
1007916510 20001/0694 0000/0000 07/30/72 100 97 5709N 09256W 48.0 148.4 PPP
1007-16513 20001/0695 00000/0000 07/30/72 100 97 5546N 09347W 48.9 146.5 GGG1007-16515 20001/0696 20001/0697 07/30/72 30 97 5423N 094 35W 4999 144.6 GGG GGGG1007-16522 20001/0698 20001/0699 07/30/72 40 97 5259N 09520w 50.8 142*7 GFG GGGG
1007-16524 20001/0700 20001/0701 07/30/72 40 97 5134N 09603W 51.6 140.8 PPP GGGG
1007*17001 20001/0702 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 97 2557N 10504W 59*9 981 GGG
1007-17002 00000/0000 20001/0703 07/30/72 20 97 2940N 10508W 59@9 97.5 GGGG
1007-18280 20001/0704 00000/000 07/30/72 ** 97 7636N 08934W 3197 186,7 GGG
1007w18283 20001/0705 20001/0706 07/30/72 80 97 753 1N 09336W 3269 182,3 GGG GGGG
1007-18285 20001/0707 20001/0708 07/30/72 90 97 7422N 09704W 34.0 178*5 GGG GGGG1007-18292 20001/0709 20001/0710 07/30/72 90 97 7310N 10005W 35.2 175*1 GGG GGGG1007s18294 20001/0711 20001/0712 07/30/72 90 97 7156N 10243W 36.3 172.0 GGG FFFF
1007"18301 20001/0713 20001/0714 07/30/72 80 97 7040ON 10502W 37.4 169.3 GGG GGGG
1007w18303 20001/0715 20001/0716 07/30/72 80 97 6923N 10706W 38*5 166*7 GGG GGGG
1007-18310 20001/0717 20001/0718 07/30/72 80 97 6805N 10856W 39.6 164.3 GGG GGGG
1007-18312 20001/0719 20001/0720 07/30/72 80 97 6646N 11034W 40*7 162*1 GGG GGGG
1007-18315 20001/0721 20001/0722 07/30/7? 80 97 6525N 11204W 41.8 160.0 GGG GFPG
1007-18321 20001/0723 20001/0724 07/30/72 80 97 6404N 11324W 42s9 158.0 GGG GFPG
1007"18324 20001/0725 20001/0726 07/30/72 80 97 6243N 11436W 4369 156.0 GGG GGPG
1007-18330 20001/0727 20001/0728 07/30/72 50 97 6121N 115 44W 45.0 1541 GGG GGPG
1007*18333- 20001/0729 20001/0730 07/30/72 70 98 5q59N 11648W 46*0 152.2 GGG GGGG
1007a18335 20001/0731 20001/0732 07/30/72 70 98 5836N 11747W 47*0 150.3 GGG GGGG
1007018342 20001/0733 20001/0734 07/30/72 70 98 5713N 11841W 4709 148.5 OGG GFFG
1007018344 20001/0735 20001/0736 07/3o/72 40 98 5550N 11933W 48.9 146.6 GGG GPGG
1007018351 20001/0737 20001/0738 07/30/72 60 98 5426N 12021W 49.8 144,7 GGG GOGP
1007-18353 20001/0739 20001/0740 07/30/72 30 98 5302N 12106W 50%7 142.8 GGG GPGG
1007018360 20001/0741 20001/0742 07/30/72 20 98 5038N 12149W 51.6 140.9 GGG GrGG
1007018362 20001/0743 20001/0744 07/30/72 0 98 5013N 12230W 52.4 138.9 PPP GGGG
1007020094 .20001/0745 00000/0000 07/30/72 90 98 8001N 09209W 27.0 210.8 GGG
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1007420100 20001/0746 00000/0000 07/30/72 90 98 7919N 099 22W 28s2 203*4 OGG
1007'E0103 20001/0747 00000/0000 07/30/ 72 to100 98 7830N 10538W 29*4 196,9 GGG
10078005 20001/0748 00000/0000 07/30/72 90 98 7733N 11103W 30*6 191*3 GGG
1007we0112 20001/0749 00000/0000 07/30/72 90 98 7631N 1154 3 W 31*8 18603 GGG
1007-20114 20001/0750 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 98 7525N 11941W 32*9 182.0 GGG
1007-20121 20001/0751 00000/0000 07/30/72 60 98 7416N 12307W 34*1 178.2 GGG
1007o20123 20001/0752 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 98 7304N 12605W 35.2 174*9 GGG
1007:20131 20001/0753 00000/0000 07/30/72 30 98 7150N 12842W 36*4 171*8 OGG
1007 20132 .20001/0754 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 98 70 3 4N 13 059W 37*5 169*1 GGG
1007m20135 20001/0755 00000/0000 07/30/72 0 98 6917N 13301w 38.6 166.5 GGG
1007-20141 20001/0756 00000/0000 07/30/72 20 98 6759N 13450W 39.7 164.2 OGG
1007-21555 20001/0757 20001/0758 07/30/72 90 103 7301N 15159W 35.3 174*7 GGG PP
1008.00070 20001/0759 00000/0000 07/31/72 4* 101 2138S 14009E 34*3 47.2 PPP
1005800073 20001/0760 20001/0761 07/31/72 0 101 2304S 139471 33*2 46.7 OGG FFF
1008-00075 20001/0762 20001/0763 07/31/72 0 101 2430S 13924E 32*0 46.2 GGG FFF
1008-00082 20001/0764 20001/0765 07/31/72 10 101 2556S 13901E 30.8 45.8 GGG FFFF
1008.00084 20001/0766 20001/0767 07/31/72 70 101 2722S 13837E 29.6 45s5 GGG FFFF
1008:00091 20001/0768 20001/0769 07/31/72 100 101 2848S 13814E 28*4 45.2 GGG FFF
100800093 20001/0770 20001/0771 07/31/72 100 101 3014 13749E 27'2 44*9 GGG FFFF
1008-00100 20001/0772 20001/0773 07/31/72 100 101 3140S 13724E 26.0 44.6 GGG FFFF
1008:00102 20001/0774 20001/0775 07/31/72 90 101 3306S 13659E 24.8 444 PPP FFFF
1008*ool01 20001/0776 20001/0777 07/31/72 90 101 3432S 13632E 23.6 44.2 GPG F F
1008*13465 20001/0778 00000/0000 07/31/72 10 109 0008N 06108W 50*3 61.0 GGG
1008w13472 20001/0779 00000/0000 07/31/72 1* 109 0118S 06129W 4994 59*6 GGG
1008*13474 20001/0780 00000/0000 07/31/72 10 109 0244S 06149W 48.5 58.3 GGG
1008e13475 00000/0000 20001/0781 07/31/72 10 109 0?58S 06152w 48.3 58.1 GGGG
1008-13481 20001/0782 20001/0783 07/31/72 10 109 0425S 06212W 47.3 57*0 GGG GGGG
1008-13483 20001/0784 00000/0000 07/31/72 10 109 0538S 06'229W 46*5 56*0 PPP
1008-13484 00000/0000 20001/0785 07/31/72 10 109 0551S 06232W 46*3 55.8 GGGG
1008*13490 20001/0786 20001/0787 07/31/72 80 109 0718S 06252W 45.3 54.8 GGG GGGG
1008w13492 20001/0788 00000/0000 07/31/72 80 109 0831S 06309W 44.5 53*9 GGG
1008-13493 00000/0000 20001/0789 07/31/72 90 109 0845S 06313W 44*3 53.8 GGGG
1008-13495 20001/0790 20001/0791 07/31/72 70 109 1f11S 06333W 43*3 52.8 GGG GGGG
1008-13501 20001/0792 00000/0000 07/31/72 60 109 1124S 06350H 42*4 52.1 PGG
1008-13502 00000/0000 20001/0793 07/31/72 50 109 1137S 06354W 42*2 52.0 PPPP
1008-13504 20001/0794 20001/0795- 07/31/72 80 109 1250S 064 11W 41.3 51.3 GGG PPPP
1008.13510 20001/0796 20001/0797 07/31/72 60 109 1417S 06432W 40.2 50e5 GGG GGGG
1008-13513 20001/0798 20001/0799 07/31/72 70 109 1544S 06453W 39.1 49.8 GGG GGG
1008-13515 20001/0800 20001/0801 07/31/72 70 109 1710S 06514W 38.0 49.1 GGF GGGG
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1008w13522 20001/0802 20001/0803 07/31/72 0 109 1836S 065 36W 36.8 4#85 GGG GGGG
1008013524 20001/0804 20001/0805 07/31/72 0 109 2003S 06558W 35*7 47.9 FGF GGGG
1008-13531 20001/0806 20001/C0807 07/31/72 10 109 2129S 06620W 34.5 47.3 GGG GGGG1008*13533 20001/0808 20001/0809 07/31/72 10 109 2255S 06642W 3394 4698 GGF GGGG
1008013540 20001/0810 20001/0811 07/31/72 0 109 2422S 06705W 3292 46.4 GGG GGGG
1008-13542 20001/0812 20001/C813 07/31/72 0 109 254RS 067 28W 31.0 46.0 GGG GGGG
1008v13545 20001/0814 20001/C815 07/31/72 20 109 2714S 06751W 29.8 45.6 GGG GGGG
1008"13551 20001/0816 20001/0817 07/31/72 20 109 2840S 06815W 28*6 45.3 GGF GGGG
1008-15121 20001/0818 20001/0819 07/31/72 100 111 6130N 06525W 44.6 1543 FFF G
1008"15124 20001/0820 20001/0821 07/31/72 90 111 6007N 06629W 45.7 152.5 FFF GGG
1008-15130 20001/0822 20001/0823 07/31/72 90 111 58 4 5 N 06729W 46*7 150.6 FFF GGGG
1008-15133 20001/0824 20001/0825 07/31/72 90 111 5722N 06823W 47.6 148,8 GGG GFGG
1008-15135 20001/0826 20001/0827 07/31/72 80 111 5558N 06915W 48.6 146.9 FFF GFGG
1008-15142 20001/0828 20001/0829 07/31/72 80 111 5434N 07004W 49*5 145.1 FFF GGGG
1008*15144 20001/0830 20001/0831 07/31/72 80 111 531iN 07050W 50*4 143.2 GGG GGGG
1008-15151 20001/0832 20001/0833 07/31/72 90 Ill 5147N 07133W 51*3 141.3 GGG GFGG
1008a15153 20001/0834 20001/0835 07/31/72 90 111 5022N 07214W 52.1 139.3 GGG GGGG
1008-15160 20001/0836 20001/0837 07/31/72 70 111 4P58N 0725 3 W 53*0 137.3 GGG GGGG
1008w16553 20001/0838 00000/0000 07/31/72 4* 112 6120N 09123W 44*7 154.1 FFF
1008-16560 20001/0839 20001/0840 07/31/72 90 112 5958N 09227W 45.8 152.3 FGF P PP
1008-16565 20001/0841 20001/0842 07/31/72 90 112 5712N 09420w 47*7 148.6 ppp pppp
100816571 20001/0843 20001/0844 07/31/72 90 112 5549N 09511W 48.7 146.7 PPP PPPP
1008016574 20001/0845 20001/0846 07/31/72 90 112 5425N 09559W 49*6 144.9 GGG PPPP
1008016580 20001/0847 20001/0848 07/31/72 70 112 5301N 09644W 50a5 143.0 GGG GGGG
1008-16583 20001/0849 20001/0850 07/31/72 60 112 5137N 09727W 61S4 141.1 PPp GGGG
1008-16585 20001/0851 20001/0852 07/31/72 40 1.12 5012N 09808W 52.2 139.1 GGG GGGG
1008.17053 20004/0010 20001/0853 07/31/72 10 1.11 2719N 10607W 59.8 101.0 GGG FGGF
1008017060 20004/0011 20001/0854 07/31/72 10 111 2553N 1063 0W 59.8 98*4 GGG FGGF
1008-17062 20004/0012 20001/0855 07/31/72 20 .11 2426N 1065 3W 59,7 9508 GGG FGGG
1008.17065 20004/0013 20001/0856 07/31/72 60 111 23 00N 107 16W 59.6 93.2 GGG GGG
100818330 20001/0857 00000/0300 07/31/72 40 1.12 7831N 0810 4W 29*1 197*1 ppp
1008.18332 '20001/0858 20001/0859 07/31/72 80 112 7735N 08630W 30*3 191.4 GGG F
1008"18335 20001/0860 20001/0861 07/31/72 90 112 7633N 0 9109W 31*5 186*5 GGG FFGF
1008018341 20001/0862 20001/0,863 07/31/72 90 112 7c27N 09509W 32*7 182.2 GGG FFGF
1008-18344 20001/0864 20001/0865 07/31/72 90 112 7418N 09836W 33.8 178.4 GGG FFGF
1008-18350 20001/0866 20001/0867 07/31/72 100 112 7306N 10136W 35.0 175*0 GGG FFGF
1008"18353 20001/0868 20001/0869 07/31/72 100 112 7152N 10413W 36.1 171,9 GGG FPGF
1008w18355 20001/0870 20001/0371 07/31/72 80 112 7037N 10632W 37.2 169.2 GGG FFGF
1008-18362 20001/0872 20001/0873 07/31/72 90 112 6920N 10834W 38*3 16696 GGG FFGG
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1008-18364 20001/0874 20001/0875 07/31/72 100 112 6601N 11024W 3994 164.3 GGG FFGG
1008-18371 20001/0876 20001/0877 07/31/72 80 112 6642N 11203W 405 162*1 PPP FFGG
1008-18373 20001/0878 20001/0879 07/31/72 80 112 65221- 11332W 41o6 160*0 GGG FGGG
1008a18380 20001/0880 20001/0881 07/31/72 40 112 6401N 11453W 4297 157.9 PPP FGGG
1008-18382 20001/0882 20001/0883 07/31/72 20 112 6240N 11607W 43*7 156.0 GGG FGGG
1008-18385 20001/0884 20001/0885 07/31/72 30 112 6117N 11
7 15w 44*8 154.1 GGG FGGG
1008-18391 20004/0014 20001/0886 07/31/72 60 111 5955N 11818W 45.8 152.2 GGG G
1008-18394 200C4/0015' 20001/0887 07/31/72 60 112 5832N 11916w 4608 150.4 GGG FFGG
1008-18400 20004/0016 20001/0888 07/31/72 90 111 
5 70 9 N 12011W 47*7 148.5 GGG GFG
1008-18403 20004/0017 20001/0889 07/31/7? 80 111 5545N 12102W 48.7 146.7 GGG GGGG
1008-18405 20004/0018 20001/0890 07/31/72 70 111 5422N 12149W 49.6 144*8 GGG FGFG
1008-18412 20004/0019 20001/0891 07/31/72 20 111 5258N 12234W 5005 142.9 GGG FGFG
1008-18414 20004/0020 20001/0892 07/31/72 30 111 5134N 12
3 17W 51*4 141,0 GGG FGFF
1008m20152 20001/0893 00000/0000 07/31/72 90 113 8002N 09320W 26*7 211.0 GGG
1008-20155 20001/0894 20001/0895 07/31/72 90 113 7921N 10 033W 27*9 203.6 GGG FFGG
1008-20161 20001/0896 20001/0897 07/31/72 90 113 7F3?N 10653W 29*1 19791 GGG FFGG
1008-20164 20001/4898 20001/0899 07/31/72 8( 113 7735N 11220W 30*3 191*4 GGG FFGG
1008-20170 20001/0900 20001/0901 07/31/7P 80 113 76 3 3 N 11659W 31,5 186*5 GGG FFGG
1008 20173 20001/0902 20001/0903 07/31/72 90 113 7527N 120
5 9 W 32*6 182.2 GGG FFGG
1008-20175 20001/0904 20001/0905 07/31/72 80 113 7418N 12425W 33,8 178*4 GGG FFGG
1008.20182 20001/0906 20001/0907 07/31/7P 80 113 7306N 1 2725W 34.9 175*0 GGG FFGG
1008-20184 20001/0908 20001/0909 07/31/72 60 113 7152N 13002W 3601 171.9 GGG FFGG
1008-20191 20001/0910 20001/0911 07/31/72 40 113 7036N 13221W 37.2 169*2 GGG FFGF
1008-20193 20001/0912 20001/0913 07/31/72 70 113 6919N 13423W 38*3 166.6 GGG FFGG
1008-22014 20001/0914 00000/0000 07/31/72 70 114 7300N 15328W 3500 174.7 PPP
1008-22084 20001/0915 00000/0000 07/3t/72 90 114 5003N 17
5 39w 52e3 138*9 GGG
1009-00070 20001/0916 00000/0000 03/0t/72 40 115 0128S 14334E 49.4 59.6 GGG
1009-00072 20001/0917 00000/0000 09/01/72 60 115 0254S 14314E 4894 58*4 GGG
1009-00075 20001/0913 00000/0000 03/01/7? 60 116 04 215 14253E 474 57.1 PPP
1009-00081 20001/0919 00000/0000 08/0/72 40 116. 0547S 14233E 46.5 56.0 GGG
1009-00084 20001/0920 00000/0000 03/01/72 90 116 0714S 14213E 45,4 54*9 GGG
1009-00090 20001/0921 00000/0000 08/01/72 50 116 08415 14153E 44*4 53*9 GGG
1009-00093 20001/0922 00000/0000 08/01/72 40 116 1007S 14133E 43.4 53*0 GGG
1009-00095 20001/0923 00000/0000 09/01/72 40 116 1134S 14112E 42.3 52*1 GGG
1009o00102 20001/0924 00000/0000 08/01/72 20 116 1300S 14052E 41,2 51.3 GGG
1009-00104 20001/0925 00000/0000 08/01/72 10 116 1427S 14031E 4091 50.5 GGG
1009-00111 20001/0926 00000/0000 03/01/7? 10 116 1553S 14010E 39.0 49.8 GGG
1009-00113 20001/0927 00000/0000 03/01/72 0 116 1720S 13948E 3799 49.1 GGG
1009-00120 20001/0929 00000/0000 08/01/72 10 116 1846S 13927E 36.8 48*5 GGG
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1009-06473 20004/0021 00000/0000 08/01/72 50 119 4147N 05152E 564 12607 PPP
1009-06475 20004/0022 20004/0023 08/01/72 80 119 4022N 05121E 57.0 124* GGG PPPP
1009w06482 20004/0024 20004,0025 08/01/72 80 119 3R56N 05052E 57.5 122.1 GGG GGGG
1009-06484 20004/0026 20004/0027 08/01/72 90 119 3731N 05023E 58.0 119.7 GGG GGGG
1009-06491 20004/0028 20004,/0029 08/01/72 20 119 3605N 04956E 58.4 117*2 PPP GPGG
1009-06493 20004/0030 20004/0031 08/o01/7 20 119 3440N 04929E 58.8 114.7 GGG GGGG
1009-06500 20004/0032 20004,/0033 08/01/72 10 119 3314N 04903E 59.1 112.1 PPP GGGG
1009-06502 20004/0034 20004/0035 08/01/72 0 119 3 14 8 N 04837E 59.4 109*5 GGG GGGG
1009-06505 20004/0036 20004,0037 08/01/72 0 119 3022N 04812E 59*6 106.9 PPP GGGG
1009"06511 20004/0038 20004/0039 08/01/72 o 119 2856N 04748E 59.7 104.3 PPP GGGG
1009006514 20004/0040 20004/0041 08/01/72 0 119 2730N 04 72 4 E 59@8 1017 GGG GGGG
1009"06520 20004/0042 20004,0043 08/01/72 0 119 2 603 N 04700E 59.8 99,0 FFF GFGG
1009-06523 20004/0044 20004/0045 08/01/72 0 119 2437N 04637E 59.7 96.4 GGG GGGG
1009"06525 20004/0046 20004/0047 08/01/72 0 119 2311N 04614E 59*6 93.8 GGG FFGF
1009-06532 20004/0048 20004/0049 08/01/72 0 119 2 14 5 N 04552E 59*4 91.2 FFF FGGG
1009m06534 20004/0050 20004,/0051 08/0t/72 10 119 2019N 04530E 59.2 88*7 GGG FGGG
1009-06541 20004/0052 00000/0000 08/01/72 100 119 1952N o4508E 58*9 86.3 GGG
1009*06564 00000/0000 20001/0930 08/01/72 10 119 0956N 04 258E 55*7 72*6 PPPP
1009-06571 00000/0000 20001/0931 08/01/72 20 119 0829N 04237E 55.1 70.7 PFFP
1009-06573 00000/0000 20001/0932 08/01/72 30 119 0702N 04217E 54.3 68.8 PFFF
1009"06580 00000/0000 20001/0933 08/01/72 60 119 0536N 0 4157E 53*6 67.1 PFFF
1009-06582 00000/0000 20001/0934 08/01/72 60 119 0409N 04136E 52*8 65.4 PFFF
1009-06585 00000/0000 20001/0935 08/01/72 80 119 0243N 04116E 52.0 63.8 PFFF
1009-06591 00000/0000 20001/0941 08/01/72 70 119 0116N 04 056E 51.1 623 PPPP
1009-07032 20004/0053 00000/0000 08/01/72 10 119 1252S 03737E 41*4 51*4 FGG
1009-07034 20004/0054 00000/0000 08/01/72 0 119 1419S 03716E 4903 507 GGG
1009-07041 20004/0055 00000/0000 08/01/72 0 119 1545S 0 3655E 39.2 49.9 GGG
1009*07043 20004/0056 O00000/0000 08/01/72 0 119 1711S 03 634E 38*1 49*2 GGG
1009-07050 20004/0057 20004/0058 08/01/72 0 119 1838S 03612E 36*9 48.6 GGG GPPP
1009-07052 20004/0059 20004/0060 08/01/7P 10 119 2004S 03551E 35.8 48.0 GGG GGGG
1009-07055 20004/0061 20004/0062 08/01/72 10 119 2130S 0 3528E 34.6 47*5 GGG GFGG
1009-07061 20004/0063 20004/0064 08/01/72 20 119 2257S 03506E 33*5 47.0 GGG- GGG
1009-07064 20004/0065 20004/0066 08/01/72 30 119 2423S 03443E 32,3 46.5 GGG GGGG
1009-07070 20004/0067 00000/0000 08/01/7P ** 119 2546S 03419E 311 46.1 GGG
1009-07073 20020/0001 000o0/0000 08/0t/72 ** 119 2711S 03355E 30*0 45*7 GGG
1009*07075 20020/0002 00000/0000 08/01/72 ** 119 2838S 03332E 28.8 45*4 GGG
1009-07082 20004/0070 00000/0000 08/01/72 90 119 3005S 03307E 27*6 45*1 GGG
1009*07084 20004/0071 00000/0000 08/01/72 90 119 3131S 03242E 26.4 44.8 PpP
1009-07091 -20004/0072 00000/0000 08/01/72 50 119 3257S 03216E 25.2 446 GGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % se...o*o ,, o TO 100 u % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY e,. o... ..... BLANKSsBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RuRECYCLED, GG B8D. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PPOOB.
16!44 MAR 11s'74. STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0017
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N,./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIgN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1009w08314 20004/0073 0000/0000 08/01/72 10 120 3850N 0 2457E 57.6 121*9 FFF
1009*08332 20001/0942 0000/0000 08/01/72 0 120 3307N 02311E 59.1 112.0 GGG
1009-08334 20001/0943 00000/0000 08/01/72 30 120 3141N 02246E 59*4 10994 GGG
100908341 20001/0944 00000/0000 08/01/72 60 120 3015N 0 2221E 59*6 106.8 GGG
1009"08343 20001/0945 00000/0000 08/01/72 90 120 2R4aN 02157E 59#7 10401 PPP
1009-08350 20001/0946 00000/0000 08/01/72 100 120 27239 02132E 59.8 101.5 GGG
1009-08352 20001/0947 00000/0000 08/01/72 80 120 2557N 02109E 59.8 98*9 GGG
100908355 20001/0948 00000/0000 08/01/72 70 120 2431N 0 2046E 59.7 96.2 GG
1009-08361 20001/0949 00000/0000 08/01/72 70 120 23 04N 02023E 59*6 93*6 GGG
1009-08364 20001/0950 00000/0000 03/01/72 60 120 2138N 0 2001E 59.4 91.1 GGG
1009.08370 20001/0951 00000/0000 08/01/72 60 120 2 012N 019 3 9E 59.1 88*6 ppp
1009-08373. 20001/0952 00000/0000 08/01/72 50 120 1 46N 01917E 58.8 86.1 GGG
1009-08375 20001/0953 000 0000 08/01/72 50 120 1719N 01855E 58.5 83.7 GGG
1009o08382 20001/0954 00000/0000 08/01/72 80 120 1552N 0 1834E 58*0 81.4 GGG
1009-08384 20001/0955 00000/0000 08/01/72 100 120 14 26N 01813E 57*6 79.1 GGG
1009-08391 20001/0956 00O00/0000 03/01/72 100 120 1P59 N 01752E 57*0 76.9 GGG
1009-08393 20001/0957 00000/0000 08/01/72 100 120 1133N 01732E 56.4 74*9 GG
1009-15171 20001/0958 00000/0000 08/0o/72 w* 124 6405N 0 6435W 42*4 158*1 FFF
1009%15173 20001/0959 20001/0960 08/01/72 90 124 6p44N 0 6549W 43.5 156.2 FFF PGFF
1009-15180 20001/0961 20001/0962 08/01/72 90 124 6122N 06658W 44s5 154.3 FFF PGFF
1009-15182 20001/0963 20001/0964 01/01/72 90 124 6 000N 06801W 45*5 152.4 GGG GGFF
1009-15185 20001/0965 20001/0966 08/01/72 90 124 5R37N 06900W 46.5 150.6 GGG GGGG
1009-15191 20001/0967 20001/0968 0o/01/72 80 124 5714N 0 6955W 4795 148.7 GGG GGGG
1009*15194 20001/0969 20001/0970 08/01/72 70 124 55 5 1N 070 4 6W 48*4 146.9 GGG GGGG
1009-15200 20001/0971 20001/0972 08/01/72 80 124 542 7N 07134W 49*4 145*0 GGG GGGG
1009-15203 20001/0973 20001/0974 08/01/72 80 124 5303N 07219W 50*3 143.2 GGG GGGG
1009"15205 20001/0975 20001/0976 08/01/72 80 124 5139N 07302w 5192 141*3 GGG PGGG
1009-15212 20001/0977 20001/0978 04/01/72 100 124 5014N 07344W 52*0 139.3 GGG PGGG
1009a15214 20001/0979 20001/0980 08/01/72 90 124 4850N 07423W 52.8 137.4 GGG GGGG
1009-15291 20001/0981 20001/0982 03/01/72 90 124 2308N 08251W 59*6 93*9 GGG PGGG
1009-17005 20001/0983 00000/0000 08/01/72 ** 125 6248N 091 3 7w 43.4 1563 GGG
1009*17011 20001/0984 20001/0985 01/01/72 90 125 6126N 09245W 44.4 154.4 GGG GGGG
1009-17014 20001/0986 20001/0987 0/01/72 60 125 6004N 09349W 45*4 152.5 GGG GGGG
1009-17020 20001/0988 20001/0989 08/01/72 40 125 5941N 09448W 46-4 150.7 PPP GGGG
1009-17023 20001/0990 20001/0991 08/01/72 60 125 5718N 09542W 47*4 148.8 GGG CGGG
1009-17025 20001/0992 20001/0993 08/01/72 80 125 5554N 09633W 48-4 147*0 GGG GGGG
1009-17032 20001/0994 20001/0995 08/01/72 80 125 5431N 09722W 49.3 145.1 GGG GGGG
1009-17034 20001/0996 20001/0997 08/01/72 80 125 5307N 09808W 50*2 143.3 GGG GGGG
1009-17041 20001/0998 20001/0999 03/01/72 90 125 5143N 09851W 51*1 141.4 GGG GGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0..0o**.*,,*. 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *....*.....*.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RmRECYCLEDi GGBORD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POOR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBNoUS PAGE 0018
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
bBSERVATIBN MICRPFILM RBLL N o/ DATE CLOUD 5RRIT PoINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIMo RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1009-17043 20001/1000 20001/1001 08/01/72 100 125 5019N 099 3 2W 5290 139-5 GGG FFFF
1009-17111 00000/0000 20001/1002 08/01/72 20 132 2731N 10730W 59o7 101.9 GGGG
1009-17114 00000/0000 20001/1003 08/01/72 60 132 2605N 10753W 59.7 99.3 GGGG
1009-17120 C00000/000 20001/1004 08/01/72 40 132 2438N 10816W 59.7 96*7 FFFF
1009-17123 00000/0000 20001/1005 09/01/7P 20 132 2312N 10839W 59*6 94.1 FFFF
1009-17125 00000/0000 20001/1006 08/01/7 10 132 2146N 10901W 59o4 91.5 FFFF
1009-17132 00000/0000 20001/1007 08/01/7p 20 132 2r20 10 923W 59*2 89.0 FFFF
1009-17134 00000/0000 20001/1008 08/01/72 40 132 1I53N 10945W 5899 86.5 FFFF
1009-22040 20001/1009 00000/0000 0/01/7? 20 128 8 03?N 11233W 25.3 219.2 GGG
1009-22045 20001/1010 0000/0000 08/01/7 80 128 7924N 12722W 27.6 2041 GGG
1009-22051 20001/1011 00000/0000 08/01/72 90 128 7s35N 13344W 28.8 197*5 GGG
1009-22054 20001/1012 00000/0000 05/o1/72 50 128 773 9N 13 913W 1060 191.8 GGG
1009-22060 20001/1013 20001/1014 08/01/72 10 128 7 638iq i4354W 31.1 186.8 GGG GGGG
1009-22063 20001/1015 20001/1016 03/01/72 70 128 7532N 14756W 32.3 182.5 GGG GGGG
1009-22065 20001/1017 20001/1018 08/01/72 80 128 7423N 15125W 33.4 178.6 GGG GGGG
1009-22072 20001/1019 20001/1020 08/01/72 70 128 7311N 15427W 34*6 175.2 GGG GGGG
1010-00172 20004/0074 00000/0000 0/0c2/72 10 129 1720S 13 819E 38.1 4903 FGG
1010-00174 20004/0075 00000/C00 08/02/72 30 129 1847S 13758E 36.9 48.7 GGG
1010-00181 20004/0076 00000/COO0 08/02/72 40 129 2013S 13736E 35o8 48.1 GGG
1010-00183 20004/0077 20001/1021 03/02/72 20 129 2147S 13714E 3496 47o5 GGG P
1010-00190 20004/0076 20001/1022 03/0P/72 0 129 2113S 13652E 33o4 47. 0 GGG pP
1010-00192 20004/0079 20001/1023 08/02/72 0 129 2440S 13629E 32.2 46.6 GGG PGGG
1010-00195 20004/0080 20001/1024 02/02/72 0 129 2605S 13606E 31*1 46.2 GGG PGGG
101000201 20004/0081 00000/0000 08/02/7? 0 129 2722S 13543E 30*0 45.8 FFF
1010-06555 00000C/0000 20001/1025 08/02/72 10 133 3302N 04732E 59.0 112*2 FFFF
1010*06561 00000/000C0 20001/1026 08/02/72 0 133 3136N 04707E 59o3 109.6 GFFF
1010-06563 2000/1027 00000/0000 03/02/72 90 133 3017N 04644E 59°5 107.2 GGG
1010-06570 20001/1028 00000/0000 09/02/72 100 133 2 951N 04619E 59*6 104.6 GGG
1010-06572 20001/1029 00000/0000 08/02/72 90 133 2725N 04555E 59.7 102*0 PPP
1010-06575 20001/1030 00000/0000 08/02/72 80 133 2559N o4532E 59.7 99*4 GGG
1010-06581 20001/1031 00000/0000 08/02/72 80 133 2432N 04509E 59.6 96.8 GGG
1010-06584 20001/1032 00000/0000 08/02/72 70 133 2306N o4446E 5995 94*2 GGG
1010-06590 20001/1033 20001/1034 08/02/72 80 133 2140N 04424E 59.4 91.6 GGG GGGF
1010-06593 20001/1035 20001/1036 03/02/72 90 133 2e14N 04402E 59.1 89.1 GGG FFFF
1010-06595 20001/1037 20001/1038 09/02/72 50 133 1847N 04340E 58.8 86.6 GGG GGGG
1010"07002 20001/1039 2C001/1040 09/02/72 80 133 1721N 04 319E 5805 84*2 PPP GGGG
1010-07004 20001/1041 20001/1042 03/02/72 60 133 1f54N 04257E 58o1 81.9 GGG GFGG
1010-07011 20001/1043 20001/1044 08/02/72 3o 133 1428N 04236E 57.6 79.6 GGG GGGP
1010097013 20001/1045 20001/1046 08/02/7? 70 133 1301N 04215E 57.1 77.4 GGG GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER * .. .. ,\. O TO 100 D % CL8UD C9VER. ,* = NO CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
I M.AGE QUALITY ..o...e..o*..o. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRPSFNT/PEQUESTEDo R=RECYCLED. G=GBPD. F.FATR BUT USABLE. PaPOOR.
l:44 AR 11,'74 STAN0ARD CATALeG Ft~R N5N.US 
PAGE 0019
FRBm 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERvATISN MICqRFIMm R$LL 11./ DATE CLeUD 9RAIT PPI\ICIPAL PBINT SUN SUTN MAGE QUALITY
10 PtSITIYN IN RBLL ACClUTREO CeVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEV. 
AZIr. RBV MSS
;FO MsS LAT LNG 
123 45678
1010"07020 20001/1047 2u001/10C4 O/0p/7? 20 133 1135N 0 4154E 56.5 75*3 GGG GGGG
1010"07022 20001/1049 20001/10
5 0 0/09/7? 30 133 InORI 04134E 55.9 73.3 PGG GGGG
0010-0702 5  20001/lC51 00000/0000 09/09/7 7n 133 OR41N 04113E 55.2 
71.4 PPP
1010-07030 00000/CO00 20001/1052 08/0;/7 50 133 OR10N 04 106E 55*0 
70.7 GGGG
1010"07031 20001/1053 ooo000/000 08/03/72 50 133 0715N 04053E 54.5 69.5 
GGG
1010"07032 00000/0000 2(001/10
5 4 08/0/72 50 133 0644N O4046E 54.3 68.9 GGGG
1010-07034 20001/1055 00000/0000 08/0/72 80 133 054N 04033E 53.8 67*7 GGG
1010"07035 00000/OCO0 20001/1056 0S3/n/7 80 133 0517N 0 4025E 5395 67.1 GGGG
1010"07040 20001/1057 00)00/0000 0/ 2/7P 9c 133 0422N 04012E 53.0 66.0 GGG
1010-07041 00000/0C00 20001/1C05 0
8 /0P/ 7 ? 100 133 0450N 0 4005E 52.7 65.5 GGGG
1010"C7043 20001/1059 C0000000000 08/0?/72 90 133 O2S5N 03 952E 52.2 64.4 PPP
10107J7044 00OoO/CCOO 20001/1060 08/02/72 90 133 0?24N 03945E 51*9 63.9 GGGG
10100705 2001/10bl 00000/C00 03/02/72 81 133 ot2RN 03932E 51.3 62.9 
PPP
1 0 1 0-07050 00000/0000 200U1/1062 0/0o/72 80 133 
0057N 03925E 51.0 62.4 GGGG
1010-07052 20001/1063 00000/000 03/o0/7P 70 133 002N 03912E 50.5 61.5 GGG
1010"07053 00000/0000 200U1/1064 08/02/72 60 133 0028S 0 3905E 50.1 61.0 GGGG
1010-07054 20001/165 00000/0000 08/0/72 60 133 0124S 0 3852E 49*5 60.1 PPP
1010-07055 o00000oo/O 20001/1066 08/02/7P 5c 133 0155S 0 3845E 49.2 59.6 
GGGG
1010-07061 20001/1067 00000/C000 08/~2/72 50 133 0?51S 03 83 2E 48o6 
58.8 GGG
1010-07062 000C0/000c 20001/1068 08/0i/72 50 133 0322S 03d24E 48.3 58.4 GGGG
1010-07063 F20001/b069 O0/00 00 0~/02/7p 60 133 0417S 03812E 47.7 57.6 
GGG
1010"07064 O00C0/0000 20)01/1070 03/~2/7 70 133 04493 0 3804E 
47.3 57.2 GGGG
1010-07070 20001/1071 O00cu0/C00 09/0C/
7 2 80 133 0544S 03751E 46.7 56.5 GGG
1010-07071 00000/0000 20001/1072 03/0o/72 90 133 0615S 0 3744E 46.3 56.1 
GGGG
1010-07072 2000/107 4 Oo0o0/0000 0o/02/
72 90 133 0711S 0 3731E 45.7 55.4 GGG
1010-07075 20020/0003 00000/0000 09/0O/72 90 133 OR38s 03711E 44*7 54*3 GGG
1010-07081 20004/0082 00000/0000 OA02/72 30 133 1004S 03651E 43.6 53.4 GGG
1010-07084 20004/0o83 20004/0084 0/02/72 20 133 1131S 03630E 42.6 52.5 GGG GGGG
1010.0 7 096 20004/0085 20004/0086 03Y/0/72 50 133 1?57S 03609E 41.5 51.6 GGG GGGG
010-07093 20004/0087 20004/0088 08/02/7P 40 133 1424S 03548E 40.4 50.9 GGG GGGG
1010-07095 20004/0083 20004/0090 03/02/72 20 133 1550S 0 3527E 39.3 50.1 GGG 
GGGG
1010.07102 20004/0091 20004/0092 0o/0o/72 0 133 1717S 03
5 06 E 38.2 49. GGG GGGG
1010-07104 20004/0093 200U4/0094 0./op/72 0 133 143S 03444E 37.1 48.8 GGG GGG
1010-07111 20004/0095 20004/0096 08/02/7P 0 133 2009S 0 3423E 35.9 48.2 GGR GGG
1010"07113 20004/0097 20004/0098 0o/02/
7 2  0 133 2136S 0 3400E 34.8 47.7 GGG GGGG
1010-0712C 20004/0099 20004/0100 05/02/72 0 133 23025 03 338E 33*6 47.2 
GGG GGGG
1010-07122 20004/0101 20004/0102 03/0o/7? 0 133 2428S 03316E 32-5 46.7 GGG GGGG
1010-07125 20004/0103 200U4/0104 03/0c/72 0 133 2554S 0 3253E 31*3 
46.3 GGG GGGG
1010-07131 20004/01G5 00000/0000 08/CP/7p 10 133 27205 0 3229E 
30*1 45.9 GGG
KEYS: CLB5C C vER o ............... 0 T 100 a % CLUD ClVER. *E U NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKSBAN NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLE
DO. G-GBpD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. p.PBB5R,
16:44 "AR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0020FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MIC eFILM ReLL NhB,/ DATE CLOUD 5RqIT PIlJCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PSSITISN IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZJIM RBV MSSR9V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1010-07134 20004/0106 00000/0000 08/02/7p 50 133 2846S 03205E 28.9 45.6 GGG1010-07140 20004/0107 00000/0000 08/o~/72 70 133 3012S 03141E 27*7 45.3 GGG1010-08361 20001/1091 00000/0000 08/02/72 50 134 4304N 0250 4E 55.6 129*1 GGG1010-08363 20001/1092 00000/0000 0S/0/72 40 134 4139N 02433E 56*3 126*8 ppp1010-08370 20001/1093 0000/OC000 09/0o/72 10 134 4014N 02403E 56.9 124.6 GGG1010-08372 20001/1094 2 0001/1095  08/0n/7 10 134 3R45N 02332E 57e4 122.1 GGG GFFG1010*08375 20001/1096 20001/1C97 09/02/72 0 134 3720N 02303E 57.9 119*7 GGG GFGG1010-08381 20001/1093 20001/1C99 0/02/72 0 134 3554N 02236E 58,3 117*3 GGG GFGF1010-08384 20001/1100 20001/1101 08/0o/72 40 1:34 3428N 02209E 58*7 11408 FFF GGGG1010-08390 20001/1102 20001/1103 08/o2/72 50 134 330N 02143E 59*0 112.3 GGG GGGG1010-08404 20001/1104 00000/0000 08/0o/72 100 1:34 2721N o2005E 59.7 101.9 ppp1010-08411 20001/1105 00000/0000 08/02/72 100 134 2555N 01942E 59.7 993 GGG1010-08425 20001/1106 00000/0000 08/0/ 72 0 134 2~10N 01812E 59*1 89.0 GGG1010"08431 20001/1107 00000/0000 08/o/72 70 134 1144N 01750E 58.8 86.6 ppp1010-08434 20001/1105 20004/0108 08/02/72 100 134 1717N 01728E 5895 8402 GGG GPGG1010-08440 20001/1109 20004/0109 08/0 /72 100 134 1551N 01707E 58.0 81.8 PPP GGG
1010008443 20001/1110 20004/0110 08/02/72 100 134 1424N 01646E 57.6 79.6 GGG GGGG1010"08445 20001/1111 00000/0000 08/32/72 70 134 1258N 01625E 57.0 77.4 GGG1010=14032 20001/1112 OOO0/0000 03/02/72 10 137 1713S 06808W 38.3 49.5 GGG1010-14033 00000/0000 20004/0111 08/0r/72 10 137 1733S 06816W 38.0 49*4 GGGG1010-14035 20001/1113 20004/0112 08/0/72 10 137 1839S 06829W 37*2 48.9 GFG GGGG1010014041 20001/1114 00000/0000 08/02/72 30 137 2006S 06851W 36,0 48.3 FFF1010014042 00000/0000 20004/0113 08/0/72 10 137 2925S 068 58W 35.7 48.2 GGGG1010-14044 20001/1115 20004/0114 08/02/72 20 137 2i32S 06913W 34.9 47.7 GGG G GG1010014050 20001/1116 00000/0000 08/0P/7P 50 137 225RS 069 35W 33*7 47.2 GGG1010-14051 0000/0000 20004/01:15 09/02/72 60 137 2317S 06943w 33*4 47.1 GGGG1010-14053 20001/1117 00000/0000 08/02/72 40 137 2425S 069 58W 32.6 46.8 ppp1010-15233 00000/0000 20001/11:18 08/02/72 40 198 6157N 06757W 43.8 155.2 FGGF1010-15240 00000/0000 20 00 1/1119 03/02/7? 50 138 6r35N 069 02w 44.8 153.3 FGGG1010-15242 0000/0000 20001/1120 08/02/72 60 138 5913N 07003W 45.8 151.5 GGGG1010-15245 00000/0000 20001/1121 038/0/72 80 138 5749N 07100W 46.8 149*7 GGG1010-15251 00000/0000 20001/1122 03/02/7p 90 138 5626N  071 5 214 47.8 147*8 GGGG1010-15254 20001/1123. 20001/1124 08/oP/72 90 138 5503N 07242w 48.7 146.0 GGG GGGG1010-15260 20001/1125 20001U/116 08/02/72 10 138 5?39N 07328W 49.7 144.2 GGG GGGG1010*15263 20001/1127 20001/112 09/o2/72 10 138 52jPN 07413W 50*6 142.3 GGG GGGG1010-15265 20001/1129 20001/1130 08/02/72 10 138 5050N 07454W 51.4 140.4 GGG GGGG1010-15272 20001/1131 20001/1132 09/02/72 40 138 4q26N 07534W 52.3 138.4 GGG GGGG1010-17102 20001/1133 00000/0000 08/02/72 0 139 5014N 10101W 51*8 139.6 p1010-1717C .20001/1134 20001/1135 08/02/7 40 139 2727N 10857W 59*6 102*2 GGG GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % ~**.****,,, 0 T8 100 = % CLOUD CAVER ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY ,.****,,....,,, BLANKSOBAND NIT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GBSD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBSR.
16:44 MAR 11j,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN.US PAGE 0021
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RSLL N,./ DATE CLBOUD RRIT PPIN!CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Io PBSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMi RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1010P17172 20001/1136 20001/1137 0o/0/7? 4( 139 2600N 10 92 0 w 59.7 99.6 GGG GGGG
1010a17175 20001/1138 20001/1139 03/0P/72 30 139 24 3 4N 1094 3 W 596 97.0 GGG G5GG
I010-17181 20001/1140 2000U1/1141 08/02/72 37 139 2.0ON\ 11006W 59.5 94.4 GGG GGGG
1010-18534 20001/1142 00000/0000 OS/0P/72 30 140 5011N 12657W 51.8 139.5 GGG
1010-18540 20001/1143 o0000/0000 08 /02/72 90 140 4R46N p1735W 52.6 137.5 GGG
1010-18543 20001/1144 00000/0000 08/02/72 90 140 4722N 12-12W 5314 135*5 GGG
1010-20272 20001/1145 20004/0116 08/02/72 50 141 7026N 10254W 27*3 204*3 ppp GGGG
1010*20274 20001/1146 00000/0000 08/0Q/7? 70 141 7837N 10917W 28*5 197.7 GGG
1010-20275 00000/0000 20004/0117 08/02/72 60 141 7 31N 11047W 28*7 19605 GGGG
1010-20281 20001/1147 20004/0118 08/02/7P 50 141 7 741N 11 4 4 6 W 29*7 192.0 PPP GGGG
1010-20283 20001/1148 00000/0000 09/2/72 40 141 7640N 11930W 30.8 187.0 ppp
1010"20284 00000/0000 20004/0119 08/02/72 30 141 7631N 12042W 31*1 186*1 GGGG
1010-20290 20001/1149 20004/0120 08/02/72 50 141 79 3 4N 12 3 3 3 W 32.0 182.6 GGG G5GG
1010*20292 20001/1150 00000/0000 08/02/72 90 141 7425N 12 702w 33.2 178.8 ppp
1010-20293 00000/0000 20004/0121 01/P0/7P 10 141 7414N 12757W 33*4 178.1 GGGG
1010-20295 20001/1151 20004/0122 08/02/72 70 141 7313N 13004W 34.3 175*4 GGG GGGG
1010-20301 20001/1152 00000/0000 08/02/72 30 - 141 7 15 9N 13 2 4 2W 35P5 172.3 GGG
1010-20302 00000/0000 20004/0123 08/02/72 30 141 7147N 13326W 35.7 171.7 GGGG
101020304 20001/1153 20004/0124 08/0~/72 60 141 70 44N 13502W 36.6 169,5 PPP GGG
1010-20310 20001/1154 00000/0000 08/02/72 70 141 6927N 13 706W 37.7 167.0 GGG
1010-22130 20001/1155 00000/0000 08/02/72 80 142 7305N 156 13W 34.4 175.0 GGG
1011-00235 20001/1156 20001/1157 08/03/72 20 143 2008S 13614E 36.1 48o4 GGG
1011-00241 20001/1158 20001/1159 08/03/72 ** 143 2135S 13551E 34.9 47*8 GGG FGGG
1011-00244 2 0001/1160 23001/1161 09/03/72 ** 143 23019 13529E 33.8 47*3 GGG GGGG
1011-00250 00000/0000 20001/1162 08/03/72 0 143 24 27S 13506E 32.6 46.8 FFFF
1011-00253 00000/0000 20001/1163 08/03/72 0 143 2553S 13443E 31. 4  46.4 PPPP
1011-00255 00000/0000 20001/1164 0//03/72 0 143 2719S 13420E 30o3 46.0 GFGG
101100262 20001/1165 20001/1166 08/03/72 ** 143 2A49S 13355E 29,0 45.7 GGG PPPP
1011"05140 20001/1167 20001/1168 09/03/72 80 146 4725N 07659E 53.3 135.7 GGG FrFF
1011-05143 20001/1169 20001/1170 08/03/72 ** 146 4601N 07624E 5440 133.7 GGG GGGG
1011-05145 20001/1171 20001/1172 08/03/72 +* 146 4436N 07550E 54*7 131*6 GGG FFFF
1011-05152 20001/1173 20001/1174 08/03/72 +* 146 411N 07517E 55*4 129.5 GGG FFFF
I011*05154 20001/1175 20001/1176 08/03/72 ** 146 4145N 0 7446E 56*1 1273 GGG FFFF
1011-05161 20001/1177 20001/1178 08/03/72 ** 146 4 019 N 07415E 56.7 125.0 GGG FFFF
1011-05163 20001/1179 20001/1180 08/03/72 ** 146 3956N 07339E 57*2 122*7 P GGGG
1011-05170 20001/1181 20001/1182 08/03/72 50 146 373?N 07311E 57.7 120.3 GGF GSGG
1011-05172 20001/1183 20001/1184 08/03/72 10 146 3605N 0724 3 E 58.1 117.9 GGG GGGG
1011-05175 20001/1185 20001/1186 08/03/72 50 146 3439N 07217E 58.5 115.4 GGG GGGG
1011-05181 20001/1187 20001/1188 03/03/72 10 146 3312N 07151E 58*9 112.9 GGG UGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o*....,.**..., 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY .,.,.,,,.,.,,, BLANKS=BAND N~OT PRrSENT/REOUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G.G80D, FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOR,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATAL5G FOR NON-US PAGE 0022
FROBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRBFILM ROLL N9./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITy
ID PeSITION IN RaLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV, AZINM  RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1011-35184 20001/1189 20001/1190 08/03/7P 20 146 3146N 07126E 59.1 110.3 GGG GcGG
1011-05190 20001/1191 20001/1192 08/03/72 20 146 3n21N 07102E 59*4 107*7 GGF GFGG
10l-05193 20001/1193 20001/1194 08/03/72 50 146 2p55N 07037E 59.5 105.1 GGG GPGG
1011.05195 20001/1195 20001/1196 08 /03/72 90 146 2 72 9 N 07 0 1 3 E 59*6 102.5 GFF GrGG
1011*05202 20001/1197 20001/1198 05/03/72 70 146 260oN 06950E 59*6 99*9 GGF GGG
1011*05204 20001/1199 20001/1200 0 9/o 3 /7P 70 146 2436N 06927E 59.6 97.3 GGG GGGG
1011-05211 20001/1201 20001/1202 08/03/72 60 146 2310N 06905E 59.5 94*7 FFG GGGG
1011-05213 20001/1203 20001/1204 08/03/72 70 146 2144N 06842E 59.3 92.1 GFG GIGG
1011-05220 20001/1205 20001/1206 00/33/72 70 146 2017N 06820E 59*1 89.6 GGG GGFF
1011-05222 20001/1207 20001/1208 08/03/72 80 146 1g5nN 06759E 58.8 87*2 FFG GGGG
1011*05225 20001/1209 20001/1210 08/03/72 80 146 1724N 06737E 58.5 84*7 FGF GSGF
1011-05231 20001/1211 00000/0000 08/03/72 70 146 1556N 06720E 58.1 82*4 FGG
1011-06595 20001/1212 00000/0000 08/03/72 70 147 3 854 N 04 758E 57*2 122.7 GGG
1011-07001 20001/1213 00000/0000 08/03/72 50 147 3728N 04729E 57o7 120*3 GGG
1011"07004 20001/1214 00000/0000 03/03/7p 10 147 3602N 04701E 58.1 117.9 GGG
ll01-07010 20001/1215 00000/0000 08/03/72 10 147 3437N 04635E 58*5 115*4 GGG
1011-07063 20001/1216 00000/0000 08/03/72 40 147 1556N 04132E 58.1 82.4 GGG
1011-07072 20004/0125 00000/0000 08/03/72 50 147 1-04N 04046E 57.1 78*0 GGG
1011-07074 20004/0126 00000/0000 08/o/7P 50 147 1138N 04025E 56.6 75.8 GGG
1011-07081 20004/0127 00000/0000 08/0/72 70 147 1I11N 04005E 56*0 73.8 GPG
1011-07083 20004/0128 00000/0000 0/C03/7P 80 147 0845N 03944E 55*3 71.9 GGG
1011-07090 20004/0129 00000/0000 08/03/72 90 147 0718N 03924E 54.6 70.0 GGG
1011-07092 20004/0130 00000/000 08/03/72 90 147 0551N 03904E 53.9 68.2 PPP
1011-07095 20004/0131 00000/0000 08/03/ 7 2 60 147 0425N 03844E 53*1 66.5 GGG
1011-07101 20004/0132 0000/000 08/03/72 40 147 0p58N 0323E 52*3 64.9 ppp
1011-07104 20004/0133 00000/000) 0./03/72 20 147 01 3 2 N 03803E 51*5 63.3 GGG
1011-07131 20001/1217 o0000/0000 08/03/72 60 147 0709S 03606E 45*9 55,7 GGG
1011-07133 20001/1218 00000/0000 03/03/72 80 147 083rS 03546E 44.8 54.7 GG
1011-07140 20001/1219 20001/1220 08/03/72 90 147 1001S 03522E 43.8 53.7 GGG PPPP
1011-07142 20001/1221 200U1/1222 08/03/72 60 147 1127S 03501E 42.8 52.8 GGG GGGG
1011-07145 220001/1223 20001/1224 0R/03/7p 20 147 1254S 03441E 41.7 51.9 GGG FGFG
1011-07151 2001/1225 20001/1226 0/03/7 0 147 1421S 03420E 40.6 51.1 GGG FGGG
1011-07154 20001/1227 20001/1221; 08/03/72 C 147 1548S 03359E 39o5 50.4 GGG GGGG
1011-07160 20001/1229 2uOU1/1230 08/03/72 0 147 1713S 03338E 38.4 49*7 GGG GFGG
1011007163 20001/1231 200u1/1232 03/03/7P 0 147 184S 03317E 37.3 49*0 GGG GrGG
1011-07165 20001/1233 20001/1234 08/03/72 0 147 2nO6S 03255E 36.1 48.4 GGG GFGG
1011o0717L2 20001/1235 20001/12 3 6 08/03/72 0 147 2132S 03233E 35.0 47.9 GGG GGFG
1011-07174 20001/1237 O00O0/000o 08/03/72 0 147 2300S 03213E 33*8 47*4 GGG
1011-07181 20001/1238 -00000/0000 03/03/72 0 147 2426S 03151E 327 46.9 GGG
KEYS: CLIUD COVER % o....... .,. 0 TH 100 a % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .....,.....,. BLANKSuBAND NOT PRSrNT?/REQUESTED* RORECYCLED* G=GOAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* P-POeR.
16:44 'IAP 11s'74 STAN)ARD CATALOG FaR NIN.US PAGE 0023
FRqM o7/23/72 TP 37/23/73
OBSERvATIsN jCER9FILM RiLL N5./ DATE CLBUD R891T PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SU ITMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIN IN N LL ACCUTRED CVER %U'
4SR qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
42v MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1011-07183 2001/1239 00000/OCO0 O/n / 7  0 147 2"5S 03128E 31*5 46.5 GGG
1011-07190 20001/124J 00000/000 08/03/7 0 147 271QS 0310 4 E 30.3 46.1 GGG
1013-14043 00000/0000 20001/1241 C3/06/ 7 2 O 179 339qN 05614W 5669 123*2 GPFP
1013-14045 000/000 20001/1242 03/C5/7? 4: 179 3713N 05842W 57.4 120.8 FF
1013-14052 oo00C0o/Co 20001/124 3 04,/5/72 70 179 3547N 0 5910W 57.8 118.4 GPFP
1013-14054 O0000/000U 20001/1244 0C/5S/7 20 179 3422N 05936W 58.2 116.0 GPFP
1013-14061 0000/0000 20001/1245 08/C9/7? 100 179 3956N 06002W 58.6 113.5 Gp P
1013-14063 0000/0,o0 20001/1246 08/05/7P 100 179 3131N 0 6028W 58.9 111.0 GPGP
1013-14070 00000/CO 20001/1247 0/C/7p 20 179 3005 06053W 59.1 108.4 GP
1013-14072 00000/00033 20001/1248 0l9/5/ 7 p 40 179 2i38N 06117W 59.3 105.8 GPGP
1013-17241 00000/000 20001/124 9 0 9/0C/7 2  80 181 6122N 09A34W 43.5 154*7 GGGG
1013-17244 00C0O/000u 20001/1250 0C/05/7? 80 11 6000N 09937W 44b 152.9 GGGG
1013-17250 00000/000 2C001/1251 03,/5/7P 9c0 11 5537N 100 36W 45*5 151*1 GGGG
1013-17253 00300/0000 20001/1252 08/95/72 80 181 5714N 10130W 46.5 149.3 GGGG
1013-17255 00000/000 2J001/1253 03/05/ 7 2 80 181 5550N 10222W 47.4 147.5 GGGG
1013-17262 20001/1254 20001/1255 03/05/72 70 181 54 26N 10310W 4804 145.7 GGG GGGG
1013-17264 20001/1156 20001/1257 09/0 /72 9c 181 530?N 10355W 49.3 143.9 FFF GGGG
1013-17271 20001/1258 20001/1259 03/05/72 100 181 513RN 10438W 50.2 142.1 PPp GGGG
1013-17273 20001/1260 200U1/1261 09/05/72 90 181 5014N 10b19W 51.1 140e2 GGG GGG
1013-17335 20001/1262 20001/1263 04/05/72 10 181 2853N 11251W 59*2 106.3 GGG GGGG
1013-17341 200CI/1264 20001/1265 08/05/72 3 0 181 2726N 11315W 59.4 103,7 GGG GGGG
1013-17344 20001/1266 20301/1267 08/09/72 40 R11 2600N 11339W 59.4 101*1 PPP GGGG
1013-17350 20001/1264 20001/1269 08/0/72 70 181 2434N 11402W 59.4 98*5 GGG GGGG
1013-17353 20001/127; 20001/1271 08/05/72 80 181 2308~ 11425W 59*4 96.0 GGG GGGG
1013-17355 2001/1272 20001/1273 08 /o/7? 80 181 2141N 11447W 59.2 93.4 ppp GGGG
1013-17362 20001/1274 20001/1275 8O/o0/7? 60 181 2014N 11509w 59.0 90.9 GGG PPGP
1013-17364 20001/1276 0000/0000 08/09/72 30 181 1848N 11531W 58.8 88.4 GGG
1013-19055 20001/1277 00000/0000 03/05/72 70 182 6637 N  11
9 21W 39.3 162.3 GGG
101 3 -19062 20O1/1273 00300/0000 01/05/7 60 182 6516N 12049W 40o4 160.2 GGG
1013-19064 20001,1279 00u00/0000 OR/,5/7? 40 182 6356N 12209W 41.5 158.3 GGG
1013-19071 20001/1280 00000/0000 08/05/72 30 182 6234N 1P323W 42*5 156*4 GGG
1013-19073 20001/1281 00000/0000 03/05/7P 60 182 6112N 12431W 43.6 154.5 FFF
1013-19080 20 01/12 82 00000/0000 08/0/72 30 182 595nN 125 3 3 44.6 152.7 GGG
1013-19082 20001/1283 00000/0000 03/05/7 70 182 5R27N 12631W 45.6 150.9 FFF
1013-19085 20001/1284 00000/C0000 01/09/72 90 182 5704N 12725W 46.6 149.1 FFF
1013-19100 20001/1285 00000/0000 08/05/72 60 182 5252N 1294 9W 49.4 143*7 GGG
1013-22301 20001/1286 00000/0000 08/05/72 100 184 7331N 15925W 33.2 176.3 GGG
1013-22302 00000/000O 20001/1287 03/05/72 90 184 7311N 16014W 33*5 175.4 GG
1013-22303 20001/1288 OuO00/0000 08/05/7 100 184 7?18N 16210W 3444 17392 GGG
KEYS: CLeLIUC CVER M ... ,........" 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY e.............. BLANKSBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G5RD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PP5BR,
16:44 MAR 11.'74 STANnARD CATALOG FOR NON-uS PAGE 0024
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN ;ITCPFILM R9LL 14./ DATE CLOUD FRBIT PPRI!CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITION IN HSLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1013-22304 00000/0000 20001/1289 08/05/72 90 184 7157N 16253W 34.7 172.3 GGGG
1013-22310 20001/1290 oo000/0000 08/05/7? 100 184 7!03N 16435w 35*5 170.3 GGG
1013-22311 000O0/0000 20001/1291 03/05/72 100 184 7041N 16513W 35.8 169.6 GGGG
1014-00395 20001/1292 0000u/0COO 08/06/72 50 185 1557S 13258E 39.9 51*0 GGG
1014-00401 20001/1293 00000/0000 03/06/72 30 185 1723S 13237E 38*8 50.3 FFF
1014-00404 20001/1294 00000/0000 03/06/7? 10 185 1849S 13216E 37*7 49*6 GGG
1014-00410 20001/1295 00000/0000 0/06/7P 0 185 2016S 13154E 36.6 49.0 GGG
1014-00413 20001/1296 00000/0000 03/0/7 0 185 21425 13132E 35.4 48.4 GGG
1014-00415 20001/1297 00000/0000 04/0A/72 0 185 2308S 13109E 3403 47o9 GGG
1014-10435 00000/0000 20001/1298 03/06/72 40 191 3752N 00825W 57*0 122.2 GGGG
1014"10442 00000/C00 20001/1299 08/06/7? 70 191 3627N 0085 3W 57*5 119.8 GFGG1014-10444 00000/0000 20001/1300 09/06/72 90 191 3501N 00920w 57.9 117.4 GGGG
1014-10451 00000/0000 20001/1301 03/06/72 90 191 3335N 00946W 58.3 115.0 GGGG
1014-10453 00000/0000 20001/1302 08/06/72 50 191 3010N 01011W 58.7 112.5 GFGG
1014-10460 00000/0000 20001/1303 03/06/72 30 191 3044N 01036W 58.9 109*9 GFGG
1014-10464 00000/0000 20001/1304 03/06/72 40 191 2823N 01110W 59.2 105*8 GGGG
1014-10470 00000/0000 20001/1305 08/06/72 20 191 2657N 01133 59.3 103.2 FGGG
1014-10473 00000/0000 20001/1306 0 /06/7p 20 191 2531N 01157 59.4 100*6 FGGF
1014-10475 00000/0000 20001/1307 08/06/72 40 191 2404N 01219W 59.4 98.1 FFFG
1014-10482 00000/C0000 20001/1308 08/nA/7 70 191 2238N 01242W 59*3 95.5 FGGG
1014-10484 00000/OC0 20001/1309 04/06/72 80 191 2!12N 01304W 59.1 93.0 FGGG
1014-10491 00030/0000 20001/1310 08/06/72 60 191 10 4(N 01326W 58.9 90.5 FGGG
1014-14070 20001/1311 00000/0000 03/06/7P 10 193 4921N 05531W 51*4 139*2 GFG
1014-14073 20001/1312 00000/C000 08/06/72 10 193 4756N 05608W 52.2 137.3 GGG
1014-14075 20001/1313 00000/0000 0/0O/7P ** 193 4631N 05644W 53.0 135.4 PPP
1014-14082 20001/1314 20001/1315 03/0A/72 10 193 4r03N 05720W 53.8 133*3 GGG GPGG
1014-14084 20001/1316 20001/1317 03/06/72 70 193 4338N 05753w 54.5 131.2 PPP GPGG
1014-14091 20001/1318 20001/1319 0/06/72 80 193 4213N 05825W 55.2 129.1 PPP GPGG
1014-14093 20001/1320 20001/1321 0/06/72 90 193 4047N 05K56W 55.8 126.9 GGG GPGG
1014-14100 20001/1322 .20001/1323 03/06/7? 90 193 3621N 05926W 56*4 124*7 GGG GPGG
1014-14102 20001/1324 20001/1325 08/06/72 70 193 3756N 05954W 57.0 122.4 GGG GPGG
1014w14105 20001/1326 20001/1327 08/06/72 40 193 3 63 0N 06022W 57*5 120.0 GGG GpGG
1014-14111 20001/1328 20001/1329 00/06/7p 40 193 3505N 06049W 57.9 117.6 GGG GPGG
1014-14114 20001/1333 20001/1331 08/06/72 30 193 3339N 0 6116W 58.3 115.2 GGG GPGG
1014-14120 20001/1332 20001/1333 09/06/7p 20 193 3173N 0614 2 w 58*6 112.7 GGF GPGG
1014-14123 20001/1334 20001/1335 08/06/72 10 193 3 A 4 7 . 06207w 58.9 110.2 GGG GFGG
1014-14125 20001/1336 20001/1337 09/06/72 30 193 2921N 06231W 59.1 107.6 Ppp GGGG
1014-15493 20001/1338 00000/0000 08/06/72 100 194 5154N 08008W 49.8 142.6 GGG
1014"15500 20001/1339 00000/0000 08/06/7P 60 194 503CN 080 4 9W 50.7 140*8 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *..*....*,,,., 0 Te 100 - % CLOUD CPVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALTTY ...... ooe... RLANKSUBAND NOT PRFESNT/REQUESTED* RxRECYCLEDi Gw=G~D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPBDR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATAL5G FOR NON.US PAGE 0025
FRpM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL Ne,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN 'SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV. AZIrm RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1014-17305 20001/1340 00000/0000 0 8 /06/ 7 2  90 195 5936N 10202W 4592 15102 GGG
1014*17311 20001/1341 00000/0000 08/06/72 O 195 5713N 102 56W 46s2 149*5 GGG
1014'17320 20001/1342 00000/0000 0/06/7 2 0 195 5426N 10435W 48.2 145*9 GGG
1014-17323 20001/1343 00000/0000 08/06/72 90 195 5102N 10521W 4901 144.1 GGG
1014-17325 20001/1344 20001/1345 08/06/72 80 195 5 137 N 106 04W 50*0 142.3 GGG GGGG
1014-17332 20001/1346 20001/1347 08/06/72 70 195 5012N 10645W 50*8 140.4 ppp GGGP
1014*17393 20001/1348 20001/1349 08/0A/72 50 195 2P52N 11 4 18W 59*1 106.8 GGG GFGG
1014-17400 20001/1350 20001/1351 09/06/7? 70 195 2725N 11442W 59*3 104o2 GGG GGGF
1014w17402 20001/1352 20001/1353 08/06/72 80 195 2559N llbO5W 59*3 i01*6 GGG GGGG
1014o19081 20001/1354 00000/0000 08/06/72 40 196 7637N 09935W 2998 186.8 GG
1014m'9084 20001/1355 00000/0000 08/06/72 50 196 7531N 10337W 31.0 182.5 GGG
1014*19090 20001/1356 00000/0000 08/06/72 50 196 7 422N 10706w 32.2 178.7 GGG
1014019091 00000/0000 20001/1357 08/06/72 60 196 7419N 10714V 32*2 178.6 GGGG
1014-19093 20001/1358 200U1/1359 08/06/72 0 196 7310N 11007W 9333 175.4 GGG GGGG
1014019095 20001/1360 00000/0000 08/06/72 0 196 7151N 11245W 3405 172.3 FFF
101-19100 00000/0000 20001/1361 08/06/72 o 196 7153N 1125 0w 34*5 172*2 GGGG
1014-19102 20001/1362 20001/1363 08/06/72 10 196 704N 11503W 35.6 169.6 GGG GGGG
1014019104 20001/1364 00000/0000 08/06/72 10 196 6923N 11706W 3697 167*1 GGG
1014-19105 00000/0000 20001/1365 03/06/72 0 196 6920N 11711W 36.8 167*0 GGGG
1014-19111 20001/1366 20001/1367 08/06/72 ic 196 6 905N 118 56w 37.8 164.8 GGG GGGG
1014.19113 20001/1368 00000/0000 08/06/72 20 196 6 6 45 N 120 35w 38.9 162.6 GGG
1014-19114 00000/0000 20001/1369 08/06/72 20 196 6642N 1p0 3 9 W 39*0 162*5 GGGG
1014-19120 20001/1370 20001/1371 o0/6A/72 10 196 6525N 12204W 4000 160*5 GGG GGGG
1014e19122 20001/1372 00000/0000 08/06/72 4. 196 640N 12326W 41*1 158.6 GGG
1014-19123 00000/0000 20001/1373 08/06/72 50 196 6401N 12329W 41.1 158.5 GGGG
1014-19125 20001/1374 20001/1375 08/0A/72 70 196 6243N 12440W 42.1 156.7 FFF GGGG
1014-19131 20001/1376 00000/0000 0A/O6/72 80 196 6121N 12549W 43.2 154.8 GGG
1014-19132 00000/0000 20001/1377 08/06/72 70 196 611qN 12 551W 43.2 154.8 GGGG
1014-19134 20001/1378 20001/1379 08/06/72 70 196 5q59N 12652W 44.2 153.0 GGG GGGG
1014-19140 20001/1380 00000/0000 08/06/72 80 196 5836N 12750W 45*2 151.2 GGG
1014-19141 00000/0000 20001/1381 03/6/72 70 196 5833N 127 52w 45.3 151.2 GGGG
1014-19154 20001/1382 00000/0000 08/06/72 80 196 5?02 13110W 49.1 144*1 GGG
1014"19155 00000/0000 20001/1383 O0/06/72 70 196 5258N 13112W 49,1 144*1 GGGG
1015-10505 00000/0000 20001/1384 08/07/72 40 205 3939N 01104W 58.2 115*6 GGGG
1015-10512 00000/0000 20001/1385 08/07/72 30 205 3?13N 01129w 58.5 113.1 GGGG
1015-10514 00000/0000 20001/1386 08/07/72 30 205 3047N 01155W 58.8 110.6 GGGG
1015m10521 00000/0000 20001/1387  0A/07/72 30 205 2021N 0 1219W 5990 108.0 GGGG
1015-10523 00000/0000 20001/1388 08/07/7P 70 205 2755N 01243W 59.2 105.5 GGGG
1015-10530 00000/0000 20001/1389 0/O7/72 80 205 2628N 01307W 59.3 102.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % ............... 0 TO 100 % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY .o.,, .... R, BLANKSuEAND NET PRESENT/RE(UESTED RPRECYCLED G=GO"D. FmFAIR BUT USABLEs PoPBOR.
16:44 MAR 11P'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0026
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATIBN MICPRFILM ROLL N5,./ DATE CLOUD ORPIT PRI'JCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIK. RBV MSS
RPV MSS; LAT LONG 123 45678
1015-10532 00000/0000 20001/1390 08/07/72 100 205 2502N 01330W 59*3 10003 GGGG
1015-10535 00000/0000 20001/1391 09/07/72 100 205 2?3AN 01353W 59.3 97.7 GGGG
1015-10545 00000/0000 2U0001/1392 08/07/72 50 25 2005N 0 1447W 59.0 91*6 GPGG
1015-10551 00000/0000 20001/1393 08/07/72 40 205 1R3qN 0 1509W 58*7 89*1 GPGG
1015-10554 00000/0000 20001/1394 03/07/72 30 205 1712N 015 3 0W 58.4 86.7 GPGF
1015-10560 00000/0000 20001/1395 08/07/72 30 205 1,46N 01552w 58.1 84.3 GPGF
1015-10563 00000/0000 20001/1396 08/07/72 40 205 1419N 01613W 57.7 82*0 GPGG
1015-10565 00000/000U 20001/1397 08/07/7? 50 205 1253N 01634W 57,2 79.8 GOGG
1015-14143 00000/0000 20001/1398 08/07/72 90 207 4345N 05917 54.2 131.7 GGGF
1015-14145 00000/0000 20001/1399 03/07/72 70 207 4220N 05949W 54#9 129.6 GGGF
1015-15554 00000/0000 20001/1400 03/07/72 90 208 5030N4 08214W 50.5 141.0 GGGG
1015-17355 00000/0000 20001/1401 0R/07/72 90 209 6113N 101 3 9 43.1 154*7 FGGG
1015-17361 00000/0000 20001/1402 03/07/72 90 209 5952N 10242w 44.1 152.9 FSGG
1015-17364 00000/0000 20001/1403 08/07/72 100 209 5P29N 10340W 45.1 151.2 FGGG
1015*17365 00000/0000 20001/1404 08/07/72 90 209 5729N 10420W 45*8 149.9 GGGG
1015-17370 00000/0000 20001/1405 08/07/72 100 209 5705N 10434W 4691 14904 GGGG
1015-17372 00000/0000 20001/1406 08/07/72 90 209 5605N 10512W 46*8 148.1 GGGG
1015-17373 00000/0000 20001/1407 08/07/72 90 209 5542N 10526W 47.1 147.7 GGGG
1015-17374 00000/0000 20001/1408 08/07/72 80 209 54 4 1N 10601W 47.7 146.4 GGG
1015-17375 00000/0000 20001/1409 08/07/72 80 209 5417N 10614W 48.0 145.9 GGGG
1015-17381 00000/0000 20001/1410 08/07/72 70 209 5316N 10647W 48.7 144.6 GGGG
1015-17382 00000/0000 20001/1411 08/07/72 60 209 5252N 10659W 48.9 144.1 GGGG
1015-17383 00000/0000 20001/1412 08/07/72 40 209 5151N 10730W 49.6 142*8 GGGG
1015-17390 00000/0000 20001/1413 08/07/7P 40 209 5027N 10811W 50.5 141.0 GGGG
1015-17445 00000/0000 20001/1414 09/07/72 20 209 30 33N 11518W 5808 110.3 GGGG
1015-17451 00000/0000 20001/1415 08/07/72 40 209 2907N 11543W 59.0 107o7 GGGG
1015-19170 00000/0000 20001/1416 08/07/7p 70 210 6Q03N 12042w 37.6 164.8 GcGG
1015-19172 00000/0000 20001/1417 03/07/72 80 210 6644N 12218W 38.7 162.6 GGGG
1015-19175 00000/0000 20001/1418 08/07/72 90 210 6524N 12346w 39.8 160.6 GGGG
1015-19181 00000/0000 20001/1419 02/07/7P 90 210 64 03N 12507W 40.8 158.6 GGGG
1015-19184 00000/0000 20001/1420 08/07/72 90 210 6?41N 12620W 41.9 156.7 GGGG
1015-19185 'ooooo00000/0000oooo 20001/1421 08/07/72 80 210 6208N 12648W 42o3 156.0 G
1015-19190 00000/0000 20001/1422 08/07/72 80 210 6119N 12728W 43.0 15499 GGGG
1015-19191 00000/0000 20001/1423 08/07/72 80 210 6046N 12754W 43,4 154.2 GOGG
1015-19193 00000/0000 20001/1424 08/07/72 90 210 5957N 12831W 44.0 153.1 GGGG
1015-19194 00000/0000 20001/1425 08/07/72 90 210 5q24N i1855W 44*4 152.4 GGGG
1015-19213 00000/0000 20001/1426 08/07/72 80 210 5300N 13 246W 48.8 144.3 GGG
1015--20590 00000/0000 20001/1427 08/07/72 80 211 7t5,N 14029W 34*3 172.1 a
1016-09104 00000/0000 20004/0134 03/OR/72 20 218 4254N 01622E 54.5 130.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *o. ... on.. . 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD C'VER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,,.......,. 9LANKSBAND NOT PRFSENT/REUUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G:G3eD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P=POeR.
16:44 "AR j,,174 STANDARD CATALOG F9R NPN.US PAGE 0027
FROM 17/23/12 TR 07/P3/73
BBSERVATI9N MICRSF1 . R3LL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9R1IT PPI\CIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN HRLL ACGUTRE COVER NUMBER iF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. REV MSS
SMSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1016-o9110 000O/OO00 20004/0135 03/08/72 30 218 4129N 01550E 55.2 128*6 GGGG
1016-09113 00000/0000 200U4/0136 0g/RI/7? 10 218 4004N O1519E 55.8 126.4 GGGG
1016o09115 00000/O00 20004/0137 08o/R/7p 0 218 3937N 01449E 56.4 124*2 GGGG
1016-09122 00000/0000 20004/0138 08/08/72 0 218 371?N 01421E 56*9 121.9 GGGG
1016-09124 00000/0000 20004/0139 0,/OR/7? 0 218 3r47N 01353E 57.4 119.5 GGGG
1016-09131 000000/0000 200u4/0140 03/8R/72 10 218 3421N 01327E 57.8 117*1 GGGG
1016-09133 00000/0000 20004/0141 08/08/7P 0 218 3P55N 01301E 58*2 114*7 GGGG
1016-09140 00000/0000 20004/0142 0S/08/72 I 218 313N 01236E 58.5 112.2 GGGG
1016-09142 00000/0000 20004/0143 08/08/7 0 218 3o03N 01212E 58.8 109.7 GGGG
1016909145 00000/0000 20004/0144 08/0~/72 n 218 2R37N 0 1148E 59*0 107.2 GGGG
1016-09150 00000/0000 20001/1428 08/0o/7P .0 218 22O0N 01143E 59.0 106*3 GGGG
1016-09151 000c0/00 20004/0145 08/0/7 0 218 2711N 0 1124E 59.1 104.6 GGGG
1016-09152 00000/0000 20001/1429 OR/OR/72 0 218 2644N 01119E g9.2 103*8 GGGG
1016"09154 00000/0000 20004/0146 08/08/7? 0 218 245N 01100E 59.2 102.0 GGGG
1016-09155 COO0/OCO00 20001/1430 08/08/72 0 218 2515N 01056E 59.2 101.2 GGGG
1016-"09160 00O/C0000 20004/0147 08/08/7P 0 218 2419N 01036E 59.2 99.5 GGGG
1016-09161 000/0000 200U1/1431 08/08/72 0 218 2349N 01032E 59.2 98.6 GGGG
1016-09164 00000/0000 20001/1432 08/08/72 10 218 2P23N 01010E 59.2 96.1 GGGG
1016-09170 00000/0COC 20001/1433 08/n0/72 20 218 20 56N 00948E 59*0 93.5 GGGG
1016-09173 00000/0000 20001/1434 03/08/72 20 218 130N 00926E 58.9 91.0 GGGG
1016-09175 0O0000/000 20001/1435 0/0n8/72 30 218 1 30N 00904E 58.6 88.6 GGGG
1016-09182 00000/0000 20001/1436 09/08/72 30 218 1637N 00843E 58*3 86.2 GGGG
1016-09184 00000/0000 20001/1437 08/08/72 40 218 151N 00822E 57*9 83.8 GGGG
1016-09191 00000/0000 20001/1438 0R/ 0 8 /72  30 218 1344N 00801E 57.5 81.6 GGGG
1016-09193 00000/0000 20001/1439 08/08/72 50 218 1217N 00740E 57.0 79.4 GGGG
1016-09200 00000/0000 20001/1440 08/08/72 90 218 1050N 00719E 56*5 77.2 GGGG
1016-09202 00000/0000 20001/1441 08/08/7P 80 218 0)24N 00659E 55.9 75*2 GGGG
1016m09205 00O0/0000 20001/1442 08/08/72 70 218 0757N 00638E 55*3 73.2 GGG
1016.10553 00000/0000 20004/0148 03/08/72 100 219 3 736N 01120w 56*8 122.5 G
1016-10555 00000/0000 20004/0149 08/08/72 50 219 3610N 01148W 57*3 120.2 GGGG
1016-10562 00000/0000 20004/0150 08/08/72 60 219 3444N 01215W 57.7 117.8 GGGG
1016-10564 00000/0000 20004/0151 08/08/72 7C 219 3318N 01241W 58*1 115.4 GGGG
1016-10571 00000/0000 20004/0152 08/08/7p 80 219 3152N 01306W 58.4 113.0 GGGG
1016-10573 00000/0000 20004/0153 03/08/7P 70 219 3026N 01331W 58.7 110*4 GGGG
1016-10580 0000O/0003 20004/0154 03/08/72 90 219 2900N 01355W 58.9 107.9 GGGG
1016-10582 00000/0000 20004/0155 03/08/7P 70 219 2734N 01419W 59*1 105*4 GGGG
1016"10585 00000/000 20004/0156 03/08/72 70 2t9 2607N 0 1442W 59*2 102.8 GGGG
1016-10591 00000/0000 20004/0157 09/08/72 60 219 24 4 1N 01505
W  59.2 100.2 GGGG
1016-10594 O0000/0000 20004/0158 08/0R/72 10 219 2315N 01528W 59*2 97.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *.........,*. 0 TO 100 v % CLOUD ClVER, ** . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
IMAGE QUALITY *,,.,.*. .,,... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED, G=GRD0, FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PuPBOR,
16:44 MAR llj,74 STANDARD CATALeG FBR NBN-US PAGE 0028
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICRRFILM R9LL NIo/ DATE CLBUD 3RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALrTY
ID POSITIgN IN RbL.L ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVO AZIM. RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1016-11000 00000/000o 20004,/0159 08/0R/72 0 219 2148N 01 5 50W 59.1 95.1 GGGG
1016-11003 0000/C000U 20004,.0160 0R/08/7? 20 219 2t22N 01612W 59.0 92o6 GGGG
1016"11005 00000/0000 20004/0161 08/n8/7P 30 219 1856N 0 1634W 58.8 9001 GGGG
1016-11012 00000/0000 20004/0162 0R/CR/72 4 0 219 1729N 01656W 58.5 87*7 GGGG
1016-11014 00000/0000 20004,0163 08/08/7p 70 219 1602N 01717 58.2 85.3 GGGG
1016-14261 OCO00/C000 20004/0164 08/0R/72 100 221 231?N 06705W 59.2 97*6 G
1016-14263 00000/0000 20004/0165 08/08/72 20 221 2147N 06727W 59.1 95.1 GGGG
1016-16014 00000/0000 20001/1443 08/08/7 80 222 4951N 08358W 50.6 140.4 GGGG
1016-17412 00000/0000 20001,1444 O8/OA/7P 20 223 6140N 10238W 42*4 155.5 GGGG
1016-17415 00000/0000 20001/1445 08/o8/72 5 0 223 6018N 10342W 43.5 153.7 GGGG
1016-17421 00000/0000 200011446 08/08R/7? 50 224 5905N 10435W 44*4 152.2 GFGG
1016-17423 00000/0000 20001/1447 09/08/7? 60 224 5 742N 10531w 45.4 150.4 GPPP
1016-17424 00000/0000 20001,1448 09/0A/72 60 223 5732N 105 38w 45.5 150.2 GGGG
1016-17430 00000/0000 20001/'1449 C8/08/72 30 224 5618N 10624W 46*3 148.7 GFGG
1016-19224 00000/0000 20001/1450 08/08/72 90 224 68174 12132W 37*1 165.3 GFGG
1016-19230 00000/0000 20001/,1451 09/0/72 90 224 6658N 123 12 w 38,2 163.1 GFGF
1016-1.9233 00000/000 20001/1452 08/0R/7 80 224 6538N 12442W 39.3 161.0 FPGG
1016-19235 00000/0000 20001/1453 08/08/72 90 224 64 17N 12604W 40*4 159.1 GGGG
1016019242 00000/0000 20001/1454 08/08/72 100 224 6?56N 12720W 41*4 157.2 GFGG
1016-19244 00000/0000 20001,1455 08/08/72 100 224 6134N 12629W 42.5 155.4 GGGG
1016-19250 00000/000o 20001/1456 08/08/7? 80 224 6015N 12931W 43.5 153.7 GGGG
1016-19251 00000/0000 20001/1457 08/08/72 90 224 6012N 12934W 43.5 153*6 GFGG
1016-21045 00000/0000 20001/1458 09/0/7P 10 225 7129N 14235W 34*4 171.1 GPGG
1017-09163 00000/0000 20004,/0166 08/09/7? 0 232 4214N 01444E 54.6 130.1 GGGG
1017-09170 00000/0000 20004/0167 08/09/7? 0 232 4n49N 01413E 55.3 128.0 GGGG
1017-09172 00000/0000 20004/0168 0/09/72 0 232 3923N 01343E 55.9 125*8 GGGG
1017-09175 00000/0000 20004/0169 08/9/72 0 232 3757N 01314E 56o4 123.5 GGGG
1017-09181 00000O/0000 20004,0170 08/09/72 0 232 3632N 01246 E  57.0 121.2 GGGG
1017-09184 00000/0000 20004/0171 08/09/7p 20 232 3506N 01219E 57@4 118.9 GGGG
1017-09190 00000/0000 20004/0172 08/09/72 0 232 3341N 01152E 57.9 116.5 GGGG
1017-09193 00000/0000 20004/0173 08/09/72 0 232 3?15N 01126E 58.2 114*1 GGGG
1017-09195 00000/0000 20004,0174 08/09/72 0 232 3049N 01101E 5805 111.6 GGGG
1017"09202 00000/0O00 20004/0175 08/09/72 60 232 2923N 01037E 58.8 1091t PPPP
1017-09205 00000/0000 20004/0176 08/0q/7P 0 232 2749N 01011E 59*0 106.3 PPPP
1017-09211 00000/0000 20004/0177 08/09/72 0 232- 2623N 00947E 59.1 103.8 PPPP
1017-09214 00000/0000 20004,0178 08/09/72 0 232 2456N 00924E 59*2 1012 PPPP
1017-09220 0000/OOCO 20004/0179 08/09/72 0 232 2330N 00901E 59o2 98.6 PPPP
1017-09223 00000/0000 20004/0180 08/09/72 C 232 2 04N 00839E 59.1 96.1 PPPP
1017-09225 00000/0000 20004,/0181 08/09/72 0 232 2037N 00817E 59*0 93.6 PPPP
KEYS: CLOUD COVER x o.,.......,..*o. TO 100 - % CLOUD C$VER. ** x NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,o.°, ...., BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G-GBRD. FnFAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR.
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0029
FROM o7/23/72 TF 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PeSITIgN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI M .  RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1017-09232 00000/0000 20004/0182 08/09/7 0C 232 191j N 00755E 58.8 91*1 pppp1017*09234 00000/0000 20004/0183 08/09/72 0 232 1749N 00733E 58.5 88.6 PPPP1017*09241 00000/0000 20004/0184 0/0o9/72 10 232 161RN 00712E 58.2 86*2 GGGG1017-09243 00000/0000 20001/1459 08/09/72 ** 232 1502N 0065 3 E 5799 84.2 pppp1017m09245 00000/0000 20001/1460 08/09/72 90 232 1335N 00632E 57*5 81.9 FFFF1017-09250 00000/0000 20004/0185 08/09/72 10 232 1325N 00630E 57*5 81.6 GGGG101 7 -09 252 00000/0000 20001/1461 08/09/7P *? 232 i'09N 00611E 57*0 79.7 FFFF1017-09254 00000/0000 20001/1462 03/09/72 70 232 1,42N 00551E 56*5 7705 FFFF1017*09255 00000/0000 20004/0186 08/09/72 40 232 1o32N 00548E 56*5 77.3 GGGG1017"09261 00000/0000 20001/1463 01/09/7p ** 232 0916N 00530E 560 75.5 FFFF1017*09263 00000/0000 20001/1464 0S/09/72 80 232 0749N 00510E 55*3 73*5 FFFF1017-11025 00000/0000 20001/1465 08/09/72 50 233 3204N 0142 3W 58.2 113.8 pppp1017-11031 00000/0000 20001/1466 08/09/72 60 233 3038N 01448W 58.5 111.3 FFFF1017-11034 00000/0000 20001/1467 OR/09/72 70 233 2912N 01513W 5808 108.8 FFFF1017-11040 00000/0000 20001/1468 09/09/72 60 233 2746N 01537W 5900 106.3 FFFF1017-11043 00000/0000 20001/1469 08/09/72 ** 233 2620o 01601w 59,1 103.7 FFFF1017"11050 00000/0000 20001/1470 08/09/72 6 0 233 2429N 01631W 59.2 100.4 GG G1017o11052 00000/0000 20001/1471 08/09/72 20 233 204N 0165 3W 59*1 97.9 GGGG1017-11055 00000/0000 20001/1472 08/09/72 0 233 2i36N 01716w 59.1 95.3 GGGG'1017-11061 00000/0000 20001/1473 08/09/72 10 233 2010N 01738W 58.9 92.8 GGGG1017"11064 00000/0000 20001/1474 08/09/72 30 233 1844N 0100W 58.7 9o03 GGGG1017-11070 00000/0000 20001/1475 08/09/72 60 233 1717N 01821W 58*4 87.9 GGGG1017-11073 00000/0000 20001/1476 08/0g/72 30 233 155ON 018 43W 58.1 85.5 GGGG1017-11075 00000/0000 20001/1477 08/09/7? 20 233 1424N 01904W 57.7 83o2 GGGG1017-11082 00000/0000 20001/1478 08/09/72 50 233 1?57N 01925W 57.3 80.9 GGGG1017-11084 00000/0000 20001/1479 08/09/72 70 233 1131N 019 4 5 56.8 78.8 GGGG1017-11091 00000/0000 20001/1480 08/09/72 70 233 1004N 02006W 56.3 76.7 GGGG1017-14254 00000/0000 20001/1481 08/09/7P 50 235 4431N 06151W 53.4 133.4 GCGG1017-14261 00000/0000 20001/1482 08/09/72 20 235 4306N 06223W 54.1 131.4 GrGG1017-14263 00000/0000 20001/1483 03/09/7? 30 235 4141N 06 25 5W 54.8 129.3 GGGG1017-14270 00000/0000 20001/1484 08/09/72 50 235 4015N 06325W 55.5 127*2 GGGG1017-14272 00000/0000 20001/1485 o8/09/72 90 235 3R50N 06355W 56*1 125. 0  GGGG1017*14275 00000/0000 20001/1486 08/09/72 90 235 3 72 4 N 064 24W 56*6 122*7 GGGG1017-14281 00000/0000 20001/1487 08/09/7 40 235 3558N 06451W 57.1 120.4 GGGG1017-14284 00000/0000 20001/1488 09/o9/72 50 235 343&N 0 6518W 57*6 118.1 GGGG1017-14290 00000/0000 20001/1489 08/09/72 40 235 3306N 06544W 58.0 115*6 GGGG1017-14293 00000/0000 20001/1490 08/09/72 50 235 3140N 06609K 58.3 113.2 G;GGG1017-14295 00000/0000 20001/1491 08/09/72 40 235 3014N 06634W 58.6 110.7 GGGG1017"14302 00000/0000 20001/1492 05/09/72 30 235 2948N 06659W 58*8 108.2 FFFF
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % 0,o.o,.** .,,* O TO 100 = X CLOUD C5VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *oS**,,**,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G.G8BD. FiFAIR BUT USABLE* P.POBR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NDN-uS PAGE 0030
FROM 07/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICPPFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1017-14304 00000/0000 20001/1493 08/09/72 40 235 2722N 067 22w 59s0 105.6 GGGG
1017-14311 00000/0000 20001/':494 08/0q/72 20 235 2556N 0 6746W 59.1 103.1 GGGG
1017-14313 00000/000 20001/:495 08/o9/72 k* 235 2436N 06807w 59*1 100.7 GG G
1017-17471 00000/0000 20001/1.496 08/09/72 100 237 6125N 10427W 42.4 1 5.2 FGGG
1017-17 4 7 4 00000/0000 20001/1.497 08/09/7 2 100 237 60 0 3N 10530 43o4 153.5 FGGG
1017-17480 00000/0000 20001/1498 08/09/72 70 237 5840N 106 2 9W 4404 151o7 GGGG
1017-17483 00000/0000 2C001/,499 08 /09/ 7 2 90 237 57 16 N 10723w 45.4 15090 GGGG
1017-17485 00000/0000 20001/1500 08/09/72 90 237 5553N 10c15W 46*4 148*3 GGGG
1017-17492 00000/0000 20001/1501 08/09/72 70 237 5430N 10903W 47.4 146,5 GGGG
1017a17494 00000/0000 20001/1502 08/09/72 20 237 5306N 10949W 48*3 144.8 GGGG
1017-19285 0000/0000 20001/1503 0O/o9/72 60 238 6649N 12503W 38*1 162.9 GGGG
1017-19291 00000/0000 20001/1504 08/09/7p 60 238 6530N 12632W 39*1 160.9 GGGG
1017-19294 00000/0000 20001/1505 08/09/72 90 238 641iN 12753W 40.2 158.9 GGGG
1017-19300 00000/0000 20001/1506 08/09/72 90 238 6247N 12908W 41*3 157.1 GGGG
101 7-1930 3  00000/0000 20001/1507 08/09/72 90 238 6124N 13016W 42.3 155.3 GGGG
1017-23213 00000/0000 20001/1508 04/09/72 60 240 2P525 15 119E 35'4 48.9 FFFF
1017-23220 00000/0000 20001/1509 08/09/72 40 240 2418S 15056E 3492 48*3 FFFF
1017-23222 00000/0000 20001/1510 08/0o/72 70 240 2545S 15033E 33*1 47.9 FFFF
1017-23225 00000/o000 20001/1511 08/09/72 90 240 2711S 15009E 31*9 47.4 FFFF
1017-23231 00000/0000 20001/1512 03/c9/72 100 240 2R375 14945E 30*8 4790 FFFF
1017-23234 00000/0000 20001/1513 08/09/72 100 240 3003S 14921E 29.6 46.7 FFFF
1017-23240 00000/0000 20001/1514 08/09/72 100 240 3128S 14856E 28*4 46.3 FFFF
1017-23243 00000/0000 20001/1515 08/09/72 60 240 3254S 14831E 272 46.1 FFFF
10:7-23245 00000/0000 20001/1516 08/09/72 20 240 3420S 14 804E 26.0 45e8 FFFF
1017-23252 00000/0000 20001/1517 08/09/72 70 240 3546S 14738E 24*8 45.6 FFFF
1017m23254 00000/0000 20001/1618 08/o9/7p 9o 240 3712S 14710E 23.6 45.5 FFFF
1017-23261 00000/0000 20001/1519 08/09/72 60 240 38375 14641E 22-4 45*4 FFFF
1018-00585 00000/0000 20001/1520 08/10/72 40 241 ?10OS 13029E 50.2 62.3 PPPP
1018-00594 00000/0000 20001/1521 08/10/72 40 241 0o03S 12949E 48.3 59.7 PpPP
1018-01000 00000/0000 20001/1522 08/10/7? 30 241 06295 12929E 47*4 58.4 FFFF
1018-01003 .00000/0000 20001/1523 08/10/7 30 241 0756S 12909E 46*4 57.3 FrFF
101801005 00000/0000 20001/1524 01/10/72 20 241 09235 12848E 45.4 56o2 FFFF
1018-01012 00000/0000 20001/1525 08/1n/72 30 241 1049S 12828E 44.4 55*2 FFFF
1018-01014 00000/0000 20001/1526 0 /72 40 241 lI?1S 12807E 43.4 54.2 FFFF
1018-01021 00000/0000 20001/1527 08/1t/7? 20 241 1342S 12
7 4 6E 42.4 53.3 FFFF
1018-01031 00000/0000 20001/1528 0/10/72 0 241 1716S 12651E 39.7 51.4 GOGG
1018-01034 00000/0000 20001/1529 03/10/72 0 21 18425 12629E 38*6 50.6 GGGG
1018-01040 00000/0000 20001/1530 08/10/7P 40 241 2o09S 12607E 3795 50.0 GGGG
1018-01043 00000/0000 20001/1531 08/10/72 60 241 2135S 12546E 36.4 4994 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD CBVER % *,.,,.***o'..,. 0 T-B 1OC % CLOUD CqVER, ** s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE GUALITY .. ,,,,,,. BLANKS.BAND MJT PRSFNT/REUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PUPBOR*
16:44 *;A 11'74 STANDARD CAT LeG FOR NaN-uS PAGE 0031
FR9M 07/23/72 TO 07/p3/73
BBSERvATIBN ICeFIJle R9LL 9./ DATE CLOUD iRRIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SU TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITION IN HRLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBv MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1018-01C 4 5 0000/000 20001/1532 03/10/72 90 241 2302S 12524E 35*3 48.8 GGGG
1018-01052 00000/0000 200u1/1533 09/10/7? 30 241 2428S 12501E 34.1 48.3 GGGG
1018-01054 00000/000 20001/1534 0/t0/72 20 241 29545 12438E 33*0 47.8 GGGG
1018-01061 00/300/000 20001/1535 0/t0l/ 7 P 4 0 241 2720S 12415E 31.8 47*4 GGGG
1018-01063 00000/0000 20001/1536 04/10/7P 50 241 246 S 12351E 30*7 47.0 GGGG
101 8-C.1070 00000/0000 200Ul/1537 0/n1/72 60 241 3011S 12327E 29.5 46.6 GGGG
101801072 o00o00/000 20001/1538 0~/107? 40 241 3137S 12302E 28.3 46.3 GGGG
1018-01075 00000/0000 20001/1539 08/in/72 40 241 3903S 12236E 27.1 46.1 GGGG
101 8 -01081 0000/0000 200U1/1540 09/10/ 7 P 80 241 3429S 12210E 2509 45.8 GGGG1018J1084 C00000/0000 20001/1541 09 /ln/72 80 241 3555S 12143E 24.7 45.6 GGGG
1018"11093 00000/0000 20001/1542 08/10/72 4.o 247 2855N 0 1649W 58*7 108.8 GGGG
1018-11095 00000/0000 20001/1543 03/10/72 40 247 2730N 0171 3W 58*9 106.3 GGGG1018-11102 0000.0/0000 20001/1544 08/10/72 60 247 26O0N 01736w 590 103.7 GGGG
1018"11104 00000/000 2001/1545 09/10/7? 60 247 2435N 01758W 59*1 10192 GGGG
1018-11111 00000/0000 20001/1546 09/10/72 20 247 23 10N 018 2 0W 59*1 98.6 GGGG
1018-11113 0000o/0000 20Z01/1547 08,/10/7 20 247 2 14 4N 01843w 59*0 96*1 GGGG
1018-11120 00000/.p00 20001/1548 09/10i/7 60 247 2017N 01905W 58.9 93*5 GGGG
1018"11122 00000/0000 20001/1549 08/10/7? 70 247 150N 0 1928W 58.7 91.1 GGGG
1018*11125 00000/0000 20001/1550 03/10/72 10 247 1723N 01949W 58.5 88o6 GGGG
1018-11131 00000/0000 20001/1551 09/n10/7 20 247 1557N 02011W 58.2 86*2 GGGG
1018-11134 0000/CO00 20001/1552 0~/10/72 40 247 1431N 02031W 57.8 83.9 GGGG
1018-11140 0000/0000 20001/1553 09/10/72 80 247 130 4 N 02052W 5794 81.6 GGGG
1018-11143 0000C0/0000 20001/1554 0/l10/72 100 247 1137N 02113W 56o9 79* GGGG1018-11145 00000/0000 20001/1555 09/10/72 100 247 10 11N 02134W 56.4 77.3 GGGG
1018-11152 00000/0000 20001/1556 08/10/72 80 247 084 4N 0215 4W 55,8 75*3 GGGG
1018-14283 00000/0000 20001/1557 08/10/72 90 249 5429N 05840w 47.1 146.7 GFFF
1018-14285 00000/0000 20001/1558 0/10/72 80 249 5305N 05925W 48.1 145*0 GFFF
1018-14292 0000o/0000 20001/1559 0/10 /72 100 249 5141N 06008W 49*0 143*2 GrFF
1018-14294 0000C0/OC0 20001/1560 03/10/7P 90 249 5016N 06049w 49*9 141.4 FFFF
1018-14301 00000/0000 20001/1561 08/10/72 90 249 4852N 06128W 50*7 139*6 GFFF
1018.14303 00000/C000 20001/1562 09/10/72 8: 249 4 727N 06205W 51*6 137.7 GFFF
1018-14310 00000/0000 20001/1563 08/10/72 70 249 4602N 06240W 52.4 135.8 GGFF
1018-14312 00000/O000C 20001/1564 0~/10/72 80 249 4437N 06315W 53*1 133*9 GFFF
1018"14315 00000/O00O 20001/1565 08/10/7? 90 249 4~1?N 06347W 53.9 131.9 GGFF
1018-14321 00000/0000 20001/1566 0/10/72 70 249 4146N 06419W 54.6 129*8 GGFF
1018-14324 00000/0000 20C01/1567 08/10/72 50 249 4021N 06449W 55*2 127.7 GGFF
1018-14330 00000/0000 20001/1568 08/10/7? 80 249 3R55N 06519W 55.8 125.5 GGFF
1018-14333 00OO0/0000 20001/1569 08/10/72 7o 249 3730N 06547W 5694 123.3 GFFF
1018"14335 00000/0000 20001/1570 08/10/72 60 249 3604N 06615 56.9 121.0 GGFF
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *............ 0 TO 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *., *..S.... BLANKS.BAND NBT PRrSrNT/REUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G8D., FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBOR
16:44 MAR 11p'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR N8N-US PAGE 0032
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERvATISN MICRAFILM ReLL N9*/ DATE CL8UD 5RPIT PqINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PDSITIN IN ReLL ACOUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1018"14342 00000/0000 20001/1571 08/10/ 7 2 50 249 3438N 0 6642W 57.4 118.7 GGFF
1018-14344 00000/0000 20001/1572 08/10/7P 50 249 33 12N 06708W 57*8 116.3 GGFF
1018-14351 00000/00 20001/1573 08/10/72 30 249 3146N 06733W 58.2 113.8 GGFF
1018-14353 00000/0000 20001/1574 0R/10/7? 40 249 3n20N 06758w 58*5 111.4 FFFF
1018-14360 00000/0000 26001/1575 C/o10/72 20 249 2R54N 06823W 58*7 108.9 GGFF
1018-16130 00000/0000 20001/1576 C8/10/72 70 250 5014N 08641W 49.9 141.4 P PP
1018-17553 00000/0000 20001/1577 08/10/7? 20 251 5246N 11115W 48*2 144s6 GGGG
1018-17560 00000/0000 20001/1578 08/10/7P 0 251 5121N 11157W 49*1 142.8 GGGG
1018-19353 00000/0000 20001/1579 08/10/72 70 252 6402N 12920W 40*0 158.9 GGGG
1018-19355 00000/0000 20001/1580 08/10/7P 80 252 6P40N 13034W 41.1 157.0 GGGG
1018-23213 00000/0000 20001/1581 08/10/72 50 254 0?46S 15445E 4909 62.1 GGGF
1018-23215 00000/0000 20001/1582 08/10/72 70 254 0412S 1542 4E 49*0 60*7 GGGG
1018-23222 00000/0000 2001/158 3  08/10/72 60 254 0539S I504E 48*1 59.5 GGGF
1018-23224 00000/0000 20001/1584 08/10/72 80 254 0706S 15344E 47.2 58.3 GGGP
1018-23231 00000/0000 20001/1585 08/10/7P 90 254 0832S 15323E 46*2 57*1 GGGG
1018-23233 0000/0000 2&'001/1586 08/10/72 70 254 0959S 15303E 45.2 56.1 GGGG
1019-09274 00000/0000 20004/0187 03/11/7? 0 26(3 4317N 01216E 53.6 132.3 PPPP
1019-09284 00000/0000 20004/0188 0r/1/72 0 260 4016N 01110E 5591 127.9 FGGF
1019-09290 000C0O/C00 20004/0189 08/11/72 10 260 3R5"N 010 4 1E 55*7  125*7 FGGF
1019-09293 OC/00000000 20004/0190 09/11/72 20 260 3724N 01012E 56.3 123.5 FGGF
1019-09295 00000/0000 20004/0191 08/11/7P 0 260 3559N 00945E 56.8 121.2 FGGG
1019-09302 00000/C000 20004/0192 08/11/72 0 260 3433N 00918E 57*3 118*9 FGFG
1019-09304 00000/0000 20004/0193 08/11/72 50 260 3307N 00851E 577 116.5 FGFG
1019-09311 00000/0000 20004/0194 03/11/72 100 260 3141N 00826E 58.1 114.1 FGFG
1019-09313 00000/0000C 20004/0195 08/11/72 90 260 3015N 00801E 5804 111.6 FGFG
1019-09320 00000/0000 20004/0196 08/11/72 50 260 2R49N 00736E 58*6 109*1 FGFG
1019-09322 00000/0000 20004/0197 0R/11/72 60 260 2723N 00712E 58*8 106*6 FGFG
1019"09325 00000/0000 20004/0198 03/11/72 20 260 2557N 00649E 58.9 104.1 FGFG
1019-09331 00000/0000 20004/0199 03/11/72 0 260 2431N 0062 5E 99*0 10105 FGGG
1019-09334 00000/0000 20004/0200 08/11/7 0 260 2305N 00603E 59.0 99.0 FGFG
1019-09340 00000/0000 20004/0201 08/11/72 50 260 2138N 00540E 59.0 96*5 FGFG
1019-o93 3 00000/0000 20004/0202 08/11/72 30 260 2r11N 00518E, 58*9 94*0 FGFG
1019-09353 C00000/0000 20001/1587 08/11/72 8 0 260 1626N 0 0422E 58.3 87.6 PPPP
1019-09360 O00000/CO 20001/1588 08/11/72 80 260 159N 00401E 57,9 85.2 FFFF
1019-09362 00000/0000 20001/1589 08/11/72 80 260 1333N 00340E 57*6 82.9 FFFF
1019-11163 00000/0000 20001/1590 09/11/72 80 261 2437N 01921W 59.0 101.8 FFFF
1019-11165 00000/0000 20001/1591 08/11/72 20 261 2311N 01943W 59*0 99.2 FFFF
1019-11172 00000/0000 20001/1592 08/11/7 - 10 261 2145N 02006r 9.0 96*7 FFFF
1019-11174 0000/0000 20001/1593 03/11/72 20 261 2rl8N 02028W 58*9 94*2 FFFF
KEYS: CLUD COVER % e**..****...*.o 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVER* ** a NO CLBUD. DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ,.., ,,,,.,, BLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REUESTED. R vRECYCLED, GoGeaD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBOR,
16:44 MAP 1l1'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US
FROM )7/23/72 TO 07/23/73 PAGE 0033
BSSERVATIN MICROFILM R9LL \!9,/ DATE CLOUD 'RBIT P NICIPAL POINT sUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PeSITIN IN HRLL ACOUTRED COVER i4UMBtR F I"AGE ELEV. AZIM,  RBV MSSN3V MSS LAT L~NG 123 45678
1019-11181 00000/0000 20001/1594 03 /11/7p 40 261 1%52N 02050W 58*7 91o7 FFFF1019011183 000000000 2C001/1595 0/11/72 60 241 1725)N 02111W 58*5 89*3 FFFF1019-11190 00000/0000 20001/1596 0- /1/72 70 261 155RN 0213 3 W ,8.2 86.9 FFFF1019-11192 00000/0000 20001/1597 08/11/72 70 261 132N 02154W 57.8 84.5 FRFF1019-11195 C0000/0000 20001,1598 03/11/72 70 261 1 05! 02215W 57.4 82.3 FFFF1019-11201 000/OC00 20001/1599 01/11/72 22 261 1i13N 0235W 57.0 80, 0  F:FF1019-14351 00000/0000 20001/1600 03/11/7? 90 263 5126N 06141W 48*9 143.1 GGGG1019-14353 00000/000 20001/1601 08/11/72 7o 263 5002N 0622 2W 49.8 1414 GOGG
1019-14360 00000/0000 20001/1602 08/11/7 2o 263 4Q37N J 6300 50.6 139.6 GGGG1019-14365 00000/0000 20001/1603 04/11/72 20 263 4 5F 7 N 06412W 52.3 135.8 GGGG1019-14371 00000/0000 20001/1604 03/11/72 10 263 442?N 06446W 53*0 133.9 GGGG1019-14374 00000/0000 20001/1605 08/11/72 C; 263 4?57N 06518W 53.8 131.9 GGGG1019-14380 00000/000 20001/1606 01/11/7? 0 263 4132%N 06550W 54'5 129.8 GGG1019-14383 00000/0000 20301/1607 0/i1/7? 40 263 4O06N 06620. 55.1 127.7 GOGG1019-14385 00000/00C 2000111608 04/11/7? 50 263 3440N 06649W 55*7 125.5 G GG1019-14392 00000/0000 20001/1609 08/11/72 5n 263 3715N 06718W 56.3 123.3 GGG1019-14394 00000/0000 20001/1610 0$/11/7P 40 263 3549N 067 4 5W 56*8 121*1 GGGG1019-14401 00000/000 20001/1611 08/11/7P 50 263 3423N 06812W 57.3 118.7 GGGG1019-16145 00000/0000 20001/1612 04/11/72 10 264 6312N 079 4 7W 40*4 157.9 GGGG1019-16152 00000/0000 20001/1613 09/11/72 10 264 6 150N 08058W 41.5 156*1 GGGG1019-16154 00000/0000 20001/1614 03/11/72 o1 264 6n28N 08202W 42.5 154.3 GGGG1019-16161 00000/0000 20001/1615 08/11/7P 30 264 5905N 08302W 43*5 152.6 GGG1019-16163 00000/0000 20001/1616 03/11/7? 100 264 5743N 08 35 9W 44*6 150.9 GGGG1019-16170 0000/0000 20001/1617 03/11/72 100 264 5619N 08451W 45*6 149.2 GOGG1019-16172 00000/0000 20001/1618 04/11/7P 80 264 5456N 08541W 46.5 147.5 GGGG1019-16175 00000/0000 20001/1619 0-/11/72 70 264 5332N 086 27W 47*5 145.8 GGGG1019-16181 00000/0000 20001/1620 08/11/72 50 264 5207N 08711W 48.4 144.0 GGGG1019-16184 00000/0000 20001/1621 08/11/72 50 264 5n43N 08752W 49.3 142.3 GGGG1019-17591 00000/0000 2o001/1622 0 /11/72 80 265 5946N 1082 3 W 43.0 153.5 GGGG1019-17594 00000/0000 20001/1623 08/11/72 80 265 523N 109 21w 44*0 151.7 GGGG1019-18000 00000/C000 20001/1624 08/1,/72 90 265 5700N 11015W 45.1 150.0 GGGG1019-18003 00000/0000 20001/1625 0 /11/7 90 265 5536N 11106W 46.0 148.3 GGGG1019-18005 0000/0000 20001/1626 05/11/72 90 265 54 12N 1115 4W 47.0 146.6 GGGG1019-18012 00000/0000 20001/1627 03/11/72 80 265 5?248N 11239w 47*9 144.9 GGGG1019-1801 00000/000 200 01/ 162" 0 /11./72 10 265 5124N 11321W 48.9 143.1 GGGG1020-01125 00000/0000 20001/1644 0/1/72 80 269 1041S 12537E 44-9 55.9 GGFG1020-01131 00000/0000 20001/1645 08/12/72 30 269 1P08S 12517E 43.9 54.9 GGFG1020-01134 00000/OOGU 20001/1646 09/12/72 60 269 1335 12456E 42.9 54.0 GGFG1020"01140 0000/0000 20001/1647 08/12/72 40 269 1501S 12435E 41.8 53.1 GGFG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEp % *.........,,,,, 0 Tr 100 - % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY *,,,,***,,*,,,, BLANKSoBAND NBT PRFSENT/REQUESTED* RNRECYCLEO, G=.GBRD FaFAIR BUT USABLE* P-P80.
16:44 MAP II'74 STANDARD CATALoG FOR NON.US 
PAGE 0034
FROB 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM RBLL mB./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT qUN 
SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITIN IN RBLL ACCUT ED CBVER 'NUMBER 7F IM4GE ELEV. AZIY. RBV MSS
RbV MSS LAT LeNG 
123 45678
1020001143 00000/0000 20001/1648 0A/12/72 20 269 1628S 12414E 40e8 5203 
GGFG
1020-01145 00000/0000 20001/1649 08/12/72 30 269 1754S 12353E 39.7 51.6 GGFF
1020-01152 00000/0000 20001/1650 03/12/72 20 269 1923S 12331E 38.6 50.9 GGFG
1020-01154 O/0000/0000 20001/16!51 08/12/7 80 269 247S 12309E 375 50.2 GGFG
1020-01161 000CO/000 2001/16!52 08/12/2 C  90 269 214S 12247E 364 49.6 GPFP
1020*01172 00000/0000 20001/1653 08/12/72 O 269 2632S 12138E 330 48.0 GGFG
1020"01175 00000/0000 20001/1654 08/1p/72 0 269 2758S 12 115E 3108 47.6 GGFG
1020=01181 00000/0000 20001/1655 08/12/72 0 269 2q24S 12051E 30.6 47.2 GGFG
1020-01184 00000/0000 20001/1656 08/12/72 269 35CS 12026E 29.5 46.9 GGFG
1020-01190 00000/0000 20001/1657 09/12/72 0 269 3216S 12001E 28.3 46.6 FFG
1020-09330 00000/0000 200U1/1658 0/12/72 0 274 4 4 5rN 01129E 52*5 134.9 
GPPP
1020-09332 C00000/000 20001/16'59 09/12/72 0 274 4333N 01056E 53.3 133.0 FFFG
1020-09335 00000/0000 20001/16650 08/1/7P 0 274 4 208N 01024E 54.0 131.0 
FFFG
1020=09341 0000.0/0000 20001/1651 08/12/72 0 274 4c4?N 00953E 54.7 128.9 FFFG
1020-09344. 00000/0000 20001/1662 05/1/72 0 274 3q17N 00923E 55.3 126.8 FFFG
1020=09350 00000/C000 2C0001/1663 08/12/72 30 274 37515, 00854E 55.9 124.6 FFFG
1020=09353 00000/0000 20001/1664 08/12/72 0 274 3625N 00826E 56.5 122.4 FFFG
1020o09355 00000/0000 20001/1665 08/12/72 5c 274 3500N 00759E 57,0 120.1 FIGG
1020009362 00000/0000 20001/1666 03/1P/72 7C 274 3334N 00733E 57*4 117.7 FGGG
1020"09364 00C000/000 20001/1667 03/12/72 100 274 3208N 00707E 57.8 115.4 FGGG
1020-09371 00000/0000 20001/1668 08/12/72 100 274 3042N 00642E 58.1 112.9 FGGG
1020"09373 00000/0000 20001/1669 0d/l?/72 100 274 21AN 00617E 58*4 110.4 FGGG
1020"C9400 00000/0000 20001/1670 08/12/72 ** 274 210qN 00407E 58.9 96.2 GGGG
1020-09403 00000/0000 20001/1671 03/12/7P 90 274 lql1 N 00337E 58*7 9208 PPPP
1020-09405 00000/0000 20001/1672 08/12/72 90 274 1745N 00316E 58.5 90.4 PPPP
102009412 00000/OC00 2000111673 089/12/7P 8n 274 1618N 00254E 58s3 87.9 PPPF
1020-09414 OO00/0OC00 20001/1674 08/12/72 80 274 145PN 00233E 57*9 8596 PPPF
1020-09421 00000/0000 20001/1675 08/12/72 7c 274 1325N 00212E 57.6 83.3 PPFP
1020-09423 00000/000 20001/1676 08/12/72 90 274 1159N 00151E 57.1 81.1 PPPF
1020"09430 00000/0000 20001/1677 08/12/72 100 274 132N 00 131E 56.6 78.9 PPPP
1020-09432 00000/000f' 20001/1678 08/1/72 100 274 0905 N 00110E 561 76.8 
PPPP
1020-11235 00000/0000 20001/1679 09/12/72 50 2"75 85N 02216W 58*7 92.3 PFFG
1020-11242 00000/0000 20001/1680 08/12/72 60 275 1724N 0 2238W 58.5 89.8 GFFG
1020-11244 00000/C0000 20001/1681 0C/iP/7p 6n 275 1557N 0 2259W 58.2 87.4 PFFG
1020-11251 00000/0000 20001/1682 0O/12/72 30 275 1431N 02320W 57.8 8501 PPFG
1020-1439C 0000000000 20001/1683 o3/12/72 70 277 5734N 0 5940W 44.4 150.9 F
1020-14393 00000/00000 20001/1684 08/12/72 90 277 5611N 06032W 4 F*4 149.2 F PG
1020-14395 00000/0000 20001/1E85 08/12/72 100 277 5447N 06121W 46.4 147.5 F PG
1020-14402 00000/0000 20001/1686 03/12/7P 100 277 5323N 06207W 47.3 145.8 FGPG
KEYS: CLOUD CV V % . r 100 T5 CLBUD CVER. ** u N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY oo.,o.o..,.b., LANKS=BAND NOBT PR7ScNT/REQUEFTED" RPRECYCLED. 
G=GBaDO FsFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOOR
1 b:A+4 74  STANIARD CATALeG FfP NON.US PAGE 0035
FQB 07/2q/72 Te 07/23/73
BaSERvATIS N 9 lC FI R3LL :9./ CATE CLOLD 9IT P\I5NCIPL pINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITy
I DeSITI I. -LL ACJJ TE) CeV-R :M4MB:R F IMAGE ELEVe AZIM, RBV MSS
8v hS LAT LNG 123 45678
1020-14404 0 ' C /C0 . 2001/1687 0/1/7P 10? 277 5159 . 06251@ 48,
2  144*1 FGPG
1020-14411 UC0OtC/20 20001168S 0F/12/72 ICC 277 5034 06333 .4592 142*3 FGPG
1020-14413 '001'00/00 2 cU1/1689 C /1/272 90 277 4n1N 0o6412 Ec*00 140,5 GGPG
1020'1443 000C/cr0 22001/1690 08/1i/7 2r 277 3014N 060O5W 55E3 126o8 FGPG
1020-14445 C0000/00Cf 01/191 C8/1'/72 10 277 374.N 06 33 W 5*9 12066 FGPG
1020-14452 0C0/.00/ , 2UUi/1.692 Q0/1/7P 2c 277 3622N 0 6901W 56*4 122.4 FGPG
1C20-16243 0C 0 /OO 0 20. 01/1693 03/1/72 10 278 500RN 08 9 34W 49*4 141*8 GGP
1020-16320 C0000/0 ;, 20?U1/1694 03/,1/72 20 278 227N C0917w 58*9 10?P2 GGGG
1020-16323 00300/'000 200Ut11695 0/1'?/72 30 278 230CN 0 939 58.9 99.26 PPPG
1020-21274 C0300/000. 2 001/1696 0"/12/72 6r 2R1 7150N 14719W 32*8 172.5 FGGG
1021-C1143 CO000/Om0 200C1/1697 0/13/7? 4 2R3 0?0 \ 1?72 5 E 5?'5 693 GGGG
1021-01150 C0000/OOO 2001/1698 08/1-/72 60 283 oI38N 12705E 5P17 67.6 GFGG
1021-01152 o00o0/OC o 2 001/1699 0213/72 5' 283 cnl2N 2645E' 52.0 66.0 GGGG
1021-:1155 00000/000: 2j0 01/1700 0o/13/72 30 283 0114S 12624E 512 64.5 GGGF
1021-01161 coooc/3cCl 2.O01/1701 08C1/72 50 2Q3 0?41S 12604E 503 63*0 GGGG
1021-c1164 OCOO/no000 20OU1/1702 03/1~/72 60 2R3 0407S 125 4 4 E 49,4 61*6 GGGG
10-2-41170 O00 G00I 200CU1/1703 O/13/72 60 283 0r34S 12524E 48*5 60.3 GGGG
1021-j173 00000/00j 20001/1704 08/11t72 20 283 0701S 12504E 47*6 59.1 GGGG
1021:-21175 00 0O/C 2w0 1/170 5  9 /1/7? 10 223 0827S 1 2444E 46*6 57.9 GGGG
1021-'1182 030000/OCO 2001/1706 0 /1//72 2 2;3 0954S 12 4 23E 45*7 56-8 GGGG
1021-f1191 00/0C.O0 20001/1707 0i/1,/72 30 283 1254S 12340E 43.6 54,7 GGGP
1021-~1193 00000n/00C 200U1/1708 0/1/72 40 2R3 1421S 12319E 42*5 53*8 GGGP
1021-012o0 O0000/o0OC 20CU111709 0 /1l/72 20 283 1547S 12258E 41#5 53*0 GGGP
1021-*1202 Cooo00/co0 200Col1710 0A/1/72 3,. 283 1714S t?237E 40,4 52.2 GGGP
1021-01205 COO/OO 2(f)01I1711 01/13/7?2 2R.3 1~4nS 12215E 39.3 51.4 GGGF
1021-012ll 00000/000. 20 01/1712 CA /1/72 0 283 2007S 12154E 38*2 50.8 GGGF
1021-01214 0 O00C/O00 200U1/1713 03/1.1/7P 40 2 3  2133S 1?132E 37.1 50.1 FGGF
1021-122 0COC0/OCCC 2 00011714 0:/14/7P 80 283 2259S 12109E 36*0 49*5 GGGF
1021-01223 O0o/c,000C 20001/1715 0/13/72 20 283 242S 12046E 34*9 49*0 GGGF
1021-(1225 00oCO/oCO; 20001/1716 0/13/72 7n 283 25525 12023E 33.8 48*5 GGGF
1021-01232 u00oo0/000 2u001/1717 08/13/72 100 23 27185 1?OOE 32.6 48,0 GGPG
1021-01234  00000/000: 20001/1719 0R/1 3 /7 iC00 283 2844S 11936E 31*4 47.6 GGPG
1021-01241 OUC00/O000 2u001/171 9  03/11/72 60 283 3010S 11912E 30*3 47.2 FGPG
1021-112*3 Qo000/O00O 20001/1720 03/13/72 0 283 3136S 11847E 29*1 46.9 GAPG
1021-09341 o0030/0000 20001/1721 08/11 /7p 30 288 6016N 01813E 42*2 154.3 GPFF
1021-29344 000oo/cc~, 20001/1722 0 /13/72 20 288 5853N 0 1713E 43,2 152*6 GPFF
1021-09353 00000/000 200u1/1723 03/11/7 40 288 5546N 01514E 45*5 148*8 GGPP
1021-u9360 0000/00 200U1/1 //72 20 288 542N 01425E 46.4 147*2 GGGG
1021-09362 00oO0/0000 o o001/1 7 25  03/13/ 72 C 288 5258N 01340E 47*4 145.5 GGGG
<KYS: Le ; CVE ,,,....... o..t 100 = % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NB CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1'AsE ?UALITY ,.*..... .,,. RLAN!KS=BAND NBT PRESFNT/REQJESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GOaD* F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOOBR
STANDARD CATALOG FRP NON.US PAGE 0036
F?5M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BESERVATI5N MICRqFIL. RLL Ni9/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PIN'CIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PTSITI9:N IN ROLL AC(UTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1021-09365 OCO00/C00 20001/1726 Cr/11/72 0 ;288 5134N 01257E 48*3 143.7 GGGG
1021-09371 OC000O/000 20001/1727 Cr/1/72 10 288 5009N 01217E 49o2 142.0 GGGG
1021-09374 00000/0000 20001/1728 08/13/7? 10 288 4R45N 01138E 50.1 140o2 GGGG
10213D9380 o0000/CCo) 2)001/1729 08/13/72 0 288 4720N o011l0E 509 138.4 GGGG
1021-09383 00300/0000 22001/1730 0R/1t/7P 0 2q8 4555N 01026E 51.8 136.5 GGGG
1021-09385 00000/0Co 2o001/1731 R0/11/72 0 288 4431N 00952E 52o5 134.6 GGGG
1021C9392 00000/0000 20C01/1 7 3 ? 08/11/7? 10 288 4305N 00919E 53*3 132.7 GGGG
1021-j9394 00000/0000 20001/1733 08/13/72 0 288 4139N 00847E 54*0 130*7 GGGG
1021-,9401 00000/000 20001/1734 08/13/72 2R8 4014N 00817E 54*7 128.6 GGGG
1021-09403 00000/0000 20001/1735 0/13/72 0 288 3848N 0074E 55.3 126.5 GGGG
1021-09410 00O0/000S 20001/1736 09/13/72 0 288 3723 N  00719E 55-9 124*3 GGGG
1021-09412 o0000/0oC 200u1/1 7 37  08/13/72 10 288 3557N 00652E 56.4 122*1 GGGG
1021-09415 00000/0000 20001/1738 03/13/72 80 288 3432N 00625E 5609 119*8 GGGG
1021"09421 oo000/C000 200l/1739 08/1 /72 90 2R8 3306N 00559E 57.4 117.4 GGGG
1021-09424  00000/COO0 20001/1740 08/13/7? ** 288 3133N 00531E 5708 114.9 GPGG
1021-9~430 00300/0oo 2,0001/1741 O/1/7? 100 288 3007N 00506E 58.1 112.4 GPGF
1021"09433 00000/003o 20001/1742 08/11/7P 70 288 2841N 00442E 58,4 110*0 GPGF
1021-09435 00000/0000 20001/1743 08/13/72 70 288 2715N 00418E 58*6 107*5 GmFP
1021-09442 00000/0000 20001/1744 08/13/7? 50 288 254~N 00354E 58*8 104.9 GPFP
1021-09444 00000/000C 20001/1745 09/13/7p 90 288 2422N 00331E 58.9 102o4 GPFP
1021-09451 00000/000 20001/1746 08/13/7? 100 288 2P56N 00308E 58*9 99.9 GPFP
1021-09453 00000/0000 20001/1747 08/13/7? 90 28 2129N 00245E 58.9 9704 GPFP
1021-39460 00000/00000 20001/1745 08/13/72 60 288 2002N 00223E 58.8 94*9 GPFP
1021-09473 00000/0000 20001/1749 08/13/7P 90 288 1441N 00102E 57.9 86*0 GGGG
1021-09480 00000/00C 20001/1750 08/13/7P 90 298 1321N 00041E 57.6 83.7 GGGG
1021-09482 00000/0000 20001/1751 03/13/72 10o 288 1154N 00020E 57.2 81,5 GGGG
1021-11284 00000/0000 2000111752 08/13/72 50 289 2156N 02300W 58.9 98.2 GGGG
1021-11291 o00000ooo/ 20001/1753 08/13/7P 60 289 2030N 02 3 2 1W 58.8 95*7 GGGG
1021"11293 00000/0000 20001/1754 08/13/7? 7o 289 l04N 02343W 58*7 93.2 GGGG
1021-11300 OC000/0000 2001/1755 08/1,/72 60 289 1737N 02405W 58.5 90,8 GGGG
1021-113o2 00000/0000 200011756 08/11/7? 50 289 1610N 02426w 58.2 88.3 GGGG
1021-11305 00000/0000 20001/1757 08/13/7p 50 289 1444N 02447W 57,9 86.0 GGGG
1021-11311 00000/0000 20001/1758 08/13/72 60 289 1317N OPb08W 57*6 83,7 GGGG
1021-11314 00000/0000 20001/1759 08/13/7P 70 289 1151N OP529W 57*1 81.4 GGGG
1021-11320 00000/OC0C 20001/1760 08/1i/7P 60 289 1n24N 0 2550W 56.7 79*3 GGGG
1021-11323 00000/0000 20001/1761 01/1/7P 40 2F9 0857N 02610W 5601 77.2 GGGG
1021-14443 00000/000o 20001/1762 08/13/72 70 291 5936N 06025W 43.4 152.3 FFFF
1021-14445 00/COICO 20001/1763 0/13,/7? 30 291 5713N 061201 44.4 15o06 FFFF
1021-14452 oo0000/0o00 20001/1764 08/13/72 50 291 5550N 0 6211W 45o4 149.0 FFFF
KEYS: CL~UD C5vEQ z .,,,......... 0 Te 100 = % CLEUD CqVER. ** = NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IYAGE OUALITY o,............. RLANKSoBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. G=GBAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P=P85R.
16144 MAR jj1174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0037
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1021*14454 00000/0000 20001/1765 08/13/72 80 291 5426N 06259W 46,3 14793 FFFF
1021-14470 00000/0000 20001/1766 08/1/ 7? 70 291 5014N 06508W 49.1 142.1 P
1021-14472 00000/0000 20001/1767 08/13/72 7o 291 4849N 06547W 5090 1403 FFFF
1021-14502 00000/0000 20001/1774 08/13/7? 40 291 3852N 06937W 55.2 126.7 FFFF
1021e16374 00000/0000 20001/1789 08/13/72 10 292 245AN 09935W 58.8 103.6 GGGG
1021-16380 00000/0000 20001/1790 08/13/72 20 292 2330N 09958W 5899 101.1 GGGG
1021-16383 00000/0000 20001/1791 08/13/72 80 292 2204N 10020W 58.9 98*6 GGGG
1021m18133 00000/0000 20001/1792 08/13/72 30 293 5011N 11648W 49.1 142*1 GGGG
1021-19474 00000/o000 20001/1793 08/13/7P 100 294 7836N 09950W 25,5 197.3 GGGG
1021-19480 00000/0000 20001/1794 08/13/72 90 294 7740N 10519W 26*6 191*7 FFFF
1021:19483 00000/0000 20001/1795 08/13/72 90 294 7638N 11001W 27.8 186*8 FFFF
1021 19485 00000/0000 20001/1796 03/13/72 90 294 7531N 11402W 29*0 182.6 GGGG
1021-19492 00000/0000 20001/1797 08/13/72 80 294 74 22N 11728W 30,2 178.9 PPPP
1021*19494 00000/0000 20001/1798 08/13/72 70 294 7-09N 12028W 31.3 175.6 GGGG
1021-19501 00000/0000 20001/1799 08/13/72 70 294 7155N 12306W 3P.5 172.6 GGGG
1021-19503 00000/0000 20001/1800 08/13/72 70 294 70 39N 12523W 33*6 170o0 GGGG
1021-19510 00000/0000 20001/1801 08/13/72 80 294 6921N 1272 5 W 34*7 167.5 FFFF
1021-19512 00000/0000 20001/1802 08/13/72 80 294 6-03N 129 13W 35*9 165.3 GGGG
1021*19515 0000/0000 20001/1803 08/13/72 100 294 6644N 13051W 37,0 163.1 GGGG
1021-19521 00000/0000 20001/1804 08/13/72 100 294 6523N 13220W 38.1 161.2 GGPG
1021-21333 00000/0000 20001/1805 03/13/72 100 295 7 150N 149 07w 32.5 172.4 GGG
1022'01202 00000/0000 20001/1806 03/14/72 30 297 0301N 12558E 53*6 697 GpFF
1022"01204 00000/0000 20001/1807 08/14/72 70 .297 0134N 12537E 2SP8 68*0 GPFF
1022-01211 00000/0000 20001/1808 08/14/7P 100 297 0007N 125 17E 52*1 66*3 GPFP
1022-01213 00000/0000 20001/1809 03/14/72 60 297 0119S 12457E 513 64.8 GPFP
1022-01220 00000/0000 20001/1810 08/14/72 50 297 0P45S 12437E 50.4 63*3 GFGG
1022"01222 00000/0000 20001/1811 08/14/72 50 297 0412S 12417E 49.6 62.0 GFGG
1022001230 00000/0000 20001/1812 08/14/72 40 297 0635S 12344E 48.1 59.8 PPFF
1022-01233 00000/0000 20001/1813 08/14/7? 30 297 0801S 12323E 47.1 58.6 FFFF
1022"01235 00000/0000 20001/1814 08/14/72 10 297 0927S 12303E 46*2 57.5 FFFF
1022-01242 00000/0000 20001/1815 08/14/72 20 297 1054S 12243E 45.2 56.4. FFFF
1022001244 00000/0000 20001/1816 08/14/72 40 297 1220S 12222E 44.2 55.4 FFFF
1022-01251 00000/0000 20001/1817 08/14/72 50 297 134 7S 12201E 43.2 54*5 FFFF
1022-01253 00000/0000 20001/1818 08/14/72 40 297 1514S 12140E 42*1 53.6 FFFF
1022-01260 00000/0000 20001/1819 05/14/72 50 297 1641S 12119E 4101 52*8 FFFF
1022-01262 00000/0000 20001/1820 08/14/72 50 297 1807S 12058E 40.0 52.0 GGGG
1022-01265 00000/0000 20001/1821 08/14/72 40 297 1933S 12036E 38.9 51.3 GGGG
1022-01271 00000/0000 20001/1822 08/14/7 50 297 2059S 12014E 37.8 50*6 GGGG
1022-01274 00000/0000 20001/1823 08/14/7P2 0 297 2226S 11952E 3607 50.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *0.,,.,...,,** 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,.............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RvRECYCLED. G.GBeD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALbG FOR NBN.uS PAGE 0038
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI5N IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM* RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LONG 123 45 678
1022-01280 00000/0000 20001/1824 08/14/7P 20 297 2352S 11929E 35.6 499.4 FGGG
1022-01283 00000/0000 20001/1825 08/14/72 20 297 2F18S 11906E 34.4 48.9 GGGG
1022-01285 00000/0000 20001/1826 03/14/72 0 297 2645S 11843E 33.3 48.4 GGGG
1022-01292 00000/0000 20001/1827 08/14/72 10 297 21l1S 11819E 3202 47*9 GGGG
1022-01294 00000/0000 20001/1828 08/14/72 30 297 2937S 11755E 31*0 47.6 GGGG
1022-09401 00000/0000 20001/1829 08/14/7p 50 302 5940N 0163E 42*4 153*7 GFGG
1022-09403 00000/0000 20001/1830 08/14/72 90 302 5817N 01515E 4394 152*0 GGGG
1022-09410 00000/000o 20001/1831 0o/14/7? 100 302 5653N 01422E 44*4 150*4 GGGG
1022-09412 00000/0000 20001/1832 09/14/7p 70 302 5529N 01332E 45.4 148.7 GGGG
1022-09415 00000/0000 20001/1833 08/14/72 8r 302 5405N 01245E 46*4 147.0 GGGG
1022-09421 00000/0000 20001/1834 08/14/72 80 302 5240N 01205E 4793 145.3 PPPP
1022-09424 00000/0000 20001/1835 08/14/7p 60 302 5117N 01117E 48.2 143.6 GGGG
1022-09430 00000/0000 20001/1836 08/14/72 50 302 495 3 N 010 3 7E 49o1 141.9 GGGG
1022-09433 00000/0000 20001/1837 08/14/72 50 302 4828N 00959E 50*0 140.1 GGGG
1022-09435 00000/0000 20001/18138 08/14/72 70 302 4 7 04 N 00923E 50o9 138*3 GGGG
1022-09442 00000/0000 20001/1839 09/14/72 40 302 4538N 00847E 51o7 136.4 GGFG
1022.09444 00000/0000 20001/1840 08/14/7p 50 302 4413N 00814E 52.5 134.5 FFFF
1022-09450 00000/0000 20001/1841 08/14/72 50 302 4310N 00755E 53.0 133.2 GG
1022-09453 00000/0000 20001/1842 08/14/72 50 302 4145N 00723E 53.7 131.2 GGGG
1022-09455 000o0/0000 20001/1843 08/14/72 40 302 4020N 00653E 54.4 129.1 GGGG
1022-09462 00000/0000 20001/1844 08/14/72 40 302 3$54N 00623E 5591 127.0 GGGG
1022-09464 00000/0000 20001/1845 08/14/72 30 302 3729N 00555E 55.7 124*9 GGGG
1022-09471 00000/0000 20001/1846 08/14/72 20 302 3603N 00527E 56.2 122.7 GGGG
1022.09473 00000/0000 20001/1847 08/14/72 0 302 3 4 3 7N 00500E 56.7 120.4 GGGG
1022-09480 00000/0000 20001/1848 08/14/72 90 302 3311N 00434E 57.2 118*1 GGGG
1022-09482 0000/0000 20001/1849 08/14/72 70 302 3145N 00408E 57.6 115.7 GGGG
1022-09485 00000/0000 20001/1850 08/14/72 70 302 3019N 00343E 58.0 113.3 GGG
1022-09491 00000/0000 20001/1851 09/14/72 40 302 2953N 00319E 58.2 1109 GGGG
1022-09494 00000/0000 20001/1852 08/14/7P 80 302 2727N 00255E 58.5 108.4 GGGG
1022-09500 00000/0000 20001/1853 08/14/72 80 30:2 2601N 00231E 58.7 105.9 GGGG
1022-09503 , 00000/0000 200011C854 0/14/72 70 302 2434N 00208E 58.8 103o4 GGGG
1022-09505 00000/0000 20001/1855 08/14/72 ** 302 2308N 00145E 58.8 100.8 GGGG
1022-09512 00000/0000 20001/1856 08/14/72 100 302 2128N 00119E 58,8 '97*9 GGGG
1022-09514 00000/0000 20001/1857 08/14/72 90 302 2001N 00057E 58.7 95*4 GGGG
1022-09521 00000/0000 20001/1858 08/14/72 80 302 1934N 00035E 58.6 92.9 FFFF
1022-09523 00000/0000 20001/1859 08/14/7P 80 302 1707N 00014E 58.4 90*5 FFFF
1022-09530 00000/0000 20001/1860 08/14/7P 70 302 1541N 00006W 58.1 88.1 GoGG
1022-09532 00000/0000 20001/1861 08/14/7P 80 302 1414N 00027W 57.8 85.8 GGGG
1022-09535 OOOC0/0000 20001/1862 04/14/7P 60 302 1?48N 00048W 575 83.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % 0............  TO 100 % CLOUD CSVERo ** u NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,... s. sr.,.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBOBR
1644 MAR 1ls'74 STANDARD CATAL6G FOR NON-US PAGE 0039
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL N5./ DATF CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN RBLL ACOUTRED C5VER NUMBER fF IMAGE ELEV. AZIk. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1022-09541 00000/0000 20001/1863 08/14/72 90 302 1121N 00109W 57'0 81.2 GGGG
1022"09544 00000/0000 200u1/1864 08/14/72 80 302 0954N 00130W 56.6 79*1 FFFF
1022-14571 00000/0000 20001/1865 08/14/72 80 305 3508N 0 7216W 56.5 121.3 GPGP
1022-16432 00000/0000 20001/1866 05/14/72 20 306 250 9N 10058W 5897 104.6 GGGG
1022-16434 0000/0000 20001/1867 08/14/7P 60 306 214 3 N 10121W 58.8 102.0 GGGG
1022-16441 O000C0/00O 20001/1868 09/14/72 70 306 2 17N 101 43w 58.8 99.5 GfGG
1022o21391 00000/0000 20001/1869 0/14/72 100 309 7151N 15009W 32.2 172*7 GGGG
1022*23432 00000/000 20001/1870 08/14/72 40 310 0116N 1495 3 E 52.8 68*0 FGFG
1022-23450 00000/0000 20001/1871 08/14/72 10 310 0445S 14830E 49.4 61.8 FGFG
1022-23453 00000/0000 20001/1872 0,/14/72 30 3 10 0612S 14810E 48.5 60.5 GGGG
1022-23455 00000/0000 20001/1873 08/14/72 40 310 0738S 14 749E 47'6 59o3 GGGG
1022-23462 00000/0000 20001/1874 0O/14/72 40 310 0904S 14729E 46.6 58.1 GGGG
1022-23464 00000/ocoo 20001/1875 08/14/72 20 310 1030S 14708E 45.6 5790 GGGG
1022-23471 o0000/Co00 20001/1876 08/14/72 20 310 1157S 14647E 44*6 56*0 GGGG
1022-23473 00000/0000 20001/1877 08/14/72 20 310 1324 S 14 627E 4306 55*0 FFFG
1022-23480 00000/0000 20001/1878 0Q/14/72 20 310 1450S 14606E 42.6 54*1 FFFG
1022-23483 00O0/$,00 20001/1879 08/14/72 10 310 1702s 14 534 E 41*0 52.8 GGGG
1022-23490 00000/0000 20001/180 08/14/7? 10 310 1829S 14512E 39.9 52*1 GGGG
1022-23492 000C00/0000 20001/1881 01/14/72 0 310 19565 14450E 38.8 51.3 FGFF
1022o23495 o0000/oo00 20001/1882 0C/14/ 72 0 3 10 212?S 14428E 37.7 50*7 GGGG
1022-23501 00000/0000 20001/1883 08/14/72 10 310 2249S 14406E 36*6 50.1 GGGG
1022-23504 00000/0000 20001/1884 08/14/72 70 310 2i14S 14343E 35.5 49.5 GGGG
1022-23510 00000/C00C 20001/1885 02/14/72 100 310 25408 14321E 34*4 49*0 GGFG
1022-23513 00000/0000 23001/1886 08/14/72 100 310 2706S 14257E 33.2 48.5 GGGG
1022-23515 00000/0000 20001/1887 08/14/72 100 310 2832S 14234E 32.1 48.0 GGGG
1022-23522 00000/000 20001/1888 08/14/7p 100 310 2957S 14210E 3009 47.6 GGGG
1022-23524 00000/O000 20001/1889 0,/14/72 100 310 31235 1145E 29*8 47*3 GGGG
1022-23531 00000/0000 20001/1890 08/14/72 90 310 3?49S 14 120E 28*6 47.0 GGGG
1023-01163 00000/0000 20001/1891 08/15/72 10 311 3605N 13301E 56*1 123.0 FAGG
1023-01165 00000/0000 20001/1892 08/15/72 20 311 3439N 13234E 56.6 120*7 GGGG
1023,01172 00000/0000 20001/1893 08/15/72 20 311 3309N 13207E 57,1 118*3 GGGG
1023-01174 00000/0000 20001/1894 08/15/72 40 311 3 14 6N 13142E 57.5 116.1 GFGP
1023-01175 00000/0000 20001/1895 08/19/72 30 311 3j43N 13141E 57o5 116.0 GGGG
1023-01181 00000/0000 20001/1896 0o/15/72 30 311 301PN 13117E 57*9 113.6 FGGG
1023-01184 00000/0000 20001/1897 08/15/72 30 311 2851N 13052E 58.2 111*2 FGGG
1023-01242 00000/0000 20001/1898 08/15/72 50 311 0850N 12548E 56.2 77.9 FFFG
1023-01245 00000/0000 20001/1899 03/15/72 50 311 0723N 12528E 55*7 75.8 GGGG
1023-01251 00000/0000 20001/1900 08/15/72 40 311 0157N 12508E 55.1 7399 GGGG
1023*01254 o0000//o00 20001/1901 08/15/72 40 311 0430N 12448E 54*4 72.0 GGGG
KEYS: CL5UD COVER 0 ............ TO 100 * % CLBUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .*.**...*,, BLANKS-BAND NET PRFSENT/REQUESTED* RURECYCLED* G=GBRD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* P=PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0040
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL \B,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER fF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
P8V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1023-01260 00000/0000 20001/1902 08/15/7? 20 311 0303N 12428E 53*7 70s2 GGGG
1023-01263 00000/0000 20001/1903 08/15/72 20 311 0135N 12408E 5300 68*5 GGGG
1023-01265 00000/0000 20001/1904 08/15/72 30 311 0009N 12348E 52*2 66s8 GGGG
1023-01272 00000/0000 20001/1905 03/15/72 30 311 0116S 12327E 51*4 65.3 GGGG1023-01274 00000/000 20001/1906 08/1/72 40 311 0?42S 12306E 50.6 63.8 GGGG1023-01281 00000/0000 20001/:L907 03/15/72 40 311 0410S 12246E 49.7 62*4 GGGG1023-01283 00000/0000 20001/1908 08/1/72 30 311 0537S 12226E 98.9 61.1 GGGG
1023-01290 00000/0000 20001/.909 08/15/72 30 311 0703S 12207E 47.9 59.8 GGGG
1023-01292 00000/0000 20001/:910 08/15/72 30 311 0830S 1?147E 47.0 58*6 GGGG1023-01295 00000/0000 20001/1911 08/15/72 20 311 0956S 12126E 46*0 57.5 GGGG
1023-01301 00000/000 20001/912 08/15/72 20 311 1122S 12106E 45*1 56.4 GGGG
1023-01304 00000/0000 20001/1913 09/15/72 30 311 1249S 12045E 44.1 55.4 GGGG
102 3 -01310 00000/0000 20001/1914 08/15/72 20 311 1416S 12024E 43.0 54.5 GGGG
1023-09525 00000/0000 20001/1.915 08/i5/7p 20 316 361ON 00400E 56,0 123.3 PPPP
1023-09531 00000/0000 20001/1916 08/15/72 0 316 3 440 00332E 56.5 1210 PPPP1023,09534 00000/0000 20001/1917 08/15/7P 20 316 3318N 00307E 57*0 118.7 GGGG
1023-09540 00000/0000 20001/1918 03/15/72 20 316 3153N 00242E 57.4 116.4 GGGG
1023-09543 00000/0000 200C01/919 08/15/72 10 316 3027N 00217E 57.8 114.0 GGGG
1023-09545 00000/0000 20001,1920 08/15/7? 0 316 2901N 00153E 58.1 111.6 GGGG
1023-09552 0000C/0000 20001/1921 03/15/72 0 316 2735N 00129E 58.4 109.1 GGGG
1023-09554 00000/0000 20001/1922 08/15/72 10 316 2608N 00105E 58.6 106.6 GGGG
1023-09561 00000/0000 20001/1923 08/15/72 0 316 2441N 00041E 58*7 104.1 GFGG1023-09563 00000/0000 20001/1924 08/1/7 0 316 2314N 00018E 58.8 101.6 GGGG1023-09570 00000/0000 20001/1925 08/15/7 20 316 2148N 00003 58.8 99,1 GFGG
1023-09572 00000/0000 20001/1926 08/15/72 40 316 2021N 00026W 58.7 96.6 GGGG1023-09575 00000/0000 20001/1927 08/15/7P 0 316 1R55N 00047W 58*6 94 1 GGGG1023-14555 00000/0000 20004/0203 08/15/72 100 319 5858N 06312W 42.5 153.1 GGGG1023014562 00000/0000 20004/0204 08/15/72 80 319 5736N 06408W 4305 151.4 GGGG1023-14564 00000/0000 20004/0205 08/15/72 20 319 5612N 06459W 44.5 149.8 GGGG
1023-14571 00000/0000 20004/0206 08/15/72 70 319 5448N 06547W 45.5 148*1 GGGG1023-14573 00000/0000 20004/0207 08/15/72 80 319 5324N 06633W 46*5 146.4 GGGG
102314580 00000/0000 20004/0208 08/15/72 50 319 5?00N 06716W 47*4 144.8 GGGG1023*14582 00000/0000 20004/0209 08/15/72 100 319 5036N 06758W 48*4 143*1 G GG
1023-14585 00000/0000 20004/0210 08/15/72 100 319 491ON 06838W 49.3 14193 G GG
1023-16401 00000/0000 20004/0211 08/15/72 30 320 5527N 0911 3W 45.1 148.9 GGGG
1023-16404 00000/0000 20001/1928 08/15/72 80 320 5 33 7 N 09207W 46.3 146.7 FGFF1023a16411 00000/0000 20001/1929 08/15/7 90 320 5213N 09251W 47.3 145.1 GGFF
1023-16413 00000/0000 20001/1930 08/15/72 90 320 5o49N 09333W 48.2 143.4 FFFF
1023*16490 .00000/0000 20001/1947 08/15/72 0 320 2s08N 1022 3W. 58.6 105*1 FFFF
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *o***e*** *** 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE
,IMAGE QUALITY e.....**.. RLANKS.BAND NET PRESENT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLEDa G.GORD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POOR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANOARD CATALeG FeR NON-US PAGE 0041
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVAT1BN MICROFILM ReLL NO,/ DATE CLBUD RBIT PoINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITIBN IN RBLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER js IAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1023-16493 00000/0000 200-01/1948 08//72 0 320 234 N 10246W 58.7 102.6 GFFF
1023-18213 0000010000 20001/1949 0o/1i/7p 1o 321 6150V 11230o 40*3 156.7 PPPP
1023-18220 00000/0000 20001/1950 02/16/7? 10 321 6028N 11335W 41*3 154.9 GFFF
1023-18222 00000/0000 20001/1951 0/15/72 1o 321 590qo 11435W 42*4 153*3 GFFF
1023-18225 00000/0000 20001/1952 OR/15/7P 10 321 5742J 11531W 43*4 151.6 GFFF
1023-18231 00000/0000 20001/1953 0./19/72 30 3P1 5619N 1162 4w 44*4 14909 GFFF
1023-18234 00000/000 20001/1954 08/1/72 30 321 5455N 11713 45.4 148*3 GFFF
1023-18240 00000/0000 200011955 0'/15/72 10 321 5331N 11800w 46*4 146.6 GFFF
1023-18243 00000/0000 20001/1956 08/15/7? 40 321 5207N 11844W 47.3 145.0 GFFF
1023-18245 00000/0000 20001/1957 02/1/72 50 321 504N 11925W 48.2 143.3 GFFF
1023-21411 00000/0000 20001/1967 08/1./72 100 323 8040N 10551W 21.1 220.2 CGGG
1023-21413 00000/0000 20001/1968 08/15/7? 100 323 8110N 11410W 22.3 211.9 GGGG
1023-21420 00000/000O 2C001/1969 0A/15/72 100 323 7928N 12130W 23.5 20 4 *5 GGGG
1023-21422 00000/0000 20001/1970 08/ic/72 100 3?3 7940N 12753W 24.7 198.0 GAGG
1023-21425 00000/0000 2o001/1971 08/19/72 70 323 7744N 13325W 25.9 192.3 GGGG
1023-21431 00000/0000 20001/1972 08/15/72 50 323 7642N 13810W 27.1 187*4 GGGG
1023-21434 00000/0000 20001/1973 08/15/72 60 323 7r36N 14216W 28.2 183*1 GGGG
1023-21440 0000/0000 20001/1974 08/19/72 80 323 7423P 145 4 7W 29.4 179*3 GGGG
1023-21443 00000/0000 20001/1975 08/1"/72 90 323 7317N 14,50W 3096 176.0 GGGG
1023-21445 00000000 00 2C001/1976 03/15/72 90 323 7?03N 15131W 31*7 173.0 cGG
1023-21513 00000/oo00 20001/1977 08/19/7P 100 323 5017N 17123w 48.5 142*7 GGGG
1024-01283 00000/0000 o2o01/1978 08/16/7? 100 325 142qN 12545E 57.9 87,1 GGGG
1024"01285 000co00/00 20001/1979 C0/ 1 6 /72  100 325 1403N 12524E 57.6 84.8 GGGG
1024-01292 00000/0000 20001/1980 03/16/72 90 325 1137N 1250 4 E 57.2 82.5 GGGG
1024-01294 00000/0000 20001/1981 03/16/72 80 325 1010N 12443E 56.7 80.3 GnGG
1024-01301 O0000/o000 20001/1982 09/16/72 80 325 CP43N 12422E 56*2 78.2 GGGG
1024"01303 0000C/CoOO 20001/1983 08/16/7p 60 325 o716N 12401E 55*7 76.2 GGGG
1024-0131C 00000/0000 20001/1984 08/16/72 ** 325 0549N 12341E 55.1 74.2 GGGG
1024-01312 0000/O0000 20001/1985 02/1i/7p 80 3P5 0422N 12321E 54.5 72*3 GGG
1024-01313 O0000/oo00 20001/1986 08/16/72 60 325 0412N 12318E 54.4 72*1 GPPP
1024-01315 00000/0000 20001/1987 09/16/72 ** 325 0256N 12300E 53.8 70.5 GGGG
1024-01322 0000/CCOO 20001/1988 08/16/72 70 325 0119N 12238E 53*0 68*6 GGGG
1024-01324 00000/nC00 20001/1989 08/16/72 60 325 000oS 12217E 52o2 66*9 GGGG
1024-01331 0OCO/0000 20001/1990 03/16/72 60 325 0136S 121 57E 51,4 65a4 GGGF
1024"01333 00000/0000 20001/1991 08/16/72 60 325 0302S 12137E 50.6 63.9 GGGG
102 4-0134 0 000C0/00/ o 20001/1992 08/16/7? 40 3P5 042?S 12117E 49.7 62.5 GGGG
1024-01342 00000/0000 20001/1993 08/16/72 20 325 0555S 12057E 48.8 61.2 GGG
1024-01345 o00000o/OO 20001/1994 08/16/7p 10 325 0723S i2037E 47.9 59.9 GGGG
1024-01351 00000/0000 20001/1995 02/16/72 20 325 0840S 12016E 47.0 58.7 GGGF
KEYS: CLtUD COVER % .. ,,.,,..,,, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** = Nf CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALTTY .......... ,,, PLANKS=BAND NBT PRcSrNT/RecftrrCTcD. P=RECYCLEDo G=GBD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PPbOBR,
16:44 AF 11,'74 STAN)ARD CATALeG FeA NeN-US PAGE 0042
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICFiFILM P LL \i9./ DATE CLBUD RRIT pMINCIpAL pOINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIDN IN ROLL ACOUTRED CBVER. NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PPV hSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1024-01.35 00000/0000 20001/1996 C/IA/7P 30 325 101S 11955E 46.0 57a.6 GGGF
1024-01360 00 CO/OCO 20001/1997 09/6/72 3C 325 1142S 11934E 45.1 56.5 GGGG
1024-09565 00000/00O0 20001/1998 OR/16/72 5s 330 4t46N 00431E 53.3 131#9 FFFF
1024-'9572 00000/0000 20001/1999 08/1A/7P 40 330 4)20N 00401E 54*0 129*9 FFFF
1024-09574 00000/0000 20001/2000 08/16/72 40 330 3R54N 00332E 54.6 127*9 FFFF
1024-o9581 00o00/000o 20001/2001 08/16/72 30 330 3729N 00303E 55.3 125*8 FFFF
1024-09583 O000o/o000 20001/2002 08/16/72 10 330 3603N 00236E 55.8 123.6 FFFF
1024-09590 00000/0000 20001/2003 08/16/72 60 330 34 37N 00209E 5604 121.4 FFFF
1024-09592 00000/0000 20001/2004 09/1/7P 80 330 
3311N 00142E 56.9 119.1 FFFF
1024-09595 00000/0000 20001/2005 08/16/72 40 330 3145N 00117E 57.3 116.8 FFFF
1024-10001 00000/0000 20001/2006 08/A/7P 20 330 3)19N 00052E 57,7 114*4 FEFF
1024-10004 00000/0000 20001/2007 08/16/72 70 330 2953N 00028E 58*0 112.0 FFFF
1024-10015 00000/0000 20002/0001 08/16/72 100 330 2448N 00039W 58.6 105.0 FGGG
1024-10022 00000/0000 20002/0002 08/16/72 100 350 2322N 00102w 58-7 102.5 FGGG
1024-10024 C00000/0000 20002/0003 08/16/72 10O 330 2155N 00124W 58.7 100,0 GGFG
1024-10031 00000/0000 20002/0004 03/16/72 100 330 202N 00146W 58.7 97.5 GGGG
1024-10033 00000/C00 20002/0005 03/16/72 100 330 190oN 00208W 58,6 95.0 UGG
1024-10040 000C0/OCC 20002/0006 03/16/7? 90 330 173fN 00230W 58*5 92.5 GGGG
1024-10042 0000/0O00 20002/0007 08/16/72 60 330 1609N 00251W 58.2 90.1 FGGG
1024-10045 00000/0000 2000210008 0I/16/7P 40 330 1443N 00312W 58.0 87.7 GFGG
1024-0051 C0000/c000 20002/0009 08/16/72 7 330 1116N 00333W 57.7 85.4 GGGG
1024-10054 00000/0000 20002/0010 0'/16/72 8o 330 1149N 00354W 57*3 83*1 FGGG
1024-10060 00000/0003 20002/0011 08/16/7P 90 330 1n23N 00415W 56b
8  80.9 GrGG
1024-10063 00000/0000 20002/0012 08/1.6/72 100 330 OR56N c0035W 56.4 78.R GGGG
1024-15005 0000C/0000 200U2/0013 08/16/72 100 333 6125N 062 3 8W 4043 156.3 G
1024-15012 00000/0CO0 20002/0014 0/16A/72 90 333 6003N 06
3 42W 414 154.6 PGGP
1024-15014 00000/0000 20002/0015 03/16/72 9c 333 5I40N 0 6441W 4294 152.9 PGGF
1024-15021 00000/0000 20002/0016 0 /6/72 80 333 5717N 0 6536W 43.5 151.2 GGGF
1024-15023 00000/0000 20002/0017 08/16/72 60 333 5553N 06628W 44'5 149.6 GPGG
1024-15030 00000/0000 20002/0018 0O/1 6 /7 2  50 333 5429N 06
7 16W 45.5 148*0 GrGG
1024-15032 00000/0000 200U2/0019 08/16/72 40 333 5305N 06 801W 46.4 146.3 UGGG
1024-15035 00000/0000 20002/0020 08/1/72 60 333 5141N 06844W 47*4 144.6 GrGG
1024-15041 00000/0000 20002/0021 08/16/72 7C 333 5o16N 06925W 48.3 143.0 GGGG
1024-15044 0ooo00/000c 20002/0022 0o/16/72 70 333 4852N 07004W 49.2 141*2 FGGP
1024-15105 00000/0000 20002/0023 08/16/72 40 333 2728N 0772 3 W 58.2 109*7 PGGG
1024-15112 00000/0000 20002/0024 08/16/72 3r 333 2601N 07746W 58*4 107.2 PGGG
1024-16441 00000/0000 20002/0025 08/1A/7P 90 334 6135N o0818W 4C,2 156.5 PFGF
1024-16443 00000/0000 20002/3026 08/16/72 100 334 6013N 08922W 41.2 154*8 PFGG
1024-16450 00000/0000 20002/0027 0/16/72 20 334 595N 09022 42-3 153.1 PGFF
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % .,........... C Te 100 = % CLeUD CqVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILAeLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ',,'e..*,**".* RILANKSBANr N~BT PRESFNT/RECUESTED* P=RECYCLED" G=Ge~RD F=FAIR BUT USABLE. POPBBR*
16:44 "A; 11,74 STANDARD CATAL~G FeP NDN.US PAGE 0043
FReM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICRFFI1' RBLL \'./ DATE CL8UD 9RPIT PPINlCIPAL P'INT SUN SUh TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI9N IN H8LL ACCJUTIE CeVER NUMBcR 9F I"~GE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
Msv SS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1024-16452 00C0/CC' 200U2/0028 0 1/IA/7? 30 334 5727N 09118~ 43.3 151.5 PFGP
1024-16455 00000O000C 200o2/0029 0'/16/72 10 334 50h3N 091N0w 44,3 149.8 GGGP
1024164A1 000C0/(7O0 2000210030 O/Ij,/7P 0 334 5440N 09259W 45o3 148*2 FGGP
1024-16463 "O000/OCO 2UO02/0031 0R/1A/72 70 334 5323N 09341W 46.2 146*7 GGGG
1024-16464 00000/rO'C 20002/0032 0i/16/72 70 334 5116N 09345W 46.3 146.5 GGGP
1024-16470 000O/,OC0 2d002/0033 O/16/7? 100 334 5151N 094 28W 47*2 144.9 GGGP
1024-16472 c000C/0oo 2002/0034 08/1A/72 9 334 5034N 09506W 48*1 143.3 GGGG
1024-16473 000/O/0,O0 2o002/0035 08/I6/72 90 334 5 27N 09b10o 48,2 143*2 FGGP
1024-16543 Oco000/000 200U2/0036 0/1A/7P 9( 334 2 A1 9 N 10331w 58*4 107*7 GGGG
1024-16545 o0000/nOo 20002/0037 0 /16/72 10 334 245?N 10354W 58.6 105*3 GGGG
1024-16552 00000/0000 200U2/00 3 8 "0/16/72 3c 334 2326N 10416W 58.7 102.8 GGGG
1024-16554 O000/O000 20002/0039 0R/16/7P 40 334 2200N 10439W 58.7 100.3 GGGG
1024-16561 00C00/0000 200U2/0040 08/1A/72 50 334 2n033N 10501W 58.7 97.8 GGGG
1024-18225 0030/O0O 2U00P/0041 0/16/7P ? 338 754rN 09131W 27.8 183.5 GGGG
1024-18231 0000/OC/eO 20r02/0042 O/16/7P C 338 7432N 09505W 29*0 179.7 GGGG
1024-18234 000C,0/000 20002/0043 03/16/7P2 338 7?20N 09810w 302 176.4 GGGG
1024"18240 000CO/00 20002/0044 O/ jA/72 60 338 7207N 10052W 31s3 173.4 GGGG
1024-18243 00000/0000 20002/0045 O/1/7 90 338 7051N 10314W 32,5 170.7 GGGG
1024"18245 000(0/O000 21002/0046 OR/IA/ 7? 90 338 6934N 10520w 33*6 168.2 GFGG
1024-18252 00000/00 o 20002/0047 0/16/72 90 338 6916N t07126 34.7 166.0 GFGG
10C24-18254 00000/o00 2uOU2/00 4 8  OR/16/7 2  90 318 6657N 10853W 35.9 163*9 GFGG
1024-18261 00000/000 20002/0049 0 3/16/72  90 338 6=36N 11024W 37*0 161.9 GGGG
1024-18263 00000/0000 20002/0050 0,/16/72 30 338 6416N 11146 38.1 160.0 GSGG
1024-18270 00000/0000 20002/0051 O/16/72 20 338 6254N 11301W 39*1 158.2 GGGG
1024-18272 0000/0000 20002/0052 0/1(6/72 1o 338 6133N 11411W 40.2 156.4 GGGG
1024-18275 Oo00/0000 20002/005 4 05/16/7 20 338 6010N 1115W 41v3 154.7 GGGG
1024-18281 00000/00C00 200U2/00C5 5  0,3/16/7 10 338 5947N 11614W 42.3 153.1 GGGG
1024-18284 00000/0000 200U2/0057 0A/16/72 20 338 5724N 11709W 43.3 151*4 GGGG
1024-18290 00000/00C00 20002/0058 0O/16/7p 10 338 5600N 11801W 44'3 149.8 GGGG
1024-18293 00000/000 20002/C060 03/16/72 30 338 5 43 7N 11850W 45*3 148.1 GGGG
1024-18295 00000/0000 20002/0061 04/16/72 9r 338 5313N 11935W 46.3 146.5 GGGG
1024-18302 00000/CrGO 20002/0063 0o/ 16/72 80 338 514N 12019W 47.2 144*8 GGGG
1024,18304 00000/0C00 20002/0064 08/16/72 80 338 5024N 12100w 48.2 143*1 GGGG
1024-20073 00000/0000 20002/0065 03/16/7 70 339 7140N 12734W 3197 172.4 G
1024-20075 00000/0000 20002/0066 08/16/7? 100 339 7r24N 12950 32.9 169.8 GGGG
1024-20082 00000/0000 23002/0067 O./1l/72 100 339 6907N 13151w 34.0 167.4 PPPP
1024-20084 00000/0000 20002/0068 0%/16/72 100 339 6748N 13339W 35.1 165.2 P pP
1025-01335 00000/000 20002/0069 03/17/72 90 341 153N 12443E 58.2 90.0 GFGG
1025-01341 0000/0000 20002/0070 08/17/72 80 341 1427N 12422E 5679 87.7 GGGG
KEYS; CLUD C5VEP % ........... 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NE CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............. , RLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G.G980. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBeR.
16:44 "AP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NDN-US PAGE 0044
FR9M 37/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIgN 4ICPRFILM RSLL -5,/ DATE CLBUD 9RqIT PRI14CIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSTTISN IN ROLL ACLUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM .  RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1025=01342 00000/0000 20002,/0071 O/17/7p 90 339 1413N 12418E 57*9 87.3 FFFF
1025-01344 000o0/000 20002/,0072 08/17/72 70 341 1300N 12401E 57.6 85o3 GGGG
1025-01350 0000/000o 20002/'0073 03/17/72 3C 341 11 3 ?N 12 3 4 0E 57.2 8301 GGGF
1025-01351 00000/0000 2o002/0074 08/17/72 ** 339 1120N 12337E 57.2 ?o7 FFFF
1025-01353 00000/0000 2002,0075 08/17/72 40 339 0953N 12316E 56*7 80o5 FFFF
1025=o1354 00000/0000 20 0 02/0076 08/17/72 20 339 0946N 12314E 56.7 80o4 FGPP
1025-01360 00000/0000 20002/0077 03/17/72 339 0826N 12256E 56.2 78,4 FFFF
1025-01362 00000/0003 200U2/0078 08/17/72 70 339 0659N 12235E 55*7 76,4 FFFF
1025-01363 000000000 20002/0079 08/17/72 40 339 065?N 12234E 55.6 76*2 GGGG
1025-01365 00000/000- 20002/0080 03/17/72 ** 339 0532N 12215E 55.1 74.4 FFFF
1025-01372 00000/0000 20002/0081 08/17/72 40 339 0359N 12153E 54*4 72.4 FGGG
1025-01374 00300/0000 200U2/0082 02/17/72 50 339 0?32N 12133E 53*7 70.6 FGG G
1025-31381 00000/0000 20002/0083 08/17/72 30 339 0105N 12113E 53.0 68.8 GGGG
1025-01383 00000/0000 20002/0084 0R/17/72 80 339 0021S 1?253E 52*3 67.2 FGGG
1025-0139C 00000/0000 20002/0085 08/1.7/72 90 339 0148S 12033E 51.5 65.6 GGGG
1025-01392 00000/0000 20002/0086 03/17/7? 80 339 03145 12012E 50*6 64.1 FGGG
1025-01395 o00000/O0c 20002/0087 03/17/72 70 339 0441S 11952E 49.8 62.7 GGGG
1025-01401 00000/0000 20002/0088 08/17/72 10 339 0608S 11932E 4899 61.4 GGGG
1025-01404 00000/000 20002/0089 08/i7/72 10 339 0734S 11911E 48*0 60.1 G3GG
1025-31410 00000/0000 20002/0090 08/17/72 2o 339 0O01S 1151E 47.1 58*9 GGGG
1025-01413 00000/0000 20002/0091 08/17/72 20 339 n128S 11830E 46*1 5708 FGGG
1025-01415 00000/0000 20002/0092 08/17/7P 10 339 1154S 11810E 45.1 56*7 FGGG
1025-15065 00000/0000 20002/0093 03/17/72 10 347 6057N 06427w 40*4 155.8 GGGG
1025-15071 00000/0000 20002/3094 03/17/72 1 347 5935N 06529W 41.5 154.2 GGGG
1025-15074 00oo0/0000 2002/3095 09/17/72 90 347 5812N 0 6627W 42o5 152*5 GGGG
1025-15080 00000/0000 20002/0096 08/17/72 100 347 56 4 8N 06720 43'5 15009 FGGG
1025-15083 00000/000o 20002/,0097 08/17/7P 60 347 5525N 06~10 44.5 149.3 GFGG
1025-15085 00000/0000 20002/0098 0o/17/72 60 347 5140 06858W 45.5 147,6 GFGG
1025-15092 00000/000 200U2/0099 08/17/72 70 347 5"36N 069 42W 46'5 146.0 GGGG
1025-15094 0(000/00000 200,2/010 03/17/72 5S 347 5112N 07025w 47.4 144.3 GGGG
1025-15101 '0000/0000 20002/0101 08/17/72 3c 347 4947N 07105W 48o3 142.6 FFGG
1025-16495 00000/0000 20002/0102 09/17/72 100 348 6147N 08936q 39.7 156.9 GGG
1025-16501 00000/0000 20002/0103 08/17/72 9? 348 6025N 0904 2W 40.8 155.2 GGGG
1025-16504 00000/0000 20002/0104 03/17/72 90 348 5902N 09142w 41.8 153.5 GGGG
1025-16510 00000/0000 20002/0105 02/17/72 30 348 5739N 09238W 42.9 151.9 GGGG
1025-16515 0000C/C000 20002/0106 08/17/72 10 348 5458N 09415W 44.8 148.8 GGGG
1025-16521 C0300/0000 200U2/0107 0O/17/72 0 348 5334N 09502W 45.8 147.1 GGGG
1025-16522 00000/0000 20002/0108 02/17/72 0 348 5?27N 09505W 45.9 147.0 PPPG
1025-16524 0000000000 20002/0109 09/17/72 1; 348 5203N 09549W 4608 145.4 G9GG
KEYS: CLSUC. COVER % *,...*o....,. 0 T1 100 - % CLBUD C4VER* ** = NO CLBUD- DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,...,.,.,,.... RLANKS.BAND NBT PRFSENT/REOUESTED R.RECYCLED. G-GS9D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBbR,
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0045
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1025o16530 00000/0000 20002/0110 08/17/72 50 348 5046N 09627W 47.7 143,8 GGGG
1025-16531 00000/0000 20002/0111 08/17/7 10 348 5039N 09630W 47*7 143.7 GGGG
1025"17001 00000/0000 20002/0112 08/17/7p 50 348 2630N 10454 58.3 108.7 GGGG
1025-17003 00000/0000 20002/0113 08/17/72 40 348 2504N 10517W 5804 106s2 GGGG
1025-17010 00000/0000 20002/0114 08/17/72 50 348 2338N 10540W 58.6 103.7 GGGG
1025w17012 00000/0000 20002/0115 08/17/72 100 348 2211N 10603W 58.6 101.2 GGGG
1025-17015 00000/0000 20002/0116 08/17/72 90 348 2045N 10625W 58.6 98,7 GGG
1025-17021 00000/0000 20002/0117 08/17/72 90 348 1918N 10647W 58.6 96*2 GGGG
1025w17024 00000/0000 20002/0118 08/17/72 80 348 1752N 10708W 58*5 93.8 GGGG
1025-18285 00000/0000 20002/0119 08/17/72 90 349 7445N 09617W 28.5 180.3 GGGG
1025*18292 00000/0000 20002/0120 08/17/72 100 349 7334N 099 2 6 W 29.7 176.9 GGGG
1025-18294 00000/0000 20002/0121 08/17/72 70 349 7?20N 10210W 30.8 173.9 GGGG
1025-18301 00000/0000 20002/0122 08/17/72 90 349 7105N 10434W 32.0 171.1 GGGG
1025-18303 00000/0000 20002/0123 08/17/72 70 349 6948N 10643W 33*1 168.7 GGGG
1025-18310 00000/0000 20002/0124 08/17/72 50 349 6129N 10836W 3403 166o4 GGGG
1025-18312 00000/0000 20002/0125 08/17/7p 20 349 6710N iIO018 35.4 164.3 GGGG
1025-18315 00000/0000 20002/0126 08/17/72 90 349 6550N 11150W 36.5 162.3 GGGG
1025-18321 00000/0000 20002/0127 08/17/72 60 349 0429N 11313W 37.6 160.4 GGGG
1025*18324 00000/0000 20002/0128 08/17/72 30 349 6307N 11430W 38.7 158.6 GGGG
1025-18330 00000/0000 20002/0129 08/17/7P 20 349 6146N 11539w 39.8 156.8 GGGG
1025-18333 00000/0000 20002/0130 08/17/72 40 349 6031N 11626W 40.7 155.3 GGGF
1025-18335 00000/0000 20002/0131 08/17/72 40 349 5909N 11726w 41*7 153.7 FGG
1025-18342 00000/0000 20002/0132 08/17/72 20 349 5746N 11822W 42*8 152.0 FGGG
1025-18344 00000/0000 20002/0133 08/17/72 20 349 5622N 11915W 43.8 150.4 FGGG
1025-18351 00000/0000 20002/0134 08/17/72 50 349 54 59N 12004W 44.8 148.8 FFGG
1025-18353 00000/0000 20002/0135 08/17/72 70 349 5334N 120 5 1W 45.8 147.2 FGGG
1025-18360 00000/0000 20002/0136 08/17/72 80 349 510ON 12135w 46.7 145.5 FGGG
1025-18362 00000/0000 20002/0137 08/17/72 90 349 5045N 12216W 47.7 143.8 PSGG
1025-20102 00000/0000 20002/0138 08/17/72 100 350 7915N 10044W 23*3 202.4 GGGG
1025020104 00000/0000 20002/0139 08/17/72 100 350 7823N 10652W 24.5 196.2 GGGG
1025-20111 00000/0000 20002/0140 08/17/72 100 350 7725N 11204W 25*6 190.8 GGGG
1025-20113 00000/0000 20002/0141 08/17/7? 100 350 7623N 116 33w '26*8 186.1 GGGG
1025-20120 00000/0000 20002/0142 08/17/72 90 350 7516N 12026W 28.0 182.0 GGGG
1025-20122 00000/0000 20002/0143 08/17/72 70 350 7406N 12349W 29.2 178.4 GGGG
1025-20125 00000/0000 20002/0144 08/17/72 40 350 7253N 12644W 30*3 175.2 GGGG
1025m20131 00000/0000 20002/0145 08/17/72 50 350 7139N 12918w 31.5 172.3 GGGG
1025-20134 00000/0000 20002/0146 08/17/72 40 350 7022N 13134 32.6 169*7 GGG
1025.20140 00000/0000 20002/0147 08/17/72 90 350 6 905 N 13334W 33.7 167.4 GGGG
1025-20143 00000/0000 20002/0148 08/17/72 90 350 6745N 135 2 0W 34*9 165.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *.o.., .** 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD C9VER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,......;.,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED, G=GOBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P-POR,
16Z44 MAR 118' 74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0046
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N5,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1025"21560 00000/0000 20002/0149 08/17/72 100 351 7p56N 15212W 3002 175.4 GPPP
1026-00012 00000/0000 20002/0150 08/18/72 60 352 0129S 14500E 51*8 66.4 GGGG
1026"00014 00000/0000 20002/0151 08/18/72 70 352 0'56S 14439E 51*0 64.9 GGGG
1026.00021 00000/0000 20002/0152 08/18/7p 80 352 0422S 14419E 50.1 63*4 GGGG
1026"00023 00000/0000 20002/0153 08/18/72 10 352 0549S j4359E 49.3 62.0 GGGG
i026*00030 00000/0000 20002/0154 08/18/7? 20 352 0716S 14 339E 48.4 60*8 GGGG
1026-00032 00000/0000 20002/0155 08/18/72 30 352 0843S 14319E 47*5 59.5 GGGG
1026"00035 00000/0000 20002,/0156 08/18/72 10 352 1010S 14259E 46*5 58.4 GGGG
1026-00041 00000/0000 20002/0157 08/18/72 0 352 11375 14238E 4595 57,3 GGGG
1026-00044 00000/0000 20002/0158 08/18/72 0 352 1303S 14218E 4496 56*2 GGGG
1026-00050 00000/0000 20002/0159 08/18/72 0 352 1429S 14156E 4305 55.3 GGGG
1026.00053 00000/0000 200U2/0160 08/18/72 0 352 1556S 14135E 42.5 54.4 GGGG
1026-00055 00000/0000 20002/10161 08/1/72 0 352 1723S 14114E 41.5 53.5 GGGG
1026-00062 00000/0000 20002,10162 08/i8/72 10 352 1849S 14052E 40o4 52.7 GGGG
1026.01404 00000/0000 20002/0163 08/18/72 20 353 1913N 12223E 57*5 84.7 GGGG
1026.01410 00000/0000 20002/0164. 08/18/72 50 353 1046N 12202E 57.1 82,5 GGGG
1026-01413 00000/0000 20002/0165 08/18/72 50 353 0919N 12142E 56.6 80.3 GGGG
1026.01415 00000/0000 20002,/0166 08/18/72 70 353 0753N 12121E 56,1 78*2 GGGG
1026-01422 00000/0000 20002/0167 08/R1/7? 8C 353 0626N 12.101E 55.6 76*2 GGGG
1026-01424 00000/0000 20002/0168 08/18/72 90 353 04 59N 12040E 55"0 74.2 GnGG
1026.01431 00000/0000 20002/0169 08/18/72 80 353 0332N 12020E 54*3 72.3 GGGG
1026.01433 00000/0000 20002/0170 08/I/72 5o 353 0205N 12000E 53.7 70*5 GGGG
1026-01440 00000/0000 20002/0171 08/R1/72 50 353 0038N 11940E 52.9 68,8 GGGF
1026-01442 00000/0000 20002/0172 08/18/72 50 353 0047S 11920E 52.2 67.2 GGGF
1026-01445 00000/0000 20002/0173 08/R1/72 50 353 OP14S 11900E 51.4 65.6 GGGG
1026w01460 00000/0000 20002/'0174 08/18/72  60 353 0634S 11759E 48*8 61.4 GGGG
1026-01463 00000/0000 20002/0175 08/R1/72 20 353 Op01S 11739E 47.9 601I GGGG
1026.01465 00000/0000 20002/'0176 08/18/72 30 353 0928S 11719E 4790 58.9 GGGG
1026.10084 00000/0000 20002/0177 08/18/72 0 358 4102N 00120E 53.2 131*7 GGGG
1026-10090 00000/0000 20002/0178 08/18/72 0 358 3936N 00050E 5309 129.7 GGGG
1026-10093 00000/0000 20002/0179 08/18/72 10 358 3811N 00021E 54.6 127.6 GGGG
1026010095 00000/0000 20002/0180 08/18/72 0 358 3 646N 0000 7W 55.2 125.6 GGGG
1026-10104 00000/0000 20002/0181 08/18/72 0 358 3350N 00102W 56.3 121.1 FFFF
1026-10111 00000/0000 20002/0182 08/18/72 0 358 3224N 00128W 56.8 118.8 GGFG
1026-10113 00000/0000 20002/0183 08/1R/72 50 358 3058N 00153W 5702 116.5 GGFG
1026*10120 00000/0000 20002/0184 08/18/72 60 358 2932N 00217W 57*6 114*2 GGGG
1026-10122 00000/0000 20002/0185 08/18/72 80 . 358 2R06N 00241W 57.9 111,8 GGGG
1026o10125 00000/0000 20002/0186 08/18/72 70 358 2640N 00305W 58.2 109.3 GGGG
1026*10131 00000/0000 20002/0187 08/18/72 60 358 2513N 00329W 58.4 106*9 GFGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .,.*...*.*..,, 0 To 100 a % CLBUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ....... .c...... LANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDo G"GaOD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PoP9BR,
15:44 AA 11ii,'7'4 STANJARD CATALOG FOR NBN-uS PAGE 0047
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICReFILM ROLL N 9,/ CATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 P9SITION IN B8LL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
QFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1026.10134 00000/000 20002/0188 08/18/7P 80 358 2347N 00
3 5 2W 58.5 104.4 GGGG
1026-10140 00000/C00 20002/0189 08/t1/7 100 358 2221N 00414w 58*6 101.9 G GG
1026*10143 OOO000/000 20002/0190 0/118/72 100 358 2054N 004 37w 58*6 99.4 G GG
1026-10145 00000/0000 20002/0191 08/18/7P 100 358 1927N 0 0 458W 58.6 96*9 GPGG
1026010152 oCoo/C00Oo 20002/0192 08/18/72 100 358 100N 0 0519W 58*5 94.4 GFGG
1026-10154 00000/0000 20002/0193 08/R/72 90 358 1634N 00541W 583 92.0 GGGG
1026-15121 00000/0000 20002/0194 08/ia/7 10 361 6208N 06454 W 39*2 157.5 G GG
1026-15123 00000/0000 20002/0195 08/18/7? 50 361 60n4N 06601W 40@2 155.8 GGGG
1026*15130 00000/0000 20002/0196 04/ 8/72 80 361 5923N 06703W 4193 1541 GGGG
1026-15132 00000/000c 20002/0197 03/18/7P 100 361 5800N 06800W 42.3 152*5 GGGG
1026-15135 00000/0000 2UOU2/0198 0R/18/7? 90 361 5636N 0685 3 W 43*4 150.9 GGGG
1026-15141 00000/0000 20002/0199 0/18/7P 90 361 5513N o69 43 w 44*4 149*2 GGGG
1026-15144 00000/C0000 20002/0200 0R/I/72 90 361 5349 N 07030W 45*3 147.6 GGGG
1026-15150 00000/0000 20002/0201 08/A/7? 90 361 5P25N 07114W 46.3 146.0 GSGG
1026-15153 0000/0000 20002/0202 0/1i/72 90 361 5100N 07156W 47.3 144.4 GGGG
1026-15155 00000/0000 200U2/0203 08/18/72 100 361 4936N 07236W 48.2 142.7 GGGG
1026-15235 O0000a400C 20002/0204 08/18/72 20 361 2?27N 08135W 58.6 102.2 GGGG
1026-16553 00000/0000 20002/0205 0o/18/72 80 362 6149N 09100w 39*4 157.1 GGGG
1026-16560 00000/0000 20002/0206 08/18/7P 70 362 6t2$N 09205W 40*5 155.4 GGGG
1026"16562 00000/0000 20002/0207 0/1 R8 /7 2 40 362 5904N 0 93 0 5W 4105 153.7 GGGG
1026-16565 OO00/0000 20002/0208 0./11/72 40 362 57 4 0N 09402W 4206 152,1 GGGG
1026-16571 OOO00/0000 20002/0209 03/18/72 50 362 5617N 09454W 43*6 150*5 GGGG
1026*16574 00000/00O 20002/0210 0,/I1/72 60 362 5453N 09543W 44*6 148.9 GGGG
1026"16580 00000/0000 20002/0211 08/18/7? 20 362 5329N 09629W 45.6 147.3 GGGG
1026-16583 00000/0000 20002/0212 08/I8/72 10 362 5205N 09713 46*5 145*6 GGGG
1026-16585 00000/0000 20002/0213 08/18/72 in 362 5041N 09755W 47.5 144*0 GGGG
1026-18340 00000/OCO0 20002/0214 08/18/7P 5' 363 7618N 09232W 26,6 185.8 GGGG
1026-18343 00000/0000 20002/0215 08/18/72 20 363 7511N 09623W 27.8 181.8 GGGG
1026-18345 00000/0000 20002/0216 08/18/72 60 363 7400N 09941W 28*9 178.2 GGGG
1026-1835? 0000/0000 20002/0217 o8/,g/72 50 363 7247N 10233W 30*1 175.1 FFFF
1026-18354 00000/0000 20002/0218 08/18/7P 80 363 7133N 10504W 31*2 172.2 GGGG
1026-18361 00000/0000 20002/0219 08/18/72 90 363 7017N 10718W 3204 169.7 GGGG
1026-18363 00000/0000 20002/0220 08/18/7p 7C 363 
6 8 5 9 N 109 17W 33.5 167.3 GGGG
1026-18370 00c00/0000 20002/0221 08/1R/72 80 363 6741N 11104W 34.6 165,2 GGGG
1026"18372 00000/0000 20002/0222 0R/18/7P 10 363 66 21N 11239W 3598 163*1 GGGG
1026-18375 00000/0000 20002/0223 08/18/72 3c 363 6500N 11404 36.9 161.2 GGGG
1026-18381 00000/000S 20002/0224 08/18/7? 70 363 6339N 11523W 38*0 159.4 GGGG
1026-18384 00000/0000 20002/0225 08/18/72 ** 363 6pIAN 11636W 39*0 157.6 GGGG
1026-18390 00000/0000 20002/0226 0O/1/7? 40 363 6056N 117 4 2W 40*1 155*9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 0*o......e*...  TO 100 = % CLUD CRVER ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE QUALITY ........... ... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RwRECYCLED. G.GBOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PS0R.
16:44 MAR 11~'74 STANDARD CATALOG fBR NBN-US PAGE 0048
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ReLL ' ./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
1D POSITIN IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1026-18391 00C00/000 20002/C227 08/18/72 60 363 6046N 117 50W 4C92 155,7 GGGG
1026"18393 C00000/000 20002/C228 O/ 1R/7 2  ** 363 5934N 11844W 41.2 154*3 GGGG
1026-18395 00000/0000 20002/C229 08/18/72 90 363 510oN 11941W 42*2 152.6 GGGG
1026-18400 0000/0000 20002/0230 08/18/7P 90 363 5ROON 11948W 4293 152*5 GGGF
1026-18402 00000/0000 20002/0231 08/18/7? * 363 5646N 12034W 43.2 151*0 GGGG
1026-18404 00000/0000 20002/0232 08/18/72 40 :363 5 5 21N 1212 4W 44.2 149. GGGG
1026-18405 00000/0000o 20002/0233 08/18/72 60 363 5911N 12129w 44.4 149.2 GGGG
1026-18411 00000/0000 20002/0234 08/18/7p ** 363 5357N 12210W 45.2 147.8 GGGG
1026-18413 00000/0000 20002/0235 ,/18R/72 30 363 5233N 12254W 46.2 146*2 GGGG
1026-18414 00000/0000 20002/0236 08/18/72 50 363 5223N 122 5 9W 46*3 14600 GGGG
1026-18420 00000/0000 20002/0237 08/18/72 ** 363 5109N 123 36W 47*1 144.5 GGGG
1026-20161 00000/0000 20002/0238 08/18/72 80 364 7 P51N 105 00 23.5 199.5 GGGG
1026-20164 00000/0000 20002/0239 08/18/72 90 364 7757N 11044W 24.7 193*6 GGGG
1026-20170 00000/0000 20002/0240 08/R1/7? 90 364 7656N 11540W 25*9 188.6 GGG
1026"20173 00000/0000 20002/0241 03/18/72 80 364 7551N 11954 27.0 184.2 GGG
1026-20175 00000/0000 20002/0242 08/18/72 90 364 7 44 3 N 12330W 28*2 180.3 GGG
1026-20182 00000/0000 20002/0243 08/1A/72 70 364 7332N 12639W 29*4 176.9 GGG
1026-20184 00000/0000 20002/0244 03/18/72 60 364 7218N 12923W 30.5 173.9 GGG
1026-20191 00000/0000 20002/0245 08/18/72 80 364 7103N 13 148W 31*7 171.2 GGGP
1026-20193 00000/0000 20002/0246 08/18/72 90 364 604AN 133 55W 32*8 168*7 GGGG
1026.20200 00000/0000 20002/0247 08/18/72 20 364 6P28N 135 49W 33.9 166.4 GGGG
1026-22013 00000/0000 20002/0248 08/IR/7 30 365 7?38N 15 2 13 w P293 177.2 GGGG
1026-22020 00000/0000 20002/0249 0/R18/72 50 365 7224N 15459W 3C*4 174*1 GGGG
1027"00070 00000/0000 200u2/0250 08/19/72 20 366 0118S 14331E 52.1 67.1 PPPP
1027-00072 00000/0000 20002/0251 09/19/72 10 366 0244S 14 311E 51'3 65o5 GGGG
1027-00075 00000/0000 20002/0252 08/19/7P 40 366 0411S 14251E 50*4 64.0 GGGG
1027*00081 00000/0000 20002/0;53 05/19/72 20 366 0539S 14232E 49.6 62.6 GGGG
1027-00084 00000/0000 20002/0254 0 8/1 9/72 30 366 0705S 14212E 48.7 61.3 GGGG
1027"00090 00000/0000 20002/0255 08/19/72 30 366 0831S 14152E 47.8 60*1 GGGG
1027-00105 00000/0000 20002/0256 08/19/72 30 366 14515 14020E 4395 55.4 GFFF
102 7"0011 2 "00000/0000 20002/0257 08/19/72 30 366 1618S 13959E 42.5 54.4 GFFF
1027"0011 4 00000/0000 20002/0258 0R/19/72 50 366 1745S 13 937E 41'4 5306 GGFF
1027-00121 00000/0000 20002/0259 08/19/72 10 366 19l1S 13915E 40*4 52*8 GGGG
1027-00123 00000/0000 20002/0260 08/19/72 0 366 2038S 13853E 39*3 5291 GGGG
1027-00130 00000/0000 20002/0261 08/19/72 O 366- 2204S 13831E 38.2 51.4 GGGG
1027-00132 00000/OCO0 20002/0262 0R/19/72 0 366 2330S 13809E 37.1 50*7 GGGG
1027-00135 00000/0000 20002/0263 08/19/72 0 366 2456S 13747E 36*0 50.2 GFGG
1027-00141 00000/0000 20002/0264 08/19/72 C 366 2622S 13724E 34.9 49*6 GGGG
1027-00144 00000/0000 20002/0265 08/19/72 0 366 274RS 13700E 33.8 49.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *,*.**.** . 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NO CLUD -DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE QUALITY oen..o *.,..., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GBRD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NON-US PAGE 009
FROM 37/21/72 T 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICR9FILM ReLL N\./ DATF CLeUD 3RIT PPDICIPAL PlINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY10 PeSITI5N IN ROLL ACgUTRED COVER NUMBER 'F IAGE ELEV, AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1027-00150 0000C/0000 20002/0266 08/19/72  0 366 20143 13636E 32.6 48.7 GGGG
1027-01443 00000/0000 20002/0267 03/19/72 70 367 1R41N 12229E 585 95*9 GGG
1027-01450 00000/0000 2C002/C268 09/19/7p 50 367 1714N 12207E 58*4 93*5 GGGG1027"01452 00000/0000 23002/026 9 03/19/ 72 4, 367 1;47 12146E 58.2 9141 GGGG
1027"01462 00C00/OOCO 20002/0270 0A/q1/72 50 367 1?3nN 12057E 57*6 85*7 PFFF
1027-01464 O00000/0000 20002/0271 09/19/72 70 367 1103N 12037E 57.2 83*5 FFFF
1027-01471 00000/00CC00 2002/0272 03/19/7 2  80 367 0936N 12015E 5698 81.3 GFGF1027-01473 00000/0000 20002/0273 08/19/72 lo 367 C80N 11954E 56*3 79*1 GFGF1027-01480 00000/0000 20O02/0274 0O/19/72 100 367 0641N 11934E 55.8 77*1 GGGG
1027*01482 00000/0000 20002/0275 0,/19/7p 90 367 0c14N 11914E 55.2 75s1 GGG
1027-01485 00000/0000 20002/0276 0/19//72 70 367 014'N 11854E 5496 73.2 GGGG
1027-01491 0000010000 20002/0277 08/19/7? 8C 367 0220N 134E 53*9 71*4 GGG
1027-01494 00000/0000 20002/0278 0R/19/7? 70 367 0o53N 11i14E 53*2 69.6 GGG
102 7 "01500 o000o0/C00 20002/0279 08/J9/72 60 367 0032 11753E 52*5 67.9 GGGG1027-01503 00C:0/00C) 20002/0280 09/19/72 50 367 0o00S 11733E 51.7 66.3 GGGG
1027-01505 00000/0C00 200u2/02F1 05/19/72 50 367 0-27S 11712E 50*9 64.8 GGGG1027-01512 00000/0000C 200u2/082 0S/19/7? 50 367 0453S 11652E 50*0 63.4 PGGG
102 7 -01514 00000/o000 20002/0283 01/19/72 70 367 0619S 11632E 49.2 62.0 PGGF
1027"01521 OOo0oo/C00 20002/0284 08/19/72 30 367 07459 11612E 48o3 60.7 GPFF1027-01523 00000/0000 20002/0285 08/19/7p 40 367 0911S 1155 2 E 4704 59.5 GFFF
1027-10135 00000/0000 200u2/0286 08/19/7? 50 372 4?4sN 00036E 52*0 134.5 GGGG1027-10141 00000/000 200Q2/0287 0/19/7P 0 372 4123N 00005E 52.8 132.6 FFFF
1027-10144 00000/000 20002/0288 03/19/72 10 372 3957N 00024W 53.5 130*6 GGGG
1027"10150 00000/0000 20002/0289 08/19/72 30 372 383.N 00053W 54o2 128.6 GGGG
1027-10160 00000/OO03 20002/0290 08/19/72 10 372 3513N 00158W 5-6 123*7 GGGG
1027-10165 00000/0000 U0002/0291 08/19/72 5o 372 3p31N 00247w 56-6 119.6 GGGG
1027-10171 00000/0000 20002/0292 08/19/72 50 372 3105N 00313W 57.0 117*3 GGGG1027-10174 00000/0000 20002/0293 03/19/72 50 372 2039N 00338w 57*4 114.9 GGGG1027-10180 00000/COCQ 20002/0294 08/19/72 50 372 2913N 00402w 57*7 112.6 GGGG
1027-10183 00000/0000 20002/0295 08/19/7P 20 372 2647N 00426W 58,0 110.1 GGGG
1027-10185 00000/0000 20002/0296 08/lq/72 20 372 2m21N 00449W r8.2 107*7 GGGG1027-10192 00000/0000 20002/0297 03/19/7i 50 372 2354N o0512W 58*4 105*2 GGGG
1027"10194 00000/0000 20002/0298 08/19/7P 20 372 2227N 0 0 534W 58.5 102.7 GFGG1027-10201 00000/0000 20002/0299 08/19/7P 20 372 2101N 0 0 557W 58.6 100*2 GFGG
1027-10203 00000/0000 20002/0300 0?/19/72 100 372 1935N 00618W 58*5 97.8 GGGG1027-10210 00030/0009 20002/0301 08/19/7P 90 372 1R08N 00640W 58*5 95.3 GGGG
1027-10212 00000/000o 20002/0302 09/19/7? 50 372 1641N 00702W s5.3 92.9 GGGG1027-10215 00000/0000 20002/0303 0-/19/72 50 372 1515N 00723W 58.1 90*4 GGGG1027-15175 00000/0000 20002/0304 03/19/72 90 375 6232N 06600W 38*. 158*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % **,*....*....*. 0 TO 100 = % CLeUD C9vER. ** = NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,..,,*,°...... RLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=.GBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PoP08R,
16:44 MAP 11~'7 4 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON=US PAGE 0050
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN 'ICRrFILM RBLL .!O,/ DATE CLOUD O;RIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIN IN RNLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1027-15181 OCOCO/CCOO 20002/0305 0/19q/72 80 375 6110N C6
708W 3996 156.4 GGGG
1027-15194 00000/0000 20002/0306 05/19/72 8o 375 5948N 0 6811W 4097 154*8 GGGG
10 2 7 -1 5 190 Oo000/0000 2002/0C37 0"/19/72 50 375 5825vN 0 6909W 41o7 153.1 GGGG
1027-15193 OO00000/00 23002/0309 08/19/7? 10 375 5701N 07004 w 4298 151.5 GOGG
1027-15195 00000/0000 20002/0309 09/19/72 10 375 5538N 07055W 43.8 149o9 GGGG
1027-15213 0000/000 20002/0310 08/19/7? 100 375 501RN 0 7342W 47o4 143,8 GGGG
1027-15215 00000/0000 20002/0311 0R/19/
7  100 375 4953N 07421w 4R4 142*1 GGGG
1027-15292 0000 0/C00 20002/0312 08/19/72 0 375 2309N 08250W 58.4 104 1 GGGG
1027-15295 o0000/CO0C 20002/0'313 08/19/72 10 375 2143N 08313W 5805 101.6 GGGG
1027-15301 00000/0C00 20002/C31
4 OR/1~/7p 3075 20 16N 0 8335W 58.5 99.1 GGG
1027-17013 00000/000 2002/0315 08/19/72 80 376 6111N 09257w i996 156,4 GGGG
1027"17015 00000/0000 20002/0316 08/19/72 90 376 5948N 09
4 00W 40e7 154,8 GGGG
1027-17022 00300/000) 20002/0317 08/19/72 ** 376 5q25N 09458W 41.7 153.2 GGGG
1027-17024 00000/0000C 2 0002/0 3 1  0 9/ 1 9 /72  5c 376 5701N 0 9553W 42o7 151,6 GGGG
1027-17025 00000/C000 20002/0319 O~/19/7P 50 376 5(35N 09609W 4391 15100 FFPP
1027-17031 OC00000/0000 20002/0320 08/19/7? a* 376 5538N 09643W 43*7 15090 GFGG
1027-17033 00000/0000 20002/0321 0S/19/7? 40 376 5414N 09731W 4497 148*4 GGGG
1027-17034 00000/000 20002/0322 08/lq/7 40 376 5;47N o9746W 45.1 147.8 FFFF
1027-17040 O00000/00 20002/0323 08/19/7? ** 376 5?50N 09816W 45.7 146.7 GGGG
1027-17042 00000/000 20002/0324 08/19/72 50 376 5126N 09
8 59w 46.7 145.1 GGGG
1027-17043 00000/000 20002/0325 0/19/7? 5  376 5"5PN 09912W 470 144.6 FGFF
1027-17113 00000/000c 20002/0326 08/19/7P 30 376 2644N 10742W 5890 110.2 FFFF
1027-17120 00000/0000 20002/0327 08/19/72 in 376 2517N 10805 58.2 107.8 FFFF
1027-17122 OCo0o0/COC 0002/032A 08/19/72 39 376 2351N 10828W 58o4 105.3 FFFF
1027-17125 00000/0000 20002/0329 C3/19/7? 20 376 2225N 10
8 51w 6805 102.8 FFFF
1027-18395 C0000/000 20002/0330 09/19/72 70 377 7A12N 09418W 26o4 185.5 GFG
.1027.1842 0 CO/0000 200c2/03 3 1 o0/1q/72 60 377 705N 0 9809w 27.5 181.5 GG
1027-18404 00000/0000 20002/0332 08/19/77 80 377 7155N 10126W 28.7 178.0 GGG
1027-18411 00000/000O 20002/0333 03/19/72 50 377 7242N 10419W 29*9 174.8 GFG
1027-18413 O0000/0000 20002/0334 0c/19/7p 49 377 7127N 10648W 31-0 172*0 GGG
1027-18420 00OOC/O00C 20002/0335 0 /19/7P 3o 377 71N 10901W 322 1695 GGG
1027-18422 00000/0000 20002/0336 0 /1q/7 20 377 6R51N 11058W 333 167.2 GGG
1027-18425 00000/0000 20002/0337 08/19/72 2o 377 673?N 11242w 34o4 165*1 GGGG
1027-18431 00000/0000 20002/0339 0/19/7? 10 377 6A13N 11416w 35.6 163.0 GGGG
1027-18434 00000/0003 20002/0339 0/q19/72 10 377 6452N 11541W 36.7 161.2 GGG
1027-18440 0000j0/00 20002/0340 08/19/72 60 377 633 1N 11659w 3798 159.3 GGG
1027-18442 00000/0000 20002/0341 0O/19/72 80 377 673?N 11739W 3835 15892 ppp
1027-18443 00C00/0000 20002/0342 0Q/19/7? 80 377 6?0RN 11811w 38.8 157.6 GGGG
1027-18444 00000/0000 20002/0343 09/19/72 8o 377 6110N 11t47W 3906 156*5 FFFF
KEYS: CLP9 COVER 4 *o*********.*** 0 TO 100 a CLOUD COVER ** NO CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ............... RLANKS.EAN0 NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED R=.RCYCLED, G=G9RD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBbR,
16:44 'rA 11j.74 STANDARD CATALfG F9R NeN-US PAGE 0051
FRB :7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN .rC>,FIL.M R9LL ,/ DATE CLBUD '?R1Ir PoINCIPAL PlNT S UN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSTITI\ Ij kRL.L A U iTRF CVEP N UMEcR 9F IAGE ELEV. AZIm ,  RBV SS
FEV MS LAT LNG 123 45678
1027-18445 0C00/CCc0 20002/C344 03/1q/7p 60 377 6045N 11916V 39.9 155.9 GGGG
1027-18451 o00(000/CJ 200(2n0345 0 /19/77 6" 377 594R\1 11949W 40*6 154* FFFF
1027"18452 CCC/Co00 20002/034 6 0 /19/72 30 377 5(23N 12017W 41.0 154*3 GG
1027-18453 00300/0000 20/0020347 0o/19/7 100l 377 5825N 12047 41.7 153.2 F FF
1027.18454 0j3L0/0000 200u2/0343 0/1q/72 50 377 50oo0 12114W 42.0 152.7 GGG
1027"18460 00O'C0/C00 20U2/0C349 0 /19/7? 60 377 5702N 12142 42*7 151.6 FFFF
1027"15461 C0000/00 O 20002/0350 0 /19/72 60 377 5636N 12207w 43.0 151.1 GGGG
1027-18462 00C300/000' ?U?2/0351 0 /9/7 P  40 377 5C3RN i233W 43.7 150*0 FFFF
1027-18463 O0O/OC00 200U2/0352  DA/19/72 20 377 5513N 12256W 44*0 149*5 GGGG
1027-18465 000CC0/C'00 20002/0l53 0 /19/72 1' 377 5414N 12320W 44.7 148#4 FFFF
1027"18470 00000 OC0 20002/0354 94/q9/7? 0 377 549q 12342W 45.0 147.9 GGGG
1027-i8471 0000/0 ?2002355 0/19/72 1o 377 550n 12405W 45.7 146.8 FFFF
1027-18472 000o0/000 200u2/0356 0/19/72 0 377 5225N 12426W 46*0 146.3 GSG
1027-18474 CCO0/nCOy 2000210357 F/q19/7? 0 377 5126N 12448W 46.6 145.2 FFFF
102718475 000c0/000' 200U2/035 8 0 ~ /19/72 0 377 510 0 N 12508b 46.9 144.6 GGG
1027-20241 00300/C000 200U2/0 3 5 9 09/1q/72 20 378 719N 1283 3 W 29*3 176.4 GGGG
1027-20243 0CO0/ o/pOC 230U2/0360 08/19/7? 40 378 7905N 13114w 30.4 173.5 GsGG
1027-20250 000ou /CCOC 20002/0361 08/19/7 4C 378 7 0 49N 13335W 31*6 170.8 GGGG
1027"20252 0030/O'2 0 2uo2/0 3 6 2 C/19/72 3 , 378 6o32N 13538~ 32o7 168.4 GGGG
1027-22072 00300/0000 2C002/0363 0/19q/7? 40 379 7138N 15336W 28*9 177*3 GGGG
1027-22074 000/00) 200U2/0364 04 /19/72 0 379 725N 15622w 30.1 174.3 GGGG
1028-00125 00300/000 200U2/0 3 6 5 08/20/7P 70 380 01305 14208E 52*1 67.3 GGGG
1028-)0131 00000/0000 20002/0366 0R/20/72 30 380 0757S 1414 7E 51*3 65*7 GGGG
1028-00134 00000/000C! 20002/0367 C0/20/72 30 380 0423S 14127E 50.5 64.3 GGFG
1028-.0140 0300/00 300) 200U2/0368 0/20/72 2c 30O 0550S 14107E 49*7 62.9 GGGG
1028J0143 OucO00/oOn 20j2/0369 03 /2o/72 30 380 0717S 14047E 48.8 61.5 GGGG
1028-00145 OO1000/000C 0 e002/0370 09/20/72 C 3RO OP43S 14027E 47*9 60.3 GGGG
1028-00152 00000/0000 20002/0371 03/20/7' 0 380 10~oS 14006E 46.9 59.1 GGGG
1028U30154 C0030/C00 20000P/0372 0'/0o/ 7? 0 380 1136S 13946E 46.0 58.0 GGGG
1028"0l0161 0000/C000 2002/037 3  08/20/72 20 380 1103S 13925E 45*0 56*9 GGGG
1028"00163 0000/0CcO( 20002/03 7 4  03/0/7P 2r 380 1429S 139 0 4E 44*0 55*9 GGGG
1028-00164 00000/C0000 00U2/0375 0/2/7P 10 380 14 43S 13901E 43*9 55*8 P
102 8"01 7c 0000/1C' 20002/037 0C/20/72 10 380 1606S 13840E 42.9 54.9 GGGG
1028-3,0173 0C/CO00 20002/C37 7 0o/20/72 0 380 1733S 13819E 41.8 54.0 GGGG
102 8 0c01 7 5 C00)oC/000o 20002/0378 03/20/ 7 2 0 380 159S 13757E 40.8 53.2 GGGG
1028-00182 00000/00 00 20002/0379 0A/20/72 0 380 2026S 13736E 39*7 52.4 GA G
1028-00184 00000/000C 2C0U0/0380 0C/20/7 0 380 215?S 13713E 38*6 51*7 GG G
1028-C0191 00000/C000 20002/0381 09/20/72 0 380 231"3 13651E 37.6 51*1 GFGG
10 28-00193 00000/000C 20002/0389 0
3 /20/ 7 2 0 380 2445S 13628E 36*4 50.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CbvER % *............ 0 TR 100 = % CL8UD C VER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IIAGE CUALITY .......... ,.... RLANKS.=AND NBT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GB0BD FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PPBBR,
1:~44 IAP 11P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FPR NON-US PAGE 0052
FRSM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN "ICROFILM RSLL '19,/ DATE CLBUD 0RHIT PRINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI0\ 1,' ROLL AC0UTRED CVER  jUMBER 9F I'AGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
tV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
102 8c00200 00100/0002 20002/0183 0/20/72 C 380 2011S 13605E 35.3 49.9 GFGG
1028-020E 00000/C0000 20002/0 84 0/20/72 0 390 2737S 13542E 34.2 4904 GGG
1028-00205 00000/0000 20uU2/0285 03/20/7? 0 380 29035 13518E 33.1 48*9 GGGG
1028-00211 00OO/O0000 20002/0386 O/2P/7 On 3 0  029S 13453E 3i 9 48.5 G GG102 8 "0021 4  00000/0000 2u002/0387 0C/20/7p 0 380 3155S 13428E 30.8 48A1 G GG
1028-00220 00C00/0000 20002/0388 0/20/72 0 3R0 3?215 13403E 29.6 47,8 GGGF102800223 00000/CC0 20002/0389 08/?0/72 O00 380 3446S 13336E 28.4 47.5 G
1028-01501 oo00O C0000 20002/0390 0,4//7? 80 3 1 1843N 12107E 58.5 96.7 PpPP
1028-01504 00000/000c 20002/0391 0R/20/72 80 381 1717N 12046E 58.4 9403 GGGG1028°01510 000000000 20002/0392 018/0/7? 70 381 1550N 12024E 58.2 91.8 GGGG
1028-01513 00000/0000 20002/0393 03/T0/72 50 381 1424N 12003E 58.0 89*4 GFGG
1028-°1515 00000/0000 200U2/0394 0/20/72 70 391 1?57N 11942E 57.7 87*1 GGGG
1028=01522 00000/0000 20002/0395 08/20/7P 60 381 1130N 11922E 5794 84.8 GGGG
102 8 o01524 00000/00o 20002/0396 0/20n/72 80 381 in14N 11903E 57*0 82.8 G
1028-1531 0000/o0CO 20002/0397 0/20o/72 80 381 08R4N 11843E 56*6 807 GGPG
1028=01533 00000/000 20002/0398 08/20/72 100 381 0721N 11822E 56*1 78.6 GGGG
1028=01540 00000O0000 20002/0399 0R/P/72 90 3R1 Or54N 11K02E 55,6 76.5 GGG
10 2 8=(1542 00000/0000 2(002/0o400 08 /2/ 7 2 70 381 0427N 11742E 55*0 74.6 GGGG
1028-01545 O0000/000C 20002/0401 03/20/7? 60 381 0302N 11722E 54,3 72.7 GGGG
1028-01551 00000/000 20002/0432 08/?0/72 80 381 0 33N 11702E 53.7 70.9 GGGG1028-01554 00000/0000 20002/0403 03/0/72 90 381 0006N 11642E 53*0 69.2 GGGG
102 8 o0156 0000010/,00 20002/0404 02 /2 0/72 70 381 01193 11621E 52.2 67.5 GGGG
1028-01563 O0000/000C0 20002/0405 08/90/72 80 381 0P46S 11601E 51.4 66*0 GGGG
1028-01565 0000/COC 20002/0406 OR/2n/72 6( 381 0413S 11541E 50.6 64.5 GGGG
1028-01572 00000/000,J 20002/0407 08/20/72 60 351 OC40S 11521E 49.8 63.1 GCGG
102 8 -J157 Ooo0/oC00) 20002/0408 0/20/72 40 3R1 070AS 11501E 48*9 61.7 GGGP
1028-01581 00030/0o00 20002/0409 08/2/72 3c 3F1 0033S 11440E 480O 60*5 GGGP
1028-01583 000o0/0000 20002/0410 0/2 0/ 72 50 3R1 o059q 11420E 47,1 59.3 GGGP
1028-01590 00000/000,0 20002/041 0O/20/72 50 381 1126S 11359E 46.1 58.1 GGGP
1028-01592 0000/0C0U 20002/04:2 0R/?/7P 40 381 1?5S 113 39E 45.1 57*1 GnGG
1028-10193 00000/0000 20002/0413 03/20/72 1i 386 424fN 00049W 51.8 134.8 GGGG
1028-1020C 00O0/000* 20002/041:4  /20?0/72 386 4121 00120W 52.5 132.9 GGGG
1028-10202 C00C0/OOCO 20002/04:5 0/20/72 20 386 3955N 00151W 53.3 131.0 GGGG
1028-10205 0o00/l000 2)00U2/041 6  04/20/7?. 30 386 3R30N C0220W 5490 129.0 GGGG
1028=10211 00000/000 2C002/04:.7 09/20/7? 50 386 3704N 002 4 8W 54*6 126.9 GGGG
1028-10214 0000/0000 2002/0418 0/2?n/7P 30 386 3=3PN 00316W 55*2 124.8 GGGG
1028-10220 00000o000o 20002/0419 00/Po/72 10 386 341?N 00343W 55,8 122.7 GGFG
1028-10223 C3o00/o00'l 20002/0420 08/20/7? r 3R6 3247N 00409W 56.3 120*5 GGFG
1028-10225 .30000/0Ci 20002/0421 08/20/72 0 386 3120N 00434W 56.8 118.2 GFFG
KEYS: CLtUL, CBvEp % *......,,,,,o., 0 To 100 m % CLOUD CAVER, ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALTTY ,.o..,,,.,,,.,, BLANKS=.AND NST PRFScNTIRE(UESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GORD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PB9R.
15:44 MAR I11'74 STANDARD CAT LOG FRR NeN.US PAGE 0053
FROM 07/23/72 TR C7/23/7 3
OBSERVATIBN MICPqFILM RBLL N,/ DATE CLOUD BRRIT PoTCITPAL P1INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN R9LL ACGURED CeVrR 'JUMBR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1028-10232 00000/0000 200-02/0422 08/20/7 c 386 2054N 00459W 57.2 115.9 GGFG
1028-10245 C00000/0000 20002/0423 08/20/7P 2r 386 2431N 00631w 5.2 106.9 GG G
1028"10252 00000/n0000 2002/042 4 08/20/72 30 386 p205N 00654q 58.4 104*4 GG G
1028-10254 00000/0000 20002/0425 08/20/72 2C 386 2151N o0713W 58.5 102.3 GGGG
1028-10260 00000/000, 20002/0426 08/20/72 50 386 2025N 0 0 735W 58.5 99.8 GGGG
1028-10263 00000/003 20002/0427 0R/2o/7P 100 386 150\1 00757W 58.5 97.4 GGGG
1028"10265 00000/00i0 20002/0428 0C9/2/7p 70 386 1732N 00819W 58.4 94.9 GFGG
1028-10272 00000/000 20002/0429 08 /2o/72 40 386 1606k 0 0 841W 58.2 92.5 GGGG
1028"10274 00000/OC0 20002/0430 C08/P/72 0 386 1439N 00902W 58.0 90.1 GGGG
1028-10281 00000/C00C 2 u002/0431 08/20/7 4 C 386 1112N 00923W 57.8 87*7 GGGG
1028-10283 0000/0000 20002/043? OR/20/7? 50 386 114'6 009436 57.4 85.4 GGGG
1028-10 90 0000O/O000 20002/0433 08/20/72 30 386 1g19N 010048 57*1 83.2 GGGG
1028-10292 00000/0000 200U2/0434 0A/20/72 40 386 0R52N 01024w 56.6 81.0 GGGG
1028-15261 00000/000I 20004/0212 C3/Po/7 100c 3R9 515oN 07330w 44.8 148.1 GGGG
1028-15263 00000/000 2uOQ4/0213 08/ /7? 100 3+9 B525N 07414W 45.7 146.5 GGGG
1028-15270 0/000/000 2U'04/0214 0A/p2/72 8C 389 510ON 07456W 46*7 144.9 GGGG
1028-15272 0000/000 20004/0215 08/20/72 8r 389 4936N 0736w 47*6 143.2 PPGG
1028-15350 0C00o/qooc 20002/0435 08/?0/7P 4 0 389 2315N 08420 58*4 104.8 GGGG
1028-15353 00000/0000 2002/0436 08/20/72 50 389 2149\ 08443W 58.5 102.4 GGGG
102 8 -17080 00000/0000 2J002/0437 08/20/72 100 390 5826N 09623W 41.4 153.4 ,
1028-170o3 000oO//oooi 20002/C4 3 i 02/Po/7 7(, 390 5702N 09717W 42.4 '151.8 cGG
10 2 8 *1 7 c 8 00000/00C0 20002/0439 08/'/7? 50 300 5r39N 09 09W 43.4 150o2 GGGG
1028-17092 00000/000 0 20002/0440 00/20/72 20 3 9 0  5 4 15N 09856K 44'4 148.6 GGGG
1028-17094 OCoO/OCC 20002/0441 08/20/72 40 390 5251N 09 9 41w 45.4 147.0 GGGG
1028-17101 00000/0OCD 20002/0442 0U/?o/72 80 390 5127N 10024W 46.4 145.4 GGGG
1028-17171 oco00/OCO 2000n/044 3 0/?20/72 0 390 2713 10900w 57.8 111.6 GGGG
1028-17174 00000/0000 2000U2/044 08/20/72 1o 390 P246N 10924w 58.0 109.2 GGGG
102 8 -17180 00000/0000 20002/0445 0 20O/7P 1O 390 2"20N 10946 58.2 106#8 GGGG
1028-17183 OCo00/0000 20002/0446 0 R/ 2 0/7 10 390 2254N 11009W 58.4 104.3 GGGG
1028-18453 00000/0000 20002/0447 0/20/77 50 3 91 718N 09519W 25.9 185*9 GGGG
1028-18460 00'C/O00 200U2/044F 0"/n2/72 70 391 7=11N 09912w P7,1 181.9 GGGG
1028-18462 00000/000'0 20002/6449 0/P2o/ 7  90 391 740N 10233W 28.3 178.3 GGGG
1028-18465 0 00O/q0) 2Lu002/045) 0/20/72 90 301 7P48N 105278 p9.4 175.2 GGGG
1028-18471 C000/00 200U2/0451 08/20/7 90 3 91 7133N 10759W 30o6 172.4 GGGG
1028-18474 00000/0000 20002/0452 OR08/2/7 50 391 7017N 11013W 31.7 169.8 GGGG
1028184 0 C00000/0000 20002/0453 0F/20/72 50 391 600'N 11212W 329 167.5 GGG
1028-18483 0000/000 200U2/044 OR/o20/7P 80 391 6740N 11359W 34.0 165.4 GGGG
1028-18485 o0000/0o00 2JCU2/04 5 5 0q/20/72 50 391 6A20N 11534W 35.1 163.4 GGG
1028-18492 00000/00OD 200U2/0 45A 08/0/7 0 391 6459N 11658W 36.2 161.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLLtu COVER % *......,*.,... 0 T9 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAIL ABLE
IMAGE CUALITY ... ,..*...,.., LANKS.BAN NBT PRSFrNT/RE0UESTED. RxRFCYCLED. G.GAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POR.
16:44 " 11 '74 STANDARD CATALOG F5R NeN-US PAGE 0054
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERATIgN MJICPPFILr1 ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PPINJCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN 7MAGE QUALITY
ID P"STTIJN IN RBLL ACOUTPED CPVER NUMbER AF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
Ryv MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1028-18494 0000C/OO 200U2/0 4 57 08/20/72 10 391 638N 11816W 37'3 159*7 GGGG
1028-18501 00000/000) 2)002/0458 08/2n/7P 3C 391 6p18J 11917W 38*4 158.0 G
1028-18503 00000/0000 20002/0459 08/20/77 0 391 6055N 12024W 39.5 156.3 GGGG
102 8 -18510 Ooo00/000o 20U02/046 0 09/20/72 0 301 5433N 12126w 40.5 154.7 GSGG
1028-18512 00000/000 20002/0461 08/70/72 0 391 510N 12223W 41.6 153.1 GGGG
1028-18515 00000/00() 23002/0462 0S/?0/72 40 391 5647N 12317w 42*6 151*5 GGGG
1028-18521 00000/3CO 20002/0463 OR/20/72 4C 391 5522N 12407w 43.6 149.9 GGGG
1028-18524 000oo/0o0 200U 2/C464 /?/7p 50 391 5158,N 12455W 44.6 148.3 GGGG
1028-1853C 00O00/000o 2u002/0465 OF/0/72 40 391 534'J 125 39W 45.6 146.7 GGGG
1028-18 5 13 0000/000C 20002/0466 08/20/72 40 391 5110N 126221 46"5 145.1 GIGG
1028-18535 00000/0000 20002/0467 0/?o/72 60 391 4945N 12702W 47*5 143.5 GGGG
1028-20295 00000/000) 200U2/0463 08/?0/72 70 392 7341N 12909W 2R86 177.4 GFGG
1028-20301 00000/000 2002/0469  08/20/72 100 392 7227N 13156W ?9.7 174o4 GFGG
1028-20304 OOOC0/000 20002/0470 08/70/72 50 392 7112 13423W 30.9 17197 GFFG
1028-20310 c00co/O00O 20002/0471 08/P0/7? 60 392 6054N 13632W 32*0 169*2 GFFG
1028-22130 0000/0000 20002/0472 08/2o/7P 100 393 743FN 15508W 28.6 177.3 GGGG
1029-00174 OCOCO/OCO 200U2/0473 08/21/72 40 394 012N 14 119E 53*7 71*2 FGFG
1029-00181 0 0300/0000 20002/0474 09/P/7P 60 394 000S 14059E 53.0 69.5 FSFG
1029-o0183 0000O0/C00 20002/0475 O,/?1/72 70 394 01295 14039E 5*p3 67.8 FGGG
1029-c0190 C000/OOUC 20002/0476 0o1//7p 8. 394 0256S 14019E 51.5 66,2 FGGG
1029-01~2 q000/OCO 20002/0477 CP/21/72 90 394 04235 13958E 50.7 64*7 FGFG
1029-30195 0000/C0000 20002/0478 08/Pi/72 70 394 04sS 13938E 49.9 63.3 FGFG
1029-00201 O000C/OC00 20002/0479 08R/?/7P 70 394 0715S 13917E 49'0 62*0 FGFG
1029-03204 00000/0000 20002/0480 08/51/72 10 394 0R4?S 13856E 48.1 60.7 FGFP
1029-00210 OC00o/cOc 20002/0481 0C/?1/72 30 394 101nS 13836E 47.2 59.5 FGF
1029-00224 00o00/000 20002/048 03/21/7 0 394 15545 13712E 43.3 55.3 FFPG
1029-30231 00000/0000 20002/0483 08/21/72 0 394 1722S 13650E 42*2 5404 FGPG
1029-00233 00000/0000 20002/048Z 0/P/7P ? 394 1Q45S 13628E 41.2 53*6 FGG
1029-00245 O00000/0Q0 20002/0485 09/21/7? 0 394 2;07S 13523E 38.0 51.4 FGFG
1029-00251 00000/O0cU 20002/0486 04/?1/7? 10 394 2433S 13501E 36.9 50.8 FFPG
1029-00254, 0 0000/P000 2002/0487  0?/1/72 20 394 25595 13439E 35.8 50.2 GGGG
1029-15404 O00/00000 2002/048 0/21/72 ** 403 2326N 08541W 58.3 10598 GGGG
1029-15411 000O00/0000 20002/0485 08/21/7 40 403 2150N OF604W 58g4 103.3 GGGG
1029-15413 O0000/OCO0 200U2/0 4 9C 0/21/7 40 403 2f3?N 08627i 58 4 10008 GGGG
1029-15420 00000/0000 20002/0491 08/P1/7 40 403 1907N 08649W 58*4 98*4 GGGG
1029-15422 00000/0000 20002/0492 0)/21/ 7  40 4,3 1739N OF710 58.*4 95.9 GGGG
1029-15425 00000/0000 20002/0493 08/21/7 40 403 10;13 0R731W 5F 3 93.5 GGGG
1029-17140 00000/000 20002/0494 08/21/72 10 404 5737N 098300 41.7 152.6 GGGG
1029-17143 00000/0000 20002/0495 0q/21/72 10 404 5613N 09923W 4?.7 151.0 GGG
KEYS: CLAUL COVEp % C.....'..** ...  TP 100 = % CLBUD CPVER, ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMArE CUALITY o.,,,,,,.., RLANKS.AND Nr PRFSFNT/REoUESTED. R=RFCYCLED. G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PsPbBR,
It-:44 ' A I s1! TANIARD CATAL, G FC-P IN9N.US PAGE 0055
F:R54 7/23/72 TMi 07/'23/73
OSSERVAT!9'\ ~I-r.jM !4.LL AA* r. CLKI) 4Rq1T PPI'OCIPAL P 4IN\T SUN SuN TM1AOF QUALITY
P STIj% I N <9LL A1^.!TfE' Cf4VrR ","11 R qF IMAG~E ELEV. AZIM'. RBV MSS
3 IAT O~NG -123 4S7
1Q29-1714F 12,oci 4*~209 n,217 4~ 5f 4  4'N 100 12~ 43o8 149.4 GGGG
JC.29-1.715? j ,0 0 PuC(_,497 O0 /?1j/7p 7 r, 4 ,,)4 ;i 12414 059W 44.7 147.9 GG
1 02 9 -17 1 61  00O1C@_ 0/ 0 ?u2/C 499 CM,?1 /7,P 6( 4)4 r5)t3jN 10,2 2 2'w 46-7 144.7 GGr
1 -7 2? 5 '0uZr) C, /7o~,' p 1 4,' 4 27 4 F, 11022w 9j7*5 113.1 FF
1c2 9-17211 c j I ?2'2, 0 CV1 7 2 4n'4 2 ,2,, N 11 rJ46'W 57.8 110.-7 G GG
10 2 9--:7?4 C OU.3 CC 0~, P'C/C3 '0-/pl/7p 5C 4'14 P727%, 11130W ~8 03 105.8 GGGG
IC029-17243 oc (2. r 2f~u /0,504 o)i/Pi/7' 4(,, 4n4 ~ o\ i12 58.4 i3 ~ GG
1029-195b2 ocoln/m &" OR /crCli 0/7P c 4f5 6f% 3cN 12210w 19* 156.1 G1 P
1029-18565 0 ?DC2/,506 0 9 /'7' 7 4(5 5C) 1 6' 123108 40-4 154.5 GG
1029-'A571 2:cC0 u?/0'07  09?/ 3 o 57? 12406W 15 129GG
1C29-18574 JC0/0C0) 2"2/oScN' 0%?1/7? '1 4.,)5 ')A21N 12459iV 42-5 151.3 GfjGG
1029-1853:,0,;3 02C/ G A C' 2' 2C2,9O C /?1/7? 7' 1, 4) 5 12b498 43-5 149.8GGGG
129-1A585 0 .3 '0 / oL 2 ,) ? '05C1C O;/^ 7 9? " 415 5P17N i?7208 45.5 146.6 GGGG
102 9-18592 o0CO /jr,)C - 20J"r,051F 0 9 1 O/P,7P 9rl 4'5 5,)5 2N 1 P'282 4605 145.0 GGGG
1029-233 OC)OC~ntD 20OU2/051? OQ/?1/7P 5 ) 4,)6 7 o,48N 13t33el 30*9 171.0 GG
1C30->J)242 OL,3' 0/0§C 2onU4/0?16 ^OM,?/,2 4e)8 c-13;S 13912E 52.4 68.2 tiPPP
103 0-JO262 2. 4u P417'z Q ?7' n8 0.94 7S 13731E 48.2 61.0, p
1030-C 026 _; OD0/CCOO ;D') IC?1 0'??7 4~ 478 10, 14,; 13709E 4~ 98PC~
1030-DO274 00000/000f) 2COU4/0?19 0 R/Pp7? lo 4,)8 .10A 13b2bE 45o4 57.6 GPGG
1030-0?280 j,,) 1 3o 2 r ;0,4/C?23 0Q;/P/7P C'. +8 1435S t3605E 44.4 56.5 G G
103O-3 0283 3'rco0 ,0 o R?,L.4 1O?21 3-i/P)/ 7p 0~ 4,)8 1601S ~ 4E 43.4 55.6 GG
1030-,;J215 0"o' 2xJ04/0222 ^a/PP/7? 4) 08 1727,; 1352 4E 4204 54-7 GP(
1',30-1)02-42 0 ' )1)0 ,:C,2 ?'r04,0?23  0 S/ ?O'/ 7 P 1 4n8 1Q53S 11502E 41.4 53.8 GPGG
10 3 0-L0?1 4 o0~/C~ ? D0  4 / 0?P2 4  C; /RP/7P 2, +,)8 2n2riS j44E 4()#3 53*.o PPPG
100200 20/00 ~02- 0/?72 ~ ~'h 21 4 6S _4419E 39i3 52.3 GG
1o30-pe03o3 r)(oco C:' 2'*/0??6 3 /PP/ 7 " 2 c' 4n8 2?12S 13357E 38.2 51.6 GPGG
1030-,1031r 0r ,)/0 ,j ?<lC4,'C?7 OR/')P/7P C ,, 24 338 1334kL 37.1 5i.0. (3PGG
1030- 10312 C y oo'0 0C 2-,04/022A C~,Zp 7 p r, 4 ?A055 133 11E 136.0 50. GPG
1030O10315 r' 2OO/-?0J 2 004/0229 0/72 4-9 2731S 3247E '.4.8 49.9 PP0GG
1030i0O321 0 00 0 J 2W7,U4/0?3u 0Y/RP/7? 4,-8 RQ57S i3224E 33.7 49.4 UPGG
1030-:)0324 0C/rCCOV 2:JO 04,0231 CA/?/7? C. 4, 8 3n23S 13159E 32.6 48.9 6PGG
1030-. o330 oooo, 2 r 04/c2 3 2 c) /p/7? 1C 408 31 4 9S 13135E 31o4 48.5 GPGGi
1030-0o364 OR/t/ pp/,71p~lo 414 231 6N o9 4 cW 58-2 105.9 GFGG
1030-10371 c n, /r 1, 20nQP/0514 CR/P/ 7 :1 cr' 414 P148N 0 1) 06v YJ 8. 93 103.5 G
1030-10-473 ~0 /0 ?'002/0;:z15 0 /?2,'7P 100 414 2 (02c)N4 01028W $8-4 101.0 GG
1030-:033C, 0CCO'/lC'j 2Q002/O5Th OBA/P/7P 7r, 414 1954- 01049W F~o4 98o5 GGGG
1030-11034? 0 0 0 -j ?j.1 P~O02/0517 C),k/ ?/7 P 6(0 414 172 8N o1110w 5,9.3 96.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLP[.D C5VE % ..... ),.. T~ 100 % CCOUD CAVFR. ** a NfJ CL5UD DATA AVAILABLE.
'1A-3E r-.uALTYy ........ , LANKSmFAND N9T PR;7SrNT/REGUESTED* R=RFCyCLED* GUC-BAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. pap§OIR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATAL9G FeR N8N-US PAGE 0056
F4RM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN XICRFILM R:LL tBo/ DATE CLeUD 9RRIT PPICIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PnSTTI9N IN Hi;LL ACUiTrED CeVER 'UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV '1SS
REv 4SS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1O100392 C0000/00OU 20002/0518 0'/P?P/7 4C 414 1421N o1156w 58.0 90.8 GGGG
1030010394 00000/0000C 2021/0519 0IP22/7P 40 414 1P54N 01217W 57.8 88.5 GGGG
1030-10401 000OC0/0000 2u002/0520 09/ /7P 50 414 1127N 01238W 57.5 86.2 GGGG
103 0-10403 00000/C00 2C0002/0521 0/22?/72 8 0 414 1I01N 01259W 57.1 83*9 GGGG
1030-10 410 OCOCO/OOO 20002/0522 L3/22/72 60 414 09 3 4 N 01319w 56*7 81.7 GOGG
1030-13552 OCoco0/000 20002/0523 0/?P2/72 60 416 Snl1 6  05216w 46*6 144.5 AGG
1030-13555 00330/0000 2LU002/524 0 /?2/7 30 416 4851N 05256W 47.6 142.9 GGGG
1030-13561 OC3o00/OOJ 2COU/0525 0;/PP/7P 6q 416 4-27N 05333W 48.5 141*2 GGGG
1030-13564 00000/C000 200A2/0526 0 ./2P/72 60 416 460?N 05408W 49.4 139.6 GGGG
1030-i5344 00000/000 20002/0527 0 /P2/72 90 417 6137\ 06929W 36.8 159.9 GGG
1030-15350 00000/0000 2U002/05?2 0/22/7P 80 417 6?16N 070410 37.8 158.2 GGGG
1030-15353 0000/0COD 20002/0529 0/2p/7 p  80 417 6054N 07148W 98.9 156.5 GGGG
1030-15355 0000/00 20002/0530 0 /22/72 90 417 5931N 07250W 40*0 154*9 G(GG
1030-15362 Oo00/00C 23CU2/0531 OR/i2/72 100 417 5%07N 0 7 3 4 7 W 41a0 153.3 GGG
1030-15364 000(0/0000 20002)0532 0A/22/7P 10C 417 564 N 07441 42.1 151.8 FGGG
1030-15371 00000/0003 27n02/0533 0/2/7 9f 417 5 20N 07531w 43.1 150.2 G;GG
1030-15373 OL00C/00t 20002/0534 08/22/72 60 417 5955N 07618W 44.1 148.7 GGPG
1030-15380 oc0O00/c00 20002/0535 0/2?/72 0 417 5)32N 07703w 45.1 147*1 GGGG
1030-153F2 000'0/000O 20002/0536 0/22/72 o 417 510SN 07745W 46.1 145.5 GGGG
1030-15385 O0000/COC 20002/0537 C1/22/72 40 417 4 q 44 N 07825w 4790 143.9 GGPG
1030-15463 C000/000D 20002/0538 04/2/72 50 417 2-08N 08 7 1 2W 58*2 105.9 GGGG
1030-15470 000O0/000, 2o002,,0539 0;/ 2/7p 60 417 2141N 08735W 58.3 103.4 GGGG
1030-15472 O00O0/0000 20002/0540 0P/P/7P 80 417 2,n14 08757W 58*4 100.9 GrGG
1030-15475 00000/0000 20002/041 0/?2/72 80 417 1949N 08819W 58*4 98.5 GGG
1030-15481 000O0/00o 20002/0542 03/2/7p 80 417 1722 08841W 58.3 96.0 1GG
1030-15484 OOOo/0000 2C002/0543 A/P22/72 80 417 1 55N 089 03w 58.2 93.6 GGGG
1030-17194 0000/C00J 2u002/0544 0/22/72 10 418 5745 N 09943w 41.3 153,0 GGGG
1030-17201 00090/C00 20002/0545 o0/p /7p 1r 418 5627N 10035w 42.3 151.* GGGG
1030-17203 000c0/00C 20002/0546 0/p 72 1o 418 545aN 10124W 43.3 149.9 GGGG
1030-17210 OCOO0/00O') 20002/'0547 03/?/7? 20 418 5134N 10211W 44.3 148.3 GGGG
1030-17212 00000/CCO 20002/0548 0 /;'/7 2C 418 5P10N 10255W 45*3 146.7 GGGG
1030-17215 O0000/OCOC 20002/0549 0 1/?2/7P 30 418 5r45N 103 3 6W 46.3 145.1 GGG
1030-17283 00000/CO00 20002/0550 0/2P/72 0 418 2757\ 11141W 57.4 114*0 GGGG
1030-17285 00000/oo00 2002/0551 08/2?/7? 0 418 2A3QN 11204W 57.7 111.6 GIGG
1030-1729 00030/C0o 20002/0552 0/22/72 10 418. 2504N 11227W 57.9 109.2 FFF
1030-17294 00OG000CO/ 2o002/0553 O/2p/72 10 418 2337N 11250W 58*1 106.8 FFFF
1030-17301 C300/0C00C 20002/0554 0 /?/72 1 418 211N 11312w 5.3 104.3 GGFG
1030-18570 000-0/0000 20002/0555 0/22/72 2" 419 7A11N 09813 25.3 185.9 GFGG
1030-18573 0o000/co0 20002/0556 0;/?P/7P C 419 7504N 10203W 26.5 181.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLU[ CUvEP % *o,°o...... ,.,. T9 100 = % CIUD COVER. ** = Nb CLUD. DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..",o ,,,, 5LANKS=BAND NOT PRrSPNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBD0. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR
16:44 MAR jjl'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N9N-US PAGE 0057
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICReFILM ROLL N5./ DATE CLOUD 3RRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Io POSITISN IN RBLL ACCOURED COVER NUMBER 9F IM AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1030-18575 00000/000 20002/0557 08/2p/72 0 419 7*54N 10 523W 27.7 178.3 FFF
1030-18582 00000/0000 20002/0558 08/?P/72 0 419 7P41N 10815W 28*8 17592 GGGG
1030-18584 00000/0000 20002/0559 08/P~/7p 90 419 7126N 11046W 30*0 172.4 GGGG
1030"18591 00000/0000 20002/0560 08/? /7R 100 419 7010N 11258W 31.1 169*9 GAGG
1030-18593 00000/0000 20002/0561 08/2/72 i00 419 685PN 114 5 6 W 32*3 167*6 GGGG
1030"19000 00000/0000 20002/0562 08/22/72 20 419 6733N 11642w 33*4 165.5 GGGG
1030-19002 00000/0000 20002/0563 08/? /72 0 419 6AI4N 11816W 14*5 163.5 GGGG
1030-1 9 00 5  00000/0000 20002/0564 0F/22/72 C 41 9 6453N 11943W 35.6 161*6 GGGG
1030-19011 00000/0000 20002/0565 08/?2/72 0 419 6332N 12102w 36*7 159.9 GFGG
1030-19014 00000/0000 20002/0566 0/2p/72 0 419 6210N 122 14 w  37.8 158.2 GFGG1030-19020 00000/0000 20002/0567 09?2P/7P r 419 6h48N 12320W 38.9 156.5 GGGG
1030-19023 00000/0000 20002/0568 0/?p2/7p 20 419 5025N 12422W 40*0 154*9 GGGG
1030-19025 00000/0000 20002/0569 0~/22/72 50 419 50~QN 12519W 41i0 153.3 GG
1030-19032 00000/0000 20002/0570 0%/2P/72 50 419 5639N 12612W 42.1 151.8 Gr G
1030"19043 00000/0000 20002/0571 08/22/72 80 419 5227N 12834W 45*1 147.1 GGGG
1030-19050 00000/0000 20002/0572 08/2p/72 30 419 5103N 12 916W 46*0 145.5 GGGG
1030-19052 00000/0000 20002/0573 08/2P/72 30 419 4938N 129 56w 47.0 143.9 GGGG
1030-20394 0000/0000 20002/0574 0/22/72 0 420 7741N 11727W 23.6 192.7 GGGG
1030-20401 0000/o000 20002/0575 08/22/72 0 '?0 7640N 12212W 248 18798 GGGG
1030-20403 00000/0000 20002/0576 0;/22/7p 0 420 7534N 12616W p5. 9  183*6 GGGG
1030-20410 00000/0000 20002/0577 08/P2/72 0 420 7 42rN 12947w 27.1 179.8 GGGG
1030"20412 00000/0000 20002/0578 0R/2/7p2 420 7213N 13250w p283 176.6 GGGG
1030-20415 00000/0000 20002/0579 08/22/72 0 420 7 15 9 N 13529w 29.4 173.6 GGGG
1030-20421 00000/0000 20002/0580 08/22/7P 30 420 7044N 13749 30.6 171.0 GGGG
1030-22243 00000/0000 20002/0581 08/22/7P 50 421 7334N 157 50W 27*9 177.4 GGGG
1030-22250 00000/0000 20002/0582 OA/?P/72 50 421 7?20N 16036W 29.1 17404 GGGG
1031*00325 00OCO/000 20002/0583 08/P3/72 30 422 1133S 13525E 46.7 59*1 GGGG
1031-00332 00000/0000 20002/0584 02/23/7? 0 422 1259S 13'50 4E 45.8 58.0 GFGG
1031"00334 00000/0000 20002/0585 0R/23/72 0 422 1426S 13443E 44,8 57*0 GGGG
1031"00341 00000/0000 20002/0586 0R/23/72 0 4?2 1552S 13422E 43.8 56.0 GGGG
1031-00343 0000/o000 20002/0587 o0/3/7P n 422 1719S 13401E 42.8 55.1 GGGG
1031"00350 00000/0000 20002/0588 01/23/72 100 422 1945S 13339E 41.7 54-2 G GG
1031-00352 00000/0000 20002/0589 08/23/72 40 422 2011S 13318E 40*7 53.4 G GG
1031-00355 00000/0000 20002/0590 0R/23/72 30 422 2137S 13256E 39.6 52.7 GGGG
1031-00361 00000/0000 20002/0591 0i/P2/72 0 422 2303S 13234E 38.5 52.0 GGGG
1031-00364 00000/000 20002/0592 0p/23/72 c 422 2429S 13211E 37*5 51.3 GFGG
1031-00370 00000/0000 20002/0593 04/23/7P 40 422 2c55S 13148E 36-4 50.7 GGG
1031-00373 00000/0000 20002/0594 OR/23/72 0 422 2722S 13125E 35*2 50.2 GGP
1031-00375 00000/0000 20002/0595 08/23/72 0 422 2R48S 13 102E 34.1 49*7 GGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *..*° ...... *,. 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CRVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
,IMAGE QUALITY .,o,..,....,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBR.
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0058
FROM 07/21/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR8FILM RLL 3,/ DATE CLOUD 9RSIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITISN IN ROL. ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F I"AGE ELEV AZIM. PBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1031-00382 00000/0000 20002/0596 08/23/72 0 422 3014S 13037E 33.0 49*2 GGGG
1031-00384 00000/0000 20002/0597 08/23/72 O 422 314oS 13c13E 31.8 48.8 FGGG
1031-10332 00000/0000 20002/0598 08/23/7P 20 428 5436N 00009E 43.4 149*6 FFFF
1031-10334 00000/oCO0 20002/0599 0;/23/72 10 428 5312N 0 0 036W 44.4 148.1 FFFF
1031-10341 00000/0000 200U2/0600 08/23/72 20 428 5148N 00119W 45*4 146*5 FFFF
1031-10352 00000/0000 20002/0602 08/23/72 30 428 4 73 3 N 00 3 16W 48*2 141.7 FFFF
1031-10355 00000/0000 20002/0603 08/23/7P 0 428 460SN 00 3 5 2W 49*0 140.0 FFFF
1031-10361 00000/0000 20002/0604 08/23/7? 0 428 4443N 00427W 49.9 138.3 FFFF
1031-10364 00000/0000 20002/0605 08/23/72 10 428 4319N 00500W 50C7 136.5 FFFF
1031-10370 00000/0000 20002/0606 08/23/72 428 4153N 0 0532W 51.5 134.7 FFFF
1031-10394 00000/0000 20002/060 7 08/23/72 40 428 3255N 00829W 55.7 122.2 GGGG
1031-10401 00000/0000 ?0002/C0608 08/23/72 20 428 3129N 0085 5 W 56.2 120.0 GGGG
1031-10403 00000/0000 20002/C609 08/P /72 20 428 3003N 00920w 56.7 117.8 GGGG
1031-10410 00000/0000 20002/C610 08/PR/7P 2n 428 2S36N 00944W 57.1 115.5 GGGG
1031-10412 00000/0000 20002/C061 08/23/72 20 428 2709N 01008W 57*4 113*1 GGGG
1031-10415 00000/0000 20002/C612 08/23/72 10 428 2543N 01031W 57.7 110.7 GOGG
1031-10421 000C0/0000 20002/0613 OP/23/72 0 428 2417N 01054W 58*C 108.3 GGGG
1031-10424 00000/0000 20002/0614 08/23/72 10 428 2251N 01116W 58.2 105.9 GGGG
1031-10430 00000/0000 20002/0615 09/?3/72 10 428 2124N 01138W 58.3 103*4 GGGG
1031-15370 00000/o000 20002/0617 08/23/72 60 431 7424N 05 4 15W 26.9 179*6 GGGG
1031-15372 00000/0000 20002/0618 09/23/72 50 431 7312N 05716W 28.1 176o4 GGGG
1031-15375 0000o/0000 20002/0619 09/23/72 80 431 7157N 0 5953W 29.3 173.5 GGGG
1031-15390 00000/0000 20002/0620 03/23/72 80 431 6802~ 06606W 32.7 166.3 GGGG
1031-15393 00000/0000 20002/0621 03/23/72 93 431 664PN 06744W 33*9 164.3 GGGG
1031-15395 0000/0000 20002/0622 08/23/72 100 431 6 522 N 06912w 35*0 162.4 FFF
1031-15522 00000/0000 20002/0623 0/23/72 63 431 2304N 08839W 58.1 106.4 GGGG
1031-15524 00000/0000 20002/0624 08/23/72 3o 431 2138N 08902W 58.3 104*0 GGGG
1031-15531 00000/0000 20002/0625 08/23/72 60 431 2l1?N 08 9 23W 58.3 101.5 GGGG
1031-15533 00000/000C 20002/0626 08/23/72 70 431 1946N 08945W 58*4 99.1 GGGG
1031-15540 00000/0000 20002/0627 0/23/72 80 431 1718N 09007W 58.3 966 G0GG
1031-15542 Oo0o0/o00o 20002/0628 08/23/72 80 -431 1 51N 09029W 58.2 94.2 GGGG
1031-15545 ' 00000/0000 20002/0629 09/23/72 80 431 1425K 09050W 58.0 91.8 GGGG
1031-15551 00000/0000 20002/0630 03/23/72 100 431 1258N 09111W 57.8 89.4 FFFF
1031-17265 00000/0000 20002/0633 08/23/72 20 432 5?13N 10357W 44*3 148*1 FG G
1031-17271 00000/0000 20002/0634 03/23/72 20 432 5149N 10 4 40w 45.3 146.6 PG G
1031-17274 00000/0000 20002/0635 08/23~72 10 432 5024N 10b21W 46.2 145.0 PP'P
1031-17343 00000/0000 20002/0636 08/23/72 20 432 2A49N 11330W 57.5 112.8 FG G
1031*19021 00O00/0000 20002/0637 08/23/72 0 433 7745N 09312W 23.2 192.8 GmPP
1031"19024 00000/0000 20002/0638 08/23/72 100 433 7644N 09758W -24o4 187*9 G GG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...... *.*...... 0 TO 100 a %, CLOUD CRVER- ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ...... ,e...... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRcSENT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GPAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PnPOBR.
16:44 IAQ 11.'74 STANDARD CATALOG F(R NEN-LJS PAGE 0059
FRBM 37/23/72 TP 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN lICR5FILM RILL \9./ DATF CLOLD 9RBIT POINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITISN IN RBLL ACO(JT RED CeVER NUMBR rF ITM GE ELEV. AZI. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1031-19030 O0000/000 20002/0639 08/23/72 0 433 7;39N 10201W 25*6 183.7 G GG
1031"19033 00000/00o 20002/0640 0/23/72 0 433 7429N 10533W 26.8 180.0 GGGG
1031-19035 0C0000/000 20002/0641 0/23/7P 0 4?3 721~N 0lo39W 28.0 176*7 GGGG
1031-19042 030000/000 20002/0642 OR/2p/7? 2' 433 7203N 11121W 29*1 173.8 GGGG
1031-1904 o00cO/cc00 20002/0643 08/23/72 80 433 7n47N 1134CW 3C03 171.1 GGGG
1031-19051 00o00o/(000 20002/0644 0 /p 3 /7 2  
4
o 433 6931N 11543w 31*4 168.8 GoGG
1031*19053 000CO/0000 20002/0645 0/P23/7P 40 433 6R3N 11734W 32.6 166.6 GGGG
1031-19060 00000/0000 20002/0646 08/3/72 5r 433 6653N 11913 33.7 164.5 GGG
1031-19062 OCOO0/o000 20302/0647 08/23/72 70 433 653;N 12041 34.8 162.6 GGGG
1031"19065 C00000000 20002/0648 08/?1/72 90 433 6411N 12202 35.9 160o8 GGG
1031-19071 00000/0000 2U002/C649 01/P3/72 8c 433 6249N 12 3 17w 37*0 159*1 GGGG
1031-19074 0000C/C000 20002/0650 09/23/72 60 433 6129N 12426W 381 157.4 GGGG
1031-19080 00000/000 0 20002/0651 0/p/2/72 50 433 6004N 12530v 392 155.8 GGGG
1031-19083 0000/00C00 20002/0652 0/ 3/7- 70 433 5841N 12629W 4002 154.2 GGGG
1031-19085 00000/C000 20002/0653 OR/P0/7 2  90 433 571yN 12 7 24w 41o3 152*7 GOGG
1031-19101 000O0/c0oO 20002/0654 08/23/7? 100 433 5307N 12948w 44.3 148.0 GGGG
1031-19103 0000C0/.00 20002/0655 08/P3/7P 100 433 5142N 13031W 45.3 146.5 GGGG
1031-20444 C0000/0000 20002/0656 08/23/7? 0 434 7920N 10815W 21.1 203.6 GGGG
1031-20451 000000000 20002/0657 08,/2/7 20 434 7831N 11430W 22.3 197.3 GGGG
1031"20453 C0000/0000 20002/0658 08/23/7? 10 434 7735N 11954W 23.5 191.8 GGGG
1031-20460 00000/0000 20002/0659 0R/2P/7? 40 414 7633N 12434W 2496 187.0 GGGG
1031-20462 00000/OC00 20002/0660 08/23/72 80 434 7525N 1? 8 3 3w P?58 182.9 GFGG
1031-20465 00000/000 200U2/0661 08/23/72 80 434 7 415N 13159w 27*0 179.3 GGGG
1032-00233 00000/0000 20002/0662 08/24/72 100 436 4102N 14736E 51.9 133*9 FGGG
1032-00235 00000/0000 200U2/0663 0'8/4/72 100 436 3936N 14 706E 52*6 132.0 FGGG
1032-00242 00000/0000 20002/0664 OR/2 4 /7P 100 436 
3 Fl0N 14637E 53*3 130.1 FGG
1032-02165 00000/0000 20002/0665 09/24/7? 70 437 0O55N 11215E 56.0 78.9 FGGG
1032-32172 00000/0000 20002/0666 08/24/72 90 437 0428N 11155E 55.5 76.9 FGGG
1032-02174 00000/000C 20002/0667 08/24/72 70 437 030N 11134E 54.9 74.9 FGGG
1032-02181 00000/000o 20002/0668 08/24/72 70 437 0133N 11114E 54o3 7390 FGGG
1032-02183 00000/0000 20002/0669 08/24/72 100 437 0007N 11054E 53.6 71.2 FGGG
1032-02190 00000oo000 2u002/0670 08/24/72 90 437 0119S 11i35E 52*9 69.5 FGGG
1032-02192 00000/0000 20002/0671 04/24/7? 60 437 0?46S 11015E 52*2 67.9 GGGG
1032"02195 00000/0000 20002/0672 08/24/72 50 437 0412S 10955E 51*4 66.3 GGGG
1032-02201 00000/0000 20002/0673 08/24/72 40 437 05385 10935E 50.6 64*8 GOGG
1032-02204 00000/0000 20002/0674 08/24/72 30 437 0705S 10914E 49.7 63*4 FGG
1032-02210 00000/000 20002/0675 08/24/72 60 437 OR31S 10 854E 48.9 62.1 GGGG
1032-02213 00000/0000 20002/0676 0S/24/72 60 437 09 5 7S 10833E 48.0 60.8 GGGG
1032-10400 00000/0000 20002/0677 08/24/72 30 442 5126N 00253w 45.3 146.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLPUD CBVER .............. 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD COVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .o............ BLANKS.BAND NOT PRrESNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GBnD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 "AR 11o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0060
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICBFILM ROLL NBO/ DATE CLBUD 3RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITION IN KnLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1032-10402 C0000/0000 20002/0678 08/?4/72 20 442 5001N 00334W 4693 144.8 GGGG
1032-10405 00000/0000 20002/0679 08/P4/72 20 442 4836N 00413w 47.2 143o2 GGGG
1032-10411 00000/0000 2000U2/0680 08/24/72 0 442 4712N 00450W 48'1 141.6 GGGG
1032-10414 00000/Co00 200u2/0681 08/2?/7? 10 442 4547N 0 0 525W 49*0 139.9 GGGG
1032-10420 00000/00C00 20002/0682 08/24/72 60 442 44 22N 00559w 49*9 13802 GGGG
1032-10423 00000/0000 20002/0683 .08/24/72 30 442 4256N 00632w 50*7 136.4 GGGG
1032-10425 00000/0000 20002/0684 08/24/7? 20 442 4131N 00703W 515 134.7 GGGG
1032-10432 00000/0000 20002/0685 08/?4/7? 30 442 4005N 00734W 52.3 132.8 GGGG
1032-10434 00000/0000 20002/0686 08/24/72 30 442 3P40N 00803W 53,0 130.9 GGGG
1032-10441 00000/0000 20002/0687 08/24/72 30 442 3714N 00831W 53,7 129.0 GGGG
1032-10443 00000/0000 20002/0688 C8/24/72 40 442 3r48N 00859W 54.3 127.0 GGGG
1032-10450 00000/0000 20002/0689 08/24/72 40 442 34 22N 00926W 55.0 12409 GGGG
1032-10452 00000/0000 20002/0690 08/24/7 20 442 3?56N 00952w 55*5 122*8 GGGG
1032-10485 00000/0000 20002/0691 08/24/72 70 442 2053N 01307W 58.3 103.2 GGGG
1032-10492 00000/0000 20002/0692 08/24/72 80 442 1927N 01329W 58*3 100.8 GGGG
1032-10494 00000/0000 2002/0693 08/24/72 90 442 1 800N 01351w 58.3 98.3 GGGG
1032-10501 00000/0000 20002/0694 08/24/72 40 442 1634N 01412W 58.3 95.9 GGGG
10C3 2 -10 5 03  0000/C0000 20002/0695 08/24/72 100 442 1507N 01434W 58.1 93.5 GGGG
1032-10510 00000/0000 20002/0696 08/24/72 70 442 1340N 01455W 58.0 91.1 GGGG
1032-10512 00000/0000 20002/0697 08/24/72 7C 442 1?14N 01515 57.7 88.7 GGGG
1032-10515 00000/C000 20002/0698 08/24/7P 80 442 1047N 01536W 57.4 86.4 GGGG
1032-10521 00000/0000 20002,/0699 08/24/72 80 442 0920N 01557W 57.1 84*2 GGG,
1032-10524 0000/Co00 20002/0700 08/24/7 90 442 0754N 016 17W 56.7 82.0 GGGG
1032-15455 00oo0/0000 20002,0701 08/24/72 90 445 6426N 0 7125W 35*4 161.3 GFGF
1032-15462 00000/0000 20002,'0702 08/P4/72 90 445 6305N 07242W 36*5 159.6 GGGF
1032-15464 000CO/0000 20002/0703 08/24/72 80 445 6143N 07352W 37*6 157.9 GGGF
1032-15471 00000/0000 20002/0704 08/24/72 80 445 6021N 07456W 387 156.3 GGGF
1032-15473 00000/0o00 20002/,0705 08,/24/7 100 445 5959N 0 7556W 39*7 154.7 GGGF
1032-15480 00000/C0000 20002/'0706 08/24/72 4 0 445 5735N 07652 4098 153.2 GGGF
1032-15482 00000/0000 20002/0707 08/24/72 30 445 5611N 07744W 41*8 151.6 GGGF
1032-15485 'OQOO0/000 20002/0708 08/24/72 100 445 5447N 0 7833W 42.9 150.1 GGGF
1032-15491 000000/00 20002/0709 08/24/72 60 445 512 3 N 07919W 43.9 148.6 GGGF
1032-15494 00000/0000 20002/0710 08/24/72 30 445 5 15 9 N 08003w 44.9 147*0 GGGF
1032-15500 00000/0000 20002/0711 08/24/72 90 445 5034N 08044w 45.8 145.5 GGGF
1032-15580 00000/0000 20002/'0712 08/24/72 20 445, 2307N 0 9006W 58.0 107.1 FFFF
1032-15583 00000/0000 20002/0713 0A/2 4 /72 10 445 2140N 09028W 58.2 104*7 FFFF
1032-15585 00000/0000 20002/0714 09/24/7P 20 445 2013N 09049W 58.3 1022 FFFF
1032*15592 00000/0000 20002/0715 08/24/72 50 445 1847N 09111 58.3 99.8 FFFF
1032-15594 -0000C0/0000 20002/0716 08/24/72 50 445 1720N 09132W 58.3 97.3 FFFF
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % C,,,,**,*.* C T9 100 u % CLBUD CAVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE OUALITY .o..v.esee....e BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=G9RD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBBOR
16144 MAR 11Js74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0061
FROM 07/23/72 TF 07/23/73
BBSERVATIeN MICRFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIgN IN RBLL ACOUTPED COVER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
R6V MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1032-17314 00000/0000 20002/0718 0o/4/72 10 446 5622N 10335W 41*7 151.8 FFFF
1032-17320 00000/0000 20002/0719 08/24/7p 10 446 5459N 10 424W 42.7 150.3 FFFF
1032:17323 00000/0000 20002/0720 08/P4/7 10iC 446 5335i 10510ow 43 7  148# 8  FFFF
1032 17325 00000/0000 20002/0721 08/24/7? 10 446 5?1N 10554W 4 ,7 147.2 FFFF
1032-17332 00000/0000 20002/0722 08/24/72 1C 446 5045N 10635W 45.7 145.7 FFFF
1032a17393 00000/0000 20002/0723 08/24/72 0 446 2923N 114 13W 56*7 117*5 FFFF
1032-17400 00000/0000 2000U2/724 08/24/72 20 446 2756N 1143 6W 57*1 115*2 FFFF1032o17402 00000/0000 20002/0725 08/24/72 40 446 2630N 11500W 57.4 112.8 FFFF
1032"19080 00000/0000 20002/0726 08/24/72 0 447 7727N 09600W 23*3 191.3 FFFF
1032-19083 00000/0000 20002/0727 08/24/72 0 447 7624N 100 3 4W 24*4 186.6 FFFF1032 -19 Q8 5 00000/0000 20002/0728 08/24/72 0 447 7519N 10430W 25.6 182.6 FFFF1032-19092 00000/0000 20002/0729 08/24/72 o 4 7 740AN 10 753W 26.8 179* 0  FFFF1032-19094 00000/0000 20002/0730 09/24/72 447 7P55N 110 50W 28g0 175.8 FFFF
1032-19101 00000/0000 20002/0731 08/24/72 10 447 7142N 113 26w 29.1 173.0 FFFF1032-19103 00000/0000 20002/0732 08/24/72 40 447 7026N 11542W 30*3 170.5 FFFF
1032-19110 00000/0000 20002/0733 08/24/72 70 447 606N 11742W 31*4 168.2 FFFF
1032-19112 00000/0000 20002/0734 08/24/72 60 447 6745N 119 28W 32*6 166*0 FFFF
1032-19115 000/000/0000 20002/0735 08/P4/72 80 447 6627N 12103W 1337 164.1 FFFF
1032"19121 00000/0000 20002/0736 08/24/72 20 447 609RN 12229W 34*8 162.2 FFFF
1032-19124 00000/0000 20002/0737 08/24/72 10 447 6346N 12350W 35.9 160.4 FFFF
1032-19130 00000/0000 20002/0738 03/2P/7? 20 447 6224N 125 02W 37.0 158.7 FFFF1032-19133 00000/0000 20002/0739 08/24/7P 50 447 6102N 12609W 38.1 157*1 FFFF1032-19135 00000/000o 20002/0740 08/24/72 6 0 447 594nN 12711w 39*2 155*5 FFFF
1032-19142 00000/0000 20002/0741 0O/24/72 60 447 517N 12808W 40.2 153*9 FFFF
1032-20534 00000/0000 20002/0742 08/24/72 90 448 710ON 14 034 W 29*7 171.6 FFFF
1032-23051 00000/0000 20002/0743 03/24/72 30 449 2534S 15450E 3792 51*3 PPpp
1032-23061 00000/0000 20002/0744 08/P4/72 20 449 2858S 15355E 34.6 50*0 GGGG
1032-23063 00000/0000 20002/0745 08/24/72 10 449 3024S 15331E 33*5 49.6 GGGG
1032-23070 00000/0000 20002/0746 01/24/72 30 449 3149S 15307E 32*3 49.1 GGGG1032w23072 OCOOO00/00 20002/0747 08/24/72 80 449 3314S 15242E 31.2 48.8 GGGG1032-23075 00000/0000 20002/0748 03/24/72 80 449 3439S 15216E 30*0 48.4 GGGG
1032-23081 00000/0000 20002/0749 03/24/72 80 449 3604S 15149E 28*9 48*1 GGGG
1032o23084 00000/0000 20002/0750 08/24/72 50 449 3730S 15122E 27*7 47.9 GGGG
1032*23090 00000/0000 20002/0751 0/P4/72 50 449 3856S 15053E 26.5 47*7 GGGG
1032-23093 00000/0C00 20002/0752 08/24/72 5C 449 4021S 15024E 25*3 47.5 GGGG
1032-23095 00000/0000 20002/0753 08/24/72 50 449 4147S 14952E 24.2 47.4 GGGG
1032-23102 00000/0000 20002/0754 04/24/72 60 449 4312S 14920E 23.0 47.3 GGGG
1032-23104 00000/0000 20002/0755 08/24/72 80 449 4437S 14847E 21.8 47.3 GGGG
1033-00275 00000/0000 20002/0756 08/25/72 70 450 4553N 14800E 48.8 140.2 PPPP
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % ****.*.*.*..** 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CFVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,.... ,,..,,. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, R.RECYCLEOi Ga.GID, FJFAIR BUT USABLE. Pw.PeR,
16:44 MAP 11j'74 STANDARD CATALOG FR NBN.US PAGE 0062
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVAT1BN MICRBFILM RRLL NMB/ DATE CLOUD 4RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITIgN IN R6BLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1033"00281 o0000/o000 20002/0757 08/25/72 80 450 4428N 14726E 49o6 138,.5 PppP
1033-00284 00000/0000 20002,0758 09/25/72 8C 450 4103N 14653E 50.5 136.8 GGGG
1033-00290 00000/0000 20002,0759 08/25/72 60 450 4137N 14621E 51*3 13590 GGGG
1033-00293 00000/0000 20002/0760 0/25/72 3O 450 4011N 14551E 5201 133.2 GGGG
1033-00295 00000/0000 20002/0761 08/25/72 10 450 3R46N 14523E 52*8 131.3 GGGG
1033"00302 00OCC/0000 20002/0762 0/25/7 2 10 450 3720N 14 455E 5395 129.4 GGGG
1033-00304 00000/o000 20002/0763 08/25/72 10 450 3554N 14428E 54.2 127.4 GGGG
1033-00311 00000/0000 20002,0764 08/25/7? 10 450 3429N 14401E 54.8 125.4 GGGG
1033-00313 00000/0000 20002/0765 08/25/72 50 450 3303N 14335E 55,4 123.3 GGGG
1033-00320 00000/0000 200020766 08/25/72 90 450 3t37N 14309E 55.9 121.1 GGG
1033-00322 00000/0000 20002/0767 08/25/72 90 450 301?N 14244E 56e4 118.9 GGGG
1033-00433 00000/0000 20002/0768 08/25/72 50 450 0824S 13322E 49.1 62*6 GGGG
1033-00435 00000/0000 20002/0769 08/25/7? 50 450 0950S 13301E 48*3 61.3 GGGG
1033-00442 00000/0000 20002/0770 08/29/72 20 450 1117S 13 241E 47*3 60.1 GGGG
1033-00444 00000/0000 20002/0771 08/25/72 0 450 1243S 13220E 46°4 58.9 GGGG
1033-00451 00000/0000 20002/0772 0/5/72 10 450 1410S 13159E 45.5 57.9 GGG
1033-00453 00000/o000 20002/0773 08/2?/72 10 450 1536S 13138E 44.5 56.8 GGGG
1033-00460 00OC/0000 20002/0774 08/25/72 0 450 1703S 13117E 43.5 55.9 GGGG
1033-00462 00000/C000 20002/0775 08/25/72 10 450 18305 13056E 42*5 55.0 GGGG
1033-00465 00000/00CO 20002/0776 08/25/72 20 450 1056S 1303 4E 41'4 5401 GGGG
1033-00471 00000/0000 20002/0777 08/25/72 0 450 2122S 13012E 40.4 53.4 GGGG
1033-00474 00000/0000 20002/0778 08/25/72 40 450 2248S 12950E 39.3 52.6 GGGG
1033-00480 00000/0000 20002/0779 08/25/72 40 450 2415S 12927E 38*2 51.9 GGGG
1033-00483 00000/0000 20002/0780 08/25/72 70 450 2541S 12903E 37.1 51.3 GGGG
1033-00485 00000/0000 20002/0781 0P/25/72 80 450 2707S 12840E 36.0 50*7 GGGG
1033"00492 00000/0000 20002/078? 08/2~/72 50 450 2p33S 12816E 34.9 50.2 GGGG
1033-10443 00000/0000 20002/0783 08/25/72 90 456 5526N 00211w 42*2 151.0 GGGG
1033-10450 00000/0000 20002/0784 03/25/72 70 456 5402N 00258W 43*2 149.4 GGGG
1033-10452 00000/0000 20002/0785 08/25/7? 70 456 538N 00343W 44.2 147.9 G3GG
1033-10455 30000/0000 20002/0786 08/25/72 50 456 5114N 00425W 45*2 146.4 GGGG
1033-10461 00000/0000 20002/0787 03/25/72 10 456 4Q50N 00505W 46'1 144.8 GGGG
1033-10464 00000/000 20002/0788 08/25/72 10 456 4825N 00544w 47*0 143.2 GGGG
1033-10470 00000/0000 20002/0789 08/25/7? 30 456 4659N 00621W 48.0 141.6 GGGG
1033-10473 00000/00000 20002/0790 09/25/72 100 456 4535N 00656W 48*9 140.0 GGGG
1033-10475 00000/0000 20002/0791 03/25/72 80 456 4409N 00730W 49.7 138.3 GGGG
1033-10482 00000/0000 20002/0792 08/29/72 60 456 4244N 00802W 50.5 136.6 GGGG
1033-10484 00000/0000 20002/0793 08/25/7? 60 456 4110N 00833W 51*4 134.8 GGGG
1033-10491 00000/0000 20002/0794 03/25/72 50 456 3053N 00903W 52*1 133.0 GGGG
1033-10493 00000/0000 20002/0795 08/29/72 40 456 3927N 00932W 5P,9 131.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % ,.....oo.,....oO T5 100 m % CLBUD C4VER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,.......... LAKIS=BAND MT PRESFNT/REoUESTED@ P.RECYCLED. G=GB6D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P-PBBR,
16:4 Ak 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0063
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN ICL4HFILM RILL \9./ DATE CLAUD 5RRIT PPI\CIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IJ PPSITIN IN HRLL ACQUIRED COVER 'UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
SV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1033-10500 0000/00C 22C002/0796 0/25/7? 10 456 3701N 01001w 53.6 129.1 GGGG
1033-10504 C0000/'Co 20002/0797 O9/p/72 3I 456 3437N 01047w 54.6 125.8 GGGG
1033-10510 00 O0/CO0o) 200?,/0798 04/25/77 30 456 3310N 01113W 55.2 123.7 GGGG
1033-10513 OcCO0/0.00 2-002/0 7 9 9 P;?5/72P 2C 456 3145N 0 1138W 55*8 121.5 GGGG
1033-10515 O0000/oO C 2002/0800 1/5/7? o 456 3019N 01203w 56.3 119.3 GGGG
1033-10522 00000/0000 20002/0901 0A/P/72 10 456 20 5 3N 01228W 56'7 117.1 GGGG
1033"10524 00CO0/O00o 2t)02/0802 03/?5/72 0 456 2727N 31252w 57*1 114.*8 GGGG
1033-10531 0000C/0o0o 20002/0803 03/?5/72 10 456 2600N 0 1316W 57*4 112*4 GGGG1033"10533 000o0/C0O0 P2?02/0804 0?/5/72 10 456 2434N 0 1339W 57.7 110,0 GG~G
1033-10540 00 0/0000 20002/0805 0/2?/72 10 456 2307N 01401W c8*0 107.6 GGGG
1033-10542 00300o0/00C 2002/0806 0~ /ps72? 456 2141N 01 4 23w 5891 105*2 GGGG
1033-10543 00000/C00O 20002/0807 0 /25/7? 10 456 2 134N 01425w 58.1 105*0 GFGG
1033-10545 00000/0000 20002/0808 0/?C5/7P 0 456 2008N 01 4 4 7w 58.2 102.6 GGGG
1033-10551 00000/0000 20002/09 01/25/72 l 456 1148N 01508W 58.3 100.3 GGGG
1033-14101 00000/000C 20002/0810 0%/25/72 90 458 5R34N 051 5 5 W 39.8 154.4 GGGG
1033-14103 C00000/0000 20002/0811 0/25/72 80 458 5711N 05249w 4098 152*9 GGGG
1033-14121 00o0/93000 20002/0812 03/25/7? 60 458 5134N 05 5 5 7 W 4409 146.8 FGGG
1033-14124 00000O/OC0 20002/0813 0/25/72 50 458 5009N 0 5638W 45*8 145.2 GGGG
1033:14130 O00O0/C000 2-002/0814 08/25/7p 40 458 4045N 05715W 46.8 143*7 FGGG1033-14133 00000/0000 20002/0815 08/v5/72 60 458 4721N o57 5 2w 47.7 142*1 GGGG
1033-14135 0000/0000 20002/0816 08/2P/72 70 458 4555N 05827W 48.6 140s4 GGGG
1033-14142 000oo/Co00 20002/0817 08/25/72 100 458 4430N 05901W 4905 138.8 GGGG
1033-15521 00000/0000 20002/0818 0/25/72 90 459 6P41N 074 3 5W 36*5 159.2 PPPG
1033-15523 00000/000 23002/0819 02/25/72 100 459 6120N 07 5 44W 37.6 157.6 GGGG
103 3 -15530 00o00/O00 20002/0820 04/25/7 100 459 5957N 07647W 38.7 156.0 GGGG
1033-15532 00000/CC0000 20002/0821 0i/25/7P 100 459 5R34N 07746W 39.7 154.4 GGGG
1033-15535 C0000/O00O 20002/0822 0/25/72 90 459 5711N 078 40W 40,8 152.9 GGG
1033-15541 00300/0000 20002/0823 09/25/72 10 459 5547N 07931W 41*8 151*4 GGGG1033-15544 000C0/000C 2U002/0824 03/25/7? 0 459 5423N 08018W 42*9 149.9 GG G
1033-15550 00000/0000 20002/0825 0/25/72 0 459 5258N 08103W 4309 148.3 GG G
1033-15553 00000/000 20002/0326 O/P5/72 30 459 5134N 08146W 44.8 146.8 GGGG
1033-15555 0000/0000 2C002/0427 03/?,/72 80 459 5009N 08226W 4598 145.3 GGGG
1033-16035 00000/0000 20002/0828 0/25/72 50 459 2301N 09133W 58*0 107.6 PGGG
1033-16041 0000ooC00 20002/0829 09/pQ/7p 50 459 2133N 0 9155W 58*1 10592 PGGG
1033-16044 00000/0000 20002/0830 08/25/7? 60 459 2007N 0 9217W 58,2 102*7 GGGG
1033-16050 o00C0/0000 2u002/0831 0/2?5/72 60 459 141N 09238W 58.3 100.3 GGGG
1033-16053 00000/0000 20002/0832 0/25/7? 90 459 1713N 09300W 58.3 9798 GGGG
1033-16055 o0000/O0Oo 20002/0833 OR/25/72 90 459 1547N 0 9321W 58.2 95.4 GGGG
1033-16062 00000/0000 20002/0834 01/25/72 90 459 1420N 09342W 58.1 93,0 GGGG
KEYS: CLebU C6VER % .. *.......,* . 0 TB 100 a % CLbUD CRVER, * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ,,, BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RURECYCLED. GPGB.O, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PvPSBR,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0064
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATTBN MICRPFIL! ROLL NO,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN RBLL ACCUITED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1033-17335 00000/OC0 20002/0835 0r/25/72 3C 460 6R06N 094 41w 32.0 166.6 FGGG
1033-17341 00000/0000 20002/0836 0/25/7P 50 460 6646N 09620W 33.1 164.6 FGGG
.103317344 OCOOO0/0OO 20002/0837 08/25/72 80 460 6526N 0975 c0 34o3 162.7 FGGG
1033-17350 00300/000 20002/0838 03/25/72 70 460 6405N 09912W 3504 160.9 GGGG
1033-17353 00000/0000 ?0002/0839 01/25/72 20 460 6242N 10026W 36.5 159*2 GGGG
1033-17355 00000/0000 200o2/0840 08/25/72 10 460 6120N 10134W 37.6 157.6 GGGG
1033-17362 00000/0000 200C02/0841 08/25/72 10 460 595\ 10237W 3897 156.0 GGGG
1033-17364 00000/0000 20002/0842 05/P5/72 10 460 5Q35N 10336W 39.7 154*4 GGGG
1033-17371 CO000/O000 20002/0843 0/25/7? 30 460 5712N 10431W 40*8 152.9 GGGG
1033-17373 00000/0000 20002/0844 08/25/72 40 460 5547N 10522W 41*8 151.4 PPP
1033-17380 000000/000 20002/0845 08/25/72 0 460 5414N 10616W 43*0 149.7 GGOG
1033-17382 00000/0000 20002/0846 0V/25/77 0 460 5?50N 10700W 440 148*2 GGGG
1033-17385 00000/oo000 2002/0847 0./25/72 0 460 5124N 10743W 44.9 146.7 GGGG
1033-17450 OOOO/O00C 20002/0848 09/2F/72 30 460 301N 11526W 56.3 119.1 GGGG
1033-19134 0000/0000 20002/0849 02/P,/72 40 461 7740N 09627W 22*6 192o5 FFF
1033-19141 0000/000 20002/0850 o3/?/72 5 461 7A38N 1C111W 23.8 187.7 GGGG
1033-19143 000o0/o000 20002/0851 08/25/72 40 461 732?N 10512W 25.0 183.5 GGFF
1033-19150 00000/0000 20002/0852 0/?P5/72 30 461 7424 N 10840w 26.2 179.8 GGGG
1033-19152 000C0/000C 20002/0853 08/25/72 90 461 7 312N 11142W 27*4 176.6 GGGG
1033-19155 00000/0000 200U2/0854 08/Pq/72 100 461 7157N 11420 28*5 173.7 GGGG
1033-19161 000300/000 20002/0855 08/25/72 C00 461 7041N 11640W 2997 171.1 GGG
1033-19164 00000/0000 20002/0856 05/25/72 100 461 6924N 11843 30*8 168@8 GGGF
1033-19170 00030/00o 20002/0857 0'/2?/7 90 461 605N 12034w 32*0 166.6 GGGG
1033-19173 OC00/C000 20002/0858 08/25/7P 80 461 6A46N 122128 33.1 164*6 GGGG
1033-19175 000C/0000C 20002/0859 03/25/72 30 461 6526N 12341w 34#2 162.7 FGGG
1033-19182 00000/0000 20002/086D 03/2P/72 10 461 6404N 12502W 35.4 160*9 GGGG
1033-19184 00300/0000 2O002/0861 08/P2/72 2r 461 6?42N 12615W 36*5 159.2 GGGG
1033-19191 000CO/0000 20002/086 0/2F/72 90 461 6123N 1272 3W 37*5 15796 GGGG
1033-19193 O000C0/COO 20002/0863 08/25/72 100 461 5953N 12?86, 38.6 156.0 GGGG
1033-19214 00000/0000 20002/0864 08/25/7? 90 461 5259N 13243W 438 148.4 GFGG
1033-23101 00000/0000 20002/086!5 08/25/72 0 463 23125 154 02E 39.3 52,7 GGGG
1033-23104 000CcO/000 20002/0866 08295/72 o 463 24385 15339E 38.2 52.0 GFGG
1033-23110 0000/C0000 20002/0867 0/25/72 0 463 26048 15316E 37.1 51.4 GFGP
1033-23122 00000/0000 2002/0868 09/2 /72  9 463 3021S 15205E 33.8 49.8 GGGG
1033-23124 O0000/OCOO 20002/0869 08/25/72 100 463 3147S 15141E 32.7 49.3 GGGG
1033-23131 000/C0000 20002/0870 08/25/7? 90 463 33139 15116E 31.5 49.0 GGGG
1033-23133 00000/000 20002/0871 0/25/7? 80 463 3438S 15050E 30.4 48o6 GAGG
1033-23140 00000/OCCO 2C002/0872 08/59/72 60 463 3603S 15023E 29*2 483 GGGG
1033-23142 .00000/000 20002/0873 08/25/72 40 463 372FS 14955E 28*0 48o0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVEP % .o ........ , o Te 100 a % CLBUD CRVER. ** " NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............ RLANKS.BAND NB T PRESENT/REQUESTEDO RwRECYCLED. G=G3SD. FFAIR BUT USABLE* PPB5BR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NON.US PAGE 0065
FR9O 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N MICROFILM RliLL lie,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PoI\lCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PSTITI N IN ROLL ACOUTRED CPVE-R iUMBER sF IM AGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSSpV NISS LAT LONG 123 45678
1033-23145 00000/0000O 20002/0874 03/P5/72 30 463 3R54S 14927E 26*9 47*8 GGGG1033"23151 00000/00CO 20002/0875 0,/'/7? 5n 463 4n19S 14857E 25#7 47.6 GGGG1033-23154 00000/0000 20002/0876 0,/25/72 20 463 4145S 14827E 2405 47.5 PGG1033-23160 00000/0000 20002/0877 0,/25/7? 10 463 4310S 14755E 23*3 47.4 GSGG1033-23163 00000/CC00 20002/O878 0/25/72 70 463 4435S 14 721E 22.1 47.4 GG G1034-00462 /0000/0000 2 02/0879 08/PA/7p 8 0 464 0120N 13407E 54.4 73.8 p1034-.00465 00000/0000 20002/0880 0SP6/72 60 464 o006S 13348E 5348 72*0 GGGG1034-00471 00000/0000 2u002/O881 01/26/72 5n 464 0133S 13328E 53.1 70,2 GFGG1034-000474 O0000/00c 20002/0882 0O/26/7P 70 464 0300S 13307E 52*4 68.6 GGGG1034-00480 0000/0000 20002/0883 OR2?6/72 40 464 0426S 13247E 51.6 67.0 GGGG1034-"0083 00000/0000 20002/0884 0/p26/72 10 464 0554S 13?26E 50.8 65*5 GGGG1034-00485 00000/0000 20002/0885 0/2~/7P 1C 464 0720 13 206E 50,0 64.0 GGGG1034-00492 O0000/00 20002/0886 08/26/72 0 464 0R47S 13146E 49*1 62.7 GG1034-00494 00000/0000 20002/0887 09/26/7? 0 464 1o14S 13126E 48.2 61.4 GGG
1034-00503 O0000/0000 20002/0888 08/26/72 30 464 107S 13045E 46.4 59*0 GFFF1034-00510 00000/0000 20002/0889 08/26/72 10 464 14343 1302 4E 45*4 57.9 GFFF1034-00512 00000/c00' 20002/0890 08/26/72 0 464 1600S 13002E 44.5 56.9 GFFF1034"00515 00000/0000 20002/0891 08/?A/7 0 464 17269 12941E 43.5 56.0 GFFF1034-00521 00000/0000 20002/0892 0Z/26/72 0 464 1853S 12919E 42P5 55*1 FFFF1034-00524 O0000/000 20002/0893 0/26/7? c 464 2019S 12858E 41.4 54*2 FFF1034-00530 00000/0. 2C002/0894 08/?6/72 464 2i45S j1836E 4064 53.4 FFFF1034"0053S 0000000/ 20002/0895 0/2A/7P 0 464 2311S 12813E 39.3 52.7 FFFF1034-'0535 C00000C/0000 20002/0896 0/26/72 0 464 2437S 12751E 382 52.0 FFFF1034-00542 00000/00 20002/0897 08/26/72 464 2603S 12728E 37.1 51.4 FFFF1034"00544 00000/0000 20002/0898 0S//7 0 464 2729S 12704E 36.0 50.8 FFFF1034-10520 0 0 000/0000 20002/0899 08/26/72 40 470 4933N 00641W 46,0 144.8 GGGG1034-10523 00000/0000 20002/0900 05/26/72 4C 470 4PNN 00719w 46.9 1433 G GG1034-10581 O000/000 20002/0901 09/2&/7? 50 470 2844N 014 00W 56*6 117.4 G G1034"10583 00000/0000 20002/0902 0/2p6/72 20 470 271 7 N 01423W 57#0 115*1 GGG1034-10590 000CO/OCOU 20002/0903 08/P6/72 40 470 2550N 01446W 57*4 112.8 GGGG1034-10592 00000/0000 20002/0904 08/?6/72 50 470 2424N 01508W 57.6 110*4, GGGG1034-10595 00000/0000 20002/0905 08/26/72 50 470 2?57N 01530W 57.9 108*0 GGGG1034-11001 C0000/OCOo 20002/0906 08/26/72 0 470 2131N 01553W 5981 105.6 GPGG1034-11004 00000/0CO 20002/0907 08/26/72 0 470 2004N 01616W 58,2 103.2 GGGG1034-14171 00000/0000 20002/0908 08/26/72 40 472 5421N 05556w 42*6 150.0 F1034"14173 0000/OC00 20002/0909 O/2 6/72 80 472 5257N 05642W 43*6 14805 FPFP1034-14180 OUC0000/OCO 20002/0910 0?/26/7? 70 472 5132N 05 724w 44.6 147.0 GGFG1034-14182 00000/0000 20002/0911 C9/26/72 60 472 500N 05804W 45*6 145.5 FGFG1034-14185 00000/000 20002/0912 08/26/72 70 472 4843N 05842W 46"5 143*9 GGFG
KEYS: CLOUD CBvE % *...,...,.,,,.. 0 TR 100 % CLOUD CqVER . * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEIMAGE QUALITY **. ,..**.F... BSLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBR.,
16:44 'AP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0066
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATI9N MICReFILI RtLL N9.,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPI\vCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIDN IN ROLL ACCUTPED COVER JUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVO AZIM, RBV MSS
"v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1034-14191 OC000/0000 20002/0913 08/26/72 60 472 4718N 05
9 18W 4794 142.3 FGFG
1034-14194 00000/0000 20002/0914 0F/PA/72 70 472 4,53N 05953W 48*3 14097 GFFG
1034*14200 00000/o000 20002/o915 08/26/72 80 472 4428N 0 6026W 49*2 139*1 FFFG
1034-14271 00000/0000 20002/0916 08/2A/7P 40 472 2006N 0675 3W 5892 103.3 GGGG
1034-14273 C0000/0000 20002/0917 08/26/72 60 472 1839N 06
8 15W 58.2 100.8 GGGG
1034-14280 OCOCO/Or000 200U2/09:18 0q/ 2 6 /72 60 472 1712N 06837W 58.2 98*4 GGGG
1034-14282 00000/C00 20002/0919 08/26/72 50 472 146N 06858W 58.2 95.9 GGGG
1034-16011 OOO000/000 25002/0920 0/P6/7? 0 473 5134 N  0o312w 44.6 147.0 GGFG
1034-16014 00000/0CO0 20002/0921 08/P6/72 20 473 5008N R0 354W 45.5 1455 GGFG
1034-16093 00000/000') 20002/0922 08/26/72 40 473 259qN 0 9258W 57.9 108*2 GGGG
103 4o16100 00000/0000 20002/0923 08/2A/72 80 473 213?N 09321W 58.0 
105.8 GGGG
1034S16102 00000/0000 20002/0924 08/26/7 90 473 200
5 N 09343W 58*2 103.3 GGGG
1034-16105 00000/0000 20002/0925 03/26/72 70 473 1q3pN 09405W 58.2 100.9 GGGG
1034-16111 00000/C0000 0002/0926 03/26/72 70 473 1712N 09426W 58.2 98*4 GGGG
1034-16114 00000/0000 20002/0927 0/26/72 60 473 1545N 09447W 58.2 96.0 GGGG
1034-17382 00000/0000 20002/0928 04/26/72 0 474 715AN 09000W 28.2 173.7 GGGG
1034-17384 OCoo0/000J 20002/0929 09/26/72 30 474 7040N 09219W 29$4 171.2 GGGG
1034-17391 0000/C0000 20002/0930 08/26/72 100 474 6q2?N 09420W 30*5 168*8 GGGG
1034-17393 00000/000c 20002/0931 08/26/72 100 474 6R03N 09609W 31*7 166.7 GGGG
1034-17400 00000/000 20002/0932 08/PA/7? 100 474 6644N 09748, 32.8 164.7 GGGG
1034-17402 00000/0000 20002/0933 08/26/72 70 474 6c23N 09917W 33.9 162.8 GrGG
103 4 -1740 5  00000/0000 20002/0934 08/2?/72 40 474 6401N 10038W 35.1 161.0 GGGG
1034-17411 00000/000o 20002/0935 08/26/72 80 474 640NN 10152w 36.2 159.4 GGGG
1034-17414 00000/0000 20002/0936 09/2p/72 100 474 6118N 10301W 37.3 157.7 GGGG
1034-17420 00000/00O 20002/0937 08/PA/72 9, 474 
595 6N 10404W 38.3 156.2 GGGG
1034-17423 00000/0000 20015/0401 08/2?/7? 100 474 5832N 10503W 39.4 154.6 p
1034-17425 000/000 2015/04 02 0/26/72 10 474 5709N 10557W 40,5 15391 PGGG
1034-17432 00000/0000 20015/0403 09/26/72 40 474 5545N 10648W 4105 15106 GGGG
1034-17434 00000/0000 20015/0404 0F/2A/72 40 474 5421N 10735W 42.5 15091 GGGG
1034-17441 00000/0000 20015/0405 08/26/7p? 474 5P57N 10820w 43.6 148*6 GGGG
1034-1744 3 . 00000/0000 20015/0406 30/26/72 10 474 5!3N 10
9 03w 44*5 147*1 GGGG
1034-17505 00000/0000 20015/0407 08/26/72 90 474 301in 11650W 56.1 119*8 GGPG
1034-19243 00oO0/000o 2002/0945 0~/2p/7? 90 475 6P4rN 12741W 36.1 159*4 GGGG
1034-19245 00000/0000 2002/0946 08/P6/72 90 475 6118N 12849W 37*2 157*7 GGGG
1034-19272 00000/0000 20015/0409 01/26/7P 9n 475 5257N 13409W 43.5 148.6 GPGG
1034-21045 00000/0000 20002/0948 08/26/7 90 476 7i5AN 14137W 28,2 173.8 GCGG
1034-23183 00000/COO 20002/0949 08/2A/72 0 477 3150S 15013E 32*9 49*5 GGGG
1034-23185 000CO/CCOO 20002/0950 08/2A/72 0 477 316S 14947E 3I8 49,1 GGGG
1034-23192 00000/0000 20002/0951 08/7P/772 477 3441S 14922E 30*7 48.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C8VEP % , 0 O 100 % CL5UD CqVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALTY ...... .. .. LANKS.BAN NOT PRvSrNT/RECUESTED. P=RrCYCLED* G=GORD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
it'4 " I l'74 STAN'4ARD CATAL FeRP NPN.US PAGE 0067
F 5M n7/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BPSERVATI I1ICK4p i1" : R :LL \93./ ATE CL lU SRlIT p lICIpAL pINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
D ofTTI\ 1% R9LL AC'!T EiED (-2v-R NUMB- R qF I"AGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
v SS LAT LNG 123 45678
1035-00541 0'020/0-0 2 C/0952 0!/ 7/72 4' 478 0s55S 13101E 51,0 65*9 GPP
1035- 0544 000 20/" ' 20002/09F3 ?/P7/72 6 478 0722S 1304 E -5s2 64.5 GGGG
1035-)0553 00 C/ 0o 2' c02/095 C'/77/7 5 478 0" 4 13020E 49,3 63.1 GCGG
103 5 -0553 03 C/c00 2C:2/0955 0/27/7, 3? 478 InolS 1?959E 48.5 61.8 GGGG
1035-30555 O00.0/0C0 2:'002/095 0/7/72 10 478 1142S 12939E 47*6 60'5 GrfGG
1035-20562 0t300/CC0. 2.002/0957 c0) 7/77 10 478 1 OPS 12917E 46*6 59.4 GGGG
103/5b4 CD c0/CO; 20CU2/95F 0/?V7/77 10 478 143S 12 56E 45 7 58*3 GGGG
1035-00571 OC oC/ CrO 20,002/0959 . /27/7? C 478 1601S 12835E 44.7 57.2 GGGG
1035-o573 0'O'/ 0 ~0' , 02 6 0/7/72 , 478 1727S 12 15E 43.7 56.3 UGGGG
1 35,58o0 8.1)/l -/+0 u 02/j 9 6 1 08/p7/72 0 478 1n54S 12753E 42P7 55.4 GGGG
1035*- 05,0 C/8C, ?O 2 0 ? /27/72 478 ?2S 12732E 41*7 54*5 GGGG
1035-.0585 00C/0.0 2--0 '2/0963 O /P7/72 478 214AS j2710E 40.6 53.7 GGGG
103 5 -,j0591 003C0/C00 . 02/0964 0/27/72? 478 2113S 1s6b48E 39-6 53*0 GGGG
1035-0594L 00r1/0D0, 20OU2/R965 09/?7/72 , 478 2439S 12625E 38*5 52*3 GGGG
1035.9164 ~ /C00 2 1002/096 08/7/7 10 4R3 4122N 01446E C0*2 136.9 GGGG
1035-.9170 U .00 ,/ 2 i2/0967 0C2/P7/7? 1 4R3 4.57N 01415E 51*1 135.1 GG
10 3 5 -. 9 17 3  C0P/; 2 /,6098 08/27/7P 2c 483 3o32~ 0 1345E 51*8 133*3 GGGG
1035-C9175 .0000"/00" U002/096 9  0R/p7/ 7 p 1C 483 3 06N 01316E 52*6 131.5 GGGG
1035-j9142 OOCr/oco 2 02/0970 8,/7/7? 20 4Q3 3641N 012 4 7E 53*3 129.5 GGGG
10 3 5 -0 9 18 Ol0n/OCC 2.002/09 7 1 08/7/72 lr 483 3515N 01220E 54*0 127.6 GGGG
1035- 91913 0C/n C C 2,02/0972 0.;/?7/72 1o 483 3350N 0 1153E 54.6 125.6 GGGG
1035-19193 000/000, 20002/0973 0%/27/72 0 43 3223N 01127E 55F2 123.5 GGGG
1035-092o0 300000,/C0 2,)02/0974 0./27/7P 0 483 3056N 01103E 55,7 121.3 GFFG
1035-09202 20o0O/0o 2.0 02/0975 0/P77/7P 483 2931N 01039E 56.2 119.2 GGFG
1035.09205 ,(0.O/00 2002/0976 0'/,7/72 50 483 2904N 01o15E 56.7 116.9 GFFG
1035-09211 )00/COC"i, 2002/0977 03/?7/72 0 4k3 238 00951E 57.0 114.6 GGFG
1035-:9241 CC0-/CO rC0 2C002/0978 O/27/72 0' 483 1A32N 0 0 714E 58.2 97.8 PppP
1035-)9243 OCC/r~0~ 2 002/0979 08/27/72 483 lc;05N 00652E 581 954 GGG
1035-1055 C C0/cU.- 2(00;2/0980 0/P7/72 40 494 5852N 00255W 38.9 155.1 GGGF
1035-10552 2Uu2/098l 0/27/72 3c 484 5729N 00350 40*0 153.6 GGGF
1035-j10555 0000/00 2002/10982 0 /7/7p 6, 484 5AC N 0 441W 4100 152 1 GGGF
1035*10561 0000/000 2 0C02/0983 O0/ ?7/72 100 434 5442N 00529W 42*1 150.6 GGGF
1035-10564 OOCC/C000 200 2/09 4- 08/27/7p 9C 4R4 5318\ 00615W 431 149*1 GGGF
1035-10570 o000/OL 2 ru2/,0985 0 M/7/7 6r) 4F4 5153' 00659 44.1 147.6 GGGF
10351I0573 00C0/0CO' 2O0U2/096 04/27/7, 90 484 5029N 00740W 4501 146*1 GGGF
1035-14222 'CO/'C"o 2C004/0233 0;/27/72 70 486 5627N 05610W 40C7 152.5 PGGG
1035-14224 00OO/OCO 2C004/0234 0R/27/72 20 46 5503N 05659 41.8 151.0 GGGG
1035"14231 C0C0/C000 200U4/023 5 30/27/72 60 486 539N 05745w 42*8 149*5 PGPG
1035-14233 0 C:0/000 2004/0236 0"/27/7? 60 486 5114N os829w 4308 148*0 PGPG
KEYS: CLOUD C0VEP % ,.....,,,*,. 0 TS 100 = % CL8UD CVE;7r,  ** NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
Ir'-GE OUALITY ,...,....... BLNKSmBAND "NOT PRFSrNT/REiJSTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G3D, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P=PO8R,
16:44 'AR 11P'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0068
FR9M 07/21/72 TM 07/23/73
BBSERVATI3N C'IWIrFIL-M RLL ,3,/ DATE CLOUD 4R IT PRI CIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITI5N IN RSLL. ACCUTRED CaVER NiUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
Lbv MSS AT LSNG 123 45678
103 5-14240 0000/COOO 2004/0237 08/27/72 20 486 5050N 059 10W 44*8 146.5 GGGG
1035-1424?2 OCo0/3CO0 §0U4/0238 C/27/72 1 486 4925N 05950 45.7 145.0 GGGG
1035-14245 O00 C/000J 2;004/0239 0'/27/7 10 6 46 400N 06028w 46#7 14304 GAGG
1035-14251 00000/00o0 200Q4/ 0P4 0R/27/72 C 486 4635N 06103w 47*6 141,9 GGGG1035-14254 000o00/0-0 20004/0241 0/27/72 0 4F6 4510N 06138W 48,5 140.2 GGGG
1035-1426c OCoC/O0000 200U4/0242 08/?7/7p 20 4Q6 4345N 06211W 49.4 138.6 PGGG
1035-14263 00000/0000 200U4/0243 0/?7/72 4) 4R6 4P19N 06242W 0C.2 136o9 GGGG
1035-14265 0000/0000 2?04/0244 O8/?7/7 80 486 4n54N 06312W 51.0 135.1 GGGG
1035-14272 00000/C000 20004/0245 08/27/72 30 4R6 3-2rN 06342W 51.8 133.3 PPGG1035-14274 00O0/00C 220o4/0,246 0R/27/72 22 46 3a03N 06411w 52.6 131,5 PGGG1035-14281 00000/00O) 20004/0247 03/27/72 20 486 3636N 06439 53.3 129.6 GGGG
1035-14283 00000/0000 20004/C248 C~/27/72 10 4R6 35112 06507W 53.9 127*6 GGGG
1035-1429o0 00000/C000 20004/0249 0/P?7/7 1o 4Q6 3145N 06534W 54.6 125.6 GGGG
1035-14292 00000/000 20004/0250 0/7/72 10 4Q6 3P19N 06600 55.2 123.5 GGGG
1035-10071 OCCO/0000 20004/0251 03/27/72 0 4A7 5 048N 08502 44.8 146.5 GGGG1035-17481 00000/0000 20002/0987 09/27/72 40 4 0 531N 10630k 3991 154.8 G9GG
103517484 00000/0000 20002/0988 0R/ 2 7 /72  70 480 5707N 10724W 40*2 153.3 GGGG
1035174 90 0000/00oC 20002/0989 0O/P7/72 40 4R0 554 3N 10815W 41*2 151*8 PGGG1035-17493 0000C/C000 20002/0990 08/P7/7P 70 480 542nN 10903W 42.3 15o.3 PPPP1035,17495 00000C/00u 20002/0991 05/?7/72 70 4 0 5 254N 109 49W 43.3 148.8 GPpP
1035"17502 00000/000C 20002/0992 0A/27/72 10 4R0 5130N 11030W 44*3 147.3 GGGG
1035-17563 00000/000C 20002/0993 08/27/72 100 480 3009N 11817w 55.9 120o3 GGGG1035-19245 00000/CCOS 20CU002/0994 0V/27/72 0 4R9 7829N 09452W ?0*9 197.2 GGGG
1035-19251 0000/Or0o0 2U002/0995 O8/27/72 r 489 7731N 10013o 22.1 191.8 GGGG
1035-19264 0300/000 2000U2/0996 08/27/7? 70 489 7A28N 10446W 23 187.1 FGGG103 5-19260 00000/c000 20002/0997 08/27/72 70 489 7522N 10842W 24 183.0 GGGG
1035-19263 00000/0000 20002/0996 08/27/72 60 489 7411N 11206W 25,7 179.4 GFGG
1035-19265 00000/C002 20002/0999 0Z/27/72 90 489 725;8N 11504W 26-9 176,3 GGGG
1035-19272 o00000,/0C 200U2/1000 08/27/72 80 4R9 7144N 11737W 28*0 173.5 GGGG1035-19274 00000/0000 2u002/1001 08/?7/72 80 49 702rN 11953W 29.2 170*9 GFGG1035-19281 -00000/C0ou 200o2/100' 08/P7/72 90 4R9 6q1rN 12153W 30.3 168*6 GGGG
1035"19283 00000/0000 20002/1003 0/P7/7 70 4Q9 6757N 12340W 31-5 166.5 GFGG
1035-1929C 00000/003 2L,0U2/1004 0R/27/72 70 489 6632N 12517w 32.6 164.6 GGGG
1035*19292 O0000/CO0 20002/1005 08/27/7P 80 489 61i?N 12645W 33.7 162.7 GGGG
1035-19295 OC300/COC 200U2/1006 03/27/72 90 489. 6352N 12805w 3409 161.0 G3GG
1035-19301 00U00/C000 20002/1007 0/27/7p 100 4R9 6228N 12918W 36*0 159*3 G3FG
1035*1 9 304 00000/C00 2002/1008 0/2?7/7? 70 489 6106N 13025W 37.1 157.7 GGGG1035-21083 00300C/000 20002/1010 08/27/72 100 490 7729N 12606W 22.2 191.6 GGGG
1035-2109C .000/C/0 L 20002/1011 08/27/72 100 490 7A26N 13042W 23.3 186o9 GGGG
KEYS: CLtUD C6VE X% *.,. ,,******* 0q TB 100 = % CLOUD CqVER, ** = NB CLBUD. DATA AVAILABLE.
1!GVE C)ALITY Ro,..,...,.,,.. 2LANKS BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED* G=GIHD, FcFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBOR.
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NON.US PAGE 0069
FROM o7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N MICR9FILM R5LL NO./ DATE CL6UD 4RIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN NELL ACrUTRED C9VER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1035-21092 000o0/000 20002/1012 08/P7/7? 90 490 7F19N 134 3 9W 24*5 182*8 GAGG
1035-21095 00000/0000 20002/1013 08/27/72 30 490 7409N 13o02W 25*7 179*3 GGGG
1035-21101 O000/C0000 20002/1014 08/27/72 8 0 490 7?56N 14058W 26*9 176.2 GGG
1035-21104 00000/0000 20002/1015 0/27/72 80 490 7141N 14331W 28.0 173.4 GGGG
1035-23221 0000/0000 20004/0252 08/27/7? 0 491 2443S 15046E 38.8 52.5 pppP
1035-23223 00000/0000 200U4/0253 08/?7/72 491 2609S 15023E 37.7 51.9 GGGG
1035-23230 C0000/000C 20004/0254 08/27/72 O 491 27348 14959E 36.6 51*3 GGGG
1035-23232 00000/0000 20004/0255 08/27/72 0 491 200S 14935E 35.5 50*7 GGGG
1035-23235 COOC/C000 20004/0256 08/27/7? 30 491 3025S 14 911E 3404 50.2 GGGG
1035-23241 00000/0000 20004/0257 09/?7/7? 100 491 3151S 14846E 33.2 49.7 GGGG
1035-23244 00000/0000 20004/0258 08/27/7P 100 491 3317S 14821E 32.1 49*3 GGGG
1035-23250 00000/OC 20004/0259 08/27/72 100 491 3443S 14755E 30-9 49*0 GGGG
1035-23253 00000/0000 20004/0260 08/27/72 90 491 3607S 14729E 29*8 4806 GGGG
1035-23255 00000/0000 20004/C261 0/27/72 30 491 3732S 14702E 28.6 48.4 GGG
1036-00490 00000/0000 20002/1016 03/28/72 50 492 30?3N 13901E 55*2 123.3 GGGG
1036-00493 00000/0000 20002/1017 R08/P/72 40 492 3037N 13835E 55.7 121.2 GGGG
10 3 6-"009 5 000o00o/oo 20002/1018 08/P8/72 40 492 2I1N 13809E 56.2 119. 0  FAGG
1036-01025 00000/000 20002/1019 09/P8/72 10 492 ~1r4 7S 1271 3 E 45.1 57.8 GGGG
1036-01031 0000/000 2002/1020 0S/2R/7 10 492 1713S 12652E 44*2 56*8 GGGG
10 3 6 -0103 4 00000/0000 20002/1021 04/28/7P 1n 492 1240S 12631E 43.2 55.8 GGGG
1036.01040 000o0/oCO 20002/1022 08/28/72 0 492 2005S 12609E 42*1 55*0 GGGG
1036-01043 O00000/0000 20002/1023 08/~8/7? 0 492 2131c 12546E 41.1 54.1 GFGG
1036-01045 0000C0/0000 20002/1024 0S/28/72 0 492 2?57S 12524E 40.1 53.4 FGG
1036-01052 Oo00cO/000 20002/1025 08/PA/7p 0 492 2423S 12502E 39*0 52*7 GFGG
1036-01054 O0000/O000 20002/1026 08/28/72 0 492 2549S 12439E 37.9 52.0 GFGG
1036-j1061 00000/0000 20002/1027 08/28/72 30 492 2714S 12415E 36.8 51.4 GGGG
1036-01063 000CO/O00C 20002/1028 03/28/72 10 492 24OS 12351E 35.7 50.8 GGGG
1036-01070 00000/0000 20002/1029 03/P2/72 30 492 30 07S 12327E 34.6 50*3 GGGG
1036-09214 00000/0000 20004/0262 08/28/7? 40 497 4427N 01407E 48*7 139*7 GGGG
1036-09221 00000/0000 20004/0263 08P/8/7 30 497 4302N 0 1334E 49*6 138*0 GGGG
1036-09223 00000/0000 20004/0264 08/2 8 /72 30 497 4137N 01303E 50.4 13693. GGGG
1036-09230 O0000/0000 20004/0265 08/28/72 30 497 4011N 01232E 51*2 134*6 GGGG
103609232 00000/C0000 20004/0266 08/pR/7? 30 497 3945N 01202E 52*0 132.7 GSGG
1036-09235 00000/COC 20004/0267 08/2R/7? 40 497 3719N 01134E 52.7 130.9 GGGG
1036-09241 00000/Co00 20004/o268 08/ 2 8 /7 2  40 497 3554N 01106E 53.4 129*0 GGGG
1036-09244 00000/0000 20004/0269 08/28/7? 10 497 34 27N 01039E 54.1 127.0 GGGG
1036-09250 00000/000 20004/0270 08/2/7P 10 497 301N 01013E 54.7 125.0 GGGG
1036-09253 00000/00) 20004/0271 O8/R/7P 10 497 3136N 00948E 55.3 122.9 FGGG
1036-09255 00000/0000 20004/0272 03/2P/72 10 497 3009N 00923E 55*8 120*7 FGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVEP % .. *.....,..*,, 0 T9 100 = % CLOUD CPVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..........,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PR-SENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GORD, FUFAIR BUT USABLE. P=P88R,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR N9NUS PAGE 0070
FRBM 07/23/72 T6 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN M'CP1FILm R LL NO./ DATF CLBUD 9RRIT PQINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI 4 I\ RHBLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PE'V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1036-09262 00000/0000 2;004/0273 08/28/7?2 497 2R43N 00859E 56-3 118*5 GGGG
1036009264 00000/0000 20004/0274 0/?8/72 0 497 2717N 00835E 5697 116.3 GGGG
1036-09271 00000/0000 20304/0275 08/2R/72 C 497 255 1N 00811E 57.1 114*0 GGGG
1036,09273 000c0/000 2u004/0276 OR /P/72 e 497 2424N 00748E 57.4 111.6 GGGG
1036-09280 00000/0000 20004/C277 0z/28/7 0 497 2P57N 00725E 57.7 109*3 GGGG
1036-09232 o0000/COOj 20004/0278 0/28/72 497 2131N 00703E 57*9 106.9 GGGG
1036-09285 00000/0000 20004/0279 08/28/72 0 497 2005 N  006 4 1E 58-1 104.4 GGGG
1036-09291 00000/000" 2C0004/0280 05/A?/72 C 497 13pN 00619E 58.2 102.0 GGGG
1036-D9294 00000/0000 2OCU4/0281 03/28/72 0 497 171?N 00557E 58.2 99.6 GGGG
1036o09303 00000/O00U 20004/0?82 08/28/7?2 497 1418N 00515E 58.1 94*7 GGGG
1036-09305 00000/0000 20004/0283 04/8/72 0 497 1?51N 00454E 57.9 92.3 GGGG
1036-09312 00000/0OCO 20004/0284 08/PA/72 C 497 1125N 00433E 577 90.0 GiGG
1036009314 00000/0000 20004/0285 08/28/7? 10 497 0959N 00412E 57.4 87*7 GGGG
1036-09321 00000/0000 20004/0286 08/28/7? 30 497 031N 00352E 57*1 85.4 GGGG
1036-09323 00000/0COU 20CU4/0287 08/28/72 30 4917 0704N 00332E 56.8 8392 GGGG
1036-11082 00000/0000 2o0U4/0288 08/28/72 10 497 3301N 01535W 54.7 125.0 P
1036-11085 00O000/0C0 20004/0289 08/28/72 20 49'7 3135N 01601W 55*3 122*9 PppP
1036-11091 00000/C000u 20o04/02!)30 08/R/72 1i 497 3009N 01625W 55.8 120.8 GGGG
1036011094 O00000/00O 20004/0291 0k/28/7 20 4C7 2841N 01649w 5603 118*6 GGGG
1036-11100 00000/0000 20004/0292 08/28/72 1o 498 2716N 01713W 56*7 116*3 GGGG
1036-11103 00000/0000 200P4/0293 08/28/77 20 498 2550N 01737W 57.1 114.0 GGGG
1036011105 0000/Cooo 20004/0294 g0/28/7? 20 498 2423N 01759w 57,4 111.7 GGGG
1036-11112 00000/C0000 2 C04/02 9 5 08/28/72 30 498 2?56N 01822W 57s7 109s3 GGGG
1036-11114 00000/0000 20004/0296 08/P~/7? 10 498 213o0 01845W 57*9 106*9 GGGG
1036-11121 00000/000C 20004/0297 08/28/7? 10 498 2003N 01908W 58*1 104.5 GGGG
1036-11130 00000/0000 20002/1030 08/?8/72 2o 4 c'8 1711N 01951W 8*E2 99*6 FFFG
1036-11132 00000/0000 20002/1031 0/28?/72 60 498 145N 02012W 58.2 97*2 GGGG
1036-11135 0000/000o 20002/1032 08/2R/72 60 498 1418N 02034W 58.1 94.8 GGGG
1036-11150 OO000/0000 20U2/10 :33 09/28/72 80 498 0958N 02136W 57*5 87.7 GGGG
1036-14275 0000/000J 20002/1034 08/28/72 90 500 5709N 05710W 39.9 153.5 GGPG
1036-14281, 000C0/0000 20002/1035 O9/2R/7? 100 500 5546N 0580 2W 4009 152.0 GGPG
1036-14284 00000/COO 20002/1036 OR/28/72 6c; 5c0o 5421N 05850W 42.0 15o05 GGPG
1036-14290 00000/000L 20002/1037 08/28/72 70 500 5257N 05935W 43*0 14990 GGPG
1036-14293 C000/C00 20002/10:38 08/2R/72 90 500 5!31N 06018W 4400 147.5 GGPG
1036-14295 300O0/OC0 20002/1039 08/28/72 100 500 5006N 0605 8W 45*0 146.0 GGPQ
1036-14302 00000/000 2 00U2/1040 8/28/72 100 500 S44?N 06136W 45.9 144.5 GGPG
1036-14304 00000/0000 20002/1041 0 P/28/77 10 500 4717N 0 6213W 4699 143*0 GGPG
1036-14311 OOC/COOC 20002/10o+2 O/28/7p 100 500 455?N 06248W 47.8 141.4 GGGG
1036-14313 00030/0000 20002/104,3 08/?8/7P 100 500 4427N 06322W 48*7 139.8 GGPG
KEYS: CLPUD C5VEP % *.,,,,**,.* 0 TB 10C0 % CLSUD C'VER* ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IIAGE DUALTTY .,,.., .P LANKS=.AN MIT PRcSrNT/RE2UESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GORD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBOR,
i1t44 10e 11so74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP N8N-US PAGE 0071
FRSM .7/23/72 TOB 7/P3/73
BBSER'AT9N 'IC SFIlu R LL .,/ DATE CL6UD 3RRIT PolN'CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID DSTTI\1 IN BoLL ACCUT ED CBVER BUMR 'F I'AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV USS
bv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1036-1432 0C3.0/0000 2002/104  0I/28/72 i00 500 302 06 3 5 4w 49.5 138.1 PGPG
1036-14375 O00000/C6' 2)002/1045 0S/?A/7? 50 5 00 2157N 07002W 57o7 109*4 GFGG
1036-14381 000/0 / C 20U2/i04b 0./?PR/7 3c 500 2137N 07025w 57*9 107*0 GGGG
1036-14384 CC00 o/00) 2,o02/1047 0'/7  /7 2c 500 2no4N 07047w 58.0 104*6 GGGG
1036-14390 OcC OO/000 200021048 0/28/72 4C 500 1R38N 07109W 58*1 102.2 GGGG
1036-4393 0CO00/OCO 20DQ2/1C49 04/28/7? 5r 500 171nN 071318 58*2 99.7 GGGG
1036-16113 00000/000 20002/1050 0R/28/72 100 501 5532N 08359W 41.1 151.8 PGPG
1036-16120 0000n/000 200U2/1051 OS/PR/72 9c 501 5 40N O8447W 42.1 150*3 PGPG
1036-16122 O00030/C C 2002/1052 0/,8P/72 60 501 5P43N 08531W 43,1 148*8 GGPG
1036-16125 OC00o/CoOC 200o2/1053 O/R/77 4f 501 5119N 086148 44*1 147.3 GGPG
1036-16131 OUOCj/pCO 20002/1054 0C/2/72 30 5~1 4955N 08654W 45.1 145.8 GGPG
1036-17514 00000/00 2(002/1055 08/28/72 9 c 502 6558\ 1o129 3?*8 163.9 GFGG
1036-17520 O0000/CC 2JO(U2/1056 O8/PR/72 70 502 6437N 10
2 54W 33*9 162.1 GGGG
1036-17523 00000/0000 2002/1057 08/p8/72 70 502 6316N 10411w 35 0 160.4 GGGG
1036-17525 CCCO00/CoO 200U2/1058 0/R28/72 70 502 6154N 10b22 36*1 158.8 GGGG
1036"17532 00CJ0/CC0C 2U002/105 9  0R/P?/7 P  4 C 5n2 6n33N 10 627w 37*2 157.2 GOAG
1036-17535 OCOOO0/000 2JDU2/1060 0/2P/72 30 502 5P31N 107504 38.8 155.0 GpPP
1036-17542 Co000/oCOu 200U2/1061 08/PA/72 7r 5n2 570ON 10 8 48 w 39*8 153.5 GGGG
1036-17544 0000/000C 200u2/1062 08/2A/7P 70 502 5545N 10938W 40*9 152*0 GGGG
1036-17551 00000/CC00 2002/1063 0O/?8/7? 40 502 5421N 11026W 41*9 150.5 GGGG
1036-17553 c0000/C00 20CCU2/1064 0l/?P8/7? 1 502 5n56N 11112W 42*9 149*1 GGGG
1036-17560 0000C/000 20002/1065 08/28/72 10 502 5132N 11155W 43.9 147*6 GGGG
1036-19305 00000/OC3O' 200U2/106 6  08/28/72 r 503 7758N 09909w 21*2 194*2 GGGG
1036-19311 OCoC/OO) 20002/1067 0,/2/72 10 503 7o57N 10406W 22*4 189.2 GGGG
1036-19314 OC0CO0/OCO 2C002/10 6 8  0/?R/72 40 503 755pN 1o81 9 W P236 184,9 GGGG
1036-19320 00000/0000 20002/1069 08/28/72 70 503 7443N 11157 24*8 181*1 GGGG
1036-19323 0000C/0000 200U2/1070 09/28/72 90 503 7?32N 11506W 26$0 177*7 GGGG
1036"19325 00000/0000 20002/1071 0R/?8/72 80 503 7?18N 11749W 27.1 174.8 GGGG
1036-19332 OCOO0/000C 2000211072 08/28/7? 80 503 7103N 12012w 28o3 172.2 GGGG
1036-19334 OC000/000 200U2/1073 08/18/72 70 503 6946N 12219 29.5 169.8 GGGG
1036-19341 0000C/COOC 200U2/10 7 4  OR/?R/72 90 5n3 6R28N 12411W 30.6 167.6 GGGG
1036-19343 0OOC/CC0O 20002/1075 08/?R/72 90 503 6709N 12554W 31*8 165,6 GGGG
1036-i9350 00000/OCCO 20002/1076 3O/ R/72 70 503 6548N 12726W 32P9 163.7 GGGG
1036-19352 00000/0000 2002/1077 08/28/72 80 503 6428N 12851W 34*0 161o9 GGGG
1036-19355 O0000/0000 20002/1078 08/28/72 80 503 6306N 13008W 35,1 160.2 GGGG
1036-21155 C0000/COOo 200U2/10 7 9  03/28/72 80 504 7315N 14137W 26.2 177.0 G
1036-21161 00000/0000 200U2/1080 0/28/72 80 504 7;01N 14417W 27*4 174.2 GFGG
1036-23261 0000/0000C 20004/029F 0O/2R/7P 40 505 1q56S l5050E 43*2 56.0 GGGG
1036-23264 OCO/CC000 20004/0299 09/28/72 30 505 2022S 15028E 42.2 55.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLRUC COVEP % .,.........,,* 0 TS 100 = % CL8UD CAVER ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE QUALITY ,,,.,..,,,,,, BLANKSmBAND NBT PRESrNT/REPUESTED, R=RECYCLED, G=GBeD, FwFAIR BUT USABLE, PuPBBR,
16:*4 'tAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0072
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATTI N  "IC -FILM RPLL ';./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PRSITI9N I:j nLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIr. RBV MSS
BiV M3S LAT LONG 123 45678
1036-23270 00000/000) 20004/0300 0/28/7P 30 505 2148S 15007E 41.2 5403 GGGG
1036-23275 00000/0000 20004/0301 08/28/72 in 505 2440 14921E 39.1 52.8 GGGG
1036-2328? 00000/000000- 004/0302 03/28/72 7o 505 2606S 14858E 38*0 52.1 GGGG
1036-23284 00000/000 20004/0303 01/2R/72 90 505 2733S 14834E 36.9 51.5 GGGG
1036-23291 00000/0000 20004/0304 08/28/72 70 505 2859S 14810E 35*8 50.9 GGGG
1036-23293 000/C000 20004/0305 08/;R/7 50 5n5 3025S 14746E 34.7 50*4 GGGG
103623300 00000/0000 20004/0306 08/28/72 50 505 3151S 14722E 33.6 50.0 GGGG
1036-23302 C0000/0000 20004/0307 08/28/72 70 505 3316S 14656E 32.4 49.5 G3GG
1036-23305 00000/00 20004/0308 08/28/72 90 505 3443S 14631E 31.3 49.2 GGGG
1036-23311 00000/C000 23C04/0309 08/2R/72 100 505 3406S 14603E 30.1 48*8 GGGG
1036-23314 00000/0000 20004/0310 0/?R/72 100C 505 3731S 14 535E 2990 48.6 GGGG
1036-23320 00000/0000 20004/0311 08/2;/72 100 505 3855S 14507E 27.8 48*3 GGGG
1037-C502 00000/C00C 200U4/0312 03/P9/7P 60 506 4719N 14252E 46.7 143*1 GGGG
10 3 7"0504 00000/0000 2004U/0313 03/29/72 10 506 4553N 14217E 47.7 141.5 GGGG
1037"00511 00000/000 0 203Q4/0314 08/29/72 20 506 4428N 14144E 8.*5 139.9 GGGG
1037-00513 000OC/00O0 20004/0315 08/Pq/72 10 506 4302N 14112E 49.4 138.3 GGGG
1037"00520 0o00/o00 20004/0316 08/29/72 10 56 4136N 14040E 50.3 136.6 GGGG
1037-00522 0000c/000 20004/0317 083/9/7? 40 506 4011N 14010E 51.1 134*8 GGGG
103 7 -00525 00000/0000 20004/0318 0O/?9/72 30 506 3R45N 13941E 51.8 133*0 GGGG
1037-00531 O0000/C000 2000 4/031
9  08/29/72 30 506 3719N 13912E 5206 131.2 GGGG
1037-09282 00000/0000 20002/1081 08/29/7? 60 511 441lN 01136E 50.1 136.8 GGGG
1037-09284 00000/00o0 20002/1082 04/29/72 40 511 4n15N 01106E 5C.9  135.1 GGGG
10 3 7-o9291 0 o000/0000 2002/1083 0/29/72 60 511 3949N 01036E 51.7 13.3 GGGG
1037-09293 00000/000 20002/1084 08/29/72 2o 511 3724N 01008E 52,5 131.4 GGGG
1037-09300 00000/0000 20002/1085 08/29/7P 70 511 3558N 00940E 53.2 129*5 GGGG
1037-09302 00000/0000 20002/1086 08/29/72 70 511 3433N 00913E 53.8 127*6 GGGG
1037-39305 00000/C003 20002/1087 08/29?/7 90 511 3307N 00847E 54.5 125.6 GGGG
1037-09311 00000/0000 20002/1088 08/29/7? 100 511 3140N 00822E c S1 123*5 GGGG
1037-09314 0000/0000 20002/1089 08/29/72 90 511 3014N 00757E 55*6 121*4 GGGG
1037"09320 000C00/000 20002/1090 0/29/72 70 511 24R8\ 00733E 56.1 119*2 GGGG
1037-09323 -00000/0C00 20002/1091 08/29/72 80 511 2721N 00709E 56*6 117*0 GGGG
1037-09325 00000/0000 20002/1092 03/29/72 10 511 2 755N 00645E 57.0 114.7 GGGG
1037-09332 00000/0000 200U2/1093 08/29/72 0 511 2429N 00622E 57.3 112*4 GOGG
1037-09334 00000/0000 20002/1094 0/29/7? 0 511 2302N 00558E F7.6 110.0 GGGG
1037=09341 00000/0000 20002/1095 oC/P9/72 0 511. 2136N 00536E 57.8 107.7 GGGG
1037-09343 00000/0000 20002/1096 08/29/72 0 511 2"10N 00513E 58.0 105.3 GGGG
1037-09350 00000/0000 20002/1097 08/29/72 0 511 1 4 3 N 00452E 58.1 102*8 GGGG
1037-09355 OOOCO/0000 20002/1098 0/29/72 40 511 1545N 00408E 58.1 97.9 GGGG
1037-09361 .00300/0000 20002/1099 03/29/72 20 511 1419N 00347E 58.1 95.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVEP % ...... ****, 0 TO 100 X % CLOUD CPVER, *, = NO CLOUD. DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ,..,,.,,,.. SLANKS:BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPDHR.,
16:44 MAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0073
FRBM o7/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICROFILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLULD BRBIT PPINCTPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P)STTI9N IN RBLL ACCUTRED CVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI~. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1037-09364 00000/0000 20002/1100 08/29/72 90 511 1p524 003 2 7E 57*9 9301 GGGG
1037-09370 00000/0000 20002/1101 03/29/7? 100 511 1125N 00306E 57-8 90*7 GGGG
1037-09373 00000/0000 20002/1102 0/29/72 90 511 0959N 00245E 57.5 88*4 GGGG
1037-11154 00000/0000 20002/1103 08/P9/72 20 512 2721N 0 1839W 56*5 117*0 GGGG
1037-11161 00000/000O 20002/1104 0,/29/72 4 C 512 2F55q 01902W 56* 9  114.8 GOGG
1037-11163 00000/0000 20002/1105 08/29/72 60 512 242MN 01 9 24W 57,3 11294 GGGG
1037-11170 00000/000oooo 20002/1106 08/29/72 4c 512 2101N 0 1947 57*6 11ll1 GGGG
1037-11172 00000/0000 20002/1107 08/p9/72 1 512 2134N 02009W 5798 107.7 GGGG
1037-11175 00000/0000 20002/1108 08/P9/72 40 512 200N 02032W 58*0 105.3 GPGG
1037-11181 00000/0000 20002/1109 08/29/72 10 512 1842N 02054W 58.1 102.9 GGGG
1037-11184 00000/0000 20002/1110 08/29/72 20 512 1716N 02115W 58.1 10004 GGGG
1037-11190. 00000/00o 20002/1111 03/29/72 20 512 1954N OP137W 58.1 98.0 GGGG
1037-11193 00000/0000 20002/1112 08/29/7? 60 512 142N 02158W 58.1 95*6 GGGG
1037-14341 00000/0000 20002/1113 08/29/72 80 514 5504N 0 5945W 41*1 151.5 GGGG
1037-14343 00000/000' 20002/1114 08/29/72 80 514 534N 06031W 42.1 150.1 GGGG
1037-14354 00000CC0000 20002/1115 08/29/72 4C 514 5,05N 0 6225W 44.7 146*3 GGG1037-14355 00000/0000 20002/1116 08/29/72 10 514 402 6N 06237W 45,1 145.6 FGGG
1037-14360 OGo00/000 20002/1117 08/29/72 20 514 O2 49N 06 303w 45.7 144*8 GGGG
1037-14364 00000/0000 20002/1118 0 /9/72 30 514 4637N 06351W 47.0 142.6 FGGG1037-14365 00000o0000 20002/1119 08/9/72 50 514 455N 0 6415W 47.5 141.7 GGGG
1037-14370 00000/0000 20002/1120 08/29/72 60 514 4511N 064 2 5W 4799 141.0 GGFG
1037-14372 000cO/c000 20002/1121 08/29/72 70 514 4 42 4 N 06 4 49W 4894 140*1 FrGG
1037-14373 00000o0000 20002/1122 08/29/72 90 514 4346N 06459W 48.8 139.4 FGGG
1037-14374 00000/0000 20002/1123 08/29/72 90 514 4259N o65 22w 49*3 138*4 FGG G1037-14375 00000/0000 20002/1124 08/29/72 100 514 4221N 0 6531W 49*7 137.7 FGGG
1037o14440 00000/0000 20002/1125 03/29/72 40 514 213 6N 071 4 9W 57*8 107.8 GGGG1037-14442 00000/0000 20002/1126 08/29/72 40 514 2010N 07212W 58*0 105.4 GGGG
1037-16145 00000/0000 20002/1127 08/29/72 20 515 6344N 07916W 34*3 161*2 GGGF
1037-16150 00000/0000 20002/1128 08/29/72 20 515 6?20N 0 7948W 34*6 160.6 PPPF
1037-16151 00000/0000 20002/1129 08/29/72 30 515 6223N 08029W 35*4 159*5 GGGF
1037-16152 00000/O00C 20002/1130 08/29/72 30 515 6159N 08059w 35*7 159,0 FGGF
1037-16154 00000/0000 20002/1131 08/29/72 40 515 6101N 08136W 36.5 157.9 GGGF
1037-16155 0000o/0000 20002/1132 08/29/72 40 515 60 37N 08204W 36.8 157.4 FGGF
1037"16160 00000/0000 2?002/1133 08/29/72 30 515 5938N 0 8238W 37.6 156.4 FGFF
1037-16163 00000/0000 20002/1134 08/29/72 80 515 5 s1IN 0833 6 W 38*7 154.9 FGFF
1037-16165 00000o/000 20002/1135 08/29/7? 80 515 5652N o8430W 39*7 153*4 FGFG
1037-16172 00000/0000 20002/1136 08/29/72 90 515 5528N 08520W 40.8 15199 GGGG
1037-16174 00000/0000 20002/1137 08/29/72 100 515 54 04N 08607W 41*8 150.5 GGGG
1037-16181 00000/0000 20002/1138 08/29/72 0 515 52 4 0N 086 5 2W 42*8 149.0 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD COVER % ..... ,,,,, 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CqVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..... *,,,..... BLANKS=BAND N8 T PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RrCYCLED, G!GB9D. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. P-POBR,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0074
FRM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERvATISN MICROFILM R'LL N./ DATE CLOUD 9RPIT PIN\CIPAL PMINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITITN IN 1MLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
pBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1037-16183 OC00OO/0000 20002/1139 08/2q/7? 10 515 5116N 08735W 43.8 147o6 GGGG
1037-16190 00000/0000 20002/1140 08/29/72 0 515 4951N 08815W 44.8 146.1 GGGG
1037-17555 00000/CC0 20002/1141 OA/29/7? 0 516 7r43N 09627w 28*3 171.6 GGGG
1037-17562 00000/0000 20002/1142 08/29/7? 20 516 692iN 09831W 2994 169.3 GGGG
1037-17564 00000/0000 20002/1143 08/29/72 40 516 6P07N 10021W 30*6 167,1 GGGG
1037-17571 00o000/ 20 0 o02/1144 08/29/7P 60 1516 6647N 10200W 31.7 165.2 GGGG
1037-17573 o00C/CO00o 2000U2/11 4 5 08/29/72 20 516 6r27N 10329W 32*9 163.3 GGGG
1037-17580 00000/0000 20002/1146 0/p29/72 0 516 6406N 10450W 3400 161.6 GGGG
1037-17582 00000/0000 20002/1147 08/9/72 70 516 644N 10605W 35.1 15999 GGGG
1037-17585 O0000/OC0 20002/1148 0R/?9/72 10C !516 6123N 10714W 36,2 158.3 G3GG
1037-17591 00000/0000 20002/1149 0;/29/72 90 516 6(OON 10818W 37.3 156.8 GGGG
1037-17594 00000/0000 20002/1150 03/29/7? 40 516 5 R 3 7 N 10917W 38.4 155.3 GGGG
103 7-18c00 00000/0000 20002/1151 03/P9/72 20 516 5714N 11012W 39.4 153.8 GGGG
1037-18003 000O/0000 20002/1152 03/9q/72 30 516 5550N 11103W 40*5 152.3 GGGG
1037-18005 00000/000t 20002/1153 08/29/7? 10 516 5425N l1il51W 41*5 150*9 GGGG
1037-18012 00000/0000 20002/1154 08/29/72 0 516 5301N 11236W 42*6 149*4 GGGG
1037-18014 00000/0000 20002/1155 08/29/72 10 516 5137N 11318W 43*6 147.9 GGGG
1037-18021 00000/0000 20002/1156 08/72/7p 10 516 5012N 11359W 44*6 146.5 GGGG
1037-21213 00000o0000 20002/1157 08/29/72 80 518 7114N 14309W 25.9 177.0 GGGG
1037-21220 00000/C0000 20002/1158 08/29/72 90 518 7159N 14548W 27.1 174.2 GGGG
1037-23063 Ouo00/0000 20002/1159 08/29/72 40 519 6 0N 17751W 30*5 167.2 PPPP
1037-23070 00000/0000 20002/1160 08/29/72 10 519 6649N 17930W 31*7 165.2 GGGG
1037-23C72 OO00/00,C 2002/1161 03/29/72 5C 519 6528N 17859E 32.8 163*4 GGGG
1037-23075 00000/0000 20002/1162 09/29/72 70 519 6407N 17738E 33.9 161.6 GGGG
1037-23081 00000/0000 2C002/1163 0o/29/72 20 519 6244N 17624E 35.0 160.0 GGGG
1037-23084 00000/0000 2)002/1164 0/9/72 0 519 6122N 17516E 36.1 158.4 GGGG
1037-23090 00000/0000 20002/1165 08/29/72 0 519 595PN 17413E 37*2 156.8 GGGG
1037-23320 000004CO00 20002/1167 08/29/72 30 519 149S 14925E 43.6 56.3 GGGG
1037-23322 o0000/o00o 20002/1168 08/29/72 20 519 215S 14903E 42.6 55.4 GGGG
1037-23325 00000/000c 20002/1169 03/29/72 0 519 214PS 14 84 1E 41*5 54*6 GGGG
1037-23331, 00000/0000 20002/1170 03/29/72 C 519 2309S 14818E 4C05 53@8 GGGG
1037-23334 00000/C000 20002/1171 08/29/72 C 519 2439S 14755E 39*4 53,1 GGGG
1037-23340 00000/0000 20002/1172 08/29/72 C 519 260pS 14731E 38.4 52?4 GGGG
1037-23343 00000/0000 20002/1173 03/29/72 C 519 2729S 14708E 37.3 51.8 GGGG
1038-09245 00000/0000 2u002/1174 08/30/7? 90 525 7159N 03333E 2699 174.3 GGGG
1038-09252 00000/0000 20002/1175 08/30/7P 89 525 7043 03113E 28.0 171.7 GGGG
1038-09254 00000/0000 20002/1176 08/30/7? 70 525 6!27N 02908E 29.2 169.4 FFFF
1038-09261 00000/0000 20002/1177 08/30/72 50 525 6808P 02718E 3C04 167.2 GGGG
1038"09263 00000/0000 20002/1178 0RI30/72 50 525 6448N 02539E 31*5 165.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .... ,... TO 100 
= % CL1UD CnVER. ** NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALTTY R......,......,. LANKSbAND NOT PRESrNT/RECUESTED, R=RECYCLED" G=G3SD, FzFAIR BUT USABLE , PPB55R,
15:44 'IAR I ,'74 STANARD CAT4L G FeR NNN-US PAGE 007
FRM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BpSERVATISN :lIC'FIL RRLL 4./ DATE CLPUD DRiIT pmIlCIPAL pRINT SUN SUtl TMAGE QUALITY
ID IPSITIjN I, % LL AC'UTRE) C8VER JUMBESP F IMAGE ELEV. AZI,. RBV MSS
pVA MS LAT LUNG 123 45678
10 38-092 7 0 000/00 2CC02/1179 0,/30/7P 4C 525 6528N 0241CE 32*6 163.4 GGGG
103 8 -o9272 OOSO,/CCCu 200,2/1180 (0/20/72 41 525 6407N 02?48E 338 161.7 GGGG
1038-09275 o0c0o/00C 200,2/11 8 1 0 3l0/7 C 525 694N 02133E 34.9 160.0 GGGG
1038-09281 0o00/oO0 2u2/1182 03/3o/ 72 2r 525 6 12 ?N 02 0 2 5E 36*0 158.5 GGG
1038-09284 0030/000 21002/1183 0/0/72 5o 525 5q59N 01922E 37*1 156.9 GGGG
1038-09290 L000C/Co00 230U2/1184 09/30/72 23 525 5836N 01824E 38.2 155.4 GGGG
1038-09293 0000/ 00o 2 002/1185 OS/30/72 70 525 5713N 0 1730E 3 9*2 153.9 GGGG
1038-09295 20030/00O 0 2/116 0S/30/7? 50 525 5549N 01638E 40-3 152*5 GGGG
1038-11233 O000/C02o 2o302/11 8 7 03/0/72 90 526 210nN 02158W 57.9 106.0 ppPP
1038-11240 0oo00/COC~ 20002/1188 04/30/7p 80 526 1943N 02220W 58*0 103.6 GGGG
1038-13144 OCo00/0000 20002/1189 09/30/72 1o 527 0707S 05417W 51*1 66.3 GGGG
1038-13151 00000/0000 2c002/1190 02/30/72 10 527 C232S 05438w 50.3 64.9 GGGG
1038-13153 00000/0000 20002/1191 0/30/72 0 527 0959S 05458W 49.4 63.5 GGGG
1038-13160 OCO0O/0000 2u002/11 9 2 0/3n/72 10 527 1126S 05519W 48.6 62*2 GSGG
1038-13162 00000/0000 2 00 2 /1193 04/30/72 20 527 12535 05539W 47o7 60*9 GGGG
1038-13165 00OO/0000 2000U2/1194 03/30/72 13 527 1420S 05600W 46.7 59.8 GGGG
1038-13171 O0000/,pO0o 2'002/1195 0/3o/72 100 5?7 1547S 05620W 45-8 58.7 GGGG
1038-13174 0000/000 20002/1196 08/30/72 100 527 171?S 05641W 44.8 57.6 GGGG
1038-13180 00000/0000 20002/1197 C0/30/7? 100 527 1P39S 05703 43.8 56o7 GGGG
1038-13183 00Oc0/ocO0 20002/1198 0/30/72 100 527 20o5S 05725W 42.8 55.7 FGGG
1038-13185 OtOo0/000O 23002/119 9 08/30/72 100 527 2130S 05747W 41.8 54.9 FGGG
1038-13204 00CO0/OOCO 20002/1200 08/30/72 0 527 2747S 05928W 37.2 51.8 GGG
1038-13210 00000/0000 20002/1201 08/30/72 0 527 29525 05946W 36,4 51.3 PPPP
1038-13212 o0000/nO0 2G002/1202 OR/39 /7P 0 527 3019S 06010W 35.3 50.8 GGGG
1038-13215 OCOOO/CCOC 20002/1203 0?/30/72 0 527 3144S 06034w 34.1 50,3 G3GG
1038-13221 00000/0000 2002/1204 0/30/72 0 5?7 331oS 06059W 3300 49.9 GGGG
1038-14402 OUO00/CCOO 2j02/1205 0/3o/7? 90 528 5326N 06211W 42*0 150.0 PGGG
1038-14405 00000/C000 20002/1206 08/30/7? 90 528 5201N 06255W 43.0 148*6 PGGG
1038-14411 00000/000 20002/1207 08/30/72 70 528 5037N 06337W 44*0 147.1 FGGG
1038-14414 00000/0000 20002/1208 0/30/7? 40 528 401?N 06416W 45*0 145.6 FGGG
1038-16153 0000000 20002/1209 08/30/72 50 529 7231N 04652w 10.8 197.9 FGG
1038-16155 000o0/0oC0 20002/1210 08/30/72 5^ 529 7735N 05218W 21*0 192.4 FGGG
1038-1b162 00CO0/CC00 20002/1211 0/30/72 50 529 7633N 05657W 22.2 187,7 FGGG
1038-16164 00000/0000 20002/1212 08/3n/72 60 529 7527N 06057W 23*4 183.5 iGGG
1038-16171 00000/0000 20002/1213 08/30/72 60 529 7417N 06422W 24*6 179*9 GG G
1038-16173 00000/0000 20002/1214 08/30/72 60 529 7305N 06720W 25*7 176.8 GGGG
1038-16180 00000/0000 20002/1215 0/30/72 90 529 715N 06958W 26*9 174.0 GGG
1038-16321 00000/0000 20002/1216 08/30/72 30 529 2431N 09820W 57*1 113.3 GGGG
1038-19422 00000/0000 20002/1217 08/30/72 10 531 7744N 10326W 20.8 193.1 GGGG
KEYS: CL5UD C5VER % .. *..,..... 0 TB i0C = % CL9UD CAVER. ** . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE OUALTTY .,,,.,.,. LANKSmBAND NBT PRFSFNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGSAOD F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PPBBR,
16:44 IAR ll '74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NONoUS PAGE 0076
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN 'ICRFILM ROLL N0./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL POIN!T SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PfSITION IN ROLL. ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
RcV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1038-19425 00000/0000 20002/1218 0O/3o/72 10 531 7642N 10810W 22*0 188,2 GGGG
1038-19431 00000/0000 20002/1219 08/30/72 0 531 7536N 11213W 23.2 184.0 GGGG
1038*19434 O0000/CoOO 20002/1220 06/30/72 30 531 7427N 11542W 2494 180.4 GGGG
1038-19440 00000/0000 20002/1221 0l/30/7P 40 531 715N 11844W 25.5 177.2 GGGG
1038-19443 00000/0000 20002/1222 08/30/72 70 531 7200N 12123 26*7 174.3 GGGG
1038.19445 00000/0000 20002/1223 0R/3 0 /7? 70 531 
7 0 4 4 N 12 3 42w 27.9 171.8 GGGG
1038*19452 00000/0000 20002/1224 08/30/77 90 531 6927N 12545W 2q90 169,4 GGGG
1038-19454 00000/0000 20002/1225 08/30/72 90 531 6R08N 12736W 30.2 167.3 GGGG
1038-19461 00003/0000 20002/1226 09 /10/ 7 2 40 531 664cN 12915W 31,3 165*4 GGGG
1038-19463 00000/0000 20002/1227 08/3n/72 60 531 6528N 13044W 32*5 163.5 GGGG
1038-19470 00000/00C0 200U2/1228 08/30/72 90 531 6408N 13205W 33*6 161*8 GGGG
1038-21274 00000/0000 20002/1229 08/30/7? 80 532 70onN 14711W 26.7 174.3 Pppp
1038-23115 00000/0000 20002/1230 0R/10/72 90 533 6927N 17724W 29*0 169*5 GGGG
1038-23121 00000/0000 2000U2/1231 08/3o/72 100 533 6ORN 17916W 30*1 167o3 G(GG
1038-23124 00000/0000 200U2/1232 08/30/72 100 533 6649N 17904E 31*3 165,4 GGGG
1038-23130 00300/0000 20002/1233 08/30/72 100 533 652N 17734E 3294 163.5 GGGG
1038-23133 00000/0000 20002/1234 08/30/72 100 533 6407N 17613E 33.6 161.8 GGG
1038-23135 00000/0000 200U2/1235 08/30/72 90 533 6?45N 17459E 34.7 160.1 GGGG
1038-23142 00000/0000 20002/1236 08/30/7? 90 533 6123N 17351E 35*8 158.6 GGGG
1038-23144 00000/0000 20002/1237 08/30/72 70 513 6001N 17248E 36*9 157.0 GGGG
1039-07583 00000/0000 20002/1238 08/31/72 10 538 3435N 03212E 53*4 128o6 GGGG
1039-07590 00000/0000 20002/1239 08/31/7? 0 538 3309N 03147E 54.1 126.7 GGGG
1039-07592 00000/0000 20002/1240 08/31/72 0 538 3143N 03121E 54.7 124*6 GGGG
1039-07595 00000/0000 20002/1241 01/31/72 0 538 3017N 03056E 55.2 122.6 GGGG
1039-08001 00000/0000 20002/1242 03/31/72 r 538 p851N 03031E 55*8 120.4 GGGG
10 3 9 -0800 4 00000/0000 20002/1243 08/31/72 0 538 2724N 03008E 56*2 118.2 GGGG
1039-09304 00000/0000 20002/1244 08/31/72 0 539 7157N 03212E 26.5 174.3 GGGG
1039-09315 0000o/000o 20002/1245 08/31/72 0 539 6805N 02553E 30*0 167.3 GGGG
1039-09322 O0000/0000 20002/1246 08/31/72 20 539 6645N 02414E 31.2 165.4 GGGG
1039-09324 00000/0000 20002/1247 08/31/7p 10 539 625N 02245E 32o3 163.5 GGFG
1039-09331 00000/0000 20002/1248 09/31/72 10 539 6405N 02123E 3394 161.8 GGGG
1039-09333 00000/0000 20002/1249 08/31/7P 10 539 624zN 02009E 34.6 160.2 GGGG
1039-09340 00000/0000 200U2/1250 08/31/7? 10 539 6121N 01901E 35*7 158*6 GGGG
1039-03342 00000/0000 200O2/1251 08/31/72 60 539 5959N 01758E 36*8 157*1 GGGG
1039-"9345 00000/0000 20002/1252 08/31/72 40 539 5835N 01659E 37.9 155.6 GGGG
1039-09351 0000/0000 20002/1253 08/31/7? 40 539 5711N 01604E 389 154.1 GGGG
1039-09354 00000/0000 20002/1254 08/31/72 40 539 5548N 01512E 4000 152.7 GGG
1039-09360 00300/0000 20002/1255 08/31/72 50 539 5424N 01424E 41.0 151*2 GGGG
1039-09363 .0C000/0000 20002/1256 08/31/72 80 '539 500N 01339E 42.1 149.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % *.*o,..,..,, 30 TO 100 D % CLOUD C9VER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY o,,...,.,.,,,, BLANKSmAAND NOT PRFScNT/PE0UESTEDe RuRECYCLEDS GaGSAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P*P859R
16:44 MAR 11,#74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0077
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R5LL N9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIDN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CFVER NUMBER F IM AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RSV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1039-09365 00000/0000 20002/1257 08/31/7p 90 539 5136N 01256E 43.1 148*3 GGGG
1039-09372 00000/0000 20002/1258 08/31/72 80 539 5nlIN 01215E 44.1 146.9 GSGG
1039"09374 00000/0000 20002/1259 .0/31/72 20 539 446N 01136E 45.0 145.4 GGGG
1039-09381 00000/0000 20002/1260 08/31/72 0 539 472rN 01059E 4600 143o9 GGGF
1039011292 00000/0000 20002/1261 08/31/72 50 540 2008N 02324W 57.8 106.6 GGGG
1039"11294 00000/0000 20002/1262 08/31/72 40 540 1l41N 02346W 58*0 104.2 GGGG
1039-11301 00000/0000 20002/1263 08/31/7? 60 540 1715N 02407w 58*1 101.8 GGGG
1039-11303 00000/0000 20002/1264 08/31/72 60 540 1 49 N 02 4 29W 58*1 99*4 GOGG
1039-13241 00000/0000 20002/1265 08/31/72 80 541 2n18S 05854w 43*0 55.9 GGGG
1039-13244 00000/0000 20002/1266 08/31/7 60 541 2144S o59 16W 42*0 55*1 GGGG
1039-13250 00000/O000 20002/1267 0O/31/72 20 541 2-10S 05938W 40.9 5403 FFFG
1039-13253 00000/0000 20002/1268 08/31/72 0 541 2436S 06000w 39.9 53.5 GGGG1039-13255 00000/0000 20002/1269 08/31/72 0 541 2602S 06023W 38.8 52.8 GGGG
1039-13264 00000/0000 20002/1270 08/31/7P 0 541 2854S 06111W 36.7 51.6 GGGG
1039-13271 00000/0000 20002/1271 08/31/7? 0 541 3020S 06135w 35'5 51.0 GGGG
1039-i3273 00000/0000 20002/1272 03/31/72 10 541 3145S 06200W 34.4 50*5 GGGG
1039-13280 00000/0000 20002/1273 0/31/72 10 541 3311S 06226w 33*3 50.1 GGGG
1039-13282 00000/0000 20002/1274 08/31/72 10 541 3437S 06 2 52w 32.2 49.7 GGGG
1039-13285 00000/0000 20002/1275 03/3t/72 0 541 3602S 0 6318W 31.0 49o3 GGGG
1039-13291 00000/0000 20002/1276 08/31/72 0 541 3727S 06345W 29.9 49, 0  GGGG
1039-13294 00000/0000 20002/1277 08/31/72 10 541 3853S 06414W 28.7 48.8 GGGG
1039-13303 00000/0000 20002/1278 08/31/72 . 541 4144S 06 5 14W 26*4 48.4 GGGG
1039-13305 00000/0000 20002/1279 08/31/72 0 541 4109S 06546W 252 48.2 GGGG
1039.13312 00000/0000 20002/1280 04/31/72 0 541 4 43 4 S 06618W 24.0 48,1 GGGG
1039m13314 00000/0000 20002/1281 09/31/72 10 541 4559S 06653W 22*9 48.1 GGGG1039-13321 00000/0000 20002/1282 08/31/7 3o 541 4724S 06729W 21,7 48.1 GGGG
1039-13323 00000/0000 20002/1283 08/31/72 90 541 4849S 06806W 20*5 48.2 GSGG
1039-13330 00000/0000 20002/1284 08/31/72 90 541 5r12S 06845W 19.3 48*3 GGGG
1039-13332 00000/0000 20002/1285 08/31/72 9o 541 5136S 06926W 18.1 48.5 GGGG
1039-13335 00000/0000 20002/1286 08/31/72 30 541 5300S 07009W 16.9 48*7 r
1039-14541 00000/0000 20002/1287 08/31/72 30 542 2c53N 07333w 56*6 116.1 Ppp
1039-14543 00000/0000 20002/1288 0/31/72 10 542 2427N 07 3 5 6w 57.0 113.8 GGGG
1039-14555 0000/C0000 20002/1289 08/31/72 10 542 2009N 07504W 57.8 1067 G
1039-14561 00000/0000 20002/1290 08/31/72 20 542 1 8 4 3 N 07526 58.0 10493 GGGP
1039-16264 00000/0000 20002/1291 0./31/72 20 543 6244N 08311W 34.4 160.2 pppp1039-16270 00000/0000 20002/1292 08/31/72 9 0 543 6122N 08419W 35.6 158.6 GGFG
1039-16273 00000/OOOC 20002/1293 0F/31/ 7 2 100 543 5 5 9N 08522W 36*7 157.1 FGFG
1039-16275 00000/0000 20002/1294 08/31/72 100 543 5836N 08 621W 37.7 155.6 FGFG
1039-16282 00000/0000 20002/1295 08/31/72 100 543 5713N 08716W 38.8 154.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % .*.,,****..,,,, 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *....'........ BLANKS.BAND NO T PRESFNT/RECUESTED* R-RECYCLEDo G=-GD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* Pz.POR.
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0078
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIgN MICROFILM ROLL 'N./ DATE CL6UD 3RRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ReLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER ,F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1039-16284 00CO/0000 200U2/:296 08/31/72 100 543 5550N 08807W 39o9 152o7 FGFG
1039-16291 00000/0000 20002/:297 08/31/72 90 543 5426N 08855W 4099 151.3 GGFG
1039-16293 00000/0000 20002/L298 08/31/72 90 543 5301N 0 8941W 42*0 149o9 GSGG
1039-16300 00000/0003 20002/:.299 08/31/72 80 543 5137N 09023W 43.0 148.4 GGGG
1039-16302 00000/0000 20002/1.300 08/31/72 70 543 5012N 09103W 44*0 147.0 GGGG
1039-16375 00000/0000 20002/.301 08/31/72 0 543 2427N 09945W 57*0 113.9 GGGG
1039-16382 0000o/0000 20002/1302 08/31/7P 2c 543 2302N 10007W 57.3 111.5 GGGG
1039-16384 00000/0000 20002/1.303 08/31/72 20 543 2135N 10029W 57.6 10902 GGGG
1039-16391 00000/000C 20002/1.304 08/31/72 30 543 2008N 10052W 57*8 106,8 GGGG
1039-18134 00000/0000 20002/1.305 08/31/72 40 544 5011N 11653W 43.9 14790 GGGG
1039-21333 00000/0000 20002/1.306 08/31/72 90 546 7158N 14836W 26o4 174*4 GGGG
1040-04334 00000/0000 20002/1307 09/01/72 0 550 4848N 08734E 44*8 145,7 G
1040-04340 00000/0000 20002/1308 09/c1/7p o 550 
4 7 2 3 N 08657E 45.8 144,2 GGGG
1040-04343 00000/0000 20002/1.309 09/ 0 1 /7 2  0 550 4558N o8621E 46*7 14297 GGGG
1040-04345 00000/0000 20002/1310 09/01/7? 70 550 4432N 08547E 47.6 141.1 GGGG
1040-04352 00000/0000 20002/1.311 09/01/7 30 550 4907N 08514E 48*5 13905 GGGG
1040-04354 000C00/0000 20002/.312 09/01/72 90 550 4t42N 08443E 49*4 137.9 GGGG
1040-04361 00000/0000 20002/1.313 09/01/72 100 550 4017N 08413E 50*2 136.2 GGGG
1040-04363 000O/0000 20002/1.314 0
9 /C1/ 7 2 100 550 3851N 08344E 51.0 134.5 GGGG
1040-04370 00000/0000 20002/.315 09/01/7P 90 550 372 4 N 08316E 51*8 132*7 GGGG
1040-06210 00000/0000 20002/1316 09/01/72 0 551 3433N 05635E 53*2 129*0 GGGG
1040-06213 00000/0000 20002/1.317 09/01/72 0 551 3307N 05609E 53.9 127.1 GGGG
1040-06215 000C00/000 20002/1318 09/01/72 0 551 
3 14 0N 05544E 54.5 125.1 GGGG
1040-06222 O0000/0000 20002/1319 09/01/72 10 551 3013N 05519E 55.1 123.0 GGGG
1040-06224 C0000/0000 20002/1.320 09/01/72 10 551 2947N 05454E 55.6 120.9 GGGG
1040-06231 00u0OO/OCO 20002/1321 09/01/7? 0 551 2722N 0 5429E 56.1 118.7 GGGG
1040-06233 00000/0000 20002/1322 09/01/7 0 551 2556N C5405E 5605 116*5 GGGG
1040-06240 00000/0000 20002/1.323 09/01/7P 0 551 2429N 05342E 56.9 114.2 GGGG
1040-06242 00300/0000 20002/1324 09/01/7P 0 551 2?0N 05319E 57*3 111.9 GGGG
1040-06251 00000/COO0 20002/.325 09/01/7? 100 551 2009N o5235E 57.8 107.2 GFGG
1040-06254,. 00000/0000 20002/.326 09/01/72 100 551 1R42N 0 5214E 57.9 104*8 GFFG
1040-06260 00000/0000 20002/:.327 09/01/7P 40 551 1716N 05 153 E 5 80 102.4 G3GG
1040-06263 00000/0000 20002/1.328 09/01/7 5 551 150N 05132E 58,1 100,0 GGGG
1040-06265 00000/000OC 20002/1.329 09/01/72 50 551 1423N 05110E 58,1 97,6 GGGG
1040-06272 00000/0000 20002/1330 09/01/72 30 551 1256N 05049E 58*0 95*2 GGGG
1040-06274 00CO/OC0000 200U2/:.331 09/01/7? 0 551 1130N 0029E 57.8 92.8 GGGG
1040-06281 00000/0000 20002/1332 09/01/72 C 551 1003N 05008E 57*7 90.4 FGFG
1040-06283 00000/000 20002/,333 09/01/7? 30 551 OR
3 6N 04947E 57.4 88*1 FGGG
1040-06290 00000/0000 20002/2334 09/01/72 40 551 0709N 04927E 57.1 85.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CpVER. 90 = NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *......e*....o BLANKSmBAND NBT PRESFNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G3RD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POR.*
16:44 A 11s,74 STANDARD CATALeG F9R NBN US PAGE 0079
FR,3m 7/23/72 Tt c7/23/73
BBSERVATI5N "TCQ'FILu R"LL C9s./ ATE CLOUD IRRIT PRI\CIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIS IN R5LL ACUTU"ED CVEcR NUMBcR 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIr, RBV "SS
V MS LAT LN G 123 45678
1C40*-629e 00O10/0e0 2?02/133z C 7/i /7P 40 551 054?N 04907E 56"7 83.7 GFGG1040"06295 OOO00/OCO 2,002/1336 0/1/72 5r 51 0416N 04846E 56.3 81.5 GOGG10400-7533 0C0000/000C0 ~3U2/133 7 097/01/7 100 552 7-4?N 054 13E 27s4 171.9 pppp1040-07535 OC000/0000 20302/1338 0/1//7 10C, 552 6625N 0 5211E 28.5 169.6 GGGG
1040"75F42 00030/0C03 20002/1 3 3 9 O0/1/7 2 90 552 6AO7N 0502CE 29*7 167* 5  GIGG1040-7551 003C3,/CC0 200'2/134C 0/1/72 9C 552 6527N 04709E 32.0 163.7 pppp1040-7553 UC3CO/000c 200c2/1341 09/C1/ 72 8C 552 6 406N 04 5 4 7 E 33.1 162.0 GGGG1040-0756, 0300/ooo00 2 U2/1342 09/"1/72 7r 552 6'44N 04432E 34.2 160.3 GGGG1040-09365 OoC0O/uC0O 20002/1343 01/1/72 70 553 7042N 02825E 27*3 171*9 GGGG
1040"39371 O00C0/C20 2.c002/1344 C0/C1/72 2 553 6a25N 0262 0 E 28*5 169*6 GGGG
1040*0937 4  OC3 CO0/0O 20002/13 4 5 0l/01/72 30 55 3  6O06N 02429E 29*7 167.5 GGGG1040-09380 00O/Co00 20002/1346 09/01/7 6C 553 664GN 02250E 30.8 165.5 GGGG
1040-09383 003O0/00CU 2U002/1347 09/01/72 40 553 6E27N 02120E 31.9 163.7 GGGG
10 4 0"0 9 3 9 4 c000/00o0 2UOU2/1348 09/f1/72 4r 553 612?N 01735E 35*3 158.8 GGGG1040-09401 000C01/00C 20302/1349 0//01/7? 3(C 553 6000N 01631E 36*4 157.3 GGGG
1040-"9403 C0oo)0/C00 200U2/1350 09/'1/7P 5 c 553 5837N 01533E 37.5 155.8 GGGG
1040-09410 00000/0000 2002/135i 1 09/C1/72 60 553 571 3 N 01438E 38*6 154.3 GGGG
104009412 o0oo00/000 20002/1352 09/1/72 4- 553 5550N 01347E 39.6 152.9 GG1040--9415 3000/O00 200u2/1353 0 39/01/ 7 P 41 553 5426N 01259E 40.7 151.5 FFFF
1040-13305 OC00/0CO 2 (0u2/1354 0o/01/7? u' 555 2??09S 06103W 41.2 54.6 GGGG
1040-13311 00o3 0000 2002/1355 09/01/7 0 555 24359 06126W 40.2 53.8 FFF
1040-13314 0C000/000 20002/1356 0O/01/7P 0 555 2601S O6149w 39.1 53.1 GGGG
1040-13320 00CC0/0000 2002/1357 09/01/72 0 555 2726S 06 2 1 3 w 38.1 52,4 GlGG
1040-13323 CC3O/o00003 20002/1358 09/c1/72 C 555 285PS 06237W 37.0 51.8 FFFF
1040-13332 conCC/ c 200u2/1359 09/r1/7? 10 555 3143S 06327o 34.8 50*8 GGG
1040-13334 OCOC0/oC0O 20U2/1360 09/01/72 20 555 3309S 06352W 33.7 50*3 FFGG
1040-13341 C00000/OCO 200U2/1361 09/01/72 10 555 343cS 064198 32.5 49.9 GGGG1040-13343 0OC00/0C00 20002/1362 09/01/72 C 555 3601S 06446w 31*4 49*5 GGGG
1040-13350 C 300/000, 2C002/1363 03/1/72 0 555 3726S 06514W 30.2 49.2 GFGG
1040-13352 C0300/000 20002/1364 09/01/72 0 555 3051S 06542W 29.1 48.9 GGGG
1040-13355 00300/OO00 20002/136b 03/01/7P 0 555 4016S 06611 27.9 48*7 FFFF
1040-13361 Go0O/Co00O 20002/1366 09/01/7p 3C 555 4142S 06 6 41W 26.8 48.5 GGGG
1040"13364 00003/0000 20002/1367 09/Ci/7P 20 555 4307S 067138 256 48.4 GGGG
1040-13370 C0000/0000 23002/1368 09/01/72 10 555 4432S 06745w 24*4 48.3 GGGG
1040*13373 0000/CO000 200U2/1369 09/01/72 10 555 4557S '06819W 23.2 48*2 GGGG
1040-13375 00300/C000 20C02/1370 0)/1/72 40 555 4722S 06855W 22.0 43.3 FFFF
1040-14493 00000/000 2000U4/0320 09/31/7: 100 556 6123N 05954W 35*2 158.8 PGGG
1040-14495 00000/0000 20004/0321 09/01/72 100 556 6001N 06057W 3603 157*3 P GG
1040-14502 00000/0000 20004/0322 09/01/72 100 556 5Q37N 06156W 37.4 155*8 PGGG
KEYS; CL UD COVER x .**.... * Te 100 = % CLUD CPVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY "....*...... .. HLANKSBAND NDT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.qlD, FFAIR BUT USABLE, P.POBR,
16:4 MAP 1l~'74 STAN!ARD CATALOG FOR N5N-US PAGE 0080
FRBM 07/23/72 TP 07/23/73
BBSERVATIgN "ICRtFILm R9LL N9./ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT PQINICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITISN IN R8LL ACQUTRED CeVER  NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1040"14504 00000/0000 20004/0323 09/01/72 100 556 5714N 062
5 2w 38*5 154.4 PGGG
1040-14511 000CC/0000 2U000/0324 09/L)t/ 7  10C 556 5551N 06344W 39.6 153.0 PGGG
1040-14 5 13 C00000/Co00 20U4/0325 09/01/7? 100 556 5427N 0 6432W 40.6 151.5 PGGG
1040-14520 00000/0000 2 0004/0326 09/01/72 100 556 530 3 N 06 517W 41.6 150.1 PGG
1040-14522 00000/C000 20004/032 7  09/01c/72 90 556 5138N 06600W 42*7 148.7 PGGG
1040-14525 C0000/COC 200U4/032 093/01/72 90 556 5013N 0 6641 43.7 147.3 PGGG
1040-14531 0000o0/00 20004/0329 09/31/72 60 556 4a4FN 0 6719W 44.7 145.8 PGGG
1040-14572 00000/0000 200U4/0330 09/01/7? 40 556 3434N 07233t 53*1 129*2 PGGG
1040-14575 00000/0000 20004/0331 03/01/72 40 556 3308N 07258W 53.8 127.3 POGG
1040-14581 000c0/O00O 200U4/0332 09/01/72 40 556 3142N 07323W 54.4 125.3 PGGG
1040-14584 00000/C0000 20004/033 09/01/7 30 556 3015N 07348W 55*0 123.2 GGGG
1040-14590 00C000/CC00 200U4/034 09/01/72 30 556 2849N 07412W 55.6 121.1 GGGG
1040-14593 0o000/0000 200U4/0335 03/01/7? 30 5F6 2723N 07436W 56.0 119.0 GGG
1C40-14595 00000/0000 2C004/0336 09/01/72 40 556 2557N 07459W 56*5 116.7 GGG
1040-15002 00OOC/0000 200 0 4/033 7  03/r01/72 40 556 24 3 1N 07522w 56.9 114.5 PGGG
1040-15004 00000C/0000 20004/0338 309/0/7? 40 556 2 30
4 N 07546w 57.2 112.2 PGGP
1040-18154 00000/0000 20002/1371 09/01/72 50 558 6,46N 11028w 34.1 160.4 GGG
1040-18160 00000/0000 20002/1372 09/ 1/7P 40 558 6124N 11136 35.2 158.9 GGGG
1040-1163 000C/O000C 20002/13173 09/C01/7 40 558 6000N 11240w 36.3 157.4 GFGG
1040-18165 00000/0000 20002/1374 09/01/72 70 558 5937N 11338w 37*4 155.9 GGGG
1040-18172 00000/o00 20002/1375 09/01/72 7C 558 5714N 11432W 38.4 154.4 GGGG
1040-18174 00000/0000 200U2/1376 09/01/72 50 558 555N 1152 3  39.5 153.0 GGGG
1040-18181 00000/0000 20002/1377 09/01/72 40 558 5426N 11611w 4C06 151.6 GGGG
1040-18163 0000/co00 2002/1378 09/Ct/72 4o 558 530oN 11656W 41.6 150*2 GGFF
1040-18190 0COO0/O0O0 20002/1379 09/01/72 30 558 5138N 11739v 42.6 148.7 GGGG
1040-18192 OCOo0/000C 20002/1380 09/01/72 20 558 5012N 1119W 43*6 147.3 G3GG
1040-23434 00000/C000' 2002/1381 09/01/7? 70 561 0o03S 14935E 54.9 75.9 GGGG
1040-23441 00000/OCO0 20002/138? 09/01/72 30 561 0130S 14915E 54*3 74.1 GGGG
1040-23443 O000/0o000 200U2/138 3  09/01/72 20 561 o?57S 14854E 53.6 72.3 GGGG
1040-23450 00000/0000 20002/1384 09/01/72 20 561 0424S 14833E 53.0 70.5 GGGG
1040-23452 -00000/000 20002/1385 09/01/72 30 561 0551S 14 81 3 E 52*2 68.9 GGGG
1040-23455 00000/0000 20002/1386 09/n1/72 20 561 0717S 14753E 51*5 67.3 FSGG
1040-23461 00000/0000 20002/1387 09/01/72 50 561 08445 14733E 50.
7  65.8 GGGG
1040-23464 0O000/0000 2002/1388 09/01/7' 90 561 1'11S 14713E 49.9 6444 GrGG
1041-01240 00000/0003 20004/0339 09/02/72 80 562 InOlN 12608E 57.7 91.0 PPP
1041-01243 00000/0000 20004/0340 09/02/72 80 562 OR35N 12547E 57*4 88.7 FGFG
1041-01245 00000/0000 20004/0341 09/02/72 70 562 070RN 12526E 57.2 86.4 FGFG
1041-01252 00000/0000 20304/0342 09/02/72 50 562 0542N 12506E 56.8 84.2 FGFG
104 1 *Q12 5 4 .00000/0000 23004/0343 09/3)/7 60 562 0415N 12446E 56.4 82.1 FGFG
KEYS: CLeUD C5VEP X Oo...**.* ... 0 TO 100 m % CLOUD CAVER. ** m NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY P000.=P. , ,.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G:GaRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PmPOBRa
16Z44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0081
FROM 07/21/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RPIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSSRBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1041-01261 00000/0000 20004/0344 09/0p/72 50 562 0249N 12426E 55*9 80.0 FGFG1041-01263 00000/0000 20004/0345 09/0o/7P 40 562 0122N 12405E 55.4 77.9 FGFG1041-01270 00000/0000 20004/0346 09/0/7? 30 562 0003S 12345E 54*9 76*0 GGGG1041-01272 00000/0000 20004/0347 09/0o/72 20 562 Ot30S 12325E 54,3 74*1 GGGG1041-01275 00000/0000 20004/0348 09/0o/72 20 562 0o57S 12305E 53.7 72.3 G3GG1041-01281 00000/0000 20004/0349 09/0/7p 20 562 0425S 12246E 53.0 70*6 GGFG
1041-01284 00000/0000 20004/0350 09/0/72 20 562 0554S 12226E r203 68*9 GGFG1041-01290 00000/0000 20004/0351 09/0f/7? 3c 562 0720S 12206E 51.5 67.4 GGGG1041-01293 00000/0000 20004/0352 09/0o/7? 10 562 0R46S 12146E 50*7 65.9 GGFG1041,01295 00000/0c00 20004/0353 09/0~/72 20 562 ln13S 12125E 49.9 64*4 GGFG104101302 000C00/0000 20004/0354 09/0/7 10 562 1139S 12104E 49*1 6391 GGGG1041-06174 00000/0000 20002/1389 09/o0/72 7c 565 6528N 07132E 31*6 163.9 GGGG1041"06180 00000/0000 20002/1390 09/07/72 100 565 6408N 0 7011E 32.8 162*1 GGGG1041-06183 00000/000 20002/1391 09/02/7P 80 565 6246N 06857E 33*9 160.5 GGGG1041-06185 00000/0000 20002/1392 09/OP/72 20 565 6123N 06748E 35*0 159.0 GGGG1041-06192 00000/0000 20002/1393 09/0/72 50 565 6001N 06643E 36.1 157.4 GGGG1041-06194 00000/0000 20002/1394 09/02/72 60 565 5837N 0 6544E 37*2 156.0 GGGG
1041-06201 00000/0000 20002/1395 09/0C/7P 60 565 571 4N 064 4 8E 38*3 154.5 GGGG1041-06203 00000/0000 20002/1396 09/02/72 100 565 5550N 06357E 39*3 153.1 GGGG1041-06215 00000/Cooo 20002/1397 09/07/72 c 565 5137N 0 6141E 42.5 148.9 FGG
1041-06221 00000/0000 20002/1398 09/07/72 0 565 5013N 06101E 4305 147.5 FGG1041-06224 00000/0000 20002/1399 09/07/7 2  0 565 4%48N 06022E 44#4 146.0 GGG1041-06230 00000/0000 20002/1400 09/02/72 30 .565 4723N 05945E 45.4 144.5 GGG1041-06233 00000/0000 20002/1401 09/0(/72 40 565 4558N 05910E 46.4 143.0 PFGG1041-06235 00000/0000 20002/1402 09/op/72 30 565 4433N 05836E 47*3 141.5 PPGG1041-06242 00000/0000 20002/1403 09/o0/72 20 565 4 308N o5803E 48*2 139.9 PFGG1041-06244 00000/0000 20002/1404 09/0p/72 0 565 4!43N 05731E 49.1 138.3 FGGG
1041-06251 00000/0000 20002/1405 09/02/72 10 565 4017N 05701E 49.9 136*7 PGGG1041-06253 00000/0000 20002/1406 09/C0/72 0 565 3851N 05631E 50,7 135*0 PGGG
.1041-06260 00000/0000 20002/1407 09/0~/72 10 565 3725N 05603E 51.5 133.2 PFGG1041-06262 00000/0000 20002/1408 09/0o/72 0 565 3600N 05535E 52o3 131*4 PGGG1041-06265 00000/0000 20002/1409 09/0O/7P 0 565 3434 N 05508E 53*0 12905 PGGG1041-06271 00000/0000 20002/1410 09/0G/72 0 565 3309N 05442E 53*6 127.6 PGGG1041-06274 00000/0000 20002/1411 09/07/72 0 565 3142N 05417E 54.3 125.6 PGGG1041-06280 00000/0000 20002/1412 09/02/72 0 565 3 015N 05352E 54*9 123.6 PGGG1041-06283 00000/0000 20002/1413 09/0o/72 0 565 2849N 05328E 55.4 121.5 GpPP1041-06285 00000/0000 20002/1414 09/o0/72 0 565 2723N 0 5304E 55,9 119.4 GGGG1041-06292 00000/0000 20002/1415 09/0?/72 30 565 2556N 052 4 1E 56'4 117.2 GGGG1041-06294 00000/0000 20002/1416 09/0P/72 0 565 2430N 05218E 56*8 114.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ....* *,,,, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY .,........,. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GG598D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POOR,
16:44 MAR 11p,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US 
PAGE 0082
FROB 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORIT pINCIPAL PBINT 
SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM- RBV mSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 
123 45678
1041-06303 00000/0000 2 000 2 /1417 09/02/72 0 565 2138N 05132E 57-4 110.3 PPPP
1041v06310 00000/0000 20002/1418 09/0o/7' 0 565 2011N 05110E 57.7 107.9 GFGG
1041-06312 0000/0000 20002/1419 09/02/72 10 565 1R44N 05048E 57%9 105*5 GGGG
1041-06315 00000/0000 20002/1420 09/0p/72 0 5615 171PN 05027E 5A.0 103.1 GGGG
1041-06321 00000/0000 20002/1421 09/02/72 0 565 1551N 05005E 580 100.7 GGGG
1041-06345 00000/0000 20002/1422 09/02/72 30 551 0A50N 04757E 57.1 86.0 GGG
1041-06351 00000/0000 20002/1423 03/03/72 20 551 0523N 0 4737E 
56.7 83,8 GGGG
1041-06354 00000/0000 20002/1424 09/02/72 10 551 0157N 04 717E 56.3 81.7 GGGG
1041-06360 00000/0000 20002/1425 09/0P/72 20 551 0?31N 04657E 55.9 
79.6 GGGG
1041-06363 00000/O000 20002/14;26 09/02/72 10 551 0104N 04636E 55*4 77.6 GFFF
1041-09464 00000/0000 20002/1427 09/02/72 10 567 571IN 01311E 38.3 154.5 FFGG
1041-09471 00000/0000 20002/1428 09/02/72 20 567 5548N o0129E 3903 153.1 FFGG
1041-09473 00000/0000 20002/1429 09/C,/72 60 567 5423N 01131E 40a4 151.7 PFFP
1041-09480 00000/0000 20002/1430 09/0 /72 90 567 5p59N 01045E 41*4 150.3 PFGG
1041-13331 00000/0000 20002/1432 09/02/72 2C 569 1140S 05938W 49*2 63.3 FPGG
1041-13334 00000/0000 20002/1433 09/02/72 50 569 13075 05959W 48.3 62.0 PPGG
1041-13340 00000/C000 20002/1434 09/02/72 60 569 1433S 06020W 47.4 60.8 PPGG
1041-13343 00000/0000 20002/1435 09/0P/72 8C 569 1559S 06041W 46.5 59.6 
PFGG
1041-13345 00000/0000 20002/1436 09/02/72 8C 569 1726S 06102W 
45"5 58*5 PFGG
1041-13352 00000/0000 20002/1437 09/02/72 70 569 1852S 06123W 44.5 57.5 
PGGG
1041-13354 00000/0000 20002/1438 09/02/72 70 569 201RS 06145W 43.6 56.6 PGGG
1041-13375 00000/0000 20002/1439 09/02/72 0 569 2729S 06339w 38*4 52.7 
GGGG
1041-13381 0000/OOC00 20002/1440 09/02/72 0 569 2855S 06403W 
37.3 52.1 GGGG
1041-13384 00000/0000 20002/1441 09/02/72 0 569 3n21S 06428W 36.2 51.5 GGGP
1041-13390 00000/0000 20002/1442 09/02/72 0 569 3147S 06453W 35.1 51.0 GGGG
1041-13393 00000/0000 20002/1443 09/02/72 0 569 3313S 06519w 34.0 50o5 GGGG
1041-13395 00000/0000 20002/14,4 09/02/72 0 569 3438S 06545W 32.8 50.1 GGGG
1041-13402 00000/0003 200U2/1445 09/2/
7 2 0 569 3604 S  0 6612W 31.7 49.7 GGG
1041-13404 00000/0000 20002/14,6 09/02/72 0 569 37295 06639W 30.6 49o4 GGG
1041-13411 00000/0000 20002/14,7 09/02/72 0 569 3854S 06707W ;9.4 
49.1 GGG
1041-13413, 00000/0000 20002/1448 09/02/72 0 569 4o199 06737w 
28.3 48.9 GGG
1041-13420 0000C/0000 20002/14,9 09/02/72 0 569 4144S 06
8 07w 27.1 48.7 FGF
1041-13422 00000/0000 20002/1450 09/02/72 10 569 4309S 06839W 25.9 48.5 GOG
1041-13425 00000/0000 20002/1451 09/02/72 70 569 4435S 0 6911W p4.7 48.4 GGG
1041-15042 00000/0000 20002/1452 09/02/72 30 570 301 4 N 0751 4W 54*8 123.7 FFFG
1041-15060 00000/C000 20002/1453 09/02/72 20 57'0 2428N 07649w 56.8 115.1 FGFG
1041-15063 00000/0000 2000U2/1454 09/o0/72 20 570 2300N 07712W 57.1 112.8 FGFG
1041"16401 00000/0000 20002/1455 09/02/72 20 571 5547N 09101W 39.2 153.2 PPPP
1041-16403 00000/0000 20002/14!56 09/02/72 10 571 54 23N 09149W 40.3 151.8 
GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % 0**,.**''....  TO 100 % CLBUD CVER. ** U NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY 'e...'.. BLANKSoBAND NOT PRFSVNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED9 
G=GOD9 FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PvPOORe
16:44 ,AR 11i'74 STAN3ARD CATALOG FOR N5N-uS PAGE 0083
FRsM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICReFILM R9LL N4*,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PPSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED .COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM ,  RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1041-16410 00000/0000 2030021457 09/op/7P 20 571 5?59N o9234w 41*3 150.4 GGG
1041o16412 0030/0000 20002/1458 09/2/7? 10 571 5 135!N 09316W 4P.3 148.9 GGGG
1041-16415 00000/0000 20002/1459 09/02/72 30 571 5 W10N 09356W 43*4 147.5 GGGG
1041'16485 00000/000o 20002/1460 09 /2p/ 7 2 50 571 2554N 1 0215W 56*3 117*4 .GGGG
1041-16492 00000/0000 20002/1461 09/02/72 40 571 2428N 10237W 56.7 115.1 GGGG
1041-16494 00000/0000 2'002/1462 09/02/7p 20 571 2302N 10300w 57*1 112.8 GGGG
1041-16501 00000/0000 20002/1463 09/0?/72 50 571 2135N 10322W 57*4 110.5 GGGG
1041*18242 00000/0000 20002/1464 09/0/72 70 572 5259N 11822W 41.3 150.4 GGGG
1041-18244 00000/000 20002/1465 09/0/72 60 572 51 3 5N 11905W 42*3 149.0 GGGG
1042-06282 00c00o/000 20002/1466 09/03/72 70 579 4s46N 05857E 442 146*3 GGGG
1042-06285 00000/0000 200o2/1467 09/03/7p 50 579 4721N 05820E 45.1 144.8 GGGG
1042-06291 00000/0000 20002/1468 09/03/72 40 579 4r56N 05745E 46.1 143.3 GGGG
1042-06294 O000/c0000 20002/1469 09/01/7? 10 579 4 43 1N 05711E 47*0 141.8 GGGG
10 4 2-06300 00000/0000 20002/1470 09/03/72 0 579 4306N 05638E 47.9 140.3
1042"06303 00000/0000 20002/1471 09/03/72 0 579 4140N o5606E 48.8 138.7 GG
10 4 2 -06 3 05 00000/0000 20002/1472 09/03/72 0 579 4O15N 05536E 49.7 137* 0  GGGG
1042-J6312 00000/C,000 20002/1473 03/03/72 C 579 3849N 05506E 50*5 135.4 GGGG
1042-o6314 00000/0000 20002/1474 09 /C3/ 7? 2 0 579 3723N 0 5438E 51*3 133.6 GGGG
1042-06321 00000/0000 20002/1475 09/03/7? 0 579 3557N 05411E 52.0 131*8 GGGG
1042-36323 00000/0000 20002/1476 09/03/7? 0 579 3432N 05344E 52.8 130.0 GGGG
1042-06330 a0000/0000 20002/1477 04/03/72 O 579 3305N 05318E 53.5 128.1 GGGG
1042-36332 000o0/0000 20002/1478 09/03/72 0 579 3139N 05252E 54*1 126.1 GGGG
1042*06335 00000/0000 20002/1479 09/03/72 0 579 3013N 05 227E 54*7 124.1 GGGG
1042-06341 00000/0000 20002/1480 09/03/7 C 579 2947N 05203E 55.3 122.0 GGGG
1042-J6344 00000/0000 20002/1481 09/03/72 0 579 2721N 05138E 55.8 119.9 PP
1042-06350 00000/C0000 20002/1482 09/03/72 0 579 2554N 05115E 56.3 117.7 GGGG
1042-06353 00000/0000 20002/1483 09/03/72 0 579 2428N 05052E 56.7 115.5 GGGG
104206355 00000/000CC 20002/1484 09/03/72 10 579 2301N 05029E 57*0 113.2 GGGG
1042-06362 00000/0000 20002/1485 09/03/72 10 579 2t35N 05007E 57.3 110.9 GGGG
1042-06371 00000/0000 20002/1486 09/03/72 0 579 1842N 04923E 57*8 106.2 Pppp
1042-06373 00000/0000 20002/1487 09/03/72 0 579 1716N 04901E 57.9 103.8 PPPP
1042"06330 00000/0000 20002/1488 09/03/72 10 579 1549N 0 4840E 58*0 101.4 GGGG
1042-06382 000/000 20002/1489 09/03/72 0 579 1422N 04 819E 58.0 98.9 GGGG
1042-06385 00000/0000 20002/1490 09/03/72 30 579 1256N 04758E 58.0 96*5 GGGG
1042-06391 00000/0000 20002/1491 09/03/72 40 579 1129N 04738E 57*9 94.2 GGGG
1042-06394 0000/0000 20002/1492 09/03/7? 70 579 1002N 04717E 57.7 91.8 GGGG
1042w06400 000O00/C00 20002/1493 09/03/72 30 579 0835N 04657E 57.5 89.5 GGGG
1042-06403 00000/0000 20002/1494 03/03/72 10 579 0709N 04636E 57*2 87.2 GGGG
1042-06405 00000/0000 20002/1495 09/03/72 10 579 0542N 04616E 56.9 85.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % C,,,,,,,,,., 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CPVER. ** . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
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16144 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0085
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN R8LL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1042015021 00000/0000 20002/1536 09/03/7P 80 584 5708N 065 44W 37*9 154.7 FGPG
1042*15024 00000/0000 20002/1537 09/03/72 30 584 5544N 0 6635W 39*0 153*3 GGPG
1042:15030 00000/0000 20002/1538 09/03/72 10 584 5420N 0 6722W 40'0 151.9 FGPG
1042*15033 00000/0000 20002/1539 09/03/72 60 584 5257N 06808W 4t,1 150.5 FFPG
1042w15035 00000/0000 20002/1540 09/03/72 100 584 5132N 06851w 42*1 149.1 FFPG
1042-15042 00000/0000 20002/1541 09/03/72 100 584 5008N 06932W 43.1 147,7 FGPG
1042-15044 00000/0000 20002/1542 09/03/72 100 584 4R44N 07011W 44*1 146*3 FGGG
1042-15110 00000/0000 20002/1543 09/03/72 30 584 2718N 07728W 55*7 100 FGPG
1042-15112 00000/0000 20002/1544 09/03/72 30 584 2552N 07752W 56*2 117.9 GGPG
1042-15115 00000/0000 20002/1545 09/03/7? 40 584 2424N 07815W 56.6 115*6 FGPG1042-16464 00000/0000 20002/1546 09/03/72 40 585 5P57N 09359w 41*0 150*6 FFPG
1042"16471 00000/0000 20002/1547 09/03/7? 20 585 5133N 09441W 42.1 149.2 FGPG
1043"01342 00000/0000 20002/1549 09/04/72 50 590 1418N 12417E 58,0 99*4 GGGG
1043-01344 00000/0000 20002/1550 09/04/72 70 590 1250N 12355E 58.0 97.0 GGGG
1043-01351 00000/0000 20002/1551 09/04/7? 70 590 1123N 12334E 57.9 94.6 GGGG
1043*01353 00000/0000 20002/1552 09/04/72 70 590 0957N 12313E 57.8 923 GGGG
1043-01360 00000/OC0000 20002/1553 09/04/72 90 590 OA30N 12252E 5705 89.9 GGGG
1043-01362 00000/0000 20002/1554 09/04/72 80 590 0703N 12232E 57*3 87.7 GGGG
1043-01365 00000/0000 20002/1555 09/04/72 70 590 0537N 12212E 57.0 85.4 GGGG
1043-01371 00000/0000 20002/1556 09/04/72 60 5 90 0411N 12153E 56.6 83.2 GGGG
1043-01374 00000/0000 20002/1557 09/04/72 50 590 024 4 N 12133E 56*2 81.1 GGGG1043-01385 00000/0000 20002/1559 09/04/72 60 590 0135S 12032E 54.6 75*2 GGGG
1043-01392 00000/0000 20002/1560 09/04/72 90 .590 0304S 12012E 54,0 73.3 GGGG
1043-01401 00000/0000 20002/1561 09/04/72 10 590 0558S 11933 E  52e6 69.9 PPPP
1043-01403 00000/0000 20002/1562 09/04/72 30 590 0724S 11912E 51*9 68.3 GGGG
1043-01410 00000/0000 20002/1563 09/04/72 2c 590 0851S 11852E 51.1 66.7 GGGG
1043-01412 00000/0000 20002/1564 09/04/72 10 590 1017S 11831E 50o3 65*3 GGGG
1043-04535 00000/0000 20002/1565 09/04/72 0 592 3847N 07924E 50.3 135.7 PPP
1043-04541 00000/0000 20002/1566 09/04/72 10 592 3720N 07856E 51.1 134*0 PPPP
1043-04544 00000/0000 20002/1567 09/04/72 60 592 3553N 078301 51*8 132.2 GGGG
1043-04550 00000/0000 20002/1568 09/04/72 50 592 3426N 07804E 52.6 130*4 GGGG
1043-04553 00000/0000 20002/1569 09/04/72 10 592 3301N 07738E 53*3 128.5 GGGG
1043-04555 00000/0000 20002/1570 09/04/72 20 592 3136N 07713E 53.9 126.6 GGGG
1043-04562 00000/0000 20002/1571 09/04/72 10 592 3009N 07647E 54.5 124.6 GGGG
1043-04564 00000/0000 20002/1572 09/04/72 0 592 2843N 07623E 55.1 122.5 GGGG
1043-04571 00000/0000 20002/1573 09/04/72 0 592 2717N 07559E 55*6 120.4 GGGG
1043"04573 00000/0000 20002/1574 09/04/72 20 592 2551N 07535E 56*1 118*2 GGGG
1043-04580 00000/0000 20002/1575 09/04/72 30 592 2a25N 07511E 56.6 116*0 GGGG
1043-04582 00000/0000 20002/1576 09/04/72 70 592 2258N 07448E 56*9 113.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %X *.,,*..,,, 0 Te 100 % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *o,*,.*. .. BLANKSPBAND NET PRESFNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLEDi GaGeaD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PmPBeBR
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NONMUS PAGE 0086
FReM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI9N IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1043-04585 00000/0000 20002/1577 09/04/7 60 592 2131N 0 7426E 57.3 111.4 GGGG
104304591 00000/0000 20002/1578 09/04/7P 80 592 2005N 07404E 57*5 109.1 GGGG
1043-04594 00000/0000 20002/1579 09/04/72 90 592 1838N 07342E 57.7 106.7 GGGG
1043-05000 00000/0000 20002/1580 09/04/7P 80 592 1712N 07320E 57.9 104.3 GGGG
1043-05003 00000/0000 20002/1581 09/04/72 70 592 1945N 0 7259E 58*0 101*9 GGGG
1043-05005 00000/0000 20002/1582 09/04/72 40 592 1418N 07238E 58.0 99.5 GGGG
1043-05012 00000/0000 20002/1583 09/04/7p 70 592 1252N 07218E 58.0 97.1 GGGG
1043-05014 00000/0000 20002/1584 09/04/72 70 592 1125N 07157E 57.9 94.7 GGGG
1043-05021 00000/0000 20002/1585 09/04/72 10 592 0958N 07135E 57.8 92*4 GGGG
1043-06350 00000/0000 20002/1586 09/04/72 30 593 4553N 05617E 45.8 143.6 FGGG
1043-06352 00000/0000 20002/1587 09/04/72 20 593 4428N 05542E 46.8 142.1 FGGG
1043-06355 00000/0000 20002/1588 09/04/72 0 593 4303N 05510E 47o7 140*6 GGGG
1043-06361 00000/0000 20002/1589 09/04/72 0 593 4137N 05439E 48*6 139.0 GGGG
1043-06364 00000/0000 20002/1590 09/04/72 0 593 4012N 05408E 49*4 137.4 GGGG
1043-06373 00000/0000 20002/1591 09/04/72 20 593 3720N 05311E 51.0 134.0 FPPP
1043-06375 00000/0000 20002/1592 09/04/72 10 593 3 554N 05243E 51.8 132.3 GGGG
1043-06382 00000/0000 20002/1593 09/04/7? 0 593 3429N 05216E 52.6 130.4 GGGG
1043-06384 00000/0000 20002/1594 09/04/72 0 593 3303N 05151E 53*2 128.5 GGGG
1043-06391 00000/0000 20002/1595 09/04/72 0 593 3137N 05125E 53*9 126*6 GGGG
1043-06393 00000/0000 20002/1596 09/04/72 0 593 3011N 05101E 54.5 124.6 GGGG
1043-06400 00000/0000 20002/1597 09/04/72 0 593 2A45N 05036E 55.1 122.6 GGGG
1043*06402 00000/0000 20002/1598 09/04/72 0 593 2718N 05012E 55*6 120.4 FFFF
1043006405 00000/0000 20002/1599 09/04/7P 0 593 2552N 04949E 56.1 118.3 GGGG
1043-06411 00000/0000 20002/1600 09/04/72 0 593 2426N 04926E 56@5 116.1 GGGG
1043-06414 00000/0000 20002/1601 09/04/7? 0 593 2 3 00 N O4904E 56.9 113.8 GGGG
1043-06420 00000/0000 20002/1602 09/04/7p ** 593 2133N 04841E 57.2 1115
1043*06422 00000/0000 20002/1603 09/04/72 100 593 2031N 04825E 57.4 109.8 G
1043-06425 00000/0000 20002/1604 09/04/7? 100 593 1904N 04803E 57.7 107.4 GFPG
1043-06431 00000/0000 20002/1605 09/04/72 90 !593 1738N 0474 1E 57.8 105.1 GFPG
1043-06441 00000/0000 20002/1606 09/04/72 10 593 1420N 04653E 58.0 99.6 GGGG
1043-06443 00000/0000 20002/1607 09/04/72 10 !593 1P53N 04632E 58.0 97.2 GGGG
1043-06450 00000/0000 20002/1608 09/04/7P 10 593 1126N 046 12E 57*9 94.8 FFGF
1043-06452 00000/0000 20002/1609 09/04/7p 30 593 1000N 04551E 57.8 92.4 GGGG
1043-06455 00000/0000 20002/1610 09/04/7? 40 593 0833N 04531E 57.6 90*1 GGGG
1043*06461 00000/0000 20002/1611 09/04/72 40 593 0706N 0 4510E 57*3- 8798 GGGG
1043-06464 00000/0000 20002/1612 09/04/72 30 593 0540N 04449E 57*0 85.6 GGGG
1043-06470 00000/0000 20002/1613 09/04/72 50 593 0413N 04429E 56.6 83.4 GGGG
1043-06473 00000/0000 20002/1614 09/04/72 70 593 0246N 04408E 56.2 81.3 GGGG
1043-06475 00000/0000 20002/1615 09/04/72 60 593 0119N 04348E 55.7 79*2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ....... '...... 0 TO 100 m % CLOUD CSVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o............. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RcRECYCLEDo G=GBRD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPOORe
16;44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0087
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R&LL N9,/ DATE CLBUD SRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV , AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1043*06482 00000/0000 20002/1616 09/04/7P 40 593 0007S 04 328E 55*2 77*2 GGGG
1043-06484 00000/0000 20002/1617 09/04/72 40 593 01345 04308E 54.6 75*3 GGGG
1043-08183 00000/0000 20002/1618 09/04/72 10 594 4441N 02959E 46.6 142.4 GGPG1043-08190 00000/0000 20002/1619 C9/04/7 20 594 4316N 02926E 47.5 140*9 FGFG
1043*08192 00000/0000 20002/1620 09/04/72 80 594 4151N 02854E 48.4 139.3 GGGG
1043*08195 00000/0000 20002/1621 09/04/7P 40 594 4026N 0282 4E 49.3 137.7 FGGG
1043"08201 00000/0000 20002/1622 09/04/72 10 594 3901N 02754E 50*1 136.0 GGFG
1043m08204 00000/0000 20002/1623 09/04/72 10 594 3735N 02725E 50,9 134.3 FGFG
1043-08210 00000/0000 20002/1624 09/04/72 80 594 3609N 02657E 51.7 132.6 GGFG
1043-08213 00000/0000 20002/1625 09/04/72 70 594 3443N 02630E 52*4 130.8 GGFG
1043-09551 00000/0000 20002/1626 \09/04/72 40 595 6656N 01845E 29.6 166.2 GGFG
1043-09560 00000/C000 20002/1627 09/04/72 90 595 6402N 01539E 32*1 162.4 GGGG
1043-09563 00000/0000 20002/1628 09/04/72 90 595 62 40N 01424E 33*2 160*8 GGGG
1043-09565 00000/0000 20002/1629 09/04/72 80 595 6 11 8N 01315E 34.3 159.3 GGGG
1043-09572 00000/0000 20002/1630 09/04/72 20 595 5955N 01212E 35.4 157.8 GGGG
1043-09574 00000/0000 20002/1631 09/04/72 20 595 5p32N 01113E 36.5 156.3 GGGG
1043-09581 o00oo00/p00 20002/1632 09/04/72 20 595 570 9N 01019E 37*6 154.9 GGGG
1043-09583 000o0/o000 20002/1633 09/04/72 10 595 5945N 00927E 38.7 153,5 PPPP
1043"09590 00000/0000 20002/1634 09/04/72 4 0 595 5421N 0 0 839E 39.7 152*1 GGGG
1043-09592 00000/0000 20002/1635 09/04/72 60 595 525 7N 0075 4E 40.8 150.8 GGGG
1043-09595 0-0000/0000 20002/1636 09/04/7P 20 595 5133N 00711E 41e8 149.4 GGGG1043-10001 00000/0000 20002/1637 09/04/7p 10 595 5008N 00630E . 42.8 148*0 GGGG
1043"15071 00000/0000 20002/1638 09/04/72 30 598 5954N 06517W 35.3 157.8 GGPG
1043-15073 00000/0000 20002/1639 09/04/72 90 598 5R3 2N 06616W 3604 156.4 GGPG
1043-15080 00000/0000 20002/1640 09/04/72 100 598 5709N 067 11W 37.5 155*0 GGPG
1043-15082 00000/0000 20002/1641 09/04/72 100 598 5 545 N 068 02w 38.6 153.6 GGGG
1043-15085 00000/0000 20002/1642 09/04/72 100 598 5422N 06 8 49 W 39.7 152.2 GGPG
1043*15091 00000/0000 20002/1643 09/04/72 100 598 5p57N 06933W 40*7 150,8 GGGG
1043-15094 00000/0000 20002/1644 09/04/72 100 598 5133N 07016W 4108 149.4 GGGG
1043-15100 00000/0000 20002/1645 09/04/72 100 598 5008N 07057W 42*8 148.0 GGPG
1043-15103 00000/0000 20002/1646 09/04/72 100 598 4843N o7136W 43*8 146.6 GGPG
1043-15180 00000/0000 20002/1647 09/04/72 90 598 2258N 08003W 56*9 114*0 FFPF
1043-16525 00000/0000 20002/1648 09/04/72 70 599 5134N 09605W 41.7 149*5 GGPG
1043-17002 00000/0000 20002/1649 09/04/72 10 599 2553N 10505W 56*0 118.6 GGGG
1043-17005 00000/0000 20002/1650 09/04/72 10 599 2426N 10528W 56.5 116.3 GGGG
1043-17011 00000/0000 20002/1651 09/04/7. 10 599 2300N 10551W 5609 114.1 GGGG
1043-17014 00000/0000 20002/1652 09/04/72 10 599 2133N 106 13W 57*2 111.8 GGFG
1043*18284 00000/0000 20002/1653 09/04/72 30 600 7531N 09341W P1,4 184.2 GGGG
1043-18290 00000/0000 20002/1654 09/04/72 80 600 7422N 09708W 22*6 180.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % e.,....*o ...... 0 TO 100 x % CLBUD COVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .*.*.......... BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED- G.GBBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P-PBBRO
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0088
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICPBFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PnSITI9N IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1043e18293 00000/0000 20002/1655 09/04/72 50 600 7311N 10007w 23o8 177.5 GGGG
1043-18295 00000/0000 20002/1656 09/04/72 90 600 7156N 10244W 25*0 174.7 GGGG
1043*18302 00030/OCOo 20002/1657 09/04/7p 90 600 7040N 10503W 26.2 172.2 GGGG
1043-18304 00000/0000 20002/1658 09/04/72 90 600 6O23N 10707w 27*3 169.9 GGGG
1043-18311 00000/0000 20002/1659 09/04/72 90 600 6R04N 10859W 28*5 167.8 GGGG
1043018313 00000/0000 20002/1660 09/04/72 100 600 6644N 11038W 29.6 165.9 GGGG
1043-18320 00000/0000 20002/1661 09/04/72 100 600 6524N 11207W 30.8 1641 GGGG
1043-18322 00000/0000 20002/1662 09/04/72 90 600 6403N 11329w 3199 162.5 GGGG
1043-18325 00000/0000 20002/1663 09/04/72 100 600 6241N 11443W 33.1 160*9 GGGG
1043*18331 00000/0000 20002/1664 09/04/72 90 600 6j19N 11552W 34.2 159.3 GGGG
1043-18334 00000/0000 20002/1665 09/04/72 40 600 5957N 11654W 35*3 157*8 GGGG
1043-18340 00000/0000 20002/1666 09/04/72 0 600 5A34N 11752W 36*4 156.4 GGGG
1043-18343 00000/0000 20002/1667 09/04/72 60 600 5710N 11846W 37.5 155*0 GGGG
1043-18345 00000/0000 20002/1668 09/04/72 80 600 5546N 11937W 38.6 15306 GGGG
1043-18352 00000/CC00 20002/1669 09/04/72 a* 600 5421N 12025W 39.6 152.2 GGGG
1043-18354 00000/o00 20002/1670 09/04/72 20 600 5258N 12110W 40*7 150.9 GGGG
1043-18361 00000/0000 20002/1671 09/04/72 20 600 5133N 12153W 41*7 149.5 GGGG
1043*20104 00000/0000 20002/1672 09/04/72 80 601 7A35N 10513W 17*8 198.6 GGGG
1043-20111 00000/0000 20002/1673 09/04/72 80 601 7 739 N 11041w 19.0 193.1 GGGG
1043-20113 00000/0000 20002/1674 09/04/72 70 601 7638N 1 1524W 20,2 188.4 GGGG
1043-20120 00000/0o00 20002/1675 09/04/72 70 601 753 2 N 11927 21*4 184.2 GGGG
1043-20122 00000/0000 20002/1676 09/04/72 10 601 7422N 12256W 22*6 180,7 GGGG
1043-20125 00000/0000 20002/1677 09/04/72 20 601 731ON 12558W 23*8 177.5 GGGG
1043-20131 00000/0000 20002/1678 09/04/7P 30 601 7156N 12836W 25*0 174*7 GGGG
1043-20134 00000/0000 20002/1679 09/04/72 10 601 7040N 13056W 26.1 172*2 GGGG
1043-20140 00000/0000 20002/1680 09/04/72 0 601 6923N 13300W 27*3 169.9 GGGG
1043*20143 00000/0000 20002/1681 09/04/72 0 601 6804N 13449w 28*5 167*8 GGGG
1043=21545 00000/0000 20002/1682 09/04/72 100 602 7638N 14114W 20.2 188.4 GGGG
1043-21551 00000/0000 20002/1683 09/04/7P 100 602 7532N 14 517W 2104 184*2 GGGG
1044-01312 00000/0000 20002/1684 09/09/72 C 604 4428N 13142E 46.5 142.4 PPPP
1044-01314 00000/0000 20002/1685 09/05/72 0 604 4302N 13109E 47*4 140.9 GGGG
104-01321 00000/0000 20002/1686 09/05/7P 10 604 4137N 13037E 48.3 139,3 -GGGG
1044w01332 00000/0000 20002/1688 09/05/72 20 604 3720N 12908E 50-8 1344 GGGG
1044-01335 00000/0000 20002/1689 09/05/72 70 604 3554N 12841E 51*6 132*6 GGGG
1044-01341 00000/0000 20002/1690 09/05/72 60 604. 3427N 12814E 52v4 130*8 PPPP
104401344 00000/0000 20002/1691 09/05/72 40 604 3302N 12749E 53*1 129.0 GGGG
104401391 00000/0000 20002/1692 09/05/72 40 604 1710N 12332E 57*8 105.0 PPPP
1044-01394 00000/0000 20002/1693 09/05/72 50 604 1543N 12311E 57.9 102.6 GGGG
1044001405 .00000/0000 20002/1694 09/05/72 50 604 1152N 12216E 57*9 96*1 GGFG
KEYSI CLBUD COVER % ea..o*@**eo, o 0 T8 100 ; % CLBU D CIVER. ** m NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ,oeoeveo'*,oome BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, G.GBD. FpFAIR BUT USABLE* PPBR*
46244 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.uS PAGE 0089
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD iRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID -PPSITI5N IN ReLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1044-01411 -00000/0000 20002/1695 09/05/72 40 604 1026N 12155E 57.8 93*8 GGFG
1044-01414 00000/0000 20002/1696 09/05/72 30 604 0259N 12135E 57.7 91.4 GGFG
1044"01420 00000/0000 20002/1697 09/05/72 7, 6r4 073N 12114E 57.4 89.1 GGFG
1044:01423 00000/0000 20002/1698 09/05/72 80 604 0605N 12054E 57.2 86,8 GGFG
1044-01425 00000/0000 20002/1699 09/05/72 30 604 0439N 12033E 56*8 84.6 GGFG
1044-01432 ooo00000/oo0 20002/1700 09/O5/72 20 604 0391N 12013E 56*4 8275 GGFG
1044-01434 00000/0000 20002/1701 09/05/72 20 604 0145N 11953E 56*0 80.4 GGFG1044-01441 00000/000U 20002/1702 09/05/72 30 604 0019N 11932E 55*5 78.3 GGFG1044-01443 00000/0000 20002/1703 09/05/72 60 604 O107S 11912E 54*9 76.4 GGFG
1044"01450 00000/0000 20002/1704 09/05/72 70 6n4 0233S 11852E 54.4 74.5 GGFG
1044"01452 00000/0000 20002/1705 09/05/72 10 604 0401S 11832E 53o7 72o7 GGFG
1044-01455 oo000o0/000 20002/1706 09/ 0 5 /7 2  i0 604 0529S 11812E 53.1 71.0 GG3FG
1044-01461 00000/0000 20002/1707 09/05/72 10 604 06565 11752E 52.4 69.3 GGFG
1044.01464 00000/0000 20002/1708 09/05/7p 10 604 0823S 117 32E 51,6 67,7 GGFG
1044-01470 00000/0000 20002/1709 09/05/72 10 604 0949S 11711E 50*8 66*2 GGFG1044"03141 00000/0000 20002/1710 09/05/72 40 605 4555N 10627E 45*6 143*9 PPPP
1044-03143 00000/0000 20002/1711 09/05/72 80 605 4429N 10553E 46.5 142.4 GGGG
1044-03150 00000/0000 20002/1712 09/0/7P 60 605 4103N 10521E 47*4 140.9 GGGG
1044-03152 OO00o000 20002/1713 .09/05/72 60 605 4138N 10450E 48.3 139.4 GGGG
1044-03155 00000/0000 20002/1714 09/05/72 60 605 4013N 10420E 49*2 137.8 GGGG
1044'05032 000000000 20002/1715 09/05/72 0 6,6 2552N o7409E 56*0 118.9 PPPP
1044-05034 00000/0000 20002/1716 09/c/7p 40 606 2425N 07346E 56.4 116.7 pppp
1044-05041 00000/0000 -20002/1717 09/o05/72 90 606 2258N o7323E 56.8 114.4 GGGG
1044-05043 00000/0000 20002/1718 09./05/72 70 606 2132N 07301E 57*1 112*1 GqGG
1044-05050' 00000/0000 20002/1719 09/C5/7? 60 606 2005N 07238E 57'4 109.8 GGGG
1044-05052 00000/0000 20002/1720 09/05/72 80 606 1839N 07216E 57*7 107.4 GGGG
1044"05055 00000/0000 20002/1721 09/05/7? 90 606 1712N 07155E 57.8 105*1 GGGG
1044"06431 00000/0000 20002/1722 09/05/7? 30 607 372ON 05145E 50*8 i134,5 GGG
1044"06434 00000/0000 20002/1723 09/05/72 30 607 3554N 05118E 51*6 132.7 GGGG
1044006440 00000/0000 20002/1724 09/0/72 0 607 3429N 05051E 52.3 13099 GGGG1044-06443 00000/0000 20002/1725 09/05/72 0 607 3303N 05025E 53.0 129.1 GGGG
1044-06445 00000/0000 20002/1726 09/05/72 0 607 3137N 05000E 53*7 127*2 GIGG
1044-06452 00000/0000 20002/1727 09/05/7P 0 607 3c12N 04935E 54.3 125.2 F9GG
1044-06454 00000/0000 20002/1728 09/05/72 0 607 2A45N 04910E 54.9 123*1 GBGG
1044-06461 00000/0000 20002/1729 09/05/72 0 607 2719N 04847E 55.5 121*1 GGGG
1044o06463 00000/0000 20002/1730 09/05/72 50 607 2552N 04824E 56*0 118a9 GGG
1044"06470 00000/0000 20002/1731 09/05/72 60 607 2426N 04801E 56*4 116@7 GGGG104406472 00000/0000 20002/1732 09/05/72 70 607 2300N 04738E 56.8 114.5 GGGG
1044,06475 00000/0000 20002/1733 09/05/72 70 607 2133N 04715E 57*1 112.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % *...o......o C TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALITY .o...o..°..... RLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDi G=GbD0. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11,174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NDN.US PAGE 0090
FReM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICReFILM R LL ~N/ DATE CLBUD IRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITI9N IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1044"06481 00000/0000 20002/1734 09/05/72 100 607 20 07N o4652E 57.4 109*9 GGGG
1044-06484 00000/0000 20002/1735 09/05/72 100 607 IR41N 04 630E 5797 107*5 GGGG
1044-06490 00000/0000 20002/1736 09/05/72 80 607 1714N 04609E 57.8 105.1 GGGG
1044-06493 00000/0000 20002/1737 09/05/72 70 607 1547N 04548E 57*9 102.7 GGGG
1044-06495 00000/0000 20002/1738 09/09/72 10 607 1420N 0 4527E 58*0 100*3 PPP
1044-06502 00000/0000 20002/1739 09/05/72 20 607 1253N 04506E 580O 97.9 PPPP
1044-06504 00000/0000 20002/1740 09/05/72 10 607 1126N 04445E 57.9 95.5 GGGG
1044-06511 00000/0000 20002/1741 09/~5/72 10 607 100N 04424E 57.8 93*2 GGGG
1044-06513 00000/0000 20002/1742 09/05/72 20 607 0833N 04403E 57*6 90.8 GGGG
1044-06520 00000/0000 20002/1743 09/05/72 30 607 070 7 N 04343L 57*4 88.5 GGGG
1044-06522 00000/0000 20002/17'44 09/05/72 20 607 054ON 04323E 57.1 86.3 GGGG
1044-06525 00000/0000 20002/1745 09/05/72 80 607 0414N 04302E 56o7 84.1 GGGG
1044-06531 00000/0000 20002/1746 09/05/72 80 607 OP46N 04242E 56.3 81.9 GGGG
1044"06534 00000/0000 20002/1747 09/0/7 70 607 0119N 04 221E 55.9 79.9 GGGG
1044-06540 00000/0000 20002/1748 09/05/72 60 607 0007S 04201E 55.4 77*9 GGGG
1044-06543 00000/0000 20002/1749 09/05/72 50 607 0133S 04141E 54.8 75.9 GGGG
1044-06545 00000/0000 20002/1750 09/05/72 80 607 0300S 04121E 54.2 74*1 GGGG
1044-08251 00000/0000 20002/1751 09/05/72 20 608 4138N 02724E 48*2 139.4 GGGG
1044-08260 0000/0000 20004/0355 09/05/72 10 608 3q48N 02624E 50*0 136o2 GGGG
1044008263 00000/0000 20004/03956 09/05/72 10 608 3722N 02555E 50.8 134.5 GGGG
1044-08265 00000/0000 20004/0357 09/05/72 20 608 3556N 02528E 51.5 132.8 GGGG
1044-08272 00000/0000 20004/0358 09/05/72 10 608 3430N 02501E 52*3 131.0 GGGG
1044-10033 00000/0000 20004/0359 09/05/72 20 609 5532N 00951E 36.2 156.5 GGGG
1044-10035 00000/0000 20004/0360 09/05/72 60 609 5709N 00856E 37o3 155.1 GGGG
1044-10042 00000/0000 20004/0361 09/05/72 90 609 5545N 00804E 38.3 153.8 GGGG
1044-10044 00000/0000 20004/0362 09/05/72 90 609 5421N 00715E 39*4 152.4 GGGG
1044-10051 00000/0000 20004/0363 09/05/7P 80 609 5257N 00630E 4005 151.0 GGGG
1044-10053 00000/0000 20004/0364 09/05/72 70 609 5133N 00546E 41.5 149.6 GGGG
1044-10060 00000/0000 20004/0365  09/05/72 30 609 5009N 00505E 42.5 148.3 GGGG
1044-10062 00000/0000 20004/0366 09/05/72 10 609 4844N 00427E 43.5 146*9 GGGG
1044-13500 ,00000/0000 20004/0367 09/05/72 0 611 1012S 06338W 50*7 66*0 GGGG
1044-15061 00000/0000 20004/0368 09/09/72 9c 612 7924N 02245W 16.3 205*0 GPGG
1044*15064 00000/0000 20004/0369 09 /c0/7 ? 100 612 7835N 0 2908W 17o5 198.7 GPGG
1044-15070 00000/0000 20004/0370 09/05/72 100 612 7739N 03438W 18*7 193*2 GPGG
1044-15073 00000/0000 20004/0371 09/05/72 100 612 763RN 03921w 19*9 188.4 GPGG
1044-15075 00000/0000 200U4/0372 09/05/72 50 612 753;N 04325W 21.1 184.3 GGGG
1044-15082 00000/0000 20004/0373 09/05/72 50 612 742?N 04654W 22v3 180.7 GPGG
1044-15084 00000/0000 20004/0374 09/bS/72 90 612 7310N 04956W 23s5 177.6 GGGG
1044-15091 00000/0000 20004/0375 09/05/72 90 612 7156N 05235w 24*7 174.8 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .. ,........... 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD C4VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY a....o ..... oe. PLANKSuBAND NOT PRrSrNT/REQUESTEDo R.RECYCLED, G.GBAD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PaP5R,
16:44 MAR 11,74 STANDARD CATALfG FOR NON-US PAGE 0091
FROM n7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATTIN MICReFILM R9LL O./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN YMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITI9N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER 'NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIN. RBV. MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1044-15093 00000/0000 20004/0376 09/05/72 90 612 7n40N o5 454 W 25.8 172.3 GPGG
1044-15100 00000/0000 2004/0377 09/05/72 50 612 6 9 2N 05 6 57w 27.0 170.0 GGGG
1044-15102 00000/0000 20004/0378 09/05/72 40 612 6803N 05 8 4 6W 28*2 167.9 GGGG
1044-15105 00000/0000 20004/0379 090/C/72 40 612 6A44N 06025W 29*3 166.0 GGGG
1044-15111 00000/0o00 200U4/0380 09/05/72 60 612 6524N 06154W 3095 164.3 GGGG
1044-15121 00000/C000 20U02/1752 09/05/72 90 612 6?25N 06445W 33o0 160.7 PP
1044-15123 00000/0000 20002/1753 09/05/72 100 612 610?N C6552W 34.1 159.2 FGPP
1044-15130 00000/CO00 20002/1754 09/05/72 100 612 5q39N 0 6655W 35.2 157.7 FGPG
1044-15132 00000/0o00 20002/1755 09/05/ 7 2 100 612 516,N 0 6752W 3693 156s3 FGPG
1044-15135 00000/0000 20002/1756 09/05/7P 100 612 5653N 06846W 37.4 154.9 FGPG
1044m15141 00000/0000 20002/1757 09/05/72 100 612 5929N 06936W 38,5 153*5 GGPG
1044-15144 00000/000u 20002/1758 09/05/7? 90 612 5406N 0702 4 W 39s5 152.2 GGPG
1044-15150 00000/0000 20002/1759 09/05/ 7 p 8c 612 5?41N 07109w 40*6 150.8 GGPG
1044-15153 00000/0000 20002/1760 09/05/7 2 60 612 5117N 07151W 41.6 149.4 GGPG
1044,15155 00000/0000 20002/1761 09/05/72 40 612 495PN 07231W 42.6 1480o GGPG
1044-16584 00000/0000C 20004/0381 09/05/72 10 613 51 34N 0973 3 W 41.4 149.7 GGGG
1044-17054 00000/QO00 20004/0382 09/05/72 40 613 2719N 10 6 08w 55.4 121.3 GGGG
1044-17061 0000070000 20004/0383 09/09/72 40 613 2553N 10631W 55.9 119*2 GGGG
1044-17063 00000/0000 20004/0384 09/30/72 70 613 2426N 10654W 56.3 117.0 GGPG
1044"17070 00000/0000 20004/0385 09/05/72 80 613 2300N 1 0717W 56.7 114.8 GGPG
1044-17072 0000/0000 20004/0386 09/05/7? 80 613 2133N 107 3 9W 57,1 11205 GGGG
1044-17075 00000/0000 20004/0387 09/05/7 50 613 2007N 108 01W 57.4 11092 GGGG
1044-17081 00000/0000 20004/0388 09/o0/72 40 613 1840N 10823w 57*6 107.8 GGGG
1044-18342 00000/0000 20004/0389 09/05/72 40 614 7531N 0 9502W 1*i0 184*3 GGGG
1044-18345 00000/0000 20004/0390 09/05/72 50 614 74 22N 09832W 22*2 180.8 GGGG
1044-18351 00000/0000 20004/0391 09/05/72 30 614 7 310N 10135w 23.4 177.6 GGGG
1044-18354 00000/0000 20004/0392 09/05/7P 50 614 7156N 10414W 24.6 174.8 GGGG
1044.18360 00000/0000 200U4/0393 09/05/7 50 614 7040N 10633w 25.8 172.3 GGGG
1044-18363 00000/0000 20004/0394 09/05/72 60 614 6?2 3 N 10836W 27.0 170*0 GGGG
1044-18365 00000/0000 20004/0395 09/05/72 90 614 6805N 11026W 2801 168*0 GGGG
1044-18372 00000/0000 20004/0396 09/05/72 100 614 6645N 11206W 29*3 166.1 GGGG
1044-18374 00000/0000 20004/0397 09 /05/72 90 614 6525N 11336W 30*4 164*3 GGGG
1044-18381 00000/0000 20004/0398 09/05/72 90 614 6404N 11458W 31o6 162.6 GGGG
1044-18383 00000/0000 20004/0399 09/ 05/7 2  90 614 6242N 11613w 32.7 161.0 GGGG
1044-18390 00000/0000 20004/0400 09/03/72 90 614 6119N 11721W 33.8 159*5 GGGG
1044-18392 00000/0000 20004/0401 09/05/72 90 614 59 5 6N 11824W 34*9 158*0 GGGG
1044-18395 00000/0000 20004/0402 09/05/72 90 614 5833N 119 22W 36*0 156.6 GGGG
1044-18404 00000/0000 20004/0403 09/05/72 100 614 5546N 12107W 38.2 153.8 GGGG
1044-18410 00000/0000 20004/0404 09/05/72 80 614 5422N 12155W 39*3 152.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER .% ,.......,... 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .,......,..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GOBRD FuFAIR BUT USABLE. Pa=Pegr
16844 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0092
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICP9FILM R8LL N,./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAY LONG 123 45678
1044-18413 00000/0000 20004/0405 09/05/72 70 614 5P58N 12 2 3 9W 40°3 151.1 GGGG
1044-18415 00000/0000 20004/0406 C9/o0/7? 60 614 5134N 12322W 414 149.7 GGGG
1044-20185 00000/0000 20004/0407 09/05/72 90 615 7155N 13002W 2406 174.8 GGGG
1044-20192 00000/0000 20004/0408 09/0 5 /7P 4C 615 7f39N 13220W 25.8 172.3 GGGG
1044-20194 00000/0000 20004/0409 09/05/72 0 615 6922N 13 423W 2699 170.1 GGGG
1044-22015 00000/0000 20004/0410 09/05/72 60 616 7310N 15310W 2304 177.6 G
1045-01364 00000/C000 20004/0411 09/06/72 10 618 45 5 4 N 13051E 45.3 144,2 GGGG
1045-01370 00000/0000 20004/0412 09/06/72 3o 618 4429N 13017E 46,2 142*8 GGGG1045-01373 00000/0000 20004/0413 09/06/72 90 618 4303N 12944E 47.1 141.3 GGGG
1045-01375 O0000/Co00 20004/0414 09/06/72 l00 618 4137N 12912E 48c0 139.7 GGGG
1045-01382 00000/0000 20004/0 4 15 09/06/72 100 618 4012N 12842E 48.9 138.1 GGGG
1045-01384 00000/0000 20004/0416 09/06/72 90 618 3847N 12813E 4908 136.5 GGGG
1045-01391 00000/0000 20004/0417 09/06/72 80 618 3721N 12744E 50.6 134.8 GGGG
1045-01393 00000/0000 20004/0418 03/06/72 80 618 3555N 12717E 51*4 133.1 GGGG
1045-01400 00000/0000 20004/0419 03/06/72 90 618 3429N 12651E 52.1 131.3 GGGG
1045-05051 00000/0000 20,002/1762 09/06/7 0 620 3848N 07635E 4907 136,6 GGGG
104505060 00000/0000 20004/0420 09/06/72 10 620 3556N 07539E 51o3 133*2 GGGG
1045w05063 00000/0000 20004/0421 09/0A/72 10 620 3429N 07512E 5201 131.4 GGGG
1045-05065 00000/0000 20004/0422 09/oA/7? 20 620 3 30 3 N 07447E 52.8 12996 GGGG
1045-05072 00000/0000 20004/0423 09/06/72 10 620 3137N 07422E 53a5 127.7 GGGG
1045-05074 00000/0000 20004/0424 09/06/72 0 620 3010N 07357E 5401 125.7 GGGG
1045-05081 00000/0000 20004/0425 09/06/72 10 620 2844N 07333E 5497 123.7 GGGG
1045-05083 00000/0000 20004/0426 09/06/72 10 620 2718N 07309E 55.3 121.6 GGGG
1045-o5090 00000/0000 20004/0427 09/06/7? 20 620 2952N 07245E 55.8 119.5 GGGG
104505092 00000/0000 20004/0428 09/06/7P 50 620 2426N 07222E 5603 117.3 GGGG
1045-05095 00000/0000 20004/0429 09/oA/72 8c 620 2300N 07159E 56*7 115*1 GGGG
1045-05101 00000/0000 20004/0430 09/06/72 8 0 620 2133N 0 7136E 57o0 112*8 GGGG
1045*05104 00000/0000 20004/0431 09/06/72 40 620 2006N 0 7114E 57.3 11.5 GGGG
1045"06533 00000/0000 20002/1763 09/06/72 0 621 2133N 04548E 57°0 112*9 GGGG
1045-06540 00000/0000 20002/1764 09/06/72 0 621. 2007N 04526E 57.3 110.6 GFGG
1045.06542 00000/0000 20002/1765 09/06/7 0 621 1841N 04 5 04E 57,6 108,2 GGGG
1045-06545 00000/0000 20002/1766 09/06/72 0 621 1714N 04443E 57.8 105.8 GGGG
1045-06551 00000/0000 20002/1767 09/06/7? 10 621 1547N 04421E 57e9 103.5 GGGG
1045m06554 00000/0000 20002/1768 09/06/72 10 621 1420N 04400E 58.0 101.1 GGGG
1045-06560 00000/C000 20002/1769 09/06/7? 10 621 1254N 04339E 58.0 98*7 GGGF
1045-06565 00000/0000 20004/0432 09/06/72 30 621 i000N 04257E 57.8 93.9 GGGG
1045-06572 00000/0000 20004/0433 09/06/72 50 621 O33N 04237E 57*7 91*6 GGGG
1045e06574 00000/0000 20004/0434 09/06/7? 60 621 0707N 04216E 57.4 89.2 GGGG
1045-06581 .00000/0000 20004/0435 09/06/72 70 621 0540N 04156E 5702 87.0 GGGG
KEYSS CLOUD COVER % ,B* o 0 TB 100 . % CLOUD COVER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY e@o.ooc.~.o,,. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED, RERECYCLED G=GBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PPBOBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0093
F75M 07/23/72 TB 37/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRI\CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID0 PSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER bF IMAGE ELEV. AZIH, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1045*06583 00000/0000 20004/0436 09/06/72 80 621 041IN 0 4136E 56.8 84.8 GGGG
1045-06590 00000/0000 20004/0437 09/06/7P 90 621 0247N 04115E 56*4 82.6 GGGG
1045*06592 00000/O00 20004/0438 09/06/72 9c 621 0120N 04055E 56.0 80.5 GGGG
1045-06595 00000/0000 20004/0439 09/06/79 90 621 000 S 0403 5E 55*5 78.5 GGGG
1045-07001 00000/0000 20004/0440 09/oA/7P 90 621 0133S 04015E 55.0 76.5 GGG
10450o7004 00000/0000 200004/441 09/06/7? 60 621 0300S 03955E 54.4 74.6 GGGG
104 5 07010 00000/0000 20004/0442 09/06/7 4r) 6?1 0426S 03934E 53.8 72.8 GGGG
1045*07013 00000/0000 20004/0443 09/06/72 60 621 0553S 03914E 53.1 71*1 GGGG
1045-08335 000ooo/ooo 20002/1770 09/06/72 80 622 3139N 0 2244E 53*5 127.7 GGGG
1045-08342 00000/000 20002/1771 09/0/7P 80 622 3013N 02219E 54*1 125.8 GGGG
1045-08344 OC000/0000 20002/1772 09/06/72 80 622 2R46N 02155E 54.7 123.8 GGGG
1045-08351 00000/0000 200U2/1773 09/06/72 9c 622 2719N 02130E 55*3 121.7 GGGG
1045"08353 OC000/o000 20002/1774 09/C,/72 100 622 2553N 0 2107E 55.8 119.6 GGGG
1045-08360 00000/0000 200 0 2/17 75 0q/06/72 7C 622 2427N 02045E 56*2 117.4 PPPP
1045-13322 00000/0000 20002/1776 03/06/72 30 625 69 24 N 03234w 26*7 170*1 GGG
1045-13325 00000/0000 20002/1777 09/06/72 30 625 6805N o3424W 27.8 168*1 GGG
1045"13331 00000/0000 20002/1778 09/06/7P 70 625 6645N 0 3602W 29*0 166*2 GGGP
1045-13334 00000/0000 20002/1779 09/06/72 40 625 6=25N 0373 2w 30.1 164.4 PGGP
1045-13340 00000/0000 20002/1780 09/06/72 10 625 6404N 0 3854W 31*3 162.7 GGGG
1045-13343 00000/0000 20002/1781 09/06/72 10 625 6243N 0401OW 324 161.2 GGGG
1045-13345 00000/0000 20002/1782 09/06/72 50 625 6120N 0 4 118W 33.5 159.6 GPGP
1045-13522 00000/0000 20002/1783 09/06/72 70 625 0118N 062 19w 56*0 80.7 GGGG
1045-13525 00000/0000 20002/1784 09/06/72 50 625 0007S 06240W 55.6 78.7 GGGG
1045-13531 00000/0000 20002/1785 09/06/72 40 625 0133S 06300w 55.0 76.7 GGGG
1045-13534 00000/0000 20002/1786 09/06/72 4C 625 0 00S 06321W 54*4 74.8 PGGG
1045-13540 00000/0000 20002/1787 09/06/7 30 625 0426S 06341W 53.8 73.0 GGGG
1045*13543 0000/o0000o 200o2/1789 09/oA/72 4o 625 o552S 06402w 53.2 71*3 GOGG
1045-13545 00000/0000 20002/1789 09/09/72 60 625 0719S 06422W 52.4 69*6 GGGG
1045-13554 00000/0000 20002/1790 09/06/72 0 625 ln14S 065 03w 50*9 66.5 GGGG
1045-13563 00000/0000 20002/1791 09/06/72 0 624 1307S 0 6543W 49.3 63.7 GGGG
1045"-13570 00000/0000 20002/1792 09/c0/ 7 2 10 624 1434S 06604W 48*4 62.4 GFGG
1045-13572 00000/0000 20002/1793 09/06/72 60 624 1601S 06625W 47.5 61.2 GFGG
1045-13575 00000/0000 20002/1794 09/06/72 40 624 1727S 06646W 46.6 60.0 GFGG
1045-13581 00000/0000 20002/1795 09/06/72 50 624 1253S 06708W 45.7 59*0 GFGG
104513584 00000/0000 20002/1796 09/06/72 40 624 2019S 06730W 44.7 57.9 GFGG
1045-13590 00000/0000 20002/1797 09/06/72 50 624 2145S 0 6752W 43*7 57*0 GFGG
1045-13593 00000/0000 20002/1798 09/06/72 100 624 2310S 06815W 42.7 56.1 GFGG
1045'13595 00000/0000 20002/1799 09/06/7? 90 624 2437S 06838W 41*7 55.2 GFGG
1045-14002 00000/0000 20002/1800 09/06/72 60 624 2604S 06901W 40*7 54.5 FFFF
KEYS; CLeU0 COvER % *...***e*.o *.* 0 TOB 100 = % CLeUD C'VER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,.....,,..,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. RPRECYCLED. G=GBfD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPbBR,
16:44 MAR 11j,74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NeN-US PAGE 0094
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL NO)./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPIYCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI9N IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER  NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1045014004 00000/0000 20002/1801 09/o6/7? 60 624 2730S 06925W 39.6 53.7 GFFF
1045"14011 00000/0000 20002/1802 09/06/7? 40 624 28565 06948W 38.6 53*1 FFFF
1045-15211 00000/00GO 2000 2/1803 09/0A/72 60 626 5134N 07310W 41.1 150.0 GGFG
1045-15213 00000/0000 20002/1804 09/06/72 50 626 5009N 07350W 42.1 148.6 GGFG
1045017113 00000/0000 2U002/1805 09/06/72 10 627 2719N 107 36W 55.2 121.9 GGGG
1045,17115 00000/0000 20002/1806 09/06/72 10 627 2553N 107 5 9w 55*7 119.8 GGGG
1045-17122 00000/0000 20002/1 807 09/,A/72 20 627 2426N 10 822W 56.2 117.7 GGGG
1045-20244 00000/C00C 20002/1808 09/0A/72 90 629 7157N 13127W 24.2 174c9 GGGG
1045-20250 00000/0000 20002/1809 09/06/72 80 629 7041N 13 3 4 5W 25*4 172.4 GGGG
1045-20253 00000/0000 20002/1810 09/06/72 80 629 6023N 135 49w 26*6 170.2 GGGG
1045-23552 00000/000 20002/1811 09/06/72 90 631 5A34N 16147E 35o6 156*9 GGGG
1045-23555 00000/0000 20002/1812 09/6/72 90 631 5 711N 160 5 1E 36.7 155.5 GGGG
1045-23561 00000/0000 20002/1813 09/06/7P 90 631 5547N 16000E 37.8 154.1 GGGP
1045-23564 00000/CC00 20002/:L814 09/06/72 90 631 5424N 15912E 38.9 152.8 PGGG
1045-23570 00000/0000 20002/1815 09/oA/72 10 631 5259N 15827E 39.9 151.4 GGGP
1045-23573 00000/C0000 20002/1816 09 /0/ 7 2 20 631 5134N 15745E 4140 150.1 PGGP
1045-23575 00000/0000 20002/1817 09/o6/72 20 631 5010N 15705E 42.0 148.7 GGGG
1045-23582 00000/0000 20002/1818 090,'6A72 2o 631 4845N 15626E 43.0 147.3 GGGG
1046"01441 00000/0000 20002/1819 09/07/72 60 618 3952N 12709E 48.8 138*2 GGGP
1046-01443 00000/0000 20002/1820 09/07/72 90 618 3927N 12640E 49*7 136.5 GGGP
1046-01450 00000/0000 20002/1821 09/07/72 90 618 3702N 12612E 5005 134*9 GG G
1046-01452 00000/0000 20002/1822 09/07/72 80 618 3536N 12544E 51*3 133.2 GG G
1046-01455 00000/0000 20002/1823 09/07/72 50 618 3409N 12518E 52.1 131.4 GG G
1046-01461 00000/0000 20002/1824  09/07/72 50 618 3243N 12452E 52*8 129.5 GP G
1046-05092 00000/0000 20002/1825 09/07/72 0 634 4430N 07714E 4509 143*2 GGGG
1046-05094 00000/0000 20002/1826 09/07/72 0 634 4304N 07641E 46.o 141.7 PPPP
1046"05101 00000/0000 20002/1827 09/07/72 O 634 4139N 07609E 47.7 140*2 GGGG
1046-05110 00000/0000 20002/1828 09/07/72 10 634 3R49N 07509E 49.4 137*0 PpPP
1046-05112 00000/CCO0 20002/1829 09/07/72 20 634 3723N 07441E 50.3 135.3 GGGG
1046-05115 00000/0000 20002/1830 09/07/72 10 634 3557N 07413E 5101 133*6 GGGG
1046-05121 00000/0000 20002/1831 09/07/7? 10 634 343 1N 07346E 51.8 131*9 GGGG
1046-05124 00000/0000 20002/1832 09/07/72 c 634 3304N 07320E 52.6 130.1 GGGG
1046-05130 00000/0000 20002/1833 09/07/7? C 634 3137N 07255E 53.3 128.2 GGGG
1046-05133 00000/0000 20002/1834 09/07/72 0 634 3011N 0 7231E 53.9 126.3 GGGG
1046-05135 00000/0000 2u002/1835 09/07/72 0 634 294 5N 07207E 54*5 124.3 GGGG
1046-05142 00000/0000 20002/1836 09/07/7P 10 634 2719N 07143E 55.1 122.2 GGGG
1046-05144 00000/0000 20002/1837 09/07/72 30 634 2553N 07120E 55*6 120.1 GGG
1046-07023 00000/0000 2C004/0444 09/07/72 30 635 1001NJ 04132E 57.9 94 6 GGGG
t046*07030 00000/0000 20004/0445 09/07/7P 40 635 OR3N 04111E 57,7 92.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % ..,o,..o...o.* 0 TA 100 . % CLBUD CQVER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. LANKS=BAND N5T PRrSrNT/REPUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G8 D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB9R.
16:44 'AP 11',74 STANIARD CATAL9G FOR NeN-US PAGE 0095
F1" _-7/23/72 TF 07/23/73
BBSERvATI5N "lICR-FIL RLLL N9,/ CDTE CLBUD 9RITy PRI\JCIPAL PIJINT SUN SU TMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITISN IN NaLL AC 'TED CtVER NJUMBER 'F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
1EV M;S LAT LNG 123 45678
104 6 -07032 0L/00/O00, 20004/0446 09/-7/72 50 635 0707N 04051E 57*5 9000 GGGG
1046-07035 00070/000 20004/0447 09/C7/7 7r 635 O4)N 04030E 57°2 87o7 GGGG
1046-j7041 CC0oC/oo0C 2004/0448 09/77/72 50 635 0413N 04009E 56.9 85.5 GGGG
1046-07C44 O 0000/O Ou 20004/0449 09/37/7P 50 635 OP47N 0 3 949E G66 83.3 GGG
1046-c7053 00000/0000 200U2/1838 09c/7/72 60 635 0006S 03908E 55*7 79.1 ppp
1046"-7055 C00CO/0000 20002/1839 09/07/72 80 6,5 0133S 03848E 55*1 77*2 GGGG
1046-0762 00o0/O000C 20002/1840 09/07/7P 70 635 0300S 03828E 54.6 75.2 GGGG
1046-07071 o0000/C000 20002/1841 09/07/72 c0 635 0O54S 0 3747E 53.3 71.7 PPP
1046-08362 00000/C000 2000/0450 09/r7/72 20 636 4104N 02505E 46.8 141*7 GGGG
1046-C8364 00 00/COO0 20004/0451 09/07/7P 30 636 4138N 02434E 47.7 140.2 GGGG
1046-08371 0000/CCGO0 2004/5? 09/o7/72 20 636 4173\ 02403E 48.6 138.7 GGGG
1046-08373 C0000C/cc 20004/0453 03/17/7P 10 636 3847N 0 2334E 49.4 137.1 GGGG
1046-08380 00CO0/COC 20004/0454 09/07/7? 10 636 3721N 02306E 50,2 135.4 GGGG
1046-08382 00000/oOCC 20C0/0455 09/n7/72 10 636 3556N 02238E 51.0 133.7 GGGG
1046-08391 00000/0000 200U2/1842 09/n7/72 0 616 3 301N 02 14 4E 52*6 130*1 GGGG
1046-08394 0000C0/OCC 200u2/1843 093/7/7? 0 636 3134N 02118E 53.3 128*2 GPGG
1046-08400 0000/oncO 20002/1844 09/7/72 0 636 3r09N 02053E 53*9 126.3 GPGG
1046-08403 C0000/o000 20002/1845 09/07/72 0 636 243N 02o28E 54*5 124.3 GPGG
1046-08405 00330/CCOO 20002/1846 09/07/7? 60 636 2716N 0200 4 E 55*1 122.2 GPGG
1046-08412 0010/0O0, 20002/1847 09/: 7 /72 7 636 2550N 01941E 55.6 120.1 GPGG
1046-08414 00300/000 20002/1848 0 9/ 0 7/7 2  60 636 2423N 01918E 56*1 118.0 GPGG
1046-08421 00000/0000 20002/1849 09/7/7p 0 636 2P57N 01856E 56o5 115.8 GPGG
1046-08423 00030/0000 20002/1850 09/07/72 0 636 2131N 01834E 5699 113.5 GGGG
1046"08444 00000/000C 20002/1851 09/7/7? 70 636 1417N 01645E 57.9 101.7 GPGG
1046"08450 00000/0000 20002/1852 09/0r7/ 7. 80 636 125N O1624E 58.0 99,3 GPGG
1046"08453 00300/0000 20002/1853 09/07/7 90 636 1123N 0160 4 E 5799 97*0 GGGG
1046-13363 O00o0/OCO0 20002/1854 09/(7/ 7 2 80 639 7420N 02356W 21.6 180.8 GGGG
1046*13365 000O0/0000 20002./1855 09/07/7 50 639 730N 02657W 22*8 177.7 GGGG
1046-13372 O0000/O000 20002/1856 09/07/72 10 639 7154N 02936w 24*0 174.9 GGGG
1046-13374 00300/0000 20002/1857 09/07/72 0 639 7038N 03155W 25.2 172*4 GGGG
1046-13381 00000/0000 20002/1858 09/C7/72 0 639 6-21N 03359W 26*3 170*2 GGGG
1046-13383 00000/0000 20002/1859 09/07/72 0 639 6801N 03550W 27*5 168*1 GGGG
1046-13390 00C300/0000 2C0002/1860 09/07/72 10 639 6641N 03730W 28*7 166o2 GGGG
1046-13392 00000/0000 20002/1861 09/07/7? 40 639 6F21N 03900W 29*8 164.5 GGGG
1046-13395 00000/G000 20002/1862 09/07/72 30 639 640t0 04021W 31*0 162.8 GGGG
1046-13401 00000/C000 20002/1863 09/07/72 20 639 6238N 04136W 32.1 161.3 GGGG
1046"13404 00000/0000 20002/1864 09/07/72 30 639 6116N 04244W 33o2 159*8 GGGG
1046-17101 00000/0000 20004/0456 09/07/7? 80 641 5131N 10025W 40.8 150*2 PPPG
1046.17171 0000/000c 20002/1865 09/07/72 50 641 2717N 10903w 55*0 122.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CSVER % ..... l..,o.... 0 T8 100 a % CLBUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD UATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .,........,.. BLANKS=BAND NBT PRESFNT/RE~UESTED. RxRECYCLED. G=GBAD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBbR,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NEN-US PAGE 0096
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
8BSERVAT1SN MICP5FILM RBLL Ne,/ DATE CLOUD PR9IT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITISN IN ROLL ACIJUTPED CVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM ,  RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1046-17174 00000/C0000 2002/1866 09/07/72 60 641 2553N 10926W 55*6 120*4 GGGG
1046-17180 00000o0000 2Q00 2/1867 09/07/7p 40 641 2423N 109480 56*0 118*2 GGGG
1046-17183 00000/ccOC 2uOU2/1868 09/07/72 40 641 2256N 11010i 56*5 116.0 GGGG
1046-17185 00000/0000 20002/1R69 09/07/72 30 64.1 213rN 110 3 2W 56-9 113.8 GGGG
1046-20284 00000/OCO0 2JOU2/1870 09/07/72 50 643 7637N 11955W 19,1 188.5 GGGG
1046-20291 00000/000 20002/1871 09/07/72 70r 643 7531N 12356W 20.3 184*4 GGGG
1046-20293 00000C/000 20002/1872 09/07/7; 9c 643 7421N 12726W 21o5 180.8 GGGG
1046020300 00000/0000 20002/1873 09/07/72 80 643 73 09N 13027W 22*7 177.7 GGGG
1046-20302 00000/0000 2o0 0 2/1874 09/07/72 100 643 7154N 13304w 23*9 174.9 GGGG
1046-20305 O000/00C0 20002/1875 09/07/72 80 643 7 03 8N 13521W 25*1 172.5 GGGG
1046-22102 00000/0000C 2002/18'76 09/07/72 100 644 8005N 12154W 14*3 212.2 GOGG
1046-22104 00000/0000 20002/1877 09/07/72 100 644 7924N 12914W 15*5 205#0 GGGG
1046-22111 O'O00000/0000 2U002/1876 09/07/72 100 64.4 7o35N 13535w 60o7 198.7 GGGG
1046-22113 00000/0000 20002/1879 09/07/7? 80 644 7738~ 14103W 17*9 193.2 GGGG
1046-22120 00000/0000 20002/1830 09/o7/72 10 64.4 7636N 14 5 43W 19*1 188.5 GGGG
1046-22122 C00000/000 20002/1881 09/07/72 10 644 7530N 14944W 20*3 184.4 GGGG
1046-22125 00000/0000 2U002/1832 09/07/72 40 644 7 421N 15311w 21.5 180.8 GGGG
1046,22131 00000/0000 20002/1883 09/07/72 70 644 7?08N 15612W 22 7 177.7 GGGG
10 4 7 -0001 3 00000/0000 20004/0457 09/08/72 80 645 5708N 15927E 36*4 155,6 GGGG
1047=00020 00000/0000 20004/0458 09/08/72 50 645 5r44N 15836E 37o5 154.3 GGGG
1047-00022 00000/000 200U4/0459 09/CA/72 10 645 5421N 15749E 38.6 152*9 GGGG
1047-00025 00000/0000 20004/0460 07/08/7 10 645 5p56N 15703E 39*6 151.6 GGGG
1047©00031 000OCC/000 20004/0461 09/08/7P 20 645 5132N 1562cE 40.7 150o.3 GGGG
1047-00034 00000/0000 20004/0462 09/o0/7P 40 64.5 5007N 15539E 41*7 148.9 GGGG
1047-00040 00000/0000 20004/0463 09/o0/72 50 645 4Q42N 15459E 42.7 147*6 GGGG
104700o043 000U00/0000 20004/0464 09/8/72 80 645 4717N 15422E 43.7 146.2 GGGG
1047-00045 00000/CC0000 20004/0465 09/0R/72 100 645 4551-N 15346E 44*7 144.8 GGGG
1047-00052 00000/0000 2004/04/466 09/0/7? 100 645 4426N 15313E 45,7 143.4 GGGG
1047-00054 0OO/0000/00 20004/0467 09/R8/ 72 100 645 4300N 15240E 46*6 141.9 GGGG
1047-05150 0000/0000 20002/1884 09/08/72 20 648 4426N 0 7546E 45,6 143,4 G
1047-05153 00000/0000 20002/1885 09/r/72 30 648 4101N 07513E 46*5 142.0 GGGG
104705155 00000/0000 20002/1886 09/08/72 60 648 4136N 07442E 47*5 140o.5 GGGG
1047-05162 00000/000u 20002/1887 09/o8/72 20 648 4"11N 0 7411E 48*3 138.9 GGGG
1047-05164 00000/0000 20002/1888 09/08/72 20 648 3A46N 07341E 49*2 137.4 GGGG
1047"05171 00000/OC00 2U002/1889 09/08/ 7? 10 648 3720N o7313E 50*0 135.7 GGGG
1047-05173 00000/0000 20002/1890 09/08/72 30 648 3c54N 07245E 50*9 134.0 GGGG
1047-05180 0000C/0000 20002/1891 09/08/72 50 648 342RN 07218E 51.6 132.3 GGGG
1047-05182 00000/000u 20002/1892 09/08/72 o10 648 3302N 07152E 52*4 130*5 GGGG
1047-05185 .00000/0000 20002/1893 09/08/7p 0 648 3136N 07127E 53.1 128.7 GCiG
KEYS: CLBUD CBvER % r. ,o,,,.(,O*. 0 T- 100 U % CLBUD CqVER. ** c N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,.....3... LANKSmBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GBBDO F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PuPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US PAGE 0097
FRBM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATItN MICReFILM RfLL NB./ DATE CLOUD aReIT PoITCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN YMAGE QUALITY10 PSSITIIN IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 0F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1047-05191 00000/0000 20002/1894 09/o0/7p r 648 3~InN 07103E 53*7 126*7 GSGG1047"05194 00000/0000 20002/1895 09/08/72 c 648 2R43N o7038E 54*4 124*8 GPGG1047-05200 00000/0000 20002/1896 09/0g/ 7P 0 648 271 7 N 07014E 54.9 122.7 GPGG1047"05203 00000/0000 2002/1897 09/09/72 4j 648 2550N o6951E 55.5 120*7 GPGG1047"05205 00000/0000 20002/1898 09/0R/72 8c 648 2424N 06928E 56*0 118.5 GGG1047"05212 00000/0000 20002/1899 09/08/7p 70 648 2257 N 06905E 56.4 116.3 GGG
10470C5214 00000/0000 20002/1900 09/08/72 70 648 2131N 0684 3E 56.8 11401 GGGG1047-05221 00000/0000 20002/1901 09/0R/7? 60 648 2nO4N 06821E 57*1 111*8 GGGG1047-07143 00000/0000 20002/1902 09/08/72 10 649 11325 03503E 50.6 66*0 GlGG1047"07150 00000/000o 20002/1903 09/O/72 O 649 1p59S 03443E 49.8 64.6 GGGG
1047-07152 00000/0000 20002/1904 09/0R/72 0 649 1426S 03422E 49.0 63*3 GGGG1047-07155 00000/0000 20002/1905 0 / 08 /72  0 649 15525 03401E 48.1 62.0 GGGG1047-07164 00000/000 20002/1906 09/0C/72 649 1854S 03315E 46.2 59*6 GGGG1047-07170 00000/0000 20002/1907 09/09/72 0 649 2021S 03 253 E 45.2 58*5 GGGG1047-07173 00000/0000 2002/1908 09/~8/72 0 649 2147S 03232E 44*2 57.5 GGGG1047-07175 00000/0000 20002/1909 09/08/72 o 649 2313S 03209E 43*2 56*6 GGGG1047"07182 00000/CoOC 20002/1910 09/08/7? 0 649 243QS 03146E 42.2 55.7 GGGG
1047-07184 00000/O000 20002/1911 0/09/72 0 649 eA06S 0312 3 E 41.2 54.9 GGGG1047-07191 00000/0000 20002/1912 01/U8/72 0 649 2732S 03100E 40.2 54*2 GGGG10 4 7 -u 7 193 00000/0000 20002/1913 0O/08/72 20 649 2R57S 03036E 39*1 53.5 PGGG
1047-07200 00000/0000 20002/1914 09/0/72 30 649 3023S 03012E 38,0 52.9 GGGG1047-0720E 000000000 20002/1915 09/08/72 50 649 31495 02947E 37*0 52.3 GGGG1047-07205 OU000CO/0000 20002/1916 09/OR/7 2  20 649 3314S 02921E 35*9 51.7 PGGG
1047-07211 00000/0000 20002/1917 09/O/72 60 649 3440S 0 2855E 34*8 51*3 GGGG
1047-08420 00000/0000 20002/1918 09/08/7? 2C 650 411N 02341E 46*4 142*2 GtGG1047-08422 00000/0000 20002/1919 09/08/72 70 650 4 14 6N 02310E 47.3 140.7 GGGG1047-08 4 25 00000/0000 20002/1920 09/08/72 60 650 4020N 02239E 48-2 139.2 GGGG1047-08431 00000/0000 20002/1921 09/08/72 1C 650 3R55N 02210E 4901 137*6 GGGG1047-08434 00000/3C0000 20002/1922 09/08/72 0 650 37 2 9N 02141E 49.9 136,0 GGGG1047-08440 00000/0000 20002/1923 0'/08/72 0 650 3603N 02112E 50.7 134.3 GG G
1047-08443 00000/0000 20002/1924 09/0A/72 0 650 3437N 02045E 51.5 132.6 GGGG1047-08445 00000/0000 20002/1925 09/08/72 c 6 50 3311N 02019E 52*2 130*8 GGGG1047-10290 0000/0000 20002/1926 0V/08/72 0 651 3019N 00620W 53.6 127.1 GGGG1047-10292 00000/0000 20002/1927 09 /08/72 30 651 2R52N 00645W 54.3 125.1 GGGG1047-10295 O000/0000 20002/1928 09/08/72 80 651 2725N 00709w 54.8 123*1 GGGG1047-10301 00000/00 20002/1929 09/08/72 100 651 2559N 00732W 55.4 121.0 GGGG
1047-10304 00000/co00 20002/1930 03/08/72 80 651 2432N OC755W 55,9 118.9 GGGG
1047-10310 00000/0000 20002/1931 09/08/72 70 651 2.06N 00817W 56"3 116*7 GGGG1047-10313 00000/0000 20002/1932 03/0J/7? 100 651 2140N 008 39W 56*7 114.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVEP % .,*....,,. 0 TO 100 = % CLBUD C'VER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o,, . .. ,,,,,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED . G=GIBD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PPBBOR,
1644 MAR ll''4 STANDARO C4TALBG FOR NBN-US 
PAGE 0098
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM RgLL N5./ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT PPINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITIN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1047-10315 00000/OC00 20002/1933 09/08/7? lOo 651 2,14N o0901w 57o1 112*2 GGGG
1047-10322 00000/0000 20002/1'934 09/08/72 9o 651 1P47N 00923W 57o4 10909 
GGGG
1047-10324 00000/0000 20002/1935 09/0/7? 100 651 1721N 0 0 945W 57.6 
107.6 GGGG
1047-10331 00000/0000 20002/1936 09/OR/72 100 651 1554N 01006W 57.8 10592 P
1047-12012 00000/0000 20002/1'937 09/08/72 90 652 665?N 01253w 28*2 166o6 GGGG
1047-12015 00000/0000 20002/1938 09/08/72 90 652 6531N 01423W 29.3 164.8 
GGGG
1047-12024 00000/C0000 20002/1939 09/08/72 40 652 6249N 0 1700W 31.6 161,6 
PPGP
1047-12030 00000/0000 20002/1940 01/0/72 10 652 6126N 01809W 32*8 1601o 
GPPP
1047-12244 00000/0000 20002/1941 09/ 0R/72 0 652 1300oS 04245w 49,9 64.7 GGPG
1047-12251 0000/0000 20002/1942 09/08/72 0 652 14255 04305W 49,0 63.3 
GGPG
1047-12260 000o/C000 20002/1943 09/08/72 40 652 1717S 0 4348W 47.2 60.9 GOGG
1047-12262 00000/0000 20002/1944 09/08/72 30 652 1842S 04 41OW 4603 59*8 GoGG
1047-12265 00000/0000 20002/1945 0q/08/7p 20 652 2010S 04432W 45.4 58.7 GPGG
1047-12271 00000/0000 200U2/1946 09/08/72 20 652 21385 04454W 44.4 57*7 GPGG
1047-12274 00000/0000 20002/1947 09/08/72 10 652 2305S 04517W 43*4 56.8 GPGG
1047-12285 00000/00o 0 20002/1948 09/08/72 80 652 272S 0 4626W 40C4 54.3 PPPP
1047-13415 00000/0000 20002/1949 09/08/
7 2 100 653 7537N 02130W 19.9 184.9 GGGG
1047,13421 00000/0000 20002/1950 09/08/72 90 653 74 28N 02502W 21o1 181.3 GGGG
1047-13424 00000/0000 20002/1951 09/08/72 90 653 7316N 02805w 22*3 178.1 GGGG
1047-13430 00000/0000 20002/1952 09/08/72 90 653 7P20N 03047W 23*5 175.3 
GGGG
1047-15241 00000/CC00 20002/1953 09/ 0 A/72 3r 654 7745N 03829w 17.5 193.9 
GGGG
1047-15244 00000/000o 20002/1954 09/08/72 90 654 7644 N  O4
3 16w 18*7 189.1 GGG
1047-15250 00000/0000 20002/1955 09/08/7? 10 654 753SN 04723w 19*9 184.9 GGGG
1047-15253 00000/0000 20002/1956 0
9 /08/ 7 2 100 654 7429N 05057W 21.1 181.3 GGGG
1047-15321 00000/0000 20002/1957 09/08/72 100 654 5106N 07514W 3903 151.9 GGPG
1047-15323 00000/0000 20002/1958 09/08/72 70 654 5142 N  07557w 40*3 15096 GGPG
1047-15330 00000O/000 20002/1959 09/08/7 60 654 50i7N 07
6 38 w 41*4 149.3 GGPG
1047-17232 00000/0000 20002/1960 09/08/72 20 655 2559N 11047W 5593 121.2 
G
1047-17241 00000/0000 20002/1961 09/08/72 30 655 2307N 11133W 56.3 116.9 
PPPP
1047-17243 00000/0000 20002/1962 09/08/72 30 655 2140N 11155W 56,7 
114.7 GGGG
1047-18513. 00000/C0000 20002/1963 09/0R/7P 10 656 7538N 09901W 19.8 
184.9 GGGG
1047-18520 00000/0000 20002/1964 09/oR/72 10 656 7429N 10235W 21.0 181.3 GGGG
1047-18525 00000/0000 2u002/1965 09/08/72 90 656 7203N 10820W 23.4 175.4 PPPP
1047-18531 00000/0000 20002/1966 09/0c/72 90 656 7(47N 11040W 24*6 172.9 GGGG
1047-18534 00000/0000 20002/1967 09/08/72 100 656 6)30N 11244W 2597 170*6 
GGG
1047-18540 00000/0000 20002/1968 09/08/72 92 6 6 6911N 114 3 5W 26*9 168.5 GGGG
1047-18543 00000/0000 20002/1969 01/08/7p 100 656 
6 652N 11615W 28.1 166.6 GGGG
1047-18545 00000/C000 20002/1970 Onc0A/7P 100 656 6532N 11745 29.2 164.9 GGGG
1047-18552 00000/0000 20002/1971 09/0R/72 90 656 6411N 11908W 30,4 16302 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *,**...******,* 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** 
= NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE OUALITY .. o,.,,,....... RLANKSBAN3 NOT PRcSrNT/RE9UESTEDo RPRECYCLED. G=GBRD, F=FAIR BUT 
USABLE. P.PBSR.
16:44 "A 11s'74 ST4NDARD CATALRG FtR N8N-US PAGE 0099
FROM j7 /23/ 7 2 T9 !7/23/73
BBSERVAT15N JIC~RFILM RiLL \9/ DATE CLBUD R4IT PPRICIPAL P9INT SUN SUN tMAGE QUALITY
ID PqSITIJN IN H5LL ACUIRED CSVER NUMBER 3F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
;rV MSS I.AT LSNG 123 45678
1047-18554 00000/0000 2*0,02/197 0"/8/72 70 656 N 12023w 315 161.7 GGGG
1047-18561 00000c0000 20002/1973 09,R/7 4cO 656 6127N 12132W 3P.6 160.2 GGGG
1047-18563 0000/0000 20002/1974 01/R/7? 20 656 6005N 12235W 33.8 158*7 GGGG
1047-20342 00000/0000 20002/1975 09/,!8/7? 100 657 7A45N 12046w 18,6 189*1 GGGG
1047-20345 o0ouo/ccOO 2o002/1976 09/n8/7p 100 657 7r3 0 N 124 53w 19*8 185.0 GGGG
1047-20351 OCOo/C00, 20002/1977 0l/o8/ 7 2 100 657 743.N 12826W 21*0 181.3 GGGG
1047-20354 00030/0000 2002/1978 09/0(/ 7 p 100 657 7318N 13130W 22.2 178*2 GGGG
1047-20 3 60 0000/OOCCO 20002/1979 Q09/8 /72 90 657 7?03N 13 410W 23.4 175.4 GGGG
1047-20363 0000/000 200U/1 9 8 0 09/r8/72 90 657 7047N 13629W 24*5 172*9 GGGG
1047122163 00000/000 200U2/1981 09/(8/72 100 658 70,2N 12942W 14*9 205.9 GGGG
1047-22165 00000/000 20002/1982 09/08/7p 100 658 7940N 13609W 16.1 199.5 GGGG
1047-22172 0000/ooo00 20002/1983 O0/cR/7? 90 658 7744N 14143w 17*4 193.9 GGGG
1047-22174 000C0/0000 20002/1984 09/T8/7p 50 6=8 7643N 14630 18*6 189.1 GGGG
1047-22181 000/00o o00 200o2/1985 0/ :/72 30 658 7c38N 15036W 19*8 184.9 GGGG
1047-22183 00000/3000 2002C/1986 0E/'9/72 30 658 7429N 15410W 21*0 181.3 GGGG
1047-22190 C0000/0000 2Q002/1987 039/8/7? 60 658 7317N 15 7 15w 22.1 178.2 GGGG
1048-0083 00C000/0000CC 20002/1988 o9/C9/7P 60 659 5105N 15538E 39o2 152,0 G
1048-00085 00000/0000 20002/1989 09/rq/72 70 659 5140N 15455E 40.2 150.7 PGPG
1048-00092 000CO/0000 20O02/1993 09/o9/7 70 659 5016N 15415E 41*3 149.4 PGPG
10480094 OC0000/0000 20002/19 9 1 0/ 0o9/7p 40 659 4a51N 15336E 42*3 148.0 PGPG
1048"00101 00000/0000 20002/1992 09/09/ 7 2 5r 659 4 727N 15300E 43*3 146.7 P PG
1048-00103 0000/00CO 20002/1993 09/09/72 70 659 4602N 15225E 44.3 14503 P PG
1048-00110 00000/0000 20002/1994 0O/09/72 60 659 4436N 15151E 45*2 143.9 PPG
1048-00112 00000/0000 20002/1995 09/c9/72 ** 659 4311N 15118E 46*2 142.4 PPG
1048-00115 00000/0000 20002/1996 09/09/72 90 659 4146N 15046E 47.1 141*0 GPGG
1048-00124 0000/C000 20002/1997 09/09/72 80 659 3Q54N 14947E 48'9 137.9 PGPG
1048-00130 00000/0002 20002/1998 0/0nq/7P 70 659 3728N 14 918E 49,7 136.3 PGPG
1048-00133 00CO/O00O 20002/1999 09/09/72 10 659 3,03N 14851E 50.6 134.6 PlPG
1048-00135 00000/000' 20002/2000 09/09/7P 0 659 3437N 14824E 5143 132@9 PGPG
104800142 OCO00/000 20002/2001 09/09/ 72 0 659 3311N 14757E 52,1 131.1 PGPG
1048-00224 00000/000C 20003/0001 09/09/72 20 659 0420N 14 034E 57.1 8608 PGPG
1048-00230 00000/0000 20003/C002 0c/09/72 4C 659 0253N 14014E 56.8 84.6 PGPG
1048-00233 00000/0000 20003/0003 09/09/72 30 659 0127N 13954E 56*4 82.5 PGPG
1048-00235 00000/0000 20003/0004 09/0(9/72 30 659 O000N 13934E 5509 80.4 PGPG
1048-00242 000CO/CC00 20003/0005 09/09/72 5S 659 0126S 13913E 55.4 78.4 PGPG
1048*-2050 00000/0000 20003/0006 09/09/72 100 660 0713N 11526E 57*6 " 91,4 GGGG
1048-02053 O0003/0000 20003/0007 0/09/72 100 660 OF46N 11506E 57*4 89*1 GGPG
1048-02055 00000/0000 200U3/0008 09/09/72 100 660 0419N 11445E 57*1 86.9 GGPG
1048-02062 00000/OC00 20003/0009 09/09/72 90 660 OP53N 11425E 56.8 84.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER x *...,...*.... 0 Te 100 %" CL8UD CPVER. ** = N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAG E OUALITY *R.....**.. BLANKS-BAND N8T PRESENT/REQUESTrED R=RECYCLED, G=GBAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PxP88R,
16:44 AP 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FRR NON-US PAGE 0100
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
98SERVATIgN i!TCrFIL RLL N9!./ DATE CLOUD 9RqIT PaPI4CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PSSITIS"4 IN RELL ACCUTREr COVER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1048-02064 00000/0000 20003/010 09/09/7P 90 660 0127N 1140 4 E 56*4 82.5 GGGG
1048-C2071 OCOCO/0000 20003/0011 09/09/7? 80 660 O000N 11344E 56,0 80.4 GGGG
1048-02073 000/000000 003003/01? C09/09/7? 70 660 0127S 11323E 55.5 78.4 GGGG
1048-02080 003000/C000 20003/0013 09/r9/7? 80 660 0254S 11303E 54.9 76*5 GGGG
1048-02082 00000/000 20003/0014 c0/09/72 60 660 0420S 11242E 54.3 74.6 GGGG
1048-02085 00000/OCO 20003/0015 09/09/72 50 660 04.S 11222E 53.7 72.8 GPGG
.1048-02091 00000/OCO 20003/0016 09/09/7? 20 660 0715S 11202E 53. 0  71.1 GGGG
1048-02094 00000/0000 20003/0017 0o/09/72 30 660 0841S 11143E 52P3 69*4 GGGG
1048-02100 00300/C00C 20003/(018 09/09/72 20 660 lo07S 11123E 51.6 67.9 GGGG
10 4 8 -05240 00000/0000 20003/0019 09/9/7P 40 662 3?12N 07029E 52.0 131.2 G
1048-05243 00000/0003 20003/0020 09/09/72 20 662 3145N 07004E 52.8 129.4 GGGG
1048-05245 00000/0000 20003/0021 093/09/72 0 662 302N 06939E 53.4 127.5 GGGG
1048-05252 00000/C000 20003/0022 30/09/72 0 662 2A53N 06915E 54.1 125.6 GGGG
1048-05261 CC0000/C00 20003/0023 0?/09/7P 0 662 2401N 06829E 55.2 121.5 GGGG
1048-35263 00000/0000 20003/0024 04/09/72 50 662 2434N o0606E 55.8 119*4 GGGG
1048o05270 00000/0000 20003/0025 09/09/72 30 662 2307N 06744E 56.2 117.2 PPGG
1048.05272 0030/0000 20003/0026 09/C9/72 30 662 2t41N 06722E 56*6 115*0 PPGG
1048-05275 00000/0000 20003/0027 09/09/7 40 662 2 014N 06659E 57.0 112.8 GPGG
1048-05281 0000/0000 20003/0028 09/09/72 60 662 1847N 06637E 57*3 110.5 GPGG
1048-05284 0000/0000 20003/0029 09 /9/72 60 662 1720N 06616E 57.5 108.1 GPGG
1048-05290 00000/0C00 20o03/0030 09/09/72 50 662 1554N 06555E 57.7 105.8 GPGG
1048-05293 00300/0000 20003/0031 09/9/7? 40 662 1427N 06533E 57.9 103.4 GPGG
1048-05295 oo000/000o 20003/0032 09/09/72 50 662 1301N 06bl2E 57.9 101.0 GPGG
1048-05302 00000/0000 20003/0033 09/09/72 6C 662 1134N 06451E 58,0 98*6 GPGG
1048-05304 00030/0000 20003/0034 o9/09/7p 60 662 1007N 06430E 57.9 96.2 GPGG
108-05311 00300/0000 20003/,0035 03/n9/7 40 662 O040N 06 4 10E 57*8 93.9 GGGG
1048-07095 oC030/0000 20003/0037 09/09/7p 0 663 2431N 04218E 55.8 119.4 PGGG
1048-07102 OC000/C000 20003/0038 09/09/7? 0 663 2305N 04155E 56.2 117.2 PGPG
1048-"7104 00000/0000 20003/C039 09/09/72 0 663 2138N 04133E 56*6 115.0 PGGG
1048-07111 00000/0000 2000 3 /C004  009/09/72 C 663 2012N 04 111E 5700 112*7 PGGG
1048-07113 0C000/0000 20003/0C041 0919,/7, 663 1845N 04049E 57.3 110*4 GGGG
1048-37120 0000/0000 20003/,0042 09/09/72 663 1718N 04027E 57.5 108.1 GGGG
1048-07122 0o30/CC00 20003/C0043 0/09n/7? 10 663 1S51N 04005E 57.7 105.7 PGGG
1048-C7125 00000/0000 20003/C0044 09/09/72 20 663 1425N 03944E 57.9 10304 PGGG
1048-07131 00000/0000 20003/C0045 09/09/72 20 663- 125'N 03923E 57.9 101.0 PGG
1048-07134 00000/0000 20003/C046 09/09/72 20 663 1131N c3902E 58.0 98*6 GGGG
1048-07140 00000/C000 20003/0047 09/09/72 10 663 1004N 03841E 57*9 96.2 GGGG
1048-07143 00000/CCOL 20003/0048 09/09/7? 2c 663 0838N 03821E 57.8 93*8 GGGG
1048-07145 -00300/0000 20003/0049 09/09/72 40 663 0711N 03800E 57*6 91.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %x .,, ~.r,, 0 TO 100 ~X CLOUD CPVERv ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY e...,....,,,., BLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. R-RECYCLED, G=GRBD. F=FAIR 3UT USABLE. P-POOR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0101
FR9 M 0 7/23/72 T5 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFILM RBLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSTTI9N IN RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBv MSS
PV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1048-07163 00000/0000 200u3/0050 0909/q72 10 663 O12 N 03640E 56*4 82.7 PGGG
1048.07170 00000/0000 20003/0051 09/o9/7P 10 663 0"0 1 N 03620E 56.0 80.6 GGGG
1048"07172 00000/0000 20003/0052 09/09/7P 10 663 01255 03559E 55.5 78*6 PGGG
1048"C7175 00000/0000 20003/0053 0 9 /,9/ 7 2 10 663 025?S 0 3539E 55*0 76.6 PGGG
10480C7190 00000/0000 20003/0054 09/ 9/72 C 66 3  0713 03 43 9E 53.1 71*2 GGGG
1048-07193 00000/0000 20003/0055 39/o9/7? 0 663 0R395 03418E 52*4 69,6 PlGG
1048-07195 00000/0000 20003/0056 09/09/72 0 663 19069 03358E 51.6 68*0 GGGG
1048-07202 00000/000/ 20003/0057 09/09/72 C 663 113?S 0 3338E 50.9 66.5 GGPG
1048-"7204 00000/0000 200U3/0059 09/09/72 0 663 13019 03317E 50.1 65.0 GGPG
1048-"7211 00000/0000 20003/0059 09/09/72 0 663 1426S 03256E 49.2 63.7 GGPG
1048-07220 00000/0000 20003/0060 09/09/72 c 663 171RS 03 214E 47*5 61.2 GGGG
1048-07222 0000/tOC0O 20003/0061 09o/c9/7P 663 1944S 03152E 46.6 60.1 GGGG
1048-07225 00000/0000 20003/0062 09/09/7P 30 663 201lS 03130E 45.6 59.0 OGG
1048-"7231 00000/0000 20003/0063 09/o3/7? 80 663 21365 0 3108E 44o7 58*0 GGGG
1048-07234 00000/0000 200U3/0064 0?/09/7P 80 663 2101S 03045E 43.7 57.0 GGGG
1048-07240 00000/0000 20003/0065 0/0o9/ 7 P 40 663 2429S 03023E 42*7 56.2 GGGG
1048-07243 00000/0OC0 20003/0066 09/09/7? 30 663 2 55S 03000E 41'7 5503 GGGG
1048-07245 OOOOo/0000 20003/0067 09/09/7 4r 663 2721S 0 2936E 40.6 54.6 GGGG
1048-07252 00000/0000 20003/0068 09/09/7P 40 663 28 4 7S 02912E 39*6 53*9 GGGG
1048-07254 00000/C00 20003/0069 09/09/7p 20 663 3013S 02847E 38.5 53.2 GGGG
1048-07261 00000/0000 20003/007n 0''9/72 50 663 313S 02822E 37*4 52.6 GGGG
1048"07263 00000/0000 20003/0071 09/09/7p 40 663 3304S 02757E 36.3 52,0 GOGG
1048-u7270 00000/0000 20003/0072 09/09/72 80 663 343S 0C2731E 35.2 51.5 GOGG
1048-08390 00000/0000 20003/0073 09/09/72 30 664 7159N 04518E 23.2 175.3 GGGG
1048-08392 00000/0000 20003/0074 09/09/72 80 664 70 43N 0 4256E 24*4 172.8 G
1048-08395 00000/C0000 0003/0075 09/09/7? 30 664 60 2 6N 04050E 2506 170.6 GOGG
1048-08401 00000/0000 20003/0076 09/09/72 0 664 6 9P0N 03856E 26.7 168.5 GGGF
1048-08404 00000/000 20003/0077 09/09/72 30 664 6649N 03716E 27*9 166.7 GGGG
1048-08410 00000/C0000 20003/0078 03/09/72 80 664 6529N 03545E 29.1 164*9 GGGG
1048-08413 o0000/OC-o 20003/0079 0/n09/7? 100 664 6408o 0 3423E 30.2 163.3 GGGG
1048-08415 00000/0000 2000 3/0080C 09/09/72 100 664 6?46N 03308E 31.4 161s7 GGGG
1048-08422 00000/0000 20003/0081 09/09/72 90 664 6i24N 0 3159E 32*5 160.2 GGGG
1048-12071 oo000/0O00 20003/0082 09/09/7 100 666 6,49N 0 1424W 27*9 166.7 GGGG
1048-12073 00000/0000 20003/0083 09/09/72 100 666 6528N 01554W 29.0 164.9 GGGG
1048-12080 00000/0000 20003/0084 03/09/7p 90 666 6407N 01 7 16W 302 163.3 GGGG
1048-12271 00000/0000 20004/0468 09/09/72 In 666 0129S 04128W 55*5 78.6 G
1048"12273 o0000o/oo0 20304/0469 09/09/72 10 666 0256S 04148W 55.0 76.7 GtGG
1048-12280 OCO00/?000 20004/0470 09/09/72 10 666 04 22S 04 208w 54*4 74*8 GSGG
1048-12282 000/0000 20004/0471 03/09/72 10 666 OF40S 04228w 53.8 73*0 3GGG
KEYS: CLeUD'CBvER % ... *...,.,. 0 TO 100 a % CLeUD CnVER. .** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,......,,,, RLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G-GBDD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PB0R,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANOARD CATALOG FrR NDN-US PAGE 0102FR8M 07/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR9FILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD RB9IT PPIUCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI9N IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1048-12285 00000/0000 20004/0472 09/09/7P 10 666 0715S 0424 8W 5301 71*2 GGGG
1048-12291 C0000/0000 20004/0473 09/09/72 10 666 0242S 04309w 52*4 69o6 GGGG
1048-12294 00000/0000 20004/0474 09/09/7? 10 666 1009S 04330W 51*7 68.0 GGGG
1048-12300 00000/0000 2)004/0 47 5 09/'9/72 666 11355 04351W 509 66.5 GGGG
1048-12303 00000/0000 20004/0476 09/09/72 0 666 13OIS 04411W 50.1 65*1 GGGG
1048-12305 OCOO0/O000 23004/0477 09/09/72 C 666 1428S 044 32W 49*2 63*7 GGGG
1048-12312 00000/0000 20004/0478 09/09/7P2 1 666 1;54S 0 4453W 48*4 62*5 GGGG
1048-12314 00000/OCO0 200U4/0479  09/09/7? 10 666 1721S 0 4514W 47.5 61.2 GGGG
1048-12321 00000/0000 20004/0480 09/09/72 10 666 I 48S 04 535W 46*6 60.1 GGGG
1048-12323 00000/000u 20004/0481 09/09/7? 10 666 2r14S 04557W 4*56 59*0 GGGG
1048-12330 000000/O00 20004/0482 09/09/7 0 666 2140S 04 619W 44*7 58.0 GGGG
1048-12335 00000/000o 20003/0085 09/09/72 70 666 243PS 047 04W 42*7 56.2 GPPG
1048-13573 00000/0000 20003/0086 03/39/72 100 667 4308N 05515W 46*1 142.6 PGPG
1048-13580 00000/0000 20003/0087 091/9/72 90 667 4143N 05546W 47*0 141*1 PGPG
1048-15350 00000/0000 20003/0088 09/09/72 80 668 6?46N 07013W 31*3 161.7 PGPG
1048-15352 00000/0000 2u003/0089 09/09/7P 80 668 612?N 07121W 32.4 160*3 PGPG
1048-15355 00000/0000 20003/009D 09/09/7? 80 668 6001N 07224W 33.5 158.8 PGPG
1048-15361 00000/0000 20003/0091 09/09/72 80 668 503FN 07323W 34.6 157.4 PGPG
1048-15364 O0000/O000 20003/0092 09/09/72 80 668 5714N 07416W 35*7 156.1 PGPG
1048-15370 00000/000 20003/0093 09/09/72 90 668 5551N 07506W 36*8 154.8 PGPG
1048-15373 00000/0000 20003/0094 09/09/72 90 668 5427N 07554W 37.9 153.4 PGPG
1048-15375 00000/0000 20003/0095 0?/09/72 90 668 5?03N 07640W 3990 152.1 PGPG
1048-1538 00000/o000 20003/0096 09/0/72 70 668 5138N 07724W 40,0 150*8 PlPG
1048-15384 00OCO/000C 20003/0097 09/09/72 60 668 5013N 07805W 41*1 149.5 GGGG
1048-17195 0000/c0000 20003/0098 09/09/72 60 669 5715N 10007w 35.7 156.1 GGGG
1048-17202 00000/000 20003/0099 09/09/7p 90 669 5551N 10059W 36*8 154.8 PGGP
1048*17204 00000/0C000 20003/0100 09/09/72 100 669 5427N 10147W 37*9 153.5 GGGG
1048-17211 00000/0000 20003/0101 03/09/72 100 669 5 30 4 N 102 3 2W 39.0 152.2 GGGG
104817213 00000/0000 20003/0102 09/09/7? 70 669 5139N 103 15W 40.0 150*8 GIGG
1048-17220 000O0/0000 2o003/0103 09/09/7? 10 669 5014N 10356W 4101 149*5 GGGP
1048-17281 00000/0000 20003/0104 09/09/7? 30 669 2 59N 11128W 54*0 125,8 GGGG
1048-17284 '00000/0000 20003/0105 09/09/72 10 669 272 3 N 11152W 54.6 123.8 GPGG
1048-17290 00003/0000 20003/0106 09/09/72 30 669 2956N 11215 55.2 121*8 GGGG
1048-17293 00000/0000 20003/0107 09/09/72 50 669 24 30N 11238W 55.7 119.7 GGGG
1048-22212 00000/000 20004/0483 09/9/72 30 672 803SN 115 43W 12.2 221.2 GGGG
1048-22215 00000/0000 20004/04,4 09/09/7? 7C 672 800 N 12402W 13.4 213.0 GGGG
1048-22221 00000/0000 20004/0485 09/09/7? 70 672 7?29N 13128k 14*6 205.7 GGGG
1048-22224 00000/0000 20004/0486 09/09/79 70 672 7-38N 13 753 W 15.8 199.3 GGGG
1048-22230 00000/000 20004/04B7 09/09/7 100 672 7742N 14323W 17*0 193.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % .*.. *.... . 0o TO 100 % > CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALTTY ... *......*.., BLANKS=BAND NOT PR SrNT/REJUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GORD. FvFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0103
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN 'ICR9FI.P ROLL "9,/ DPTE CL8UD 5RBIT POINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID D.SITISN I\ RLL A C J T PE CfVER NUMB:7R IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
R V m S LAT LONG 123 45678
1048-22233 00oo001/CO 2004/0488 0 9 /,q/ 7? 100 672 7641N 14808W 18.2 189.0 GGGG
1048-22235 00000/0000 200CU/0489 C09/G /7P 100 672 7=36N 15213W 19*4 184*9 GGG
1048-22242 oco00000o/ 2004/0490 0/09/7 ic00 672 7427N 15545W 20,6 181.3 GGGG
1048-22244 U0000/0000 200C4/0491 09/9/72 100 672 7 315N 15848W 2218 178.2 GGGG
1048-22251 00000/000i 200U4/0492 09/39/72 90 672 7201N 16128w 23.0 175*4 GGGG
10+9"01520 00000/0000 20003/0108 09/1/ 72 9 0 674 7r45N 14431E 24*1 172.9 GGGG
1049-01523 00000/0003 20003/0109 09/10/7P 3c 674 692PN 14228E 25*3 170*7 GGGG1049-01525 0000/00003 2000310110 09/i0/7 40 674 6 ; 09 N 14039E 26.5 168.6 GGGG
1049-31532 0000/000o 20003/0111 09/10/72 4, 674 6650N 13901E 2p76 166.7 GGGG
1049-01534 00O00/OcOO 20003/0112 09/10/72 60 674 6r3CN 13730E 28*8 165*0 GGGG
1049-02114 00000/0000 20003/0113 09/10/72 80 674 0417N 11320E 57.2 87.5 G
1049-02120 00000/0000 2u00 3 /0114 09/10/72 30 674 05N 11300E 56.9 85.3 GGGG
1049-02123 Goo000/o00 20003/0115 09/10/72 60 674 0123N 11239E 56.5 83.1 GGGG
1049-C2125 oo00000000 2 u003/0116 09/10/72 80 674 004S 11219E 56.1 81.0 GGGG
1049-02132 00O00/000 20003/0117 09/10/72 80 674 0130S 11158E 55*6 79.0 GGGG
1049-j2134 0000/000 20003/0118 09/10/72 10 674 0257S 11137E 55*1 77*0 GGGG
1049-32141 00000/oo0 20003/0119 09/10/72 1o 674 0424S i1117E 54*5 75*1 GGGG
1049-"2143 00000/0000 20003/0120 09/10/72 20 674 0550S 11057E 53.9 73*3 GlGG
1049-0215 0 00000/0000 20003/0121 09/10/7? 10 674 0717S 110 3 8E 5302 71.6 GGGG
1049-02152 00000/0000 20003/0122 09/10/72 10 674 0458 11017E 52,5 69.9 GGGG
104 9 -c5254 00000/0C00 20004/0493 09/10/72 10 676 4724N 07407E 42*9 147.0 GGGG
1049-05260 00000/C00o 20004/0494 09/l/72 0 676 40OON 07331E 43.9 145.6 GGGG
1049-05265 CO000/COOU 20003/0123 09/10/72 20 676 4308N 07224E 45*9 142.8 GGGG
1049-05272 00000/0000 2003/012"  09/10/7p 20 676 4143N 0 7153E 46.8 1419 GGGG
1049-05274 00000/000 2000 3 /0125 09/10/72 10 676 4n01N 07123E 47.7 139.9 GGGG
1049-05281 OC000/0000 20003/012 6 09/10/72 10 676 3R53N 07053E 48.6 138*3 UGGG
1049-05283 00000/0000 20003/0127 09/1o/7P 0 676 3727N 07024E 49*4 136*7 GGGG
1049*05290 00000/0000 20003/0128 09/10/72 0 676 360 N 06955E 50*3 135.1 GGGG
1049-05292 00000/0000 20003/0129 09/10/72 10 676 3435N 06928E 51*1 133.4 GGGG
1049-05295 00000/0000 20003/0130 09/10/72 10 676 3309N 06903E 51*8 131.7 GGGG
1049-35301 00000/0000 20003/0131 09/10/7p 0 676 3143N o6838E 52.6 129.9 GGGG
1049-05304 00000/0000 20003/0132 09/10/72 0 676 3017N 06813E 53.3 128.0 GGGG
1049-05310 00000/0000 20003/0133 09/10/7? 0 676 2951N 0 6749E 53.9 126.1 GGGG
1049-05313 00000/0000 20003/0134 09/10/72 0 676 2724N 06 72 5 E 54*5 124.1 GGGG
1049-05315 00000/0000 20003/0135 09/10/72 0 676 2557N 06702E 55*1 122.1 GGGG
1049-05322 0000/0000 20003/0136 09/10/72 0 676 2430N 06639E 55.6 120.0 GGG
1049-05324 00000/0009 20003/0137 09/10/72 0 676 2302N 06617E 56.1 117.8 GGGG
1049-05331 00000/0000 20003/0138 09/10/72 10 676 2136N 06555E 56.5 115*6 GGGG
1049-05333 00000/000 20003/0139 09/10/72 20 676 2009N 06533E 56.9 113.4 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD COVER % ,.,...*...... 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD C4VER, ** = N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
a
1 AGE QUALITY ,,...,........, RLANKS=BAND NBT PRESrNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GBAD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PPOBSR,
16:44 MPAP ll'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0104
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRBFILM R9LL 'o./ DATE CLOU9 9RBIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID DSITISN IN RNLL AClUIRED CPVER NUMBER 9F I AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LONG 123 49678
1049-05 3 4C 00000/0000 20003/0140 09/10/72 20 676 1943N 06511E 57.2 111.1 GGGG
1049-05342 00000/0000 20003/0:141 09/10/7? 20 676 1718N 06449E 57,5 108.8 GGGG
1049-07031 00000/000C 20003/0142 09/10/72 90 677 6648N 06143E 27,6 166.8 PIGG
1049"07033 00000/r000 2(003/0143 0 9 /10/ 7 2 100 677 6527N 06012E 28*7 165,0 PGGG
1049-07040 00000/0000 2 000 3/:144 09/10/72 100 677 6a06N 05849E P299 163.4 GGGG
1049-07042 00000/0000 20003/0:45 09/10/72 i00 677 6 ?4 5 N o5733E 3190 161.9 GGGG
1049-07045 00000/0000 20003/0:.46 01/10/7? 10 677 6 123N 05 624E 32.2 160.4 GGGG
1049-07051 00000/000 20003/01.47 09/10/72 100 677 6001N 05b21E 33.3 159.0 GGGG
1049-07054 00000/0000 20003/0148 09/10/72 90 677 5237N 05422E 34*4 157.6 GGGG
1049-07145 00o00o/c00 2003/0149 09/10/72 40 677 2724N 04139E 54.5 124*1 GGGG
1049-07191 00000/0000 20003/0150 09/10/72 0 677 2557N 04 115E 55,1 122*1 GGGG
1049-37154 00000/000 20003/0151 09/10/72 0 677 2431N 04052E 55,6 120*0 GGG
1049-07160 00000/C0000 20003/0152 09/10/7? 0 677 2304N 04030E 56.1 117,9 GGGG
1049-07163 o000O/oC00 20003/0153 09/10/72 0 677 2138N 04007E 56.5 115.7 GGGG
1049-07165 00000/0000 20003/0154 09/10/72 30 677 2012N 03945E 56.9 113.4 GGGG
1049-07172 00000/0C00 20003/0155 09/10/72 40 677 1845N 03923E 57.2 111.1 GGGG
1049-07174 00000/0000 20003/0156 09/10/72 2o 677 1711N 03 902E 57"5 108*8 G
1049-07181 00000/0000 20003/0157 03/10/7? 20 677 1955N 03840E 57,7 106.5 GGGG
1049-07183 00000/0000 20003/0158 09/10/72 50 677 1426N 0 3819E 57.8 104*1 GGGG
1049-07190 00000/000 2u003/0159 09/10/72 50 677 1'59N 03758E 57*9 101.7 GGGG
1049-07192 00000/0000 20003/0160 09/10/72 70 677 1132N 03 737E 5890 99.3 GGGG
1049-07195 00000/0000 20003/0161 09/10/72 80 677 1005N 03716E 57*9 96.9 GGGG
1049-07201 0000/0000 2003/0162 09/10/7? 70 677 0383N 03656E 57.8 946 GGGG
1049-07204 00000/0000 20003/0163 09/10/72 70 677 0712N 03635E 57.7 92.2 GGGG
1049-07210 00000/0000 20003/0164 09/10/72 50 677 0545N 03615E 57*5 89.9 GGGG
1049-17213 000/0000 20003/0165 09/ln/7p 20 677 C41N 03554E 57.2 87.7 GGGG
1049-07215 00000/0000 20003/0166 09/10/72 10 677 025?N 03534E 5669 85*4 GGGG
1049-07222 00000/0000 20003/0167 09/10/72 20 677 0125N 03514E 56.5 83.3 GGGG
1049=07224 00000/0000 20003/0168 09/10/7? 20 677 000cS 0 3454E 56*1 81,2 GGGG
10 4 9-07231 00000/0000 20003/0169 q0/1 0 /7 2  10 677 0127S 0 3434E 55.6 79*1 GGGG
1049-07233 00000/0000 20003/0170 09/10/72 0 677 0254S 03413E 55.1 77o2 GGGG
1049-07240 00o/Co0000 20003/0171 09/10/72 C 677 04215 0 3353E 54.5 75*3 G3GG
1049=07242 00000/0000 20003/0172 09/10/72 0 677 0548S 03 33 3 E 53*9 7304 GGGG
10 4 9 -L 7 24 5 00000/000c 20003/0173 09/10/72 0 677 0714S 03313E 53*3 71*7 GGGG
1049-07251 00000/0000 2o003/0174 09/!0/72 0 677. 0F41S 03252E 52.6 70.0 GGGG
1049-C7260 00o00/0000 20003/0175 09/10/72 0 677 1134S 03211E 51.1 66.9 PPPP
1049-07263 00000/0000 20003/0176 09/10/7P 0 677 13 00S 03150E 50*3 65.5 PPPP
1049-07265 00000/0000 20003/0177 09/10/7? 0 677 14285 03130E 49.5 64.1 G3PG
1049-37272 .00000/000 20003/0178 09/10/7? 0 677 1955S 03109E 48.6 62.8 GG3PG
KEYS: CL9UD C8VEP % .......... ,o 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABL
W ,
IMAGE QUALITY ........... ,,,. LANKSuBAND NLT PREScNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G-=G5D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P0BR,
16:44 MAR 11-174 STANDARD CATALPG FOR NN.-US PAGE 0105
FRBM 07/23/ 72 Te 07/2 3/73
BBSERVATIBN MICPeFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLUD PRRIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIeN IN R8LL ACOUTRE0 CeVER JhURER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZI,. RBv MSS
R V MSS LAT LfNG 123 45678
104 9-07274 00000/0000 20003/0179 09/10/72 c 677 172-S 03048E 47.7 61*6 GGPG
1049-0 7 2g3 00000/0000 20004/0495 09/10/7p 0 677 2n12S 03004E 45.9 59.3 GGGG
1049-07290 00000/0000 20004/0496 09/30/72 0 677 2!3"S 02942E 44*9 58.3 GGG
1049-07292 00000/0000 20004/0497 09/10/72 0 677 23055 02919E 43.9 57.3 GGGG
1049o07295 00000/0000 20004/0498 09/10/72 0 677 2431 02856E 43,0 56*4 GGGG
1049"07301 00000/0000 20004/0499 09/10/7 0 677 255-S 028 3 3E 41.9 55.6 GGGG1049-0730o O0000/o000 20004/0500 09/10/72 0 677 272?S 0 209E 40*9 54.8 GGGG1049-07310 00000/O000 20004/0501 09/10/72 30 677 2R49S 02745E 39.9 54.1 GGGG
1049"07313 00300/0000 20004/0502 09/ 10 /72 20 677 3)15S 02721E 38.8 53,4 GIGG
1049-07315 00000/0000 20004/0503 09/10/72 0 677 3141S 02656E 37*7 52*8 GGGG
1049-07322 00000/0000 20004/0504 09/10 /7P 2c 677 3306S 02631E 36.6 52.3 GGGG
104907324 00000/C0000 20004/0505 09/10/7p 80 677 3432S 02605E 35.6 51.7 GGGG
1049-07331 00000/0000 20004/0506 09/ 1 0 /7p 80 677 3558S 02538E 34*4 51.3 GGGG1049-08451 00000/0000 20003/0180 C9/10/7P 90 678 7044 N 04132E 24.0 172*9 G3PG
1049-08453 00000/0000 20003/0181 09/10/72 90 678 6927N 03928E 25.2 170.7 GGPG
104908460 00000/O000 20003/0182 09/10/7P 60 678 6?0 8 N 0 3735E 26*4 168.7 GGPG
1049"08462 00000/0000 20003/0183 09/10/7P 0 678 6F4kN 03 555E 27.5 166.8 PGPG
1049-08465 00000/0003 20003/0184 09/10/72 2" 678 6E28N 03424E 28*7 165.1 PGPG
1049-08471 00000/0000 20003/0185 09/10/72 30 678 6407N 03302E 29.8 163.4 PGPG
1049-08474 C00000/0000 20003/0186 09/10/7P 60 678 6P45N 0 3147E 31,0 161.9 PGPG
1049-12343 00000/C00o 20004/0507 09/10/72 10 680 0716S 04414w 53*3 71.8 GGG
1049-12350 00000/0000 20004/0508 09/10/72 0 6R0 0Q43S 04 4 35 W 52.6 70*1 GOGG
1049-12352 00000/C000 20004/0509 09/10/7P 10 680 1l09S 04456 5i.9 68.5 GGGG
1049-12355 00000/0000 20004/0510 09/10/72 10 680 1135S 04517w 51.1 67*0 GGGG
1049-12361 00000/0000 20004/0511 09/10/7P 20 680 130o2 0 4538W 50,3 65.6 GGGG
1049-14002 00000/0c00 20004/0512 09/10/72 90 681 530?N 05217W 38.7 152.4 p
1049-14004 00000/0000 2004!/0513 09/10/72 90 6A1 5138N 05300W 39.7 151*1 PgPG
1049"14011 00000/0000 20004/0514 09/10/72 100 681 5014N 0 5341W 40.8 149.8 PGPG1049-14013 00000C/C000 20004/0515 09/10/7? 100 681 449N 05419W 41.8 148.4 PGGG
1049-14020 00000/0000 20004/0516 0t/10/7p 100 681 4724N 05456W 42.8 147.1 PGG
1049-14022 00000/0000 29004/0517 09/10/72 100 681 4c5qN 05532W 43*8 145,8 PGGG
1049-14025 00000/0000 20004/0518 09/10/7P 90 681 4434N 0 5606W 44.8 144*4 PGGG
1049-14031 00000/0000 20004/0519 09/10/72 90 681 409N 056 3 7W 45.8 143.0 PGGG
1049-14034 00000/0000 20004/0520 09/10/72 90 681 4144N 05708W 46.7 141.5 PGGG
1049-14040 00000/0000 20004/0521 09/10/72 9? 681 4018N 05738W 47.6 140.0 PGGG
1049-17254 00C0/0000 20004/0522 09/10/72 70 683 5715N 10132W 35*3 156*3 GGG
1049-17260 00000/0000 20004/0523 09/10/72 90 683 5551N 10224W 36*4 155.0 GGGG
1049-17263 00000/0000 20004/0524 09/10/7P 90 683 5427N 10312W 37.5 153.7 GGGG
1049-17265 00000/0000 20004/0525 09/1o/7 90 683 5303N 10357W 38.6 152.4 GGGG
KEYSt CLaUD CBVEP X ............. O T9 100 r % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *,..*.,...,... 9LANKSeAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED* GzGBD,* F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBOe
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NON.US PAGE 0106
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICR"FILM R9LL N99/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROeL ACQUT9ED COVER \JUMBER BF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
PPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1049-17272 00000/0000 20004/0526 09/10/72 70 683 513 9N 10440W 39o7 151.1 GGGG
1049-17274 00000/0000 20004/0527 09/10/7p 70 683 5014N 10520W 40*7 149.8 GGGG
1049-17340 00000/0000 20004/0528 09/10/72 0 683 2849N 11255W 53.8 126*4 GGGG
1049-17342 00000/COO0 20004/0529 09/10/72 0 683 2723N 11318W 54.4 124.4 GGGG
1049-17345 00000/0000 20004/0530 09/10/7P 30 683 2557N 11341W 55.0 122.4 GGGG
1049-19021 00000/o000 20004/0531 09/10/72 90 684 7743N 0 9310W 16.7 193.9 GGGG
1049-19024 00000/0000 20004/0532 09/10/7p 50 684 742N 09756W 17*9 189*1 GGGG
1049-19030 00000/0000 20004/0533 09/1i/7? 8e 684 7 536N 10202W 19.1 185,0 GGGG
1049-19033 00000/0000 20004/0534 09/10/72 80 684 7427N 10531W 2n03 181*4 GGGG
1049-19035 00000/0000 20004/0535 09/10/72 90 684 7915N i0833W 21.5 178.3 GGG
1049"19042 00000/0000 20004/0536 09/10/72 80 684 7PO1N 1111 3W 22.7 175.5 GGGG
1049-19044 00000/0000 20004/0537 09/10/72 70 6R4 7045N 11334W 23.8 173.0 GGGG
1049-19051 00000/0000 20004/0538 09/10/72 40 684 6928N 11538W 25.0 17098 GGGG
1049-19053 00000O/0000 20004/0539 09/10/72 70 684 6810N 11729W 26*2 168.7 GGGG
1049-19060 00000/0000 20004/0540 09/10/72 90 684 6650N 119 09W 27*4 166.9 GGGG
1049-19062 00000/COO 2U004/0)541 09/10/72 90 684 6529N 12039W 28a5 165,1 GGGG
1049-19065 00300/C000 20004/0542 09/10/7? 70 684 6408N 12201W 29.7 163.5 GGGG
1049-19071 00000/0000 20004/0543 09/10/72 60 684 624 6N 12316W 30.8 161.9 GGGG
1049-19074 00000/0000 20004/0544 09/10/72 90 684 6124N 12424W 32.0 160,5 GGGG
1049-19080 00000/0000 20004/0545 09/10/72 100 684 6001N 12527W 33.1 159.1 GGGG
1049-19083 00000/OC00 20004/0546 09/10/72 100 684 583RN 12626W 34*2 157.7 GGGG
1049-19085 00000/0000 20004/0547 09/10/7P 100 684 5715\ 12721W 35.3 156.3 GGGG
1049"19101 00000/0000 20004/0548 09/10/72 30 684 5303N 12946W 38*6 152.4 GGGG
1049-19103 00000/0000 20004/0549 09/10/72 30 684 5138N 13030W 3946 151.1 GGGG
1049-19110 00000/C00 20004/0550 09/10/72 30 684 5014N 1311W 40.7 149.8 GGGG
1049-19112 00000/0000 20004/C551 09/10/72 20 684 4R49N 13149W 41*7 148.5 GGGG
1049-20473 00000/cC00 20004/C552 0/1i0/72 70 685 7?01N 13705W 22.6 175.5 GGGG
1050-00311 00000/0000 20003/C187 09/11/72 90 687 14 25N 14 006E 5708 104.6 GOGG
1050-00314 00000/0000 20003/C188 09/11/72 90 687 1?57N 13945E 57.9 102.2 GGGG
1050"00320 00000/C0000 20003/0189 09/11/7? 100 687 1131N 13925E 57.9 99.8 GGGG
1050-00323 00000/0000 20003/C190 09/11/72 100 687 1004i 13904E 57.9 97.5 GGGG
1050-00325' 00000/0000 20003/0191 09/11/7? 90 687 o037N 13844E 57.9 95.1 GGGG
1050-00332 00000/OC00 20003/C192 09/11/72 50 687 0711N 13824E 57,7 92.7 GGGG
1050-00334 00000/0000 2UOU3/0193 09/11/72 40 687 0O44N 13b03E 57*5 90.4 GGGG
1050-00341 00000/0000 20003/0194 09/11/7P 50 687 0417N 13743E 57*3 88.2 GGGG
1050-00343 00000/0000 20003/0195 09/11/72 40 687 051N 13723E 57*0 85.9 GIGG
1050-00350 00000/00CC 20003/0196 09/11/7? 5C 687 0124N 13703E 56.6 8398 GGGG
1050-00352 00000/0000 20003/0197 09/11/72 60 687 0002S 13642E 56.2 81.6 GGGG
1050-00355 OCOo00/o00 20003/0198 09/11/7P 70 687 0129S 13622E 5597 79.6 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o,,..,..,.,.... 0 Te 100 a '% CLOUD CPVER. ** =3 NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........... BLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REC)ESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GBRD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PaPBOR.
16:44 'A 11a'74 STAN)ARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0107
FROM 07/2/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERvATISN MICR FILM RLL B./ DATE CLOUD ORRIT PPIVCIPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITIrN IN HaLL ACUTIRED CBVER NUMBER HF I MAGE ELEV. AZIh. RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1050"00361 OU00/CCOU 20v3/0199 01/11/7? 6r 687 0 5RS 13602E 55.2 77*6 GGGG
1050-00364 00000/CCO 2000 3 /0200 09/11/72 80 6R7 04 24S 135b3L 54-
7  75,7 GSGG
1050-05310 00000/0000 2003/0201 09/11/7? 0 6q0 495nN 07317E 41.6 148.6 GGGG
1050-05312 00000/0000 23003/0202 09/11/7? 0 690 4725N o7239E 42*6 14793 GGGG
1050"05315 O000C0/o00 20003/0203 09/11/72 10 690 460ON 07203E 43.6 146*0 GGGG
10500C5321 00000/0000 200U3/0204  09/11/72 50 690 44 3 4 N 07129E 44*6 14406 GGGG
105 0-0 5 324 00000/0000 20003/0205 04/11/7? 40 600 4309N 07056E 45.5 143.2 GGGG
1050-05330 00000/ocoo 2C003/0206 09/11/72 5o 690 4144N C7025E 46.5 141.7 G3GG
1050-05333 C00000/CO 200U3/0207 09/11/72 20 690 4.18N 06954E 47*4 140.3 GGGG
1050C5335 OCO00/CC00 2 000 3 /020 F 03/11/7P 40 69 0  3a5N 06924E 48*3 138.7 GGG
1050-05344 0000C0/000 20003/0209 0:/11/72 10 690 3601N 06829E 50*0 135.6 GrGG
1050-05351 000o00/000 200U3/0210 09/11/7? 20 690 3435N 06802E 50*8 133.9 GGGG
1050"05353 O00CO/000u 20003/0211 09/11/7? l0 690 3309N 06736E 51.6 132.2 GGGG
1050-05360 00000/0000 20003/0212 09/11/72 10 690 3143N 06710E 52*3 130.4 GGG
1050-05362 00000/0000 20003/0213 09/11/7 10o 690 30 17N 06645E 5390 128.5 GGGG
1050-05365 00000/0000 20003/0214 0o/11/72 10 690 251N 06621E 53.7 126.7 GGGG
1050o05371 00000/0000 200U3/0215 09/11/72 0 6 9 0 2724N 0 6557E 5403 124.7 GGGG
1050-05374 00000/0000 20003/0216 0/11/72 20 690 2557N 0653 4 E 54,9 122.7 GGGG
1050*05380 OCOo00/ocC 20003/0217 09/11/72 30 690 243PN 06511E 55.5 120.6 GGG
1050-05383 00000/c00C 20003/0218 09/11/72 30 690 2306N 06448E 55.9 118.5 GGGG
105 0-05 3 85 OC0000/CCO 20003/0219 09/11/72 40 690 2138N 0 6426E 5694 116.3 GGGG
1050-05392 00000/0000 20003/0220 09/11/72 40 690 2012N 0640 4 E 56*8 114.1 GGGG
1050m07080 00000/0000 20003/0221 09/11/72 100 691 6o27N 06341E 24.8 170.8 GGGG
1050*07082 00000/00C 2C00U3/022 09/11/72 90 691 6809N 06149E 26.0 168.8 GGGG
1050-07085 00000/0000 20003/0223 09/11/72 90 691 6649N 06009E 27*2 166.9 GGGG
10500C7091 Ooo00/0000 20003/0224 09/11/72 9c 691 6529N 05840E 28*3 165.2 GGGG
1050-07100 00000/000 2C0U3/0225 09/11/72 100 691 6246N 05605E 30*6 162.0 GGGG
1050-07103 00000/000 20003/0226 09/11/72 90 691 6124N 05457E 31.8 160.6 GGGG
1050*07105 00000/0000 20003/0227 09/11/72 90 691 6001N 05353E 32.9 159*1 GGGG
1050"07112 00000/CC00 20003/0228 09/11/72 90 691 5837N 0 5254E 34.0 157.8 GGGG
1050-07303 00000/0000 20003/0229 09/11/72 0 691 0715S 03147E 53.5 72.3 GG G
1050-07305 00000/O000 20003/0230 09/11/72 0 691 OP41S 03126E 52.8 70.6 GG G
1050-07312 00000/0000 20003/0231 09/11/72 0 691 1007S 03106E 52.1 68.9 GG G
1050-07314 00000/0000 20003/0232 09/11/72 0 691 1134S 03045E 51*3 67.4 GG 6
1050-07321 00000/ocO0 20003/0233 09/11/7P 0 691 1300S 03024E 50*5 65.9 GG G
1050-07335 00000/0000 20003/0234 09/11/72 0 691 1A45S 02859E 47.1 60a8 GG G
1050-07341 00000/0000 20003/0235 09/11/72 C 691 2011S 02837E 46.2 59.7 pppp
1050-07344 00000/0000 20003/0236 09/11/72 0 691 2137S 02815E 4592 58.7 GGGG
1050-07350 00000/0000 20003/0237 09/11/72 0 691 2303S 0 2752E 44.3 57.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .,,,....., . 0 T 100 = % CLOUD C9VER, ** = NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,..*..**, ..... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO R=RECYCLED* G=GBBO6 FzFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPBoso
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON=US PAGE 0108
FROM 07/21/72 TO 07/23/73
88SERVATION MICROFILM RfLL N ./ DATE CLOUD RB9IT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1050-07353 0000/0000 20003/0238 09/11/72 0 691 2430S 02730E 43*3 56o8 GGG
1050-07355 0000/00o00 2j003/0239 09/11/72 691 25575 02707E 42*3 5599 GGGG
1050=07362 00000/0000 20003/0240 09/11/72 0 691 2722S 026 4 4 E 41.2 55.1 GGGG
1050-07364 0000/o0000 20003/0241 09/11/72 0 691 2R485 02620E 40.2 54.4 GCGG
1050-07371 O000C/CO00 20OU3/0242 03/11/72 0 691 3M14S 02555E 39o1 53.7 GGGG
1050307373 o00o/o0000 2o003/0243 09/11/72 0 691 314 S 0 2531E 38.1 5361 GGGG
1050-07380 00000/0000 20003/0244 03/11/72 0 691 3306S 02505E 37.0 52.5 GGGG
1050-07382 00000/0000 20003/0245 09/11/7? 80 691 34305 02439E 35.9 52.0 GGGG
1050-07385 00000/000 20003/0246 03/11/72 100 691 3556S 02412E 34.8 51.5 GGGG
1050-08505 00000/0000 20003/0247 09/11/72 70 692 7044v 04003E 23.6 173*1 G
1050-08512 000003/0000 20003/0248 09/11/72 90 692 6927N 03757E 2498 170,8 PG G1050-08514 00000/0000 20003/0249 09/11/72 100 692 6?09N 03604E 26.0 168*8 PG G
1050-08521 00000/0000 20003/0250 09/11/72 70 692 6049N 03423E 2702 166.9 GG G
1050=08523 00000/o000 20003/0251 09/11/72 20 692 6529N 03252E 28.3 165.2 GGPG
1050-08530 00000/0000 20003/0252 0?/11/7? 10 692 6408N 03130E 29.5 163.6 GJPG
1050-08532 00000/0000 20003/0253 09/11/72 40 692 6,46N 03015E 30.6 162.0 PG G
1050-08535 00000/C000 20003/0254 09/11/72 30 692 6124N 02906E 31.8 160.6 PG G
1050-08541 00000/0000 20003/0255 09/11/72 20 692 6902N 02803E 32.9 159.2 PP P1050-12411 00000/0000 20003/0256 09/11/72 10 694 110S 04622W 52.1 69.0 GGGG
1050-12413 00000/C0000 20003/0257 09/11/72 30 694 1!36S 04644w 51.4 67.5 GGGG
1050-12420 00000/0000 20003/0258 09/11/72 20 694 13015 04705W 50'6 66*0 GGGG
1050-12422 00000/0000 20003/0259 09/11/72 20 694 14285 04 725W 49.8 64.6 GGGG
1050-12425 00000/o00 20003/0260 09/11/72 50 694 1554S 04746W 48.9 63.3 PPPG
1050-12431 00000/0000 20003/0261 09/11/7P 4o 694 1720S 04807W 48.1 62.1 GGGG
1050-12434 00000/0000 20003/0262 OQ/ 1 1 /7 2  80 694 1R47S 04 8 28W 47o2 60.9 GGG
1050-12440 00000/C000 2000U3/0263 09/11/72 iOC 694 2014S 04849W 46.2 59*8 GGG
1050-12443 00000/0000 20003/0264 09/11/72 100 694 2140S 04911w 45.3 587 GGGG
1050-14063 00000/0000 2OU4/0553 09/11/72 100 605 5138N 05 4 25w 39.4 151*3 PGPG
1050-14065 00000/0000 20004/0554 09/11/72 90 695 5n13N 05506W 40.4 150.0 PGPG
1050-14072 00000/0000 20004/0 55 09/11/72 100 695 484N 05545W 41o5 148*7 PGPG
1050-14074 '00000/0000 20004/0556 09/11/72 90 695 4724N 05622W 4205 147*4 PGPG
1050-14081 00000000C 20004/0557 09/11/72 8C 695 4559N 05657w 43.5 14691 PGPG
1050-14083 00000/0000 20004/0558 09/11/72 100 695 4434N 05731W 44.5 144.7 PGPG
1050-14090 00000/0000 20004/0559 09/11/72 100 6q5 4?09N 05804W 45.4 143.3 PGPG
1050-15460 00000/0000 20004/0560 09/11/72 9c 696 6406N 07147W 29.4 163.6 PPPG
1050-15462 00000/0000 20004/0561 09/11/72 100 696 6246N 07302W 30*5 162*1 PPPG
1050-15465 00000/c000 20004/0562 09/11/7? 100 696 6124N 07410W 31.7 160.6 PGPG
1050-15471 00000/0300 20004/0563 09/11/72 100 696 6001N 07513W 32*8 159*2 PGPG
1050-15474 00000000C0 20004/0564 09/11/72 100 696 5838N 07612W 33.9 157.8 PGPG
KEYS: CLOUD CeVE X *.............. 0 TO 100 x % CLOUD C9VER. ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY aot........... RLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GOAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOR,
16144 MAR j11s74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0109
FR9M 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MYCR5FILM R5LL N9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RPIT PoINCIPAL PVINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PPSITI5N IN WeLL ACQUTRE COVER NUMBER iF IMAGE ELEV. AZII. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1050-15480 00000/0000 20004/0565 09/11/72 100 696 5715N o77 07 w 35*0 156*5 PGPG
1050-15483 OO0000/0000 20004/0566 09/11/7 100 696 5 51N 07800W 36,1 155*2 PGPG
1050"15485 0000/0000 20004/0567 09/11/72 90 696 5427N 0 7848W 37*2 153.9 PCPG
1050-15492 00000/0000 20004/0568 09/11/72 90 696 5o03\ 07 9 34w 38.3 152.6 GGPG
1050-15494 00000/o000 20004/0569 09/11/7 40 696 5139N 08017W 39*4 151.3 GGPG1050-1 5 501 00000/o000 20004/0570 09/11/72 80 696 5014N 08057w 40.4 15091 GGPG
1050-17315 00000/0000 20003/0265 09/11/72 100 697 5551N 103 49W 36.1 155.2 GPP1050-17321 00000/0000 20003/0266 09/11/7p 90 697 5427N 104 3 8w 37.2 153.9 GGGG
1050,17324 00000/000C 20003/0267 09/11/72 20 697 5?03N 10524W 38.3 152*7 GGGG
1050-17330 00000/0000 20003/0268 09/11/72 20 697 513 9 N 10 607W 39.3 151.4 GGGG
1050-17333 00000/0000 20003/0269 09/11/72 70 607 5015N 10648W 40*4 15001 GGGG
1050-17394 00000/0000 20003/0270 09/11/72 10 697 2R50N 11420W 53*6 126*9 GGGG
1050-17401 00000/0000 20003/0271 09/11/72 4c 697 2724N 114 43W 54*2 125.0 GGG
1050-17403 00000/0000 20003/0272 09/i1/72 60 697 2F59N 11506W 54.8 123.0 GGGG
105019100l 00000/0000 20003/0273 09/11/72 8C 698 7P01N 11240W 22o3 175.6 PPPP
1050-19103 00000/0000 20003/0274 09/li/7? 60 698 7045N 11459w 23,5 173.1 GGGG
1050-19105 00000/0000 20003/0275 09/11/72 8s 698 6q28N 11703W 24*6 170*9 GGGG
1050-19112 00000/0000 20003/0276 09/11/72 90 698 6q0aN 11854W 25.8 168*9 GGGG
1050-19114 00000/oo00 20003/0277 09/11/72 90 698 6650N 12033W 27.0 167.0 GGGG
1050-19121 00000/0000 20003/0278 09/11/72 70 698 6 529N 12204W 28*2 165.3 GGGG
1050-19123 00000/0000 20003/0279 09/11/72 100 698 6408N 12326W 29.3 163.7 GGGG
1050"19130 O0000/0000 20003/0280 09/11/72 70 698 6P47N 12442W 30.5 162.1 GGGG
1050-19132 00000/0000 20003/0281 09/11/7P 60 698 6124N 12550W 31.6 160.7 GGGG
1050-19135 00000/0000 20003/0282 09/11/72 90 698 6002N 12654W 32.7 159*2 GGGG
1050m19141 00000/0000 20003/0283 09/11/7? 80 698 5838N 12752W 33*9 157.9 GGGG
1050-20511 00000/0000 20003/0284 09/11/72 50 699 7744N 12024W 16.3 194*0 GGGG
1050-20514 00000/0000 20003/0285 09/11/72 50 699 7A42N 12510W 17*5 189.2 GGGG
1050-20520 00000/0000 20003/0286 09/11/72 4C 699 7536N 12918k 18,7 185.1 GGGG
1050-20523 00000/0000 20003/0287 09/11/72 60 699 7427N 13250w 19*9 181*5 GGGG
1050-20525 00000/0000 20003/0288 09/11/72 9c 699 7 31 5 N 135 5 2W 21*1 178.4 GGGG
1050-20532 00000/0000 20003/0289 09/11/72 100 699 7P01N 13831W 22.3 175.6 GGG
105100181 00000/0000 20003/0290 09/12/72 c 701 764N 17646W 17*4 189.2 GGGG
1051-00183 00000/0000 20003/0291 09/12/72 0 701 7535 N  17908E 18*6 185.1 GGGG
1051-00190 00000/0000 20003/0292 09/12/72 0 701 7426N 17537E 19.8 181.5 GGG
1051oo00192 00000/0000 20003/0293 09/12/72 0 701 7315N 17233E 21.0 178.4 GGGG
1051-00195 00000/0000 20003/0294 09/12/72 0 701 7201N 16951E P2.2 175.6 GGGG
1051-00201 00000/0000 20003/0295 09/12/7P 10 701 7045N 16731E 23*4 173.1 GGGG
1051-00204 00000/0000 20003/0296 09/12/72 10 701 6928N 16527E 24.6 170.9 GGGG
1051w00210 00000/C000 20003/0297 09/12/72 1 701 6P 9N 16337E 2597 168.9 GGGG
KEYSS CLOUD COVER % ,.......... 0 TO 100 u % CLPUD CAVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *....,.,..,. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GaGOBAD F=FAIR BUT USABLE- PBPB0R*
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0110
FR1M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICReFILM RSLL N13o/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN RBLL ACCUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1051-00213 00000/000 20003/0298 09/12/72 10 701 6650N 16 157E 26.9 16790 GoGG
1051-00392 00000/000C 20003/0299 09/1?/72 100 701 OF44N 13637E 57*6 91.2 PP G
1051-00410 00000/0000 20003/0300 09/1~/7P 20 701 000?S 13516E 56*3 82.3 G
1051-00413 00000/oOCC 20003/0301 09/i~/7 50 701 0129S 13456E 55e9 80.2 PPPP
1051-00415 00000/000 20003/0302 09/1i/72 80 701 0257S 13437E 5504 78.2 GGGG
1051-00422 00000/0000 20003/0303 09/1?/7P 90 701 0424S 13417E 54*9 76.3 GGGG
1051w00424 00000/0000 20003/0304 09/1;/7? 90 701 0550S 13356E 54.3 74*4 GGGG
1051"00431 00000/0000 2C0003/0305 09/12/72 30 701 0717S 13336E 53*6 72*7 GGGG
1051"00433 00000/0000 20003/0306 09/12/72 20 701 08439 13 315E 5300 70.9 GGGG
1051-00440 00000/0000 20003/0307 09/12/72 30 701 1CloS 13254E 52.2 69.3 GGGG
1051-00442 00000/0000 20003/0308 09/12/72 10 701 1137S 13234E 51.5 67.8 GGGG
1051-02222 00000/0000 20003/0309 09/12/72 70 702 0711N 11109E 57*8 93.5 GGGG
1051-02224 00000/0000 20003/0310 09/12/7? 30 702 OF45N 11049E 57.6 91.2 GGGG
1051-02231 00000/0000 20003/0311 09/12/7? 50 702 0418N 11029E 57.4 88.9 GGGG
1051-02233 00000/0000 20003/0312 09/12/72 100 702 OP50N 11008E 57.1 86.7 GGGG
1051-02240 00000/0000 20003/0313 09/12/72 20 702 0123N 10947E 56*7 84*5 GGGG
1051-02242 00000/0000 20003/0314 09/12/72 10 702 0003S 10926E 56o3 82*, GGGG
1051-02245 00000/0000 20003/0315 09/12/72 10 702 0129S 10905E 55s9 80*3 GGGG
1051-02251 00000/0000 20003/0316 09/12/72 10 702 02575 ic845E 55.4 78.3 GGGG
1051-02254 00000/0000 20003/0317 09/12/7P 40 702 023S 10825E 5409 76.3 G3GG
1051-02260 00000/0000 20003/0318 09/12/72 20 702 OR4AS 10805E 54.3 74.5 GGGG
1051-02263 00000/0000 20003/0319 09/12/72 20 702 0714S 10746E 53.6 72.7 GGGG
1051-02265 00000/0000 20003/0320 09/12/72 30 702 0P41S 10726E 53*0 71*0 PPPP
1051-02272 00000/0000 20003/0321 09/12/72 40 702 1009S 10705E 52,3 69.4 GGG
1051002274 00000/0000 20003/0322 09/12/7? 60 702 11355 10644E 51.5 67.8 GGGG
1051*05391 00000/0000 20003/0323 09/12/72 20 7\4 4,19N 06829E 47.1 140.7 GGGG
1051-05394 00000/0000 20003/0324 09/I2/72 50 704 3953N 06800E 48.0 139.2 GGGG
1051-05400 00o0/OC00 20003/0325 09/12/72 20 704 3727N 06731E 48.9 137.6 GrGG
1051-05403 00000/0000 20003/0326 09/1 /72 20 704 3601N o6703E 49.7 136.0 GoGG
1051-05405 00000/0000 20003/0327 09/12/7p 10 704 3435 N 06636E 50.6 13444 GGGG
1051-05412 ,. 00000/0000 20003/0328 09/12/7P 10 704 3309N 06610E 51s3 132.7 GGGG
1051-05414 00000/0000 20003/0329 09/12/72 0 74 3144N 06544E 52*1 130.9 GGG
1051-05421 00000/0000 20003/0330 09/12/7p 10 704 3018N 06519E 52.8 129.1 GGGG
1051-05423 00000/0000 20003/0331 09/12/72 10 704 2a50N 06455E 53.5 127*2 GGGG
1051*05432 00000/0000 20003/0332 09/12/7P 0 704 2557N 06409E 54.7 123.3 GGG
1051-05435 00000/0000 2000310333 09/1/7 8C 7T4 2431N 06346E 55*3 121.2 GGGG
1051-14110 000O/00 20004/0571 09/IP/7? 100 709 5552N 0 5335W 35o8 155*4 PGPG
1051-14112 00000/O00 20004/0572 09)/1/7P 100 709 5420N 05 4 23w 36.9 154.1 PGPG
1051-14115 00000/0000 20004/0573 09/1;/72 100 709 5104N 0 5b09, 3800 152.9 PGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % C,.*....o  TO 100 % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALYTY .,...8o*.0,.* RLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RrCYCLED* G=GBRD. F.FAIR 9UT USABLE* P-PBR.,
It: * 4 A' 1 T STANDARD CATALBG FNR NeN=US PAGE 0111
FR M "7/23/7? T) 07/23/73
eBSER'TI ?' "ICFI-l.>i R LL '9./ 'ATR CLOUD 0RPIT PcI\!CpPL 1INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
I P"SITI " I:\ R9LL ACt.I E, CqVER 'U BcR 'F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV "SS
- vS LAT LMNG 123 45678
1051-14121 C0 CO/C0 20CL 4/057 C/1/72 9C 709 5139N 0 5b53W 39*0 151.6 PGPG
1051-1412 Co/CCOlC 2004/L0975 00/1I/7 9? 7 9 5r14N 05633W 40,1 150.3 PGPG
1051-w13C C;COC/3700 2000-4/576 09/1/7P 68 7 09 4 94~ N 05 7 12w 4101 149*0 GGPG
1051-14133 rC2 /o000 20,4/0577 09/12/7p 90 7r9 4724N 05749W 42.2 147.7 GGPG
1C51"14 11 5  -C' /0000 2000U4/0578 09/12/7? lO 7 09  4~5RN 0 582FW 43*2 146*4 GIPG
1051-14142 OC0/)00< 2C00 4 /O079 0'/!2/7P 8C 709 44 33N C0559W 44.2 145*0 PGPG
1051-114 C 00or/,0 O 23004/C580 091#/7? 90 709 4304N 05931W 45*1 143*7 PGPG
1051-14151 O0C,/OCC 2u0 c/0581 o0/IP/ 7? 9' 7n9 4144N 06003W 46*1 142.3 PGPG
1051-14153 3H00'0/00 20004/O582 09/1P/7? 90 709 4MIRN 0603 3 W 47*0 140.8 GGPG
1051-14160C 00co,0/00 2c004o/583 09/l/7? 60 709 3 53 N 06102w 47.9 139.3 GGPG
1051-14162 0300/o0o0c 2004/0584 09/12/72 40 709 3727N 06131W 48*8 137.8 PGPG
1051-14171 3C'00/C0., 2004/0585 09/1~/7P 6, 7 n9 3436, 06226W 50.5  134*5 POPG
1051-14174 N3OO0/CC 2t0u4/0586 09/12/72 70 709 3 3 08N 06252w 51.3 132.8 GGPG
1051-1418C 0C'20/O0) 20004/058 7  c9/.P/72 4C 7'9 3142N 06 3 17 w 52*0 131.1 PrpG
1C51-1551 2  2 0/c,000 2?0u4 058 8  0 1/7)/ 90 71t 6=30N 07150W 27.8 165.4 P
1051-155t4 oo000/CCC 2C204/0589 09/1/7 100 710 6408 07 3 13w 29*0 163.8 PGPG
1051-15521 00;0 22/U24/059O 0C9/12/7P 100 710 6?47N 07429W 30*1 162.3 PGPG
1051-15523 o0000/0C9 2o3U)/0591 09/1?/72 10c 710 6125N 0 7537w 31.3 160.8 PopP
1051-15530 CC00/000 2 004/0592 09/lp/72 10C 710 600N 07641W 32'4 159.4 PGPG
1051-15532 OCCO0/o0r 2C004/0593 09/12/7p 80 710 5 8 3 9 N 07 7 4 0W 33.5 158.0 PGPG
1051-15535 00 o0/00 2C0U4/0594 09/12/7P 80 710 5715N 07b34W 34*7 156.7 PGPG
1051-15541 000O0/CCO 2UCU4/0595 09/t1/72 70 710 5551N 07926W 35.8 155*4 GGPG
1051"15544 C000/CO00 200U4/0596 09/1?/72 60 710 5428N 08015W 3609 154.2 GGPG
1051-15550 o0000/000' 20004/0597 09/12/7P 5 710 5104 08100w 37*9 152*9 PGPG
1051-15553 OC00CO/000 2J004/0598 09/A12/7? 1( 710 5138\ 08142 39*0 151.6 PGPG
1051-15555 0C300/COC 20004/0599 09/12/7P 10 710 5013N 08222w 4C01 15003 PGPG
1051-17384 C0000/CCO 20003/0334 09/1?/7p 30 711 5139N 107 33W 39*0 151.6 GGGG
1051-17391 o0000/C00 20003/0335 09/12/7P 80 711 5014N 10813W 40O 1504 GGGG
1051-17450 OCC00/o00 20003/0336 09/12/72 20 711 3016N 11522V 52*7 129*4 GGGG
1051-17452 3000'0/CCO 20003/0337 09/12/7P 60 711 2250N 11546W 53'4 127*5 GGGG
105 1-1 745 5 00000/0000 20003/0338 09/12/72 8C 711 2724N lib09w 54*0 125.6 GGGG
1051-17461 00000/3000 20003/0339 09/12/72 80 711 2r58N 11633W 5406 123.6 GGGG
1051-20584 00CO/00C0 20003/034C 09/12/72 0 713 7315N 13 7 17 W 20s7 178*5 GGGG
1051-20590 0000/o0 20003/0341 09/12/7 0 713 7201N 13956W p219 175.7 GGGG
10 5 2-0036C0 OC00/o00C 20003/0342 09/13/72 20 715 3725N 14333E 48.7 138.0 GGGG
1052-00362 OC3000/000 20003/0343 09/13/72 30 715 3600N 14306E 49*5 136.4 GGGG
1052-30365 C0000/00C1 20003/0344 09/13/7? 40 715 3435N 14240E 50*4 134.7 GGGG
1052-30371 00000/OCO0 20003/0345 09/11/72 30 715 3310N 14214E 51.1 133.1 GGGG
1052-23514 00020/0002 20003/0346 09/t1/7p 0 717 7314N 11935E 20*6 178.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUC COVER % *.....,........ 0 TO 100 0 % CLOUD CRVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QALTTY ............... PLANKS.BAND Ni8T PRFSFNT/RECUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G=GOPD. F-FAIR :UT USABLE* O.POSR,
16:44 'P 11,'74 STANdARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0112
FROM )7/23/72 TB C7/23/73
BBSERVATIAN ICpFI.M RhLL ".%/ DATE CLLUD RIT P-I9CIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PtSITI5I IN qBLL ACCUTRED CVErR 'UMBER QF IMAGE ELEV. AZIh. RBV rSS
Rv NSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1052-35?1 0030C/OCC: 22003/0347 09/13/72 717 7200N 11656E 21.8 175.7 GAGG
1052-j3523 C0000/CCO 2CC03/0348 09/13/72 0 717 7,44N 11435E 22*9 173.3 GGGG
10 5 2 -03 53C0 OCO00/O00 20003/034 9 00/13/72 r 717 6o27N 11231E 24.1 171*1 GGGG
1052u-.3532 0000/000C 2LC03/035C 09/13/72 10 717 6R08N 11039E 25*3 169.0 GGGG
1052-03535 CCOOO/0COC 203U3/0351 09/13/7 20 717 6649N 10859E 26e5 167.2 GGGG
1052-j3541 30000/0000 20003/0352 09/14/7? 9C 717 629N 10729E 27.6 165.5 GGGG
1052-05334 ooo0/OcOC 200U3/0353 09/13/72 90 718 74nj 10433E 16.9 189.3 GGG
1052-:5341 C00000/CO 23003/0354 09/13/72 100 7:18 7q34N 1C027E 18.1 185.2 GGGG
1052-05343 00OCO/C0cO 2003/355 09/13/72 100 7:8 7425N 09655E 19*3 181.6 GGGG
1052-.3535o0 C0330/C00 20003/C356 09/13/72 91 718 7 31 4 N o9352E 20o5 178.5 GGGG
1052-j5352 000oO/OGC0 2003/0357 09/13/72 80 718 7200N 09110E 21.7 175.7 GGGG
1052-05355 03o000/000 20003/0358 09/13/72 20 718 7045N 08848E 22.9 173.3 GGGG
10 5 2 -u 5 3 61 09CO0/0C00 20003/0359 09/13/72 30 718 6q27N C8642E 241 171*1 GGGG
1052-05364 00OC/OCOo 2C003/0360 09/13/72 90 718 6509N 08450E 25.3 169*1 GGGG
1052-,5370 00033/0C00 20003/0361 09/13/72 90 718 6649N 08310E 26s5 167.2 GGGG
1052-05373 00C 0/0C0 2;003/C362 00/14/7P 100 718 6528N 08140E 27.6 165.5 GGGG
1052-C5375 0030/OCo 20003/0363 09/13/7P 100 718 6408N 08o18E 28.8 163.9 GGGG
1052-5382 OOo/O001 200C03/036f 09/13/7P 100 718 6247N 07904E 29.9 16294 GGGG
1052-05384 000/CO/00 20003/0365 09/1Q/72 100 718 6124N 07755E 31.1 160.9 GGGG
1052-17304 G00C/ccO 2300b/0C01 09/13/72 719 3140N 03834E 51*9 131.4 GGGG
1052-07311 00300/0000 23006/0002 09/13/72 0 719 3014N 03809E 52.6 129.6 GGGG
1052-37320 00000/C30 200U3/0366 09/13/72 C 719 27221 03721E 53.9 125.8 ppPP
1052-U7322 000OC3o/fC 20)03/0367 09/11/72 C 719 2555\ 03657E 54.6 123*9 GGGG
1052.-7325 00000/0OC 2jC03/036 L 09/13/72 719 242sN 03634E 55.1 121*8 GOGG
1052.07331 GCC0/CCC 2000U3/C369 09/13/7P 719 2302N 03611E 55.6 119.7 GGGG
1052-07334 0o0O/CoCo 20030370 09/11/72 c 719 2135N 03548E 56.1 117.6 GGGG
1052*o7345 03C.O/O00c. 2 003/0371 07/11/7P 2n 7:19 1716N 03443E 57.2 110.9 GGGG
1052-07352 oCCOC/COC 2e03/037? 09/13/72 10 719 1549N c3421E 57.5 108.6 GCGG
1052,27354 03oo00/0oC 20003/0373 09/13/7p 10 719 1423N 03400E 57*7 106.2 GGGG
1052-27361 OC00/C00 2u00 3 /0 3 74 09/13/72 40 719 1?50N 03339E 57.8 103*9 GSGG
10C52-7363 0000/C00C0 20003/0375 09/13/72 5: 7:1.9 1129N 03319E 57*9 101.5 GGGG
1052-,7370C COC/COo00 2C03/0376 09/1 /72 50 719 l03N 03258E 57.9 99.1 GOGG
1052-37372 ocoo?/ccoo 2003/C377 09/13/72 50 719 OP36N 03238E 57.9 96.7 GGG
1052-7375 OCOCo0/cOC 22003/0378 09/13/7p 50 719 0709N 03217E 57.8 94*4 GGGG
1052-27381 OC000/CC00 2,2003/0379 00/!37 20 719 0543N 03157E 57.7 92.0 GGGG
1052-c7384 OOCO0/CCO 22003/C380 09/13/72 20 719 0416N 03136E 57o5 89.7 GGGG
1052-07390 0000C/OC0 2j003/0381 09/13/72 20 719 Op49N 03116E 57.2 87.5 GGGG
1052-07393 0O300/C0C 2L003/0382 09/13/72 2c 719 01 2 2N 03056E 56.9 85.3 GGGG
1052 0735 .0020/OCOo 2'jC03/038 3 09/13/72 4 7:19 0003S 03036E 56.5 83*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLuD C6vEP % ,,**,,****,,*, o T5 100 a % CLOUD CQVER, ** a NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE 3UALITY ooo o L4NKS.BAN K'OBT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GB6D. F.FAI P BUT USABLE. P-P89R,
16:44 MAP 11j'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOP NBN-US PAGE 0113
FROM q7/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BSERVATIBN '1CPOFILM R9LL 9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPIN'CIPAL P!)INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITISN IN RBLL ACtOTR)E C4VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
P9V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1052-07402 0000OO0/000 20003/0384 09/13/7p 30 719 0129S 03015E 56.1 81.0 GGGG
1052*07404 00000/0000 20003/0385 09/ 1 3 /7 2  30 719 0o569 O2955E 55.6 79.0 GGGG
1052-07411 00000/000 20003/0386 09/13/7? 20 719 04235 02935E 55*1 77.0 GGGG
1052"07413 00000/0000 2o003/c3 8 7 09/13/7p 10 719 0505 0 2915E 54*5 75.1 G3GG
105210742C 00/00/0000 20003/0388 09/11/7? 10 719 0717S 02854E 53*9 73.3 GGGG
1052-07425 00000/0000 20003/0389 09/11/7? 0 719 1010S 02813E 5205 69.9 GGGG
1052-07431 00000/o000 20003/0390 09/13/7P 0 719 11365 02753E 51.8 68.4 GGGG
1052"07434 00000/0000 20003/0391 09/13/7? 0 719 1303S 02732E 51*0 66.9 GGGG1052-07452 OC000/000C 200U3/0392 09/13/72 0 719 1R45S 02608E 47*7 61*6 GGGG
1052-07454 00000/C000 200u3/0393 09/13/72 0 719 2011S 02546E 46*8 60.5 G3GG1052-07461 0000001/00 20003/0394 09/13/7P 0 719 2137S 02b24E 45.8 59.4 GGGG
1052-07463 000)0/000C 20003/0395 09/13/72 0 719 23035 OP501E 44*9 58.4 SGG
1052-07470 00000/000v 20003/0396 09/13/72 0 719 2429S 02438E 43.9 57.4 GIGG
1052-07472 00o00/0000 20003/0397 09/13/72 0 719 2r55S 02415E 42.9 56.5 GGGG
1052-07475 00000/0000 20003/0398 09/13/72? 719 2721S 02352E 41*9 55.7 GGGG
1052-07481 000C/OC00 20003/0399 09/113/72 0 719 29475 02328E 40C 9  54.9 G5GG1052-07484 00300/0000 20003/0400 09/13/7? 0 719 3o13S 02304E 39.8 54.2 GGGG
1052"07490 00000/C0000 20003/0401 09/13/72 0 719 3s38S 0 2239E 38*8 53.6 GGGG
1052-09015 00000/0000 20003/0402 09/13/7 100 720 7156N 03928E 21.7 175.7 GGGG
1052"09022 00000/0003 20003/0403 09/13/72 90 720 7r41N 0 3708E 22*9 173.2 GGGG
1052"09024 00000/0000 2000 3 /0404 09/13/72 60 720 6924 03 50 3 E 24.1 171.0 GGGG
1052-09031 0000/000C 20003/0405 09/13/72 60 720 6,06N 03312E 25.3 169.0 GGGG
105 2 -o093 3 000C0/0000 200U3/0406 09/13/72 90 720 6646N 03132E 26%4 167.2 GSGG
1052-09040 00000/OC0 '0003/0407 09/13/72 60 7,0 6c26N 03001E 27*6 165.4 GGGG
1052-09042 00000/0000 20003/0408 09/13/72 50 720 6405N 02839E 28*8 163*8 GGGG
1052-14171 00000/C00 20004/0600 09/13/72 50 723 5424N 05552W 36.6 154.3 GGPG
1052-14173 0000/0000 20004/0601 09/13/72 20 723 53 0 1j 05638W 37.7 153.1 GGPG
1052-14180 00000/0000 20004/0602 09/13/72 20 723 5!36N 05 7 21w 38*7 151.8 GGPG
1052-14182 00000/0000 20004/0603 09/13/72 20 723 5011N 05 8 01W 39*8 150.5 GGPG
1052-14185 00000/0000 20004/0604 03/13/7' 20 723 4847N 05840W 40.8 149.3 GGPG
1052-14191 00030/0000 2000 4/0605 09/13/7P 10 723 4722N 05917W 41*9 148.0 GGPG
1052-14194 00000/0000 20004/0606 0/13/72 10 723 4556N 05 9 5 3 w 42.9 146.7 GGPG
1052-14200 00000/000 20004/0607 09/13/7? 10 723 443?N 0 6027W 43.9 145.3 GGPG1052.14203 00000/0000 20004/0608 09/13/7 10 7?3 4?06N 06059W 44s9 14490 GGPG
1052-14205 00000/0000 20004/0609 09/13/72 10 723 4 141N 06 131w 45.8 142.6 GGPG
1052-14212 0000o/0000o 20004/0610 0 9/ 1 3 /7 2  20 723 4015N 06200W 46.7 141*1 GGPG
1052-14214 00000/0000 20004/0611 09/13/72 40 723 3849N 06230W 47*7 139.7 GGPG
1052-14221 00000/0000 20004/0612 09/13/72 40 723 3723N 06P58W 48e5 138.1 GGPG
1052-14223 00000/0000 20004/0613 09/13/72 30 723 3F57N 06326W 49*4 136.6 GGPG
KEYS:. CL U0 CBVER % .. o*oo=.*...o 0 Tp 100 - % CLBUD COVER. ** NE CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I"AGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NBT PRFScNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G=GBPD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* P=PBOR.
16:44 MAR 11t' 7 4 STANDARD CATALeG FeR NeN-US PAGE 0114
FReM 07/23/72 TV 07/23/73
8BSERVATI9N MICRPFILm ROLL Ni,./ DATE CLBUD aRBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TWAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACCUTRED CLVER UMBER 9F IMAGF ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
R6V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1052-14230 00000/0000 20004/0614 09/13/72 30 723 343 1N 06352W 50.2 134.9 PG3PG
1052-14232 00000/0000 20004/0615 09q/3/7 2  30 723 3305N 06
4 19W 51.0 133*3 PGPG
1052-14235 00000/0000 20004/06:6 09/13/72 20 723 3139N 06445W 51.8 131.5 GGPG
1052-14241 00000/0000 20004/06:17 09/13/72 20 723 3ri3N 06510o 52,5 129.8 GGGG
1052-14244 00000/0000 20004/06:L8 09/1/72 20 723 2845N 06534 53.2 127*9 PPPP
1052-15543 00000/00C00 20003/0409 09/13/72 80 724 7912N 06119W 20C4 178*4 GGGG
1052-15550 00000/0000 20003/04:10 09/13/72 90 724 7158N 06359w 21.6 175.7 GGGG
1052-15552 00000/C0000 20003/0411 09/13/7? 90 724 7'43N 06618W 22*8 173.2 GGGG
1052-15555 00000/0000 20003/04:12 09/13/72 9c 724 6925N 06822W 24*0 171*0 GGGG
1052-17440 00000/0000 20003/04.3 09/13/7? 70 725 5400N 10817W 37.6 153.1 GlGG
1052-17443 00000/0000 20003/04:4 09/13/72 70 725 5136N 10900w 38*7 151.8 GGG
1052-17445 00000/0000 20003/04:35 09/13/72 0 725 5011N 10940W 39*7 150.6 GGGG
1053-00503 00o00/000o 20003/04C6 09/14/7; 30 729 070RN 13404E 57.8 94.9 GGGG
1053-00505 00000/0000 2o003/0417 09/14/7? 10 729 O411N 13344E 57*7 92*6 GGGG
1053-00512 O0000/CC00 20003/0 4 :1 09/14/72 10 729 04 15N 13323E 57.5 90.2 GGGG
1053-00514 00000/0000 20003/0419 0?/14/72 20 729 024 N 13303E 57*3 88.0 GGGG
1053-00521 0.0000/0OC 20003/0420 09/14/72 20 729 0121N 13242E 56*9 85.8 GGG
1053-00523 00000/0000 20003/0421 09/14/7; 30 729 0005S 13222E 56.6 83.6 GGGG
1053-00532 00000/0000 20003/0422 09/14/72 20 729 0301S 13142E 55%7 79*5 GGGG
1053-00535 00000/0000 20003/0423 09/14/72 20 729 0426S 13123E 55m2 77e5 GGGG
1053-00541 00000/0000 20003/0424 09/14/72 10 729 055?S 13103E 54.6 75.6 GGGG
1053-00544 00000/0000 20003/0425 09/14/72 10 729 071~S 13042E 54*0 73.8 GIGG
1053-00550 00000/0000 2U003/0426 09/14/72 0 729 0846S 13022E 53*4 72.0 GlGG
1053-00553 O00000/0000 20003/0427 09/14/72 0 729 lr13 13o02E 52.7 70.3 GGGG
1053-00555 00000/C00CC 20003/0428 09/14/72 20 729 1139S 12941E 52o0 68.7 GGGG
1053-02352 00000/C000 20003/0429 09/14/72 50 730 022N 10656E 57,0 8568 GGGG
1 ~,02355 00000/0000 20003/0430 09/14/72 80 
7 30 00055 10635E 56.6 83.6 GGGG
1053 2361 00000/0000 20003/0431 09/14/72 80 730 0132S 10614E 56.2 8.1.5 GGGG
1053-02364 00000/000C 20003/0432 09/14/72 80 730 o05QS 10553E 55,7 7995 GGGG
1053-2370 00000/0000 20003/0433 09/14/72 80 730 042
5 S 10533E 55.2 77.5 GGGG
1053-02373 00000/0000 20003/0434 03/14/72 8o 730 0552S 10512E 54.6 75.6 GGGG
1053-02375 00000/0000 20003/0435 09/14/72 60 730 0719S 10452E 54*0 73.8 GGGG
1053"02382 00000/0000 20003/0436 09/14/72 50 730 o044S 10433E 53.4 72*0 GGGG
1053-02384 00000/0000 20003/0437 09/14/72 20 730 i010S 10412E 52.7 70.4 G9GG
1053-02391 00000/0000 2003/0438 09/14/72 10 730 1137S 10352E 52'0 68*8 GGGG
1053-04132 00000/OO00 20003/0439 09/14/72 8r 731 2010N 08534E 56.4 116,0 PPPP
1053-04134 00000/0000 20003/0440 09/14/7p 40 731 1R44N 08511E 5698 113,8 GGGG
1053-04141 00000/0000 20003/0441 01/14/72 40 731 171
7 N 08450E 57.1 111.5 GGGG
1053-04143 00000/0000 20003/0442 0Q/1 4 /7P 40 791 15,nN 08429E 57.4 109v2 GOGG
KEYS: CL9UD CBVE~ x ..... .******* 0 TR 100 J = % CL9UD CrVER. *, w NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE rUALITY ....... ,,..,. PLANKSBAND NOT PRFESFNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GSD., F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBqR$
16:4* "A-- 11 , 7STANIARD CATALBG FbR N5N.US PAGE 0115
FRmi 7/23/2 TR '7/23/73
0BSERVATTI' "1CFNFI " R'LL ;.S,/ CATE CLOUD RIT PRINCIPAL P41NT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IO DSITI3\ I'. 4RLL ACCtRE' CeVFR NUMBER RF I"AGE ELEV. AZI:. RBV MSS
ZEv AS T LING 123 45678
105304W150 0oCOc/CC 20003/043 09/14/2 3 0 731 1422N o8408E 57.6 106*8 GSGG
1053"04152 OC3C00/0CC 2LCC3/0444 09/14/72 20 731 125AN 08347E 57.8 10405 GGGG
1053--4155 03C0O/'C : 2003C-445 0?/14/7? 2c 71 113"~ 08327E 57.9 102*1 G5GG
1053-04161 0000/C000 2'003/C046 309 14/7 20 731 10o3N 08306E 57*9 99.7 GGGG
1053t 416 4 0002?/,1) 2003/O447 09/14/ 7 ? 10 731 C036N 0 8246E 57.9 97*4 GGGG
1053':5511 0C000/0 : 2-)03/0448 09/1~ 7P 1C 732 3R 5 3N 06509E 47'5 139.9 GGG
1053-05513 00000/OCO 2,0 3/0o49 0914/72 732 3724N 06441E 48*4 138.4 GGGP
1053J5520 OC000C/C00 2003/050 09/14/72 0 732 34 5 N 0613E 49.2 136.9 GGGG
10C5305522 0COC0/, 200U3/0451 09/14/72 C 732 3434N 06346E 50.1 135.3 GSGG
1053-05525 C00C0/0000 2'303/0452 0"/14/72 0 732 3307N o6319E 50.9 133.6 GGGG
1053"05531 ococo/Co0C 20033/04 5 3 03/14/72 , 732 3141 06254E 51.6 131*9 GSGG
1053"j5534 OC00C/C300 20003/0454 09/14/7 0 732 3115N 06229E 52.4 130.1 GGGG
1053-.5540 00CO/OCCO 20u3/455 09/14/72 10 732 2R4RN 06204E 53.1 128.3 GGGG
1053-,5543 ooo?/o0[ 2003/0456 09/14/72 10 732 272?N 06141E 53.7 126.4 GGGG
1053305545 00000/CC. e,0003/0457 01/14/72 1C 732 2R56N 0 6117E 54#4 124*4 GGGG
1053"07354 030CC/000 200U3/0458 09/14/72 713 3431 0 3759E 50*0 135.3 GGGG
1053"07360 00000/COO 20003/0459 01/14/7p C 733 3305N 03 732E 50.8 133.6 GGGG
105 3-u7363 oo0oo0/cCo 200U3/0460 09/14/72 C 733 3139N 03707E 51.6 131.9 GGGG
1053-,7365 00000/C00 20003/0461 09/14/72 733 3014N 0643E 52.4 130.1 GGGG
105 3 -07 37 2 OOO0/00o 20003/0462 09/14/7 n 733 2948N 03618E 53*1 128.3 GGGG
1053-07383 C0000/00, 20003/0463 09/14/7P 733 242N 03508E 54*9 122.5 PPPP
1053-0739C OC0000/000 20003/0464 09/14/72 C 733 2103N 03446E 55*5 120.4 GGGG
1053-27392 00310/0000 2C03/0465 09/14/72 0 733 2136N 03424E 56.0 118*3 GGGG
1053-07395 00300/0000 20003/0466 09/14/72 0 733 201r\ 03401E 56.4 116.1 GGGG
1053-07472 Oooo0/0Ooo 20003/C467 09/14/72 10 733 0549S 02749E 54.7 75.8 pppp
1053-07474 OCOOO/OC0 o 2000310468 09/14/7? 0 733 0716S 02729E 54*1 73.9 GGGG
1053-07481 000O0/0000 20C03/0 469 09/14/7? 0 733 0943S 02709E 53*4 72.2 GGGG
1053-C7483 00000/0000 20003/C470 09/14/72 0 733 1010S CP0648E 52*8 70.5 GGGG
1053-07490 00000/CCC 200O3/0471 09/14/72 0 733 1136S 02627E 52.0 68.9 GGGG
1053-07492 00C0O/000Q 2000C3/0472 09/14/72 0 733 13035 02607E 51*3 67*4 GGGG
1053-07495 00000/00 20303/0473 09/14/72 r 733 1430S 0 2546E 50*5 65.9 GGGG
105 3 -;751C 00000/000' 2j003/0474 09/14/7P 0 733 1Z49S 02441E 47.9 62.0 GGGG
1053-c7513 o00CC/co00 2003/0475 09/14/7P 0 733 2c15S 0242CE 47.0 60. GGGG
1053-07515 00o00/000 20003/C476 09/14/72 0 733 21415 02358E 4601 59*7 GfGG
1053-07522 C00000/0000 2000U3/0477 09/14/72 0 733 2307S 02336E 452 58.7 GPGG
1053-j7524 00000/C000 20003/0478 09/14/72 0 733 24335 02312E 44.2 57.7 GPGG
1053-37531 OCOO00O/C3 20003/0479 09/14/72 0 733 2r59S C2249E 4302 56.8 GGGG
1053-j7533 O0300/O000 20003/0480 09/14/72 0 733 2724S 0 2226E 42*2 56.0 GGGG
1053-07540 00o3C/0000 2uC03/0481 09/14/72 0 733 250S 02202E 41.2 55*2 GGGG
KEYS: CLeJ D COVEP ............ 0 Te 100 a % CLOUD CVER* ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE QUALITY .............. 9LANKSuBAND NOT PRCSrNT/REUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE- Pa.P5R.
l: 4 4 -A 11'74 STANDARD CATAL9G FeR NeN-US PAGE 0116
Fg5 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN 'i!C;FILM R 'LL ./ DATE CLBjD S9BIT PsIvCIPAL PINT UN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IL PDSITI\ IV, KBLL ACC,IrE COVER NUMBE OF IMAGE ELEV, AZI. RBV MSS
oPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1053-,754? 0c r 0/0002 20003/046? o0/14/72 1' 733 3'1AS 02137E 40.1 54.5 GGGG
1053-07545 C?0000/CC 20003/043 0/14 /7 20 733 3142S 02113E 39.1 53.8 GGGG
1053-09065 0300/0C00 2!003/04 4 00/14/7? 92 734 7423N 04347E 18*9 181.6 GOGG
1053-J9071 OCOOO/C000 2j003/0485 01/14/7P 9. 734 7311N 04044E PC.1 178.5 GGGG
10 5 3 -09074 OCOc/0000 2;33/4 09/14/72 10C 734j 7157N 0304E 21*3 175.8 GGGP
1053-'9080 00000/CC0O 20003/04A7 01/14/72 100 734 7n4N 03543E 22*5 173.3 GSGG
1053-90c3 0:0C0/00;: 20003/048 /1+4/7P 100 734 6q24N 03338E 23o7 171.1 GGGG
1053-u908E 00000/000 20003/0489 01/14/72 50 734 6so06 03147E 24*9 169.1 PPpP
1053- 9092 o007O/Co0" 20C30/C490 0 9/ 1 4 /7 2  
7 C 734 6646N 03007E 26*1 167.3 GGGG
1053-0909 OCOOO0/CO 20003/0491 09/14/7? 60 734 62A6N 02838E 27*2 165.6 GGGG
1053-09101 003 /000co; 2 C3/0492 04/14/72 20 734 6405N 02715E 28*4 164.0 GGGG
1053-09103 00000/COO 200U3/0493 03/14/72 30 714 6P43N 02600E 29*6 162.5 GGGG
1053-C9110 000O/CC00C 20003/04"9 0;/14/7P 3r 734 6121\ 02451E 30*7 161.1 GGGG
1053-i9112 OO0O0/00 20003/0495 09/14/72 80 734 5a5q\ 02347E 31.8 159.7 GGG
1053-09115 OooCO/,OoO 2003/04S'6 09/14/7p 90 734 5935, 02247E 33.0 158.3 GGGG
1053-14223 00000/0CO 2000/C069 09/14/7? 20 737 5549N 05627w 35.1 155.8 PPPP
1053-14225 O00O/oIOC 2C004/062? 09/14/72 3c 737 5426 0o5716w 36.2 154.6 pppp
1053-14232 0CO/00 CC0 20 004/06E21 09/14/7? 9C 737; 501N 05602W 37*3 153.3 pppp
1053-14234 o0000/CoCCo 2000,/0622 03?14/7 o100 737 5136N 05846W 38*4 152.1 pppp
1053-14241 0COO0/000 2000+/0623 09/14/7P 10C 737 501?\ 05926v 39.5 150.8 Pppp
1053-14243 O00O0/CCOo 20004/0624 0~/14/72 100 737 4947N 06005y 405 149*6 PPpP
1053*14250 CO30/0'00 200 4 /0625 09/14/72 100 737 472?N 06042w 41.5 148.3 PPPP
1053-14252 0C0CO/OCOC 20004/0626 09/14/72 100 737 4557\ 0611 8 W 42o6 147*0 PPPP
1053-14255 0000/C0000 2004/0627 09/14/7? 100 737 4431N 06151W 43.6 145.7 PPPP
10 5 3 -14261 oCoO3/OOCC 2-004/0628 09/14/72 100 737 4 306N 062244 44.5 144.3 PPPP
1053-14264 0C0000/OCC 20004/0629 09/14/72 90 7q7 4141N 06256o 4505 142.9 PPPP
1053-14270 00000/CCO 20004/0630 0 9/ 1 4 /72 8C 737 4015N 06326W 46.4 141.5 PPPG
I053-11273 oocoC/o0oo 2COU4/0631 09/14/7? 70 737 3R9N 06355w 4704 14001 PPPG
1053-1275 00030/CCOC 20004/0632 09/14/7P 60 737 3723N o0623 48.3 138.6 PPPG
1053-14282 O30o0/000 200C4/0633 01/14/7p 50 737 3558N 06450W 49.1 137.0 PPPG
1053-16031 "OL00o/OCO0 2crU4/C63 4 09/14/7P 90 738 6405Ns 0 7608w 28.3 164.0 PPPP
1053"16034 00000/CC00 20004/0635 0 /14/72 80 738 6?44N 07723w 29.4 162.5 PPPP
1053-16040 00000/00o 20004/0636 09/14/72 90 738 612?N 07831W 30*6 161.1 PPPP
1053-16043 OC300/C000 20004/0637 03/14/7P 30 738 5050N 07935A 31*7 159*7 pppp
1053-16045 Oo0o0/oo000 20004/0638 31/14 /72 5 738- 5R36N 08033w 32o9 158.4 ppp
1053-16052 00000/000 2.004/0639 09/14/72 50 738 5712N 08128W 34.0 157.1 PPPP
1053-16054 00300/0000 200U4/0640 09/14/72 100 738 5549N 08219W 35.1 155.8 PPPP
1053"16061 00O0/0000 20004/0641 09/14/7? 100 738 5425N 08306W 36*2 154.6 PPPP
1053,16063 0000/COO 23004/C642 09/14/72 90 738 5 101N 08351W 37.3 153.3 PPPG
KEYS: CLOUC CbvEP x *.....o*...e. 0 TB 100 x % CLeUD CRVER. ** = NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALYTY .,...........,o RLANKSuRAND NT PRrSFNT/RE0UESTED. R-RECYCLED. Gz=GAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBRs
16:44 4AP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALG F5R NaN-US PAGE 0117
FR~H 37/21/72 T, :7/23/73
bBSERVATIBN 'ICP3FILM ROLL NA./ DATC CLOUD 9RafI PoI\CIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI N IN N9LL ACCUTRED CPVEcR UMBER 1F IMAGF ELEV. AZIW. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1053-16070 0000o0/oo 2U004/0643 09/14/72 60 738 5137N 084 3 3W 38.4 1521 PGPG
105 3 -160 7 2 00300/0000 200Q4/0644 03/14/72 40 738 5r~2N 08514W 39.4 150.8 PGGG
1053"17442 000CCo/oC 2C004/0645 0J/14/73 90 739 7o41N 0 9329W ?2*4 173.4 GPGG
1053-17445 00000/Q00 2C004/0646 09/14/7? 9p 739 6o25% 09534w p3*6 171*2 GCGG
1053-17451 O0C00/OC00 20004/0647 01/14/72 80 739 6R07N 09726w 24*7 169o2 GPGG
1053-17454 00000/CC0000 2000U4/04 0?/14/7 60 739 6447N 09905W 2r,9 167*4 GGGG
1053-17460 C0O/OCC'' 2C00'4/064 9  0)/14/7? 50 739 6c27N 100 36 w 27 1 165.7 GGGG
1053-17463 0U0OOO/CC0 20004/0650 0~14/72 9 739 6406N 1o157W 28*3 164.1 GGG
1053-17465 OC000/OOCc 20004/0651 09/14/72 90 739 644N 10 312w 29.4 162*6 GGGG
1053-17472 00000/0000 2000/0 652 0"/14/72 90 739 61P2N 10421w 30.6 161.1 PPGG
1053-17474 OC000/0000 20004/0653 09/14/7? 90 739 600ON 10 5 2 5w 31*7 159*7 GCGG
1053-17481 00000/0000 20004/0654 09/14/72 9! 739 5P37N 10623W 32*8 158*4 GGGG
1053-174 8 3 00000/0000 20004/0655 01/14/72 90 739 5713N 107 18w 34*0 157*1 GGGG
1053-17490 OODo0/COOu 20004/0656 09,14/7P 70 739 5t49N 10809w 35*1 155.8 GGGG
1053-17492 COO0/00-0 20004/0657 01/14/7? 8 0 739 5425N 10 857W 36.2 154,6 GGGG
1053-17495 00000/000J 20004/0658 09/14/72 40 739 53 01N 10942w 37,3 153*3 GGGG
1053-17563 000C0C000C 20003/0497 09/14/72 70 739 3914N 11812w 52*3 130.4 GGGG
1053-19253 OCOC0/000 200C4/06 59  09/14/72 0 740 ?741N 10347W 16.4 189.3 GrGG
1053-19260 00000/000,3 20004/0660 0'/14/72 2o 740 7535N 10749 17.6 185.2 GGGG
1053-19262 00000/000 20004/0661 09/1 4 /7? 20 740 7 42 5N 11120W 18o8 181.7 GrGG
1053-19265 00U00O/OO 200U4/0662 09/14/72 20 740 7113N 11422w 20o0 178.6 GGGG
1053-19271 00000/0000 20004/0663 09/14/7P 2C 740 7159N 11701w 21p2 175*8 GGGG
1053-19274 00000/0000 20C004/0664 03/14/7? 70 740 7043N 11920W ?22*4 173.4 GGGG
1053-19280 0000/0000 20004/0665 09/14/72 9c 740 60 2 6N 12122W 23.5 171.2 GGGG
1053-19283 C0000/r0Uo 2(,004/0666 0 /14/72 90 740 6R07N 12312w 24.7 169.2 GGG
1053-19285 C000C/CO00 20004/C6 6 7 09/14/7 90 740 6649N 12452W 25*9 167*4 GGGG
1053-19292 00C000/CC 2: 0 0 4/0668 09/14/72 6b 740 6=27N 1262 3 W 27*1 165*7 GiGG
1053-19294 00000/0000 20004/0669 09/14/72 80 740 6406N 12745W 28*2 164.1 GGG
1053-19301 Oc00O/OCco 20004/0670 09/14/72 80 740 6244N 12900w 29*4 162*6 GGGG
1053-19303 C00000/000 20004/0671 09/14/7? 80 740 612PN 13 009 30.5 161*1 GGGG
1053-21103 00000/0000 20003/0498 09/14/72 90 741 7154N 142 5 0w 211 175.9 GoGG
1053-22503 00000/000 20003/0499 09/14/7 0 742 8007i 13116w 11*5 213*1 GGG
1053-22505 00000/000 20003/0500 0/14/72 0 742 7~27N 13839w 12.7 205.9 L9GG
1053-22512 000/00/00 20003/0501 09/14/72 0 742 7Q3PN 14 b05W 13.9 199*5 GGGG
1053-22523 O0000/CCO 2CU003/0502 C9/14/72 90 742 7r34N 15928w 17*5 185*2 GGGG
1053-22530 COCC0/OOC 2000U3/0503 09/14/72 100 742 7&25N 16258w 18.7 181*7 GGGG
1053-22532 00000/0000 20003/0504 09/14/7P 100 742 7q14N 16601W 19*9 178,6 GG
1o53-22535 CcoOO/OCo 20003/0505 0/14/7p 90 742 7159N 16841W 21i1 175o9 GGGG
1053-22541 00000C/C00 20003/006 09/14/72 90 742 7043N 17101W 22*3 173.4 GG
KEYS: CL 'U cVEP % C........... . TSf 100 * % Ci UD CIVE R * ** a NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABL EFI'A3E GUALITY o.,....*.*..... PLANKSmeAND NiT PRrSrNT/RE0UrSTED9 R.RECYCLED. G.G5AD. F.FAIR RUT USABLE. P.POR
16:44 MAR 11,74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NN-uS PAGE 0118
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICR9FILM RBLL '9./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SU'N SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PsSITISV IN ROLL ACUTRED CRVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIr. RBV MSS
~EV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1053-22544 00030/0000 20003/0507 09/14/72 90 742 6925 173 04w 23.5 171.2 GGGG
1053-22550 0000/000c 200U3/0508 09/14/72 100 742 6807N 17454k 24.7 169.2 G3GG
1053-22553 00o00/0000 20003/0509 09/14/72 100 742 6647N 17632W 25.8 167.4 GGGG
1053-22555 00000/0000 20003/0510 09/14/72 30 742 6526N 1780 3 w 27c0 165.7 GGG
1053-22562 00003/CCO 20003/0511 09/14/72 50 742 6405N 17924W 28F2 164.1 GGGG
105 3-22564 00o0/O00O 20003/0512 09/14/72 80 742 6P43N 17920E ?9e3 162.6 GGGG
1053-22571 00C000/0000 20003/0513 0/14/72 40 742 6121N 17812E 30*5 161.2 GGGG
1053-22573 00000/0002 20003/0514 09/14/72 40 742 5a58N 17709E 31e6 15908 GGGG
1054"00564 00000/0000 20004/0672 09/15/72 20 743 0542N 13218E 5798 93*3 PGGG
1054-00570 00000/0000 20004/0673 09/15/72 20 743 04 15N 13 158E 57.61 91*0 PGG
1054-00573 00000/00CC 20004/0674 03/15/72 30 743 0249N 13137E 57.3 88.7 PrGG
1054-00575 00000/C00C 20004/0675 09/15/72 20 743 0!22N 13117E 57.1 86.5 PGGP
1054-00582 o00000/000 2'j004/0676 09/15/72 30 743 00045 13056E 56*7 84.3 PGGP
1054-00584 00000/0000 20004/06'77 09/15/72 40 743 0131S 13036E 56.3 82.2 POGG
1054-00591 00000/0000 20004/0678 09/15/72 30 743 O05RS 13015E 5509 80.1 PGGP
1054-00593 00000/0000 20004/0679 09/15/7P 20 743 0426S 12955E 55.4 78.1 PGGG
1054-01000 00000/0000 20004/068B0 09/15/72 20 743 0O53S 12935E 5488 76.2 PGGG
1054-31002 00000/0000 20004/0681 09/15/72 lo 743 0720S 12915E 54.2 74.3 PGGP
1054-01005 C00000/C0000 20004/0682 09/15/72 20 743 0947S 12855E 53.6 72*6 PGGP
1054-01011 00OC/000) 20004/0683 03/15/72 20 743 1014S 12835E 52*9 70*9 PGGG
1054-01014 00000/0000 2004/064 09/15/7? 10 743 1140S 12814E 52.2 69.3 PGGP
1054-02204 0000/0000 20003/0515 09/15/7P 20 744 7043N 13726E 22o3 173o4 GGGG
1054-02361 00030/0000 20003/0516 09/15/72 50 744 1,
4 4 N 10938E 56*7 114.4 PpPP
1054-02363 00000/0000 20003/0517 09/15/72 70 744 1717N 10917E 57*0 112.2 GGGG
1054-02370 00000/0000 20003/0518 09/15/7? 100 744 155 N 10856E 57.3 109.9 GGGG
1054-02372 0000/0000 20003/0519 09/15/72 100 744 1423N 10834E 57.6 107s5 GsGG
1054-02375 00000/00C00 20003/0520 09/15/72 90 744 1p55N 10813E 7*8 10502 GGGG
1054-02384 O00C0/OoOC 20003/0521 09/15/7? 60 744 1003N 10732E 57.9 100.4 G3GG
10 54- 02390 00000/0000 20003/0522 09/15/72 60 744 0837N 10712E 57*9 98.1 GGGG
1054-02393 0000/0000C 20003/0523 03/15/7t 60 744 0710N 10652E 57*9 95*7 GGGG
1054"02395. 00000/0000 20003/052; 09/15/72 60 744 0c43N 10631E 57.8 93,4 GGGG
105402402' 00000/OCCO 20003/0525 09/15/72 6) 744 0416N 10611E 57.6 91.0 GGGG
1054-02404 00000/000 20003/05;26 09/15/7p 40 744 0?49N 10551E 57.4 88.8 GGGG
1054-02411 00000/OCCO 20003/0527 09/15/7? 40 744 Ot2?N 10530E 57*1 86.5 G3GG
10 5 4 "C2 4 13 00000/0000 20003/05;28 09/15/7? 40 744 0004S 10509E 56.7 84.3 GGGG
1054-C2420 00000/CCOU 20003/0529 09/15/7? 50 744 01 3 1S 10449E 5693 82.2 GrGG
1054-02422 00000/0000 200U3/0530 09/15/7? 80 744 0;P5S 10429E 55.9 80.2 GGGG
1054-02425. 00000/0000 20003/0531 09/15/7P 70 744 0424S 10409E 55,4 78.2 GGG
1054-02431 00000/Co00 20003/0532 09/15/72 3o 744 o05S 10349E 54o8 76.2 GSGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ,o.**o.oo.,,, 0 TO 100 n % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE JUALITY *,,,.,.,...S*. BLANKSU=AND N5T PRrFSNT/REQUESTEDe RPRECYCLED. GaGOBRD F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PB5R*
16:44 "A 11'74 3TANIARD CATAL4G FPR NBN[US PAGE 0119
FRM C07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSER\ATI5N ' ICk'F1 '1 RLL ':9./ D-4T CLUD ORnIT PPI\CIPAL P9INT SbN SJN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P"SITIN I\ BLL ACC,'TED CVER UMBrR rF IMAGE ELEV, AZIK, RBV MSS
SV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
10 5 4 -02434 OLC c/aCO: 20U3/.5 33  09/15/72 4. 744 071AS 10328E 54*2 74*4 GGGG
1054-02440 0CC 0/CnO0 2C3/0534 0 /15/7 2  40 744 03445 o0307E 53*6 72.6 GGGG
1054-.2443 000C/Cc 20003/0535 09/15/72 4- 744 1loS 10246E 52.9 70*9 GGG
1054.2445 O olU 2C03,0536 C//5/72 6r 744 11375 10226E 52o2 69.3 GSGG
105414165 CCC20/C00 2'0'03/0537 09/!5/7 6 745 2~22N 0 8604E 53.6 126.9 GGGG
1054-'4172 00030/0CO 2 03/0C538 09/1/7P 50 7 45 2=57N 0854CE 54.2 12590 GIGG
1C54-0417 4 OC0C?/cO0 ?i 3/0539 0/15/72 20 745 2430y 08517E 5408 123*0 GGGG
1054-041 2o00/cC0 2, uo3/0540 0/t15/7; 4C 745 2?0C' 08 4 52E 55.3 120.9 GGGG
1054-. 183 0v?00/,0j 20'3/0541 09/15/72 4C 745 2137\ 08431E 55.8 118*8 GOGG
1054-1419c C000/C0:. 2 003/C542 09/15/7 40 745 2n10 08O408E 56.3 116.7 GGGG
105 4C,419 2  o 030/oC ?,U3/0543 09/15/77 40 745 1 43. 08346E 56.7 114.5 PPPP
10C54-4195 0C000/0C~ 200U3/0544 09/15/72 30 745 171\i O8324E 57*0 11?.2 GGGG
1054-'4201 O c0/, 0 2 003/0545 01/15/7? 20 745 1550N 08304E 57*3 109,9 GGG
10 5 4- 20 4  000CO00 2:003/545 03/15/7 20 745 1423N 08243E 57.6 107.6 GGGG
1054, 4210 C00 oo/oC0, 2,0u3/054 7 09/15/7 3r 745 1.57N 0 922E 57*8 105e2 GRGG
1054-04213 OQZ00/00C 2003/0548 0 9/1 5 /72 20' 745 113fc 08201E 57.9 102*9 GGGG
1054- 4215 OOoO/C0,& 2,0OQ3/054 9  09/15/72 50 745 1i03N 08140E 57.9 100l 5 GrGG
1054 -)422?  000?0/0S 2,c 3/055C 09/15/72 5e 745 o037N 0 8120 E  57.9 98.1 GGGG
1054 07410 00000/0020 2 LCu0/ 0 0 0 3 09/1/72 0 747 3 r55N 03659E 49,0 137*3 GrGG
1054-37412 000COO/C'0 '06/000 09/!5/72 0 747 342FN 03633E 49.8 135.7 GGGG
1054-7415 00000/Cn00 2C206/0005 09/,i5/72 747 3303 03607E 50.6 134.1 GGGG
1054-07421 OC.0-0O//O0 2006/0006 0:/15/72 747 3137N 03541E 5*4 132.4 GGGG
1C5-0C7424 00000/O00C 2006/000CC7 09/15/7 74 7  3 11 03b16E 52.2 130Co6 GGGG
1054-37430 C000/COOL 2006/0008 0/15/72 0 747 2R45N 03451E 52*9 128.8 GGGG
1054-J7433 00000/000" 20006/0009 09/15/72 0 747 271RN 03428E 53.6 126*9 GGGG
1054 07442 OZC00/CC 2 006/0010 09/15/7P 0 747 2425r 03342E 54.8 123.0 GBGG
1054-744 4  OC0oO/OC0 2OGc6 /Coll 03/15/72 0 747 2251N 0332CE 55*3 121.0 GGGG
1054-07451 OC00/CCCO 2,006/0012 00/15/72 0 747 2133N 03257E 55*8 118*9 GGGG
1054-j7453 z00o00/OCO 2 b0,6/0013 0/15/ 7 2 O 747 2( 0 6N 03236E 56*3 116.7 GGGG
1054-07460 00C0/uo' 2C0ob/0014 09/15/7? 747 194N 03214E 56*7 114.5 GGGG
1054-$7462 o 0000/0o0 200U6/0015 9/1/72 3C 747 1714N 03153E 57*0 112*2 GGGG
1054-07465 CC0/CC00 20006/0016 07/15/72 40 747 1r47N 03131E 57*3 109.9 GGGG
1054-'748 0 00000/000C 20004/0685 09/15/72 3' 747 1127N 03027E 57.9 102*9 GGGG
1054-07433 000/OC000 200U/40686 03/15/72 20 747 1~O0N 03006E 57*9 100.5 GGGG
1054-j 7 48 5  C0-00/000 20O04/0687 30/1i5/7 4C 747 OR34N 02945E 57.9 98.1 GGGG
1054- 7492 00000/0000 20004/068R 03/15/7? 50 747 0707N 02925E 57*9 95*8 CGGG
1054-07494 OCO00/O00C 2004/0689 0?/15/72 40 747 0540N 02904E 57.8 93*4 GGGG
1054-,7501 00000/o0C0 2j004/06 9 0 0/15/72 50 747 C413N 02844E 57.6 91.1 GGGG
1054'-75o3 00000/oCGO 20004/0691 03/15/72 30 747 0'47N 02824E 57.4 8S*8 GGGG
<EYS: CLtUD C5VEPR . o..... ,.... 0 T6 100 * % CLGUD C'VER, ** z N5 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLF.
IIAGE QUALITY ........ ,,, LANKS.BAND NeT PRrSFNT/RE0UESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GS9D, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PP OR,
16:44 "AP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG F~R NBN-US PAGE 0120
FRBM 37/23-/72 T! 07/23/73
88SERWAT~ -TICT FI M tRLL .. / CATE CLUD RRIT pIICIPAL PtINT SUN SU . TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PFSITI"I I" 18LL ACCUrPED CSVER NUMBE- 9F I"AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
QFv MRS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1054-7510 30300/00 2C00C4/692 31/15/72 10 747 C12N 02o204E 57.1 86.6 GGGG
1054-27512 Ccc/C0o 2 0o4/3693 07,/15/7P 30 747 Co05S 02743E 56.7 84.4 GGG
1054-j7515 0o90/C0co 2300U/,69+ 09/!5/7? 4C 747 013?S 02723E 56.3 823 GGGG
1054-07521 003000/0C 20CU/,G-695 03/15/7? 20 747 op025 C2703E 55.9 80*2 GIGG
1054--7524 o 0c/. 2-00//696 09/15/7 2 1" 747 0425S 02643E 55.4 78.2 GGGG
1054-07530 O000/C' ,00 2'00/0697 09/15 /72 10 747 05520 02622E 549 76.3 GOGG
1054-07533 2C,,O0/rU4  04/)698 09/15/7p 4r 747 071AS 02602E 54*3 74.5 GGGG
1054*-7535 co.~O/ 0 i0 2o004/C699 09/15/7 2 77 0345S 02541E 53.6 72.7 GOGG
10554-?75 30300/C00 20~o4/070o 09/15/7? - 747 1-12 02521E 53°0 71.0 GGGG
1054-)7544 30000/000 2u004/0701 09/15/7? 2 747 113RS 02500F 52.3 69.3 GGGP
1054-7553 CO0:,O/O00 20C?. / C0702 09/15/72 C 747 14313 02418E 50.7 66*3 GGG
1054-7565 .0)^C.O/CCO 2'CU4/0703 09/15/72 747 151S 02315E 48"2 62.4 GGGG
1054-37571 jC300/O0GL 2u0r4/C704 q0/15/7? " 747 2017S 02253E 47°3 61.2 GGGG
1054-C0913 OC000/C000 2 0C4/0705  09/15/72 70 748 7 42 1\1 04212E 18.6 181.6 GGG
1054-°9130 C0030/00C'. 200)04/706 00/15/7p 80 748 7909N 03O10E 19o8 178.5 GGGG
1054-09135 C00C0/0000 2C24/'0707 09/15/72 10 748 7039N 03412E 22.2 173.4 PPPG
1054-09141 O0000/0OC 2004/0708 09/15/72 100 '748 6(2?N 03208E 23.4 171.2 PPPG
1054 9144 0,0oO/CCC 200 4/0(709 09/1.5/7? 100 '748 6903N 03018E 24.6 169*2 PPPG
105 4 -c9150 00000/000 2,004/o71O 01/15/7P 100 748 6A43N o0838E 25*7 167.4 PPPG
1054-13055 000o/ n0- 2003/0551 09/15/7? 4 70 1558S 05329w 50C0 65.0 GGGG
1054-13061 OCCCnO/CCC 2L003/0552 09/15/7? 1r 750 1724S 05350W 4901 63*7 GGGG
1054-13064 O0000/OCUL 20003/0553 09/15/72 C 750 1951S 05412w 48.3 62P4 GGGG
1054-13C70 003o/CCO( 20003/0554 03/15/7P 0 750 213S 05434W 47.4 61.3 GGGG
105 4 -13C73 00030/00C 2CCU3/(,555 09/15/72 0 750 2145S 05456W 46.4 60.1 GGGG
105 4 -1 3 075 C03Oo/0 03 2L0U3/0556 09/1/72 C 750 2?11S 05518W 45.5 59*1 GGGG
1054-13082 CO30/cc( 2 U003/0557 03/15/72 1C 750 24363 05542W 44*5 58.1 GGGG
1054*13C34 C000C0/C0 2",03/,55 03/15/7P 10 750 26023 05605w 43.6 57.2 GGGG
1054,13091 OC300/0CO- 21003/0559 09/i5/7P2 1 750 2728 05628 42*6 56.3 GGGG
1054*13093 000 C0/C3 2 003/0560 09/15/72 5, 750 2054S 05652 41.5 55.5 GGGG
1054-13100 00000/0003 2.003/2561 09/15/72 80 750 3-19S 05716w 40*5 54.8 G^GG
1054-1 3 1c2 OO20/C/CC 2,0,3/C562 09/15/72 100 750 3i47S 05741w 39.5 54.1 GGGG
1054*13105 C00000/00C00 200U3/C,563 09/15/72 100 7=0 3?13S 05805W 3F-4 535 GGGG
1054-1*281 OC30/CCO 20004/0711 09/15/72 4C 751 5 45N o5757 34.8 156.0 PoPP
1054*14284 OCOO/0CO 2,0U4/C,712 0 /15/7? 4c 751 5421N 058456 35.9 154.7 PGPG
1054"14290 0000/000C 20L'4/C713 09/15/7p 30 751 5257\ 05931w 37°0 153.5 PGGG
1054-14293 COOCO/CCOC 2,00rU/C71 09/15/7?2 l 751 5133N 06013A 38.1 152.3 PoGG
1054,14295 0030/COU 2004,/C715  09/15/7? 1' 751 5C0K 060538 39.2 151.0 PGGP
1054-14302 00000/000C 21004/C716 09/15/7 10 751 4Q44N 06132W 40.2 149.8 PGGP
1054-14304 .C00000/000 20C04/C717 09/15/7? 1 751 471ON 06210W 41.2 148.5 PGGP
KEYSS CLbUD CSVEPR 7 o....... .oo. - Te 100 %: CLeUD CVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA A AILABLE.
IIA3E JALTY oee.eo.eooo.. PLANKSSBAND NBT PRrSPNT/PEUESTED* RRECYCLED. G=GSBD. FzFAIR BUT USABLE* PzP53Rf
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NON.US PAGE 0121
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM R9LL NOB, DATE CLOUD RBPIT PINJCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1054*14311 C00000/0000 20004/0718 09/15/72 10 751 4553N 06245W 42*3 147.3 PGPP
1054,14313 00000/0000 20004/0719 09/t1/72 10 751 442qN o63 19w 43.3 145.9 PGPP
1054-14320 00000/0000 20004/0720 09/15/72 10 751 4304N 06351W 44.3 144.6 PGGP
1054"14322 OCoo/o000 20004/0721 09/1F/72 10 751 43FN 064 23W 45P2 143.3 PGGP
1054-14325 00000/0000 20004/0722 09/19/72 60 791 4n12N 06453W 46.2 141*9 PGGP
1054,14331 00000/0000 20004/0723 09/15/7? 6C 751 3R46N 0 6523w 47.1 140*4 PGPP
1054"14334 00000/0000 20004/072. 09/tl/72 70 751 3720N 06551w 4890 138.9 PGPP
1054-14340 00000/C0000 20004/0725 09/15/72 50 751 3554N o66 18W 48.9 137*4 PGPG
105414343 0000/OCOO0 20004/0726 09/!9/72 30 751 3428N 06645W 49.7 135.8 PGGG1054-14345 00000/0000 2000 4/072 7 09/19/72 30 751 3301N 06711w 50.6 134*2 PGGG
1054-14352 00000/0000 20004/0728 09/15/72 20 751 3136N 06736W 51.3 132.5 PGGG
1054"14354 00000/OOOC 20004/0729 0,/15/7P 20 751 3c104 06800O 52*1 130*8 PGGG
1054-16090 00000/0000 20004/0730 09/15/72 70 752 6403N 07735% 28.0 164.1 P G
1054-16092 00000/000" 20004/0731 09/15/72 80 752 6241N 07849W 29-1 162.6 PPPG
1054-16095 00000/0000 20004/0732 09/15/7? 80 752 611iN 07958w 30*3 161.2 PGPG
1054-16101 00000/000 20004/0733 09/19/72 50 752 5n56N 08102W 31.4 159.9 PGPG
1054-16104 00000/0000 20004/0734 09/15/72 50 752 5033N 08200 32*5 158.5 PGPG
1054-16110 00000/0000 2u004/0735 09/15/72 50 752 5710N 08255 33.7 1573 PPG
1054-16113 00000/CC00 20004/0736 09/19/7P 60 752 5546N 08346W 3408 156.0 PGPG
1054-16115 00o00/co00 20004/0737 09/15/72 6: 752 5422N 0R434w 35.9 154,8 PGPG
1054-16122 C000OO/000 20004/0738 09/15/72 100 752 5957N 08520w 37.0 153.5 PPPG
1054-16124 00000/C0000 20004/0739 09/19/7? 100 752 5133N 08602W 38*1 152.3 PPPG
1054-16131 00000/00ooo 2004/0740 09/15/72 9? 752 5009N 08642W 39*1 151*1 PPPG
1054-17501 00000/0000 20003/0564 09/15/72 100 753 7040N 09459W 2290 173*4 GGGG
1054-17503 000000 20003/0565 09/15/72 100 753 6923N 09702w 23.2 171*2 GGGG
1054-17510 00000/0000 20003/0566 09/15/7p 100 753 6 804N 098524 24*4 169.3 GGGG
1054-17512 00000/0000 2uCU3/0567 09/15/7? 90 753 6645N 10031k 25.6 167.4 GIGG
1054-17515 00000/0000 20003/0568 09/19/72 100 753 6524N 10201W 26.8 165.7 GGGG
1054-17521 00000/0000 20003/0569 09/19/72 100 753 6403N 10323w 27*9 164.2 GGGG
1054*17524 00000/0000 20003/0570 09/15/7P 9C 753 6P4PN 10438w 29*1 162*7 GGGG
1054-17530 00000/0000 2000U3/0571 09/19/72 50 753 6119N 10546W 30,2 1612. GGGG
1054-17533 CO000/OCC O 20003/0572 09/15/7? 8 0 753 5956N 106504 31*4 159*9 GGGG
1054-17535 00000/0000 20003/0573 09/15/72 100 753 5R33N 10749W 32*5 158*6 GGGG
1054-17542 00000/0000 20003/0574 09/19/72 100 753 5710N 10843 33.6 157.3 GGGG
1054-175 4  00000/0000 20003/0575 09/15/72  100 753 5546N 10934W 34.7 156.0 GGGG
1054-17551 00000/0000 20003/0576 09/t1/72 100 753 5 423N 11022W 35.9 154.8 GGG
1054"17553 00000/0000 20003/0577 09/15/72 90 753 5958N 11107w 36.9 153.5 GGG
1054-17560 00000/0000 20003/0578 09/19/7P 80 753 5133N 11150w 38*0 152.3 GGGG
1054-19312 00000/0000 20003/0579 09/19/72 0 754 7639N 10 518W 16.0 189.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD C8VER % e.. .,... . 0 T 100 - % CLSUD CPVER. ** - N6 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ***o,,****,,*, BPLANKSSBAND NBT PRESFNT/RECUESTED* RcRECYCLED* GOGBOD. F=FAIR 9UT USABLE* PwPBbR.
16-44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0122
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICR5FILM ROLL NS,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID MeSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1054-19314 00000/0000 20003/0580 09/15/72 0 754 733N 10922W 17.2 185s2 GGGG
1054-19321 00000/000o 20003/0581 09/15/72 0 754 7424N 11253w 18.4 181.7 GGGG
1054019323 00000/0000 20003/0582 09/15/72 100 754 7312N 11555W 19e6 178.6 GGGG
1054"19330 00000/0000 20003/0583 09/15/72 100 754 7158N 11833W 20.8 175.9 GGGG
1054-19332 00000/0000 20003/0584 09/tS/72 10 754 7042N 12052w 22.0 173.4 GGGG
1054-X9335 00000/0000 20003/0585 09/15/72 100 754 6q24N 12255W 23.2 171e3 GGGG
1054-19341 00000/0000 20003/0586 09/15/72 90 754 6A05N 12445W 24*4 169.3 GGGG
1054,19344 00000/0000 20003/0587 09/15/72 90 754 6645N 12 623W 25.6 167.4 GGGG
1054=19350 00000/0000 20003/0588 09/15/72 100 754 6 52 4 N 12 7 52W 26.7 165.8 GGGG
1054-19353 00000/0000 20003/0589 09/15/72 90 754 6403N 12913W 27.9 164*2 GGGG
1054019355 00000/0000 20003/0590 09/15/7P 80 754 6241N 13027W 29*1 162.7 GGGG
1054021155 00000/0000 20003/0591 09/15/72 90 755 710N 14141W 19.6 178*6 GGGG
1054-21162 00000/0000 20003/0592 09/15/72 60 755 7156N 14419W 20.8 175*9 GGGG
1055-01025 00000/0000 20004/0741 09/16/72 30 757 0413N 13032E 57*6 91.6 PPPP
1055-01031 00000/0000 20004/0742 09/16/72 20 757 O?46N 13012E 57.4 89.4 PPPP
105501034 00000/0000 20004/0743 09/16/72 20 757 012 0N 12952E 57.2 87*1 PpPP
1055*01040 00000/0000 20004/0744 09/16/7p 30 757 0006S 12932E 56.8 84.9 PPPP
1055-01043 00000/0000 20004/0745 09/16/72 3c 757 0133S 12912E 56*4 82.8 PPPP
1055001045 00000/0000 20004/0746 09/16/7p 30 757 03 00S 12851E 56*0 80.7 PpPP
1055001052 00000/0000 20004/0747 09/16/72 20 757 0427S 12830E 5595 78.7 pppP
1055-02245 00000/0000 20004/0748 09/16/7P 20 '758 7531N 14720k 17*1 185.2 GGGG
1055=02251 00000/0000 20003/0593 09/16/72 50 758 7422N 14351E 18.3 181*7 GGGG
1055002254 00000/0000 20003/0594 09/16/7P 40 758 7310N 14050E 19.5 178.6 GGGG
1055o02260 00000/0000 20003/0595 09/16/7P 10 758 7156N 13811E 20*7 175*9 GGGG
1055002263 00000/0000 20003/0596 09/16/7? 0 758 7040N 13552E 21.9 173.5 GGGG
1055-02265 00000/0000 20003/0597 09/16/7 0 758 624N 1 3 349E 23*1 171.3 GGGG
1055-02272 00000/0000 20003/0598 09/16/7p 10 758 6,05N 13200E 24*3 169.3 GGGG
1055-o2274 00000/0000 20003/0599 09/iA/72 10 758 6645N 13023E 25.5 167.5 GGGG
1055-02281 00000/0000 20003/0600 09/16/72 10 758 6525N 12854E 26.6 165*8 GGGG
1055002451 00000/0000 20003/0601 09/16/72 i00 758 0707N 10526E 57*9 96*4 GPGG
1055=02454 ,00000/0000 20003/0602 09/16/72 60 758 0540N 10505E 57.8 94.0 GGGG
1055-02460 00000/0000 20003/0603 09/1A/7? 70 758 0413N 10445E 57*7 91.7 GGGG
1055002463 00000/0000 20003/0604 09/1A/7p 60 758 O2 47N 10425E 5704 89*4 GGGG
1055=02465 00000/0000 20003/0605 09/16/7? 70 758 011oN 10405E 57*2 87.2 GGGG
1055002472 00C0/0000 20003/06C 6 09/16/72 80 758 007S 10344E 56.8 85*0 GGGG
1055002474 00000/0000 20003/06C7 09/16/7? 8r 758 0133S 10324E 56.4 82.8 GGGG
1055*02481 00000/0000 20003/0608 09/16/72 80 758 0759S 10304E 56.0 80.7 GGGG
1055o04212 00000/0000 20003/0609 09/16/72 20 759 313RN 08551E 51.2 132o8 GGGG
1055004215 00000/0000 20003/0610 09/16/7p 0 759 3011N 08526E 52.0 131.1 PPPP
KEYSI CLOUD C8VER % ,,........,,. 0 Ta 100 u % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o°...e ,....,. PLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. RvRECYCLED* GwGAD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE# PP55R.
16:44 "AP 11,'74 STANDARD CaTALG FeR N5N.US PAGE 0123
F Om 07/29/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATIsX  ITCERFIL R4LL ':9,/ DATE CLBUD R9I T  PoI\CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PSITI \ I RaLL ACCU'TRED CRVER UUMrBR 'F IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
SMS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1055*04221 0000/000 2,0003/o611 C3/1A/ 7 2 1 759 2946N 08502E 52*7 129.3 GGGG10550 4 224  00000/0000 2',003/0612 09/16/72 51 759 2720N 08438 53*4 127*4 GGG
1055-04230 O0000/COOU 20003/0613 00/1672? 40 759 2554N C8413E 54*0 125.5 GGGG1055-*4233 C000/0000 20003/0614 0c9 A/72 30 759 2427, 08350E 54*6 123.5 GGGG1055-:423 5 00c0O/COo 20003/0615 09/16/72 40 759 2?01\' 08327E 55*2 121.5 GGGG
1055J34242 00000/0000 20003/0616 09/16/72 30 759 2135N 08305E 55.7 119.4 GGGG1055*04244 00000/0000 20003/0617 0/jA/7? 40 759 2n08N 08242E 56*2 117.3 GGGG1055"04251 00000/0000 20003/0618 0/t6A/7p 60 759 1840N 08220E 56.6 115.1 GGGG
1055"t*253 000330/0000 20003/0619 09/16/72 60 7c9 1714N 08159E 57*0 112*8 GGGG1055-o4260 000C0/0000 20003/0620 09/16/72 40 759 147N 08138E 57.3 110.6 GGGG1055-04262 00000/0C000 20003/0621 09/16/72 30 759 1420N 08117E 57.5 108.2 GGGG1055J4265 C00000/CC ,C0003/0622 09/16/72 20 759 1?54N 08o56E 57.7 105.9 GOGG
1055-04271 0000/000 20003/0623 09/16/72 30 759 1127N 08036E 57*9 103.5 GGGG
1055-04274 00000/0000 20003/0624 09/16/72 3c 759 1O0ON 08016E 57.9 101.2 GGGG1055*04280 00000/000 2o003/0625 09/1/72 50 759 OR33\ 07956E 58.0 98.8 GGGG1055C06094 00000/0000 20003/0626 09/16/72 40 760 1421N 05527E 57*5 108*3 GGGG
1055*-6101 00000C/C00 20003/0627 C9/1/7 40 760 1P54N 05507E 57*7 106.0 GGGG1055-06103 00000/0000 200c3/0628 09/16/72 50 760 1127N 05446E 57.9 103.6 GOGG
10550611C0 00000/O00 2c003/0629 00/16/72 30 760 r000N c5 4 26E 57.9 101.2 GOGG
1055-06124 00000/0009 2'003/0630 09/16/72 30 760 04 13N 05305E 57,7 91.8 PPPP1055-0C6130 00000/0000 20003/0631 09/16/72 60 760 0'46N 05245E 57.4 89.5 pppp
1055-06133 00000/0000 20003/0632 09/1A/72 90 760 0119N 05224E 57*2 87.3 PPPP105506135 00000/0000 20003/0633 09/16/72 50 760 0006S 0 5204E 56.9 85.1 GGGG1055-C6142 00000/0000 20003/0634 09/16/7? 40 760 0133S 05144E 56.5 82.9 GGGG
1055-07364 000C0/0000 20006/0017 09/16/72 100 761 6923N 05628E 23.0 171.3 GGGG
1055-07371 00000/0000 20006/0018 09/16/7? 100 761 680 4 N 05438E 24*2 169*3 GGGG1055-07373 00000/0000 200U06/0019 09/16/72 100 761 6445N 05259E 25*4 167.5 GGGG1055-Q7382 OCoo0/o000 20004/0749 09/16/72 20 761 6403N 05008E 27.7 164.3 pppP1055-07385 00000/0000 20004/0750 09/16/72 10 761 6241N 04855E 28.9 162.8 GGGG
1055-07391 00000/0000 20004/0751 09/16/7? 30 761 6119N 04747E 30.0 161.3 GGGG1055-07555 00OO0/0000 20004/0752 09/16/72 60 761 0414N 02718E 57*7 91.9 p1055-07562 00000/000c 20004/0753 09/16/7p 70 761 0P47N 02657E 57.5 89.6 PPPG
1055-07564 00000/0000 20004/0754 09/16/7? 80 761 0121N 02637E 57.2 87.3 PPPG
1055-07571 0000/000 20004/0755 09/16/72 100 761 0005S 02617E 56.9 85*1 PPPG1055-07573 o000/oo000 2000U4/0756 09/16/72 100 761 0132S 02557E 56e5 83.0 PPPG
1055'07580 00000/0000 20004/0757 09/16/72 80 761 0259S 02536E 56*1 80.9 PPPG
1055-07582 0oo30/CCo0 20004/0758 03/16/72 90 761 0425S 02516E 55-6 78.9 popG1055-07585 00000/0000 20004/0759 09/16/72 50 761 0552S 02456E 55*0 76.9 PPPG1I55"-7591 00000/0000 20004/0760 09/16/72 40 761 0720S 02436E 54.5 75*1 PPPG
KEYS: CLEUD COVE % .. ,......,.,, 0 Te 100 * % CLeUD CPVER. ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IM AGE QUALITY *****,,,,,,,., PLkNKSBAND NeT PRESPNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLEDU GGOBAD. FsFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR.
16 44 AR 1 '74 STANOARD CATALOG FOP N5N-US PAGE 0124
FR5m 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATION 'ICReFILl RtLL i3o/ CATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPI'\CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IO P5STTI5N IN ReLL ACIJUTE D COVER NUMBEQ qF IAGE ELEV. AZIfe PBV MSS
ev MS LAT LONG 123 45678
1055o07594 0000/C0000 200U4/0761 09/1A/
7 ? 10 761 0O46S 0 2415E 5309 73*3 PPPG
1055-0800C 00000/0C00 20u:4/076 2 03/16/72 10 '761 I011S 0 2355E 53o2 71.5 PGPG
1055-08003 00000/0002 22004/0763 09/16/72 0 761 11385 02334E 52v5 69.9 PPPG
1055O08014 00000/000 200/40764 09/16/7? C 761 19585 02232E 50C2 65.4 GGGG
1055*08C21 00000/C000 20004/0765 09/16/7? 761 1724S 02210E 494 64.1 GGG
1055-08023 00000/0000 2,004/0766 09/16/7? 0 761 1851S C2149E 48*5 62.8 GGGG
105508035 000/000') 20003/0635 09/16/72 c 761 230S 02043- 4598 59.4 PGGG
1055-08041 00000/0000 20003/0636 09/1/7 0 '761 2434S 02019E 44*8 58.4 PGGG
1055~8044 Cooo00/o'CO 20003/0637 09/1/
7 ? ' 761 26015 0 1956E 43o8 57.4 GPGG
1055*08C50 O000O/OCOU 2'003/0638 09/16/72 0 761 2726S 01932E 42.8 56*6 GPGG
1055-08053 00000/000 20003/0639 0~/16/72 0 761 2q52S o198E 41o8 55.8 GGGG
1055-08055 00000/0000 20003/0643 09/16/72 C 761 3018S 01843E 0.8 55*0 GGGG
1055-~8062 000CO/OCO 2 jo3/0641 09/1A/72 c 761 3!44S 01818E 39,7 54,3 GPGG
1055-08064 00000/0OO 20003/0642 09/16/72 30 761 3310S 01753E 387 53.7 GGGG
1055C08071 00000/0000 200U3/0643 09/16/7 30 761 3436S 01727E 37.6 53.1 GGGG
1055,11031 00OOO0/0000 200 4 /0767 04/1/72 100 763 6q2N 00448E 23'0 171.3 GCGG
1055-11034 000CO/OOOC 2r04/076k 09/16/7? 90 763 6804N 00258E 24*1 169.4 GGGG
1055-11040 00000/0C00 20004/0769 0,/16/72 90 763 6644N 00120E 25.3 167.5 GGGG
1055-11043 00000/900) 2004/0(770 09/1 6 /72 100 763 6524\ 000090 26.5 165.8 GGGG
1055-11045 00000/000C 20004/0771 09/16/72 10C 763 6403 00131W 27.7 164o3 GGGG
1055-11052 00000/0000 22004/0772 09/16/72 100 763 641 00246 28.8 162.8 GGGG
10 5 5 *11054 o00C0/CCC0 209U4/0773 09/16/7?2 00 763 6119N 0 0 354W 3o00 161.4 GGGG
1055"11061 OC000/0CC- 2C004/0774 03/1(/7 9C 763 5056N OC458W 31.1 160.0 GGGG
1055-11063 00000/O00C 2 004/)0775 09/16/7? 9? 763 583?N 00556w 32*3 158.7 GGGG
1055-11070 00000/C000 200,4/0776 09/3 /72 100 763 571rN 00651w 33.4 157.4 GGGG
1055-11072 00000/000 2,004/0777 03/16/72 90 763 5 46N 00742w 34*5 156,2 GGGG
1055-11075 00000/0000 22004/0778 09/16/7? 90 763 5422N 00
8 30w 35.6 154.9 GGGG
1055-11081 o00o0/co0o 2u004/0779 03/1(/72 100 763 5158N 009151 36*7 153.7 GGGG
1055"11084 00000/0000 2C004/0780 09/16/72 100 763 5134~ 00958w 37.8 152.5 GGGG
1055"11090 00300/C0oC 2000 4 /0781 09/16/72 70 763 5nOQN 01038W 3849 151.3 GGGG
1055-14340 00o0/0000 20004/0782 09/16/7 1c00 765 5546N 05922w 34.4 156.2 PPPG
1055*14342 0000/o0 20004/0783 09/46/72 100 765 5422N 06010W 35.6 155.0 PPPG
1055*1434 5  OUCo0/OCoo 20O04/C78
4 0 / 1 6/7 2  100 765 525SN 0 6056W 36°7 153.7 PPPG
1055-14354 00000/000I 2030 4 /C785 09/16/72 100 765 50~ON 06220w 3P.8 151.3 PpPP
1055&14360 00000/000C 20004/C786 09/16/72 90 765. 4P44N 0 6259w 39e9 150.1 
PPPP
1055-14365 000oo/coo; 22004/C78 7 0?/16/72 2r 765 4554N 06411W 41*9 147.6 PGPP
1055-14372 00000/0005 2C004/C788 09/16/72 10 765 4429N 06444w 43.0 146.3 PGPP
1055-14374 00000/0000 200O4/C789 09/16/7? 7C 765 4?C3\ 06517w 44.0 145*0 PPPP
1055-14381 00000/0000 20004/C790 09/16/72 50 765 4139N 06
5 49 " 44.9 143.6 PPPp
KEYS: CLUD CbVER % o.. .. ooe. TB 100 u % CLeUD C VER. ,* n NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o..9ea.seoe LANKSBAND NOT PRrSENT/RE0UESTED. R'RECYCLED, G=GOeD, FBFAIR BUT USABLE, PPO5R,
16.44 MAR 11'S74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0125
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BSERVATIDN MICR8FILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PoIvCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBcR RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1055-14383 00000/0000 20004/0791 09/16/72 50 765 4C13N 06619k 45*9 142.2 pppp1055-14390 00000/0000 20004/0792 09/16/72 70 765 3F47N 06648W 46.8 140.8 pppp105514392 00000/0000 20004/0793 09/16/72 7 0 765 3721N 06717W 47*7 139.4 Pppp1055*16180 00000/0000 20004/0794 09/16/72 100 766 5759N 0 8647w 36*6 153.8 PPPP
1055-16183 00000/0000 20004/0795 09/16/72 100 766 5133N 08730 37*7 152.6 PPPP1055a16185 00000/0000 20004/0796 09/16/72 100 766 5PO'N 08810w 38.8 151.3 Ppp1055021211 00000/0000 20003/0644 09/16/72 70 769 7422N 14010W 18.0 181.8 GGGG1055-21213 00000/0000 20003/0645 09/16/72 70 769 7'10N 143 11w 19o2 178.7 GGGG1055-21220 00000/0000 20003/0646 09/16/72 80 769 7 157N 14548W 20*4 176*0 GGGG1056-00451 00000/0000 20004/0797 09/17/72 0 771 8006N 16009W 10* 7 213*0 GGGG
1056000454 00000/0000 20004/0798 09/17/7? 0 771 7926N 16731W 11*9 205.8 GGGG1056-00460 00000/0000 20004/0799 09/17/72 30 771 7936N 173 57w 13*1 199.5 PGGG1056-00463 00000/0000 20004/0800 09/17/7 10o 771 7739N 179 30 14*3 194.0 GGGG1056-00465 00000/0000 20004/0801 09/17/72 0 771 7637N 17546E 15*5 189*3 GGGG1056-00472 00000/0000 20004/0802 09/17/72 10 771 7531N 17145E 16.7 185*3 GGGG1056"00474 00000/0000 20004/0803 09/17/72 10 771 7422N 16816E 18.0 181*8 GGGG
1056-00481 00000/0000 20004/0804 09/17/72 30 771 73 10N 16515E 1992 178*7 GGGG1056w00483 00000/0000 20004/0805 09/17/72 20 771 7156N 16236E 20*4 176.0 GGGG
1056-00490 00000/0000 2U004/0806 09/17/72 50 771 7040N 16015E 21.5 173.6 GGGG1056*02510 00000/0000 20004/0807 09/17/72 70 772 0706N 10358E 57.9 97.1 G
1056-02512 00000/0000 20004/0808 09/17/72 70 772 05 39N 10338E 57*9 9408 GPGG1056-02515 00000/0000 20004/0809 09/17/72 60 772 0413N 10317E 57.7 92.4 GGGG1056"02521 00000/0000 20004/0810 09/17/72 80 772 OP47N 10257E 57*5 90.2 PGGG1056-02524 00000/0000 20004/0811 09/17/72 100 772 0119N 10236E 57.3 87.9 pppp1056-02530 00000/0000 20004/0812 09/17/72 90 772 000RS 10216E 57*0 85.7 GGGP1056"02533 00000/0000 20004/0813 09/17/7p 60 772 0134S 10156E 56*6 83.5 GGGG1056"02535 00000/OOC 20004/0814 09/17/72 40 772 0259S 10136E 5692 81.4 GPPG1056-02542 00000/0000 20004/0815 09/17/72 60 772 0425S 10115E 55.7 79.4 GGGG1056"02544 00000/0000 20004/0816 09/17/72 60 772 0552S 10055E 55*2 77.4 GGGG1056-02551 00000/0000 20004/0817 09/17/72 70 772 0718S 10035E 54*6 75.5 GGGG1056-02553 00000/0000 20004/0818 09/17/7p 70 772 08455 10014E 54*0 73#7 GGGG1056-02560 00000/0000 20004/0819 09/17/72 60 772 1012S 09954E 53.4 72.0 GGGG1056"02562 00.000/0000 20004/0823 09/17/72 50 772 1139S 09933E 52.7 703 GGGG
1056w04150 00000/0000 20006/0020 09/17/72 90 773 7156N 11103E 20*3 176.0 GGGG1056-04153 00000/OC00 20006/0021 09/17/72 100 773 704ON 10843E 21*5 173.6 GOGG1056-04155 00000/0000 20006/0022 09/17/72 50 773 6923N 10640E 22-7 171.4 GGGG1056-04164 00000/0000 20003/0647 09/17/7? 30 773 6644N 10310E 25.0 167.6 cGGG
1056"04271 00000/0000 20003/0648 09/17/72 20 773 3138N 08425E 50*9 133.3 GGGO1056*04273 00000/0000 20003/0649 09/17/7? 10 773 3013N C8400E 51.7 131*6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .,.***,*,,,.,0 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CIVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ',,,, *,,,,,o, BLANKSaBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED
,
GGOb8D, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBOR,
1644 MA 7 STANARD CATALOG FOR NON-US 
PAGE 0126
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL NeO/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN 
IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER tF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV 
mSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1056*04280 00000/0000 20003/0650 09/17/72 20 773 2847N 0 8335E 5205 129o8 GGGG
1056-04282 00000/0000 20003/0651 09/17/72 50 773 272N 08312E 53o2 128o0 GGGG
1056-04285 00000/0000 20003/0652 09/17/72 40 773 2554N 08247E 5398 126.1 GGPP
1056-04291 00000/C0000 20003/0653 09/17/72 30 773 2428N 08223E 
54.4 124.2 GGGG
1056-04294 00000/0000 20003/0654 09/17/72 40 773 2301N 08201E 55@0 122.1 
GGGG
1056-04300 00000/0000 20003/0655 09/17/72 20 773 2134N 08138E 55.5 120*1 
GGG
1056-04303 00000/0000 20003/0656 09/17/72 20 773 2006N 0 8117E 56-0 118.0 GGGG
1056-06152 00000/0000 20003/0657 09/17/7P 30 774 1422N 05402E 57*4 109.0 GGGG
1056-06155 00000/0000 20003/0658 09/17/72 20 774 1255N 05341E 57.7 106.7 GGGG
1056-06161 00000/0000 20003/0659 09/17/72 30 774 1t28N 50320E 57*8 
104*4 GGGG
1056006164 00000/0000 20003/0660 09/17/72 30 774 I001N 05300E 
7.9 102.0 G3GG
1056-06170 00000/C000 20003/0661 09/17/7? 20 774 OP34N 05240E 58*0 99.6 GGGG
1056-06173 00000/0000 20003/0662 09/17/72 20 774 0707N 05220E 57.9 97.3 GGGG
1056-06175 00000/0000 20003/0663 09/17/72 20 774 040N 05200E 57o9 9409 GGGG
1056006182 00000/0000 20003/0664 09/17/72 30 774 0414N 05139E 57o7 92@6 GGGG
1056-06184 00000/0000 20003/0665 09/17/72 40 774 0247N 05119E 57.5 90.3 GGGG
1056-06191 00000/0000 20003/0666 09/17/72 20 774 0120N 05059E 57o3 88.0 GGGG
1056*06193 00000/0000 20003/0667 09/17/72 30 774 OC05S 05039E 57e0 85.8 GGGG
1056.08043 00000/0000 20003/0668 09/17/72 10 775 055S 02330E 55o2 77.6 GOGG
1056*08050 00000/0000 20003/0669 09/17/72 10 775 0717S 02309E 5497 75*7 GGGG
1056-08052 00000/0000 20003/0670 09/17/7? 30 775 OP45S 02249E 54o1 73.8 
GGGG
1056-08055 00000/0000 20003/0671 09/17/7P 30 775 1l12S 02229E 53.4 72.1 GGGG
1056-08070 00000/0000 20003/0672 09/17/72 0 775 1431S 02128E 51o3 67.3 GGG
1056-08073 00000/0000 20003/0673 09/17/72 0 775 1557S 02107E 50.5 65.9 GGGG
1056-08075 00000/0000 20003/0674 09/17/72 0 775 1724S 02045 49.6 64.5 GGGG
1056-08082 00000/0000 20003/0675 09/17/72 C 775 IF49S 02023E 48.8 63.2 GGGG
1056-08084 00000/0000 20003/0676 09/17/7p 0 775 2016S 02001E 47*9 62.0 G
1056-08091 00000/0000 20003/0677 09/17/72 0 775 2143S 01939E 47,0 60.8 GGGG
1056.08093 00000/0000 20003/0678 09/17/72 0 775 2309S 01917E 46.1 59.8 GGGG
1056-08100 00000/0000 20003/0679 09/17/7p 0 775 2433S 01853E 45,1 58.7 GGGG
1056-08102 ,-00000/0000 20003/0680 09/17/7? o 775 2559S 01830E 442 57.8 GGGG
1056-08105 00000/0000 20003/0681 09/17/72 0 775 2726S 01807E 432 56.9 GGGG
1056-08111 00000/0000 20003/0682 09/17/72 0 775 2852S 01743E 42.2 56.1 GGGG
1056-08114 00000/0000 20003/0683 09/17/72 50 775 3017S 01719E 41*1 55*3 
GGGG
1056-08120 00000/0000 20003/0684 09/17/72 50 775 3143S 01653E 40.1 54.6 GGGG
1056-08123 00000/0000 20003/0685 09/17/72 40 775 3309S 01628E 3900 53.9 GGGG
105611104 00000/0000 20003/0686 09/17/72 90 777 640N 002
5 7 w 27*3 164o4 GGGG
1056-11110 00000/0000 20003/0687 09/17/72 90 777 6?4 1N 00412W 28*4 163.0 GGGG
1056m11113 00000/0000 20003/0688 09/17/7p 90 777 6119N 00520W ?296 161,6 GGGG
KEYSS CLOUD COVER % oo*.o.oo..oo* O0 TO 100 -. CLOUD CPVER , ~ U N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o.,o,,,,,o,,,o BLANKSmBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLEDo G-GORD. FFAIR BUT 
USABLE. PaPBOR,
16:44 'A 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US PAGE 0127
FRBM n07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N RC ?LL \9,/ DATE CLUD 5RRIT PQINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY10 PeSTTI9'4 I% BLL ACCUTR'E C8VER NU M BER RF IM AGE ELEV* AZI,. RBV MSS
PEv M;S LAT LBNG 123 45678
1056-11115 OCO00/C00 2003/0659 03/17/7p 8 777 5a56% 00 6 23W 3C,7 160o2 GGGG1056-11122 OCo0o0/oco 20CU3/C690 09/17/72 70 777 5933N 00 7 21w 31*9 158.9 GGGG1056-1112 0O~u0 /CCOC 20CU3/0691 09/17/72 60 777 5710N 00815W 33*0 157.6 GGpG1056-11131 003Co/O000 200u3/0692 C9/17/72 6' 777 5547N 00 906W 34*1 156*4 GGGG1056*11133 00OCC/COoL 20003/0693 09/17/72 70 777 5423N 00955W 35,2 155.2 GGGG1056-11142 0C0000C/000 20004/0821 09/17/72 60 777 513 3 N 01123W 37*4 152.8 GGGG1056*14394 000'00/00 200U4/0822 09/17/72 90 779 5547N 06 04 7W 34.1 156.4 pppp1056-11400 003,/CCOO 200;O/0823 09/17/7p 100 779 5423N 06134W 35e2 155.2 PpPP1056-14403 O0000/COo 20004/082 4 09/17/7 100 779 5259N 06219W 36*3 154 0  PPPP1056-14405 0000/00300 20004/0825 09/17/72 100 779 51.34N 06302W 37*4 152.8 pppP1056-14412 OCOCO/OCCC 20004/0826 09/17/7P 100 779 5009N 06 3 4 3w 38o5 151.6 PPpp1056-14414 0000 /C00c 20004/0827 00/17/72 10c 779 4A44N o0622o 39.5 150.4 PPPP1056,14435 CC000/000 20004/0828 09/17/72 30 779 41 3 8N 06715W 44*6 144.0 PGPP1056-14441 00000/000J C0004/0829 09/17/72 1c 779 4 01 3 N 06 7 46W 45*6 142.6 PGGP1056-14444 00000/0003 20004/0830 09/17/72 20 779 347N 06815W 46e5 141.2 pppp1056,14450 03000/0000 20004/0831 09/17/72 10 779 3722N 06844W 47*4 139o8 PPGP
1056114453 00000/0000 20004/0832 09/17/7? 20 779 3556N 06911W 483 138.3 PPPP1056-14455 00000/0000 20nU4/0833 09/17/72 20 779 3430N 06 9 3 8 w 49o2 136.8 PGGP1056-14462 OOOO/OC00 2C'004/0834 09/17/72 30 779 3304N 07003W 50.0 135*2 PPPP1056*16321 00000/0000 20003/0694 09/17/72 40 7 80 2427N 09815W 54.3 124*5 GGGG
1056"16323 00000/0000 20003/0695 09/17/72 60 780 2.00N 09 8 38W 54.9 122*5 GGGG1056*16330 00000/0000 20003/0696 09/17/72 70 780 2134N 09 901W 55.5 120*4 GGG1056-16332 00000/0000 20003/0697 093/7/7p 80 780 2007N 09924W 56*0 118.3 GGGG1056.19454 00000/0000 20003/0698 09/17/72 80 782 6 805N 12737W 23.6 169.5 GPpP
1056-19461 OCO00/O00O 2003/0699 09/17/72 50 782 6645N 129 16W 24*8 167.7 GGG1056-19463 00000/0000 20003/0700 09/17/72 90 782 6 525N 130 4 4w 26*0 166*1 GGGG1056-19470 00000/0000 20003/0701 C9/17/7 8 0 782 6 404N 13205W 27*1 164.5 GGGG1056-21272 00000/0000 20003/0702 09/17/7P 40 783 7311N 14431W 18*8 178.8 PGGG1056*21274 oCOOO/O000 20003/0703 09/!17/72 50 783 7 157N 14710W 20*0 176*1 GGGG1057-00483 00000/0000 23004/0835 09/18/7 2  60 785 7952N 10908W 2*9 26405 GGGG1057-00485 00000/0000 200U0/0836 09/18/72 80 785 8 02 7 N 117 03 4.1 256*7 GGGG1057-00492 00000/0000 20004/0837 09/18/72 80 785 8050N 12544W 5*4 248*2 GGGG10570494 00000/0000 20004/0838 09/18/72 80 785 8100N 13500w 6.6 239.1 GGGG
1057-00501 00000/0CO 20004/0839 09/18/7? 50 785 8055N 14424W 7.8 230.0 GGG1057*00503 00000/0000 2uO04/0840 09/18/72 70 785 8037N 15 3 2 0w 9*0 221*2 GGG1057-00510 00000/0000 20004/0841 09/18/72 80 785 8007N 16131w 10*3 213.1 GGGG1057-00512 00O/OC00O 20004/0842 09/18/7? 80 785 7926N 16853W 11*5 205.9 GGGG1057*00515 000/C0000 20004/0843 03/18/72 60 785 7037N 17518W 12*7 199.6 GGGG
1057-C0521 00000/0000 2U004/0844 09/18/72 60 785 77 4 0N 17909E 13*9 194.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLbL;D CbVER 4 .o......... TO 100 a % CLBUD C"VERs ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,o,**,s,,,,. LANKSOBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G RDo F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P88R,
16:44 IAR 11'74 STAN3ARD CATALeG FOR NeN.uS PAGE 0128
FR5M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVAT5N IICPRFILY RPLL :9./ DATE CLOUD qRBIT PqICIPAL PBINT SUN SUK IMAGE QUALITY
ID c9SITI1N IN RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZI. RBV MSS
pv mSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1057020524 00CCO/cGOO 20004/084 5 0/18/72 60 785 7638N 17427E 15*1 189.4 GGPG
1057-:0530 00000/000 20004/0846 09/18/72 50 7P5 7532N 17027E 16.3 185.4 GGGG
1057-00533 C00000/0000 2u004/0847 09/18/72 30 785 7423N 16656E 17.6 181.9 GGGG
1057-00535 003000/000C 2C00U4/0848 09/18/72 10 785 73 10N 16351E 18.8 178.8 GGGG
1057-00542 00000/C000 20004/0849 09/18/72 0 785 7156N 16111E 20.0 176.1 GGGG
1057-00544 00030/0000 200U4/0853 0 9/ 1 /72  0 785 
7 040N 15851E 21.2 173.7 GGGG
1057-02571 00000/0000 20004/0851 09/18/7? 8C 786 0541N 10212E 57.9 95.5 GGGG
1057-32573 C00OO/C000 2r004/0852 09/18/72 70 786 0414N 10152E 57.8 93.2 GSGG
1057-C258C 000o/C0000 20004/085 3 09/18/72 80 786 0249N 10132E 57.6 90.9 GGGG
1057-0252 000300/0000 2.0004/0854 09/18/7? 80 7R6 0121N 10111E 57'4 88.6 GGGG
1057-)2585 003300/000 2004/0855 09/18/7p 60 786 0006S 10051E 57*1 86.4 GGGG
1057-02591 0003/0O000 20004/0856 09/18/72 50 786 0133S 10031E 56*7 84.2 GGGG
1057-C2594 oo00/O0O0 20004/0857 09/18/7p 90 786 0259S 10011E 56.3 82.1 GGGG
1057-C3000 00000/000C 2C004/0858 09/18/7P 60 786 0424S 09951E 55.9 80.1 GgGG
1057-03003 00000/0000 20004/0859 09/18/7 50 786 0551S c9930E 55.4 78*1 GGGG
1057-33005 00000/0003 2.04/0860 09/1/72 5C 786 0717S o9910E 548 76.2 GGGG
1057*03012 00030/0000 20004/C861 09/18/72 50 796 0~45S 09849E 54*2 74.3 GGGG
1057-30c14 00000/C00 20004/0862 09/18/72 63 786 10125 09829E 53.6 72.5 GGGG
1057-33C21 ooooo/00 c/00 2j004/063 09/18/7? 60 786 1138S 09808E 52.9 70.9 GGGG
1057-34282 00O/000000 2003/0704 09/18/7? 30 787 4721N 08827E 40*4 149.3 GGGG
1057-34284 00000/0000 20003/0705 09/18/7? 40 787 4c55N 08752E 41*4 148.1 GGGG
1057-04291 0300/000C 2003/0706 09/18/7 70 797 4430N 08717E 42*4 146.8 GGGG
1057-04293 OOCoO/C0O 20003/0707 0/18/7
2  90 787 4305N 08644E 43*4 145.5 GGG
105704300 00300/000 200L3 /0708 09//7? 90 787 4140N 08612E 44'4 144.2 GGGG
1057-04302 00300/o300 20303/0709 09/18/72 9c 787 4n014 08541E 4594 142.8 GGGG
1057-04305 00C/0oo0 20003/0713 09/18/7P 90 787 3438N 08512E 46.3 141.5 GGGG
1057-,4311 00000/0000 20003/0711 09/18/72 80 787 3722N 08444E 4793 140.0 GGGG
1057-04314 00300/0000 2003/3712 09/18/72 70 787 3557N 08417E 48.2 138.5 GGGG
1057-04323 0003/CC000 200U3/0713 09/18/7p 70 787 3304N 08324E 49*9 135.4 GGGG
1057-j4325 000CO/0000 2003/071 09/18/7? 60 787 314,N 0 8259E 50.7 133.8 GGGG
1057-04350- 00300/0000 2u003/0715 09/R1/72 0 787 242RN 08058E 54.2 124.8 GGGG
1057-04352 00300/CCO3 20003/0715 09/18/72 10 787 2302N 08036E 54*8 122.8 GGGG
1057-o355 00000/0000 20003/0717 09/18/7? 10 787 2135N 08014E 55*4 120.7 GGGG
105704361 00000/00CO 2CC3/071B 09/18/7p 20 797 208FN 07952E 55.9 118.6 GGGG
1057-04364 C3O0/0000 20003/0719 09/18/7P 30 787 1841N 07931E 5603 116.5 GGGG
1057-04370 00030/0000 23003/072D 09/18/7 10 787 1715N 07910E 56*7 114.3 GGGG
1057-04373 00020/0000 20003/0721 09/18/72 30 797 148N 07849E E7*1 112*0 GGGG
1057-04375 00300/0000 20303/0722 39/18/7P 40 787 142VN 07828E 57.4 109*7 GGGG
1057-*4382 00030/C000 20003/0723 09/28/72 40 7R7 1?56N 07806E 57*6 107.4 GGGG
KEYS: C~3UD CbVER z. o,,PS,,,,.., 0 T* 1CD - % CL3UD CtVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAI.ABLE.
I-AGE QUALITY ....... o,,o.... BLANKS.EAN3 NBT PRFSfNT/REUUESTED. RERECYCLED G=G38D, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0129
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N MICPOFILM ReLL Ao./ D TE CLOUD 9RPIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY10 POSITIN IN ROLL ACCUTRED CBVER  UMBR IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSSRBV MIS LAr LbNG 123 45678
1057w04384 00000/0000 20003/0724 09/1R/72 5c 787 1129N 07745E 57*8 10591 GGGG1057-04391 000c00/000 2 0003 /072 5 09/1/7P 4, 787 ino1 07724E 57*9 102s7 GGGG1057*04393 OOOO0/0000 20003/0726 09/18/7? 60 787 0R35N 07703E 58.0 100.3 GGGG1057-L6175 000C0/0000 2004/0864 09/18/72 10 788 2553N 05533E 53.6 126.7 GGGG1057-06181 00000/oCoc 20004/0865 09/18/72 1. 798 2427N 05510 E  54*2 124.8 GGGG1057-06184 00000/C0000 2C004/0866 09/18/72 788 2?01N 05446E 54.8 122.8 GGGG1057-06190 00000/C00O 20004/0867 09/18/7P 0 788 2134\ 05424 E 55'4 120.8 GGGG1057"06193 00000/0000 20y4/086o 09/18/7p 0 788 200?N 05402E 55.9 118.7 GGGG10570C6204 00000/0000 20003/0727 09/18/7P 40 788 14N 05258E 57*1 11291 GGGG1057-06211 00030/0000 20003/0728 09/18/7? 30 788 1421N 05237E 57.4 109*8 GGGG1057-06213 00000/000 20003/0729 09/18/7P 10 788 1255N 05217E 57.6 107.5 GGGG1057-06220 000o0//000 20003/0730 09/18/72 10 788 1128N c5156E 57.8 105.1 GGGG1057-06222 00000/CO00 20003/0731 09/18/72 20 788 1001N 0513 5E 57*9 102*8 GGGG1057-06225 00000/000 20003/0732 09/18/72 30 788 0834N 05115E 58.0 100*4 GGGG1057-06231 00000/0000 20003/0733 09/t1/72 40 788 070'N 05055E 58.0 98.0 GGGG1057-06234 OCO00/0000 2003/0734 09/18/72 50 788 0542N 05034E 57.9 95.7 G3GG1057-06240 00000/0000 20003/0735 09/18/72 30 788 0415N 05014E 57*8 93.3 GGGG1057006243 00000/0000 20003/0736 09/18/72 40 788 DP4SN 04954E 57.6 91.0 GGGG1057-06245 00000/0000 20003/0737 09/18/7P 70 788 0121N 04933E 57.4 88.7 GGGG1057-06252 00000/0000 20003/0738 09/18/72 90 788 0005S 04913E 57*1 86.5 GGGG1057-08101 00000/0000 20004/0869 09/18/72 90 789 05515 02203E 55.4 78.2 GGGG1057-0810 O00CO/000C 20004/0870 09/18/72 40 789 07175 02142E 54.9 76.3 GGG1057-08110 00000/0000 20004/0871 09/18/72 1^ 789 08445 02122E 54.3 74*4 GGGG1057-08113 00000/C0000 20040872 09/18/7P 10 789 1i11S OP101E 53.6 72.7 GGG1057-08115 00O00/OCO 20004/0873 09/18/72 10 789 1138S 02041E 53.0 71.0 GGGG1057-08122 o0000/OOU 20004/0874 09/18/72 i1 789 1i04S C2020E 52*3 69.4 GGGG1057-08124 00C000/C0000 20004/0875 09/18/72 0 789 14395 01959E 51.5 67*8 GGG1057-08131 00000/O00 20304/0876 09/18/7? 0 789 1557S 01938E 50o7 66.4 GGGG1057-08133 00000/0000 20004/0877 09/18/72 10 789 1724S 01917E 49.9 65.0 GGGG1057 ,08140 O0000/0000 20004/0878 09/18/72 20 789 1849S 0 1855E 49.1 63.6 GGGG1057"08142 00000/0000 20004/0879 09/18/72 10 789 2015S 01833E 48.2 62.4 GGGG1057-08145 00000/0000 20004/0880 09/18/72 0 789 2141S 01811E 47.3 61.2 GGGG1057-)8161 00000/00c 20003/0739 09/14/72 0 789 2604S 01701E 44.5 58.1 GGGG1057-09383 00000/C000 20003/0740 09/18/72 60 790 4551N 0102SE 41s4 148*1 GGGG1057-09390 00000/0000 20003/0741 09/1.8/7 9C 790 4426N 00951E 42.4 146.8 GGGG1057-09392 00000/C00 20003/0742 09/18/7P 50 790 4301N 00919E 43.4 145.5 GGGG1057-09395 OCOO0/COO0 20003/0743 09/18/7P 30 790 4136N 00847E 44o4 144*2 GGGG1057-09401 00000/c000 20003/0744 09/18/72 20 790 4)10N 00817E 45s4 142.9 GGGG1057-09472 00000/0000 20004/0881 09/18/72 0 790 1 4N 00121E 57.1 112*1 PPPG
KEYS: CLeUD COVEP % * ............ 0 TO 100 z % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. o........* . BLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GORD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. PPB8R,
1644 MAR jj,'7i STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US 
pAGE 0130
1644 AR 11 FR 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICROFILM ROLL NO.,/ DATE CLOUD BRIT PINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBON IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE 
ELEVo AZIP, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 
123 45678
1057-09474 00000/0000 20004/0882 09/18/7P 0 790 1418N 00100E 57,4 
109*8 PPPG
1057-09481 00000/0000 20004/0883 09/18/72 IC 790 1511N 00039E 5776 107.5 PGPG
1057-09483 00000/0000 20004/0884 09/18/72 40 7C)0 1125N 0 0018E 57.8 105.1 PPPG
1057-09490 00000/0000 20004/0885 093/18/7 60 790 058:N 00001W 57.9 102.8 PPPG
1057-09492 00000/0000 20004/0886 09/18/72 70 790 OP32N 0 0022W 58*0 i009o PPPG
1057-09495 00000/C0000 20004/0887 09/18/72 50 7)0 0705N 000 4 2W 58.0 98.0 PrGG
1057-09501 00000/0000 20004/0888 09/18/72 90 790 0539N 00102W 57.9 95.7 PGGG
1057-14443 00000/0000 20004/0889 09/18/72 100 793 5931N 06028W 31*5 159.1 PPPP
1057-14450 00000/0000 20004/0890 09/18/7P 90 793 5708N 06123W 32.6 157.8 PPPp
1057-14452 00000/OOOC 20004/0891 09/18/72 90 793 5945N 06215W 33.8 156.6 PPPG
1057-14455 00000/0000 200U4/0892 09/18/72 90 793 5421N o6304W 34*9 155.4 PPPG
1057-14461 00000/0000 20004/0893 09/18/72 80 793 5;56N 06348W 36.0 15402 PPPG
1057-1464 00000/0000 200U4/08 94 09/18/7P 60 793 5131N 06430W 37.1 153.0 PGGG
1057-14470 00000/0000 20004/0895 09/18/7P 10 793 5006N 06511W 38.2 151.8 PGGP
1057-14473 00000/0000 20004/0896 09/18/72 10 793 841RN 0 6549W 39.2 150.6 PPPP
1057-14502 00000/0000 20004/0897 09/18/7P 20 793 3R45N 069 40W 46'3 141.6 PPPP
1057-14505 00000/0000 20004/0898 09/18/72 20 793 3718N 07008W 47.2 140*1 PPPP
1057-14511 0000/0000 20004/0899 09/18/72 20 793 3553N 07036W 48.1 138.7 PPPP
10571 4 51 4 00000/0000 20004/0900 09/18/72 70 793 3 4 27N 07102W 49*0 137.1 
PPPP
1057a14520 00000/0000 20004/0901 09/18/7 5s 793 3301N 07128W 4908 135.6 ppPP
1057-14523 00000/0000 20004/0902 09/18/7? 90 7193 3135N 07153W 50.6 134o0 PPPP
1057-14525 00000/0000 20004/0903 09/18/72 50 793 3010N 0 7218W 51*4 132.3 PPPP
1057-14532 00000/0000 20004/0904 09/18/7P 20 793 284 4N 07242W 52,2 13005 PGGP
1057-14534 00000/0000 20004/0905 09/18/72 2C 793 2717N 07
307W 52.9 128.7 PGGP
1057-14541 00000/0000 20004/0906 09/18/72 20 793 2550N 07331W 53.5 126.9 PGGP
1057-14543 00000/0000 20004/0907 09/18/72 30 793 2424N 07354W 54.2 125.0 PGPP
1057-16302 00000/0000 20004/0908 09/18/72 10 794 5307N 09102W 38.1 151.8 PPPG
1057-16375 00000/0000 20003/0745 09/18/72 7n 794 2423N 09943W 54.2 125*0 GGGG
1057-16382 00000/0000 200U3/0746 09/18/7 80 794 2257N 10006W 54.8 123.0 GGGG
1057-16384 00000/0000 20003/0G747 09/18/7P 80 794 2130N 10029W 55,3 121.0 GGGG
1057-16391 00000/0000 20003/0748 09/18/72 80 7'94 2004N 10051W 55.8 1189 GrGG
1057-21303 00000/0000 20003/0749 09/18/72 
4 0 797 7924N i1857w 11.2 205.7 GGGG
1057-21310 00000/0000 20003/0'750 09/18/72 30 797 7.34N 12518W 1204 19904 GGGG
1057-21312 00000/0000 20003/0751 09/18/72 40 797 7737N 13047W 13e6 194.0 
GGGG
1057-21315 00000/0000 20003/0752 09/18/72 40 797 
763 5N 13530W 14*8 189*4 GGGG
1057-21321 00000/0000 20003/0*753 09/18/7P 30 797 7530N 13
932W 16.1 185.4 GGGG
1057-21324 00000/0000 20003/0754 09/18/7P 2C 797 74216 14301W 17,3 181.9 GGGG
1057-21330 00000/0000 20003/0755 09/18/72 10 797 70 8 4 14604W 18.5 178.8 GGGG
1057-21333 00000/0000 20003/0756 09/18/7P 0 797 7154N 14 4
3W 19.7 176.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *ooo o.* 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CRVERo *. - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY P.°0'°. LANeKS. AND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED R.RECYCLED. 
G.GBRD. FFAIR BUT USABLE- PwPBOR*
16:44 -A 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0131
FR5A 17/23/72 T9 07/23/73
09SERVAT13N "'IC FIL - R;LL .9/ %T F CLBCD R91T PoItCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PqSTTI5N I\ KOLL ACCUTPE D  C9VER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV, AZII, RBV MSS
iV MSS IAT LNG 123 45678
1057-23121 oo.3c/Cc;c 20003/0757  09/18/7? 41 7 8 8'591 11107W 6*3 238.8 GGGG
1057-23123 CC000/C00 20CG3/0758 01/1i872 32 798 8054N 12029W 7*5 229*7 GGGG
1057-2 3 13 0 0 '/Co(0:o 2Lou3/0759 0/1 /7 2r 798 8035N 12925W 8.7 220*9 GGGG
1057-23132 0 C 0/.000 20'03/076C 09/18/7? 20 798 8C05N 13736W 9*9 212*9 GGGG
1057-23135 003/C0C0 2C003/0761 09/19/7 60 708 7024 144 5 3w 11.2 205,7 GGGG
1057-23141 00o33/000) 20003/0762 C0/1A/72 7c 798 7035% 15115W 12*4 199e4 GGGG
1057-23144 CCCO/0Co 2 00U3 /0 7 6 3 03/1R/7P 5, 798 773RN 15643W 13*6 194*0 GGGG
1057-2315C OCOD/OCC0 2:303/0764 09/18/7P 8' 798 713N 161256 14.8 18904 GGGG
1057-23153 OC2Cco/C2 2C C3/0765 39/1R/7' 22 798 7c3N 16b27, 16*0 185&4 GGGG
1057-23155 CCO/000C 20003/0766 O07//V87 1? 798 742ON 16455W 17*2 181.9 GGGG
1057-a3162 3C030/300 2;oC3/C767 09/18/72 10 798 7 4o0N 17155W 18.4 178*8 GGGG
1057-23164 000CO/C00" 2LU3/0768 09/18/72 798 7154N 17433W 19.6 176.1 GGGG
1057-23171 20c0C/COO .jOL3/769 09/!/7p 2 708 7037N, 17652W 20*8 173.7 GGGG
1057-23173 02000/O'0 200U3 /0770 09/1/7P 1? 798 6o20N 17855W 2?0 171.6 GGGG
1057-23180 OLC00n/coC 20003/0771 09/18/7P 1(: 798 6Q03K 17915E 23.2 169*6 GGGG
1057-23182 OOCCO/OCC 2L003/C772 09/18/7P 4 798 6643N 17736E ?4*4 167.8 GGGG
1057-23480 00300/OCC 2'0U4/0909 39/18/72 6r. 798 3438S 14214E 38*5 53.7 PGPG
1057-2348 OC3C00/COCO 2,C04/0910 09/12/72 8r 798 3603S 14147E 37*4 53.1 PGPG
1057-23485 0320/00200 2004/0911 0/19/7P 62 708 3728S 14120E 36.4 52.6 PGPG
1057-23491 UCOC/OOC 2C0u4/0912 o/1iR/72 wf 798 38535 14052E 35*3 52.2 PGPG
1058-00562 OCO//000C 2C00U3/0773 09/19/72 60 799 8036N 15511W 8*7 220*9 GGGG
1058-U0564 032O0/000C 20003/0774 0-/19/72 7, 799 8005N 163 26w 9*9 212*9 GGGG
1058-0571 0OCo0/0000 20023/0775 09/19/72 70 799 7923N 17042W 11*1 205.7 GGGG
1058-C0573 OCOCO/CCO 2C003/07 76  09/19/72 7r 799 7034N 17701w 12*4 199*4 GGGG
1058*00580 00C/COC000 2C003/0777 09/19/72 80 799 7737N 17730E 13*6 194.0 GGGG
1058-00582 C0CO/OCO2 203/0775 09/19/72 7e 799 7635N 17248E 14*8 18994 GGGG
1058-00585 2Ot0CCOc 0003/0779 O%/10/7P 2r 799 7=20N 16847E 16*0 185.4 GGGG
1058-30591 CC00o/OCC0 2 003/0780 09/iq/72 O 799 742,N 165 18E 17.2 181.9 GGGG
1058-00594 00/OC. 2C0u3/0781 0/19/72 C 799 7308N 16216E 18*4 178*8 GGGG
105 8-31000 COC?0/200 200C03/0782 09/19/72 20 799 7154N 15938E 15.6 176.1 GGGG
1058"0301~4 00~30/00C 2CC03/0783 09/19/72 8 1 800 0 58N 10147E 57*9 103*3 6GGG
10583020PC 0OC0/COO 2T03/0784 09/19/7?2 6 800 031 1012 6 E 58*0 100*9 GGGG
105 8 -03023 OC00/0000 20003/0785 09/19/72 50 800 0704N 10105E F8*C 98*6 GGGG
1058*03025 0000/000C 20023/0786 0>/19/72 4c 800 0538\ 10045E 57*9 96.2 GGGG
105 8 -Q3032 0CC0C/000 21,003/0787 0*/19/72 3C 800 041?N 10024E 57.8 93*9 GGGG
1058"C3034 000O/CCO 200u3/0 7 8 8 09/19/7? 40 800 ?O45 10005E 57.7 91.6 GGGG
1058-.3041 0COU/O/000 2C023/0789 09/19172 60 800 0118N 09945E 57*4 89.3 GGGG
1058-03043 0000O/OCLC 20DU3/0790 0/19/72 80 800 o00S 09925E 57*2 87*0 GGGG
10582-3053 L000/0C 20003/0791 03/19/72 9C 800. 0135S 09905E 56*8 84*8 GGGG
KEYS: C,.-UD CBvE , *....:.*..* .. ) T9 100 * % CLUD CRVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ,,.,,,,,..R uLANKS.AN0 NT PRFSrNT/RE2UESTED, RRECYCLED, G.G)D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.POR,
16t: A; 11,'74 STANARD CATALG FOR NON-uS PAGE 0132
FRqM 07/2/72 Te 37/23/73
BBSERVATI!N 'ICFPFIL-M 7LL 1",./ CATE CLeUD i-RRIT PINJCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I POSITI I V; kLL. AC5UIJTEr CVER NUMBER 9F IMAG E  ELEV. AZI. RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT L9NG 123 45678
1058 -C3052 o0000/00,  2'03/()79? 09/19/72 80 800 0302S 09844E 56.5 82*7 GGGG
1058-03C55 0GCCO/CO~0 2C0'3/0793 09/19/7p 5c 800 0429S 09824E 56,0 80,6 GGGG
105 8 -3C61 0 0C/Co00c0 20L3/0794 09/19/7 40 800 C056S c9804E 5595 78.6 GGGG
1058-03064 0OC0/C00 20003/C,795 09/19/72 50 800 072S .09744E 55.0 76.7 GGGG
1058-33C07 0f000/C0 200U3/0796 09/19q/7 30 800 0849S 09724E 544 74*8 GGGG
1058-03073 Cooco/o000 20303/C797 09/19/72 40 800 i015S 09703E 53.8 73.1 GGGG
1058-03075 00CO/OCCOO 2'00 3 /C798 09/19/72 40 800 1141S 09643E 53o1 71*3 GGGG
1058-04375 000CC/00CU 2 C04/C 913 0l/1q/72 10 801 3427N 08221E 48a8 137*4 GGGG
1058-,4381 0o0/00L 200U4/C914 09/19/72 10 801 3301N 08155E 49*6 135,9 GGGG
1058-04384 OC0O0/COG0 20004/C915 0'/19/72 10 801 3135N 0o130E 5C*5 134.2 GGGG
1056'-,4390 0000/00C 2 0 4 /C916 00/19/72 10 801 3COZN 08105E 51"3 132.6 GGGG
1058-34393 000C/O' C 2,OU4/C917 09/19/7? 1o 801 2R4?D 08041E 52*0 130o8 GGGG
1058-;4395 00C000oco 200U4/C91 09/I/72 1 801 2716N 08017E 5297 129.1 GGGG
1058,04.C2 OCC000/00C 2?0004/C919 C/19/72 10 801 25N 07953E 53*4 127.2 GGGG
1058-4404 0CCo00/?L) 2O004/0920 09/19/72 10 801 2424N~ 07930E 54*1 125.3 GGGG
1058- 4411 OCO00/-C0) 20004/C921 09/19/7 10o :1 2?58N 07907E 54*7 12393 GGGG
1058~.4420 00000/0200 2U00 3 /0799 09/19/7? 1p 801 2?04N 0782 4 E 55*8 119.2 GGGG
1058-5422 OCDCO/CCOC 2003/C800 09/19/72 2n 801 1 3z\ 07802E 56.2 117.1 GGGG
1058.04425 C00000/C00 20003/C01 09/19/77 40 8,1 1712N 07741E 56*6 114.9 GGGG
1058-,4431 000CO/00c 2 003/0802 09/19/72 70 801 1;45; 07720E 57*0 112.7 GGGG
1058-, 434 03S0O/000C 2000 3 /0803 09/19/72 50 81 1418N 07659E 57.3 110.4 GPGG
1058-j-440 OC000/CO0j 2003/C0804  09/1Q/72 70 801 1?511 07639E 57*6 108*1 GGGG
1 C5 8 -2444 3 OC000/000', 2'003/0805 -9/19/72 60 801 1126N 07618E 57.7 105.7 GGGG
1058-04445 C0CC0/CC0 20003/0806 09/19/7p 5f 8"1 0q59N 07557E 57*9 103.4 GPGG
1058- 4452 3C00/C0000 20003/0807 09/19/7P 60 801 0Q32N 07536E 58.0 10140 PGGG
1058-,4454 00000/00 23003/08c3 09/19/72 60 81 C704N C7515E 5,0q 98.6 GGGG
1058"06260 0-CO/0CUj 2,1103/0809 OQ/tq/7? 20 812 1713\ 05153E 56.6 115.0 GGGG
1058-36263 30000/0CC0 2CIU3/0810 03/10/7? 40 8-2 146NI 05 131E =7*0 1127 GGGG
1058.36265 030~/0' 0 2' 03/0811 09/19/72 40 802 1420\ 05110E 57*3 110*4 GGGG
1058-06272 000CO/OCC 22003/0812 09/19/72 1e 802 1)51\ 05050L 57*5 108.1 GGGG
1058-06274 00000/0000 2U003/0 8 13 09/19/72 0 8o2 1125N 05029E 57.7 105*8 GGG
1058-06281 0 SO/CC0C0 22003/0814 09/19/7P 0 8,2 0o5CN 05009E 57.9 103o4 GGGG
1058-06283 C0300/o00r 20,03/0815 099/77 10t 812 0o32, 04949E 58-0 101.1 GPGG
1058-062953 OCO/C/cc 2C003/0816 39/19/72 2C 802 0706N 04928E 58*0 98.7 GPGG
1058-"6292 00000/000' 2 -003/0817 03/19/72 30 802 O,3v 04908E 5709 9603 GpGG
1058-06295 oC0OO/o00C 2CnU3/081S 09/19/72 20 8o2 C412N 04848E 57.8 94.0 GGGG
1058-06301 000/o000C 2'30U3/0819 09/19/72 3r 802 C045N 04828E 57*7 91*7 GGGG
1058.06304 C000/0030 2C303/020 09/19/72 40 802 Cll N 0480 8 E 57.5 89*4 GPGG
1058-08030 30000/CCO0 2J003/0821 0~/19/7? C1 803 3 43N 03210E 46.0 141t9 G6
KEYS: CLtUD C5VER x .*o*..*....... 0 T ICC0 a % CLBUD CoVER. e . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
:V"GF IU.ALITY 9.,o.,...,.,.. RLANWSmEAND NB~ PRrSrNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G.GBD,. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PzPBB.R
16:44 MAR 11st74 STANDARD CATALG FeR NeBNUS PAGE 0133
FQ5M 07/23/72 TR C7/23/73
88SERVATION mICReFIL M ROLL N~,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI5N IN RBLL ACQUT ED CBVER NUMBcR sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1058*08033 00000/0000 20003/0822 09/19/72 10 803 3718N 03142E 47*0 140*4 GGG
1058-08035 00000/C00 20003/0823 09/19/72 20 803 3c5?N 03 114E 47.
9  139.0 GGGG
1058-08042 00000/0000 20003/0824 09/19/7? 10 803 3427N 03047E 48*8 137.5 GGGG
1058-0804 C00000/O000 20003/0825 09/19/7P 10 803 3302N 03021E 49*6 135*9 GGGG
1058"08051 0000/0000 20003/0 8 26 09/19/72 10 803 3136N 02956E 50.*4 134.3 GGGG
1058-08053 00000/0000CO 20003/0827 09/19/72 0 803 3f10~ 02932E 51*2 132*7 GGGG
1058-08060 00000/0000 200U3/0828 09/19/72 8r3 2F44N 02908E 52'0 130*9 GGGG
1058-08062 CO000/000 20003/082 9  09/19/72 0 803 271RN 0 2845E 52*7 129*i GGG
105808065 O00000/000 20003/0830 09/19/7P 10 803 2551N 02821E 53*4 127.3 GGGG
1058-08071 00000/0000 20003/0831 09/19/72 10 803 2425N 02758E 54.0 125o4 GGGG
1058-08074 00000/0000 2003/0832 09/19/7? 30 803 2P59N 02736E 54.7 123*4 GPGG
10 5 8 -38 080 000o0/000 2o003/0 8 3 3 09/19/7? 30 803 2132N 0 2713E 55.2 121*4 GGGG
1058"08083 00000/0000 20003/0834 09/19/72 30 803 2006N 02651E 55*7 119.3 GGGG
1058-08085 00000/0000 20003/0835 09/19/72 30 803 1839N 02629E 56*2 117.2 GGGG
1058-8171 00000/0000 20003,0836 09/19/72 70 803 1013S 01937E 53.8 73.2 GGGG
1058-08174 00000/0000 20003/0837 09/19/72 30 803 1139S 01916E 53.2 71.5 GGGG
1058-08185 00000/0000 20003/0838 09/19/72 0 803 155 S 0114E 51.0 66*8 GGGG
1058-08192 00000/000 20003/0839 09/t9/72 0 803 1724S 01752E 50*2 65.4 GGGG
1058-08194 00000/0000 20003/0840 09/lq/72 0 803 1950S 01730E 49*3 64o0 PGGG
1058-08201 00000/0000 20003/0841 09/19/7 0 803 2017S 01708E 48'5 62*8 GGGG
1o58-o8203 00000/0000 20003/0842 03/19/7? 0 803 2143S 01646E 47.6 61.6 PGGG
1058-08210 00000/0000 20003/0843 09/19/72 c 803 2310S 01624E 46*7 60*5 GGGG
1058"08212 00000/0000 20003/0844 09/19/72 0 803 24355 01601E 45.7 59.4 GOGG
1058-09441 00000/0000. 20003/0845 09/19/72 90 804 4559N 00904E 41.0 148.5 GGGG
1058-09444 0000/0000 20003/0846 09/19/7? 70 804 4434N 00830E 42.0 147.3 GGGG
1058-09450 00000/0000 20003/0847 09/19/72 30 804 4308N 00756E 43.0 14690 GGGG
1058-09453 00000/0000 20 0 03/054B 03/19/72 40 804 4143N 00725E 4400 144*7 GGGG
1058-11175 00000/0000 20004/0922 09/19/7 90 805 763%\ 01829E 14'5 189.8 GGGG
1058-11182 00000/0000 20004/0923 09/19/7? 90 805 7533N 01424E 15*7 185.7 GGGG
1058-11191 00000/0000 20004/0924 0o919/72 100 805 7'12N 00750E 18,2 179*1 GGGG
1058*11193 0000/0000 20004/0925 09/f9/72 100 805 7159N 0 0 509E 19.4 176*4 GGG
1058-11200 00000/C0000 20004/0926 03/19/72 100 805 7043N 00248E 20.6 1740 GGGG
1058-11211 00000/0000 20004/0927 03/19/7? 90 805 664FN 00247W 24-1 168.0 GGGG
1058-11214 00000/0000 20004/0928 09/19/7? 90 805 6528N 00 4 18W 25.3 166.4 GOGG
1058-13223 00000/0000 20004/0929 09/19/7? 70 806 0545N 05404W 58.0 96.7 GGGG
1058-13225 0000/COCO 20004/0930 09/19/7? 80 806 C01"N 05424W 57.9 94*4 GGGG
1058-13232 000330/0000 20004/0931 09/19/72 70 806 0?5?N 05445W 57.7 92.1 GGGG
1058-13234 00000/0000 20004/0932 09/19/72 40 806 0125N 05 5 06w 57.5 89.8 GGGG
1058-13241 00OOO/0000 20004/0933 09/19/7? 20 806 000tS 05526W 57.2 87.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % ........... ,, TO 100 % CLOUD C*ER ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IYAGE CUALITY ,,,....,,,,,,. LAN'KS.BAND NBT PReSENT/REQUESTED, ReRECYCLED, G.GSD, FxFAIR BUT USABLE, PBPBOq,
16:44 MAP 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBNoUS PAGE 0134
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
8BSERVATISN MICReFILM R9LL NBo/ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN YMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RBLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
3BV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1058-13243 00000/0000 20004/0934 09/19/72 10 806 0127S 0554 7 W 5609 85o3 GGGG
1058-13250 00000/0000 20004/0935 09/19/72 50 806 0255S 05607W 56*5 83o2 GGGG
1058-13252 00000/OC00 20004/0936 09/19/72 80 806 0421S 05627w 56*1 8101 GGGG
1058-14572 00000/0C00 20004/0937 09/19/72 50 807 3434N 07226W 48.6 137.7 PGPP
1058,14575 00000/o000 20004/0938 09/19/72 50 807  3309N 07252W 49.5 136.2 PGPP
1058-14581 0000CC/0COC 20004/0939 09/19/72 60 807 3143N 07318W 5CO3 134.6 PPPP
1058-14584 00000/0000 20004/09+40 09/19/72 40 807 3017N 07 3 4 2W 5101 13209 PGPP
1058-16360 00000/0000 20004/0941 09/19/72 4c 808 5013N 09225W 37.7 152.2 PPPG
1058-16433 00000/0000 20003/0849 09/19/72 10 808 2432N 10107W 53*9 125.8 GGGG
1058w16440 00000/C0000 20003/0850 09/19/72 50 808 2 305 N 10129 54.5 123.8 GGGG
1058-16442 00000/0000 20003/0851 09/19/72 50 808 213AN 10152W 55.1 121.8 GGGG
1058,16445 00000/0000 20003/0852 09/19/72 50 808 21?2N 10214W 55.6 119.7 GGGG
1058-16451 00000/C000 20003/0853 09/19/72 40 808 1946N 10236W 561 117.6 GGGG
1058-16454 00000/00 2003/0854 09/19/72 100 808 1719N 10258W 56.5 115.4 p
1058-19544 00000/000D 20004/0942 0n/19/72 50 810 7937N 11457W 15.6 185.8 GGGG
1058-19550 00000/0000 20004/0943 09/19/72 50 810 7428N 11828W 16.8 182.2 GOGG
1058-19553 00000/0000 20004/0944 09/19/72 60 810 7315N 12130W 18.0 179*2 GGGG
1058-19555 OCOO0/OCO0 20004/0945 09/19/72 60 810 7201N 12408W 19o2 176.4 GG
1058-19562 00000/0000 20004/0946 09/19/72 70 810 7045N 12627w 20a4 174.0 GGGG
1058-19564 00000/0000 20004/C097 09/19/72 80 810 6Q28Nj 12830w 21*6 171*9 GGGG
1058-19571 00000/0000 20004/0948 09/19/7? 8C 810 6PO9N 13021W 22*8 169.9 GGGG
1058-19573 OC000/0000 200U4/0949 09/9/72 80 810 6649N 13201W 24*0 168.1 GGGG
1058-19580 00000/C000 2 0004/09;50 09/19/72 40 810 6s29N 13331w 25.2 166.4 GGGG
1058-21385 00000/coo0 20004/0951 09/19/72 0 811 7315N 14720 18.0 179.2 GrGG
1058-21391 00000/0000 20004/0952 09/19/72 0 811 7201N 15000w 19.2 176.4 GGGG
1058-23500 00000/0000 20004/0953 09/19/72 I0 812 21375 14428E 47#8 61u9 GGGG
1058,23502 00000/O00 20004/0954 09/19/72 20 812 2?03S 14405E 46.9 60.8 GGG
1058-23511 00000/0000 20004/0955 09/19/72 0 812 255rS 14 320E 45*1 5897 PPPG
1058-23514 OOOo0/oc00 2C004/0956 09/19/72 0 812 2721S 14257E 44.1 57.8 PPPG
1058-23520 00000/0000 20004/0957 09/19/72 0 812 2946S 14233E 43.1 56.9 PPPG
1058o23523 00000/0000 20004/0958 09/19/7p C 812 301?S 14208E 42.1 56.1 PPPG
1058-23525 00000/0000 20004/0959 09/19/72 0 812 31385 14 14 3 E 41*1 5503 PPPG
1058-23532 00000/000 20004/0960 09/19/72 0 812 3304S 14118E 40*0 54.6 pPeP
1058-23534 00000/0000 20004/0961 09/19/72 10 812 3429S 14052E 39.0 54.0 PPPG
1058-23541 00000/000 20004/0962 09/19/72 90 812 3F55S 14025E 37.9 53*4 PPPG
1059-01113 00000/0000 20004/0963 09/20/72 90 813 53031 13953E 35a4 154.6 GGGG
1059-01120 00000/0000 20004/0964 09/P?/72 80 813 5138N 13910E 36.5 153.4 GGGG
1059-0C1122 00000/0000 20004/0965 09220/7P 30 813 5"13N 13829E 37*6 152.3 GGGG
1059-01125 00000/0C00 20004/0966 09/20/72 20 813 4848N 13751E 38*6 151.1 G6GG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *o.......°.. . 0 TO 100 = % CLIUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .A.........,o.. ALANKSaBAN0 NOT pReSrNT/RE0UESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=GfD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBoSR
16:44 "AP 11,7~4 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NeN-US PAGE 0135
FRBM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICr9FIM RdLL Nj./ DATE CLBUD RnRIT PPIUCIPAL ptINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
ID DeSITISN IN ROLL AC''UTREC CeVER UMBER sF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RPV ISS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1059-01131 00000/C00 2004/0967 09/0/72 10 813 4723N 13714E 39*7 149.9 GGGG
105 9 -31281 00000/000 2U00U4/968 09/ 2 0 /72  60 813 0422S 12248E 56*2 81.4 GPGG
1059-01284 OCo00/C00 2J004/0969 09/P 0 / 7P 20 813 0548S 12227E 55.7 79.4 GGGG
10590129 00000/0000cc 200U4/c970 09/?0/72 2C 813 0715S 12207E 55*2 77*4 GGGG
1059-01293 00000/0000 22004/0971 CI/O/72 10 813 Ot4 1S 1214 7E 54.6 75.5 GGGG
1059-01295 00030/0000 2U04/0972 09/20/72 10 813 1007S 12127E 54.0 73.7 GGGG
105901 302 00000/0003 23004/0973 09/20/72 30 813 1134S P1i06E 53.4 72.0 GGGG
1059-01304 00030/0000 200"4/0974 0n/20/72 30 813 1300S 12046E 5p.7 70.3 GGGG
10 5 9 "j1311 00000/OC00 2o000/0975 09/?0/7? 20 813 1427S 12025E 520 68.8 GGGG
1059-01313 00000/0000 20004/0976 09/20/72 30 813 1553S 12004E 51.2 67*2 GGGG
1059"01320 0000.0/o00 20004/0977 03/20/72 30 813 17205 11943E 50r4 65*8 GGGG
1059"31322 00000/0000C 20004/o978 09/P0/72 10 813 147S 11922h 49.6 64.5 GGGG
1059*0132 5 OC0000/000 20004/0979 0 1/ 2 0 /72  10 813 20 125 11901E 4868 63@2 GGGG
1059-01331 00000/0000 20004/0980 0/20/7? 10 813 21385 118 3 9 E 47,9 62.0 GGGG
1059-01334 00000/0000 20004/0981 0/P/72 10 813 2304S 11816E 47.0 60.8
1059-03072 00.000/0000 2004/0982 039/20/72 90 814 1006N 10023E 57.8 104.3 8
1059-03074 00000/000 20004/0983 09/20/72 90 814 OR39N 10002E 57.9 101*9 GGGG
1059-03081 00000/0000 20004/0984 0?9/2/7P 80 814 0713N 09941E g580 99.5 GGGG
1059-04401 OC000/0000 20004/0985 0 q/ 2 0 /7 2  40 815 4559N 08500E 40*7 148.7 GGGG
1059-04403 000CO/C0000 2004/0986 09/20/72 0 815 4435N 08426E 41.7 147.5 GGPG
105904474 O0000/C0000 20004/0987 0q/2 0 /72  C 815 2n13N 07700E 55.6 120.1 GGGG
1059-04480 00000/0000 20004/0988 09/20/7p 20 815 1R46 N 07639E 56.0 117.9 GGGG
1059-04483 0000/00 20004/0989 0q/?0/72  20 815 1720N 07617E 56.5 115*8 GGGG
1059-04485 00000/0000 20004/0990 0 9/ 2 0 /72  10 815 1553N 07556E 56.9 113.6 GGGG
1059*04492 OC00/000 22004/0991 09/20/72 20 815 1426N 07535E 57.2 111.3 GGGG
1059-04494 00000/0000 20004 /0992 09/20/72 30 815 1259N 07b14E 57*5 109.0 GGGG
1059-04501 00000/0000 20004/0993 09/20/72 40 815 113N 07453E 57.7 106.7 GGGG
1059-04503 00000/0000 20C04/0994 0=/20/72 30 815 1005N 07432E 57.8 104.3 GGGG
1059-06233 00000/0000 20004/0995 03/20/72 0 816 4 59N 05913E 4097 148#8 GGG
1059-06235 00003/0000 20004/0996 01/20/7p 0 816 4433N 05839E 41*7 147.5 GGGP
1059-06242 00000/0000 20004/0997 00/20/72 0 816 4308N 05806E 42*7 146*3 GGGG
1059"u6244 00000/0000 20004/0998 09/P20/72 0 816 4143N 05734E 43.7 145.0 GGGG
1059-06251 0CO0/00/00 20004/0999 09/20/72 0 816 4017N 05704E 44*7 143.7 GGGG
1059-06253 o00o0/000 20004/1000 09/20/7? 0 816 3951N 05635E 45.7 142*3 GGGG
1059-06260 00000/0000 2000U/1001 09/20/72 0 816 3726N 05606E 46.6 140.9 GGGG
1059-06262 00000/C000 20004/100? 09/20/72 0 816 3600N 05538E 47.5 139.5 GGGG
1059-06265 00000/0000 20004/1003 09/P2/72 0 816 3434N 05511E 48*4 138.0 GGGG
1059-06271 00000/0C00 20004/1004 09/20/72 0 816 3309N 05445E 49.3 136.5 GGGG
1059-06274 00000/0000 20004/1005 09/20/72 10 816 3143N 05420E 50*1 134.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLSUC CBVER % ......... ,.... C TB 100 = % CLBUD CRVER, ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IlAGE QUALITY *********.**** BSLANKS=BAND NBT PR7SFNT/REGQUSTED* RxRECYCLED* G=G65D* FFAIR BUT USABLE* POPB5SR
16;44 "AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0136
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BSERVATTO *ICP9FIm" RSLL \,v/ 3 ATE CLOBU PRPI PoITCIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI51 TIN RLL ACCJITRED CiVEP  NUER "R F IT AGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
P1V mSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1059-06280 OC300/0000 20004/100 6  03/'0/7? 20 816 3017N 0 5355E 50.9 13393 GIGG
1059-06283 00300/C00 2000/10C07 0-/20/72 0 816 225tN 05331E 51*7 131.6 GGGG
1059-06285 oCooo0/ooO 2C0U4/1008 0 /?0/7 C 816 2724N 05306E 52*4 129*8 GGGG
1059-06292 00000/0000C 20004/1009 01/o/72 0 816 2558N 05243E 53*1 128.0 GGG
1059-06294 00000/OCOo 20004/1.0. 039/2/ 72 816 243)N 05220E 53.8 126*1 GGGG
1059-06301 OCo000/000 2u004/101.1 09/2o/7? 70 816 2;06N 05157E 54.4 124.2 GGGG
1059-06310 000/0000C 20004/1012 00/20/72 0 816 2n1?N 05112E 55.5 120.1 GGGG
1059-C6312 00000/000 20004/1013 09 /2o/72 0 816 IP46N 05050E 56*0 118.0 GGGG
1059-=6315 0000/000o 20004/1014 03/20/7? 0 816 171N 05029E 56*5 115.8 GGGG
1059-06321 00000/C000 20004/1015 039/ 2 0/72  816 1553N 05008E 56*9 113.6 GGGG
1059-06324 O0000C/G00 20004/1016 03/20/72 2C 816 1426N 04947E 57*2 111.4 GGGG
1059-C6330 00000/000 20004/1017 09/20/7?  20 816 12 59N 04926E 57.5 109.1 GGGG
1059-C6333 00300/000 2(04,/1018 09/20/7? 10 816 1133N 04906E 57.7 106*7 GGGG
1059-c6335 00000/0000 2C004/1019 09/ 2 0 /7 2  10 816 1007N 04*45E 57*8 1044 GGGG
10590C6342 0000/000 20004/1020 09/20/7' 3, 816 0240N 04825E 57*9 102.0 GGGG
1059-06344 000C0/0000 2004/1021 09/20/72 10 816 0713N 04804E 58*0 99.7 GGGG
1059-06351 00000/0000 20004/1022 09/20/72 816 0546N 04744E 58C0 97.3 GGGG
1059006353 00000/0003 20004/1023 0/?20/72 10 816 0419K 04724E 57*9 94.9 GGGG
105908100C 00000/0000 20004/1024 03/2o/72 10 817 3L35N 02923E 48*4 138.0 GGGP
1059-08103 00000/0000 23004/1025 09/?/72 20 817 3309N 02857E 49.3 136.5 GGGP
1059-08105 0030/0000 20004/1026 9//72 30 81 31 3143N 02831E 50*1 134.9 GGGP
1059-08112 003o0/000o 20004/1027 09/20/72 33 817 3j17 02806E 50*9 133.3 eGGP105 9-u8114 00000/0000 2004/1028 0 /2P/72 10 817 2%51N 02742E 51.7 131.6 GGGP
1059-08121 C0000/o00 20004/1029 09/20/72 10 817 2725\N 02717E 52*4 129*8 GGGP
1059-08123 00000/0000 20304/1030 09/2./7 30, 817 2558N 02654E 53.1 128.0 GGGP
1059-08130 OC000/0000CG 20004/1031 09/20/72 30 817 243?N 02631E 53.8 126.2 GGGP
1059-08132 OuO0/o00u 20004/1032 09/20/7? 30 817 2104N 02608E 54.4 124.2 GGGP
1059-08135 00000/0000 20004/1033 09/20/72 4c 817 213RI 02546E 55.0 122.2 GGGP
105908141 0:000/0000 20004/1034 09/20/7P 80 817 2nl?N 02b24E 55e5 120.2 GGGP
1059-08144 00000/0000 23004/1035 09/20/72 90 817 1R4eN 02502E 56.0 11801 GGGP
1059-08153 - 00000/0000 20'004/1035 03/20/72 40 817 155?N 02420E 56,8 113.7 GGGG
1059-38155 00000/00C0 20004/1037 09/20/72 2- 817 1426N 02358E 57.2 111*4 GGGG
1059-09475 00000/00o0 20004/1038 09/20/72 2c 818 5103N 0152E 35#3 154.7 GGGG
1059-09482 00o00/O00C 20304/1039 09/20/72 10 818 5139N 01008E 36.4 153.5 GGGG
1059"0948 OC00030/CO 20304/1043 09/20/72 30 818 5013N 00927E 37o4 152*4 GGGG
1059-09491 00000/C0000 2000 4 /104L 09/20/7P 70 818 4 4 8N 008 49E 38*5 151.2 GGG
1059o09493 00000/0000 20004/104; 0?/20/7? 30 818 4 723 N 00812E 39*6 150.0 GGGG
1059-09500 00000/0000 20004/1043 09/20/72 10 818 4580N 00737E 40.6 148.8 GGGG
1059-o09505 00000/0000 20004/1044 0/20/72 70 818 4309N 0629E 42*7 146,3 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .,*...,.... (; T9 10C = % CLUD CAVER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE ,UALITY *...,,,,,,,,... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSNT/REEUFSTED. R.RECYCLED. G-aGBAD F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBR.
16 :44 -A, 11'74 STAN-ARD CATALfG FOP NN(-jUS PAGE 0137
FP5M i7/23/72 Tp 07/23/73
OBSERVATIB 'NIC"FIL' R"LL 9,/ DATE CL-iD 9RPIT P I'-CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IJ PeSITI \ I 3 HLL ACCUT ~F CPVFR NU"~BE3 1F I"AGE ELEV AZIM. RBV "SS
qRV MS LAT L NG 123 45678
1059- 9511 OogCo0lUL 20u4/1349 0 1,/72 5 818 4143N OCb57E 43.7 145.0 GGGG
1059-09514 ODoU;/C'o" 200u4/1C4 MV 9/P0/7? 4? 818 4,lJN cc527E 44.7 143.7 GrGG
1059-09520 01r C/q0O 2R004/1047 09/?n/72 3" 818 3 5oPN C457E 45b6 14?.4 GG
1059-C9523 O '0/C00 2 ,?004/1C 4 0 /'o0/72 70 818 3726N CC00429E 466 141.0 GGG
1059-, 952' 0UO/Co 2E;' U4/10c4 9  O/0/7? 6n 818 3AON 004C01E 47.5 139.6 GGGG
1059-q95 3 2 *000/f. 2C OU4/1050 0/20/72 80 818 3434N 00334E 4 *4 138.1 GGGG
1059-J9534 0QCO/r)/ 2CO,/1051 0/520/72 8( 818 3.\o O0308E 49.3 136.5 GGGG
105 9 -0955C OC/ C 2r OU4/1052 0?/?n,/7 41 618 2R5C 00152E 51.7 131.6 PPPG
1059-952 0C30/CC'0" 2U-04/1C53  09/9/7 2  4e 818 2724 00128E 52.4 129.9 PPPG
1059-9555 CO9r 0/00' 20'04/1C54 0G/20/7 2' 818 2= 5 7N 00104E 53.1 128.1 PPPG
1059-39561 00?20/CDO 2C0-4/1055 95 P/7 2  1 6818 2431N 00041E 53.8 126.2 PDPG
1059"09564 2 04/0/IC5 ' C04/10 6 09/20/72 2c 618 230N 00018E 54*4 124*3 PPPu
1059"-9570 000/P00 2 ' 4/1057 09/Pn/7? 40 818 213 N 00003 55.0 122. 3  PPPG
1059-09573 0 00/0CO' 2j 04/1058 01 t0/72 2 818 2'1N 00025w 55.5 120.2 PPPG
1059-09575 OC3o0/0 ? /C /1059 09/ 2 0 /7 2  3r0 88 1P45N 00047K 56*0 118.1 PPPG
1059-0958? 0U000/ 00 2 004/1060 09/20/72 ? 818 171N 00109W 56*5 115.9 PPPG
1059-*98 4 OUC?/ CO 2CL'4/1061 09/?n/7P " 818 151!N OC130W 56*8 11397 PPPG
1059-1504? C0D /0ro c0 2 7J4/16 03 /' 0/72 80 821 3 -14 07510N 50.8 133.4 PrPG
105916465 OC00 O/CCj 2,ULO4/1 6 3 0/20/72 822 2r5RN 10209 53.1 128.2 GGG
1059-16492 C("0/CC 2 U4/1C64 01/Pc/72 Ir 8P2 2431N 10231v 537 126o4 GGG
105916b494 CU0CO/cc0 2,004/1065 09/VO/7P 20 822 205N 10254t 54.4 124-4 GGGG
105 9 -1650. 0'1 C9/CG 2 004/166 03)/ /72 20 622 21397 10316K 54.9 122.5 GGGG
1059-16503 00000/COC 20o4/106 7 0O/?0/72 30 822 21. 10339W 55.5 120*4 GSGG
1059"16510 00ZOO/0000 200 4/106$ 02/20/72 1 822 la4 \N 1C401W 56*C 118*3 pppp
1059-20032 O007/C'00c 2L0U4/1069 0/?/7? 61 824 6A51N 13327k 23.6 168.2 GGG
1059-21440 OC00/CO 20004/1072 09/2n/72 1 825 7426N 14538W 16.4 182.3 GGG
1059-21443 00O0/30Q0 2000C4/1071 03/20/72 10 825 7?14N 14a40w 17.6 179.3 GGGG
1059"2144 00C/o00o0 2_00U04/10C7 09/20/72 C 825 7p09n 1512Ci 18AE 176.6 GGGG
1059-23270 OC'c/O00 2 004/1073 07/20/72 4r 826 736N 16756W 15*1 185.8 GGGG
1059-23272 2C3C0/ 0 ' 0 00 4 /1074 04/20/72 C 8?6 7427N 17126k 16*4 1 8.3 G7GG
1059-23275 O0C/ CC0 c 200,4/1075 039/m/72 10 826 71"1 7428 17.6 179.3 PSGG
1059-23281 0000?/C0 2 u4/1075 039/20/72 826 7:01 17708W J8.8 176.6 GGGG
105923284 0C00/CC c 20U04/1077 02/20/72 C 826 7,45N 17929 20C*'C 174*2 GGGG
1059-23290 C /0' 'CO ; 's0 /178 0/' 0/7P 10 826 6927\ 17825E 21 2 172.0 GGGG
1059-23293 C'- /C 03 200U4/1079 03/2?/7? 52 8"6 6OQ0N 17634E 22.4 170.0 GGGG
1059-23295 Ou00 /00 2 004/1080 C9/20/7? 5" 8P6 6449: 17455E 23.5 168 . GGGG
1059-03302 00 2,/40/' ' 04/1081 CO/P2/7? 50 826 6 25N 17326E p..7 166.6 GGGG
1059"-3304 0Cg'-,/00 2C0'4/108 2 0O9// 7 F 7' 866 6437u 1720E 25*9 165.0 GGG
1059-23311 C00$'/32C "04/ "1083 01/7 80 8?6 6A 4N 170 4 9L 27.1 163.6 GrGG
KEYS: CLgr CBvEc t * .,. ....... 0 T 100 = CLOUD CVER ** N'S CLU DATA AJVAILABLE.
I"AGE UALTTY ......... ,... 0LANrKS=AND f Sr PRrSNT/RE UESTED, P.RFCYCLED. G=9p. FFAT PUT USABLE. PPBAR.
16:44 .AR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FR NeN-US PAGE 0138
FgM 0'7/21/72 T1 C7/23/73
8BSERVATTN 'ICAFIl/ R-'LL s'9/ DATE CLOBUD 9)RIT PCI':CIPAL P9INT SUN SU. IyMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITIJ% I% R8LL ACQ"JIQE" C6VcR 4JMBEc 9F IAGE ELEV. AZTI. RbV "SS
j;v M.S LAT L NG 123 45678
1059-23313 00"0/00C' 220,04/L084 03/Pn/72 62 8P6 6123N 16940E 28.2 162.2 GrGG
1060*-3094 O0000/0003 20234/:085 0/?t/72 50 828 2133R 10147E 54.9 122,7 G
1060-L3101 CC000/C00 2C004/:1086 09/21/72 60 828 2,1 N 1O125E 5E54 120.7 GGG
1060-04455 C0/000c0 20u4/:10 8 7 09?/1/72 - 829 4600 0 8335E 4C*4 149,0 GGG
1060-14462 000CO/00 2'OOU4/:088 09/21/72 2 829 4435N 08300E 41'4 147,8 GGG
106 0*C4514 OC 0C/C0 200U4/1.089 09/21/72 0 829 2r5qN 07704E 53*0 128.5 GGGG
1060-24521 CLOO/OU'j 200U4/1,90 03/21/72 2 829 243'N 076 4 1E 53-6 126*7 GSGG
1060-,*523 0C' 0/0 2 002 /10i91 03/21/72 l 829 206N 07618E 543 124.7 P1OG
1060-04530 00OC0/00C 200u4/1092 01/21/72 1: 829 213"N 07556E 54.9 122.8 GfGG
1060-o4532 00C30o/0003 2O 4/1093 09/21/7? 1' 829 2-13N 07b34E 55.4 120.7 GGGG
1060-24535 O0000/ OC,0 2 004/1 94 09/21/72 10 829 1456N 07512E 55.9 118*6 GGG
10600.4541 00000C/000 2 004,'109 093/21/72 2 829 1720N 07451E 6O4 116.5 GGG
1060-04544 OCoCO/0Cu 23004/1096 09/21/72 2C 829 1r53N 074?9E 56.8 114.3 GGG
1060-26391 000o3/oCC 2()04/1097 09/21/72 20 3 1c 13N 04741E 57.6 107.5 GGGG
1060-i36393 OCO00/00 200t4/1098 09/21/72 30 830 io06N 0472cE 57o8 105.1 GGGG
1060-'c6400 OCOO/OCC 20004/1099 09/21/7? 42 830 047 04700E 57.9 102.8 GGGG
1060-09534 C003o/C0C, 20404/1100 09/21/72 20 832 5?5N 00923E 34.9 154o9 GGG
1060-09540 00000/0rC 20(4/1101 09/21/7p 30 832 5135N 00840E 36.1 153.7 GAGG
1060-09543 00000/0000 200~ /1102 09/21/72 20 832 5r'iN 00800E 37o1 152.6 GGGG
1060-09545 00Co0/o0Co OU4/1103 09721/72 40 832 445N 00721E 38.2 151.4 GGG
1060-j9552 0 O/or' 2UU4/1104 00/21/72 2" 812 472.N 00644E 39.3 1502 GrGG
1060*09554 C0000/000 2C00U4/1105 09/21/72 10 E32 4556N 00608E 4C04 149*0 GGGG
1060-09561 CC00000/0000 200U4/1106 04/21/72 20 832 443' 0C0534E 41~4 147.8 GGGG
1060*39563 OC00/CO0/C 20004/1107 09/21/7 8' 832 4c05\ 00501E 42.4 146.6 GGGG
1060-09570 00C 0/ooC3 2D004/1108 09/21/72 90 832 414nN 00430E 43-4 145.3 GGGG
1060-9572 0000/COOu 2.04/1109 0-/21/7P 8r 832 415N 00400E 44o4 144.0 GGGG
1060-C9575 C0000/000 20004/1112 03/21/72 61 832 3948N 00330E 45.4 142.7 GGG
1060-1921? 00000/COO; 2004/1111 01/21/72 5c 834 4246N 0441 6 V 38.2 151*4 GOGG
1060*13224 000C0/0000 20004/1112 09/?1/72 60 834 4430\ 04604W 41*3 147e9 GGG
1060-13230 000/C000, 2,)004/1113 00/21/72 7- 834 4o05N 04637W 42*4 146.6 GGGG
1060-13233 ,.00000/000 20rOu4/1114 0o/21/72 60 834 413 N 04708w 43*4 145.4 GGGG
1060-13235 0000/000.; 2 004/1115 09/21/72 6C 834 41n3 N  0 4 739w 44'4 144.1 GGGG
1060-13362 00oo0/00 200U4/1116 09/21/72 20 834 0257S 05859w 56,8 84.5 GGGG
1060-13365 OC00o/Co( 200U4/1117 C?/P1/72 20 814 0421S 05920i 56,4 82*4 GGG
1060"13374 OC0 /OC00 2LOU4/1118 09/1/7, 40 834 0716S 06000 55.5 78.3 GGGG
1060-13380 00000/CCL 200U4/1119 09/21/72 5 834 0042S 060201 5409 76.4 GGGG
1060-13383 0UO0/00(. 2004/1120 09/21/72 4- 814 1 09S 06041 54*3 74.5 GOGG
1060-15110 00 0/000CC 2r004/1121 01/21/72 ,50 835 272C\ 07726i 52.2 130.5 GGGG
1060-16544 00000/30' 0 2004/1122 09/21/72 3r 836 2 54N 10337W 52,9 128*7 GGG
KEYS: CLU[ C5vEP *,.o,,*,*.o,,. 3 T5 100 a % CI8JC C"V~. ** Ne CLOU OATA AVAILABLE*
IAGF 'UALTTY ...... o ...... rLANKSuBAN0D \OT PRFScNT/REqUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GSAD. F.FAIR 9UT USABLE. PP809R.
S .A 11', TAN ARD CAT4LPG FP N~.-US PAGE 0139
F "_ -7/23/72 TR 27/23/73
BRSEFR ATT ' -!Ca ;  i.L C,/ CAT: CL= ::R4IT PolI'CIPAL P 1.NT SUN' SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I '?!TI 1 92 A'T 'E. C v UL m I"'AGE ELEV. AZI. RBV MSS
VS LAT LONG 123 45678
1060"656 . /C 4.' /1123 0*/1/7 3r 836 ?27;, 100C 53*5 126.9 GGGG
1060*16553 / . 2 ' 4 11 4 09/?1/7 3. 836 20\;N 1G423. 54.2 125.0 GGG1060-16555 OLD /C 2U/115 C? 1/77 3" 8?6 2134k 10445. 54.8 123,0 GGGG1060-16562 3 ' /'c" 2 _.C4112b 09/' 1/7? 3 836 200j 10507V 51*3 121*0 PPPP1C60-20054 0C '/ 3/ C 2 c4/112 7  C)/1/7? 9' 8V8 7A4\ 11347i 13.6 189.8 GGGG
1060-20C1 C 'y /C.C 2 .4/1125 0/1 2 /7 7 88 3N 11751 14.8 1858 GGGG
1060"£2C263 0CV0/0 2 r/1129 0/21/7? 2' 8?8 7424N 112121 16.1 182.3 GGGG1 06 02 0u 7 c CC /CC 2 ,,j /11 3 c  C7/31/77 2n 838 7'1' \ 124228 17.3 179*2 GGGG
1060-2)007 UCO / 0 C 2 '4 /1131 0/31/7P 3^ F38 715 N 12701W 18,5 176.6 GG1060-20075 vL 0/'0 2 ;"u/1132 0O/;2/72 30 88 7"4 \ 12921k 19*7 174.2 GGGG1060-C1 C C C P/..u 04/1133 09/21/72 6 838 6025 13125 2C. 9 172*0 GGGG
10630*°0083 4 0 0/:22 4 /1134 / 1/7P 9? 8q8 6? 0 26 13316% 2 ,1 170*1 GGGG
10 6 0-200q OO' -/0. 24 lc04/1135 0/71 /72 6 818 6At7\ 13455 23.3 168.3 GGGG1060-21495 .C2/C PO 20Cu)/1136 Cl/72/7 17 839 7423', 14713n 16,0 182.3 GG1060-21531 0L337/CC0, 200u/1137 09/71/72 ' 819 7 11!N 15015W 17*2 179,2 GGGG
1061-,o02o4 0C , r/- 0 2j 4/113 093/?P/72 2 840 2;5?S 14026E 45.7 59.4 G10C61-00-31 C /3_ 20ru4/1133 0?/2~/72 2 840 272?S 14002E 44.7 58.4 GGGG
1061-COc33 0 / /CL) 04/1142 0C79/ 72 - 840 2 49S 13938E 43.7 57.5 GGGG10 6 1 "00 CL '/C 0 2.JU4/1141 0 /,/73 8C 0  3,15S 133914E 42.7 56.7 GGGG
10613(002 C000 / ; 2i "U4/114? 09/22/72 840 31 4 1S 13 (4 9E 41*7 55.9 GGGG1061- : C45 o3 C0'2 / 2 , 0/1143 39/p/7? 22 840 3107S 13 24E 4C. 7  55.2 GGGG
1061-:0051 ', 04 /114 0'/22/72 60 840 343?S 13758E 39.6 54.5 GGGG
1061"305 0r /CCO ' 2 '04/1145 09/92/72 8 840 3c5,S 13731E 38.6 53.9 GGG
1061-;I43j CCCO/CCO 2, :04/1146 //72 c 841 1=55S 11712E 51.7 68.2 GGGG1061-,1433 _3C D / 0 2 ',J4/1147 C9/P2/72 1' 841 17225 11651E 50*9 66.7 GGGG
1061- 14 3 5 /' 1'0 P _04/114? 04//72 C 841 1r4RS 11629E 5C.1 65*3 GGGG
10 6 1-L,1442 0'O/,'c 2 '4/1149 0"/ ?/72 ? 841 214S 11607E 49-3 64.0 GGGG1061-,':1444 0 0/0"0 2C 004/115C 09/??/72 841 214rS 11545E 48.4 62*7 GGGG1061- 1451 0C 0 /CC J 4/1151 /?P/72 2 841 2105S 11523E 47.5 61.6 GGGG
1061-71493 C0 0/Cr_ 2')04/1152 0/21/72 40 841 2431S 1l501E 46*6 60.5 GGGG
1061- 4514 0'O O 10 2(C4/1153 0o)/'P/72 20 843 4556N 0 8208F 4C*1 149.3 G1061- 452- C00i/C 2O'U4/115+ 0/2/7' 1 843 4431N OP134E 41*1 148*1 GGGG
1061- _522 c 0C/c 2'.4/1155 0/"P/72 10 843 4106N 0 8101E 422 146*8 GGGG1061- 24525 octO o. 2.'. /1155 09/?I?/7 80 843 4 14'N 0C8029L 43.2 145.6 PpPP
10614532 033/'.c0 0 2.704/1157 01/22/72 90 843 4o1N 07959E 44*2 144.3 GGGG
1061=04E34 OC30/0CO') 2C00 4 /115 09/22/7? 80 843 3249? 07930E 45,1 143.0 GGGG
1061- 4541 0 000/0 0 0 2004/1159 0/PP/7P 8" 843 3723? 07902E 46*1 141.6 GGGG
1061C04543 00'jC/Ce0O 2cOu/1160 03/22/72 7C 843 3c5RN 07834E 47*0 140*2 GGGG
1061-:455: Ooo00/0C3' 2 0704/1161 09/P~/72 5 0 843 3431N 07607E 47*9 138.8 GGPG
KEYS: C0LUD CSE .. ,,,,,,....., c TR 10C a % COLUD CnVE. ** a N6 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1~A3E CUALITY oo****.**** F PLANVSzBAND ,iT PRcSFNT/RECUFSTED, RBRECYCLED* Gc=COL FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PUP5BBR
%j46gdmd 131avSn iflg aiv.'i ok49= 40 0D3- G 3 1S 3r).36/1N-Szd L@, 2N S>Nvl A I 'I ', I
639~IA vivo 'jF~l) 9N\ h~ * Atf 0 f~ o On ±C~J~~ ~~
999L'T 0 Q91? 39ETOO \F2LE 9f ) 9 eLle/t 
-Ct)' I c OO~~ J4?OC T -90T
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OF9 cS?T L*Ef 3ii;O) NE Or 9$ 1OT e 6c" 0 Lf'DTl/+'7n- a '~
s ) E a9 ?T 1 3, ~ 9 E E N ,0c~ 6jv 4 ..0 9L/ec C 96 t/~t /T~ ~ t 3
DE oI'Eliy T 1 3604,00 N;E-H7 Co f? i 2 L cddLG 6 1~T~'' 1 * /&C0 slocv-tOT
EtL1 -6t C-9 3EL17UO S.-t 1 9+? 3 1 ~ L/e 6 0 tS6 11 -2 ;-7/O10^ -T90T
09) 2*/ i9 2E~ 0~ VL"~L S;/~ 17' Eu/ S-' E9.T9)T
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E)TT E)~ t)N~ E 1'L 6- Lr 30 8 OE E f2iee c ti *n3 F oj , ' ?-,T
16:44 MAR 11*174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0141
FR9M 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL N,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT  PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYD1 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1061-10042 00000/0000 20004/1201 09/22/72 iC 846 3557N 00108E 47*0 140,3 GGGG
1061-10045 00000/C000 20004/1202 09/22/72 846 3431N 00041E 47*9 138.9 GGGG
1061-10051 00000/0000 20004/1203 09/22/72 10 846 3305N 00014E 48.8 137o4 GGGG
1061-10054 OCO00/0000 20004/1204 09/22/72 40 846 3139N 00010w 49.6 135*9 GGGG
1061-10063 00000/0000 20004/1205 09/22/72 100 846 2P48N 0005 8 W 51.2 132*6 GGGG
1061-10065 00000/0000 20004/1206 09/22/7? 100 846 272!N 00122W 52.0 130*9 GGGG
1061"10072 O0000/000 20004/1207 09/22/72 100 846 2554N 00146 52.7 129.1 GGGG
1061-10074 00000/CCC0 20004/1209 09P/72 100 846 2429N 00209W 53*4 127*3 GGGG1061*10081 00000/0000 20004/1209 09/22/7? 90 846 2?02N 00232W 54.1 125*4 GGGG
1061-10083 00000/0000 20U004/1210 09/22/72 90 846 2135N 002540 54.7 123.4 GGGG
1061-10090 00000/0000 20004/1211 03/22/72 90 846 2009N 00317W 55.2 121.4 GGGG1061*10092 00000/0000 20004/1212 091?P/72 100 846 1k42N 00340W 55.8 119*4 GGGG
1061*10095 OCo00/o000 20004/1213 09/22/72 90 846 1715N 00401W 56*2 117.2 GGGG
1061-10101 00000/0000 20004/1214 09/22/72 30 846 1549N 00 4 22w 56.6 115.0 GGGG
1061-10104 00000/0000 20004/1215 09/2/72 10 846 1422N 00443W 57.0 112*8 GGGG1061-10110 00000/000o 20004/1216 09/22/72 20 846 1256N 00504W 57*3 110*5 GGGG
1061-13535 00000/0000 20004/1217 09/22/72 10 848 4303S 07128 33*3 51.8 GGGG
1061-13541 00000/0000 20004/1218 09/22/72 20 848 44275 07 2 01w 32.2 51.5 GGGG
1061-15102 00000/00 20004/1219 09/22/72 70 849 4R47N 07132W 37.8 151.7 GGGG
1061-16502 00000/0OCO 2C004/1220 09/22/72 100 850 5958N 09100W 28.8 161.1 GG
1061'16505 00000/0000 2000 4 /1221 09/22/7? 100 850 58 3 5N 09158W 30.0 159*9 GGGG1061-16511 00000/O00 20004/1222 09/22/72 100 850 571?N 09254W 31.1 158*7 GGGG
1061-16514 OCOOO0000 20004/1223 09/22/72 90 850 5548N 09345W 32.2 157.5 GGGG
1061-16520 00000/000 20004/1224 09/22/72 90 850 5424N 09 4 34 W 33.4 156.3 GGGG
1061-18325 00000/0000 20004/1225 09/22/72 80 851 6243N 11436W 26-4 163.8 GGGG
1061-18331 00000/0000 20004/1226 09/22/72 90 851 6121N 11545W 27.6 162.5 GGGG
1061-18334 00000/OC00 20004/1227 09/22/72 100 851 595N 11648W 28*8 161.2 GGGG
1061-18340 00000/0000 20004/1228 09/P22/72 100 851 5835N 11 7 46W 29*9 159.9 GGGG
1061-18343 00000/0000 20004/1229 09/22/72 100 891 5712N 11841W 31*1 158.7 GGGG
1061-18345 00000/0000 20004/1230 09/22/72 100 851 5548N 11933W 32.2 157*5 GGGG
1061-18352 00000/0000 20004/1231 09/22/7? 100 851 5423N 12022w 33.3 156.4 GGGG
1061-18354 00000/000 20004/1232 09/22/72 100 851 5259N 12107W 34.5 155*2 GGGG
1061-20115 00000/0000 20004/1233 09/22/72 0 852 7534N 119156 14.5 185*9 GGGG1061-20122 00000/0000 20004/1234 09/22/72 10 852 7425N 12245W 15.7 182.4 GGGG
1061-20124 00000/0000 20004/1235 09/22/72 90 852 7?13N 12546W 16.9 179.3 GGGG
1061-20131 00000/0000 20004/1236 09/22/72 80 852 7158N 12825W 18.1 176.6 GGGG
1061-20133 00000/0000 20004/1237 09/22/72 30 852 7042N 13046W 19*3 174.3 GGGG
1061-20140 00000/0000 20004/1238 09/22/72 0 852 6 a24N 13 2 5 1W 20*5 172.1 GGGG
1061-20142 00000/0000 20004/1239 09/22/72 C 852 60 05N 13441W 21.7 170,2 GrGG
KEYS; CLOUD COVER %x .,*..*..*** . 0 TO 100 % CLOUD C$VEP. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY "*,*,****,.,.,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RvRECYCLED* GxG5RD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBOR.
1 6S44 MAP 11ji74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0142FR8M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM ROLL NBo/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT POINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI3N IN R8LL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1061-21533 00000/0000 20004/1240 09/22/7 100 853 7926N 12425W 9.6 206c2 GPGG
1061-21535 00000/0000 20004/1,241 09/22/72 50 853 7-36N 13048 10-8 200.0 GPGG
1061-21542 00000/0000 20004/1242 09/22/72 50 853 7740N 13618W 12*0 194.5 GPGG
1061-21544 00000/0000 20004/1;243 09/22/72 30 853 7638N 14102W 1382 189.9 GPGG
1061c21551 00000/0000 20004/1;244 09/2P/72 10 853 7533N 14506W 14.4 185.8 GGGG
1061-21553 00000/oC00 200U4/1245 09/2P/72 30 853 7424N 14837W 15o6 182.4 GGGG
1061-21560 00000/0000 20004/1246 09/22/72 80 853 73 12N 15 13 9W 1609 179.3 GGGG
1062-05025 00000/0000 20004/1247 09/23/7 0 857 2721N 07437E 51o8 131.3 GGGG
1062-05031 00000/0000 20004/1:248 09/23/72 0 857 2555N 07413E 52*5 129*6 GGGG
1062-05034 00000/0000 20004/1249 09/23/72 0 857 2429N 07350E 53*2 127*7 GGGG
1062-05040 00000/0000 20004/1250 09/23/72 0 857 
2 3 02N 07327E 53.9 125v9 GGGG
1062-05043 00000/0000 20004/1;251 09/23/72 0 857 2136N 07304E 54.5 123o9 GGGG
1062-08265 00000/000 20004/1252 09/23/72 10 859 3557N 02532E 46o7 140.7 GGGG
1062-08271 00000/0000 20004/12,53 09/23/72 10 859 3431N 02505E 47*6 139.3 GGGG
1062-08274 00000/0000 20004/1254 09/23/72 10 859 33 06N 024 3 9E 48*5 137*8 GGGG
1062-08280 00000/0000 20004/1255 09/23/72 10 859 3139N 02413E 49o4 136.3 GGGG
1062-08283 O0000/0000 20004/1256 09/23/72 20 859 3013N 02347E 50*2 134.7 UGGG
1062-08285 00000/OC00 20004/1257 09/23/72 60 859 2947N 02323E 51.0 133.1 GGGG
1062,08292 00000/0000 20004/1258 09/23/72 50 859 2720N 02300E 51*8 131.4 GGGG
1062-08294 00000/0000 20004/1259 09/23/72 60 859 2554N 02237E 52*5 129.6 GOGG
1062-08301 00000/0000 20004/1260 09/23/72 70 859 2428N 02214E 53.2 127.8 GGGG
1062-08303 00000/0000 20004/1261 09/23/72 80 859 2302N 02151E 53.9 126*0 GGGG
1062-08310 00000/0000 20004/1;262 09/23/72 80 859 2135N 02128E 5405 124.0 GGGG
I062-08312 00000/0000 20004/1263 09/23/7?2 00 859 2009N 02106E 55.1 122.0 GGGG
1062-08315 00000/0000 20004/1264 09/23/72 100 859 1843N 02044E 55.6 120.0 GGGG
1062-08321 00000/0000 20004/1.265 09/23/72 60 859 1715N 02023E 56*1 117,9 UGGG
1062-08324 00000/0000 20004/12 66 09/23/72 20 859 1548N 02001E 56*5 115.7 GGGG
1062-10094 00000/0000 20004/1267 09/23/72 20 860 3722N 00011E 45.7 142.1 GGGG
1062-10101 00000/0000 20004/12 68 09/23/7? 10 860 
3 5 5 6 N 00016W 46.7 140.7 GGGG
1062-10103 00000/0000 20004/1269 09/23/72 10 860 3431N 00043W 47.6 139.3 GGGG
1062-10110 00000/0000 20004/1270 09/23/72 10 860 3305N 00110 48.5 137.8 GGGG
1062-10112 00000/0000 20004/1271 09/23/72 0 860 3139N 00136w 49.3 136.3 GGGG
1062--1115 00000/0000 20004/1272 09/23/7? 0 860 3013N 0 0200 50.2 134.7 GGGG
1062'10121 00000/0000 20004/1273 09/23/72 0 860 2R47N 0 0 225W 51*0 133*1 GGGG
1062-10124 00000/0000 20004/1274 09/P3/72 10 860 2721N 002 4 9W 51.8 131.4 GGGG
1062-10130 00000/0000 20004/1275 09/23/72 10 860 2554N 00312W 52.5 129.7 GGGG
1062-10133 00000/0000 20004/1276 09/23/72 20 860 2428N 00335W 53*2 127.9 GSGG
1062-10135 00000/0000 20004/1277 09/23/72 10 860 2302N 00358w 53.9 126,0 GGGG
1062-10142 00000/0000 20004/1278 09/23/72 20 860 213 4 N 00420W 54.5 124*1 GGGG
KEYS:CUD CVE LUD R % 0 T 100 CLOUD CVER ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY , o.... e , BLANKSBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLEDa GaGeoD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.PBORo
16:44 APA 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NBN.uS PAGE 0143
FROM n7/23/72 TB C7/23/73
DBSERVATI9N ICRf F IL R LL \;5,/ DATE CLOUD R9Ir PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY10 PbSTTIN IN R6LL ACCUTRED COVER \UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
Rtv MSs LAT LBNG 123 45678
1062-10144 C0000/0300 20004/1279 09/?3/7 100 860 2nO8N 0044 2W 55*1 12291 GGGG
1062-10151 00000/CC00 20004/1280 09/2/7? ICC 860 1R4?N 00504W 55.6 120*0 GGGG
1062-10153 00000/0000 23004/1281 09/23/7? 80 860 1715N 005 26 W 56.1 117.9 GGGG
1062-10162 00000/0000 20004/1282 09/23/7? 40 860 1421N 00609W 56*9 113.5 GPGG
106214000 00000/0030 20004/1283 09/Pl/72 70 862 4428S 07326W 32*6 51.7 GGGG
1062-15154 00000/0000 20004/1284 09/23/72 10 863 5011N 07218W 3604 153.1 GGGG
1062*15161 00000/0000 20004/1285 09/23/72 0 863 4R45N 07258W 37*5 152.0 GGGG1062-16501 00000/0000 20004/1286 09/23/7P 90 864 7740N 06018W 1197 194*6 GGGG
1062"16504 00000/0000 20004/1287 09/23/72 10 864 7638N 06503W 12.9 189.9 GGGG
1062*17054 0000/0OO 20004/1288 09/23/72 10 864 2720N 106076 51.7 131.6 GGGG1062-17060 00000/C000 2C004/1289 09/23/72 2c 864 2553N 10630W 52.4 129.8 GGGG
1062-17063 OC00/0000 2000 4 /1290 09/23/7P 20 864 2427N 10653W 53.1 128.0 GGGG
1062-17065 00000/000 20004/1291 09/23/72 40 864 2300N 107 15w 53.8 126.2 GGGG
1062-18415 OOOOO0/C00 20004/1292 09?23/72 100 865 5135N 12318W 35*2 154.3 GGGG
1062-20162 00000/0000 20004/1293 09/23/72 0 866 7F37N 10628W 10*4 200*0 GPGG
1062-20165 00000/0000 20004/1294 09/23/72 0 866 7741N 11158V 11*6 194*6 GGGG1062-2o171 00000/0000 20004/1295 09/23/72 0 866 7039N 11642 w 12.9 189.9 GGGG1062,20174 00000/0000 20004/1296 09/23/72 30 866 7 533 N 12046w 14*1 185.9 GGGG1062-20180 00000/0000 20004/1297 09/23/72 4C 866 7424N 12416W 15*3 182.4 GGGG
1062-20183 0000/0000 20004/1298 09/23/7 7 C 866 7312N 12717W 16.5 179*4 GGGG
1062-20185 00000/0000 20004/1299 09/23/7p 4C 866 7157N 12955W 17.7 176*7 GGGG
1062-20192 00000/oo000 20004/1300 09/23/72 7c 866 7041N 132 14W 1899 174.4 GGGG
1062-20194 00000/0000 20004/1301 09/23/72 9C 866 6924N 13419W 20.1 172.2 GGGG
1062-23405 00000/0000 20004/1302 C9/p2/7 PC 868 8057N 11751W 4*2 239.4 GGGG
1062-23411 00000/0000 20004/1303 09/23/72 40 868 8053N 12711W 505 230.3 GGGG
1062-23414 00000/0000 20004/1304 09/23/72 50 868 8035N 13610W 6.7 221,5 GGGG
1062-23420 00000/0000 20004/1305 09/23/72 50 868 8005N 144 24w 7*9 213.4 GGGG
1062-23423 00000/0000 20004/1306 09/23/72 40 868 7q24N 1146W 9.1 206.2 GGGG1062-23425 00000/0000 20004/1307 09/23/72 50 868 7835N 15809W 10*4 200.0 GPGG
1062-23432 00000/0000 20004/1308 09/23/72 40 868 7739N 16338W 11.6 194.6 GPGG
1062-23434 00000/0000 20004/1309 09/23/72 40 868 7637N 168 19W 12.8 189.9 GGGG1062-23441 003000/C00 20004/1310 09/23/72 20 868 7532 17220 14.0 185*9 GGGG
1062-23443 00000/0000 20004/1311 09/23/72 20 868 7423N 17549W 15.2 182,4 GGGG
1062-23450 00000/0000 20004/1312 09/23/72 50 868 7311N 17851W 16.4 17994 GGGG
1062*23452 00000/0000 20004/1313 09/23/72 50 868 7157N 17829E 17.7 176.7 GGGG
1062-23455 00000/0000 20004/1314 09/23/72 60 868 7041N 17608E 18o9 174*. GGGG
1062-23461 00000/0000 20004/1315 09/23/72 20 868 6q24N 17403E 20P1 172.2 GGGG
1062*23464 00000/0000 20004/1316 09/23/72 90 868 604N 17211E 21*3 170.3 GGGG
1062-23470 00000/0000 20004/1317 09/23/72 80 868 6645N 17032E 22.5 168.6 GGGG
KEYS: CUD CBVER % * **.. **........ 0 TB 100 1 X CLBUD COVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o*,.,...,.. , 8LANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RRECYCLED, G.GBeBD F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11a7k STANDARD CATALOG FBR NON.US PAGE 0144
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICPeFILM RfLL Ne,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT POINICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1062-23473 00000/0000 20004/1318 09/?2/72 40 868 6525N 16903E 23.6 166.9 GGGG
1062-23475 00000/OC00 2000/1319 09/P3/72 2C 868 6404N 16742E 24o8 165.4 GGGG
1062-23482 00000/0000 20004/1320 C9/23/72 lC 868 6242N 16627E 26*0 164.0 GGGG
1062-23484 00000/0000 20004/1321 09/23/7p 10 868 6120N 16518E 27.2 162.6 GGGG
1063*00100 00000/000 20004/1322 09/24/7P 10 868 1137S 14112E 54.2 74.2 GGGG
1063"00102 00000/C000 20004/1323 C9/24/72 i0 868 1303S 14051E 53.6 72.4 GGGG
1063-01381 00000/0000 20004/1324 09/24/72 20 869 4015N 12846E 4306 145.0 GGPP
1063-01384 00000/0000 20004/1325 09/24/72 10 869 3849N 12816E 44.6 143.7 GGGP
1063.01390 00000/0000 20004/1326 09/24/72 10 869 3723N 12748E 45*5 142.3 GGGG
1063*01393 00000/0000 20004/1327 09/24/7?2 1 869 3557N 12720E 46.5 141.0 GGGG
1063'01395 00000/0000 20004/1328 09/24/72 40 869 34 31N 12652E 47*4 139*6 GGGG
1063-01490 00300/000 20004/1329 09/24/72 50 869 OP48N 11845E 58.0 9593 GGGG
1063"01493 00000/0000 20004/1330 09/24/72 60 869 0121N 11825E 57.8 9300 GPGP
1063-01495 00000/0000 20004/1331 09/24/72 60 869 0005S 11805E 57o7 90*7 GGGG
1063-01502 00000/0000 20004/1332 09/24/72 60 869 0132S 11745E 57.4 88.4 GGGG
1063-05024 00000/0000 20004/1333 09/24/72 80 871 4720N 07952E 38*4 151.0 G
1063v05031 00000/0000 20004/1334 09/24/72 100 871 4555N 07917E 39.4 14908 G GG
1063-05081 00000/0000 20004/1335 09/24/72 0 871 2046N 07336E 50.8 133.5 GPPG
1063-05083 00000/0000 20004/1336 09/24/72 0 871 2720N 07312E 51j6 131.8 GPPG
1063-05090 00000/0000 20004/1337 09/24/72 0 871 2F55N 07248E 52*3 130.1 GGGG
1063-05092 00000/0000 20004/1338 09/24/72 0 871 242 9 N 07224E 53*0 128.3 GGPG
1063-05095 00000/0000 20004/1339 09/24/72 0 871 2302N 07201E 53.7 126o5 GGGG
1063-05101 00000/0000 20004/1340 09/24/72 0 871 2136N 07139E 54.3 124,5 GPGG
1063-05104 00000/o000 20004/1341 09/24/7 0 871 2010N 07117E 54.9 122.6 GPGG
1063-06492 00000/0000 20004/1342 09/24/72 2C 872 3557N 04956E 4604 141*1 GGGG
1063o06494 00000/0000 20004/1343 09/24/72 0 872 3430N 04929E 473 139.7 GGGG
1063-06501 0000/0000 20004/1344 09/?4/72 30 872 3305N 04903E 48.2 138.2 GGGG
1063w06503 00000/0000 20004/1345 09/24/7? 60 872 3138N 0 4837E 49.1 136.7 GGGG
1063-06510 00000/0000 20004/1346 09/24/72 50 872 301?N 04812E 50.0 135.2 GGGG
1063-06512 00000/0000 20004/1347 09/24/72 40 872 2947N 04
747E 50.8 133.5 GGGG
1063-06515 '00000/0000 20004/1348 09/24/72 10 872 2720N 0 4724E 51.6 131.9 GGGG
1063-06521 00000/0000 20004/1349 09/24/72 0 872 2554 N 04700E 52P3 130.1 GGGG
1063-06524 00000/0000 20004/1350 09/24/72 0 872 2428N 04637E 53*0 128.3 GGGG
1063*06530 00000/C000 20004/1351 09/24/72 0 872 2302N 04615E 537 126.5 GPGG
1063"O6533 00000/0000 20004/1352 09/24/72 0 872. 2135N 04552E 54.3 124.6 GPGG
1063-06535 00300/0000 20004/1353 09/24/7P 0 872 2009N 04530E 54.9 122o6 GPGG
1063-06542 00000/0000 20004/1354 09/24/72 0 872 1R43N 04509E 55.5 120.6 GPGG
1063-06544 00000/0000 20004/1355 09/24/72 0 872 1716N 04447E 56.0 118.5 GPGG
1063-06551 .00000/0000 20004/1356 09/24/72 10 872 1550N 04426E 56.4 116o3 GGGG
KEYSS CLBUD CBVER % ooos,,,eeooo.. 0 To 100 a % CLBUD CeVER. ** m NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o,,oooo6,c, BLANKSBAND NOT PReFSNT/REQUESTEDo RRECYCLED. G.GOpD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBR.
16144 MAR 11i74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.uS PAGE 0145
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD IRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN yMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUyRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1063-06553 00000/0000 20004/1357 09/24/72 10 872 1423N 0 4405E 56.8 114.1 GGGG
1063-06560 00000/0000 20004/1358 09/24/7? 20 872 1257N 04344E 57*2 111.9 GGGG
1063*06562 00000/0000 20004/1359 09/24/72 2C 872 1130N 04323E 57.5 109.6 GPGG1063"06565 00000/0000 20004/1360 09/24/72 40 872 1003N 04303E 57*7 107.3 GGGG1063"06571 00000/0000 20004/1361 09/24/72 50 872 0O37N 04242E 57*9 104.9 GGGG
1063"06585 00000/0000 20004/1362 09/24/72 80 872 OP50N 04120E 58.0 95*5 GGGG1063006592 00000/0000 20004/1363 09/24/7? 80 872 0123N 04059E 57.9 93*2 GGGG
1063-06594 00000/0000 20004/1364 09/24/72 80 872 0003S 04039E 57.7 90*9 GGGG
1063-07001 00000/0000 20004/1365 09/24/72 70 872 0129S 04019E 5704 88.6 GGGG106307003 00000/0000 20004/1366 09/24/72 60 872 0P56S 03959E 57*2 86*4 GGGG1063-07010 00000/0000 20004/1367 09/24/72 50 872 0422S 03938E 56*8 84*2 GGGG
1063*07021 00000/0000 20004/1368 09/24/72 50 872 OR42S o3837E 55.5 78*1 GPGG
1063-07024 00000/0000 20004/1369 09/24/7P 40 872 1009S 03817E 5409 76.2 GPGG
1063-07030 00000/0000 20004/1370 09/24/72 0 872 1136S 03756E 54.3 74@3 GPGG1063-07033 00000/0000 20004/1371 09/24/72 20 872 1302S 03735E 53.7 72.6 GPGG
1063-07035 00000/0000 20004/1372 09/24/72 10 872 14 27S 03714E 53*0 70.9 GPGG
1063-07042 00000/0000 20004/1373 09/24/72 0 872 1554S 03653E 52*3 69.3 GPGG1063-07044 00000/0000 20004/1374 09/24/72 10 872 1722S 03632E 51*5 67.8 GPGG
1063:C7051 00000/0000 20004/1375 09/24/72 30 872 1848S 03611E 50.8 66*3 GPPG
1063o07053 00000/0000 20004/1376 09/24/72 30 872 2014S 03549E 49.9 65.0 GPPG
1063-07060 00000/0000 20004/1377 09/24/72 0 872 2141S 03527E 49.1 63.7 GPPP
1063-07062 00000/0000 20004/1378 09/24/72 10 872 2308S 03505E 48.2 62*4 GPPG
1063-07065 00000/0000 20004/1379 09/24/72 30 872 2433S 03442E 47.3 61.3 GPGG
1063-08312 00000/0000 20004/1380 09/24/72 30 873 4013N 02532E 4395 145*1 GGGG
1063-08323 00000/0000 20004/1381 09/24/72 30 873 3557N 02 4 06E 46'4 141.1 GGGG1063*08330 00000/0000 20004/1382 09/24/72 ** 873 3431N 02339E 4793 139.7 GGGG1063-08332 00000/0000 20004/1383 09/24/72 10 873 3305N 02312E 48.2 138.2 GGGG1063w08335 00000/0000 20004/1384 09/24/72 10 873 3139N 02246E 49*1 13697 GGGG
1063-08341 00000/0000 20004/1385 09/24/7? 60 873 3013N 02221E 49.9 135*2 GGGG
1063-08344 00000/0000 20004/1386 09/24/72 70 873 2846N 02157E 50.8 133.6 GGGG
1063w08350 00000/0000 20004/1387 09/24/72 70 873 2721N 02134E 51*5 13199 GGGG
1063"08353 00000/0000 20004/1388 09/24/72 90 873 2554N 02110E 52.3 130*2 GGGG
1063*08355 00000/0000 20004/1389 09/24/72 80 873 2428N 02047E 5300 128.4 pPP
1063w08362 00000/0000 20004/1390 09/24/72 30 873 2302N 02025E 53*7 126*5 GGGG
1063w08364 00000/0000 20004/1391 09/24/72 20 873 2137N 02002E 54*3 124*6 GGGG
1063-08371 00000/0000 20004/1392 09/24/72 40 873 2O10N 01940E 54*9 122.7 GGGG
1063-08373 00000/0000 20004/1393 09/24/72 50 873 1843N 01918E 55s5 120*6 GGGG
1063-08380 00000/0000 20004/1394 09/24/72 50 873 1717N 01857E 56*0 118.5 GGGG
1063-08385 00000/0000 20004/1395 09/24/72 90 873 1422N 01815E 56.8 114,2 GGGP
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *..o.oo... ., 0o TO 100 %  CLOUD CAVER. ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o oR..,,o BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGBOAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBOR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0146
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVe AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1063-08391 00000/0000 20004/1396 09/24/72 90 873 1256N 01755E 57.2 111.9 GGGP
1063-08394 00000/0000 20004/1397 09/24/72 70 873 1i29N 01734E 5795 109.7 GGGG
1063"08400 00000/0000 20004/1398 09/24/72 80 873 102N 01714E 57e7 107s3 GGGG
1063-08412 00000/0000 20004/1399 09/24/72 70 873 0542N 01613E 5800 100.3 GPG
1063-08414 00000/0000 20004/1400 09/24/72 60 873 0416N 01552E 58*0 97o9 GPG
1063-08421 00000/0000 20004/1401 09/24/72 70 873 OP49N 01532E 58*0 95.6 GPG
1063"08423 00000/0000 20004/1402 09/24/72 80 873 0123N 01512E 57.9 93.2 GPG
1063-08430 00000/0000 20004/1403 09/24/72 100 873 0003S 01451E 57.7 90.9 GPG
1063-08432 00000/0000 20004/1404 09/24/72 100 873 0129S 01431E 57.5 88.7 GPG
1063-08435 00000/0000 20004/1405 09/24/72 100 873 02555 01411E 57.2 86.4 GPG
1063-10093 00000/0000 20004/1406 09/24/72 30 874 5 7 10N 00736E 30*5 159.0 GPGG
1063-10100 00000/0000 20004/1407 09/24/72 30 874 5546N 00644E 31*6 157.8 GPGG
1063-17112 00000/0000 20004/1408 09/24/72 60 878 2719N 10732W 5195 13291 GGGG
1063-17115 00000/0000 20004/1409 09/24/72 70 878 2r53N 10756W 5202 130.4 GGPG
1063-17121 00000/0000 20004/1410 09/24/7? 30 878 2427N 10819W 52e9 128.6 GPGG
1063-17124 00000/0000 20004/14:11 09/24/72 10 878 210ON 10841W 53*6 12607 GPGG
1063-17130 00000/0000 20004/14:L2 09/24/72 20 878 2134N 10903W 54.3 124o8 PPGP
1063-18435 00000/0000 20004/1413 09/24/72 80 879 6404N I1616W 24o5 165o5 GGGG
1063-18441 00000/0000 20004/1414 09/24/72 70 879 6243N 11731W 25a7 16401 GGGG
1063-18444 00000/0000 2000 4 /14:L5 09/24/72 60 879 6t21N 11841W 26o9 16208 GGGG
1063-18450 00000/0000 20004/1416 09/24/72 20 879 5958N 11944W 28*0 161s5 GGGG
1063-18453 00000/0000 20004/14:17 09/24/72 0 87!9 5835N 12042W 29*2 160.3 GGGG
1063-18455 00000/0000 20004/14:18 09/24/72 40 879 5711N 12137W 3004 159s1 GGGG
1063-18462 00000/0000 20004/1419 09/24/72 20 879 5948N 12228W 31*5 157*9 GGGG
1063-18464 00000/0000 20004/1420 09/24/72 60 879 5424N 12316W 32.6 156*8 GPGG
1063-18471 00000/0000 20004/1421 09/?4/72 100 879 5300N 124 02 33*8 155.6 GpPG
1063-18473 00000/0000 20004/1422 09/24/72 50 879 535N 124 44 34.9 154,5 GPPG
1063-20221 00000/0000 20004/1423 09/24/72 0 880 7P36N 1075 5W 10.0 200.0 GPGG
1063-20223 00000/0000 20004/1424 09/24/7p 0 8 80 7739N 11326W j112 194*6 GPGG
1063-20230 00000/0000 20004/1425 09/24/72 0 880 7638N 11811W 12.5 190*0 GGGG
1063-20232 00000/0000 20004/1426 09/24/7 30 880 753PN 12214W 13*7 186*0 GGGG
1063-20235 00000/0000 20004/1427 09/24/72 50 880 7423N 12 54 3 w 14.9 182.5 GGGG
1063-20241 00000/0000 20004/1428 09/24/72 60 880 7111N 12845W 16.1 179*5 GGGG
1063-20244 00000/0000 20004/1429 09/24/72 70 880 7t56N 13123W 17Q3 176*8 GGGG
1063-20250 00000/0000 20004/1430 09/24/72 80 880 7040N 13343W 18e5 174.5 GGGG
1063-20253 00000/0000 20004/1431 09/24/72 80 880 6q23N 13546w 19o7 172.3 GGGG
1064-00184 00000/0000 20004/1432 09/25/72 10 882 2140S 13717E 49*3 64.0 GPGG
1064-00190 00000/0000 20004/1433 09/25/72 0 882 2306S 13654E 48.4 62.7 GGGG
1064-00193 00000/0000 20004/1434 09/25/72 40 882 24325 13632E 47o5 61.6 GGGG
KEYSS CLOUD COVER %X *,,,,,,*o,,,o, 0 TO 100 * % CLUD CAVER. * ~ NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...... o.... BLANKSEBAND NO T PRFSFNT/REOUESTED RURECYCLED" GvGOtBD FFAIR BUT USABLE* P.POOR.
16:44 'AR 11l'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0147
FROM 37/23/72 TO 07/23/73
88BSERVATIN ICR&FILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITI~\ IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NJMBcR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1064-00195 00000/0000 20004/1435 09/25/72 60 882 2r58S 13608E 46.6 60*5 GGGG
1064-00202 00000/0000 20004/1436 09/25/72 6C 882 2723S 13545E 45.7 59*4 GPGG
1064*00204 00000/0000 20004/1437 09/2s/77 40 882 2R49S 13521E 44.7 58.5 GGGG
1064*01442 00000/0000 20004/1438 09/25/72 60 883 3"47N 12650E 44*3 144.0 GGGG
1064-01445 00000/0000 20004/1439 09/25/72 40 883 3721N 12621E 45.3 142.7 GGGG
1064-01451 00000/0000 200U4/1440 09/25/7? 4 883 3556N 12554E 46.2 141.4 GGGG
1064*01454 O0000/000C 20004/1441 09/25/72 40 883 3431N 12527E 47*1 140*0 GGG
1064'01460 OG00O/0000 20004/1442 09/P5/7? 40 883 3305N 12500E 48.0 138.5 GGGG
1064-03262 000OO0/000 20004/1443 09/25/72 8s 884 4304N 10233E 4192 147.8 GGGG
1064-05083 00000/000C 20004/1444 09/25/7 lo 885 4720N 07827E 38*0 151*3 GGGG
1064-05085 00000/0000 20004/1445 09/25/72 10 885 4554N 07752E 39.1 150.1 GGGG
106405092 0000C0/0000 20004/1446 09/?9/72 10 885 4429N 0 7718E 4092 149*0 GGGG
1064-08382 00000/0000 20004/1447 09/25/7P 10 887 3956N 022 4 1E 46*1 141.5 GGGG
i064-08384 00000/0000 20004/1448 09/2/72 10 887 343,N 02214E 47.1 140.1 GGGG
1064'08391 00000/0000 20004/1449 09/25/72 10 887 3305N 0 2147E 48.0 138.7 GGGG
1064-08393 00000/0000 20004/1450 09/25/72 30 887 313QN 02121E 48.8 137.2 GGGG
1064-03400 00000/0000 20004/1451 09/25/72 30 887 3c13N 02056E 49.7 135.7 GGGG
1064-08402 00000/0000 20004/1452 C9P?/ 7  4n 887 284RN 02032E 50*5 134.1 GGGG
1064-08405 00COO/00OO 20004/1453 C9/25/72 50 887 2721N 02008E 51*3 132*4 GGGG
1064-08411 00000/0000 20004/1454 09/2 5 /72 50 887 2r54N 01945E 52.1 130.7 GGG
1064-08420 00000/0000 20004/1455 09/25/72 0 887 2300N 01859E 53.5 127.1 GGGG
1064-08423 00000/0000 20004/1456 09/p5/7p? 887 2134N 01837E 54.1 125.2 GGGG
1064-08425 00000/C000 20004/1457 C9/25/72 0 887 2 009 N 01814E 54*7 123.3 GGGG
1064-08441 00000/0000 20004/1458 09/25/72 90 887 1550N 01709E 56.3 117.1 GGGG
1064-08443 00000/0000 20004/1459 09/?/72 70 887 1423N 01648E 56*7 114,9 GGGG
1064-10143 00000/0000 20004/1460 09/25/72 60 888 5Q56N 00758E 27.8 161*6 GGGG
1064-10145 00000/0000 20004/1461 09/25/72 40 888 5R3 4 N 00659E 29.0 160.4 GGGG
1064-10152 00000/0000 20004/1462 09/25/7? 30 888 5710N 00604E 30.1 159.2 GGGG
1064-10154 00000/0000 20004/1463 09/?5/7? 50 888 5547N 00513E 31.3 158.0 GGGG
1064-10161 00000/0000 20004/1464 09/25/72 60 888 5423N 004 25E 32*4 156.9 GGGG
1064-10163 00000/0000 20004/1465 09/25/72 4C 888 5P59N 00340E 33*5 155.8 GGGP
1064-10175 00000/0000 20004/1466 09/25/72 60 888 4845N 00137E 36.9 152*4 GGGG
1064-10190 00000/0000 20004/1467 09/5/72 40 888 4429N 0 0 009W 40*1 149.0 GGGG
1064-10193 00000/0000 20004/1468 09/25/72 60 888 4304N 00042W 41*1 147*8 GGGG
1064-10195 00000/0000 20004/1469 09/25/72 30 888 413RN 00113w 42.2 146.6 GGGG
1064-10202 00000/0000 20004/1470 09/25/72 60 888 4013N 00143W 43*2 145.4 GGGG
1064-10204 00000/0000 20004/1471 09/25/72 80 888 3847N 00212 44.2 144.2 GGGG
1064-10211 00000/0000 20004/1472 09/25/72 90 888 3721N 00240w 45*1 142*9 GGGG
1064-10213 00000/0000 20004/1473 09/25/7P 90 888 3556N 00308W 46.1 141.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *..,.,,,,*.., 0 TO 1C00 % CLOUD CPVER. ** a Nt CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *....,....* BLANKSzEAND NBT PRESFNT/RECUESTED, R=RECYCLED. Gu=GOBD FFAIR BUT USABLE* PoPOBR,
16:44 MAR 11o'74 STANDARD CATALRG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0148
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATITN 1ICRPFIlM RBLL %.,'/ DATE CLOUD 9RBXT PRINCIPAL PfiINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
[D PPSITIJN IN "OLL ACUUIRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIl. RBV MSS
;BV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1064-10220 00O00/C0OJ 20004/147 09/25/72 80 8R8 3431N 00335W 47o0 140.1 GGGG
10 6 4 -10222 00000/000C 20004/1475 09/25/72 70 888 3304N 0 0401W 47.9 138.7 GrGG
1064-10231 00000/O00O 20004/1476 09/25/72 30 888 3012N 004521 49*7 135.7 GGGG
1064-10234 00000/0000 20004/1477 09/25/72 30 888 2S46N 00 5 16w 50.5 134*1 GGGG
1064-10240 000C00/0000 20004/1478 09/5/72 0 888 2720N 00540W 51*3 132.5 GGGG1064-10243 00000/0000 20004/1479 09/2/72 30 8R8 2155N 00603W 52*1 130.7 GGGG
1064-10245 00000/O00 20004/1483 09/ 2 5 / 7 2  30 888 2428N 00626W 52.8 129*0 GGGG
1064103252 00000/0000 20004/1481 09/25/72 60 888 2300N 00649W 53.5 127.2 GGGG
1064-10254 00000/OC00 20004/1482 09/25/72 40 888 2135N 00712W 54.1 125.3 GGGG
1064-10261 00000/0000 20004/1483 09/2S/72 60 888 200N 00 7 35W 54.7 123.3 GGGG
1064-10263 C00000/000 20004/1484 09/25/72 30 888 1940N 00757W 55*3 121.3 GGGG
1064-10270 00000/0000 20004/1485 C9/25/72 20 888 1714N 00818W 55.8 119*2 GGGG
1064-10272 00C00/COOC 20004/1486 09/25/72 20 888 14FN 00839W 56*3 117.1 GGGG1064-13340 00000/000 2004/148 7 09/2/72 20 890 8002N 00735E 7.3 213.4 P
1064-13342 00000/C000 20004/1488 09/25/72 10 890 7922N 00019E 8-5 206.2 GGGP
1064-13345 00000/0000 20004/1489 09/25/72 10 890 7p33N 00601w 9.8 200.0 GGGG
1064-13351 00000/0000 20004/1490 09/?5/72 0 890 7737N 01130W l1.0 194.6 GGGG
1064-13354 O00000/OOC 20004/1491 C9/25/72 0 8 0 7636N 01611W 12*2 190.0 GGGG1064-13360 OCOOO/0000 20004/1492 09/25/72 0 800 7531N 02015W 13*4 186*0 GGGG
1064-13363 00000/0000 20004/1493 09/25/7? 0 890 7421N 02347W 14.6 182*5 PpPP
1064-13365 00000/0000 20004/1494 09/25/72 0 890 7309N 02 6 50W 15.8 179*5 GGGG
1064-13433 00OO/0000 20004/1495 09/25/72 50 890 5133N 04840W 34*.6 154*7 GGPG
1064-13440 00000/0000 20104/1496 09/ 2/7? 6C 0 500aN 04921W 35.7 153.6 GGGG
1064-13442 00000/o00 20004/1497 09/25/7P 3c 890 4R44N 05000W 36.8 152.5 GGGG1064-13445 00000/0000 20004/1498 09/25/72 5C 890 4719N 05037W 37*9 151*3 GGGG
1064-13451 00000/0000 20004/1499 09/2/ 7? 3r 890 4 554N 05113w 39.0 150.2 GGGG1064*13454 00000/0000 20004/1500 09/r/72 30 890 4429k 05147W 40'0 149.1 GGGG
1064-13460 00000/0000 2C004/1501 09/25/72 40 890 4304N 05220W 41.1 147.9 GGGG
1064-13463 00000/0000 2u004/1502 09/?5/72 80 890 4138N 05252W 42.1 146.7 GGGG
1064-13465 oo000/o00 20004/1503 09/29/72 90 890 4 ,12N 05323W 43.1 145.5 GGGG
1064-17171 -0030C/00oo 20004/1504 09/2;/7? 90 892 2719N 10 856W 51i2 132.6 GGGG
1064-17173 00000/C00 20004/1505 09/?5/72 50 892 255N 10921W 52*0 130.9 GGGG
1064-17180 o00ooO/OOO 2u004/1506 09/2/72 30 892 2425N 10944W 52.7 129.1 GGGG
1064-20275 00000/0000 20004/1507 09/25/72 20 894 7 36N 10928W 9*6 200.0 GGGG
1064-20281 00000/COOu 20004/1508 09/25/72 20 894. 7739N 114 58w 10.9 194*6 GGGG
1064-20284 00000/C0000 2004/1509 09/25/7P 2c 804 7A37N 11938w 12.1 190.0 GGGG
1064-20290 00000/0000 20004/1510 09/29/79 20 894 7 31N 123 3 8W 13.3 186*0 GGGG
1064-20293 00000,0000 200U4/1511 09/25/72 20 894 7422N 12705w 14.5 182.6 GGGG
1064-20295 CO0O/00CO 20034/1512 C9/25/72 0 894 7109N 13005W 15*7 179.5 GGGG
KEYS: C UC CSVEq % *.....*........ r Tr 100 u % CLOUD C4VER. *, a Nt CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE COALITY ............ , cLANYSuBAND hBOT PRFSrNT/RECUESTED. R-RECYCLEDO G=GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PPOOBR,
16'44 MA; 11't74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0149
FRgM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRBFILM ROLL N5,/ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT PoINJCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P6SITISN IN RBLL ACOUTRE CBVE R  NUMBER %F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
R6V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1064-20302 00000/0000 20004/1513 09/25/72 O 894 7155N 132 4 3w 16*9 176.9 GGGG
1064"20304 00000/0000 20004/1514 09/25/7 10 894 7040N 13504W 18.2 174.5 GGGG
1064-20311 00000/CC00 20004/1515 09/25/72 10 894 60 22N 13709 ,  1904 172*4 GGGG
1065-00213 000o/ooo00 20004/1516 09/26/72 50 896 1136S 13t20E 54.7 75*3 GGGG
1065-00215 00000/0000 20004/1517 09/2A/7? 50 896 1?02S 13759E 54*0 73.5 GGGG
1065"00222 00O00O/C00 20004/1519 09/26/72 30 896 1429S 13738E 53*4 71.8 GAGG
1065-00224 00000/0000 20004/1519 09/26/7? 0 896 1556S 13717E 52.7 70s2 GGGG
1065*00231 0000/CO00 20004/1520 09/26/72 0 896 1722S 13655E 52*0 68.6 GGGG
1065300233 00000/0000 20004/1521 09/26/72 0 806 1g44S 13634E 51*2 67.1 GGGG
1065.00240 00000/0000 20004/1522 09/26/72 0 896 2nl4S 13 6 12E 50.4 65,7 GGGG
1065-00242 00000/0000 20004/1523 09/?6/72 50 896 2141S 13550E 4996 64.4 GGGG
1065-00245 00000/0000 20004/1524 09/26/72 70 896 2307S 13528E 48.7 63.1 GGGG
1065-00251 00000/0000 20004/1525 09/26/72 "8) 896 2432S 13b05E 47.8 61*9 GrGG
1065-00254 00000/0000 20004/1526 09/26/7? 9C 896 2559S 13442 4609 60.8 GGGG
1065-00260 00000/0000 20004/1527 09/26/72 100 896 2724S 13419E 46*0 59.8 GGGG
1065-01494 00000/0000 20004/1528 09/6/7? 80 897 4 11' 12552E 43*0 145.6 GGGP
1065-31501 00000/0000 20004/1529 09/26/72 60 897 3946N 12523E 44*0 144.4 GGGP
1065-01503 00000/0000 20004/1530 09/26/72 20 897 a20N 12455E 45.0 143.1 GGGP
1065-01510 00000/0000 20004/1531 09/26/72 50 897 3554N 124282E 459 141.8 GGGP
1065-01512 00000/0000 20004/1532 09/96/72 50 897 3429N 12401E 46.9 140.4 GGGP
1065-02003 000/000000 20004/1533 09/26/72 80 897 0P47N 11552E 58*1 96*8 GGGG
1065-02010 00000/0000 20004/1534 09/26/7P 90 8q7 0120N 11532E 58.0 94.5 GGGG
1065-02012 00000/0000 20004/1535 09/26/72 7o 897 9000S 11511E 57.8 92.2 GGGG
1065-"2015 00000/0o00 20004/1536 09/26/72 60 897 0132S i1451E 57*6 89.9 GPGG
1065-02021 00000/0000 20004/1537 09/2/7P 80 897 0259S 114 3 1E 57.4 87.6 GGGG
1065"02024 00000/0000 20004/1538 09/2A/72 70 897 0425S 11411E 57*0 85.4 GGGG
1065-02030 00000/0000 20004/1539 09/PA/72 6C 897 052?S 11351E 56*7 83.3 GGGG
1065-02033 00000/0000 20004/1540 09/26/72 2C 8q7 0718S 11331E 56.2 81.2 GGGG
1065-"2035 O000C/0000 20004/1541 09/26/72 3C 897 0944S 11310E 55*8 79.2 GrGG
1065-02042 00000/0000 20004/1542 09/26/7? 30 897 I010S 11250E 55.2 77.2 GGGG
1065-05143 00000/0000 20004/1543 09/26/7P 0 899 4554N 07626E 3R*8 150.4 GGG
1065-05150 O0000/0000 2000U4/1544 09/26/72 0 899 442-N 07551E 39.8 149*2 GGGG
1065-05152 00000/0000 20004/1545 09/26/72 0 899 4903N 07519E 40*9 148.1 GGGG
1065-05155 C00000/0C000 2000U/1546 09/P6/72 0 899 4138N 07447E 41.9 146.9 IGG
1065-05161 00000/0000 20004/1547 09/26/72 0 899 4r4nN 07417E 42*9 145.7 GGGG
1065-05164 00000/0000 20004/1548 09/2A/72 0 899 3947N 07347E 43.9 144.4 GrGG
1065-05170 00000/C0000 20004/1549 09/26/72 0 899 3721N 07319E 44.9 143.1 GGGG
1065-05173 00000/0000 20004/1550 09/2A/7P 0 899 3556N 07251E 45-9 141.8 GGGG
1065-35175 00000/0000 20004/1551 09/2A/72 O 899 3431N 07224E 46*8 140.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER 0 ............ TO 100 = % CLUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABL.
IMAGE OUALTTY **,*****so.., BSLANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=G0. D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPBOR.
16:44 MAR l' 7  STANDARD CATA LG FOR NON-US 
PAGE 0150
FROM o7/21/72 TR 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICR9FILM ReLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RPIT pPINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER 4UMBER 9F I
M AGE ELEV* AZIY. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1065-05182 00000/0000 20004/1552 09/26/72 0 899 3904N 07158E 4797 139.0 GGGG
1065-05184 000o0/0000 20004/1553 09/26/72 0 899 3138N 07133E 48.6 137.6 GOGG
1065-05191 00000/0000 20004/1554 09/26/72 0 899 3012N 07108E 49*5 136.0 GGGG
1065-05193 00/C000 20004/1555 09/26/72 10 899 2R46N 07044E 50*3 134*5 GqGG
1065-35200 000C0/O000 20004/1556 09/26/72 10 899 2719N 07020E 5191 132.8 PPPP
1065-05202 00000/0000 20004/1557 09/26/72 0 899 2P53N 0 6956E 51*9 131.2 PPPP
1065-05205 00000/0000 200U4/1558 09/26/72 10 899 24 26N 06933E 52o6 129.4 GGGG
1065-05211 00000/0000 20004/1559 09/26/72 I0 899 2300N 06910E 53.3 127.6 GGGG
1065-05214 00000/0000 20004/1560 09/26/72 20 899 2134N 06848E 54.0 125.7 GGGG
1065035220 o0000/0000 20004/156. 09/26/72 10 899 2008N 06825E 54.6 123.8 GGGG
1065-07050 00000/0000 20004/1562 09/26/72 0 900 2134N 04301E M4*0 125*8 GPGG
1065-07052 00000/0000 20004/1563 09/26/72 0 900 2007N 04239E 54.6 123.8 PGGG
1065-07055 00000/0000 20004/1564 09/26/72 10 900 141N 04218E 55.2 121.8 GGGG
1065-07061 00000/0000 2GOU4/1565 09/26/72 30 900 1714N 04156E 55.7 119.8 GGGG
1065-07064 00000/0000 20004/1566 09/26/72 40 900 154
8 N 04135E 56.2 117.7 GGGG
1065-07125 00000/0000 20004/156'7 09/26/72 50 900 OF4oS 03627E 56.7 83-4 GGGG
1065-07132 00000/0000 20004/1568 09/26/72 50 900 0716S 03607E 56*3 81.3 GGG
1065-07134 OCo00/0000 20004/1569 09/26/72 80 900 OR4?S 03547E 55*8 79*3 GGGG
1065-07143 00000/0000 20004/1573 09/pA/72 10 900 1135 03505E 54.7 75*5 GGCG
1065-07150 3000/CO00 20004/1571 09/26/72 i0 90 1301S 0344E 54.1 73.7 
GGGG
1065-07152 00000/0000 20004/1572 09/26/72 0 900 1428S 03 42 3 E 53"5 7290 GGGG
1065-07155 000o0/0000 20004/1573 09/26/72 10 90 1=55S 03402E 52.8 70.3 GGGG
1065-37161 00000/0030 20004/1574 09/26/72 30 900 1721S 03341E 52.0 68.8 GGG
1065-07164 00000/0000 20004/1575 09/26/72 80 900 1846S 03319E 51.3 67.3 GGGG
1065-07170 00000/0000 20004/1576 09/26/72 90 900 2013S 03257E 50C5 65*
8  GGGG
1065-07173 00000/0000 20004/1577 09/26/72 100 900 213qS o3236E 49.7 64.5 GGG
1065-07175 0000C0/000 20004/1578 09/26/72 100 900 2305S 03214E 48.8 63.2 GGGG
1065-.7182 OOOCO/0000 2u004/1 5 79 09/26/72 90 900 2431S 03151E 47.9 62.1 GGGG
1065-07184 00000/0000 20004/1583 09/26/72 70 900 2r57S 03128E 47.0 60.9 G3GG
1065-07191 00000/0000 20004/1581 0 9/ 2 6 /7 2  70 900 2723S 0 3104E 4601 59.9 GOGG
1065-08452. 00000/0000 20004/1582 09/26/72 50 901 3138N 01956E 48.6 137.6 
GGGG
1065-08454 000000/0000 20004/1583 09/26/72 50 901 3ni2N 01931E 49*4 136.1 GGGG
1065-08461 C00000/000 20004/1584 09/26/72 20 901 2
4 6 N 01907E 50*3 13405 GGGG
1065-38463 0000/000 20004/1585 09/26/72 10 901 2720\ 01842E 51*1 132o9 GPGG
1065-08470 O030/o000 20004/1586 09/26/72 20 901 25531 01819E 51*9 131.2 GGGG
1065-08472 00000/0000 20004/1587 09/26/72 10 9m1 2427N 01756E 52.6 129.5 GGGG
1065-08481 00000/0000 2u004/1588 09/26/72 20 9n1 2134, 01711E 54.0 125.8 GGGG
1065-38484 00000/0000 20004/1589 09/26/72 20 901 2007N 01649E 54.6 123.9 GGGG
1065-38490 000C0/C0000 2000/1 590 09/26/72 100 901 14%ON 01628E 5592 121.9 
GGGG
KEYS: COUD COVEP X oo*o,oo .. t 0 TR 100 . % 
CLOUD CAVER* ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IM AGE UALTTY .o RLANKSBAND NOT PRFSrNT/RECUESTED0. PRECYCLED. Go.GeD. F.FAIR ~UT USABLE. PaPBOBR
16:44 -A 11o'74 STANDARD C4TALG F9R NtN-US PAGE 0151
Fq5r6 n7/21/72 TR 07/?3/73
8BSERVATIgN "ICk9FIL~ R-LL \9,/ DATE CL5LvD RlRIT PRIN'CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I5 Pt4TTIJN IN kLL AC UTRE CRVE MUERp 9F I"AGE ELEV. AZI. RBV MSS
qiL 05 LAT LBNG 123 45678
10650 )343 Co0/c:, ?cUT/15 91 C'A / 7P 10oC 9'1 171-N 01606E 55*7 119.8 GnGG
1065-A84935 y0 /0" O 2 0;Q4/1592 0 /26/7# 100 901 1=48N 01544E 5662 117*7 GGG
1065-10313 1 OLO/333. 2-U4/1593 Cq/26/7 30 9n2 2134N 00?36v 53*9 125a9 GSGG
1065.10315 0./0CO'. 2c00/15 9  c0/2/7 1 9n2 2007N 00 8 58w 5F 46 123.9 GGGG
1065-10322 003.0/0100 2 04/1595 C/PA/72 20 92 1 4 1N 00920w 55.1 1210 I GGGG
1065-10324 03:n/C'0 2 3u4/1596 09/P/7? 30 902 1715 00942 55*7 119,9 GGGG
106510C331 02000/0CO( 2Ou4/1597 C9/2/7 902 1548N 01003W 562 117.8 GGG
1065-12C 24 OO)O/0O0. 2"_u4/1596 C09/?/,72 00 903 6h4N 01652w 25*0 164.5 GCGG
1065-12253 Oo,0/o000 20c4/1599 09;?A/7? 0 93 147S 04322W 52.9 70*6 GGGG
1065-13491 C3 a/COOJ 20 4/1600 09/?A/72 9c 9 o 4  514N 05003W 34.2 155.0 GGGG
1 06 5-i1 494 OO0/Covu" 2J004/1601 C9/oA/7P 9) 9?4 5nl\rN 05044W 35-3 153.9 GGGG
1065-1350 000:o0/O)O 2C0)4/1602 09/26/72 100 9o4 4R5!N 05123, 36.4 152.8 GGG
1065-13503 oC300/0 2004/1603 C9/A6/7P 100 904 4726\ 05200 37.5 151.7 GfGG
1065-13505 30000/COCC 2D004/1604 09/2A/7p 9c 904 4AO1\ 05236 38.6 150.6 GGGG
1065-13512 00000/0000 20nU4/16C05 09/?/72 7r 9n4 4435N 05310 39.6 149*4 GGGG
1065-13514 00oOC/O000 2 4004/1606 09/?A/ 7 2 4 90 4  4310N 05342N 4C,7 148.3 GGGG
1065-13521 00000/C000 20004/1607 09/2?/72 50 904 4 14 4N 05414~ 41*7 147.1 GGGG
1065-13523 OCC0/000 2U00U/1608 Ca/?6/7 6: 904 419N 05455 427 145*9 GGGG
1065-13530 0'3CO/C03 20004/1609 3/26/77 60 904 3054N 05615 43*7 144*6 GAGG
106 5 14000 0 00/C000 20004/1610 09/26/72 20 9' 4  1427N 0 62 0 3W 56*5 115a9 GGGG
1065-14003 0000C/o00 2(0I4/1611 09/26/7P 80 904 1901N 06223w 56,9 113.7 GGGG
1065-4091 OO0/0o0J0 20004/1 6 12 09/P6/72 o 904 1715 06933W 52.2 69.0 GGGG
1065-14094 000C/0JO 20004/1613 09/26/72 10 904 14?2S 06955 51'4 6705 GGGG
106 5 -14107 C000CO/0OC 20004/1614 0j9/6/7? 1 904 2n00S 07017w 50.6 66*1 GGGG
1065-15291 0000/o00 20034/1615 09/26/72 50 905 6947N 06839W 24#9 164.5 GGGG
1065"15293 OooOo/0000 20004/1616 C9/?16/7? 4 905 6124N 06948o 26.1 163*1 GGGG
1065.15300 000/CCOO 20004/1617 09/P6/72 30 905 6001N 07052w 27*3 161.9 GGGG
1065-153o2 3LC,/C00J 2C004/1618 09/26/72 50 95 5839N 071 5 1W P8*4 160*7 G GG
1065-153)5 N30/00C 20304/1619 09/26/72 70 905 5716N 07245W 29*6 159.5 GGGG
1065-15311 J00/,00 2004/1620 0i/?A/7? 8( 95 555?N 07 3 36 w 30.8 158*3 GrGG
1065-15314 00OCO/,000 20004/1 6 21 09/26/72 70 9,-5 5428N 07 4 240 31,9 157,2 G3GG
1065-15320 3O0?/C00 2?0Ou/1622 09/26/72 90 905 5305N 0750FW 33*0 156.1 GGGG
1065-15323 30000/00C 2-' 04/16P3 00/?A/72 10o 905 5141N 07552 34.2 155.0 GGGG
1065-15325 Ococo/Co00 21?0u/1624 09,96/7p 10 95 50 16N 07 6 33W 35*3 153*9 GGGG
1065-15411 OC300/og0 2U004/1625 09/26/72 30 905 2141N 08603W 53.9 126.1 GGGG
1065-15414 00300/C003 20004/1626 09/26/72 3- 995 2n14N 0 8626W 54.5 124.2 GGGG
1065-15420 O o00/0CC 23004/1627 09/26/72 30 905 19 4 7N 086 4 8W 55*1 122,2 GGGG
1065-15423 0000C0CCG3 2u00U4/162? 09/26/72 40 9n5 1721N 08709k 55,6 120.2 GGGG
1065-15425 00000o/00 2u004/1629 0 9/,A/72  
3
c 905 1;55N OR731W 56*1 118.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLL:IC CbVE ,,.......,... 0 T9 1iC a % CLeUD CVER., ** a NB CLOUD UATA AVAILABLF.
I'IAGE QUALTTY .*,.,,,..,, , 9LANKSuAND NbT PRrSENT/REQUESTED , R=RECYCLED* GUGOOD , FuFAIR FUT USABLE* PUPB9 R *
16:,4 + A 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0152
FRB 07/23/72 TH 07/23/73
BBSERVATT9'G 4IC FIL RSLL 93,/ DATE CLBU 9RIT PoINCIPAL PRIKT SUN SUN TMAGE QIIALITY
I] Pr STI91 IN ROLL ACQ UTEO COVER NUMBER 9F I-AGE ELEVo AZIW, RBV MSS
~ v MSS LAT L'NG 123 45678
1065-18561 O,c / -C ,j4/163o C9/2A/7? 907 6125 12127v 2~'* 163*2 GGGG
1C65-1563 01030 C00/ 2J.04 /1631 03/;/72 10 907 6 OP 12231 27.2 161.9 G3GG
1c65-1857- O00CC/COC 2J0'U4/1632 0?/;A/7p C 9 07  5R4,'N 12330 28.4 160*7 GGGG
1065-18572 C0C0/3'00 2,2U4/1633 C00/P/72 9n7 5716N 124240 29*5 159*5 GGGG
1065-1357 5 0-3Cr/DC, 200U4/1634 09/pA/72 O 9 o7  552N 12516v 30.7 158.4 GGGG
1065-13591 CQ000/Ct 2C04/1635 09/P6/7P 0 907 5 4 21N 12604v 318 157.3 GGGG
1065-18584 jC30 /O , 20 04/1636 09/'A/7p e 907 5304N 126490 33*0 156,1 GGGG
1065-18592 0 C00/ C, 2o00U4/1637 09/9/7 CI 907 514(N 12732 34.1 155.0 GGGG
1065-15933 0 33 /CC2, 20 (4/163 09/PA/72 C 907 5 ,N 12814 35.2 154*0 GGGG
1065-18595 0330/C000 20C04/1639 C P A/72 2c 9n7 4R51N 1 252. 3693 152.9 GGGG
1065-20333 ,jCO00/O00 20 o/1640 09/24/72 iCe 9n8 7Q34, 110214 9.2 200.5 GGG
1065-20340 O000'00 CO 20 04/1641 09/2P7?? 10C 90F 7743N 115564 ic. 195.1 GGGG
1065-20362 3 00 C; /o/ 2',0U4/1642 9/2A/7 ic 908 7A4N 12043q 11.6 190*4 GGG
1065-20345 3 330/Co') 2 U 04/1643 / 43A/7? 100 908 7G36N 12449w 12.b 186.4 GGGG
1065-£3. 3C /Co, 2, .0~/164 Q/~ /7? 9C 908 7427N 1220 14.0 182.9 GGGG
i0 6 5 -20354 03?/0 PuC-4/1645 9/rA/7 9c 9-8 7?15N 13123v 15.3 179*8 GGGG
1065-20360 OCOCO/'C 204/1646 09/24/72 4? 9'8 7?00N 13403W 16*5 177.2 GrGG
1065-20363 20'O/COCUC 004/1647 09/PA/7? 60 908 7 \45N 13623w 17*7 174.8 GGGG
1065-22162 00C/CV 2&0041648 091?6/72 8c 909 7oa3N 12941w 7*9 206*9 GGGG
1065-22165 SCLCO/uot 2u-o(/1649 09/?6/7P 8, 9 09 7941N 13607w 9°1 200.6 GGGG
1065-2217"1 o0000/20 2C004/1650 09/26/72 6C 909 77 4 \ 14 41 4 10*3 1951 GGGG
1065-22174 Oo300/OCo 200n04/1651 09/26/72 80 9C9 7644\ 14628w 11.6 190.4 GGGG
1065-2218w0 o000,/0C 2c004/1652 0C9PA/7P 8r 9 n9 7539\ 150344 12*8 186.4 GGGG
1065-22183 o0occcoCO 20104/1653 09/P6/72 6f 9,9 7429N 15406v 14.0 182.9 GGGG
1065-22185 00o/Co0C 0 2c)U4/1654 09/"A/72 70 909 7?16N 157 10C 15.2 179.9 GGGG
1066o-2084 OG00/00*0; 2L00o /1655 09127/72 20 911 0r43S 11228E 56.8 84.1 GGGG
1066-D2091 oc '/C0 210004/1456 09/27/72 2 911 0711S 11208E 56.4 82.0 GGGG
1066aJ5254 00000/000? 20UJ4/16 57  09/27/72 913 2726N 06854E F5o8 133.5 GGPG
1066-J5261 3300/O00C, 2j04/165f 01/27/7? 0 913 2r59N 06831E 51.6 131*8 GGPG
1066"C5263 00C30/0000 2004D/1659 0 9/ 2 7 /72 C 913 2 4 33N 06807E 52,4 130*1 GGPG
1066-35270 0030/co0 2:u,04/1 6 6  09/27/72 10 913 2307N 06744E 53.1 128.3 GGPG
1066-37095 0C000/000 2000 /1661 09/27/72 1 914 2433N 0 4223E 52*3 130.1 PGGG
1066-07101 0Q300/000' 22004/1662 09/? 7/72  0 914 2307N 04200E 53*1 128.4 GGGG
1066-"7104 0000/000C 2J0 4/1663 09/27/72 C 914 2141N 04137E 53.7 126.5 GGGG
1066-07110 00000/0 2)004/1664 C9/27/72 10 914. 2rc1N C4114E 54.4 124.6 GAGG
1066--7113 000O/Co000 20UI4/1665 C)/27/7p 3C 914 14R\ 04052E 55,0 1226 GGGG
1066-07115 03000/000C 2D2U4/1666 09/27/72 1' 914 1722 040)3 1 55*5 120.6 GGGG
1066-37231 00300,/000 20004/1667 09/27/72 9? 914 2133S 03111E 50.0 65.0 GGGG
1066-07233 .CtoQ / 0 2 0I4/166 09/27/7' 100 914 2259S 03048E 49o2 63.8 GGGG
<EYS: CL0Ce CDVE z o.oe...o.ooo. TO 100 a X CLOUD CQVER. .* = Nb CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMA3E :JALITY ,,,.o-.0ooooao - LANKSIeAND NIT PR7SFNT/RECUESTED, R=RCCYCLED. GrSAnD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR.
16:44 MAR 11' 7 4 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0153
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICR9FILM P5LL NO./ DATE CLOBUD 5RIT pPINCIPAL p9INT SUN SUN ,MAOE QUALITy
ID POSITItN IN ROLL ACQUTRED C9VER NJMBeR RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
EBv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1066:07240 00000/0000 200U4/1669 09/27/72 60 914 2425S 03 025E 48*3 62.5 GGGG1066-07242 00000/0003 20004/1670 09/27/72 50 914 2F50S 03002L 47.4 61.4 GGGG
1066-07245 OC000/0000 20004/1671 09/27/72 30 914 27165 02938E 46*5 60*3 GGGG
1066-07260 00000/0000 20004/1672 09/27/72 0 914 3133S 0 2825E 43.6 57.5 GGGG
1066'07263 00000/0000 20004/1673 09/27/72 20 914 3s59S 02759E 4206 56*7 GGGG
1066-37265 000o0/00oo 20004/1674 09/27/72 70 914 3424S 02734E 41.6 55,9 GGGG
1066-38483 00000/0000 20004/1675 09/27/72 80 915 4019N 02117E 42.5 146*1 GGGG
1066"08485 000o0/0000 20004/1676 09/27/72 60 915 3R51 02047E 43*5 144*9 SGGG
1066-08492 00030/0000 20004/1677 09/27/72 50 915 3727N 02019E 44.5 143.7 GGGG
1066-08494 00000/0000 20004/1678 09/27/72 40 915 360?N 01951E 45.5 142*4 GGGG
1066.08501 00000/000 20004/1679 09/27/72 10 915 3436N 01923E 46*4 141.0 GGGG
1066-08503 00000/0000 20004/1680 09/27/72 10 915 3?1 '1N 01857E 47*3 139*6 GGGP
1066-08510 00000/0000 20004/1681 09/27/72 ( 915 3145N 01831E 48,2 138*2 GGGG
1066-08512 00000/0000 20004/1682 09/27/72 C 915 3019N 01605E 49.1 136.7 GGGG
1066-38515 O0000/0000 20U004/1683 09/27/72 0 915 2F53N 01740E 50*0 135,1 GGGG
1066-08524 00000/0000 20004 /1684 09/27/72 0 915 2600N 01653E 51.6 13199 Gppp
1066-08530 00000/0000 20004/1685 09/27/72 0 915 2433N 01630E 52*3 130.2 GGGG
1066-03533 00000/0000 20004/1686 09/27/72 0 915 F307N 01608E 53*0 128.4 GGGG
1066-08535 00000/0000 20004/1687 09/27/72 0 915 214 0N 01545E 53*7 126.5 GGGG
1066-08542 00000/0000 20004/1688 09/27/72 0 915 2 014N 01523E 54.4 124*6 GGGG
1066-08544 00000/0000 20004/1689 09/27/72 0 915 1I47N 01501E 54.9 122.7 GGGG1066-08551 00000/0000 20004/1690 09/27/72 0 915 1720N 01440E 55*5 120*6 GGGG
1066-08553 00000/0000 20004/1691 09/27/72 0 915 1553N 0 1419E 56.0 118*6 GGG
1066-08560 00000/CCO0 20004/1692 09/27/7P 0 915 142RN 01358E 56*5 116.4 GGGG
1066-10255 00000/0000 20004/1693 09/27/72 50 916 6002N 00512E P7.0 162*0 G9GG
1066-10262 00000/0000 20004/1694 09/27/72 60 916 5g3QN 00412E 28.2 160.8 U0GG
1066-10271 C000/o000 20004/1695 09/27/72 40 916 5=50N 00225E 30*5 158.5 GG G
1066-10273 00000/0000 20004/1696 09/27/72 60 916 5428N 00138E 31*6 157.4 GGGG
1066-10280 00000/0000 20004/1697 09/27/72 100 916 5303N 0 0052E 32.8 156.3 GGGG
1066-10282 00000/0000 20004/1698 09/27/72 50 916 5138N 00009E 33.9 155.2 GGGG
1066-10285 00000/0000 20004/1699 09/27/72 10 916 5014N 000 3 1w 35*0 154*1 GGGG1066-10291 00000/0000 20004/1700 09/27/72 20 916 425nN 00110W 36.1 153.0 GGGG
1066"10294 00000/0000 20004/1701 09/27/72 c 916 4725N 00147W 37.2 151.9 GGG
1066-12312 00000/0000 20004/1702 09/27/72 0 917 1558S 04451w 53.0 70.9 GGGG
1066-12314 00000/0000 20004/1703 09/27/72 0 917 1724S 04513W 52.3 69.3 GG3G
1066-12321 00000/0000 2004/1704 09/27/7p 0 917 1850S 04535 51.6 67.8 GGGG
1066-12323 00000/OC00 20004/1705 09/P 7/72 10 917 2017S 04557 50.8 66.4 GGGG
1066-12330 00000/O000 20004/1706 09/27/72 10 917 2144S 046 18W 50.0 65.0 GGG
1066-13541 00000/0000 20004/1707 09/27/72 70 918 5428N 05001W 31*6 157*4 GGGP
KEYS: CLFUD COVED % .ro, .**.* 0 Tb 100 * % CLBUD C9VEP. ** x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE Q0ALITY ..... ,,,..... PLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. RwRECYCLED. G=(i~D. FaFATR BUT USABLE- PuPe8R,
16:44 !AP 11ip74 STANDARD CATALOG FgR N8N-US PAGE 0154
FRBM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN IC=eFI.M RSLL vB,./ DA.T CLOUD 'RPIT PINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITI1N INI R'LL ACCUTRED CPVER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV. AZI . RBv MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1066-13543 00000/0000 2C004/170 8 09/27/72 50 918 5303N 05047W 32*7 156.3 GGGG
1066-13550 000CO/o000 20004/1709 04/27/72 80 918 5139N 05130W 33.8 155*2 GfiGG
1066-13552 00000/0000 20004/1710 09/?7/72 90 918 5014% C5211w 35*0 154.1 GGGG
1066-13555 00000/0000 20004/1711 09/27/72 90 918 4950N 05250W 36.1 153*0 PGGG
1066-13561 00000/0000 20004/1712 09/27/72 100 918 4725N 05327v 37o2 151*9 GGGG
1066"13564 00000/000 20004/1713 09/27/72 100 918 4600N 05404W 38o2 150s8 PGG
1066-13570 00000/0C00 20004/1714 09/27/72 90 918 4436N 054 38w 39*3 149.7 GGG
1066-13573 00030/0000 20004/1715 09/27/72 70 918 4411N 05512w 40 4 148.6 GGGP
1066-13575 00000/0009 20004/1716 09/27/72 50 918 4145' 05543W 41*4 147.4 GGGP
1066-13582 00300/0000 20004/1717 09/27/72 60 918 4n20N 05614W 42*4 146.2 GGGG
1066-13584 00000/0000 23004/1718 09/27/72 40 918 354N 05643 43.4 145e0 GGGP
1066-13591 00000/0000 20004/1719 09/27/72 40 918 372RN 05711W 44*4 143.7 GGGP
1066-17281 00000/CC00 20004/1720 09/27/72 0 920 2R53N 11123w 49.9 135.3 GGGG
1066-17283 0000000000 20004/1721 09/27/72 10 920 2727N 11146W 50*7 13397 GGGG
1066-17290 00000/0000 200U04/1722 09/27/72 20 920 2~00N 11209w 51.5 132.1 GGGG
1067-00032 00000/0000 20004/1723 09/28/72 0 924 8047N 11402W 1,3 24809 GGGG
1067-00034 00000/0000 20004/1724 09/28/72 0 924 8057N 12311W 2*6 239.9 GGGG
1067-90041 00000/0000 2U004/1725 09/28/72 50 924 8054N 13227K 3.8 230.8 GGGG
1067-0043 00000/0000 20304/1726 09/28/72 60 924 8037N 14126W 50 222*1 (GGG
1067-0050 00000/0000 20300/1727 09/28/72 90 924 8 008N 149 44w 6.3 214.0 GGGG
1067-00052 00000/000 20004/1728 09/28/72 90 924 7927N 15708W 7.5 206.8 GGGG
1067-00055 0000/0000 20004/1729 09/28/72 100 924 7R38N 16334w 8*7 200.5 GGGG
1067-J0061 00000/0000 20004/1730 09/28/72 100 924 7743N 16906W 9*9 195.1 GGGG
1067-00064 00000/0000 20004/1731 09/28/72 30 924 7 64 1N 17352W 11.2 190*4 GGGG
1067-C0070 00000/OC09 20004/1732 09/28/72 70 924 7536N 17758W 12*4 186.4 GGGG
1067-00073 00000/0000 20004/1733 09/28/72 80 924 7427N 17829E 13.6 182.9 GGGG
1067-00075 00000/000i 200U4/1734 09/28/72 50 924 7314 N 17527E 14*8 179.9 GGGG
1067-00082 00000/0000 20004/1735 09/28/72 0 924 7P00N 17248E 16.0 177.2 GGGG
1067-00084 00000/0000 20004/1736 09/28/72 60 924 7045N 17029E 17*2 174.9 GGGG
1067-"0091 00000/0000 20004/1737 09/P2/72 80 924 6927N 16825E 18o5 172.8 GGGG
1067- 30 093, 00000/0000 20004/1738 09/28/72 100 924 680N 16634E 19*7 170*9 GGGG
1067-00100 00000/0000 20004/1739 09/28/72 100 9'4 6649N 16454E 20*9 169.1 GGGG
1067"00102 00000/000J 20004/1740 09/28/72 90 924 652ON 16324E 22*1 167.5 GGGG
1067-o0105 00000/0000 2004/1741 09/28/72 90 92!4 640N 16203E 23*2 166.1 GGGG
106702140 00000/C0000 20004/1742 09/28/72 30 925 0418S 11123E 57*3 87.0 GGGG
1067-02143 00000/0000 20004/1743 09/28/72 20 925 0544S 11103E 57*0 84.8 GGGG
1067-02145 00000/o000 20004/1744 09/R8/72 0 925 0713S 11043E 56.6 82.7 GGGG
1067-02152 00000/0000 2004/1745 09/28/72 0 925 R084S 11022E 56.2 80.6 GGGG
1067-02154 00000/0000 20004/1746 09/ R/72 3n 925 1-05S 11002E 55.7 78.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD0 CBVEP %X ............ * 0 To 1CC c % CLBUD CRVER* *. = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALTTY .,.....,.,, LANKS=BAND NOT PRESrNT/RECUESTED. RqRECYCLED. G.GRBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P89R.
319vlivAy' vivn inajoi QN 083 jAtbJ anflo % ei ..... to % d3APD q) :SA3>
SQUE)tE Eels 3icTO N0092 6 6 02 d ~Lllee 60 id /*00CC CCCC/CCZC 2191-901
FO ETI S-09S -43 s s T N9?,2 626 1,9 eL/bce/8O tT/4C0CC2 nlCOO/CCCOO CFSFC-L9CT
9999*ET ZL-6 I ~99TO Nc~gb 626 0)9 at/id/6c 6 ELT/ITfC: C F~O/CO UEC-L9O
0)C1C)TOLET 6*~ 6 V? 309TO 'NdT uE 62 j? eL/Vo/6 2fL 140VC ^ ~C 2/0-3000 ILSSO-L901
dddd 96RET Oa.9 ISO1.1O N+?? E 6Z6 OE eLl/be/bC T8LT/ThcCL' C0 j/ C' C',00C "S?9'L9O
DEAc 26EL 0O*?s 2TEIEO SE271 98 eL/lvdl6 OsZ~T/tILUC2 COCCOCOic S921C.eyO'
9017 -329TEO Sq9eT 9 6 0 ell /"cO 6I.LT/4V(C 2 C0/00CCO 292,CL9OT
OUDi9L 2ess 3ET2E0 SCEIT 9 C 0L~b RLLT/tOOC^ 3000/3CCCOO 0924C..L901
DUE)C9 W a L LoSS '9YEE SliO4, I G 8e6 0 T e/cvl LLLT/4I C coC;Zi'C*CCOC caLC.LOT
99E 2 c? 29 3ss9EO SLEtc SE6 c) LV16 0~~ ) LT/(?t) 0 O .'/ 0 0C C TS/C-L9OT
99) ? 9*9s 21TEEO SO T L.C 13c6 eL/b 6160 GLLT/ftOC 2 C o0/ vC"JC C, +?LC-L9O!
gu*)D 0 ~ L -? C) s EEEO S4'r c ? 6 , C~ 2Z/Vd/60 ZTP?( 2 :-OC/CCCCC 2*d4V-,/90T
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1067-08585 020C/COO 20004/178k C9/2 /72 c 9P9 2434N 01505E 52*1 130*7 GGGG
1067-38591 00090/0O00 2'j00',1787 09/,/7/ c 9?9 23R-N 01442E 52.8 128.9 GGGG
1067)08594 000r/o000; 2'0041 7 8 8  09/28/72 929 2141N 01419E 53*5 127.1 GGGG
1067-09012 00C00/0 :00 j33 4/1789 C/2P/ 7 2 90 929 1r55N 01252E 55.9 119.2 GGGG
1067)9014 30000/0~0 c~/204/179 03/28/7? 60 929 142~\ 01231E 56*3 117.1 GGGG
1067-10355 C00C0/0 30 2J004/1791 09/2J/72 1c 930 4r59N 00350W 38*0 15191 GGGG
1067-10361 OCzoC/CC0 2 0004/1792 03/8R/72 1, 930 4434N 0 0 424w 39.0 150*0 GGGG
1067-10364 0000/C00 20004/1793 09/28/72 0 930 43 09N 00457w 40*1 148.8 GGGG
1067"10370C 00CC/0CC0 2'ou4,/1794 09/ 2/72 1C 930 4144N 00528W 41*1 147.7 GGGG
1067-10373 ^000/PC0 2J004/,1795 09/2R/72 4C 930 4^18\ 00559w 42*2 146*5 GGGG
1067-10375 OCoo0/0000 20U,4/1796 39/?R/72 50 930 3R5?N 00628w 43*2 145,3 GGGG
1067-10382 0030)/04 2 /004/1797 09/28/72 4C 930 3727N 00656W 44*2 144.0 GGGG
1067-10384 0C00C0/ 00 2004/1798 C9/;8/72 4) 930 3601\ 00724 45.2 14?.8 GGGG
1067-10391 000_0/0 03C 20304/1799 C/?PA/7? 40 930 3435-N 00751w 4601 141.4 GGGG
1067-13393 C00000/ 0O 2 04/1800 C9/?8/7? 3C 930 33091i 00818w 47.0 140.1 GGGG
1067-10400 00300/COC 230U4/1801 09/PR/72 2) 930 3144N 00843W 4800 138.6 GGGG
1067-10402 00 C3/jCC 2'C0U4/1802 09/;/72 2" 930 3017N 00908W 48.8 137.2 GGGG
1067-10411 0020C/"0O 200U4/1803 09/28/7 0 930 2723N 00955w 50*5 134.1 PGGG
1067-10414 0000/0CC00 004/1804 /180 09//7 2  20 930 2=58N 01018o 51*3 132o4 PGGG
1067-10423 00000C/0000 20004/1805 C9/ 8/72 3c 930 2432? 010414 52*1 13o.7 PPPG
1067-10423 30000/CC00 20004,1806 09/?2/72 40 930 2106N c11044 52o8 129.0 GGGG
1067-10425 O00O0/C00 2jU4,1807 09/28/72 10 930 2139N 01127W 53*5 127.2 GGGP
1067-10432 30000/"00 20?0U4,l/18 0O/?2/72 930 2?13N 01150w 54*2 125o3 GPGG
1067-10434 OCOC00/CC 20004/1809 0/2PR/72 c 930 18R46 01212W 54.8 123.3 GOGG
1067-10441 00000/000 2UO04,1810 09/8/72 c 930 1'20N 01233 55*3 121.3 6PGP
1067-14C020 CO00/000 23004/1811 09/28/72 90 932 
4 7 2 4N 05455w 36.8 152.2 PPPP
1067-14?02 OO/CO/Oou 200U4/1812 09/2P/72 90 932 440\ 05530 37.9 151.1 GGGG
106 7 -1402 5 O00O0/C.O- 20304/1813 09//7? 90 932 4436N 0 5604w 39*0 150*0 GGG
1067-14031 00,O/CcO0. 20004/1814 09/28/72 100 932 4309N 05637w 40*0 148*9 GGGG
1067-14034 03C00/0000 2j0041815 091/28/7? 100 932 4143N 05708w 41*1 147*7 GGGG
1067-14040 0Q000/0002C 2004/1816 09/2R/72 100 932 4n18N 05738W 421o 146.5 GGGG
1067-14043 0000/OCO 20004/181 7 09/?2/72 90 932 385' 0 5808W 43*1 145.3 GGGG
1067-14c45 000C0/CC0' 2',04/1 8 1 8  09/28/72 5- 932 3726N 0 5836W 44l1 144*1 GGGG
1067-14095 0000/C00 20,04/1819 09/?/72 7C 922 20131 063284 5491 125-4 GGPG
106 7 -1*1.2 n000/0OI 0 2004,/1820 09/28/7? 7C 932 1247N 06350 54*7 123.4 GGGG
1067*1. 14 0oo00o/000 2 004/1821 09/?8/7? 6C 932 1720N 06412W 55*3 121.4 GGGP
1067-14111 00000/0000 20O4/1E22 09/8/72 8C 932 1553I 06434W 55*8 119.3 GGGG
1067-14113 00000/0000 2C,0"/1823 09/2R/7 60 932 125N 06455W 5603 117.2 GGGG
1067-14120 .C00CC/3:'0 2004/1824 09/28/72 4r 932 1?59N 06516W 56*7 115.1 GPGG
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OBSERVATISN MICPRFILM RtLL NS./ DATE CLBUD R9BIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN RBLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER cF IMAGE ELEVo AZIMo RBV MSS
Rkv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1068-05230 00000/0000 20004/1864 C9/29/7? 9c 941 7425N 09954E 13*1 183*0 GGGG
1068-05232 OOCC/O000C 20004/1865 09/?9/72 90 941 7?13N 09650E 14.3 1800 GGGG
106805235 00000C/0000 2004/1865 09/29/72 100 941 7159N 09409E 15.6 177.4 GGGG
106805362 00000/0000 20004/1867 09/29/72 0 941 3018N 06651E 48.6 137o5 GlGG
1068-05364 000CCO/CC00 2004/1868 09/29/72 0 941 2951N 06627E 49o5 136.0 GGG
1068-05371 O0000/00 C 2004/1869 09/29/72 0 941 2725~ 0 6604E 5003 134*5 GGGG
1068-05373 00000/0000 20004/1870 09/29/72 C 941 2559N 06540E 51.1 132.9 GGGG
1068-05380 00000/0000 20004/1871 09/29/72 20 941 2 43 3 N 06517E 51.9 131.2 GGGG
1068-07203 00000/0000 2C004/1872 09/29/72 942 2728N 04018E 50.3 134.5 GGGG
1068-07205 00000/0000 2004/1873 09/29/72 0 942 2602\ 03954E 51*1 132.9 GGG
1068-07212 o00C0/0000 20004/1874 09/29/72 20 942 243,N 03930E 51*9 131*2 GGGG
1068-07214 00000/C0000 20004/1875 09/29/72 30 942 2;09N 03908E 52.6 129.5 GGGG
1068-07221 00000/000u 20004/1876 09/29/72 10 942 214?4 03846E 53.3 127.7 GGGG
1068-07223 00000/CO 230004/1877 C9/~9/7P 10 942 2n16N 03424E 54.0 125.8 GGGG
1068-07230 003COOO/C0 20004/1878 09/29/72 10 942 1249N 03802E 54o6 123.9 GGGG
1068"07232 OO00C/C00 20004/1879 09/F9/72 C 942 1722N 03740E 55.2 121.9 UGGG
1068-07235 0000/000C 20U04/188C 09/29/72 0 942 1556N 03718E 55.7 119.9 GGGG
1068"07244 00000/0000 20004/1881 09/29/72 20 942 1302N 03 63 6E 56*6 11506 5
1068-07250 000CO/0000 200U4/1882 09/29/72 50 942 1135N 03615E 57*0 113.4 GGGG
1068-07253 00000/C0000 20004/1883 09/29/72 40 942 1009N 03555E 57.4 11191 GGGG
1068-07255 00000/0000 20004/1884 09/29/72 50 942 OR43N 03534E 57*6 108.8 GGGG
1068-07262 00000/0000 20004/1885 09/29/72 70 942 0716N 0351 4 E 5799 106.5 GGGG
1068-07264 0000C/0000 20CU*/18 8 6 00/29/72 70 942 OF5N o3453E 58.0 104.2 GGGG
1068-07273 00000/0000 20004/1887 09/29/7p 60 142 0,57N 03412E 58.2 99.5 GGGG
1068-07280 00000/0003 20004/1888 03/?9/72 60 942 0130N 03352E 58.1 97.1 GGGG
1068-07282 00000/0000 2004/1889 CQ/29/72 8C 942 004N 03332E 58.1 94.8 GGGG
1068-o07285 00000/000 20:)04/1890 00/29/7? 942 0122S 03311E 57.9 92,4 GGG
1068*07291 o00c0/oo00 20004/1891 09/29/7? ** 942 CP40S 03251E 57.7 90.1 GCGG
1068-07294 00000/0CO0 200 4/1892 09/29/72 ** 942 0415S 03231E 5785 87*9 GGG
1068-07300 00000/0000 20004/1893 C9/29/7p 70 942 0r4VS 03211E 57*1 85.7 GGGG
1068-07303 00000/0000 22004/3894 09/29/72 20 942 070S 03151E 56.8 83.5 GGGG
1068-37305 0000/0000 20004/1895 09/29/7? 20 942 0935S 03130E 56o4 81.5 GGG
1068-07312 00000/000 20004/1896 09/,)/72 20 942 1c0OS 03110E 55°9 7 9. GGGG
1068-"7314 00000/0000 2U004/1897 09/29/72 o 942 112 S 0 3049E 55.4 77.5 GGGG
1068-07321 00300/0000 200U04/198 09/"9/72 942 12545 03 028E 5406 75*6 GGGG
1068-07323 00000/000 20004/1899 C/9/7P 942 14213 03007E 54.2 73*8 GGGG
1068-07330 0000/000C 20004/1900 0 /P9/72 20 942 1F49S 02946E 53.6 72*1 GGGG
1068-07335 00000/0000 20004/1901 C9/9/72 942 1s3S 02903E 52*1 68.9 GPGG
1068-07341 00000/000u 20004/1902 C,/?9/72 10 942 2r06S 02841E 51.4 67.4 GPGG
KEYS: CLSUD COvEp % ... e...o...... n T 100 % CLIJD CaVEPR *, = Nd CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ,.....,.. .. ILANKSBAND ,'BT PRrSrNT/REOUFSTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBPD. F=FAIR RUT USABLE. P-P5SR.
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.SvT1 '!C' 1' "ALL T9,/ .CLA.C * IT P''CIPAL PINT N SUN TMAGE GUALITY
Ii 1j L A7 )T Cf VF; J"r 1F J3AOE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
'V 'S IAT LNG 123 45678
1c6O-.734 2. L . 19C 3  '/9/7 4, 942 21 3S 02818E 50,6 66*0 GGGG
106- '733, ,C: 'C" 2 /190' ~/ /9/7: 3c 942 25PS 02755E 49.8 64.6 GGGG
1068' 73 , . 7/190 //7 2 942 2421S 02733E 49 63.4 GGGG
1068- 73/P q/0 / 029/77 1 942 2Z4"S C271CE 4R*0 62.2 G GG
P1068- Y I73'2 "4//: o 44/190q7 Z/I9q/7 942 2714S 0?648E 47.1 61.1 OGGG
1068- 73' 0' m/: 2 u./1 9 " ro/,q/7? 942 . 4r S 02624E 462 60*0 GGGG
1I0 68- 737t 0 2-?4/190
9  O//7P 942 3"oAS 02559E 45*2 59,0 G-GG
106 ..7373 0'. / - 2 :.4/1 ? 09/9q/7;' 9u2 313'S 02b34E 443 58,1 GGGG
1068- 7380 0C"1 0, 2;CU4/111 0; /"9/7 1" 942 3P57S 02509E 43*3 57*3 (GGG
1068 73:1? 2 '4/191 7/?/7 2_ 942 32'S 024 4 2E 4P23 56.5 GGG
1068-CqLCP3 / 2 /1913 0/29/7 32 943 3' 4' 01639E 47*7 139.0 GIGG
1068-90;5 00., 2 ,19 14 1/1 9 / 7P 4: 943 3,17 01ob14E 48.6 137.6 GGG
1068-,9032 O tCc t 20n4/191 09?9/72 9c 943 25!1 01450E 49,5 136.1 GOGG
1068" 9c3- 0U4'3//1 1 l /191 O /7 /7 97 943 2724. O1426E 50.3 134.5 GGGG
1068 '9041 00 // 2..vl4/1917 3?Iq/72 100 943 pE5FN 0140 3E 51.1 132.9 GGG
106B- 90 3 oc i 2C% 4/1915 0/2q/7 1C0? 943 2430N 01339E 51*9 131.2 G G,
10 6 J 8- C ?,0/ ' , 2 4/1919 0 /9/7? 9( 943 _2? n1317E 52.6 129.5 GGGG
1068-C52 ,3? / ?00 2:., 4/192? 0/P/72 91 943 2130\: 01255E 53*3 127*7 G13GG
1068-.r55 0 3/2.0 2 C 04/1921 C1/'9/7 9c 943 2 l , 01233E 54.0 125.8 GGG
106 8- 9061 00)"r 2 ,04 /1922 0n729 72 100 943 1i46\ C1211E 54.6 123.9 GGGG
106 8- gCe4 CC 2" ?!. 1:%,l 4/1923  0/29/7 10i0 943 1719?\ 01150E 5592 121*9 GGG
1068-10463 - /, 3 2,3 0/102, CP/29/72 1C 944 250N C 0057W 49.5 136*1 GGGG
1068-10470 0C00,/.0., 21--4/1925 0 9 /'9/7' 1? 944 2724N 01121% 50.3 134.5 GOGG
1068-1047 0C/DI0C6, 20 i4/1926 C012972 2 944 2?5R 01144W 51*1 13?.9 GGGG
1068-14 75 0 '/"f0 2 . 04/1927 /?9/7?2 944 23N 01207v! 51.9 131.2 GGGG
106 8 "- 431 0'3C /0 C 2 i4/1928 /i 9/7 . 944 2?,6N 01229 52.6 129.5 GGGG
1068-104" " /="r 2 / 4/1929 C//7P " 944 E213N 01252 53'3 127.7 GGGG
106 8 -13,49?' 0 1 0,/ - P. .2 ' ,/193 0:/29q/72 1 944 2n13N 01315k 54.0 125.8 GGGG
10 6 8 -1 9- 3 0 -00/ 2U 4 /1931 O /9/7p 3. 944 1.46N 0 1338W 54.6 123.9 GGGG
1068-i:3 9 5 4330 /00 2 0- /193? CF/,'972 4C 944 1719 01359,, 55*2 121*9 GGGG
1063-10502 0 '0/V0, 2 ,'C4/1 33 0 7/?9/7: 50 944 1 c53"i 01421w 55*7 119.9 GGGG
106 8 -1)05 4 j.j p U'4/134 C729/7? 5? 944 1426, 01442, 56.2 117.8 GGGG
1068-13511 0,/0 2 / )/ ./1935 Q./~q/72 5C 944 1o5 01 503w 56.6 115.6 GGG
1068-14C63 u0'3C00/.0 2.0CV4/1937 0/2?9/7P 5C 946 513R' 05424W 33.1 155.6 GGGG
106B-14C c.65 ,3 03/ 0 2 UI4/1939  C /?/72 7 " 946 5C1\ 05505W 34.3 154.6 GGGG
1068-14072 0!2 "/D rCO 2j004/1939 QO/2q/7? 8! 946 4.40o 0 5545W 35.4 153.5 GIGG
1068- 1407' 0c2)/-.y0 2UU4/194Z 9 / /7 2  10
r  946 472q 05622W 36,5 152.4 GGGr
10683 14C 1 30, 0/ 00 2,Ou4/1941 l/2p9/7? 100 946 4o0~, 05 6 5 7 w 37.6 151*4 GGGG
1068-140C 3 000/000C0 23 04/1942 )/ q9/7 100 946 4 34N 05731 3W*7  150*3 GOGG
<ES: CLuD CvEq ......... *, . 3 T  100 =  CLeUD CqVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I ASE cJALTTY .*,.,.. .. LA'.KSe.AND N9T PRrSrNT/QE(JESTED, R.RFCCLED. GGD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBIR.,
16:44 I^A 11j' 7 4 STAN)ARD CATALG3 FP NSON-US PAGE 0160
FR2M '7/23/72 T1 07/23/73
BSERVAT\ !C-Fl'I , "LL i?./ ATE CL 13 RCI'r PDI'CIPAL P INT SUN SU ITMAGE QUALITY
I rITI I "JL AC~; TJ E C Vc. ' I3cR RF IIAGE ELEV. AZI M . QRPv mSS
SV S LAT L NG 123 45678
1068-147 32Cc 124/ 19 4'1 P 9/7 10^ 946 4207N o5802w 39.7 '149.1 GGGG
106-14 3IS 1 -, 2 c'04/104" 0 71/9/7 6: 946 443N 05833m 4Co 148.0 PPPP
10/68" 21"5 0' ~0/ ? p' 04/194? 37//72 5 946 4,1,7', 503 41o8 146.8 GG
1068"13I1 , ^/33 ,/194" 0/9/7? 6- 946 ??51\ 0 5933' 42o8 145.7 GGGG
1068-17335 A/3 - 3'4/194' 01/9/72 50 948 53\ 10200 27-3 161.2 GIGG
106'-1731 / 2 _204/194 09//2/72 5 948 5716N 10255w 2 .5 160.0 GGG
1068-17314 OJ3?/'~' . 2 304/1949 3 ~?/72 50 948 5=5?N 10346w P9.6 158,9 iGGGG
106R-i7321 P 0/': . m. /195:; C9/c9/7? 7') 948 542RN 10434W 3C08 15798 GGGG
1068-17' 323 00 71P/- P C_'4/1951 0?/9q/72 90 948 5103N 105196 31o9 156.7 Gr:GG
106 8 -1 7 33C 1 3C) 7/ ~04/1952 CO"/2/7? 1C? 948 5 3"N 10 6 02 W 3301 155.7 GGG
1068-1733? ?,)"S/ , 2-34/195 09P/9/72 100 948 5 15N 106 42W 34.2 154.6 GGGG
1068-17394 00P' :/3 //3 2i/195 , O0/9q/7 2- 948 2n53 11418w 49o4 136.3 G7GG
1069- 32 + , C/ 2:,4/1955 C/30/72 70 952 5'36 15444E 27.2 161.2 GGGG
1069- 02? 0, o/CO' 2 00U/1956 6-/9/72  952 5712 1I5350E 28o 160*0 GGGG
1069 :0245 0 3/7 2 04/1957 0 /30/77 20 9=2 5 4 ~ J" 15259E P9*6 15809 GGGG
10 6 9 - .j251 Ux ,,/CC' " >. 4/195: C/,o/72 1" 952 54259 15211E 30*7 157.8 GOGG
1069-3254 . 4S/CJ_ '~' 4 1959C C/0)/72 9? 992 5Z01\ 15126E 3199 156.8 GGGG
10692- .026 ' 02/0'. 2 1:/16 3 C0/ /72 8" 952 5137, 15n43E 33,0 155,7 GrGG
1069- 263 " '/Io". 2 u /1961 0=;1q/7? 8" 952 5i3?N 15002E 34.1 154.7 GGGG
1069-. 265 03/ 2 /136' 0930/7; 8" 9r2 4047N 14922E 35o2 153.6 GGGG
1069- -274 0./. 2J L. 4/16 %3//72 1Co 952 4557\ 14~81OE 37.4 151*5 GGGG
1069- .281 9033,/: 2 ?U/196. ;/l0/72 59 9C2 44 3
2 N 14736E 38*5 150.4 GGGG
1069- 441 23 /.Ci/  U04/1960 , 3//72 3" 952 1o06S 13256E 56.0 79.8 GGGG
1069- ,442 -2^ "/C0 2 C4 /1966 1,0//7P2 2 952 11339 13236E 55.5 77.8 GGGG
1069 3-445 00 3/ 00 2 /19' :? /7 1" 952 125S 13215E 54.9 76.0 GGGG
1069-00451 3 j 3/C) O: 2 304/196. 00/3'/72 6. 92 I2S 13155E 54'3 74*1 GGGG
1069-C)4945 C]/ 2D . 00/196 0/730i/72 3, 952 1=51c 13135E 53*7 72.4 GGGG
1'C 69s0 4 3 / ,/7 3/?0/72 3C 952 1717S 13114E 53.0 7037 GGGG
10 6 9  0 46 3  2 /GE. " ,;/1971 :/?10/72 ? 952 14'S 13052E 52.3 69.2 GGGG
1069-20465 S. /j  ? 30/1972' 0T/nq/72 1 952 2 1 'S 13031E 51.5 67*7 GGGG
1069-.0^47 2 " AC /. 2 >04/1973 0 1 /72 11 952 P236S 13008E 50*8 66.2 GGG
1069-:047 C 2^04/197 4 3,)3/72 2' 92 2302S 12946E 49.9 64.9 GGGG
1269--_41 '-/', 04/1975, 00^ // 7 P 4' 992 P242P 12923E 49.1 63*6 GGGG
1C69-2 0 3/^ , 21t4/1976 / /72 2 9c 2  295", 12859E 48-2 62.4 6 15
1C6 9 - 0 ' /C. 2-O'j4/377 0/&3/72 1 952 2'2)3 1235E 47.3 61.3 GGGG
1069-.3491 " '/~ 3 P /.71 Y0/3,/7p 10' 954 6 10620k ?3.6 164.9 GGG
1C69-2 36 3' : 0/" . 2.?u4 / 1 7' 0/3;?/7P " 994 3P'24 09325E 43*7 144.6 GGGG
1C69-.3571 j0" C/Cc , .2,C4/1983? /3/72 5' 954 36OC'\ n9258E 44.7 143.4 GGG
1069-:3573 C/CL 2 ,4/191 0/%3/72 6. 9F4 3434 09231E 45.6 142.1 GGGG
<YS: C.L'. C0E k *.. .....* ..... ? TP 1C = x CLUD CVF2. ** = Nb CLbUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IsAo LALTY .. ........ LAKS= A? .'sT P.p.c..T/PECUSTED R=RCYCLED, G-GBRD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBSR,
16:44 "AP lls'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N9N.US PAGE 0161
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICRBFILM POLL N5./ DATE CLUD ?R9IT PPICIPAL POINT SU' SUN TIMAGE QUALITYID PeSITISN I e8LL ACjUyrTQE C9vE-R ,UMBeR RF IMAGE ELEV, AZI', RBV PiSSbv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1069-03580 00000/000C 20004/1982 09/30/72 1n 954 3308J1 09205E 46o6 140*7 GGGG1069-03582 00000/0000 20004/1983 09/3/7p 32 954 3143N 09139E 47.5 139.4 GGGO1069-03585 00300/0000 20004/198 09 /30/72 10 954 31N 09113E 48o4 137.9 GGG
1069-03591 0000/C000 2004/19 8 5 0/30/72 2' 94 24 51N 09049E 49.3 136.4 GIPG1069-33594 00000/000 200U4/1986 09/ 3 0 /72 20 954 2723N o9026E 50C1 134*9 GOPG1069--4000 00000/C0000 200 4/198 7 0Q/ 3 0 /7 p 6 0 954 2r56N 09003E 50,9 133*3 GGPG1069*34003 0000000 2C004/19S8 09/30/72 80 9 54 2431 08940E 51.7 131.6 GGPG1069-04005 0000/C0000 2 v004/1 9 8 9 C0/?0/72 60 954 2306N 08917E 52o5 129*9 GGGG1069-5362 00000/0000C 20004/1993 09/30/72 0 955 5013N 7235E 34*0 154.7 GPGG10 6 9 *0 5 3 64 00000/000 200o4/1991 0C'1/72 0 955 44~N 0 7156E 35.2 153.7 GGGG1069-05371 00200/0000 20004/1992 ,/32/7 0 955 4724N 07119E 36 * 3  152.6 GGGG1069-05373 00300/oCo0 20004/1993 09/130/72 955 4 559N 07044E 37.4 151.5 GGG1069-05380 00300/0000 20004/1994 09/30/72 C 955 4434N 07010E 38.4 150*4 GlGG1069-05391 3000/c000 20004/1995 09/30/ 7 2 0 955 4018N 06635E 41*6 147.1 GrGG1069"35394 00020/0000 200U4/1996 090/72 0 955 3!52N 06805E 42*6 145.9 GGGG10 6 9 3)5400 000C00/0000 2004/1997 09/30/72 0 955 3727N 06736E 43.6 144,7 GGGG1069*05403 00-0/000c0 20004/1998 09/30/7 2  0 955 36 0 1N c6709E 44 6 143,4 GGGG1069-05405 00000/OCO 20~04C/1999 09/30/72 Q 955 3435N 06642E 45*6 142.1 GGGG1069-05412 0000C0/OO 2o004/2000 09/30/72 C 955 3 3 09N 06616E 46.5 140*8 GGGG1069-05414 00000/000 20004/2001 09/3o/7P 0 955 314?N 06551E 47*5 139.4 GGG1069-05421 0OC0/000 20004/2002 09/30/72 20 955 3016N 06526E 48*4 138.0 GGGG1069-05423 00000/0000 20004/2003 09/0/72 0 995 2P50N 06502E 49*2 136.5 GGGG1069-35430 00000/o000 20004/2004 09/37/72 D 955 2723N 06438E 50*1 134*9 GGGG1069-0543 2 00000/0000 20004/2005 09 /30/7 2 0 955 2957N 06414E 50*9 133.3 OGGG1069-07364 00000/0003 20005/0001 09/-0/7
'
2 10 956 0939S 03003E 56*5 82.1 PPPG1069-07373 00oC000o/0 20005/0002 09/30/72 10 956 1005S 02943E 56*1 8040 GPPG1069-07373 OU000/000 20005/0003 09/30/72 0 956 113o0 02922E 55.6 78.1 GGPG1069"07375 00000/0000 20005/0004 C9 /30/ 7 2 0 956 157S 02901E 55*0 76.2 UGGG1069-07382 00000/0000 20305/0005 09/30/72 0 956 1423S 02840E 54'4 7403 GGGG1069-17384 00000/0000 20205/0006 09/30/72 0 956 1549S 02819E 53.8 72*6 GGGG1069-j7391 000j0/0000 2u05/0007 03/30/72 i' 956 17155 02757E 5391 70*9 GGG1069-07393 00000/000 2 uC0 5 /0008 09/30/72 40 956 1Q41S 0 2735E 52.4 69.3 GGGG1069-07400 00000/0000 20005/0009 09/30/72 40 956 20075 02713E 51.6 67*8 GGGG1069-07402 00000/0000 20005/0010 09/30/7? 20 956 21335 02651E 50.9 66.4 GiGG1069-07405 00000/000u 20005/0011 09/30/72 0 956 2P595 02629E 50*0 65*0 UGGG1069-07411 00000/0000 20005/0012 09/30/72 0 956 2425S 02606E 49.2 63.8 GGGP1069-07414 00000/00OO 20005/0013 0/g30/72 2 956 2550S 02543E 48,3 6295 GGGP1069-07420 0000/0000 2C005/0014 09/30/72 0 956 27165 02519E 47*4 61*4 GGGP1069-07423 00000/000o 200u5/0015 09/30/72 0 956 29435 02455E 46*5 603 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CO VE PR 5 "****,****,. 0 TP 100 = % CLOUD C"VER- ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..,.....,,, BLANKS=BAND NBT PRPSrNT/REUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G.GD0. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR llsj74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-uS PAGE 0162
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN lICRFILM ROLL N9./ DATE CLOUD R9 IT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PASITISN IN K3LL ACQUTRED CPVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1069-07425 o00o0/0000 20005/0016 09/30/72 0 956 3008S 02431E 45.5 5903 GrGG
1069-J7432 00000/0000 20005/0017 09/30/72 o 956 3134S 02406E 44s6 58c4 GGGG
1069-.7434 00000/c000 20 0 05/001B 0Q/30/72 0 956 3300S 0 2340E 43.6 57o6 GGGG
1069-07441 00000/0000 20005/0019 09/30/72 80 9F6 3425S 0231 4 E 42*6 56.8 GGGG
1069-10533 00000/0000 20005/0020 09/30/72 70 958 2437N 01
3 3 3W 5196 131*9 GGGG
1069-10540 00000/0000 20005/0021 09/30/ 7 2 30 958 2310N 01356W 52c4 130.2 GGGG
1069-10542 00000/0000 20005/0022 09/30/72 60 958 2144N 0 1419W 53*1 128*4 GGGG
1069-10545 00000/C00O 20005/0023 09/30/72 70 958 20 1RN 01441W 53.8 126.6 GGGG
106910551 000CC00/0000 20005/002 4 09 /30/7 p 5s 958 1851N 0 1503W 54.* 124.7 GGGG
1069-10554 00000/0002 20005/0025 09/30/7p 10 958 172F 01b25W 5590 122.7 GGGG
1069-10560 00000/0000 20005/0026 09/30/7? 0 958 1558N 01546W 55.5 120*7 GGGG
1069-14115 00000/0000 20005/0027 09/30/72 100 960 5305N 05505W 31.6 156.9 GGGG
1069-14121 00000/0000 20005/0028 09/30/7P 100 960 5142N 05549 32*8 155.9 GGGG
1069-14124 00000/0000 20305/0029 09/30/72 90 960 5017N 05630 33.9 154.8 GGGG
1069-14130 00000/0000 20305/0030 09/30/72 90 960 4852N 05708W 35.0 153.8 GGGG
1069-14133 OCOO0/000 20005/0031 09/30/72 90 960 
4 72 6 N o5 745w 36.1 152.7 GGGG
1069-14135 0000/0000 20005/0032 09/30/72 80 960 4559N 05820W 37*2 151.6 GGGG
1069-14142 00000/0000 200u5/003 3 09/30/72 60 960 4434N 05854w 38.3 150.6 GGGG
1069-15512 00000/C00 20005/0034 09/30/72 100 961 6m31N 07146W 21.0 167*9 PPPP
1069-15514 00000/C002 20005/0035 09/30/72 100 961 6410N 07308w 22.2 166.4 GGGG
1069-15521 0000/00009 20005/0C36 09/30/72 90 961 6?47N 07424W 23.4 165.0 GGGG
1069-15523 00000/0000 20005/0C37 09/30/72 100 961 6125N 0 7533W 24.6 163.8 GGGG
1069-15530 00000/0000 20005/0038 09/30/7? 90 
9 6 1  6003N 07637W 25.8 162.5 GGGG
1069-15532 0000/0000 20005/0C39 09/30/7? 90 961 5t40N 07735W P7.0 161.3 GGGG
1069-15535 00000/0000 20005/0040 09/30/72 70 961 571AN 07830W 28.1 160.2 GGGG
1069"15541 00000/0000 20005/CC41 09/30/72 70 94,1 5r52N 079210 29'3 159.1 G3GG
1069-15544 00/00O00, 20005/C0042 09/30/72 5o 961 542 08009w 30*4 158.0 GGGG
1069-15550 00000/0000 20005/0043 09/30/72 30 961 5304N 080 5 4w 31.6 156.9 GGGG
1069-15553 00000/0000 2U005/0044 09/30/7? 50 961 524N 08137W 32.7 155e9 GGGG
1069-15555 0000/CO00 2-005/C045 C9 /10/
7  5 961 5016N 0 8218W 33.9 154.8 GGGG
1069-16035 ,- 0000/0000 20005/0046 09/30/72 50 961 2311 09124W 52*3 130.3 GGGG
1069-16041 00000/0000 20005/0047 09/30/72 ? 961 2144N 09147W 53.0 128.5 GGGG
1069-16044 00000/000U 203U5/0048 09/30/72 0 961 2~N 09209W 53.7 126.7 GGGG
1069-16050 00000/0003 20005/0049 09/30/72 2r 961 152rN 09230W 54.3 124.8 GGGG
1069-16053 000OC0o0,0 200u5/0050 09/30/72 20 961 1726N 09252W 5499 122.9 GGGG
1069-17384 00000/0000 20025/0051 09/30/7 10 962 5140N 10728W 32e7 155.9 GGGG
1069-17391 00000/0000 20005/0052 09/30/7 40 962 5016N 10808W 3308 154.9 GGGG
1069-17450 00000/0000 2005/00 5 3 09/10/72 20 962 302nN 11519W 4892 138.2 GGGG
1069-17452 00000/0000 20005/0054 09/3/72 6" 962 2954N 115431 49*1 136.8 GCGG
KEYS: CL-UC CeVE9v o I..,. ,o.... TO 100 a % CLOUD CVFR. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I:~nAE u4ALTTY oLANKSS=AN') NOT PRSCNT/PEUESTED. Rm.RFCYCLED. G=GOeD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. P=P0BR.
1( "' A, 117''4 STAMNARD C TALeG FP NINIUS PAGE 0163
F9P~ .7/2/2 T9 (7/23/73
BBSE iVAT I T'F I- LL '9./ A T CL9J2 'IT PoI:CIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I ' I VLL NC'7 C' \M~-"Bg F IAE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
:v [AB LT L4NG 123 45678
1070- ,4i3 c3 . 2 j5/05 i/"I 1/7p 3l' 966 rc42S 13232E 57 4 86*9 GGGG
0 70'L8:5 2 0056 1/'1/7? 3' 966 0 7OrS 13212E 5790 84 8 GGGG
1 0 7 0 , 0 492 ' C'y' 0 2 050057 1 /17,-j 22 966 09345 13151E 56.6 82.6 GGGG
S1070/4 00 , 20510u/C5, 1 /1/72 20 966 1003S 13131E 56.2 80.6 GGGG
1070"3544 2 -05/C 11 ,2/ 7/ P 966 27?3S 12711E 47.7 61.7 GGGG
1070-?2312 / 2,0,5/0060 1/1/7 1 9 A7 0 4 1 S 10707E c7.7 89. 3  GGGG
1070-,2314 0 ,00/'o 2 C 5/CC61 1rI,17 2c 967 0c37S 10647E 57*4 87*1 GGGG1070-323?1 OU -O/O.," 2 /, 5 O062 12/1/72 1C 967 0704S 10627E 57.1 84.9 GGGG
1070-3541 0 -- , ?. c 20 t5/0063 1 /1/7p 90 968 6 533N 10731E 20*8 168.0 GGGG
1070-c3533 5 00u /00 20-05/C064 17/1/72 9C 968 6 411N 10609E 22.0 166.5 GrGG
1070-3550 C w D/C, 2.0 u/0065 1 /-1/7 90 968 6?4~\ 10455E 23.2 165.2 GGGG
1070-0 052 ci0' /CC: 20 u 5,0066 1 1/,17 /7P 968 272k\ 08o58E 49.8 135.5 PPpP
10 70"uC5 5  )''_/3 ' 2? 735/006 7  V'/21/72 3:- 968 2603'N 0834E 5C.6 133.9 GGGG
1070&J5y43 (CCO/Cuu 2 U005/C06 1 / '/7P 0 969 41 4AN 06741E 40*2 148R6 PPPP
1070-25445 0JO0/300, 2 5/0069 17i/712/7P 969 423?N C6710E 41*2 147.4 GOGG
1070-%5452 o0j30/CC 2 u050070 19/71/7p 969 3%57N 06641E 42.3 146.3 GGGG
10702'545 0C00 4/0 2 05/0071 /1/P 969 3731N 06 6 12E 43*3 145.1 GGGG
1070-05461 C. O/CCO 2, u5/0072 1/,1/7; 969 3606', 06545E 44.3 143.8 GGG
1070-05463 O02 0/O000 2 005/0073 1/:1/72 969 344r'0N 06518E 45.2 142.6 GGGG
10700547 00/000 20005/0074 1 / 1 /72 969 3314N r6 4 51E 46.2 141.3 GrGG
1070-35472 003/ 00t, 20u5/0075 10/v /72 C 969 3149N 06426E 47.1 139.9 GrGG
1070-05475 0300/C0; 200U5/0076 1>/1/7P 2 969 3n2?N 06401E 48.0 138.5 GGGG
1070-'5481 OC 00, 20 U5/0077 1 /,1/7 969 2856N 06337E 48.9 137.0 GGGG
1070"-5484 jC0 C/ C0 2 05/0078 1 1 /72 969 273nN 06313E 49.8 135.5 GGGG
1070-D5490 O, ' C ?005/0079 1l/1/7?2 969 2604N 062 4 9E 9C*6 133.9 GGGG
1070-29113 0/I 0 200%5/0083 1-/72 5, 971 4n21N 01533E 41*2 147.5 GGGG
170-9115 0J000/230 20'u 5/C081 1/)1/72 42 971 355Nq 01504E 422 146.3 GGGG
1070-0912? 0;'/0c0 ?J 0US/008 1:/t1/72? 6, 971 3730N 01435E 43.3 145.1 GGGG
1070-912 Oc3?;n/, 2UVo5/C08 3  1 1 /7- 7C 971 3604k 010)7E 44.2 143*9 GGGG
1070-29131 OrC/3003c 2005/0084 10/01 72 60 971 3438N 0134CE 45.2 142.6 GGGG
1070-39133 C /o/O 3  28 5 00 5 1/"1/72 3r 971 3312N 0 1313E 46.2 141.3 GGGG
1070-391'0 1C00C/o1o/ 20P5/0086 0/1 7? 20 971 3146N 012 4 7E 47*1 139.9 GGGG
1070-V9142 2C3C00/OC' 2OCU5/0087 10/I /7 2 1( 971 31 lN 01223E 48.0 138.5 G GG
1070o3914 5  C0C3/r0000 2;005/0088 1 /I1/7P 2( 971 2R54N 01158E 48.9 137.0 GPGG
1070-09151 o)1C0/300 2,0'U 5 /0089 1/71/72 70 971 2724N 011 3 4 E 43.8 135.5 GGGG
107C-29154 0]0:3/0OCQ 20C5/0090 3I11/17? 60 971 2601N 01111E 50.6 134#0 GGG
1070-29162 O0 O/CCC 21- 005/0091 1:)/01/7 30 971 2435N 01047E 51*4 132.3 GGGG
1070-09163 000C/0C30 2Q5/0092 I1/21/7p 90 971 210aN 01024E 52.2 130.6 GPGG
10703916- 5- zn91/OC6l 20 05/0093 I / ,1/7 100 971 2143-N o1002E 52.9 128.9 GPGG
KEYS: CL-ICr C5VEP X ...... ........ C TO 100 = CLBUD CnVER. ** - N9 CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
I 1AGE j;LTTY **.**... .... 7LANKSzBAN0 y4T PRCSENT/pEllUESTED RzRECYCLEDp G=GB D0 F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P2P 8 9 R.
16:44 -Ac 11'74 STAN)ARD C4TALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0164
FROM C7/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BSERVAT15 I C:FIL': F rLL 93./ 'T CLBUD L R IT POIN\CIPAL PtINT SU SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I? D'SITIS: I ' 18LL ACJjTQrE C5vER u' BER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
I-V MLS LAT LNG 123 45678
1070-J9172 0C,00/00 20 5 /009 4  1 / 1/7 iCC 9'71 2 16N 00940E 53.6 127.1 GPGG
1070-9174 O0 0t/C;0r 23'J5/0095 1 / /72 5C 9'71 1R4' 00918E 54*2 125*2 GPGG
1070*12503 0 O 0c/ ,j 2(?c5/0096 1 /71/72 6? 973 0246s 04728w 57*9 91.8 PPPP
1070-12505 0O300/C 0 20Us5/0097 1 / 1/7P 70 973 0413S 04749w 57.7 89.5 GGPP
C170-12514 C /C D' 2006/C023 1-/'1/7P 80 973 0708S 0483C 57.1 85*1 GG
1070-1521 ;1235/21 20 U6/0024 1 / 1/72 6? 973 0R35S O4849d 56.7 83.0 UGGG
1070*12523 O00?/r'0. 2Q006/002 5  12/rl/7? 30 973 100S C4908W 56.3 80.9 GGGG
1070-1253,0 3C0/.0 2 DC6/026 1?/ 1/72 3? 973 11279 04928w 55*8 78.9 GGGG
1070-12532 0D0/, 206/C0027 1/ 1/72 2 973 1253S 04949 55.3 77.0 GGGG
1070-12535 30 0/ 0 2 o'2/_0'2 1. t/72 3. 9'73 142"S 05009W 54*7 75*1 UGGG
170-1251 L3C/C 2C,6/0C29 1 1 /7 20 973 194bS 05030N 54 1 73.3 PPpP
1C70-1 412- '0//C" 2C0/ 5/C09 /1?/72 9? 974 51 4 2?N 5715 32'4 156.1 GGGG
1070-141-2 03 c/0.> 2,05/0099 1-/,/7 100 974 5n17N 05755v 33-5 155*1 GGGG
1070o14185 03 D/C? 2005/0100 /ct/72 10c 974 4Q52% 05833w 34.6 154.0 GGG
1070-14191 OC0/3O01.0 2305/3:011 13/.1/72 100 974 472QN 05909W 35*7 153.0 GGGG
1070-14194 ?'00/Cjr0 20U5/0:102 lo/C1/7P 90 974 4603N 0594 5A 36.8 151.9 GGGG
1073"17443 0iC~00 ol 2 UC5/0103 12/1/7p 8c 976 5143N 10853V 32.3 156.2 GGGG
1070-17445 O00j C/S C, 2 J05/01OO 13/(,1/7? 60 976 51nl 10933o 33*4 155.1 GGGG
1C70-17504 OCO0/*00) 2*,55/0:L05 1/^t/7P 40 976 3?22\ 11644* 47.9 138.7 GGGG
1070-19195 000'0/ 2 0/6/0033 10/C1/72 2? 977 7644N 1020Cw 9.6 190.9 GGGG
1070-192C1 32 C 2 JJ6/,)31 1r1 /7; 5C 977 753R N  10607W 10.8 186.8 Gr2GG
1070-19204 C /3 2 ;06/0032 10/,t/72 3 977 7429N 10940W 12.1 183.4 GGG
1070*1921 . /-CU? "/G 2 6/0,-33 1/,1/ 7 ? 30 977 7117N 11243W 13.3 180*4 GGGG
1070~19213 0CO?~0/:/ 2,u6/0034 1?/1/72 29 977 7204N 115224 14*5 177.7 GGGG
1070-1924 03 ,/O0 2, 06,/Ov:35 1?/1/72 90 977 641?N 12611w 21.8 166.6 PPPP
1070-22503 00u0/C0 2U6/0036 1'/,,1/72 7r 9'79 641?N 17749W 21p7 166.7 GGG
1070-2E1?0 0-iCA/. 'O6/003 7  1 /-A/ 72 6r0 9'79 6?5-~N 17903- 22.9 165.3 GGGG
1070-22=12 00C?0/0GD 2 06/003 1?//G1/7? 60 979 6 12QN 179 4 7E 24.1 164*0 GGGG
1071--0412 00,3j000./ 2 05/0:L06 10//72 3, 9Q0 3000 14239E 42*0 146.5 GOGG
1071"33421 0CO/0cC0l 20Cu5/C:L0 7  10/"2/72 2? 9RO 30o7N 14143E 44.0 144.1 ppP
10 7 1-3423  070, 0000C 200'5,1:018 13/?P/7 31 9 0 344V 14116E 45*0 142?9 rGG
1071054 QJCO/OO 200c5/0:09 1l/ 2/79 1C 90 0704S 13048E 57.2 85.5 GPGG
1071-3055C0 3 '/or, 23 U5/0L11 1C/2/72 1.: 9C0 P31S 13 028E 56'8 83.4 GPGG
1071-'0553 OCoO/0c0 2u0C5/C:ll 1 4/7? ? 90 C058S 13007E 56.4 81.3 GGGG
1071-30555 000¢/C0 2,'50:12 1/,V2/72 6r 9,0. 1125S 12945E 55*9 79.3 GGGG
1071-30562 o 0u00/00o , 20 U5/0:.13 1,/p/7 4 980 15S3 12925E 55.4 77*3 GGGP
1071-J356* 0:?30/3000 2005/CJ1 1 //7? 40 9,0 141?S 12904E 54.8 75.5 GGGG
1071-'C571 0o00O/ v 2L005/01:15 1 7//72 C 90 144S 12843E 54*2 73.7 GGGG
1071*00573 03/,DC/00, 200u5/:L16 1 / /7 C 9 0 1710S 12h22E 53.6 72.0 GGGP
KEYS: CLbU CeVE3 X ... *...oo...... TM 100 % CL9UD C VEP. ** Ne CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE vALITY ,.. ,,o.*...., LAKS.BAND %BT PR:ScNT/E0UESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G9AD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 MAR itj'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBP NBN.US PAGE 0165
FROM r7/23/72 Tl C7/23/73
OBSERVATITN MICRFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CL9UD 8R91T PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACCUTRPED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV mSS
REV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1071-00580 00000/0000 20005/0117 10/0P/72 10 980 1q3 6 S 12800E 52*9 70*3 GGGP
1071-00582 00000/000 20005/0118 310oP17p 30 980 2001S 12739E 52*1 68.8 GGGG
1071"00585 00000/0000 20005/0119 10/0p/72 10 980 2127S 12718E 51e4 67.3 GGGG
1071-00591 00000/0000 20005/0120 10/0/ 7 2 10 980 2253S 12655E 50.6 65.9 GGG
1071-00594 00000/0000 20005/0121 10/02/7?2 r 980 24 19Sl' 1263 3 E 49*7 64*6 GGG
1071*01000 00000/C0000 20005/0122 1Vo/p/7  20 980 2545S 12610E 48.9 63.3 GGG
1071-01003 00000/000o 2u005/0123 10C/O/72 20 980 2711S 12547E 48.0 62.1 GGG
1071-04063 0000/o00o 20O05/0124 10/0p/72 30 982 4311N 092 32 E 38*8 149.9 GGGG
1071-04070 00000/0000 20005/0125 109/,C72 10 982 4146N 09200E 39*9 148.8 GGGG
1071-34072 00000/0000 20005/0126 10/0C/7P 0 982 4021N 09130E 4099 147.7 GGGG
1071-04075 00o00/o00o 2 0005/01 2 7 1i0/0/72 0 982 3R55N 09101E 42.0 146.6 GGGG
1071-04081 00000/0000 20005/0128 10/C0/72 0 982 372qN 09032E 43-0 145.4 GGGG
1071"04084 00000/oo 00 20005/0129 10/0/72 f) 9R2 3603N 09005E 44*0 144.2 GGGG
1071-04090 00000/0000 20005/0130 10/0>/72 q 982 343RN 08937E 45.0 142*9 GGGG
107 1-04093 00oo0/0000 20005/0131 1o/02/ 7 2 0 982 3311N 08912E 4509 141.6 GGGG
1071-04095 0000/OCOu 2CC0005/0132 10/n0/72 1o 982 3145N o8847E 46.9 140.3 GGGG
1071-04102 00000/000u 20005/0133 10o//72 10 992 3,20N 08822E 47*8 138.9 Gr7GG
1071"04104 00000/000o 20005/0134 10/0o/7 0 982 2R55N 0 8757E 48.7 137.4 GGGG
1071-05481 00000/0000 20005/0135 10/0p/7p 0 983 4R52% 06904E 34o4 154.2 GGGG
1071-05484 00000/000u 20005/0136 10/0/72 0 993 4727N 06827E 35.5 153.1 GGGG
1071-05490 00000cooo/ 20005/0137 10"/P/72 c 983 460?4 06751E 36.6 152.1 GGGG
1071-05495 0000o/0000 20005/0138 1op/72 0 983 4115N o6645E 38.8 150.0 GG
1071*05501 00000/0000 20005/0139 10/0P/7~ 0 983 415oN 06614E 39.8 148.9 GGGG
1071-05504 00000/0000 20005/0140 10/CP/ 72 O 983 4024N 06544E 40*9 147.8 GGGG
10710)5510 oOOo/C0o 20005/0141 l0/0P/7?2 983 3s59N 06515E 41*9 146.6 GGGG
1071-05513 00000/0000 20005/0142 10/09/7 C 983 3734N 06447E 42,9 145.5 GGGG
1071-j5515 00000/0000 20005/0143 lo/0op 7 2 0 983 3A08N 06419E 43.9 144.2 UGGG
1071:05522 OC000/000 20005/0144 10/0!72 10 983 3442N 06352E 44.9 143.0 GGGG
1071"05524 00000/0000 200u5/0145 10/0P/72 C 983 3317N 06326E 45*9 141.7 GGGG
1071-05531' 00000/000u 20005/0146 10/0P/7? 0 983 3151N 06300E 46.8 140*3 GGGG
1071-05533 00000/0000 20005/0147 l0o/C/ 72 0 983 3024N 06235E 47.7 139*0 GGGG
1071-05540 0000o/000 20005/0148 10/02/72 0 983 2858N 06212E 48.6 137.5 GGGG
1071-05542 CCOCo0/OCO 2C005/0149 i0/oP/72 0 983 273?N 06148E 49.5 136.0 GGGG
1071-05545 00000o/000 20005/0150 1o/10/72 0 983 2606N 06124E 50*3 134.5 G
1071-07363 00000/0000 2000CU5/0151 10//72 C 984 3151N 03712E 46*8 140.4 GlGG
1071-07365 o0000/000 20005/0152 10/op/72 0 984 3025N 03648E 47.7 139.0 GGGG
1071-07372 000o0/0000 20005/0153 10/oP/7P 0 984 2859N 03624E 48.6 137.6 GGGG
1071-07374 00000/0000 20005/0154 10/0o/72 0 984 2733N 03600E 49.5 136.1 GGGG
1071-07381 00000/0000 20005/0155 10/02/7P 10 984 2607N 03536E 50*3 134.5 GGG
KEYS: CLUD C5VER % c,,..**....,,* TO 100 = % CLOUD CoVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QJALITY 6. ........... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRPSrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G09D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPB5R,
16:44 MAR 11i'7 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONouS PAGE 0166
FRm 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVAT5N MICReFILt1 ReLL NS./ DATE CLBUD 9RIT PJIUNCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P5SITIN IN HOLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEV AZIr, RBV MSS
RQV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1071-97383 00000/0000 20005/0156 10/02/7p 10 984 2441N 03513E 51.1 132.9 GGGP
1071-07390 00000/0000 20005/0157 10/0/72 10 984 2314N 03450E 51i9 131*2 GGGG
1071-07392 00000/0000 20005/0158 10/0/72 20 984 2147N 03428E 52a7 129.5 GGGG
1071-07395 00000/0000 20005/0159 101nP/7P 30 984 2021N 03406E 53.4 127.7 GGGP
1071-07401 00000/0000 20005/0163 10/o2/72 0 984 1854N 03345E 54o0 125.9 GGGP
1071*07404 00000/o000 20005/0161 I0/o2/72 0 984 1728N 03323E 54*7 124*0 GGGG
1071-07410 00000/0000 20005/0162 10/n/7P 0 984 1602N 03301E 5502 122.0 GGGG
1071-07413 00000/000 20005/0163 10/m/72 10 984 1436N 03240E 55.8 119.9 GGGG
1071-07421 00000/0000 20005/0164 10/o2/7P lo 984 1146N 03158E 56.7 115.8 PPG
1071-07424 0000/000o 20005/0165 10/r~/72 40 984 1019N 03138E 571 113.6 GPGG
1071-07504 00000/0000 20005/0166 10/02/72 10 984 1708S 02507E 53.6 72.2 PPGG
1071037510 00000/0000 200o5/0167 10/9/72 20 984 1236S 02446E 53.0 70.5 PPGG
1071-07513 0OO00/000 20005/0168 10/o2/7P 30 984 2000S 02424E 52.2 68*9 PPGG
1071*09171 00000/0000 20005/0169 10/02/72 90 985 4026N 01409E 4048 147.8 GGGG
1071-09174 00000/0000 20005/0170 10/0/72 100 985 3q90N 01339E 41*9 146.7 GGGG
1071-09180 00000/0000 200U5/0171 10,02/72 80 995 3735N 01310E 4P*9 145.5 GGGG
107139183 0.0000/0000 20005/0172 1o0/0/7P 30 985 3609N 0 1242E 43*9 144.3 GGGG
1071-09185 00000/0000 20005/0173 10/02/72 10 985 3443N 01215E 4409 143.0 GGGG
1071-09192 00000/0000 20005/017'o 10/9?/7? 20 985 3318N 01149E 45.8 141.8 GGGG
1071-09201 000oooo/oo 20005/0175 10/0c/ 7 P 100 985 3n22N 01058E 47.7 139.0 G
1071'09203 00000/0000 20005/0176 10/02/7 0 985 2A56N 01033E 48.6 137.5 GGGG
1071-09210 00000/0003 20005/0177 10/p/7 10 985 2 7 3 0N 01008E 49.5 136.0 GGGG
1071-09212 0000/0000 20005/0178 10/02/72 40 985 2603N 00945E 5093 134.5 GGGG
1071uj9215 000CO/000o 20005/0179 10/02/72 20 985 2438N 00921E 51Q1 132.9 GGGG
1071-09221 00000/0000 20005/0180 10/o0/7P 0 985 2312N 00858E 519 131.2 GGGG
1071"09224 COO00/0000 2005/0181 10/CP/72 C 9 8 5 21h6N 008 3 5 E 5297 129*5 GGGG
1071*09230 00000/0000 200U5/0182 10/02/72 C 985 2,01N 00814E 53a4 127o7 GGGG
107109233 00000/0000 20005/0183 10/02/72 0 985 1I52N 00752E 5400 125.8 GGGG
1071-11041 00000/0000 20005/018 ' lo102P/72 20 986 2729 N  O154ow 49.5 136,1 PPGP
1071-11044 00000/0000 20005/0185 10/02/72 20 986 2604N 01603W 50*3 134.5 GGGG
1071,11050, 00000/0000 20005/0186 10/02/72 20 986 2437N 01627W 51.1 132.9 GGGG
1071-11053 00000/0000 20005/0187 10/o2/72 20 986 21inN 01650W 51.9 13103 GGGG
1071011055 00000/0000 20005/018E 13/02/72 40 986 2144N 01712w 52*6 129.5 GGGG
1071-11062 00000/0000 20005/0189 10/02/72 40 986 2)17N 01734W 53.4 12707 GGGG
1071-11064 00000/0000 20005/0190 10/02/72 80 986 1.50N 01755W 540 125.9 GGGG
1071-14214 00000/00C00 20005/0191 10/C0/72 80 988 5R42N 05 4 35w 26.2 161.7 GGGG
1071-14220 00000/0000 20005/0192 10/0P/72 60 988 5719N 05531W 27o4 160.6 GGGG
1071-14223 00000/0000 20005/0193 19/r2/72 30 988 5556N 056236 28*5 159.5 GGGG
1071-14225 00000/0000 20005/0194 10/02/72 70 9q8 5 4 32N 05712W 2997 158.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVEP % C.oo..,,,,-...,  Tp 100 a % CLOUD CVER ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY .,,...., . RLANKSBAND NBT PRc!SNT/REQUESTEDo RaRECYCLED. G.GBeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PB9R,
16: 4 4 -AP 11'74 STANKARD CATALG FOR NON-US PAGE 0167
FRfm '7/23/72 TP 07/23/73
OBSERLAT15N IC AFI.M RtLL \9./ DATF CLOUD PRPIT PRI'CIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 MPSITI \ IN 8LL AC')uTRE C'VER NUMB7Q 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIP. RBV MSS
V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1071-14232 CCOC/Ooj 2 U00 5 /01 9 5 1. /72 9r 988 5107t 05758 30c 9  157,4 GGGG
1071-14234 00000/00 200c5/0196 1"2/72 100 988 5143N 05841 32*0 156.3 GGGG
1071*14241 O0000/O00o 200u5/0197 1)/0/7 9c 988 5,02N 05922W 33*1 155.3 GGGG
1071-14243 CC00000/000 20005/0198 10/,/7 60 988 4C56N 06001 34o3 154.3 GGGG
1071-14250 O03CO/Co;/ 2(. L5/199 10/1w/72 40 988 473,N 06037w 35.4 153*2 GGGG
1071-14252 O J0/O00 2c005/0200 1 /,?/72 9r0 9A8 4o 05J 06112W 36.5 152.2 GGGG
1071-14255 0JC00/000 2C 05/0201 10/?;/72 100 988 444\N 06145 3 7*6 151*1 GGGG
1071-1*352 CO00/0000 2c.D05/02C2 1n/n / 7 2 40 9R8 113 RN  07122v 56.7 115.8 GG
1071-1*355 Oo0000/OCO 2 005/020 3  1o/0P/7P 80 988 I011N 07142w 57*1 113*6 GGGG
1071-14361 Co00000/(, 20005/0204 10/,2/72 20 9R8 OR44N 07202W 57*4 111.4 GGGG
1071-14364 00000/0000 20005/0205 10/r/ 7 P 4 0 988 0719N 07223q 57*7 109*1 GGGG
1071-14370 00C000/0000 2000 5 /0206 1/P/7? 4 9P8 O5?N 07243W 5709 106,8 GGGG
1071-1373 OCOOCC00O00 29005/0207 10/CP/72 30 988 0426N 07304W 5801 1044 GGGG
1071-14375 00000/C000 2)005/0208 10/I/7? 3r 988 C059N 07324W 58.2 102.1 GGGP
1071-14382 000Co/0000 2u005/0209 10/rP/7P 20 988 0133N 07345w 58*2 99.7 GGGP
1071-14384 00000/0CC0 2)005/0210 1o/C/72 20 988 0006N 07405W 58*2 97.3 GGGG
1071-14391 00000/0000 20005/0211 10/o0/72 3C 9,8 01205 07425o 58*1 95*0 GGGG
1071-14393 00000/0000 20005/0212 10/0r/72 40 988 0246S 07444W 58.0 92.7 GGG
1071-14400 00000/0000 2o05/0213 10/0o/72 20 988 0413S 07504w 57*8 90.4 GGG
1071-14402 o0000/oj 20005/0214 13o/C/7P 2: 988 0541S 07524w 57*6 88.1 GGG
1071-14405 00000/0030 20005/021 5  19/n?/7 20 988 0707S 07544W 57*3 85.9 GGGG
1071-16054 000o0/C00o 20005/0216 10/0/72 80 989 5556N 08209W 28*5 15905 GGG
1071-16061 000CC/CO0 20005/0217 10C/ 72 60 9R9 5433N 08257w 29*7 158o4 GGGG
1071-16063 O000oo/000 2005/0218 12/,')/7? 70 989 5 30 9 N 08344w 30*8 157*4 GGGG
1071-16070 00000/0000 20005/0219 10/09/7 7c 989 5144N 08427 32.0 156.4 GGGG
1071-16072 Oo00/O00 2 00U5/0220 10/o0/72 80 989 5020N 08b09W 33.1 155.3 GGGG
1071-17492 00000/0o0C 23005/0221 1q/ -P/7 2 40 990 5433N 108480 296. 158.5 GGGG
1071-17495 00000/0003 20005/0222 10/0/72 30 990 530ON 10934W 30.8 157.4 GGGG
1071-17501 00OO0/COO0 205/0223 1/o?/ 7 P 20 990 5145N 11017w 3109 156b4 GGGG
1071-17504 o00o00o/00 20005/0224 10/(2/72 1 990 50n2N 11058W 33.1 155.4 GGGG
1072-)05384 00C0/CO00 2005/C225 1'/03/72 30 994 01215 13 04 0E 58.2 95.3 GGGG
1072-003591 0000/0000 20005/0226 10/93/72 10 994 0?47S 13021E 58*0 92*9 GGGG
1072-00593 00000/c000 2j005/0227 10/03/72 30 994 04135 13001E 57.8 90*6 GGGG
1072-31000 00000/0000 2o005/0228 10/1/72 2c 994 OR4oS 12941E 57.6 88.4 GGGG
1072-01002 00000/000C 20305/0229 10/03/7? 40 994 0706S 12921E 57.3 86.2 GGG
1072-1005 00000/000 2U005/0230 10/03/72 30 994 0R33S 12900F 56.9 84#0 GGG
1072-1011 000D0/0000 20005/0231 10/03/7? 30 994 0959S 12840E 56.5 81.9 GGGG
1072-01014 00000/000 20005/0232 10/03/72 ?o 994 1126S 12819E 56.1 79.9 GGGG
1072-31020 00000C/CDC 23005/0233 10/03/72 3c 994 1252S 1?759E 55.6 77.9 GOGG
KEYS: CLUD C3VER % ,...... .... , 0 T6 100 " % CLUD CPVER. ** = NB CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ............... LANKSsBAND N3T PRFSrNT/RE UESTED* RaRFCYCLED. G=GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PxP6 RI
16:44 Aq' 11s,74 STANARPD CATALBG F9P NON-US PAGE 0168
FRm 07/2/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN mICRQFIeLM RLL 9. / DATE CLbUD iRRIT POI"CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IJ P'SITI91 I' rBLL ACCUJTREE CeVE R  NU"BER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
pev MsS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1072-01023 O0000/O 00 05/023 1 )/3/7P 10 994 14 1S 12738E 55.0 76.0 GGGG
1072-21025 00O0/COC 2'U5/010235 1/q,/72 10 994 1;45S 12717E 54*4 74.2 GGGG
1072-01032 0000'ooC/O 20005/0236 10/13/72 20 994 171?S 12655E 53.8 72.5 GGGG
10 7 2 -jl34 OCO/o/co00o 20005/o023 7  1/V1/7 60 994 1R37S 12634E 53*1 70.8 GGGG
1072-01041 00000/000 20005/023~ 12/c3/72 70 994 200PS 12612E 52.4 69.2 GGGG
1072-01043 00000/0C00 20005/0239 1/03/72 20 994 2129S 12550E 51*6 67.7 GGGG
1072-01050 000n0/000 20U05/0240 110/3/72 20 994 2?55S 12527E 50.8 66.3 GGGG
1072-01052 000oo0/000 200u5/021 10/73/72 0 994 242nS 12b05E 50*0 65.0 GGGG
1072-31055 0OCO/CC00 2U05/0?42 1,013/72 0 994 2;46S 12441E 49*2 63.7 GGGG
1072-01C61 03000/COCO 20005/0243 1/03/ 72 1 994 2712S 12418E 48.3 62.5 GGGG
1072-01C6 C0OOC0/CCOC 200U5/0244 1r/3/72 1, 994 2R38S 12354E 47.4 61.4 GGGG
1072-01070 00000/0OD 20005/0245 10/03/72 30 994 3004S 12330E 46*5 60.3 GGGG
1072w32375 00000/0000 20005/0246 l0/03/72 80 995 130 9 N 10817E 56*2 118o4 GGGG
1072-02381 00000/0000 20005U/027 10/33/72 70 995 1143N 10757E 56.6 116.2 GGGG
1072"312 3  OOo00/oDOo 20005/0248 10/C3/7? c 996 4P41N 09056E 3899 149.8 GGGG
1072-0o125 00ooo000/0 200U5/0249 1/03/7P 0 996 4~16N 09024E 40*0 148*7 GGGG
1072-34132 0000/0000 20005/0250 10/03/72 0 996 3950N 08954E 41*0 147.6 GGGG
1072-04134 00000/C000 20005/0251 10/03/72 C 996 3Q25N 08924E 42*0 146#4 GGGG
107 2 -04141 ocOOC/coj 20005/0252 1n/C3/72 0 996 3700N 08856E 43.1 145*3 GGGP
1072-04183 00C00/CC00 20005/0253 10/03/72 10 996 2150N 08437E 52*5 130.0 GGGP
1072-05515 O000/OCO0 200U5/0254 10/03/7? 10 997 5556N 07116E 28.3 159.6 GGGG
1072-35522 0oo00/o000 20005/0255 10/03/72 0 997 543?N 07028E 29.5 158*5 G3GG
1072- 5524 00000/CCo0 2005/0256 10/03/72 0 9q7 5307N 06942E 30.6 157.5 GGGG
1072-05531 0030/COCO 20005/0257 10/:3/72 3' 997 5143N 06900E 31.8 156*5 GGGG
1072-05533 o00000/ooo 2005/0258 10/03/7P 70 997 5,19N c6819E 32.9 155.4 GGGG
1072-o5540 o000o0/OO, 20005/0259 15/,3/72 30 997 4,54N 06740E 34.0 154.4 GGGG
1072-05542 000O0/0000 20005/0260 10/03/72 0 997 4729N 06703E 35.1 153*4 GGGG
1072-35545 0030/1000 20305/0261 10/03/7? C 997 4604k 06627E 36.3 152.4 GGGG
1072-05551 0000/000 20005/0262 10/03/7? 0 997 4439N 06553E 37.4 151.3 GGGG
1072-35554  0C00/C002 20005/0263 1 /03/7 0 997 4114N 06520E 38*4 150.3 GGGG
1072"05560 00"00/1000 200U5/0264 lr/'3/7P n 997 4 148N 06448E 39*5 149.2 GGGG
1072-05563 00000/0002 20005/0265 10/03/7P? 997 4023\ 06417E 40*6 148.1 GGGG
1072-05565 00000/0000 2u0O5/0265 10/03/72 0 997 3R57N 0 6347E 41.6 146.9 GGGG
1072-05572 00000/0000 20005/0267 10/03/7 0 9q 7  3732N 06318E 42'6 145.8 GGGG
1072-05574 00o00/000 200 0 5/026R 10/03/7P C 997 3A06 N 06251E 43.6 144*6 GGGG
1072-05581 00000/0000 20C5/0269 17/03/72 C 997 3440N 06224E 44.6 143.3 GGGG
1072-35583 00300/O00 20005/0270 1C/I0/72 C 997 3?15N 06158E 45.6 142.1 GGGG
1072-05592 0000/0000 2L005/02 7 1 10/03/7 C O 997 3026N 06109E 47*4 139.4 GGPP
1072-05594 0000C/0000 2C05/0272 12/03/7p 10 997 2900N 06045E 48.4 138.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVEq % .............. 0 TO 10C v % CLOUD COVER* ** a NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY e....e.,.e...o BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G=GBOAD F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOR.
16:44 'A' 11'74 STANAPD CATALOG FR NBN.US PAGE 0169
FR -M )7/23/72 T9 07/23/73
8OSERvATI9N lICR-FILM R5LL 's,/ DATE CLR! "ROIT PP'ACIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGF QUALITY
ID P6SIT5N IN 'LL ACCUTIED C9VER \UM3r: sF I"AGE ELEV AZTI. R8V MSS
zBV .3 LAT LBNG 123 45678
1072-06001 00000/0000 20005/0273 1 0/l'3/ 7 2 1I 907 2734 06021E 4902 136*5 GGGG
1072-06003 OOC/0coJ2 20005/074 1r/73/7? 2r 907 2 A0\ 05958E 50*1 135.0 GGG
10 7 2-0601C 00000/0000 20CU5/0275 lr0c//7' 1 997 41 05935E 5.9 133.4 GGGG
1072-36012 00000/0000 20005,0276 10/f3/7 P 997 2?15j 05912E 51*7 131*8 GGGG
10 7 2 *"6015 003,3C0'00 2c005/0277 10j/,3 72 r 997 2t4lN 05849E 52*4 130*1 GGGG
1072-06021 00000300- 2.0ju5/278 13/1 / 7 p 10 997 222N 0 5826E 53.2 128.3 GGGG
1072-C6024 00030/0000 205/0279 103/7P 30 997 556 05804E 3*8 12605 GGGG
1072-06030 o00o0,/o. 200u/0280 10/0/72 30 997 1729N 05742E 54*5 124.6 GGGG
1072-cL7410 0000/000 2 005/0281 Clcl;I 7 2 10 998 3O07N 03703E 43*6 144.6 GGG
1072-07412 Oo0/0oO 20005/0282 1 -1/72 2- 998 343RN C3635E 44.6 143.3 (GGG
1072-27415 OO000/00' 2c0U5/0283 1,/,3/72 30 998 3312N 03 6 09 E 45.6 142*0 GGG
1072-37421 0C3CO/OCO 20005/0284 1 3/3/72 40 998 3146N 03544E 46.6 140.7 GGG
1072-07430 O0000/Co0 2'o05/0285 1/0,0/72 2o 998 275R, 03455E 48*4 138.0 PGGG
1072-07433 0 /0020/0CU0 ?0o5/028 6  10/3/72 2: 998 2731N 03431E 49.2 136.5 GGG
1072-7435 00000/0000 200U5/0287 10/r)3/72 2C 998 2605N 03408E 50.1 135.0 GGGG
1072-07442 0000/0000 200U5/02R' 1 /C3/7p 1' 998 2 4 3 N 03346E 50.*9 133.4 GGGG
1072-,07444 00000/0002 20005/0289 10C/1/7? . 998 2?1?N 03323E 51*7 131.7 GGGG
1072-07451 o0000CC00 200U5/0290 ln/ 3/77 10 998 2146N o3301E 52*4 130.0 GGGG
1072-07453 000CO/CeC0 2 5/029 1//7 5: 998 ?nl~N 03240E 53.2 128.3 GGGG
1072-07460 OC00o/Co00 200u5/029' 10/3/72 60 998 1S53N 03?18E 53.8 126.4 GGG
1072-07462 O0OCOO 00. 2u0005/0293 1)/031/7 40 998 1727N 0 3156E 54.5 124.5 GGGG
10 7 2-07465 00000/000J 2LDO5/0294 1/0/ 3 /7 3' 998 10~ON 03134E 55.1 122.6 GGG
1072-07471 00000/000, 20005/C295 10/03/7' 2C 998 143 4N -03112E 556 120.6 GGGG
1072-07474 0000000 20005/0296 10'3/72 10 998 1q07, 03051E 56.1 118,5 GGGG
1072-07480 00oC/o000 230005/0297 10/03/72 1i 998 1141 0c3030E 56.6 116.3 G1GG
1072-07483 000OO/0000 20005/0298 1,)03/72 1 998 1 0 14 03009E 57*0 114*1 iGGG
1072-07485 00000/0003 2V005/0299 12/03/72 1 998 094RN 02949E 57*3 111.9 GG
1072-07492 00000/00C' 20005/0300 10/03/72 30 998 0719~ OP928E 57-6 109.5 uGGG
1072-?7494 00000/00C 2j005/0301 1 /03/7p 3e 98 0=5N c2907E. 57.9 107.2 GGGG
1072-07544 00000/OCO0 2u0o05/030 2  10/3/72 20 998 11215 02503E 56.1 80.1 GGGG
1072"07551 Ooo00/o000 2E005/0303 1/03/72 1( 998 1475 0 2443E 55.6 78.1 GGGG
1072-07553 00000/0000 20005/0304 10/03/7? 998 1413S 02422E 55.1 76.2 GCGG
1072-37560 00000000 20305/0305 10t3/7 7, 998 1/405 C0202E 54.5 74.4 GGGG
1072-07562 00000/0000 21005/0306 10/C/72 20 998 1707S 0o341E 53.9 72.7 GGGG
1072-)7565 00000/000C 2(005/0307 10/3/72 10 998 1R34S 02319E 53.2 71.0 GOGG
1072-,7571 000?0/0COL 2OUS/0308 10 /3/72 50 998 15S 02257E 5.*5 69.4 GGGG
1072-37574 0000/000 20005/0309 10/nr/72 8e 908 2126S c2235E e1.7 67*9 GAGG
1072-;7580 C0/000/000 2005/0310 15/03/7 70 998 215S 0P213E 50.9 66*5 GGG
1072"J7583 CCoC/OCO 20U5/0311 10/03/7 20 998 24189 02150E 50*1 65.1 GGG
KEYS: CLeU[ CevEP % ... .... ... * T 100 = % CLBUD CQvER. .* = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,.,..... ,,,LANjKS.PAND N5T PrcSrNT/PREUESTED. R=RrCYCLE,. G=GD, FwFAIR 9UT USABLE
,
PPR.
16:44 ARP 11 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NttN.US PAGE 0170
FR.M 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
5BSERVATIBN M1ICRnFILM R~LL N9/ DATE CLRU0 !RBIT PoINCIPAL pSINT SU\4 SUb TMAGE QUALITY
10 PSITI3N IN H8LL. ACCU TE CiVER NUMBER sF IM AGE ELEV AZIM. RBV MSS
BV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1072-07585 00000/000) 2 00U5/0312 10/03/7 2  10 998 2544S 02127E 49,3 6309 GGG
1072-o07592 0000C/000 200U5/0313 10/03/72 C 998 2709o 02103E 48.4 626 GGGG
107 2 -C9280 00000/0000C 20005/0314 o10/o/7p 10 999 23q~N 00731E 51*7 131,7 GGGG
1072-09282 00000/0000 20005/315  10/03/7P 30 999 ?43N 00709E 52o5 130.0 GGG
1072-09285 0000/0000 200U5/0316 10/C3/7P 20 999 2017N 00647E 5392 128.2 GGGG
10 7 2-09291 00000/000 20005/C317 10/O3/7p 80 999 195iO 00625E 53.9 126,4 G GG
1072"11005 00000/0000 20005/C318 10/03/ 7 2 60 1000 5937N 00426W 26*0 161.8 GGGG
1072-11012 00000/0CO 20005 /0C319 10/03/72 60 1000 571 4 N 00521. 27.1 160*7 GGGG
1072-11014 00000/0000 2005/0320 10/0n/72 70 1000 55N 00 6 12w 28.3 159.6 GGGG
1072-11021 OOO00/0000 20005/0321 10/03/7P 80 1000 5426N 00700w 29a5 158.5 GGGG
1072-11023 00O0O0/co0 2u005/0 3 2 2  10/03/72 90 1000 5103N 00746W 306 157.5 GGGG
1072-1103U 00000/0000 20005/0323 10/03/72 70 1000 5138N 00829 31.8 156*4 GGGG
1072-14272 00000/0000 20005/0324 10/03/7P 40 102 5R37N 05602w 25o9 161.8 GGGG
1072-14275 00000/0000 20005/0325 10/03/72 30 1002 5714N 05658 2P71 160.7 GGGG
1072-14291 00000/0000 20005/0326 10/03/7? 20 1002 5551N 05750w 28*2 159.6 GGGG
1072-14284 00000/0000 20005/0327 10/03/7? 10 1002 5427N 05839W 29o4 158.5 GGGG
1072-14290 00000/0000 200o5/032 8 10/03/7? 10 1002 5-02N 05924W 30*6 157.5 GGGG
1072-14293 00000/0000 20005/0329 10/ 0 1/72 10 1002 5138N 06007W 31,7 156*5 GGGG
1072-14295 00000/0000 20005/0330 1l0/0/72 2, 1002 5015N 06048w 32*8 155.5 GrGG
1072-14302 00000/0000 20005/0331 1/o3/72 3r 1002 4250N 06126w 34.0 154.4 GGGG
1072-14304 00000/00OC 20005/0332 10/03/7 2C 1002 4725N 06202W 35.1 153o4 GGGG
1072-14311 00000/00O0 2j005/0333 10/03/72 5C 102 4600N 06238w 36.2 152.4 GGG
1072-14313 00000/0000 20005/0334 13/o3/72 10 1002 4435N 06 3 1 2w 37*3 151.4 GGGG
1072-14320 0000C/000) 2P03U/C335 1C/3/7? 0 1002 4310N 06345W 38.4 150.3 GGGG
1072-17562 00000/Co00 23005/0336 10/03/7? 10 1004 5015N 11227w 32.8 155.5 G
1072-18015 00000/0000 20005/0337 10/03/72 40 1004 3144N 11912W 46,5 140*9 GGGG
1073-.1034 00000/0000 20005/0338 10/04/72 20 1008 01 28 N 1?954E 58*2 100.6 GGGG
1073-j104 3000 00C0C 23005/0339 10/04/72 20 1008 0001N 12935E 58,3 98.2 GGGG
1073-01043 0030/o0000 20005/0340 10/04/7? 20 1008 0124S 12915E 58.2 95.9 GGGG
1073-01045 00000/0000 200 5/0341 10/c4/7p 10 1008 0O50S 12854E 58.1 93.6 GGG
1073-01052 00000/0000 20005/0342 10/04/72 10 1008 04175 12834E 57.9 91*3 GGGG
1073-;1054 00000/0000 2005/0343 10/04/72 20 1008 0544S 12813E 57.7 89.0 GGGG
1073-01061 00000/0000 2000 5/0344 10/04/72 30 10.08 0711S 12753E 57,+ 86.8 GIGG
1073-31063 00000/0000 200U5/0:345 10/04/7p 20 1008 0R37S 12732E 57.1 84*6 GGPP
1073-01070 00000/0000 20005/0346 10/04/72 40 1008 105S 12712E 56.7 82.5 GGGP
1073)31072 00000/0000 20005/0347 10/04/72 50 1008 1t13S 12652E 56.2 80*4 GGPP
1073-01075 00000/000 2005/0348 17/:C4/72 30 1008 1258S 12631E 55.7 78.4 GGPP
1073-01081 00000/0000 20005/0349 11/ 4/72 10 1008 1423S 12611E 55,2 76.5 GGGP
1073-01084 00000/0000 20005/0350 10/04/72 10 108 154RS 12550E 54.6 74.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLPlJD COVED % .,, va........*, 0 TF 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NV CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY R..... e...,.,. LANISzBAND NOT PRcSeNT/REqUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G:GOAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBSR.
1: 11''7 4  STANARa D CATALPG F9P NN.NJS PAGE 0171
F~9M" 7/21/72 Tu "//23/7 3
SBSERvATI ICYFIL' R-LL ',/ 0ATE CL6UD RQIuT PI'JCIPAL PINT suN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I- P&SITIr\ I" NGLL ACJ:TEtr CRVER NUIBES 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
;' "SS IAT LBNG 123 45 6 78
1073-A. c ; 00001C'. -'"'u5351 Ir 4 /72 3' 1c08 171"S 12528E 540 72.9 GGGG
1073-,1093 000/00 , 2 5/C?52 1 ,-4/7 1 1CnR8 141S 12507E 53.3 71.3 GGGG
1073- 195 0C"3/Sc00 2 U5/035 3  1?/. 4/72 2C 1018 2C7S 12445E 52*6 69.7 GPGG
1073- 1I,2 'c 3+1/ 2 5/ 5 /72 2 1 C8 21335 12423E. 51.8 68.1 GGGG
1073-J113J 0C C 0 00 CC -,U5/035t 1?i,-4/72 r ! 259 1240CE1 66.7 GGGG1073-01111 0C'0/o, C 2U5/0356 1 /4/72 C 1008 2425S 12338E 50.3 65*3 GGG
1073-1113 0,./ C , 20 V 5/0357 1 74/72 1008 2513 1315E 49,4 64.0 GGGG
107331120 0000/0 ' ' 2 5/ 35 1 /-4/7? C 1008 2717S 12252E 485 62*8 GGGG
1073- D1 122 ,. 0/i- 2, u5/035 9  1 -/:4/ 7 . n8 204S 12228E 47*7 61.7 GGGG
10 7 3-j 41 7 4 30'0/, ' 2,) 305/0360 1 /,4/7? C 1010 4435N 09012E 37.1 151.5 bGGG
1073 41, 1 3'00 C/O 2VS,/'0361 10/,4/7? 0 1010 4309\ 08939E 38.2 150.4 GGGG
1073-,41A3 1 /'- ,u5/036 1 i 72 p 1010 4144N 08908E 39.3 149.4 GGGG
1073"-419. O0U20/C0( 2 ?0,5/0363 1 '7/r,/7P C 1010 4n19N 0837E 40,3 148.3 GGG
1o73- 4192 0D Cc/o" , 5/.364 l-/ B4/7? c i1 0 35?1N 0 OR88E 41* 147.2 GcGG
1073" 4195 000'0/C00c0 20005/0365 1?/ 4/72 1C 1010 372 RN  08/39 42*4 146.0 GGGG
1073-3j201 0C00/iO,' 2'0005/366 10/04 /7 6r 1010 3602N c8711E 43.4 144.8 GGGG
1073-,4234 3 0 O/003O 2 '0U5/C367 10'/,4/72 60 1010 33 7 N 08 6 4 4E 44.4 143.6 GGGG
1073-),+210 CL00/CO0 2,05/0368 1 r'4 /7 30 1010 3311 0c617E 45,4 142.3 GGGG
1073-14213 C00 ,/ , j 5/,369 1 4/7 5 1010 3!45N 08552E 46.4 141.0 GGGG
1 0 73- 2 4215 0000/OOO? 2 005/037: 1-/)4/72 7 1010 3n1N 0 8528E 47o3 139.7 GGGG
1073-"4222 0 .<,/C0*, 2U005/371 lC/0'4 /7? 80 1010 2'51N 08504E 48*2 138.3 GGGG
1073-24224 C u0/.,0' 2 , 5./0372 1"!,4/7p 3t 1010 2726N 08440E 49.1 136.8 GGGG
1073 24231 OO00000/COO 2C050373 1.0,'/(472 10o 1010 2AOON 08417E 49,9 135.3 GGGG
1073-94233 OC300/0 ., 2305/0374 1 / 0/4/72 1 1010 24344 08354E 50.8 133*7 GGGG
1073*24,C0 0 CC/0 C5/375 1 04/72 30 1010 2807N 08331E 51.6 13291 GrGG
107 3 -360o1 OlO00/CCO) 20U5/C376 1/'4/72 0 1011 4722N 06532E 34*9 153.5 GGGG
1073-06C003 0000,/CCC 2U05/0377 I /,i/7p 7 1011 4r5 7 N c6457E 36.0 152.5 GGGG
1073-06010 i000C/ COG 2005/0378 17/04/72 0 1011 4432N 06423E 37.1 151.5 GGGG
1073-J6012 00903/CLOC 20005/0379 1')'4/7P 0o 1011 406N 0 635 0E 38*2 150.4 GGGG1073--16o5 00,P/..- 2.0'5/!380 1O/04/72 0 1011 4141N 06319E 39.3 149*4 GGGG
1073-06021 30 0/CO 20u5/.381 1/!4/7P2 1011 4 nl6N 0 6248E 40,3 148.3 GGGG
1073-06024 00000/0002 23005/0382 ir;/4/ 7 2 0 1011 350N 06219E 41*4 147.1 GGGG
1073-36030 00000/00 20005/0383 10/04/72 0 1011 3724N 06150E 42*4 146.0 UGGG
1073-c6033 o000o3/oo00 2COU5/38 4 1 /04/7? C 1011 3559. 06123E 43.4 144.8 GGGP
1073-,6035 OCOC/COJco 200-5/0385 1/04/72 0 1011 34 33N 06056L 44.4 143.6 GGGG1073- 6042 000O0/oo0 d 20U05/0386 10/04/7? 1011 3307N 06o29E 45.4 142.3 GGGG
1073-J6044 000.30/cC ,. 2c000510387 1 4 4/ 7 011 3141N C6004E 46.4 141.0 GGGG
1073"06051 00030C/C00 20005/0388 1C0/4/7 0 1011 3n15N 05 939E 47*3 139.6 GGGG
1073":6053 CC000/000 2 005/0389 10/,4/72 O 1011 2948N 05915E 48.2 138.2 GGGG
<EYS: CLUC C3VER ~ *... *...... 0 TO 100 , % CLeUD CPVER. , . NO CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE
ImAGE QUALITY *............. LANKSu.ANDO NdT PRPSENT/REJUESTED* RuRECyCLED, G=GR D. FEFAIR BUT USABLE* paPODR,
16:-44 "N 11,1 7 4 STAN3ARD CATALiG F9P NeN.US PAGE 0172
FR95' 7/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERvATIr 'CpRFI RLL U/ ChTE CL.jD 9RIT P-I'CIPAL PSINT SUN SUN T
M AGE QUALITY
I2 PSITI% I\ R5LL ACftyRE! CBVER 9MBER RF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
dv 13S LAT LBNG 123 45678
1073-6060 0CI0000/CC 20CU5/0390 17/%/7P C 1011 2723N 05852E 49.1 136.8 GAGG
1073-36062 00300/000O 205US/0391 10 /4/72 0 1011 2557\ C5828E 49.9 135.3 GOGG
10732-6065 3/O/C4 2/5/0392 1104/
7  C 10!1 2431N 05805E 50*. 133o7 GGGG
1073-;6C71 00 /C00C00 2C05/?93 1 4/3/72 20 1011 2304N 05742E 51.6 132.1 GGGG
1073-06201 C 3/00L 20 u5/039 4  10/4/7 20 1011 2135S 04655E 51*9 68.2 PGGG
1073-36203 OOCC/300 23 05/0395 11/:-44/7 2- 1011 2q0OS r4633E 51*1 66*8 GGG
1073-37464 0C03/0'C3 2:9u5/0396 1'/74/7p 10 1012 3559N 03534E 43.4 144.8 GGGG
1073- 7471 o0300/o0C 20CU5/0397 10/4/7P2 l 1012 3433N 03507E 44-4 143,6 GGGG
1073-37473 0CC/0O J 2- u5/03 8 .4/4/7p 10 1012 310N 03440E 45.4 142.3 GGGG
1073- 74 80 UO / o 0Lc 2(U05/0399 10/4/7? 20 1012 314?N 03
4 15E 46.3 141.0 GIGG
1073-07432 30000/0005 2CU5/04D0 10/14/ 7 P 10 1012 3r16N 03349E 47.3 139.7 GGGG
1073-07485 C3O0/'OU: 2005/0 31 15/ 74 0 1012 2Q54\ 03325E 48.2 138.3 GGGG
1073-;7491 OCO /O0C 20Cj 5/0C4 1j//7? 10 1012 2723\ 03301E 49*1 136.8 GGGG
1073-7434 OG3yc/uO 23u5/0403 v/9/72 10 1012 2,57N 03239E 49.9 135.3 GGGG
1073-750. O00C/O00O 2jCu5/c4D4 1:/7/72 1012 2431N 03216L 50 7 133,7 G6GG
1073-75o3 000/00: 2J U5/C035 11 "4/72 1012 2304N 03153E 51*5 132.1 GGGG
107 3-37 5O5  OO Co/0C 2' 05/0,06 102/4/72 0 1012 2 13; 03131E 52.3 130.4 GGGG
1C73-7512 30S0/003CC 200U5/040 7  14/72 1012 2'^1\ 03109E 53.0 128.7 GGG
1073-37514 C0o O/0 29005/0430 1/ 4/7P 1012 1146N 03047E 53.7 126*8 GGGG
1073-38021 0003/0C)00 2005/0439 10/04/72 5 1012 17175 02211E 54*0 73.1 GGG
1073-:023 C200O/Oc00 2S005/0410 1^/,4/72 5S 1012 1942S 02149E 53*4 71*4 GGGG
1073-~8r35 3OC3 /000 2j0U5/0411 1-! 4/7P 19 1012 2n07S 02127E 52,7 69.8 GGGG
1073-38032 0 jO/CoCu '% L5/0412  1-/-4/7? 2- 1012 2133S 02105E 51*9 68*3 GCGG
1073-38o35 03',/000 2;,05/0413 11/r4/7p 0 1012 20)S 02042E 51.1 66.8 GGG
1073-0C041 00 /000, 20 05/0414 1 /-'4/7? 0 1012 2,2
7 S 02019E 50*3 65.4 GGGG
1073-3044 0300/CCL 2 05/0;L5 1 /C4/7 10!2 2r5?S 01956E 49.5 64*1 GGGG
1073 9232 30000/0507 2u 5/0416 1/r4/7P 9 1013 5Q35N 02000E 25*6 161,9 5GGG
1073-"9235 C '000/ Co 2 00 5/0417 1'4/ 7 P 8o 1013 5711N 01904E 26.8 160.8 GGGG
1073-13061 00000-o0/ 20405/0418 1'-4/7P 10 1015 0959N 05025v 58.2 103.4 G
1073-13063 CoO/'OSO/ 2005/0419  1-/,-4/72 3r. 1015 0 34 050o45 582 101.1 GGGG
107313C70 0' /Goo- ? S5/0420 1/ 4/7P 3r 1015 006 05106W 58*3 98.7 GGGG
1073-/13072 3/300 2 5/0421 1,,/,4/7? 20 1015 012,)S o5126w 58*2 96,3 GGGG
1073-13161 00;0/300 2u5/0 422 1,/'1/72 10 1015 31315 05903W 46.0 59.8 GGGG
1073-13163 0030/00 2 '005/2423 1!/4'/72 10 1015 32569 05928N 45*0 58.9 GGG
1073-1317 32o/c' 2 US,/0 4 24 1/- 4/72 1 1015. 34225 059558 440 580C GGGG
1073-13172 30C30/CJ0L 2CcU5/0425 13/4/7P 2, 1015 3,47S 06022w 430o 57.2 GGGG
1073-13175 03/00, 0/0 ? C5/042b 1 /c /72 50 1015 37 1P? 06051v4 42,0 56,5 GGGG
1073-14283 0033000/^0 200U5/0427 174/72 10 1016 7315N C3935w 12.2 180.5 GGG
10 7 3 -1o290 Ooo/C200 U 2S0u5/4;2 10/r/72 1016 7 0
2 N 04215w 13o5 177.9 GGGG
KEYS Cu C5JE4 ....* ***.o.,* ' T9 100 = % CLOUD CAVER, ** = N5 CLOUO DATA AVAILABLE.
1-AGe :',ALITY o,,A,, .... ANLS.W.3AND :BT PRcScNT/RECUFSTED. R=RECYCLED, G=Ge 0, FzFAIR BUT'USABLE. Pu=POR,
16:44 MAR j11'74 STANDARD C.ATALBG FR NOBNUS PAGE 0173
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIeN MICReFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID pOSITI9N IN R8LL ACCUTRED COVE R NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1073014292 00000/0000 20005/0429 10/04/72 0 1016 7046N 04436W 14.7 175.6 GGGP
1073-14295 00000/0000 20005/0430 10/04/72 90 1016 692N 04640w 15,9 173.5 GPGG
107 3-14301 00000/0000 20005/0431 10/04/72 80 1016 6A1CIN 04831W 17.1 171.6 GGGG
1073*14304 00000/000o 20005/0432 10/04/72 40 1016 6650N 05010W 18*3 169.9 GGGG
1073-14310 00000/0000 20005/0433 10/04/72 20 1016 6530N 05141W 19.5 168.4 GGGG
1073-14313 00000/0000 200U5/0434 10/o4/72 30 1016 6409N 053 03W 20*7 166.9 GGGG
1073-14315 00000/0000 20005/0435 10/04/72 70 1016 6247N 054 18W 21*9 165.6 PGPG
1073-14322 00000/0000 20005/0436 10/04/72 80 1016 6 125N 05526W p3.1 164.3 GGGG
1073-14324 00000/0000 20005/0437 10/o4/72 90 1016 6 003N 05629w 24*3 163.1 GGGG
1073o14331 00000/0000 20005/0438 10/04/72 90 1016 5940N 05728W 25.5 162.0 GGGG
1073*14333 00000/0000 20005/0439 10/04/72 50 1016 5717N 05824W 26*7 160,9 GGGG
1073-14340 00000/0000 20005/0440 10/04/72 40 1016 5554N 05916w 27*8 159.8 GPGG
1073-14342 00000/0000 200U5/0441 10/04/72 10 1016 5 430N 0600 5 W 29.0 158.8 GGGG
1073-14345 00000/0000 20005/0442 10/04/72 C 1016 5'05N 0 6050W 30.2 157.7 GGGG
1073-14351 00000/0000 20005/0443 10/04/72 0 1016 514N 06133W 31.3 156.7 GGGG
1073-14354 00000/0000 20005/0444 10/04/72 10 1016 5016N 0 6214W 32.5 155.7 GGGG
107314360 00000/0000 20005/0445 10/04/7P 10 1016 4852N 06253W 33.6 154.7 GGGG
1073*14365 00000/0000 20005/0446 10/04/72 60 1016 4602N 06404W 35s8 152.7 GGGG
1073-14372 00000/0000 20005/0447 10/04/72 90 1016 4437N 06438W 3699 151.6 GGGG
1073o14374 00000/000o 20005/0448 10/04/72 5 0 1016 4 12N 06510W 38*0 150.6 GGGG
1073-14381 00000/0000 20005/0449 10/04/72 20 1016 4147N 06541W 39.1 149.5 GGGG
1073-14463 00000/0000 20005/0450 10/04/72 10 1016 1305N 07 3 53W 56*0 119*2 GGGG
1073-14465 00000/0C00 20005/0451 10/04/72 30 1016 1I39N 074 14 56.5 117*1 GGGG
1073-16151 00000/0000 20005/0452 10/04/72 60 1017 6P48N 08005W 21o9 165o6 GGGG
1073-16153 00000/000 20005/0453 10/04/7P 20 1017 6 126 N 0811 4W 23.1 164.3 GPGP
1073-16160 00000/0000 20005/0454 10/04/72 0 1017 6004N 08218W 24.3 163.1 GGPG
1073-16162 00000/0000 20005/0455 10/04/72 0 1017 5840N 0 8317W 25.5 162.0 GGGP
1073-16165 00000/0000 20005/0456 10/04/72 10 1017 5717N 08413w 26*6 160.9 GGPP
1073-16171 00000/0000 20005/0457 10/04/72 40 1017 5 5 54 N 08504 W 27.8 159.8 GGPP
1073-16174 00000/0000 20005/0458 10/04/72 90 1017 5431N 08552W 29.0 158.8 GGGG
1073-16180 00000/000U 20005/0459 10/04/7P 60 1017 5q07N 08638w 30.1 157.7 GGGG
1073-16183 00000/0000 20005/0460 10/04/72 80 1017 5143N 08 721w 31.3 156.7 GGGG
1073-16185 00000/0000 20005/0461 10/04/72 90 1017 5019N 08802W 32.4 155.7 GGGG
1073-16265 00000/0000 200U5/0462 10/04/72 40 1017 2109N 0 9710W 51*4 132*4 GGGG
1073-16271 00000/0000 20005/0463 10/04/7P 40 1017 2142N 09732W 52*2 130*7 GGGG
1073-16274 00000/0000 20005/0464 10/04/7p 40 1017 2015N 097 5 4W 52*9 129.0 GGGG
1073-18003 00000/0000 20005/0465 10/04/72 0 1018 5554N 11056W 27.8 159.8 GGGG
1073-18005 00000/0000 20005/0466 10/04/7P 10 1018 5430N 11144W p289 158.8 GGGG
1073-18012 00000/0000 20005/0467 10/04/72 30 1018 5306 N 112 29w 3C.1 157.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBvER % ,.,*......*.., 0 To 100 - % CLBUD CRVER* ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,. ...,, .... ,,. RLANKS.BAND NET PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G-GORD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PIP80R,
16ST44 MAR 11it74 SANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US 
PAGE 0174
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NS.,/ DATE CLOUD eRPIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN 
TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN WOLL. ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe AZIMo RBV 
MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1073-18014 00000/0000 20005/0468 10/04/72 20 1018 5142N 11
3 12w 31o3 156o8 GGGG
1073-18021 00000/0000 20005/0469 10/04/72 0 1018 5017N 11352W 32o4 15507 GGGG
1073-23040 00000/0000 20005/0470 10/04/72 10 1021 7535N 16206W 907 18609 GGGG
1073-23043 00000/0000 20005/0471 10/04/72 10 1021 7426N 16537W 1009 18305 
GGGG
1073-23045 00000/0000 20005/0472 10/04/72 10 1021 7315 N 16
8 39w 12o1 1805 GGGG
1073-23052 00000/0000 20005/0473 10/04/7P 10 1021 7201N 17119W 13.3 1779 GGGG
1073-23054 00000/0000 20005/0474 10/04/72 70 1021 7045N 17340W 14o6 175o6 GGGG
1073-23061 00000/0000 20005/0475 10/04/72 80 1021 6928N 17545W 15.8 173.5 GGGG
1073-23063 00000/0000 20005/0476 10/04/7 20 1021 6809N 17737W 17o0 171.6 GGGG
1073-23070 00000/0000 20005/0477 10/04/7p 0 1021 6650N 17918W 18.2 169.9 GGGG
1073-23072 00000/0000 20005/0478 10/04/7P 0 1021 6530N 17910E 1904 
168.4 GGGG
1073-23075 00000/0000 20005/0479 10/04/72 10 1021 
6 40 9 N 17748E 20o6 167*0 GGGG
1073-23081 0000000/0000 20005/0480 10/04/72 0 1021 6247N 17633E 21.8 165s6 GGG
1073-23084 00000/0000 20005/0481 10/04/72 10 1021 6125N 17525E 23.0 
164,4 GGPG
1073-23090 00000/0000 20005/0482 10/04/72 20 1021 6002N 17422E 2402 163.2 GGGP
1073-23093 00000/0000 20005/0483 10/04/72 50 1021 5_39N 17322E 25.4 162o0 GGGG
1073-23095 00000/0000 20005/0484 10/04/72 40 1021 5715N 17227E 26o6 160.9 GGGG
1074-00581 00000/0000 20005/0485 10/05/72 60 1022 c 4 019N 13851E 400 148.5 
GGPG
1074-00583 00000/OOO 20005/0486 10/05/7? 50 1022 
3 54 N 13821E 41.1 147.4 GGGG
1074-00590 00000/0000 20005/0487 10/05/72 50 1022 3728N 13753E 42.1 146o3 GGGP
1074-00592 00000/0000 20005/C,)488 10/05/7P 20 1022 3602N 13725E 43.1 145,1 
GGG8
1074-00595 00000/0000 20005/0489 10/05/72 20 1022 3437N 13658E 441 143.9 GGGG
1074-01001 00000/0000 20005/0490 10/05/72 4C 1022 33 11N 13632E 45.1 142*7 GGPG
1074-01004 00000/0000 20005/0491 10/05/72 90 1022 3146N 13605E 46o1 141.4 GGGG
1074-01010 00000/0000 20005/0492 10/05/72 100 1022 3020N 13539E 47.0 1400O GPGG
1074-01013 00000/0000 20005/0493 10/05/7? 100 1022 2Q54N 13515E 47.9 138.6 
GGPG
1074-02524 0000/0000 20005/0C49 4  I0/09/7p 10 1023 0129N 10240E 58*3 10195 GGGG
1074-02531 00000/0000 20005/0495 10/05/7p 60 1023 0003N 10220E 58.3 99.1 GGGG
1074-02533 00000/0000 20005/0496 10/05/72 70 1023 01.23S 10200E 58*3 96.8 
GGGG
1074-02540 00000/0000 20005/049 7  10/05/72 90 1023 0?49S 10140E 58*2 94.4 GGGG
1074"02542 ooo0000/0000 20005/0498 10/05/72 30 1023 0416S 1 0 119E 58.0 92.1 GGGG
1074*02545 00000/0000 20005/0499 10/0c/72 30 1023 Oc4 4S 10059E 57.8 89.8 GGGG
1074-02551 00000/0000 20005/0500 10/05/72 10 1023 0710S 10039E 
57*5 87*6 GGGG
1074-04224 00000/0000 20005/0501 10/05/72 40 1024 47 2 6N 08959E 34*5 153.8 GGGG
1074-04230 00000/0000 20005/0502 10/0c/7P 10 1024 4601N 08923E 35.6 152.8 GGGG
1074-04233 00000/0000 20005/0503 10/05/72 10 1024 4436N 08849E 36t7 151*8 GGGG
1074-04235 00000/0000 20005/0504 10/05/72 0 1024 4312N 08816E 37.8 150.7 GGGG
1074-04242 00000/0000 20005/0505 10/05/72 0 1024 4146N 08744E 3889 149.7 GGGG
1074-04244 00000/0000 20005/0506 10/05/72 0 1024 4020N 08714E 40*0 14806 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVEP % Ce,,.,.,o*.. *, 0 Te 100 u % CLOUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY , oo, ,. RLANKSaBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED, R-RECYCLED, G-GB5D. 
FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PoPBR,
1644 'AR 110'74 STANARD CATALRG F6P NBNoUS PAGE 0175
FROM :7/23/72 T 07/23/73
SBSERVATIL4 1 IC9FVIL RALL a1,/ DATE CLBJD RaiIT PoINCIPAL PYINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I3 p'SITI1 IK 8~LL AC(ITPEC CqVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
9v MSS I.AT LONG 123 45678
1074-,4251 3CCo/0cO 2305/0507 1?/?5/72 10 1024 3R55N OR44E 41.0 147.5 GGGG
107 4 -t425 3  CCO-,/0oC0 20un5/50C8 1/-5/7? 1C 1024 373,N o8615E 42*1 146.4 GGGG
10 74-426C 3030/000J 22CU5/0509 1?/05/7? 10 1024 3604N 08547E 43*1 145.2 GGGG
1074-bC055 C0030/000,C 2jo05/0513 1\IR/7P 30 1025 4724N 06409E 34.5 153.8 GGGG
1074-06062 O ?O/Cou 2.0o5/0511 1 /95/7p 20 1025 459,N 06333E 35,7 152.8 GGGG
1074-6071 30000/300C 203U5/0512 13/05/7p 0 1025 4309N 06227E 37.8 150.7 GGGG
1074-6073 00030/000 2o005/0513 1,:1c/72 0 1025 41 4 4 N 06157E 38*9 149.7 GGGG
1074-26080 00030/0000 2000U5/0514 1/qF/7p 0 1025 4n ~N 06126E 40.0 148*6 GGGG
1074-06082 Oooo0/Cgo 20005/0515 1./05,/7? 10.5 3P52N o6056E 41*0 147.5 GGGG
1074-.6085 ocooo'/OCc 200C5/0516 1/.)5/7? 0 1025 3727N 06027E 42.1 146.3 UGGG
1074-06091 /OC00o/0CC 2 005/C517 10/15/72 C 10?5 3602N 05599E 43*1 145.2 GGGG
1070406094 00000/000 200U5/0518 10?/~5/7 C 1025 3436N 05932E 44.1 144.0 GGGG
10 7 4- 6 100C 0000/OCO0 2o005/0519  1i/Qc/7P 0 1025 3310N 05905E 45.1 142,7 GGGG
1074-C6103 00000/003 200./05C02 10/0r/72 0 1025 3144N 05839E 4601 141.4 GGGG
1074-061o5 00000/0000 2005/0521 1/0(o/ 72 0 10?5 3n17N 05815E 47.0 140.1 GGGG
1074-C6112 o000oo3003 2C005/0522 10/05/7? 0 1025 2852N 05751E 47.9 138.7 GGGG
107 4-C 6 114 Oo00oo/00C 20005/052 3  1/09/ 7P 0 1025 2726N 0 5726E 48.8 137.3 GGGG
1074-06121 00300/000Q 2000 5 /C524 1/05/72 10 1025 2600N 05703E 49*7 135*8 GGGG
1074-06123 00000/0000 20005/0525 1010n/7P 10 1025 2433N 05640E 50*5 134.2 GGGG
1074-06130 O000C/CC00 2C005/0526 10/0/7? 10 1025 230SN 0 5617E 51*3 132.6 GGGG
1074-06132 00300/CCOC 20005/0527 1/05/72 20 1025 2139N 05b55E 5201 13009 GGGG
1074-06135 o0000/00u 20305/0528 1)/0F/72 30 1025 2013N 05532E 52*8 129*2 GGGG
1074-36141 00000/0000 20005/0529 13/35/72 10 1025 1846N 05511E 53.5 127.4 GGGG
1074-C614 00030/300 200U5/0530 1;/05/7 2 0 1025 172o0 05'c49E 54.2 125.6 GGGG
1074-06153 00030/0000 25005/0531 10/o5/72 10 1025 1428N 05407E 55.4 121.6 G GG
1074-06155 00000/0000 20005/0532 1/cr5/72 20 1025 1401N 05346E 55o9 119*6 GGGG
1074-06162 c00000/0000 2005/0533 1)/05/7 10 10Q5 1134N 05325E 56.4 117.5 GGGG
1074-06241 00000/000 2C0005/0534 10/0U/72 10 1025 1'48S 04657E 54.9 7504 GGG
1074-06244 00000/0000 20305/0535 103/C/72 10 1025 1714S 04636E 54.3 73.6 GGG
1074-C6250 OOC/0000 20005/0536 1o/OF/7 20 1025 1R4S 04614E 53,6 71.9 PPP
1074-06253 30000/0000 20005/0537 1/59/72 10 1025 2005S 04552E 52*9 70*3 GGG
1074-06255 00000/0000 20005/0538 10/0~/7? 10 1025 213?S C0431E 522 68.7 GGG
1074-06262 00000000 20005/0539 1o/o,/7P 10 1025 2P5RS 04508E 51*4 67*3 GGG
1074-06264 00000/0000 20005/0540 1V/o5/7P 1 1025 2424S 04446E 50.6 65*9 GGG
1074-0753' 000CO/O'C0 2.005/0541 13/0c/7 10 1026 3144N 03251E 46.0 141.5 GGG
1074-07541 00000/0000 200C5/0542 i/nr,/7p 0 1026 3018N 03226E 47.0 140,1 GGGG
1074-13122 oCo00/c00c 20005/0543 1)/05/7p 80 1029 0131N 05214W F8*3 101.8 GGGG
1074-13124 00000/0000 20005/0544 1/05C/7P 80 1029 0004N 05234W 58.3 9904 GGGG
1074-13131 00000/00oo 20005/0545 10/05/72 70 1029 0122S 05254 58.3 97*1 GGGG
KEYS: CL5UD CBvER % *....,.,.,,. 0 Te 100 . % CLBUD CAVER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE GUALITY ..... i.,.., BGLANKSBSAND NeT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RURECYCLED. GnGB9D, FEFAIR BUT USABLE, PPOIR,
16:44 4AP 11p'74 STANnARD CATALOG FeR NON-US PAGE 0176
FR 5 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATN MICROFIlM ReLL '4,/ CATe CLOJD 5RBIT POTNCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IO PCSTION IN ROLL ACCUJTRED COVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
pV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1074-13133 0000/00C 2L0;5/0546 1'/o9/72 80 1029 02485 05
3 15W 58.2 94.7 GGGG
10 7 4 -13140 C00000/0C0 20005/0547 13/.r/7 40 1029 04165 0 5335W 58.1 92.4 GGGG
1074-13154 00000/C00. 2UOU5/0548 10/05/7p 100 1029 1004S 0 5456 56.9 83.5 GGGG
1074-13231 00000/0000 20005/0549 12/0 /72 0 1029 3550S 06150w 43o4 57.5 PPPP
1074-13233 00000/000) 20005/0550 10/05/7p 0 1029 3714S 06218w 42o4 56.7 GGGG
1074013240 00000/0oc,0 23005/0551 10/05/72 0 1029 3839S 06246W 41o3 56.1 GGGG
10C7414335 00C00/0000 20005/0552 10/0/7? 30 1030 7425 ; 03759w 10.7 183.5 PPPP
1074-14342 OC0oo0/C00 20005/0553 10/CS/7? 0 1030 7114N 04102w 11.9 180,5 GGGG
10C7 4-1344 00000/0000 20005/0554 10l/C0/7 0 1030 7POON 04342W 13*1 177.9 GGGG
1074-14351 00000/000C 2c005/0555 1/05o/72 C 1030 7r44N 04602w 14.3 175.6 GGGG
1074-14353 00000/000C 20005/0556 1D/o'/7? C 1030 6027N 04806W 15*5 173.5 GGGG
1074-14435 0o000/000 20005/0557 1/05/72 10 1030 4145N 06710w 38.8 149.8 GGGG
1074-14442 oOOCO/c000 20005/0558 10/09/72 30 1030 4020N 06741W 39.9 148.7 GGGG
1074-16223 00000/030] 20005/0559 13,/05/72 90 1030 5716N 08b40i 26o3 161.0 GGGG
107-16230 300000/0000C 2"005/0560 10/0o/7 90 1030 5552N 08631w 27e5 160.0 GGGG
1074-16232 00000/C000 20005/0561 ln/cR/7p 80 1030 5429N 08718w 28.6 158.9 GGGG
1074-16235 O00000/00 20005/0562 10/09/7? 60 1030 5305N 088041 29.8 15799 GPGG
1074-16241 00000/0000 2f005/0563 10/,)5/72 70 1030 5140N 08847W 3009 156.9 GGGG
1074,16244 00000/OCOC 20005/0564 10/05/72 10C 1030 5016N 08928W 3201 155.9 GPGG
1074-16321 00000/0000 200U5/565 13/05/72 40 1031 2436N 09815N 50*4 134.5 GGGG
1074016323 00000/0000 20005/0566 10/05/72 60 1031 2109N 09837W 51*2 132.9 GGGG
1074-16330 0000/CO0 20005/0567 10/05/7P 60 1031 2142N 09858W 52*0 131.2 GGGG
1074-16332 00000/0000 2 U005/0 5 6 8  10/0C/72 50 1031 2016N 09920w 52.7 129.5 GGGG
1074-18032 00000/0000 20005/0569 10/05/72 0 1032 6532N 10448w 19.1 168.5 GGG
1074-18035 00000/0000 200o5/0570 10/0n/7P 0 1C32 6411N 10610W 20.3 1671o GGGG
1074,18041 00000/0000 2U005/0571 10/n,/7P C 1032 6249N 10725W 21*5 165,7 GGGG
1074-18044 00030/0000 20005/0572 10/CF/7P C 1032 6127N 10o34, 22.7 164,5 GGGG
1074-18050 00000/0000 20005/0573 10/09/7? 20 1032 600nN 10937W 23.9 16393 GGGG
1074-18053 00000/0000 2u005/0574 1/095/72 20 1032 5941N 11036w 25.1 162.1 GGGG
107-180c55 000o0/o000 20 005/0575 10/c1/7 0 1032 5717N 11131w 26.3 161.1 GGGG
1074-18062 - 00000/0000 20005/0576 10/q;/7P 0 1032 5553N 11221w 2764 160o0 GGGG
1074-18064 00000/0000 20005/0577 130/5/7? 0 1032 5429N 11
309w 28*6 159.0 GGGG
1074-18071 00000,0000 20005/0578 10/05/7? 0 1032 5304N 11354W 29,8 157.9 GGGG
1074-18073 00000/0000 23005/0579 10/ 9/7P 10 1032 5141N 11437w 30*9 15699 PGGG
1074-1808C 00000/0030 20305/0580 10/09/7? 0 1C 3 2 5(16N 11518W 32.1 155*9 GGGG
1074-19452 00000/0000 20005/0581 1/095/72 0 1033 6o28N 12b34W 15.4 173,6 GGGG
1074-19455 00000/000() 20005/0582 10/0 5/72 20 1033 6810N 12724W 16.6 171.8 GGGG
1074-19461 00000/0000 20005/0583 13/05/72 50 1033 
6 650N 12904W 17.9 170,1 GGGG
1074-19464 .00000/0000 20005/0584 10/"15/72 100 1033 6530N 13034W 19.1 168.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,o9o*.*****. n TO 100 a % CLOUD C'VER, ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY o.,,,oeeo,,.. BLANKSEAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G=GORD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PPO9R.
16:44 MAR 11~v74 STANOARD CATALG FeR NfN-US PAGE 0177
FQRM 7/23/72 T9 C7/23/73
BBSERVATIN '!ICQFIL" RPLL 9./ rATE CLOUD 9RRIT P I CIPAL P9INT SUc SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1. PSSITIL I'N 1 LL ACUED C ?VER V UMB R RF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RV mSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1074-19470 O000/,O00o 20305/C585 lO/25/7p 100 1033 640a 13155W 20.3 1671 GGGG1075-01015 000)0O/CCO 2CU05/0586 10/rA/7? 1 1036 4724N 14008E 34.3 154.0 GGGG
1075-J102F 3o0/000. 20'05/0587 1/0A/72 10 1036 450\ 13932E 35*4 153.0 G6GG
1075-31024 3C3o0/O0 200u5/058 1/,/72 e 1036 4433N 13M58E 3G5 152.0 GGG
1075-)1031 O00O0/nrO. 2S,5/0589 11/A/72 10 1036 410RN 13825E 37.6 150.9 GGGG
1075-j1033 0002/000J 2o' 05/0590 10/0/72 2r) 10-6 4143N 13754E 38*7 149*9 GGGG
1075-1 C40 0D00/000 2000)5/0591 1I/ A/72 4- 1036 4r17 13722E 39.7 148.8 GGGG1075-31045 C00000/00 00DU5/0592 10/ 6/72 7n 1016 3725N 13624. 41.8 146.6 GGGG
1075",1051 00U30/0000 2J005/0593 1/30/7? 80 1036 3600\ 13556E 42.9 145.4 GOGG
1075-31054 00C'C/0C0 2000 5 /059 4  10/2A/72 70 1036 3434\ 13529E 43.9 14492 GGPG1075-21060 000O0/OC03 20005/0595 10/06/72 50 1036 340qN 13503E 44.8 143.0 GGGG1075- 1063 ODo/0or , 200?05/0596 1 00,6/7 50 1C36 314?N 13438E 45.8 141.7 GOGG1075-"1151 oo0000/CC0 2u005/0597 1/,6/7 40 1036 012qN 12701E 58.3 102.1 GGG
1075-31154 0 02U5/0/000 2Y0U/598 10/06/7P qC 1036 C000N 126 4 1E 58.3 99.8 UGGG1075-31160 3C000/0000 20 05/0599 10/06/7p 30 1036 0123S 12621E 58.3 97.4 GOGG
1075-01163 0030/0000 2 S0005/0600 10/6/7P 20 1036 0P505 12601E 58.2 95.1 GPGG
1075-01165 00C0/O000 20005/0601 1/ A6/72  20 1036 04 16S 12 540E 58.1 92*7 GPGG
1075-:1172 00 O0/0,oO 20005/0602 1o/06/7P 20 1016 0544S 12520E 57.9 90o4 GPGG1075-01174 32002/C,00 200U5/0603 10/n6/72 10 1036 0712S 12bOUE 57.6 88.2 GPGG1075-21181 OC00/COCo 200U5/0604 10/06/72 10 1036 0'389 12439E 57.3 86.0 GaGP1075-31183 00 rc0/C00o 20305/0605 10/26/7 0 1036 1OS 12418E 57.0 83.8 GPGP
1075-36114 O 0000/O00 2o0U5/0606 10/0I/7? 30 1039 4723N 06240E 34.2 154.0 GGGG
1075-26120 OC00/O00oo 200u5/0607 10/,0/72 22 1039 4c5RN 06205E 39.3 153.0 GrGG
1075-26123 0002o0/C0r 20)05/o608 1/6)/7p 20 1039 4433N 06131E 36.4 152.0 GIGG
1075"6125 00000/0000 20005/0609 1c/'/ 7  20 1039 4'08N 06057E 37.5 151*0 GGGG1075-06132 O00000/2CC 2 005/0610 1V/2/7 10 1039 4143N 06025E 38.6 149.9 GGGG
1075-36134 0C00/00 u0005/0611 1/,)6/72 10 1039 4018N 05955E 39.7 148.9 GGGG1075-j6141 00000/00u 200050612 10/2 /72 0 1039 352N o5925E 40.7 147.8 GGGG
1075-06143 00000/c000C 20005/0613 1/i6A/7 c 1039 3726N 0 5857E 41.8 146.6 GGG
1075-6150 0000/C0000 2 05/0614 10/2A/72 0 1039 3601N 058 3 0E 42.8 145.5 G0G
1075-26152 03C0/0C 0 20005/0615 1//0/7. 0 1039 3434N OB803E 43.8 144.3 GrGG
1075-06205 000C0/000O 20005/0616 10/CA/72 0 1039 1553N 05259E 54.6 124.2 GGGG
10 7 5 -,6211 00OO0/000O 20005/0617 10/0(/7c 10 1039 14 2 5 \ 05238E 55.2 122.3 GGGG
1075-j6214 0000O/0000 200U5/0618 10/0A/72 20 1039 1259N 05217E 55*8 120.2 GGGG1075-06220 000/C0 20005/0619 1006/7? 20 1039 1t33N 05157E 56.3 11891 GrGG
107 5 - 6 22 3  O00oo/OCo0 2U005/0620 12/06/72 10 1039 10oN 05136E 56.7 116*0 GGGG
1075-06300 00030/0e00 2S05/0621 102//72 20 1039 15S 04528E 55.1 76.0 GIGG
1075-06302 00000/000 20005/0622 1/0c6/72 30 1039 1716S 04507E 54.5 74.2 GsGG
1075-j6305 o000C0/00o 200U5/0623 19/06/7? 30 1039 1242S C4446E 53.8 72.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CivEP 4 .. ,..... , 0 Ti 100 % CLBUD CnVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAG E QUALITY °,.,,, ,.,,, nLANKSxFAND "8T PRp-SNT/RECUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GBRD, F=FAIR SUT USABLE. PPB9AR.
16:44 'iAP 11#'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 
0178
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICrFILM RqLL \iV./ DATE CLOUD S9RIT PnINCIPAL PPINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI5N IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RHV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1075-06311 00000/0000 200U5/0624 10/0O/
7 2 20 1039 2007S 04425E 53.1 70.8 GGGG
1075-c6314 00000/0000 2UOU5/0625 10/oA/72 10 1039 2133S 04403E 5294 69.2 GGGG
1075-07582 00000/0000 20005/0626 10/A0/7 20 1040 3AON 03242E 42o8 145.5 GGGG
107 5 c7 5 8 4 000,30/0002 20005/0627 10/OA/72 10 1040 3434N C3215E 43.8 144.3 GGGG
1075-07591 00000/o000 20005/0628 10/06/72 0 1040 3309N 03149E 4498 143.1 GAGG
1075-09325 O0000,/00o 20005/0629 1/,0(/72 90 1040 6=26N 02254E 18.9 168.5 GGGG
1075-09331 o0o0o00/0o 20005/0630 10//
72 90 1040 6405N 02132E C'1 167.1 GGGG
1075-09334 00000/0000 20005/0631 10/06/72 90 1040 6-43\ 02016E 21.3 165.8 GGGG
10 7 5 -)9340 O00000 20uu5/0632 10/C0/72 80 1040 6 21N 01907E 2205 164.5 GGGG
1075-09343 C0COo/O00 20005/0633 1?/06h/
7 2 70 1040 5 59N 0 1603E 23*7 163.3 GGGG
1075-J9345 00000/0000C 20005/0634 10/0/72 10 1040 5q36N 0170 3 E 24*9 162.2 GOGG
1075-09352 00OOO/0000 200U5/0635 10/o /7P 30 1040 
5712N 01608E 26.1 161,1 GGGG
1075-09354 0000/0000 20005/0636 10/06/72 53 1040 5549N 01516E 27.2 160.1 GGGG
1075-u9361 00000/(00 20005/063 7  10o/6/ 7 2 50 1040 5425N 01428E 28-4 159.0 GGGG
1075-09363 O000/OCr0 20005/0638 1V/nh/7 30 1040 5301N 01343E 29.6 158.0 GGGG
1075-09372 00000/0002 20005/0639 100/6,72 0 1041 5?12N 01219E 3199 15660 G
1075-09375 Co000/C00C 200U5/0 640 10/06/72 10 1041 4847N 01140E 33*0 155.0 GGGG
1075-09391 000OO/O00) 20005/0641 10/0 /72 0 1041 4723N 01104E 34.2 154.0 GGGG
1075-09384 00O_C/o00 200U5/0612 1106/7? 30 1041 4558 01028E 35*3 153.0 GGGG
1075-.)9390 O000/000 20005/0643 10/0r/72 20 1041 4433N 00954E 36*4 152o0 GGGG
1075-099393 0900C/000 2jC05/06+4  11/0A/72 0 101 4108N 00922E 37.5 151.0 GrGG
1075-u9484 03000/00C0 2t005/0645 1o/0o/
7 ? 0 1041 1134N O0019E 56.3 118.2 GGGG
1075-14473 00000/0000 20005/06,6 10/06A/7? 10 1044 485"N 06546W 32.9 155.1 GGGG
1075-14503 00000/0000 200U5/06147 12/CA/72 50 1044 3o5RN2 06938 40*6 147.9 GlGG
1075-1455 0000C/oC O 200U5/0648 17/06/7? 70 1044 3726N 07006W 417 146.8 G3GG
1075-16262 00000/CO0 20005/06n9 12/06/7? 40 10415 6407N c8147W 20.0 167*1 GGGG
1075-16264 000/C/O0) 2,0U05/C650 1-/06/72 80 1045 6)46N 08
3 0 3 W 21*2 165.8 GGGG
1075-16271 0000/0000 2J005/0651 1/06h/7? 90 1045 6124N 08412y 22o4 164.6 GGGG
1075-16273 0000C/C0 o 2,0005/065 1/0C6/
72 60 1045 6001N 0 8b16 23°6 1634 G3GG
1075-16280 00000/CO/O 2u005/053 1 /06/72 60 1045 583N 08615 248 162.3 GGGG
1075-1628? 00000/Co0. 2005/0C654 1/6/7? 60 1045 5714N 08
708w 25.9 161.2 GGGG
1075-16285 00000/C000 2uo05/0655 1,3/6/72 20 1045 5F51N 08759w 27*1 160.1 GGGG
1075-16291 003oC/C0CC 2005/C0656  17,1A/7? 40 1045 5427N 08847W 28*3 15991 GGGG
1075-16294 cCOo/000.) 2U05/0(5 7  1/0~6/7 5, 1045 
5 03N 0 8933W 2905 158.1 GGGG
1075-16300 OUoCC/CGO 200 5/0658 1 1,6/72 7 1045 51 39s 09016k 30.6 157*1 GGGG
1075-16303 CCCO/C0C 2U005/0659 1/0j/7 .60 1045 5,14N 0 9056 31.8 156.1 GGGG
1075-1638o CCOCO/oO0 2j015/0660 10/ 06/7 2  1 1045 2435N 0 9942W 5c01 134.9 GGGG
10C75-16382 0300/C000j 20005/0661 11/06/7P 40 1045 ?30RN 10005W 51*0 133.4 GGGG
1075-16385 C00000/000 20005/0662 12/06/7? 50 1045 2141:N 10028W 51.8 131.7 GGGG
KEYS: LLLC CBVEp t *.....,,,.,o, 0 TR 10C % CLOUD CnVERo *. = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
ILAGE ..UALITY F.,., ,,.,,o.. LANKS=9AN' NOT PRrSrNT/REUESTED, PRECYCLED. G=GBOD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. Pv=P89R
I:b-+* "A" s*'7' STAN7ARD CATALOG F F NN-US PAGE 0179
F-RM 7/22/72 Th 07/23/73
OBSERLATT4 "'!CLFI_" U LL 9/ LATE C )UD R1T' PQI'CIPAL PtINT SL, N SuN YMAGE QUALITY
.1 P 1T'I I> 9LL AC2 1Trr" CeVr 'UMEB- F IPAGE ELEV. AZTIM. RBV SS
V SS LAT LSNG 123 45678
1C75b1-391 2 2 005/C663 1 /"/72 10 1045 2' 1 10049 5p.5 130.0 GGGG
10 7 56394 6 b4 :/ _ /06 1/4/72 1 4 10 5 0 4N I0C11 53.2 128.3 GGGG
1075-: 113? C0. C c 05665 1'/ 6/72 4 1046 513" 11 6 04A 30.6 157.1 GGGG
1075-1j "1 *  / 2/66b 1 / -:6/72 30 1046 5r% 1: 11645k 31*7 156.1 GGG
C175-19513 / 2 Plu5/3667 1 - 1//7? 8. 1047 b6Q0 \N iP54k 16.3 171.8 GGGG
10 7 5 -:9520 0 " /0 O5/ 066 1 ,17 80 1C47 64 4ON 13033W 17.5 170.1 GGGG
1075-195?,2 uL/ , ; ?0 5/669 1/A /7 8 0 1047 6r52S'\ 13203W 18.7 16.6 GGGG
1076-1192 I OL030/Cj - 5/US/h7 7 1 l/ 7 /7: 6 0 1OrC 071 4 4 1P2657E 97.- 1121 GPGG
1076- 11a4 C v020/C- .? U'/0671 1?/f7/7? 60 105 O4&N 12636E 57.7 109.9 GGG
1076-c6d:2 4C/" ' ? ,05/0672 12/-,7/7? 3C 1053 3724N 0573?E 41.5 146*9 GG P
10 7 6 - 6275 o0Qu:/?' 2i,5/0673 1f/17/7? 1C 1053 3 59\ 05705E 42.5 145*8 GGG
1076*-6211 C /iCr, O 2 "U5/06 7 4 1/r7/ 7 2 0 ]05 3  343\ n5 6 38E 43.5 144.6 GGGG
1076" 6 21 L 0 /C C :0/0675 1"/f7/7P ," 10=3 3071 05 6 12E 44.5 143.4 GGGG
10 7 6 - '622:' 0., 000 u 2L 5/067 1</,7/72 c 1053 314'\ !5b*6E 45.5 142.2 GGGP
1076-t6223 0>00/0 ? P.'05/0 '77 1,"/r 7 2 ' 105 3  3r1N 0 5521E 6.*5 14n.9 GGGG1 076- C5 0'""/CI : C 0) 5/0678 1C0/"7/7? c 10-3 2249N 05457E 47*4 139"5 GGGG
1076-,623? 0,C3.D/0f 2f )0,5/0o79 17/ 17/7? 0 1053 2723iN 05432E 48*3 138.1 UGG
1076-c6234 003 0I00 2 mL106 8 0 1/i7/7 0 1 0 53 257N 05409E 49*2 136.7 GGGP
10 7 6 - ,6291 cc 3/ co 200S5/068 1 10/'7/72 1 10 5 3  071N 04931E 574 112.2 GaGG
1076-"6293 ) O/'n 2 '.0(/ 2 1/' 7/7? 3' 10c3 Ocz4N 04910E 577 110.0 GGGP
1076"09401 C0"'/CC.; 2 0 5/0683 1377/7/ 10 1055 557N Ol1640 2394 163.4 GGGG
1076-'9+4 j3,?v/ 0 "5/c6$4 1/ 7/7 I00 1055 5934\1 o0141E 24.5 162.3 GGGG
1076- :9412 3 C 0 / . PO 0 5 /0685 1/r'7/72 70 1005 571 N 014 45E 25*7 161*2 GGGG
1076-9413 0~ ~ / , 0 200 5/06 1 / 7/72 3 105 5  5  7 N 013531 26.9 160.2 GGGG
107 )94'15 3030/00 2 / L,5,687 lr/7/ 7 2 0 1055 5423N 01304E 28*1 1 59* 2  3GGG
1076- )9424 CO 00/O00 ?JCu5/c0688 1/ 7/72 1055 5!36, 01135E 30*4 157.2 GGGG
1076=09431 C000o0/ 6A 2 5/10 89 1 07/72 5 10 5 5ClIN Ol054E 316 156*2 GGGG
1076-:9433 300lC/l/ 2,025/069 121/07/7? 1055 4R4SN 01016E 32.7 155*2 GGGG
1076 944:' CC0/yo- 2_0U5/0691 10/',7/72 C 1055 472?N 00939E 33*8 154.3 GGGG
1076-29442 LI/0) 2:005/0692 10.:7 /72 1055 4557j 00904E 34*9 153.3 GGGG
1076- _9 44 5  0 C0/O0'CO 2 005/0693 10/,7/7) 1 1 055 4432N O0829E 36.1 152.3 GGGG
1076-39451 ;'_/5/no 2 .05/0694 1'/07/72 1i 1055 407N 00757E 37*2 151.3 GGGG
1076- 9515 GCO ,/CCO 2 0,5/0695 1",/7/7P IO 1055 2?,1N 00102E 524 130.3 G0GG
1076 j9522 003200/05 2?C5/0696 1/)17/72 10C 1055 1945 00040E 53*1 128.6 GGGG
1076)95391 C /03 ' , 005/0697 10/7/7? 0 1055 1C53 00003W 544 124.9 GGGG
1076-;9533 i 2 L5/C69 1:/'7/72 10 5  1427\ 0 0024W 55*1 123.0 GGGG
1076- )954- 30 /300 2 ,05/069 9  1/7/7 10 1055 100., 00045 55*6 120.9 GGGG
1076-- .95*2 3000'/3 '0C0 2j~5/0700 J /'7/ 7 9 40 1055 1133N 00106W 56.1 118.9 GrGG
1076-13023 C,003 / R 05/0701 1' /7/7 c 105 7  7113 0 18o00 11.1 1c.07 GGGG
<EYS: CL:.'C COvE x *....,..... . Ts 10C = X CLSUD OCVER. *, = NO CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAE 'uALITY ........... LA.KSBAND ,BT PRrSrNT/pEUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GBD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PaP OR.
1t :4 "A 11,'74 STAN"ARD CATL'9G F1OR NbN.US PAGE 0180
F~9M 37/23/72 T4 07/3/73
B5SERATI- .\ "'TC FI. :LL '\,,, >AT CLUD 4 RIT Prn' CIPAL Pi(T SN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I.' SITI 'J I ' 'L C t CeER JMBcR F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
V -S LAT LiNG 123 45678
107 6 - 13C3 , (C/. C 2 5/702 1 "/7/72 10 7 7 15) O,0?24oE 1i2 178.1 GGGG
1076-133 0 0/.,'0" 2I 05) 7L3 U1/"'7/7? 1057 74 -\ P 02301W 13*6 175*8 GnGG1076-13C3 U /C 2 -u5/,0704 1/ ..7/7 0 1057 6?2 N 02b05' 14*8 173.7 GGG1076-130ci1 j Ou/C . 2 U5/075 1/7/7 10 1057 690 1N OP657W 16.0 171,9 GGGG1076-0326 u )4 3 / j 2: 5/7c6  1/-7/7? 7: 1057 1936S c5 7 25v# 57.5 87.1 GGGG
107b-/13271 
_" . 9-S.5/C707 1/ 7/77 80 1057 no0 S 05745 57*2 8.9 GrGG10 7 6 L 4511 3''D; 0 P u , 1./c:507C 7/7 70 1059 555' (6336, 26.8 160.3 GGGG1076-14514 o',/',. 2 57,5/.7 9 1 "/7/72 70 1059 542~ 0.6425o 27.9 159.3 GGGG
1076"1457 3C 0/, 2 05071 1 / 7/ 7r 10599 5700o 06511, 29.1 158.3 GGGG107S-14523 / 2L';U5/073 1,/ 7/72 9r 1059 5141 06554 30s3 157.3 GOGG1076014525 "/ ' U5/o712 1 /,7/7 9q 1059 5,17\ 06635 314 156.3 GPGG
1076=14532 0 0/ 2% O ? 5/ 713 1./17/72 100 109 4 534 06713W 32*6 155.3 GGGG
1076=14573 O"0/C C G 2 S ,5/371 4  1 "/7/7P 6 1059 343;% 07225v 43*4 1448 GGG1076-16323 0 /, ,c0. 2 U,5/0715 1 /c7/7P 8 1059 6;4z% 0428w 20*8 166.0 GGG
1076-1635 cc0/0 C .., 20,5/07 6 1)/ 77/7, 8 1059 61 27.. o0837v y 220 164.7 GGGG
1076-1632 0 /0 P .05/0717 1 ,77/72 9C 1059 604'4 C8b39% 23*2 163*6 PPGG
1076-15334 C 2 ;;5/071 ",'717 9. 1C59 5 94.N 08738w 24* 162.4 GGGG
1076 16341 C ./ C. 2 7105/-71 1,7/7p 10 1059 57171 o8832 25.6 161.3 GPGP
1076"16343 2 7 . "E05/.072 1/7/7P 100 10c;9 553" 08924W P *7 160.3 GoGG
1076-2635- C-7'.; 2 ", ' /71 i"/9'7/7 0o 1C59 5420" 09013W 27*9 159.3 GGG
1076-16352 0 r'0 ,.C 5/072 . 1 /)7/772 100 1059 59On 0.059W 20.91 158.3 GGG
1. 7 6 -16355 0 - /? ~2s5/,723 1:'/7/72 10 1059 5!414 09142W 302 157.3 GGG
107616351 /3' ' 1, 2 05/03724 1 /'7/7 70 1059 517N 09 2 22v. 31 . 156*3 GGG1076-16434 0 UJ0/72J 2. 15/0725  7/7; 80 109 2437, 1i108 49.9 135.4 GGGG
1076-6441 ./.3, 2 u510 726 r/ 7/72 80 1059 2?311 101301 50e7 1339 GriGG1076-16443 j .'/c 0 -2. 5/072 7  1./7/ 72 60 1C59 2144 . 10152, 51.5 132.3 GGG1076-1645c J-o'j/30 2job/72b 17/q7/72 50 1059 2016% 10214 52.3 130.6 GGGG
107F6112 0 /.. ?'U5/07i7 1/'7/7? 5 1060 7316N 09532e 11 0 180.7 (iRG
1976-18125 O 00/D: 20 "05/0730 1./7/7P C 10C60 702', 09810C 12*3 178.1 GGGG1C76-18131 , ' /, ' 2 0'5/ 731 1-/-7/7? 50 1060 704, 10U30 13-5 175.8 GrGG1076-18134 5/2 1 "/07/72 40 1060 6 n20'J 102358 1-*7 173.8 GGGG
1C76-t"14' P C U0/ 2' CS 0733 1"/r7/72 4. 1060 6 91 10428w 15.9 171.9 GGGG10760114? 03 I-/0 2 C/5/0734 1"1C7/72 3 1060 6A51 1C608, 17*1 170.3 GGG
1076- 114 1,. .. 2 005/0715 1 7q7/72 1 1060 653;~ 10739w 183 168.7 GGGG
10 7 6 -,152 '/0' 2. 0J5/0C7-b 1 / 7/72 6, 1C6 641 10900 19*5 167.3 GGGG1076-18154 1 2' 05/737 8- 17/7 7 C 04 6249 N  11015W 20.8 166,0 GGGG1076-18161 t ,C /;CJ 2U 005/073 1 7/72 8. 1C60 6!27N 11125W 2109 164.7 GGGG
1076-18163 C, j/,0 2', 05/0739 1 r772 9') 1060 6 304N 11228v 23.1 163.6 SGG
1076-8170 jCl~ 2/0507 1 /7/7 81 1r6o 5 4~0 11326W 24*3 162*4 GGGG
KEYS COL C 'vE ............ , TO 100 . % CLUD CVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
I1AGE 3UALTTY ..... %....,. rLANKS-SAND NBT PRcSrNT/RErCUE.STEO. R-RECYCLED. G=G,0., FFAIR BUT USABLE* P.POBR,
16:44 MAP 11',74 STANDARD CATALAG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0181
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N 'IICRFILM ROLL J59./ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT PRTICIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PASITISN IN ROLL ACCUIRE D  CBVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS IA T  LNG 123 45678
1076"18172 0003C00/0000 2JOU5/0741 10/07/7P 8 0 1060 5717N 1142O 25.5 161.4 GGGG
1076.18175 00000/000u 200u5/o742 10/07/ 7 ? 50 1060 5r54N 11511W 26.7 160.3 GGGG
1076-18181 00000/0000 200u5/0743 10/07/7P 7o 1060 543-N 11 6 01W 27*9 159.3 GGGG
1076-18134 00000/0o00 20005/0744 30/07/7P 100 1060 506iN 11647w 29*0 158.3 GGGG
1076-19190 00000/0000 200U5/0745 10/07/72 100 1060 514'N 11730o 30.2 157.3 GGGG
1076-18193 00000/0000 2000U5/0746 10/07/72 20 10C0 5017N 11811w 31*3 156*3 GGGG
1076-19554 00000/0000 20005/074 7  10/07/7p 20 1061 7316N 121 2 1W 11*0 180.8 GGGG
1076-19560 00000/0000 20005/0748 10/07/7? 50 1061 7?02N 12401W !2P2 178.1 GGGG
1076-19563 00000/0000 20005/0749 10/97/72 70 1061 704nN 12621W 13,4 175.8 GGGG
1076-19565 00000/0000 20005/0750 10/07/72 80 1061 6a29N 12825W 14*7 173*8 GGGG
1076"19572 00000/0000 20005/0751 1,/07/ 7 2 60 1061 6P1qN 13016W 15*9 172*0 GGGG
1076-19574 00000/0000 20005/0752 10/07/72 30 1061 6651N 13156W 17.1 170.3 GGGG
1076-19581 00000/0000 20005/0753 10/07/72 40 1061 65314 13326W 18*3 168.7 GGGG
1076-21385 00000/0003 20005/0754 10/07/72 30 1062 7313N 14716W 11.0 180.7 GrGG
1076"21392 OC0/0000 200U5/0755 10/07/7? 40 1062 7159N 14955W 12.2 178*1 GGGG
1077-01085 OC000/0000 20005/0756 10/08/72 30 1064 6;)4N 14625E 20.7 166*0 GGGG
1077-01091 00000/0000 20005/0757 10/08/7 40 1064 6 12 4N 14516E 21.9 164.8 GGGG
1077-01094 00000/0000 20005/0758 10/08/7? 10 1064 '6001N 14412E 23.1 163.6 GGGG
1077-01141 00000/0000 20005/0759 10/08/72 0 1064 4436N 13 6 06E 35.8 152,5 GGGG
1077-01144 00000/0000 2000U5/0760 11/08/72 0 1064 4;11N 13533E 36*9 151*5 G3GG
1077-0115o0 o000/o00u 20005/0761 10108/72 0 1064 4146N 13500E 38.0 150.4 GGG
1077-j1153 000oo0/000 2000U5/0762 1'/08/7? 10 101064 4r20N 13429E 39.1 149.4 GGGP
1077-01155 00000/0000 20005/0763 10/08/7? 30 1064 3R54N 13359E 40*1 148.3 GGGG
1077-01162 00000/0000 20005/0764 10/o/7p 30 1064 3729N 13331E 41.2 147.2 GGGG
1077-01164 00000/0000 200C5/0765 10/0o/72 30 1064 3603N 13303E 42.2 146.1 GGGG
1077-01171 00000/0000 20005/0766 1?/0o/72 30 1064 3436N 13236E 43.2 144.9 GGGG
1077-01173 00000/0000 20005/0767 10/'8/72 70 1064 31oN 13210E 44.3 143.7 GGGG
1077-01180 00000/0000 20005/0768 10/0~/72 80 1064 3144N 13144E 45.2 142.5 GGGG
1077-01232 00000/00C0 20005/0769 101//7? 40 1064 1303N 12652E 55'5 121.4 GGG
1077-01350 00300/0000 200U5/0770 10/0/72 80 1064 2714S 11707E 49.7 64.5 GGGG
107701353 oO000/000 20005/0771 10/08/72 70 1064 2-39S 11643E 48.9 63.3 GGGG
1077-01355 00000/0000 20005/0772 10/08/7? 70 1064 30 05S 11618E 48.0 62.1 GGGG
1077-01362 00000/0000 20005/0773 10/08/72 80 1064 3131S 11554E 47.1 61.0 GGGG
1077-04361 00000/Oo0o 20005/0774 10/08/72 10 1066 6nO2N 09235E 23*0 163.6 GGGG
1077-04411 00000/0000 20005/0775 10/08/7? 0 1066 4-11N 08355E 36.8 151.5 GGGG
1077-04413 00000/0000 20005/0776 10/08/7P 0 1066 4145N O8323E 37s9 150*5 GGGG
107 7 -0442C U0000/000 20005/0777 10/08/7P 0 1066 4019N 0 8253E 39*0 149.4 GGGG
1077-04422 00000/0000 20005/0778 10/08/7 0 1066 3953N 08223E 40.1 148.4 GGGG
1077-06340 00000/000 20005/0779 10/0o/72 0 1067 o009N 04846E 56.5 117a4 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD COVER % -. Pt*** ...... 0 TF 100 a % CLOUD COVER. ** . NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AGE QUALITY .............. LNSAN D NOT PRrSrNT/REUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GBOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-P0SR,
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD C4TALeG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0182
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN mICROFILM ROLL N ,./ DATE CLOUD BR9IT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI!N IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV M SS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1077-06343 00000/0000 20005/0780 10/R0/72 20 1067 04?SN 04826E 56*9 115o2 GGGG
1077-06345 0000/0000 20005/0781 10/38/7p 80 1067 07 16N 04805E 57*3 113.0 GGGP
1077-06352 00000/Co00 20005/0782 10/0o/7? 90 1067 0549N 04745E 57.6 11097 GGGP
1077"06354 00000/0o00 20005/0783 10/o/7? 7n 1067 0422N 04724E 57.9 108o4 GGGP
1077-C6361 00000/COOC 20005/0784 10/08/72 40 1067 0256N 04704E 58*1 106.1 GGGP
1077-13084 0000/0000 20005/0785 10o/8/7P 0 1071 7156N 02201W 12.0 178ol GGGG
1077-13091 00000/0000 20005/0786 10/08/72 0 1071 741N 02420w 13*2 175.8 GGGG
1077-13093 00000/COOO 20005/0787 10/08/7? C 1071 6 q24N OP625w 14*4 173.8 GGGG
1077-13100 00000/0000 20005/0788 10/08/7P 50 1071 6p05N 02818W 15.7 171.9 GGGG
1077-13102 00000/0000 20005/0789 10/0R/72 8c 1071 6646N 02959W 16*9 170.3 GGG
1077-13293 00000/0000 20005/0790 10/08/7p 80 1071 012-N 05632A 58*2 104.0 UGGG
1077-13302 00000/0000 20005/0791 10/0R/7? 20 1071 0122S 05 713W 5804 9903 GGGG
1077-13305 00000/0000 20005/0792 10/0R/72 30 1071 0?49S o5733W 58.3 96.9 GGGG
1077-13311 00000/0000 20005/0793 10/08/7P 60 1071 0416S 0 5752W 58*3 94.6 GGGG
1077"13314 CG00000/0000 20005/0794 10/08/7P 80 1071 0541S 05812w 58.1 92*3 GGGG
1077-14502 00000/C000 20005/0795 10/08/72 100 1072 7638N 03435W 7.1 191.0 GGGG
1077-14505 00000/0000 20005/0796 10/08/72 90 1072 7E32N 03840W 8.3 187*0 GPGG
1077-14511 00000/0000 20005/0797 10/08/72 9' 1072 7423N 04211W 9.5 183.6 GGGG
1077-14514 00000/0000 20005/0798 10/O0/72 90 1072 73 11N 0451 4W 10.7 180*7 GGGG
1077-14555 00000/0000 20005/0799 10/08/72 40 1072 6O01N 06213W 22.9 163.6 GPGG
1077-14561 OU000/0000 20005/0800 10/08/72 90 1072 5839N 06313W 24.1 162.5 GPGG
1077-14564 00000/0000 20005/0801 0/08A/72 iO1 1072 5716N 06408W 25.2 161*5 GPGG
1077-14570 0000/C0000 20005/0802 10/08/72 100 1072 5c51N 06459W 26.4 160.4 GPGG
1077-14573 C00000/0000 20005/0803 10/o0/72 100 1072 5427N 06548W 27.6 159.4 GPGG
1077-14575 00000/0000 20005/080o 10/08/7 100 1072 5302N 06633W 28.8 158.4 GPGG
1077-14582 00000/0000 20005/0805 10/08/72 90 1072 5138N 06716W 29.9 157.4 GPGG
1077-14584 00000/0000 20005/0806 10/08/7? 90 1072 5015N 06757W 31.1 156.5 GPGG
1077-14591 00000/0000 20005/0807 0/0R/7? 9c 1072 4q5)N 06836W 32.2 155.5 GPGG
1077-15041 00000/0000 20005/0808 10/OA/72 70 1072 3144N 074 42w 45.1 142.7 GGGG
1077-16381 00000/0000 20005/0809 10/8/72 40 1073 6245N 08550 20'4 166.1 GGGG
1077-16384, O0000/0000 2 u00 5 /0 8 1 0 10/08/7 90 1073 6123N 0 8659w 21.6 164*8 GrGG
1077*16390 00000/0000 20005/0811 10/08/7P 90 1073 6000N 08802W 22.8 163.7 GGGG
1077-16393 00000/0000 2005/0812 10/08/72 90 1073 5.38N 089 01 24.0 162.6 GGGG
1077-16395 00000/0000 20005/0813 10/08/7P 10C 1073 5715N 08956W 25.2 161*5 GGGG
1077-16402 O0000/0000 2l005/0814 10/08/72 100 1073 5951N 09048W 26.4 160.4 GGGG
1077-16404 00000/0000 200U5/0815 O1/CR/72 90 1073 5427N 09137w 27.6 159.4 GGGG
1077-16411 00000/0000 200U5/0816 10/08/72 60 1073 510 3N 09223W 28.7 158.4 GGGG
1077-16413 00000/0000 20005/0817 13/08/7 80 1073 5139N 09306W 29.9 157.5 GnGG
1077-16420 00000/OCOO 20005/0818 10/R8/72 100 1073 50 14N 09347W 31.0 156.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X o..........°.. 0 TO 100 %  CLOUD CPVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o.*....**..*... BLANKSUBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PNP0BR*
16:44 '!AR 11,'7 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NON.US PAGE 0183
FR6M 07(/2a/'2 TO U7/23/73
BBSERVATISN RTIC FI-U LL "'. 0 ATE CL9LuD PRI T  Pto\CIPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYIU PSITIgv I": K5LL ACCUrELJTY C-VER NUBSeR 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
cFv -SS LA- LONG 123 45678
1077-1b490 0003/C0 .20005/0819 1/R/7 10 10730 C  2 10209W 48.8 137.4 GGGP
1077"16493 oCo00/COcL 20Oit0820 1 14/7, 10 1073 2435N 10 3C 49o6 135.9 GGGP1077-16495 OO/0O000 ?)0U5/0821 10/R/72 10 1073 2309N 10253 50*5 134.4 GGGP1077-16502 oooc/000c 20005/0822 1c/'r/7? 20 1073 2143N 10316W 51o3 132.8 GGGP
1o77"1650~ 0C00/0C0 200u5t083 -:/.8/7p 20 10 7 3 2016N 10338W 52*1 131*1 GGGP
1077-16511 OC00/000 2000U5/0824 10I/i/7P 10 1073 1Q 4 9N 10400W 52.8 129.4 GCGP1077-18242 O0oO0/00OC 2v0U50825 1/0 /72 70 1074 5304- 11812w 28-7 158-5 GGGG1077-18245 000C0/000C ~U05/0826 1'/n8/72 10 1074 5139N 11 8 55v 299 157*5 GGGG1077-18251 O000oC/OCo 2 0,5/0827 1"1 /7? 0 1074 5n15N 11936v 31.0 156.5 GGGG1077-20003 00 0o0/o00* L005/0828 10/,8/7? 50 1075 7r35N 116088 8.2 187.1 GGGG1077-20010 o0000/OoGo 2c005/0829 1,/ /72 40 1075 74264 11941 9.4 183.7 GGGG1077-20012 0000/000 200U5/0830 10/'/72 60 1075 7?14N 12244 IC*6 180.8 GGGG1077-20015 o3o0o0/o00 200u5/0831 13/:8/7P 60 1075 7200N 12524W 11*9 178*2 GGGG1077-20021 000o0/00 2005/0832 1)/n8/7 6o 1075 7 45N 12744V 13*1 175.9 GGGG1077-20024 00000/000L 20o5/0o833 1o/oR/7 2 30 1075 6927N 12949W 14o3 173.8 GGGG1077-20030 00000/OOo 2005/0834 10/08/7P 1075 6809N 13140W 15*5 172.0 G3GG1077-20033 O0000/coo 20005/0835 10,C/8/7 0 1075 6650N 13321W 1697 170.3 GGGG1077-21433 O0000/0000 20005/0836 1/no/ 7 2 60 1076 7637N 13803W 7,0 190.9 GGGG
1077-21435 00000/000C 20005/0837 10/'0/72 80 1076 7c32N 14208W 8.2 187.0 GGGG1077-21442 0C0o/OCOO 200U5/0838 10/0R/72 100 1076 7423N 14539 9.4 183.6 GGGG
1077-21444 00000/OC0O 2005/0839 10/%R/72 90 1076 7 311N 14843W 10.7 180*7 GGGG1077-21451 ooo3000/O 2C005/0840 10/i8/72 6n 1076 7i57N 15122w 11i9 178*1 GGGG1077-23514 00000/000, 20005/0841 10/0/7P 30 1077 0710S 14631E 5709 90.2 GGGG1077-23521 O0000/0000 2005/0842 10/18/7P 30 1077 0936S 14611E 57.7 88.0 GGGG1077"23523 000C3/CoOu 2c305/0843  10/-9/ 7 2 20 1077 1002S 14551E 57*4 85.8 GGGG1077-23530 003000/0000 20005/0844 10/08/72 20 1077 29S 14531E 57.0 83.6 GGGG10 7 8 -01202 00000/0000 20005/0845 10/0/7 20 1078 4309N 13405E 36.6 151.7 GGGG1078-01205 03000/0000 20005/0846 10/o9/72 10 1078 4144N 13333E 37*7 150.7 GGGG107 8 -01211 OU000o/C00 20005/0847 10/nf9/ 7 2 lo 1078 4 019N 13303E 38.8 149*6 GGGG
1078-01214 00300/0000 23005/0848 10/09/72 30 1078 3854N 13233E 39*8 148.6 GrGG
1078-01220 O0000/0C0O 20005/0849 10/09/72 30 1078 3728N 13204E 40.9 147.5 GGGG1078-01223 00000/000 20005/0850 10/0)/7P 10 1078 3 60 3 N 13 1 3 7 E 41.9 146.4 GGGG1078-01225 OUOC00/C00 2j0u5/0851 0l/o3/7P 10 1078 3436N 13110E 43*0 145*3 GGGG1078-01232 00000/000- 20005/085? 10/c9/7p 20 1078 3310N 13044E 44#0 144-1 GGGG1078-31234 ocoo/Cooo ?o0005/c853 10/'9/7P 30 1078 3144N 13018E 450 142,8 GGGG1078-01361 00000/0000 23005/0854 1C/0q/7 20 1078 112 11 11940E 57*0 83.7 GGGG1078-01364 0000/000 200U5/0855 10/09/7p 30 1078 1255S 11919E 56.6 81.6 GGGG
1078-01370 000OCo/000 20005/0856 10/09/72 30 1078 1420S 11859E 56*1 79.6 GGGG1078-01373 000oC/000o 20005/0857 10/09/72 30 1078 1546S 1137E 55.6 77.7 GOGG
KEYS: CLeUD C8VE % ,,,, .,. T.. 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-IMAGE QUALITY ,,*,.*..*,,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/RECUESTED* R-RECYCLED. G=GRD, FxFAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB9R,
16:44 "Ae 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN*US PAGE 0184
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATION "IC 8FILM RsLL \K,/ CATE CLOUD RBRIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
Il PPSITI5N I" ROLL ACCUTRED CnVER NUMBPR qF I'AGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PEV ms; LAT LONG 123 45678
1078*-1375 oU000/000) 2000C5/0 5 11/'98/7? 10 1078 1713S 11816E 55.1 75.8 GGGG
1078"03111 00co000/00 2 XU5S/085 9  1/09 /7P 8 0 1079 1720N 10039E 53.5 12798 GGGG
1078-03113 C000)/C00 0 2005/0860 10/C9/7? 7C 1079 15 4 N 1CC18E 54o1 126.0 GGGG
1078-33120 OOCOO/00o 2o005/0861 10/i9/72 60 1079 1427N 09957L 54.8 124.1 GGGG
107 8 -33122 0000/OCt 2C00U5/08 6 2  1/9/7P 50 1079 1300N 09937E 55.3 122.1 GGGG
1078-03125 000c3/0c0 2c0CC5/o 8 6 3  10/?9/72 60 1079 1134N 0 9916E 55o9 120.1 GGGG
1078-03131 0C.O0/COO 2U005/0864 1?/C9/7? 60 1079 1009 09856E 56°4 118.0 G3GG
1078-)3134 0000/000Co 2005/0865 i/,)q/72 7- 1079 0849N 09836E 5698 115.8 GGGG
1078-03140 C0000/000( 2005/0866 1c/,~/7p 70 1079 0717N 09816E 57.2 113#6 GGGG
1078-J3143 C0000/0000 20005/0867 70/09/79  1079 C550N 09755E 57.6 111 4 GGG
1078-23145 0000o/0000 20 oC5/ 0 868 1!9q/7 80 1079 0423N 09735E 57*8 109.1 GGGG
1078-03152 00000/0000 2~OU5/0869 1/09/7P 90 1C79 0?57N 09715E 56*l 106.8 GGGG
1078-03154 O c00/OCO0 2tou5/o870 1C/29//78 9o 1079 013nN 09654E 58.2 104.4 G GGG
1078-34395 000O/0000 20005/0871 170/9/7 8c 100RO 66 4 7N 09728E 1696 170.3 GGGG
1078-)4401 O0O0/Oo J 2OCU5/0872 10/09/72 70 1080 6527N 09b58E 17*9 168.8 GGGG
1078-0 404 00000/0000 20005/0873 10/n9/72 4o 1080 6406N 09437E 19*1 167.4 GGG
1078-0441C 0000/C0000 20005/0874 10/o9/7? 50 1080 6P44N 09322E 20.3 166.1 GGGG
1078-04474 00000/000 2C0005/087 5  1 q/09/72 0 1080 419NN 08125E 38.7 149.7 pppp
1078-04481 o000o0o/CO0 20005/0876 10/09/72 0 10,0 3p53N 08056E 39.8 148*6 GGGG
1078-04483 00000/0000 20005/0877 10/.9/7 0 10RO 3727N 08029E 40.8 147.6 GGGG
1078- 4490 00000/000C 20005/0878 10/, 9/72 C0 1080 3601N 08001E 41.9 146.5 G
107804554 00000/000 200U5/0879 10/9/72 70 1080 1303\ 07350E 55*3 122*1 PPPG
1078-04560 OCO00/000 20Oo5/.0880 10/i9/7P 80 10R0 1137N 07329. 55.9 120.1 GGGG
1078-04563 00CO/000CC 20005/0881 1 10/0/72 100 10P80 109N 07308E 56.4 118.0 GGG
1078-08242 o000o/0ocJ 2u005/38F2 10/'9/79 80 1082 O047N 02029E 57*5 111.5 GGGG
1078-"0244 00C0/0000 20005/3883 13/09/72 50 1082 C ,2nN 02009E 57-8 109.2 GGGG
1078-08251 00000/c000 20065/0886 10/,)9/7 80 1092 OP54N 01948E 58.1 106.9 GGGG
1078-08253 OOO0/000 20005/0885 10/n9/7? 80 1082 0128N 01928E 58.2 104.5 GGGG
1078-08260 0030/000o 2000U5/0886 10/09/72 90 1082 0001N 01908E 58*3 102.2 GGGG
1078-08262 00000/0000 200u5/0887 10/09/72 60 1082 0124S 01848E 58.4 99.8 GGGG
1078-08265 -O0000/qoO) 20005/0888 10/09/7 40 1082 0251S 01o27E 58.4 97*4 GGGG
107 8 -38 2 7 1 000-o/COOJ 20005/0889 1n/19/7P 3o 1082 04165 01806E 58.3 95.1 GGGG
1078-38274 00000/0000 20005/0890 10/09/72 30 1Cr 2  054 S 01746E 5802 928 GGGG
107801828C 00000/0002 20005/0891 10/'9/7 40 1022 0710S 01726E 58.0 90*5 GGGG
1078.08301 00000/000 20205/0892 10/-9/72 100 1082. 14229 01 5 44E 56.2 79.7 GGGG
1078908303 000c/OOCO 20005/0893 13/)9/ 7 p 70 1022 1548S 01523E 55*7 77.8 GGGG
1078"08310 00000/000 2005/0894 10/09/7? 10 1082 1714S 01502E 55.1 75.9 GGGG
1078-08312 00000/0000 20005/0895 10/09/72 0 1082 1.40S 01440E 54*5 74*1 GGGG
1078-08315 000/C00 20005/0896 1o/rqlp7 C 1082 2006S 01418E 53.9 72.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLPUD COVER %X ... o.o.* ,oo.. C TO 100 8 % CLeUD CqVERo ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE -UALITY io LANKS.eAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED. G.GOrD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.uS PAGE 0185
FROM 07/21/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL Nb,/ DATE CLOUD 5RRIT PPRICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1078e09521 00000/0000 20005/0897 19/09/72 70 1083 5834N 01247E 23.8 162.6 GGGG1078-09523 00000/0000 20005/0898 10/09/72 30 1083 5711N 01152E 25*0 161.5 GGGG
1078"09530 00000/0000 20005/0899 10/n9/7P 30 1083 5c48N 01101E 26.2 160*5 GGGG
1078,09532 00000/0000 20005/0900 10/09/72 10 1083 5424N 01012E 2704 159.5 GrGG1078"09535 00000/0000 20005/0901 10/09/7P 40 1083 5300N 00926E 28*5 158.5 GGGG1078-09541 00000/0000 20005/0902 10/09/7P 60 1083 5136N 00843E 29.7 157.6 GGGG1078-09544 00000/0000 20005/0903 10/09/72 50 1083 5012N 00803E 30o8 156*6 GGGG1078"09550 00000/0000 2uOU5/0 9 04  10/09/72 20 1083 4A47N 00724E 32.0 155.6 GGGG1078"O9553 00000/0000 20005/0905 10/09/7p 0 1083 4722N 00646E 33*1 154.7 GGGG
1078-09555 00000/0000 20005/0906 10/09/72 c 1083 4r57N 00610E 34*3 153e7 GGGG
1078"09562 00000/000o 200U5/0907 10/09/72 0 1083 4432N 00536E 35.4 152.7 GGGG
1078-09564 00000/0000 20005/0908 10/09/7? 0 1083 4307N 00503E 36s5 151.8 GGG
1078-10030 00000/OO00 20005/0909 10/09/7P 2n 1083 2138N 00128W 51j2 133*0 GGGG1078-10032 00000/0000 20005/091C 10/09/7? 30 1083 2r11N 00150l 51*9 131.4 GGGG1078-10035 00000/000 20005/0911 10/09/7p 20 1083 1844N 00212W 52*7 129.7 GGGG
1078-10041 00000/000o 20005/0912 10/09/7? 60 1083 1718N 0 0234W 53*4 127*9 GGGG
1078-10044 00000/0000 20005/0913 10/09/72 90 1083 1551N 00255W 54.1 126.1 PPPP1078-10050 00000/0000 20005/0914 1,/09/7P 20 1083 1424N 003 16w 54.7 124*2 GGGG
1078-10053 00000/0000 20005/0915 10/09/72 0 1083 1758N 00336W 55*3 122.2 GcGG1078-10055 00000/0000 200U5/0916 10/09/7P 10 1083 1132N 003 57W 55*9 120.2 GGGG
1078-10062 00000/0000 20005/0917 10/09/7 40 1083 1006N 00418W 56*4 118.1 GGGG
1078-10064 00000/0000 20005/0918 10/09/72 90 1083 OR39N 00438W 56.8 116.0 GGGG
1078-13134 00000/0000 20005/0919 10/09/7 20 1085 7424N 017 52W 9.1 183.7 GGGG1078-13140 00000/0000 20005/0920 10/09/72 60 1085 7?12N 0 2055W 10#4 180.8 GGG1078"13145 00000/0000 20005/0921 10/09/7p 70 1085 7043 N 02556W 12.8 175.9 GGGG
1078-13152 00000/0000 20005/0922 10/09/72 20 1085 6026N 02801W 14*0 173.9 GGGG1078.13154 00000/0000 20005/0923 10/09/72 30 1085 6807N 02952W 15*3 172.1 GGGG1078.13161 00000/0000 20005/0924 10/09,72 80 1085 6,48N 03133W 16.5 170.4 GGGG1078-13163 00000/0000 2U005/0925 10/09/72 100 1085 6528N 03303W 17*7 168.9 GGGG1078-14570 00000/0000 20005/0926 10/09/72 80 1086 7 426N 0434 7W 9*1 183.8 GPGG
1078-14572 00000/0000 20005/0927 10/09/72 100 1086 7314N 04649W 10*3 180*8 GfGG1078-14575 00000/0000 20005/0928 10/09/7? 90 1086 7200N 0 493 0W 11*6 178.2 GGGG
1078-15111 00000/0000 20005/0929 10/09/72 20 1086 2727N 0772 3W 47*6 139*2 GGGG1078-15113 00000/0000 20005/0930 10/09/72 20 1086 2601N 07747w 4895 137.8 GGGG1078-16474 00000/0000 20005/0931 10/09/72 80 1087 5017N 0 9513W 30.7 156.7 G- G
1078-16545 00000/0000 20005/0932 10/09/72 10 1087 2602N 10 334W 48.5 137.8 GGGG1078-16551 00000/0000 20005/0933 10/09/7? 10 1087 2436N 10357W 49*4 136*4 GGGG
1078-16554 00000/0000 20005/0934 10/09/72 20 1087 211ON 10420W 50.2 134*9 GGGG
1078-16560 00000/000o 20005/0935 10/09/72 10 1087 2144N 10443W 51*0 133.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLoUD COVER % *0,,,,o,,,. O TO 100 * % CLOUD C!VER, ** z NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .... *,*,,*,,.* BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RRRECYCLED. G=GBORD F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P*PObM.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0186
FRB 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RSLL NB./ DATE CLOUD SRRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACOQURED COVER NUHMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
PBv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1078-16563 00000/0000 20005/0936 10/09/7P 10 1087 20 17N 10506W 51.*8 13197 GGGG
1078-16565 00000/0000 20005/05137 10/09/72 10 10A7 1I51N 10b28W 52.6 130.0 GGGG
1078-16572 00000/0000 20005/05,38 10/09/72 20 1087 1724N 105 50W 53*3 128*2 GGGG
1078.18310 00000/0000 20005/05'39 10/09/72 90 1088 5015N 12103w 30*6 156.7 GGGG
1078-20080 00000/0000 20005/0540 10/0q/72 10 1089 7046N 12912W 12*7 176*0 GG
1078"20082 00000/0000 20005/0541 10/09/72 0 10R9 6929N 13118W 13o9 17400 GGGG
1078-20085 00000/0000 20005/0142 10/09/72 0 1089 6R11N 13 309W 1591 172*1 GGGG
1078*20091 00000/0000 20005/0543 10/09/72 10 1089 6651N 13450W 16.3 170o5 GGGG
1078-21503 00000/0000 20005/095144 10/09/72 90 1090 7312N 15009W 10*3 180.8 GPGG
1079ooo0005 00000/0000 20005/0145 10/10/72 0 1091 1838S 14220E 54.7 74.5 GGGG
1079-00011 00000/0000 20005/0146 10/10/72 0 1091 2004S 14158E 54.0 72.8 GGGG
1079 -00014 00000/0000 20005/09147 10/10/72 0 1091 2130S 14136E 53*4 71.1 GGGG
1079-00020 00000/0000 20005/0948 10/10/72 0 1091 2256S 14 114 E 52.6 6906 GGGG
1079-01281 00000/0000 20005/0949 10/10/72 100 1092 3602N 13011E 41*6 146*7 GGGG
1079-01284 00000/0000 20005/0950 10/10/72 100 1092 3435N 12945E 42.6 145.6 GGGG
1079-01290 00000/0000 20005/0951 10/10/72 100 1092 3?10N 12919E 43.7 144.4 GGG
1079-01293 00000/0000 20005/0952 i0/lo/72 100 1092 3145N 12853E 44*7 143.2 GGGG
1079-03031 00000/0000 20005/0953 10/10/72 10 1093 6407N 11859E 18*7 167.5 GGGG
1079-03033 00000/0000 20005/0954 10/10/72 30 1093 6?45N 11744E 19*9 166.2 GGGG
1079-03040 00000/0000 20005/0955 10/10/7? 5c0 1093 6123N 11635E 21.1 165.0 GGGG
1079-03042 00000/000 20005/0956 10/10/72 50 1093 6001N 11531E 22.3 163o9 GGGG
1079-03160 00000/OOCO 20005/0957 10/10/72 40 1093 2nl5N 09957E 51*8 131.8 GGGG
1079-03163 00000/0000 20005/0958 10/10/72 So 1093 1849N 09936E 5295 130.1 GGGG
1079-03165 00000/0000 20005/05159 10/10/72 50 1093 1723N 09914E 53*2 128.4 GGGG
1079-03172 00000/0000 20005/0960 10/10/72 60 IC93 1557N 09853E 53*9 126.6 GGGG
1079-03174 000O0/0000 20005/0961 10/10/72 50 1093 1429N 09831E 54.6 124.7 ppPP
1079-03181 00000/0000 20005/0962 10/10/72 40 1093 1302N 09b11E 55.2 122.7 GGGG
1079-03183 00000/0000 20005/0963 10/10/72 30 1093 113 6 N 0975 0E 55"7 120.7 GGGG
1079-04562 00000/0000 20005/0964 10/10/72 0 1094 3020N 07649E 45.6 142.0 GGGG
1079-04574 00000/0000 20005/0965 10/10/72 0 1094 2601N 07538E 48@4 138.0 GGGG
1079"04580 00000/0000 20005/0966 10/10/72 C 1094 2435N 07515E 49.3 136.6 GGGG
1079-04583 00000/0000 20005/0967 10/10o/72 0 1094 2 308N o7453E 50.1 135.1 GGGG
1079-04585 00000/0000 20005/0968 10/10/7? 0 1094 2141N 07431E 50*9 133.5 GGGG
1079-04592 00000/0000 20005/0969 10/10/7p 10 1094 2015N 07409E 51i7 131*9 GGGG
1079-04594 00000/0000 20005/0970 10/10/72 10 1094 1A4 9N 07347E 52.5 130.2 GGGG
1079-05001 00000/0000 20005/0971 10/10/72 10 1094 1723N 07326E 53*2 128.4 GGGG
1079-06333 00000/0000 2U005/0972 10/.10/72 80 1095 5136N 05852E 29°4 157.7 GGGG
1079-06335 00000/0000 20005/0973 10/10/72 80 1095 511NN 05811E 30.5 156.8 GGGG
1079-06433 00000/0000 20005/0974 10/10/7? 40 1095 1720N 04738E 53.2 128.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % r*,..°,,, 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY So,....o....., BLANKSBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* RuRECYCLED, G.GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PaPBOSR
16:44 sAO 11' 74 STANDARD cATALOG FOP NON.US PAGE 0187
F959 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATITN >ICFI.M RqLL N9,/ CATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY
13 ~8SIT13" IN H5LL ACUTIREC COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
qpv MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
107 9-36435 00000/0000 2u005/09 7 5  1/1oj/7 0 1095 1554N 04717E 53.9 126.6 GGGG
1079-06542 00000/000o 20005/0976 1/10 /7P 50 1095 2m07S 03840E 54*1 72.9 GGGG
1079-36544 00000/0000 20005/0977 1r/10o72 60 1095 2133S 03818E 53.4 71.3 GGGG
1079-10023 00000/0000 20005/0978 10/1n/7? 80 1097 4309N 00 338E 36.1 152.0 GGGG
1079-10091 000C00/OOC 20005/0979 10/10/7? 100 1097 2?14N 00316W 51*7 131.9 GGGG
1079-10093 O000C0/000 20005/0980 10/10/72 100 1097 1848N 00338W 52*5 130.3 GGGG
1079-10100 00000/0000 20005/0981 10/10/72 70 1097 1722N 00400w 53*2 128.5 GGGG
1079"10132 00000/0000 20005/0982 1/10/72 20 109 7  1554N 00421 53*9 126.7 GGGG
1079"13184 00000/C000 2005/0983 13/10/72 C 1099 7A37N 01150 6*3 191.0 GGGG
107 9"13 19C 00000/o00C 2U005/o984 10/10/72 0 1099 7532N o0154W 7*6 187*1 GGGG
1079-13193 0000/0000 20005/0985 10/10/72 0 1099 7423N 01926W 8a8 183.7 GGGG
1079-13195 00000/0000 2005/0986 11/10/7 0 1099 7311N 02228w 10,0 180*8 GGGG
1079-13202 0000o/COOc 20005/0987 10/10/72 C 1099 7157N 02506W 11*3 178*2 GGGG
1079-15015 00000/000o 20005/0988 10/10/72 70 1100 763.N 0 3738W 6.3 191' 0  GGGG
1079:15022 00000/0000 20005/0989 10/10/7P 80 1100 7532N 04 14 1'  7*5 187.1 GGGG
10791 024 00000/000 20005/C099 10/10/72 90 1100 7 423N 045 12w 8.8 183.7 GGGG
1079-15101 00000/0000 20005/0991 10/10/72 90 1100 514N 07051W 30*4 156.9 GGG
1079-15104 00000/0000 2005/0992 I0/1o/72 90 1100 4R49N 0713 0W 31*5 155.9 GGGG
1079-16533 000CC0/000 20005/0993 10/1o/72 10 1101 5r14N 09639 30*4 156.9 GG
1079-17003 OOC0000/OO 2U005/0994 10/10/7 10 1101 26 0 0N 10503 48.2 138.2 GGGG
1079-17010 00000/0000 20005/0995 10/10/72 20 111 243 4 N 1052 5  49.1 136.8 GGGG
1079-17012 00000/000 2u005/0996 1!/i0/72 2C 1101 2308N 105 48W 50.0 135.3 GGGG
1079-17015 00000/0000 20005/0997 10/10/72 30 1101 2141N 10610W 50.8 133*7 GGGG
1079-17021 000o/00o00 20005/0998 10/10/7p 30 1101 2015N 10633W 51.6 132*1 GGGG
1079-18312 00000/0000 2000 5 /0999 1/10/72 40 1102 608N 108 50W 14.8 172.2 GGGG
1079-18314 00000/0000 20005/1000 10/10/72 20 112 6648N 11030W 16*0 170.5 GGGG
1079-18321 00000/0000 20005/1001 10/10/7P 50 1102 6528N 11200W 17.2 169.0 GGGG
1079-18323 00000/0000 20005/1002 10/10/72 40 1102 6407N 11322W 18*5 167*6 GGGG
1079-18330 00000/0000 20005/1003 10/10/72 20 1102 6? 4 6 N 114 37 W 19.7 166.3 GGGG
1079-18332 00000/0000 20005/1004 10/10/7 30 1102 6124N 11546W 20*9 165*1 GGGG
1079-18335 00000/000 20005/1005 10/10/72 10 1102 600?N 11649W 22*1 163.9 GGGG
1079"18341 00000/0000 20005/1006 10/10/72 10 1102 5939N 11749W 23*3 162.8 GGGG
1079-18344 00000/0000 20005/1007 10/10/72 30 1102 5716N 11844W 24*5 161*8 GGGG
1079-18350 000oo00/00 20005/1008 13/10/72 50 1102 5552N 11934 25.6 160.8 GGGG
1079-18353 00000/0000 20005/1009 10/10/72 40 1102 5427N 12021W 26.8 159.8 GGGG
1079-18355 00000/0000 20005/1010 10/10/7? 20 1102 5303N 12106W 28*0 158.8 GGGG
1079-18362 00000/0000 20005/1011 10/10/72 40 1102 5139N 12150W 29*2 157.8 GGGG
1079-18364 00000/CuCO 20005/1012 10/10/72 20 1102 5 C14N 12231W 303 156.9 GGGG
1079-20134 00000/0000 20005/1013 10/10/72 60 1103 7043N 13043N 12*3 176.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLSUD CBVER % **.***,****... 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD C9VER. ** - NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY o,, *.,,,. BLANKSmBAND NET PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED, G=GB6D, FaFAIR BUT USABLE
, PPBBOR,
16;44 4AR 11l'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0188
FRSM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICPRFI M ROLL N3./ DATE CLOUD 5RRIT POINICIPAL PtINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
PI PBSITIBN IN ROLl_ ACCUIYRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIt, RBV MSS
Rev MSB LAT LONG 123 45678
1079-20141 C000/0000 20005/1014 1/1/7 10 1103 6926N 13 2 4 7 w 13o6 174o0 GGGG
1079-20143 ocoo00000/ 2C005/101 5  10/1n/7P 70 1113 6R07N 13438K 14.8 172.2 GGGG
1079-21561 00000/0000 20005/1016 10/10/7? 80 1104 7'10N 15138W 9.9 180,8 GGGG
1080-01390 00000/0000 200U5/1C17 11/11/7P 40 1106 1R46N 12358E 5203 130*6 GGGG
1080"01392 00000/0000 200U5/1018 in/1!/72 40 1106 1720N 12336E 53.1 128*9 GGGG
10800J1395 00000/0000 200J5/1019 10/11/7? 50 1106 1554N 12315E 53o8 1271l GGGG
1080-05035 00000/0000 20005/1020 10/11/72 0 1108 2433N 07351E 49.0 137.0 GGGG
1080-05042 00000/0000 20005/1021 10/11/72 0 1108 2306N 07329E 49*9 135,5 GGG
1080-05044 00000/0000 20005/1022 10/11/72 0 1108 2139N 07307E 50*7 134.0 GGGG
1080-C5051 00000C/000u 20005/1023 10/11/7p 10 1108 2014N 07244E 51.5 132,4 GGGG
1080-05053 00000/000O 20005/1024 10/11/7p 10 1108 1847N 07222E 52*3 130.7 GGGG
1080-05060 00000/CC0000 20005/1025 10/11/72 60 1108 1721N 07201E 53.0 129.0 GGGG
1080=05062 00000C0000 200U5/1026 10/11/7P 60 1108 1555N 07140E 53.7 127.2 GGGG
1080-05065 00000/000 20005/1027 10/11/72 50 1108 1429N . 07119E 54.4 125*3 GGGG
1080-05071 00000/0000 200U5/1028 10/11/72 20 1108 1302N 07058E 55.0 123.4 GGGG
I080-05074 00000/OOOU 2 u005/10 2 9  1/11/7? 10 1108 113AN 07037E 55.6 121.4 GGG
108005080 00000/0000 20005/1030 10/11/7? 20 1108 1009N 07016E 56.1 119.3 GGGG
1080U06365 C00000/0000 20005/1031 10/11/7? 100 1109 5946N 06221E 22.1 163.8 GGGG
1080,06371 00000/0000 20005/1032 101o1/7? 100 1109 5Q23N 06122E 23.3 162.7 GGG
1080-06374 00300/0000 2C005/1033 10/11/72 100 1109 5700N 06028E 24,5 161*7 GGGG
1080"06391 OC00/000u 5 2001 /1034 1/11/72 30 1109 5134N 05727E 29.1 157.9 GGGG
1080"06394 00000/000o 20005/1035 10/11/7? 10 1109 500SN 0 5646E 30.2 156.9 GGGG
1080-06400 00030/0000 20005/1036 10/11/72 0 1109 4P44N 05607E 31.4 156.0 GGGG
1080-06403 00o0/00o00 20O05/1037 10/11it/72 20 11n9 4719N 05530E 32.5 155.1 GGGG
1080-06405 00000/0000 20005/1038 10/11/7 50 1109 4554K 05455E 33*6 154.1 GGGG
1080-06412 00000o0000 2005/1039 10/11/72 40 1109 4430N 05421E 34.8 153.2 GGGG
1080-06414 00000/0000 20005/1040 10/11/72 0 1109 4305N 05347E 35o9 152.2 GGG
1080-06555 00000/0000 2005/1041 10/11/7? 20 1109 0=46S 04043E 58.3 94*1 GGGG
1080-06562 00000/000" 2U0u5/1042 10/11/79 20 1109 0712S 04023E 58.1 91,8 GGGG
1080-06564 0000/0000 20005/1043 1(/11/ 7 2 3c 1109 038S 04003E 57@9 89*6 GGG
1080-06571 0Oo00/0000 2E005/1044 10/11/7 6C 1109 1006S 03943E 57.7 87.3 GGGG
1080-06573 00000/0000 20005/1045 10/11/7 80C 1109 1134S 03923E 57.3 85.1 GGGG
10800C6580 00000/0000 20oo5,'1046 10/11/72 80 11o9 1300S 03902E 56.9 83.0 GGGG
1080-06582 00030/0000 20005/1047 10/11/72 70 1109 14 24S 03841E 56*5 80*9 GGGG
1080-06585 00000/000, 20005/1048 10/11/72 5 1109. 1551S 03819E 56*0 79.0 GGGG
1080-0659i 0C0000/000 2U005,1049 10/11/7P 26 1109 1718S 03757E 55.5 77.0 GGGG
1080-06594 OCo0/000 20005/1050 10/11/72 20 1109 1843S 03735E 54o9 75o2 GGG
1080o07000 00000/0000 20005/1051 10/11/7? 10 1109 200RS 03 714E 54*3 73e4 GGGG
1080*08391 00000/0000 20005/1052 10/11/72 90 1110 0545S 01454E 58o3 94.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLUDC COVEP X ...........o.. 0 T8 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,.,.....,,, BLANKSwBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PPBBOR,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0189
FRq n7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MTCRBFILM R9LL \N,/ DATE CLOUD 3R9IT PRDICIPAL PfINT sUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQOURED COVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PB3 MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1080-08393 00000/0000 20005/1053 10/11/72 90 1110 0711S 01433E 58.1 91.9 GGGG
1080-08400 00000/0000 20005/1054 1/1/7 80 1110 0q39S 01413E 57.9 89.6 GGGG
1080-08402 00000/0000 20005/1055 10/11/72 80 1110 1o05S 01352E 57.7 87.4 GGGG
1080-08405 00000/0000 20005/1056 10/11/72 80 11t0 1131S 01332E 57.3 85*2 GGGG
1080-08411 00000/0000 20005/1057 10/11/7? 60 1110 157S 01312E 57.0 83.1 GGGG
1080-08414 00000/0C00 200U5/1058 1/1t/79 2o 1110 1423S 01251E 56.5 81.0 GGGG
1080-08420 00000/0000 200u5/1059 10/11/7P 30 1110 1549S 01230E 56.0 79.0 GGG
1080-08423 00000/0000 20005/1060 10/11/72 80 1110 1715S 01209E 55*5 77.1 GGGG
1080"10145 00000/0000 2U005/1061 10/11/7? 100 1111 2r11N 00443W 51.5 132.4 GGGG
1080,10152 O00CO/o000 20005/1062 1I/11/7P 100 1111 145N 00505o 52.3 130*7 GGGG
1080-10154 00CO/0000 20005/1063 10/11/72 100 1111 171$N 00526W 53*0 129.0 GGGG
1080-10163 OCO00/000C 2u005/1064 10/11/72 0 1111 1425N 006 09W 54.4 125.4 GGGG
1080-13340 00000/0000 20005/1065 1o/11/7p 80 1113 4600N 0 4819W 33-5 154.2 03G0
1080"13345 000o/o000 20005/1066 10/11/72 60 1113 4310N 0 4926W 35.7 152.3 GGGG
1080-13351 00000/0000 20005/1067 10/11/72 80 1113 4145N 04958W 36*8 151*3 GGGG
1080-13354 00000/0000 20006/0039 10/11/72 70 1113 4n20N 05028W 37.9 150.3 GGGG
1080-13472 O0000/000 20006/0040 10/11/72 30 1113 000 6N 0 6112W 58*3 103.9 GIGG
1080-13474 00000/0000 20006/0041 10/11/72 20 1113 O20S 06132W 58.4 101.5 GGGG
1080-13481 0000/0000 2000U6/0042 10/11/72 30 1113 046S 06 15 2w 58.4 99.2 GGGG
1080-13483 00000/00O 20006/0043 10/11/72 40 1113 0413S 06211w 58.4 96.8 GGGG
1080"13490 00000/0000 20006/0044 10/11/7P 50 1113 0540S 06231W 58.3 94o5 GGGG
1080-13492 00000/0000 20006/0045 10/11/7? 40 1113 0707S 062 51W 58.2 92.1 GGGG
1080-13495 00000/0000 20006/0046 10/11/7? 50 1113 0%33S 063 11W 58.0 89.9 GGGG
1080-13501 00000/0000 200U6/0047 10/11/72 60 1113 0059S 06332W 57.7 87.6 GGGG
1080-13504 00000/0000 20006/0048 10/11/72 40 1113 1126S 06352w 57.4 85.4 GPGG
1080-16585 00000/0000 20005/1068 10/11/7P 100 1115 5140N 097 2 7w 28.8 158.0 GGG
1080-16591 00000/0000 20005/1069 10/11/7 80 1115 5016N o9807W 30.0 157*1 GGGG
1080"17055 00000/0000 2o005/107o 10/11/72 10 1115 272,N 10606W 47C0 140.0 GGGG
1080-17062 00000/0000 20005/1071 10/11/72 20 111 5  2602N 10630W 48.0 138.7 GGG
1080-17064 00000/0000 20005/1072 10/11/72 10 1115 2436N 106 53w 48.9 137.2 GCGG
1080-17071 00000/0000 20005/1073 10/11/72 10 1115 2309N 10716W 49*7 135.8 GGGG
1080-18382 00u00o/000 20005/1074 10/11/7? 90 1116 6408N 11447w 18*1 167.7 GPPP
1080-18384 00000/0000 20005/1075 10/11/72 30 1116 6947N 11602W 19.3 166.4 GGGG
1080-18391 00000/0000 20005/1076 10/11/72 20 1116 6125N 11712W 20*5 165.2 GGGG
1080-18393 00000/0000 200U5/1077 10/11/7? 40 1116 6002N 1116w 21.7 164*1 GGGG
1080-18400 00000/0000 20005/1078 10/11/7P 10 1116 5840N 11915W 22.9 163*0 GIGG
1080-18402 O0000/0000 2o005/1o79 10/11/72 0 1116 5716N 12009W 24*1 161.9 GGGG
1080-18405 00000/0000 20005/1080 10/11/72 0 1116 5552N 12100W 25'3 160.9 GGGG
1080-18411 00000/0000 20005/1081 10/11/72 0 1116 5429N 12148w 26*4 159.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER ... ...... C TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............. , BLANKSoBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLEO. GG9D80, FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBSR,
16:44 MAP 110'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN=US PAGE 0190
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATYIN MICROFILM R9LL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P6SITI5N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT L5NG 123 45678
1080-18414 00000/0000 20005/1082 10/1.1/72 1116 5304N 122 34w 27.6 159o00 GGGG
1080-18420 00000/0000 20005/1383 10/11/72 o 1116 5140N 12316W 28o8 15800 GGGG
1080-18423 00000/c000 20005/1384 10/11/72 0 1116 5016N 12357 30*0 15701 GGGG
1080-20193 00000/000O 20005/1085 10/11/72 80 1117 7044N 13208W 11*9 176*1 GGGG
1080-20195 00000/oOo 20005/1086 10/11/72 80 1117 6027N 13413W 13.2 174.1 GGGG
1080*20202 00000/0000 20005/1087 10/11/72 90 1117 6R09N 13605W 14o4 172*3 GGGG
1081-01294 00000/0000 20005/1088 10/12/72 60 1120 6924N 14821E 1301 174*1 GGG
1081-01301 0000/C0000. 20005/1089 10/1P/72 20 1120 6sO6N 14630E 14*4 172.2 GGGG
1081-01303 00000/0000 20005/1090 10/12/72 20 1120 6647N 14449E 15*6 170*6 GGGG
.1081-01310 00000/coo0 20005/1091 10/12/72 10 1120 6527N 14319E 16.8 169.1 GGGG
1081-01312 00000/0000 20005/1092 10/12/72 0 1120 64 07N 14156E 18.0 167.7 GGGG
1081-01315 00000/0000 20005/1093 13/12/72 0 1120 6245N 14040E 19*2 166*4 GGGG
1081-01462 00000/0000 20005/1094 10/1i/72 20 1120 1302N 12107E 54.9 123.9 PPPP
1081-01465 00000/0000 20005/1095 10/1i/72 30 1120 11 3 6N 12046E 5504 121.9 GGGG
1081-01471 00000/0000 20005/1096 1i/12/7p 20 1120 1009N 12026E 56*0 119.9 GGGG
1081-01521 00000/0000 20005/1097 10/1/72 0 1120 0,09S 11621E 58.2 92*5 PPPP
1081-01524 00000/0000 20005/1098 10/1P/72 20 1120 0836S 11601E 58.0 90.2 GGGG
1081-01530 00000/0000 20005/1.99 10/I/72 30 1120 1002S 11540E 57.8 87.9 GGGG
1081-03200 00000/0000 20005/1100 10/1?/72 100 1121 4959N 10507E 33.3 154.3 PPPP
1081-03203 00000/0000 20005/1101 10/Io/72 80 1121 4433N 104 33E 34.4 153.4 GGGG
1081-03205 00OOC/0000 20005/1102 i0/12/72 20 1121 430N 10401E 35.6 152*4 GGGG
1081-03212 00000/0000 20005/1103 10/I,/72 20 1121 4143N 10329E 3697 151.5 G
1081005103 00000/0000 20005/1104 10/1?/72 0 1122 2t41N 07140E 50e5 134.5 PPGP
1081-05105 00000/0000 20005/1105 10/12/72 30 1122 2015N 07118E 51*3 132.9 GGGG
1081-05112 00000/0000 20005/1106 10/1?/72 30 1122 1949N 07056E 52*1 131.2 GG G
1081005114 00000/0000 20005/1107 10/12/7p 40 1122 1722N o7035E 52*8 129.5 GGPG
1081-05121 00000/OC00 2o005/110 8  1o0/1/72 40 1122 1556N 07014E 53.5 127.7 GGGG
1081-05123 00000/0000 20005/1109 10/1?/72 70 1122 1430N 06953E 54.2 125*9 GGGG
1081-05130 00000/0000 20005/1110 I0/12/72 60 1122 1303N 06932E 54.8 124.0 GGGG
1081-05132 00000/0000 20005/1111 10/1p/7P 90 1122 1 13 7 N 06911E 55,4 122.0 GGGG
1081-05135 *0000/00U 20005/1112 10/11/79 90 1122 1bliN 06851E 56*0 120.0 GGGG
1081-06461 00000/0000 20005/1113 10/1?/72 0 1123 4721N 05403E 32a1 155.3 GGGG
108106464 COOO/0000 20005/1114 10/12/72 20 1123 4556N 0 5328E 33.3 154.3 GGGG
1081-06470 00000/000C 20005/1115 10/1,/72 40 1123 4431N 05254E 3404 153.4 GGGG
1081-06473 00000/0000 20005/1116 10/1?/72 60 1123 4306N 05221E 35.5 152.4 (GG
1081-07061 00000/0000 20005/1117 10/12/72 80 1123 2132S 03525E 53.9 72.3 GGGG
1081-07064 00000/0000 20005/1118 1C/t1/7 90 1123 2259S 03502E 53*2 70*7 GGGG
1081-08311 00000/0000 20005/1119 1C/1~/7P 10 11.4 4142N 02603E 36.6 151.5 CGGG
1081-10081 00000/0000 20005/1120 10/1/72 90 1125 6P42N 01139E 1991 166.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVEP % .D ... O0oo*.* 0 TO 100 = % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..,.-oPo ooa,, RLANKS=BAND :jOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED, R=RECYCLEDo G-=GOsD FwFAIR BUT USABLE* PoPBOR,
16:44 "A% 11 '74 STANDARD CATALPG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0191
FROM "7/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVAT15N 4TCR9FI L R LL '.q/ [ATE CLeUD 9RRIT PPVICIPAL P5INT SUJN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I' mPSITI N 1% RcLL ACCLiTRED CeVER 'JUMBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
EV S LAT LONG 123 45678
108 1-0OC8 3  3-C:0 /QC' 2(005/1121 1~ /72 30 11?5 6120N 01031E p0*3 165.2 GGGG
1081-10C90 cUo0Oi'oO0 20705/1122 17/12/7P C 1125 5057N 00927E 21.5 16401 GGGG1081-10231 0oc00/C 0 2C0U6/CC49 1 12/1/72 9r 1125 1135N 008 16W 55-4 122.1 GGGG1081-10233 C..~,/CC 20U6/0SO 1-/!2/72 70 1125 1rON 00O36w 56*0 120*1 GGGG1081-13494 )OC0/,C00 20006,0051 1111P17? 50 11P7 1!36N 05955W 55.4 122.2 GGGG
1081-13501 303C/006 2j)U6/0052 I/t)/7 70 11P7 1i)IN 0616 55*9 120*2 GGGG1081-13503 CL00/0C00o 2c006/c0053 1/i2/7 7C 11?7 O~'4N 06037W 56* 118*1 GGGG1081-13510 OC3on/lC20 2o006/0C5 4 1/ 2/7? 80c 1127 0714N 06057W 56*9 115.9 UGGG
1081-13512 0 )C/20C. 20006/CO55 17/1/72 80 1127 OcN 06117W 57.3 113*8 GGGG1081-13515 o3CoC/COGc 23Cu6/0056 1/12/72 60 1127 0420N 06137w 57.6 111.5 GGGG1081-13521 oc75c/occ0 2 -)U6C05 7  1,i1?/72 60 1127 0056N 06157W 57*9 109.2 GGGG
1081-13542 ooc0C/oco 200U6/058 1'/1/72 20 1127 041S 06338v 58*4 97,5 GGGG
1081-13544 20OOoo/o00' 006/0059 1'/!/72 5C 1127 043S 06358w 58*4 95,1 GGGG1081-13551 O00cO/OO0 2l6/o60 10/1/72 90 1127 0709S 06418w 58.2 92*8 GGGG
1081-14021 00000/0003 2006/0061 1/1i/7 90 1127 313?S 07035w 48*4 62*7 GGGG108 1 -4C144 OCo/C00CO 20006/0062 10/1/72 100 1127 3257S 07101W 47.5 61.6 GGGG
10811403 000/000 2 6/06 3  /1/7 1127 3423S 0 7127W 46.6 606 GGGG1081-1 4C33 0C00/0CC 2 006/C064 13/12/7? 100 1127 3548S 0715 4W 45*6 59s6 GGGG
1081-14C35 00ooC/000o 200U6/0065 10/12/72 100 1127 3713S 07 2 2 1w 44.7 58,7 UGGG
1081-17041 000300/C00 23005/1123 1>-12/72 100 1129 530' 09~1cw 27.3 159.1 GGGG
108 1"17C4 3 u003O/COG 2J005/1124 I2/12/72 100 1129 5137N 0 9653W 28o5 158.2 GGG1081-17050 0000/C0000 20005/1125 1/12P/7 30 1129 513N 09934W 29.7 157.2 GGGG
1081-17114 0000/Co00 20005/1126 1/12/72 10 1129 272RN 10732W 46.8 140.4 GGGG1081-17120 000oC/0C00 2o005/112 7  10/1'/7' 0 1129 2603N 10756W 47*7 139.0 GGGG1081"18470 O000O/00~ 2 uOU 5 /112 8  10/12/72 40 1130 5427N 123 15 4 26*1 160.1 GGGG1081-18472 C0000/000 2C005/1129 13/12/72 20 1130 5302N 12401W 27.3 159.1 GGGG1081-18475 00QO/CO0 20005/1130 10/12/72 0 1130 5138N 12443W 28.5 158*2 GGGG1081-18481 00 O/300C 20905/1131 1/l12/72 0 1130 5ni3N 12b23 29.6 157.2 GGGG1081-~0243 O00C00/000 20U5/113 2 1,0/1/7? 2n 1131 7111N 12639w 9.2 181.0 GGGG1081-20245 00COnOCc/ 20005/1133 1*/1I/7? 30 1131 7157N 13117W 10*4 178.4 GGGG
1081-20252 000oo/COCO 2C005/1134 10/12/72 60 1131 7 0 41N 13337W 11.6 176*1 UGGG1081-20254 00000/C000 20005/1135 10/ 1/72 70 1131 6925N 13541W 12*8 174.1 GGGG
1081-23531 00C0/C00 200U5/1136 1)/12/7 100 1133 7 530N 17350w 6.7 187.1 GGG1081-23503 00000/0COO 2b005/1137 10/12/72 40 1133 7420N 17719W 7*9 183.8 GrGG
1081-2351C 00C0/002 20005/1138 12/12/7? 4C 1133 7109N 17939E 9.1 180.9 GGGG
1081-23512 00300/CC00 2C005/1139 10/12/72 20 1133 7155N 17700E 10-4 178.3 GGGG
1081-23515 0000/COOQ 20005/1140 10/12/72 c 1133 7039N 17440E 116 176.1 GGGG
1081-23521 COOCO/O000 20005/1141 10/12/7? 0 1133 6Q2?N 17236E 12.8 174.1 GGGG
1081*23524 00300/oo00 20005/1142 10/12/72 0 1133 6R03N 17o46E 14*0 172.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUC CaVER o.............. O Te 100 = % CLOUD CRVER. ** * Nu CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I3AGE OUALITY ,.,*....,., BLANKS,6AND JeT PR;S NT/REQUESTED* RiRECYCLEO* G=GOD* F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB9 R ,
16:44 'IAP 11s'74 STAN)ARD CATALAG FbR N5N-US PAGE 0192
FROm 07/23/72 T 0C7/23/73
DBSERVAT N YmIC FIL;2 7SLL PP,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT POI~'CIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I PSSITI' I V BLL AC UTRED COVER NUMBER F I"AGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV -SS
V MS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1081-2353C C0000/COCC 2 005/1143 171>1/72 0 1133 6644N 16907E 15*3 1706 GGGG
10C81-23533 00 /0000 2-U5/1144 1^/12/72 C 1133 6r2 4 N 16 7 37E 16,5 169.1 GGGG
1082-31355 o000o/0000 235US/1145 1"/11/72 20 1134 6803N 14458E 14*0 172.3 GOGG
1082-)1362 0O0C000/C L ' C05/1145 1,/11/72 60 1134 6644\ 14319E 15o2 170.6 GGGG
1082':1364 0U00C0/000 20U05/1147 10/.13/7 90 1134 6523N 14149E 1695 169*2 GGGG
1082-21371 00300/000C 2 511i  /13/7 100 1134 61024 14 027E 17*7 167.8 GGGG
1082-;1373 00 o/00 ?0 2C:CU5/114 9  1,/i,/7 100 1134 6P41N 13912E 18.9 166*5 GGGG
1082-1530 C0COO/I 0: 20 U5/115 3113/172 50 1134 10ORN 11900E 55*9 120.5 GGGG
1C8 2 -'1 5 32 003 20/co  u5/115 1 1/ I/7? 67 1134 0F41N 1139E 56.4 118.4 GGGG
1082-1535 O oC/ro0" 200u51152 10/13/72 7C 1134 0714N 11819E 56.8 116.3 GGGG
1082*-1541 C0000/3 2 jU5/1153 10/1;/72 80 1134 Or47N 11759E 57.2 11491 GGGG
1082-01544 0C0000/000 2(0005/1154 10/13/72 80 113 4 04 21N 11739E 57*6 111.8 GGG
1082-31550 00C00/000 2j005/1155 12/13/7P 100 1134 0 2 5 5 N 11719E 57*9 109*6 GGGG
1082-01553 COco/CCOu 2(005/1156 10/11/72 10 1134 0128N 11659E 58.1 107.2 GGGG
1082-01555 G0000/000 23)U5/1157 10/13/7 100 1134 O01IN 11639E 58,3 104.9 GGGG
1082-01562 0000/C0 2O2SUb/1158 13/11/72 90 1134 0124S 11619E 58*4 102.5 GGGG
1082-35134 00m30/cOC. 27005/115: 10/13/7P 0 1136 3 C16N 072 3 3 E 44*8 14301 GGGG
1082-25141 C00/OC0 20,05/1161 1"/13/72 1136 2 5~N 07209E 45*7 141.8 GGGG
1082-25143 OCcOO/000 2000 5/1161 10/13/72 10 1136 2724N 07145E 46.
7  140.6 GGGG
108 2 -c5150 0C000/000C' 205/1162 1/13/7P 10 1136 255RN 07121E 47*6 139*2 GGGG
1082-5152 OC0Cj/.CCO 2 0Q5/1163 1/13/72 C 1136 2432N 07058E 48*5 137.8 GGGG
1082-3155 C3000/2OC; 2,,05/1164 10/13/72 1136 230"N 07035E 49.4 136.4 GGGG
1082-)5161 OOOOO/O0oJ 20 5/1165 1:113/72 . 1136 2139N 07013E 50.3 134,9 GGGG
1082-25164 OOOO0/OcCo 2U005/1166 13/11/72 c 1136 2p13N 06951E 51*1 133.3 GGGG
10 82- 2 6552 C000o0/000 2 005/1167 
1 )/13/72 0 1137 3557N 04,27E 407 147.6 GGGG
1082-06554 00C9/,o00 2f 0G5/116' 1,/11/72 1- 1137 3431N 04801E 41.7 146.5 GGGG
1082 b6561 O000,/ 0 2 r0j5/116 12/11/7P 1 1137 3305N 04735E 42*8 14594 GGGG
1082-07011 0030/0'. 2b005/1170 1)/11/72 12 1137 1=5?N 04257E 53*4 128.2 GGG
1082-07013 0000/C0C0 20005/1171 12713/72 j 1137 1426N 04236E 54.0 12644 GGGG
1082-070220 000o /CO' 2'005/117? 1 ;/11/72 1137 1?OON 0415E 54.7 124.5 GGGG
1082-.7022 -0 C0/j 200u5/11 7 3 1,/13/72 0 1137 1134N 04154E 55.3 122.6 GGGG
1082-08365 O30100/00 2,00o5/1174 1/13/72 60 1138 4140 02434E 36*3 151.7 PPPP
1082-28372 CO00oS/Oc 20-05/1175 12/1q/72 100 1138 4o14 02403E 37o4 150*7 PPGG
1082-08374 OCo0/OCG0 2005/117. 1 /13/72 100 1138 394N OP333E 38e5 149*7 PGGG
0C8 2 *j8 3 8 1 00000/020U 20005/1177' 1 /13/7P 9, 1148. 3721N 02305E 39.6 1487 GGGG
1082-11560 0c?000/00C2 20005/117 1 13/7~ 40 1140 66457N 01128w 15.1 170.7 GGGG
1082-11562 03000/CoCo 2'05/1179 12113/72 8? 1140 0625, 01258, 16*3 169*2 GGGG
1082-11565 00020/000 2;005/1182 1 ./1/72 9f 1140 6404 0o1420w 17*5 167.9 5GGG
1082-13464 0C300/0000 20uu5/1181 1:/11/7? 50 1141 4144\s 05251e 36.2 151*8 GGGG
KEYS: C6oD CV %vE .............. TP 100 * % CLUD CAVER. ** = NB CLU D UATA AVAILABLE.
i"S rvALITY ; ... ... . LAvWS.bAND fr1 PR'SrNT/EouESTED R=RECYCLED. G=GOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBBR,
16:44 AR 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FeR NON.US PAGE 0193
FRBM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BSERVATI9N ICReFILM RPLL N5,/ DATE CLAUD 9RRIT PIN'CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIN IN ROLL ACOUT'E D C!VER NUMBER 9F ImAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PrmV MSS LAT L0NG 123 45678
1082-13471 000Co0/o00 2j005/11A2 10/11/72 6C 1141 4'1() 05322W 37*3 150.8 GGGG
1082"13535 000C0/0000 200U5/1183 10,1q72p 2n 1141 1722N 05955 ?55 130.2 G7GG
1082-13541 00C00/0000 20005/1184 13/1/72 30 1141 1556 06016 53,3 128.5 GGGG1082-13544 00000/0000 20005/1185 10/13/72 40 1141 1429N o6037W 54*0 126.7 GGGG
1082*13550 00000/0000 20005/1186 11/11/72 60 1141 1303N 0 6058W 54.6 124.8 GCGG
1082-13553 00000/0000 200CU5/1187 11/13/7? 30 1141 1137N 06119w 552 122.8 GGGG1082-15234 oU00oo0/00 2O)U5/1188 10/13/72 6C 1142 6244N 06718A 18.6 166.6 GPGG
1082-15241 0000/0CO 200U5/1189 1n/13/72 6c0 1142 6123N 06k26W 19.8 165.4 GGGG1082-15243 OOO/OCOo 200u5/119 1r/13/72 60 1142 6nbO'N 0 6929W 21*0 164.3 GPGG1082-15250 00000/0200 20005/1191 10/1q/72 70 1142 5R37N 07027W 22.2 163.2 GPGG1082-15252 o000O0/o00 200U5/1192 10/13/ 7 2 8c 1142 5714N 07 1 2 2 W 23.4 162.2 GPGG1082-15255 OC000/cOC') 20005/1193 1D/13/72 60 1142 555 N 07 21 3 W 24.6 161*2 GPGG
1082-15261 OC000/0000 200U5/1194 10/13/72 92 1142 5426N 07301W 25*8 160,2 GPGG
1082-15264 000C0/000o 20005/1195 10/11/72 9n 1142 510?N 0 7347 27*.0 159.2 GGGG
1082-15270 O00C/O000C 20305/1196 10/1,3/7 90 1142 513RN 07430 28*2 158.3 GGGG1082-15273 0000/o00 20005/1197 10/13/72 90 1142 5n14N 07 5 11W 29.3 157.4 GGGG1082-17172 0000/0000 20005/1198 10/13/72 0 1143 272.N 1057N 46,5 140*8 GGGG
1082-17175 00000/0000 2o005/1199 10/12/72 0 1143 260-N 10920W 4795 139.5 GGGG
1082-18495 00000/0000 20005/1200 10/13/72 100 1144 6406N 11741w 17*4 167*9 GGGG
1082-18501 00O00/000 20005/1201 10/13/ 7 2 90 1144 6?45N 11855W 18.6 166.6 GGGG
1082-18504 000//0000 20005/1202 10/13/72 100 1144 6123N 12003W 19.8 165*4 GGGG
1082-18510 00000/0000 20005/1203 10i/13/72 70 1144 600N 12107w 21*0 164.3 GGG1082-18513 00300/0000 200U5/1204 10/13/72 52 1144 5837N 12206W 22.2 163.2 GGGG1082-18515 00000/0000 23005/1205 10/13/72 O 1144 5714N 12301W 23.4 162.2 GGGG
1082-18522 C000C00/000 20005/1206 10/13/7P O 1144 5F51N 12352W 2406 161.2 GGG
1082-18524 00000/0000 200U5/1207 10/13/72 0 1144 5427N 124 4 0w 25.8 160.2 GGGG
1082-18531 000000/0000 200U5/1208 10/13/72 0 1144 5303N 1525W 26*9 159.3 GGGG1082-18533 00000/0000 20005/1209 10/13/72 20 1144 5139N 12 6 08 w 28.1 158.3 GGGG1082-20310 o0000/000o 20005/1210 10/13/72 40 1145 7042N 1350bW 11*2 176.2 pppp
1082-20313 00000/0000 20005/1211 10/13/7p 60 1145 6'25N 13 7 06w 12*4 174.2 GGGG
1083-01500 00000/0000 20005/1212 10/14/72 100 1148 4016N 12554E 37.2 150*9 GGGG1083-01502 00000/000C 20005/1213 10/14/72 100 1148 3R51N 12524E 38o2 14999 GGGG
1083-01505 00000C/000 23005/1214 10/14/72 90 1148 3726N 12456E 39*3 148.9 GGGG
1083-01511 00000/0000 20005/1215 10/14/72 80 1148 3600N 12428E 40.4 147o9 GGGG
1083-01514 00000/0000 20005/1216 10/14/72 70 1148 3435N 12401E 41*4 146o8 GGGG
1083-01520 00000/C000 20005/1217 10/14/72 70 1148 3309N 12335E 42*5 145.7 iGGG
1083-01564 00000/0000 20005/1218 10/14/72 30 1148 1722N 11917E 52*4 130.5 PPP
1083-01570 00000/0000 20005/1219 10/14/7 50 1148 155 5 N 11856E 53.2 128*7 GGGG
1083-01573 00000/0000 20005/1220 10/14/72 60 1148 142RN 11k35E 53.9 126.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CBVER %X ,,,*,*,, 0 T9 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NO CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY .,,,..B,..,. BLANKSxBAND N8T PRrSENT/REQUESTED
,
R-RECYCLED, G=G9D, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBRR,
16:44 MAR I1'74 STANDARD CATALOG FR NBN-US PAGE 0194
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATION MICR5FILM R LL NS,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPI\ICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI3N IN RBLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBv MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1083-01575 00o00/000o 200u5/1221 10/14/72 70 1148 1101N 11814E 54.5 125*1 GIGG
1083-01582 00000/000o 20005/1222 10/14/72 50 1148 1134N 11754E 55.1 123.1 GGGG
1083o1584 0000/0000 20005/1223 10/14/72 70 1148 1007N 11734E 55*7 121.1 GGGG
1083-01591 0000/0000 20305/1224 10/14/72 70 1148 042N 1171 3 E 56.2 119*1 GGGG
1083-02002 00000/0000 20005/1225 10/14/72 100 1148 0422N 11613E 57.5 112*6 ppPP
1083-"2005 000o0/0000 20005/1226 10/14/72 100 1148 0C56N 11553E 57.8 110.3 GGGG
1083-02011 00000/0000 20005/1227 10/14/72 100 1148 0129N 1153 3E 58 1 1080 GGGG
1083-02014 00000/000U 20005/1228 10/14/72 80 1148 0003N 11513E 58.3 105.7 GPGG
1083-02020 00000/0000 20005/1229 10/14/72 70 1148 0123S 11453E 5894 103.3 PPGG
1083002023 00000/0000 20005/1233 10/14/7p 90 1148 0o50S 11432E 58*5 1009 PPGG
1083-02025 00000/C00 20005/1231 10/14/72 70 1148 0417S 11412E 58*5 98.6 GPGG
1083002032 00000/0000 20005/1232 10/14/72 30 1148 0543S 11352E 58*4 96.2 GGGG
1083002034 0000/0000 20005/1233 10/14/72 20 1148 07105 11331E 58.3 93.9 PGGP
1083-02041 00000/0000 2000U5/1234 10/14/72 40 1148 0836S 11311E 58*2 91*6 GGGP
1083002043 00000/0000 20005/1235 10/14/72 50 1148 103S 11250E 58*0 89*3 GGGP
1083-03311 000CO/CCOO 20005/1236 10/14/72 0 11495 472?N 10248E 31.5 155.6 GGGG
1083-0331+ 0000C/0000 20005/1237 10/14/7? 0 1149 4558N 10212E 32*6 154.7 GGG
1083003320 00000/0000 20005/1228 10/14/7 0 1149 4433N 10138E 33*8 153.8 GGGG
1083-03323 00000/0000 20005/1239 10/14/72 0 1149 4908N 10105E 34.9 152.9 GGGG
1083-05243 00000/0000 20005/1240 10/14/7 40 1150 1302N 06638E 54.5 125.2 PPGG
1083=05245 00000/00o 20005/1241 10/14/7 40 1150 1136N 06617E 55*1 123.2 PPGG
10 8 3 -0 6 5 74 00000/0000 20005/1242 10/14/72 20 1151 4720N 05110E 31.5 155.6 PPPG
10 8 3 -0 6 5 81 00000/0000 200U5/1243 10/14/72 C 1151 4556N 0 5035E 32.6 154.7 GGGG
1083-06583 00000/0000 20005/1244 10/14/72 0 1151 4430N 05001E 33.8 153*8 GGGG
1083-06590 00000/0000 20005/1245 1C/14/7 10 1151 
4 305 N 04928E 34.9 152.9 PPPG
1083-06592 00000/0000 20005/1246 10/14/7P 40 1151 40ON 04856E 36.0 151*9 PPPG
1083-07001 00000/0000 200U5/124 7  10/14/72 40 1151 3849N 0 4756E 38.2 150.0 GGGG
1083-07010 0000/0000 20005/1248 10/14/72 0 1151 3557N 04 701E 4004 147*9 GGGG
1083-07015 00000/0000 20005/124 9  10/14/7P 10 1151 3306N 04608E 42*4 145.8 GGGG
1083"07022 00000/0000 20005/1250 10/14/72 10 1151 3140N 04543E 43*5 144*6 GGGG
1083-07024 t00000/0000 20005/1251 10/14/7; 0 1151 3014N 04 518E 44*5 143.4 GGGG
1083-07031 00000/0000 20005/1252 10/14/72 n 1151 2948N 04454E 45*4 142.2 GGGG
1083-07033 00000/0000 20005/1253 10/14/72 0 1151 2722N 04429E 46.4 140.9 GPGG
1083"07040 00000/000 2C005/1254 10/14/7P 0 1151 2556N 0 4406E 47.3 139.6 GGGG
1083-07042 00000/0000 20005/1255 10/14/72 0 1151 24 3CN 04343E 48.3 138.2 GGGG
1083-07045 00O0/0000 20005/1256 13/14/7p 10 1151 2305N 04321E 49*2 136.8 GGGG
1083-07051 00000/0000 20005/1257 10/.14/72 30 1151 2t39N 04259E 50*0 135e3 GGGG
1083-07054 00000/0000 20005/1258 10/14/72 2C 1151 2 13N 04236E 50*9 133.8 GGGG
1083-07060 00000/0000 20005/1259 10/14/72 20 1151 1R46N 04215E 51.7 132.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *.,0.,o .,. O Te 100 a X CLOUD COVER. ** " N5 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,.,,...,. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=G9RD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBeBR,
: 4 " 11,'7 STANDARD CATALMG F8R N(ON.US PAGE 0195
FROm ,7/21/72 TR C7/2 3 /73
OBSERvATI4\ i1CCF; R-LL / DAT7 CLUD 9RBI T  PnI\vCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I- "SIT F 1%\ YLL ACC' irE CIVER \UMBR U F I"AGE ELEV. AZI'. RBV MSS
RSS I AT LONG 123 45678
1C83-27Ce CC/r 2 ?5/120 ?/14/7p 2c 111 171?N 04153E 52 * 13005 GGGG1083*-7C65 90 ,/0 '005/1261 1t/14/7p 0 111 1c53N 04132E 53*2 128*8 GGG
10C83-.j333 0 /Co. 2 L5/1262 1 /14/7? 100 1152 7153\ 04630E 9*9 178,P GOGG1083- 8335 u 000/y0 2 )0C5/1263 1l/14/72 8 0 1152 7.37N 04411E 11.1 176,1 GGGG
1083334? c0CCOl/', 2 5LOU5/1264 1-/14/72 3 n 1152 602N 04208E 12.3 174*1 GGGG1083-:833a4 000/0CO: 2,505/1265 1/14/7P 70 1152 6?02# 04017E 13.6 172*4 GGGG
1083-)835 30CC/ 000C 2.0o5/1266 1'/14/7p 70 1152 6642N 03839E 14.8 170.7 GGGG1083.,-353 C00 /00o 2f :095/1267 1/14/72 7c 1152 6'2'N 03 7 09E 16.0 169,3 GGGG
108 3 -10210 0OCO/CCL 20 5/126R 12/14/7p 80 1153 5Q33N 00533E 22*0 163,3 GGGG1083-10212 Oc c/ v 0C0 200v5/1269 1/!14/7P 70 1193 5710n 00438E 23*2 162*2 GGGG
1083-10215 0079/00,, 2cL C5/127C 10/14/72 80 1153 5c*6N 00347E 24*4 161o2 GGG
1083-10221 3003/000 2000 5 /1271 12/14/7P 40 11 3 54?7N 00258E 25.6 160*3 GGGG1083-10224 0 9/COUC 2,05/7 1/142/7 5O 1153 5259N 00213E 26*8 159.3 GGGG108 3 -1023, 00u0/C C 2 5,15/?73 1/14/7P 40 1153 535N 00129E 27.9 158*4 GGGG
1083-10321 O0000/COO, 2(;05/1274 1:/14/72 100 1153 2n12N 00902w 50*8 133.9 GGGG
1083-10324 OUCOc/OO'- 0 J005/1275 1'/14/7P 1Cc 1113 1945N 00924W 51*6 132.3 GGGG
1083-10330 OCcC/O000c 2'0C5/1276 1./14/7 7 1153 171IN C0945w 52*4 130*6 GGG
1083-10333 0C300/ C0OL 2 U5/1277 1 14/7P 63 1153 1 57N 01007 53.1 128.9 1
1083-12014 0QC'/0oCC. 2C.051278 10/14/72 4 1154 6A44N 01256% 1i47 170.8 GGPG
1083-12021 OCC000/000 2 005/1279 11/147? 10 1154 6523N 01 426 15.9 169.3 GGPG
1083-1264 OCoC/o000 2 005/12 8 / 1'14/7 4 1154 1I39S 0449W 55.6 77*0 GGGG
1083-12271 ?0>3/7C00 2'Lu'/122 1 l/14/7 40 1154 2006S 044314 550 75.2 GGGG
1083-122g0 C00/ociO 2)005/1282 1"/14/7P 90 1154 2256S 04515W 53.7 71.8 GGGG
1083-13425 OCOCO/OCOJ 2J005/1283 1014/72 80 1155 71CRN 02815W 8*6 180*9 GGGP
1083-134 Z) 0C /C ) 2005/1284 10/14/7 20 1155 7e38N 03314w 11*0 176*2 PPGG
1083-13441 0o/00'o0 2u005/1285 1/14/72 10 1155 6921N 03519i 12.2 174.2 GGGG1083-13443 000%0/cOO 23005/1286 1?/14/72 C 1155 6Q03N 03709W 13.5 172.4 G3GG
1083-13450 CCOOO/00 20005/1287 1')/14/7P C 1155 66 4 4 N 03848W 14*7 170.8 GGGG
1083-13452 0UC0/O000U 2005/ 12I8 /1/7P 0 1155 6c23N 04017w 15o9 169.3 GPGG1083-13455 OC0C 0/0C, 2D0U5/1289 10/14/7? C 1155 6401N 041398 17*1 167o9 PPGG
1083-134&1 00C0/000 232005/1290 10/14/7? 0 1155 6?41N 042548 18.3 166.7 PPGG
1083-1 4 C00C C0O0/CO0C 2305/1291 1"/14/72 30 1155 19541 06146W 53.1 129*0 GGGP
1083-14002 00CC'/C0O 2J005/1292 10/14/72 30 1155 142R 06208w 53,8 127.2 GGG
1083-19005 O0/ 00 r 2u cu5/1293 10/14/72 3 0 1155 110?N 06 2 29w 54*5 125.3 GGG1083-~1011 0O000/0 2L7U5/1294 10/14/72 2C 1155 1-136N 06250w 55.1 123.4 GGG
1083-14102 0 00 0 0 /CCP 20005/129 5  1'/14/72 60 1155 2006S 07020W 55*0 75.3 GGG
1083-14105 000?/~CO? 2J005/129s 10C/1/7 70 1155 2131S 07042W 54*4 73.5 UGG
1083-14111 OQ 0O/COo 20o35/1297 10/14/7? 80 1155 2?57S 07105w 53.7 71.8 GGG
1083-15295 0o0co/OnC 2uc05/i19 1"/14/72 70 1156 6120N C69558 19*5 165.b PPGG
KEYS: CL4UD CBVER % n,,,..*..,.... 0 Te 100 = % CLPUD CQVER. ** z NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
hIAGE OUALITY .. ,,....... .,,. BLANKSBAND KiRT PRrSNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED, GuGBRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBJR,
16b:~ 'A; 1 '74 ST'.)ARD CATALOG FSP NN-US PAGE 0196
FR95M 07/23/72 T 0C7/23/73
BPSERVATI9% 'AIC 'FI_ 'LL 'I~S/ UD CLB 2 9Q IT PrI'!CIPAL PRINT SUN SUN yMAGE QUALITY
13 STTITI1 I , RLL ACC,'"TED CBVER NU~BER F I1AGE ELEV. AZI* PBV MSS
v MS LAT LNG 123 45678
1083-:5302 OC'c/C0.0 2C0C5/1299 10/14/72 9c 1156 5957N 070
5 8 w 2C*7 164*4 PP3G
10 8 3 -1534 0 OCO /30U2 2 /1 0 12/14/72 7C 1156 5234N 07156w 21*9 163.3 PPGG
1083-15311 C2jC/"0o 2L2U5 /1301 101/14/7 80 1196 57!4 0 7251W 23.1 162.3 PPGG
1083-15313 30D/0C0 2: 3051'C 1"/14/7? 100 1156 5r47i 07342A 24*3 161.3 PPGG
1083-i53220 00020/00 2.U0/I)0 3 1-/U/72 9 0 1156 5423\ 07430o 25*5 1603 PPGG
1083-1532 O0000/000 2 0%5/1 04 1 /1 4 /72 9C 11r;6 5P59N 07516W 26*7 159.4 PPGG
1083-15325 0' cZ0/000 2 u5/1305 1-/14/72 9 1156 5135N o7600v 27.9 158.4 PPGG
1083-15331 -000/ CuL 2 U5/130 6  1-/14/72 90 1156 5n11\ 07642i 29P0 157.5 PPGG
1083-17151 2O- S/000  ,5/1307 1/ 4/72 100 1157 5424N 10018w 25.5 160.3 GPPG
1083-1714 j-/0 23C 5/1308 /14/72 6C 1157 5300\ 10103w 26*6 159.4 GpGG
1083-17160 C000/CCO 2'C005/1309 1-/14/7P 1 1157 5136\ 1C146V 27.8 158.5 GGGG
1083-17163 0 0 /C C 2005/131? 10/14/72 1i 1157 5n1i 10227w 29.0 157.6 GGGG
1083-1574 C /( j 2 225/1311 10/14/72 80 1158 571:N 1243Cw 23*1 16?*3 GPGG
1083-1851 3000C/Cjc 2'005/1312 1/14/72 90 1158 5r46N 12522 24.3 161.3 GPGG
1083-:1583 003Cj/CCDC 200 5/1313 11/!4/7; 70 1158 542'N 1?609V 25o5 160.3 GGGG
1083-14590 C' 0' /~CC/ 20005/1314 1 /14/7P 12 1158 5p58N 12654A p6#7 159*4 GGGG
1083-18592 c0 Y/OO r 2Q005/1315 1-/14/72 10 1158 5 13 4N 12736v 27.8 158.4 GGGG
1083-C0365 23u /00 0 00 5/1316 12/14/7?2 1159 7r37 13638 1C'9 176.1 CGG
108 4-327c0 3C0/ 0 2 0 l6/1317 1t/15/72 3, 114,1 1)04S 13712E 58.0 89.9 PPGG
1084-5-273 0 0C/ 0C0 2 005/1318 1./1/72 4 1161 1131S 13651E 57.8 87.6 GGGG
108 4-j3275 000C/'CO0 200C5/1319 1/15/7P 2- 1161 1157S 13631E 57*5 85.4 GPGG
108 4-I"02582 030/O'j 2C u5/1 3 2 , 10/15/7? 31 1161 1423S 13610E 57.1 83.3 GGPG
1084-028, 0 30/00C 2 025/1321 1/1 /77 0 1141 14lsS 13549E 56.6 81.2 GGGG
1084- 0291 0, / COL 2-005/1322 10/1/7P 0 1161 1715S 13527E 56.2 79.2 PGGG
108~-0233 03C/CO 2 0u5/1323 12/15/7 P 1161 1945 13b06E 55*6 77.3 PGG
1084-2j33% 0 '000/'Un 2 iU5/132 1 /15/72 1161 20ORS 13445E 55.1 7595 GGG
1C84-D204 0 /C2, 2'05/1 325 1 /15/72 3 1162 0 45 4 N 11454E 57*3 114.1 GGGG
1084-22063 0330Cl.Cc 2 U5/1326 1 /15/7? 31 1162 032N 11434E 57.6 111.8 GGGG
108:2065 02:2/C(0C 200 5/1327 1':/t5/72 50 1162 0?01N 11413E 57*9 109.6 GGG
1084 -2072 CSO0/ 2% 2 CC5/13 25  11/15/7P 80 1162 0034N 1135 3 E 582 107.2 GOGG
1084-3207 000C230/ 0 2005/1329 1;15/72 90 1162 005?S 11333E 58.3 1049 GPGG
1084 -081 000000C00 2C05/133 1 71i/72 00 1162 0p1S9 11313E 58*4 102.5 GGGG
1084 ;203 C 0C2/O'30 20.u5/1331 1 /15/7P 100 1162 0'44S 11253E 58.5 100.2 GPGG
084-02090 3007022000 E005/1332 ')/1/72 100 1162 COI1S 11233E 58.5 97*8 GPGG
1084--2c92 OO30c/ l 2 cu5/1333 17/15/72 4. 1162. 0639S 11213E 58.* 95.5 GOGG
1O84*°2095 OC2:/Z'a 20C.5/1334 1/o3 15/7? 30 1162 0/07S 11153E 58.3 93.1 GGGG
108-' 2101 0OU3OC/COC 20 )5/135 1 '/1/72 3" 1162 002?S 11133E 5801 90.8 GAGG
1084-23381 C 0 C0/C'00 2.005/1336 1'/15/7? 1' 1163 4102~ 09937E 34.6 153.0 G GG
1084~- 5 20 4  oC0 /O000 22005/1337 1 s15 7? 5o 1164 4552 0c7455E 32*4 154.9 PPGG
KEYS: CLu C.1Et v .......... . C T 1i00 3 % CLSUD CCVE%. ** 
= NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
Ir3e CjALITY o1., ... S..., ELA~S AND NtT PRrSENT/REOJESTED. R=RECYCLED, GGBRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P5DR.
16:44 "AP 11s,74 9TANDARD CATAL9G FPR NON-US PAGE 0197
FqqM 07/23/72 Th C7/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICRPFILM ROLL N9./ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT POINCTPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 "PSITI;N IN ROLL ACCUt'ED CPVE R NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PRV MS !AT LSNG 123 45678
1084-05210 OC00000/Co 20005/1338 10/1~/7? 82 1164 4427N 07421E 33.5 154.0 PPGG
10841-5213 000o/1000 20005/1339 1-/1s72 9 1164 *402N 07348E 34.6 153.0 PPGG
1084"05215 • 000 0/ 00 20005/134c 1/1;/t7 9o 1164 4137N 07317E 35.7 15?P1 G GG
1084-35222 00003/000 20OU5 /1 3 4 1 10/15/7P 80 11A4 4s11N 07247E 36-8 151.2 GGGG
1084-15224 ooc00000/o 20006/0066 llnr//72 10 1164 3R46N 07217E 37.9 150.2 GGGG
1084-'5231 OOOOc/C00o 2o006/0067 10/15/7? r 1164 372?N 0 7149L 39*0 149*2 iGGG
1084-05240 OC00/000C/ 20006/0C68 1?/1m/7? 20 1164 3429;' 07054E 41.2 147.1 GCGG
1084-35242 0 030/OC0 20006/0oo9 1/15/72 2 1164 303N 07027E 42,2 146*0 GGG
1084-j5245 0000/0000 20006/00 7 0 10/1/7? 0 1164 3i38N 07002E 43.2 144.9 GGGG
1084"05251 0003o/n00o 20006/0071 12/15/7? 1164 3elN 06938E 44.2 143.7 GGGG
1084-05254 OJUCO/OC00U OL6/C072 10/1 5 /7P r 1164 p2R4N 0691 4 E 45.2 142*5 GGG1084-"526C 0000/O0CC 2000U6/0073 17/15/7 e 1164 272N 06850E 46.2 141.2 GGGG
1084*05263 00CO/OOO 230U6/0074 /1i,/7 0 1164 2?53N 06826E 47*1 139*9 GGGG
1084-05265 C000oo/Oco 2006/0075 1 /15/7? 1164 2427N 06903E 48 1 138.6 GGGG
1084*-527? 00003/0000 230U6/0076 10/15/7 10 1164 230?N c6740E 48.9 137.2 GGG
1084-35274 00000/0000 200U6/007 7  10/15/7p 20 1164 2136N 06717E 49.8 135*7 GGGG
1084-37044 0000013000 2000U5/1342 1/1;1/72 10 1165 410N 04801E 34.6 153.1 GGGP1084-)7051 00)0/Co22 2005/1343 10/15/7P 20 1165 4i37N 04730E 35.7 152.1 GGG
1084-"7053 o0000/o000 20005/1344 13/15/7P 2? 1165 4n11N 04659E 36.8 151.2 GsGG
1084"O7060 000/OC000 29005/1 3 4 5 1,/15/7p 20 1165 3846N 04629E 37*9 150o2 GGGG
1084-37062 O00CC/O000 20005/1346 10/15/72 12 1165 3720N 04601E 39.0 149.2 GGGG
1084-37065 OOO0/C/ o' 2005/1347 12/15/72 C 1165 3555N 04b33E 40.1 148.2 GGGG
1084-07253 C000/300' 23C05/1348 12/15/72 10 1165 2 44S 02912E 50*8 661 GGG
1084-07260 ooo00/000 20005/1349 10/15/7p 0 1165 301oS o0247E 50.0 64.8 GGGG
1084-07262 C00/00c0 20005/1350 1/15/72 0 1165 3135S C2822L 49.2 63.6 GOGG
1084-07265 0003C/o0~0 2005/139 1 1?/15/72 10 1165 3300 0 2756E 48.3 62.5 GaGP
1084-07271 OO 0/Cor0 2005/1352 1)/15/7? 30 1165 342FS 02730E 47,4 61*4 GGGP
1084-08494 GOOO0/OC 20006/0078 10/15/72 40 1166 372N 02014E 38.9 149*3 GIGG
1084-10253 0000/3ouC 0 2U0l5/1353 1c0/~/7p 50 1167 6941N 00720E 18*0 166.7 GGGG
1084.10255 000/1000 20005/1354 1/15.9/7? 100 1167 6119N 00 6 1 2 E 19.2 165,6 GGGG
1084-10262 0C0o0/c00 0 200L5/1355 10/15/72 70 1167 5q50N 00508E 20*4 164.4 GGGG1084-10264 (00000'/ 0 0005/1356 10/15/7P 60 1167 5Q34N 00409E 2E16 163G4 G GG
1084-10271 O0/OCo,00o 20005/1357  ln/15/7p 70 1167 5711N 00314E 22*8 162.4 GGGG
1084-10273 C000/ 200 ? 5/1358 10/1/7? 90 1167 5547N 00222E 24.0 161.4 GGGG
1084-10280 000/C00 20005/1359  10/15/72 80 1167 5423N 00133E 25.2 160,4 UGG
1084-10282 OC000/0010 20005/1360 10/15/72 90 1167 5259N 00048E 26.4 159.5 GGGG
1084-10285 OCo00/o/co) 2JOU5/1361 10/15/72 60 1167 5134N 00004E P276 158.6 GGGG
1084-12055 0000O/00 20305/1362 10/15/7P 90 1168 7155N 00629w 9.4 178.5 GGGG
1084-12061 0000/D000 22C05/1363 12/15/72 60 1168 7^39N 0048w 10*7 176*2 GGGP
KEYS: CLUCE CDVE; % o...*'°***..°*.3 T 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUO DATA AVAILABLF.
Ige QJALITY ,,,........ . RLA KS=BAND NOT PRrSrNT/RECUESTED. RRCYCLED. G=GPD0, FFAIR BUT USABLE. P-P89,R
16:44 "AR lls74 STANOARD CATALOG FrR NN-US PAGE 0198
FP9m 37/2!/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATION ,ICReFILM 9eLL .9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TrAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITIN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CrVER JUMHBER 9F IT AGE ELEV AZIM, RBV MSS
V PSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1084-12064 00000/0000 20005/1364 10/15/72 80 1168 6n21N 01052W 11*9 17403 GGGP
1084-12070 OCO/O00CL 20005/1365 10/15/7 100 1168 6R03N 01 2 4 3w 13.1 172.5 GGGG
1084-12073 00000/0000 20005/1366 10/15/72 100 1168 6643N 01422W 14'3 170.9 GGGG
1084-12075 00000/o00 20005/136 7  10/15/72 100 1168 6c23N 0 1552W 1596 169.4 GGG
1084-12082 000/0000C 20005/1368 10/1/72 100C 1168 6402N 01714W 16.8 168.0 GGGG
1084-13490 00000/C000 20005/1369 10/19/7? 3c 1169 7155N 03 2 2 5w 9o4 178.5 GPGG
1084-13493 0000/00000 2U005/1370 10 /1972 6r 1169 740ON 034444 10.6 176.2 (SGGG
1084-13495 00000/000o 20005/13T71 10/19/72 100 1169 6q22N 03647W 11.9 174,3 GlGG
1084-13502 00000/C000 2o:005/1372 10/15/7? 100 116!) 6R04N 03637w 13*1 172.5 GGGG
1084-13545 000/0.000- 20005/1373 10/19/72 90 1169 5101N 05053W 26*4 159.5 PPGG
1084-13552 c0000/0000 2u005/1374 10/1/72 90 1169 5137N 05134W 27o5 158.6 PGPG
1084-13554 00000/000) 20005/1375 10/15/7? 83 1169 501IN 05214N 28.7 157.7 G5GG
1084-13561 00000/0000 20005/1376 10/19,/72 70 1169 44AN 05253W P299 156.8 PGGG
1084-13563 00000/0000 20005/1377 10/15/7? 90 1169 472 N 05331W 31*0 155.9 PGGG
1084-13570 o000?O/OO0 20005/1378 1,/15/7? 90 1169 455RN 0 5407W 32.2 155.0 PGGG
1084-13572 0000/CO000 20005/1379 10/15/7 4C 1169 4 32?N 05 4 4 1W 33.3 154.1 PGPP
1084-17212 00000/0000 20005/1380 10/15/7P 100 1171 5301N 10231W 26.3 159.6 GPGG
1084-17215 OU000/0000 20005/1381 10/15/ 7 2 6r, 1171 5136N 10313W 27.5 15896 GGGG
1084-17221 2000/0000 20005/138  1 /1;/72 10 1171 5011N 10353W 28o6 157.7 GGGG
1084-19044 00000/000 20005/1383 11/15/72 c 1172 5258N 12821W 26.3- 159.5 GGG
1084-19051 00000/O00c 2005/1384 10/!1/72P 1172 5134N 12904W 27.5 158.6 GGGG
108 4 m2042 3 00000/G00c 2o0u5/1385 10,/1/7? 90 1173 7038N 13805W 10.6 176.2 GGGG
1085-00290 00000/00 20006/0079 I0/1/7P 40 1175 OP54N 13847E 57.7 11106 GGGG
1085-00293 00000/000 20006/COJ8  1,/6/7p 2c 1175 0128N 13827E 58*0 109e3 GGG
1085-00295 00000/0000 2006/0081 10/16/72 30 1175 OnOON 13907E 58.2 107,0 GGGG
1085-00304 000CO/0000 20006/0082 10/16/7P 90 1175 0251S 13727E 58.5 102.3 GGG
1085-00311 00000/0000 20006/0083 10/16/72 80 1175 04189 13707E 5845 99.9 GGGG
1085-"0313 0o00ooo/00 20006/0084 10/16/7? 90 1175 0=45S 13646E 58.5 97o6 UGGG
1085*)032C 00J00/OC00. 20006/0085 10r/A/7p 70 1175 0711S 13626E 58*4 95*2 GPGG
1085-j0322 00000/0000 2000b/0086 10/16/72 20. 1175 0837S 13606E 58.3 92.9 GPGG
1085-00325 ,00000/0000 20006/0087 1'/16/72 40( 1175 1004S 13b45E 58*1 90o6 GGGG
108530331 00000/GOOU 20006/0088 10/16/7P 3c 1175 1129S 13 5 2 4 E 57,9 88.3 GGGG
1085-00334 00000/0000 20006/0089 10/16/72 30 117!5 155S 13504E 57.6 86,1 GGGG
1085-00340 00000/0003 23006/0090 10,/1I/7? 10 1175 1422S 13443E 57.2 84O0 GGGG
0C85-'20 3 43 0CO0/0000C 20006/0091 10/16/72 1175 1548S 13422E 56o8 81.9 GGGG
1085 03345 0000/0000 2J006/0092 0/1AI/7 0 1175 1714S 13 401E 5603 7999 GGGG
1085-00352 00000/000) 2006/0093 10/16/72 0 1175 1941S 13340E 55.8 77,9 UGGG
1085-,0354 0000r(/.00 2'30600094 1"/16/72 0 1175 2n06S- 13318E 55.3 76,0 GGGG
1085-00361 00000O/00 20006/0095 10/16/72 1175 2132S 13256E 54.7 74.3 GGGG
KEYS: C..U5 CiVEq % o,.......... 0 Tf 100 a % CLUD CAVER- ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE 2JALITY ............ e. 'ILANKSSBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REOUESTED- R'RECYCLED. G=GBRD. F-FATR BUT USABLE* PPBBR.
1o:44 "A llU'74 STAN ARD CATALBG FnP N5N.U8 PAGE 0199
FOm n7/23/'2 TA :7/23/73
8BSERVATIX 'IC.i-Fl_ 9 LL ,IR i DATE CLBJD C R9IT PPI\'CIPL P9INT SUN SUN ThAGE QUALITY
I:) SSTTI ' IN NkLL ACt.'T4E CMVER NUMBER OF I"AGE ELEV. AZIr.. RBV MSS
v -S I-AT LNG 123 45678
1085-.3 •C3 2 /,. -, U/29 1 /1172 ' 1175 2?58S 13234E 54'0 72,5 iGGGG
1085-0370 C C"/') 2,0 C0r97 1"/ 1/72 " 1175 24235 13e12E 53.3 70.9 GGGG
1085"-2002 0' / .. 2,'U6/CC9 1,/16 /7? 1176 4431N IP435E 33.2 154*2 GGGG
1085- 2C04+ ,,0"/, 2.Ue/30q9q 1/1,6/7 ? 1176 406oN 1202 3'.3 153.3 GGGG
1085-2C'I1 00l/ 0. 2 ,3;6/01'D 1, //7 2. 1176 4141, 12330E 35*4 152.3 GGGG
1085,-2134 "/ 2 U06 /00i 1'/,6/7, 100 1176 0125S 111 5 9E 58*4 104.7 GlGG
1085-,210 cC3CO'0 20',Ub/C10? 1/16A72 100 1176 05?S 11139E 58.5 102.4 GGG
1C85-02143 0/Q f , 20b60103 1 /1,/7? 93 1176 4 1qS 11119E 58.5 100.0 GCGG
1C85-;21 -5 0 C3./0j0 L;6/0104 /16/7 50 1176 0455 11100l 58.5 97.6 G3GG
1085--2152 QO/CoLC, 2 ~C6/01C5 1, 16 /72 10 1176 07113 11040E 58.5 95.3 GGGG
1085-_2154 0C/CCO, 23 /  1) 1"/16/7? 3(. 1176 OR36S 11020E 58.3 92.9 GGGG
1C85-'211 -0 0"'/O  2'- 6/0107 1 /1(/7 4 1176 1n0 3 S 10959E r801 90.7 GGGG
1085-J3483 00 C O/ -. 2e0U6/01o 1 ./(,/7 70 1177 2719" C9313E 45.9 141.6 GGGG
1085- 3490 C O00/,C"0 20 U6/0109 1C,/16/7 40 1177 2P54\j 09250E 46*9 140.3 GGGG
10850 3/9 CC00 ,/.'0 2.;CUb/0110 1('/16/7P 5 1177 242~N 092261 47*8 139.0 GGGG
1085-23495 0C30/,C3 2LOU6/0111 17/16/72 50 ]177 201N 09204E 48.7 137.6 GGGG
1085-c5315 00 / " 0 '  0b6/0112 1 116/7P e 1178 2722N Q6724E 4509 141.6 GGGG
1085-35321 C00O0/003, 2,U6/0113 ,/17/7 r 1178 2r55N 06700E 46.8 140.3 GGG
1085""5324 002C0/' 2 0 6/0114 1 /16/72 1' 1178 24 29N 06638E 47.8 139.0 GlGG
1085-L5330 0o L) /0000 2:r0u6/C115 1,/1&A/7?2 1178 2203 06b15E 48.7 137.6 GGGG
1085-C5333 0L-O0/000' 2~3U6/011 6  1 /16/7p . 1178 2136N 06b53E 49.6 136.2 GGGG
1085-37105 o0 0," n  2,-:S5/1386 1 /th/72 3r' 1179 413RN 04605E 35o4 152.4 GGG
1085-,j7114 0"q /0Cr0 2O 6/011 7  1./16/7? 5 1179 3 S4N 04505E 37.6 150.5 GGGG
1085-)714,2 00000/00 ' 20)06/0118 1 7/ /72 0 1179 2303jN 04 029E 48*7 137.6 GGGG
1085-7164 00300/000, 2iU6/C11 9  1 '16/7P 1179 2137'q 4007E 49.5 136.2 GGGG
1085r7294 )00 /O0) 2 0,12o/1 1,/16/72 3. 1179 2?59S 02918E. 54.1 72.7 GGGG
1085-073,) 0 000C/O 0 2 (Ct0/0121 1n/16/72 1r, 1179 242(S 02855E 53*4 71.0 GGGG
1085-27333 0 C 0CO/CO 2,o06/0122 1 7/1/7 1r 1179 2552S 02832E 52*7 69.5 GGGG
1085-273og05 -00'' / 00'0 200/0123 1/16/7 2 1179 2717S 0 2809E 51*9 68*0 GGGG
1085-08541 ,a"/I00 '  25'015/138 7  1 /16/7? 50 1190 414?N 0218E 35.3 152.4 GOGG
1085-J'543 JO)OO/0OOO 2Q0CU5/138S 1'/16/7P 30 1180 4016N 01948E 36.4 151.5 GGGG
1085-3 8550 COC O/0C 2,)05/1389 1./16/72 50 11 0  3R51N C1918E 37.5 150.5 GGGG
1085-10232 00 , /00G 2, 05/1392 1'/16,/72 8C 1181 7155N 01757E 9.1 178.5 PpPP
1085-10244 0, C~r/ 0 2'05/1391 1"/!/7? 100 1181 7n3N C01b35E 10.3 176.3 GGGG
1085-10291 003,/0,U'. 2'un5/1392 12/1.6/72 9C 1181 6021N C133CE 11*5 174.3 GGGG
1085-10293 OCCO/0o'0 2,:05/1393 1/16/7 80 1181 6803N 0114(E 12.8 172*6 GGGG
1085-10300 0" 0/00J 2?005/1334 1216/7? 10C 11I1 6644N 01000E 14.0 170.9 GGGG
1085-10302 00031/000' 2U,05/1395 1/I6/7? 10C 111 623" 00830E 1 .2 169.5 GGG
1085-10305 000/0/C00 2C"u5/1396 10/1,/7; 100 1181 6402\1 00108E l*4 168.1
KEYS: CLiJ' C E ................ T 10iC = % CL9UD CVER, ** = NB CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AE UALITY ........ ...o.,. LANKS=AND f'ST PRrSrNT/RE7UESTED. R=RECYCLED G=GaSD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P55R,
:* "A4 1'7 4 STANDARD CATALG FeRP NjN-US PAGE 0200
Fq9, -7/23/72 T9 57/23/73
8PSERVAT\1 "%ICRIFI " PLL 9./ DATE CLeD I T PDI',CIPAL PtINT SUN SJN TMAGE QUALITY
Il P SITIh\ T' KLL ACC!'tRED C5VER  UJmBER qF I'AGE ELEV AZIM. RBV 'SS
Mv r9S LAT LeNG 123 45678
1085-10311 0 C'/,C- 2U 5/ 1397 1C/1,/7 91 111 6241N 00b54E 17.6 166.9 GGGG
1085-i331' CO3C03/O'' 2L J5/ 1Z9 1?/16/72 10 111 6119 00447E 18.9 165.7 GGGG
1085"12131 CC,'O/CC 2.J 5/139 9  1/16/72 9- 11s2 66+4N 01547" 14*0 1710n GIGG
1085-12134 0 /nC". 2.j5/1 ,,_ lq/1A/7 100 1182 6 24\ 01716W 15*2 169.5 GGGG
1085-1214C O3CO/O. C 120.5/131  /IA/72 10 11R2 6404N 01b37w 16*4 168.1 GGG
1085-1214 3 , /c.c0 C 2.0 u5/1~ 1 ,/I /7p 100 1182 6P43& 01951W 17.6 166,9 GGGG
1085-13545 020$ /0. 20 05/1Q403 12/ 1/72 C 11R3 71551 03342W 9,0 178.6 GGGG
1085-13551 D3O/C., 2! )05/1'4c4 1/1A,/7? 1 11 F3 739N 0C3601 10,3 176.3 GAGG
1085:13554 /r,- b /1405 11/16/7? 7'1 11R3 6a2N 03 805w 11*5 174*4 GGGG
1085"135 / , 2 j 5/14O5 1/1 ,/72 10 1183 6R05N 03^956W 12.7 172,.6 GGGG
1085"13E53 v2'0/'0 2 145/4.07 12/,1 / 7? 0 C: 11 3  6(46N 04136, 139 171.0 GGG
1085-13565 0C/0C0O 2/0Q 5/140 1 /1 /72 100 11Q3 6F26N 04306W 15o2 169.5 GGGG
10 8 5 14c1 3  CO .0/ G'! 2;"05/1409 1,/1 /72 5r 11$3 501?N 053424 28.3 157.9 GGPP
1C851,015 0C "0 . 2." 05/14 1'/14/72 50 113 4'4RN 05421 29.5 157.0 GGG
10.5-1,C22 0000/. 2, (5/1411 1 / /72 5C 1183 4723\ 05458w 30.7 156.1 GGGG
1085.1-24 o ,2/C4O 2"0,5/141? 1 1 A/72 5' 11S3 5 o5533v 31*8 155.2 ,GG
1085-*14 31 .,. O'-C, 2, Ub/1413 17/16/72 50 11P3 443?~ 056071 33*0 154.3 GSGG
1085-14033 0 CO -/C CO. 2"Q5/1414 1 /A/7P 7" 11A3 4-0;N 05 6 39 34.1 153.4 GSGG
1085-1404C 0 /u". c0 2Cu5 / 1419 1 I(/7P 8' 1183 !4'4N 05 7 11w 3R.2 152.5 GGGG
1085"140 ''/CCO 0 2rC05/1416 1l/!1/72 8c 1183 4e1 ' 05 7 42t 36.3 151.5 G.,GG
1085U14 0 c  O/0o0 2 /.5/ 41 7  1'/16/7? 80 1183 3Q 5N C0511 37*4 150.6 GGGG
1085.+051 0 3C/ Cc0 2 j005/1418 1/!1/7P 7C 11R3 3726N 05839W 38.5 149.6 iGGG
1085ia .0 .0/03,C 2005/1419 /2i 6 /7P 5" 11R3 3C0.1 0
9 07W 3906 148.6 PGGP
1085-1406( Cb 0 JC/0 2 Cv5/14;?2 1,/1/72 6" 1183 3435N 05933, 40.7 147.5 GOG
1085-14063 jUJ00/OcO') 2,U5/14;?1 1/16/77 8- 113 34 0 . 05959. 4107 146.5 GGGG
1085-14"65 UCO3'00 2 005/14-2 1/16A/72 7(, 11R3 3143N 0625w 42 8 145.4 G3GG
1085-,1C7?2 o?/CO, -'05/14 ?3 1/1/7, or 1183 3"17N 06050 43.8 144.2 PSGG
1085-14c74 7,, C 2U", 5/14 ?4 3- 1183 5 251N 06114 44.8 143.0 POGG
1085181 00 /00 ) 2C5/1.25 10/!/7 60 11 :3  2725N 06138W 45.7 141.8 PPGP
1085-14083 cL39?/CCo . U5/14P~ 1/16/7? 9C 1193 2r59N 06 2 01w 46.7 140o5 PGG
108514115 0.Ok.O/OO3 2'05/1427 1",11,17p 67 1183 14294 06500W 5394 128.3 GGG
1 0 85-14122 03u0/C,,, 2,a,05/1428 1/1 /72 5, 1183 1102" 0 6520W 54*1 126.5 GGGG
1085-14124 0C3'C/C000 2QIU5//1/29 19/16/72 4) 1193 1137N 06541W 54 7 124*6 GGGG
1085-19103 CC0/0, 2 05/1430 1"/16A/72 1" 1186 525 q 129 47w 2559 159.7 G GG
1086-J03.5 0 u0 C/O1 2 L5/-1431 1:/17/72 50 1109. 0,561 13723E 57*6 112.3 GGGP
10C8 6 90351 PJUJ0/ OC 2 /U5/14-2 1./17/72 6C  1189 0!2qN 13702E 57.9 110.0 GGGP
1086-00354 "; 9/1 's 2 005/1933  1V/17/7P 80 1189 0003o1 13642E 58.1 107*7 GGGG
1086.00360 OC00.0/CO )('05/14 34 10/17/7P 100 1189 0!2:S 13622E 58.3 105.4 GGGG
1086-30363 . 0 CO/C 0 2(0U5/1 35 1'/17/72 100 1199 0 49S 13602E 58.5 103.0 GGGG
KEYS; Ca, r C %vED  ......... q.... n TA 1C a % CLrUD CqVER. ** , Ne CLBOD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'ASE CUAk.TTY ............. LANKSauAND N'T PRFSFNT/RECJESTED. RuRECYCLED. G=G-SD. F-FATR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 MAR 111j74 STANIARD CATALqG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0201
FRSM )7/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BSSERVATIBN MICR FILM RPLL NI./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PDINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIsN IN RBLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZI., RBV MSS
RBV rSS LA T  LONG 123 45678
1086"00365 O0000/0000 20005/1436 10/17/72 100 1189 04165 13542E 58*5 100.7 PGGG1086-00372 00000/0000 20005/1437 10/17/72 90 1189 0R42S 13522E 58.5 98.3 PPGG
1086"00374 00000/0000 20005/1438 10/17/72 40 1189 070iS 13502E 58.5 96. 0  PPGP1086-00381 0000/0000 20005/1439 10/17/7? 50 1189 0835S 13442E 5804 93.6 GGGP1086-00383 00000/000U 20005/1440 10/17/72 20 1189 1001 13422E 58.2 91.3 GGGP1086-02210 00000/0000 20005/1441 1)/17/72 40 1190 070?S 109 12 E 58.5 96.0 PPPG1086-02213 00000/0000 2u005/1442 10/17/72 30 1190 0R359 1052E 58*4 93.7 GGGP
1086.02215 00000/0000 20005/1443 10/17/72 50 1190 1001o 10831E 58.2 91*4 GGPP
1086:35271 00000/000C 2 U005/1 4 4 4  10/17/72 0 1192 6239N 08147E 17*4 166.9 GGGG
1086"05280 00000/0000 20005/1445 10/17/72 0 1192 5055N 079 3 6E 19.8 164*6 GGGG
1086"05364 00000/0000 20005/1446 10/17/72 0 1192 3el4N 06645E 43.6 144*4 GGGG1086-05371 00000/0000 20005/1447 10/17/72 0 1192 2949N 06620E 44.6 143.9 GGGG
1086-05373 o0000/0000 20005/1448 10/17/7p 10 1192 2723N 06b56E 45.6 142. GGGG1086-05380 00000/0000 20005/1449 10/17/72 1c 1192 2 t5 7 N 06533E 46.6 140.7 GGGG1086-05382 00000/0000 20005/1450 1.0/17/72 4o 1192 2431N 06510E 47.5 139.4 GGGG
1086"05385 00000/0000 20005/1451 10/17/7? 0 1192 2?05N 0 6448E 48.4 138.0 GGGG
1086-09000 00000/0000 20005/1452 10/17/72 40 1194 4139N 01848E 35.0 152*6 GGGG1086-10384 00000/0000 20005/1453 10/17/7p 60 1195 5709~ 00019E 22.2 162.6 GGGG1086-10390 00000/0000 20005/1454 10/17/72 70 1195 5545N 00032W 23.4 161.6 GGGG1086-12183 00000/0000 20005/1455 10/17/72 90 1196 6R01N 0 1538W i2P4 172.6 GGGG
1086-12195 00000/0000 20005/1456 10/17/72 60 1196 64 01N 02009W 16.1 16882 GGGG108 6 -1406b 00000/0000 20005/1457 10/17/72 90 1197 5423N 05 2 594 24*5 160*7 PPPP
1086-14062 00000/0000 20005/1458 10/17/72 90 1197 5p59N 05344W 25*7 159.8 PPGG
1086-14065 000GO/C000 20005/1459 10/17,72 100 1197 5135N 05427w 26.9 158.9 PPGG
1086-14071 00000/0000 20005/1460 10/17/72 100 1197 5010N 05508W 28*0 158.0 PPGG1086-14074 00000/0000 20005/1461 10/17/72 100 1197 4 %45N 05546W 29.2 157.1 PPGG
1086-14080 00000/0000 20005/1462 10/17/7P 80 1197 4721N 05623W 30.4 156*2 PPGP
1086-14083 00000/0000 20005/1463 10/17/72 50 1197 4F55N 0 5 6 5 8 W 315 155.4 GGGP1086-14160 00000/0000 20005/1464 10/17/72 40  1197 2C13N 06458W 50.1 135.3 GGGG1086-14162 00000/0000 20005/1465 10/17/72 10 1197 1q46N 06521w 50*9 133.8 GGGG
1086.14165 00000/0000 20005/1466 10/17/7? 60 1197 1720N 06543W 51.7 132*2 GGGG
1086"14171 00000/0000 200U5/1467 10/17/7? 0 1197 1553N 06604W 52*5 130*5 GGGG
1086*14174 00000/0000 20005/1468 10/17/72 10 1197 1426N 06625W 53.2 128o8 GGGG1086"14180 00000/0000 20005/1469 10/17/72 10 1197 1301N 06 646W 53.9 127.0 GGGG
1086-14183 00000/0000 20005/147C 10/17/7? 0 1197 1134N 06707W 54.6 125.1 GGGG
1086-14185 0000/C00o 20005/1471 10/17/72 0 1197 10 07N 06727W 55*2 123.2 GGGG
1086-14192 00000/0000 20005/1472 10/17/7P 10 1197 O0 1N 06747W 55.8 12102 GGGG
1086-14194 00000/0000 20005/1473 10/17/72 0 1197 0714N 06807W 56*3 119#2 GGGG
1086-14201 00000/0000 20005/1474 10/17/72 40 1197 0548N 068284 56*8 117.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEP % .**....,....,, o Tr 100 = % CLOUD CSVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE OUALITY *..*....*...., BLANKSoBAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESrED* RpRECYCLED* GG9SAD. FxFAIR BUT USABLE* P2P89R*
16:44 MAR 118'74 STANDARD CATALeG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0202
FRBM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFILM R5LL .!)/ DATE CLeUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER fF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1086-17312 O0000/000 20005/:1475 10/17/72 100 1199 5835N 10205W 20.8 163.6 GGG
1086-17314 00000/0000 20005/:476 10/17/72 90 1199 5711N 10259W 22*0 162.6 GrGG
1086-17321 00000/0000 20005/:.477 10/17/7? 30 1199 5547N 10350W 23.2 161e7 GGGG
1086-17323 00000/0000 20005/1.478 10/17/72 0 1199 5422N 10437w 24a4 160s7 GGGG
1086-17330 00000/0000 20005/1479 10/17/7; 0 1199 525N 10521w 25.6 159.8 GGGG
1086-17332 O00OO0/o00 20005/1480 10/17/7P 30 1199 5134N 10604W 2608 158,9 GPGG
1086-20534 00000/C0000 20005/1481 10/17/72 70 1201 7152N 13838w 8.6 178*5 GGG
1087-03594 00000/0000 20005/3482 10/18/72 20 1205 2R46N 09045E 44.4 143.5 GGGG
1087-04000 00000/O000 20005/2483 10/18/72 90 1205 2719N 09021E 45*4 142.3 GGGG
1087-04003 00000/0000 20005/1484 10/18/7p 40 1205 2554N 08959E 4603 141.0 GGGG
1087-04005 00000/0000 20005/1485 10/18/72 60 1205 2429 N 08936E 4793 139.7 GGGG
1087*04012 00000/0000 20005/1486 10/18/7? 20 1205 2302N 08912E 48.2 138.4 GGGG
1087-05425 00000/0000 20005/1487 10/18/72 0 1206 2847N 06455E 44.4 143o5 GGGG
1087-07305 00000/000 20005/1488 10/18/72 70 1207 1258N o3504E 53.8 1273 GGGG
1087-07311 00000/0000 20005/1489 10/18/7? 60 12i7 1132N 03444E 54'5 125o5 GGGG
1087"07314 00000/0000 20005/1490 10/18/7P 70 1207 1006N 03423E 55*1 123.6 GGGG
1087-07320 00000/0000 20005/1491 10/R1/72 90 1207 0p39N 03402E 55* 7  12106 GGGG
1087-07323 00000/0000 20005/1492 10/18/72 80 1207 0712N 03342E 56.2 119.5 GGGG
1087"07420 00000/0000 20005/1493 10/18/72 0 1207 2553S c9540E 53.1 70.4 GGGG
1087-09002 00000/0000 20006/0124 10/18/72 90 1208 5956N 02638E 19.4 164*8 GGGG
1087-09122 00000/0000 20006/0125 10/18/7? 90 1208 1950N 01041E 50.7 134.2 GGGG
1087-09124 00000/0000 20006/0126 10/18/7P 90 1208 1725N 01019E 51v5 132.6 GGGG
1087-09131 00000/0000 20006/0127 10/18/72 90 1208 1559N 00957E 52*3 131.0 GGGG
1087-09133 00000/0000 20006/0128 10/18/72 80 1208 1432N 00937E 53*0 129.3 UGGG
1087-09140 30000/0000 20006/0129 10/18/7? 70 1208 1305N 00916E 53.7 127.5 GGGG
1087009142 0000/0000 20006/0130 10/18/72 60 1208 1139N 00856E 54.4 125*7 GGGG
1087-09145 00000/0000 20006/0131 10/18/72 60 1208 1012N 00835E 55.0 123.8 GGGG
1087-10433 00000/0000 20006/0132 10/18/72 80 12n9 5 95 5N 00049E 19*4 164,8 GGGG
1087-12453 00000/0000 20UU6/0133 10/18/72 80 1210 0417S 04627w 58.5 101*7 GGGG
1087*12460 00000/0000 20006/0134 10/18/72 30 1210 0543S 04647W 58*6 99.4 GGGG
1087-12465. 00000/0000 20005/1494 10/18/7P 60 1210 0835S 04727W 58*5 947 GGGG
1087*12471 00000/0000 20005/1495 10/18/72 30 1210 1001S 04747W 58*3 92.4 GGGG
1087-12474 00000/0000 20005/1496 10/18/72 10 1210 1127S 04807W 58*1 9091 GGGG
1087-12480 00000/0000 20005/1497 10/18/72 60 1210 1254S 04 828w 5799 87.8 GGGG
1087-12483 00000/0000 20005/1498 10/1R/72 40 1210 1420S 04849W 57.5 85.6 GGPG
1087-12485 00000/0000 20005/1499 10/18/72 50 1210 1546S 04911W 57*2 83.5 GGGG
1087-12492 00000/0000 20005/1500 10/18/7? 10 1210 1713S 04932W 56,7 81.4 GG
1087-12494 00000/0000 20005/1501 10/18/72 0 1210 1939S 04953W 5603 7904 GGGG
1087-12501 00000/0000 20005/1502 10/R1/7 0 1210 2004S 05015W 55.7 77.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .o* **... 0o TO 100 x % CLBUD C'VER. *,, NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o.,,,,e0.,.,., BLANKSBAND YOT PRFSNT/RElUEcTED. R-RECYCLED. G-GBOD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 'AP 11s,74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NN.US PAGE 0203
FR6M :7/23/72 T C7/3/73
OBSERvATT5N IC P"FI.Y LL 0,/ DATE CLBUD 4RRIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
13 PPSITISN IN q&LL ACCUTqED CfVER N'UMBER 9F IAGEF  ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
R2E MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1087-12503 O0U00/000 2.o005/1503 17/I~/72 0 1210 2130S 0 5 0 3 8 w 55*2 75.6 GGGG
1087-12510 C00C3/OO 2005/15C04 10/18/7p 0 1210 2p56S 0510C0 54.6 73.9 GlGG
1087-12512 UC300/0000 2'00(5/1505 1,~/18/72 20 1210 242253 O123 53.9 72.2 GGGG1087-14064 OC00C0/C00 20005/1506 1?/V1/7 100 1211 7n3lN 03903W 9.5 176.4 PPPP
1087-14071 C0000/Cc0 2CU005/1507 1)/18/7P 10C 1211 6922N 0 4106W 10.8 174.4 G GG1087-14073 000C/CO 20U5/1508 10/1/72 10C 1211 6RO3N 04257w 12.0 172.7 GGG
1087-14080 03000/000' 2005/1509 1 /1V/72 100 1211 6643N 04 4 3 6w 13.2 171.1 GGGG1087-14130 OC000/0CC. 2u005/1510 17/18/72 1O 1211 5011N 05633W 27*7 158.2 GGGG
1087-14132 00000/0000 2c005/1511 1,/18/7P 100 1211 4947N 05712W 2808 157o3 GGGG
10 8 7 -1413 5  00o00/COCo 20005/1512 10/18/72 10C 1211 4722N 0 5749W 30*0 156.4 GGGG
1087-14141 C0000/CC00 20005/1513 10/18/72 90 1211 4957N 05824W 31.2 155*6 GGGG
1087-14212 CO000/0000 20025/151 1/18/72 70 1211 2139N 06602N 4809 137.2 G3GG1087-14214 00CCO/OCOc 20005/1515 1>/19/7 60 1211 2l1?N 06623W 49.8 135.8 GGGG
1087-14221 OC030/000) 20005/151 1/R8/72 7c 1211 1R45N 06645W 50*7 134.3 3GGG
1087-14223 00000/0000 20005/1517 1'/118/7P 60 1211 172CN 06706W 51.5 132*7 GGGG
1087-14230 00000/0000 20005/1518 10/18/72 60 1211 1553N 067284 52*3 131.0 pppP
1087-14232 00000/0000 20005/1519 13/18/72 50 1211 1427N 06750W 53.0 129.3 GGGG
1087-14235 00000O/O00 20005/1520 1/18i/72 50 1211 1301N 06811o 53.7 127.6 GGGG
1087-14241 00000/C00 200U5/1521 1)/I/72 70 1211 1135N 06832w 54.4 125.7 GGGG
1087-1244 OCo00o/O000 200O5/1522 10/18/7P 80 1211 1009N 06853W 55*0 123.8 GG
1087-14250 00000/0000 2005/1523 1/1i9/72 90 1211 OP4?N 06913W 55.6 121.8 GGGG
1087-14253 00000/0009 2005/1524 10/18/72 90 1211 0715N 069 34W 56.1 119.8 GrGG
1087-15561 000000000 20005/1525 1?/18/72 100 1212 5012N 08222W 27.6 158.2 GGGG
1087-17325 Ooo0O/CCO0 20005/1526 1i/18/72 0 1213 7156N o0820W 8.2 178.7 GPPP
1087-17332 00O00/0000 2005/1527 1-/18/7, 1213 7040N 09040W 9.5 176.5 GGGG
1087-17334 O00 00000o 2U005/1528 10/18/7? 0 1213 6023N 09244W 10*7 174.5 GGGG
1087-17341 00Co0/C00 29Uo5/152 9  10/18/72 o 1213 6R05N 09435W 11.9 172.7 GrGG
1087-17343 00000/0000 20005/1530 10/18/7? 0 1213 6645N 09615W 13.2 171.1 GGGG
1087-17350 00000/0000 20005/1531 10,/1/72 0 1213 6525N 09 745W 14*4 169.7 GGGG1087-17352 00000/0OC0 20005/1532 10/18/72 0 1213 6404N 09908W 15.6 168.3 GGGG
1087-17355 00000/0000 20005/1533 10/18/7p O 1213 6P43N 10023W 16.8 167.1 GGGG
1087-17361 00000/OCOO 200U5/1534 10/18/72 0 1213 6121N 10131W 18.0 165.9 GGGG
1087-17364 00O00/000 20005/1535 1 /18/72 0 1213 5958N 10 2 34W 19.2 164,8 GGGG
1087-17370 00000/000C 20005/1536 10/18/7P 0 1213 5;35N 10332W 20.5 163.8 GGGG1087-17373 00000/0000 20005/1537 10/18/72 30 1213 5712N 1026W 21*7 162.8 GGGG
1087-17375 00000/000 20005/1538 10/18/7? 20 1213 5549N 10517W 22,9 161*8 GrGG
1087-1732 D0000/000 20005/1539 10/18/72 30 1213 54251 10605W 2401 160.9 GGGG
1087-17384 00000/C003 20005/1540 10/18/72 10 1213 5101N 10650W 25*2 160.0 GGGG
1087-17391 00000/0000 20005/1541 10/18/72 10 1213 5137N 10732W 26.4 159.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVEP , *,*****,*,.,,, 0 TO 100 - % CLBUD C~VE R . * . NO CLOBUD DATA AVAILABLE
IMAGE QUaLITY ,,,,,,.,,,,,, BLANKSBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=GBD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PP01R,
16:44 'A 119'74 STANOARD CATAL9G FOP NON-US PAGE 0204
FROB 17/23/72 T8 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRPFIL RfLL N ,/ OATE CLBUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PlINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 OBSTISN IN 1hLL ACCUTED COVER NUBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM,  RBV MSS
P&v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
108 7 -17393 O00CO/Co0o 2o00u5/1542 10/18/72 40 1213 5C12N 108 13W ?7o6 158.2 GGGG
1087-20590 00000/000 20U05/1;543 10/18/7P 70 1215 7?08N 13726w 7*0 181al GG
1087-2 0 592 CC00000/000 2000U5/1,4
4  10/18/7 50 1215 7154N 14003W 892 17896 Gr3GG
1088=-0324 0003/000C 20305/1245 1/19/7' 6C 1217 5r11N 14830E 27°5 158e2 Pppp
1088-00330 00000/oco0 200v5/1546 10/19/72 8c 1217 4946N 14751E 28.7 157,4 GGGG
1088C00333 OOO0/OOC0 20005/1547 1'/19/7 70 1217 4721N 14715E 29*9 156.5 GGGG
10 8 8 3003 3 5  02000/0C0 2,U005/154 10/19/72 60 1217 4557N 14639E 31*0 155.6 GGGG
1088-00342 00300/0003 20O35/1549 10/19/7P 50 1217 4432N 14605E 32.2 154.7 GGGG
1088-:0344 OU00O/0U20 200U5/1550 10/19/7P 40 1217 4306N 14532E 33*3 153.9 GGGG
1088-30351 00000/000U 20005/1551 1l/19/7P 3c 1217 4141N 14500E 34o5 153.0 G3GG
1088-00353 O000/000) 2j005/1552 1l/tq/7? 40 1217 4r15N 14430E 35.b 152.0 GG
1088-00360 000o0/00u 20005/1553 11/19/72 40 1217 3P49N 14401E 36.7 151.1 GGGP
1088-00362 O000/O00Q 20005/1554 1-,/19/72 70 1217 3724N 14333E 37.8 150.2 GGGP'
1088-00365 0000/Co 2C0C5/1555 10/19/72 80 1217 3 55RN 14305E 38.9 149.2 GGGP
1088-00371 C000C0/C0 2b005/1556 10/1q/72 90 1217 3433N 14239E 40*0 148.2 GGGP
1088-00374 30000/C000 20005/1557 1)/19/7 90 1217 3307N 14213E 41.0 147.1 GGGP
1088-00380 Do,,Q/Co0 2uo005/1558 1n/19/7? 100 1217 3140N 14148E 42.1 146*1 GGGG
1088-00471 00000/0000 200o5/1559 1/19g/72 53 1217 0002N 13350E 58.0 109.1 GGGP
1088-00474 0CO000/000 200U5/1560 10/19/72 60 1217 0123S 13330E 58'3 106*8 GGGG
1088-J0480 00000/o00o 2005/1561 Ir/i, 72 9c 1217 0250?S 13310E 58*4 104*4 GGGG
1088°00483 00o30/000C 2u0U5/1562 1)/19/72 60 1217 0417S 13250E 58.5 102*1 G3GP
1088-00485 000/0000 2005/1563 10/19/72 50 1217 054S 13231 58.6 99*7 GGGP
1088-04093 00300/000C 20005/1564 10,/1/7? 80 1219 1425N 08535E 52.9 129*5 GfGG
1088-04100 0050/O00,o 20005/1565 1;/19/72 70 1219 1P59N 08514E 53.6 127.8 GGGG
10881)4132 0000/090 2JOUB/15.56 1,/19/7? 60 1219 1132N 08454E 54.3 125.9 GGGG
1088-05490 GOOCO/C00o 20005/1567 1:/19/72 0 1220 2721N 06306E 45.1 142.7 GGGG
1088-05493 000001/CO0 2005/1568 10/19/72 1220 2 55N 06242E 46.0 141.4 G3GG
1088"09101 00000/000) 20005/1569 1/19/72 8r 1222 4~54N 01735E 30.9 155.7 GGGG
1088-11015 00000/000 2000E/1570 10/19/7?2 1223 1717N 01658W 51*3 133.0 GGGG
1088-12291 0000/0o00 2)0005/1571 10olq/7? 70 1224 7o36, 01440w 9.3 176.4 PpPP
1088012294 00000/00(; 20005/1572 ln/1t/7P 90 1224 6011h 01644W 10.5 174.4 GGGG
10 8 8 -12 3 00 OCOO0/0000 20005/1573 10/19/72 9O 1224 603)N 0 1834W 11.7 172.7 GGGG
1088-12303 00000/0000 20005/1574 10/19/72 90 1224 66*lN 02014w 1209 171.1 GGGG
1088-12305 OC0oC/OOUj 2oU05/1575 11/19/7? 30 1224 6 521N 02143, 14*2 169*7 GGGG
1088-12312 O000O/C00 2U005/1576 10/19/7? 70 1224 6400N 02304W 15.4 168.3 GGGG
1088-12314 00O0/oC00 200U5/1577 10/19/72 90 1224 6239N 02 4 19w 16.6 167.1 GGGG
1088-12530 o0o3C/C00 2o005/157t 10/19/7?2 * 1224 1l045 04 9 13w 58P4 93.0 GGGG
1088-12532 o00o0/,000 20055/1579 10/19/72 20 1224 1131S n4933W 58.2 907 GGGG
1088-12535 .00000/OCOc 20005/1580 10/19/72 10 1224 1255S 04954W 58.0 88.4 GGGG
4EYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... . Toe 1C = % CLOUD C"VER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AGE rUALtTY .o............. FLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSeNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLEDo G-=GOBD FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PnPBBR*
16:44 MAR l11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0205
FR6M 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RWLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1088*12541 00000/0000 20005/1581 10/19/72 30 1224 142 2 S 05015W 57.7 86.2 GGGG
1088.12544 00000/0000 20005/1582 10/19/72 30 1224 1F47S 05036W 57*3 84,1 GGGG
1088-12550 00000/0000 20005/1583 1O/lq/7P 60 1224 1713S 05058W 56*9 82.0 GGGG
1088-12553 00000/0000 20005/1584 10/19/72 30 1224 1R39S 0 5119w 56s4 80*0 GGGG
108801255 00000/0000 20005/1585 10/19/72 10 1224 2005S 051 4 2W 55*9 78.0 GGGG1088o12562 00000/0000 20005/1586 10/19/72 0 1224 213S 05204W 55.4 76*2 GGGG1088.12564 00000/0000 20005/1587 10/19/72 0 1224 22575 05227W 54.7 74.4 GGGG
1088-12571 00000/0000 20005/1588 10/19/72 0 1224 2423S 05250W 54.1 72,6 GGGG
1088014175 00000/0000 20005/1589 10/19/72 10 1225 5P58N 05635W 25*0 160.1 Gppp
1088*14182 00000/0000 20005/1590 10/19/72 20 1225 5134N 05 7 18 W 26.2 159.2 GGGG
1088-14184 00000/0000 20005/1591 10/19/72 80 1225 5009N 05759W 27*4 158.3 GGGG1088"14191 00000/0000 20005/1592 10/19/72 90 1225 4G45N 0 5839W 28.5 157.4 GGGG
1088-14193 00000/0000 20005/1593 10/19/72 100 1225 47 20N 05917W 29P7 156*6 PPGG1088*14200 00000/0000 20005/1594 10/19/72 100 1225 4555N 05952W 30*9 155.7 PPGG
1088-14293 00000/0000 20005/1595 10/19/7 70 1225 1P59N 06938W 53.5 128*0 GGGG
1088-14300 00000/0000 200U5/1596 10/19/72 40 1225 1133N 06959W 54*2 126*2 GGGG
1088.14302 00000/0000 20005/1597 10/19/72 60 1225 1007N 0702 0W 54*9 124.3 GGGG
1088-14305 00000/0000 20005/1598 10/19/72 40 1225 041N 07041W 55*5 12294 GGGG
1088.14311 00000/0000 20005/1599 10/19/72 10 1225 0714N 07101W 56.0 120*4 GGGG
1088-14314 00000/0000 20005/1600 10/19/7? 10 1225 0947N 07121W 56'5 118.3 GGGG
1088-14320 00000/0000 20005/1601 10/19/72 0 1225 0421N 07141W 57.0 116*2 GGGG1088m14323 00000/0000 20005/1602 10/19/72 40 1225 o?55N 07202W ,  57.4 114*0 GGGG
1088-14325 00000/0000 20005/1603 10/19/72 50 1225 0128N 07222w 7o7 111.7 GGGG108814 332 00000/0000 20005/1604 10/19/72 40 122 000 2 N 07 2 4 2W 98.0 109.5 GGGG
1088-14334 00000/0000 20005/1605 10/19/72 9c 1225 0126S 07302W 58*3 107.1 GGGG1088-14341 00000/0000 20005/1606 10/19/72 90 1225 0;54S 07322W 58.4 104.8 GGGG
1088.16002 00000/0000 20005/1607 10/19/72 60 1226 5547N 08054w 22*6 161.9 GGGG
1088-16005 00000/0000 20005/1608 10/19/72 60 1226 54 2 2N 081 4 1W 23.8 161*0 GGGG
1088-16020 00000/0000 20005/1609 10/19/7P 100 1226 5010N 08351W 27*3 158*3 pppp
1088.16100 00000/0000 20006/0135 10/19/72 30 1226 2302N 09259W 47.8 139.0 GGGG
1088"16102 00000/0000 20006/0136 10/19/72 20 1226 2135N 09 3 2 1w 48*7 137.6 GGGG1088e17440 00000/0000 20005/1610 10/19/72 0 1227 5423N 10733W 23.7 161.0 GG
1088w17443 00000/0000 20005/1611 10/19/72 0 1227 5259N 10818W 2499 160*1 GGGG
1088017445 00000/0000 20005/1612 10/19/72 0 1227 5135N 10901W 26*1 159*2 GGGG
1088021051 00000/0000 20006/0137 10/19/72 10 1229 7152N 14136W 7*9 178.6 GGGG
1089-00353 00000/0000 20005/1613 10/20/72 0 1231 5953N 15245E 18*9 164*9 GGGG
1089'00355 00000/0000 20005/1614 10/20/72 0 1231 5830N 15146E 20.1 163.8 GGGG1089-00362 00000/0000 20005/1615 10/20/72 80 1231 5707N 15051E 21*3 162.9 GGGG
1089-00364 00000/0000 20005/1616 10/20/72 80 1231 5544N 14959E 22.5 161.9 GGGG
KEYSt CLOUD CBVER % o..*o....*.*. 0 TO 100 m % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,....o.... , BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESPNT/REOUESTED* RwRECYCLED. G-GBOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBO5R.
16344 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONPUS PAGE 0206
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
98SERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL Nl)o/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIUN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS! LAT LONG 123 45678
1089-00371 00000/0000 20005/1617 10/Po/72 80 1231 5420N 14911E 2307 161.0 GGGG
1089900373 00000/o000 20005/1618 10/20/72 70 1231 5?56N 14826E 24.9 160.1 GGGG
1089-00380 00000/0000 20005/1619 10/20/72 80 1231 5132N 14743E 26.1 159.2 GGGG
1089-00382 00000/0000 20005/1620 10/20/72 90 1231 5 008 N 14703E 27.2 158.3 GGGG
1089-00385 00000/0000 20005/:L621 10/20/72 90 1231 4843N 14624E 2804 157.5 GGGG
1089-00391 00000/0000 20005/1.622 10/20/72 90 1231 4719N 14547E 29.6 156.6 GGGG
1089-02184 00000/0000 20005/.623 10/20/72 0 1232 5953N 12656E 18.8 16499 GGGG
1089w02320 00000/0000 20005/1624 10/20/72 40 1232 1425N 11001E 52.7 130.0 GGGG
1089-02323 00000/0000 20005/1.625 10/20/72 60 1232 1P59N 10941E 53.5 128.3 GGGG
1089-02325 00000/0000 20005/1.626 10/20/72 50 1232 1133N 10920E 54*1 126.5 GGGG
1089-02332 00000/0000 20005/1.62 7  10/20/72 60 1232 1006N 10858E 54*8 124.6 GGGG
1039-02334 00000/0000 20005/1.628 10/20/72 40 1232 0840N 10837E 5504 122*7 G8
1039-05572 00000/0000 20005/1.629 10/20/72 10 1234 1840N 05924E 503 134e9 G
1089-07251 00000/0000 20006/0138 10/20/72 30 1235 7032N 06121E 990 176#4 GGGG
1089-07254 00000/0000 20006/0139 10/20/72 30 1235 6915N 05918E 10.2 17494 GGGG
1089-07415 00000/0000 20006/0140 10/20/72 0 1235 1424N 03233E 52.7 130.1 GGGG
1089o07422 00000/0000 20006/0141 10/20/72 0 1235 1256N 03212E 53-4 128.4 GGGG
1089-07424 00000/0000 20006/0142 10/20/72 10 1235 1130N 03152E 54*1 126.5 GGGG
1089-07431 00000/0000 20006/0143 10/20/7P 40 1235 i004N 03131E 54.8 124.7 GGGG
10890-o7433 00000/0000 20005/1630 10/20/72 80 1235 OR38N 03110E 55.4 122.7 GGGG
1038907522 00000/0000 20005/1631 10/20/72 20 1235 2136S 02357E 55*5 76.5 GGGG
1089-07524 00000/0000 20005/2632 10/20/72 40 1235 2301S 02334E 549 74.7 GGGG
1089-07531 00000/0000 20005/1633 10/20/72 40 1235 2427S 02311E 54.2 73*0 GGGG
1089-07533 00000/0000 20005/1634 10/20/72 60 1235 2553S 02248E 53.6 71*4 GGGG
1089-07540 00000/0000 20005/1635 10/20/72 50 1235 2719S 02224E 52.8 69*8 GGGG
1089-09274 00000/0000 20006/0144 10/20/72 80 1236 0548N 00440E 56.4 118.8 GGGG
1089-12582 00000/0000 20006/0145 10/20/72 10 1238 0836S 05020W 58,6 96.0 PGGG
1089-12584 00000/0000 20006/0146 10/20/72 10 1238 1002S 05041W 58.5 93.7 GGGG
1089012591 00000/0000 20006/C14 7  10/20/72 0 1238 1128S 0 5101W 58.3 91*4 GGGG
1089*12593 00000/0000 20006/0148 10/20/72 10 1238 1P55S 05122W 58.1 89.1 GGGG
1089-13000, 00000/0000 20006/C149 10/20/72 0 1238 1420S 05142w 5708 8609 GGGG
1089-13002 00000/0000 20006/C150 10/20/72 10 1238 1547S 05203N 57,4 84.7 GGGG
1089*13005 00000/0000 20006/C151 10/20/72 0 1238 1713S 0 5224W 57.0 82.6 GGGG
1089-13011 00000/0000 20006/C152 10/20/72 30 1238 1838S 05246W 56.6 80.6 GGGG
1089-13014 00000/0000 20006/C153 10/20/72 40 1238 2004S 053 08W 56.1 78.6 GGGG
1089-13020 0000/0000 20006/0154 10/20/72 40 1238 2130S 05330W 5595 76o7 GGGG
1089-13023 00000/0000 20005/1636 10/20/72 70 1238 2P57S 05352W 55.0 74.9 GGGG
1089-13025 00000/0000 20005/1637 10/20/72 90 1238 2423S 05415W 54*3 73,2 GGGG
1089*13032 00000/0000 20005/1638 10/20/72 100 1238 2548S 05438~ 53.6 71,5 GGGG
KEYSI CL8UD COVER X o..,.o** *.,*e, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVERo ** a N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o,.,es*eeeaoc BLANKS=BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTEDo RaRECYCLED GaGOBD F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBOBR
16:44 'AR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALPG FOR NBNwUS PAGE 0207FReM C7/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICRaFILM RLL N\./ DATE CLOUD RRIT PRPJCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITy
1 P5SITI5'IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1089*13034 U000C/0000 20 005/ 1639  10/20/72 100 1238 271_S 05502W 52.9 70.0 GGGG
1089-13041 O00000/OOO 20005/1640 10/20/72 100 1238 240OS 05b26W 52.2 68*5 GGGG1089-13043 000CO/C000 20005/1641 10/20/72 100 1238 3005S 0 5551W 51.4 67.1 GGGG1089-13050 00000/0000 20005/1 6 42 10/P /72 100 12q8  313 15 05616W 50.6 65.7 GGGG1089-13052 00000/0/000 20005/1643 10'/o/72 90 1238 3;565 056 42w 49*7 64.5 GGGG
1089-13055 0000/0000 20005/1644 10/20/7? 7o 1238 3422S 05708W 48*9 63*3 GGGG1089"13061 o0000/oo00 200u5/1645 10/20/72 50 1238 3q47S 05735W 48.0 62*3 GGGG
1089-13064 00/00/0000 20005/1646 10/?/7P 40 1238 37135 05802W 47.0 61.2 GGGG
1089-13070 00000/0000 20005/1647 10/20/72 10 1238 3R4OS 05830o 46.1 60.3 GGGG1089-13073 00000/C00 2C0005/1648 10/2/72 , 1238 4nS04 059 00W 45.1 59.4 GGGG1089-14220 00O0/0000 20006/0155 10/20/72 60 1239 5Q33N 05443W 19.8 163.9 GGGG1089.14222 000C0/OC 20006/0156 1o/2P/72 50 1239 5710N 05538W 2100 163*0 GGGG1089.14225 00000/0000 20006/0157 10/20/72 30 1239 5546N 05629W 22*2 162.0 GGGG1089-14231 03000/000 20006/0158 10/20/72 3o 1239 5 42 3 N 05717w 23o4 161.1 GGGG1089-14234 0000/0000 20006/0159 10/0/72 90 1239 5259N 05802W 24.6 160.2 GGGG
1089-14240 00000/0000 20006/016o 10/20/72 100 1239 5134N 05845W 25*8 159*3 GGGG1089*14243 00000/0000 20006/0161 10/20/72 100 1239 5010N 05926W 27.0 158.5 GGGG
1089-14245 00000/o00o 20006/0162 10/20/72 100 1239 4%46N o6005W 28.2 157.6 GGGG
1089-14252 O0000/0000 20006/3163 10/20/72 100 1239 4721N 06 042W 29.3 156.7 GGGG1089-14254 00000/0000 20006/C0164 10/20/72 100 1239 4556N 06 1 18 W 30*5 155.9 GGGG1089-14261 00000/000 20006/0165 10/20/72 100 1239 4431N 06153W 31.7 155.0 GGGG
1089o14352 O000/OOCOO 200U5/1649 1o/20/72 60 1239 1100N 0 7106w 53.3 128.6 GGGG1089-17504 00000/0000 20006/0166 10/20/72 30 1241 5136N 11024W 25.8 159.4 GGGG
108 9 *1751C 00000/0000 20006/0167 10/20/72 0 1241 5011N 11105w 26.9 158.5 GGGG1089.17565 00o00/C000 20006/016 8  10/20/7? 30 1241 301 7 N 118 15W 42.6 145.5 GGGG
1089-23271 00000/0030 2006/0169 10/20/72 40 1244 4004S 14606E 45.2 59*6 GGGG
1089-23273 00000/0000 20006/0170 10/20/72 70 1244 429S 14535E 44.3 58.8 GGGG
1089-23280 00000/0000 20006/0171 10/20/72 9c 1244 4p545 14504E 43*2 58*1 GGGG
1090-00441 00000/0000 20006/0172 10/21/72 80 1245 5008N 14538E 26*9 158*5 GGGG
1090-00443 003C0/0000 20006/0173 10/21/72 90 1245 4 Q4 4N 14500E 2801 157.6 GGGG
1090"00450 00000/0000 20006/0174 10/21/72 100 1245 4719N 14422E 29.2 156*8 GGG1090-00452 00000/000 20006/0175 10/21/72 90 1245 4554N 14347E 30.4 155.9 GGGG
1090-00455 00000/000C 20006/0176 10/21/72 40 1245 4429N 14313E 31.5 155.1 GGGG
1090-00461 0000/0000 20006/0177 10/21/72 40 1245 4304N 14240E 32.7 154.2 GGGG
1090-00464 00000/0000 23006/0178 10/21/72 20 1245 4139N 14208E 33o8 153.3 GGGG
1090-00470 00000/0000 20006/0179 10/21/72 10 1245 4014N 14138E 35*0 152.5 GGGG
1090-00473 00000/000 2006/0180 10/21/72 2c 1245 3p48N 14108E 36.1 151.5 GGGG
1090-00484 0000/0000 20005/1650 10/21/72 80 1245 3431N 13945E 39.4 148.7 GGGG
1090"00491 00000/0000 20005/1651 10/21/72 60 1245 3306N 13919E 40o 4  147.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLSUD COVER % ...... ,.....,. 0 TO 100 = CLeUD C9VER. ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE CUALITY .............. BLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED* RmRECYCLED* G=GBDo F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P8PBBR,
16;44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0208
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
eBSERVATI9N MIC08FILM ReLL N5o/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPI\JCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI5N IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LaNG 123 45678
1090-00493 000CO/000 20005/1552 10/21/7P 60 1245 3140N 13853E 41.5 146.6 GGGG
1090-o0500 00000/0000 20005/1653 10/21/7? 60 1245 3r15N 13828E 42a5 145.6 GGGG
1090-04190 00000/0000 20006/0181 10/21/72 0 1247 2137N 08429E 48.4 138.2 GGGG
1090-05495 O0000/0000C 200U6/0182 10/21/72 80 1248 6q5AN 07719E 14.8 168o4 GGGG
1090-05501 00000/300 20006/0183 10/21/72 90 1248 6P36N 07604E 16*0 167.2 GGGG
1090-o5504 00000/0000 20006/0184 10/21/72 90 1248 6115N 0 7456E 17*2 166.1 GGGG
1090-05510 C00000/C000 20006/0185 10/P1/7P 90 1248 5q52N 07352E 18o5 165*0 GGGG
1090-05583 00000/0000 20006/0186 10/21/72 0 1248 3431N 06216E 39.3 148.7 GGGG
1090-35590 00000/C000 20306/0187 10/21/72 c 1248 330(N 06150E 40#4 147.7 PGGG
1090-05592 0000/OC00L 20006/0188 10/21/72 0 1248 3140N 06124E 41o4 146.7 PGGG
1090-05595 00000/0000 20006/0189 10/21/72 c 1248 3014N 06059E 42-5 145o6 GGGG
1090-06001 00000/000 20006/0190 10/21/72 0 1248 2048N 06035E 43,5 144.5 GGGG
1090-06004 00000/0000 20006/0191 10/21/72 c 1248 2721N 06012E 44.5 143.3 GGGG
1090-06010 00000/C0000 20006/0192 10/21/72 10 1248 2555N o5948E 45.5 142*1 GGGG
1090-06013 00000/0000 20006/0193 lo0/1/72 10 1248 2428N 05926E 46.5 140.9 GGGG
1090-06015 00000/000C 20006/0194 10/21/72 O 1248 2-03 N  0590 3 E 4704 139.6 GGGG
1090-06022 00000/0000 2U006/0195 10/21/72 0 1248 2136N 05841E 48.3 138*2 GGGG
1090-96024 00000/0000 2,006/0196 1)/21/7P 10 1248 2009N 05818E 49.2 136.8 GGGG
1090-06031 00300/C000 20006/0197 lo/Pt/7? 10 1248 1R43N o5756E 50*1 135.3 GGGG
1090-37415 00000/0o0 20006/0198 10/21/72 20 1249 3430N 03 6 31E 39.3 148.7 PGGG
1090-07421 00000/0000 2U0006/0199 10/21/72 40 1249 3304N 03605E 40*4 147,7 PGGG
1090o-7424 00000/0000 20006/0200 10/21/72 30 1249 3138N 03b40E 41.4 146.7 PGGG
1090-07430 o0000/Co00 20006/0201 10/21/72 0 1249 3012N 0 3b15E 42.5 145.6 PGGG
1090-07433 00000/CC000 20006/0202 10/21/72 0 1249 2R46N 03450E 43.5 144.5 PGGG
1090-07510 00000/0000 20006/0203 1~/21/72 80 1249 025 4N 02822E 57.2 115.0 GGGG
1090-07512 00000/0000 20006/0204 10/21/72 90 1249 0127N 02801E 57*6 112*8 GGGG
1090-07515 00000/C0000 20006/0205 10/21/72 80 1249 o000N 02741E 57.9 110o6 GGGG
1090-07521 00000/0000 20006/0206 10/21/72 90 1249 0125S 02721E 58.2 108.3 GGGG
1090*07524 00000/0000 20006/0207 10/21/72 90 1249 0?51S 02701E 58o4 105.9 GGGG
1090-07530 00000/0000 20006/0208 10/21/72 70 1249 0418S 02641E 58.5 103.6 GGGG
1090-07580 00000/0000 20006/0209 in/21/72 10 1249 2134S 02229E 55.7 77.1 GGGG
1090-07583 00000/0000 20006/0210 10/21/72 10 1249 2300S 02207E 55.1 75.3 GGGG
1090-07585 00000/0000 23006/0211 10/21/72 60 1249 2426S 02144E 54.5 73.5 GGPG
1090-07592 0000/0000 20006/0212 10/21/72 80 1249 255?S 02121E 53*8 71*9 GGGG
1090-37594 03o00/00oo 20006/0213 10/21/7? 90 1249. 2717S 02057E 53.1 70.3 GGGG
1090-11009 00000/0000 2u006/0214 10/21/72 80 1251 5q5?N 00330w 18.4 165.0 GGGG
1090-13040 00000/0000 2006/0;215 10/P21/72 30 1252 0939S 05144W 58.6 96.7 GGGG
1090-13043 00000/0000 20006/0216 10/21/72 20 1252 1)05S 05205W 58.5 94.3 PPPP
1090-13045 00000/0000 20006/0217 10/21/72 0 1252 1131S 05225W 58.4 92.0 GGGG
KEYS: C 0GUD COVER % oooe*ooooo o, C TA 100 a % CLBUD CqVER* ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY P.,soeoo. 9e.e.o LANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTEDo R.RECYCLED, G.GBaD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PsPOBRo
16:44 MAR 11'74 STAN:ARD CATALOG FOR N6N-US PAGE 0209
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
eBSERVATISN MICReFILM RBLL Ng./ DATE CLUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PBSITIN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBrR !F IMAG E  ELE V,  AZJM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45 678
1090-13052 00000/0000 20006/0218 10/21/72 10 1252 1'57S 052 46 W 58.1 89.7 GGGG
1090*13054 00000/0000 200U6/0219 10/21/72 10 1252 1422S 05307w 57*9 87*5 GGGG1090-13061 00000/0000 20006/0220 o10/2/72 10 1252 1547S 05329W 57*5 85.3 GGGG1090-13131 0000C/0000 20006/0221 10/21/72 20 1252 4005S 06025W 45*4 5997 GGGG
1090-14272 00000/000 20006/0222 10/21/72 80 1253 5954N o5512w 18.3 165*0 GGGG1090-14275 00000/0000 20006/0223 .10/2/7? 90 1253 5R32N 056 10w 19*5 164.0 GGGG1090-14281 00000/0000 20006/0224 10/21/72 70 1253 5709N 05705w 20*7 163.0 GGGG1090-14284 00000/0000 200U6/0225 10/21/72 20 1253 5945N 05757W 21*9 162*1 GGGG
1090-14290 00000/0000 20006/0226 10/21/72 10 1253 5421N 058 4 5W 2301 161.2 GGGG1090014293 00000/0000 20006/0227 10/2t/7 10 1253 5:57N 059 3 1w 24*3 160*3 GGGP1090-14295 00000/0000 20006/0228 10/21/72 0 1253 5133N 06014W 25*5 159.4 GGGP1090-14302 00000/0000 20006/0229 10/21/72 10 1253 5009N 0 6055W 26.7 158.6 GGGG1090-14304 00000/0000 20006/0230 10/21/72 20 1253 484 4N 061 34 W 27.9 157.7 GGGG1090-14311 00000/0000 20006/0231 10/21/72 60 1253 4719N 06211W 29.0 156,9 GGGG
1090-14313 00000/0000 20006/0232 10/21/72 40 1253 4554N 062 46 w 30.2 156.0 GGGG1090-14320 00000/0000 20006/0233 10/21/72 10 1253 4429N 06320W 31*4 155.2 GGG
1090-14322 00000/0000 20006/0234 10/21/72 30 1253 4305 06353W 32.5 154,3 GGGG
1090-14325 00000/0000 20006/0235 10/21/72 50 1253 4140N 06424W 33*7 153.5 tGGG
1090-16213 00000/0000 20005/1654 10/21/72 50 1254 2304N 095 4 8W 47.3 139.8 GGGG
1090-16215 00000/0000 20005/1655 10/21/72 50 1254 2137N 096 11W 48.2 138.4 GGGG
1090-16222 00000/0000 20005/1656 10/21/72 40 1254 2010N 09634W 49.1 137.0 GGGG1090-21164 00000/0000 20006/0236 10/21/72 10 1257 7150N 14428W 7.2 178.6 GGGG
1091-00495 00000/0000 20006/0237 10/22/72 90 1259 5006N 14410E 26.6 158*6 GGGG
1091"00502 00000/0000 20006/0238 10/22/72 90 1259 4A42N 14332E 27.8 157.8 GlGG
1091-00504 00000/0000 20006/C239 10/22/72 90 1259 4717N 14 255E 28.9 156*9 GGGG1091-00511 00000/0000 20006/0240 10/22/72 100 1259 4552N 14219E 30.1 156.1 GGGG
1091-00513 00000/0000 20006/0241 10/22/72 100 1259 4427 14145E 31.2 155.2 GGGG
1091-00520 00000/000u 20006/0242 10/22/72 100 1259 4302N 14112E 32*4 154.4 GGGG
1091-00522 00000/0000 20006/0243 10/22/72 100 1259 4t36N 14 040E 33.5 153*5 GGGG1091-00525 00000/0000 20006/0244 10/22/72 100 1259 4010N 14009E 34*7 152.6 bGGG
1091-00531 00000/0000 20006/0245 10/2/7P 100 1259 3845N 13 940E 35o8 151.7 GGGG
1091"00534 00000/0000 20006/0246 10/22/72 100 1259 371qN 13912E 36.9 150.8 GGGG
1091-00540 00000/0000 20006/0247 10/22/7? 100 1259 3554N 13844E 38.0 149.9 GGGG1091-00543 00000/0000 20006/0248 10/22/72 90 1259 3428N 13817E 39.1 148.9 GGGG
1091"00545 00000/0000 20006/0249 10/22/72 70 1259 3303N 13752E 40.2 147.9 GGGG
1091-00552 00000/0000 20006/0250 10/22/72 60 1259 3138N 13727E 41.2 146.9 GGGG
1091-00554 00000/0000 20006/0251 10/22/72 50 1259 3012N 13702L 42*3 145.8 GGGG
1091-00561 00000/0000 20006/0252 10/22/72 50 1259 2R46N 13638E 43.3 144.7 GGGG
1091-01125 00000/0000 20006/0253 10/22/72 0 1259 2844S 12224E 52.5 69.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER X ,,.*.,..* * 0 TB 100 a % CL8UD CIVER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,.......,,,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RnRECYCLED, G-GBaD, FEFAIR BUT USABLE. PPpeOR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NON.US PAGE 0210
FROM 07/23/72 Tt 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRBFILM RBLL N./ DATE CLBUD ORSIT POIvCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1091o01131 00000/0000 20006/0254 10/2/72 0 1259 30 09S 12200E 51.7 67,7 GGGG
1091-02424 OCOOO/0000 20006/0255 10/22/72 70 1260 1718N 10749E 507 134.2 GGGG
1091-02431 00000/0000 20006/0256 10/22/72 70 1260 1551N 10728E 51.5 132.6 GGGG
1091-02433 00000/0000 20006/0257 10/2p/72 40 1260 1425N 10707E 52*3 131o0 GGGG
1091-02440 00000/0000 20006/0258 10/22/72 3C 1260 1i58N 10646E 5391 129.3 GGGG
1091-02442 00000/0000 20006/0259 10/22/72 20 1260 1132N 10625E 53.8 127.5 GGGG
1091-02445 00000/0000 20006/0260 10/22/72 50 1260 1006N 10604E 54.5 125.7 GGGG
1091002451 00000/0000 20006/0261 10/22/72 90 1260 0839N 10543E 55*1 123.8 GGGG
1091-04231 00000/0000 20006/0262 10/P2/72 0 1261 2718N 08434E 44"3 143o6 G G
1091-04233 00000/0000 20006/0263 10/22/7 0 1261 2552N 08410E 45*3 142,4 GGGG
1091-04240 00000/0000 20006/0264 10/22/72 0 1261 2426N 08347E 46o2 141.1 GGGG
1091"04242 00000/0000 20006/0265 10/22/72 0 1261 2259N 08325E 47.2 139.9 GGGG
1091-06030 00000/0000 20006/0266 10/22/72 0 1262 3044N 06214E 35.7 151.8 GGGG
1091-06033 00000/0000 20006/0267 10/22/72 0 1262 3719N 06146E 36.9 150.8 GGGG
1091-06035 00000/0000 20006/0268 10/22/72 0 1262 3553N 06118E 38.0 149.9 GGGG
1091-06042 00000/0000 20006/0269 10/22/72 0 1262 3428N 06051E 39.0 148*9 GGGG
1091-06044 00000/0000 20006/0270 10/22/72 0 1262 3302N 06025E 40*1 147.9 GGGG
1091-06051 00000/0000 20006/0271 10/22/72 0 1262 3137N 06000E 41.2 146.9 GGGG
1091-06053 00000/0000 20006/0272 10/22/72 0 1262 3011N 05934E 42.2 145.8 GGGG
1091-06060 00000/CC00 20006/0273 10/22/72 10 1262 2845N 05910E 43*3 144#7 GGGG
1091-06062 00000/0000 20006/0274 10/22/72 0 1262 2 7 19N 05846E 443 143.6 GGGG
1091-06065 00000/0000 20006/0275 10/22/72 20 1262 2552N 05823E 45.3 142.4 GGGG
1091-06071 00000/0000 20006/0276 10/22/72 10 1262 2426N 05800E 46*2 141.2 GGGG
1091-06074 00000/0000 20006/0277 10/22/72 0 1262 2300N 05737E 47o2 139.9 GGGG
1091-06080 00000/0000 20006/0278 10/22/72 40 1262 2134N 05715E 48.1 138.6 GGGG
1091-06083 00000/0000 20006/0279 10/22/72 60 1262 2008N 05652E 4900 137.2 GGGG
1091-06085 o0000/0000 20006/0280 10/22/72 4C 1262 1R42N 05630E 49.9 135.7 GGGG
1091-06092 00000/0000 20006/0281 10/22/72 60 1262 1716N 05 608E 50*7 134.2 GGGG
1091-07462 00000/0000 20006/0282 10/22/72 10 1263 3845N 03626E 35*7 151.8 GGGG
1091-07464 00000/0000 20006/0283 10/2,/72 10 1263 3719N 03558E 36*8 150,9 GGGG
10 9 1-07 4 71 00000/0000 20006/0284 10/22/72 10 1263 3554N 03531E 37.9 149*9 GGGG
1091-07473 00000/0000 20006/0285 10/22/72 10 1263 34 28N 03 50 4 E 3990 149.0 GGGG
1091-07480 00000/0000 20006/0286 10/22/72 10 1263 3302N 03438E 4091 148.0 GGGG
1091-07482 00000/0000 20006/0287 10/22/72 0 1263 3136N 0 3412E 41.2 14699 GGGG
1091-07485 00000/0000 20006/0288 10/27/72 0 1263 3 011N 03347E 42.2 145.9 GGGG
1091-07491 00000/0000 20006/0289 10/22/72 0 1263 2R46N o3323E 43.2 144.8 GGGG
1091-07494 00000/0000 20006/0290 10/P2/72 0 1263 2720N 03259E 44*2 143.6 GGGG
1091-07500 00000/0000 20006/0291 10/22/7p 0 1263 2553N 03235E 45.2 142.4 GGGG
1091-07503 00000/0000 20006/0292 10/22/72 0 1263 2427N 03212E 46.2 141.2 GGGG
KEYSS CL5UD CBVER %X ...**.....*o.. 0 Te 100 * % CLOUD C9VER* ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.SAND NUT PRFSNT/REfUESTED. RURECYCLED. G=GBRD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE, PPO5BRe
1644 'R 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NbNoUS PAGE 0211
F48M 07/23/72 TR C7/23/73
6BSERVATIrN 4IC R'FI6, R'LL DL,/ OATE CLBUD 9R91T PrINCIPAL PBIN' SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IJ ASITI5\ IN NgLL ACCJTRE0 COVER JUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIP. RBV MSS
Rv MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1091-J7535 C03,0/CCC 230006/0293 11/P/7? ' 1263 230IN 03149E 47*2 139.9 GGGG
109107512 i O/Co0000 200O6/0294 1c/2P/72 0 1263 2135N 03127E 48.1 138.6 G'GG1091.07514 00UO/0000O 2006/0295 1o0/)/7 C 1263 2C0~N 03105E 49,0 137.2 GGGG
109107521 O0000/C0,3 20006/0296 1 1/ /72 0 1263 1~42N 03o43E 49.9 135.8 GGGG1091-07523 000CC/O003 2006/0297 1,/,?/72 0 1263 1716N 03022E 50.7 134.2 GGGG
1091"07530 000/0000o 20006/0298 1~/?P/7? 0 1263 1549N 03000 51o5 132.7 GGGG1091-07532 00000/0000 20006/0299 10/22/72 1263 1423N 02940E 52'3 131.0 GGGG
1091-07535 00000/000o 20006/0300 1/2P/7 10 1263 1l57N 02919E 53*0 129*3 GGGG1091-07541 000C0/0CO 23006/0301 1/PP/72 40 1263 1131N 02858E 53*8 127.6 GPGG
1091-C7544 00000/000 20006/0302 10/22/7p 50 1263 1003N 02838E 54*4 125.7 G GG1091-07550 00000/CC03 20006/0303 13/2p/72 50 1263 03 6 N 02817E 55.1 123.8 GGGG1091-07553 00000/0000 20006/0304 10/2?/72 60 1263 0710N 02757E 55.6 121*9 GGGG1091-07555 00000/00oo 20006/0305 13/P/7p 40 1263 0544N 02736E 56.2 119*9 GGG1091-07585 00000/000o 20006/0306 1r/2/7p 90 1263 042oS 02514E 58*5 104.2 G3GG
1091-08035 00000/C0L' 20006/0307 1I/22/72 10 1263 2135S 02103E 55,8 77*6 GGGG1091-08041 00000/0000 20006/0308 10/2PP/7 20 1263 2301S 02040E 55.3 75.8 GGGG
1091-08044 000/o0000 20006/0309 10/22/72 33 1263 2427S 02017E 54.6 74.0 GGGG
10 9 1-08050 00000/0000 20006/0310 10/2P/7P 70 1263 2553S 01954E 54*0 72e3 GGGG
1091-08353 00000/0000 20006/0311 1,)/22/72 60 1263 .2 71 8 S 019 3 0E 53.3 70*7 GGGG
1091-13095 00000/00o 200086/312 13/2P/72 10 .1266 0R36S 05311W 58.6 97.4 GGGG
1091-13101 00000/000o 20006/0313 13/22/7P 0 1266 1002S 05332W 58.6 95.0 GGGG
1091-13104 00000/0000 20006/0314 1/22p/72 0 1266 1128S 05353W 58*4 92*7 GGGG1091-13110 00000/0000 20006/0315 10/2P/72 0 1266 1'55S 05 4 13W 58*2 90.4 GGGG1091-13113 00000/0003 20006/0316 10/2o/72 0 1266 1421S 05434W 58.0 88.2 GGGG
1091-13115 000/000000 20006/0317 19/2p/72 10 1266 1549S 05455W 57.7 86.0 GGGG
1091-13122 00000/0030 20006/0318 11/2P/72 40 1266 1713S 05517k 57"3 83.9 GGGG1091-14345 00000/0000 20006/0319 1/22/7p 90 1267 5422N 06012W 22*8 161.3 GPGG
1091-14351 0000/0000 20006/0320 10/2P/7 100 1267 5258N 06058W 24.0 160*4 GPGG1091-14354 00000/0O00 20006/0321 130/22/72 90 1267 5135N 06 141w 25.2 159.6 GGGG
1091-14360 O000/0000 2006/0322 13/22/72 70 1267 5011N 06222W 26*3 158.7 GGGG1091-14372 00000/0000 20006/0323 10/pp/72 40 1267 4556N 06414W 29*9 156.2 GGGG
1091-14374 00000/C000 20006/0324 10/22/72 40 1267 4431N 06447W 31.0 155.4 PGGG1091-14381 00000/0000 20006/0325 10/P2/72 30 1267 4305N 06519W 32*2 154.5 GGGG
1091-16180 00000/000o 20006/0326 10/2p/7? 40 1268 5422N 08601W 22.7 161.3 GGGG1091-16183 0000/0/0 2C0006/0327 10/2p/72 40 1268 5258N 08647w 23*9 160*4 GGGG
1091-16185 00000/0000 20006/0328 10/?P/72 70 1268 5134N 08730 25.1 159.6 GGGG
1091-16192 o0000/000o 20006/0329 10/P2/72 50 1268 5009N 0 8810W 26*3 158.7 GGGG1091-16271 0000/000 20006/0330 10/2?/7P 50 1268 2306N 09715W 47*0 14001 GGGG
1091-16274 ooo00/c00o 20006/0331 10/22/72 60 1268 213RN 09737H 47*9 138.8 GGGG
KEYS: LLUD COVER X *..0....,,..o. 0 TO 100 - CLOUD CPVER. **., NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,......*...,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PREScNT/RErESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=Gb0D, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PEPOeR,
16:44 "AP 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0212
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATION ITCRFILM ReLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD IRBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN BLL ACCUTREr COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1091-16280 00000/0000C 200U6/0332 1>/2?/72 40 1268 2012, 09
759w 48*8 137*4 GGGG
1091-16283 Ou000/0000 20006/03:33 10/2P/72 4C 1268 1846N 0 9821W 49.7 136.0 GGGG
1091-19391 00000/0000CC 200U6/0334 10/~/72 20 1270 7151N 12006W 6.9 178.7 GGGG
1091.19393 00000/0000 20006/03:35 1Z/22/7? 60 1270 7036N 12223W 8I 176.5 GGGG
1091-19400 00000/0000 20006/0336 1~/2p/72 9C 1270 6918N 12 426W 9*3 174.6 GGGG
1091-19402 0000C/0000 2C000U6/0337 10/22/72 90 1270 6 75 9 N 12616W 10.6 172.9 GGGG
1091-19405 00000/0000 20006/0338 1C/22/72 90 1270 6640N 12754W 11.8 171.3 GGGG
1091-19411 00000/0000 20006/0339 1:)/22/72 80 1270 6520N 12922W 13*0 169.9 GGGG
1091-19414 00000/0000 20006/0340 10/22/72 30 1270 6359N 13042w 14.2 168.6 GGGG
1091-23372 00000/C000 20006/0341 1/2/72 c 1272 3F50S 14439E 48,6 63*1 GGGG
1091-23375 00000/0C00 20006/0342 10/22/72 20 1272 3715S 14411E 47.7 62.0 GGGG
1092-00554 00000/0000 20006/0343 10/23/7? 40 1273 5008N 14246E 26.2 158.8 GPGG
1092-00560 00000/0000 20006/034 10/23/72 30 1273 443N 14207E 27*4 157.9 GPGG
1092-00563 00000/0000 20006/0345 10/23/72 60 1273 4718N 14130E 2896 157*1 GPGG
1092-00565 00000/0000 20006/0346 10/23/72 7o 1273 4 5 5
3 N 14055E 29.7 156*3 GPGG
1092-00572 00000/0000 2u006/03"7 10/23/72 80 1273 4429N 14021E 30*9 155.4 GGGG
1092-00574 00000/00 20006/03A48 10/23/72 40 1273 4?03N 13948E 3201 154.6 GGGG
1092-00581 00000/0000 20006/0349 10/23/7p 40 127:3 4138N 13917E 33*2 153*7 GGGG
1092-00583 C0000/0000 20006/03E;0 10/23/72 40 1273 4013N 13846E 34*3 152o8 GGGG
1092-00590 00000/0000 20006/0351 10/23/72 60 1273 3R49N 13817E 35.5 152.0 GGGG
1092-00592 00000/0000 20006/0352 10/23/7? 60 1273 3722N 13749E 36.6 151.0 GGGG
1092-00595 00000/0000 20006/0353 10/23/72 50 1273 3557N 13721E 37o7 150.1 GGGG
1092-01001 00000/0000 20006/0354 10/23/72 40 1273 3431N 13655E 38.8 149.2 GGGG
1092-01004 00000/0000 20006/0355 1 /23/72 
4 c 1273 3305N 13628E 39.8 148.2 GGGG
1092-01010 00000/0000 20006/0356 10/23/7P 50 1273 3139N 13603E 40.9 147*2 GGGG
1092-01095 00000/0000 20006/0357 10/23/72 40 1273 0128N 12825E 57*4 113*9 GGGG
1092-01101 00000/0000 20006/C353 10/23/72 4n 1273 O001N 12806E 57*8 111*7 GGGP
10 9 2 C0110 4  00000/0000 20006/0359 1,)/23/72 40 1273 0125S 12746E 58*1 109*4 GGGG
1092-01110 00000/000 20006/0360 10/23/7P 30 1273 0251S 12726E 58.3 107.1 GGGP
1092-01113 00000/0000 20006/0361 10/23/72 20 1273 0417S 12705E 58.5 104*8 PGGG
1092-01115 -00000/0000 20006/0362 10/23/72 20 1273 0544S 12645E 58.*6 102.4 GGGG
1092-01122 00o00/C00Q 2U006/036 3  10/23/72 2o 1273 0712S 12625E 58s6 100.1 GGGG
1092-01124 00000/000C 20006/0364 10/23/7P 10 1273 038PS 12605E 58.6 97*7 GGGG
1092*31131 00000/0000 20006/0365 13/?2/72 1t 1273 1 0 04S 12544E 58*6 95*4 GGGG
1092-01133 00000/0000 20006/0366 10/23/72 20 1273. 11305 12524E 58*4 93.0 GGGG
1092-01140 00000/0000 20006/0367 10/23/72 30 1273 1256S 12503E 58.3 90*7 GGGG
1092-01183 00000/0000 20006/0368 10/23/72 0 1273 2R4PS 12058E 52*7 69*6 GGGG
092-01190 000C00/0000 20006/0369 10/23/7' 0 1273 3n07S 12034E 52*0 68*1 GGGG
1092-01192 00000/0000 20006/0370 10/23/72 0 1273 3133S 12009E 51.2 66*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUO CBVER % *.......,.. 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD CBVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...... ...... . BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE* @PPBOOR
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0213
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PqIVCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBv MSS LAT LaNG 123 45678
1092:01195 00000/0000 20006/0371 10/23/ 7 2 10 1273 3258S 11944E 50* 65.5 GGGG
1092 02483 00000/0000 20006/0372 10/23/72 8e 1274 1720N 10623E 50*5 134.6 GGGG
1092-02485 OOo00/0000 20006/0373 10/23/72 20 1274 1953N 10602E 51*3 13391 GGGG1092-02492 00000/0000 20006/0374 10/P3/7? 20 1274 1425N 10541E 52.1 131*5 GGGG1092o02494 00000/0000 20006/0375 10/21/72 20 1274 1P59N 10520E 52*9 129.8 GGGG
1092-02501 00000/0000 20006/0376 10/23/72 40 1274 1133N 10459E 53*6 128.0 GGGG
1092-02503 00000/OC00 20006/0377 10/23/72 60 1274 1007N o0438E 54*3 126.2 GGGG1092"02510 00000/0000 20006/0378 10/23/72 60 1274 OR41N 10417E 54.9 124*4 UGGG
1092-02512 00000/0000 20006/0379 10/l/72 50 1274 0714N 10356E 55*5 122.4 GGGG
1092-02515 00000/0000 20006/0380 10/23/72 60 1274 0547N 10336E 56.1 120.4 GGGG1092-02521 00000/0000 20006/0381 10/23/7P 70 1274 0421N 10316E 56*6 118*3 GGGG1092-02524 00000/0000 20006/0382 lV/2/72 80 1274 O054N 10255E 57*0 116*2 GGGG
1092-04321 00000/0000 20006/0383 10/23/72 0 1275 1550N 08011E 51*3 133.1 GPGG1092-04324 00000/0000 20006/0384 10/23/72 20 1275 1424N 07950E 52.1 131.5 GPGG
1092-04330 00000/0000 20006/0385 10/23/72 60 1275 1258N 07930E 52*9 129.8 GGGG
1092-04333 00000/0000 20006/0386 10/23/72 70 1275 1132N 07909E 53.6 128*0 GGGG1092-04335 00000/0000 20006/0387 10/23/72 7o 1275 105N 07848E 54*3 126.2 GGG
1092-06085 00000/0000 20006/0388 10/23/72 0 1276 3q44N 06049E 35.4 152*0 GGGG
1092006091 00000/0000 20006/0389 10/23/7P 0 1276 3719N 06021E 36'5 151.1 GGGG
1092-06094 00000/0000 20006/0390 10/23/72 0 1276 3 554N 05953E 37.6 150.1 GGGG1092-06100 00000/0000 20006/0391 10/23/72 0 1276 3429N 05926E 3897 149*2 GGG
1092-o6103 00o0/ooooo 20006/0392 10/23/72 0 1276 3 303N 05900E 39.8 148.2 GGGG1092 6105 00o00/0000 20006/0393 10/23/72 0 1276 3137N 05834E 40*9 147.2 GGGG
1092-06112 00000/0000 20006/0394 10/23/72 10 1276 3011N 0510S E 41*9 146*1 GGGG
1092-06114 00000/0000 20006/0395 10/23/72 10 1276 2A45N 05746E 43*0 145.1 GqGG
1092*06121 00000/0000 20006/0396 10/23/72 10 1276 2719N 05722E 44,0 143.9 GGGG1092-06123 00000/0000 20006/0397 10/23/72 10 1276 2553N 05659E 45.0 142.8 GGGG1092*06130 00000/0000 20006/0398 10/23/72 0 1276 2427N 0 5636E 45.9 141*5 GGGG
1092-06132 00000/0000 20006/0399 10/23/7? 0 1276 2901N 05613E 46,9 140.3 GGGG
1092-06135 00000/0000 20006/0400 10/23/72 0 1276 2135N 05550E 47.8 139*0 GGGG1092-07525 00000/0000 20006/0401 10/23/72 70 1277 3555N 03405E 37*6 150.2 GGGG
1092-07532 00000/0000 20006/0402 10/23/72 60 1277 3 429N 03 3 38E 38, 7  149.2 GGGG
1092-07534 00000/0000 20006/0403 10/21/72 40 1277 3304N 03312E 39.8 148.2 OGGG
1092-07541 00000/0000 20006/0404 10/23/72 30 1277 3138N 03246E 40.8 147.2 GGG
1092-07591 0000/0000 20006/0405 10/2q/72 10 1277 1423N 02814E 52*1 131.5 GOGG
1092-07593 00000/0000 20006/0406 10/23/72 50 1277 1258N 02753E 52.8 129.9 GGG
1092-08000 0000/000o 20006/0407 10/21/7? 60 1277 131N 02732E 53.6 128*1 0GGG
1092-08002 00000/0000 20006/0408 10/23/72 60 1277 1005N 02711E 54 2 126.3 GGGG
1092008005 00000/0000 20006/0409 10/21/72 40 1277 OR37N 02651E 54.9 124*4 GGGG
KEYSI CL5UD C5VER % *,,*,*,*,,,,,,e 0 TO 100 0 % CLOUD CFVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *o*oo***oi.,..o BLANKSIBAND NOT PRSFNT/REOQUESTED* RURECYCLED' GvGeOpD FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PNPBDR.
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANARD CATALeG FBR NN.US ; PAGE 0214
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERvATION MICROFILM RBLL NBS/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIsN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1092-08011 00000/0000 20006/041) 10/23/72 60 1277 0710N 02 631E 55.5 122*5 GGGG
1092-08014 00000/0000 20006/0411 10/23/72 70 1277 0544N 02611E 56*0 120.5 
GGGG
1092-08020 00000/0000 20006/0412 10/23/72 80 1277 0418N 02 551E 56*6 118.4 GGGG
1092-08023 00000/0000 20006/0413 10/23/72 90 1277 02
52N 02531E 57*0 116.3 GGGG
1092-08025 00000/0000 20006/0414 10/23/72 90 1277 0126N 02510E 57*4 11i41 GGGG
1092-08032 00300/0000 20006/0415 10/23/72 80 1277 0000N 02449E 57.8 111*9 GGGG
1092-08034 00000/0000 20006/0416 10/2/7p 70 1277 0126S 0 2429E 58*1 109*6 
GGGG
1092-08041 00000/0003 20006/0417 10/23/72 70 1277 02529 02409E 5893 107*3 GGGG
1092-08043 00000/0000 20006/0418 10/23/72 70 1277 0418S 02349E 58.5 104*9 GGGG
1092-09440 00000/0000 20006/0419 10/23/72 60 1278 0837N 00101E 54.9 124.5 GGGG
1092-09443 00000/0000 20006/0420 10/23/72 60 1278 0711N 00041E 55.5 122.5 GGGG
1092-09445 00000/0000 20006/0421 10/P3/72 50 1278 0545N 00021E 56.0 120.5 GGGG
1092-09452 00000/0000 20006/0422 10/23/72 40 1278 0418N 00000E 56*5 118.5 GGGG
1092-13151 00000/0000 20006/0423 10/23/72 50 1280 0712S 05 418W 58*7 10004 GGGG
1092-13154 00000/0000 200U6/0424 10/23/72 40 1280 0O38S o5438W 58*7 98.0 GGGG
1092w13160 00000/0000 20006/0425 10/23/72 0 1280 1005S 05459W 58.6 95.7 PGGG
1092-14385 00000/0000 20006/0426 10/23/72 90 1281 5954N 05809W 17*6 165.2 
GGGG
1092-14392 00000/C000 20006/0427 10/23/72 80 1281 5832N 05907w 18.8 164.2 GGGG
109214394 00000/0000 20006/0428 10/23/72 50 1281 5709N 06002W 20.1 163.2 GGGG
1092-14401 00000/0000 20006/0429 13/23/72 50 1281 5;45N 06053w 21*3 162.3 GGGG
1092*14403 00000/0000 20006/0430 10/23/72 60 1281 5421N 06141W 22.5 161.4 GGGG
1092-14410 00000/0000 20006/0431 10/23/72 7C 1281 5P57N 06227w 23*7 160.5 GGGG
1092-14412 00000/0000 20006/0432 10/23/72 6o 1281 5133N 06309W 24*9 159.7 
GGGG
109214415 00000/0000 20006/0433 10/23/72 lOo 1241 5009N 06349W 26.0 158.8 GGGG
109214421 00000/000 20006/0434 10/23/72 100 1281 4844N 06427W 2702 158*0 GGGG
1092-14442 00000/0000 20006/0435 10/23/72 80 1281 4138N 0 6717W 33*0 153.8 
GGGG
1092014530 00000/0000 20006/0436 10/23/72 50 1281 1131N 07547W 53.5 1283 GGGG
1092w14533 00000/0000 20006/0437 10/p3/72 50 1281 1C0
4N 07608W 54.2 126.5 GGGG
1092e14535 00000/0000 20006/0438 10/23/72 70 1281 OR37N 07627W 54*8 124.6 GGGG
1092"14542 00000/0000 20006/0439 10/23/7p 
8 0 1281 0711N 076 47W 55*4 122.7 GGGG
1092'14544 ,00000/0000 20006/0440 10/23/72 80 1281 0546N 07707W 56.0 120.7 GGGG
1092w14551 00000/0000 20006/0441 10/23/72 70 1281 04
19 N 077 28 56,5 118.6 GGGG
1092-14553 00000/0000 20006/0442 10/23/72 90 1281 0251N 0 7749W 57*0 116*5 GGGG
1092-14560 00000/0000 20006/0443 10/23/72 80 1281 0124N 07809W 57.4 114.3 GGGG
1092-14562 00000/0000 20006/0444 130/2/72 80 1281 00019 07829W 57.7 112*1 GGGG
1092-14565 o0000/OC00 20006/0445 10/23/72 90 1281 0126S 0 7849W 58*0 109.8 GGGG
1092-16223 00000/0000 20006/0446 10/23/72 100 1282 5831N 08455W 18.8 164.2 GGGG
1092-16230 00000/0000 20006/0447 10/23/72 100 1282 5707N 08550W 200 163.2 GGGG
1092 16232 00000/0000 20006/0448 10/23/72 50 1282 5544N 08641W 21.2 162.3 GGGG
KEY9 ! : iU8 C8VE1 ::::::::::::::: 0 TO 100 A% COUD CVER *r U NO CLBUO DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAOE OUALITY ,,,,oooo,,,,o, ILANKSu8AND NOT P 9rNT/REUESTED RORECYCLED, 088BD. FmPFAIR $UT USABLE@ PaPOOR.
1614- MAR 1s'74 STANdARD CATALeG FeR NaN.US PAE 02 5
FRSM 77/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVAT15N mICR9eFl R LL. N,/ DATE COLUD 9RcIT PqINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PRSITlSN IN ONLL ACLUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVe AZIM RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1092-16235 OC00/CC0000 2O006/0449 1o/P/72 10 1282 5420N 08729W 2224 1614 GrGG
1092-16241 00000/0000 2006/0450 1./23/7P 60 1282 5?5N 08814W 23*6 160*5 GG
1092-16244 00000/0000 20006/0451 10/F/7P 50 1282 5132N 08857w 24.8 159.7 GGGG
1092"16250 o0000/o000 20006/0452 1,/P'/7?2 1 1282 5008N 08937W 26*0 158.8 GGGG
1092016323 00000/0000 20006/0453 10/23/72 80 1282 2429N 09820 45*8 1417 GGGG
1092-16330 000o0/0000 20006/0454 1/2~/72 90 1282 2302N 0984 3w 46.8 140.5 GGGG
1092-16332 00000/OCu0 20006/0455 10I/2/7 100 1282 2136N- 09 9 05 w 47@7 139.1 GGGG
1092-16335 00000/0000 20006/0456 1,/21/7? 50 1282 2010N 09927w 48*6 137.8 GIGG
1092-16341 00000/0000 20006/0457 10/23/72 30 1282 1844N o09 4 9 W 49.5 136*4 GGGG
1092-23413 00000/0000 20006/0458 10/21/72 C 1286 3009S 14455E 52.2 68.5 GGGG
1093-01012 00000/000C 2006/0459 10/P/72 70 1.287 5005N 14115E 25*9 1589 GGGG
1093-01015 00000/0000 20006/0460 10/24/7P 70 1287 4840N 14036E 27.1 158.0 GfGG
1093o01024 00000/0000 20006/0461 10/24/72 60 1287 4550N 13925E 29o4 156.4 GGGa
10 3'1060 00000/0000 20006/0462 10/24/72 10 1287 3428N 13526E 38.5 149.4 GGGG
1093"01062 0000/0000 20006/0463 10/24/72 40 1287 3303N 13459E 39.6 148.4 GGGG
1093-01065 00000/0000 20006/0464 10/24/72 40 1287 3t37N 13434E 40.6 147*4 GGGG
1093-01071 00.00/0000 2006/0465 10/24/72 50 1287 301'N 13409E 41*7 146.3 GGGG
1093-01074 00000/0000 2006/0466 10/24/7? 70 1287 2946N 13344E 42,7 145.3 GGGG
1093:02544 o000/000 20006/0467 10/24/7? 10 1288 1949N 10 434E 51*1. 133.5 GGGG1093 02550 00000/0000 20006/0468 10/24/72 30 1288 1424N 10413E 51*9 131.9 GGGG
1093"02553 00000/0000 20006/0469 10/24/7p 40 1288 1257N 10352E 52*7 130*2 GGGG
1093-02555 00000/0000 20006/0470 10/24/7? 70 1288 1130N 10331E 53.4 128.5 GGGG
1093-06082 00000/0000 20006/0471 10/24/72 90 1290 5Q49N 06934E 17*5 165.2 GGGG
1093-06164 00000/0000 20006/0472 10/24/7P 0 1290 3135N 05707E 40.6 147.4 GGGG
109 3 -C757 5 00000/o000 20006/0473 10/24/7p 90 1291 3844N 03336E 35.1 152.2 GGGG
1093-07581 90000/0000 20006/0474 10/24/72 80 1291 3718N 03308E 36*2 151.3 GGGG
1093-07584 00000/0003 200U6/0475 10/24/72 90 1291 3553N 03240E 37*3 15044 GGGG
1093-07590 00000/0000 20006/0476 10/24/72 80 1291 3427N 03213E 38.4 14994 GGGG
1093-07593 00000/0000 2U006/0477 10/24/72 6o 1291 3302N 03146E 39.5 148o4 GGGG1093-08045 00000/0000 20006/0478 10/?4/72 10 1291 1422N 02648E 51*9 132*0 GGGG
109 3 -C8052 00000/0000 20006/0479 10/24/72 30 1291 1P56N 02627E 52*7 130.3 GcGG
1093-08054 00000/0000 20006/0480 10/24/72 40 1291 it29N 02606E 53*4 128.6 GcGG
1093-08061 000CC/000C 20006/0481 lo/?4/72 50 1291 1003N 02546E 54.1 126.8 pppp
1093-08072 0000C0/0000 200U06/0482 13/24/72 50 1291 0544N 02445E 55*9 121.0 GGGG
1093-08075 00000/0000 20006/0483 10/24/72 60 1291 0417N 02424E 56*4 118.9 GGG
1093-08081 00000/CC00 20006/0484 10/24/72 50 1291 0251N 02404E 56.9 116.8 GGGG
1093-08084 00000/000y 20006/0485 10/24/72 70 1291 0124N 02344E 57*3 114.7 GGGG
1093-08090 00000/C00o 20006/0486 10/24/72 80 1291 0001S 02324E 57.7 112*4 GGGG
1093-09381 00000/0000 20006/0487 10/24/72 60 1292 4R25N 01132E 27*2 157.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLSUD COVER % *.....**...,.. 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,.,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESPNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED GaGB8D, FzFAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBR,
16144 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0216
FRM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NI./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRI)CIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLI. ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER $F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MS33 LAT LONG 123 45678
1093-09384 G00OO/OC00 20006/0488 10/24/72 30 1;292 4701N 01055E 28*4 157.1 GqGG1093o09390 00000/0000 20006/0489 10r/24/7p 4C 1292 4536N 01019E 29o5 156*3 GGGG
1093-09393 O0000/0000 20006/0490 10/24/72 70 1292 4411N 00946E 3097 155.5 GGGG
1093-09395 00000/0000 20006/0491 10/24/72 40 1292 046N 00913E 3109 154b6 GGGG
1093-09484 00000/0000 20006/0492 10/24/72 10 1;292 lP41N 00034E 52.8 130*1 GGGG1093.09490 000C0/0000 20006/0493 10/24/72 20 1292 111 5 N 00013E 53.5 128.3 GGGP
1093-11165 00000/0000 20006/0494 10/24/72 40 1:293 6341N 004 3 9W 13*9 168.4 GGGG1093-11172 00000/0000 20006/0495 10/24/72 50 1;293 6P20N 00552W 15.1 167*2 GGGG
1093-11174 00000/0000 20006/0496 10/24/72 60 1:293 6.58N 00659 16@4 16691 GGGG
1093-11181 00000/0000 20006/0497 10/24/72 60 1293 5936N 00801w 17*6 165.1 GGGG1093-13210 00000/0000 20006/0498 10/P4/72 40 1:294 0728S 05547 58*7 100.6 GGGG1093-13213 00000/0000 20006/0499 10/24/7p 30 1;294 OP54S 05607 58.7 98.3 GGGG
1093-13215 0OOC0/0000 20006/0500 10/24/72 40 1;294 10205 05628w 58*6 95.9 GsGG
1093-16382 00000/0000 2C006/0501 10/P4/72 70 1:296 2414N 09948W 4597 141 8 GGGG
1093-16385 O00o0/o000 20006/0502 10/24/72 70 1296 2P47N 10011w 46*7 140 6 GGGG
1093-16391 00000/0000 20006/0503 10/24/72 80 1.296 2121N 10034w 47.6 139.3 GGGG
1093-16394 00000/0000 20006/0504 10/24/72 40 1296 1954N 10057w 48.5 137.9 GGGG1093-16400 00000/0000 20006/0505 10/24/7P 20 1296 1828N 10119W 49.4 136.5 GGGG
109402594 OCo00/o0oo 20006/0506 10/25/72 30 1:302 1828N 1i345E 49.3 136.6 GGGG
1094003000 00000/0000 20006/0507 10/2c/7p 10 1:302 1702N 10323E 50*2 135.2 GGGG
1094-03003 00000/0000 20006/0508 10/25/72 10 1302 1534N 10303E 51*0 133.6 GGGG
1094-03005 00000/0000 20006/(,509 10/25/72 60 1302 140 7 N 10242E 51,8 132*0 GGGG
1094-03012 00000/0000 20006/0510 10/29/72 70 1302 1241N 10221E 52,6 130*4 GGGG1094-03014 00000/0000 20006/0511 1/29/72 70 1:302 1114N 10201E 53*4 128.7 GGGG
1094o03021 000CO/0000 20006/0512 10/29/72 70 1302 0948N 10140E 54.0 126*9 GGGG
1094*03023 00000/0000 20006/0513 10/25/72 60 1302 021N 10120E 5407 125.0 GGGG
1094,03030 00000/0000 200U6/0514 10/25/72 60 1:302 0655N 100E 55.3 123.1 GGGG
1094*03032 00000/0000 2u006/0515 10/2/7P 60 1302 0528N 10040E 55.9 121.1 GGGG1094603035 00000/0000 20006/0516 10/29/72 40 1302 040PN 10019E 56*4 119.1 PPPG
1094%03041 00000/0000 20006/0517 10/2c/72 70 1:302 02O36N 09959E 56*9 11790 GGGG
1094-03044, 00000/0000 20006/0518 10/25/72 80 1:302 0110N 09939E 57*3 114.8 GGGG
1094*03050 00000/0000 20006/0519 10/29/7P 40 1:302 0015S 09918E 57.7 112.6 GGG
1094006173 00000/0000 20006/0520 10/r2/72 100 1304 4P22N 06136E 27.0 158*0 PGGG
1094m06175 00000/0000 20006/0521 10/25/72 80 1:304 465?N 06100E 28.1 157.2 PPGG
1094-06182 00000/0000 20006/0522 10/25/72 10 1:304 4533N 06024E 29.3 156.4 GGGG
1094-06184 00000/0000 20006/0523 10/29/72 10. 1:304 4408N 05951E 30*5 155.6 GGGG
1094o06193 00000/0000 20006/0524 10/25/72 0 1:304 4j18N 05847E 32.8 153.9 GGGG
1094*06200 00000/0000 20006/0525 10/25/7? 0 1304 3q53N 05817E 33.9 153*1 GGGG
1094*06202 00000/0000 20006/0526 10/25/72 0 1'304 3828N 05748E 35*0 152.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % s*o.****,..* 0 TO 100 ' % CLOUD CPVER. *, a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,.oe.,.,..,, , BLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED, GGBOeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBOR.
16144 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONwUS PAGE 0217
FReM 07/23/72 TO C7/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD SRRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITI9N IN HeLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1094 06291 0000/00000 20006/0527 10/25/7P 80 1304 O19N 04942E 54.7 12590 GGGG1094-06293 00000/0000 20006/0528 10/P5/72 70 1304 0053N 04922E 55"3 123.1 GGGG
1094"06300 00000/0000 20006/0529 10/25/72 60 1304 0-26N 04901E 55*9 1211 GGGG
1094-06375 00000/0000 20006/0530 10/25/72 60 1304 21545 04228E 56.2 78.9 GGGG
1094:08040 00000/0000 20006/0531 10/25/72 90 13n5 3702N o3132E 36*1 1513 GGGG1094-08113 00000/0000 20006/0532 10/25/72 0 1305 111 N 02434E 53o3 128.7 GGGG
1094-08120 00000/0000 20006/0533 10/25/72 0 1305 0946N 02414E 54*0 126.9 GGGG
1094"08122 00000/0o00 20006/0534 10/P?/7 10 1305 092N4 0 2353E 54.7 125*1 GGGG
1094-08125 00000/0000 20006/0535 10/25/72 40 1305 0654N 02333E 55o3 123.2 GGGG
1094-08131 0000/000 20006/0536 10/25/72 60 1305 0527N 02313E 55.9 121.2 GGGG
1094-08134 00000/0000 20006/0537 10/25/72 7c 1305 0401N 02252E 56*4 119.1 GGGG
1094-08140 00000/0000 20006/0538 10/25/72 50 1305 0034N OP232E 56.9 117*0 GGGG
1094:08143 00000/0000 20006/0539 10/25/72 50 1305 0108N 02212E 57*3 114.9 GrGG
1094-08152 00000/0000 20006/0540 10/25/72 60 1305 0144S 02131E 58.0 110.4 GGGG
1094-08154 00000/0000 20006/0541 10/25/7P 70 1305 01115 02111E 58*2 108.1 GGGG
1094-08161 00000/0000 20006/0542 10/25/7? 70 1305 0437S 02051E 58*4 105.8 GGGG
1094-08211 00000/0000 20006/0543 10/25/72 20 1305 2152S 01640E 56.2 78*9 GIGG
1094*09460 00000/000 20006/0544 10/25/72 60 1306 4136N 00719E 32.5 154.1 GGGG
109409524 00000/0000 20006/0545 10/25/72 80 1306 18 4 ;N 00035E 49.1 137.0 GGGG
109409530 00000/0000 20006/0546 IC/?5/7p 70 1306 1716N 00014E 50.0 135.5 GGGG
1094-09533 00000/0000 20006/0547 10/25/7p 50 1306 1549N 00006W 50.8 134.0 GGGG
10940o9535 00000/0000 20006/0548 10/25/7p 20 1306 1423N 00027w 51.6 132.5 GGGG
1094-09542 00000/0000 20006/0549 10/25/7P 0 1306 1P56N 00048W 52*4 130.8 GGGG
1094-09544 00000/0000 20006/0550 10/25/72 0 1306 1131N 00109W 53*2 129.1 GCGG
1094-09551 00000/0000 20006/0551 10/25/72 10 1306 1004N O013OW 53*9 127.3 GGGG
1094-09553 00000/0000 20006/0552 10/25/72 60 1306 O03RN 00150W 54*5 12505 GGGG
1094-09560 00000/0000 2U006/0553 10/25/72 80 1306 0711N 00210w 55.2 123.6 GGGG
1094-09562 00000/0000 20006/0554 10/25/72 80 1306 0544N 00230W 55.8 121.6 GGGG
1094,16440 00000/0000 20006/0555 10/25/72 50 1310 2428N 10112w 45.3 142.3 GOGG
1094-16443 00000/0000 20006/0556 10/c5/7? 50 1310 2i30N 10135W 4603 141.1 GGGG
1094-16445 00000/0000 2006/0557 10/25/72 60 1310 2i36N 10157w 47.2 139*8 GGGG
1094-16452 00000/0000 20006/0558 10/P5/72 60 1310 2009N 102 20W 48.1 138.5 GGGG
1094-16454 00000/000o 20006/0559 10/25/72 50 1310 1243N 10242W 49.0 137.1 GGGG
1094-19565 00000/O00 20006/0560 10/25/72 o10 1312 703pN 12647W 7*1 176.5 GGGG
1094-19572 00000/0000 20006/0561 10/2F/72 10 1312 6q14N 12848W 8.3 174.6 GGGG
1094-19574 00000/0000 20006/0562 10/25/72 50 1312 6756N 13036W 9*6 172.9 GGGG
1094-19581 o000O/0000 20006/0563 10/25/72 10 1312 6637N 13214W 10.8 171.4 GGGG
1094-19583 00000/0000 20006/0564 10/25/72 30 1312 6C16N 13343W 12.0 170*0 GGGG
1095-03043 00000/0000 20006/0565 10/2A/7P 60 1316 2135N 10307E 47.1 139.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.....,.,Do,*, 0 TO 100 U % CLOUD CPVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ,.....,.....,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G,GORD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PP89R,
16:44 MAR 11#'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0218
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM R9LL \1,1/ DATE CLBUD aRBIT PoINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN nBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV 
MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1095003050 00000/0000 20006/0566 10/26/72 60 1316 2009N 10245E 48.0 138.6 GGGG
1095-03052 00000/0000 20006/0567 10/26/72 40 1316 1i42N 10223E 49.0 137.2 GrGG
1095-03055 00000/0000 200U6/0568 10/2P/72 40 1316 1715N 10201E 49.8 135.8 GGGG
1095-04445 00000/OCCO 20006/0569 10/26/72 0 1317 3134N 08002E 40.1 147.9 GGGG
1095-04452 00000/0000 20006/0570 10/26/72 0 1317 3009N 07937E 41.1 146.9 GGGG
1095-04454 00000/OO00 20006/0571 10/26/72 10 1317 2R4 3 N 07913E 42.2 145.8 GGGG
1095-04461 00000/0000 20006/0572 10/26/72 80 1317 2716N 07850E 43.2 144.7 GGGG
1095-04463 00000/0000 20006/0573 10/26/72 9r 1317 2550N 07826E 44.2 143.6 GGGG
109 5 =04470 0000C/0000 20006/0574 10/26/72 i00 1317 2424N o7803E 45*2 142.4 GrGG
1095-08094 00000/0000 20006/0575 10/24/72 90 1319 3717N 03013E 35.6 151.7 GlGG
1095-08101 00000/0000 20006/0576 10/26/72 60 1319 3552N 02945E 36.7 150.8 GGGG
1095"08103 00000/0000 20006/0577 10/26/72 30 1319 3427N 02917E 37*8 149.8 GGGG
1095-08165 00000/0000 20006/0578 10/P6/7P 0 1319 1255N 02333E 2.3 131.2 GGGG
1095-08271 00000/0000 20006/0579 10/26/72 10 1319 2103S 01455E 55.9 77.9 GGGG
1095-08274 00000/0000 20006/0580 10/26/72 50 1319 2429S 01432E 55*4 76.1 GGGG
1095-09512 00000/0000 200U6/0591 10/26/72 9c 1320 4301N 00626E 31*0 155*1 GGGG
1095-09514 00000/0000 20006/052 10/26/72 80 1320 4137N 00555E 32 2 154.3 GGGG
1095-09573 00000/000 20006/0583 10/26/72 50 1320 2136N 00006W 47*0 140.1 GGGG
1095009580 00000/0000 20006/0584 I0/26/72 50 13?0 2010N 00 028W 48.0 138.7 GGGG
1095-09582 00000/0000 20006/0585 10/26/72 40 1320 1R43N 000 49W 48.9 137.4 GfGG
1095-09585 00000/0000 20006/05E6 10/26/72 40 1320 1717N 00111W 49.7 135*9 GSGG
1095-09591 00000/0000 20006/0587 10/2A/72 70 1320 1551N 00133W 50.6 134.5 GGGG
1095-09594 00000/0000 2006/05S8 10/26/72 50 1320 1424N 00153W 51.4 132.9 GGGG
1095-10000 00000/0000 20006/059 10/26/72 10 1320 1258N 00214W 52*2 131.3 GGGG
1095-10003 00000/0000 29006/05510 10/26/72 10 1320 1131N 00235W 53.0 129.6 GGGG
1095010005 00000/0000 200U6/0591 10/26/72 10 1320 100ooN 00255W 53*7 127.9 GGGG
1095-10012 00000/0000 20006/0592 10/26/72 60 1320 0938N 00
3 15W 54*4 126.0 GGGG
1095-10014 00000/0000 20006/059'3 10/26/72 90 1320 0712N 00336w 55.0 124.2 GGGG
1095-10021 00000/0000 20006/0594 10/26/72 80 1320 0546N 0 0 356W 55*6 122*2 GGGG
1095010023 00000/0000 20006/0595 10/?6/72 50 1320 0 4lqN 00 416W 56.1 120.2 GGGG
1095-16422 ,00000/0000 20006/05516 10/26/72 80 1324 5008N 09357W 25*0 159.2 GGGG
1095-16492 00000/0000 20006/0557 10/6/72 20 1324 2556N 10214w 44*0 143.8 GGGG
1095-16495 00000/0000 20006/05598 10/26/72 30 1324 2430N 10238W 4500 142.7 GGGG
109516501 00000/0000 20006/059$9 10/26/72 20 1324 2904N 103 00w 46*0 141*4 G7GG
1095-16504 00000/0000 20006/0600 10/2/72 0 1324 2137N 10 322W 46*9 140.2 GGGG
1095,16510 00000/0000 20006/0601 10/26/72 10 1324 2o10N 10344W 47*9 138.9 GGGG
1095-23514 00000/000 20006/0602 10/26/72 30 1328 0947S 14647E 58.5 105.0 GGGG
1095-23520 00000/0000 20006/0603 i0/26/72 40 1328 0714S 14627E 5P.6 102.6 GGGG
1095-23523 00000/0000 20006/0604 10/26/7 10o 1328 0q4OS 14606E 58.7 100.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER X% ... o....... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CPVER. **, NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,..,,. .. , RLANKSmBAND NOT PRFScNT/RECUESTED. RERECYCLED. G=GBD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PwPOBR,
16:44 "A 11, 74 STANIARD CATALMG F~R NMN.US PAGE 0219
FReM 07/21/12 T8 :7/23/73
8OSERVATIIN 'MICPnFI., RJLL :9,/ DATF CLeU 3RRIT PI~lCTPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IPSITTS1i I'N knLL AC% IRED CVER \UMg R 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
;V SIS LAT LMNG 123 45678
1095o2352~5 o0j0/000 20a06/0605 1?/PA/7p 4 1328 1e06S 145455 58*7 97.9 GGGG
1095-23532 3Q000/0000 2Q00060606 1oP/A/7? 40 1328 113S 14b24E 58o6 95,6 GGGG
109 5 -235 34 00000J/0003 2'G6/0607 1-/PA/7? 3c 1328 159S 14bo4E 58.5 93*2 GGGG
1095*23541 00003/00' 203U006 068 12;PA/72 50 1328 1425S 14443E 58.3 90.9 000
1095-235*3 00000/0000 200U6/0609 1n?6/7 50 1328 1F52S 14423E 56 1 89,7 GG00
109523550 oc00oco/or 2D3U6/0610 10/PA/7P 20 1328 171AS 14402E 57.8 86.5 0GGG
1095 2355 30003/000u 23006/0611 10/?A/ 7P 10 1328 1R45S 14340E 5704 84.3 GoGt
1095023555 0O030/0000 20006/0612 1r/p/72 C 1328 2,11S 143196 57,0 82.3 UG0G
1095o23561 oooo0/0000 2U006/u613  10/P6/72 o0 1328 2136S 14257E 56.5 80.2 GGGG
109523564 0JU:/C0000 2U0006/0614 11/A/72 50 1328 230PS 14234L 56.0 78.3 0000
1095-23570 C00O0/0000 20006/0615 13/PA/7P 3. 1328 24279 14212E 55 5 76,4 GGGG
1095-23573 JO000/0C0 200U6/0616 1/2A/72? 3C 1328 2553S 14149L 5409 747 000
1095*23575 00000/00 2C0I0/0617 1)/PA/72 im 1328 2719S 14126E 54.2 73.0 0000
1096-.1293 00000/0000 200U6/0618 10/7/72 10 1329 1pS6N 1P523E S21 131.6 0 00
1096-01295 00000/0000 20006/0619 1I/27/72 20 1329 1130N 12b02E 52.8 129,9 0000
1096-01302 00000/0000 20CU6/0620 10/27/72 20 13P9 103N 12442E 53.6 12831 0000
1096 1304 OC000/0000 20006/0621 1-0/7/72 30 1329 033N 12421E 543 126,3 000
096-01311 000C0/0000 20006/0622 1,p7/72 30 1329 0711N 124011 54,9 12i,5 0000
1096-01313 00000/O000 20006/0623 1/P7/7P 20 1399 O045N 12340E 55.5 122,5 0300
1096-Q1320 00000/0000 20006/0684 10/27/2 1329 0418N 12319E 56.1 120.5 0000
1096.01322 00000/00o 20006/0625 J,)/P7/77 10 13p9 0,513 12259E 56.6 118,5 e000
1096*01325 00000/000 20006/0626 10/P7/7? 20 1329 012wN 12239E b700 116.3 U00G
1096-j1331 00000/0000 20006/0627 10/P?/72 10 1329 00019 1P2181 57.4 114s2 0000
1096-01334 00000/0000 20006/0628 10/27/7P 1l 1329 01S 12158E 57.8 111.9 0000
1096-01340 00000/0000 20U6/0629 10/7/72 0o 1329 OP54S 12138E 58.1 109*7 0000
1096-01343 00000/0000 20006/0630 10/P!/72 10 1329 04219 12118 58.3 107.4 000
1096-01345 00000/0000 2006/0631 1t/27/7P 10 1329 09478 12057E 584b 105.0 0300
1096-1352 OCQOO/0000 20Q06/063 10/27/72 10 1329 n7148 12037E 586 102.7 (oss
10 9 6 -135 4  00000/0000 2006,0633 12/p7/7P 0 1329 01419 12017k 587 100.3 0000
1096"o1361 00000/0000 20006/0634 1i/P7/72 1 1329 1507S 119561 58,7 98,0 000
1096*01363 000CO/C000 20006/0635 1/?7/7P 30 1329 11319 11935E 586 95,6 0000
1096-03108 000C/000 20006/0636 10/27/72 60 1330 236N 10142L 46.9 140.3 M~0
1096:03104 00000/O00Q RO06/0637 10/P7/72 60 1330 010N 10119 47.8 139.0 30
1096*03111 00000/0000 20006/038 to/27/72 5 1330 143N 10081 487 137.6 0000
1096*03113 00000/0 0 00U6/0639 10/27/7P 40 1310 1716N 10037E 49'6 136,3 0000
1096-.3120 O00/O000 o 20006/0640 10/P7/7p 30 1330 IFS5N 100161 50o4 134.7 000
1096031e 002 000/000C *OU6/0641 o10/7/7p 60 1330 1424N 0 9955L 513 133# 0000
1096*03125 000/00c0 20006/0642 10/97/7P 70 1330 157 099346 5el 131.6 0000
1096*03131 00000000 0CO6/0643 10/127/72 0 1330 1130 09914E 528 129.9 ease
KEYSI 0LLU COVER X ,.......e.l.. e C 7T 100 v I CLOUD CQVER, #, a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
I"AGE QOAITY 9...........,,. BLANKSoBAND NOT97 RSrNT/RECUFpT[i RoRECYCLCOD 00890D. PFmAIR BUT USABLr. PePSSR,
16:44 MAR 11js74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0220
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRIFILM ROLL 9,,/ DATE CLOUD FRBIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER gF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1096-03134 00000/00C0 20006/0644 10/?7/7P 90 1330 1004N 09854E 53.6 128.2 GGGG
1096-03140 COOCO/0000 2006/C,645 1,/7/72 10 1330 OR37N 09834L 54.2 126.4 GOGG
1096-03143 00000/C00O 2U006/C,64 6  1~/27/72 80 1330 0711N 0 9813E 54.9 124,5 GGGG
1096-03145 OCOCO/00U 20006/0647 10/27/72 90 1330 0544N 09752E 55*5 122*6 GGGG
1096"03152 00000/000, 2UC06/C0648 1.'/2772 80 1330 0418N 09732E 56*1 120*6 GGGG
1096*03154 00000/0000 20006/0649 10/27/72 8c 1330 0252N 09711E 56.6 118*5 GGGG
1096-03161 00000/00 20006/C650 10/27/72 90 1330 012fN 09651E 57,0 116.4 GGGG
1096-C3163 00000/0000 20006/0651 10/27/72 90 1330 O000N 09631E 57.4 114.2 GGGG
1096-04465 00000/OCOO 20006/C652 In/27/72 10 1331 442PN 08254E 29.6 156*0 GGGG
1096-04472 00000/0000 20006/0653 10/27/72 C 1331 4P57N 08222E 30.8 155.2 GGGG
1096-04474 00000/0000 20006/C654 10/27/72 0 1331 4133N, 08150E 32.0 154.4 GGGG
1096-04481 OCOCO/OO00 20006/C655 10/27/72 0 1331 4O08N 08119E 33.1 153.5 GGGG
1096-04483 00000/0009 20006/C656 10/27/72 0 1331 3.42N 08050E 34.2 152.7 GGGG
1096-04490 00000/0000 20006/C657 10/27/72 C 1331 3717N 08021E 35*4 151.8 GG
1096-04492 00000/0000 20006/C658 101?7/72 C 1331 3552N 07953E 36.5 150*9 GGGG
1096-04495 00300/0000 20006/C659 10/27/72 10 1331 3426N 07926E 37.6 150.0 GGGG
1096-04501 00000/0000 20006/C660 10/27/72 0 1331 3301N 07900E 38.7 149.1 GGGG
1096-04504 00000/0000 20006/C661 10/27/7P 20 1331 3136N 07835E 39*8 148.1 GGGG
1096-04510 00000/0000 2006/C662 10/27/7P 60 1331 3009N 07810E 40e8 147.1 GGGG
1096*04513 00000/0000 2U006/C663 10/27/72 70 131 2843N 07 7 46E 41*9 146.1 GGGG
1096-04515 00000/0030 20006/0664 10/27/72 80 1331 2716N 07723E 42.9 145.0 6nGG
1096-31522 00000/0000 20006/0665 10/27/7? 90 1331 2r51N 07659E 43.9 143.9 GGGG
1096.34524 OU000/0000 20006/0666 10/27/72 100 1331 242 5N 07636E 44,9 142,7 GGGG
1096-04531 G0000/0000 20006/0667 10/27/72 100 1331 2258N 07613E 45.9 141.5 GGGG
1096.04533 00300/0000 20006/0668 10/27/72 90 1331 2132N o7551E 46.9 1403 GGGG
109604540 00300/0000 20006/0669 10/27/72 80 1331 2006N 07529E 47.8 139*0 GGGG
1096*04542 00000/0003 20C06/0670 11/27/72 90 1331 IP40N 07507E 48.7 137*6 GGGG
1096-04545 00000/0000 20006/0671 10/27/7? 90 1331 1712N 07445E 49.6 136.2 GGGG
1096-04551 00300/0000 20006/0672 10/27/7? 90 1331 1546N 07424E 50,5 134.7 GGGG
1096-04554 oooo0/o000 2$006/0673 10/27/72 80 1331 142nN 07403E 51*3 133*2 GGGG
1096-04560 -00000/000C 20006/0674 10/27/72 60 1331 125 5N 07342E 52*1 131.6 GGGG
1096-08250 00000/0000 20006/0675 10/27/72 2C 1333 0416N 02004E 56,0 120.6 GGGG
1096-C8253 00000/000U 20006/0676 10/27/72 1C 1333 0?50N 01944E 56*5 118.6 GGGG
1096-08255 00000/0000 20006/0677 10/27/72 20 1333 0123N 01923E 57*0 116.5 GGGG
1096"08262 0000/0000 20006/0678 10/27/7' 7c 1333. c00oS o1903E 57@4 114.3 GGGG
1096-08264 00000/O00u 200U6/0679 10/P7/72 60 1333 0129S 01843E 57.8 112*1 GGGG
1096-08271 00000/0000 20006/0680 10/27/72 5 ' 1333 0255S 01823E 58,1 109.8 GGGP
1096-08273 00000/0000 20006/0681 10/27/72 60 1333 0021S 01803E 58.3 107.5 GGGP
1096-10032 00000/GcOO 20006/0682 10/27/72 100 1334 2136N 00133v 46.8 140.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVE % o............. o TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,.
IMAGE QUALITY ..,,,,,,,**.., 9LANKS.BAND NOT PR!SFNT/REQUESTED* RsRECYCLED G.GOeBD FaFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PO5 R*
16344 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0221
FR8M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OSSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1096-10034 00000/0000 20006/0683 10/27/7P 100 1334 2 010N 00155W 47*7 139.1 GGGG
1096010041 00000/0000 20006/0684 10/27/72 100 1334 1844N 00 2 16W 48*6 137.8 GGGG
1096-10043 00000/0000 20006/0685 10/27/72 40 1334 1717N 00238W 49*5 136.3 GGGG1096w10052 00000/0000 20006/0686 10/27/72 30 1334 1424N 00320W 51.2 133.3 GGGG1096010055 00000/0000 20006/0687 10/27/72 0 1334 IP58N 00341W 52.0 131.7 GGGG
1096*10061 00000/0000 20006/0688 10/27/72 30 1334 1132N 00 4 02W 52.8 130.1 GGG
1096010064 00000/0000 20006/0689 10/27/72 40 1334 1006N 00422W 53*5 128*4 GGGG1096-10070 0.0000/0000 20006/0690 10/27/72 40 1334 OR39N 00443W 54.2 126.6 GGGG
1096-10073 00000/0000 20006/0691 10/27/72 100 1334 0 7 1 3 N 00 5 03w 54.8 124.7 GGGG1096-10075 00000/0000 20006/0692 10/27/72 90 1334 0546N 00523W 55*4 122.8 GGGG
1096010082 00000/0000 20006/0693 10/27/72 90 1334 0420N 00544W 56*0 120.8 GGGG
1096010084 00000/0000 20006/0694 10/27/72 80 1334 OP5 4 N 0060 4W 56*5 118.7 GGGG1096.10091 00000/0000 20006/0695 10/27/72 70 1334 0127N 00 624W 57.0 116.6 GGGG
1096.10093 00000/0000 20006/0696 10/27/72 50 1334 0001N 00644W 57*4 114.4 GGGG1096.10100 00000/0000 20006/0697 10/27/72 40 1334 0125S 00704W 57.8 112*2 GGGG
1096-13354 00000/0000 20008/0001 10/27/72 80 1336 0127N 05801W 57.0 116.7 GGGG
1096.13361 00000/0000 20008/0002 10/27/72 80 1336 0001N 05821W 57.4 114*5 GGGG1096*13363 00000/0000 20008/0003 10/27/72 80 1336 t126S o5841w 57*7 112.3 GGGG
1096*13370 00000/0000 20008/0004 10/27/72 90 1336 0251S 05902W 58.0 110.0 GGGG
1096*13372 00000/0000 20008/0005 10/27/72 50 1336 0417S 0 5923W 58.3 1077 GGGG1096-13375 00000/0000 20008/0006 10/27/72 50 1336 0543S 05943W 58.5 105.4 GGGG
1096*13381 00000/0000 20008/0007 10/27/72 30 1336 0709S 06 00 4W 58*6 103.1 GGGG
1096-13384 00000/0000 20008/0008 10/27/72 20 1336 0837S 06025W 58*7 100.7 GGGG
1096:13390 q0000/0000 20008/0009 10/27/72 3 0 1336 10 02S 06045W 58*7 98.3 GGGG1096*13393 00000/0000 20008/0010 10/27/72 50 1336 1126S 06106W 58*6 96*0 GGGG
1096-13395 00000/0000 20008/0011 10/27/72 20 1336 1252S 06126W 58*5 93*7 GGGG
1096.15051 00000/0000 20006/0698 10/27/72 80 1337 4842N 07011 25*9 158*5 GGGG
1096-15113 00000/0000 20006/0699 10/27/72 60 1337 2721N 07 7 28W 42.7 145,2 GGGG
1096*15115 00000/0000 20006/0700 10/27/72 50 1337 2556N 07 7 520 43.8 144.1 GGGG
1096016551 00000/0000 20006/0701 10/27/72 10 1338 2 556N 10 3 41K 43.7 144.1 GGGG
1096-16553 00000/0000 20006/0702 10/27/72 0 1338 2430N 104 05W 44.7 143*0 GGGG
1096*16560 00000/0000 20006/0703 10/27/72 10 1338 2303N 10428W 45*7 141.8 GGGG
1096-16562 00000/0000 20006/0704 10/27/72 10 1338 2137N 10451w 46.7 140.5 GGGG
1096116565 00000/0000 20006/0705 10/27/72 20 1338 2011N 10513w 47.6 139*2 GGGG
1096o23572 00000/0000 20006/0706 10/27/72 30 1342 0546S 14522E 58*5 105.6 GGGG
1097-00020 00000/0000 20006/0707 10/28/72 0 1342 2136S 14132E 56*7 808 GGGG
1097-00022 00000/0000 20006/0708 10/28/72 0 1342 2301S 14109E 56*2 78*9 GGGG1097*00025 00000/0000 20006/0709 10/28/72 0 1342 2427S 14045E 55*6 77*0 GGGG
1097-00031 00000/0000 20006/0710 10/28/72 0 1342 25535 14022E 55.1 75*2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **,***********, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER* ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,..*,,,,,,. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RwRECYCLED. G=GBBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBRt
16144 MAR 114'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NNeUU PAGE 0002
FROM 072/83/78 TS 07/293/73
OBSERVA7TIN MICROPILM ROLL NS/ DATE CLOUD qRIT PRNCIPAL POINT SUN SUN YMAH QUALIY
10 POSITISN IN NOLL ACQUTRD COVgR NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV AZIM RBV MOB
ROV MSG LAT LN@ 183 45678
1o09?00034 0000 80006/071l 10/I4/R9 0 1342 27195 19599 544 7305 000
1097800040 00000/0000 20006/0718 10/98/79 0 1342 PA43S 13935 B3.7 71.8 0300
097:00043 00000/0000 280006/0713 lo//70 0 1341 30098 9101 53.0 70.3 agog
109700045 00000/0000 30006/0714 10/8A/72 0 134 3048 13845K 523 66. 0ng0
Qbeto7084 00000/0 80006//A8/78 1348 3R598 131101 t1@ 6764 000916 0134 488 137531 580 6611 5639189917:888551 88888,18888 12886/8,74 18 8 1342 C3$06986 ~s 4( PP1097800061 000000 000 80006/0717 10/8o/e o 1342 35519 137268 49.8 64.9 PPPP
1097001195 000000oooo 10006/07IS 10/72 o 1343 6917N 145651 11.3 1701 0000
1097*0101 00000/0000 20006/0719 10/28/79 0 1343 69B7N 14435 a185 16898 0000
1097 01204 00000/0000 20006/0720 10/84/72 0 133 6935N 143282 13.7 167*6 0000
1097*01210 00000/0000 820006/071 o10/P/7 100 1343 6113N 8141 1:409 166.5 a
1097801213 00000/0000 20006/072 10/98/7 0 1343 5951N 14112L 16.8 1659 g555
1097*01215 00000/0000 I0006/0782 I a/7 to 1343 8R38N 14014t 1704 164.5 a
10701222 00 8000/0000 R80U/0824 10/98/72 20 1343 5705N 139191 186 163.6
1097001M 4 00000/0000 80 0 06/ 07185 10/8/7 30 1343 54N 15388 198 168.7 1181
1097601163 00000/0000 80006/0716 10/28/7 10 1343 4303N 13132E 30@5 1550 (039
1037*01865 000/0000 80006/087 10/28/72 10 1343 4137N 10080 3t7 154.5 1000
1097-01272 00000/0000 90006/08o 8 10/4/79 10 1343 4o18N 121319 3.g 15837 GO
10&9 0174 00000/0000 80006/0189 10/94/72 10 1343 346N 131098 3309 .529 153.
t0 O1l88 00000/0000 0006io/ 30 10/8/7 10to 1340 3781N 130349 pst 1885090 19
o097mo1i83 00000/0000 80006/0131 10/8/72 to 1$343 3955N 13007 3642 151.1 0000
10970190 00000/0000 0006/03 10/84/7P 30 1343 3489N 129408 37.3 lSse 0000
1097898 00000/0000 20006/0133 10/8/72 80 1343 3303N 189148 28*4 149.3 1360
1097-01195 00000/0000 80006/0734 10/A/7 70 134 308N 12848 3985 148.3 0055
1097m01301 00000/0000 20006/015 10/R8/72 60N 343 3o1N 120249 40's 147.4 0M
10970o304 00000/0000 80006/0736S 10/8/719 30 1343 245N 18800 41.6 1462 0000
1097-01310 00000/0000 80006/0237 10/8/72 3o 1343 2719N 127368 40,6 145e3 000
1097@01363 00000/0000 80006/0738 10/24/72 40 1343 oD37N 1254K 54.1 126.9 1s0
10o97o1365 00000/0000oo 8006o/079 10/8/72 20 1343 071N 12331 54.7 1M5o0 0000
1097901372 00000/0000 20006/0740 10/88/7a 10 1343 0I45N 191138 55.3 123.1 a00
1097:01390 00000/0000 80006/0741 10/8/72 g0 1343 0o000 120538 57@3 114.8 p P
0970o139 00000/0000 0006/0742 10/8/79 to 1343 017 128038 57.7 112.6 p
o97v01395 000001/0000 10006/0743 10/288/7 10 1343 08238 120128 58.0 110.3 060
109701401 00000/0000 20006/0744 1/ 10/8/ 1343 04199 119521 58.3 108.0 0600
1097601404 00000/0000 20006/0P45 10/25/72 lo 1343 05468 119221 985 105.7 5000
109o7*0o1410 00000/0000 80006/0746 to/A/7 10 1343 07199 119121 5686 103.3 (00
1097001413 00000/0000 2006/0747 10/A/72 s10 1343 0!3-46 1ig5 9817 101.0 OWG0
1097601415 00000/0000 80006/0748 10//79 to 1343 10068 1138 58.7 98.6 0000
1097o014 000000/000 80006/0749 10/28/7 to 1343 11338 118119 q8.7 96.3 o00
KEY9I CLOUD COVER X *e.***i... ,,.. 0 TO 10o a CLOUD CoVER. #* I NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLe
IMAE QUAL1Y .,............. nLANnrSAMBN NOT PRRSFN/jRa0UWETTE. AarREvYCLE,. 5Ano. PFvAR BUT USABLI Pev99Re
16144 1AR 11'74 STAN)ARD CAT4P0 FP NNeU PAGE 088223
FROM ,9121/72 T9 07/23/74
RgOERVATION 4IK4PPM R LL k;./ BuT CLOOD RIT PIWCNIPAIL MiNT SUN SUN IMADE QUALITY
13 PASIT1tN IN 4 L ACCU RR COVER NUMrR 01p ImAnt [LEV@ AW1'e RBY Mae
vySS LAT LONG 1283 45678
8097*4390 SU000/h 000 80006/0909 1%994/78 So 8 136N 11 4646 140@6 GOOD
1097-13163 u00Oo/f) o lti0090761 1I #/7p I 1344 pR1. N 09951L 47.5 139.3 0OO
1097316b OOC9/O0000 aooUB/0759 11/4/7p go 1344 1943N 09930E 48.5 138.0 a0000
1097 317p o0o/o00o i806 /0751 1I/pp/ 7p 30 1344 171AN 0909 4903 136.4 000
1097Q3174 v o/m 8006 1j60754 1'/p/79 40 1344 l 49N 098481 50.8 1354. 000
1og7.0311 00ooj0o0o0 R8OW6/0756 1//7p 40 1344 1482N 098288 51.0 133.6 0110
&O97*23183 0001000o 8,000/07856 1179/AP 8 1344 1056, 098071 51o9 iSas0 000
1097-03190 00300/0000 1800060757  113A/7P g0 1344 113IN 09746 583,*6 130.4 0000
18:97  1 3 98 000 0 R 06/754 I ./P%/7P 68 1344 1gO3N 89726k 53:4 1287 000S097. 3 95 0000/0 A /7%9 I/o/7 7T 1344 04 37N 697059 54.1 136.9 0000
109703801 000000/G000 80Q0/760 IaP/7P 7c 1344 0710N 096459 54#7 125so 0330
1697-j3204 o00ooo/OU @U006/0761 1fva/PP 7v 1344 0o45N 096341 583 123.1
10970 1io 00/00/00 g000p6/0769 InR/7V 7t 1344 041"N 09603E 559 181
1097-04483 000O0/e0coo IOU6/0763 pAj e S1245 694N 097361 sob 173.0 0000
09704440 00000/0000 1'000/0764 1/PR/7P 1345 6439N 09549E 10,0 171.9 age
1097:04460 00000/0000 o006/0765 AiR1 Pp 0 1345 6914N 04E11 11:3 170st Go00
1 897. 446i W/@ 800o6/o766 11/BA/7P 1345 6154N 093001 lp I 168.8 0000
197*044711 sg/0 2009/0767 ll0 /7P 134 6%3N 091461 13.7 16716 0300
1097604474 00000/0000 20006/0768 10/A/7P 5v 1348 6110N 090311 14.9 16605 055
1097904565 0OO/ oo00 806/0769 10jPR/7p 30 1345 3M09N 076451 40.5 147.4 0000
&897:04671 0oooo/looo 0006/077? lo/P8/7p 4C 1345 2r43N 07621t 41:6 146*3 0000
109704574 00000/0000 F0006/077 10PA/72 71 1345 2717N 07558 4P6 145.3
1097045480 00000/000 0006/0772 1o/P/7P 9o 1345 BPUN 07533L 4327 144.3 0030
109804583 00000/0000 o0006/0773 10A/7P too 1345 2486N 07b410 4407 143 0000
1097054685 00000/0000 0006/0774 10/P/7P 100 1345 2P8N 07448E 456 1418 000
1097BJ4592 00000/0000 10006/0775 10/P/79 too 1345 2131N 074851 46.6 140.6 GOOs
1097J04§4 00000/0GOU 20006/0776 itVMA7P 100 1345 2006N 07403 47.5 139.3 0U00
1097-05101 000C0/0009 80060777 1O/PA/7P 100 1345 1439N 073411 485 138.0 0000
109706 85 00000/0001 20006/0778 10//97P 100 1346 6754N 071486 8W8 173.0 0000
1097806291 00010/oC0 P0006/0779 1t/P7P 100 1346 6635N 070031 1o0s 171.5 0000
1097:6894 0000/0C00 80006/0780 11/I2/7P 150 1346 6914N 065341 113 170t 0000
1097 06300 00000/0000 90006/0781 10/3 /73 100 1346 6154N 06713E 1165 168.8 0GOD
1097806303 00000/0000 8 0006/0783 teo/A/7P 100 1346 6931I 066001 1 s7 167.6 0000
1097:06306 000o0/0000 10006/0783 10//7P 100 1346 6l11N 064511 149 166.5
10970318 00000/0000 0006/0784 10/PA/71 100 1346 5Q48N 063481 16.1 1650 Isis
1097006432 00000/0000 10006/0785 11/8/73 50 1346 1P4IN 047561 48s4 138so PPO
1097*6485 0000000,/00 13006/0786 10/PA/7P 70 1346 00018 04361 s7.3 114.9 na
1097*06491 00000/0000 P0006/0787 1/9PA/7P g 1346 01RS 043061 577 116 0000
109 7-Q6494 000 00/00 0) RGOo/0789 10/PA/7p 40 1346 OP5l 048461 58.0 110s 4 000
9EYSI LCLUD COVER3 c .. *.*....,* . 0 TO 100 a CLOUD CVER * I NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITYV ,...s .,,,, RLANKMSmAND NOT P Ir8NT/p0AUE1TK'v pawRCYCLE0e @9.001 P00Al BUT USABLE. POPOORe
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STAN3ARD CATALBG FOR NON.US PAGE 0224
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICReFILM RaLL Nr,/ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PRI'JCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIgN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER fF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1097-06500 00000/0000 20006/0789 10/28/72 30 1346 0421S 04226E 58.3 108.1 GGGG
1097"06503 00000/0000 20006/0790 10/28/72 30 1346 0547S 04206E 58.5 105.8 GGGG
1097-u6505 00000/0000 20006/0791 1)/2R/72 20 1346 0714S 04145E 58*6 10394 GGGG
1097"06512 o00oo/0000 20006/0792 10/A/72 3 0 1346 0841S 04125E 58.7 101.1 GGGG
1097-06514 00000/0000 20006/0793 12/28/72 40 1346 1007S 04104 E 58*7 98.7 GGGG1097-06521 00000/0000 20006/0794 1/28/72 40 1346 1133S 04044E 58.7 96.4 GGGG
1097-06523 00000/0000 20006/0795 10/2R/72 50 1346 1300S 04023E 58*6 94.0 GGGG
1097-06530 00000/OC00 20006/0796 10/28/72 70 1346 1426S 04002E 58*4 91.7 GGGG
1097-06532 00000/0000 20006/0797 10/28/72 70 1346 1552S 03941E 58o2 89.5 GG G
1097-06535 00000/0000 20006/0798 10/28/72 30 1346 1717S 03919E 57.9 87.2 GSGG
1097-06541 000/0000 20006/0799 1o/28/72 20 1346 1845S 03858E 57.5 85.1 GGGG
1097*06544 00000/0000 20006/0800 10/28/72 20 1346 212S 03837E 57o2 83.0 GGGG
1097-06550 00000/0000 20006/0801 1I/28/72 20 1346 2137S 03815E 56*7 80.9 GGGG
1097-06553 0000/000 20006/0802 10/28/72 10 1346 2303S 03753E 56.2 79.0 GGGG
1097-06555 00000/0000 20006/08,33 10/28/72 10 1346 2429S 03730E 55.7 77.1 GGGG
1097"06562 00000/0000 20006/0834 1/2?/72 10 1346 255S 03 707E 55.1 75.3 GGGG1097-06564 000o0/0000 20006/0835 10/P2/72 40 1346 2720S 03643E 54.5 73.6 GGGG
1097-06571 00000/0000 20006/0806 10/28/72 5 1346 2Q46S 03618E 53o8 71.9 GGGG
1097-06573 003000/0000 20006/0807 10/28/72 70 1346 3012S 03554E 53,1 70.4 GGGG
1097-06580 00000/00CO 20006/0808 10/28/72 90 1346 3137S o3529E 52*3 68.9 GGG
109 7-0812c0 0000/0000 20006/080 9  13/28/72 50 1347 6755N 04552E 8*7 173*0 GGGG
1097-08123 00000/0000 200U6/0810 1)/2'8/72 70  1347 6635N 04414E o100 171.5 GGGG
1097-08125 00000/0000 20006/0811 10/2./7P 90 1347 615N 04246E 11.2 170*1 GGGG1097-08132 C00000/0000 2 0006/08 12  10/28/72 100 1347 6155N 04125E 12*4 168.8 GGGG
1097-08134 00000/C0000 20006/0813 13/28/7P 100 1347 6233 N 04011E 13.7 167.6 GGGG
1097-C8141 00000/0000 20006/0814 13/28/72 90 1347 6111N 03903E 14,9 166.5 GGGG1097*08143 00000/0000 20006/0815 10/2/72 100 1347 5949N 03800E 16.1 165.5 GGGG
1097-08150 00000/CC00 20006/0816 i0/P2/72 100 1347 526N 0 3702E 17.3 164.5 GGGG
1097-08152 00000/0000 20006/0817 10/28/72 70 1347 5703N 03607E 18.5 16306 GGGG
1097-15103 0000/oo0000 20006/0818 10/28/72 60 1351 5 004N 070 5 8W 24s4 159.4 GGGG
1097-15110- 00000/Co00 20006/0819 10/28/72 70 1351 4R40N 07137W 25*6 158.6 GGGG1097-16532 00000/000C 20006/0820 1,/28/72 10 1352 5130N 09609W 23.2 160*2 GGGG
1097-17005 00000/0000 20006/0821 10/28/72 80 1352 2554N 10508W 43.5 14493 GPGG
1097-17012 C00000/0000 2006/0822 10/28/72 70 1352 2427N 10531W 44*5 143*2 GPGG
1097-17014 00000/000 20006/0823 10/28/72 20 1352 2300N 10554W 45.5 142,0 PPPP
1098-0011'3 00000/0000 20006/0824 10/29/72 7C 1356 3428S 13626E 50*9 66.4 GGGG
1098-01265 OC000/0000 20006/0825 10/29/72 90 1357 6112N 14045E 14,7 166.6 GGGG
1098o01272 00000/0000 20006/0826 10/29/72 50 1357 5950N 13943E 159 165.5 GGGG
10980C1322 00000/0000 20006/0827 10/29/72 30 1357 4300N 13106E 30.2 155*5 GGGG
KEYSI CLBUD COVER % .****o*eoe.. e 0 TO 100 * % CLOBU D CVER* ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ........ **..,** BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. RwRECYCLED. GuGBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PoPBeR.
16:44 MAR 11''74 STAN ARD CATALOG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0225
FRBM ^7/23/72 Tb 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICr FILM R9LL F0,./ DATE CLBUD 4RBIT PI\ICIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
0ID PSITIDN IN R5LL ACQUTRED C6VER NUMBPqR F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1098031324 OC000/0000 20006/0828 1o/29/7p 3r 1357 4135N 13035E 31* 154.7 GGGG
1098-01340 C000/000c 2o006/0829 1/P9/72 20 1357 3717N 12908E 34.8 152P2 GGGG
1098-1342 00000/0000U 2U006/0830 10/29/72 10 1357 39 5 2N 12840E 35,9 151.3 GGGG1098-01345 00000/0CO3 2C006/0831 10/~9/7 10 1357 3424N 12s13E 37*0 150.4 GGGG
1098-01351 O000C0/C000 2000b/0832 10/29/72 20 1357 3300N 1?747E 38.1 149.5 PPPP1098*01354 000CO/000 20006/0833 1^/29/72 10 1357 3135N 12722E 39o2 148.5 GGG
1098*01360 00000/0O3 20006/0834 1'/29/72 30 1357 3009N 12656E 40*3 147* 6  GGGG1098-01363 0000o/000 2000b/0835 1::/29/72 7- 1357 2R42N 12632E 41.4 146.5 GGGG
1098-01374 0000/000o 20006/0836 1,/29/7p 80 1357 2424N 12b22E 44*4 143.3 POPP109 8 c01 3 8 1 C0000/o000 2000b/0837 1./29/72 90 1357 2?5sN 12459E 45.4 142.1 G3GG
1098'01383 00000/G000 200U6/0838 10'/29/72 70 1357 2132N 12436E 46*4 140*9 GGGG
1098-01390 C0000/00O 20006/0839 12/29/72 4C 1357 2006N 12414E 47.3 139.6
1098-01392 0000u0/000 20006/0,40 1/29,/7 50 1357 1*40N 1P352E 48.3 138.3 a
1098-01395 00O0/000; 2000/0841 1v/29/72 80 1357 1713N 12330E 49.2 136.9 GGG1098-01401 00000/C000 20006/08 4 2 10/29/7P 70 1357 196N 12309E 50*0 135.4 GGGG
1098u1404 00000/0000 20006/0843 10/29/7? 70 1357 1419N 12248E 50*9 133.9 GG
1098-08255 00000/000c 20006/0844 10/29/72 10 1361 4131N 02720E 31*3 154*7 GGGG
1098-08343 C00000/0000 20006/0845 1/29/72 D 1361 1127N 01151E 52*4 130.8 GGGG
10 98-08350 00000/0000 20006/0846 1n/P9/7P 0 1361 1001N c1830E 53.2 129*1 GSGG
1098-08352 0000/C0000 20006/0847 10/29/72 p 1361 0833N 01810E 53.9 127*4 GGGG
1098o"8355 CO000o/00o 2000 6 /c 8 48  1 )/29/7P 0 1361 0706N 0 1750E 54.6 125*5 G5GG
1098-0843 4 0000/000-0 20006/0849 10/p9/7p 100 1361 2013S 01120E 57*3 83.5 PSGG
1098-08441 C00000/C00 20006/0850 1;)/?9/72 70 1361 2139S 01058E 56.8 81.5 POGG
1098-10145 00000/co00 20006/0851 10/29/72 9c 1362 2133N 00424W 46.3 141.0 GGGG
1098,10152 0000C/C00 20006/0852 1:/29/72 100 1362 2006N 00446W 47.2 139.7 GrGG
1098-10161 00000/0000 2C006/0853 1:/29/7? 30 1362 1714N 00529W 49.1 137.0 GGGG
1098-10163 00000/oo00 20006/0854 12/29/72 c 1362 148N 00 551w 49.9 135.6 GGGG
1098-10170 o00000/000 20006/0855 10/29/72 c 1362 1422N 00612W 50.8 134*1 GGGG
1098-10172 00000/OCOO 20006/0856 10/29/72 0 1362 1 55N 00633W 51.6 132*5 GGGG
1098-13442 00000/000 20006/0857 10/29/77 20 1364 1130N 05 8 3 4W 52.4 131*0 GIGG
1098-13444 00000/0000 20006/0858 10/?9/72 30 1364 1003N 0 554W 53.1 129.3 GOGG1098-13451 00000/0000 20006/0859 10/29/72 70 1364 O037N 0 5915W 53.8 127.5 GGGG
1098-15135 C00000/000C 20006/0860 10/29/7P 80 1365 5927N 06744 16.9 164.6 G3GG
1098-15141 OOOCO/C00C. 20006/0861 10/29/72 80 1365 5704N 06 8 38w 18.1 163.7 GGGG
1098-15144 00000/COO0 20006/086? 1,/29/72 80 1365 5F41N 06930W 1993 162*8 GGGG
1098-15150 00000/0000 20006/0863 10/29/72 70 1365 54 17N 07018W 20*5 161.9 GGGG1098-15153 000CC0/Co0 20006/0864 10/29/72 80 1365 5P53N 07103W 21*7 161*1 GGGG
1098-15155 00000/0000 20006/0865 10/29/72 80 1365 5129N 07145W 22.9 160.3 GGGG
1098"17061 OU000/0000 2u006/0866 10o/29/7 90 1366 2721N 10611W 42.2 145.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % .,,,,,,*,..,. C T9 100 % CLeUD CRVER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..****o.*..** BLANKSwBAND NET PRESrNT/pEQUESTED* RRECYCLED* GaG&A D . F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PEPBSR,
16144 !AP 11'74 9STAN5ARD GATALOO BOP NDNmU9 PAfE 0826
FROM 07/8/2 TO 07/293/73
OBPBVAW7N k!ICP4FNM ROLL HOo/ OAYE CLOUD 9BRI? PINCI0PAL PINT gUN DUN IMAM GUALITY
P10 PRST1N IN NLL ACGRORED CBVFP NUMBER AF IAGE ELEVa AZIM9 RBV MS
RV L.A LDN 12 48671
1098617064 00000/oe00 G00U6/0867 ll4/ ?/72 90 10366 R N 1062h 432 144.6 geO
10987070 00000/00 2e900V610869 n/op/7p 10 1366 24SN 1066W 4o2 143.9 (1000
1098O1707 O0000/co00Ug 006/0869 10/29/7p to 130A6 2401N 10719W 49 1463 Oeo
1098917075 00000/0000 10006/0870 10/q/79 90 1066 2139N 10742W 46 8 14101 8
10908*1708 00000/0000 20006/0971 1O0/7~/7 85 1366 C20ON 10 04 0 47.1 139.9 o
10981373 000O00000 280U6/0872 10/o /7 100 1367 6357N 110319 82 173.1 sOO
1098018375 00C00/0000 2006/0R73 10/49/79 100 1367 663 N 11208 9.5 171.6 0000
1098-1838 00000/0000 20006/0974 10q/7?2 100 117 6A8lN 11337w 1007 1701 QSMO
1098-18344 0000/000/0 20006/0875 10/b9/7P 80 1367 357N 11467W 697 16809 as
10985.181 00000/0000 20006/0876 10/27P 10 1367 6O3oN 11611W 13.2 167.7 0000
1098018399 00000/0000 20 86/0977 109//7 10 1367 6t N 11719w 1484 1668,6 00B
109818400 OOO0000/co 20006/0878 10 /2/72 30 1367 5092N 11i82w 15.6 .165.6 GLG0
109818402 00000/000b 20006/0879 10/P9/72 10 1367 592N 11920w 168 164.6 0000
109SQ18405 00000/0000 .U006/0880 10/2q/7P? 1 1367 5705N 014W 8 1637 .000
109818411 00Oo/OCOO 20006/0881 i0/n9/72 o 1367 594?N 12105W 19.3 1628 0000
1098918414 00000/0000 20006/0982 10/9/72 o 1367 541AN P6S2W Polo 162.0 QGGP
1098*18 4R0 00000/0000 20006/0883 10/29/7P 0 1367 sPSN 12238W 21*7 161.1 OOP
1098I18423 00000/0000 20o6/0884 10/P/7 0 1367 B13ON 123 p1w PP9 160.3 ,n G
109Y9011 00000/0000 2o0o/o85 1 /3U/72 0 1370 27229 13703E 548 74e4 MPG0
1099-00193 00000/0000 20004/0886 10/30/72 60 1370 2P478 13640E 541 7GP*7 gAG
1099-0016C 00000/000) 20006/0887 10/30/7P 60 1370 3A13S 136151 R364 71.1 000
1099UO162 00000/0(o 20006/0988 1o/i3/7p 70 1370 3138 13550E 52.7 69.6 Sori
1099*0o165 00000/0000 20006/0889 10/9/72 90 1370 303s 13525L 5169 68.2 0000
1099600171 00000/0000 20006/0890 10/30/72 90 1370 3429S 13459E 51.1 66.8 GSG
109900174 00000/0000 20006/0891 10/l0/72 80 1370 34548 13432E 500 65*6 0000
1099--1380 0000/0000 2006/0892 1l/30/72 20 1371 4P9N 12942E 29.9 155.6 0000
1099-11383 00000/0000 20006/0893 10/30/72 90 1371 4134N 12910E 3101 154.8 GGOG
1099*01385 00000/0000 200U6/0894 10/30/7P 10o 1371 4m00N 12839E 322 154.0 0000
1099o1392 00000/0000ooo 20006b/ 895 1o/l0/79 100 1371 3042N 12810E 33.4 153.2 GGGG
109 9*0139 4 Q00000/C0 2000 6/0896 1'/10/7P 9 1371 3710N 127421 34.5 152.3 G13
10990)1401 00000/C00; 2o006/0 897  10/30/72 9v 1371 3r51N 12714E 35.6 151.5 GGGG
1099-01403 00000/0000 20006/0898 10/30/7 80 1371 3424N 12647E 36*7 150.6 GSGG
1099-1410 00000/C000 20006/0899 10/30/72 30 1371 3300N 12620E 37*8 149*7 0000
1099-U1412 00000/000O 20006/0900 10/10/7P 0 1371 3134N 12555E 389 148*7 GGGG
1099o1415 0000/c000 20006/0901 1o/10 /72 5s 1371 3o09N 126301 40o 14798 GGGG
1099*01460 0000/0'C. 20006/0902 10/30/72 80 1371 14i4N 12145E 49.8 135.8 GGGG
1099e01462 00000/000U 20006/0903 l0/3n/72 9^ 1371 1417N 1125E s0*7 134.3 GoGG
1099")1465 o00/000 2006/0904 1l/3n/7 P 6 1371 1253N i2lo5L j515 132.8 GoGG
1099-*i471 O0uoo/oo00 20006/C905 10/i0/72 2P 1371 1127N 1P044E 52*3 131*2 GOGG
<EYS: CLBUl CBVEq r ****.********.* C TB 100 u %CVER N CLUUD vER . LUD DATA AVAILABLE,
l1rA OuALTTY ... **@..* L RANKSmR AND NUT PRcSrNT/PEUESTED, RmRFCYCLED, GcG5PD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBSBR
1644 "A' 11 '74 1TAOAiD CATAL0 FPR NONvUS PAOE 0227
F41k B 7/, 2 Tn "7/P./73
SRSERVATQ II CIF,." ; 'LL %-R/ I 'A,* CLO: 9AIT PnINICIPAL PI1NT pUrj SUN !MAGE QLIALITY
I. 1 I I IN 401.1L CMV \U j3R Q 'FF I~AGF ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
'S LAT LBNG 123 45678
1099.1474 1, . 2'?Ci /, 22 P 1371 1 0'N IP023L 530 129*5 GnGG
1099-,145 . , 0 '." ? yU6C9 7 1/i/7 50 1371 04'N04 11921L 5590 124.0 U P
1099- ,112 0r/ 2l6/C90/ 91 /30c/72 50 1371 041rg 11900E 55o6 122.1 IPO
1099"o*1A4 C? /~. 2 r. 90/0909 1 / /71 8C 1371 OP;4N 1184L 5e2 120.1 P00pG
1099*.:1511 1 3 0 'c 1 J~leh/0/P 67 1371 012IN II 19E 56.7 118i.0 P U
1099''15n3 0U0/ 0 ?2iUe 11 /ij/72 50 1371 C003S 11759 57.1 1159 rbP0
199-j1 : c L / .' 6/ 912 1 ,/l/7P 70 1371 012QS 11739L 57*5 1137 IGPG
1099"-112 OC30/ , .2006//91.3 1/7 6 1371 0~p5S 11718L 579 111*5 GGPG
10 9 9 ",1.15 0 /0C' 2.Ub/ 91r 1/'0/7p 3c 1371 0425S 116587 5r*2 1092 GGPG
1099-:1521 0100/;. 20 8/0915 3/30/72 3 1371 OcqRS 11637E 58*4 106*9 GPG
109J1054 0;2020 U 6 /,006/091t5 10/J/7, 4 1371 0714S 11617E 56*5 104*0 GGPG
109 9"01533 000/0 2!0u6/017 3 /;/72 SC 1371 1009S 11b37L 587 99.8 GrGa
1099 ; 1 35 0000/C0C 20,6/ 91 C!I /* t/72 6r 1371 1134S 191l7E 5c*7 97*5 GGGG
1099 33212 ,/0.) L U 6 / 0919 1)/)/7? j 1372 4'5PN 10354E 29.9 155.6 GOGG
1099-)3282 L) 0 '!C/C' 20yJU6/092 1?/0,/7 40, 1372 14 iN 09638E 4800 138.6 GAGG
1099-'3285 0 C00/C 0Q. 2'ub6/0921 1'/?,/7? 2C 1372 1714N 09616E 4809 137.3 0000GG
109 9-.51 0 :0 2 0n/0922 1/t7 - 1373 3714,N 07603E 34.5 152.3 GaGG
1099 ,5064  00c3/C 30 2L ,6/09'23 1 /3./72 1373 3 4~N 07b36E 35.6 151.5 GGGG
1099-0C70 0C./C~ 200(U/092. 1 '/-/72 1373 3i23N 07509E 36*7 15006 GGGG
1099-).5073 C o ro,: 2,)0 ,/0925 1 ~/72 r 1373 3i57N 07442E 37* 149.7 G(GG
1099*;5075  u6/(C0,: 2 9:206/926 1l/3n/7 1373 3132N 07417E 3P*9 148*7 GGGG
1 995- ,52 0¢02n0/C' . C 2,. U6/927 1//7 1373 3 c06N 07353E 40*0 147*8 GGGG1099"-5CL C , 0/0CO. 2 JU 6 /C92 1/3~0/7 C 1373 2.40N 073301 146 8 GGGG
1099-5091 13"O/OC, 2. U6//O29 1'/30/ 7 2 ' 73 2'1$N 07306E 4201 145.7 GO
1099-35033 0 l0O/OQO, 2C 06,093 1i/1 '/7 C 1373 24~4N 07243E 43,1 144.7 GAGG
1099"J51-00 3C:30/L 2c'U6/C931 1.:/1/72 1373 2421 N 07219E 442 143.6 OGG10993510)2 00. 0/0C0.; 2,)C/0932 10/30/72 1373 255N 07156E 45.2 142.4 GOGG
109 9-"51j5  0 320/000; 2 LOU6/0 9 3 3  13/30/7P ? 1373 212,N 07133E 461 1412 GOGG
1099-J5111 0C3?C/:C0, 2:U0/093 17/30/7P " 1373 2?02N C71111 47.1 139,9 GGG
1099-j6511 0003/C 30 2 ,( 6/O35 1"/: 1 /72 3: 1374 3131N C4827E 38o9 1488 0I0G
1099-26513 Z03 /0"30 2'3 U6/093 1/30/72 1 1374 306N 0403L 40.0 147.8 GGGP
10 9 9 *)6520 0C''o/?O 2 ,00U/0937 1j/7 :C 1374 2 4,N 04739E 41*0 146.8 GGG
1099-j6522 oC 30/30, 0 2:, J6/093 9 1/n/7 0 1374 2714N C4/15E 42*1 145.8 GGG
1099-36525 O000/, O. 2.)^06/0939 I'/30/72 1C 1374 24~BN 04652E 43.1 144.7 GGGG
1099-:,6531 C3/ /,:J 21:,6/094 1: //7 10 1374 2422\ 046301 441 143.6 GGG
1099-.36534 G0000/OCO0 2 O0 b/0 9 41  1./30/72 0 1374 2156N 04607E 4E1 1424 GGGG
1099-0654' 030.0O/,COC 2C006/0942 10/10/72 0 1374 2130N 04545E 46*1 141.2 GGGG1099-*6543 CC30'C/OOC0 2%0,6/0943 10/,91/72 T 1374 2'~0N 04524E 47*1 140.0 GIIG
1099-J6545 O 0oO/O.A, 2C006/0944 1c/n/72 , 1374 1.37N c4b02E 4o*0 13P.6 GGGG
EYS: C 6!u CIVEf q ............ ,. T t9 100 * . CLOUD CVER, ** * N9 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IlAGE UJALITY ............ , 9LANKS.BAN e IT PRrSrNT/REQlUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G9RD. FIFATR BUT USABLE. PvPS!R.
:44 11'' 7 4 STANDARD CATALOG FCe NMN.US PAGE 0228
FRSM 17/21/2 TP 07/23/73
SBSERVATTSJ "I1CPe OF RLL ,.!:/ DATE CLOUD !RmIT PPINJCIPAL P91NT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
13 PPSITIS I ' RLL ACU".TED CVE
R  NU 'BE~  F IMAGE ELEV* AZIr, RB MSS
Rv mS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1099-:)6552 000 0C/CO0) 200U6/0945 1/30/7 ; 0 1374 1712 04440E 4689 137,3 GAGG
1099-J7013 00000/0000 2)006/0946 1,/7n/7P 5C 1374 r)424S 0 3931E 58.1 109.3 GGG
1099*j7020 0o0C0/00C 2jUb/094 7  1?/,0/ 7 p 50 1374 05515 039 11E 5884 10699 GGGG
1099-07022 000oo/000 203u6/094) 10/3/72 80 1374 0717S 03850E 58o5 104*6 GGGG
1099-J7025 O0003/COo0 2(0U06/0949 1/30/7P 90 1374 0431S 03829E 58*7 102*3 GGGG
1099-.7031 00300/0r02 2'jb00o/95^ 1',/30/7p 90 1374 110oS 0 3809E 58.7 999 GGGG
1099-'7034 00333/0300 20%b/0951 1/ o/7 50 1374 11 3 7S 03 74 9E 58.7 97.6 G3GG
1099- ,7040 00330/0r000 2006/0952 1/3,1/72 6c 1374 103S 03728E 58a6 95.2 GG
1099-07043 oCO/C00 29006/0953 1,'/3/72 So 1374 142S 03708E 56b5 92 *9 GGGG
1099*-70o5 03000/00l 2006/0954 17/30/
7 2 80 1374 1555S 0 3647E 58o3 90.6 GGG
1099-7052 000/000C0 2o'006/C955 1-/ /72  70 1374 1721S 03626E 58*0 88.4 GGGG
1099-)7054 00CO/CC0O 20u6/0956 1'/30/ 7 2 6C 1374 194S 03605E 577 86*2 G1GG
1099-37C01 00'000/000 20006/C957 1:/3n/72 60 1374 2014S 0354 3 E 574 84.1 GGGG
1099-)7053 3C033/C00" 2 006/095 10/,//72 70 1374 21415 0352lE 56.9 82 0 GGGG
1099- )707 0 C0300/00 20)6/C959 13/ln/72 80 1374 230RS 03458E 56*5 80*0 GGGP
1099-j7C72 OCU /0CUOC0 2 0)J6/0960 1,/3r/72 50 1374 2434S 03436E 56.0 78*1 GGGP
1099-37075 000QC/000 2 050/0961 1,/30/72 5C 1374 2558S 03 41 3E 55E4 76.2 GGGG
1099-C70o1 C0 0 /CICOc 20006/0962 10/n/7p 4C 1374 2723S 0335CE 54*8 74.5 GiGG
1099 70~o4 000?C/0Cc 200U6/0963 1?/in/7p 4c 1374 2Q48S 03326E 5411 72.8 GGGG
1099*-7r90 00DC0/0003 200U6/0964 1V/In/72 4t 1374 3145S 03301E 53*4 71.2 GGGG
1099-58343 Ci3(0/30, ) 2'0)6/096 5  10/30/72 12 1375 313?N 02242E 38*9 148*8 GGGG
1099*28345 oCoo/oio2 23006/0966 10/30/72 0 1375 307N 02217E 40C0 147.8 GGGG
1099-)8352 3C300/C-o0 20006/0967 1 /30/72 1375 241lN C2153E 41*0 146.8 GGGG
1099-83354 OC00O/0,00 2006,/09 6 8  1'/In/7 3 1375 2715N 02128E 42.1 145.8 GGGG
1C9 9 -c 8 3 61 00000/OC ? 00U6/969 1V 3/7P 1375 2Z49N 02104E 43.1 144.7 GGGG
1099-,8363 03/'0/0 ; 2-IU6/097C0 1/30/7? 1375 2423N o2041E 44.1 143.6 GGGG
1099-"8370 0CO/CC' 20"u6/0971 1/2p0/7P ' 1375 2P52N 02018E 45.1 142*4 GGGG
1099-83372 3C'0/003 2CU6/097 2  13/30/7 C 1375 2131N 01956E 46*1 141.2 GGGG
1099-.8375 rOCO/ ?& t 06/0973 1/30/7 2 0 137'5 2o5N 01934 4790 140o0 GGGG
1099-.8381 00000/cC 200C06/0974 1/0c/72 C. 1375 1839N 0191 2 E 4 8 0 138.7 GGGG
1099-'8383 4 o:/CCo)o 20006/C975 1,3/ ?/7? 1375 1713\ 01850E 4a89 137.3 GGGG
1099- ,839: 30CO0/000' 20,06/C976 1:/3/7P? 1375 1547N 0 1828E 49,8 135.9 GGGG
1099- 8393 C'CO/CcoC 2Ou6/0977  13/'0/72 1375 1420N 01108 50*6 134.4 GGGG
1o99-8395 Orocc/C03 200L6/097F 13/30/72 1375 153N 0 1747E 51*4 132.9 GGGG
1099-38402 OCOCC/CC 2C006/0979 10/30/72 0 1375. 1127N 01726E 5202 131.3 GGGG
10 9 9 -C8404 O0 0C/000r 250U6/098C1 1 ,/3n/7 2 1375 1001N 01706E 53,0 129*6 GGGG
1099-8411 020CC/0C,: 20006/0981 1/30/7p 0 1375 0R34N 016 4 5E 5397 127.8 GGGG
1099-'8 413 oo00C/00C 2'C06/0982 1)/30/72 c1 1375 0708N o1625E 544 126*0 PPPP
1099-10115 O000/O'0C0 2'06/0983 1)/70/7? 100 1376 5127N 00421E 22*7 160*4 G
KEYS: CLLJUD CBVE~ . *..****..,*** 0c Tf 100 * % CLRUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEo
IAGE .JALITY *,,,,'.... ~ LANKSB.AND NOT PRrSrNT/RErESTED* R3RECYCLED* G=GuRD. FcFAIR BUT USABLE. POP595O
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NON.US PAGE 0229
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM RSLL NS./ DATE CLOUD ORRIT PqICIPAL pOINT SUN SUN iMAGE QUALITy
10 PRSITIIN IN ROLL ACQUTRE0 CeVFR NWMBeR 9F IMAGF ELEV. AZI. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1099-10122 O0000/O0OC 20006/0984 10/30/7P 40 1376 500 3N 00340E 23.9 159.6 G GG
1099-13382 00000/0000 2000U6/0985 13/30/72 100 1378 5128N 047 22w 22.6 160.4 GGGG1099-13400 00000/0000 20006/0986 10/30/72 80 1378 4550N 04951W 27*4 157.2 GGGG
1099-13403 00000/0000 20006/0987 10/30/7P 90 1378 4425N 05025W 28.6 156.5 GGGG
1099-13405 00000/0000 20006/0988 10/30/72 90 1378 430N 05058W 29*7 155.7 UGGG
1099-13412 00000/0000 20006/0989 1)/30/7P 90 1378 4 13 5N 05130w 30*9 154.9 GGGG
1099-13414 000OO/000 20006/0990 1V/30/7P 70 1378 4010N 05200W 32.1 154.1 GGGG1099,13591 00000/000u 20006/0991 13/30/7? 0 1378 2009S 06730w 57.4 84.3 GGGG
1099-13594 0000/OCOC 20006/0992 10/30/72 0 1378 2134S 06753W 57.0 82.3 GGGG
1099-14000 00000/0000 20006/0993 13/3o/72 0 1378 2301S 068 15 W 56.5 80.3 GGGG1099-14003 OCOO0/0o 20006/0994 10/30/7P 0 1378 242AS 06838W 56*0 78.3 GGGG
1099-15175 00000/0000 20006/0995  13/30/72 o 1379 6157N 06447W 11*7 168.9 GGGG1099-15182 00000/0000 2 0 0 06/ 0 9 9 6 1/303/72 0 1379 6?36N 06601w 12.9 167.8 GGGG
1099-15184 00000/O00U 20006/0997 13/30/72 30 1379 6114N 06710W 14.1 166*7 GGGG
1099-15191 00000/00o0 20006/0998 10/30/72 3c 1379 5951N 068136 15.3 165.6 GOGG
1099-15193 00000/00CO 20006/0999 11/30/7P 40 1379 5829N 06911W 16*6 164*7 GPGG
1099-15200 00000/0000 20006/1000 10/30/72 90 1379 5706N 07005w 17*8 163.8 GGGG
1099-15202 00000/0000 20006/1001 10/0/72 90 1379 5543N 07 05 6w 19.0 162.9 GGGG1099-15205 00000/0000 20006/1002 10/30/72 90 1379 5419N 07143W 20.2 162*0 GGGG
1099-15211 0000o0/000 20006/1003 10/30/7 60 1379 5255N 07228W 21P4 161.2 GGGG
1099-15214 00000/0000 20006/1004 10/30/72 70 1379 5131, 07311W 22.6 160.4 GGG
1099-15220 00000/0000 20006/1005 10/30/7p 70 1379 50O7N 07351W 23.8 159.6 GGGG1099-15300 00000/0000 20006/1006 1/130/72 30 1379 2101N 08257W 45.0 142.6 GGG
1099-17013 O0000/0000 20006/1007 11/30/7 50 1380 6 ? 35 N 09149w 12.9 167.8 GGGP
1099-17020 00000/0000 20006/1008 10/3o/72 40 1380 6113N 09258W 14.1 166*7 GIGG
1099-17022 00000/0000 20006/1009 10/30/72 50 1380 5951N 09401W 15*3 165.7 GGGP
1099-17C25 00000/0000 200U6/1010 10/30/72 0 1380 5928N 09500W 16.5 164.7 GGGG
1099-17031 00000/000O 20006/1011 10/30/72 c 1380 5705N 09554w 17.7 163.8 GGGG1099-17034 00000/0000 20006/1012 10/30/72 0 1380 5r41N 09645W 19*0 162.9 GGGG
1099-17040 OC000/0000 20006/1013 1013017? 10 1380 5418N 097336 20.2 162.0 GGGG
1099-17043 00000/oo0000 20006/1014 10/30/72 10 1380 5)54N 09818W Pi24 16192 GGGG
1099-17045 00000/0000 20006/1015 10/30/72 40 1380 5129N 09901W 22*6 160.4 GGG
1099-17120 000O/C00U 20006/1016 10/30/72 50 1380 2720N 10737W 41*9 145.9 GGGG
1099-17122 00000/0000 20006/1017 10/30/72 60 1380 2554N 10759W 42.9 144*9 GGGG
1099-17125 00000/0000 20006/1018 10/30/7? 70 1380 2427N 10822W 44*0 143*8 GGGG
1099-17131 00000/0000 20006/1019 10/30/7? 80 1380 2301N 10844W 45.0 142.6 GGG
1099-17134 00000/0000 20006/1020 10/30/72 70 1380 2134N 10907W 45*9 141.4 GGG
1099-18472 00000/0000 2000611021 10/30/72 100 1381 5418N 12319W 20.1 162.0 GG G
1099-18475 00000/00oO 200U6/1022 10/30/72 100 1381 5254N 1p4056 21.3 161.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ....... *..... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. *, c NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,..,.,.,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED. G=GBRD. F-FATR BUT USABLE. PP88OR,
16:44 MAP 11*'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NRN-US PAGE 0230
FR5M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICPeFILM RSLL S9./ DATE CLBUD 3R9IT POINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUIALITY
1. PeSITIN IN RBLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV 
m SS
RFV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1099-18481 00000/0003 20006/1023 1/30O/72 100 1381 5130N 12448w 22*5 160*4 GGGG
1100"00141 00000/0000 20JU6/1024 10/31/72 60 1384 0425S 14119E 58.1 109*7 GOGG
1100"00144 00000/C,00 20006/1o25  11/31/72 70 1384 0C52S 14059E 58.3 107*4 GGGG
11 0 0 -00150 00000/0000 2C0U6/1026 11/31/72 40 1384 0710S 14039E 58*5 105.1 GrGG
1100-00153 00000/0000 20006/1027 17/31/7? 2r 138i4 0845S 14019E 58.6 102.8 GrGG
1100-00155 00000/0000 20006/1028 13/31/72 20 1384 101nS 13958 58.7 100*4 GGGG
11i0000162 o0000/c000 20006/1o29 11/31/72 20 1384 1135S 13938E 58*7 98.1 GGGG
1100-01435 00000/0000 20006/1030 11/31/72 0 1385 4258N 12816E 29.6 155.7 OGG
1100-01441 00000C/0000 20006/1031 13/31/7? 0 1385 4133N 12744E 30.8 154.9 GGGG
1100-01444 0000/0000 20006/1032 -10/31/7P 10 1385 4008N 12714E 31.9 154*1 GGGG
1100o1 4 50 OCOO0/OCO 20006/1033 10/31/7? 10 1385 3842N 12644E 33.1 153.3 GGGG
1100-J1453 00000/O00 20006/1034 10/11/7?P 1385 3717N 12615E 34.2 152.5 GGGG
1100-01455 00000/0000 20006/1035 10/31/72 20 1385 3551N 12547E 35*3 151*6 GGGG
1100-01462 00000/0000 20006/1036 10/31/72 40 1385 3426N 12520E 36.4 150.8 GGGG
1100-01464 00000/0000 20006/1037 10/31/72 30 1385 3300N 12454E 37.5 149.9 GGGG
1100-01505 00000/C000 20006/1038 1'/31/7P 20 1385 140N 12101E 47.8 138.9 GGGG
1100-01512 00000/CCO0 20006/1039 10/31/72 20 1385 1714N 12040E 48.7 137*6 GGGG
1100-01514 00000/0000 20006/100 13/31/7? 20 1385 1547N P1018E 49*6 136.2 GGGG
1100-01523 00OOo/0000 21u0o/10~1 10/31/72 10 1385 1?54N 11936E 51*3 133.2 GGGG
1100-01530 00000/0000 200U6/1042 10/31/72 20 1385 1127N 11915E 52.1 131*6 GG
1100-01532 00o00/000 20006/1043 10/31/7P 30 1385 1001N 11 55E 52.8 129.9 GGGG
1100-01535 00C/C000 20006/10.4 10/31/7 40 1385 OR35N 11834E 53*5 128*2 GGGG
1100-01541 00000/C00J 2006/1045 10/31/72 40 13R5 0708N 11814E 54.2 126.4 GGGG
1100-01544 COO30/C0O 20006/1046 1-/31/72 50 1385 0O42N 11754E 54.9 124.5 GGGP
1100-01550 00000/0000 20006/107 10/31/72 40 1385 0416N 11733E 55.5 122.6 GGGG
1100Q-1553 COC0/0000 20006/1048 10/31/72 40 1385 0249N 11713E 56.0 120.6 GGGG
1100=01555 00000/0000 20006/1049 10/31/7P 40 1385 0123N 11653E 56*6 118s6 GGGG
1100-01562 CO000/00o 20006/1050 10/31/7? 50 1385 0003S 11633E 57.0 116.4 UGGG
1100-01564 0C000/0000 20006/1051 10/31/7 80 1385 0129S 1161 3E 57*4 114.3 GGGG
1100-01571 00000/0000 2006/1052 10/31/72 80 1385 0P59S 11552E 57.8 112.1 GrGG
1100-31573 00000/000 20006/1053 1~/31/72 40 1385 0422S 11531E 58.1 109.8 GGGG
1100)J1580 00000/0000 20006/1054 10/31/72 40 1385 049S 11511E 58E3 107.5 GGGG
1100-01582 OOCCO/OC0 200u6/1055 10/31/7? 10 1385 0715S 11451E 58.5 105.2 GGGG
1100-31585 00000/0000 20006/1056 10/11/7p 10 1385 0841S 11431E 58.6 102.8 GGGG
1100-31591 00000/0000 20006/1057 1,/31/7p 30 1385 10 0RS 11411E 58.7 100.5 GGGG
1100o-7015 o000oo0/Cc 2006/1058 1/31/72 C 1388 1419N 04232E 50
,  134.8 GGGG
1100-07022 00000/0000 20006/1059 10/31/7 0 1388 1P53N 04212E 51.2 133.2 GGG
1100-07024 00000/0000 200U6/1060 10/11/7? 0 1388 1127N 04152E 52.0 131.6 GOGG
1100-07031 00000/0000 200U6/1061 10/31/7P 10 1388 10) "? 04131E 52.8 130.0 GGGG
KEvs: CLU0 COVEQ % ..... *.....*... TO 100 a % CLIUD C!VER. ** a NO CL8U0 DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE GJALITY so...,........ RLANKS.BAND NOT PRPSFNT/REUESTED. R.RECYCLEDO GaGOAD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* P.P8OR.
16:44 'A: 11''74 STANOARD CATALOG FgR NN.US PAGE 0231
FROM 07/21/72 TR u7/23/73
BPSERVATT'S 'ITCISFIL RLL \,/ DATF CLBO;D lRcIT PoI~'CIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
0 ~DSITI;N I% RwLL ACCJTRED CVER %UMBlR sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT L'NG 123 45678
11007oo-10 Cc0/00o: 206u/10c62 1/31/7? 6 1358 1721S 03501E 58*1 89.0 GrGG
1100-,.7113 3300 0/3I00 2'000/1063 1/31/7p 7 -' 1358 1q475 03440E 57.8 86.8 GGGG
110037115 OCOy0/0cc 2006/1064 1:31/72 9r 1358 ?2135 0318E 57.5 84.7 G
1100'8410C OCO 0/3,;. 20u6/1C065 11/31/7) 20 1389 284 N 202Q6E 4r. 7  147*1 GGGG
1100-,8413 003CO0/0CO, 20Cb/10c66 11/31/7p 7o 1389 2714N 02002E 41.8 146.0 0000GGGG
1100-06b15 00 -/ 20U06/1067 1o/31/72 70 1389 25491 0 1938E 4P.8 145.0 GGGG
1100-c8 4 22 00 00/0000 2,J06/1068 1/lt/72 50 1389 2423N 0191 4L 43*8 143.9 GqGG
1100-8424 000C0/000 2JcU6/1069 1/31/7?2 i 1389 2P56N 01852E 44*8 142*7 GGGG
1100-08431 C0000/0030 2)0006/1070 1>/31/7? 0 1389 2130~I 01o29E 45.8 141.5 GOGG
1100-0 84 33 OUchn/C000 2'J006/1071 1/31/7? 10 1389 2004N 0 1808E 46*8 140o3 G(GG
1100*3440 5003/300civ 2)306/1072 1/31/72 80 1389 1Q 3 9N 01746E 47.7 139.0 GGGG
1100-.8442 00000/0,'00 21006/1073 13/31/72 90 1389 1711N 01724E 48.6 137.7 3GGG
1100-38445 00003/C000 20uV6/1074 10/11/7? 90 1389 1547N 01702E 49.5 136.3 GGGG
1100"9451 oCoo00/Co 2000o/1C 7 5  1)/31/7? 80 1389 1421NI 01640E 50*4 134.8 PGGG
1100-8454 0J3300/0002 200V6/1076 1/3;1/7? 20 1389 1?55N 01619E 51.2 133.3 P(GG
1100-03460 0030/3000 20006/107 7  11/31/72 10 1389 1127N 01559E 52.0 131.7 GGG
1100-)8463 00000/0000 200U6/10 7 8  1)/31/7P 60 1389 1001N 01539E 52.8 130*0 .GGG
1100"03465 0000/0003 2U0o6/10 7 9  11/31/72 6r 1389 0R34N 0 1l18E 53.5 128*3 GGGG
1100* 8472 00000/0000 200U6/1080 13/31/7P 80 1389 0707N 01458E 54.2 126.5 GGGG
1100"0847 4  oooo0/0000 200U6/1081 11/31/72 70 1389 OR41N 0 1438E 54.9 124.6 GAGG
1100*10174 30000/0000 200U6/1082 10/31/72 9C 1300 51271 00251E 22.4 160*5 GG3G
1100-10180 00000/0003 200U6/1083 1l/31/72 80 1390 5003N 00210E 23.6 159.7 GGGG
1100-10242 C00O0/003 23006/1084 1)/31/7? 10 1390 2Q44N 00521W 40*7 147.1 GGGG
1100-10244 00000/0000 2 300 6 /1085 11/31/72 1 1390 2719N 00 5455w 41.7 146.1 GaGG
1100-10251 0000/000^ 20006/1085 10/31/7P 40 1390 2C53N 00609 4298 145.0 GGGG
1100-10253 00CO0/000 2000U6/187 10/3i/7p 40 1390 2427N 00632w 43.8 143.9 GGGG
1100-10260 00000/0000 20006/1088 1/31/72 50 13q0 2101N 00655W 44.8 142*8 GGGG
1100-13262 o00000/000 20006/1089 10/91/7? 30 1390 2134N 00717 45.8 141*6 GrGG
1100-10265 oo00000/00 2006/1090 11/31/72 30 1390 2008R 00739W 46.7 140.4 GGGG
1100-10271 0000O/CO)0 '-O0006/1091 10/!1/7 1O00 1390 1-42N 00801A 47*7 139.1 GGGG
1100-10274 00000/0oC 20006/1092 10/31/72 40 1390 171 5 N 00o23w 48.6 137.7 GGGG
1100-10280 00000/OC00 2006/1093 ]N/31/72 10 1390 1594N 00844w 49q5 136.3 GGGG
1100-10283 Coo00000/o 20006/109 4  10/31/7? 0 13 0 1423N 00905W 5c.3 134.9 GGGG
1100-10285 0000/00CC 20006/0C95 10/31/7? 10 13 Q0 1p57N 00926W 5142 133*4 GGG
1100-10292 00000/COCG 2,036/1096 13/31/72 20 1390 1130N 00 9 46W 52.0 131.8 GGGG
1100-10294 0000C/OcOC 20006/1097 1/31/72 3n 1390 103N 01007W 52.7 130.1 GGG
1100-10301 03000/OC00 20006/1098 10/31/72 80 1390 0237N 01027w 53*5 1284 GGGG
1100-10303 0000/0000 20006/1099 10/31/7? 90 1390 0711N 01048w 54.2 126.6 GGGG
1100-10310 00000/000 200U6/1100 10/31/72 100 1390 C544N 01108W 54.8 124*8 GGG
KEYS: CLUD CSvER % -....... ... T 100 c % CLBUD CAVER. ** - N5 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE IUALITY ".......*...... RLANKSBAND NB T PReSFNT/REOUESTEDO R-RECYCLEO* G-GBRD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBAR9
16:44 'lA 11r'74 STAN)ARD CATALeG FOR NON.US PAGE 0232
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
8BSERVATI9N IC~FILM R3LL N9./ DATE CLbUD 9RBIT PPICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
12 PPSITIBl Ii WBLL ACCUTRE CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIt. RBV MSS
RRV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1100-12185 00000/0030 20008/0012 10/31/7P 30 1391 100S 04041W 58o7 100.8 GGGG
1100-12191 00O000/0000 20006/1102 10/31/72 6 1391 l1335 04102W 58.7 98.4 PPPP
1100-12194 00300/0003 2j306/1103 1)/31/72 60 1391 159qS 04122 5R86 96.1 GGGG
1100-13434 00o0O/O000 20006/1104 10/31/72 70 1392 5?53N 04804W 21*1 161.3 G GG
1100-13441 00000/COO 20006/1105 10/31/7P 70 1392 512N 04 847w 22*3 160.5 GGGG
1100-13443 00000/000C 23006/1106 10/31/72 70 1392 5004N 04928i 23.5 159.7 GGGG
1100-13450 00300/0000 20006/1107 1)/31/72 90 1392 4Q38N 050074 24.7 158.9 GGGG
1100-13452 00000/0000 20006/1108 19/31/7P 100 1392 471 4N 05045 25*9 158.1 GGGG
1100-13 455 0000//0000 20006/1109 10/31/72 100 1392 4 54 9N 05121w 27.1 157.* GGGG
1100-13461 0000/000 20006/1110 10/31/72 1Co 1392 4425N 05155W 28*3 156.6 GGGG
1100-13464 0000/0000 2000U6/1111 10/31/72 100 1392 4300N 05227W 29*4 155.8 GGGG
1100-13470 0000/0000C 2)006/1112 1?/1/7? 100 1392 4136N 05259W 30.6 155.0 GGGG
1100-13473 OCOCO/OC0 20006/1113 10/31/72 100 1392 4011N 05330W 31*7 154.2 GGGG
1100-13570 0030C/0000 20006/1114 10/?1/7? 80 1392 0711N 06229W 54.1 126.7 GGGG
1100-13573 C0000/000o 20CU6/1115 10/31/72 80 1392 3O44N 06250W 54.8 124.8 GGGG
1100-13575 00300/C000 20006/1116 13/31/72 80 1392 04 17N 06311w 5504 122.9 GGGG
1100"14034 O0000/0000 20006/1117 10/31/72 0 1392 15525 06753w 58.4 91.5 G GG
1100-14041 00C000/000 20006/1118 1)/31/72 C 1392 1718S 06815W 58.1 89.3 GGGG
1100"14043 00000/OCOC 20006/1119 10/31/72 0 1392 1I44S 0 6836W 57*9 87*1 GGGG
1100-14050 0000CC/CO0 20006/1120 10/31/7? 0 1392 2010S 06858W 57.5 84.9 GGGG
1100-15354 00000/C00 20006/1121 101 1/72 30 1393 202?N o8423w 44.7 142.9 GGGG
1100"17095 00300/0000 20006/1122 10/31/72 50 1394 5419N 0 9857W 19.9 162*1 GGGG
1100-17101 0OCO/OOOC 20006/1123 10/31/72 50 1394 5p54N 09942W 21.1 161.3 GGGG
1100-17104 00000/OCO0 20006/1124 10/31/7 10 1394 5f29N 10025w 22.3 160.5 GGGG
1100-17174 COOC/00/00 20006/1125 10/31/ 7 2 10 1394 2721N 10904y 41.6 146*2 GGGG
1100-17181 000OO00/000 20006/1126 10/31/72 10 1394 2553N 10927w 42*7 145.1 UGGG
1100*17183 00000/000 20006/1127 10/31/7? 10 1394 2426N 10949W 43*7 144.0 GGGG
1100-17190 003O0/0000 20006/1128 10/31/72 10 1394 2301N 11012w 44*7 142.9 GGGP
1100-18481 00090/0000 20006/1129 10/31/72 10 1395 7032N 10934W 5.1 176,7 G
1100-14483 00303/0000 20006/1130 10/31/72 10 1395 61i5N 11136 6. 174.8 GGGG
1100-18490 - O00/0000 20006/1131 10/31/72 20 13(;5 6756N 11325w 7.6 173.2 GGGG
1100-18492 00000/0000 20006/1132 10/31/72 20 1395 6637N 11502W 8*8 171.6 GGGG
1100,18495 o000/0000 20006/1133 1/31/7 30 1395 6517N 11631W c101 170*3 GGGG
1100-18501 00000/0000 20006/1134 10/31/7p 0 1395 6357N 11751W 11.3 169*0 GGGG
1100-18504 00000/0000 20 306/1135 10/31/7? 90 1395 
6
r
3 5 N 11905w 12.5 167*8 GGGG
1100-18510 00300/0000 20006/1136 10/31/7 100 1395 6113N 12013W 1397 166.7 GGGG
1100"18513 00300/o000 20006/1137 11/31/7; 100 1395 5951N 12117W 15*0 165.7 GGGG
1100-18515 00300/0000 20006/11.38 13/31/7? 100 1395 528N 12216 16.2 164.8 GGGG
1100-18522 0030/OC00 23006/1139 10/31/7p 100 1395 5704N 12310w 17*4 163*8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TB 100 m % CLRUD CpVER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ..... p.......... LANKSBAND NBT PRcSENT/REQUESTED* RBRECYCLED" G=GBOD. FEFAIR BUT USABLE* PaP89R9
16144 MAR iW1'74 STAN3ARD CATALOG FBR NON.US PAGE 0233
FROM 07/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
O88ERVATION MICROFILM R9LL N./ DATE CLBUD SRRIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P@SITI5N IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1100018524 00000/0000 20006/1140 10/31/72 100 1395 5541N 124 00W 18.6 163,0 GGGG
1100-18531 00000/0000 20006/1141 10/31/7P 100 1395 5418N 12447W 19*8 162.1 GGGG
1100-18533 00000/0000 20006/1142 1n/31/72 100 1395 5 25 4N 12532W 21*0 161.3 GGGG
110018540 00000/0000 20006/1143 10/31/72 100 1395 5130N 12614w 22.2 160*5 GGGG1101-00184 00000/0000 20006/1144 11I/ot7P 20 1398 0004S 14054E 56*9 117.0 GGGG
110100191 00000/0000 20006/1145 11/01/7P 40 1398 0131S 14034E 57.3 114*8 GGGG
1101-00193 00000/0000 20006/1146 11/01/7? 100 1398 0257S 14014 E 57*7 11206 GGGG
1101-00200 00000/0000 20006/1147 11/0t/7P 100 1398 0423S 13954E 58.0 110.3 GGGG
1101-00202 00000/0000 20006/1148 11/01/7? 100 1398 0550S 13934E 5813 108.0 GGGG1101000205 00000/0000 20006/1149 11/01/7 60 1398 0716S 13914E 58,5 105*7 GGGG
1101"00211 00000/0000 20006/1150 11/01/72 20 1398 084?S 13854E 58*6 103*4 GGGG
1101-00214 00000/0000 20006/1151 11/01/72 20 1398 1009S 13833E 58o7 101.0 GGGG
1101-00255 00000/0000 2006/1152 11/01/7? 0 1398 24305 13458E 56*2 79.0 GGGG
1101000261 00000/0000 20006/1153 11/01/72 10 1398 2556S 13435E 55.7 77.2 GGGG
1101-00264 00000/000o 20006/1154 11/01/72 60 1398 2721S 13411E 55.1 75.4 GGGG
1101-00270 00000/0000 20006/1155 11/01/72 70 1398 2947S 13348E 54*4 73.7 GGGG
1101-00273 00000/0000 20006/1156 11/01/72 30 1398 3012S 13323E 53.8 72.0 GGGG
1101-01500 00000/0000 20006/1157 11/01/72 100 '1399 4132N 12618E 30o5 155.1 GGGG
1101a01502 00000/0000 20006/1158 11/01/72 100 1399 4008N 12548E 31*6 154.3 GGGG
1101-01505 00000/0000 20006/1159 11/01/72 80 1399 3i42N 12519E 32*8 153.5 GGGG
1101"01511 00000/0000 20006/1160 11/01/72 80 1399 37 17N 12450E 33.9 152*7 GGGG
1101-01514 00000/0000 20006/1161 11/01/72 40 1399 3551N 12422E 35*0 151.8 GGGG
1101-01520 00000/0000 20006/1162 11/01/72 50 1399 3425N 12355E 36.2 151.0 GGGG
1101-01523 00000/0000 20006/1163 11/01/72 90 1399 359,N 12329E 37*3 150.1 GrGG
1101m01525 00000/0000 20006/1164 11/01/72 100 1399 3133N 12304E 38o4 149*2 GGGG1101*01532 00000/0000 20006/1165 11/01/72 100 1399 3007N 12239E 39*4 148.2 GGGG
110101534 00000/0000 20006/1166 11/01/7? 90 1399 2841N 12215E 40,5 147o2 GGGG
1101-01541 00000/0000 20006/1167 11/01/7? 80 1399 2716N 12152E 41,6 146.2 GGGG
1101-01543 00000/0000 20006/1168 11/01/72 10 1399 2rSON 12128E 42*6 145*2 GGG
1101001550 00000/0000 20006/1169 11/c1/72 10 1399 2424N 12105E 43.6 144.1 GGG
1101-01552 00000/0000 20006/1170 11/01/72 10 1399 2P57N 12042E 44*6 143#0 GGGG
1101-01555 00000/0000 20006/1171 11/01/72 30 1399 2132N 12019E 45.6 141.8 6Ge
1101-01561 00000/0000 20006/1172 11/01/7P 40 1399 2n07N 11957E 46.6 140.5 GGGG
1101101564 00000/0000 20006/1173 11/01/72 1C 1399 140N 11934E 47.5 139.3 GIGG
1101s01570 00000/0000 20006/1174 11/01/72 10 1399 1714N 11913E 48.4 137*9 GGGG
1101-01573 00000/0000 20006/1175 11/01/72 20 1399 1547N 11852E 49.3 136.5 0GGG
1101-01575 00000/0000 20006/1176 11/01/72 30 1399 1421N 11831E 50.2 135.1 GGGG
1101-01584 00000/0000 20006/1177 11/01/7P 20 1399 it29N 11750E 51.9 132.0 GIGG
1101-01591 00000/0000 20006/1178 11/01/7P 30 1399 1002N 11730E 52*6 130,4 GGGG
4EYSI CLOUD CBVER % o.*.o*.* ... 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CIVER* ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,**..t.*9,,,. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GeOD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE..PPbOBR,
16144 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NSBNUS PAGE 0234
FR~M 07/23/72 T8 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM RSLL Ne./ DATE CLOUD JRBIT PRINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER PF IM AGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
110101593 00000/0000 20006/1179 11/01/7? 30 1399 0R35N 11709E 53.4 128*6 GGGG
1101.0200C 00000/0000 20006/1180 11/01/7P 20 1399 C709 N 116 49E 54.1 126.9 GGGG
1101-02002 00000/0000 20006/1181 11/01/72 40 1399 0543N 11628E 54*7 125.0 GGGG
1101o02005 00000/0000 20006/1182 11/01/72 60 1399 0416N 116085 55.3 123.1 GGGG
lol-o020l1 00000/0000 20006/1183 11/01/7P 60 1399 OP49N 11548E 55*9 121.1 GMGG
1101-02014 00000/0000 20006/1184 11/01/72 60 1399 0123N 11528E 56*4 119.1 GGG
1101-02020 00000/0000 20006/1185 11/01/72 70 1399 000PS 11507E 56*9 117*0 GGGG
1101*02023 00000/0000 20006/1186 11/01/72 60 1399 0129S 11447E 57.3 114*8 GG
1101-02025 00000/0000 20006/1187 11/01/72 70 1399 0255S 11426E 57o7 112.6 GGGG
1101m02032 00000/0000 20006/1188 11/01/72 90 1399 0421S 11406E 58.0 110*4 GGGG
1101*02034 00000/0000 20006/1189 11/01/72 50 1399 0548S 11346E 58.3 108.1 GGGG
1101"02041 00000/0000 20006/1190 11/01/72 20 1399 07159 11325E 58*5 105.8 GGGG
1101-03322 00000/0000 20006/1191 11/01/72 0 1400 4421N 10134E 28*1 156.6 GGGG
1101-03325 00000/0000 20006/119R 11/01/7P 0 1400 4258N 10102E 29*3 155.9 GGGG
1101m03331 00000/0000 20006/1193 11/01/7P 0 1400 4134N 10030E 30*4 155.1 GGGG
110105195 00000/0000 20006/1194 11/01/72 0 1401 3007N 07059E 39*4 148*2 GGGG
1101-05201 00000/0000 20006/1195 11/01/72 0 1401 2841N 07035E 40*5 147.2 GGGG
1101-05204 00000/0000 20006/1196 11/Ot/7p? 0 1401 2715N 07011E 41*6 146.2 GGGG
1101-05210 00000/0000 20006/1197 11/01/72 0 1401 2549N 06948E 4206 145.2 GGGG
1101-05213 00000/0000 20006/1198 11/01/72 0 1401 2k22N 06925E 43o6 144,1 GGGG
1101-05215 00000/0000 20006/1199 11/01/7P 0 1401 2256 N 06903E 44o6 143.0 GGGG
1101*05222 00000/0000 20006/1200 11/01/72 0 1401 2130N 06840L 45.6 141*8 GGGG
1101-05224 00000/0000 20006/1201 11/01/72 60 141 2003N 06818E 46.6 140o5 GGGG
1101-05231 00000/0000 20006/1202 11/01/72 80 1401 1837N 06757L 47.5 139.3 SGGG
1101-05233 00000/0000 20006/1203 11/01/72 90 1411 1710N 06736E 48*4 137.9 GGGG
1101-05240 00000/0003 20006/1204 11/01/72 80 1401 1544N 067152E 493 136.5 G000
1101-05242 00000/0000 20006/1205 11/0/7p 10 1401 1419N 06654E 50.2 13501 8008
1101-05245 00000/0000 20006/1206 11/01/72 10 1401 1P5 3 N 06632E 51.0 133.6 00GG
1101-05251 00000/0000 20006/1207 11/01/7? 20 1401 1126N 06611E 51*8 132.0 0o00
1101-07071 00000/000 20006/1208 11/01/7P 0 1432 1545N 041285 49.3 136.6 GG00
11010707074, 00000/0000 20006/1209 11/01/7P 0 1402 1419N 04106E 50.2 135.1 Gooo
1101-07080 00000/0000 20006/1210 11/01/79 0 1432 1P5 3 N 04045E 5100 133.6 GGGG
1101-07083 00000/0000 20006/1211 11/01/72 0 1432 1126N 04024E 51,8 132.0 G008
1101007162 00000/0000 200U6/1212 11/01/72 10 1402 195 8 S 03356E 584o 91.9 0000
1101-07165 C00000/0000 20006/1213 11/01/7P 20 14,2 1723S 03335E 58.2 89.6 0a00
1101-08492 00000/0000 20006/1214 11/01/7P 60 14D03 2004N 01641E 46.5 140.6 GGG3
1101°08494 00000/0000 20006/1215 11/01/72 100 1433 1t37N 016202 4705 139.3 0000
1101m08501 00000/0000 20006/1216 11/01/7P 100 1403 1711N 01559E 48.4 138.0 0100
1101-08503 00000/0000 20006/1217 11/01/7p 100 1403 1P46N 01538E 49*3 136.6 0000
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ***,*,,,***.,* o TO 100 * X CLBUD CPVER* ** a NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY oo,sooos....o BLANKSiBAND NOT PRFPeNT/REGUESTED, RVRECYCLED. GeORD0. PFAIR BUT USABLE. PePeOR.
I
16144 MAR 11j174 STANDARD CTALq FS~ NFNwUS PAGE 0835
FROM 7/21/72 TO 07/23/73
9SUERVATISN MTCEfrt1M R LL ,/ DATF CL0UD 9R1T P~INCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PSSITIN IN NOLL ACQUIREy COVER NUMBER 'V IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RoV MSS
PV MSS LAT LNU 123 45678
110108510 no00000/0000 20006/1218 11/01/7 100 1403 1419N o0116E 50.2 1352 Ga
110108512 00000/00u 2 o006/119 11/f'/7p So 1403 1050N 01l45E 51s. 133.6 GOO
1101-08515 00000/0000 2006/1220 11/01/72 0o 1403 i527 0o1434E 5l.o 132.1 00g3
1101o0Iuos 00000/0000 20006/1221 11/01/7p 80 1403 lOIN O1413E 52.6 130.4 G408
110110230 C0000/0000 20006/1222 11/01/7p 80 1404 5N 00209L 209 161.3 GOO
1101-10232 00000/0000 20006/1223 11/01/7p 80 1404 5127N 00127E ??$1 160,5 G0O~
1101910241 0oco/0ooo 20006/0013 11,t/7P 4r 1404 4138N oo000o7E 45 15900 ogo
1101w10244 00000/0000 20008/0014 1l/oi/7P 30 1404 4711 00029W 25.6 158. 2rg
11011025C 00000/000C 200o6/c01 5  11/01/7 70 1404 4549N 00104W 26*8 157. GO
1101-10253 00000/000t 20008/0016 11/01/72 100 1404 4424N 00138W 28.0 15607 3000
1101*10e25 00000/0000 20006/0017 11/t/72 80 1404 4P59N 00129W 90.2 155.9 Gage
1101-12270 000/OC00 20008/0018 1%/M/7P 80 14n5 l.438 04412W 57.9 8706 0900
110 12273 CoCO/CoC00 2c006/0019 11/01/7P 60 1405 2o099 04434w 57.6 85.4 oao0
1101t12275 00000000 20a08/0020 11/1/72 5 140 5 235S 04457W 57.2 83.3 0000
110011288 0Cooo00/cc0 20008/0021 11/oi/7P 30 1405 2301S 0 4b196 56.8 81.3 GOOD
1101182284 00O00/CCOC 20006/1233 11/Ci/72 40 1405 2427S 04542 56.3 7903 0000
1101.12291 00000/0000 20006/1234 11/cl/72 40 1405 2528 04605W 5587 77*5 GOD0
1101m12293 00000/0000 20006/1235 11/01/7P 30 1405 27195 04629W 55.2 75.6 0000
110113493 C0000/ocoo 20006/1236 11/01/72 60 1406 Sp22N 04930W 20.8 16103 000
1101-13499 C0000/000C 2o006/1237 11/01/7P 50 146 5 128N 05013W 2210 160.5 G030
1101-13502 00000/0000 20006/1238 11/01/7P 50 1406 5O04N 00554W 23* 159.68 GOO
151351 3  0000C/0000 20006/1239 11/01/72 80 1406 495 1N 05245w 26.8 157.5 3a90
110=13520 00600/0000 20006/1240 11/01/7 90 1406 4426N 053196 2800 156.7 0090
1101-13598 00000/OC00 20006/1241 11/01/72 80 1406 401N 053526W e91 155.9 0000
1101-13595 00000/0000 20006/1242 11t01/72 30 1406 1715N 06129W 48.3 138*1 0GO
1101"14002 00000/0000 20006/1243 11/01/72 ~C 1406 1R49N 06150W 49.8 136.7 0000
1101.14004 0C000/000 2 00 0 6/1 2 44 11/01/7P 50 1406 1423N 06211W 5001 135.3 G3GG
1101-14011 00000/0000 2006/1245 11/01/72 70 1406 1?5AN 06LI32W .509 133.8 0000
1101-14013 0000/0000 200U6/1246 11/01/72 80 1406 113oN 06253w 51*7 132.2 aOO
1101-14020 00000/0000 20006/1247 11/01/7P 70 1406 1004N 06314W 52*5 130.6 a000
110114022 00000/0000 20006/124 12/01/72 70 1406 OP37N 06334W 53*3 128.9 0o00
1101-14025 00000/0000 20006/1249 11/01/7P 80 1406 0710N 06354W 54.0 127.1 0100
1101-17162 00000/0000 20006/1250 11/01/7 20 1408 513nN 10152W 22.0 160.6 GOD
1101=17230 00000/0000 2006/1251 11/01/7p 0 1408 2945N 11007W 40.3 147*4 G
1101o17233 00000/0000 20006/1252 11/01/72 0 1408 2719N 11031W 41s4 146.4 GGG
1101o17235 00000/0000 20006/1253 11/0o/7p 0 1408 2553N 11055W 42.4 145*4 POGO
1101-18544 00000/0000 20006/1254 11/01/72 10 1409 675AN 11450W 7.3 173.2 GoOG
1101"18551 00000/0000 20006/1255 11/01/72 60 1409 6637N 11628W 8.5 171.7 0900
1101&18553 00000/0000 20006/1256 11/01/72 90 1409 6!17N 117566 9*7 170.3 G0G0
KEYSI CO V CVER X O.........o * 0 TO 100 * 3 CLBUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOU DATA AVAILABLE.
IMA3E QUALITY S............. BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESFNT/RECUESTED. R.RECYCLED. O.G0RD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PPBsR5
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0236
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATIBN MICROFILM R5LL Dg,/ ATE CLOUD RPtIT PRI\CIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTPED COVER NUMBER fF IMAGE ELEVw AZIM. RBV MSS
Rav MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1101-18560 C00000/00 200U6/1257 11/01/7? 100 1409 6156N 11917w 11.0 169*0 GGGG
1101-18562 00000/0000 20006/1258 11/01/72 100 1409 6?35N 12032W 12.2 167*9 GGGG
1101-18565 0000/0000 20006/1259 11/01/72 100 1409 6113N 12140W 13,4 166.8 GGGG
1101-18571 00000/C000 20006/1260 11/01/72 10 1409 5951N 122 4 3W 14.6 16508 GGGG
1101-18574 00000/0000 2006/1261 lt/01/7P 100 1409 5928N 123 41w 15*9 164.8 GGGG
1101"18580 00000/0000 20006/1262 11/01/72 100 14 09 5705N 12435W 17.1 163.9 GGGG
1101-18583 000C0/0000 20006/1263 11/01/7? 100 1409 542N 12527W 18*3 163.0 GOGG
1101-18592 00000/CC00 20006/1264 11/01/72 100 1409 5>55N 127 00w P0*7 161.4 GGGG
1101-18594 00000/0000 20006/1265 11/01/72 100 1409 5130N 12743W 21*9 160*6 GGGG
1101-19001 00000/0000 20006/1266 11/01/72 90 1409 5006N 12822 23*1 15998 GGGG
1102-00275 00000/0000 20006/1267 11/0o/7 10 1412 1135S 13 647E 58.7 99.3 GGGG
1102-00281 00000/0000 20006/1268 11/2/72 0 1412 1i00S 13626E 58.7 97*0 GGGG
1102-00284 00000/0000 20006/1269 11/oP/72 10 1412 14265 13606E 58o6 94.6 GGGG
1102-00290 00000/0000 20006/1270 11/02/72 10 1412 15523 13545E 58*4 92.3 GGGG
1102-00293 00000/0000 20006/1271 11/02/72 0 1412 1718S 13523E 58.2 90*1 GGGG
1102-00295 00000/0000 20006/1272 11/02/72 0 1412 1845S 13501E 58.0 87.8 GGGG
1102-00302 00000/0000 20006/1273 11/02/72 0 1412 20115 13439E 57o6 85.7 GGGG
1102-00304 00000/0000 20006/1274 11/02/72 0 1412 2137S 13417E 57.2 83.6 GGGG
1102-00311 00000/0000 20006/1275 11/0?/72 0 1412 2303S 13355E 56.8 81*5 GGGG
1102-00313 00300/0000 20006/1276 l1/op/7P 0 1412 2429S 13333E 56.3 79.6 GGGG
1102-00320 00000/0000 20006/1277 11/o2/7 0 1412 2555S 13310E 55.8 77.7 GGGG
1102-00322 00000/0000 20006/1278 11/02/7? 20 1412 2720S 13247E 55s2 75.9 GGGG
1102-01554 00000/0000 20006/1279 11/0P/ 7 2 50 1413 4132N 12451E 30*2 155.2 G
1102-01561 00000/0000 20006/128o 11/02/72 90 1413 4007N 12421E 31.3 154.4 GGGG
1102-01563 00000/0000 20006/1281 1 1 /Cp/ 7 2 70 1413 3F42N 12 352E 32*5 153.6 GGGG
1102-01570 o0000/C000 20006/1282 11/o2/7 70 1413 3 7 1 6 N 12324E 33*6 152.8 GGGG
1102-02061 00000/O00 29006/1283 11/02/7 20 1413 0542N 11bOlE 54.5 125.5 GGGG
1102-02063 00000/0000 20006/1284 11/0/7 So50 1413 0416N 11441E 55.2 123.6 GGGG
1102*02070 00000/0000 20006/1285 11/02/72 50 1413 0?5oN 11421E 55.8 121.6 GGGG
1102-02072 00000/0000 20006/1286 11/02/72 70 1413 0123N 11400E 56*3 119.6 GGGG
1102-02075 -00000/0000 20006/1287 11/02/72 80 1413 0003S 11340E 56.8 117.5 GGGG
1102*02081 00000/0000 20006/1288 11/n2/7 70 1413 0 129S 11320E 57.2 115.4 GlGG
1102-02084 000C0/0003 20006/1289 11/0/7 7C 1413 0256S 11300E 57*6 113.2 GGGG
1102-32090 00000O/OOO 23006/1290 11/0P/7? 40 1413 0422S 11240E 57.9 111.0 GGGG
1102-02093 00000/0000 20006/1291 11i0i/7P 10 1413. 0r48S 11219E 58.2 108*7 GGGG
1102-02095 00000/C000 20006/1292 11/o~/72 10 1413 0715S 11159E 58.4 106.4 GGGG
1102-07123 00000/0000 20006/1293 11/P0/7P 20 1416 1712N 04o22E 48*2 138.3 GGGG
1102-07130 00000/0000 20006/1294 11/o2/72 0 1416 1q4 6 N 04000E 49.1 136.9 GGGG
1102-07132 00000/0000 20006/1295 11/n;/72 0 1416 1420N 03939E 50*0 135.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % ............ 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD COVER, ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY B...... .... RLANKSoBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* RPRECYCLED. G=GBOD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PEPBBR.
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NON.US PAGE 0237
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR5FILM ReLL Ne,/ DATE CLBOUD 3RBIT PRINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN HeLL ACCUITE D CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1102-07135 00000/0000 20006/1296 11/0/72 0 1416 1253N 03 918E 50,8 13400 GGGG1102-07141 00000/0000 20006/1297 11/Co/7P 10 1416 1126N 03858E 51*6 132*4 GGGG1102o07144 00000/0000 20006/1298 11/oP/72 30 1416 iO00N 03837E 52*4 130.8 GGGG1102.07221 00000/0000 20006/1299 11/02/7P 0 1416 1556S o3230E 58.4 92.5 GGGG
1102-07223 00000/0000 20006/1300 11/IP/72 c 1416 1722S 03209E 58*2 90*2 GGG
1102*07230 00000/0000 20006/1301 11/02/7? 0 1416 146S 03147E 58.0 88*0 GGGG1102-08482 00000/0000 20006/1302 11/oP/72 20 1417 4255N 02208E 28*9 156,0 GGGG1102w08485 00000/0000 20006/1303 11/02/7P 0 1417 4131N 02137E 30*1 155*2 GGGG
1102-08491 00000/0000 20006/1304 11/02/7P 0 1417 4006N 02106E 31*3 154.4 GGGG
1102-08494 00000/0000 20006/1305 11/0o/7p 20 1417 3P39N 02036E 32.4 153.6 GGGG
1102m08500 00000/0000 20006/1306 11/o0/72 30 1417 3714N 02008E 33.6 152.8 GGGG
1102-08503 00000/000o 20006/1307 11/02/72 60 1417 3549N 01941E 3447 152.0 GGGG
1102-08505 00000/0000 20006/1308 11/P/72 60 1417 3423N 01914E 35.8 151.1 GOGG
1102-08512 00000/0000 20006/1309 11/o/7? 20 1417 325FN 01847E 3609 150.3 GGGG1102-08514 00000/0000 20006/1310 11/02/72 20 1417 3133N 01822E 38.0 149.4 GGGG
1102-08521 00000/0000 20006/1311 11/02/7P 30 1417 3001N 01758E 39.1 148.4 GGGG
1102-08523 00000/0000 20006/1312 11/gO/7? 20 1417 2R41N 01733E 4(C,2 147.5 GGGG
1102-08530 00000/0000 20006/1313 11/0o/7p 10 1417 2715N 01708E 41*2 146.5 GGGG
1102-08532 00000/0000 20006/1314 11/02/72 0 1417 2 5 4 9 N o1644E 42.3 145.4 GGGG1102-08535 00000/0000 20006/1315 11/02/7 0 1417 2423N 01621E 43.3 144.4 GGGG1102w08541 00000/0000 20006/1316 11/oP/7P 0 1417 2?57N 01558E 44.3 143.3 GGGG
1102-08544 00000/0000 20006/1317 j1/~2/72 0 1417 213N 0'1536E 45.3 142*1 GGGG
1102-08550 00000/0000 23006/1 3 18 11/02/72 0 1417 2003N 01515E 46*3 140.9 GGGG
1102-08553 00000/0000 20006/1319 11/0o/72 0 1417 1R 3 7 N 01454E 47.2 139.6 GGGG
1102-08555 00o00/0000 20006/1320 11/02/7? 0 1417 171.N 01 4 32E 48,2 138.3 GGGG1102-10302 00o00/0000 20006/1321 11/oP/72 50 1418 4 710N 0015 7W 25.4 158.3 GGGG1102-10305 00000/0000 20006/1322 11/02/72 70 1418 4546N 00233w 26.6 157.5 GG G
1102-10355 00000/0000 20006/1323 11/0i/72 0 1418 2841N 00813W 40o2 147o5 GGGG1102-10361 00000/0000 20006/1324 11/02/72 0 1418 2715N 00837w 41.2 146.5 GGGG1102-10364 00000/0000 20006/1325 11/09,/72 10 1418 2549N 00 9 00 4P-3 145.5 GGGG
1102-10370 00000/0000 20006/1326 11/02/72 20 1418 2423N 00923W 43.3 144.4 GGGG
1102-10373 00000/0000 20006/1327 11/2p/72 80  1418 2257N 009460 44.3 143.3 GP G
1102-10375 00300/0000 20006/1328 11/02/72 90 1418 2131N 01009W 45.3 142*1 GPGG
1102-10382 00000/0000 20006/1329 11/0o/72 90 1418 2005N 01031W 46.3 140.9 GPGG
1102-10384 00000/0000 20006/1330 11/02/72 70 1418 1q3N 01054W 4702 139.6 GPGG
1102-10391 00000/0000 20006/1331 11/02/72 70 1418 1711N 01116 48.2 138*3 GPGG
1102-10393 00000/0000 20006/1332 11/02/72 70 1418 1I45c 01138W 49.1 137.0 GPGG
1102-10400 00000/0000 20006/1333 11/02/72 60 1418 1419N 01159W 49.9 135.5 GPGG
1102-10402 00000/0000 20006/1334 11/02/7? 60 1418 1253N 01220W 50-8 134.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD C8VER % ............. 0 Ta 100 = % CLBUD COVER. ** u N5 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,, ,,, RLANKS.BAND NET PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED, GUGaBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PvP09R,
1644 MAY 11''74 STANDARD CATALG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0238
FRBM 07/21/72 T8 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICReF LM ROLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD IRBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
D1 POSITISN IN HOLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEVe AZIMo RBV mSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1102m10405 00000/0000 20006/1335 11/0p/7P 50 1418 1126N 01240w 51*6 132.5 GaGG
110212281 00000/0000 2U006/1336 11/o0/72 60 14:L9 OP57S 04150W 57*6 113o4 G 0
1102012284 00000/0000 20006/1337 11/02/72 60 1419 0425S 04211W 57.9 111 2 GGG
1102012290 00000/0000 20006/1338 11/0o/72 70 1419 05525 04231W 58*2 108*9 GGGG
1102632293 000/000 28806/1139 11/op/72 70 1419 0719S 04252W 58:4 106s6 0150
022295 00000/0000 0006/10 1/02/7 5 1419 46S 04313W 58 6 1043 GGGG
1102-12302 00000/0000 20006/1341 11/0o/72 50 1419 1011S 04334w 58*7 101*9 GGQG
1102.13551 00000/0000 20006/1342 11/0o/7 90 1420 5250N 05101W 20*5 161.4 CIGG
1102-13554 00000/0000 20006/1343 11/02/72 80 14 20 5125N 05143W 21.8 160.6 GGGG
1102w13560 00000/0000 200U6/1344 11/op/72 90 1420 5001N 05224w 23.0 159.8 0GGG
1102-13563 00000/0000 20006/1345 11/02/7p 100 1420 4836N 05302w 24p1 159.1 GGGG
1102-13565 00000/0000 20006/1346 11/0O/72 100 1420 4712N 05339W 253 158.3 G300
1102-14054 00000/0000 20006/1:347 11/0o/72 40 1420 1712N 06257W 48*1 138*4 P pP
1102-14060 00000/00 20006/1348 11/o0/72 40 1420 1545N 06318W 49*0 137.0 GGGG
1102*14063 00000/C000 20006/1349 11/02/72 50 1420 1418N 06339W 49.9 135.6 GGG
1102-14065 00000/0000 20006/1350 11/0r/7P 60 1420 1252N 06400W 50*7 134.1 GGG
1102w14072 30000/0000 20006/1:351 11/0P/72 70 1420 1127N 06420W 51.6 132,5 GGG
1102-14074 00CdO/0000 20006/1352 11/0o/7p 70 1420 i00ON 06441W 52.3 130.9 GG00
1102.14081 00000/0000 20006/1353 11//72 80 1420 0g34N 06501W 53.1 129.3 GG
1102*14083 00000/0000 20006/1354 11/0/72 90 1420 0708N 065 2 2W 53.8 127.5 0GGo
1102-14090 00000/0000 20006,/1355 11/02/72 70 1420 0542N 06542W 54*5 125.7 GGGG
1102-14151 00000/0000 20006/1:356 11/t/72 40 1420 1554S 07045W 58*4 92.6 GGGG
1102.14154 00000/0000 20006/1357 11/02/7p 60 1420 1721S 07107W 58.2 90.4 GGGG
1102-15392 00000/0000 20006/1358 11/0P/72 100 1421 5001N 07812W 22.9 159.8 G~GG
1102.15485 00000/0000 200U6/1359 11/oP/72 70 1421 1712N 0884 3W 48.1 138.4 GGGG
1102o15492 00000/0000 20006/1360 11/o0/7p 60 1421 1946N 08904W 49.0 137.0 GGGG
1102*15494 00000/0000 20006/1361 110/o/72 30 1421 142nN 08926W 49.9 135.6 GGGG
1102-17203 00000/0000 200U6/1362 11/0m/72 30 1422 5701N 10015W 169 163.9 GGGG
1102.17210 0000/0000 20006/1363 11/0/72 80 1422 553 7N 10105W 18*1 163.0 GGGG
1102-17212 O0030/0000 20006/1364 11/0o/72 100 1422 5414N 10153W 19s3 162.2 GGGG
1102:17215 o0000/0000 2000U6/1365 11/,9/72 100 1422 5250N 10238W 20s5 161*4 0GGG
1102-17221 00000/0000 20006/1366 11/o0/72 10 1422 5126N 10321W 21*7 160*6 GGGG
1102-17285 00000/0000 20006/1367 11/oP/ 72 0 1422 2843N 11133w 40.1 147.6 UGGG
1102=17292 O0000/0000 20006/1368 11/07/72 0 1422 2716N 11157W 4101 146*6 GGGG
1103-00134 00000/0000 20006/1369 11/03/72 60 1426 55N 15628E 16,8 163.9 GGGG
1103-00140 00000/0000 20006/1370 11/03/72 70 1426 5535N 15537E . 18.0 163.0 GGGG
1103-00143 00000/co00 2U0U6/1371 11/03/72 60 1426 5411N 15449E 19s2 162.2 GGGG
1103-00145 O000/0000 20006/1372 11/0/ 7 2 5C 1426 547N 15404E 20 4 161.4 GGGG
1103-00152 00000/0000 20006/1373 11/03/72 50 1426 5122N 15322E 21.6 160*6 GGGG
KEYS: C41UD CBVE % ...... *,,,.., 0 TB 100 * % CLBU D CqVER* ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE OUALITY .............. RLANKS.BAND NBT PRFScNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GaGBD0. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.Pe9R.
1:44 -A:; ll,'74 STAN)ARD CATAL3G F5R N5N.US PAGE 0239
FRe 07/24/72 TR 07/23/73
5BSERVAT'5N ICc qF1 .1 RLL \9.,/ ATE CLLD RPIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN, TMAGE QUALITY
IO =PSITI \ IN 46LL ACVUTHE, COVEP \UMBER sF I~AG E  ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1103-03154 ;,/C0 2 00Ue/1 3 74 11/03/7 8C 1426 4958N 15241E 22.8 159.8 GGG
1103-33161 0L3 /0000j 2 O6/1375 11/0 ;/7p 80 1426 4933N 15203E 24*0 159.1 GGG
1103-3163 0'30/01C 2230Q6/1376 II/ ,/72 80 1426 47(9N 15126E 2592 158.3 GGGG
1103,. 3 22 o0o/0: 26; /1377 11i/,/72 50 1426 072S 13621E 58* 106.8 GGGG
1103-032? 5  0c23U/b31 2 000/1378  11//7P 5 10 06 R 46S 13601E 58*5 104-5 GrGG
1103'30331 ,0000/00 2.30 6/1379 1l//./72 10 1426 112S 13540E 58*6 102.2 GGGG
1103*)0341 303C / 00'3 0006/138 11/~3/7, 30 1426 2 25S 13118E 55,3 76.3 GGGG
1103 *L2C13 0030/0n0'c 2,%Ub/1381 11/,/72 90 1427 4129N 12325E 29*9 155.3 GGGG
1103-02115 0200/0C00 20u06/1382 11/.3/72 30 1427 0539N 11335E 54.4 125.9 GGGG1103-,2122 0300C/0C:C 2J006/1383 11/,/7? 20 14?7 041IN 11315E 55.0 124.0 GGGG
110312124 3C) 000/CC 2C0U6/138 4  1,/-1/7? 60 1427 04614 11254E 556 122.1 GGGG
1103-%211 0o0/no3 200U6/1385 11/:3/7p 80 1427 0119N 11i34E 56*2 12031 GGGG
110 3 -0133 OC3?3/000 2 JU6/1386 11/C3/72 80 1427 0006S 11213E 56*7 118.0 GGGG
1103-214, 3QC/C0iQ0 2:3306/13F7 11/?3/72 9C 1427 01.33S 11153E 57.1 115*9 GSGG
103-;2142 0 3 3/0 20C6/ 138 11/')/7P 70 1427 0259S 11133E 57.5 113.7 GGG
1103-j2145 30003/3002 U6/1389 11/02/7P 5 1427 0425S 11113E 57.9 111.5 GGGG
1103-.:2151 OCo/oo0o 2006/139) 11/~3/7P? 1 1427 055?S t1153E 58.1 109.2 GGGG
1103-'2154 0C30/0 o. 20006/1 3 91 11/q/7P 2c 1427 0719S 11033E 5804 10609 GGGG1103-*)3*9 00300/300C 200U6/1392 1l/n~/7 7C 1428 2421N 09223E 43.1 144,5 GGGG
1103--.501 003CO/C00 Jo0U6/1393 11/,03/72 30 1428 2'56N 09200E 44.1 143.4 GGGG
1103-,5j 3 o0/000 ? o16/19 '4 11/?3/72 0 1948 2129N 09137E 45*1 142.3 GGGG
1103-05312 00CO0/Co00 20b/1399  11/03/72 0 1429 3M02N 06806E 38*9 148*6 GGGG
1103*5314 )C-" /C0/C 2A,006/1396  11/~3/7 0 1429 2036N 06742E 400 147.6 iGGG
1103"05321 000CO/000C 20006/1 397 11/0 3 /72 0 1429 2710N 06718E 41*1 146.6 GGGG
1103-)5323 COoCO/00Oc 20U6/1398 113/n/72 0 1429 2P44N 06655E 42.1 145.6 GGGG
1103*-5330 oOCC/Ooc0 2?,06/1399 1/r.3/72 0 1429 2417N 06632E 43.1 144.5 GGGG1103-35332 OC3o /CroC 2U006/14O00 11/n3/7p 0 1429 2250] O661oE 442 143.4 GGGG
1103-05335 00C0/300 20CU6/1401 11/1/7? 0 1429 212;N 06548E 45.2 142.3 GGGG
110 3 j5341 00300/000C 23006/1402 11/-//72 0 1429 1958N 06526E 46.1 141.1 QOGG
1103-'5344 003030/030 20U6/1403 11/o3/7~; 1429 IR3PN 06b05E 47.1 139.8 GGGG
1103-37173 000/C00/140 26/10 11./03/7P 4,0 143o0 200rN 0338E 46*1 141*1 GGGG1103"071A0 00000/00C0 2006/1435 11/, /72 12 1430 1834N 03916E 47.1 139.8 GGGG
1103%27132 o0300/00o0 20006/1406 11/03/7p 1430 1709N 03854E 4890 138.5 GGGG
1103-,7185 00300/0000 20006/1407 11/03/72 0 1430 1542N 03832E 48,9 137.2 GGGG
1103-7242 /Q00/0: 200,6/1408 1/2/7, 0 140 1725S 03039E 58.3 907 G G
1103-07285 0C300/0000 2/006/1409 11/o1/7P 0 1430 1051S 03018E 58.0 88.5 GGGG
1103-Q7291 0U300/c000 2.e06/141) 1t/,/7? 0 1430 2017S 02956E 57*7 86,3 GrGG
11030,7294 000/000o 2jC06/l141 11/03/7? 0 1430 2143S 02934E 57*3 84.2 GGGG
1103-"7300 0030/oo00Q 2006/1412 11/.3/72 30 1430 2310S 02911E 56.9 82.1 GGGG
KEYS: C-IUC CBVE P .4 ......... 0 S 100 % CLBUD CRVER. ** a N( CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAIE CUALITY *.*....o..o... PLANKS.BAND NeT PRrSFNT/REGUESTED* RuRFCYCLED. GaG A0o FwFAIR BUT USABLE@ P*PSRef
16;44 "AR 1l1'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0240
FR5M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERJATIB\ 1ICPFILM R3LL NB./ DATE CLBUD eBRIT PoINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN ,IAGE QUALITY
o1 PMSITIJN I! qdLL ACCUTRE) CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
SV MSS I.AT LUNG 123 45678
11o3-)7303 OC300/00G 20006/1413 11/03/7P 90 1430 2436S 02848E 56*5 80.1 GGPG
1103-37305 0^0000/000 2J006/1414 11/03/7P 10 1410 2602S 02825E 55,9 78.2 PGGG
1103-j7312 0000/o00 2j006/1415 11/n/72 100 1430 272RS 02802E 55.4 76*4 GGGG
1103-08541 00300/0000 20006/1416 11/3/7 30 1431 4P52N 02039E P287 156*1 GIGG
1103-10404 0C000/0000 20006/1417  11/3/72 20 1432 3131N 00851W 37*7 149*6 GGGG
1103-10411 OOCO/0C30 26006/1418 11/03/72 10 1432 3005N 00915W 38.8 148.6 GGGG
1103-10413 03000/000 20306/1419 11/3T/7p o 1432 2940N 009 40W 39.9 147.7 GGGG
1103-13420 O0000/C/OC 2306/142 11/i3/7 0 1432 2714N 01004W 41*0 146.7 GGGG
1103-10422 OCC0O/OC0 2)006/1421 11/)-/72 0 1432 2548N 01028W 42.0 145.7 GGGG
1103-10425 3030/CC00C 20006U1422 11/03/72 0 1432 2423N 010 5 2A 43.0 144.6 GGGG
1103-10431 000300/03 20306/1423 11/3/72 0 1432 2257N 01115W 44.1 143.5 GGGG
1103-1o434 0u30oC/Oo 2J006/1424 11/q/77 20 1432 2130N 01137W 45*1 142.4 GGGG
1103-1044C0 0CO300/000 20006/1425 11/13/72 20 1432 2004N 01159W 46°0 141.2 GGGG
1103010443 00000/0000o 2D06/1426 11/rl/77 30 1432 IR33N 01221w 47.0 139*9 G036
1103-13445 300C/0000 20U06/1427 11/0/7? 30 1432 1712N 01243w 47.9 138.6 GrGG
1103-1045 00C0/OiOU 20006/1428 11/0 /72 10 1432 1;45N 01304w 48.8 137.3 GGGG
1103-12390 00030/OOOC 20006/1429 11t/0/7P 100 1433 20145 04726w 57.7 86.5 GCGG
1103-12392 20000/C0C0 c0 6/1430 11/3/7? 100 1433 2140S 04748W 57.4 84.4 GGPP
1103-12395 000CO/,000 2000o/1431 113/7 100 1433 2306S 04811W 57*0 82*3 GGGP
1103-12413 G00000/000 203U6/1432 l1/03/7P 100 1433 2432S 0483 4 W 56.5 80.3 GGGG
1103-12434 0003O/Cr000 2U-,6/1433 11/-i/7? 100 1433 2r5RS 04857w 56.0 78,4 GfGG
1103-12410 00C0/0000C 2006/1434 11/jI/7 10i 1433 2724S 04920w 55.4 76.6 GGGG
1103-12413 00030/000 23006/1435 11/93/72 90 1433 2q51S 04944w 54*8 74.8 GGGG
1103-12415 0003C0/000 200U6/1436 11/f3/7p 3n 1433 3n16S 05008W 54.2 73.1 GGGG
1103*14C31 00000o/00 2)3006/143 7  11/~3/72 80 1434 5538N c5055W 17*8 163.1 GG
1103114033 0003/Co00 20'06/1 43S 11/03/7P 60 1434 5414N 05142w 19.0 162.3 GGGG
1103-14010 o0o0c00/, 2)0006/1439 11/0i/7? 90 1434 5250N 052 2 7w 20.2 161.5 GGGG
1103-14012 303CO000 2o0o6/1440 11/03/ 7? 10C 1434 5126N 05310W 21.4 160.7 GGGG
11031 4015 O o0/o00 200,U/1441 1!/0r/7 100 1434 500?N 05351w 22.6 159*9 GGGG
1103-14021 000C0/000' 20006/1442 11/03/72 100 1434 4 37N 05429W 23.8 159.1 GGGG
1103-14024 '00000/oCCO 20006/1443 11/)3/7? 100 1434 4712N 05506W 25*0 158.4 GGGG
1103"14101 00000/0000 20006/1444 11/3/72 30 1434 2130N 06317W 45.0 142 4 GGGG
1103-14103 oo:)0/0000 2'006/1445 11/:)3/7 30 1434 2003N 0633 9w 46.0 141.2 GGGG
1103*14110 O o000/OCO 20006/1446 11/03/72 20 1434 1R37N 06400W 46.9 140.0 GGGG
1103-14112 )0300/C00b 21006/1447 11/0/72 20 14034 1711N 06421w 47.9 138.7 GGGG
1103-14115 00000/0002 2.006/1448 11/03/7? 20 1434 1r44N 06442w 48.8 137.3 GGGG
1103-14121 OCOO0/000c 2o006/1449 11/03/72 20 1434 1419N 06503W 49.7 135*9 GGGG
1103-14124 000CO/000i 23006/1453 11/'3/72 30 1434 1253N 06525W 50*5 134.5 GGGG
1103-14130 000/0000 22006/1451 11/ni/72 40 1434 1127N 06546W 51.4 132.9 GGGG
KEYS: C"UD C6vEQ %4 ,o...o** ..... 0C Te 100 % CLBUD CAVER, ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'A3E )UALITY ,e..*oo..... ALANKSwBAND NOT PRSEFNT/REQUESTED. RwRECYCLED, G-GBRD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MA 11js'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0241
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RqIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PeSITISd IN R~LL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1103*14133 00000/0000 20006/1452 I1/0/ 7 2 50 1434 0959N 066 07w 52*1 131.3 GGGG1103-14135 00000/0000 20006/1453 11/03/72 80 1434 0R33N 06627W 52*9 129*7 GGGG1103-14142 000c0/0000 20006/1454 11/0,3/7 90 1434 070 7N 066 4 7W 53*6 127*9 GGGG1103-14144 00000/0000 20006/1455 11/03/72 90 1434 0540N 06707 W 54.3 126.1 GGGG
1103-14151 00000/0000 20006/1456 11/03/72 90 1434 0414N 06727W 54*9 124.3 GGGG1103-14153 00000o/000 20006/1457 11/c3/72 100 1434 0248N 067 47W 55.5 122.3 GGGG
1103'14160 00000/0000 20006/1458 11/03/72 100 1434 0121N 06808W 5601 120.3 GGGG1103-14162 00000/3000 20006/1459 11/03/72 100 1434 0005S 068 28 W 56.6 118.3 GGGG1103-15412 00000/0000 2U006/1460 11/03/72 20 1435 6231N 07151W 11*7 167.9 GGGG1103"15414 00000/Co00 20006/1461 11/03/72 20 1435 6109N 07259W 12.9 166.8 GGGG1103-15421 00000/C00 20006/1462 11/03/72 10 1435 5947N 07401w 14*1 165.8 GGGG1103-15423 00000/0000 20006/1463 11/o3/72 30 1435 5124N 07459W 15.4 164.8 GGGG1103"15430 00000/0000 20006/1464 1l/03/72 10 1435 5700N 07554W 16.6 164.0 GGGG
1103-15432 00000/OC00 20006/1465 11/03/72 50 1435 5537N 07644W 17.8 163*1 GGGG
1103a15435 00000/O000 20006/1466 11/03/72 80 1435 5413N 0773 2W 19.0 162.3 GGGG1103-15441 0000/000 20006/1467 11/93/7 2 90 1435 5'49N 07617 20.2 161*5 GGGG
1103,15444 00000/0000 20006/1468 11/c3/72 80 1435 5125N 07859W 21.4 160.7 GGGG
1103-15450 000000/0000 20006/1469 11/03/72 10 1435 S000N 07939W 22.6 159.9 GGGG1103-15544 00000/0000 20006/1470 11/03/72 80 1435 1713N 09012W 47*9 138*7 GOGG1103,15550 00000/0000 20006/1471 tll/3/72 60 1435 1547N 09033W 48.8 137.4 GGGG1103-15553 00000/0000 20006/1472 11/03/72 50 1435 1420N 09054W 4906 136.0 GGGG1103-17344 00000/0000 23006/1473 11/03/72 0 1436 2843N 112 5 9w 39*8 147.8 GGG1104"00183 00000/0000 20006/1474 11/04/72 80 1440 5944N 15654E 14.1 165.8 PGGG1104-00190 00000/0000 20006/1475 11/04/72 90 1440 5R21N 15556k 15.3 164.8 GGGG
1104-00192 00O0/000o 20006/1476 11/04/72 80 1440 5658N 15502E 16*5 163.9 GGGG1104"30195 00000/0000 20006/1477 11/04/72 70 1440 5534N 15412E 17*7 163.1 GGGG1104-00231 00000/0000 20006/1478 11/04/72 70 1440 5411N 153 24E 18.9 162,3 GGGG1104"00204 0000/0000 20006/1479 11/04/72 70 1440 5247N 15239E 20C1 161.5 GGGG1104-00210 00000/0000 20006/1480 11/04/72 70 1440 512?N 15157E 21.3 160.7 GGGG1104"00213 00000/0000 20006/1481 11/04/72 70 1440 4q58N 15117E 22.5 15999 GrGG
1104-00215 00000/0000 20006/1482 11/04/72 50 1440 4833N 15038E 23.7 159.2 GGGG1104-00222 00000/0000 20006/1483 11/04/72 3o 1440 4708N 15001E 24.9 158.4 GPGG1104-00224 00000/0000 20006/1484 11/04/72 80 1440 4544N 14925E 26.1 157.7 GPGG1104,00233 00000/0000 20006/1485 11/04/72 100 1440 4254N 14819E 28.5 156.2 PP P
1104,00240 00000/0000 20006/1486 11/04/72 100 1440 4129N 14748E 29.6 155.4 PGPG
110'400360 00000/0000 20006/1487 11/04/72 30 1440 0006S 13636E 56*6 118.5 PPpP
1104-00363 00000/0000 20006/1488 11/04/72 50 1440 0133S 13616E 5790 1163 PGPG
1104-00365 00000/0000 20006/1489 11/04/72 70 1440 0259S 13555E 57*4 114.2 PGPG1104-00372 00000/0000 20006/1490 11/04/72 70 1440 0426S 13535E 57*8 112.0 POGP
KEYS: CLBUD CBvER % .*...... 0 Te 100 a % CLOUD CsVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,...B........ BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED G=GBRD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PbOR
16144 MAP I1P'74 STANDARD CATALB FeR NON-US PAGE 0242FROM 07/21/72 TR 07/23/73
OSSERVAT15N MICROFILM ReLL N9.,/ DATE CLSUD BRRIT PQINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P$SIT1SN IN R8LL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
Pv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1104-00374 00000/0000 20006/1491 11/04/7P 90 1440 0l53S 13515E 58.1 109.7 3000
1104-00381 O0000/0000 20006/1492 11/4/7P 90 1440 0719S 13455E 583 107.4 GGoo
1104-00383 O0000/OCO0 20006/1493 11/04/72 90 1440 08455 13435E 58.5 105.1 0a00
1104:02174 00000/0000 20006/1494 11/4/7p 40 1441 0!39N 11210E 54.2 126.3 PoPP
1104 02180 00000/0000 20006/1495 11/04/72 60 1441 0413N 11150E 54.9 124,5 0300
1104-02183 00000/0000 2J006/1496 11/04/72 70 1441 046N 11129E 55,5 122,5 OGGO
1104'02185 00000/0000 20006/1497 11/04/7P 90 1441 0119N 111085 56,0 120.6 0000
110402192 00000/0000 20006/1498 11/04/72 90 1441 0007S 110475 56*5 118.5 0000
1104-02194 00000/0000 20006/1499 11/04/7P 90 1441 01346 11027E 57*0 116.4 GG0G
1104.02201 00000/0000 20006/1500 11/04/72 80 1441 000 11006E 57.4 1%142 UGG0
1104002203 00000/0000 20006/1501 11/14/7? 70 1441 0427S 10946E 57.8 112*0 GIGG
1104032210 00000/OU 20006/1502 11/04/7P 10 1441 05539 10927E 58*1 109.8 0000
1104-02212 00000/0000 20U06/1503 11/07P 50 1441 071QS 10907E 58.3 107s5 0000
1104*03550 00000/0000 20006/1504 11/j/4/7p 50 1442 2549N 09118E 41*8 145.8 no8o
1104-03555 00000/0000 2~006/1505 11/04/7P 90 1442 2B55N 09033E 43,9 143.7 0000
1104-05370 0000000 000 20006/1506 11/*/7P 0 1443 3 0N 06641E 3897 148.7 PPP
1104005373 O000/0000 20006/1507 11/04/7P 0 1443 2A3 6N 06617E 3907 147.8 
0e00
1104-05375 00000/0000 20006/1508 11/n4/7P 0 1443 2710N 06b53E 40.8 146.8 Q000
1104.05382 00000/0000 20006/1509 11/04/7P 0 1443 2544N o0630E 41.8 145*8 0000
110-*05384 00o00/0000 2o00o/1510 11/04/72 0 1443 2418N 06B07E 42.9 144I 8 0000
1104m07825 00000/OCO 2000~/0C22 11/04/7P 40 1444 2127N 03834E 4409 142*5 0Q00
1104-07232 00000/0000 2000oU8/0C23 11/04/72 60 1444 2?OIN 03812E 459 141.4 0000
1104:07234 00000/000 20008/0024 11/04/7P 60 1444 IR3N 03750E 46b8 14001 0000
1104 07241 00000/0000 000U8/005 11/04/72 20 1444 1709N 03729E 47.8 13808 0000
11040o7243 00000/0000 2C0008/006 11/04/79 1 1444 19
4 3 N 03708E 48*7 137.5 0000
110437250 00000/0000 80008/OC2 7  11/04/7P 0 1444 1417N 03
6 47E 496 136.1 Gana
110 407252 00000/000 20008/C008e 11/4/7P lo 1444 1 BON 0 3626E BO*4 134,6 0000
t407255 00000/000000/000 0/009 11/4/72 1444 1124N 03604E 51 133.1 U000
1104-07334 00000/0000 20006/1!19 11l/4/7p 30 1444 15519 02937 58.5 93.5 VIO
1104lg7341 00000/0000 20006/1520 11/4/71 100 1444 17249 o0915E 58.3 91.3 (oao
1104*07343 00000/0000 20006/1521 11/)4/72 100 1444 19SIS 02854E 58,1 89.0 0006
1104.-8595 00OOO/0 200U6/1522 11/04/7 1445 4p
5 3N o1914E R804 156#2 0000
11040900 00000/0000 20006/1523 11/04/72 10 1445 4i27N 018435 29*6 155.4 
0Qn0
104'0904 000/00/00 o0006/1 84 11/n4/7P 20 14*5 '4 o2N o%113L 31 7 
154.7 0000
104090 1 00000/0000 20006/152 11/04/7p 20 1445 3936N 017445 3 e9 1539 0000
1104009013 00000/0000 2000~/1526 11/04/79 20 1445 3711N 017151 33,0 153,1 0000
1104g0 O2 00000/000 20006/5117 i/04/7P 30 1445 394N 01647E 34.2 15 .3 0000
1104.09022 00000/0000 20CU6/1B15 11/04/2P 3c 1445 34iN 01621E 35.3 151.4 0000
110409085 00000/000 2G0006/1529 11/n4/7P 4 144 3p54N 01555L 36.4 150.6 oooo
KEYSI CLRUD COVER % *,,*, , , 0 T 100 ~ CLeUD CMVER. ** v NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
14AIE QUALITY .. ,. .. a.NKS@BANDO NOT PR!eNT/0aE0(JFrTE. RWErCYLLED. GOGBRD. F@AIR BUT USABLE, RpeBRe,
16:4' A q 11*174 STANDARD CATALbG FOR NN.US PAGE 0243
FR6M -7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BSERVATI M'ICCFI' R"LL .9,/ DATE CL6UD 9RIT P1ICIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYI'3 "SITjI' Ifi q8LL A%0YTRE CIVER NUMBER %F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV 4SS
[ S L.AT L5NG 123 45678
1104,9031 30'+ O 2; 2jU606/15 3 0 11/0'/7? 10 1445 3 12 9N 01529E 37*5 149.7 .GGG1104, 9,34u 0/ 200Ub/1531 11/ 4/7 p2 1445 3 nO2 N 01b04E 38.6 14898 GGGG110 4 -29C40 0CC/C00 22CU6/1532 11/r4/72 0 1445 2237N 01439E 39.7 147.8 GGG1104-19043 
"00 /00C 2306/15 11/4/72 1445 2711N 01415E 40C* 8  146.9 GGG110 -?g61 000/r/000 2 0CU6/1534 11/ 4/72 0 1445 2128N 01243E 44o9 142.6 GPGG
1104-390 3 C0.)/:O. 2 00/1535 11//7p 9 1445 200?N 01221E 45.8 1414 GGGG1103*o"070 '0000/C0:.0 200ob/1536 11/04/72 0 1445 1935N 01159E 46.8 140.2 GrGG1104-,9072 CC000/Cco., 20006/1537 11/3,/7 2 1445 1 7 09 N 01 1 3 8 E 47,7 138e9 GOGG1104-J9075 00C000/COC 2u0U6/1538 11/,4/72 0 1445 154?N 01117E 48*6 137.5 GGGG110 4 -09081 3000 0/O000 20006/1539 11/)4/7? 0 1445 141 N 01056E 49.5 136*1 GGGG110" 19084 0002 
-/000o 2 0 15'4 11/1,4/7 o 1445 1$49N 01035E 50*4 134*7 GGGG
1104-90990 000320/000 2036/1541 11/n 4 /72 0 1445 1123\ 01014E 51*2 13301 GGG110 4 9093 00030/00 2f,)06/1542 11/ 4/7p 0 1445 057N 00954E 52.0 131.6 GGGG
1104-u9095 000CO/0OCr 2C?061543 ll 14/72 30 1445 0830N 00933E 52,8 1299 GGGG110409132 00000/o 200b/1544 11/(4/7; 80 1445 0703N 00913E 53*5 128.2 5GGG1104-391 )4 00000/00 2 006/1545 11/,D4/72 90 1445 O37N 00C53E 54*2 126*4 GGGG1104- '9111 U000O/00c, 23006/1546 1/04/72 90 1445 041iN 00833E 54.8 124.5 GGGG1104-09113 00C00/000C 2c006/1547 11/q4/ 7 p 90 1445 0343N 0 0813E 55.5 122.6 GGGG1104-10451 00000/0000 20006/1543 11/o 4/7P 70 1446 354N 00859W 34*1 152.3 GGGG1104"10454 00000/C0' 20006/1549 11/04/72 50 1446 3423N 00 9 26W 35.2 151.5 GGGG1104-10460 00000/0000 20U006/1550 11//7P 50 1446 3P57N 00953w 36.3 150.6 GGGG1104-10463 0300/000 200U6/1551 11/14/72 3n 1446 313?N 01018W 37.4 149.7 GGG
1104-10465 OU I/0OIC 23006/1552 11/04/7? 30 1446 3%06N 01043W 38*5 148.8 GGGG110410472 00C00/n0o) 20006/1553 11/04/7? 40 1446 2Q4nN 01107W 39*6 147*9 GGG1104-1047+ 00000/3000 2J006/1554 11/r,47, 40 1446 2715~ 01131 40*7 146.9 GGGG
1104-104A1 00CC0OC/C" 2/.6/155 11/04/72 30 1446 2F48N 011548 41*7 145.9 GGGG110410483 000O0/.0_ 220Ub/1556 11/4 /72 10 1446 2422N 01 2 16w 42.8 144.9 GPGG1104-10490 O0000/0CoO 222006/1557 11/04/72 o 1446 2'56 4 01238W 43.8 143.8 GPGG1104"10 942 o00cco/000 2u00o/1558 11/,4/72 I0 1446 2130N 01301w 44*8 142.6 pppp110410495 00020/000 20006/1559 11/'4/72 30 1446 204N 01323N 45.8 141.5 GGGG1104-1051 00000/0000 20006/1560 11/n4/7? 50 1446 1938N 01346w 46*7 140*2 GGGG1104-10504 00CO/0o 2006/1561 11/(4/72 10 1446 1711N 01408W 47.7 138*9 GGGG1104-10510 00000/000C 23006/1562 11/04/72 10 1446 145N 01430 48*6 137.6 GGGG1104-10513 00000/000J 20006/1563 11ll//72 O 1446 1418N 01452w 49.5 136.2 GGGG1104-19515 00000/0000 20006/1564 11/04/72 0 1446 1'52N 01b13W 503 134.7 GGGG1104-10522 00OCC/000" 2006/1565 11/04/72 0 1446 1125N 015348 51*2 133*2 GGGG1104-12415 000000/000 2,0006/1566 11/04/72 30 1447 I01S 04628w 58*6 103.1 GGGG1104-12460 003001o0c 2 006/1567 11/04/72 90 1447 2432S 05001 56*6 80.8 pppp1104-12462 00000/0000 200U6/1568 11/l4/7P 90 1447 255AS 05024A 56.1 78.9 PGGG
KEYS: CLRUC CvE? . ...... ,.. .** T9 100 = % CLOUD CRVER- = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.1'49E UJALITY *,,,,,,...,,. RLANKSoBAND N5T PRcScNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GARD, FFATR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR,
16:44 IA; 11'4 STAN)ARD CATALfG FOR N3NwUS 
PAGE 0244
:4 A 74 o 7/21/72 T 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN IC;FI R-3LL NG,/ 0ATP CLOUD 5?RIT PPI\!CIPAL P9INT SUN SUJ
N  TMAGE QUALITY
I0 P4SITIiN IN 4kLL ACUITRED COVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. 
RBV MSS
PaV MSS LAT LNG 123 456 78
1104-14055 02000/0000 2CC0b/1569 11/04/7p 60 1448 5r37N 05222i 17.5 163.1 G
..110 41.6? '2o 0/9000 200U6/1572 11/o4/ 7 2 60 1448 5413N 05310W 18*7 162*3 GGGG
1104-1O064 00000/000C 230U6/1571 11/04/72 70 1448 549N O5
355w 19* 16 GGGG
1104-14071 0000/0000 2006/1572 1l/4/7? 70 1448 5124N 05438W 21.1 160.7 GGGG
1104-14073 000/00oco0 20006/1573 1I/r4/ 7 P 60 1448 5,0NN 05518W 22.3 160.0 GGGG
1104-1400 0000/00kC 200J6/1574 11/0'/72 40 1448 4435N 05556w 23.5 15982 GGGG
1104-14082 000010/Oo0 20O06/1575 11/4/7? 40 1448 4710N 05
6 33w 2)47 158.5 GGGG
1104-14085 JOOCO/C00 20C06/1576 11/4/7 80 1448 449N 05708W 259 1577 GGGG
1104-17400 00000/l000 20006/1577 11/4/7p 0 1450 3O,N 11402W 3.4 148.9 GGGG
1104-19120 00000/0000 2J006/1578 11/f4/ 7 ; 10 1451 6753N 11917W 6.4 173.1 GGG
1104-19122 ooo00000/00 20006/1579 11/P4/ 72 10 1451 6634N 12954W 7.6 171.6 GGGG
1104-19125 ococ/0cc 2:006/15980 11/14/ 72 1 1451 6951N 14 222 8*9 170.3 GGGG
1104-13131 0001/1000 20006/1581 11i/0/72 0 1451 6l5N 12 342 10.1 169.1 GGGG
1104-19134 00000/C00C 2U006/1582 J1/ 4/7P 0 1451 
6 93 2 N 12456W 11.3 167.9 QGGG
1104-19140 00000/0000 2j006/1583 11/04/72 40 1451 6117N 12604W 12.5 166.8 GGGG
1104-19143 00O/O00C00 20006/1584 11/04/7P 9C 1451 547N 12706w 13.8 165.8 GGGG
1105-00253 00000/0000 2006/158 11/~5/7? 70 1454 5536N 15243E 17.4 163.1 GGG
1105-0260 0000/Ou0 20006/1586 11/)9/
7 2 7C 1494 5412N 15155E 18.6 162.3 GGGG
1105-00262 00000/000J 2006/1587 11/,9/7 70 1454 5P47N 1511OE 19.8 161.5 GGGG
1105-00265 00OO00/000 20006/1585 11/C5/7? 70 1454 52!1N 15028E 21.0 160.7 
GGGG
1105-JC271 ou00o0/00o 2o06/1589 11/70/7? 78 1454 457N 14948E 222 160.0 
GGGG
1105-00274 00000/000) 20006/1590 11/5/7? 60 1454 4433N 14910E 234 159.2 GGGG
1105-j0280 000/0002 20006/1591 11/ 9/7P 80 1454 4709N 14834E 24.6 158o5 GGGG
1105C002. 3 0C000/000 2Q0061592 11/"5/72 70 1454 4544N 14759E 25.8 157.7 
GGGG
11o05-00289  oCOo/c00 2'006/1593 11/~/7P 60 1454 441qN 14725E 270 157*0 
GGGG
1i050o292 O3000/0CO0 2J006/1594 11/05/7?2 0 1452 4?53N 14652E 28.2 156.3 
GGGG
1105-00294 00000/0000C 2006/1595 11/-5/72 80 1454 4128N 14621E 29.4 155.5 
GGGG
110500415 O00co/ooC0 200u6/1596  i//7 60 1454 0006 13510E 56.4 119*0 
GGGG
1105-00421 0000/CCO 20006/1591 11/0o/72 70 1454 0131S 13450E 56.9 116.9 
GGGG
1105-Q2232 00000/Co00 20 006/159 11/5/
7? 60 1455 0937N 11042E 54 1 126.8 GGGG
110 5 - 2235 3 OC00/000 20006/1599 11/09/72 60 1455 0411N 11022E 54.7 124.9 
GGGG
1105-02241 OCOOo/o000 20006/1600 11/ c5/72 90 1455 O344N 11001E 55.3 123.0 
GGGG
1105-j2244 00001/000' 2C'06/1601 It/rS/7? 7( 1455 0116N 109 40E 55.9 121.0 
GGG
1105o-225 O 00 /0000? 20006/1602 11/39/7? 60 1495 0009S 10919E 56*4 119.0 
GGGG
1105-2253 OCoo0/o00ou 22006/1603 11/?9/7? 50 1455 0136S 10,59E 56.9 
116.9 GGGG
1105-02255 000CO/0000 20006/1604 11/09/72 40 1455 03035 1C038E 57.3 11408 
GGGG
1105-2262 OC300/0000 20006,1605 1l/9/7P 3C 1455 0428S 10818E 57.7 112.6 
GGGG
1105-02264 0000/000D 2006/1605 11/:/7? 10 1455 0155S 10758E 
58.0 110.3 GGGG
1105-02271 .00000/0002 20006/1607 11/n5/7p 40 1455 0722S 10738E 58.2 108.0 GGG
KEYS: CLAUD CbVEP % ...... *.... Te 100 % CLOUD C VER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE QOALITY ,°........ ,. ciLANKSmBAND NOT PRFS7NT/PEOUESTED" RxRECYCLED" G9GOOD 
F-FAIR BUT USABLE- P-POORt
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0245
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1105*04005 00000/0000 20006/1608 11/05/72 20 1456 2548N 08953E 41*6 146.0 GGGG
1105-04011 00000/0000 20006/1609 11/05/72 20 1456 2422N 08930E 42*6 145.0 GGGG
1105*04014 00000/0000 20006/1610 11/05/72 0 1456 2255N o8907E 43*6 143.9 GGGG
1105*05425 00000/0000 20006/1611 11/05/72 50 1457 3002N 06514E 38*4 148.9 GGGG
110505431 00000/0000 20006/1612 11/05/72 0 1457 2837N 06449E 39*5 148.0 GGGG
1105e05434 00000/0000 20006/1613 11/05/72 0 1457 2711N 06425E 40.5 147*0 GGGG1105:05440 00000/0000 20006/1614 11/05/72 0 1457 2545N 06402E 41*6 146.0 GGGG1105 07281 00000/0000 20006/1615 11/05/72 20 1458 2152N 03729E 43.6 143.9 GGGG
1105-07284 00000/0000 20006/1616 11/05/72 10 1458 2126N 03707E 44.6 142.8 GGGG
1105"07290. 00000/0000 20006/1617 11/0o/72 30 1458 2o00N 03644E 45.6 141*6 GGGG
1105"07293 00000/0000 20006/1618 11/05/72 30 1458 1834N 03623 E  46s6 14004 GGGG
1105007295 00000/0000 20006/1619 11/05/72 0 1458 1708N 03602E 47*5 139.1 GGGG
1105-07302 00000/0000 20006/1620 11/05/7P 0 1458 1542N 03541E 48.4 137*8 GGGG
1105*07304 00000/0000 20006/1621 11/05/72 10 1458 1417N 03b20E 4903 136.4 GGGG1105*07311 00000/0000 20006/1622 11/05/72 10 1458 1251N 03459E 50.2 135*0 GGGG
1105-07313 00000/0000 20006/1623 11/05/72 0 1458 1125N 03438E 51*0 133.5 GGGG
1105-09063 00000/0000 20006/1624 11/05/7P 10 1459 4001N 01646E 30.4 15408 GGGG
1105-09065 00000/0000 20006/1625 11/05/72 10 1459 3835N 01617E 31e6 154.0 GGGG
1105-09072 00000/0000 20006/1626 11/05/72 10 1459 3710N 01549E 327 153.2 GGGG
1105-09074 00000/0000 20006/1627 11/05/72 20 1459 3544N 01522E 33.9 152.4 GGGG1105-09081 00000/0000 20006/1628 11/05/72 30 1459 3419N 01455E 35.0 151.6 GGGG
1180509083 0000/0000 20006/1629 11/09/72 20 1459 3254N 01429E 36.1 15o*7 GGGG
1105'09090 00000/0000 20006/1630 11/05/72 10 1459 3128N 01403E 37.2 14909 GGGG
1105-09092 00000/0000 20006/1631 11/05/72 0 1459 3003N 01338E 38*3 149.0 GGG
1105-09095 O0000/00 20006/1632 11/05/72 o 1459 2837N 01313E 39*4 148.0 GGGG
1105-09101 00000/0000 20006/1633 11/05/72 0 1459 2711N 01249E 40e5 147.1 GGGG
1105-09104 00000/0000 20006/1634 11/05/72 0 1459 2545N 01226E 415 146.1 GGGG
1105-09110 00000/0000 20006/1635 11/05/72 0 1459 2419N 01203E 42.6 145.0 GGG
1105w09113 00000/0000 20006/1636 11/05/72 0 1459 2253N 01141E 43.6 143*9 GGGG
1105-09115 00000/0000 20006/1637 11/05/72 0 1459 2127N 011181 446 142.8 GGG
1105m09122 00000/0000 20006/1638 11/05/72 100 1459 2 001N 010561 45*6 141o6. G0GG
1105-09124 00000/0000 20006/1639 11/05/72 90 1459 1935N 01034E 46.6 140,4 GGGG1105-09131 00000/0000 20006/1640 11/05/72 90 1459 1708N 01012E 47*5 139.2 GGGG
1105-09133 00000/0000 20006/1641 11/05/72 100 1459 1541N 00951E 48*4 137.8 000G1105"09140 00000/0000 20006/1642 11/05/72 50 1459 14 16N 00930E 49s3 136.4 GGGG
1105-09142 00000/0000 20006/1643 11/05/72 50 1459 1250N 009091 50.2 135.0 GGGG
1105-09145 00000/0000 20006/1644 11/05/72 70 1459 1124N 00847E 51,0 133.5 GGGG
1105009151 00000/0000 20006/1645 11/05/72 70 1459 0958N .00826E 5168 131.9 GGGG
1105-09154 00000/0000 20006/1646 11/05/72 80 1459 0830N 00806E 52.6 130.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X *oe...... .. TO 100 - X CLOUD CIVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .........o.,,,  BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RERECYCLED. GmGOID, FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PPPB9R.
1644 MAR llo,74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NOeNUS PAQE 0246FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO#/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1D POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV@ AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAY LONG 123 49678
1105-09160 00000/0000 20006/1647 11/n/7o 90 1499 0704N 00746E 533 8,6 0000
110.09163 00000/0000 2006/164% 11/0l/72 90 1459 0537N o0726E 540 12668 GG6
110 1o0521 00000/0000 20006/164 11/09/72 20 1460 3132N 0 1142W 37.2 149*9 .leo
110 10524 00000/0000 20006/1650 11/05/7P 20 1460 3007N 01207W 38s3 149*0 3000
1105-10530 00000/0000 20006/1651 11/05/72 20 1460 2842N 01232w 39,4 148 1 0000
1105 80533 00000/0000 20006/1652 11/05/72 20 1460 2716N 01256w 40.4 147.1 0000
1105-1052 00000/0000 20006/1653 11/05/72 10 1460 2551N 01
3 19w 4105 146,1 peGG
105 1o0542 00000/0000 20006/1654 11/09/72 10 1460 2424N 01342W 42.5 145.1 OPO
110510560 00000/0000 20006/1655 11/0O/72 0 1460 13BN 01511W 46,5 140.5 
0000
105~1066a 00000/0000 20006/1656 11/08/72 0 1460 1712N 01533W 47,4 13902 0000
1105010669 00000/0000 20006/1657 11/05/72 0 1460 1545N 01555W 48s4 137*9 0000
1105~10571 00000/0000 20006/1658 11/o0/7 0 1460 1419 01617W 49,3 136.5 0a0G
11 6 10574 00000/0000 20006/1659 11/05/72 10 1460 1252N 01638W 50.1 135t1 GGGG
1105s10o80 00000/0000 20006/1660 t11/0/72 10 1460 li25N 01659W 5910 133.6 0000
1105-12521 00000/0000 20006/1661 11/05/72 20 1461 2e58 05150W 56.2 79.4 GQ00
1105s1283o 00000/0000 20006/1662 11/05/72 30 1461 28498 05238W 55.1 757 0000
1105-12532 00000/0000 20006/1663 11/05/72 20 1461 3016S 05303W 5405 74s0 0000
1105-12535 00000/0000 20006/1664 11/09/72 30 1461 3141S 05328w 53.8 72.4 0000
1105~14123 00000/0000 20006/1665 11/09/72 0 1462 5948N 0 2OB0W 19.6 161.6 QQ00
1105014125 00000/0000 20006/1666 11/05/72 10 1462 5124N 05603W 20.8 160.8 OG00
1105014132 00000/0000 20006/1667 11/06/7g 10 1462 4959N 05643W e22r 160,0 0000
1106014134 00000/0000 20006/1668 11/o9/72 10 1462 4435N 05721W 23.2 159.3 0000
110654141 000000/0000 20006/1669 11/0o/72 50 1462 4711N 05757W 24', 15885 0000
11061 4143 00000/0000 20006/1670 11/O0/7 80 1468 
4 R46 N 05831W 25.6 187.8 0000
110t 14273 00000/0000 20006/1671 11/05/7p so 1462 0122N 0
7059W 55.8 18213 aGGG
110514275 00000/0000 20006/1672 11/09/7P 80 1462 0003S 07120w 56.3 119*3 0000
1105014 82 00000/o000 20006/1673 11/0/7P 80 1462 0129S 071402 56.8 117.2 
0000
110e04284 00000/0000 20006/1674 11/05/72 80 1462 DP56S 07200W 57*3 
115.9 QGGG
1105-14291 00000/0000 20006/1675 11/05/72 50 1462 0423S 07220 57.6 1129 0B00
1105614293 00000/0000 20006/1676 11/0g/72 50 1462 05509 07240W 17.9 1106 0000
110 014300. 00000/0000 20006/1677 11/0~/72 40 1462 07 17S 07
300W S.2 1084 00
1105019542 00o0o /0000 20008/0030 11/0o/72 S 1463 700N 07844W 160 1640 0000
1105-15545 00000/0000 20008/0031 611/0/72 100 14 3 5537N 0794W 17.2 163,2 1000
1105o15592 00000/0000 20008/0022 11/05/72 100 1463 5413N 08022W 18.4 162 4 0000
1105c15594 00000/0000 20008/003'3 11/05/72 100 1463 5.49N 08108W 19*6 161,6 G.6
1105156561 00000/0000 200U8/0034 11/09/7P 100 1463 5295N 08151W 20.8 160s8 GOO
110b 15563 00000/0000 20006/1683 11/0o/72 100 1463 5000N 08231W 2290 160*0 0000
110517392 00000/0000 20006/1684 11/05/72 50 1464 6513N 097568W 8.6 170.3 0000
1105-17394 00000/0000 20006/1685 11/05/72 30 1464 6352N 09918W 9.8 169.1 GGGG
KEYS1 C0UD COVER % e ,o,.e,,ee,, 0 T8 100 a % C:LOUD CVER, a** NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEI
IMAGE QUALITY moo **aevs.e BLANKSmBAND NOT PReSeNT/REQUESTEDO RqRCYCLED. GGORDso F@FAIR BUT USABLE. PmPSOR,
16:44 MAR l1o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0247
FROeM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVAT9N MICROI.M R4LL N9/ DATE CLUD 9RRIT pRINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITISN IN NBLL ACQUTREn COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBv MSS
RMV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1105-17361 00000/0000 20006/1686 11/5s/72 0 1464 6231N 10031W 11.0 167*9 GGG0
110517363 00000/000C 200U6/1687 11/9/7P 0 1464 6109N 10138W 12.3 166.9 a000
1105*17370 00000/0000 2000671688 11/c/7P 0 1464 5Q47N 10240W 13.5 165.9 age01105*17372 00000/000 20006/1689 11/0o/72 1C 1464 5924N 10338W 14'7 164.9 0GG0
1105017375 00000/0000 20006/1690 11/cr/7P 20 1464 5700N 10433W 15,9 16410 0 GG
1105-17381 00000/0000 20006/1691 11/05/7 90 1464 5537N 10524W 17.2 163.2 aaae
1105*17384 00000/00o 20006/1692 11/0o/72 90 1464 5414N 10611W 18.4 162.4 GGGG1105:17390 00000/0000 23006/1693 11/09/ 7 P 90 1464 5M50N 10656W 19.6 161.6 GG001105*17393 00000/0000 20006/1694 11/05/72 30 1464 5i6N 107 39W 208a 160.8 GGGG110517454 00000/0000 20006/1695 11/05/72 10 1464 3009N 11b27W 38.2 149,1 00001105:19183 00000/0000 23006/1696 11/~5/72 0 1465 6513N 12345W 8.6 170.3 0000
1105-19190 00000/0000 20006/1697 11/04/7? 0 1465 6.52N 12506W 9.8 169.1 GaGG
1105*19192 00000/0000 20006/1698 11/os/7P 0 1465 6231N 12620w 11@0 167.9 001105~19195 00000/0000 20006/1699 11/05/72 20 1465 6109N 12727W 12e2 166,9 0000
1105'19201 00000/000 2U006/1700 11/05/72 100 1465 5946N 12e29W 1395 165,9 0000
1105*3130 00000/0000 20006/1701 11/0q/7P 30 1467 3016S 15201 949*5 74?2 0000
110652313e 00000/0000 2006/1702 11/0o/7? 60 1467 31429 15136E 53*9 72.6 0000
1105*23135 00000/0000 20006/1703 11/05/72 5 1467 3307S 15110E 53.2 71.0 as00
1105*23141 00000/0000 20006/1704 11/05/72 30 1467 3432S 15044E 52*4 69.5 0000
1105-23144 00000/0000 20006/1705 11/~5/72 10 1467 355,5 150171 51,6 68.2 GGGG
1105*23150 00000/0000 20006/1706 11//7? 50 1467 3724S 14949 50.8 66.9 0000
1105e23153 00000/0000 2 006/1 707  11/05/7P 60 1467 3R50O 14921 50S* 65.7 aGO
110523155 00000/0000 20006/1708 11/09/7e 70 1467 4115S 14851E 49,1 64.6 aGae1105m23162 00000/0000 20006/1709 11/05/7P 80 1467 4139S 148211 48,2 63.5 0100
1105-23164 00000/0000 20006/1710 11/0/72 80 1467 43049 14749E 47*3 62,6 pp
1106m00485 00000/0000 20006/1711 11/06/7P 60 1468 04279 13246E 57*6 113.0 0000
1106-00491 00000/0000 20006/1712 11/06/72 4o 1468 0554S 13225E 57.9 110.8 0000
1106w00494 00000/0000 20006/1713 11/06/7p 20 1468 0720S 132051 58*2 108.5 AGOG
1106-00500 00000/0000 20006/1714 11/06/72 10 1468 04479 131456 58,4 106.2 aGG1106"00503 00000/0000 20006/1715 11/06/7? 10 1468 10139 13124E 58.5 103.9 0000
1106"02273 00000/0000 20006/1716 11/06/72 60 1469 1125N 11039E 50*6 133*6 GOPQ
1106*02275 00000/0000 20006/1717 11/04/7P 60 1469 0959N 110181 51,7 132#2 0 00
1106-02282 00000/0000 20006/1718 11/0/7 70 1469 OR32N 109581 5224 130.6 0000
110602284 00000/0000 20006/1719 11/06/7p 80 1469 0705N 109371 53.2 128.9 0000
1106w02291 00000/0000 20006/1720 11/06/7P 80 1469 0438N 10916E 53,9 127.2 0000
1106m02293 00000/0000 20006/1721 11/06/7 90 1469 0411N 10856E 54.5 125,3 ag
1106902300 00000/OCO0 20006/1722 11/06/72 90 1469 0O45N 10b36E 55*2 123.5 0I00
1106"08302 00000/0000 20006/1723 11/06/7P 80 1469 0119N 10816E 55.8 181.5 0000
1106-0U305 00000/0000 20006/1724 11/0/7? 80 1469 00079 10756E 56*3 119.5 oo00
KEYSt C 8eUD COVER % e.......*...... 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CPVER9 ** . NO CLbUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o,,o,,,,*.,.,.* 8LANKSoBAND NET PRESFNT/REOUEsTED RIRECYCLED* ObepDe FeFAIR BUT USABLE. PPeOBR,
:44 1AP i1Ds74 STANDARD 'CATALO FOR NBNoUS PAGE e0248
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIOBN MICRFILM ROLL NS./ DATE CLOUD BRRIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RSLL ACOQURED COVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LDNG 123 45675
1106-02311 00000/0000 20006/1725 11/06/72 60 1469 0134S 10736E 56.8 117*4 GGGG
1106-02314 00000/000 20006/1726 11/06/72 40 1469 030oS 10716E 57*2 115.3 GGGG
1106.02320 00000/0000 20006/1727 11/06/72 50 1469 0427S 10656E 57.6 113*1 GGGG
1106m02323 00000/0000 20006/1728 11/06/72 3c 1469 0553S 10635E 57.9 110.9 PPGG
1106a02325 00000/0000 20006/1729 11/06/7 40 1469 0720S 10615E 58s2 108.6 PPGG
1106-07340 00000/0000 20006/1730 11/06/72 20 1472 2253N 03604E 43@4 144*1 GGGG
1106-07342 00000/0000 20006/1731 11/06/72 0 1472 2127N 03541E 44 4 143.0 GGGG
1106-07345 00000/0000 20006/1732 11/06/7 0 1472 2001N o3520E 45a4 141.9 GGGG
1106e07351 00000/0000 20006/1733 11/06/72 0 1472 1R35N 03458E 46*3 140.7 GGGG
1106-07354 00000/0000 20006/1734 11/0o/72 0 1472 1709N 03437E 473 139.4 GGGG
1106-07360 00000/0000 20006/1735 11/06/72 0 1472 1542N 03416E 48.2 138.1 GGGG
1106-07363 00000/0000 20006/1736 11/06/72 0 1472 1416N 03355E 49.1 136.7 GGGG
1106-07365 00000/0000 20006/1737 11/oA/72 0 1472 149N 03334E 50*0 135.3 GGGG
1106.07372 00000/0000 20006/1738 11/06/72 0 14-72 1123N 03313E 50.8 133.8 GGGG
1106-07374 00000/0000 20006/1739 11/06/72 0 1472 0957N 03252E 516 132.3 GGGG
1106-07381 00000/0000 20006/1740 11/06/7? 10 1472 0831N 03231E 52.4 130.6 GGGG
1106-07383 00000/0000 20006/1741 11/06/72 20 1472 0704N 03210E 53.2 129.0 GGGG
1106-09115 00000/0000 20008/0035 11/06/72 20 1473 4126N 01551E 29.0 155.6 GG 
G
1106-09121 00000/0000 20008/0036 11/06/72 20 1473 4001N 01521E 30*2 154.9 GG G
1106-09124 00000/0000 20008/0037 11/06/72 10 1473 3836N 01451K 31.3 154.1 GG G
1106-09130 000o0/o000 20008/0038 11/06/72 10 14,73 3710N 01422E 32.5 153.3 G3 G
1106-09133 00000/0000 20008/0039 11/06/72 10 14.73 3545N 0135 4E 33.6 152.5 GG G
1106.09135 00000/0000 20008/0040 11/06/7p 20 1473 3419N 01327E 34.7 151.7 GGGG
1106.09142 00000/0000 20008/0041 11/06/72 10 1473 3254N 01301E 35.9 150.9 GGG
1106-09144 00000/0000 20008/0042 11/04/72 10 1473 3128N 01235E 37.0 150.0 GGGG
1106-09151 00000/0000 20008/0043 11/06/7 10 1473 3002N 01211E 3801 149.1 GGG
1106-09153 00000/0000 20006/1742 11/o6/72 0 1473 2937N 0 1147E 39.1 148.2 GGGG
1106-09160 00000/0000 20006/1743 11/06/72 0 1473 2711N 01124E 40.2 147*2 GGGG
1106-09162 00000/0000 20006/1744 11/06/72 O 1473 2545N 01100E 41.3 146.3 GGGG
1106-09165 00000/0000 20006/1745 11/06/72 0 1473 2419N 01037E 42.3 145.2 GGGG
1106o09171" 00000/0000 20006/1746 11/06/72 0 1473 2254N 01014E 43.9 144.2 GGGG
1106-09174 00000/0000 20006/1747 11/06/72 90 1473 2128N 00952E 44'4 143.1 GGG
1106m09180 00000/0000 20006/1748 11/06/72 90 1473 2OON oo0093E 45.3 141.9 6GGG
1106-09183 00000/0000 20006/1749 11/0i/72 0 1473 1834N 00908E 46*3 140.7 OGG
1106-09185 00000/0000 20006/1750 11/06/72 0 1473 1709N 00846E 47.3 139.4 GGGG
1106-09192 00000/0000 20006/1751 11/06/72 0 1473 1542N 00825E 48.2 138.1 
GGGG
1106-09194 00000/0000 20006/1752 11/06/72 0 1473 1416N 00804E 49. 136.8 GGGG
1106-09201 00000/0000 20006/1753 11/06/72 0 1473 i49N 00743E 50.0 135.3 GGG
1106-09203 .00000/0000 20006/1754 11/06/72 10 1473 1122N 00723E 50.8 133.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *ooo,**..**** 0 TO 100 X CLOUD CSvERe ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,o,.,,,.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G-GBDD F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PuPOBRe
16144 MAR 11j174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0249
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV , AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1106-09221 00000/0000 20006/1755 11/06/72 20 1473 Os37N 00601E 53*8 127*2 GGGG
1106*09224 00000/0000 20006/1756 11/06/72 10 1473 0411N 00541E 54*5 125*4 GGGG
1106-10585 00000/0000 20006/1757 11/06/72 20 1474 2841N 01357W 39.1 148*3 GGGG
1106*10591 00000/0000 20006/1758 11/06/72 10 1474 2715N 01421W 40*2 147*3 GGGG
1106*10594 00000/0000 20006/1759 11/06/72 10 1474 2549N 01445W 41*2 146.3 GGGG
1106011000 00000/0000 20006/1760 11/06/72 0 1474 2423N 01508W 42.3 145.3 GGGG
1106-11003 00000/0000 20006/1761 11/06/72 0 1474 2257N 01531W 43*3 14402 GGGG
1106*11005 00000/0000 20006/1762 11/06/72 10 1474 2 13 1N 0155 3W 44.3 143.1 GGGG1106-11012 00000/0000 20006/1763 11/06/72 10 1474 2004N 01616W 45.3 142.0 GGGG1106*11014 00000/0000 20006/1764 11/06/7? 10 1474 1838N 01638W 46.3 140*8 GGGG
1106-11021 00000/0000 20006/1765 11/06/72 10 1474 1712N 01700W 47*2 139.5 GGGG
1106011023 00000/0000 20006/1766 11/06/72 10 1474 1545N 0172 2w 48.1 138*2 GGGG
1106011030 00000/0000 20006/1767 11/06/72 20 1474 1419N 01743W 49*0 136,8 GGG
1106.12532 00000/0000 20006/1768 11/06/72 0 1475 1012S 049 21W 58.5 104.2 GGGG
1106-12534 00000/0000 20006/1769 11/06/72 0 1475 1138S 04941W 58.6 101.9 GGGG1106e12541 00000/0000 20006/1770 11/06/7p 10 1475 1303S 05002W 58.7 99.6 GGGG
1106*12543 00000/0000 20006/1771 11/06/72 30 1475 1429S 05022w 58*6 97.2 GGGG
1106-12550 00000/0000 20006/1772 11/06/72 40 1475 "1556S 05043w 58.5 94.9 GGGG
1106o12552 00000/0000 20006/1773 11/06/72 50 1475 1722S 05104W 58.4 92.6 GGGG
1106-12555 00000/0000 20006/1774 11/06/72 60 1475 1848S 05126W 58*2 9094 GGGG
1106-12561 00000/0000 20006/1775 11/06/72 30 1475 201 5S 05 148W 57.9 88.2 GGGG
1106912584 00000/0000 20006/1776 11/06/72 0 1475 2141S 05210 57.6 86.0 GGGG
1106*12570 00000/0000 20006/1777 11/06/72 10 1475 2306S 05232W 57.2 83.9 GGGG
1106-12573 00000/0000 20006/1778 11/06/72 10 1475 2432S 052 5 5W 56*8 81.9 GGGG
1106*12575 00000/0000 20006/1779 11/06/72 10 1475 255R5 05318w 56*.3 79*9 GGGG
1106*12582 00000/0000 20006/1780 11/06/72 0 1475 2724S 05342W 55.8 78.0 GGGG
1106-12584 00000/0000 20006/1781 11/06/72 0 1475 2849S 05406W 55,2 76.2 GGGG
1106*12591 00000/0000 20006/1782 11/06/72 0 1475 3016S 05 4 30w 54*6 74.5 GGGG
1106w12593 00000/0000 20006/1783 11/06/72 0 1475 3141S 05455W 54*0 72.8 GGGG
1106-13000 00000/0000 20006/1784 11/06/72 0 1475 3307S 05521w 53.3 71.3 GGGG
1106-14170 00000/0000 20006/1785 11/0/72 90 1476 5659N 05421W 15.7 164.1 PPP
1106.14172 00000/0000 20006/1786 11/06/72 20 1476 5936N 05512W 16.9 163*2 GGGG
1106-14175 00000/0000 20006/1787 11/06/72 10 1476 54 12N 05600W 18.1 1624 GGGG
1106*14181 00000/0000 20006/1788 11/06/72 10 1476 5p48N 056 44W 19*3 161.6 GGGG
1106w14184 00000/0000 20006/1789 11/06/72 20 1476 5124N 05726W 20*6 160.9 GGGG
1106.14190 00000/0000 20006/1790 11/06/72 50 1476 5000N 05806W 21.8 160.1 GGGG
1106-14193 00000/0000 20006/1791 11/06/72 30 1476 4836N 05845W 23.0 159.4 GGGG
1106"14195 00000/0000 20006/1792 11/06/72 50 1476 4711N 05922W 24.2 158*6 GGGG
1106-14202 00000/0000 20006/1793 11/06/72 100 1476 4546N 05957w 25.3 157.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...... ..... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ... ,,,,..., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED, G=GBOD* F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P*POSR*
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0250
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLBOU sRBIT PINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PBSITION IN ROLL ACCQURED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1106*14325 00000/00OC 20006/1794 11/06/72 100 1476 02'N 07205W 55*1 123.7 GGGG
1106-14331 00000/0000 20006/1795 11/06/72 100 1476 0122N 07226W 55*7 121.8 GGGG
1106-14334 00000/0000 20006/1796 11/06/72 100 1476 0003S 07246W 56.2 119.8 GGGG
1106*14340 00000/0000 20006/1797 11/06/72 100 1476 0130S 07306W 56*7 117.7 GGGG
1106o14343 00000/0000 20006/1798 11/06/72 90 1476 0256S 0 7326W 57.1 115*6 GGGG
1106-14345 00000/0000 20006/1799 11/06/7P 100 1476 0423S 07346W 57*5 113.4 GGGG
1106-16013 00000/o000 20006/1800 11/06/72 80 1477 5249N 08235W 19.3 161.6 GGGG
1106-16015 00000/0000 20006/1801 11/06/72 70 14'77 5125N 0 8317W 20o5 1609 GGGG
1106-16022 00000/0000 20006/1802 11/06/72 80 1477 5000N 08358W 21.7 160*1 GGGG
1106-17401 00000/0000 20006/1803 11/06/72 0 1478 6 75 3 N 09620W 5.8 173*1 GGGG
1106-17404 00000/0000 20006/1804 11/06/72 20 1478 6634N 09 7 5 7 W 7*1 171*7 GGGG
1106-17410 00000/0000 20006/1805 11/06/7p 20 1478 6514N 09926W 8.3 170.3 GGGG
1106-17413 00000/0000 20006/1806 11/06/72 40 1478 6353N 10046w 9*5 169.1 GGGG
1106-17415 00000/0000 20006/1807 11/06/7P 60 1478 62 3 2N 10159W 10.7 167.9 GGGG
1106-17422 00000/0000 20006/1808 11/06/72 100 1478 6109N 10307W 12*0 166.9 GGGG
1106-17424 00000/0000 20006/1809 11/06/72 50 1478 5 946N 10408W 13.2 165*9 GGGG
1106-17431 00000/0000 20006/1810 11/06/72 60 1478 5824N 10506W 14*4 165*0 OGGG
1106-17433 00000/0000 20006/1811 11/06/72 80 1478 5701N 10600W 15*6 164.1 GGGG
1106-17440 00000/0000 20006/1812 11/06/72 80 1478 5537N 10651W 16*9 163.2 GGGG
1106-17442 00000/0000 20006/1813 11/06/72 90 1478 5413N 10 738W 18.1 162*4 GGGG
1106-17445 00000/000 2000U6/181 11/0o/7? 40 1478 5250N 10823W 19.3 161.6 GGGG
1106-17451 00000/0000 20006/1815 11/06/72 80 1478 5125N 10906W 20.5 160.9 GGGG
1106"17513 00000/0000 20006/1816 11/06/72 10 1478 3007N 11654W 37*9 149*2 GGGP
1106-19233 00000/0000 20006/1817 11/06/72 30 1479 6753N 12209W 5*8 173*1 GGGG
1106-19235 00000/0000 20006/1818 11/06/72 0 1479 6 6 3 4 N 12346W 7.0 171.7 GGGG
1106-19242 00000/0000 20006/1819 11/06/72 0 1479 6514N 12514W 8.3 170.3 GGGG
1106-19244 00000/0000 20006/1820 11/06/72 0 1479 6 353N 12633w 9*5 169.1 GGGG
1106-19251 00000/0000 20006/1821 11/06/72 40 1479 6P32N 12747W 10.7 1679 GGGG
1106-19253 00000/0000 20006/1822 11/06/72 80 1479 6109N 12854W 11*9 166.9 GGGG
1106,23164 00000/0000 20006/1823 11/06/72 30 1481 2310S 15233E 57*3 84.1 GGGG
1106023170 , 00000/0000 20006/1824 11/06/72 30 1481 2436S 15211E 56.8 82.0 GGGG
1106,23173 0000/0000 20006/1825 11/06/72 30 1481 26018 15148E 56o4 80.1 GGGG
1106-23175 00000/0000 20006/1826 11/06/72 10 1481 2727S 15124E 55*9 78*2 GGGG
1106-23182 00000/0000 20006/1827 11/06/72 0 1481 2852S 15100E 55*3 76.4 GGGG
1106-23184 00000/0000 20006/1828 11/06/72 10 1481 3016S 15035E 5497 74.6 GGGG
1106-23191 00000/0000 20006/1829 11/0/7? 10 1481 3142S 15010E 54.0 73.0 GGGG
1106-23193 00000/0000 20006/1830 11/06/72 20 1481 3307S 14944E 53.3 71.4 GGGG
1106-23200 00000/0000 20006/1831 11/06/72 30 1481 3433S 14917E 52.6 70.0 OGGG
1106-23202 00000/0000 20006/1832 11/06/72 20 1481 3559S 14850E 51.8 68.6 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % 0..... ....  TO 100 * % CLOUD CqVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .... ***..*.... . BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RPRECYCLED* GGOGBRD F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PlPO5OR
16:44 MA 11,'74 STANOARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0251
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N MICRIFILM R5LL 9,./ DATE CLBUD 3RBIT PRINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I POSITIJN IN R8LL ACOUtRE CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LJNG 123 45678
1106-23205 00000/000C 20006/1833 11/C)/7? 20 1481 3724S 14822E 51*0 67*3 GGGG
1106-23211 00000/0000 200b/1834 11/0A/72 20 1481 3849S 14754E 50*2 66.0 GGGG
1106w23214 O0000/000 2Q006/1835 11/(6/7P 10 1481 4015S 14725E 49.3 64.9 GGG
1106-23220 00000/0000 2006/1836 11/06/72 10 1481 4140S 14654E 48*4 63.8 GGGG
1106-23223 0000/000C 200U6/1837 11/06/7P 70 1481 4-05S 14623E 47*5 62.9 GGGG
1107-00400 00000/0000 20006/1838 11/07/72 100 1482 4544N 14507E 25*2 157.9 GGGG
1107-0040 2 OOoo0/000 200U6/1839 11/.7/ 72 100 1482 4419N 14433E 26s4 157s2 GGGG
1187-00405 00000/0000 20006/1840 11/07/72 70 1482 4?54N 14401E 27*6 156.4 GGGG
1107-00411 00000/0000 20006/1841 11/07/72 80 1482 4 12 9N 14330E 28.8 155.7 GGGG
1107"02322 o00o/0000 20006/1842 11/07/72 90 1483 1416N 10953E 48,9 137*0 GGGG
1107002325 00000/0000 23006/1843 11/07/72 80 1483 1I50N 10932E 49.8 13506 GGGG
1107-02331 00000/0000 20006/1844 11/07/72 60 1483 1124N 10911E 50*6 134.1 GGGG
1107-02334 00000/0000 20006/1845 11/07/72 5 1483 0957N 10850E 51*5 132.6 GGGG
1107"02340 00000/0000 20006/1846 11/07/72 30 1483 OR31N 10830E 52*2 131.0 GGGG
1107-02343 00000/0000 20006/1847 11/07/7? 30 1483 0705N 1010iE 53,0 129.3 GGGG
1107-02345 00000/0000 20006/1848 11/07/72 20 1483 0O38N 10750E 53.7 127.6 GGG
1107-02352 00000/0000 20006/1849 11/07/72 20 1483 0412N 10730E 54*4 125*8 GGGG
11070o2354 o0000/o000 20006/1850 11/07/72 20 1483 0245N 10710E 55*0 123.9 GGG
1107"02361 00000/0000 20006/1851 11/07/72 10 1483 0119N 10650 E  55.6 122.0 GGGG
1107-04115 00000/0000 20006/1852 11/07/7P 0 1484 2713N 0872 4E 40*0 147.4 GGGG
1107-04122 00000/0000 20006/1853 11/07/7P 0 1.484 2548N 08701E 41.0 146.4 GGGG
1107w04124 0000/0000 20006/1854 11/07/72 0 1484 2422N 08638E 42*1 145.4 GGGG
110704131 00000/0000 20006/1855 11/07/72 0 1484 2p56N 08615E 4301 144.4 GGGG
1107-04133 00000/0000 20006/1856 11/07/7P 10 1484 2130N 08552E 44.1 143.3 GGGG
1107-04140 00000/0000 200U6/1857 11/07/72 0 1484 2003N 08530E 45.1 142.1 GGGG
1107-04142 00000/0000 20006/1858 11/07/7P 10 1484 1837 N 08507E 46*1 140*9 GGGG
1107-04145 00000/0000 20006/1859 11/07/72 20 1484 1709N 08446E 47.1 139.7 GGGG
1107"04151 00000/0000 20006/1860 11/07/72 20 1484 1541N 08425E 48.0 138.4 GGGG
1107-04154 00000/0000 20006/1861 11/07/72 30 1484 1415N 08405E 48.9 137*0 GGGG
11070C416C 00000/0000 20006/1862 11/07/72 50 1484 1250N 08343E 4908 135.6 GGGG
1107-04163 00000/0000 20006/1863 11/07/7P 50 1484 1124N 08322E 50*6 134.1 GGGG
1107-04165 00000/0000 20006/1864 11/07/7 30 1484 0957N 08301E 51*4 132.6 GGGG
1107-05503 00000/0000 20006/1865 11/c07/72 20 1485 4P51N 06632E 27.6 156.4 GGGG
1107-05510 00000/0000 20006/1866 11/07/72 80 1485 4126N 06601E 28*8 155.7 GGGG
1107-05512 00000/0000 20006/1867 11/07/7P 40 1485 4000N 06b30E 29.9 155.0 GGG
1107-07392 000o/C00 20008/0044 11/n7/72 10 1486 2419N 03500E 42.1 145.4 GGGG
1107-07394 00000/0000 20008/0045 11/07/72 0 1486 2253N 03437E 4301 144.4 GGGG
1107-07401 00000/0000 20008/0046 11/07/7p 0 1486 2127N 03415E 44.1 143.3 GGGG
1107-07410 00000/0000 20006/1868 11/07/72 0 1486 1834N 03331E 46.1 140.9 GPGG
KEYS! CL!UC CBvER .. l*l* ..***** 0 TB 100 - % CLOUD CIVERe ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,.....,,,,.. BLANKSwBAND NBT PRESeNT/REQUESTED, RPRECYCLED, G.GBRAD FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0252
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIrN MICRPFILM RLL 19./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI N IN ROLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1107-07412 00000/0000 20006/1869 11/07/72 0 1496 1708N 03309E 47*1 139.7 GPGG
1107-07415 00000/0000 20006/1870 11/07/72 0 1486 1541N 03248E 48.0 138*4 GPGG
1107-07421 00000/c000 20006/1871 11/07/72 0 1486 1415N 03227E 48*9 137.0 GGGG
1107-37424 00000/0000 20008/0047 11/07/72 0 1486 1249N 03206E 49.8 135.6 GGGG
1107-07430 00000/0000 20008/0048 11/07/72 0 1486 1123N 03146E 50*6 134.1 GGGG
1107-07433 oo0000/00 20008/0049 11/07/72 0 1486 0957N 03126E 51*4 132.6 GGGG
1107-07435 00000/0000 20008/0050 11/07/72 0 1486 0830N 03106E 52*2 131.0 GGGG
1107-07442 00000/0000 20008/0051 11/07/72 0 1486 0704N 03045E 5390 129.3 GGGG
1107-07444 00000/0000 20008/0052 11/07/72 0 1486 0937N 03025E 53.7 127.6 GGGG
1107-07535 00000/0000 20006/1878 11/07/7p 0 1486 2602S 02241E 56*4 80.2 GGGG
1107-07542 00000/0000 20006/1879 11/c7/72 0 1486 2728S 02218E 55*9 7803 GGGG
1107a707544 00000/0000 20006/1880 11/07/72 0 1486 2852S 02154E 55*3 76.5 GGGG
1107-37551 o0000/0000 20006/1881 11/07/72 0 1486 3019S 02129E 54*7 74.8 GGGG
1107-07553 00000/0000 20006/1882 11/97/72 10 1486 3144S 02104E 54.1 73.1 GGGG
1107-07560 00000/0000 20006/1883 11/07/7P 0 1486 3310S 02038E 53*4 71.5 GGGG
1107-07562 00000/0000 20006/1884 11/07/72 40 1486 3435S 02011E 52.6 70.1 GGGG
1107-09182 o0000/co00 20008/0053 11/07/7? 20 1487 3836N o1325E 31*0 154.2 GGGG
1107-09185 00000/0000 20008/0054 11/07/72 10 1487 3711N 01257E 32*2 153.4 GGGG
1107-09191 00000/0000 20006/1887 11/07/72 10 1487 3545N 01230E 33*3 152.7 GGGG
1107-09194 00000/0000 20006/1888 11/07/72 20 1487 3420N 01203E 34*5 151.8 GGGG
1107-09200 00000/0000 20006/1889 11/07/72 0 1487 3254N 01137E 35.6 151.0 GGGG
1107*09203 00000/0000 20006/1890 11/07/72 10 1487 3128N 01111E 36.7 150*2 GGGG
1107"09205 00000/0000 20006/1891 11/07/72 0 1487 3003N 01046E 37.8 149.3 GGGG
1107-09212 00000/0000 20006/1892 11/07/72 0 1487 2837N 01021E 38*9 148*4 GGGG
1107-09214 00000/0000 20006/1893 11/07/72 0 1487 2711N 00957E 40.0 147.4 GGGG
1107-09221 00000/0000 20006/1894 11/07/72 0 1487 2545N 00933E 41*0 146.4 GGGG
1107-09223 00000/0000 20006/1895 11/07/7P 0 1487 2419N 00910E 42*1 145.4 GGGG
1107.09230 00000/0000 20006/1896 11/07/72 0 1487 2253N 00848E 43.1 144.,4 GGGG
1107-09232 00000/0000 20006/1897 11/07/72 0 1487 2127N 00826E 44*1 143.3 GGGG
1107-09235 00000/0000 20006/1898 11/07/7 0 1487 2001N 00804E 45*1 142*1 GGGG
1107-09241 00000/0000 20006/1899 11/07/72 0 14R7 1835N 00742E 46.1 140.9 GGGG
1107*09244 00000/0000 20006/1900 11/07/72 0 1487 17 09N 00720E 4700 139.7 GGGG
1107o09250 00000/0000 20006/1901 11/07/72 0 1487 1542N 006591 48.0 138.4 GGGG
1107-09253 00000/0000 20006/1902 11/07/72 0 1487 1416N 00638E 48.9 137.1 GGGG
1107-09255 00000/0000 20006/1903 11/07/72 0 1487 1250N 00617E 49.7 135.6 GGGG
1107-09262 00000/0000 20006/1904 11/07/72 0 1487 1 12 3 N 00556E 50*6 134.2 GGGG
1107-09264 00000/0000 20006/1905 11/07/72 0 1487 0g57N 00535E 51*4 132.6 GGGG
1107-09271 00000/000C 20006/1906 11/07/72 0 1487 0830N 0 0515E 52.2 131*0 GGGG
1107-09273 .00000/0000 20006/1907 11/07/72 20 1487 0705N 00454E 53.0 129.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER %X ............ , 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ,.....,,...... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R*RECYCLED* GwGBORD FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PNPBOR.
16144 MAR 11s174 STANDARD CATALRG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0253
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV - MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1107v09280 00000/0000 20006/1908 11/07/72 20 1487 037N 00434E 53.7 12706 GGGG
1107-09282 00000/0000 20006/1909 11/07/7P 30 1487 0410N 00414E 54*3 125*8 GGGG
1107-12584 00000/0000 20007/0001 11/07/72 30 1489 094oS 05023W 58*3 107.2 GGGG
1107m12590 00000/0000 20007/0002 11/o7/72 10 1489 1006S 05043W 58*5 104*9 GGGG
1107-12593 00000/0000 20007/0003 11/07/72 10 1489 1133S 05104W 58*6 102.6 GGGG
1107w12595 00000/0000 20007/0004 11/07/72 10 1489 1P59S 05125W 58.6 100.2 GGGG
1107*13002 00000/0000 20007/0005 11/07/72 10 1489 14 26S 05145W 58*6 97*9 GGGG
1107-13004 00000/0000 20007/0006 11/07/72 10 1489 1559S 05206W 58.6 95.6 GGGG
1107-13011 00000/0000 20007/0007 11/07/72 10 1489 1717S 05227W 58.4 93o3 GGGG
1107w14231 00000/0000 20007/0008 11/07/72 100 1490 554oN 05636w 16.6 163.3 GGGG
1107*14233 00000/0000 20007/0009 11/07/72 90 1490 54 16N 0572 4 W 17.8 162.5 PPPP
1107-14240 00000/0000 20007/0010 11/07/72 60 1490 5253N 058 OW 19*0 161.7 pppP
1107-14242 00000/0000 20007/0011 11/07/72 90 1490 5128N 05852W 20.2 160.9 GGGG
1107-14245 00000/0000 20007/0012 11/07/72 90 1490 5003N 05933w 214- 160.2 GGGG
1107-14251 00000/0000 20007/0013 11/07/7P 90 1490 4838N 06010W 22.6 159.5 GGGG
1107*14254 00000/0000 20007/0014 11/07/7P 90 1490 4714N 06046W 23*8 158.7 GGGG
1107-14260 00000/0000 20007/0015 11/07/72 70 1490 4550N 06121W 25.0 158*0 GGGG
1107-14263 00000/0000 20007/0016 11/07/72 80 1490 4425N 06155W 26.2 157.3 GGGG
1107-16074 00000/0000 20008/0055 11/07/72 90 1491 5129N 08441W 20.2 160.9 GGG
1107-16080 00000/0000 20008/0056 11/07/72 100 1491 5004N 08522W 21p4 160.2 GGGG
1107-17505 00000/0000 20007/0017 11/07/72 50 1492 5 129 N 11030w 20*2 161*0 GGGG
1108-01001 00000/0000 20007/0018 11/08/72 20 1496 0423S 12951E 57.4 114.2 GGGP
110801004 00000/0000 20007/0019 11/08/72 30 1496 0551S 12932E 5707 112*0 GGGP
1108-01010 00000/0000 20007/0020 11/08/72 30 1496 0716S 12911E 58.0 109*7 GGGP
1108-01013 00000/0000 20007/0021 11/08/72 40 1496 0842S 12851E 58*3 10794 GGGP
1108-01015 00000/0000 20007/0022 11/08/72 30 1496 1009S 12830E 58*4 105*1 GGGP
1108-01022 00000/0000 20007/0023 11/0R/7P 10 1496 1136S 12809E 58,6 102*8 GGGP
1108-02374 00000/0000 20008/0057 11/08/72 70 1497 1547N 10849E 47.7 138*7 GGGG
1108.02381 00000/0000 20007/0024 11/08/72 70 1497 1420N 10827E 48*6 137.3 GGGG
1108-02383 00000/0000 20007/0025 11/08/72 70 1497 1P54N 10807E 49.5 136*0 GGGG
1108-02390 00000/0000 20007/0026 11/08/72 60 1497 1127N 10746E 50o4 134.5. GGGG
1108*02392 00000/0000 20007/0027 11/08/72 50 1497 1001N 10725E 51.2 133*0 GGGG
1108"02395 00000/0000 20007/0028 11/0A/72 50 1497 0o35N 10705E 52*0 131.4 GGGG
1108*02401 00000/0000 20007/0029 11/08/72 50 1497 0709N 10645E 52*8 129.8 GGGG
1108-02404 00000/0000 20007/0030 11/08/72 20 1497 0543N 10625E 53*5 128.0 GGGG
1108*02410 00000/0000 20007/0031 11/08/72 10 1497 0417N 10604E 54.2 126.3 GGGG
1108-02413 00000/0000 20007/0032 11/08/72 30 1497 OP49N 10544E 54.8 124.4 GGGG
1108*02415 00000/0000 20007/0033 11/08/72 30 1497 0122N 10524E 55.4 122.5 GGGG
1108-02422 00000/0000 20007/0034 11/08/72 40 1497 0003S 10504E 56*0 120.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *,*********,,, 0 TO 100 • % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ..... ,. . BLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED. R=.RCYCLED. G.GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBR,.
16:44 MAR 11ls74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NN.*US PAGE 025
FRGM 07/23/72 T0 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LbNG 123 45678
1108002424 00000/0000 20007/0035 11/08/72 60 1497 0129S 104441 5695 118.5 GGGG
1108-02431 00000/0000 20007/0036 11/08/72 70 1497 0256S 10423E 57*0 116*4 GGGG
1108-02433 00000/0000 20007/0037 11/08/72 30 1497 0423S 10403E 57.4 11412 GGGG
1108.02440 0o000/0000 20007/0038 11/08/72 20 1497 0549S 103431 57.7 112.0 OGGG
1108002442 00000/0000 20007/0039 11/08/72 20 1497 0715S 10322E 58*0 109.8 GGGG
1108w02445 00000/0000 20007/0040 11/08/72 30 1497 0842S 10302E 5893 107.5 GGG
1108-06135 00000/0000 20007/0041 11/08/72 40 1499 17236 04918E 58.4 93.6 GGG
1108-06141 00000/0000 20007/0042 11/08/7p 20 1499 1850S 048561 58.3 91.3 GGGG
1108-06144 00000/0000 20007/0043 11/08/72 20 1499 2016S 04834E 58.0 89.1 GGG
1108-06150 00000/0000 20007/0044 11/08/72 20 1499 21429 04812E 57*7 86.9 OGeQ
1108w06153 00000/0000 20007/0045 11/08/72 50 1499 2307S 04749E 57*4 84*8 GGGG
1108006155 00000/0000 20007/0046 11/08/7P 20 1499 2434S 04726E 57*0 82.7 GGGG
1108-07434 0000/0000 20007/0047 11/08/72 0 1500 2839N 03445E 38.6 148.6 GGGG
110807441 00000/0000 20007/C0048 11/0/72 10 1500 2714N 03421E 39*7 147.6 G0GG
1108-07443 00000/0000 20007/0049 11/08/72 10 1500 2548N 03358E 40.7 146.7 GGGG
1108-07450 00000/0000 20007/C050 11/08/7P 0 1500 2422N 03335E 41.8 145.7 GOGG
1108.07452 0000/0O000 20007/0051 11/08/7P 0 1500 2256N o3312E 42.8 144.6 0GGG
1108-07464 00000/000 20007/C052 11/08/72 0 1500 1838N O3207E 45.8 14i.2 GGGG
1108-07482 00000/0000 20007/C053 11/08/72 0 1500 1253N 03042E 4905 136.0 0GGG
1108-07484 00000/0000 20007/C054 11/0A/72 0 1500 1127N 03022E 50*4 134.5 GGGG
1108.07491 00000/0000 20007/C055 11/0o/72 0 1500 i000N 03001E 51.2 133*0 GGGG
1108w07493 00000/0000 20007/0056 11/08/72 0 150 0 0833N 02941E 52*0 131*4 GGGG
1108-07500 00000/0000 20007/C057 11/08/7P 10 1500 0707N 02920E 52*8 129.8 GGoG
1108-07502 00000/0000 20007/C0058 11/O/72 20 1500 0541N 02900E 53*5 128.1 GGGG
1108.07505 00000/0000 20007/0059 11/08/72 20 1500 041 4 N 028401 54.2 126*3 GGGG
1108.07591 00000/0000 20007/C060 11/08/72 10 1500 2431S 02142E 57.0 82.8 GoGG
110808014 00000/0o00 20007/0061 11/06/72 lo 1500 3306S 01915E 53*5 72.0 GGGG
1108.09214 00000/0000 20007/0062 11/o0/72 0 1501 4709N 01514E 23.6 158.7 GGG
1108009220 00000/0000 20007/0063 11/08/7p 0 1501 4545N 01439E 24'8 158.0 GGOG
1108-09223 00000/0000 20007/0064 11/08/72 100 1501 4420N 014061 26.0 157.3 GG0
1108-09225 00000/0000 20007/0065 11/08/72 60 1501 4255N 01333E 27*2 156.6 GGGG
1108.09232 00000/0000 20007/0066 11/18/72 60 1501 4 130N 013021 28.4 155.8 aGGG
1108-09234 00000/0000 20007/0067 11/08/72 90 1501 4004N 012321 29.5 155*1 GGGG
1108-09241 00000/0000 20007/0068 11/08/72 40 1501 3839N 01203E 30*7 154*4 GG00
1108-09243 Oo0000/o00 2CO07/C069 11/0A/72 30 1601 3713N 011341 31*9 153.6 0000
1108m09250 00000/0000 20007/0070 11/08/72 10 1i01 39 68N 011061 33.0 152.8 0GG
1108-09252 00000/0000 20007/0071 11/08/72 10 1501 3423N 01039E 34.1 152*0 GGGG
1108:09255 00000/0000 20007/,072 11)0A/72 0 1501 3058N 01013E 3503 151.2 GGGG
1108.09261 00000/0000 20007/C0073 11/08/72 0 1501 3132N 009461 36,4 15093 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *.,..oee......o 0 TO 100 X 9 CLOUD C'VER, ** E NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .. o....oo.... BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED* RwRECYCLED* GG9ODo FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PEPOBRo
16:44 "AR 11s'74 STANDARD ChTALeG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0255
FRM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERvAT1TN ITCR0FI M ReLL \:9,/ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITI9N IN ROLL AC(UTREn CBVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
EV M5S LAT LNG 123 45678
1108*0926 OC30O/000O 23007/03C74 l1//7 3t 1501 o06N 00921E 37'5 149.5 GGGG
1108,09270 o0 00C/O0C 20007/0075 11/RA/72 0 1501 2A41N o0057 38s6 148.6 GGGG
1108=,9273 00000/000c 20007/0076 I1/8/72 0 1501 2715N 00833E 39.7 147.6 GGGG
1108s09275 00000/0C00 20007/0077 11/?/7 10 1501 29N 0009E 40:7 146,7 6000
1108-09282 OOCo0/000 2007/0078 11/C/7o 20 1501 2423N 00746E 41.8 145.7 GGGG
1108609284 00000/00 20007/0079 I1/t)/72 o1 1501 2P57N 00724E 42*8 1446 GGGG
1108,09291 O0000/C000 20007/0080 11/0/7 20  15n1 2131N 00701E 43.8 143.5 SGG
1108-09293 00000/C000 20007/0081 11/nA/7 2 I 1501 200N 00639E 44.8 142.4 GGGG
1108-09300 00O0/OOOU 20007/0082 11/ /7P to 1501 113 8 N 00617E 4548 141.2 00GG
110809302 00300/COC 2o.007/083 l1/0A/7p 1o 1501 1712N 00555E 46*8 140.0 GGOG
1108*09305 00000/0000 20007/0084 1t/0A/72 10 1501 1946N 00b34E 477 1387 GGGG
110809311 00000/0000 20U07/0065 11/08/7P 0 1501 1419N 00513E 4806 137.4 GGGG
1108-09314 00000/0C00 20007/0086 1i/oR/72 0 501 1P53N 00452E 49.5 136.0 GGGG
1108609320 COO00/CtO 200,7/0087 11/04/7 o 1501 I 27N 00431E 50*4 134.6 GGGG
1108-09323 00000/0000 20007/0088 11/0!/72 0 1501 i00ON 00410E 5102 133.0 GGGG
1108-09325 OC300/0000 20007/0089 11/./72 0 1501 08 3 4 N 00350E 52.0 131.5 GG
1108*09332 00000/0000 20007/0090 11/oR/7P 2o 1501 0707N 00330E 52.7 129*8 dGGG
1108.09334 00000/000 20U7/0091 11/OA/7P 30 1501 041N 00309E 53.5 128,1 GGGG
1108=13013 00000/000C 20007/0092 11/08/72 30 1503 0125N 049 2 6 w 55*4 122.7 GGGG
1108"13015 O0000/OCO0 20007/0093 11/'A/72 30 1503 0n01S 0 4947W 55.9 120.7 GGG
1108w13022 0000/0000 2007/0094 11//7P 60 1503 0128S 05007W 56.4 118.7 GGGG
1108-13024 00000/0000 20007/0095 ll/OA/7P 60 1503 0254S 05 028W 56*9 116.6 GGGG
1108-13031 OC000/0000 20007/0096 1tl/oR 72 60 1503 0420S 050 4 8w 57.3 114.5 GGGG
1108s13033 00000/0000 20007/0097 11/08/72 80 1503 0546S 05108W 57.7 112.3 GGGG
1108'13040 00000/ooo0 20007/0098  11/A/7p 5 0 1503 0713S 05129W 58,0 11090 GGGG
1108a13042 00000/O000 20007/0099 1/A/7P 40 1593 0940S 05149w 58.2 107.7 GGGG
1108-1305 C00000/000 20007/0100 l/c,/72 50 1593 1l06S 05210w 58.4 105.4 GGGG
1108.13051 00000/0000 20007/0101 11/n8/72 50 1503 1133S 05231W 58*5 103*1 GGGG
1108-13054 00000/0000 20007/0102 li/0A/72 50 1503 1259S 05252W 58*6 100*8 GGGG
1108-13063 00000/0000 20007/0103 11/08/72 40 1503 15515 05 3 33w 58*6 96.1 GGGG
1108-130e5 00000/0000 20007/010 4  11/0A/ 7P 30 1503 1717S 0 5354W 58.4 93*8 GGGG
1108e13072 o0000/oco0 20007/01C5 It/nA/ 7 p 30 1503 1043S 05 4 16W 58*3 91.6 GGGO
1108-13074 00000/0C00 20007/0106 l1/CR/72 30 1503 2011S 05437W 58.0 89.3 GGGG
1108-13081 00000/C000 20007/0107 11/0/72 60 1503 2138S 05459W 57.8 87.2 GGGG
1108-13083 00000/00C0 23007/0108 lt/OR/72 50 1503 2304S 05b21W 57.4 85.0 GPGG
1108-13090 00000/0000 20007/0109 11/0R/72 80 1503 2429S 05543W 57.0 83.0 PPGG
1108-16132 O /000/0000 2 08/0058 11/0o/72 100 1505 5129N 08607W 19*9 161.0 GGGG
1108-16135 00COO/C000 20008/0059 1t/0A/72 100 1505 5004N 08647W 21.1 160*2 GGGG
1108-17564 00000/00OU 20007/0110 11/08/72 40 1506 5129N 11155W 199 161*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % . *,.......,,, 0 To 100 %  CLOUD CAVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY **.....**,,* BLANKSoBAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RURECYCLED* GmGSBD* FmFAIR BUT USABLE* PmPB9R,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0256
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFI6M R.LL cO./ DATE CLOUD RRIT PPINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IIj ROLL AQGUJTRED COVER 'UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
Rev MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1108-23283 00000/0003 20007/0111 11/08/72 100 1509 2431S 14920E 57*0 83*1. GGG
1108-23290 00000/0000 20007/0112 11/0t/7? 80 1509 2556S 14856E 56.6 81*1 GGGG
1108-23292 0000/c000 200u7 /11 3  11/0C/72 40 1509 2723S 14832E 56*1 79*2 GGGG
1108-23295 00000/0000 20007/0114 11/08/7? 10 1509 248S5 14808E 55*5 77.4 GGGG
1106-23301 00000/0000 20007/0115 11/0/7? 20 1509 3013S 14744E 55*0 75.6 GGGG
1108"23304 00000/0000 20007/0116 11/0o/72 30 15o9 3138S 14718E 54.3 73o9 GGGG
1108-23310 OCO00/CCoC 20007/0117 11/08/7 .40 1509 3304S 14652E 53*6 72.3 GGG
1108-23313 CC00000/0000 20007/0118 11/08/72 40 1509 3430S 14626E 52.9 70.8 GGGG
1108-23315 00000/OC00 20007/0119 11/R8/72 80 1509 3557S 14600E 52.2 69.4 GrGG
1108-23322 00000/000 20007/0120 11/08/7P 90 1509 372?S 14532E 51.4 68*0 GGGG
1108-23324 00000/0000 20007/0121 11/cA/7 2 100 1509 3R46S 14504E 50.6 66.8 GGGG
1109-00512 00000/0000 20007/0122 11/19/7P 90 1510 45;7N 14217E 24*6 158*1 GGGG
1109-00515 C0000/0000 20007/0123 11/09/72 70 1510 4422N 14143E 25*8 157.4 GGGG
1109-00521 00000/0000 20007/0124 11/09/7P 40 1510 4257N 14110E 27*0 156.6 GGGG
1109"00524 00000/0000 20007/0125 11/09/72 20 1510 413?N 14039E 28*2 155*9 GGGG
1109-C0530 00000/0000 20007/0126 11/09/7 30 1510 4007N 14009E 29o3 155*2 GGGG
1109-00533 00000/0000 20007/0127 11/09/7P 80 1510 3P41N 13939E .30*5 154*4 GGGG
1109-00535 00000/0000 20007/0128 11/09/72 60 1510 3716N 13911E 31.7 153.7 GGGG
1109-00542 00000/0000 20007/0129 11/09/72 10 1510 3550N 13843E 32*8 152.9 GGGG
1109-00544 00000/0000 20007/0130 11/09/72 10 1510 3425 N 138 16E 33.9 152.1 GGGG
1109-01042 000C0/0000 20007/0131 11/09/72 10 1510 0123N 12948E 55.3 122.9 GGGG
1109-01044 00000/0000 20007/0132 11/C9/72 50 1510 0002S 12927E 55*9 120*9 GGGG
1109-01051 00000/0000 20007/0133 11/09/7P 40 1510 0129S 12907E 56*4 118*9 GGGG
1109-01060 00000/0000 20007/0134 11/09/7p 30 1510 0422S 12827E 5703 114.7 GGGG
1109-01062 000O/0000 20007/0135 11/09/7 2 20 1510 0549S 12b07E 5796 112*5 GGGG
1109-01065 0009/0000o 20007/0136 11/9/72 20 1510 0715S 12747E 57.9 110.2 GGGG
1109*31071 00300/0000 2,007/0137 11/09/72 30 1510 09419 12726E 58e2 108.0 GGGG
1109-01074 00000/0000 20007/0138 11/09/7 2 40 1510 1009S 12705E 58.4 105.7 GGGG
1109-I1080 00000/0000 20007/0139 11/n9/ 7 P 40 1510 1134S 12645E 58.5 103.3 GGGG
1109-31083 00000/0000 20007/014o 11/09/7? 10 1510 1303S 12624E 58.6 101.0 GGGG
1109-01085 "00000/0000 20007/01.1 11/0/7P 10 1510 1429S 1260 3E 58o6 98.7 GGGG
1109-01092 00000/0000 20007/0142 1!/09/7? in 1510 1554S 12541E 58.6 96*4 GGGG
1109-01094 00000/0000 20007/0143 11/09/72 10 1510 1720S 12520E 58*4 94.1 GGGG
1109-01101 00000/C000 20007/0144 11/09/72 10 1510 1848S 12458E 58.3 91.8 GGGG
1109-01103 00000/0000 20007/0145 11/09/72 20 1510, 2113S 12437E 5801 89.6 GGGG
1109-01110 00000/0000 20007/0146 11/09/7? 20 1510 2139S 12416E 57.8 87o4 GGGG
1109-01112 00000/0000 20007/0147 11/09/72 20 1510 2305S 12354E 57*4 85.3 GGGG
1109-01115 00000/0000 20007/01,48 11/09/72 0 1510 2431S 12332E 57*0 83*2 GGGG
1109-01121 D0000/0000 20007/0149 11/09/72 C 1510 2556S 12309E 56o6 81*2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBOEP % o...*,**... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** - NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..... ,... .... . LANKS.BAND NOT PRrSENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. GG0D, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBBR,
16144 MAR 11,74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBNaUS PAGE 0257
FR5M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BSERVATION MICROFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLbUD eRBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1109*01124 00000/0000 20007/0150 11/09/72 0 1510 2721S 12245E 56.1 79.3 GGGG
1109-01130 00000/0000 20007/0151 11/09/72 0 1510 2P46S 12220E 55*6 77.4 GGGG
1109*01133 00000/o000 20007/0152 11/09/72 0 1510 3013S 12155E 55*0 75,6 GGGG
1109-02462 00000/0000 20007/0153 11/09/72 40 1511 0942N 104 59E 53.3 128.4 GGGG
1109002465 00000/0000 20007/0154 11/09/72 50 1511 0416N 10438E 54.0 126.7 GGGG
1109-02471 00000/0000 20007/0155 11/09/72 70 1511 0?49N 10418E 54*7 124.8 GGGG
1109w02474 00000/0000 20007/0156 11/09/72 80 1511 0122N 10357E 55.3 122*9 GGGG
1109*02480 00000/0000 20007/0157 11/09/72 70 1511 0004S 10337E 55.8 121.0 GGGG
1109002483 00000/0000 20007/0158 11/09/72 90 1511 0130S 10316E 5604 118.9 GGGG
1109-02485 00000/0000 20007/0159 11/09/72 70 1511 0257S 10256E 56*8 116*8 GGGG
1109-02492 00000/0000 20007/0160 11/09/72 60 1511 0423S 10236E 57.3 114.7 GGGG
1109-04223 00000/0000 20007/0161 11/09/72 0 1512 3009N 0 8521E 37*2 149.6 GGGG
1109-04230 00000/0000 20007/0162 11/09/72 0 1512 2R 4 3 N 08457E 3803 148*7 GGGG
110906020 00000/0000 20007/0163 11/09/72 70 1513 4254N 06344E 27.0 156.6 GGGG
1109-06023 00000/0000 20007/0164 11/09/72 60 1513 4129N 06312E 28*1 155*9 GGG
1109*06025 00000/0000 20007/0165 11/09/72 0 1513 4 00 3 N 06241E 29*3 155.2 GGGG
1109-06032 00000/0000 20007/0166 11/09/72 0 1513 3R38N 06211E 30*5 154.4 GGGG
1109-06182 00000/0000 20007/0167 11/09/72 10 1513 1304S 04856E 58*6 101.1 GGGG
1109"06184 00000/0000 20007/0168 11/C/72 10 1513 1430S 04835E 58*6 98*7 GGGG
1109-06191 00000/0000 20007/0169 11/09/72 10 1513 1557S 04 81 3E 58*6 9664 GGGG
1109-06193 00000/0000 20007/0170 11/09/72 10 1513 1724S 04752E 58.4 941 GGGG
1109"06200 00000/0000 20007/0171 11/09/72 30 1513 195)S 04731E 58*3 91.9 GGGG
1109-06202 00000/0000 20007/0172 11/09/72 40 1513 2015S 04709E 5801 89.6 GGGG
1109-06205 00000/0000 20007/0173 11/09/72 40 1513 2141S 04647E 57.8 87.4 GGGG
1109-06211 00000/0000 20007/0174 11/09/72 50 1513 2307S 04625E 57.4 85.3 GGGG
1109"06214 0000/0000 20007/0175 11/09/72 80 1513 2433S 0 4602E 57*0 83.2 GGGG
1109-07490 00000/0000 20007/0176 11/09/7P 0 1514 3006N 03343E 37*2 14996 GGGG
1109-07493 00000/0000 20007/0177 11/09/72 0 1514 2R4N 03318E 38*3 148.7 GGGG
11090o7495 00000/000C 20007/0178 11/09/72 C 1514 2714N 03255E 3994 147.8 GGGG
1109-07502 00000/0000 20007/0179 11/O9/72 0 1514 254AN 03232E 40*5 146.8 GGGG
110907504 00000/0000 20007/0180 11/09/72 0 1514 2422N 0 3210E 4105 14598. GGGG
1109-07511 00000/0000 20007/0181 11/09/7P 0 1514 2256N 03 14 7E 4206 144.8 GGGG
1109-07513 00000/0000 20007/0182 11/09/72 0 1514 2130N 03125E 43*6 143*7 GGGG
1109-07520 00000/0000 20007/0183 11/09/72 0 1514 2004N 03103E 44*6 142.6 GGGG
1109-07522 00000/0000 20007/0184 11/09/72 0 1514 1R38N 03042E 45*6 141.5 GGGG
1109-07525 00000/0000 20007/0185 11/09/72 0 1514 1711N 03020E 4605 140.2 GGGG
1109-07531 00000/0000 20007/0186 11/09/7 0 1514 1546N 02958E 47,5 139*0 GGGG
1109-07534 00000/0000 20007/0187 11/09/72 0 1514 141 9 N 02937E 48*4 137.6 GGGP
1109-07540 00000/0000 20007/0188 11/09/7? 0 1514 1253N 02916E 49*3 136.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % *.,,*,*o,***,,, 0 TB 100 - % CLOUD CeVER. ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... SLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED, RaRECYCLED. GvGBBD, FIFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOR,
16844 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0258
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,,/ DATE CLOUD' ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
RaV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1109*07543 00000/0000 20007/01.89 11/09/72 0 1514 1126N 02855E 50.2 1348 GGGG
1109-07545 00000/0000 20007/01.90 11/09/72 0 1514 I000N 02834E 51,0 133.3 GGGG1109-07552 00000/0000 20007/0191 11/09/72 0 1514 0533N 02814E 51*8 131.8 GGGG1109-07554 00000/0000 20007/0192 11/09/72 0 1514 0707N 02753E 52*6 130.1 0000
1109-07561 00000/0000 20007/0193 11/09/72 0 1514 0541N 02733E 53.3 128 4 Gr3GG1109-08034 00000/0000 20007/0194 11/09/72 10 1514 2014S 02120E 58*1 89*7 GGGG
1109-08040 00000/0000 20007/0195 11/09/72 10 1514 2140S 02058E 57*8 87.5 GGGG
1109-08043 00000/0000 20007/0196 11/09/72 20 1514 2307S 02036E 57.4 85.4 GGGG
1109-08045 00000/0000 20007/0197 11/09/72 0 1514 2433S 02014E 57*1 83.3 GGGG1109-08052 000/0000 20007/0198 11/09/72 0 1514 2558S 01951E 56.6 81*3 GGGG
1109m08054 00000/0000 20007/0199 11/09/72 0 1514 27249 01928E 56.1 79.4 GGGG
1109*08061 00000/0000 20007/0200 11/09/72 0 1514 2850S 0190 4 E 5546 7705 GGGG1109-08063 00000/0000 20007/0201 11/09/72 0 1514 3015S 01839E 55*0 75*7 GGGG
1109-09281 00000/0000 20007/0202 11/09/72 90 1515 4420N 01239E 257 157.4 GGG1109v09284 00000/0000 20007/0203 11/09/72 40 1515 4255N 01207E 26*9 156.7 GGGG
1109"09290 00000/0000 20007/0204 11/09/72 20 1515 4130N 01135E 28.1 155.9 GGGG
110909293 00000/0000 20007/0205 11/09/72 70 1515 4005N 01105E 29.3 155.2 GGGG
1109-09295 00000/0000 20007/0206 11/09/72 20 1515 3A39N 01036E 30*4 15494 GGGG110909302 00000/0000 20007/0207 11/09/72 0 1515 3714 N 01"007E 31.6 153.7 GGGG1109-09304 00000/0000 20007/0208 11/09/72 0 1515 3548N 00939E 32*7 152*9 GGGG1109-09311 00000/0000 20007/0209 11/09/72 0 1515 3422N 00913E 33*9 152.1 GGGG
1109-09313 00000/0000 20007/0210 11/09/72 0 1515 3256N 00846E 35,0 151.3 GGGG
1109-09320 00000/0000 20007/0211 11/09/72 10 1515 3 131N 00821K 36. 1 150*5 GGGG
t109-09322 00000/0000 20007/0212 11/09/72 0 1515 3005N 00756E 37*2 149.6 GGGG
1109009325 00000/0000 20007/0213 11/09/72 0 1515 2840N 00731E 38.3 148.7 GGOG1109-09331 00000/0000 20007/0214 11/09/72 0 1515 27 14 N 00707E 39*4 147*8 GGGG1109-09334 00000/0000 20007/0215 11/09/72 0 1515 2549N 00643E 40 .5 146.8 OGGG1109-09340 00000/0000 20007/0216 11/09/72 0 1515 2424N 00620E 41*5 145.9 GGGG
1109009343 00000/0000 20007/0217 11/09/72 0 1515 2258N 00556E 42*6 144.8 GGGG
1109-09345 00000/0000 20007/0218 11/09/72 0 1515 2132N 0053 4E 43,6 143.7 GGPG1109-09352 00000/0000 20007/0219 11/09/72 0 1515 2006N 00512E 44.6 142*6 GGGG1109-09354 00000/0000 20007/02;20 11/09/7p 0 1515 i13 9N 00450E 45.6 141.5 GGG
1109-09361 00000/0000 20007/0221 11/09/72 0 1515 1712N 00429E 46.5 140.3 GGGG
1109-09363 00000/0000 20007/0222 11/09/72 0 1515 1546N 00408E 475 139.0 GGGG1109-09370 00000/0000 20007/0223 11/09/72 0 1515 1419N 00347E 48.4 137.7 GGGG
1109009372 00000/0000 20007/02;24 11/09/72 0 15115 1252N 00326E 49.3 136.3 GGGG
1109-09375 00000/0000 20007/0225 11/09/7P 0 1515 1126N 00306E 50.1 134.9 GGGG1109-09381 00000/0000 20007/0226 11/09/72 C 1515 1000N 00245E 51.0 133.4 GGGG
1109-09384 00000/0000 20007/0227 11/09/72 0 1515 0833N 00224E 51*8 131.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,,....,..oo.. 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER. ** o NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *eoo,eo,,.,o BRLANKSeBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO RsRECYCLEDo GaGORD, FUFAIR BUT USABLE. PRPBOR.
16144 AR 11,t'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NONUS PAGE 0g 9FRBm o7/e/3/72 T9 07/23/73
S8SERA47!1,N ITCWFL R4LL S,4 DAE CLOWD S R1 PqIVC!PAL P51NT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALlrYMW T1S4ITN IN ROLL ACaUJTE' CqvER NUMBER IF ImA0! ELEV9 AZIM. RBV MSSR9V mSS LAT LONO 123 45678
1109-93 c 00000/0000 2I07/0228 11/q/7p 40 151i5 070N 00204K 52.5 130.2 00001109609393 0001/CC0J 2070229 11/lqi7p 40 1515 014,7 00144E 53.3 128.5 03001109-13065 0050C/OO 20007/0230 111~9/72 80 1517 0~47N 05033w 54,6 124,9 CaoG
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1110m16325 00000/0000 20007/0392 11/10/72 30 1533 2423N 09823W 41.2 146.1 GGGG1110-16331 00000/0000 20007/0393 11/10/7? 30 1533 2P56N 09845W 42*2 145.1 GGGG1110-16334 000o0/000C 20007/0394 11/10/72 30 1533 2130N 09907W 43.2 144*0 GGGG1110-16340 00000/0000 20007/0395 11/10/72 10 1533 2003N 09929W 44. 3  142.9 GGGG1110-16343 00000/0000 20007/0396 11/10/7P 10 1533 137N 09 9 51w 45.2 141.8 GGGG1110*23380 00000/0000 2C007/0397 11/10/72 30 1537 1725S 14817E 58.5 95.0 GGGG1111-00585 0000/0000 20007/0398 11/11/7P 2t 1538 5943N 14651E 12*0 165.9 GGGG1111100591 00000/0000 20007/0399 11/11/7P 80 1538 5W20N 14553E 13.2 165.0 GGGG1111-00594 00000/0000 20007/0400 11/11/72 90 1538 5657N 14458E I4.5 164.2 GGGG1111lo010o00 0000/oCC 20007/0401 11/11/72 90 1538 5 534 N 14407E 15.7 163.3 GGGG1111-01003 00000/0000 20007/0402 11/11/72 90 1538 .5410N 14319E 16.9 162.6 GGGG1111-01005 OCO00/Co00 20007/0403 11/11/72 90 1538 5246N 14235E 18.1 161.8 GGGG1111o01012 00000/0000 20007/0404 11/11/7P 90 1538 5122N 14152E 19*3 161*0 GGGG1111-C1C14 00000/0000 20007/0405 11/11/72 60 1538 4957N 14 112E 20.5 160.3 GGGG1111-01021 00000/0000 20007/0406 11/11/72 50 1538 4833N 14033E 21.7 159.6 GGGG1111-01023 00000/0000 20007/0407 11/11/72 40 1538 4708N 13957E 22*9 158.9 GGGG111101030 o00000/0000 20007/0408 11/11/72 60 1538 4544N 13922E 24.1 158.2 GGGG1111-01032 00000/000 20007/0409 11/11/72 50 1538 4419N 13849E 25*3 157.5 GOGG1111-01035 00000/0000 20007/0410 11/11/72 70 1538 4P53N 13816E 26.5 156.8 GGGG1111-01041 00000/0000 2007/0411 11/11/72 80 1538 4128N 13745E 27.7 156.0 GGGG1111-C1044 00000/0000 20007/0412 11/11/7 80 1538 4002N 13714E 28.8 155.3 GGGG1111-01050 00000/ 000 20007/0413 11/11/7? 70 1538 3 83 7 N 13645E 3090 154.6 GGGG1111-01053 00000/0000 20007/0414 11/11/72 70 1538 371?N 13616E 31.2 153.8 GGGG1111-01055 OOOCO/OOO 20007/0415 11/11/72 70 1538 3547N 13548E 32.3 153.1 G GG1111-01062 C000O/CCO 20007/0416 11/11/72 60 1538 3421N 13520E 33.4 152.3 GGGG1111-C1064 00000/CCO 20007/0417 11/11/72 20 1538 3255N 13454E 34.6 151.5 GGGG11-1101155 000/0000 200o 7/0418 11/11/72 40 1538 0119N 12654E 55,0 123.6 GGGG1111-011b 2 00000/0003 20007/0419 11/11/72 40 1538 0007S 12634E 55.6 121.7 GGGG1111"01164 00000/CC00 20007/0420 11/11/72 30 1538 0134S 12613E 56.1 119.7 GGGG1111o1171 00000/000u 20007/0421 11/11/72 30 1538 0301S 12552E 56*6 117.6 GGGG1111-01173 00000/o000 20007/0422 11/11/72 30 1538 0428S 12532E 57*1 115.5 GGGG
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16144 MAR 11#'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN.oUS PAGE 0266e -As 11s' FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM RSLL N9,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMHAE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN ROLL ACQUtRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
11110o8174 00000/0000 20007/0501 11/11/72 60 1542 28529 0 1610E 55.8 78*3 GG
1111s09421 00000/0000 20007/0502 11/11/7p 10 1543 3545N 00645E 32.2 153.1 GGQG
t111109424 00000/0000 20007/0'503 11/11/72 30 1543 
3420N 00619E 33*4 152.3 000G
1111109430 00000/0000 20007/0504 11/11/72 30 1543 3254N 00553E 34.5 15105
1111*09433 00000/0000 20007/01505 11/11/72 30 1543 3128N 005275 35.6 150.7
1111-09435 00000/0000 20007/01506 11/11/7P 0 1543 3002N 0 0501E 36,7 149.8 
GOGG
1111009442 00000/0000 20007/0!507 11/1t/72 10 1543 2836N 00437E 37.8 149.0 
0060
1111009444 00000/0000 20007/0508 11/11/72 30 1543 271ON 00413E 38.9 148.1 oGGO
1111-09451 00000/0000 20007/0509 11/11/72 0 1543 
2 4 4N 003491 40.0 147.1 GeG
1111*09453 00000/0000 20007/0!510 11/11/72 20 1543 2418N 00326E 41.1 146.2 Gns
111109460 00000/0000 20007/0511 11/11/72 60 1543 2252N 003031 42*1 145.1 06Q0
111109462 00000/0000 20007/0512 11/1t/7p 20 1543 2i.26N 00241E 43.1 144.1 GGG1
1111=09465 00000/0000 20007/0513 11/11/72 0 1543 2000N 00219K 44.1 143.0 ease
1it1-09471 00000/0000 20007/0514 t li/72 40 1543 1834N 00157E 45 1 141.9 000
1111s09474 00000/0000 20007/01515 11/11/72 40 1543 1707N 00136E 46.1 140.7 Ges
t111109480 00000/0000 20007/0516 11/11/72 30 1543 1541N 00114E 47.1 139.4 ease
1111-09483 00000/0000 20007/01517 11/11/72 0 1543 1415N 00053E 48.0 138.1 0bG
1111:09485 00000/0000 20007/01518 11/11/72 0 1543 1248N 00033E 48*9 136.8 0130
1111t.9492 00000/0000 20007/0519 11/11/72 0 1543 1122N 00012E 49,8 135,4 Goes
1111-09494 00000/0000 20007/01520 11/11/72 0 1543 0956N 00008W 50,6 133.9 
0000
1111=09501 00000/0000 20007/0521 11/11/72 30 1543 0829N 00029W 51*4 132.4 G06e
11109503 00000/0000 20007/0522 11/11/72 60 1543 0703N 0 0049W 52o 130.8 G00G
1111t13220 00000/0000 20007/01523 11/11/72 40 1545 1004S 0562 W 68*2 107.1 POGO
1111-13223 00000/0000 20007/01524 11/11/72 40 1545 11319 05648w 58o4 104*8 0 00
H'1*13225 00000/0000 20007/0525 11/11/72 30 1545 12578 05708W 58.5 102.5 0000
1111P13232 00000/0000 20007/0526 11/1./72 60 1545 14239 oB729w 58,6 100,2 0000
1111*13234 00000/0000 20007/0127 11/11/72 60 1545 15499 o0750W S85 97.8 sOee
111t132,41 00000/0000 20B07/01528 11/11/72 40 1545 1715S o051we 58.5 95.5 0000
1111-13243 00000/0000 20007/01529 11/11/72 4o 1545 141S 0 5833w 58.3 93.3 
Goes
111113260 00000/0000 2Eooo7/01530 11/11/72 50 1545 2O09S 05 55W 58.1 91.0 0666
1111i132§2,. 00000/0000 20007/0531 11/11/72 60 15,45 2135S 0918W 5709 88.8 
0030
1111-13255 00000/0000 20007/0532 11/11/72 90 1545 23009 05941W 57.6 86.6 GGG
1111-14445 00000/0000 20007/0533 11/11/72 100 1546 5945N 0 5942W 11Il 166.0 PPGO
111114458 00000/0000 20007/05134 11/11/72 90 1546 3522N 060 40W 13.1 165.1 
PPOO
111114454 000o0o/000 20007/01535 11/11,/72 60 1546 5 5
9N 06134 14.3 164,2 PRoo
1i1114461 00000/0000 20007/01536 11/i/72 SO 1546 5135N 06224W 1B.5 163.4 Q0
1111=14463 00000/0000 20007/0137 11/11/72 90 1546 5412N 0 6311W 16*7 16206 
GPOG
1111.14470 00000/0000 20007/0I18 11/11/72 100 11 46 2
4 N 0636W 17.9 16108 0
t111114472 00000/0000 20007/01539 11/11/7p 70 1 56 J 4N 06438w 19*1 1611 0000
KEYBI CLOUD COVER X o,..u*......** 0 TO 100 a X CLOUD CAVER* ,* m NO CLOUb DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.ooo....oo.... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRRSFNT/REOUESTED. RuRECYCLEOD. o.GRD, FPFAIR BUT USABLE. PImPbR,
16144 MAR 11t'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NONUS PAGE 0267
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICRiFi6M RILL NO./ DATE CLOUD 5R9IT PRINCIPAL PDINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PMSITIIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CSVER NUMBER aF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1111014475 00000/0000 20007/0540 11/11/72 7C 1546 5n00N 06b18W 20*3 160.3 PGOG
111114481 00000/0000 20007/0541 11/11/72 100 1546 4835N 06557W 21*5 159.6 GGGG
111114511 00000/0000 2000U7/0542 11/11/72 70 1546 3140N 06948W 29*8 154.6 GGGG
1111i14513 00000/000 20007/0543 11/11/72 60 1546 3714N 07016W 31*0 153.9 PnGG
1111-14520 O0000/OCO 20007/0544 11/11/72 80 1546 3R49N 07043W 32.1 153.1 PPGG
1111*16383 00000/0000 20007/0545 11/11/72 60 1547 2422N 09949W 40*9 146*3 G000
1111w16390 00000/0000 20007/0546 11/11/72 40 1547 22P56N 10012W 42*0 145.2 GOGG
1111*16392 00000/CO0c 20007/0547 11/11/72 20 1547 2131N 10034W 43.0 144.2 OGG
1111*16395 00000/0000 20007/0548 11/11/72 30 1547 2004N 10056W 4400 14361 GGG
1111*16401 00OCO/0000 20007/0549 11/11/72 40 1547 1838N 10117W 45,0 142.0 GGG
1111023493 00000/0000 20007/0550 11/11/72 90 1551 3725S 14112L 51*8 69.1 0OGG
1111.23500 00000/C000 20007/0551 1/11t/72 90 1551 30SS 14043E 5100 67*8 oleo
1112-01C84 000C/000.0 20007/0552 11/12/72 90 1552 4543N 13755E 23.9 158.2 GGGG
1112~0191 o00000/0000 2007/0553 11/1I/72 100 1552 4418N 13721E 25,0 157.5 aQGG
1112001100 00000/0000 20007/0554 11/1 /72 80 1552 4128N 13618E 2704 156.1 QnGG
1112-01102 00000/0000 20007/0555 11/1./72 70 1552 4002N 13547E 28.6 155.4 GGGG
1112001106 0c00o0/O00 20007/0556 11/1P/72 40 1552 3837N 13518E 29*7 154*7 GIGG
1112001111 00000/0000 20007/0557 11/1P/72 50 1552 3711N 13450E 30.9 153.9 GGGO
1112a01114 00000/0000 20007/0558 11/1P/72 50 1552 3546N 13422E 32.0 153.2 oleo
1112-01120 00000/0C00 20007/0559 11/12/72 20 1552 3421N 13355E 33.2 152,4 GGGG
111201123 00000/0000 20007/0560 11/12/72 40 1552 3256N 13329E 34*3 151,6 GGO
1112*0112s 00000/0000 20007/0561 11/1P/72 60 1552 3130N 13304E 3504 150.8 GGGG
1112'01200 00000/0000 20007/0562 11/12/72 90 1552 0705N 12648E 52%1 131*0 GGGG
1112:01202 00000/0000 20007/0563 11/12/72 80 1552 0538N 12628E 52.8 129.4 GaG0
1112*01205 00000/0000 20007/0564 11/12/72 80 1552 0410N 12607E 53*5 127.6 OGG
1112-01211 00000/0000 20007/0565 11/1I/72 50 1552 024 3N 12b47E 54.2 125.9 GGGG
1112=01214 00000/0000 20007/0566 11/1P/7P 70 1552 0117N 12b27E 54.8 1240 GGGG
111201220 00000/0000 20007/0567 11/12/72 80 1552 0008S 12507E 55.4 122.1 GGGG
1112o01223 O0O00/0000 20007/0568 11/12/72 80 1552 0135S 12447E 56*0 120,1 GGGG
1112P01225 00000/0000 20007/0569 11/1p/72 80 1552 0301S 12426E 56*5 118.1 GGGG
1112-01232 00000/00O 20007/0570 11/12/72 60 1552 0427S 12405E 56*9 116.0 GOGG
1112-01234 00000/0000 20007/0571 11/p1/72 40 1552 0553S 12345E 57.3 113.8 GOGO
1112-01241 00000/0000 20007/0572 11/iP/72 20 1552 0720S 12324E 57*7 111.6 0GG0
1112-01243 00000/0000 20007/0573 11/p1/72 40 1552 0847S 12304E 58*0 109.4 GGGG
1112-01250 00000/0000 20007/0574 11/12/72 40 1552 1015S 12244E 58.2 107.1 GGGG
1112a03034 00000/0000 20007/0575 11/12/72 90 1553 05 38N 10040E 52.8 129.4 GGG
1112-03040 O0000/C000 20007/0576 11/12/72 100 1553 0411N 100191 53*5 127.7 GGOO
1112-03043 00000/0000 20007/0577 11/12/72 100 1553 0245N 09959E 54,2 125.9 GOGG
1112o03045 00000o/0000 20007/0578 11/12/72 90 1553 0118N 09938E 54.8 124*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X ,,,.,,...0,,,., o TO 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALITY .. *....... .  , BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT'REQUESTED* RNRECYCLED* GuGBOD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. P*PeOR.
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16144 MAR 1jt*74 STANDARD CATALSG FOR NBNwUS PAGE 0270
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBXNT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1112*23484 00000/0000 20007/0657 11/12/72 20 1565 1432S 14605E 58.5 100,6 GGGG
1112023490 00000/0000 20007/0658 11/12/72 40 1565 1600S 14544E 58*5 98.3 GGGG
1112023493 00000/0000 20007/0659 11/12/72 50 1565 1725S 14523E 58.4 96.0 GGGG
1112w23495 00000/0000 20007/0660 11/12/72 60 1565 185is 14502E 58.3 93.7 GGGG
1112-23501 00000/0000 20007/0661 11/12/72 100 1579 2000S 14444E 58.2 91*9 GGGG
1112w23502 00000/0000 20007/0662 11/12/72 90 1565 2018S 14440E 58.1 91.5 GGGG
1112*23504 00000/0000 20007/0663 11/12/72 70 1565 2144S 14418E 5709 89.3 GOGO
1112&23510 00000/0000 20007/0664 11/12/72 70 1579 2252S 14400E 57.7 87.6 GGGG
1112:23513 00000/0000 20007/0665 11/12/72 60 1579 2419S 14337E 57.3 85.4 aaGa1112 23515 00000/0000 20007/0666 11/12/72 40 1579 2545S 14314E 56.9 83.4 GGGG
1112=23522 0000D/00CO 20007/0667 11/12/72 0 1579 2710S 14250E 56.5 81.4 GGGG1112a23524 00000/0000 20007/0668 11/P1/72 0 1579 2836S 14226E 56*0 79.5 GPGG
1112-23531 00000/0000 20007/0669 11/12/72 0 1579 3002S 14202E 55.5 77.7 PPGG
1112'23533 00000/0000 20007/0670 11/1/72 0 1579 3128S 14138E 54.9 75.9 PPGG1112w23540 00000/0000 20007/0671 11/12/72 0 1579 3253S 14112E 54.3 74*2 GpGG
1113*01245 00000/0000 20007/0672 11/13/72 80 1566 0957N 126045 50.3 134 4GGGG
1111001252 00000/0000 20007/0673 11/12/72 70 1566 0831N 12544E 51.1 132.9 0GG1113-01254 00000/0000 20007/0674 11/13/72 30 1566 0705N 12523E 51.9 131.3 eGe1113-01261 00000/0000 20007/0675 11/13/72 30 1566 0538N 12'5031 52.6 1a9,7 GOGG
1113-01263 0000/0000 20007/0676 11/13/72 30 1566 0411N 12442E 53.4 128.0 00GG
1113*01270 00000/0000 20007/0677 11/13/72 40 1566 OP4SN 124225 5400 126.2 GGGG
1113w01272 00000/0000 20007/0678 11/13/72 20 1566 0117N 12402E 54.7 124 4 GG
1113-01275 00000/0000 20007/0679 11/12/72 30 1566 0009S 12342E 55.3 122.5 GGG01113ol1281 00000/0000 20007/0680 11/13/72 40 1566 0134S 12322E 55.8 120.5 GoG1113e01284 00000/0000 20007/0681 11/13/72 40 1566 0301S 12302E 56.4 118.5 GGGG
1113o01290 00000/0000 20007/0682 11/13/72 20 1566 0427S 12241K 56.8 116.4 loba
1113e01293 00000/0000 20007/0683 11/13/72 20 1566 0554S 12220E 57.2 114.3 GGGG
1113O01295 00000/000 20007/0684 11/13/72 40 1566 0720S 12159E 57.6 112.1 0000
1113w01302 00000/0000 20007/0685 11/13/72 So 1566 OR47S 12140E 57.9 109*9 GGGG
1113001304 00000/0000 20007/0686 11/13/72 30 1566 1014S 12120E 58.1 107.6 GGGG
1113:01311 .00000/0000 20007/0687 11/1,/72 50 1566 1141S 12100E 58.3 1053 GGOGP
1113 01313 00000/0000 20007/0688 11/13/72 50 1566 13079 12039E 58*4 103.0 GGGP
1113w01320 00000/0000 20007/0689 11/11/72 50 1566 1433S 12018E 58*5 100.7 GGGP
1113-01322 00000/0000 20007/0690 11/13/72 50 1566 1958S 11956E 58.5 98.4 OGGP
1113o01325 00000/0000 20007/0691 11/1i/72 20 1566 1725S 11934E 58.4 96.1 GGGP
1113-01331 00000/0000 20007/0692 11/13/72 10 1566 1851S 11912£ 58.3 93.8 GGGP
1113-01334 00000/0000 20007/0693 11/13/72 10 1566 2018S 11851E 58.1 91.5 GGG0P1113-01340 00000/0000 20007/0694 11/13/72 0 1566 2144S 118291 5709 89.3 OGG
1113*01343 00000/0000 20007/0695 11/13/72 0 1566 2310S 118071 57.6 87.2 GOG0
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X% o,,**,.,,.. 0 TO 100 s % CLOUD C9VER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE,QUALITY e.on,......... BLANKSUBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, RpRECYCLED. GmGOD. FUFAIR BUT USABLE* P.POOR.
16e44 MA; 11,'74 STANDARD CATALPG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0271
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN mICgRFILM 9RLL N9./ DATE CLBUD BRUIT POIYCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITISN IN HnLL AC0UTRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
pB5 MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1113*01345 00000/CC00 20007/0696 11/11/7P 0 1566 2437S 11744E 57.3 85.1 GGGG
1113*01352 0000C/0000 20007/0697 11/13/72 30 1566 2602S 11721E 56.9 83*0 GGGG
1113.j1354 O 000/C000 20007/0698 11/11/72 50 1566 T27S 11658E 56.4 81.1 GGGG
111 3-j1361 O00co0/c00 20007/0699 11/13/72 90 1566 ?253S 11634E 55.9 79*2 GGPG
1113-01363 0000/0000 20007/0700 11/11/7P 100 1566 3018S 11610E 55.4 77.3 GGGG
1113.01370 0000/0000 20007/0701 11/11/72 100 1566 3143S 11544E 54.8 75.6 GG0G
1113-01372 00000/000C 20007/0702 11/13/7p 70 1566 3109S 11518E 54.1 73.9 GPGG
1113-1375 00000/0000 20007/0703 11/13/7p 50 1566 3435S 11451E 53.5 72*4 pppG
1113-06250 0¢000/0000 20007/0704 11/13/72 0 1569 4241N 05758E 25.9 156.9 GGGG
111 3 -o6253 00000/0000 20007/0705 11/11/72 0 1569 4 124N 05726E 27.1 156.2 GGGG
1113-08114 00000/0000 20008/0060 11/11/72 10 1570 3127N 02823E 35.2 150.9 GGGG
1113-08121 00000/0000 20008/0061 11/13/7P 0 1570 3001N 02758E, 36.3 150.1 SGGG
1113-08123 00000/0000 200U8/0062 11/13/7P 0 1570 2a35N P07345 37*4 149.2 GGOG
1113-08130 000C/O0000 20008/0063 11/13/7P 0 1570 2709N 02710E 38*5 14 83 GGGG
1113-o8132 00000/0000 20008/0064 11/13/72 0 1570 2543N 02647E 39.5 147.4 0GG0
1113-08135 00000/0000 20008/0065 11/13/7P 0 1570 2417N 02624E 40.6 146.4 GGGG
1113*08141 00000/0000 20007/0706 11/13/72 20 1570 2251N 02602E 41.6 14595 GGGG
1113-08144 00000/0000 20007/0707 11/13/7P 30 1570 2126N 02539E 42.7 144*4 GGGG
111308150 000000/0000 20007/0708 11/13/72 80 1570 1959N 02517E 43.7 1*3.3 GGGG
1113*08153 00000/0000 20007/0709 11/1/72 80 1570 1833N 02455E 44.7 142.2 GGGG
1113-C8155 00000/0000 20007/0710 11/13/72 50 1570 1707N 02433E 45*7 141.1 GGGG
1113-08162 00000/0000 20007/0711 11/13/72 10 1570 1941N 02412E 46.6 139.8 GGGG
1113-08164 00000/0000 20007/0712 11/13/72 100 1570 1415N 02350E 47.6 138.6 GGGG
1113-08171 00000/0000 20007/0713 11/13/72 0 1570 1248N 02329E 48.5 137.3 GGGG
1113-08173 00000/0000 20007/0714 11/13/72 0 1570 1121N 02308E 49.4 135.9 GGGG
1113-08180 00000/0000 20007/0715 11/13/72 0 1570 0955N 02248E 50.2 134.4 GGGG
1113-08182 O00CO/C000 20007/0716 11/13/72 0 1570 0O29N 02227E 51.0 132.9 OGG0
1113-08185 00000/0000 20007/0717 11/13/72 0 1570 0702N 02207E 51.8 131.4 GGGG
1113*08191 00000/C0000 20007/0718 11/13/72 100 1570 0535N 02147E .52.6 129.7 GGGG
1113-09532 00000/OOOC 20007/0719 11/13/72 10 1571 3709N 00420E 30*6 154.0 GGGG
11133*9534 00000/0000 20007/0720 11/13/7P 10 1571 3544N 00352E 31.7 153.3 GGGG
1113-09541 00000/0000 20007/0721 11/13/72 0 1571 3419N 00325E 32*9 152.5 GGGG
1113-09543 00000/0000 20007/0722 11/13/7P 0 1571 3253N 00300E 34*0 151.7 PPGP
1113-09550 00000/0000 20007/0723 11/13/72 0 1571 31r2N 00234E 35.1 150.9 PPGP
1113-09552 00000/0000 20007/0724 11/13/72 0 1571 3002N 00210E 36.2 150.1 PPQP
1113-09555 00000/0000 20007/0725 11/11/72 0 1571 2R35N 00146E 37*3 149.2 PPGP
1113'09561 00000/0000 20007/0726 11/13/7P 20 1571 2710N 00122E 3804 148.3 PPGP
1113-09564 00000/0000 20007/0727 11/13/72 70 1571 2544N 00059E 39.5 147s4 PGGP
11,13-09570 00000/0000 20007/0728 11/13/72 90 1571 2418N 00036E 40*6 146.5 GGGP
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER ~............. O3 100 a % CLBUD CqVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY S,,r,, ,,,, BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RaRECYCLED, G.OGBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPOeR.
16:44 MA 11 ,1 74 "P ',I:STANaRDCTAT'G G~F NeN=USL.~ ' ie" ' L0 ; i,;L i .u 'PAGE 72
. Co FR 4M'- 7/2,3//72LT 07/2 3 ,/f73 ,'-',, J 1 . v rf'F
OBSERVATI5N MICR9FILM RLLL N.),/ DATE CLOUD 9ReIT PRI"JCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
. T.: r es PSi<TIN I-rHeLL ACCUITRED C'VER NUMBER S, :B9F IM GE3 ELEV. T*3ZIT RBV ~rMNSS
', : RBV MSS.. S-LAT eNG~N : 123 H45678
1113-09573 :OC0o/c00o 0 20007/0729 11/.3/72 90 2171 52252N 0000:lE 31 6 r 145i5 ,PGP
,;113!09575 r00000/0CO, .20007/0730 '11/13/72 90 15 71 2126N uOO 0W 42 7 o44 I GG'GP
:11j309582 '00000/-C000 ;20007/0731 11/-13/72 90 15.571 :1959N 0o 0c 3"3(i7 .143.4 hGGGP
t11j'3'09584 ,00000/000 20007/0732 11/.11/7; 80 14 71 3 b1aa3N Ob05 3W 34a 7 .~1-42 2 cGPGP
'l4309591 ,00000/0000 ;20007/0733 11/1.3/72 60 15 71 32707N )lo iW 345 7 1~11 "PGP
113-09593 000oo/C000 20U0070734 ,11/0/72 20 T1 571 1 49 N Oo0a.13 w 246,6 '139 9 CGiGG
143-10000 :,00000/000 :20007/0735 ,11/13/72 .010 1571 014 14.N C'001o5W 47,5 3138*6 CGGGG
:1113-0002 o0.0000/000 ,20007/0736 11713/72 10 1571 1 48N 02o21 W -48- 5 *137*3 *OGGG
1113 10005 -'00000'OCO00 20007A0737 .11i1*/72 10 1571 lI 24N C0 0239W 249 3 I135i9 G''GG
'1113-10011 1:00000C0000 1,20C,07/0738 11/1/72 10 1571 ':0955N 1:0300W 2502 -1-34*5 0GbGG
111310014 00000/0000 20007/0739 :11/14/72 30 71571 0829N :o 32 W 510 , 133 o0 2GeGG
,1113100o20 o0ocooo/oco .20007/0740 11/13/72 70 1571 0702N 034.4w 51.8 -131.4 c GGGG
1113u13390 00000/0000 20007/0741 :71372 ' 60 .1573 :2852S 0O6,09W : 56o0 -; 79i 4 CGG
S1113i13392 OO b/co00 .20007/0742 11/-13/72 ,70 -1573 :3019S (0693~4W 554 ,77 '6 CGGG
;: 113,13395 00000/0000 20007/0743 11/1/72 70 1573 : 3 6S ,8645 9 'W54 8 :7598 E(GGGG
S11134301 :0000/00C 20007/0744 11213/72 .80 1573 T3312S cOD65W 54.-2 -74'2 G~GGG
it 11133404 -o 00000/0000 20007/0745 11I/1 72 v6C & 73 3,436S 00 5 W ,535 %, 1236 GGGG
11313410 o00C0/CCo0 20007/0746 11/1 /72; 360 ;573 :3Q00S ub6619W 528 7 1u1 G:'GG
1113143413 00000/0000 .20007/0747 11/13/72 ,70 X4573 S,3725S O66 7w .52o 1 >,j69.7 LGGGG
1113-3415 .00000/00 20007/0748 1 / 72 90 ;15-5'7 3 i.85SS or%6716w cw13 i68.4 CGGGG
.1113013422 :00000/c0oo -20007/0749 11/13/72 90 f.1573 Z,4.016S 0"b67 46w 150~5 :':671 cG'BG
,1113!-13424 -00000/0000 -20007/0750 11/13/72 60 .1573 , 414 ,S C: 681W 349.6 .o 66 0 .~kOGG
1113-13431 00000/0000 :21007/0751 11/13/72 50 1573 <4306S b684 w 3W488 464 9 .'GGGG
1113t3,433 .'00000/C000 20007/0752 11/13/72 70 15273 :.4430S ,069 W :.%739 4 26309 C GBG
111313440 -00000/C000 .20007/0753 -11/13/72 40 1573 4555S 0'69.5W ::7a 0 2 ,63: 1
'1113"13442 00000/0000 20007/C754 11/1 /72 50 r 5,73 :472~2S 0031 ,.4640 262F3 CG4tG$113-00445 0000/00O 20007'1075 5 .11/13/:72 60 15,?3 .4 AS : 07L18w -45.0 ,61:5 CGGGG
;111313451 00000/0000 20007/0756 11/13/72 :80 1573 3500 07147w a 411 .160, ,9 bGG'GG
111313454 r00000/0000 20007/0757 11.,3/72 .,90 ;1573 5132S 67722,8W -43.1 60, 3 c-GGGP
:11.131!46 0'00000/0000 20007/0758 1113/72 7('80 :I1573 35056S o071-0W ;~42 O0 .<,59i 9 eGPGP
51113i13463 " 00000/C000 '20007/0759 ; 1/13/72 :)J7 0 11573 35139S lb735W L4o6 0 159-'5 GGG
'1113m14592 .0000/o0000 .20007/0C760 .1ib7/72 100 1574, 50N '6/ 8w ;2 a98 .1604 GGGG
,$111314594 ;0000/0000 20007/0761 11/13/ 2 100 574 -4836N 068J7W 0210 1459i7 ,?GGGG
1113-15o44 6boooicooo -20007/0762 11i3/72 -.80 1574 .G3C'32N -r0745iW 9 5 1S0 15l'0'0 GGG
1131-16405 00000/0000 20007/0763 11 /13/2 O 1 1575- 537N 0910 4W 143. 9 :163i4 CGcGG
111316412 00000/0000 K0007/C764 11/13/72 0 1575 5413N 09151W 16o2 162.6 GGGG
1113-16414 00000/0000 20007/0765 11/13/72 10 1575 5P49N 09237W 17*4 161*9 GPGG
1113-16421 00000/0000 20007/0766 11/13/72 0 1575 5124N 09320W 18.6 161.1 53 G aGG
1113-16494 .00000/0000 20008/C066 11/1 372 '. O ,.1575: 254, N 0 ,. O218W E' 39.4 ,17o5 0;, GGG
KEYSI CL.UD CBVER % *,********,oo.. 0 TB 100-li CbUD'. 'CVER. 2*A. CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
' IMAGE. QUALITY ... .. ,,.... . LANKSBAD ',NB'TPRpSFNT/REIIJESTE I-R=RECYCLED. GaG D. FIFAIR BUT USABLE.ivPBBR.
16 4 4 "m liF .1 47 ~.'..T ATANA D ARCA-TA LG'wFBR:NN.US'2 ' PAGE 027~
.cf' -- 9 A -019!)- FROM7? ? LT 017' 23/18 c Cr~f. D)vj' Y/ir frv-
OBSERVATION M!CROFILm ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD OBIT PPIIJCIPAL peINT SUN SUN WMAGE Q~UALITY
L,- 0)o e t 5N 1-RbLLLi2 A C 0 01' R D COV~ER .NJLMBFR S z PjF I M A t S ELtVi AZiii RBV CS
11130 6505I 0 C) kpb §2r)08, 069 11y>7 fo 157\ 2i.8 ,o26 42 52 LeE12 4
1113-16 00 0000000O 20008/067 1iYiV/7? 10 1575 18lN 1i041W~ 4496 142'tad'
1131,16521 o' '>'o10 20 08,67 11>j>7p in 1575 8?55N j'433U '45-. 148,6 'G
I t16-o0 5 b0b000/000o 2 000'o8/bCo6 11 i;'1/72 90C 1570 218N 1j02 1A 42.3 144i 0';b
li1~~01301 ooc ob 2 0 bO7 1 11Ai7 >0 I58 it ? 04 I9 2; G'114030 00oo000 2o ,'o7 1,1?2 o 58 1a667lS48 406i 13V217 ,gG
l111 01 "'d o6 ooop 2000b8?0072 1 '- 72 89 N % ~ ~ ~
111o I A35 3 '6/.'oO 20007 111o~ib 15A 05'37 2j~36 52 5N ti
1114.0132 0000000 20007/206 11>14 70 90 1580 04i0 1251E 48- lpi5add
1114-01 (-I ". I6O>~6 I1i47-o I18 r,4T ji2458 53 3 126
114k 0 13 01 '600o'6c0 2'0'0' u" 95 1174 9o j6 58b I 22 49264 5 12,
4P m'oI333 4 000o>/ob6 2qo070070 '1'4' 80 i158- 0088 t~2i58 5.-I i' 30tir"
I ij 4 0 i ,' 0 6; b 066 20669/677 11/14/72 58 b P3'4 j5E 57 133i2 M3,0
11 i013 13 066O0oo/ooo 206b>b807/0772t~ 6i - - 1 't - vA61,1'G
I1114 o15 -~b O~~77 11~?~ 5b 654S '2 51 3b'~
bl.0i 6 666,06o08, 2000/0761/17 o 159 0R48S Ib20 612i 6Ea 5
It4017 000007o00 20007/077 11/14/70 800 15 0 10 1CS 'I 431'6E t.42 V1843 P 5 f
iiI-'1374 0 00000C 61687,~s 11>14/72 90 1586 bPV3S i2?56t 0119 12
1114. , 3 ,3,1 b  b 6 '2 000 7 /0761 11/ 14/7? 690 i5gb 6o 'j8 58. t t5 198.9- f i-1
*1-''i~ o"'b)oo0 266070 1114. " "'P ~ *±"b2 '±Y8V t 5s - -1 9 612111'4-O~~a9 0 bo' /co'Coo' 20007j078 11/14 /72 0 --;d- 3  -~~5 814 63 po 0Coi.0o0 2000-7/0-711 11/14 /-72 AO -183 48~7 '1217E t 1 3'b:11 - , a0'0 oOo 'o 200I08 11147 2,0 151, '01$ 9T212 0 2I 4 1o34 10,00/0(0o0 20007/076 -11 14Y7 3/ !'0045 '?5h7 -9' 16%
i-11404VI371 '00000/0000 200/0789> 1 1/1 I>4/72. 906 1501 01S 09:6'106W!E 51 1 120.9%,B
4'1"A'.3174 bb000000O 20007740 14/4/7. 40 'A 156 9"OO5 t 9i46 56. 118.'97 'G
'114- 042 b0o/'000 2000709 11147 b 'E -H2 3 6. 5.
ii146051 o0D00o/oc000 2600772 11 '/ 4 7'2 7'0: 15.8b2 2b3'9 i V'7SE io 11 1'3 bwa
0E~ CLU, C0.0~ 07 100/ - Cj sb' SV ; '1 LUDDAAAVIABE
I'oo 0 007E,1 1 JLTT '...* .7'. LA'()S 5AD' tA* A .OD V.AI BUT USABLbr
16144 MAP 11j,74. STANDARD CATALB G FOR NBONUS PAGE 0274
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL N5,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PbSITISN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER !F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1114004521 00000/0000 20007/0793 11/14/7p 0 1582 2712N 07719E 38.2 148.5 GGGG
1114-04523 00000/0000 20007/0794 11/14/72 0 1582 246N 07655E 39*3 147.5 GGGG
1114,04530 00000/0000 20007/0795 11/14/72 0 1582 2421N 07632E 4004 146.6 GGGG
1114'04532 00000/0000 20007/0796 11/14/7P 0 1582 2255N 07609E 41.4 145s6 GGGG
1114-04535 00000/0000 20007/0797 11/14/72 0 1582 2129N 07b479 42*5 144. GGGG1114m04541 00000/0000 20007/0;98 11/14/72 0 1582 2003N 07525E 4.35 143.5 GGGG
1114m04544 00000/0000 20007/0799 11/14/72 0 1582 1935N o7504E 44.5 142.4 GGGG
1114-04550 00000/0000 20007/0800 11/14/72 0 1582 1708N 07443 E  455 1413 GG0000
1114-04553 00000/0000 20007/0801 11/14/72 20 1582 1542N 07422E 46.4 140*1 GGGG1114w04555 00000/0000 20007/0802 11/14/72 10 1582 1416N 07401E 47*4 138.8 OGGG1114-04562 00000/0000 20007/0803 11/14/7P 10 1582 1250N 07340E 483 137.5 GGGG1114-04564 00000/0000 20007/0804 11/14/72 10 1582 1124N 07320E 49*2 136.1 GGGG
1114-04571 00000/0000 20007/0805 11/14/72 10C 1582 os57N 07259E 500 134.7 GGGG
1114 06305 00000/0000 20007/0806 11/14/72 30 1583 4P49N 05630E 2597 156*9 GGG01114-06311 00000/0000 20007/0807 11/14/72 2c 1583 4t24N 05558E 26*9 156.2 GGPG
1114-06314 00000/0000 20007/0808 11/14/72 0 1583 39q59 05528E 28.0 155.5 GPPP1114-06384 09000/0000 20007/0809 11/14/72 c1 1583 1540N 04835E 46*4 140.0 QGPP
1114w06391 00000/0000 20007/0810 11/14/72 10 1583 1414N 04814E 4704 138.8 00GG
1114-06393 00000/0000 20007/0811 11/14/72 20 1583 1248N 04752E 483 137.5 GGGG1114-06400 00000/0000 20007/0812 11/14/72 10 1583 1121N 04731E 49.2 136.1 GGGG1114-06405 00000/0000 20007/0813 11/14/72 40 1583 d028N 04651E 50,9 133.2 G 00
1114"06411 00000/0000 20007/0841 11/14/72 50 1583 0701N 04630E 51,7 131.6 GGG
111 06414 00000/0000 20007/0815 11/14/72 50 1583 0O35N 04610E 52.4 130.0 GGGG1114a06420 00000/0000 20007/11016 11/14/72 50 1583 0409N 04550E 53.2 128*3 GbGG
1114-06423 00000/0000 20007/O817 11/14/72 30 1583 OP42N 04529E 53.9 126.6 G GG1114-06425 00000/0000 20007/0818 11/14/7? 20 1583 011 9 N 045085 54.5 124.8 0000
1114w06432 00000/0000 20007/0819 11/14/72 20 1583 01nOS 04441E 55,1 122.9 GGGG
1114w06434 00000/0000 20007/0820 11/14/7P 10 1583 0136S 044285 55.7 120.9 GGGG
1114.06441 00000/0000 20007/0821 11/14/72 2o 1583 0302S O4407E 56,2 118.9 GGGG
1114-06443 00000/0000 20007/0822 11/14/72 20 1583 0428S 04346E 56.7 116.9 GG0G1114m06450 00000/0000 20007/08123 11/14/72 10 1583 0555S 04326E 57.1 114.7 GGGS
1114-08170 000o0/o000 20007/0824 11/14/72 10 1584 3P25N 02722E 33*8 151.8 OGGG1114-08173 00000/000o 20007/0825 11/14/7p 20 1584 3126N 02656E 34*9 151.0 G000
1114-08175 00000/0000 20007/01126 11/14/7p 10 1584 300ON 026319 36.0 150.2 GGGG
1114~08182 o /00oooo00 2 007/0827 11/14/72 40 1584 2A34N 0 2607E 37*1 149.3 GGGG
111408184 00000/0000 20007/0828 l1/14O/7 80 1584 2708N 02543E 38.2 148.4 GGGG
1114*08191 00000/0000 20007/0829 11/14/72 60 1584 2541N 02519E 39.3 147.5 GGGG
1114o08193 00000/C000 20007/0830 11/14/72 10 1584 2415N 02455E 404 146.6 GOGG
1114 08200 00000/0000 20007/0831 11/14/72 o10 1584 2P51N 02432E 41.4 145.6 GG00
KEYSI CL9UD COVER % .........;,,,,, Te 100 * X CLOUD CRVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o*,,,,,*,.... RLANKSmBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RIRECYCLED. G-GBMD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPSOR.
16:44 1Ac 11s'74 STANDARD CATALfIG FfR N5N-US PAGE 0275
FR6M 07/23/ 72 T) 07/23/73
BBSERVAT N 'IC &FI.M R*LL N5./ DATE CLOUD qRBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SJN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PqSITI5\ IN RELL ACCUTRED CeVER VJMBER fF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
:6v MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1114-0202 000C/cco 20007/0832 11/14/72 20 1584 2125N 02410E 42*5 144.6 GGGG1114-:8205 OOOC/O"10 20007/0833 11/14/72 40 1584 159qN 02348E 43*5 143.5 GGGG1114-~0211 0C000/000 20007/0834 11/14/72 20 1584 1833N 02326E 44.5 142*4 GGGG1114-3214 00000/0COo 20307/0835 11/14/7? 0 1584 1707N 02305E 45.5 141*3 GGGG
1114,08220 00000/0000 230O7/0836 11/14/7? 0 1584 140oN 02244E 46*4 140*1 GGGG1114-08223 O03CO/CCOC 20007/0837 11/14/72 0 1584 1414N 02223E 47*4 138.8 GGGG
1114'38225 COCC0/CCOC 21007/0838 11/14/72 0 1584 Ip4N 0202E 48*3 137.5 GGGG1114-38232 00000/O00C 20007/0839 11/14/72 10 1584 112IN 02141E 49.2 136.1 GGGG1114-08234 30000/C00 20C07/0840 11/14/7? 10 1584 0954N 02120E 50.0 134*7 GGGG1114-08241 O00000/000 2o007/0841 11/14/72 0 1584 092 N 02100E 50*9 133.2 GGGG
1114-08243 C000/OCCOC 20007/0842 11/14/72 10 1584 0701N 02040E 51*7 131.7 GGGG
111*-o95*0 OO0~0C/oC0 20007/0843 11/14/7? 10 1585 54C6N 00956E 16.0 162.6 GGG
1114-9543 03OOO/Co00 200 7/C844 11/14/72 20 1585 54~?N 00911E 17*3 161.8 GGGG
1114"09545 O00000/000 20007/0845 11/14/72 80 1585 511iN 00829E 18.5 161.1 GGGG
1114-09552 00C00/000 20007/0846 11/14/72 100 1585 49q54N 00748E 19*7 160*4 fGGG
111 4-o9554 C0000/0000 20007/0847 11/14/7p 100 1585 430N 00709E 20,9 159*7 GGGG
111 4 -39 561 00000/0000 200u7/0848 11/14/72 100 1585 4705N 0 0632E 2291 159.0 GGGG1114-39563 00000/0000 20007/0849 11/14/72 80 1585 4540N 00557E 23.3 158.3 GGGG
1114-9570 000CO/Oo00 20007/0850 11/14/72 50 1585 4415N 00523E 24*5 157.6 GGGG
1114-09572 00030/0000 20007/0851 11/14/72 10 1585 4?50N 00451E 25,6 156.9 GGGG1114009575 CC00000/0000 20007/0852 11/14/72 10 1585 4125N oo0420E 268 156.2 GGGG
1114'09581 C0000/0000 20007/0853 11/14/72 10 1585 4no0N 00350E 28.0 155.5 GGGG
1114-09584 00C00/oo00 20007/0854 11/14/72 10 1585 3834N 00 321E 29*2 154.8 GGGG
11140j9590 00000/0000 20007/0855 11/14/72 10 1585 3709N 0025 3 E 30.3 154.1 GGGG111 4 -09 593 000oo/000 2C007/0856 11/14/72 0 1585 3543, 00226E 31*5 153.3 GqGG1114-09595 00000/0000 20007/0857 11/14/72 0 1585 3418N 00159E 32*6 152.6 GGGG
11110002 00 OC/ C 207/0858 11/14/7 0 1585 3252\ 00132E 33,8 151.8 GGGG
1114"10004 OCO00/O000 20007/0859 11/14/72 40 1585 3126N 00106E 34.9 151.0 GGGG1114-10011 OOO?0/0000 20307/0860 11/14/72 30 1585 3001N 00042E 36*0 150.2 GGGG1114"10013 00000/0000 20007/0861 11/14/72 10 1585 235N 00019E 37*1 149.3 GGGG
'1114-10020 00000/0000 2007/0862 11/14/72 40 1585 2710N 0000 3W 3892 148.4 G3GG1114'10022 00000/0000 20007/0863 11/14/72 70 1585 2544N 00026 39.3 147*5 GGGG
1114-10025 00000/0000 20007/0864 11/14/72 90 1585 2418N 00049W 40*3 146.6 GGPG
111410031 C00000/0000 20007/0865 11/14/72 80 1585 2P52N 00112W 41*4 145.6 GGPG
1114-10034 00000/0000 20007/0866 11/14/72 90 1585 2126N 00135W 42*4 144*6 GGGG
111410040 00000/C0000 20007/0867 11/14/72 90 1585 1059N 00158W 43.5 143.5 GGGG
1114"10043 00000/000- 20007/0868 11/14/7p 90 1585 1833N 00220W 44.5 142.4 GGGG
1114-10C4 5 00000/0000 20007/0869 11/14/72 70 1585 1706N 00242W 45*4 141.3 OGGG
1114-10052 00000/0000 20007/0870 11/14/72 20 1585 154 0N 00303w 46*4 140.1 GGGG
<EVS: CLOUD COvER C .. T.. o..... 0 rT 100 a % CLeUD CAVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,....,..... BLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GOBD. FeFAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 vAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0276
FR51, 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM R9LL BO,/ DATE CLOUD BREIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITISN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUM~BER RF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
QbV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1114-10054 OCO0/OCOO 20007/0871 11/14/7P 10 1585 1413N 00 3 2 4 W 47*3 138.8 GGGG
1114-10061 00O/COO00 20307/0872 11/14/72 0 1585 1P47N 00345W 48*3 137*5 GGGG
1114-10063 OC0O/Co00C 20007/0873 11/14/72 0 1585 1120N 00406 49.1 136*1 GGGG
1114 10070 OC000/0000C 20007/0874 11/14/7P 0 15R5 095 4N 00427W 50.0C 134*7 GGGG
1114-10072 00000/0000 20007/0875 11/14/72 40 1535 0R27N 00447W 50.8 133.2 GGGG
1114-10075 00000/0000 20007/0876 11/14/72 8o 1585 0701N 00507W 51.6 131.7 GGGG
1114-13081 00300/C00 20007/0877 11/14/72 70 1585 0535N 00527W 52.4 130.1 GGGG
1114-15114 00300/0000 20007/0878 11/14/72 50 15A8 2724\ 07729W 38.0 148.6 PGGG
1114-15121 000oo/00oo 20007/0879 11/14/72 90 1538 2958N 07 7 53w 39.1 147*7 PGGG1114-16461 000C/CCCO 20007/0880 11/14/72 70 1589 5708N 09133W 13*3 164.3 PGPG
1114-16464 0000o/00cC 20007/0881 11/14/7P 60 1589 545N 09224w 14.5 163.5 PGGG
1114-16470 00000/0000 20007/0882 11/14/72 50 1589 5422N 09312W 15.8 162.7 PGGG
1114-16473 00000/CO 20007/0883 11/14/7? 0 1589 52589 09359W 17.0 162.0 GGGG
1114,16475 00000/0000 20007/0884 11/14/72 0 1599 5134N 09443W 18.2 161.2 GGGG
1114-16552 000O/00 C 20007/0885 11/14/7P 20 1599 2559N 103 41W 39*0 147.7 GGGG
1114-16555 00300/00oo 20007/0886 11/14/72 10 1589 2432N 10403W 40.1 146.8 GGG
1114-16561 00000/0000 20007/0887 11/14/72 o1 15R9 2306N 10426W 41*2 145.8 GGGG
1114'16564 00000/0000 20007/0888 11/14/72 10 15R9 2139N 10448w 42.2 14408 GGGG
1114-16570 C0000/000 20007/0889 11/14/7P 10 1589 2012N S0510W 43.2 143.8 GGGG
1114-16573 00030/0C00 20007/0890 11/14/72 10 1599 1946N 10532W 442 14?*7 GGGG
1114-23565 00o00/0030 2 0007/0891 11/14/72 20 15'93 0253S 14b58E 56.0 119.5 GGGG
1114-23571 o00oo/CoOC 20007/0892 11/14/72 30 1593 04195 14538E 56.5 117*4 GGGG
1115-00021 C00000/OCO 20008/0080 11/15/72 0 1593 2137S 14127E 58.0 90.5 GGGG
1115-00024 OC000/0000 20008/0081 11/i~/72 0 1593 2703S 14105E 57*7 88.3 GGGG
1115-00030 00000/0000 2u008/0082 11/15/72 0 1593 24295 14043E 57*4 86*2 GGGG1115-00033 OC0OC/CCO0 20008/0(,8 3  11/15/7P 0 1593 2556S 14020E 57.0 84*1 GGGG
111 5 "00035 OC00o/Co00 20008/0084 11/1./72 0 1593 27225 13956E 56.6 82*1 GGGG
1115-0042 00000/0000 20008/C0085 11/1/7P 0 1593 2R4 7S 13933E 56*1 80.2 GGGG1115-00044 00000/0000 20008/008 6  11/15/7P c 1593 3n1,S 13908E 5#6 78*4 PGGG
111 5"30051 0oooo/Cooo 20308/0087 11/15/72 0 1593 3137S 13843E 55.0 76*6 GGGG
1115300053' 00300/0000 20C08/0088 11/15/7? 0 1593 3303S 13817E 5404 74.9 ppPP
1115-00060 0000/00o0 20008/0089 11/15/72 0 1593 3428S 13750E 53.8 73.3 GGGP
1115-00062 00300/C0000 20008/0090 11/15/72 20 1593 3553S 13722E 53.1 71.8 PGGP
1115-01355 O0000/COC 20008/0091 11/15/72 80 1594 113?N 12334E 48.9 136.5 GGGG
1115-01362 OCO00/0000 20008/0092 11/15/72 80 1594 1005N 12313E 49.8 135.1 GGGG
1115-01364 00000/0000 20008/0093 11/15/72 70 1594 C038N 12253E 50*6 133.6 GGGG
1115-01371 00000/0000 20008/0094 11/15/72 50 1594 0712N 12232E 51*4 132.1 GGGP
1115-31373 00000/0000 20008/0095 11/15/72 40 1594 0546N 12212E 52*2 130.5 GGGP
1115w01380 .00000/0000 20008/0096 11/15/72 40 1594 0419N 12152E 52.9 128.8 GGGP
KEYS: CL.UD COVER % * .o***oo*. 0 T8 100 . % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .... ........ RLANKS.BAND NET PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G.GOD,. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PnPODR,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeP NBN=US PAGE 0277
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eS6ERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1115*01382 00000/0000 20008/0097 11/19/72 30 1594 0253N 12132E 53*6 127.1 GGGP
1115*01385 00000/0000 20008/0098 11/15/72 40 1594 Ot27N 12111E 5 43 125.3 GGGP
1115-01391 00000/0000 20008/0099 11/19/72 80 1594 0000N 12051E 54*9 123.4 GGGG
1115-01394 00000/0000 20008/0100 11/19,72 70 1594 0126S 12030E 55*5 121.5 GGGG
1115001400 00000/0000 20008/0101 11/15/72 60 1594 0252S 12010E 56.0 119.5 GGGG
1115*01403 00000/0000 20008/0102 11/15/7P 50 1594 04 18S 11950E 56'5 117*5 GGGP1115-01405 00000/0000 20008/0103 11/19/72 30 1594 045S 11929E 57.0 115.4 GGGP1115"01412 00000/0000 20008/0104 11/15/72 30 1594 0712S 11909E 57.3 113.2 GGGP
1115-01414 000C00/0C00 20008/0105 11/19/72 30 1594 0q3 9S 11848E 57*7 111.0 GGGP
1115-01421 00000/0000 20008/0106 11/19/72 40 1594 1,05S 11828E 57.9 108.8 GGGG1115-01423 00000/C000 20008/0107 11/15/72 50 1594 113?S 11808E 58*1 106.5 GGGG
1115*04534 00000/0000 20008/0108 11/15/72 0 1596 4033N O8026E 26.5 156.3 000
1115"04541 00000/0000 20008/0109 11/15/72 0 1596 4008N 07955E 2797 15.56 GGGG
1115-04543 00000/0000 20007/0893 11/15/72 0 1596 3943N 07925E 28.8 154*9 GGGG
1115-04550 00000/0000 20007/0894 11/1972 1596 3718N 07856E 30*0 154*2 GGrG
1115.04552 00000/000C 20007/0895 11/19/7P 10 1596 39 5 3N 078 27E 31,2 153.5 0500
1115-04555 C00000/0000 20007/0896 11/15/72 0 1596 3428N 07759E 32.3 152.7 GGGG1115-04561 00000/0000 20007/0897 11/15/72 0 1596 9102N 07733E 33.4 152*0 GGGG
1115w04564 00000/0000 20007/0898 11/15/72 0 1596 3137N 0 7708E 34.6 151.2 GGO1115-04570 00000/0000 20307/0899 11/15/72 0 1596 3012N 07643E 35.7 150.3 GGGG
1115-04573 00000/0000 20007/0900 11/19/72 0 1596 2A46N 07619E 36.8 149*5 8GGG
1115-04575 00000/0000 200U7/0901 11/19/72 o 1596 2720N 07555E 37.9 148.6 b0GG
1115m04582 00000/0000 20007/0902 11/15/72 0 1596 2954N 07532E 39.0 147.7 GGGG
1115-04584 00300/0000 20007/0903 11/19/7P 0 1596 2427N 07509E 40.1 146.8 GGGG
1115-04591 00000/0000 20007/0904 11/15/7P 0 1596 2301N 0 7446E 41*1 145.8 GOOG
1115*04593 00000/0000 20007/0905 11/1g/72 0 1596 2134N 07424E 42.1 144.8 GGGG
1115-05000 00000/0000 20007/0906 11/15/72 0 1596 2007N 07402E 4302 143.8 G0001115105002 00000/0000 20007/0907 11/19/7p 0 1596 l%41N 07341E 44*2 142.7 GGGG
1115005005 00000/0000 20007/0908 11/19/7 0o 1596 1715N 0 7320E 45.2 141.5 Glee
1115-05011 00000/0000 20007/0909 11/19/72 0 1596 1r49N 07258E 46.1 140.3 GGGG
1115-05014 00000/0000 20007/0910 11/19/72 20 1596 1423N 07237E 47.1 139.1. a0GG
1115-05020 00000/0000 20007/0911 11/15/72 30 1596 156N 07216E 48.0 137.8 0000
1115005023 00000/0000 20007/0912 11/19/72 40 1596 1130N 07155E 48.9 136.5 00001115-06443 00000/0000 20008/0110 11/19/72 0 1597 1949N 04709E 46.1 140P4 PPPP
1115006445 00000/0000 20008/0111 11/19/7P 10 1597 1423N 04648E 47.1 139.1 GG00
1115-06452 00000/0000 20008/0112 11/19/72 30 1597 1257N 04627E 48.0 137.8 GGGG
1115-0644 00000/0000 20008/0113 11/15/72 40 1597 1130N 04606E 48.9 136.5 PGGG
1115-06461 00000/0000 20008/0114 11/15/72 40 1597 1003N 04546E 49.7 135.1 PnGG
1115-06463 00000/0000 20008/0115 11/19/7p 10 15q7 0937N 04b26E 50.6 133.6 PON0
KEYSI CLIUD CSVER X *.oo ..,,... 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEs
I1AGE QUALITY *ooooooooi.o..o SLANKSo8AND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R6RECYCLED GO BSRD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. P§POORo
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANIARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0278
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD SRBIT PrINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITIN IN ROLL ACGOURED COVER NUMBER qF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
QBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1115-06470 O0000/0000 200U8/0116 11/15/72 50 1597 0710N 04 505E 5104 132.1 G3GG
1115-06472 00000/0000 20008/0117 11/19/7P 70 1597 0544N 04445E 52.2 130.5 GGGG
1115*06475 00000/0000 20008/0118 11/15/72 60 1597 0417N 04425E 52.9 128,8 GGGG
1115-06481 00000/0000 20008/0119 11/15/72 70 1597 0251N O4404E 53.6 127.1 GGGG
1115-06484 00000/0000 20008/0120 11/15/72 70 1597 0124N 04344E 54.3 125*3 GGGG
1115 806490 00000/0000 200U7/0913 11/15/72 50 1597 0001S 04323E 54*9 123.5 GGGG
1115-06493 00000/0000 20007/0914 11/15/72 40 1597 0127S 04303E 55.5 121.5 GGGG
1115*06495 00000/000b 20007/0915 11/15/72 30 1597 0253S 04242E 56*0 119.5 GGGG
1115-06502 00000/0000 20007/0916 11/15/72 60 1597 0419S 04221E 56*5 117.5 GGGG
1115-06504 00000/0000 20007/0917 11/19/72 40 1597 0546S 04201E 56*9 115*4 GGGG
1115-06511 00OCO/C00O 20007/0918 11/15/72 40 1597 0713S 04141E 57*3 113.2 GOGG
1115-06513 000O0/0000 20007/0919 11/15/72 50 1597 0839S 04120E 57.7 1110 GGGG
1115-06520 00000/0000 20007/0920 11/1~/72 50 1597 1005S 04 100E 57.9 108.8 GGGG
1115a06522 00000/0000 20007/0921 11/15/72 50 1597 1132S 04039E 5891 106.5 GGGG
1115-06525 00000/0000 20007/0922 11/i,/72 20 1597 1300S 04019E 58.3 104.3 GGGG
1115-06531 00000/0000 20007/0923 11/15/72 10 1597 1426S 03958E 58o 102.0 0GG0
1115w06534 Q0000/C0000 2007/0924 11/15/72 30 1597 1553S 03938E 58*4 99.6 GGGG
1115-06540 00000/0000 20007/0925 11/15/79 40 1597 1719S 03916E 58.4 97.3 GGGG
1115.08201 00000/0000 20008/0121 11/15/72 10 1598 4134N 02851E 26.5 156*3 GGG
1115082 04 00000/0000 20008/0122 11/15/7P 0 1598 4009N 02821E 27s6 155.6 GGGG
1115-08210 00000/000 20008/0123 11/15/72 0 1598 3S44N 02751E 28*B 1549 GGGG
1115-08213 C00000/0000 2008/0124 11/1i/72 10 1598 3722N 02723E 29.9 154.2 GGGG
1115-08215 00000/0000 20008/0125 11/1/72 10 1598 3556N 02655E 31*1 153.5 GnaG
1115-08222 00000/0000 20008/0126 11/19/72 20 1598 3430N 02628E 32*2 152.8 GaGG
1115-08224 00000/0000 20008/0127 11/15/72 50 1598 3305N 02602E 33.4 152.0 GGGG
1115"03231 00000/000Q 20008/0128 11/1/72 30 1598 3139N 02537E 34.5 151.2 GGGG
1115008233 00000/0000 20008/0129 11/15/72 0 1598 3014N 02512E 35*6 150.4 GoGG
1115008240 00000/0000 20008/0130 11/15/7 0 1598 2 P49N 02447E 367' 149.6 GGG
1115-08242 00000/0003 20008/0131 11/15/72 100 1598 2721N 02423E 37.8 148.7 GPGG
111508245 00000/0000 20008/0132 11/15/72 50 1598 2456N 02359E 38.9 147.8 PPGG
111508251,. 00000/0000 20008/0133 11/I5/7P 0 1598 2429N 02335E 400 146.9 GGGG
1115-08254 00000/0000 20008/0134 11/25/72 0 1598 2304N 02312E 41*0 145.9 GGGG
1115-08260 00000/0000 20008/0135 11/15/7p 0 1598 2138N 02250E 42.1 144*9 GGGG
1115-08263 00000/0000 20008/0136 11/15/72 0 1598 2niN 02228E 43.1 143.8 GGGG
1115-08265 00000/000 20008/0137 11/15/7P 0 1598 146N 02207E 44.1 142.8 GOGG
1115-08272 00000/0000 20008/0138 11/I/72 0 15'98 17PON 02145E 45.1 141.6 GGGG
1115-08274 00000/0000 20008/0139 11/I5/7p 0 1598 1553N 02123E 46*1 140.4 0GG0
1115-08281 00000/0000 20008/0140 1/i/72 0 1598 1427N 02101iE 470 139*2 GGG0
1115=08283 00000/0000 P0008/0141 11/1/72 0 1598 1i01N 02040E 47o9 137.9 GGGG
KEYSI CL9UC COVER X oT.* * * o.. i .. 0 t8 100 u % CLOUD CRVERo ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ,....,,,,,..... RLANKSoBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REUESTEDs RqRECYCLED, GaGBAD. FsFAIR BUT USABLE, PEPOOR,
16:44 MA 11i974 STANIARD CATALIG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0279
FRSM i7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI N ICReFlM LtLL N9,/ DATE CLUD 9IqIT PPINCIPAL PlINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I3 PRSITS9N IN 4LL ACOUTRED COVER NVMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIW. RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1115-)8290 O00O0/00L' 20008/0142 11/19/7? 0 15q8 1134N 02019E 48 136.6 GGGG
1115)J8292 0000o/0o00 200O8/0143 11/15/72 0 1598 I 07N 01958E 49.7 135.2 QG0G
1115*S829 5 000j0/o0CJ 2Qo08/O144 11/19/72 0 1598 0q41N 01938E 50.5 133.7 GIN111 5-831 0000000Q 2o0008/0145 11/19/72 c 1598 0715N 01918E 5103 132*2 0000
1115-0830 CC00O/0000 20008/0146 11/15/7? 10 1598 O4~N 01I58E 52*1 130.6 GGGG
1115100,33 00000/00 200U8/0147, 1l/19/7P 60 1599 5130N 00711E 18.0 161.2 SGGG
1115-10010 00000/0000 20008/0148 11/19/7P 80 1599 5s06n 00630E 19s2 160.5 GGGG
1115"10012 00000/000' 20008/0149 11/!5/72 90 1599 484?N o0b52E 2c*4 159.8 GlGG
1115-L0015 000o0/o000 20008/0150 11/15/7? 80 1599 471RN oo004E 21.6 159.1 GGGG1115*10021 00000/OC0C 2OU8O/0151 11/15/7P 70 1599 4R52N 00439E 22.8 158.4 GrGG
1115 10o04 000000/Coo 2008/0152 1.1/19/72 30 1599 4428N 00406E 2400 157.8 aGGG
1115a10030 00000/000 20008/0153 1t/1/7P 30 1599 410NI 00333E 252 157.1 GGGP1115-10033 00000/000. 20008/0154 11/15/7P 30 1599 413,N 00301E 26*4 156.4 GoGP
1115*10035 00%0100, 2008U/0155 11/15/72 50 1599 4013N 00231E 27.6 1557 000P
1115010042 00000/C00Q 20008/0156 11/i/7? 10 1599 3W47N 00201E 28.7 155*0 GGGP
1115"10044 00000/0000 20008/0157 11/1q/72 10 1599 3722N 00133E 29*9 154.3 03Gp
1115-10051 00000/000 20008/0158 11/15/72 10 1599 3 556N 00105E 31.1 1535 GGOOGP
1115-10053 000on/0000 2008/C159 11/19/72 0 1599 3430N 00U38E 32.2 152.8 0GG
1115*10060 00000/000 2o008/0160 11/15/72 0 1599 3304N 00012E 33.3 152.0 GGGP
1115-10062 o0C00/o00 20008/0161 11/1/72 0 1599 3139N 00013W 34.5 151.2 GGGG
1115-10065 00000/0C0O 20008/0162 11/19/72 0 1599 3e13N 00037w 35*6 150.4 GGGG
1115-10071 00000/0000 2C008/0163 11/1/72 0 1599 2 847N 00101w 36.7 149.6 GGGG
1115-10074 00000/00300 2008/0164 11/19/7P 0 1599 2721N 00124W 37*8 148.7 QrGG
1115-100R3 000c0/0000 20008/0165 11/19/72 0 1599 2429N 00211W 40'0 146.9 0000
1115-10085 00000/0000 20008/0166 11/15/72 0 1599 2304N 00234W 41.0 145.9 GGGG
1115-15102 00000/0000 200U8/0167 11/19/72 0 1602 5132N 07019w 1890 161.2 GrGG
1115-15105 0000/0O00 20008/0168 11/19/72 60 1602 5007N 07059W 19.2 160.5 GGGG
1115-15111 0000/0C000 20008/0169 11/15/72 60 1602 4F43N 0713 7w 20*4 159.8 GGGG1115-16522 00000/0000 2VOUB/0170 11/15/72 50 1603 5543N 09351W 14*3 163.5 GGG
1115-16525 00000/0000 200U8/0171 1it/1/7p 60 1603 5420N 09439W 15*5 162*7 GGGG
1115-16531 00000/0000 20008/0172 11/19/7 70 1603 5P56N 0952 W 16.7 162.0 SGGG
1115*16534 00000/0000 20008/0173 11/15/72 *70 1603 5132N 09609W 1799. 161.2 GGGG
1115-17011 C00000/00C 2U008/0174 11/15/7P 0 1603 2957N 10O09W 38.8 147.8 GGGG.1115-17013 00000/0000 20008/0175 11/19/72 0 1603 2431N 10531W 39*9 146.9 GGGG
1115"17020 00000/OC00 20008/0176 11/19/72 10 1603 2'?0N 10554W 40.9 146.0 PGGG
1115-17022 00000/0000 20008/0177 11/15/7p 30 1603 2139N 106 16w 42.0 145*0 GGG
1115-17025 00000/CC00 20008/0178 1./19/72 40 1603 2011N 106 38W 43.0 143.9 GGGG
-115-17031 O00000/0000 20008/0179 11/15/7P 50 1603 1044N 10659W 44#0 142*8 GoGG1115-18363 00000/0000C 20008/0180 11/1,/72 60 16r4 5?53N 12116W 16@7 161.9 GlGG
KEYS: CL .UD COVER % o............ 0 T8 100 " ~ CLeUD CAVER. *e * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY 9940........... BLANKS BANo NOT PRFSNT/REQUESTED* RRRECYCLED* GG98RD* FvFAIR BUT USABLE. P8PB8Ro
16144 AR 11,ia74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAE 0280
FRBM 07/23/2 TS 07/23/73
OBSERVAT19N ICR9FILM RILL NS,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PPINC!PAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QIJALITY
ID PSSITIN IN HNLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER jF IMAGE ELEV@ AZIM, RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1115-18365 0000/0000 2000U8/0181 11/1/7 60 1604 5129N 12158w 18.0 161o2 0000
1116-C0023 000c0o/ocO 20008/0182 1./I6/72 80 1607 054S 14433E 55*9 119.8 OPOO
1116u0030 000o0/0000 20008/0183 11/16/72 60 1607 0420S 14413E 56o4 117o8 UPGO
1116O00032 u00 /OcCO 20,008/0184 11/16/7? 100 1607 0546S 14353E 6 s8 1157 GPGG
1116 00035 00000/0000 20008/0185 11/16/72 80 1607 0712S 14333E 57.2 113.6 GPGG
1116-00041 00000/000w 20008/0186 11/16/72 60 1607 0R38S 14312E 57*6 111*4 GPGP
1116"00044 00000/000u 20008/0187 11/I1/7? 40 16n7 1003S 14252E 57*9 109.2 GPGP
1116-00050 00000/0000 20008/0188 11/1/72 50 1607 1130S 14 231E 5811 106.9 GPGP
1116m00053 00000/C00O 20008/0189 11/16/7? 50 1607 1257S 14210E 58*2 104.6 GPGP
1116=00055 00000/0000 20008/0190 1t/16/72 30 1607 1424S 1415CE 58*4 102.3 GmGP
1116.00062 00000/00 20008/0191 11/16/7? 20 1607 1551S 14128E 58e4 100.0 PPGP
1116*00064 00OCO/000 20008/0192 11/16/7p 40 1607 1717S 14107E 58.4 97.7 PPGP
1116-00071 00000/oo00 200h/0193 11/16/7? 30 1607 1A449 14046E 58*3 95.4 OpaP
1116-00073 00000/0000 20008/0194 11/16/72 C 1607 2011S 14024E 58.2 93.2 GPGP
1116.00080 00000/0000 20008/0195 11/16/7P 0 1607 2!36S 14002E 58.0 91.0 PGGO
1116C0082 00000/0000 20008/0196 11/16/7? o 1607 2302S 13939E 577 88.8 GPGP
1116-00085 00000/0000 20C08/019 7  11/16/7? 0 1607 2428S 13916E 57.4 86*6 GPGG
1116"00091 0000/000C 2Q008/019 8  11/14/72 0 1607 2554S 13853E 57*1 84.6 GPaP
1116-00094 00000/0000 20008/0199 11/1 /72 0 1607 272fS 13830E 56'6 82.6 GPGG
111600100 00000/0000 20008/0200 11/16/72 e 1607 2R45S' 13806E 56*2 80.6 GPGP
1116-01282 00000/0000 20008/0201 11/16/72 0 16 08  5703N 13751E 13.0 164.3 GpGP
1116-;1291 00000/0000 20008/0202 11/16/72 20 1608 5417N 13612E 15*5 16'.7 GPGP
1116-01293 00C00/0000 2c008/020 3  11/16/7 30 1608 5053N 13527E 16*7 161.9 GDGG
1116-01300 000000c000 20008/0204 11/ic/7 70 1608 5129N 13444E 17@9 161.2 GPGG
1116301311 00000/0000 20008/0205 11/16/7P 10 1608 4715N 13249E 21*5 159.1 GGGG
1116-01314 00000/000Q 20008/006 I/16/7A 0 1608 451N 13214E 22*7 159 4 01G
1116m01320 00000/0000 200U8/0207 11/16/72 60 1608 4426N 13140E 23*9 157.8 GGG
1116o01323 00000/c0000 20008/0;208 11/16/72 100 16n8 4301N 13107E 251 157.1 GG
1116*01325 oooo/oco0 200U8/0:209 11/16/7P 100 1608 4136N 13036E 26.3 156#4 GGGG
1116m01332 00000/0000 20008/0210 11/1/7? 100 1608 4010N 13 006E 2704 155.7 GPGG
1116.01334 00000/0000 20008/0,211 11/16/7P 100 1608 345N 12936E 28.6 155.0 GGGG
1116*01341 00000/0000 20008/0212 11/16/7P 100 1608 3719N 12907E 29.8 15403 GGGG
1116-01414 00000/0000 200U8/0213 11/16/72 60 1608 1131N 12207E 48.7 136.7 GGGG
111630142C 00000/0000 20008U/0214 11/16/72 60 1608 1005N 12146E 49*6 135*3 GGGG
1116*01423 000CO/000 20008/0215 11/16/7P 70 160& 0o3-N 12126E 50.4 133.8 GGGG
1116*01464 00000/000 20008/0216 11/16/7P 20 1608 0546S 11802E 56'8 11508 GGG
1116-01470 00000/0OOO 20008/0;217 11/16/7? 10 1608 0713S 11742E 57*2 113.6 GGGG
1116-01473 00000/0000 2C008/0:218 11/16/72 10 1608 0C39S 11722E 57.6 111.4 GGGG
1116-01475 .00000/0000 20008/0219 11/16/72 20 1608 1005S 11702E 57.9 109,2 GGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *...*.*.*..... 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD C5VER. ** a NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............ RLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REGUESTED' RURECYCLED. GPGRMD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE* PPBSSRe
16344 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NeN.US PAGE 0281
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBIERVATION MICReFILM RBLL N8/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PPIVCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RMV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1116.03222 00000/0000 20008/0220 11/16/72 50 1609 2o07N 09825E 43.0 143*9 GGGG
1116*03225 00000/0000 20008/0221 11/16/72 40 1609 1R41N 09803E 44.0 142*8 Popp
1116-03231 00000/000 20008/0222 11/16/72 20 1609 1716N 09741E 45*0 141.7 GGGG
1116w03234 00000/0000 20008/0223 11/16/72 30 1609 1549N 09721E 45@9 140e5 GGGG
1116w03240 00000/0000 20008/0224 11/16/72 30 1609 1421N 09700E 46*9 139.3 GGGG
1116-03243 00000/0000 20008/0225 11/16/72 80 1609 1255N 096391 47.8 138*0 GGGG
1116e03245 00000/0000 20008/0226 11/16/72 80 1609 1 29N 09618E 48.7 136.7 GGGG
1116.03252 00000/0000 20008/0227 11/16/72 80 1609 1003N 09557E 49.6 135.3 GGGG1116-04593 00000/0000 20008/0228 11/16/72 0 1610 4132N 07857E 26*3 156.4 GGGG
1116.04595 00000/0000 20008/0229 11/16/72 0 1610 4008N 07827E 27.4 155.7 PPPP
1116*05002 00000/0000 20008/0230 11/16/72 0 1610 3843N 07757E 28.6 155*0 GGGG
1116-05004 00000/0000 20008/0231 11/16/72 0 1610 3717N 07728E 29.8 154.3 GG G
1116.05011 00000/0000 20008/0232 11/16/72 0 1610 3552N 07700E 30s9 153.5 Gs G
1116-05013 00000/0000 20008/0233 11/16/72 0 1610 3427N 07633E 32.1 152.8 GG G
1116.05020 00000/0000 20008/0234 11/16/72 0 1610 3301N 07607E 33.2 152*0 GGGG
1116-05022 00000/0000 20008/0235 11/16/72 0 1610 3135N 07541E 34,3 151.2 GGGG
1116.05025 00000/0000 20008/0236 11/16/72 0 1610 3009N 07517E 35*5 150.4 GGGG
1116m05031 00000/0000 20008/0237 11/16/72 0 1610 8R43N 07453E 36.6 149.6 GGGG
1116-05034 00000/0000 20008/0238 11/16/72 0 1610 2 718N 07429E 37*7 148.7 GGGG
111670504o 00000/0000 20008/0239 11/16/72 0 1610 2 55 2N 07405E 38.8 147.8 GGGG
1116-05043 00000/0000 20008/0240 11/16/72 0 1610 2426N 07342E 39.8 146.9 GGGG
1116.05045 00000/0000 20008/0241 11/16/72 0 1610 2300N 07320E 40*9 146.0 GGGG
1116-05052 00000/0000 20008/0242 11/16/72 0 1610 2134N 07257E 41.9 145*0 GGGG
1116-05054 00000/0000 20008/0243 11/16/72 0 1610 2007N 07234E 43.0 143.9 GGGG
1116.05061 00000/0000 20008/0244 11/16/72 0 1610 1R41N 07213E 4490 142.8 GGGG
1116005063 00000/0000 20008/0245 11/16/72 0 1610 1715N 07151E 45.0 141.7 GGGG
1116-05070 00000/0000 20008/0246 11/16/7P 10 1610 1548 N 07129E 45.9 140.5 GGGG
.1116-05072 00000/0000 20008/0247 11/16/72 20 1610 1421N 07109E 46*9 139.3 GGGG
1116.05075 00000/0000 20008/0248 11/16/72 40 1610 IP55N o70484 47.8 138.0 GGGG
1116*05081 00000/0000 20008/0249 11/16/72 90 1610 1128N 07028E 48.7 136*7 GGGG
1116-05084 00000/0000 20008/0250 11/16/72 90 1610 1002N 07007E 49.6 135.3 GG G
1116-06501 00000/0000 20008/0251 11/16/72 0 1611 1548N 04543E 45*9 140.5 Gp G
1116.06504 00000/0000 20008/0252 11/16/72 10 1611 1422N 04522E 46*9 139*3 GGGG
1116-06510 00000/0000 20008/0253 11/16/72 10 1611 1255N 04501E 47.8 138.0 GGGG
1116-06513 00000/0000 20008/0254 11/16/72 10 1611 1129N 04441E 48.7 136.7 GGGG
1116-06515 O0000/0000 20008/0255 11/16/72 10 1611 lc02N 04420E 49.6 135*3 GGGG
1116.06522 00000/0000 20008/0256 11/16/72 10 1611 0836N 04400E 504 133.9 GGG
1116-06524 00000/0000 20008/0257 11/16/72 10 1611 0710N 04339E 51*2 132,3 GGGG
1116-06531 00000/0000 20008/0258 11/16/72 40 1611 0543N 04319E 52.0 130.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % *.*....*..,.* O T8 100 * CLOUD CRVER, ** . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.****,**,...* BLANKSxBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RURECYCLED. GGSOD. FsFAIR BUT USABLE- PBP5SR.
16144 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0282
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL N8./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1116*06533 OOOOO/C00 20008/0259 11/16/72 40 1611 0417N 04258E 52.7 129.1 GGGG
1116.06542 00000/0000 20010/0001 11/16/72 90 1611 0123N 04218E 54.1 125.6 GOGG
1116.06545 00000/0000 20010/0002 11/16/72 80 1611 0002S 04157E 54.8 1238 GGGG
1116*06551 00000/0000 20010/0003 11/16/72 30 1611 0128S 04137E 55.3 121.9 G GG
1116.06554 00000/C00 20010/0004 11/16/72 30 1611 0254S 0 4117E 55.9 119.9 G GG
1116.06560 00000/0000 20010/0005 11/16/72 50 1611 0421S 0 4056E 56*4 11799 G GG
1116-06563 00000/0000 20010/0006 11/16/72 50 1611 05g4S 04036E 56,8 11508 G GG
1116-06565 00000/o00 20010/0007 11/16/72 70 1611 0714S 04016E 57*2 113.6 G GG
1116.06572 00000/0000 20008/0260 11/16/72 50 1611 0840S 03955E 57,6 111.5 GGGG
1116o06574 00000/C000 20008/0261 11/16/72 10 1611 108 0 3935E 57.8 109.2 GGGG
1116-06581 00000/0000 20008/0262 11/16/72 0 1611 1135S 03914E 58*1 107*0 GGGG
1116-06583 00000/000 20008/0263 11/16/72 10 1611 1300S 03854E 58.2 104.7 GGGG
1116.06590 00000/0000 20008/0264 11/16/72 0 1611 1426S 03834E 58.3 102.4 GGGG
1116w06592 00000/0000 20008/0265 11/16/72 0 1611 1553S 03813 E  58*4 100.1 GGGG
1116o06595 00000/0000 20008/0266 11/16/72 50 1611 17205 03752E 58*4 97*8 GGGG
1116-07001 00000/0000 20008/0267 11/16/72 50 1611 1846S 03730E 58.3 95.5 GGGG
1116-07004 00000/0000 20008/0268 11/16/72 40 1611 2012S 03707E 58.2 93.3 GGGG
1116-07010 00000/0000 20008/0269 11/16/72 20 1611 2139S 036 4 5 E 58.0 91.0 GGGG
1116-07013 00000/0000 20008/0270 11/16/72 10 1611 2304S 03622E 57.7 88.9 GGGG
1116-07015 00000/0000 20008/0271 11/16/72 10 1611 2430S 03559E 57.4 86.7 GGGG
1116&07022 00000/0000 20008/0272 11/16/72 20 1611 2556S 03536E 57*1 84.7 GGGG
1116-08265 00000/000 20007/0926 11/16/72 30 1612 3842N 02622E 28*6 155.0 GGGP
1116.08271 00000/0000 20007/0927 11/16/72 20 1612 3717N 02554E 29*7 154.3 GGGG
1116-08274 00000/0000 20007/0928 11/16/72 30 1612 3552N 02 526E 30*9 153.5 G3GG
1116-08280 00000/0000 20007/0929 11/16/72 40 1612 3 42 6N 02459E 32*0 152.8 GGGP
1116-08283 00000/0000 20007/0930 11/16/72 40 1612 3300N 02433E 33*2 152*0 GGGG
1116.08285 00000/0000 20007/0931 11/16/72 30 1612 3135N 02408E 34*3 151.3 GGGG
1116-08292 00000/0000 20007/0932 11/16/72 10 1612 3009N 023 43E 35*4 150.4 GGGG
1116-08294 00000/0000 20007/0933 11/16/72 0 1612 2R42N 02318E 36A5 149.6 G3GG
1116-08301 00000/0000 20007/0934 11/16/72 10 1612 2716N 02254E 37*6 148.8 GGGG
111608303,. 00000/0000 20007/0935 11/16/72 30 1612 2551N 02230E 38.7 147*9 GGGG
111608310 00000/0000 20007/0936 11/16/72 70 1612 2425N 02207E 39.8 146.9 GGGG
1116-08312 00000/0000 20007/0537 11/16/72 60 1612 2300N 02144E 40.8 146.0 GGG
1116-08315 00000/0000 20007/05'38 11/16/72 50 161.2 2134N 02121E 4109 145*0 GSGG
111608321 00000/0000 20007/0939 11/16/72 70 1612 2C07N 02059E 42*9 143.9 GGGG
1116-08324 00000/0000 20007/0,40 11/16/72 50 1612 1I41N 02037E 43.9 142.9 GGGG
1116m08330 00000/0000 20007/0941 11/16/72 50 1612 1715N 02016E 44.9 141.7 GGGG
1116-08333 00000/0000 20007/0942 11/16/7P 40 161.2 1549N 01955E 4509 140*6 GGGG
1116w08335 00000/0000 20007/0943 11/16/72 4C 1612 1422N 01933E 46.8 139.3 GGGG
KEYSI CLBUD COVER % *,oo. o.** 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD C VER* ** . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY e.............. BLANKSoBAND NOT PREScNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED. Ga=GAD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBBR.
16:44 MA 11*74 STANDARD CATALfG FRR NBN"US PAGE 0283
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICRFI'M RYLL NI./ DATE CLBUD 3RBIT poINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
10 PbSITISN IN NBLL ACCIUTRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PEV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1116"08342 00000/0000 20007/0944 11/16/7P 0 1612 1256N 01913E 47*8 138*1 GGGG
1116-08344 O00O0/0000 2U007/0945 11/16/7P 0 1612 112qN 01852E 48*7 136*7 GGGG
1116-08351 O0000/0000 20007/0946 11/16/72 20 1612 1004N o1831E 49*5 135.3 GGGG
1116-08353 0000/C000 20007/0947 11/16/7? 50 1612 O037N 01810E 50* 133.9 GGGG
111608360 00000/0000 20007/0948 11/1I/72 50 1612 0710N 01750E 51@2 13204 GGGG
1116"08362 00000/0000 20007/0949 11/16/7 60 1612 OZ43N 01730E . 52.0 130*8 PPPP
11161010C0 00000/COOC 20007/0950 11/16/72 10 1613 350N o00033E 28.5 155.0 GGGP
1116m10103 00000/0000 20007/0951 11/1I/7p 20 1613 3725N 00005E 29.6 154.3 GGGP
1116-10105 00300/0000 20007/0952 11/16/72 2c 1613 3 5 5 9 N 00021W 30.8 153.6 GGGP
1116-10112 00000/0000 20007/0953 11/16/72 C 1613 3434N 00048W 31*9 152*9 GGGG
1116*10114 O000/0000 2000o7/0954 11/16/7p C 1613 3?08N 00113W 33.1 152.1 GGGG
1116-10121 00000/0000 20007/0955 11/16/72 0 1613 3141N 00138W 34.2 151.3 GGGG
1116-10123 00000/0000 20007/0956 11/16/72 0 1613 3015N 00 2 04W 35*3 150*5 GGGG
1116-10130 00000/0000 20007/0957 11/16/72 0 1613 2850N 00228W 36*4 149,7 GGGG
1116-10135 00000/0000 20008/0273 11/1.6/72 0 1613 2558N 00316W 38*6 147*9 GGGG
1116*10141 00000/000 20008/0274 11/16/72 0 1613 2431N 0 0 339W 397 147.0 GGGG
1116-10144 00000/0000 20008/0275 11/16/72 30 1613 2305N 00401W 40o7 14691 GGGG
1116-10150 00000/0000 20008/0276 11/16/72 100 1613 2140N 00 424W 41.8 145.1 GGG
1116-10153 o0000/0000 20008/0277 11/16/72 100 1613 2014N 0 0446W 42.8 144,0 GGGG
1116*10155 00000/0000 20008/0278 11/16/72 100 1613 1848N 0 0 508W 43.8 143,0 GOGG
1116-10162 00000/0000 20008/0279 11/16/72 90 1613 1721N 00530W 44.8 141*8 GGGG
1116-10164 00000/0000 20008/0280 11/16/72 0 1613 1555N 00551W 45.8 140.7 GGGG
1116-10171 00000/0000 20008/0281 11/16/72 0 1613 1429N 0061 3 W 46*7 139.4 GGGG
1116-10173 00000/OC00 20008/0282 11/16/72 0 1613 1302N 00634W 47*7 138.2 GGGG
1116-10180 00000/0000 20008/0283 11/16/72 10 1613 1136N 00655W 48.6 136.8 GGGG
1116-15160 00000/0000 20008/0284 11/16/72 100 1616 513N 0 7145W 17.7 161.3 G
1116-15163 00000/0000 20008/0285 11/16/72 40 1616 5011( 07226W 18*9 160.6 GGGG
1116-15165 00000/0000 20008/0286 11/16/72 10 1616 4 8 4 6 N 07 3 05W 20.1 159*9 GGGG
1116-16592 00000/0000 20008/0287 11/16/72 9o 1617 5134N 09733W 17*6 161*3 GGGG
1116*17063 00000/0000 20008/0288 11/16/72 0 1617 2725N 10612W 37*4 148*9 GGGG
1116-17065 00000/0000 20008/0289 11/16/72 0 1617 255RN 10635W 38.5 148.0 GGGG
1116-17072 00000/0000 20008/0290 11/16/72 10 1617 2432N 10657W 39*6 147.1 GGGG
1116-17074 00000/0000 20008/0291 11/16/72 10 1617 2306N 10720W 40,7 146.1 GGGG
1116-17081 00000/O000 20008/0292 11/16/72 20 1617 2140N 10742W 41.7 145*1 GGGG
1116-19165 00000/0000 20007/0958 11/16/72 100 1618 6509S 16354W 33.1 60.8 GGGG
1116-19171 00000/0000 20007/0959 11/16/72 100 1618 6629S 16522W 31.9 61.5 GGGG
1116-19174 00000/000 20007/0960 11/16/72 60 1618 6747S 16658W 308 62.3 GGGG
1116w19180 00000/0000 20007/0961 11/16/72 10 1618 690 4 S 16845W. 29s6 63.4 GGGG
1116019183 00000/0000 20007/0962 11/16/72 10 1618 7021S 17046W 28*5 64.7 G3GG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *..0.,,*..,,,.. 0 TB 100 * X CLBUD CeVER. ** U NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,.. .... BLANKSLBAN D NET PRESENT/REQUESTED# RuRECYCLEDi GnGBD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PPOSBR*
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONwUS PAGE 0284
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD BRSIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1116-19185 00000/0000 20007/0963 11/16/7P 7C 1618 7137S 1730 3 W 27,3 66*3 GGGG1116-19192 00000/0000 20007/0964 11/16/72 100 1618 7252S 175 3 9w 26o2 68.3 GGGG
1116*19194 00000/0000 20007/0965 11/16/72 100 1618 7404S 17838W 25*0 70.6 GGGG
1116*19201 C000/0000 20007/0966 11/16/72 60 1618 7513S 17758E 23.8 73o4 GGGG
1116*19203 00000/0000 20007/0967 11/16/72 70 1618 7620S 17357E 22.6 76s7 GGGG
1116-19210 00000/0000 20007/0968 11/16/72 70 1618 7721S 16923E 21.4 80.8 GGGG
1116-19212 00000/0000 20007/0969 11/16/72 3o 1618 7817S 16408E 20*2 85o5 GGGG1117*00102 00000/0000 20010/0008 11/17/72 70 1621 1005S 14125E 57*8 10997 GGGG
1117-00105 00000/0000 20010/0009 11/17/72 60 1621 1130S 14104E 58.0 107e4 GGGG
1117"00111 00000/0000 20008/0293 11/17/72 10 1621 1256S 14043E 58*2 10591 GGG
1117-00114 00000/0000 20008/0294 11/17/7P 20 1621 1423S 14023E 58*3 102.8 GGGG1117-00120 00C00/0000 20008/0295 11/17/72 20 1621 1551S 14002E 58.4 100*6 GGGG
1117-00123 00000/0000 20008/0296 11/17/72 30 1621 1717S 13941E 58.4 98.3 GGGG
1117-00125 00000/0000 20008/0297 11/17/72 10 1621 1842S 13 920E 58*3 96.0 GGGG
1117-00132 00000/C0000 20008/0298 11/17/72 20 1621 2008S 13859E 58.2 93.7 GGGG1117-00134 00000/0000 20008/0299 11/17/72 40 1621 2135S 13837E 58.0 91.5 GGGG
1117-00141 00000/0000 20008/0300 11/17/72 10 1621 2300S 13814E 57.8 89.3 GGGG1117-00143 0000/0003 20008/0301 11/17/72 O 1621 2426S 13750E 57*5 87.2 GGGG
111700150 00000/0000 20008/0302 11/17/72 0 1621 2552S 13727E 57.1 85*1 GGGG1117-00152 00000/0000 20008/0303 11/17/72 0 1621 2718S 13703E 56*7 83.1 GGGG
1117-00155 00000/0000 20008/0304 11/17/72 0 1621 2844S 13639E 56.2 81.1 GGGG
1117-01384 00000/0000 20010/0013 11/17/72 10 1622 4138N 12911E 26.0 156.4 GGGG
1117-01390 00000/0000 20010/0011 11/17/72 10 1622 4013N 12841E 27*2 155.8 GGGG
1117-01393 00000/0000 20010/0012 11/17/72 70 1622 3*47N 12812E 28.3 155*1 GGGG
1117-01395 00000/O000 20010/0013 11/17/72 80 1622 3722N 12743E 29o5 154s4 GGGG
1117-01402 00000/0000 20010/0014 11/17/72 60 1622 3 5 5 6 N 12715E 30.6 153*6 GGGG
1117-01452 00300/0000 20010/0015 11/17/72 40 1622 1R45N 12227E 43*7 143,0 RGGG1117-03215 00000/0000 20008/0305 11/17/72 0 1623 4134N 10320E 26*0 156.4
1117903222 00000/0000 20008/0306 11/17/7P 0 1623 4010N 10250E 27.2 155.7 PPGG
1117s03224 00000/0000 20008/0307 11/17/72 0 1623 3R45N 10220E 28.4 155.0 GGGG
1117-05060 00000/0000 20008/0308 11/17/72 0 1624 3844N 07632E 28*3 155.0 GGGG
1117-05062 00000/0000 20008/0309 11/17/72 0 1624 3718N 07603E 29*5 154.3 GGGG
1117-05065 00000/0000 20008/0310 11/17/72 0 1624 3553N 07535E 30.7 153*6 GGGG
1117-05071 00000/0000 20008/0311 11/17/72 0 1624 3 42 8 N 07508E 31.8 152*9 GGGG
1117-05074 00000/0000 20008/0312 11/17/72 10 1624- 3302N 07442E 32*9 152.1 GGGG
1117-05080 00000/0000 20008/0313 11/17/72 10 1624 3137N 07416E 34*1 151,3 GGGG
1117-05083 00000/0000 20008/0314 11/17/72 10 1624 3011N 07351E 35o2 150.5 GGGG
1117-05085 00000/0000 20008/0315 11/17/72 10 1624 2 946N 07327E 36.3 149*7 GGGG
1117o05092 00000/0000 20008/0316 11/17/72 0 1624 2720N 07303E 37.4 148*9 GGGG
KEYSI CL6UD COVER % o*o.**.o..o** 0 TO 100 % ; CLOUD COVER. .* - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY 0,.......,,.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G-GBOD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOOR.
16144 MAR 11974 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0285
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBBSERVATIN MICROFILM RBLL NO,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PbSITI N I ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1117*05094 00000/0000 20008/0317 11/17/72 80 1624 2554N 07239E 38.5 148*0 GGGG
1117o05101 00000/0000 20008/0318 11/17/72 80 1624 2428N 07217E 39o6 147*1 GGGG
1117-05103 00000/0000 20008/0319 11/17/72 O 1624 2102N 07154E 40o6 146.1 GGGG
1117-05110 00000/0000 20008/0320 11/17/72 0 1624 2136N 07132E 41.7 145*1 GGGG
1117"05112 00000/0000 20008/0321 11/17/72 70 1624 2009N 07110E 42*7 144.1 GGGG
1117w05115 00000/0000 20008/0322 11/17/7P 60 1624 1l42N 07048E 43*7 143.0 GGGG
1117-05121 00000/0000 20008/0323 11/17/72 50 1624 1716N o7027E 44.7 141.9 GGGG1117-06492 00000/0000 20010/0016 11/17/72 30 1625 3845N 05047E 28*3 155.1 GGGG
1117*06494 00000/0000 20010/0017 11/17/72 10 1625 3719N 05018E 29*5 154.3 GGGG
1117-06501 00000/0000 20010/0018 11/17/72 0 1625 3r53N 04950E 30*6 153.6 GGGG
1117-06503 00000/0000 20010/0019 11/17/72 0 1625 3428N o4922E 318 152.9 GGGG
1117-06510 00000/0000 20010/0020 11/17/72 0 1625 3302N 04856E 32.9 152.1 GGGG
1117-06551 00000/0000 20010/0021 11/17/72 0 1625 1842N 04502E 43*7 143.0 GGGG
1117-06553 00000/0000 20010/0022 11/17/72 0 1625 1716N 04440E 44#7 14I99 GGGG
1117-06560 00000/0000 20010/0023 11/17/72 10 1625 1550N 04418E 45.7 140.8 GGGG
1117-06562 00000/0000 20010/0024 11/17/72 10 1625 1424N 0 4357E 46o6 139.5 GGGG
1117-06565 00000/0000 20010/0025 11/17/72 10 1625 1258N 04336E 47*5 138.3 GGGG
1117-06571 00000/0000 20010/0026 11/17/72 10 1625 1131N 04315E 48*4 137.0 GGGG
1117o08312 00000/0000 20008/0324 11/17/72 10 1626 4900N 02626E p4,8 157.1 GGGG
1117-08314 00000/0000 20008/0325 11/17/72 20 1626 4 135N 02555E 25.9 156.4 GGGG
1117-08321 00000/0000 20008/0326 11/17/72 40 1626 4009N 02525E 27.1 155.8 GGGG
1117-08329 00000/0000 20008/0327 11/17/72 20 1626 3844N 02456E 28*3 155*1 GGGG
11170833o 00000/0000 20008/0328 11/17/72 10 1626 3719N 02428E 29*5 154.3 GGGG
1117-08332 00000/0000 20008/0329 11/17/72 10 1626 3554N 02400E 30.6 153.6 GGGG
1117-08421 00000/0000 20008/0330 11/17/72 40 1626 0544N 01604E 51.8 131.1 GGGG
1117-08462 00000/0000 20008/0331 11/17/72 40 1626 0839S 01241E 57.4 112,0 GGGG
1117-08464 00000/0000 20008/0332 11/17/72 40 1626 o105S 01221E 57*7 109.8 GGGG
1117-08471 00000/0000 20008/0333 11/17/72 30 1626 1132S 01200E 58,0 107*5 GGGG
1117-08473 00000/0000 20008/0334 11/17/7P 30 1626 1258S 01139E 58.2 105o2 GGGG
1117-10161 00000/0000 20008/0335 11/17/72 10 1627 3722N 00120W 29*4 154.4 GGGG
1117-10205 00000/0000 20008/0336 11/17/72 50 1627 2139N 00549W 41*6 145*2. GGG
1117-10211 00000/0000 20008/0337 11/17/72 100 1627 2013N 00 6 11w 42.6 1442 PGGG
1117-10214 00000/0000 20008/0338 11/17/72 100 1627 1P46N 00635W 43*6 143.1 GPPG
1117-10220 00000/0000 20008/0339 11/17/72 40 1627 1720N 00656W 44.6 142.0 GGGG
1117-10223 00000/0000 20008/0340 11/17/72 10 1627 1553N 00718W 45o6 140.8 GGGG
1117.10232 00000/0000 20008/0341 11/17/7P 0 1627 1301N 00800 47o5 138o4 GGGG
1117-10234 00000/0000 20008/0342 11/17/72 10 1627 1134N 00 8 20 48o4 137.0 GGGG
1117-*10241 00000/0000 20008/0343 11/17/72 10 1627 I0bON 00841W 49*3 135.7 ppPP
1117-11511 00000/0000 20008/0344 11/17/72 30 1628 6518N 0 1144W 5*3 170*3 GGGG
KEYS; CLBUD CBVER % ,..***,*,,,, 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CgVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.**,o....*, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED RPRECYCLED. GaGBRDe FUFAIR BUT USABLE* PnPBBR.
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NSN.US PAGE 0286
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD eRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN nRLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LSNG 123 45678
1117-13392 00000/0000 20008/0345 11/17/72 80 1629 4843N 04840W 19.9 1599 G. GGG
1117*13395 00000/0000 20008/0346 11/17/72 80 16:29 4718N 04917W 21.1 159*2 GGGG
1117-13401 00000/0000 20008/0347 11/17/72 80 16:29 4554N 04952W 22.3 158.5 GGGG
1117*13404 00000/0000 20008/0348 11/17/72 70 16:29 4429N 05026W 23s5 157.8 GOGG
1117-13410 00000/0000 20008/0349 11/17/72 30 1629 4304N 05059W 24s7 157*2 GGGG
1117-13413 00000/0000 20008/0350 11/17/72 50 1629 4138N 0 5131W 25.8 156.5 GGGG
1117*13495 00000/0000 20008/0:351 11/17/72 40 1629 1300N 05938W 47'4 138.4 GGGG
1117*13501 00000/0000 20008/0352 11/17/72 50 1629 113 5N 05959W 4*.4 137*1 GGGG
1117-13504 00000/0000 20008/0353 11/17/72 90 1629 1009N 06020W 49s2 135.7 G0GG
1117-13510 00000/0000 20008/0354 11/17/72 90 1629 QR42N 06041W 50.1 134.3 GGGG
1117*13513 00000/0000 20008/0:155 11/17/72 80 1629 0716N 06101W 5009 132.8 G0GG
1117-13515 00000/o000 20008/0356 11/17/72 80 1629 0550N 06122w 5197 131.2 G0GG
1117-13522 00000/0000 20008/0:357 11/17/72 70 1629 0422N 06141W 52.5 129.6 GGGG
1117-13524 00000/0000 20008/0:358 11/17/72 60 1629 0255N 06201W 53*2 2l7.9 GGGG
1117-13531 00000/0000 20008/0:359 11/17/72 50 1629 0129N 06222W 53.9 126*1 GGGG
1117-13533 00000/0000 20008/0360 11/17/72 40 1629 0004N 06242W 54.5 124.3 0 00
1117-13540 0.000/0000 20008/0:361 11/17/72 60 1629 0122S 06303W 55.1 12204 GGGG
1117-13542 00000/0000 20008/0362 11/17/72 40 1629 0247S 06323W 55.7 120.5 G00
1117-13545 00000/0000 20008/0363 11/17/72 60 1629 0414S 06343W 56*2 118.5 GGG0
1117-13551 00000/0000 20008/0:364 11/17/72 90 1629 042 06403W 56.6 116*4 GGGG
1117-13554 00000/0000 20008/0:365 11/27/72 100 1629 0709S 06424W 57,0 114.3 GGG0
1117-13560 00000/0000 20008/0:366 11/17/72 100 1629 0836S 06444W 57.4 112.1 0000
1117:15121 00000/0000 10008/0:167 11/17/72 70 1630 O08N 07353W 18*7 160.6 GOGG
1117 15301 00000/0000 20008/0368 11/17/72 60 1630 2306N 08257w 4095 14692 GGGG
1117-15303 00000/0000 20008/0369 11/17/72 70 1630 2E39N 08319w 41.5 1452E GGGG
1117-15560 00000/0000 20008/0370 11/17/72 80 1630 650AS 11341W 33.2 60.9 GGGG
1117-15562 00000/0000 20008/0:371 11/17/72 100 1630 6628S 11510W 32.1 61.6 GGGG
1117-15565 00000/0000 20008/0:372 11/17/72 100 1630 6747S 11648W 31,0 62.5 GGGG
1117-15571 00000/0000 20008/0:373 11/17/72 100 1630 6q05S 11836w 29.8 63.5 0000
1117-15574 00000/0000 20008/0374 11/17/72 60 1630 70205 12034w 28.7 64.8 GGGG
1117-15583 00000/0000 20008/0375 11/17/72 100 1630 7p505 12525W 26*4 68,3 GGGG
1117-15585 00000/0000 20008/0:376 11/17/72 100 1630 74025 12821W 25.2 7097 GOGG
1117-15592 00000/0000 20008/0377 11/17/72 100 1630 7q12S 13144W 24.0 73.4 G0GG
1117-15594 00000/0000 20008/0:378 11/17/72 100 1630 7618S 13544W 22.8 76.8 GGGG
1117*16001 00000/0000 20008/0379 11/17/72 100 1630 7720$ 14020W 21.6 80.8 GOGG
1117-17015 00000/0000 20008/0380 11/17/72 o100 1631 6238N 09149W 7s7 168.0 GoGG
1117w17021 00000/0000 20008/0181 11/17/72 90 1631 6116N 09256W 8.9 167.0 0GGG
1117-17024 00000/0000 20008/0382 11/17/72 70 1631 5954N 09359W 10st 166.0 GGGG
1117-17030 00000/0000 20008/0383 11/17/72 70 1631 5R3 1N 09458W 11i3 165.2 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X *..,**.*.**.o*o 0 T7 100 u % CLOU CRVER# ** a N8 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *oooooooo*e o BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. RRRECYCLED. GaGBRD. F*FAIR BUT USABLE, PmPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11a'74 STANDARD CATALSG FeR NBN.US PAOE 0287
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICReFI.M R5LL NS,/ DATE CLOUD RBIT PINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN FMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN  LL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV9 AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1117:17033 00000/0000 20008/0384 11/17/72 70 1631 5708N 09552W 12.6 164.3 GGGG
1117-17035 00000/0000 20008/0385 11/17/72 60 1631 5445N 09644W 13.8 163.5 OGGG
1117-17042 00000/0000 20008/0386 11/17/72 20 1631 5421N o9732W 15.0 162.7 GGGG
1117-17044 00000/0000 20008/0387 11/17/72 40 1631 5257N 09817W 16*2 162.0 GGGG
1117-17051 00000/0000 20008/0388 11/17/72 50 1631 5133N 09901W 17*4 161.3 GGGG
1117-17121 00000/0000 20008/0389 11/17/7P 10 1631 2724N 10738W 37.2 19.0 GGGG
1117-17124 00000/0000 20008/0390 11/17/72 20 1631 2558N 10801W 38.3 148.1 GGGG
1117-17130 00000/0000 20008/0391 11/17/72 30 1631 2432N 10824W 39,4 147.2 GGGG
1117-17133 00000/0000 20008/0392 11/17/72 30 1631 2306N 10846W 40.5 146.2 GG00
1117-17135 00000/0000 20008/0393 11/17/72 20 1631 2 140N 10908W 41*5 145.2 GGGG
1117-21055 00000/0000 20008/0394 11/17/72 100 1633 6511S 16848K 33.3 61.0 GGGG
1117w21061 00000/0000 20008/0395 11/17/72 100 1633 6631S 167195 32.1 61.7 GGG
1117021064 00000/0000 20008/0396 11/17/72 100 1633 6749S 165435 31'0 62.5 GGGG
1117e21070 00000/0000 20008/0397 11/17/72 100 1633 6907S 16355E 29.8 63.6 G000
1117-21073 00000/0000 20008/0398 11/17/72 80 1633 7023S 16155E 28.7 64.9 GGG
1117-21075 00000/0000 20008/0399 11/17/72 80 1633 71395 15938E 27.5 66.5 GGGG
1117-23581 00000/0000 20008/0400 11/17/72 10 1635 5 12 9N 15743E 17.4 161*2 GGG
1117-23584 00000/0000 20008/0401 11/17/72 10 1635 5005N 15703E 18.6 160.5 g000
1117-23590 00000/0000 20008/0402 11/17/72 40 1635 440ON 15624E 19.8 1599 GGGG
111723593 00000/0000 20008/0403 11/17/72 70 1635 4716N 15547E 21*0 15902 G3G
118-00161 0000/O000 20008/0404 11/18/72 10 1635 1005S 14001E 57,7 1101 GGGG
1118-00163 00000/0000 20008/0405 11/18/72 10 1635 11305 13941E 57.9 107.8 GGGG
1118-00170 00000/0000 20008/0406 11/18/72 10 1635 1257S 13920E 58.1 105.5 0GG0
1118-00172 00000/0000 20008/0407 11/18/72 10 1635 1423S 13858 E 58*2 103.3 a0GG
1118-0181 00000/0000 20008/0408 11/18/72 60 1635 1717S 13814E 58*3 98.7 OGGG
1118-00184 00000/0000 20008/0409 11/18/72 40 1635 1844S 13753E 58.3 96.4 W000
1118"00190 00000/0000 20008/0410 11/18/72 60 1635 20105 13731E 58.2 941 GGGG
1118-00193 00000/0000 20008/0411 11/18/72 70 1635 2136S 13710E 58.0 91.9 GGGG
1118-00195 00000/0000 20008/0412 11/18/72 60 1635 23019 13647E 578 89.7 GGGG
1118-00202 000/00000 20008/0413 11/1/72 40 1635 2427S 13624E 57*5 87.6 GGGQ
1118-00204 0000/000 20008/0414 11/18/72 0 1635 2553S 13601E 57.1 85.5 GPGG
1118-00211 00000/0000 20008/0415 11/18/72 0 1635 2718S 13537E 56.7 83.5 GGGG
1118-00213 00000/0000 20008/0416 11/18/72 0 1635 2844S 13513E 56*3 81.6 GGGG
1118-00220 00000/0000 20008/0417 11/IA/72 0 1635 30115 13449E 55*8 79.6 GG00
1118-00222 00000/0000 20008/0418 11/18/72 0 1635 3136S 13424E 55.3 77.8 PPPP
1118-01440 00000/0000 20008/0419 11/18/72 0 1636 4301N 12816E 24.6 157*2 GGGG
1118-01442 00000/0000 20008/0420 11/18/72 0 1636 4136N 12745E 25.8 156.5 GGGG
1118-01445 00000/0000 20008/0421 11/18/72 10 1636 4011N 12714E 26.9 155.8 GGG
1118"01451 00000/0000 20008/0422 11/18/72 10 1636 3846N 12644E 28.1 155.1 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD CSVER X .o.*.e..i*..., 0 TO 100 X % CLeUD CeVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .,o..oo*...... BLANKSmBAND N!T PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RPRECYCLED* 04.08D0 F*FAIR BUT USABLE# PPBOSR.
16844 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0288
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1118-01454 00000/0000 20008/0423 11/18/72 0 1636 3720N 12616E 29.3 154*4 GGGG
1118-01460 00000/0000 20008/0424 11/18/72 50 1636 3555N 12548E 30* 4  153.7 GGGG
1118:01463 00000/0000 20008/0425 11/18/72 60 1636 3429N 12522E 31.6 152.9 GOGG
1118.01465 00000/0000 20008/0426 11/18/72 70 1636 3304N 12456E 32.7 152*2 GGGG
1118-01472 00000/0000 20008/0427 11/18/72 70 1636 3138N 12431E 33.8 151.4 GGGG
1118"01474 00000/0000 20008/0428 11/18/72 70 1636 3012N 12406E 35.0 150*6 GGGG
1118-01481 00000/0000 20008/0429 11/18/72 70 1636 2846N 12341E 36*1 149.8 GGGG
1118-01483 00000/0000 20008/0430 11/18/72 80 1636 2720N 12317E 37.2 149*0 GGGG
1118-01490 00000/0000 20008/0431 11/18/72 100 1636 2554N 12254E 3893 148*1 GGGG
1118.01492 00000/0000 20008/0432 11/18/72 100 1636 2 42 8 N 12230E 39,3 147.2 GGGG
1118-01495 00000/0000 20008/0433 11/18/72 100 1636 2302N 12207E 40*4 146.2 GGGG
1118-01501 0000O/0000 20008/0434 11/18/7p 9c 1636 2136N 12145E 41*5 145.2 GGGG
1118-01504 00000/0000 20008/0435 11/18/72 50 1636 2009N 12122E 42.5 144*2 GGGG
1118-01510 00000/0000 20008/0436 11/18/72 40 1636 1944N 12100E 4395 143.2 GGGG
1118-01513 00000/0000 20008/0437 11/18/72 20 1636 1718N 12039E 44.5 142*1 GGGG
1118-01515 00000/0000 20008/0438 11/18/72 20 1636 1552N 12018E 45*5 140.9 GGGG
1118-01522 00000/0000 20008/0439 11/18/72 10 1636 1425N 11957E 46*4 139*7 GGGG
1118a01524 00000/0000 20008/0440 11/18/72 10 1636 1259N 11937E 47.4 138*4 GGGG
1118-01531 00000/0000 20008/0441 11/18/72 10 1636 1133N 11916E 48.3 137.1 GGGG
1118*01533 00000/0000 20008/0442 11/19/72 20 1636 1006N 11855 49*2 135.8 GGGG
1118-01540 00000/0000 20008/0443 11/18/72 30 1636 OR39N 11834E 50.0 134*3 GGGG
1118001542 00000/0000 20008/0444 11/18/72 40 1636 0713N 11814E 50.8 132*8 GGGG
1118m01545 00000/0000 20008/0445 11/18/72 50 1636 0546N 11754E 51*6 131.3 GGGG
1118-01551 00000/0000 20008/0446 11/18/72 50 1636 0419N 11734E 52.4 129*7 GGGG
1118e01554 00000/0000 20008/0447 11/18/7? 60 1636 0253N 11714E 53.1 128*0 GGGG
1118-01560 00000/0000 20008/0448 11/18/72 60 1636 0126N 11653E 53*8 126.3 GGGG
1118-01563 00000/0000 20008/0449 11/18/72 40 16-36 0000N 11633E 54.5 12404 GGGG
1118-01565 00000/0000 20008/0450 11/18/72 50 1636 0125S 11613E 55.1 122.6 GG
1118-01572 00000/0000 20008/0451 11/18/72 50 1636 0252S 11553E 55.6 120.6 GGGG
1118o01574 00000/0000 20008/0452 11/18/72 50 1636 0418S 11532E 56.1 118*6 GGGG
1118-01581 00000/0000 20008/0453 11/18/72 30 1636 0544S 11512E 56.6 116*6 OGGG
1118-01583 00000/0000 20008/0454 11/18/72 10 1636 0711S 11452E 57.0 114.4 GGGG
1118.01590 0000/0000 20008/0455 11/18/72 10 1636 0838S 11431E 57*4 112.3 GGGG
1118-01592 00000/0000 20008/04.56 11/18/7p 10 1636 1004S 11410E 57.7 110.1 GGGG
1110-01595 00000/0000 20008/0457 11/18/72 10 1636 1130S 11350E 57*9 107*8 GGG6
111803274 00000/0000 20008/0458 11/18/72 80 1637 4133N 10152E 25*8 1564 0GG60
1118-05130 00000/0000 20008/0459 11/18/72 0 1624 3 410N 07336E 31*8 152*8 GGGG
1110805133 00000/0000 20008/04160 11/18/72 0 1624 3244N 07310E 32.9 152.0 GGGG
111805135 .00000/0000 20008/0461 11/1/72 0 1624 3119N 07245E 3401 151.2 GG66
KEYS! CLOUD COVER % 0o.o@.***, ..,o O TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY o....o, ,,,o BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED, GGe6OD. FUFAIR BUT USABLE, PaPOSR,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG F4R N9N.US PAGE 0289
Fr9S 0 7 /21/72 Te 07/23/73
09SERVATI5N '4CReFILM R5LL O/ DATE CLeUOD 0RIT PcINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN YMAGE QOIALITY
I0 P9SITI4N IN NRLL ACOUTPEr CeVVR NUMAR 4F IMAGF ELEV. AZIN. RBV MSS
P~V MCC (LAT L NG 123 45678
1118-05142 00000/0000 20008/0462 11/(R/72 IC 16-4 P?53N 07220E 35.2 150.4 GOGG1118-J5144 00000/0000 20008/0463 11/1/72 40 !6i8 2944N 07201E 36*1 149*8 GPGG
1118-05150 00000/0000 20008/0464 11/14/72 10 1638 2717N o7137E 37*2 148*9 GPGG1118-05151 O00CCO/0000 20008/0465 11/1/7p 20 1624 270IN 07132E 37.4 148.8 GGGG
1118-05153 00000/0000 20008/0466 11/14/72 0 1638 255?N 07114E 38.3 148.1 GPGG
1118-35162 OCO/O000C 20008/0467 11/18/72 p 1638 2;0O\. 0 7C28E 40*4 146.2 GoGG1118J5164 00,00/000U 20008/C468 11/1A/7P P 1638 2133N 07006E 41,5 145.2 GPGG
1118-05165 000oo /000 20008/0469 11/18/72 0 1624 2116N 0700lE 41.7 14590 GGGG
1118-j5171 0000/0000 20008/0470 11/18/7P 1' 1618 200 4\ 06q44E 42.5 144.2 GPGG1118".5173 O00000oCO0 20008/0471 11/18/7P 30 1638 1942\ 06921E 43*5 143*1 GGGG
1118-05180 00300/0000 200Ub/0472 11/18/72 40 1638 171 N 06900E 44*5 142.0 GGGG
1118-0512 OCC00000/C0000 20008/0473 11/1R/77 5s 1638 154QN 06839E 45.5 140*9 GGGG
1118-C5185 OCU30/000 20008/0474 11/18/7P 6r 1618 1422N 06818E 46*4 139,7 GGGG
1118-j5193 00,0/0000 20008/0475 11/19/7? 80 1638 1n5 06/57E 47*4 138.4 GOGG
11181.5194 0U000/0000 20008/0476 11/14/7p 8 0 1638 1129N 06736E 48o3 137,. GGGG
1118-c6555 0000O/CC00 2008C/0477 11/18/7? 30 1639 3=5"\ 04823E 30*4 153.7 GGGG
1118*-6562 0o020/CCo0 2o0U8/0478 1!/14/72 20 1639 3427N 04756E 31o6 152*9 GOGG1118-:6564 C00/0/COO 2000/0479  11/18/7P 6C 1619 SR0n 04730E 32.7 152.2 G0001118-%6571 cOC/r ') ?.2308R/08 11/1R/72 8 1639 33 0704E 33.8 151*4 GGGG
1118-';6573 OOCO/0CC 2008/0481 11,/1/7p 10c 1619 30 n\ 0 4639E 35?0C 150.6 GGGG1118-265 0 00000/00o 2OU6/0L82 11/18/7? 74 16-9 244\i 04615E 36*1 149.8 GS3G
1118-652 2 00003/000 2 0uZ/0483 11/18/7? 70 1639 271N 04551E 17.2 149.0 GrGG
1118-6591 0 C00/OC00 20008/0484 11/R/72 30 1639 42N 04505E 3903 147.2 GGGG
1118-26594 ,.'/' , 200,/0485 1,t/tg,7 i_  1639 0204 4 442E 4C*' 146*2 GGGG
1118"'7000 CO00O/?O/C 2I008/0486 11/18/72 10 1639 2134\ 04419E 41
.  145*2 G -G
1118-57003 C0300/0C 2P008/0487 11/14/7 16-9 200' 04357E 4P*5 144.2 GOGG
1118-7005 OCC'O/OCOO 2C008/048 11/14/72 1? 1639 1Q41\ 04335E 43*5 143*2 G14GG
1118" 701~0000/C0000 2008/0489 11/!1/72 1~ 1639 1715N 04313E 44.5 142.1 GGGG111~8-7o14 0C 0/CCO . 230u8/0490 11/18/72 19 1639 1=49 04252E 45*5 14009 GGGG
111.87 C21 0C C/, 000 O 2C008/n491 1t/JR/7? 16'9 1423 0431E 46.4 133,7 GOGG
1118-7023 000o/C0 2C008/049 1l/8/7 1619 1956 04210E 47.4 138.4 GGG
111 8 ,7 030 007C,/OCo 20008/0493 11/18/7, ? 1639 1120 u  0 4149E 483 137*1 GG71118- 703? C0000/CC 2000/0494 11/14/72 10 1639 100 0C4129E 4901 135.8 G5GG
1118-37035 C, C ,/000 20008/0495 11/!/72 20 1639 0Q37 j  04109E 50.0 134.3 GGGG
1118-07041 0C000/0000 20008/0496 11/14/72 30 1619 0711iN 0449E 50,8 132*9 GGGG
1118-07105 000000/0C 23008/0497 11/18/72 50 1639 1-5?( 03520E 58.3 101.0 GGG
1118-07112 0000/Or'00 20008/0498 11/18/72 70 1639 1718S 03459E F*.3 98.8 GGG
1118-7114 00C00/000 20008/0499 11~1/7p 9g 1639 1I45S 03 4 37E 58.3 96.5 G;GG
1118-071?1 Co0000o/O 20008/0500 11/18/72 10 1639 271?S 0 3415E 58.1 94.2 GIGG
KEYS: CLUD C3VEPR .,,,,,...,,,,, 0 TA 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** a NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY *.*..**...,, BLANKS-FAN NVT PRrSrNT/9EnUESTED* RcRECYCLED* GGARD. F=FAIP RUT USABLE, P.PBiR,
16:44 "~AP 11,'74 STAN'IARD CATAL0G FO NeN.US PAGSE 0290
FROM 07/2V/72 TO 07,2:3,73
09SERVATT9N '-TC~FL. RALL N9,./ DATE CLeUD 9Rr IT PDI'4CIPAL Pt4INT qLjN SUN yT1ACE OLIALITY
TyPPSITIN IN ROLL ACCUREr0 C5VF; NUN'55"R FRF IMAGE ELEVe AZIMo PBV mc;
PFV MSS t-AT LL8NG 123 49,678
118213OCCO0OCCO 20C08iCc0 11/19/7P 100 1619 POP~S 01354E r:.0 9?.0 GO'GG
111 8-0713C 0000/o,'oo0 20008/0502 ll/iA/7P 100l 16.19 2-,Ogs o3331E 706 89.8 U73GG
ll-j7132 00oo/o~ooo R0008/0503 1l,'1R,7P' 100 16319 ?43",S C'33o8E r,7.5 87.7 G71GG
1116-o7135 Croco/ocCo 208,SCF04 1l/1R/7p loc 1639 2lz5c~ r34E 5. 85.6 GGG6
1118-J7141 00000/cCOLU 20CU8/CE.05 11/18/7P icC 16319 2721S 03 222E m6*7 8305 GlGG1 118 -J7144 OO0OC/Oo02r. 20008/0506 11/18/7? 100 16,:9 C87 3159E *-3 8.6GO
l11b-.'715C D0001000' 21008/0E07 11/18/72 8r 1b-19 3 13S 0)3134E 55-8 797 GrGG
l11e-7153 NODoo/OoOO 200 808 ,SOR ll/tR/7? 60 16-:9 3139% 03108E E5.3 77o9 G7,GG
1118-:,8382 OCDCo0000 20Oc8/0509 1l/lR/7p 1V 1640 3R43!N )2:330E 26.1 155.1 G13GG
llle-'j8384  OUOCO/C0C" 20008/051C 11/19/7P 10. 1640 3712,N c2301E 29.2 154.4 GeGC
111LS-z,8391 00000O0C 20OU6/0511 11/18/72 10 164o 3r-5314 P233E ?0*4 153.7 G ;GG
11283 0000/CoCf 2 ,Cc8/0blP 11,1A/7P 10 1640 3 4 27 N OP206E 319b 152.9 G- G G
1118, C 8 4 Q ~oc/ 0 - f 2ooCU6/0Qi J 11./1/7P 1 164.0 3q01N C.2139E ?p.7 152.2 GOG
11184-28402 0 jooo/o00% 20,.'60514 11,18,7P 17 164.0 3136Ni 02114P 332.8 151.4 G,,G
1118-t S405 oC.0u0i/C;C C' 2LoU8/051b 11/IA/7:) 5 n 1640 3"11N ()2050E ?4.9 15o.6 GnOG
J111-858bo VC::-,, 00 C, o' p,, C 516 11/i8,7p' 8, 1640 04213 01218E F6,1 118.7 GCICIG
C)8107 1~c/oc 2 j u 8 ,,5 7  1,/18/7p 1,c 1641 53,..N op 253E 17-3 161.3 G'3C3
R18108 0Co~o* ?0 8/0 11/2I%8/7? P 1641 5()0"N o ,)212 E 18.5 160.6 r3G(
1118-13184 300/00 2uoUA/0519 11/!8/7p 1.1 1641 4R41'\ 0 o13 3 E 1997 159.9 GOOGC
1118-12174 0 0COO/o ; 20008,C52o 11,18/7?) 9c 1642 0~l440. o0~ -- )W c 116.7 GC
1118-121%81 oooC C, Cc 2PCO8)6 021 11./I8/7p 5c 1642 0,7113s 04C000W 56*9 114.6 iSGG
1 1 1812 1,93 0 ' _0 ,)0 2f000~u/o522 11/19/7P 3!c 164? coQ37S (-o40)20 r s7 *3 112.5 u G C3
1 11-2 19' 0C'C 0 C 0cor 2L 0U8/n0523 11,1/7, 5 r, 1642 1 -0"s 040 40W --7*b 1 10.o3 GqCIG
01811 02 0cA 2W'08'C52'4 ll/lA/7n 5r, 1642 1 3')S C4101W ,7-9 108.1 G rG
1118 - 1 ;19 ~ co Ccc cc2 1111817'r, 40 1642 V,5fS 0)42W F8*1 105s.8G"I(
11~::7 3r0 8' F/ ~2/ 6 11 /18/7p 107, 1642 7' 39 07242?j -7.7 66.6 ;G
118127 ~c:''~- , 7 11/isk/7P I r 1642 7 5 Is Co71)2w -6.5 68.e9 n G(
1 1?8 C )COOOu 2 2jU S Iz 2P 1!/19/7P 100 16j,2 71,0S 07.818o PC _a 70.8 G ,C 7
1113 123~ 000J0 2, uV8 052 1 i,/1,/7P 1, 1642 7r-13S nQ 4 1 2-: 4.2 73.6 OG
11i-.-3451 2 6 C C 3C 1l. /1 ;/7P 7:. 1643 4 Q4P,, o5',08W i c,7 159.9 G 1(3 7
111 -134 5 ' C ~~0' 2~'W' 1 1 /1 s/7P 6- 1643 4-71 7N 0509448 4 7o9 159.2 G GG
11181-1346- ", ( r L f! o ?(,r)Ls 3 11/1,7? 101, 1643 4 c,5?"N 05119W P221 158.5 GrGG
111,3-1346 f C'~, ~) L3 3 11/19/7;) 10 1643 442RN 0 5153qw I -3 157.8 pproG
C.,~147 ?r'/c0 %R/C' 34 1'1,1,7, 1 co .1 1643 43\ C'E?257 P4*4 156.5
1 1 1 ~ ~ - 1 7 1 8 ? o ' ' i r o ' . 8 $3 7 1 1 / 1 - / 7 ) 2 r 1 6 4 5 1 497 ~ *0 6 f)11 4 .
111F-1718 5 c f c; 2C C08.h 11/19/7P 1 1645 2 43 10949W ?q.2 147.3GfGG
111-113 032,c00 ~ 8/b3 1/1/7 V 1645 ?lol" 11012w 4,. 146.3
< E-:3. h~t. Civ I" V *.....~ E;' T~ 120 1'- CLqUD C ** = N.1 CLOU7O DATA AVAI-ABLF7.
t~F.UALITY ....... JAh 'e PRrS!NT/E1'jFSTE0.- Rpt7CYCLED. G=Gigro. FuFATR 90T USABLF, P-5R
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0e91
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/7a
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO'/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1119,00033 00000/0000 20008/0540 11/19/72 60 1649 5251N 15658E 16,0 162*0 GGGG
1119*00040 00000/0000 20008/0541 11/19/72 100 1649 5127N 15615E 17.2 161.2 GGGG
1119-00042 00000/0000 .20008/0542 11/19/72 90 1649 5004N 15535E 18*4 160.5 GGGG
1119-00215 00000/0000 20008/0543 11/19/72 60 1649 1008S 13833E 57*6 11094 GGGG
1119-00222 00000/0000 20008/0544 11/19/72 40 1649 1134S 13812E 57.8 108*2 GGG
1119-00224 00000/0000 20008/0545 11/19/72 40 1649 1300S 137519 58*0 105*9 GGGG
1119-00231 00000/0000 20008/0546 11/19/72 50 1649 1427S 137301 58.2 10347 pppp1119-00233 00000/0000 20008/0547 11/19/72 70 1649 1553S 137081 58.3 101.4 GGGG
1119-00240 00000/0000 20008/0548 11/19/72 10 1649 1719S 13647E 58.3 99.1 GGGG
1119-00242 00000/0000 20008/0549 11/19/72 0 1649 1846S 136251 58.2 96.8 GGGG
1119"00245 00000/0000 20008/0550 11/19/72 0 1649 2013S 13603E 58.1 94.6 GGGG
1119-00251 00000/0000 20008/0551 11/19/72 0 1649 2139S 135406E .80 92,3 GGGG
1119-00254 00000/0000 20008/0552 11/19/72 0 1649 2306S 135186 57*8 90.1 GGG
1119-00260 00000/0000 20008/0553 11/19/72 20 1649 2431S 134559 57*5 88.0 GGGG
1119-00263 00600/0000 .20008/0554 11/19/72 40 1649 2557S 13433E 57*2 85.9 OGGG
1119-00265 00000/0000 20008/0555 11/19/72 30 1649 2722S 13409E 56.8 83.9 GGGG
1119-00272 00000/0000 20008/0556 11/19/72 30 1649 2847S 133466 56.3 81.9 GGGG
1119-01521 00000/0000 20008/0557 11/19/72 70 1650 3428N 12356E 31.4 153.0 GGPG
1119-01524 00000/0000 20008/0558 11/19/72 70 1650 3302N 123306 32.5 152.2 GGGG
1119*01530 00000/0000 20008/0559 11/19/72 90 1650 3137N 123041 33s6 151.5 0GG
1119-01565 00000/0000 20008/0560 11/19/72 10 1650 184 3N 11935E 43.3 143.3 GGGG
1119-01571 00000/0000 20008/0561 11/19/72 20 1650 1717N 11913E 44.3 142.2 GGGG
1119-01574 00000/0000 20008/0562 11/19/72 10 1650 1550N 118521 45.3 141*0 GGGG
1119-01580 00000/0000 20008/0563 11/19/72 10 1650 1424N 11831E 46.2 139*9 GGGG
1119-02033 00000/0000 20008/0564 11/19/72 60 1650 0420S 114051 56.0 118.9 GGGG
1119-02035 00000/0000 20008/0565 11/19/72 40 1650 0547S .113456 56.5 116*9 GGG
1119-02042 00000/0000 20008/0566 11/19/72 40 1650 07135 11324E 56.9 114.8 0GGG
1119-02044 00000/0000 20008/0567 11/19/72 60 1650 0842S 11304E 57*3 112*6 GGGG
1119-02051 00000/0000 20008/0568 11/19/72 30 1650 1009S 11244E 57.6 110.5 GGGG
1119-02053 00000/0000 20008/0569 11/19i72 20 1650 1134S 112246 57.8 108.2 GGGG
1119-07055 00000/0000 20010/0027 11/19/72 10 1653 2132N 04251E 41.2 145.3 PGPG
1119-07061 00000/0000 20010/0028 11/19/72 30 1653 2006 N 04229E 42*3 144,3 PGPO
1119-07064 00000/0000 20010/0029' 11/19/72 50 1653 1840N 04207E 43*3 143.3 PGGP
1119-07070 00000/0000 20010/0030 11/19/72 30 1653 1713N 041461 44.3 142.2 PGPP
1119-07073 00000/0000 20010/0031 11/19/72 10 1653 1547N 04124E 45*3 141.0 PGPP
1119-07075 00000/0000 20008/0570 .11/19/72 10 1653 1420N 04103E 46*2 139.8 GGGG
1119-07082 00000/0000 20008/0571 11/19/72 10 1653 1253N 04042E 47.2 138.6 GGGG
1119-07084 00000/0000 20008/0572 11/19/72 20 1653 1127N 04022E 48.1 137.3 0GGG
1119-07091 00000/0000 20008/0573 11/19/72 20 1653 1001N 04001E 4900 136.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.,,,*,***,.*,, 0 T8 100 * % CLOUD CRVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *...****,... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED GG80D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POOBR
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALRG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0292
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICR9FILM ROLL No./ DATE CLBUD oRBIT PPINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P6SITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM RBV MSS
R9V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1119-07093 00000/0000 20008/0574 11/19/72 30 1653 0834N 03941E 49.8 134.5 GGGG
111 9 -07 100 00000/0000 20008/0575 11/19/72 60 1653 0708N 03921E 50.6 133.1 GGGG
1119-07102 00000/0000 20008/0576 11/19/72 70 1653 054 2N 03900E 51.4 131.5 GGGG
1119-07105 00000/0000 20008/0577 11/19/7P 80 1653 0415N 03839E 5292 129*9 GGGG
1119-07111 00000/0000 20008/0578 11/19/72 80 1653 0250N 03820E 5209 128.3 GGGG
111 9 -07 114 00000/0000 20008/0579 11/19/72 40 1653 0123N 03800E 53.6 126.5 GGGG
1119-07120 00000/0000 20008/0580 11/19/72 50 1653 0003S 03 740E 54*3 1247 GGGG
1119-07123 00000/0000 20008/0581 11/19/72 6o 1653 0129S 03720E 54.9 122.9 GGGG
1119-07125 00000/0000 20008/0582 11/19/72 60 1653 0?56S 03659E 55*5 120.9 GGGG
1119-07132 00000/0000 2U008/0583 11/19/72 70 1653 0422S 03639E 56.0 119*0 GGGG
111 9 -07 134 00000/0000 20008/0584 11/19/7? 70 1653 0548S 03618E 56.5 116.9 GGGG
1119-07141 00000/0000 20008/0585 11/19/72 70 1653 0714S 03557E 56*9 114.8 GGGG
1119-08440 00000/0000 20008/0586 11/19/72 5s 1654 3847N 02206E 27*8 155.2 GGGG
1119-08442 00000/0000 20008/0587 11/19/72 50 1654 3722N 02 137E p8*9 154*5 GGGG
1119-08445 00000/0000 20008/0588 11/19/72 40 1654 35 5 7N 02109E 30.1 153.8 GGGG
1119-08451 00000/0000 20010/0032 11/19/72 80 1654 3431N 02042E 31*2 153.0 GGGP
1119-08454 00000/ooo0000 20010/00:33 11/19/72 0 1654 3306N 02016E 3294 152.3 GGPP
1119-08460 00000/0000 20010/0034 11/19/72 0 1654 3 140N 01950E 33.5 151.5 PGGP
1119-08463 00000/0000 20010/00:35 11/19/72 0 1654 3014N 01925E 34.6 150o7 PPGP
1119-08524 00000/0000 20008/0589 11/19/72 0 1654 OR43N 01353E 49.7 134.7 GGGG
1119-08563 00000/0000 20008/0590 11/19/72 30 1654 0415S 01053E 55*9 119*1 GGGG
1119-10322 000000000 20008/0591 11/19/72 20 165,5 2139N 00841W 4101 145.4 GGGG
1119-10324 00000/0000 20008/0592 11/19/72 50 1655 2013N 00904W 42e2 14494 GGGG
1119-10331 00000/0000 20008/0593 11/19/72 60 1655 1846N 00927W 43.2 143.4 GGGG
1119-10333 G00000/0000 20008/0594 11/19/72 70 1655 1719N 00949W 44.2 142*9 GGGG
1119-10340 00000/0000 20008/059!)5 11/19/72 50 1655 1553N 01010W 4592 141.2 GGGG
1119-10342 00000/0000 20008/0596 11/19/72 20 1655 1428N 01031W 46.1 1400 , GGGG
1119-10345 00000/0000 20008/059!)7 11/19/72 10 1655 1302N 01052W 47.1 138*7 GGGG
1119-10351 00000/0000 20008/0598 11/19/72 30 1655 1135N 01113 480 137.4 GGGG
1119-10354 00000/0000 20008/0599 11/19/72 80 1655 1008N 01133W 48*9 136.1 GGGG
1119-12021 00000/0000 20008/0600 11/19/72 100 1656 6639N 01307W 3*5 171.6 GGGG
1119-12024 00000/0000 20008/0601 11/19/72 100 1656 6520N 014 3 5W 408 170.3 GGGG
1119-12030 00000/0000 20008/0602 11/19/72 100 1656 6359N 01556W 6*0 169.1 GGGG
1119-14005 00000/0000 20008/0603 11/19/72 20 1657 1428N 06209W 46*1 140.0 GGGG
1119-14012 00000/0000 20008/0634 11/19/72 20 1657 101N 06231W 47:0 138.8 GGGG
1119-14014 00000/0000 20008/0605  11/19/72 20 1657 1 1 3 4 N 06251W 47.9 137.5 GGGG
1119-14021 00000/0000 20008/0606 11/19/72 30 1657 1007N 06313W 48.8 136.1 GGGG
1119-14023 00000/0000 20008/0607 11/19/72 70 1657 OR42N 06333W 49.7 134*7 GGGG
1119-14030 00000/0000 20008/0608 11/19/72 80 1657 0717N 06354W 50*5 133.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVE R % *.*,*.*.* 0 To 100 : % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.*,,*,o*,***., BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RaRECYCLED, G.GBAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBORe
16:44 ,AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NON.uS PAGE 0293
FReM 7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN -ICFRFILM R9LL ,5./ DATE CLbUD R4RIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSIT3N IN RBLL ACCUTRED CRVcR NUMBER "F ImAG ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
BV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1119-14032 00000/oC0 20008/0609 11/19/7P 7C 1657 O-51N o6415w 51*3 131.7 GGGG
1119-14I035 0000/,000 2C008/0610 11/19/72 70 1657 0423N 06435W 52*1 130.1 G'GG
1119-14241 cOOO0/00oC 20008/0611 11/19/7? 100 1657 65095 09048W 33*6 61.3 G(GG
1119-14253 00C0/000o 2C008/C61? 11/19/72 100 1657 6q06S 0 9544W 30*2 63.8 GGGG
1119-14255 00000/0000 20008/0613 11/19/7? 100 1657 70225 09744 P91 65.1 GGGG
1119*14 62 00000/0000 20008/0614 11/19/7? 100 1657 71365 09958W 27*9 66.7 GOGG
1119-14264 00000/0000 20008/0615 11/19/72 70 1657 7!51S 10233 26.8 68.6 GrGG
1119-14271 00000/0000 20008/0616 11/19/72 70 1657 7404S 10b33w 25.6 70*9 GGGG
1119-14273 0oC000/000 20008/0617 11/19/72 3 C 1657 75135 10856W p4.4 73o7 GfGG
1119-14280 00000/000 200U8/C618 11/19/72 0 1657 76195 11255W 23.2 77*1 GGG
1119-15332 00000/0000 2008/0619 11/19/7P 20 1658 5133N 07602w 17*0 161.3 PGGG
1119-15334 O0000/O00( 20008/0o20 11/19/72 20 1658 5000 07643w 18#2 160.6 PGGG
1119-17163 C000/OCOo 20008/0621 11/19/72 90 1659 5133N 10151W 16.9 161*3 GGGG
1119-17231 CCO00/OC0C 20008/0622 11/19/72 0 1659 2951N 11006W 35*7 150.0 GGGG
1119-17234 C0090/00CC 20008/0623 11/19/72 10 1659 2724N 11030W 36.8 149*1 GGGG
1119-1724C 00000/000 20008/024 11/19/72 20 1659 2558N 110548 37.8 148.3 GGGG
1119-17243 O0000/OC)OL 20008/0625 11/19/7? 30 1659 2433N 11116W 38.9 147.4 GGG
1119"-17245 0oco0/000 20008/o626 11/19/7 60 1659 2306N 11138w 4010 146.4 GOGG
1119-19340 003CC/000C 21008/0627 11/19/72 100 1660 6r12S 16815W 3306 61.3 G3GG
1119-19343 00000/0000 20008/062S 1t/19/7? 100 1660 6432S 16945w ??25 62.0 GGGG
1119"19345 00000/0000 20008/0629 11/19/72 50 1660 67515 17123W 31*4 62.8 GOGG
1119-19352 00000/CC0000 20008/0630 11/19/72 10 1660 69085 17310W 30.2 63.9 GGGG
1119-19354 00000/0000 20008/0631 11/19/72 20 1660 7 023 S 17510w 29.1 65.2 GGG
1120-00271 00C0/0000 20010/0036 11/20/72 4 1663 OP38S 13729E 5791 113*0 PPP
1120-00273 00000/00o 20010/0037 11/20/7P 40 1663 1005S 13709E 57*5 110*9 GGPP
1120-01564 00000/0000 20010/0038 11/20/72 80 1664 3R46N 12353E 27-6 155.2 GGPP
1120-01571 00000/0O(O 20010/0039 11/20/72 9c 1664 3721N 12324E p8.8 154.5 PGPG
1120-01573 00000/0000 20010/0040 11/?2/72 80 1664 3555N 12256E 29-9 153.8 GG3P
1120-01580 00000/o000 20010/0041 11/20/72 60 1664 3 42 9 N 12229E 31.1 153.1 GGG
1120-)2062 00000/000) 20010/0042 11/P0/7P 40 1664 Oc45N 11502E 51.3 131.8 PGPP
1120-2064 oc00CO/COO 20010/ n0043 11/ 0/7? 4 1664 041aN 11442E 52*0 130.2 PGGP
1120-02071 00000/0000 20010/0044 11/20/72 60 1664 0 ,53N 11422E ;2.8 128.6 GGG
1120-02073 00000/000 20010/0045 11/20/72 70 1664 0126N 114O1E 53.5 126.8 GGGG
1120-02080 00000/CC00 20010/0046 11/20/72 80 1664 000N 11340E 54,1 125.1 GGPG
1120-02082 00000/0000 20010/0047 11/20/7? ** 1664 01265 11319E 54.7 123.2 GGGG
1120-05252 00000/0000CC 2008/0632 11/20/7 40 1666 3135N 06959E 33.4 151.5 GOGG
1120-U5254 00000/0000 20008/0633 11/20/72 20 1666 30OnN 0693 5 E 34-5 150.8 GGGG
1120-05261 00000/000O 20008/0634 11/20/72 0 1666 2944N 06911E 35.6 149*9 G3GG
1120-05263 00000/0000 20008/0635 11/20/72 0 1666 2718N 06847E ?6*7 149.1 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD CBvER % ..... ,...... 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** m NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY *.........,. R3LANKS=BAND NBT PRFSrNT/RECUFSTED. R=RrCYCLE D . G=6'BD, F=FAIR 9UT USABLE. P*PS0R.
16:44 4AR 11s74 STANDARD C4TALOG F9P NN-US PAE 0294
FROM 37/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N tICPFILM RtLL N!.,/ DATE CLOBU RBIT PqI~CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TAGE QUALITY
u PSSTTI3N IN RRLL ACOUTRED CAVER vUMIBER sF IMAGF ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PFAV MSS LAT L!NG 123 45678
1120-5270 OC/0/0000 20008/0636 11/20/ 72 0 1666 2F52 06823E 37.8 148.3 GGGG
1120-05272 000CO/O000 20008/0637 11/20/72 0 1666 242AN 06759E 8.9 147.4 GGGG
1120-05275 oor000/OCO 20008/063B 11/20/72 0 1666 2300N 0 6736E 40*0 146.4 G3GG
1120-05281 00000/0000 20008/0639 11/2/7p 10 1666 2 1 3 4' 06714E 41*0 145*5 GGGG
1120-05284 000CO/0CO 200U8/06,40 11/20/72 2c 1666 2r08N 06652E 4?P1 144*5 GGGG
1120-05290 OC0"0/o000 20008/0641 11/2 /7p 30 1666 1A4?N 0 6630E 43*1 143*4 G3GG
1120-0 5 29 3 00000/C0000 20008/0642 11/20/72 20 1666 1715N 06609E 44*1 142.3 GGGG
1120-0529 C0000/OCOu 20008/06,3 11/20/72 40 1666 1549%j 06548E 45.1 141.2 GGGG
1120-0532 00o000/OOO ' 200U8/0644 11/20/7 40 1666 1422N 06527E 46*0 140.0 GGGG
1120-05330 G O00/0C00 2008/06,5 1l/n/7? 6C 1666 1;5AN 06507E 47*0 138.8 GGGG
11 2 0-( 5 3 11 00000/0003 20008/0646 11/20/72 70 1666 1129 06446E 47.9 137.5 GcGG
1120-C7054 C00000/0C( 2000/06,7 11/?/7? 0 1667 41 3 4 N' 04727E 25*3 156*5 GGGG
1120-C7060 OC000/0O 20008/0648 11/2n/72 0 1667 4009"4 04656E 26*4 155*P GGGG
1120-0 7 06 3  000C0/00O 20008/0649 11/20/7? 0 1667 3P44N 04626E 27.6 155.2 GIGG
1120-07065 00000/OC000 20008/0650 11,/2/7? 0 1667 37194 04557E 28.8 154.5 PGGP
1120-7074 00000/0000 20008/0651 11/20/72 C 1667 3428N 04503E 31.1 153*0 GGGP
1120-07081 QO000/000j 200U8/0652 11/20/72 C 1667 3302N 04437E 32o2 152.3 GGGP
1120-07083 00000/0000 20008/0653 11/2?/72 0 1667 3136N 04411E 33,4 151.5 G3GG
1120-C7090 00000/00 ; 20008/065c4 11/20/7' 0 1667 3010 N 04347E 34.5 150*8 GGGG
1120-07092 OO0oo/oC00 2(008/065 5  11/20/72 0 1667 2244N 04322E 35*6 150.0 GGGG
1120-,7095 oou0c0/0oo 20008/0656 11/2n/72 0 1667 271?,N 04258E 36.7 149.1 GGGG
1120-C7101 00000/0000 20008/0657 1l/2n/72 0 1667 2r5 N 04235E 37.8 148*3 GGGG
1120-u7104 00000/0o000 20008/0658 1t/Po/7 2 1667 2426N 04212E 3.9 147*4 SGG
1120-07110 GCOQ/OCO 20008/0659 11/ //7? 40 1667 2400N 04150E 39.9 146*4 OGG
1120-,7113 O000/000 20008/0660 11/20/7P 10 1667 2134,J 04127E 41*0 145.5 IGG
1120-07115 0C0000/0000 20.308/C661 11/20?/72 10 1667 2008N 04105E 42.0 144.5 PpGG
1120- 7 12 2  000o0/0000 20008/066? 11/2o/72 1, 1667 1P42N 04042E 43.1 143*4 PGGG
1120-07163 00000/000 20008/0663 11/2n/72 70 1667 04 17N 03 716E 52*0 130.2 GGGG
112007165 G000/0000 2 l008/0664 11t/20/7 40 1667 0?51N 03656E 52.* 126 GGGG
1120-07172 0000c0/000 20008/0665 11/20/72 30 1667 0124\ 0 3635E 53*5 126.8 P3GG
1120-07174, 00000/000 20008/0666 11/p0/72 40 1667 0001S 03 615E E4*1 125*1 PIGG
1120-07183 C000o0/o0O 2c,008/066 7  11/20/72 40 166"7 P025S 0 3534E 55.3 121.3 GrGG
1120-07190 0000/OC:Oc 2008/0668 1120o72 50 1667 0420S 03514E F5.8 1193 GGGG
1120-"7192 00003/OO: _2000C8/0669 11/20/72 8n 1667 0546S 0 3454E 56.3 117s3 GGG
1120-07195 00000/000') 20c08/0670 11/20/72 80 1667 C713S 03433E 56*8 115*2 GOGG
1120-07201 0000o/0(00 2L008/06 7 1 11/20/72 80 1667 040S 03413E 57*1 113*1 GGGG
1120-"07204 00000/rOC 2OU8/0672 11/20/72 70 1667 1"06S 03352E 57.5 110*9 GIGG
1120-07210 O00o0/000 2U008/0673 11/20/7P 70 1667 1133S 03332E 57,7 108,7 GSGG
1120-C7213 00000/00C 20008/0674 11/20/72 30 1667 1300S 03311E 57*9 106.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLAUC CSvEP % c.........*.. C TO 100 . % CLBUD CRVER. ** m NB CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGrE OUALITY ........... ILANKS.EAND NOT PRFSrNT/PEUFSTED. PRRECYCLED. G=GSAD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. puPzSR.
16:44 ';A 11,'74 3TANDARD CATALRG FeP NeN-US PAGE 0295
F9qm ;7/21/72 TI 07/23/73
BSEPATTIN '5!C.FI' NT LL '../ T CL JLBD RRIT POINCIPAL P IT SU' SUNI TMAGE QUALITY
I SITI' I' R~BLL ACUT4~E) CVcR 'UMBFR 4F IMAGF ELFV. AZIW. ReV ASS
v M LAT LSNG 123 45678
1120-:7215 oCo/"S": 2 u-08/06 7 5 11/P?/ 72 1i 1667 142tS 0325oE 581 104*2 GGGG
1120-C722 0(0'0/0'0 2(U00g/0676 1;/20/72 1i 1667 1=53S 03 23 0E 9.2 101.9 GSGG112.0..722 .C/ C u8/,0677 11/P,/77 3C 16A7 172.S 03209E 58.2 99.6 GGG
1120-27231 0CC3co0/Co ( 2 I/067 1 1/20/72 20 1667 146 S 03147E 58.2 97.4 GGGG
1120o-7?33 G3/C 2 u 600/0679 1/r/72 4C 16A7 2nlIS 03125E 5~81 95.1 GGGG
112C*72 ir0/C(C 206/0680 11/2/7 5n 1667 2137S 03103E 5~80 92.9 GGGG
1120- 7 42 Cj'o/CC), 2,0U8/0681 1/2P/72 60 1667 2I03S 03041E 57-8 90*7 GSGG
112C-07?F45 0C 0/C0 ?'2sC/0682 1/20/7? 60 1667 2430S 03018E r7*5 88.5 GGGG
1120-3725 1 3O/C. 2.U00,/0683 1:/0/7P 40 1647 2957S 02954E 57.2 86.4 G3GG
1120-C725C4 C0 0,Oo 2CCL,/684 I1 /?/7 2?P 2"' 1667 272?S 02931E 56o8 84*4 GGG
1120-,726C 0020/,0 CO ?)0 8o/0685 11/2P/7P 10 1667 2F48S 029C7E 56,4 8?,4 GGGG
1120-072 r C 0/C0, C"006/0-86 1 1 /?0/79 I0 16A7 3019S 0242E 55.9 805 GGGG
112020725 CjCOI0' 2 U008/C687 1/20/72 0 1667 3140S 02816E 55*4 78.7 GGG
1120-7272 2 00C/C? , .,0C/ 688 11/2/72 20 1667 37055 02750E 4r, 76*9 GGC
11 2C012 08aC n0--/"0 2 L,6/0689 11/2./ 7 ' 9 , 1670 6637N 01437~W 33 171.5 GIGG
1120-120, OC(iC/(C' 2U008/C690 11/2/7? 9C 1670 6F13j 01604 4.6 170.2 GGGG
11201?c8 C.0./00,, P . U6/0691 11/2n/ 7 2 9c 1670 6357N 01724W 5*8 169.0 GGGG
1120"1355 C 000/3!: 2 ,8U/692 11/2p/ 7? 9C 1671 5hiN o051o0 14,3 16.7 GGG
1120-13'52 0C,'/', 2'U8/0 6 93 11/20/72 70 1671 5 55N 00556w IE,6 162.0 DGG
1120-13555 GCO00/ O:. 2UCOU/0694 1t/?0/72 40 1671 5131N 05139 16*8 161.3 rp(
1120-13561 COo00/cr. ?P'cL, /695 11/2P/7P 70 1671 507N O5219w i8*0 160.6 GGG
1120-13564 0Co C/ - 00U8/0696 11 /26/ 7 ? 60 1671 4943N 0 5258W 1992 159.9 GG
1120-13570 C3 00/ C0'' 2 08/0697 11/20/7P 40 1671 4718N 05335 7?0*4 159.2 PGG
1120-13573 0 C CO/ 0rr0 : 2, 0L,/0698 1./?n/7? 50 1671 4-53N 05410w 21.6 158.5 PGGG
1120-13575 cCo0/c 0o 20 cu8/699 11/P/72 80 1671 44?2N 05444W 22~8 157.9 G
1120-14C55 c0",/C0 2 8006/70 i/?n /72 50 1671 17'q 0c62 53w 44*C 142*4 GGG
1120-14061 C ,/CO) 2 C,00OF/C7C1 11/2n/ 7 - 5 0 1671 1i53N 06315, 44v9 141.3 GGGG
1120"14064 0~O0/CCO- 2 C000/0702 1'/20/72 40 1671 1427N 0633w 45*9 140.1 G3GG
1120-14070 C('0C/Cr0 2,0008/0703 11/2r/72 50 1671 1 0N 06357W 46*b 138.9 GGGG
1120-15484 0 ,ro,? 2 6/ C7C 4I/n/7? 7) 1672 1944N s0823W 4 *9 143*5 GIGG
.1120-1549C OCO00/CO0 2W(u-8/07r5 11/2n/ 7 ?2 70 1672 171 0 M844W 43,9 142,4 GrGG
1120-15493 00300/O3 o E COUR/0706 11/?n/7? 60 1672 15 5N 08905W 44*9 141*3 G GG
1120-15495 0C0:O0/, c 0 c'00 8/0707 1'1/20/72 50 1672 1426IN 8926w 45.9 140,1 GGGG
1120-15502 00200/0CJ~0 2/~U8/0708 11/20/72 30 1672 130N 08947w 4e-8 138*9 GGGG
1120-16154 01 0/COO 2/ L7U;/0709 1/20/72 20 1672 705'S 12951 P6.9 68*8 rGG
1120-16161 00020/0 0C0 2 08/0710 1 /20/72 20 1672 74059 13252W 25 8 71.1 GGGG
11201ib!63 C0C0O/OCr0 ? 28/071 It/?0/72 0 1672 7514S 13618W 24.6 73.9 GGG
1120-1617 Oo000/Co0C 2-008/071? 11/2n/7P 0 1672 742nS 14014w ?3.4 77.2 GGG
1120-16172 C00/Zo00 2 0,8U6/0C7 13  11/2n/7? 0 1672 7722S 14 4 54W 22.2 81.3 GGGG
<EYS: CL'u COvEZR x **.**.***,,, 0 TB 10CC0 CLSUD CVER = NO CLOUD DATA A\AILA-LE.
IYA:E rJLTTY ,......P.,,,. PLANKS.AND 6T PRCSFNT/REQJESTED, RaReCYCLED. G=G3qD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PsPB9R,
161'44 "Ar 11'74 STANIARD CATALBG F9R NeN-US PAGE 0296
FRB 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
8BSERVATIeN "'ICArFI.- R-iLL './ DATr CLBJD 4RPIT PoINCIPAL P'INT SUC SU\ IMAGE QUALITYI DSITI' I', BLL ACUT 'ED CBV-R NU!BrR qF I"AGE ELEV. AZI , R8V "SS
V , LAT L-NG 123 45678
1120V1729/ 00C./O.C-C 2C./8/C714 11/?0/72 10 1673 248N 11132 35*4 150,0 GGGG
1120-17292 C L:o/oc ?O 8008/0715 1 /2i,/72 10 1673 2722 11155t 36.6 149.2 GGGG1120-17295 C. 0C / 0 '- P.r~ 80 /716 11/?0/72 1C 1673 2556N 11218 37.6 148.3 GGG
1120-17301 0CoC0/C'0 2 "u8/0 7 1 7  1 /?'/ 72 3c  1673 2h3,-N 11240w ?8*7 147.5 GGGG1120-213 032Z/00C 2US0/ 71~ 11/2675 6r) 514 16425E 33*8 61*5 GGGG
1120-21233 CC0m/0000 2U08/C0719 11/?(/7? 8C 1675 6634S 16256E 3P7 62.2 GGGG
112o0-1235 C00C3,3/ C 2' 38/0720 11/r,/72 90 1675 6753S 16118E 31*5 63.0 GGGG
1120,2124? 0 3c/0 , 200;8/0721 11/20/ 7 ? 70 1675 6911S 15931E 3C.4 64*1 GGGG
1120-21244 003/C000 200u8/07?2 li/20/72 40 1675 7027S 15730E 29.3 65.4 GGGG
1121-00323 OCOCO/C,cO 2, U,/0723 11/7217 60 1677 07135 13622E 5F67 115.5 GGGG
1121-30325 00./Co 20 /0 7 24 11/ll/72 4, 1677 OP40S 13602E 57*0 113.4 GGGG
1121-00332 000'jO/0C3 2c03U8/72, 11/21/7P 10 1677 1r07S 13b41E 7*4 111*2 GGGG
1121-30334 OCOO0/000 2 '" .'0726 11/21/7? 2c 1677 1133S 13521E 57.7 109.0 GGGG11 2 1-.,31 c0/C .J 8/2 7  11-/)+/72 10 1677 105SD 1300oE 57.9 106.8 CGGG
1121-30343 20C0/900'0  2)u/728 11/21/7? 10 1677 1426S 13439E 5F80 104-b PGGG
1121-"035 0. 0000/0C U i8/07P9 11/-1/72 C 1677 155S 13417E 58*1 102s2 GGG1121-20373 C0§/,. 20 381073: 11/21/72 I0 1677 2 u3'S 13205E E7*5 88.9 GGSG1121-J0375 0Co/0t," 2 '080731 11,21/7? 30 1677 557S 13142E 57.2 86.8 GGGG
1121-3032 0C ,/., - 2 Q8/C732 11/21/72 4r 1677 27235 13119E 56*8 84.7 GGG
1121-,0384 U 00 ,/ C, 2r U6/0 7 3 3  1121/72 7. 1677 2948S 13055E 56.4 82.7 GGGG
1121-,03)1 C/, U 2 JCU8/0734 11/21/72 7C 1677 313 S 13030E 55.9 80.8 GGGG1121-00393 0-000/CCC 2 0~U/0735 11/p1/7P 5 1677 313cS 13005E 55c .4 79.0 G'3GG
1121-,2014 C ,C0/Crlo 20C'8/0736 11./1/7 0 1678 4i364 12328E P5,1 156.5 (GG11i21 200: COO/ro'~ 2 nUS/CIC 7 37 c11/1/72 1678 4 ~1N 12258E 26.2 155.9 PppP
1121-212C OC 0/'o ., 2'00/0738 1 /,1/7p 80 1678 OC4rN 11335E 51.1 132.0 PGPP
1121-021P3 OO200/.c 2 2jb6tC7 3 9  11/21172 70 1678 0417 11316E 51*9 130.4 G (gG
1121-2125 00 0/CC' 2,506/0'74 1:/21/7 8c 1678 C25,\ 11256E 52.6 128.8 GGGG
1121-32132 0C',C , /O . 2 (J04/0741 11/21/72 9 1678 0! 24 11236E 53.3 127.1 G3GG1121-,2141 CCO:C/0oCO 20 ~8/C.74? 11/?1/72 1CC 1678 0!27S 11155E 5z.6 123.5 G G
1121-03493 0002,0/C.C 2%t,8/C743 1/21/72 e1 1679 2551N 09243E 37.6 148*3 GGGG1121-03495 OCOOC/,C O 2 008/0744 11/21/7P 4C 1679 2425\ 09220E 38*7 147.4 GGGG
1121-C3502 COOC/OCO 2 08/0C7 4 5  1~/1/72 80 1679 235~ 09C58E 39.8 146o5 GGG
1121-,5 3 1C 0CC00/0CCC 2C008/C746 11/21/72 90 16RO 3135\ 06831E 3392 151*6 GGGG
1121-05313 CC 0/CCO 2 ,747 7 11, 21/72 9r 1680 3"0 ', 06807E 34.3 150.8 GGGG
1121- 5315 000,?l0/CO 2, 'u8/0748 11/21/7 8 16?0. 2Q 41N 06742E 35.4 150,0 GGG
1121-C5322 C C0C/0 0 2' R/074 11/;1/72 9(" 1680 2717N 06719E l6.5 149.? GOGG
1121-35324 0C 00/00:0 22u ./0750 11/21 /7 40 16R0 2.5CN 06655E 37*6 148.3 GG3G1121-35331 0c00/Cc0O 20008/0751 1!/?1/72 i 1680 242 06632E 38.7 147.4 GGGG
1121-5333 CO/CC 2'0U8/0752 11/21/7? 10 1680 2259% 06609E 39*8 146.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOU' CV-ER *..... . ,,.. TJ 100 % CLeUD C'VER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
I-AGE -CUALTTY *. *.....0..., BLANKS.xAND ,BT PRFSFNT/REQ'JESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=GIAD. F=FAIR SUT USABLE. P"PeaR.
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON.US PAGE 0297
FR6M 07/23/72 Th 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR9FILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 3RBIT PPICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIMH ReV mSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1121o05340 00000/0000 20008/0753 11/21/72 20 1680 2133N 06547E 40*8 145*6 G3GG
1121-05342 00000/0000 20008/0754 11/21/72 30 1680 2006N 06b24E 4109 144.6 GGGG
1121-05345 00000/0000 20008/0755 11/i1/72 20 1680 18391 06503E 42.9 143*5 GGGG
1121-05351 00000/0000 20008/0756 11/21/72 40 1680 1714N 06441E 43*9 142*4 GGGG
1121-05354 o00ooo/000 20008/0757 11/21/72 30 1680 1548N 06420E 44*9 141.3 GGG
112105460 00000/000 20008/0758 11/21/7P 60 1680 2 16S 05b42E 58.1 95.5 GGGG
1121-07112 00000/0000 200u8/0759 11/21/72 1c 1681 433N 04600E 25*1 156.5 G1
1121-07115 00000/0000 2008/0760 1i/21/7P 0 1681 4007N 04530Q 26.2 155.9 GOGG
1121-07121 OOC00000/0 20008/0761 11/21/72 0 16R1 342?N 04501E 2794 155.2 GGGG
1121*07124 O0000/0000 20008/0762 11/21/7? 0 1681 3716N 0 4432E 28.6 154.5 GCGG
1121-07130 0000/0000 20008/0763 11/21/72 0 1681 3551N 04404E 29.7 153.8 GGG
1121-07133 00000/0000 20008/0764 11/21/72 0 1681 3425N 04337E 30*9 153.1 GGGG
1121-07135 O0000/00U 20008/0765 11/21/72 C 1681 3300N 04311E 32*0 152.3 GGGG
1121-07142 00000/0000 20008/0766 11/21/72 30 1681 3 134 N 04246E 33.2 151.6 GGGG
1121-07144 00oo0/0000 20008/0767 11/21/7? 0 1681 3o08N 04221E 34.3 150.8 GGG
1121-07151 00000/00oo 20008/0768 11/21/72 0 1681 2841N 04157E 35.4 150.0 GGGG
1121'07153 00000/0000 20008/0769 11/21/7P 0 16,1 2715N 0 4133E 36.5 149*2 GGGG
1121-07160 00000/0000 20008/0770 11/21/7? 20 1681 2549N 04 110E 37.6 148.3 GGGG
1121-07162 00000/0000 20008/0771 11/21/72 30 16RI 2423N 04046E 38.7 147*4 GGGG
1121-07165 00000/0000 20010/0048 11/21/72 30 1681 2257N 04023E 397 146.5 GGGG
1121-07171 00000/C000 20010/0049 11/21/72 10 1681 2131N 04001E 40*8 145.6 PGGG
1121-07174 00000/0000 20010/0050 11/71/72 10 1681 2005N 03939E 41.8 144.6 GGGG
1121-07180 00000/0000 20010/0051 11/21/72 30 16A1 1039Ni 03917E 42*9 143.5 GGGG
1121-07183 00000/0000 20010/0052 11/21/72 40 1681 1713N 03156E 43.9 142.5 GGGG
1121-07185 00000/0000 20010/0053 11/21/72 20 1681 1 48 0383 4E 44.8 141.3 GGGG
1121-07192 00000/0000 20010/0054 11/21/72 20 1681 1422N 03813E 45*8 140*2 GGGG
1121-07194 00000/0000 20010/0055 11/21/72 20 1681 1256N 03753E 46.8 138.9 GGGG
1121-07201 00000/00o 20010/0056 11/21/7P 20 1681 1129N 0 3732E 47*7 137.7 GGGG
1121-07203 00000/0000 20015/0410 11/21/72 40 1681 1002N 03712E 48.6 136.3 GOGG
1121-07210 O0000/000 20015/0411 11/21/72 40 1681 0836N 03652E 49.4 134.9 GlGG
1121-07212 00000/0000 20015/0412 11/21/72 60 1681 0710 N  0 3631E 50.3 133.5 GGG
1121-07215 00000/0000 20015/0413 11/21/72 70 1681 0544N 03610E 51.1 132.0 GlGG
1121-07221 000o0/0000 20015/0414 11/21/72 60 1681 0416N 03549E 51.9 130*4 GGGG
1121-07224 00000/0000 20015/0415 11/21/72 40 1681 OP49N 03529E 52*6 128.8 GGGG
1121-07230 00000/0000 20015/0416 11/21/7P 40 1681 0123N 03509E 53*3 127.1 PGPG
1121-07303 00000/0000 20008/0772 11/P/72 0 1681 2438S 0?851E 57'5 88.9 GGGG
1121-07310 00000/0000 20008/0 77 3 11/21/72 10 1681 255,S 02827E 57.2 86.8 GGG
1121-07312 00000/C0000 20008/0774 11/21/72 0 1681 2724S 0280 4E 5608 84.8 GGGG
1121-07315 00000/0000 20008/0775 11/21/72 10 1681 2p50S OP740E 56* 82.8 6GG
KEYS: CLeUD CBvER % *.....**....... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD Cnv EP* , N CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ............. BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESNNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GI~D. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOR.
16:44 MAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0298
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATIBN MICRPFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PqI!CIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN ReLL ACQUTREO CBVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV, AZTJM RBV M SS
PBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1121-07321 00000/0000 20008/0776 11/21/72 0 1681 30 16S 0 2716E 55.9 80*9 GGGG
1121-07324 00000/0000 20008/0777 11/21/72 0 1681 3141S 02651E 55*4 79.1 GGGG
1121m07330 00000/0000 20008/0778 11/?1/72 a 1681 3307S 02625E 54.9 77.3 GGGG
1121"10350 00000/0000 20015/0o17 11i,//72 40 1683 5132N 00123W 16.5 161.3 PGGG
1121-10462 00000/0000 20015/0o18 11/21/72 40 1683 1258N 01344W 46.7 139.0 GGGG
1121-10464 00000/0000 20015/04.19 11/21/72 20 1683 1131N 01405W 47.6 137.7 GGGG
1121-10471 00000/0000 20015/0420 11/21/72 70 1683 1005N 01425W 48.5 136*4 GGGG
1121-12141 00000/0000 20015/0421 11/21/72 100 1664 6916N 01727W 4.4 170.1 GGGG
1121-12143 00000/0000 20015/0422 11/21/72 70 1684 6355N 01848w 5.6 168.9 GGGG
1121-12541 00000/0000 20015/0423 11/?t/72 0 1684 7026S 07453w 29.4 65.5 GGGG
1121-12543 00000/0OO 20015/0424 11/21/72 20 1684 714.S 0 7707W 28.2 67.1 GGGG
1121-12550 00000/0000 20015/0425 11/21/72 30 1684 7?54S 079 4 4W 27.1 69*0 GGGG
1121-12552 00000/0000 20015/0426 11/21/72 10 1684 7406S 08245W 25.9 71.3 GGGG
1121-12555 00000/0000 20015/0427 11/21/72 20 1684 7r16S 08610w ?4.7 74*1 GUGG
1121-14113 00000/0000 20015/0428 11/21/72 60 1685 1717N 06420W 43.8 142.5 GOGG
1121-14120 00000/0000 20015/0429 11/21/72 60 1685 155N 06442W 44.7 141.4 PPGG
1121-14211 0.0000/0000 20015/0430 11/21/7P 10 1685 1552S 07212W 58.1 102*5 PPGG
1121-15451 00000/0000 20008/0779 11/21/72 .0 1686 5006N 07940w 17.7 160.5 GGGG
1121-15542 00000/0000 20015/0431 11/21/72 90 1686 1844N 08950W 42.7 143.6 GGGG
1121-15545 00000/0000 20015/0432 11/21/72 90 1686 1717N 09011W 43.7 142*6 GGGG
1121-15551 00000/0000 20015/0433 11/21/72 80 1686 1I51N 09032W 44.7 141.4 GGGG
1121-17271 00000/0000 20008/0730 11/21/72 70 1687 5419N 10317w 14*1 162.7 GGGG
1121-17274 00000/0000 20008/0781 11/21/72 80 1687 5P55N 10403W 15.3 161*9 GGGG
1121-17280 00000/0000 20008/0732 11/21/72 90 1687 5131N 10445W 16.5 161.2 GGGG
1121-17344 00000/0000 20008/0733 11/21/72 10 1687 2,48N 11258W 35*2 150.1 G GG
1121:17351 00000/0000 20008/0784 11/21/72 2C 1687 2723N 11323W 36*4 149.3 GGGG
1121 18033 00000/0000 20008/0785 11/21/72 90 1687 6909S 15013w 30.6 64*2 GGGG
1121-18035 00000/0000 20008/0786 11/21/72 30 1687 7229S 15215w 29.4 65.5 GGGG
1121-18042 00000/0000 20008/0787 11/21/72 40 1687 7i39S 15431W 28*3 67*1 GtGG
1121-18044 00000/000C 20008/0788 11/21/72 10 1687 7253S 15707W 27.1 6900 GGGG
1121-18051,i 00000/0000 20008/0789 11/21/72 0 168'7 7406S 16008W 26*0 71.3 GGGG
1121-18053 00000/0000 20008/0790 11/21/72 10 1687 7516S 16334w 24.8 74.1 GGGG
1121-18060 00000/0000 20008/0791 11/21/72 20 1687 7621S 16728W 23.6 77.4 G GG
112118062 00000/0000 20008/0792 11/21/72 40 1687 7723S 17208W 22*4 81.5 GGGG
1121-18065 00000/0000 20008/0793 11/21/72 30 1687 78195 17727W 21P2 86.3 PPPP
112200370 00000/0000 20008/0794 11/22/72 30 1691 02579 13555E 55.1 121*8 GG
1122-00372 00000/0000 20008/0795 11/2/7? 30 1691 04 23S 13b35E 55'6 119.9 GGGG
1122000375 00000/0000 20008/0796 11/22/72 2c 1691 0550S 13515E 56.1 117*9 GGGG
1122-00381 00000/0000 20008/0797 11/2o/7p 20 1691 0717S 13455E 56*5 115*8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBU CeVER % ******,,**, 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD CVEP. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,,,,,,,o,,,. PLANKSnBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. GaG00D, F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PNPB9R,
16:44 AR 11''74 STAN ARD CATALBG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0299
FReM 07/23/72 TP 07/23/73
OBSERLATIN IC 9FILM R.LL N9./ DATE CLUD 4RRIT P\ICITPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYIu PSrITI-\ I'\ WLL ACUtQEC C-VR NUMB:R KF IMAGE ELEV. AZI . RBV MSS
V S LAT L0NG 123 45678
112200334 0C00Co/CCC 23C%8/C798 11/2?/72 20 1691 04?3S 13434E 56.9 113.7 GSGG
112 2=C039C0 C00/0Co0 200U8/0799 11/2P/72 10 1601 InclS 13414E 57*3 111*5 G9GG1122*00431 0(020/0C00 200C8/CC000 11/2/72 10 1691 2433S 13038E 5795 896? GGGG1122-00434 000,30/0000 2L008/0801 11/?P/7P 30 1691 2601S 13015E 5792 871I GrGG1122-00440 0003/0000 2u00810802 11/?2/72 20 1601 2726S 12952E 56.8 85*1 GGGG1122-03551 OC00/0000C 23008/0803 1I/22/72 10 1693 2549N O9118E 37*4 148*4 GGGG112 2-J355 000CO0/000C 0 208/0804 11/P2/72 10 1693 2423N 09055E 38.5 147,5 GGGG1122-c3560 0000/000C 2o00U8/0805 11/2/72 0 1693 2357N 09032E 39*6 146.6 GrGG112 2 -E5 374 o00o0/C000 20310/0057 11/?P/72 20 1694 2941N 06619E 35*2 150.0 GGGG1122-15380 00330/o000 20310/0058 1/22/72 10 1694 2714N 06555E 36.3 149.2 GGGG1122-05383 00o00/,0co 2O)10/,059 11/2P/72 10 1694 2549N 06531E 37.4 148.4 GGGG1122-05385 o0000/OOcC 2 010/0060 11/22/72 10 1694 2424N 06bo7E 38*5 147.5 GGGG1122-05392 CC300/C.c 20010/0061 11/2?/72 10 1694 22~8N 06444E 396 16*6 GGGG1122 171 OC,,0/0C,0 20008,806 11/22/72 0 1695 4131N 0445E 2438 1 6.5 GGGG1122-07173 OCOO0/^OC 2C00c8/807 11/?p/72 0 1695 405N 04405E 26*0 155.9 GGGG112207180 00000/001C 2CC08/0808 11/2/72 0 1695 3940N 04335E 27*2 155*2 GGGG1122-07192 0003C0/CC0 2"208/0809 11/22/72 0 1695 3715N 04307E 2804 15405 GGGG
1122-07185 003000000C 20308/0810 11/22/72 0 1695 3550N 04239E 29*5 153.8 PCGPG112 2 -07191 00000/000 2CCU8/0811 11/2/72 0 1695 3424N o4212E 30,7 153*1 PGPG1122-C7194 0C0/C00 20008/0812 11/2/7 10 1695 3258N 04145E 31*8 152.4 PGPG1122-07200 OC00/0'o00 20008/0813 11/22/72 C 1695 3133N 04119E 33.0 151*6 PPPG1122-07203 00CO/o000l 2C008/0814 1!/2/72 0 1695 300iN 04054E 34*1 150.8 PAPG
1122-07205 O000C/0000 2LOU8/0815 11/22/72 10 1695 2Q4?N o4o29E 35*2 15090 PPG
1122 -0721? 00000/0000 20008/0816 11/?2/72 20 1695 2715N 04005E 36.3 14992 PGPG1122-07214 000CO/000 20008/0817 1I/2?/7? 10 1695 2P4,N 03943E 37.4 148.4 PGPG
1122-07221 OCoo00/000o 20008/0818 11/Pp/72 O 1695 2422N 03920E 38.5 147.5 PGPG112207223 OC000/o000 20008/0819 11/22/72 0 1695 2256N 0357E 39.5 146.6 PGPP112207230c C .00/00O 20008/082, 11/22/72 o 1695 2130N 03835E 40.6 145.6 PGPP1122-07232 00000/0000 20008/0821 1i/2P/72 20 1695 2004N 03813E 41*6 144.7 POPP1122-07235 00000/0000 20008/0822 11/2?/72 20 1695 1Q38N 03751E 42*7 143,6 PGPP1122-07241 C00000/0000 20006/0823 11/22/7 10 1695 1713N 03729E 43*7 142.6 GAGG112 2-07244 00000/0000 20008/0824 11/2/7P 10 1695 1547N 03707E 44 7 141.4 GGG
1122-07250 00000/0000 20008/0825 11/22/72 20 1695 1421N 03646E 45*6 140,3 GGGG
1122-07253 00000/C00 2008/0826 11/22/72 30 1695 1254iN 03625E 46.6 139.1 GGGG
1122-07255 000o00/000 20008/0827 11/,?/72 30 1695 1127N 03604E 47.5 137.8 GGGG1122-07262 00000/1o00 2008/0828 11/22/72 40 1695 lO01N 03544E 48.4 136.5 GGGG
1122-07264 0000/000o. 20008/0829 11/P/72 50 1695 0R34N 03524E 49*3 135*1 GGGG1122*07271 00300/0000 20308/0830 11/2P/72 60 1695 0708N 03504E 5091 133.7 GrGG1122-"7273 00000/00.0o 2000810831 11i/2/72 50 1695 0541N 0 3443E 50,9 132#2 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUC CBVER X *,*,,,, 0 TB 100 u % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1A3E CUALITY *,,*,**,,,, , PLANKSuBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED* G=G.MD* F-FAIR BUT USABLE* Px PDR*
16:44 "AP 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0300
FRBM 37/23/72 Te 07/23/73
8BSERvATISN MICR9FILM ReLL 5./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PoINCIPAL PINT SUN SUN IMAGE QALITY
ID P5SITI N IN RELL ACCUT'ED CeVER NUIBER 9F IMAGE ELEVv AZI. RBV MSS
P~v MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1122-07280 O0000C/0000 20008/0832 11/2/72 40 1695 04 14N 0 342 3 E 51.7 13 0*6 GGGG
1122"07282 o00oc0/000 2,008/0833 11/22/72 10 1695 0?48N 03403E 524 129*0 GeGG
1122-07285 00000/0o3oi, 2008/C834  lt/2/72 10 1695 012PN 0 3343E 53.2 127.3 GGGG
1122-07291 o0000/000 20008/0835 11/22/72 20 1695 0O04S 03323E 53*8 125.5 G3GG
1122-07294 00000/000 20010/0062 1t/?P/72 1o0 165 01305 03302E 54.5 123.7 G
1122"07300 00o00/o000 20010/0063 11/;,/72 70 1695 0257S 0 3242E 55.0 121.8 GGGG
1122-07303 00000/0000 20010/0,64 11/2P/7? 50 1695 0423S 03222E 55.6 119.9 GOGG
1122-07305 00000/0000 20010/0065 11/2/72 80 1695 055S3 03201E 56*1 117.9 GGGG
1122-7312 0000/000o 20010/0C66 11/2/72 80 1695 0717S 0 3141E 56.5 115.8 GGGG
1122-07314 00000/C0oc 20010/0C6 7  11/pp/7p 60 1695 OR43S 03121E 56.9 113.7 GGGG
1122-07321 0000/0000 20010/0C68 11/22/72 70 1695 1009S 03100E 57.3 111.6 GGG
1122-07323 o0o00/C000 0010/0069 1I/2?/72 40 1695 1135S 03039E 57*5 109.4 GGGG
1122-07330 0000C/CCOO C0010/0070 1I1/P/72 10 1695 1103S 03019E 57*8 107.2 G1GG
1122'07332 00000/C0000 20010/0071 11/p/7/7 1695 1430S 02958E 57.9 10409 G3GG
1122-0 7 335 OCO00/COCO 2:010/0072 10i2//72 1695 1556S 02936E 58.1 102.6 G3GG
1122*C7341 00000/0000 20o10/0073 11/2p/72 0 1695 172
3 S 02915E 58.1 100.4 GGGG
1122-3734* OCOO/OCO 20010/0074 11/22/72 o 1695 1l4
9 S 02$53E 58.1 98.1 GGGG
1122-07350 00300/0000 20010/0075 11/22/72 0 1695 21 4S 02,31E 58*0 95*9 GGGG
1122-07353 0000/CCOC 20010/0076 11/?P/72 10 1695 21415 02809E 57*9 93.6 G3GP
1122-07355 CC003/ocOO 20010/0077 11/2P/72 10 1695 2109S 02746E 57*7 91.4 GrGG
1122-07362 OC0C0/c000 20010/0078 11/22/72 10 1695 2435 S 0P
7 24E 57.5 89,3 G6GG
1122-07364 OCC0/000C 2010/0079 11/P/7? 40 1695 2601S 02701E 57.2 87.2 GGGG
1122*07371 00000/000 23010/0080 11/22/72 in 1695 2726S 02637E 56.8 85,1 GGGG
1122-07373 00300/0000 20010/0081 11/22/72 10 1695 2A51S 02613E 56*4 83.2 GGGG
1122-07380 00Oo0/0OO 20010/0082 11/PP/7P 10 1695 3018S 02549E 56*0 81*2 GGGG
112207382 O0000/000O 20010/0083 11/22/72 20 1695 3144S 02523E 55*5 79.4 PGGG
1122-07385 OuO00/0300 20010/0084 11/2/72 40 1695 3309S 02458E 54.9 77.6 GOGG
1122-07391 0000/0000 20010/0085 11/22/72 90 1695 34335 02431E 54.3 76.0 GGGG
1122-09423 00000/0000 20010/0086 11/22/72 100 1696 7?58S 14
754w 3*3 179.3 GGGG
1122-09425 00000/0000 20010/0087 11/2/72 100 1696 71455 15031W 2.0 181.6 GGGG
1122-12463 0000o0/ooo 20010/0038 11/p/72 70 1698 2549S 05025W 57.2 87.5 GGGG
1122-14165 00000/000C 20010/0039 11/22/72 50 1699 IR4 7N 0652 4W 42*5 143*8 GGGG
1122-14172 00000/0000 20010/0090 11/22/72 50 1699 172NN 06
5 45W 43.5 142.7 GGGG
1122-14413 0000CO/000 23010/0091 1ii/e/72 100 1699 6512S 09505W 34*1 61*8 PGGG
1122-14415 000?o0/00O 20010/0092 11/22/7 2  100 1699 6631S 09635W 3300 62.4 GSGG
1122*14422 O00CC/C00C 20010/0093 1/22/72 10 1699 67515 09813W 31.9 63,3 GGGG
1122-14424 00000/COC 20010/009 11/22/7? 100 1699 6q09S 1000OW 30.8 64.3 GGGG
1122m14431 00000/0000 20008/0836 11/22/72 80 1699 7029S 10200W 29.6 65.6 GGGG
1122-14433 00000/OCOC 20008/0837 11/?2/72 70 1699 7139S 10415W 2805 67.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD0 COvEP % .*.. .. ,,,... 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD CIVER- ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGF rUALITY "....., *....... SLANKSmBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUFSTED* RaRrCYCLED" G=GSODo F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PP5BBR*
16:44 MAR 11P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0301
FROM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD RBIrT PDI\tCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IC POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CIVER NUMBER %F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1122-14440 00000/0000 20008/0838 11/22/72 60 1699 7?535 10 650W 27*3 69*1 GGGG1122-14442 00000/0000 20008/0839 11/2P/72 50 1699 7406S 10951W 26.1 71.4 GGGG1122-14445 00000/0000 20008/0840 11/22/72 60 1699 7515S 113 18W ?5.0 74.2 GGGG
1122-15503 00000/000C 20008/0841 11/22/72 0 1700 5133N 08024W 16.3 161.2 PPP1122-15510 0030/0000 20008/0842 11/22/72 0 1700 500RN 08105W 17.5 160.5 P G
1122-17403 00000/0000 20008/0843 11/22/7? 0 1701 2,50N 11424W 35.0 150.1 GGGG
1122-19532 00000/000 20010/0095 11/22/72 20 1702 7141S 17811E 28*5 67.3 GGG1122-19535 00000/0000 20010/0096 11/22/72 60 17n2 7255S 17535E 27.3 69*2 GGGG
1122-19541 00000/0000 20010/0097 11/22/72 50 1702 7407S 17235E 26.1 71.5 GGGG1122-19544 00000/0000 20010/0098 11/22/72 40 1702 7517S 16909E 25.0 74.3 GrGG1122-19550 00000/0000 20010/0099 11/22/72 30 1702 7623S 16511E 23.8 77.7 GGGG1122-19553 00000/0000 20010/0100 11/22/72 40 1702 7724S 1628E 22.6 81.7 GGGG1122-23054 00000/0000 20008/0844 11/22/72 30 1704 2433S 15500E 57,5 89.7 GGGG1122o23061 00000/0000 20008/0845 11/22/72 30 1704 2559S 15437E 57.2 87*5 GrGG1122-23063 00000/0000 20008/0846 11/2P/72 30 1704 2723S 15414E 56*9 85.5 GGGG1122-23070 00000/0000 20008/0847 11/22/7? 30 1704 28485 15351E 56*5 83.5 GGGG1122-23072 00000/0000 20008/0848 11/22/72 40 1704 3.15S 15326E 56.0 81.6 GGGG
1122-23075 00000/0000 2008/0849 11/22/72 3 0 1704 341S 15301E 55.5 79.7 GGGG
1122-23081 0000/0000 20008/0850 11/2P/72 40 1704 3306S 15235E 55.0 78.0 GGGG1122-23084 00000/0000 20008/0851 11/22/72 40 1704 343?S 15209E 54.4 76.3 GGGG1123-00274 00000/0000 20008/0852 11/21/72 80 17,5 44r4N 14913E 18*7 159.8 GGGG1123-00284 O00O0/000 20008/0853 11/23/72 90 1705 4716N 14837E 19*9 159*2 PGPP1123-00283 00000/0000 20008/0854 11/23/72 40 1705 4 551N 148 01E 21*1 158.5 pipp1123-00292 00000/0000 20008/0855 11/23/72 10 1705 4301N 14655E 23.4 157.2 GGPP1123"00295 00000/0000 20008/0856 11/23/72 50 1705 4135N 146 24E 24.6 156.6 PGPP1123-00433 00000/0000 20008/0857 11/23/7p 70 1705 05479 13350E 56.0 118.2 PGPP
1123-00440 00000/0000 20008/0858 11/23/7P 60 1705 0713S 13329E 56*4 116*2 POPP1123-00442 00000/0000 20008/0859 11/23/72 40 1705 0840S 13308E 56*8 1141 pfpp
112300445 0000oo0/0000o 20008/0860 11/?/72 40 1705 1006S 13248E 57.2 111.9 PGPP1123-00490 00000/0000 20008/0861 11/23/72 0 1705 2431S 12913E 57.5 89.7 PGPG1123-00492 00000/0000 20008/0862 11/23/72 10 1705 2557S 12850E 57.2 87.6 PGPG
1123-00495 00000/0000 20008/0863 11/23/72 10 1705 2722S 12826E 56.9 85.5 PGPG1123-00501 00000/000C 20008/0864 11/21/72 0 1705 2848S 12801E 56.5 83.5 PGPG
1123-00504 00000/0000 20008/0865 11/23/72 0 1705 3014S 12737E 56.0 81.6 PGPG1123-04010 00000/0000 20008/0866 11/23/72 0 1707 2551N 08952E 37.2 148o4 GGGG
1123-04012 00000/0000 20010/0101 11/23/7? 0 17o7 2425N 08929E 38.3 147.6 GGGG1123-05423 00000/0000 20008/0867 11/23/72 10 1708 3134N 06540E 32.7 151.7 GGGG1123-05430 00000/0000 20008/0868 11/23/72 0 1708 3008N 06515E 33.9 150.9 GsGG1123-05432 00000/0000 20008/0869 11/23/72 0 1708 2842N 06451E 35*0 150*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *...,. ,,,,*** 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ,,.....,,,,,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUgSTED
, R=RECYCLED , G.G BD, FwFAIR BUT USABLE, PPBoR,
16:44 MAR llo'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0302
FRBM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD %RBIT PPINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER FF IMAGE ELEVI AZlM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1123-05435 00000/0000 20008/0870 t11/P/72 0 1708 2715N 06428E 36*1 149*3 GGGG
1123-05441 00000/0000 20008/0871 11/21/72 0 1708 2549N o6405E 37*2 148*5 GGGG
1123-07255 00000/0000 20010/01.02 11/21/72 0 1709 3134N 0 3952E 32.7 15197 GGG
1123-07261 00000/0000 20010/01.03 11/23/7P 30 1709 3009N 03927E 33.8 150.9 GG
1123-07264 00000/0000 20010/01.04 11/2/72 90 1709 2,43N o3902E 35.0 150.1 GG
1123-07270 00000/0000 20010/01,05 11/21/72 90 1709 2717N 03939E 36*1 149*3 GG
1123-07273 00000/0000 20010/0106 11/23/72 40 1709 2551N 0 3816E 37*2 148.5 GG
1123-07275 00000/0000 20010/0107 11/23/72 20 1709 2425N 03 753E 38.2 147.6 SGG
1123-07282 00000/OC00 20010011.08 11/21/72 10 179 225$N 03730E 39.3 146*7 GGG
1123"07284 00000/0000 20010/01.09 11/2/72 30 17 09 2131N 03708E 40*4 145.7 GGG
1123-07291 00000/0000 20010/0110 11/23/72 40 1709 2005N 03646E 4104 144.8 GGG
1123-07293 00000/0000 20010/0111 11/23/72 20 1709 1939N 03624E 42.4 143o8 GGG
1123-07300 00000/0000 20010/0112 11/21/72 0 1709 1713N 03602E 43.4 142.7 GGG
1123-07302 00000/0000 20008/0872 11/23/72 0 1709 1547N 03541E 44.4 141.6 GPGG
1123-07305 OC000/0000 20008/0873 11/23/72 0 17)9 1421N 03520E 4594 140*4 GGGG
1123-07311 00000/0000 20008/0874 11/21/72 0 1709 1P54N 03459E 46*4 139.2 GGG
1123-07314 00000/0000 20008/0875 11/23/72 0 1709 1128N 03438E 47.3 138.0 GGGG
1123-07320 00000/0000 20008/0876 11/23/72 10 1709 o002N 03417E 4802 136.7 GGGG
1123-07364 00000/0000 20008/0877 11/21/72 80 1709 05,S 03033E 55,9 118.2 GGGG
1123-07370 00000/0000 20008/0878 11/23/72 80 1709 0716S 03013E 56.4 116.2 GGGG
1123-07373 00000/0000 20008/08179 11/23/72 100 1709 0O42S 02952E 56.8 114.1 G
1123*07375 00000/0000 20008/0880 11/21/72 70 1709 n110S 02932E 57.1 112.0 GGGG
1123"07382 00000/0000 20008/0881 11/21/72 70 170 9  1137S 02912E 57.4 109*8 GGGG
1123-07384 0000/0000 20008/0882 11/23/72 60 1709 1103S 02851E 57*7 107.6 GGGG
1123-07391 00000/0000 20008/0883 11/21/72 10 1709 1429S 02830E 57.9 105.3 GGGG
1123-07393 O0000/0000 20008/0884 11/23/72 10 1709 1556S 02809E 58.0 103*1 G3GG
1123-07400 00000/000U 20008/0885 11/23/72 10 1709 1723S 02748E 58.0 100*8 GGGG
1123-07402 00000/0000 20008/0886 11/P2/7 20 1709 1k47S 02726E 58.0 98.6 GGGG
1123-07405 00000/0000 20008/0887 11/23/72 10 1709 2,12S 02705E 58.0 96.3 GrfGG
1123-07411 00000/0000 20008/0888 11/23/72 0 1709 214oS 02643E 57*9 94*1 GGGG
1123:07414, 00000/0000 20008/0889 11/23/72 10 1709 2307S 02621E 57.7 91.9 GGGG
1123-07420 00000/0000 20008/0890 11/23/72 60 1709 2431S 02558E 57*5 89.7 GGGG
1123-09072 00000/0000 20008/0891 11/21/72 40 1710 3721N 01549E 28.1 154.6 GGGG
1123-09475 00000/0000 20008/0892 11/23/72 80 1710 7407S 14634W 4,6 176.g GGGG
1123-09481 00000/0000 20008/0893 11/23/72 90 1710 7255S 1493 2w 3*4 179.5 GGGG
1123-09484 00000/0000 20008/0894 11/21/72 100 1710 7141S 15209W ?*2 181.8 GGGG
1123-09490 00000/000 20008/0895 11/23/72 100 1710 7026S 15427W .9 183.9 GCGG
1123-12254 00000/0000 20008/0896 11/21/7 80 1712 6q16N 02025W 3*9 170.0 GGGG
1123-12260 00000/0000 20008/0897 11/21/72 80 1712 6356N 02144W 5.2 168.9 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD C8VER % o,,,. ",.,. o TO 100 - % CLOUD CAVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o........... .. RLANKS-BAND NOT PReS;NT/REOUESTED, R RECYCLED, G.GSAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE- PmPO0R,
16:44 'a= 11,74 STANIARD CATAL9G FP NeN.US PAGE 0303
FRem 7/23/72 T9 -7/23/73
BBSERVATIV\ '"ICR.FIlM R4LL 9,/ DATe CLJJD !RSIT PPICIPAL P9INT SUN SJN TMAGE QUALITY1 PSTITI' I'; 1bLL AC2UIRET CRVrR NUMBrR 4F IMAGE ELEVe AZI . RBV MSS
;t-v S I AT LNG 123 45678
1123-12445 00003/0000 2000)8/0899 11/23/72 60 1712 Oo01S o4b30w 53*6 126*0 GS3GG
1123-~:251 0030/0000C 2008/ 0899 11/P~/72 70 1712 0127S 04551W 54*2 124.2 GiGG1123-12454 0000/COc 20008/0900 11/23/72 80 1712 0254S 04611w 54.8 122.3 G3GG
1123-124C6 000C0/C000 2008/C0901 11/2P/7' 7 0 1712 042rS 04631w 55.4 120.4 GGGG
1123-12463 00030/00 200U8/09o0 11/2 /72 30 1712 046S 04651 55*9 1189. GSGG
1123-12465 00* /000 20008/0903 11/23/72 5 c 1712 0713S 04712W 56.3 116.4 GGGG
1123-12472 000//0MCOL 20008/0904 11/23/72 20 1712 0R4'S C4732W 56.8 114.3 GGGG
1123-12474 COc0/00 2Uv30/0905 11/?3/72 0 1712 1006S 04 752W 57.1 112*1 GGGG1123-12481 00000/0000 2JC00/0906 11/23/72 1I 1712 1132S C4b1 3 W 57.4 109.9 GGGG1123-124;3 0CC/C0o00 2tu8/0907 11/23/72 40 1712 12593 04,33W 57.6 107.7 GGGG
1123-12490 0ouoc00/00 2'008/0908 11/2I/72 80 1712 1425S 04854 P7.*8 105*5 GGGG
1123-12492 CC000/CC 2 000(8/909 11/23/72 70 1712 1552S 04915W 58*0 103.3 GGG1123-12495 C000C/000. 20008/0910 11/23/72 70 1712 1719S 04936W 58*0 101.0 GIGG1123 w12 51 0000C/ooo0 20008/0911 11/23/7? 7c 1712 1944S 049 57W 58.0 98.7 GGGG
112 3 -12504 00000/0000 20008/0912 11/23/72 50 1712 2010S 05019w 58.0 96*5 GGGG112 3-12510 0C000/0000 2uCuo/0913 11/23/72 0 1712 21365 05042w 57*9 94.3 GGGG
1123-12513 000C/O0CO 2N008/0914 11/23/72 0 1712 2303S 05104w 57*7 92.1 GGGG
1123-12515 0C00300/000C 208/0915 11/23/72 20 1712 2430S 051 2 6W 57*5 89.9 GGGG1123-15562 000001o000 20008/0916 11/23/72 10 1714 5131N 08149w 16.1 161.2 GGGG1123-15564 0cO00/CCo 20008/0917 11/23/72 100 1714 5'07N 08229W 17*3 160.5 GGGG
1123-16321 O0000/OCcO 20008/0918 11/23/72 100 1714 7r26S 12920W 29.8 65.8 GGGG
1123-16323 00000/000 2CC0008/0919 11/23/72 90 1714 7141S 13136W 28.6 67*3 GGGG
1123-16330 co00000coo0 20008/0920 11/23/72 100 1714 7254S 134 12w 27.5 69.3 GGGG
1123-16332 C000/0000 2000C8/0921 11/23/72 9n 1714 7407s 13714W 26.3 71.6 GGGG
1123-16335 0o0oO/0,00 20008/0922 11/23/72 90 1714 7517S 14041W 25.1 744 GGGG
1123-16341 0C0000/0r0 2C0008/C923 11/23/72 80 1714 7623S 14435W 24.0 77.7 GGGG1123-17393 00C000/C00 20008/0924 11/23/7? 70 1715 5131N 10739 16.1 161.2 GGGG
1123-21402 OC-0O/COOC 200U8/0925 11/23/72 7C 1717 6516S 16004E 34.3 62.0 GGGG
1123-2317 0C0C00/C000 20008/0926 11/23/72 90 1718 4-53S 14641E 48.4 66*1 GGGG
1124-0333 OC00O/CCO 20010/0113 11/2?/72 100 1719 4R38 14746E 18.5 159.8 GG1124-J0335 OC000O/co0 20010/0114 11/24/72 4C 1719 4714N 14709E 19.7 159.2 SGG
1124-00342 o00000/oco 2C10o/0115 11/P4/7 60 1719 4549N 14633E 20.9 158.5 PGG
1124-00344 O0CcO/CCO 2.010/0116 11/?4/7P 100 1719 4424N 14600E 22.1 157.9 GG
1124-00535 C003CO0/00 2001o/0117 11/24/7?2 1719 2140S 12630E 57.9 94.4 GGG1124-00542 00000/0000 20010/0118 11/24/72 0 1719 2307S 12808E 57.7 92*2 GGG1124-00544 00000/0000 20010/0119 11/24/72 10 1719 2434S 12745E 57.5 90.0 GG
1124-00551 00000/0000 2u010/0120 11/24/72 10 1719 2559S 12722E 57*2 87.9 GGG
1124o00553 oCoCO/OCc 20010/0121 11/24/72 0 1719 272FS 12659E 56.9 8599 GGG
1124-00560 OCO000/00O 20010/0122 11/?4/72 20 1719 2851S 1263 5 E 56'5 83.9 rGG
KEYS: LLUD C CVER % ***********,** 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CpVER* ** = NU CLUD DATA AvAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY *.******.,,,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSrNT/REQUFSTED, R.RECYCLED. GTGMAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPB9R.
lb644 iAP 11'174 STANOARD CATLOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0304
FR M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERvATTeN ICR9FILM R5LL '9,/ DATE CLOUD 9RPIT Pol'CIPAL PPINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID 9PSITISN I"N 9LL ACCUTRE0 COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIF;. RBV MSS
V 1SS LAT LONG 123 45678
1124-30562 000010000 20010/0123 11/24/72 6C 1719 3 16S 12610E 56.0 82.0 GG
112 4- 406 4 OCOo0/OOcO 20008/0927 11/4/72 C 1721 2,49N o0826E 37*0 148.5 GGGG
1124-,0071 c000/CCO0 2C0008/0928 11/24/72 7o 1721 2423N 0803E 38.1 147.6 GGGG
1124-0 073 OOOCC/O00 2008/0929 11/?4/72 20 1721 2257N 08740E 39.2 14697 GGGG
1124-O O 0C000/CC000 20008/0930 11/24/7? 10 1721 2132N 08718E 40.2 145.8 GGGG
1124-14042 CO00Co/00c 20008/0931 11/24/72 3 1721 2005N 0 8656E 4193 144o8 GGGG
1i24-04085 0000/oCo 20008/0932 11/24/7? 20 1721 130RN 08634E 42*3 143.8 GGGG
1124-04091 00000/0000 20008/0933 11/24/72 10 1721 1712N o8613E 43*3 142.8 GGGG
1124-34094 C0000/0C00 20008/0934 11/24/72 10 1721 1C45N 08552E 44.3 141.7 GGGG
1124-410C o00o/CC0000 20008/0935 11/24/7? 10 1721 1419N 08532E 45.3 140.5 GGGG
1124-04103 000CO/0000 20008/0936 11/24/72 20 1721 1;5 3 N 08b11E 46*2 139.3 GrGG
1124-*4105 00000/0000 20008/0937 11/24/7P 30 1721 1127\ 08451E 47.1 138.1 GGGG
112 4-5473 OCOOOO/oO 20008/0938 11/24/72 0 1722 3424N c6506E 30.3 153.1 GGGG
1124-05475 00000/CO 20008/0939 11/24/72 0 1722 3259N 06440E 31.4 152*4 GGGG
1124-05482 00CCO/00 20008/0940 11/24/72 0 1722 3133N 06415E 32.5 151.7 GGGG
1124-05434 00000/0000 20008/0941 11/24/7P 0 1722 3007N 06350E 33.7 150.9 GGGG
1124-05491 00C0/000) 203008/0942 11/24/72 0 1722 2841N 06325E 34.8 150.1 GGGG
1124-05493 0000/0C000 20008/0943 11/24/7P 0 17?2 2715N 06301E 35.9 149.3 GGGG
1124-C5500 O000/000 20008/0944 11/24/72 0 1722 2549N 06238E 37.0 148.5 GGGG
1124 -7313 00O00/0000 20008/0945 11/24/72 90 1723 313?N 03826E 32.5 151.7 GGGG
1124-732o 0000/C000 20008/0946 11/24/72 9o 1723 30 07 03801E 33.7 150.9 GGGG
1124-07322 00000/0CO 20008/0947 11/24/7P 70 1723 2841N 03737E 34*8 150*1 GGGG
1124-37325 0000/0000 20008/0948 11/24/7P 9f 1723 2715N 03713E 35.9 149.3 GGGG
1124-07331 00000/000 20008/0949 11/24/72 4C 1723 2549N 03650E 37*0 148.5 GGGG
112 4 -07 334 00000/CU00 20008/0950 11/24/72 20 1723 2423N 03627E 38.1 147.6 GGG
1124-07340 00Oo/o0000 20008/0951 11/24/72 10 1723 2?57N 03 604E 39.1 146.7 GOGG
1124-07343 00?00/0000 2.008/0952 11/24/72 10 1723 2131- 03541E 40.2 145.8 GGGG
1124=07345 o0030/0000 20008/0953 11/24/72 1723 2005J 03519E 41.2 144*8 GGGG
1124 7352 000330/0000; 20008/0954 11/24/72 0 1723 183 N 03458E 42.3 143.8 GGGG
1124-07354 00000/0003 20008/0955 11/24/7? C 1723 171?N 03437E 43*3 142.8 GGGG
1124*07361 00000/003 20008/0956 11/24/72 0 1723 1546N 03416E 44.3 141*7 GGGG
1124307363 00000/0000 20008/0957 11/24/72 0 1723 142CN 03355E 45.2 140o5 GGGG
1124-07370 0000/0000 20008/0958 11/24/72 0 1723 1?53N 03334E 46.2 139.3 GGGG
1124-C07372 00000/0000 20008/0959 11/24/72 0 1723 1127N 03313E 47.1 138.1 GGGG
1124-07434 00000/0000 20008/0960 i1/4/72 60 1723 l0l1S 02808E 57.0 112.3 GGGG
1124-07440 ooo300/ooC 20008/0961 11/24/72 70 1723 1137S 02747E 57.3 110.1 GPGG
1124-07443 00000/0000 20008/0962 11/24/7p 70 1723 1903S 02726E 57.6 107*9 GPGG
1124-07445 C00O0/0000 20008/0963 11/24/72 60 1723 142"S 02705E 57.8 105.7 GGG
1124-j7452 00000/0000 20008/0964 11/24/72 50 1723 155S 02643E 57.9 103*4 GPGG
KEYS: CLQeU COVER % n***.,..*,... 0 TO 100C % CLOUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE 9UALTTY ,...,,., ~ LANKSBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REOUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GGO8BD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POBR.
16:44 'lA' 11s'74 STANDARD CAT4LeG FOR NbN-uS PAGE 0305
FRO" 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATI3N MICP9FIL M R9LL \9./ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT  PrIu\CIPAL PsINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYI) PSITItN IV ROLL AC UTRED COVER NUMBeR 9F Ir.AGF ELEV. AZIP. RBV MSSV 'ISS LAT LNG 123 45678
1124-07454 00OCC/CC00 2000U/0965 11/?4/72 60 17'3 172?S 02622E 58.0 101*2 GPGG1124-)7461 0oo000/CCO 2US8/0966 11/24/72 40 1723 14nS 0201E 58.0 98.9 GOGG
1124-07463 00000/000 2008/0967 11/24/72 70 1723 2014S 02539E 57*9 96*7 GPGG1124"07470 00OoC/C2CC 20008/096F 11/24/7? 50 1723 2139S 02516E 57.8 94.4 GGG1124-07472 000000C00 200U8/0969 11/24/72 1( 1723 2206 02454E 57.7 92.2 GGGG1124-07475 0O000O/0C0 200u8/C97o 11/24/72 0 1723 2435 0243CE 57.5 90.1 GGr1124-10501 00C0/C0OC 2o010/0124 11/24/72 80 1725 5 29 N  00144W 9. 165*0 GGGP1124-10503 O0000/oc00 20010/0125 11/24/7? 71 1725 5 707N 00238w I1*0 164.1 GGG1124-10510 00000/0000 2l1/0125 11/24/72 70 1725 5-54~ 00329W 12*3 16304 GGGG1124-10512 CC0000/O00 20010/0127 11/24/72 70 1725 5420N 00417w 13.5 162.6 GGGG1124-13515 0D00/CO03 20010/012? 11/24/7? 7c 1725 5256N 005024W 47 1619 GGGG1124-10521 OC2C0/000 2(010/0129 11/p4/72 70 1725 5132 00545W !5.9 161*2 UGGG1124-10530 00000/rC00 2-010/0130 11/24/72 40 17?5 313 N 01307W 3224 151.8 SGG1124-10533 0000/200C 20010/0131 1/P4/72 60 1725 3013N 01333 33.5 151.0 GGGG112 4-10535 000 / 20010/0132 11/24/72 30 1725 2947N 01357W 346 150*2 GGG1124-10532 00ooC/000 20010/C133 11/24/7? 20 1725 2721N 01421w 35*8 149.4 GGGG1124-10594 OU3D/ 0/O0 2Q010/0134 11/24/7p 10 1725 2r56N 0144 5w 36.9 148.6 PGGG1124-1103 000/0 20010/0135 11/4/7 90 1725 
-2104N 01531W 39*0 146.8 GAGG1124-11010 00000/0000 20010/0136 11/24/72 9c 1725 2137N 01553w 4r*1 145.9 GGG1124-11012 C00O/o000 20010/137 11/24/72 9, 1725 2~1IN 01615w 4111 144.9 GfGG1124-11015 00000/000, 20010/013F 11/24/7, 4C 1725 1, 4N 01637W 42.1 143.9 GOGG1124-1231,2 00000/00/C 20010/0139 11/24/77 100 1726 6 18 N 02147w 3.7 170.0 GGG1124-12314 00000/0000 20010/0140 11/24/72 90 1726 6?57N 02308W 4*9 168.8 GGGG1124-12503 000Uo/CO0 2u010/0141 11/24/7? 5 0 1726 OOON 04656w 53.4 126.2 GGGG112 4-125j5 0000o/0000 20010/0142 11/24/72 80 1726 0126S 04716W 54.1 124.4 GGGG
1124-12512 00000/0000 2001/C0143 11/24/72 80 1726 0255S 04736W 54.7 122.6 GrGG1124-12514 00000/0000 20010/0144 11/24/72 90 1726 041RS 04756w 55*2 120.7 GGGG1124-12521 00000/C000 20010/0145 11/24/72 60 1726 0F45S 04817w 55*7 118*7 GrGG1124-12523 00330/0000 23010/0146 11/24/72 70 17P6 0 11S 04838w 56.2 116.7 PlGG1124-12530 C000/CC00 20010/0147 11/?4/72 40 1726 0Q31S 04859W 56.6 114*6 GGGG1124-12532 30300/C0000 20010/014 11/24/72 20 1726 105S 04920c 57.0 112.5 GGG
1124-12535 0000C/0000 20010/0149 11/24/72 50 1726 11319 04940W 57.3 110.3 G3GG
1124-12541 00000/0000 20010/0150 11/24/72 70 1726 15 9 05000W 57.5 108.1 PGGG1124-12544 00000/0000 20010/0151 11/24/7? 40 1726 1424S 05021w 57*7 105.9 GSGG1124-13103 000010/00C 20010/0152 11/24/72 90 1726 675?S 07521w 32.2 63.6 Girn1124-13105 00000/o000 2U010/0153 11/P4/72 9o 1726 691oS 07708W 31*1 64.6 GOGG112 4 -13112 00000/0ocO 20010/0154 11/24/72 90 1726 7 r27S 07909W 29.9 65.9 OGG
1124-13114 00000/0000 20010/0155 11/24/72 80 1726 7141S 08125k 28*8 67*5 GGG1124-13121 00000/OOO 20010/0156 11/24/72 80 1726 7?523 08359W 27.6 69.4 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UL C9VER % **,,.* .... 0 TO 100 • % CLOUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I0AGE QUALTTY ,.*. ,.... BLNKSAN ND NOT PRrSrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GSRD* F-FAIR BUT USABLE. p.PBR.
16:4 "AP 11,'74 STANDARD CAT4LOG FeR NeN.US 
PAGE 0306
F1AM 07/21/72 T9 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICPRFILM RLL \!9. DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POINCIPAL PSINT SUN 
SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITI3N IN ROLL ACUTIRED COVrR UMBrR RF I
M AGE ELEVo AZIoM RBV mSS
V mSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1124-13123 OC00/OCO0 20010/0157 11/4/79 100 1726 7405S 08700W 
26-5 71.7 GGGG
1124-13130 OCO0/0000 20010/0158 11/24/72 100 17;'6 7 15S 09027w 25.3 74.5 
GIGG
1124-16023 0000/CCOC 22008/0971 11/?4/72 100 1728 500*N 08354W 17.1 160.5 
GGGG
1124-17425 00000/0000 2 00810972 11/24/7? 0 1729 5054N 10101,w *5 165.8 
GGGG
1124-17431 0000/0000 20008/0973 11/24/72 20 1729 5931N 10500o 9.7 165.0 GpGG
1124 17434 u0000/0000 20008/0974 11/24/72 10 1729 570RN 1 0 155W 1I10 164.1 P PP
1124-1744C 0000/0000 20010/01.59 11/24/72 20 1729 5544N 106 4 6 12.2 163.4 GGGG
1124-17443 00000/C000 20010/0:60 11/24/72 20 1729 5421N 10734w 13.4 162.6 GGGG
1124-17445 000O/0000 20010/0:.61 11/24/72 10 1729 5157N 10819W 14.6 
161.9 GGG
1124-17452 00000/0000 20010/0'62 11/24/72 0 1729 5133N 1 0 902W 15.8 161.2 G0GG
1124-17513 00000/0000 20010/0:L6 3  11/24/72 10 1729 
3 015 N 11649W 33.5 151.0 GGG
1124-23344 00000/000n 20008/09!)75 11/24/72 100 1732 7950S o8729E 19*5 98.9 GGG
1124-23351 00000/0000 20008/0976 11/24/72 100 1732 8)21S 07936E 18.3 106.5 G GG
1125-00355 00ooO/r0 20008/0977 11/25/72 0 1733 5q51N 15236E 8.5 165.8 GrGG
1125-00362 C000000000 20008/097t 11/25/72 50 1733 5R29N 15 137E 
9.7 164.9 GGGG
1125-30364 00000/0000 20008/0979 11/25/72 100 1733 5706N 15043E 110 164*1 
GGGG
11 2 5 -00 3 7 1  00000/000C 20008/0980 11/21/72 100 1733 554PN 14953E 
12.2 163.3 GGG
11 2 5-0373  0030/CO00 2u008/0
9 8 1 11/25/7? 90 1733 548N 14906E 13o4 162.6 GGGG
1125-0385 00000/000 20008/0982 11/92/72 90 1733 5 05N 14659E 17.0 160,5 
GOGG
1125-00391 00000/0002 20008/0983 11/29/72 100 1733 4R4N 14620E 18.2 
159,8 GrGG
1125-00394 OC0o/O00 2OoU8/3'q3 11l/2/7 100 1733 4716N 14543E 
19.4 159.2 GGGG
1125-00400 00000/OCc 20CU8/0985 11/25/72 100 1733 455N 14508E 206 1585 GGGG
1125-00413 00000CO 2008/0986 11/25/72 90 1733 
4 426N 14434E'  21.8 157.9 GGGG
112 5 04000 0/000 20008/0987 11/25/7? 40 1733 4130N 14402E 23.0 157.2 GGGG
112500412 00000/0000 20008/098~ 11/25/72 70 1733 4139N 14330E 24 2 156.6 GPGG
1125-00535 o00000/) 20008/0989  11/25/72 50 1733 0t29S 13158E 5#40 124.5 GPGG
1125-00541 CC00n0/00 200U8/0990 11/?95/7 8A 1733 0P55S 13137E 54.6 122.7 GrGG
1125-00544 OU00000/OC 20008/0991 11/25/72 60 1733 042S 13116E 
55*2 120*8 G1GG
1125-00550 0000 /OCO 20008/0992 11/?5/72 40 17?3 0=55S 130 5 6E c-.7 118.8 GGGG
1125-00553 ocoo00/COC0 200o/099 3  11/25/72 4' 1733 07163 13036E F6.2 116.8 Gr7GG
1125-0055 , 00000/0000 2000C/0994 11/2/72 30 1733 08423 13(15E 56.6 11497 GGG
1125-005 6 2 0000c/C000 20008/0995 11/25/72 21 1733 100 S 12954E 56.9 112.6 GGGG
1125-00564 00000/000 20008/0996 11/29/72 60 1733 1135S 129 3 4 E 57.
2  110.4 GrGG
1125-00571 00O0/Cno00 20010,0164 11/29/7p 30 1733 1I59S t1915E 97.5 108?2 
PPPG
1125-00573 C000002 20010/0165 11/29/7? 20 1733 14 2 S 1252E 57.7 
106.0 GGGG
1125-00580 00000/0002 20010/0166 11/25/72 20 1733 154S 12ip31E 57.8 
1039 GGGG
1125-co582 OOCOO/oCO 2C01C/016
7  11/25/72 0 1733 1721S 12810E 57.9 101.5 GGG
1125-00585 00000/0C00 2001C0/168  11/29/72 1733 1~4S4 12749E 57.9 99.3 GGGG
1125-00591 00o00/00 20o10/C1 6 9  11/25/72 10 1733 2r14S 12727E 57.9 97.0 GGG
KEYS: CLOUC CVER % ,,.,. ,.., 0 TB 100 CLUD CV, OU  = NO CLOUD DATA 
AVAILABLE.
IEAYE C U ALITY ,. ,,...." .* LANKS-AN0 NOT PRcSFNT/RE)UESTED" R=RECYCLED* G=GeOD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPOOR.
S  1,'7 STA4nDRD CATAL9G FPR NtN.US PAGE 0307
F'3SM ,7/2!/72 TP U7/P3/73
85SERLATT'l\ TO 
-l' L RL ../ 3ATE CLOUD 
-R HIT PFICIPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I' S 'I \ SLL AC .JT"I)  CPVER \U - OF I"'AGF ELEV* AZIl. RBV ySS
m -S  ILAT LNG 123 45678
1125-. Or C:/-' j .,,'C172 11/~5/77 31. 1733 2!39S 12706E 57.8 94- GGGG1125- 1 1 / ?)' 0171 /7p 1793 2105S 1P644E 57.7 92.6 G G1125- 33 O / e , i17 ? 11 l 7 2:, 1713 35 12)22E F7.4 90.5 G
~1125- - . 2 1C/173 11/?/72 11; 1733 r-1575 1Pb59E 57.2 88*4 GGGG1125- '112 , "/, 21:713/0171 1/7 173 2 22S 12:36 r 6 -9 8A. 3  GGGG1125 1 1' C'c:0 2 1/, 17b 1 1/, 1713 ? R 4S 1512blE 56.5 84.3 GGGG112C5 '1 1 , - lC0/176 11/?/7- u 1733 3~1S 1447E Fh61 82.4 Gr3G1125 -2' 4 _/ D 'C 20/-97 11/ /7 90 1774 i 2,J\ 10955E 5*0C 140.7 GGGG1125- .c 9 11/5/7' 8: 17-44 '0o. in934E 45.9 139.5 GGG
1125- 23 0 0C0 g0999/7 5n 1714 1340N 10913E 46*9 138o3 GGGG1125- 7 2 /1t0 1 /,/72 1735 4 133N 09151E 24.2 156.5 GGGG1125- 5513 O :C/:' . /01 11/,l2/72 C 1736 4"ON r'6.33E P* 4 155.9 GrGG1125-: 55?, 0,s,?/ . ,: 2 U/1 02 11/,5/72 1736 314?N 06504E 26.5 155.2 GGG1125-.552) /3 2000,'U /1 03 11/2F/7 " 1736 3716N 06435E 27.7 154. GGG
112 5 5 1 3C ? ' 01004 11/, 12/7 1736 3?6N ,06341E 30.C 153.2 GGG1125- ,5 4 " ', COu; 20U8/10C5 11/P/72 C 1736 35q0 06315E 31*2 152.5 GrGG1125 554 O0O, O/ ' 20 U8/1006 11//72 o 1736 3133N 06250E 3P.3 151.7 GGGG112535543 O ,'/C" 2l'/,c7 11/ ? /7 1736 3"0f 062O25E 33'4 151.0 GGGG1125- 554-5 301e"/y-r 2 COu/10 C 1 /?72 1736 2Q4') 06O01E 34.b 150.2 G GG1125-05552 0i /C , O 2O0UI/ol 09 11/P!272P 1736 2714N 06137E 35.7 149.4 Gs GG1125- 555, oC-2'"/, 2CC'8/1,c 11/2/72 ' 1716 Pc58N 06113E 36.8 14*.6 GG1125- 5561 OCC3C/CCC 20,0U/1C,11 11/?2/72 . 1736 242c\ 06(49E 37.8 147.7 GGGG1125-J 553 0 0/0 2 0 J/101 11,2,/77 20 1736 259~\N 06026E 389 146.8 iGG1125" 557C 03300/0:, Pj3)08/1 13 11/2 /72 3c 1796 213PN 06004E '0"0 145.9 GGGG1125- 557 0 ."/0 OU/1C1, 111/2/7? 2o 1736 2nO4N 0;942E 41.0 144*, GGG
1125-,557 
-' ( ./o'0 ' 20)1U/1C,15 11/25/72 20) 1736 1l'4, 0c592E 42.1 143.9 C(.1125- 7365 03 /co0 k 2 8/1016 11 /25?/77 3c 1737 330; 03726E 31.2 152.5 GGG
1125- 737? 0 '/- . 2l'008/1217 11/l /72 3 C 1777 3135N 0 7C00E 3p.3 251.7 GGGG1125- 7374 A- 2 ,8/11 1 72 20 1737 305 5 ,3635E 33* 251.0 GrGGG
1125- .7381 C, i"lOC ' 1~/ 1 19 1 2)/72 1i, 1777 2R41N 0 3611E 34.5 150.2 GGG1125.- 73i;3 000 C C 2U/ /10 ?C 11/2P/7P 10 1797 2-17J 03b47E 15*6 149.4 G GG112 5- 739r c ? /cC ;? 2U8/10o 1 1 !// I'1 7 1o 1737 2=51N 03524E 3(,7 148.6 GGGG1125-2739P 0C3'010c L C08/1022 1!/~5/7P 10 1737 2424\ 03O50E ?7.8 147.7 G GG1125- 73; 0o, o'-/i0' 2000u/1023 11/29/72 10 717 22594 03439E 38.9 146.8 GrGG1125-37401 C000,0/0003 200U8/1024 11/25/72 10 1737 213 N 0316E 4*O0 145.9 GUGG1125-,74)4 C 00/'O 2/,008/1c25 11/p2/7? 1737 2006N 03354E 41.0 144.9 GIGG112 5 -7 41C 0000/C00r 2 , ,/ 1026 119/,72 0 1737 1R40n 03332E 47.0 143.9 GGGG1125-n713 30-O/cC y 2-3u8/1027 11159/7p2 1737 17141 C3 3 11E 43.0 142.9 GiGG1125-,,75304 3 0/C3 , 0008/1 1028 1l/2/7 30 1737 142,S oPb3E F7.7 106.1 GGGG
KEYS: CL'Lu; Ce9E; ' -...... *o..., . TB 100C : CLUD CavEr. * = NO CLqUC DATA AAILABLE.
I'~I'E 'ALTTY .*o....** ... PLANKS. AND ','T PRFSFNT/RECU(STED. R=RECYCLED. G=GPD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, Pz=P9R,
16:44 A"& 1 1 t'7 4  ST4NOARD CATALtG FeR NeN-US PAGE 0308
F~ M 37/23/72 Ti 07/F3/73
BSCERA T I "' C;'FIL; R~'LL >i./ DATE CLjUD sRRIT Pr' ICIPAL PiPINT SLiN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I. %SITI IN "'LL A COUTED CBVER 'UBiER qF IYAGP ELEV* AZI . RBV "SS
-v MaS LAT LNG 123 45678
1125-.751o CzcC/0C: 2U 8 /1029 11/25/72 ic 1737 17555 0 2bl6E 57*. 103*8 GGPP
1125- L751/3 C001/ E/ 13 11/? /7P 0 1737 17213 02455E 57.9 101.6 GIGG
1125-_7515 00310/;31" '~1 /103 11/Ps/7? 1737 1472 02o34E 57.9 99*3 GPGG
112r5 752 O 3 20 c/1032 11/25/7P 0 1737 2n13S 02?41E 57.9 97.1 PPGG
1125- 7Ep4 L 3 /i 52008/1033 11/25/7? 0 1737 21395 02349E 57.8 94*9 GPGG
1125-:7531 OLCr0/O ; 2CU08/1C34 11/P2/72 O 1737 2 05S 02327E 57*6 92.7 GmGG
1125- 7533 3 D0/00 200~8/1035 11/25/7?2 1737 2432~ C2304E 57.4 9g.5 GPGG
1125o 75C 3C4 r /000 20 I8C/1036 11/?5/72 1? 1737 255PS 02241E 57.2 88.4 GPGG
1125- 7542 30-0' /i00' 20 /!C3 11/5/72 20 1737 2726S 02218E e. 3 86.3 GPGG
1125- 7545 Olr' /0CI 200 L/103 ll1/P/7? 10 1737 2q53S 02155E 56.5 84.3 GPGG
1125-37551 0000/000 20 8/1 39  11/25/72 10 1737 3019S Cp130E 56.0 82.4 GPGG
1125-'7554 CC 0C0/ 0 2;1 t'+U/1 11/?c/72 0 1737 314,2S 2105E 55.6 80.5 GCGG
1125- 7560 O)C30/CO 20-C/10 1 11/ P/72 80 1737 3105S 02C38E 55.0 7 .8 GPGG
1125 0 911o 0 0nO/CrO0 U08/1042 11/25/72 40 1738 6156N C2701E 4.6 168.8 GrGG
1125-3911? C0330/C t 20008c/1C0 3  11/25/7P 70 1738 634\ 02b47E 6.0 167.7 GCGG
1125-09115 OCC0/7O 2jOU/R144 11/25/7? 70 1738 6112\ 02439E 7.2 166.7 GGG
1125-29121 0CC03/0 7 2.0ju8/1045 11/15/72 6r 1738 5 51N 02337E 8.4 165.8 GrGG
1125-'9124 20530/00  )jU/1C46 11/25/72 60 1718 5922N 02239E 9.7 164.9 GGG
1125*J913C0 OCO' /'CO 200 U/1047 11/?/72 60 1738 570SN 021 4 4 E 10.9 164.1 GGGG
1125-09133 0Q0,/C00)O 2COU/1C4 8  11/,5/7? 50 1738 5541 02n53E 12.1 163.3 GGGG
1125*59135 *C)-/ U 200 -104 9  11/p5/7? 60 1738 541FN 0 20C05E 13.3 16?.6 GGGG
1125- 9 14 2  C000 /r . 2J008/150 1!/25/72 6n 1738 5254\ 0 1921E 14.5 161.8 GGGG
11 2 5-J91 4 4 03'-C/~'O0 2308,/1051 11/25/72 50 1738 5!30N 01o38E I57 161.2 GrGG
1125-29151 00OC/OCOu- 20008/l952 11i/P/7? 70 1738 5r06\ 01757E 16.9 160.5 GGGG
1125-)9153 2- /c-O Sj u/1:53 11/25/7P 4 1738 4Q41N 01719E 18 1 159.8 GGG
11252J9160 000o0C0/0r 2 008/1054 11/25/72 30 1738 4'17N 01642E 9*3 159.2 GGG
1125- 9162 0000/000c 2 CU8/1055 11/~?5/72 5. 1738 4q5?\ 01606E 2C05  158.5 GGGG
112 5 /9 16 5  c0 ,0/0 c 200i/1056 11/?2/72 80 1778 4&27N 01532E 21*7 157.9 GrGG
1125~,9171 0oCO/CCG 2; m8/1C5 7  11/25/7? 80 1738 41 ;N 01458E ?P.9 157.2 GGGG
1125-29174 0 03/:] 2, 30/105, 1/?5/72 9, 17-8 413 7 N 01 4 26E 24.1 156.6 G3GG
1125-.91;C 0o0o0/000 2CU8/1059 11/25/7? 50 17-i8 411\ 01355E 25'3 155*q GGGG
1125,91p3 J0LV/ COAr' I A/1q6 0 11/5 /72 4, 1738 3Q46N 0 1326E 26.5 155.3 GrGGG
1125-391" 3J 2/-)  /161 11/ /72 3 17 38 3721N 01258E 27*6 154*6 GPGG
1125-919? 0 0 00c/. 2 0U8/1062 11/25/7? 5n 1738 3=54 01231L 2?88 153.9 GnGG
1125-,9194 0000/C 8/106 3  111P/572 8C 173& 3427 . 01204E 29*9 153.2 GPGG
1125- 9201 0 9/"0 2.0'8/1C06 11/25/73 5C 1738 3'01\ 0 1138E 31.1 152.5 GPGG
1125-09212 3 30/01 " 20008/165 11/25/72 1( 1 7 3 8  ?245\ 01323E 34*5 150.2 GGGG
1125-:9215 0C"0/C00 2CCU8,/166 11/2/7? 50 1738 2720 00958E 35.6 149.4 GGGG
1125-:9221 .cLO/C00S J 2 00Q/1C67 11/25/72 30 1738 2554N 00934E 36*7 148.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLLL? COvE; ; .,..,....., .. 3 TB 1CC * % CLBUD C*VER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
SAGE CUALITY ............ ,,,LANKS.bAND NBT PR-cSNT/RECUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GOBD, F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PoPBBR,
16:44 MAR 111'74 STAN3ARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73 PAGE 0309
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RLL NS,/ DATE CLOUD 5RPI? POINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PeSITI5N IN ROLL ACQUyRE0 COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI M. RBV MSSRBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1125-09224 00000/0000 20008/1068 11/25/7P 50 1738 242PN 00911E 37.8 147.7 GGGG1125-16161 00000/0000 20008/1069 11/P5/72 90 1742 2302N 09427W 38.8 146s9 GGGG
1125-16163 00000/0000 20008/1070 11/P2/72 90 1742 2136N 09448W 39.8 146.0 GOGG1125-16170 00000/0000 20008/1071 11/P25/7 80 1742 2009N 09bllw 40.9 145.0 GGGG1125-16172 00000/0000 20008/1072 11/2/72 70 1742 1R4N 09533W 41.9 144.0 GGGG1125-17504 00000/0000 20008/1073 11/25/72 50 1743 5 P55N 10947W 14*4 161.8 GG G1125-17510 00000/0000 20008/1074 11/P/72 50 1743 5131N 11030W 15.6 161.1 GGG
1126"00414 00000/0000 20008/1075 11/26/72 0 1747 5948N 15113E 8*3 165.7 GGGG1126.00420 00000/o000 20008/1 0 76 1l/P/7P 20 1747 5.26N 15015E 9.6 164.9 GGGG
1126-00423 00000/O00 20008/1077 11/26/72 30 1747 5 703N 14920E 108 164.0 GGGG1126.00425 00000/0000 20008/1078 11/26/72 30 1747 5539N 14829E 12*0 163.3 GGGG1126-00432 00000/000 20008/1079 11/2/72 80 1747 5416N 14741E l3.2 162.5 GGGG1126*00434 00000/0000 20008/1080 11/2A/72 100 1747 5052N 14656E 1j44 161.8 GGGG1126-00441 00000/0000 20008/1081 11/2A/72 100 1747 5127N 14b13E 15.6 161.1 GGGG1126.00443 00000/0000 20008/1082 11/26/72 80 1747 5003N 14533E 16.8 160.1 GGGG112 6 -0450 00000/0000 20008/1083 11/26/72 40 1747 413AN 14454E 18.0 159.8 GGGG1126:00452 00000/0000 20008/1084 11/26/72 40 1747 4714N 14417E 19.2 159.1 rGGG1126 00455 00000/0000 20008/1085 11/26/72 40 1747 '49N 14342E p1*4 158.5 GGG
1126.00461 00000/0000 20008/1086 11/26/72 50 1747 4424N 14308E 21.6 157.8 GGGG1126o00464 00000/0000 20008/1087 11/26/72 40 1747 4 259N 14235E 22.8 157o2 GGGG1126-00470 00000/0000 20008/1088 11/2/72 50 1747 413N 14204E 2p.0 156*5 GGGG1126.00473 00000/0000 20008/1089 11/26/72 60 1747 4 O09 N 14134E 25.2 155.9 GGG112600475 00000/000 20008/1090 11/26/7P 50 1747 3843N 14104E 26.4 155.2 GGGG1126.00482 00000/0000 20008/1091 11/26/72 40 1747 3718N 14036E 27.5 154P6 G0001126.00484 00000/0000 20008/1092 11/2A/72 10 1747 3552N 14008 287 153.9 GGGG1126.00491 00000/0000 20008/1093 11/26/72 40 1747 3427N 13941E P98 153.2 GGGG1126*01011 00000/0000 20008/1094 11/26/72 40 1747 07185 IP908E 56.0 117.0 GGG1126:02375 00000/0000 20008/1095 11/2/72 50 1748 154FN 10849E 43.9 14109 GGGG1126-02381 00000/0000 20008/1096 11/26/72 80 1748 14 22N 10829E 448 1408 CGGG112602384 00000/0000 20008/1097 11/26/72 80 1748 125N 10808E 45.8 139.6 GGGG112602390 0000000000 20008/1098 11/26/72 80 1748 1il29 10748E 46,7 138.4 GGGG1126:04134 00000/0000 20008/1099 11/26/72 0 1749 4131,N 09027E 24* 156.5 GoGG1126-04140 00000/0000 20008/1100 11/26/7? 0 1749 04 06N 08956E 25.2 1559 GGG1126*04143 000/0000 20008/1101 11/~4/72 0 1749 3P40N 08927E 26*4 155.2 PPPP
1126-04211 00000/0000 20008/1102 11/26/72 30 1749 1846N 08258E 43.9 141.9 GGG1126104213 00000/0000 20008/1103 11/26/72 2o 1749 1420N 08237E 449 140.7 GOGG
1126*04220 00000/0000 20008/1104 11/PA/72 10 1749 1253N 08217E 45.8 139.5 GGG1126"04222 00000/0000 20008/1105 11/26/7p 3n 1749 1126N 08157E 46.8 138.3 GGGG1126-04225 00000/0000 20008/1106 11/PA/72 50 1749 0Q59N 0o138E 4797 137.0 G0O
KEYSI l.!UD CBVER % ....... .... 0 TO 100 X CLOUD ClVER.** NO CLSUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE OUALITY ,,,,,,, RLANKSBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED, GGeOD, FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PP88OR,
16:4 A STANDARD CATALG FR NN.US PAGE 0310
FRBM 07/23/ 7 2 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICR FILM ReLL Ne,/ DATE CLOUD SBRIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN 
TMAGE QUALITY
I) PRSITIiN IN HBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBrR 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV ?SS
RSV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1126w05501 00000/0000 20008/110 7 11/P6/7 50 1750 6351N 07714E 4.7 168.7 GGGG
1126-05504 OUQ00/Oe00 20008/1108 11/26/72 7o 1750 603ON 07bOOE F9 167.6 GGGG
112 6 "055 10 00000/0000 20008/1109 11/26/72 40 1750 6108N 07451E 7.1 166.6 GG
112 6 -0551 3 00000/0000 20008/111) 11/26/72 10 1750 5945N 0 7348E 8.3 165.7 GOGG
1126-05515 o00o0oO/00 20008/1111 11/26/72 70 1750 5%22N 07248E 9.6 16498 GGGG
1126-05522 OC000O/O0000 20008/111: 11/26/72 90 1750 5659N 07153E 10.8 164.0 GGGG
1126"05524 00000/0000 20008/1113 11/26/72 100 1750 5536N 07102E 1P*0 163.2 
GGGG
1126-05531 0000/C0000 2008/1114 11/pA/7p 100 1750 5413N 07015E 13.2 162.5 
G3GG
1126-05533 00000/0000 20008/1115 11/26/7P 90 1750 5P
4 9N 06930E 14*4 161.8 GrGG
1126-05540 00000/0000 20008/1116 11l/6/72 40 1750 5124N 06847E 15*6 161.1 GGGG
1126-05542 00000/0000 20008/1117 11/26/72 40 1750 5000N 0606E 16.8 160.4 GGGG
1126-05545 00000/00C0 20008/1118 11/26/72 40 1750 4835N 06727E 18*0 159.7 GGG
1126-05551 00000C/000 20008/1119 11/26/72 20 1750 4710N 06651E 19*2 159.1 GCGG
1126-05554 00000/000 20008/1120 11/26/72 0 1750 4546N 06615E P204 158.5 GOGG
1126,05560 00000/0000 20008/1121 11/26/72 0 1750 4421N 06541E 21*6 157*8 PPPG
1126-05563 00Coo0/C00 20008/1122 11/PA/7P 0 1750 4?55N 06509E 228 15792 PpPP
1126-05565 0.0000/000i 20008/1123 11/26/72 o 1750 4130N 06437E 24.0 156.5 
G
1126-05572 00000/000O 20010/01 7 7  11/26/7p c 1750 4005N 06407E 25.2 155.9 GGGG
1126-05574 00000/0000 20010/0178 i1/26/72 0 1750 3k 4 0N 06337E 26.4 155.2 GGGG
1126-05581 00000/0000 20010/0179 11/26/72 0 1750 3715N 06309E 27*5 154s5 GGGG
1126-05583 00000/0000 20010/0180 l1/PA/7P 0 1750 3549N 062 4 1E 28*7 153.
9  GGGG
1126-05590 0000/0000 20010/0181 11/26/72 0 1750 3k24N 06214E p9.8 153.2 GrGG
1126-05592 000'0/0000 20010/0182 11/26/7? c 1750 3P58N 06148E 31.0 152.5 
GGGG
1126-05595 o00oo/000, 20010/0183 11/26/7? c 1750 3132N 06123E 32.1 151.7 GrGG
1126-06001 OC00/O00) 20010/0184 11/PA/7 C 17R0 3o00N 06059E 33.3 151.0 GOG
1126-06004 00000/O000 20010/0185 11/2P/72 C 1750 284C 06035E 34 S 159.2 GGGG
1126-06010 00000/000j 20010/0186 11/26/7 0 175C) 214N o6011E 35.5 149.4 GGGG
1126-06013 00000/C000 20010/0187 11/26/72 0 1750 2F,4N 05947E 36.6 148.6 GGGG
1126"06015 00000/0000 200 10/0168 11/?6/7P 0 1750 2422N 0 5924E 37.7 147s7 GGGG
1126-06022 00000/0000 20010/0189 11/2A/72 0 1750 2255N 05901E 387 146#8 
GGGG
1126-06024, 00000/0000 20010/0190 11/26/72 0 1750 
2129 N 05838E 39*8 145*9 GGGG
1126-36031 00000/0COC ?001o/0191 11/2P/72 10 1750 2004N 0 5815E 40.8 145.0 GGGG
1126o36033 00000/0000 20010/0192 11/26/72 10 1750 1838N 05753E 41.9 144.0 
GGGG
1126-06040 000C0/0o00 20010/019
3  11/26/7P 10 1750 1711N 0 5732E 4P.9 142.9 G GG
1126-06042 00000/0000 20010/0194 11/6/72 10 1750 1546N 05710E 43*9 141.9 GGGG
1126-06045 00000/0000 20010/0195 11/2P/72 20 1750 1420N 05648E 44*9 140.7 GGGG
1126-06151 00000/0000 20010/0196 i/26/7P 50 1750 214?S 04810E 57.8 95.2 
G(GG
1126-36154 00000/C0000 20010/0197 11/26/7P 60 17r0 2110S 04 74 7E 57.6 93.0 GGG
1126-06310 00000/0000 20010/0198 11/26/7p 20 1750 741'S 01248E 26.7 72.1 
GGGG
KEYS: CLIUD CBeEP X *o.*....o**, , O T8 100 * % CLBUD C0VERa ** U NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY D.,.,,,,,,,,,,, BLANKS-BAND NUT pRrSrNT/EDUESTED. RcRECYCLED. GaGBeD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PsP5BR.
16C 44"A l1174 STANDARD CATALSG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0311
FRSM c7/23/72 TI 07/23/73
OOSERVAT15N IC;FI- R'-LL ',./ CATE CLBOD 9nRIT PPINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY10 PFRFTI7 IV! RLL ACCI,'TRCE CVVER NJ dR 9F IMAGF ELEV* AZI , RBV MSS
RV5 LAT LUNG 123 45678
1126, 6313 0C0/00'c0 2C0010/0199 11/?6/72 60 170 72S 00917E 25.5 7.o0 PGGG
1126*).631 OLC0O/C00 20010/0200 11/0,A/7 100 1750 7427S 00o16E P4*3 78o4 GGGG112636e 3 ?? c 0 r/Cr,0 ,00 1 0/0 2 01 11/'6/7P 1c0 1750 7727S 00036E P3.1 82.4 GGGG
1126-06324 00C0/n0,?) 2010/0?02 11/2h/7? 10c 17=0 7P31S 00,08 22*0 87.3 GrGG1126-,17421 00300/Cc L 2?310/003 t1/?A/72 ic 1751 3 42 3N c3628E P298 153.2 GGGG1126.0742P 0C30D0/Cn0 20010/02C4 11/?A/72 2c 1751 35qN 03 602E 31.0 152.5 GGGG1126-2743C 0 3O0/0o0 2C010/0205 11/26/7P 50 1751 3133N 03537E P,*l 151.7 GrGG
1126-17435 00OC0/CCO 2C010/,206 1!/PA/7P 30 1751 2R4!N 03448E 14*4 150.2 GGGG1126-.744? 0L,0o/0o00 2j01C/02o 7  11/?6/7? 2 0 1751 2715N 03424E 35*5 14994 PPPP1126-27r65 OC03/C0~0 20010/020. 11/2P/77 10 17 1 1556S 02353E 57.7 104.1 PGGG
11260j7571 0C, O0/OCo 2U0C100?/0 9  1l/A/72 0 1791 17?2S 02331E 57.8 101.9 GGGG1126"37574 0200/000 2C010/0210 11/?A/7? 0 1751 I4RS 02310E 57.9 99.6 GrGG1126:c754 OLr0o/00C 23C10/0211 11/PA/7 c 1751 2.15S 0 2248E 57.8 97.4 GGGG1126 0758 00000/C" 0 2j010/2012 11/2A/7p o 1751 2141S 02226E 57.8 95.~ GGG1126-13011 00O0/0000 20110/0213 11/?A/72 2C 1754 0o54N 04907W 51.7 130*0 3GGG1126 13 013 o3000/oo00 20010/0214 11/26/72 10 1754 O12 7N 04928W 52R4 128*3 GGGG1126-14381 00C30/300 ?Q0010/0215 11/2A/7p 10 1755 243CN 06938W 37*5 147.8 GGGG
1126-!6231 CO0C0/oC0 20010/0216 11/PA/77 7c 1756 1043; 0 9657w 41.7 14491 PPGG
1126-16474 00000/C00 2U010/021 7  11/?A/72 60 1756 6513S 12641W 34.8 62*5 GGGG
1126*16481 00000/COo0 20010/0218 11/?6/7P 80 1756 6633S 12810W 33*b 63*1 GGG1126"16483 0OO0/CCOO 20010/0219 11/?6/72 80 1756 675?S 12949W 32*5 63.9 PGGG
1126-1649^ 00000/0000 20010/0220 11/26/72 100 1756 601'S 13138W 31*4 64.9 GIGG1126-16492 C0003/0000 2OC10/0221 11/26/72 90 1756 7026S 13338W 30.3 66.2 GrGG1126-16495 00000/0000 20010/0222 11/~A/72 100 1756 7140S 13555W 291 67.8 GGGG
1126-16501 0000/O000C 20010/0223 11/?6/7P 90 1756 7!53S 13829w 28*0 69.7 GOGG112 6-16 504 C30C/0000 20010/0224 11/2A/7 90 1756 7405S 14126W 26*8 72*0 GGG
1126-16510 O000C/CCO 20010/0225 11/6/72 70 1756 7516S 14453W 25.7 74P8 GGGG
1126*16513 00OO00/O00 20010/0226 11/26/72 40 1756 76235 14851 24-5 78*1 GGGG
1126-16515 C0c0/OCrO 2 l010/0227  11/26/7,? 4() 17 6 7724S 15 3 2 5W 23.3 82.1 GGG1126-16522 00000/000 20010/0228 11/"6/7P 20 1756 7921S 1551w 22*1 86.9 GGGG
1126-22000 00oo03/000 20010/0229 11/26/72 100 1759 7057S 14357E 28.0 69R GGGG
1126-22002 C0000/0000 20010/023) 11/6A/72 100 1759 7405S 14058E 26.8 72.1 GGG1126022005 00300/o0MC 20C10/0231 11/26/7P 100 1759 712iS 13729E 25.6 74*9 GsGG
1126-22011 O000C/OCO: 20010/0232 11/26/72 100 1759 7A62S 13330E P245 78.3 GnGG
1126-22014 0000,0/0)00 20010/0233 11/26/7? 100 1759 77265 12955E 23.3 82.3 GrGG
1126-22020 00000/CO 20010/0234 11/PA/72 100 1759 7A22S 12325E 22*1 87.1 GOGG
1126-20C3 0Q000/C0U 20010/0235 11/'6/72 100 1759 7412S 11710E 20C9 92.9 GG000
1126*22025 01C000/000 ?~210/0236 11/PA/7P 100 1759 7a5fS 11006E 19.8 99.5 GGGG
1126-*2032 OOCOO/0000 20010/0237 11/26/72 100 1759 802?3 10206E 18*6 107.1 GGG3
KEYS: CleUD CBVEp 4 ,.,,,,*.***,,,, 0 TF 10C0 * CLOUD C4 VER* ** = NO CLeUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY *,..,,.,,,,. * BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/RE[EUESTED, R.RECYCLED* G. GRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBbR.
16144 vAR 11j,74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NBNwUS PAGE 0312FRBM 07/21/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICReF1iM RSLL NS./ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL PVINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITI9N IN 'BLL ACCUIRED CIVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVa AZIM. PBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1126-23270 0000o/00oC 20010/0238 11/26/72 40 1760 1945S 15047E 57.8 100*1 GGGO
1127:00504 00000/000C 200Q8/1124 11/27/7p 80 1761 4R40N 14329E 17.8 159.8 P G
1127-00511 OCC00000/0000 20008/1125 11/P7/72 80 1761 4716N 14253E 19.0 159.1 P G
1127-j0513 00000/0000 20008/1126 11/27/72 90 1761 4551N 14?17E 20*2 158.5 0
1127-00520 00000/0000 20008/1127 11/27/72 90 1761 4426N 14143E Pl*4 157.8 G
1127o00522 00000/0000 20008/1128 11/P7/72 90 1761 4301N 14110E 22.6 157.2 0
1127o00525 00000/0000 200U8/1129 11/27/72 90 1761 4136N 14 039E 23.8 156.5 0
1127o00531 00000/C000 20008/1130 11/27/72 90 1761 4010N 14009E 25.0 155.9 a
1127-00552 00000/0000 20010/0239 11/27/7p 70 1761 3304N 13748E 30.8 15205 GGGG
1127-00554 00000/0000 20010/0240 11/P7/72 80 1761 
3 13 8 N 13723E 3109 151.8 of00
1127P01072 00000/0000 20010/0241 11/27/72 20 1761 084?S 12723E 56,3 115.3 A
1127-01081 00000/0000 20010/0242 11/27/72 60 1761 1135S 12642E 57.0 111.1 8
1127-01084 00000/0000 20010/0243 11/27/72 50 1761 13015 12621E 57.3 108.9 GGGG
1127-01090 00000/0000 20010/0244 11/27/72 30 1761 1428S 12601E 57.5 106.7 GnaG
1127-01093 00000/C000 20010/0245 11/P7/72 10 1761 1554S 12540E 57.7 104.5 GG
1127-01095 00000/0000 20010/0246 11/?7/7P 10 1761 i720S 12518E 57.8 102.2 0GG
1127-01102 00000/0000 20010/0247 11/27/72 0 1761 1~47S 12457E 57*8 100.0 GGGG
1127-0o10 00000/000o 20C10/0248 11/27/7P 0 1761 20145 12436E 57.8 97.8 PrGG
1127-01111 00000/0000 20010/0249 11/27/72 0 1761 21415 12414E 57e7 95.6 QGGG
1127-01113 00000/0000 20010/0250 11/27/72 0 1761 2305S 12351E 57.6 93.4 GGGG
1127-o1120 00000/0000 20010/0251 11/P7/72 20 1761 2431S 12329E 57.4 91.2 0GGG
1127-01122 00000/0000 20010/0252 11/27/72 30 1761 2557S 12306E 57*1 89*1 GGGG
1127-01125 00000/0000 20010/0253 11/7/72 40 1761 2723S 12243E 56.8 87.0 GGGG
1127-02424 00000/0000 20008/1131 11/27/72 30 1762 1%43N 10805E 41*7 1441 GGGG
1127-02431 00000/0030 20008/1132 11/27/72 30 1762 1717N 10743E 42o7 143.1 GGGG
1127-c2433 0Oo/000o 20008/11 3 3  11/7/72 70 1762 1551N 10722E 43.7 142.0 GGGG
1127-02440 00000/0000 20008/1134 11/27/72 20 1762 1423N 10702E 4406 140.9 GGGG
1127-02442 00000/0000 20008/1135 11/27/72 20 1762 1?57N 10641E 4596 139.7 GGGG
1127-02445 00000/0000 20008/1136 11/27/72 20 1762 t131N 10620E 46.5 138.5 GGGG
1127-02451 00000/0000 20008/1137 11/27/72 20 1762 1I04N 10600E 47*4 137.2 GGGG
1127-03054 00000/0000 20010/0254 11/27/72 60 1762 5954S 08324E 3901 6196 GGGG
1127-03060 00000/0000 20010/025 5  11/27/72 70 1762 6117S 08221E 38*0 61.7 GGGGG
1127-03063 00000/0000 20010/0256 11/27/72 80 1762 62389 0 8113E 3609 61.8 GGGG
1127-03065 00000/0000 20010/C257 11/27/77 90 1762 6400S 07959E 3509 6201 GGGG
1127-0307Z 00000/0000 20010/0258 11/27/72 60 1762 6520S 07838E 34o8 62*6 GGGG
1127-03074 OC300/0000 20010/0259 11/27/72 30 1762 6640S . 07709E 33.7 63.2 GGGG
1127-03081 00000/000 20010/0260 11/27/72 40 1762 6759S 0 7b31E 32.5 64.0 PGGG
1127-03083 00000/0000 2001C/0261 11/27/72 20 1762 6918S 07341E 3104 65*1 
GGGG
1127-03090 DOOC/000 20010/0262 11/27/72 30 1762 7-29S 07110E 30*3 66.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLgUD CBvEP % .0..0o *..0 c 7t 100 * CLBUD COVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY Oo,.oo...o,,o RLANKS*BAND NOT PRESENT/REqUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G=GBRD, FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBOBR
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FeR NeN.US PAGE 0313FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGEQUALITYID POSITION IN HRLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1127o03092 00000/0000 20010/0263 11/27/72 5C 1762 7144S 06853E 29.1 67.9 GGGG1127"03095 00000/0000 20010/0264 11/27/72 80 1762 7?565 06618[ 28*0 69*8 PGGG1127-03101 00000/0000 20010/0265 11/27/72 90 1762 7408S 06319E 26*8 72.1 PGGG1127-03104 00000/0000 20010/0266 11/27/72 70 1762 7518S 05948E 25.7 74.9 PGGG1127-03110 00000/0000 20010/0267 11/27/72 0 1762 7624S 05548E 24.5 78.3 PGGG1127-03113 00000/0000 20010/0268 11/27/72 60 1762 7725S 05113E p3.3 82.3 PGGG1127-03115 00000/0000 20010/0269 11/27/72 0 1762 7921S 04 541E 22.2 87.2 GGGG1127-03122 00000/0000 20010/0270 11/27/7P 0 1762 710oS 03923E 21.0 92.9 GGGG1127-04201 00000/0000 20008/1138 11/27/72 0 1763 3843N 08759E 26o2 155.2 GGGG1127-04203 00000/0000 20008/1139 11/27/72 0 1763 3 717 N 08730E 27*3 154.6 GGGG1127-04210 00000/0000 20008/1140 11/27/72 0 1763 3551N 08702E 28*5 153*9 GGGG1127-04212 00000/0000 20008/1141 11/27/72 0 1763 3425N 08636E 29*6 153.2 GGGG1127-04215 00000/0000 20008/1142 11/27/72 0 1763 3259N 08610E 3098 152.5 GGGG1127-04221 00000/0000 20008/1143 11/27/72 0 1763 3 13 3 N 08545E 31*9 151.8 GGGG1127-04224 00000/0000 20008/1144 11/27/72 c 1763 3008N 08521E 33.0 151*0 GGGG1127-04230 00000/0000 20008/1145 11/27/72 0 1763 2842N 08456E 34.2 150.2 GGGG1127-04233 00000/0000 20008/1146 11/27/72 20 1763 2717N 08433E 35.3 149.5 GGGG1127*04235 00000/0000 20008/1147 11/27/72 30 1763 2551N 08410E 36*4 148.6 GGGG1127-04242 00000/0000 20008/1148 11/27/72 70 1763 24 25N 08346E 3795 147.8 GGGG1127-04244 00000/0000 20008/1149 11/27/72 60 1763 2300N 08323E 38*5 146.9 GGGG1127-04251 00000/0000 20008/1150 11/27/72 70 1763 2133N 08259E 39.6 146.0 GGGG1127-0425 000o0/o0000 20008/1151 11/27/72 60 1763 2007N 08236E 40.6 145.0 GGGG1127-04260 00000/0000 20008/1152 11/27/72 50 1763 1941N 08214E 41.7 144.1 GGGG1127-06015 00000/0000 20008/1153 11/27/72 0 1764 4423N 06415E 21*4 157o8 GGGG1127-06021 00000/0000 20008/1154 11/27/72 0 1764 4 P5 8 N 06342E 22.6 157.2 GGGG1127w06024 00000/0000 20008/1155 11/27/72 0 1764 4 133N 06310E 23*8 156,5 GGGG1127-06030 00000/0000 20008/1156 11/27/72 0 1764 4007N 06239E 25,0 155.9 GGGG1127-06033 00000/0000 20008/1157 11/27/72 0 1764 3842N 06209E 26*1 155o2 GGGG1127-06035 00000/0000 20008/1158 11/27/72 0 1764 3717N 06141E 27.3 154.6 GGG1127-06042 00000/0000 20008/1159 11/27/72 30 1764 3551N 06114E 28.5 153.9 GGG1127-0604 00000/0000 20008/1160 11/27/72 60 1764 3426N 0 6048E P296 153.2, GGGG1127-06051 00000/0000 20008/1161 11/?7/72 0 1764 3300N 06022E 30*8 152.5 GGGG1127-06053 00000/0000 20008/1162 11/27/72 0 1764 3135N 05956E 31*9 151.8 GGGG1127-06060 00000/0000 20008/1163 11/27/72 0 1764 3009N 05931E 33*0 151.0 GGGG1127906062 00000/0000 20008/1164 11/27/72 0 1764 2P43N 05907E 34.2 150*3 GGGG1127-06065 00000/0000 20008/1165 11/27/72 0 1764 2717N 05843E 35'3 149.5 GGGG1127-06071 00000/0000 20008/1166 11/27/72 0 1764 2 ;51N 05820E 36.4 148.6 GGGG1127*06074 00000/0000 20008/1167 11/27/72 0 1764 2424N 05757E 37*4 147.8 GGGG1127-06080 00000/0000 20008/1168 11/27/72 0 1764 2257N 05735E 38*5 146*9 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % o..*...,.,.* 0 TB 100 " % CLBUD C;VER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE QUALITY *..*,,,,,,,,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESGNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDi G=GBRD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBOR.
16144 MAR 111 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0314
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITy
10 PeSITIN IN NBLL ACQUrRED CBVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1127-06083 00000/0000 20008/1169 11/27/72 10 1764 2131N 05712E 3906 146.0 GGGG
1127-06085 00000/0000 20008/1170 11/27/7 0 1764 2005N 05650E 40.6 145.1 GGGG
1127-06092 00000/0000 20008/1171 11/27/72 0 1764 1838N 05628E 41*7 144.1 GGGG
1127-06094 00000/0000 20008/1172 11/27/72 20 1764 1712N 05606E 42*7 143.0 GGGG
1127-06101 00000/0000 2000U8/1173 11/27/72 20 1764 1546N 05545E 43.7 142,0 GGGG
1127-06103 00000/0000 20008/1174 11/27/72 30 1764 1420N 05524E 44*6 140,8 GGGG
1127-06110 00000/0000 20008/1175 11/27/72 30 1764 1254N 05503E 45*6 139,7 G GG
1127-06112 00000/0000 20008/1176 11/27/7P 30 1764 1129N 05441E 46*5 138.5 GGGG
1127-06201 00000/0000 20008/1177 11/27/72 50 1764 1849S 04730E 57*8 100*0 GGGG
1127-06203 00000/0000 20008/1178 11/27/72 60 1764 2015S 04708E 57*8 97.8 GGGG
1127-0621C 00000/0000 20008/1179 11/27/72 30 1764 2142S 04645E 5797 95.6 GGGG
1127-06212 00000/0000 20008/1180 11/27/72 70 1764 2308S 04622E .57*6 93.4 GGGG
1127-07471 00000/0000 20008/1181 11/27/72 50 1765 3715N 03555E 27*3 154.6 GGGG
1127-07473 00000/0000 20008/1182 11/27/72 50 1765 3F50N 03528E 28.4 153.9 GGG
1127-07480 00000/0000 20008/1183 11/27/72 70 1765 3424N 03 501E 29.6 153*2 GGGG
1127-07482 00000/0000 20008/1184 11/27/72 80 1765 3P58N 03435E 30*7 152.5 GGGG
1127-07485 00000/0000 20008/1185 11/27/72 50 1765 3132N 03410E 31.9 151*8 GGGG
1127-08030 00000/0000 20010/0271 11/27/72 0 1765 1720S o2206E 57.8 102,3 GGGG
1127-08032 00000/0000 20010/0272 11/27/72 0 1765 1847S 021 4 4E 7*8 100,0 GGGG
1127-08035 00000/0000 20010/0273 11/27/72 0 1765 2014S o2122E 57.8 97.8 GGGG
1127-08041 00000/0000 20010/0274 11/27/72 0 1765 2140S 02100E 57*7 95P6 GGGG
1127-08044 00000/0000 20010/0275 11/27/72 0 1765 2305S 02037E 5796 93.4 GGGG
1127-08050 00000/0000 20010/0276 11/27/72 0 1765 2432S 02015E 57*4 91*2 GGGG
1127-08053 00000/0000 20010/0277 11/27/72 0 1765 2558S 01951E 57*1 89.1 GGGG
1127-08055 00000/0000 20010/0278 11/27/72 0 1765 2724S 01927E 56.8 87.1 GGGG
1127*08062 00000/0000 20010/0279 11/27/72 0 1765 2850S 0190 3E 5605 85,1 GGGG
1127-08064 00000/0000 20010/0280 11/27/72 0 1765 3016S 01839E 56.1 83.1 GGGG
112708071 00000/0000 20010/0281 11/27/72 30 1765 3141S 0 1814E 55.6 81.2 GGGG
1127"08073 00000/0000 20010/0282 11/27/72 30 1765 3307S 01747E 55o1 79.4 GGGG
1127-08080 00000/0000 20010/0283 11/27/72 10 1765 3433S 0 1720E 54.5 77.7 GGPG
1127-08150 00000/0000 20010/0284 11/27/72 80 1765 5A3oS 00636E 40*1 61*7 GGGG
1127-08153 00000/0000 20010/0;285 11/27/72 90 1765 5953S 00537E 39*1 61.7 GGGG
1127-08155 00000/0000 20010/0286 11/27/72 100 1765 6115S 00433E 38*0 61*7 GGGG
1127-08162 00000/0000 20010/0;287 11/27/72 100 1765 6P37S 00324E 36*9 61.9 GGGG
1127-08164 00000/0000 20010/0288 11/27/72 70 1765 6359S 00209E 35.9 62.2 GPGG
1127-08171 00000/0000 20010/0289 11/27/72 70 1765 6519S 00048E 3498 62.6 PPGG
1127m08173 00000/0000 20010/0290 11/27/72 80 1765 6639S 00041W 33*7 63.3 GPGG
1127*08180 00000/0000 20010/0291 11/27/72 80 1765 675AS 00221W 32.5 64.1 GPGG
1127-08182 00000/0000 20008/1186 11/27/72 40 1765 6915S 00412W 31*4 65,1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,...,...* . . 0 Te 100 % ' CLOUD CRVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... 9LANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTEDO RRRECYCLED. G=GBD* FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBOBR
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NN.US PAGE 0315
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRBFILM RBLL N9,/ DATE CLOUD RBPIT PRINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITISN IN R6LL ACOU!.IRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1127-08185 00000/0000 20008/1187 11/27/72 60 1765 7031S 00613W 30*3 66.4 GGGG
1127-08191 00000/000C 20008/1188 11/27/7P 90 1765 7145S 008 31W 29*1 68.0 GGGG
1127-08194 00000/0000 20008/1189 11/27/72 90 1765 725RS 01107W 28.0 69.9 GGGG
1127-08200 0000/0000 20008/1190 11/27/72 60 1765 7410S 01406W 26*8 72*2 GGGG
1127-08203 00000/0000 20008/1191 11/27/7P 80 1765 7:20S . 01737W 25s7 7501 GGGG
1127*08205 00000/0000 20008/1192 11/27/7P 80 1765 7626S 0 2140W 2405 78*4 GGGG
1127-08212 00000/0000 20008/1193 11/27/7? 80 1765 7727S 02616W 23*3 82.5 GGGG
1127e05214 00000/0000 20008/1194 11/27/72 90 1765 78235 03144W 22*2 87*3 GGGG
1127-13090 00000/0000 20010/0292 11/27/7? 20 1768 0420S 05214W 54*8 12194 PGGG
1127w13092 o0000/o000 20010/0293 11/P7/72 30 1768 0547S 0 5235W 55.3 119.5 GGGG
1127-13095 00000/0000 20010/0294 11/27/72 20 1768 0713S 05255W 55.8 117.5 GGGG
1127*13101 0000/0000 20010/0295  11/27/72 20 1768 0940S 05316W 56.3 115.4 GPGG
1127-13104 00000/0000 20010/0296 11/27/7P 30 1768 1007S 05337W 56.6 113*4 GGGG
1127-13265 00000/0000 20010/0297 11/27/72 60 1768 65155 o76 34W 348 62.7 GPGP
1127-13272 00000/0000 20010/0298 11/27/72 70 1768 6635S 07804W 3397 63.3 GPGP
1127*13274 00000/0000 20010/0299 11/27/72 90 1768 6754S 07944W 32.6 64*1 GPGG
1127013281 00000/0000 20010/0300 11/27/72 90 1768 69135 0813 4W 3105 65.1 GPGG
1127-13233 00000/00 2C010/0301 11/27/72 100 1768 7030S 083 34w 30.4 66.4 GPGG
1127-1329C 00000/0000 20010/0302 11/27/72 100 1768 7144S 0 8550W 29.2 68.0 GPGG
1127*13292 00000/0000 20010/0303 11/27/72 100 1768 7255S 08825W 28*1 69*9 GPGG
1127.13295 00000/0000 20010/0304 11/27/72 100 1768 74 07S 09124W 2609 72,2 PPPG
1127-13301 00000/0000 20010/0305 11/27/72 100 1768 7517S 09453W 25.8 75*0 PPGG
1127-13304 00000/0000 20010/0306 11/27/72 100 1768 7624S 09852W 24.6 78*3 GPGG
1127-16274 00000/O000 20008/1195 11/27/72 50 1770 2303N 09719W 38.4 147.0 GrGG
1127-16280 00000/0000 20008/1196 11/27/72 30 1770 2136N 09741W 39.4 146*1 GGGG
1127-16233 OOOCO/0000 2U008/1197 11/27/72 30 1770 2010N 09803W 40*5 145*1 GGGG
1127-16285 00000/0000 2000/1198 11/27/72 60 1770 1943N 09824W 41*5 144.1 GGGG
1127-18082 00000/0000 20008/1199 11/27/72 10 1771 3140N 120 46W 31.7 151.8 GGGG
1127-23504 00000/0000 20008/1200 11/27/72 100 1774 7727S 10126E 2394 82.6 GGGG
1127-23511 00000/0000 20008/1201 11/27/72 100 1774 7923s 095 5 8E 22,3 87,4 GGGG
1127-23513 00000/0000 20008/1202 11/27/72 100 1774 7q12S 08939E 21.1 93.2 GGGG
1127-23520 00000/0000 20008/1203 11/27/72 90 1774 7q52S 08236E 19*9 99.8 GGGG
1128-02483 00000/0000 20008/1204 11/28/72 70 1776 1940N 10639E 41*5 144.1 GGGG
1128-02485 00000/0000 20008/1205 11/28/72 60 1776 1714N 10617E 42o5 143.1 GGGG
1128-2492 00000/0000 20008/1206 11/28/7? 20 1776 154 8 N 10556E 43,5 142*0 GGGG
1128-02494 00000/0000 20008/1207 11/28/7? 30 1776 1421N 10535E 44.5 140.9 GGGG
1128-02501 00300/0000 20008/1208 11/2g/72 40 1776 1255N 10514E 45*4 139.8 GGGG
1128-02503 00000/0000 20008/1209 11/28/72 80 1776 1129N 10453E 4694 138.6 GGGG
1128-02510 00000/0000 20008/1210 11/28/72 90 1776 100N 10433E 47*3 137*3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % **,**,**.*****, 0 TB 100 " % CLBUD CRVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.,....*,,*,, BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED9 RxRECYCLEDi G.GBD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBAR,
16:44 MAR 11o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0316
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N MICROFILM ROLL N'!./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUAL'ITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM* RBV MSS
Rev MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1128-04250 ooooo/000o 20008/1211 11/28/72 0 1777 4j33N 0 8733E 23.6 156.5 GGGG
1128-04253 00000/0000 20008/1212 11/28/72 0 1777 4006N 08702E 24.8 155.8 GGGG
1128o04255 0000/0000 20008/:L213 11/28/72 0 1777 3841N 08632E 26*0 155*2 GGGG
1128-04262 00000/0000 20008/1214 11/28/72 0 1777 3715N 08604E 27.1 154.5 GGGG
112 8 *U4264 00000/0000 20008/1215 11/2A/72 0 1777 3549N 08536E 28e3 153.9 GGGG
1128-04271 00000/0000 20008/1216 11/28/72 0 1777 34 23 N 08509E 29*5 153.2 GGGG
1128w04273 0000/00ooo 20008/1217 11/28/72 0 1777 3256N 08444E 30.6 152.5 GGGG
1128-04280 00000/0000 20008/1218 11/8/72 0 1777 3130N 08418E 31*7 151*8 GGGG
1128-04282 00000/0000 20008/1219 11/28/72 0 1777 3005N 08354E 32*9 151.0 GGGG
1128-04285 00000/000 20008/1220 11/28/72 0 1777 2840N 08329E 340 150*3 GGGG
1128-30291 00000/0000 20008/1221 11/28/7? 0 1777 2715N 08305E 35*1 149.5 GGGG
1128-04294 00000/0000 20008/1222 11/2/72 60 1777 2550N 08242E 36*2 148.6 GGGG
1128-04300 00000/C000 20008/1223 11/28/72 90 1777 2424N 08218E 37*3 147*8 GGGG
1128-04303 00000/0000 20008/1224 11/28/72 40 1777 2258N 08155E 38*4 146*9 GGGG
1128-04305 00000/0000 20008/1225 11/28/72 10 1777 2131N 08133E 39*4 146.0 GGG
1128-04312 00000/0000 20008/1226 11/PR/72 10 1777 2005N 08111E 40.5 145.1 GGG
1128-04314 00000/0000 20008/1227 11/28/72 40 1777 1R3RN 08049E 4105 144.1 GGG
1128-04321 00000/0000 20008/1228 11/28/72 40 1777 1 7 1 2 N 08027E 4295 143.1 GGGG
1128004323 00000/0000 20008/1229 11/28/72 40 1777 145N 08005E 43.5 142*0 GGGG
1128004330 00000/0000 20008/1230 11/28/72 50 1777 1419N 07944E 44m5 140.9 GGGG
1128-04332 00000/0000 20C08/1231 11/28/72 50 1777 1252N 07924E 45*5 139*7 GGGG
1128*04335 00000/000o 20008/1232 11/28/72 70 1777 1126N 07903E 46*4 138.5 GGGG
1128-04341 00000/0000 20008/1233 11/28/72 60 1777 1000N 07843E 47.3 137.3 GGGG
1128-04550 00000/0000 20008/1234 11/28/72 80 1777 6118S 05441E 38.1 61.9 GGGG
1128-04553 00000/0000 20008/1235 11/28/72 90 1777 6240S 05331E 37*0 62*0 GGGG
1128-04555 00000/U000 20008/1236 11/28/72 90 1777 6400S 0 5216E 359 62*3 GGGG
1128o04562 00000/0000 20008/1237 11/28/72 90 1.777 6525S 05 118E 34.8 62.8 GGGG
1128-04564 00000/0000 20008/1238 11/28/72 100 1777 6645S 04948E 33*7 63.4 GGGG
1128-04571 00000/0000 20008/1239 11/28/72 100 1777 6804S 04809E 32.6 64.3 GGGG
1128-04573 00000/0000 20008/1240 11/28/72 100 1777 6922S 0 4619E 3195 65.3 GGGG
1128-04580 00000/0000 20008/1241 11/2A/72 100 1777 7034S 04349E 30*4 6606 GGGG
1128-04582 00000/0000 20008/1242 11/28/72 100 1.777 7149S 0 4131E 29.2 68.2 GGGG
1128-04585 00000/0000 20008/1243 11/28/72 I00 1777 7301S 0 3855E 28*1 70*1 G GG
1128-04591 00000/0000 20008/1244 11/28/72 100 1777 74 11S 03 555E 2609 72*4 G GG
1128-04594 00000/0000 20008/1245 11/28/72 100 1777 752PS 03222E 25.8 75.3 G GG
1128-05000 00000/0000 20008/1246 11/28/72 100 1777 7628S 02817E 4,6 78.7 G GG
1128*05003 00000/0000 20008/1247 11/28/72 100 1777 7729S 02338E 23*4 82.7 G GG
1128005005 00000/0000 20008/1248 11/28/72 100 1777 782 4 S 01810E 22.3 87.6 G GG
1128-05012 00000/0000 20008/1249 11/28/72 100 1777 7913S 01150E 21.1 93*4 G GG
KEYS: CLOUD CBvER % * . **''.,.* 0o TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER* ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY $.,,.,6,.. ,, BLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. GaGBOD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR.
16244 MAR 11sj74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR .NBNUS PAGE 0317
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM ReLL NO,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN RBLL ACOUTPED CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1128-06073 00000/0000 20008/1250 11/28/72 10 1778 4422N 06249E 21.2 157.8 GGGG
1128-06080 00000/0000 20008/1251 11/28/72 20 1778 4257N 06216E 2294 157.1 GGGG
1128-06082 00000/0000 20008/1252 11/28/72 20 1778 4131N 06144E 23*6 156.5 GGGG
1128-06085 00000/0000 20008/1253 11/28/72 30 1778 4006N 06114E 24.8 155.8 GGGG
1128*06091 00000/0000 20008/1254 11/28/72 30 1778 3F41N 06044E 26.0 155.2 GOGG
1128-06094 0.0000/0000 20008/1255 11/28/72 30 1778 3715N 06016E 27*1 154.5 GGGG
1128-06100 00000/0000 20008/1256 11/28/72 20 1778 354N 05948E 28*3 153.9 GGG
1128-06103 00000/0000 20008/1257 11/28/72 0 1778 3424N o5922E 29*4 153.2 GGGG
1128*06105 00000/0000 20008/1258 11/2A/72 0 1778 3258N 05856E 30.6 152.5 GGGG
1128-06112 00000/0000 20008/1259 11/28/72 O 1778 3t33N 05830E 31.7 151.8 GGGG
1128*06114 00000/0000 20008/1260 11/28/72 0 1778 3007N 05805E 32.9 151.0 GGGG
1128.06121 00000/0000 20008/1261 11/28/72 0 1778 2841N 0 5740E 34*0 150.3 GGGG
1128-06123 00000/0000 20008/1262 11/28/7P 40 1778 2715N 05716E 3501 149.5 GGPG
1128a06130 00000/0000 20008/1263 11/28/72 20 1778 2549N 05653E 36*2 148.7 GGGG
1128-06132 00000/0000 20008/1264 11/2/72 0 1778 2423N 05630E 37.3 147.8 GGGG
1128-06135 00000/0000 20008/1265 11/28/72 0 1778 2?56N 05608E 38.4 146o9 GGGG
1128-06144 00000/0000 20008/1266 11/28/72 0 1778 200 4 N 05523E 40.5 145.1 GGG
1128"06150 00000/O000 20008/1267 11/28/72 0 1778 1837N 05501E 41*5 1441 GGGG
1128-06153 00000/0000 20008/1268. 11/28/72 10 1778 1710N 05439E 4205 14301 GGGG
1128-06155 00000/0000 20008/1269 11/28/72 10 1778 1l44N 05418E 43*5 142.0 GGGG
1128-06162 00000/0000 20008/1270 11/28/72 20 1778 1418N 05357E 44.5 140*9 GGGG
1128o06164 00000/0000 20008/1271 11/2A/72 30 1778 IP5?N 0 5336E 45.4 139.8 GGGG
1128-06171 00000/0000 20008/1272 11/28/72 40 1778 1125N 05315E 46*4 138.5 GGGG
1128-06173 00000/0000 20008/1273 11/28/72 40 1778 095 8 N 05255E 47.3 137.3 GGGG
1128-06255 00000/0000 20008/1274 11/2A/72 10 1778 1851S 04602E 57.7 100*3 GGG
1128-06262 00000/0000 20008/1275 11/2/72 10 1778 2017S 04540E 57s7 98.1 GGGG
1128m06264 00000/0000 20008/1276 11/28/72 10 17.78 2144S 04bl8E 57*7 95.9 GGGG
1128"07525 00000/0000 20008/1277 11/P2/72 60 1779 3714N 03429E 27*1 154.5 GGGG
1128.07532 00000/0000 20008/1278 11/28/72 70 1779 3549N 03401E 28*3 153.9 GGGG
1128-07534 00000/0000 20015/0434 11/2R/72 50 1779 3424N 03334E 29.4 153.2 PGGP
1128-07541 00000/0000 20015/0435 1/28P/72 50 1779 3?58N 03308E 30C6 152.5 PGGP
1128.07543 00000/0000 20015/0436 11/28/72 50 1779 3132N 03243E 31*7 151.8 PGPP
1128.08075 00000/0000 20015/0437 11/28/72 10 1779 1430S 0 2121E 57.4 107*0 PGGP
1128-08082 00000/0000 20008/1279 11/28/72 0 1779 1556S 02100E 57.6 104*8 GGGG
1128-08084 00000/0000 20008/1280 11/28/72 0 1779 1722S 02038E 57.7 102.5 GGGG
1128o08091 00000/0000 20008/1281 11/28/7P 0 1779 1848S 02017E 57.7 100*3 GG G
1128008093 00000/0000 20008/1282 11/28/72 0 1779 2015S 01955E 57*7 98*1 GGGG
1128.08100 0000/0000 20008/1283 11/R2/72 0 1779 2142S 01933E 57.6 95.9 GGGG
1128-08102 00000/0000 20008/1284 11/28/72 0 1779 23085 01910E 57.5 93*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER o .. ,..,..,,,,., 0 TB 100 %  CLBUD CeVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,...,i.,,, BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. GuGBOD, FaFAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0318
FROM 07/23/72 To 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM ReLL NB./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI5N IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1128-08105 00000/0000 20008/1285 11/28/72 0 1779 2435S 01847E 57*3 91.6 GGGG
1128-08111 00000/0000 20008/1286 11/28/72 0 1779 2600S 01823E 57*1 89.4 GGGG
1128*08114 00000/0000 20008/1287 11/28/72 0 1779 2727S 0 1759E 56*8 87.4 GGGG
1128-08120 00000/0000 20008/1288 11/28/72 0 1779 28555 01735E 56*4 85.4 G3GG
1128*08123 00000/0000 20008/1289 11/28/72 0 1779 3021S 01711E 56*0 83.4 GGGG
1128-08125 00000/0000 20008/1290 11/28/72 10 1779 3145S 01646E 55,6 81.5 G GG
1128009340 00000/0000 20008/1291 11/28/72 30 1780 44 2,N 01115E 21.1 157.8 G G
1128-09343 00000/0000 20008/1292 11/28/72 30 1780 4304N 01042E 22*3 157*2 GGGG
1128-10163 00000/0000 20008/1293 11/28/72 100 1780 7411S 15329W 5.6 177.0 G G
1128-10165 0000/o000 20008/1294 11/28/72 100 1780 7300S 15628W 4*4 179.7 GGGG
1128-10170 00000/0000 20010/0307 11/28/72 90 1780 7P54S 156 4 1W 4*3 17909 GGGG
1128-10172 00000/0000 20010/0308 11/28/7? 90 1780 71.41S 15918W 3*1 182*2 GGGO
1128-10175 00000/0000 20010/C309 11/28/72 70 1780 70255 16136W 1.9 184*2 GGGG
1128-10181 00000/0000 20010/C310 11/28/72 50 1780 6908S 16339W .7 186*0 GGG
1128-13192 00000/0000 20010/C311 11/28/72 i1 1782 2008S 05730W 57.7 98.4 PGGG
1128-13194 00000/0000 20010/C312 11/28/72 10 1782 21345 05751W 57*6 96*2 GGGG
1128-14421 00000/0000 20010/C0313 11/28/72 30 1783 5c08N 06348W 16.3 160*4 PGGG
112814423 00000/0000 20010/0314 11/28/72 40 1783 4844N 06426W 17*5 159.7 PGGG
1128-14532 00000/0000 20008/1295 11/28/72 10 1783 1135N 07546w 46.2 138.7 PG
1128-14535 00000/0000 20008/1296 11/28/72 30 1783 1908N 07606W 47.1 137.5 PGGG
1128-15155 00000/0000 20008/1297 11/28/72 90 1783 6514S 10350W 35*0 62.8 GGGG
1128015162 00000/0000 20008/1298 11/28/72 90 1783 6634S 10519W 33.9 63*4 GGGG
1128-15164 00000/0000 20008/1299 11/28/72 100 1783 67535 10659W 32*8 64.2 GGGG
1128-15171 00000/0000 20008/1300 11/28/7? 100 1783 6912S 10850W 31.7 65.3 GGGG
1128-15173 00000/0000 20008/1301 11/28/72 100 1783 70285 11050W • 30.5 66.5 GGGG
1128-15180 00000/0000 20008/1302 11/28/72 100 1783 7142S 11306W 29.4 68.1 GGGG
1128-15182 00000/0000 20008/1303 11/28/72 90 1783 7255S 115 4 1W 28*2 70.0 GGGG
1128 15185 00000/0000 20008/1304 11/2?/72 100 1783 74055 118 38w 27.1 72.3 GGGG
1128"15191 00000/0000 20008/1305 11/28/72 100 1783 7515S 12207W 25.9 75.1 GGGG
1128-15194 00000/0000 20008/1306 11/28/72 100 1783 7623S 12608W 24*8 78.4 GGGG
1128-16252 00000/0000 20010/0315 11/28/7P 10 1784 50 09N 08939W 16.3 160.4 GGGG
1128-16325 00000/0000 20008/1307 11/2/72 80 1784 243(0N 09822W 37*1 147.9 GGGG
1128-16332 00000/0000 20008/1308 11/P2/72 40 1784 2303N 0 9845W 38.2 147*0 GGGG
1128-16334 00000/0000 20008/1309 11/P8/72 60 1784 213 7N 09906W 39.2 146.1 GGGG
1128-16341 00000/0000 20008/1310 11/28/72 40 1784 2012N 09928w 40*3 145*2 GGGG
1128-16343 00000/0000 20008/1311 11/2R/72 30 1784 1845N 09950W 41*3 144.2 GGGG
1128-16350 00000/0000 20008/1312 11/28/72 10 1784 1717N 10012W 42.3 143.2 GGGG
1128-20254 00000/0000 20008/1313 11/28/7?2 1786 6518S 178 40E 35.0 62*9 GGGG
1128-20261 00000/0000 20008/1314 11/28/72 C 1786 6637S 17710E 339 63.5 GrGG
KEYS: CLbUD CBVER % *.*,,*.oo*.** 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE OUALITY .. o.......,.... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=Go8D. FxFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBSR,
16:44 "'A 1#'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0319
FRB 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI'N '1ICRcFFI' RLL  9,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 P8SITIjN IN wLL ACcUTRED CeVER NUMBFR 9F IMAGF ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
Ly MS .AT LSNG 123 45678
1128-20263 00oo(C/COc 20n8/1315  11/28/72 0 1786 6756S 17b31E 32*8 64.3 GGGG
1128-2027C C0000/CO0 20008/1316 11/28/72 0 1786 6914S 17340E 31*6 65*3 GGGG
1128-20o72 L0300/C00) 20008/1317 11./28/72 0 1786 7030S 17139E 30.5 66.6 GGGG
112 8 -2o275 0OoC oO/000 20008/1318 11/28/72 0 1786 7144S 16922E 2944 68.2 GGGG
1128-20281 C0OOO/Co0o 20008/1319 11/PR/72 0 17R6 7P57S 16647E 28.2 70*1 GGGG
1128-20284 000C0/000 20008/1320 11/28/72 0 1786 7409S 16349E 27.1 72*4 GGGG
1128-20290 ouooo/C00 200U8/1321 11/?8/72 O 1786 7t2 S 16020E 25*9 75.2 GGGG
1128-20293 000C30/000 20008/1322 1l./2/72 1786 76275 15618E 24*8 78.6 GGGG
1128-20295 00000/0002 20008/1323 11/28/72 0 1786 7728S 15142E 23.6 82*6 GGGG
1128-20302 00000/0000 20008/1324 11/?8/72 0 1786 782?S 14621E 22o4 87*4 GGGG
1128-20304 00000/0000 20008/1325 11/28/7P . 1786 79115 14005E 21*2 93.1 GGGG
1128-20311 00000/0000 20008/1326 11/2R/72 n 1786 7q5?S 13258E 20.1 99.8 GGGG
1128-2383 03c00o/000 20015/0438 11/?R/72 50 1788 IQ4RS 14752E 57*7 100.6 PGPP
1129-o0102 C00000/00 2008/1327 11/9/72 60 1799 4R40N 14036E 17s4 159.7 GGGG
1129-01024 00000/0000 200U6/1328 11/29/72 80 1789 4716N 14000E 18.6 159*1 GGGG
1129-31030 00000/0000 20008/1329 11/29/72 40 1789 4551N 13925E 19.8 158.4 GGGG
1129-01033 00000/0000 2uOU8/1330 11/29/72 50 1789 4426N 13851E 2190 157*8 GGGG
11 2 9-"103 5 00000/0000 20008/1331 11/p9/72 9 0 1789 4301N 13818E 22.2 157.1 GGGG
1129-01042 O00CO/GCO 20008/1332 11/29/72 100 1789 4 136N 137 4 6 E 23.4 156.5 GGGG
1129-01044 00000/O000 20008/1333 11/29/72 100 1789 4010N 13715E 24.6 155.9 GGGG
1129-01051 G00000/0000 20006/1334 11/29/72 100 1789 3845 13646E 25*8 155.2 GGGG
112 9 -J105? C00000/00O 20008/1335 11/29/72 90 1789 3720N 13617E 26*9 154.6 GGG
1129-01060 00000/Co00 LOuo8/1 3 3 6 11/29/72 70 1789 3555N 13549E 28.1 153.9 GGGG
1129-01062 00000/0003 20008/1337 11/29/7P 40 1789 3429N 13522E 29.2 153.2 GGGG
112 9 -106o5 00000/0000 20008/1338 11/29/72 40 1789 3303N 13456E 3094 152.5 GGGG
1129-01071 00000/rCO0 20008/1339 11/29/72 50 1789 3137N 13 431E 31#5 151*8 GGGG
1129-01074 o000o0/OC0 20008/1340 11/29/72 60 1789 3011N 13406E 32.7 151.1 GGGG
1129-1080 00000/0000CC C 20008/1341 11/29/7? 40 1789 2846N 13341E 93*8 150.3 GGGG
1129-01083 00000/00 20008/1342 11/29/72 40 1789 2720N 13317E 34.9 149*5 GGGG
1129-01183 00000/0000 200U0/1343 11/?9/72 50 1789 0717S 12452E 55'6 117.8 GFGG
1129-01194 00000/0000 20008/1344 11/29/72 30 1789 1135S 12351E 56*8 111.6 GGPG
1129-01201 000O0/000c 20008/1345 11/29/72 20 1789 1302S 12330E 57*1 109.5 PGPG
1129-01233 00000/0000 20008/1346 11/29/72 40 1789 .1429S 12309E 5793 107.3 POGG
1129-01210 00000/0000 20008/1347 11/29/7? 30 1789 1554S 12248E 57*5 105*1 GGG
1129-01212 O000/0/c00 20008/1348 11/P9/72 20 1789 1721S 12?27E 57*6 102*9 PGPG
1129-01215 00000/0000 20008/1349 11/29/72 10 1789 1948S 12206E 57.7 100*7 PGPG
1129-01221 00000/0000 20015/0439 11/29/72 0 1789 2015S 12144E 57.7 98.4 PGGP
1129-1224 00000/0000 20015/0440 11/29/72 0 1789 2140S 12122E 57.6 96*2 PGGP
1129-01353 00000/0000 20015/0441 11/29/72 0 1789 65175 10112E 35*0 62.9 PGPP
KEYS: CLeUD C6VER % *o°*****.. ..... 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ,......,,..... BLANKS=BAND NBT PRESENT/RECUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GORD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. PIPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0320
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MTCR9FILM R9LL N9./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITI5N IN RLL ACqUTRED COVER NUMBER %F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
R-V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1129-01360 O0000/0000 20015/0442 11/29/72 0 1789 6637S 09942E 33-9 63.5 PGGP
1129-01362 00000/0000 20015/0443 11/29/72 100 1789 6756S 09803E 32.8 64.4 PPGP
1129,01365 00000/0000 20015/0444 11/29/7? 100 1789 69q3S 09612E 31c7 65.4 PPGP
1129-01371 000CO/CC00 20015/0445 11/29/72 100 1789 7030S 09411E 3005 66.7 PPGP
1129-01374 OC0OO/0o00 20015/0446 11/29/72 100 1789 7144S 09154E 29.4 68.2 PPGP
1129-01380 00000/0000 20015/0447 11/29/72 100 1789 7257S 08919E 28.3 70.1 PPGP
1129-01383 C00000/000 20015/0448 11/29/72 100 1789 7408S 08621E 27.1 72.4 PPPP
1129-01385 0000CO/0000 20015/0449 11/29/72 100 1789 719S 08252E 26.0 75.2 PPPP
1129-01392 O0000/0o00 20015/0450 11/29/72 100 1789 7625S 07850E 24.8 78.6 PGPP
1129-01394 O0000/OO 20015/0451 11/29/72 100 1789 7727S 07414E 23°6 82.7 PGPP
1129-01401 00000/0000 20015/0452 11/29/72 100 1789 7823S 06845E 22o4 87*5 PGPP
1129-01403 C00000/0000 20015/0453 11/29/72 100 1789 7913S 06222E 21*3 93.2 PPPP
1129-01410 00000/0000 20015/0454 11/29/72 100 1789 7953S 05514E 2001 99.9 PGPP
1129-02532 00000/0000 20008/1350 11/?9/72 90 1790 2136N 10557E 39.2 146*1 GGGG
1129-02535 o0000/0000 200U8/1351 11/29/72 90 1790 2 010N 10535E 40*2 145.2 GGGG
1129-02541 OC0000O/C 20008/1352 11/29/72 70 1790 1844N 10513E 4103 144.2 GGPG
1129-02544 00000/0000 20008/1353 11/29/72 30 1790 1717N 10452E 42.3 143.2 GGGG
1129-02550 00000/0000 20008/1354 11/29/72 10 1790 1550N 104 30E 43.3 142.1 GGGG
1129-02553 00000/0000 200U8/13 5 5  11/29/72 40 1790 1425N 10409E 44.3 141.0 GGGG
1129-02555 00000/0000 20008/1356 11/29/72 80 1790 1583N 10348E 45.2 139*9 GGGG
1129-02562 00o00/0(0u 20008/1357 11/29/72 60 1790 112 9 N 10327E 46.2 13897 GrGG
1129-02564 00000/0000 20008/1358 11/29/72 60 1790 1001N 10306E 4701 137.4 GGGG
1129-4305 00000/0000 20008/1359 11/29/72 0 1791 4134N 08606E 23a4 156.5 PGGG
1129-04311 00000/0000 20008/1360 11/29/72 0 1791 4009N 0 8534E 24*6 155*8 PGGG
1129-04314 00000/O00o 20008/1361 11/29/72 0 1791 3P44N 08505E 25.8 155.2 PGPP
1129-04373 00000/0000 20008/1362 11/29/7P 20 1791 183 9N 07923E 41.3 144.2 GGGG
1129-04375 00000/0000 20008/1363 11/29/72 40 1791 1713N 07902E 42.3 143*2 GGGG
1i29-04382 C0000/000 20008/1364 11/29/7? 60 1791 1946N 07840E 4303 142.1 GGGG
1129-)4384 0000/00003 20008/1365 11/29/72 10 1791 141N 07820E 44.3 141*0 GGGG
1129o04391 00000/0000 200U8/1366 11/29/72 60 1791 1252N 07759E 4503 139.8 GGGG
1129-04393 00000/0000 20008/1367 11/29/72 70 1791 1126N 07739E 46*2 138*6 GGGG
1129-04400 0000/0000 20008/1368 11/29/72 60 1791 1000N 07717E 47.1 137.4 GGGG
1129-06184 00000/0000 20008/1369 11/29/72 20 1792 2550N 0 5b28E 36*0 148*7 GGPG
1129-06190 00000/0000 20008/1370 11/29/72 0 1792 2425~ 05505E 37.1 147.9 GGGG
1129o06193 00000/0000 2000/1371 11/29/72 0 1792. 2258N 05442E 38.1 147.0 GGGG
1129-06195 00000/0000 20008/1372 11/29/72 0 1792 2132N 05420E 19*2 146.1 GGGG
1129-06211 00000/0000 20008/1373 11/29/72 10 1792 1714N 05314E 4203 14302 PPPP
1129-06213 00000/0000 20008/1374 11/29/72 20 1792 1 54RN 05253E 43.3 142.1 GGGG
1129-o622C 00000/000 20008/1375 11/29/72 30 1792 1421N 05232E 44.3 141.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % *..*****,.., 0 T9 100 U % CLOUD CAVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY .,,,,.,,.,,, BLANKSzBAND NT PRSPFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GOBD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PaPODR,
16:44 MAR 11,*74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON.US PAGE 0321
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NS./ DATE CLOUD 8RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN R8LL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER FF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
11290o6222 00000/0000 20008/1376 11/29/72 40 1792 1254N 05211E 45.2 139*9 GGGG
1129-06225 00000/0000 20008/1377 11/29/72 20 1792 1127N 05151E 4602 138.7 GGGG
1129-06231 00000/0000 20008/1378 11/29/72 30 1792 1001N 05130E 47*1 137*4 GGGG
1129-06234 00000/000 20008/1379 11/P9/72 30 1792 OR35N 05110E 48.0 136*1 GGGG
1129-06240 00000/0000 20008/1380 11/29/72 40 1792 0708N 05049E 48.9 134.7 GGGG
1129-06243 00000/0000 20008/1381 11/2q/72 40 1792 0542N 05029E 49.7 133.3 GGGG
1129-06245 00000/0000 20008/1382 11/29/72 30 1792 0415N 05009E 50.5 131.9 GGGG
1129-06252 00000/0000 20008/1383 11/29/72 10 1792 OP50N 04948E 51.3 1303 GGGG
1129-06254 00000/0000 20008/1384 11/29/72 10 1792 0123N 04927E 52.0 128.7 GGGG
1129-06470 00000/0000 20008/1385 11/29/72 50 1792 7038S 01703E 3005 66.7 GGGG
1129-06472 00000/0000 20008/1386 11/29/72 20 1792 71485 01414E 29*4 68.3 GGGG
1129-06475 00000/0000 20008/1387 11/29/72 10 1792 7300S 01138E 28*3 70*2 GGGG
1129-06481 00000/0000 20008/1388 11/29/72 0 1792 7411S 00838E 27*1 72.6 GGGG
1129-06484 00000/0000 20008/1389 11/29/72 0 1792 7520S 00507E 26.0 75*4 GGGG
1129-06490 00000/0000 20008/1390 11/29/72 20 1792 7627S 00102E 24.8 78*7 GGGG
1129-06493 00000/0000 20008/1391 11/29/72 10 1792 77 28S 00337W 23.6 82.8 GGGG
1129-06495 00000/0000 20008/1392 11/29/72 0 1792 7823S 009 05W 22*4 87*7 GGG
1129-06502 0000/000 20008/1393 11/29/72 0 1792 7q91S 01531W 21*3 93*4 GGGG
1129-06504 00000/0000 20008/1394 11/29/72 0 1792 8002S 0 2157W 20*1 100*1 GGGG
1129-07584 00000/0000 20008/1395 11/29/72 70 1793 3717N 0 3305E 26*9 154.5 GGGG
1129-07590 00000/0000 20008/1396 11/29/72 60 1793 3551N 03238E 28*1 153.9 GGGG
1129-07593 00000/0000 20008/1397 11/29/7? 50 1793 3426N 03211E 29.2 153.2 GGGG
1129-07595 00000/0000 20008/1398 11/29/72 70 1793 3300N 03145E 304 152.5 GGGG
1129-08002 00000/0000 20008/1399 11/29/72 60 1793 3134N 03119E 31*5 151.8 GGGG
1129-08131 00000/0000 20008/1400 11/29/72 60 1793 13 02S 02016E 57.1 109.5 GGGG
1129-08134 00000/0000 20008/1401 11/29/72 40 1793 1429S 01955E 57*3 107*3 GGGG
1129-08181 00000/0000 20008/1402 11/29/72 100 1793 3017S 01545E 56.0 83*8 GGGG
1129-08184 00000/0000 20008/1403 11/29/72 80 1793 3143S 01520E 55*6 81*9 PPPP
1129-13182 00000/0000 20008/1404 11/29/7P 90 1796 0254N 05325W 51.2 130.5 GGGG
1129-13185 00000/0000 20008/1405 11/29/72 90 1796 0128N 05346W 5109 128.9 GGGG
1129-13191 00000/0000 20008/1406 11/29/72 90 1796 OO1N 05407w 52.6 127.2, GGGG
1129-13194 00000/0000 20008/1407 11/29/72 90 1796 0125S 05426W 53*3 125.5 GGGG
1129-13200 00000/0000 20008/1408 11/29/7p 90 1796 0251S 0 5446W 53*9 123.7 GGGG
1129-13203 00000/0000 20008/1409 11/29/72 90 1796 0418S 05507W 54.5 121.9 GGGG
1129-13205 00000/0000 20008/1410 11/29/72 80 1796 0544S 05527w 55*0 120.0 GGGG
1129-13212 00000/0000 20008/1411 11/29/72 90 1796 0710S 05547w 55.5 118.0 GGGG
1129-14511 00000/0000 20008/1412 11/29/72 90 1797 3850N 06942W 25*6 155*2 GGGG
1129-16304 00000/0000 20008/1413 11/29/72 10 1798 5135N 09023W 14*8 161.0 GGGG
1129-16311 00000/0000 20008/1414 11/29/72 20 1798 5010N 0910 3  16.1 160.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *.............. 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.POBR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0322
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRPFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
0D POSITISN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1129-17045 00000/0000 20008/1415 11/29/72 90 1798 6514S 13103w 35*1 63*0 GGGG
1129-17052 o00o0/000 20008/1416 11/29/72 90 1798 6633S 13233W 3400 63*6 GGGG
1129-17054 00000/0000 20008/1417 11/29/72 100 1798 6752S 13413W 32*9 64*4 GGGG
1129-17061 00000/0000 20008/118 11/29/72 100 1798 6011S 13603W 31.8 654 GGGG
1129-17063 00000/0000 20008/1419 11/29/72 100 1798 7028S 13804W 30*7 66.7 GGGG
1129-17070 00000/0000 20008/1420 11/29/72 80 1798 7143S 14018W 29*6 68.2 GGGG
1129-17072 oooo0/000 20008/1421 11/29/72 90 1798 7254S 14251W 28o4 70.1 GGGG
1129-17075 00000/0000 20008/1422 11/29/72 100 1798 7405S 14548W ?7*3 72.4 GGGG
1129-17081 00000/0000 20008/1423 11/29/72 90 1798 7514S 14915W 2641 75*2 GGGG
1129-17084 00000/0000 20008/1424 11/29/72 80 1798 7621S 15315W 24*9 78.5 GGGG1129-17090 00000/0000 20008/1425 11/29/72 50 1798 7723S 15750W 23.8 82.5 GGGG
1129*17093 O0000/oOO 20008/1426 11/29/72 70 1798 7819S 16312W 22*6 87.3 GGGG
1129-18192 00000/0000 20008/1427 11/29/72 20 1799 3308N 12310W 30.2 152*6 GGGG1129-18195 00000/0000 20008/1428 11/P9/7P 50 1799 3142N 12336W 31.3 151.8 GGGG
1129-22151 00000/0000 20008/1429 11/29/72 100 1801 6639S 14951E 3490 6397 PPPP
1129-22153 00000/0000 20008/1430 11/29/72 100 1801 6758S 14812E 3269 64.5 GGGG
1129-22165 00000/0000 20008/1431 11/29/72 100 1801 747S 14205E 29*5 68*4 GGGG
1129-22171 00000/0000 20008/1432 11/29/72 100 1801 7300S 13929E 28.3 70*3 GGGG
1129-22174 00000/0000 20008/1433 11/29/72 100 1801 7411S 13 631E 27*2 72*6 GGGG
1129-22180 00000/0000 20008/1434 11/29/72 90 1801 7521S 13301E 26.0 75.4 GGGG1129-22183 00000/0000 20008/1435 11/2q/72 80 1801 7628S 12856E 24*9 78-8 GGGG
1129-22185 00000/0000 20008/1436 11/29/72 80 1801 7730S 12418E 23.7 82.9 GGGG
1129-22192 00000/0000 20008/1437 11/29/72 70 1801 7825S 11853E 22.5 87.7 GGGG
1129-22194 00000/0000 2008/1438 11/29/72 100 1801 7q13S 11233E 21.4 93.5 GGGG
1129o22201 00000/0000 20008/1439 11/29/72 100 1801 7953S 10524E 20.2 100.2 GGGG
1129-22203 00000/0000 20008/1440 11/p9/72 100 1801 8023S 09725E 19.0 107.8 GGGG
1129-23480 00000/OO00 20008/1441 11/29/72 0 1802 31419 14258E 55.6 82.2 GGGG
1129-23482 00000/0000 20008/1442 11/29/72 0 1802 3307S 14233E 55.1 80*4 GGGG
1129-23485 00000/0000 20008/1443 11/29/72 0 1802 34319 14207E 54.6 78.6 GGGG
1129-23491 00000/0000 20008/1444 11/29/72 0 1802 3556S 14140E 54*0 77*0 GGGG
1129-23494 00000/0000 20008/1445 11/29/72 0 1802 3722S 14112E 53*4 75*4 GGGG
1129-23500 00000/0000 20008/1446 11/29/72 30 1802 3847S 1404 3E 52*7 73.9 GGGG1130-01075 00000/0000 20008/1447 11/30/72 80 1803 4842N 13912E 17*2 159*7 GGGG
1130-01082 00000/0000 20008/1448 11/30/72 80 1803 4717N 13834E 18*4 159.0 GGGG
1130-01084 00000/0000 20008/1449 11/30/7p 90 1803 4552N 13759E 19*6 158.4 GGGG
1130-01091 00000/C000 20008/1450 11/30/72 90 1803 442 6N 1372 5E 20.8 157.8 GGGG
1130-01093 00000/0000 20008/1451 11/30/72 90 1803 4301N 13652E 22.0 15791 GGGG
1130-01100 00000/0000 20008/1452 11/30/72 100 1803 4136N 13621E 23.2 156.5 GGGG
1130-01111 00000/0000 20008/1453 11/30/72 80 1803 3721N 13 452E 26.7 154.6 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUC CBVER % ****..*.******* 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CPVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o..e. ,,,*o,. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GB0D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBOBR
16:44 "ARq 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP N1N.US PAGE 0323
FRBM 07 /23/ 7 2 TR 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5 N !C PiFIY RtLL N.i./ DATE CLBUD R9IT PoIJCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITI N IN NRLL ACCiUT E C)VER NU4BER RF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
p-v ISS LA LBNG 123 45678
1130-1114 0C00C/0000 2008/1454 11/30/72 10t 1803 3956N 13424E 27*9 153.9 GGGG
1130-0110 O000C0/00C 2008/1455 11/30/7? 100 1803 3431N 13357E 29.0 153.2 GGGG
1130-01123 003 /0000 2000U/1456 11/30/7? 100 1803 3306N 13331E 30.2 152.5 GPGG
1130-01125 000o0/o0000 0008/1457 11/30/72 i0C 18)3 3141N 13305E 31*3 151.8 GGGG
1130-21250 00000/0000 20008/1458 11//7P 50 1803 1I01S 12246E 56.3 114.0 GGPG
11 3 0")125 2 000CO/0rCO 200U8/1459 11/30/72 50 18 03  1138S 12226E 56*7 111*9 GGPG
1130"01255 00000/0C0O ?00U8/1460 11/30/72 60 1803 104S 12205E 57.0 109*8 GAPG
11 3 0-01261 CcC o/0O0 200U8/1461 11/30/72 70 1803 1428S 12144E 5.7.2 107.6 GGPG
1130-012;4 0000/C0o0 20008/1462 11/30/72 50 1803 15535 12122E 57.4 10504 GGPG
1130-01270 000C0/0'0 00U8/1463 11/30/72 20 1803 1719S 12101E 57*5 103.2 GGPG1130-01273 cOCO/OCo;' 2008/1464 11/30/7? 10 1803 1465 12039E 57.6 101#0 GGPG
1130-01275 OC0o0/"OOC ?C8g/1465 11/30/72 10 18,3 2r12S 12017E 57.6 98.8 GGPG
1130-01282 000/00C 20008/1466 11/qn/72 10 1803 213QS 11955E 57*5 9606 GIGG
1130-01284 0oo030/000 2000/1467 11/30/7P 20 1803 2307s 11932E 57.4 94.4 GGGG1130-C1291 00000/0003 20008/1468 11/30/72 10 1803 2434S 11910E 57.3 92.3 GGGG1130.01293 00OO0/O000 20008/1469 11/30/7P 0 1803 2558s 1184 7E 57.0 90.1 GGG
1130-02591 0000/OCO 20008/1470 11/30/7? 100 1804 2138N 10431E 39.0 146.2 GGGG
1130-02593 COOCo/o000 200u8/1471 1!/30/72 90 1804 2012N 10409E 40*0 145.2 GGGG
113:0O3000 00000/C000 200v8/1472 11/30/72 4n 1804 1845N 10347E 41.1 144.3 GGGG
1130-03002 00000/0000 20008/1473 11/10/72 30 1804 171AN 10325E 42.1 14303 GGGG
1130-03005 00000/0000 20008/1474 11/30/72 60 1804 1551N 10304E 43.1 142.2 GAGG
113030 3Cll 00000/0000 20008/1475 11/3o/72 80 1804 1425N 10242E 44*1 141*1 GGGG
1130" 3014 03000/0000 20008/1476 11/30/7 70 1804 1?58N 10221E 45,0 140*0 GGGG1130-03020 00000/0000 20008/1477 11/30/72 60 1804 1130N 10200E 46.0 138.8 GGGG
1130-03261 00CO0/CCOO 20008/1478 11/30/7? 40 1804 7035S 06721E 3C. 7  66.8 GGGG
1130-03264 C0CO/O003O 20008/1479 t11/30/72 10 1804 71455 06435E 29*6 68*4 GGGG
1130-03270 000/000" 200U/1480 11/10/72 0 1804 7?56S 06202E 28.4 70.3 GrGG
1130-03273 000C/C0o0 PO208/1481 11/30/72 0 1804 7407S 05904E 27-3 72*6 PGG1130-C3275 00030/000 20008/1482 11/30/72 0 1804 75175 05535E 26.1 75.3 GGGG11300o3282 00000/0000 20008/1483 11/3/7 20 1804 7623S 0 5132E 25*0 78.7 GGGP
1130-03284 00000/OCOC 20008/1484 11/30/72 10 1804 77259S 04656E 23.8 82*7 GGGG
1130-03291 00000/OCO0 20008/1485 11/30/7P 0 1804 7821S 04131E 22.6 87.5 GPGG
1130-C 3 2 93  00300/0C00 20008/1486 11/30/7? 0 1804 7q10S 03508E p1. 4  93*2 GPPG
1130-03300 000OOOC/C0 20008/1487 11/30/72 20 1804 7950S 02803E 2063 99*9 GPGG
1130-04363 O000C/0000 20008/1488 11/30/7P 0 1805 4134N 08441E 23.2 156.5 GGGG
1130-C437C OOO00CO/C00 20008/1489 11/30/7P 0 1805 4009N 08411E 24o4 1558 GGGG
1130-04372 OC00/0000Q 20008/1490 11/30/72 0 1805 3844N 08342E 25.6 155.2 GIGG
1130-04375 Ooo00/o00O 20008/1491 11/30/7? 10 1805 3718N 08314E .267 154.5 GGGG1130-C4381 00020/0000 2008/1492 11/10/7? 30 1805 3553N 08246E 27.9 153*9 GGGG
KEYS: CLUC COVER X ....... *,.... 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD CAVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.**..*.s,,.* BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RuRECYCLED. GaGGRD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOOR
16144 MAR I1sj74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR N8N.US PAGE 0322
FRFIM 07/23/72 Tl 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROBI M ReLL. NBo/ DATE CLOUD PRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PSITTIN IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV AZIM. RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LSNG 123 45678
1130-0 4 384 00000/0000 20008/1493 11/30/72 30 1805 3428N 08219E 29.0 153.2 GGGG
1130-043q0 00000/0000 20008/1494 11/30/72 40 1805 3302N 08153E 30*2 152*5 QGGG
1130Go4393 00000/0000 20008/1495 11/30/72 40 1805 3 137 N 08127E 31e3 151,8 QGGG
1130-04395 00000/0000 20008/1496 11/3n/7P 20 1805 3)11N 081022 32*5 151.1 GGG
1130-04402 o000oo/000 20008/1497 11/ 3 0/7 2 0 18 05 2R45N 08037E 33.6 150.3 GGGQ
1130-C4404 00000/0000 20008/1498 11/30/72 0 1805 2719N 08014E 34*7 149,5 GGGG
1130-04411 00000/0000 20008/1499 11/3n/72 0 1805 2553N 07950E 35.8 148.7 GOG
1130-04413 00000/0000 2000/1500 11/3o/72 10 1805 2427N 07927E 36o9 147*9 GOG
1130-04420 00000/0000 20008/1501 11/30/ 7 2 0 1805 2301N 07904E 38.0 147.0 PGGG
1130-04422 00000/0000 20008/11502 11/30/72 20 185o 2 133 N 07 84 2E 39*0 146.1 PGGO
1130-C4425 00000/0000 20008/1!503 11/3o/7P 10 1805 e205N 07821E 40,1 145,2 GGGG
1130-04431 00000/0000 20008/1 504 11/30/72 10 1805 1839N 07759E 41.1 1442 OOG0
1130&04434 o0000/0000 20008/1505 11/30/72 70 1805 1713N 07738E 42*1 143.2 GGGG
1130004440 00000/0000 20008/1506 11/30/72 40 1805 1548N 07717E 43.1 14.2@2 GGGG
1130-C4443 OCO00/0000 20008/1!507 11/30/72 10 1805 142 1N 07656E 44.1 141.1 GGGG
1130-04445 00000/000 20008/1!508 11/30/7 20 1805 1254N 07635E 45.1 139.9 GGGG
1130-04452 o00000/000 20008/1509 11/30/72 80 1805 1128N 07615E 46*0 138.7 GGGa
1130-04454 00000/0000 20008/11510 11/3n/72 70 185 1002 N 07 55 4E 46*9 137.5 GGGG
1130-06240 0000/0000 20008/1511 11/3n/ 7 P 50 1806 2718N 05425E 34*7 149*5 GGGG
1130-06242 0000/0000 20008/1512 11/30/72 20 1806 2552N 05402E 35.8 148.7 GGGG
1130-06245 00000/0000 20008/1513 11/30/72 0 1806 242AN 05339E 36o9 147.9 GGGG
1130-06251 00000/000 20008/1514 11/30/72 0 1806 2300N 05317E 3709 147.0 GGGG
1130-06254 00000/0000 20008/1515 11/3o/72 0 1806 2134N 05254E 39*0 146.1 GGGG
1130-06260 00000/0000 20008/1516 11/30/72 0 1806 2007N 05232E 40*1 145.2 GGGG
1130-06263 00000/0000 20008/1517 11/30/72 0 1806 1842N 05211E 41.1 144.2 GGG
1130-06265 00000/000 20008/1518 11/30/72 20 1806 1715N 05149E 42.1 143.2 GGGG
1130-06272 00000C/0000 20008/1519 11/30/72 50 1806 1550N 05128E 43.1 142.2 GGGG
1130*06274 00000/0000 20008/1520 11/90/72 30 1806 1423N 05107E 44.1 141.1 GGGG
1130-06281 00000/0000 20008/1521 11/30/72 40 1806 157N 05 047E 4500 139.9 GGGG
1130-06283 00000/0000 20008/1522 11/l0/72 50 1806 1130N 05026E 46.0 138.8 GGGG
1130-0629- O0000/OcOO 20008/1523 11/30/72 60 1806 1002N 05006E 46.9 137*5 GGGG
113008042 00000/0000 20008/1524 11/30/72 10 1807 3717N 03136E 26.7 154.5 GG G
1130-08044 00000/0000 20008/1;25 11/30/72 10 1807 3552N 03108E 2709 153.9 GGGG
1130-08051 00000/0000 20010/0316 11/30/72 10 1807 3427N 03042E 29o0 153.2 GGGG
1130-08053 00000/0000 20010/0317 11/30/79 20 1807. 3301N 03016E 30.2 152, 5  GGGG
1130-08060 00000/0000 20010/0318 11/30/7P 30 1807 3136N 02951E t1o3 151.8 GGGQ
1130008101 00000/0000 20010/0319 11/30/7 100 1817 1714N 02559E 42o1 143.2 GGGG
1130-08103 00000/0000 20010/0320 11/30/72 20 1817 1547N 02538E 43.1 142.2 GGGG
1130-08110 00000/0000 20010/0321 11/30/72 0 1817 1421N 02517E 4401 141.1 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *,,',,o.,,,,* 0o TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER, ,* . No CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ae.., o'.....r.,. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, R.RECYCLEDi G.GaBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.POOBe
16144 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NON-US PAGE 0325
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
,BBSERVATIBN MICRBFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLeUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1130o08112 00000/0000 20010/0322 11/30/72 0 1817 1?55N 02457E 45.0 139.9 PPGG
1130-08210 00000/0000 20008/1526 11/30/72 50 1807 2015S 017 01E 57.6 98.8 GGGG
1130"08212 00000/G000 20008/1527 11/3o/72 50 1807 2141S 01638E 57.5 96.6 GGGG
1130-08215 00000/0000 20008/1528 11/30/72 80 1807 2 307S 01615E 57*4 94o4 GGGG
1130-08221 00000/0000 20008/1529 11/30/7P 90 1807 2433S 01552E 57*3 92.3 GGGG
1130"08224 00000/C000 20008/1530 11/30/72 90 1807 2F59S 0 1529E 57*0 90.2 GGGG
1130-08230 00000/0000 20008/1531 11/30/72 80 1807 27259S 01506E 56.8 88*1 GGGG
1130-08233 00000/0000 20008/1532 11/30/7? 80 1807 2851S 01442E 56.4 86.1 GGGG1130w08235 00000/0000 20008/1533 11/30/7 80 18 07 3016S 01417E 56*0 84.1 GGGG
1130-08242 00000/0000 200U8/1534 11/30/72 80 1807 3141S 01352E 55.6 82.3 GGGP
1130*13241 00000/0000 20008/1535 11/30/72 60 1810. OP53N 05451W 51.0 130.6 GGGG
1130-13243 00000/0000 20008/1536 11/30/72 70 1810 0127N 05512W 51.8 129*0 GGGG
1130-13250 00000/0000 20008/1537 11/30/7 60 1810 0 00 0N 055 3 2W 52o5 127.3 GGGG1130-13252 00000/0000 20008/1538 11/30/72 30 1810 0126S 055 53W 53,1 125.6 GGGG
1130-13255 00000/0000 20008/1539 11/30/7 30 1810 02535 05614W 53*8 123*9 GGGG
1130-13261 00000/0000 20008/1540 11/30/7 30 1810 04219 05634W 54.4 122.0 GnGG
1130-13264 00000/0000 20008/1541 11/30/72 40 1810 0547S 05655W 54.9 120.2 GGGG
1130-13270 0000/0000 20008/1542 11/30/7P 30 1810- 713S 05716W 55.4 118.2 GGGG
1130-13273 00000/0000 20008/1543 11/30/7P 20 1810 08395 05736W 55*9 116*2 GGGG
1130-13275 00000/0000 20008/1544 11/3o/7 40 1810 1005S 057 56W 56*3 114.2 GGGG
1130-13282 00000/0000 20008/1545 11/30/72 40 1810 1132S 05817W 56*6 112*1 GGGG
1130-13441 00000/0000 20008/1546 11/30/72 30 1810 6516S 08055W 35*2 63.2 GGG
1130-13443 00000/0000 20008/1547 11/30/72 30 1810 6635S 08224W 34.1 63.8 GGG
1130-13450 00000/0000 20008/1548 11/30/72 40 1810 6755S 08404W 33.0 64.6 GGGG
1130-13452 00000/0000 20008/1549 11/30/7P 90 1810 6q13S 08554W 31.9 65.6 GGGG
1130"13455 00000/0000 20008/1550 11/3 /72 100 1810 7030 08756W 30.8 66*9 GGGG
1130-13461 00000/0000 20008/1551 11/30/72 100 1810 7144S 09012W 29o6 68.4 GGGG
1130-13464 00000/0000 20008/1552 11/30/7P 100 1810 7256S 092 46W 28.5 70*3 GGGG
1130-14540 00000/0000 20008/1553 11/30/72 10 1811 4R43N 067 19W 17.1 159,6 GG1130-16365 00000/0000 20008/1554 11/30/72 6o 1812 5009N 09232W 15,9 160.3 GGGP1130-16442 00000/000O 20008/1555 11/30/7P 30 1812 2429N 10114W 36.7 147*9 GGGG
1130-16445 00000/0000 20008/1556 11/30/72 30 1812 2303N 10 136W 37.8 147*1 GGGG
1130-16451 00000/0000 20008/1557 11/30/72 20 1812 2137N 10159W 38.9 146*2 GGGG
1130-16454 00000/0000 20008/1558 11/30/7 10 1812 2010N 10221W 39.9 1453 GGGG
1130-16460 00000/0000 20008/1559 11/30/7? 10 1812 1844N 10244W 41.0 144.3 GGGP
1130"-18251 00000/0000 20008/1560 11/30/72 20 1813 3305N 12438W 30o0 152.5 GGGG
1130-18253 00000/0000 20008/1561 11/30/72 70 1813 3139N 12503W 31*2 151.8 GGGG
1130-18571 00000/0000 20008/1562 11/30/72 90 1813 7C17S 17635W 26*2 75o4 GGGG
1130-18574 00000/0000 20008/1563 11/30/72 90 1813 7623S 17923E 25*1 7807 GGGG
KEYS: CLBU D cBVER % *."*****.*..** 0 T8 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..o.,, 4...... BLANKS8BAND NET PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G=GBD,. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 MAR 11ii 7 4 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0326
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICR9FILM R5LL N B./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1130-18580 00000/0000 200U08/1564 11/30/72 30 1813 7725S 17447E 23.9 82.7 GGGG
1130"18583 000o0/0000 20008/1565 11/30/72 30 1813 7R21S 16926E 22.7 87.5 GGGG
1131-00041 00000/C000 20010/0323 12/01/72 10 1816 6639S 12234E 341 63.9 GGG
1131-00043 00000/C00u 20010/0324 12/01/72 100 1816 6758S 12055E 33*0 64.7 PpPG
1131-00050 00000/0000 20010/0325 12/01/7P 100 18!6 6916S 11905E 31*9 65.7 PPPP
1131"00064 000O0/0000 20008/1566 12/0r/7p2 1816 7410S 10909E p273 72.8 PP
1131-00070 00000/0000 20008/1567 12/01/72 0 1816 7F20S 10540E 26*2 75,6 PP
1131-00073 00000/0c00 20008/1568 1P/01/7 0 1816 7627S 10137E 25.0 78*9 PP
1131-00075 00000/0000 20008/1569 12/(1/7P C 1816 7728S 09702E 23*9 83.0 P PP
1131-01152 00000/0000 20010/0326 12/01/72 90 1817 43 00N 13526E 21*9 157*1 GGGG
1131-01154 00000/0000 20010/0327 12/01/7p 100 1817 4135N 13454E P3*0 156*4 GGGG
1131-01161 00000/0000 20010/0328 12/01/72 100 1817 4009N 13424E 24.2 155.8 GGGG
1131-01163 00000/0000 20010/0329 12/01/72 90 1817 3844N 13355E 25.4 155.2 GGGG
1131-01170 00000/0000 20010/0330 12/01/72 80 1817 3719N 13327E 26.6 154.5 GGGG
1131-01172 00000/0000 20010/0331 12/01/7P 80 1817 3553N 13300E 27*7 153.9 GGGG
1131-01175 00000/0000 20010/0332 12/01/72 50 1817 3427N 13232E P289 153.2 GGGG
1131-01181 00000/0000 20010/0333 12/01/7p 50 1817 3302N 13206E 30.0 152*5 GGGG
1131-01184 00000/0000 20010/0334 12/01/72 40 1817 3 1 3 7 N 13139E 31.2 151.8 GGGG
1131-01190 00000/000o 20010/0335 12/01/72 60 1817 3011N 13114E 3*.3 151.1 GGGG
1131*01193 00000/C0000 20010/0336 12/01/7? 60 1817 2R45N 13049E 33*4 150*3 GGGG
1131-01345 00000/0000 20010/0337 12/i0/72 10 1817 2436S 11744E 57.2 92.5 GGGG
1131-01352 00000/0000 20010/0338 12/01/7? 10 1817 2602S 11721E 57*0 90*4 GGGG
1131-01354 00000/0000 200 10/0339  12/01/72 50 1817 2727S 11657E 56.7 88.3 GGGG
1131-03045 00000/0000 20010/030 12/01/72 20 1818 2134N 10305E 38*8 146.2 GGGG
1131-03052 00000/0000 20010/0341 12/01/72 30 1818 2008N 10244E 39.9 145.2 GGGG
1131-03054 00000/0000 20010/0342 12/01/7P 40 1818 1842N 10223E 40*9 144.3 GGGG
1131-03061 00000/0000 20010/0343 12/01/7? 60 1818 1716N 10201E 4109 143.3 GGGG
1131-03063 00000/0000 20010/0344 12/01/72 90 1818 r155N 10140E 42.9 142.2 GGGG
1131*04422 00000/0000 20008/1570 1P/o1/72 10 1819 4132N 08317E 23*1 156.4 GGGG
1131-04424 00000/0000 20008/1571 12/01/72 20 1819 4007N 08246E 24*2 155.8 GGGG
11.31-04431 00000/0000 20008/1572 12/n0/7P 0 1819 3942N 08217E 25*4 155*1 GGGG
1131-04433 00000/C0000 20008/1573 12/01/72 0 1819 3717N 08148E 26*6 154.5 GGGG
1131-04440 00000/0000 20008/1574 1P/01/72 0 1819 3552N 08120E 27*7 153.8 GGGG
1131-04442 00000/0000 20008/1575 12/01/72 0 1819 3426N 08053E 28.9 153.2 GGGG
1131-04445 00000/0000 20008/1576 12/01/7 0 1819 3301N 08026E 30*0 152.5 GSGG
1131-04451 00000/0000 20008/1577 12/01/7? 0 1819 3135N 08001E 31*2 151.8 GGGG
1131-04454 00000/0000 20008/1578 12/01/7 0 1819 3009N 07936E 32.3 151*0 GGGG
1131-04460 00000/0000 20008/1579 12/01/72 0 1819 2943N 07912E 334 150.3 GGGG
1131-04463 00000/0000 20008/1580 12/01/7? 0 1819 2 7 16 N 07849E 34.5 149.5 GGGG
KEYS: CL6UD CBvEP % ,*o.666*** 6.s 0 TB 100 . % CLBUD COVER. ** x NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .o............ BLANKS=BAND NET PRFSFNT/REDUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11U'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0327
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICFPFILM ROLL iB,/ DATE CLOUD ORRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITTIN IN 6OLL ACCUTRED CRVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
rv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678'
1131-04465 0000O/co00 20008/1581 1i)1/7p 0 1819 2549N 07826E 35.6 148.7 GGGG
1131-04472 00000/C000 20008/1582 I?/01/72 0 1819 2424N 07802E 36*7 147.9 GGGG
1131-04474 00000/000 20008/1583 12/01/7 0 1819 2 ?5 8N 07739E 37*8 147*0 GGGG
1131*04481 00000/0000 20008/1584 12/01/72 0 1819 2131N 07716E 38.9 146.1 GGGG
1131-04483 000C0/0000 20010/0345 12/01/72 0 1819 2004N 07654E 39.9 145.2 GGGG
1131-04490 00000/O00o 20010/0346 12/-1/7P 0 1819 1837N 07633E 41i0 144*2 GGGG
1131-04492 00000/0002 20010/0347 12/01/7? 0 1819 1711N 07612E 42*0 143.2 GGGG
1131-04495 o0000/C00 20010/0348 12/01/7P 10 1819 1F4 5N 07551E 43.0 142.2 GGGG
1131-04501 00000/OC00 20010/0349 1?/C1/7P 10 1819 141 N 07530E 44.0 141.1 GGGG
1131"04504 00000/0000 20010/0350 12/01/7P 0 1819 IP53N 07510E 44*9 140O0 GGGG
1131-04510 00000/O000 20010/0351 12/01/72 10 1819 1126N 07449E 45.9 138.8 GGGG
1131-04513 00000/0000 20010/0352 12/01/7? 10 1819 0959N 07429E 46,8 137.6 GGGG
1131-05160 00000/C00 20010/0353 12/01/72 100 1819 7302S 03431E 28*5 70*6 GGGG
1131o05163 oCoo0/000 20010/0354  12/01/7 100 1819 7413S 03133E 27.3 72.9 GGGG
1131m05165 00000/0000 20010/0355 12/01/72 100 1819 7522S 0 2803E 26*2 75.7 GGGG
1131-05172 00000/0000 20010/0356 12/01/7P 100 1819 7629S 02357E 25*0 79*1 PGGG
1131-05174 00000/0000 20010/0357 12/0t/72 100 1819 7730S 01916E 23.9 83.2 GGGG
1131-06292 00000/0000 20008/1585 12/01/72 80 1820 2R41N 05322E 33'4 150.3 GGGG
1131-06294 00000/0000 20008/1586 12/01/72 60 1820 2715N 05258E 34.5 149*5 GGGG
1131-06301 00000/0000 20010/0358 12/0t/72 20 1820 2949N 05235E 35.6 148*7 GGGG
1131-o6303 00000/000o 20010/0 3r9 12/01/7? 20 1820 2423N 05212E 367 147.9 GGGG
1131-06310 00000/0000 20010/0360 12/01/72 10 1820 2257N 05149E 37.8 147.0 GGGG
1131-06312 00000/0000 2U010/0 361 12/01/72 0 1820 2131N 05127E 38*9 146.1 GGG
1131-06315 00000/0000 20010/0362 12/01/7 0 1820 200N 05105E 39.9 145.2 GGGG
1131-"6321 00000/0000 20010/0363 12/01/7p 0 1820 1839N 05043E 40*9 144&2 GGGG
1131-06324 00000/0000 20010/0364 12/01/72 10 1820 1713N 05021E 42.0 143.2 GGGG
1131-06330 00000C/000 20010/0365 12/01/72 10 1820 1546N 05000E 43.0 142*2 GGGG
1131-06333 C00000/0000 20010/0366 12/01/7P 20 1820 1419N 04939E 43.9 1411 GGGG
1131-06335 00000/0000 20010/0367 12/01/72 10 1820 1253N 04919E 44*9 140*0 GGGG
1131-08100 00000/0000 20008/1587 12/Ct/72 0 1821 371(N 03 013E 26*6 154.5 GGGG
1131-08103 00000/0000 20008/1588 12/01/7P 30 1821 3950N 02945E 27.7 153.8 GGGG
1131-08105 00000/0000 20008/1589 1?/01/72 80 1821 3425N 02918E 28*9 153.2 GGGG
1131-08112 00000/0000 20008/1590 12/01/7 60 1821 3259N 02852E 30*0 152.5 GGGG
1131-C8121 00000/0000 20008/1591 12/01/7 30 1821 3008N 02802E 32*3 151.0 GGGG
1131-08123 00000/0000 20008/1592 12/01/7? 50 1821 242N 02737E 33*4 150*3 GGGG
1131-08130 00000/0000 20010/0368 12/01/72 50 1821 2715N 02713E 34.5 149.5 GGGG
1131-08132 00000/000Q 20010/0369 12/01/7 60 1821 2549N 02650E 35*6 148*7 GGGG
1131-08135 00000/0000 20010/0370 12/01/7P 60 1821 2423N 02626E 36*7 147.9 GAGG
1131-08141 00000/0000 20010/0371 12/01/72 0 1821 2257N 02603E 37.8 147.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **...*.**...... 0 TO 100 " % CLOUD CAVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,...,,,,,,.,, BLANKSoBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=GOMD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PNPO5R*
16:44 IAR 11a'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0328
FROM C7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRPFILM RtLL eiO./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PPRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1131-08144 00000/0000 20010/0372 12/01/72 0 1821 2131N 02541E 38*8 146*1 GGGG
1131-08150 00o00/0000 20010/0373 12/01/72 100 1821 2005N 02519E 39.9 145*2 G
1131-08153 00000/0000 20010/0374 12 /01/ 72 90 1821 1P39N 02457E 40*9 144.2 G GG
1131-08164 00000/0000 20010/0375 12/01/72 20 1821 1420N 02353E 43.9 141.1 GGGG
1131-08171 00000/0000 20010/0376 12 /01/ 7 2 0 1821 1?54N 02331E 44*9 140*0 GGGG
1131-08173 00000/0000 20010/0377 12/01/72 0 1821 11.28 02310E 45*8 138.8 GSGG
1131-08180 00000/0000 20010/0378 12/01/72 0 1821 1001N 02250E" 46*7 137.6 GGGG
1131-08182 00000/0000 20010/0379 12/1/72 0 1821 0834N 02229E 47.6 136.3 GGGG
1131-08185 00000/0000 20010/0380 12/01/72 c 1821 0707N 02209E 48.5 134.9 GGGG
1131-08191 00000/0000 20010/0381 12/01/72 0 1821 0540N 02149E 49*3 133.5 GGGG
1131-08194 00000/0000 20010/0382 12/01/72 40 1821 0412N 02130E 50*2 132.1 GGGG
1131-08200 00000/0000 2.0010/0383 12/01/7p 40 1821 0P46N 02110E 50*9 130.6 GGGG
1131-08203 00000/0000 20010/0384 12/01/72 50 1821 0120N 02049E 51.7 129.0 GGGG
1131-08250 00000/0000 20010/0385 12/01/7P 40 1821 1429S 01703E 57.1 107.8 GG G
1131-08253 00000/0000 20010/0386 12/01/72 20 1821 1556S o1642E 57*3 105.7 GGGG
1131-08255 00000/0000 20010/0387 12/01/72 30 1821 1725S 01622E 5704 10305 GGGG
1131-08262 00000/0000 20010/0388 12/01/72 70 1821 1852S 01601E 57.5 10193 GOGG
1131-08264 00000/0000 20010/C389 12/01/72 10 1821 2n01S 01539E 57.5 99*1 GGGG
1131-08271 00000/0000 20010/0390 12/01/72 0 1821 2142S 01516E 57.5 96.9 GGGG
1131-08273 00000/0000 20010/0391 12/01/72 20 1821 2308S 01453E 57*4 94.7 GGGG
1131-08280 00000/0000 20010/0392 1?/01/72 40 1821 2435S 01430E 57.2 92.5 GGGG
1131-13302 00000/0000 20010/0393 12/01/72 70 1824 0127N 0 5638W 51.6 129.1 pPG
1131-13304 00000/0000 20010/0394 12/01/72 70 1824 000N 05658W 52.3 127.5 PPG
1131-13311 00000/0000 20008/1593 12/01/72 60 1824 0125S 057 19W 53,0 125o8 GGGG
1131-13313 00000/0000 20008/1594 12/01/72 40 1824 0P52S 057 39W 53.6 124.1 GGGG
1131-13320 00000/0000 20008/1595 12/oi/72 60 1824 0418S 05800W 54.2 122*2 GGGG
1131-13322 00000/0000 20008/1596 12/01/72 70 1824 0544S 05 820W 54.8 120.4 OGG
1131-13325 00000/0000 20008/1597 12/01/72 80 1824 0711S 05840W 55.3 118.4 GGGG
1131-13331 00000/0000 20008/1598 12/n1/72 80 1824 OR39S 059 00W 55*7. 116.5 GGGG
1131-13334 00000/0000 20008/1599 12/01/72 90 1824 10o05 05920k 56.2 11484 GGGG
1131-13340 -00000/0000 20008/1600 12/,1/72 90 1824 1131S 05940w 56.5 112.3 GGGG
1131-14592 00000/0000 20008/1601 12/01/7P 100 1825 5008N 06805W 15.7 1603 0
1131-14595 00000/0000 20008/1602 12/01/7P 100 1825 4844N 06844W 16.9 159.6 PG
1131-15051 00000/0000 20008/1603 12/01/72 60 1825 3013N 07516W 32.1 151.1 GG
1131-15331 00000/0000 20008/1604 12/01/72 90 1825 6512S 10805W 35.4 63.3 GGGG
1131-15333 00000/0000 20008/1605 12/01/72 90 1825 6632S 10935W 34.3 63.9 GGGG
1131-15340 00000/0000 20008/1606 12/01/72 90 1825 6751S 11114W 33*2 64.7 GGGG
1131-15342 00000/0000 20008/1607 12/01/72 100 1825 6909S 11304W 32.1 65.7 GGGG
1131-15345 .00000/0000 20008/1608 12/01/72 100 1825 7026S 11505W 3009 67.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER r*.******,*,* 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD C8VER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .... ,.......... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GGa8D. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, PPOSR.
16:44 MAR 11s 74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0329
FROM 07/23/72 TP 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM RbLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PqINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIDN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT. LONG 123 45678
1131w15351 00000/0000 20008/1609 12/01/72 100 1825 7141S 117 20W 29.8 68.5 GGGG
1131o15354 00000/0000 20008/1610 12/01/72 100 1825 7253S 11954W a287 70s4 GGGG
1131m15360 00000/0000 20008/1611 12/01/72 90 1825 7404S 12249W 27*5 72.6 GGGG
1131*15363 00000/0000 20008/1612 12/01/72 100 1825 7514S 12613W 26*4 75o4 GsGG
1131-15365 00000/0000 20008/1613 12/01/72 90 1825 7620 13013W P252 78.7 GGGG
1131.15372 00000/0000 20008/1614 12/01/72 30 1825 77225 13448W 24.1 82,7 GGGG
1131-15374 00000/0000 20008/1615 12/01/72 20 1825 7.18S 1400 8w 22.9 87.4 GGGG
1131*16394 00000/0000 20008/1616 12/01/72 30 1826 5q55N 08814W 7.2 165,5 PG
1131-16401 00000/0000 20008/1617 1?/01/72 60 1826 5832N 08913W A.4 164.6 PG
1131-16403 00000/0000 20008/1619 12/01/72 50 1826 5709N 09008W 9.7 163.8 PG
1131-16410 00000/0000 20008/1619 12/01/72 60 1826 5545N 09100W 109 163.0 PG
1131-16412 0000/0000 20008/1620 12/01/72 60 1826 5422N 0 9148 12.1 162.3 PP
1131-16415 00000/0000 20008/1621 12/01/72 50 1826 5258N 09233W 13.3 161,6 00
1131-16421 00000/0000 20008/1622 12/01/72 20 1826 5 13 4 N 09316w 1j5 160.9 GG
1131-16424 00000/0000 20008/1623 12/01/72 10 1826 5B10N 09357W 15.7 160.3 GG
1131-16494 00000/0000 20008/1624 12/01/72 20 1826 2556N 10215W 35.5 14898 GGGG
1131-16501 00000/0000 20008/1625 1/01/72 50 1826 2430N 10237W 36,5 148.0 GGGG
1131-16503 00000/000 20008/1626 12/01/72 30 1826 2304 N 10259w 37.6 147.1 GGGG
1131-16510 00000/000 20008/1627 12/o1/72 10 1826 2139N 10322W 38,7 146,2 GMGG
113120o4 30 00000/0000 20006/1628 12/01/72 30 1828 6518S 17422E 35.3 63.4 GGGG
1131*20432 00000/0000 20008/1629 12/01/72 10 18?8 66375 17252E 34.2 6400 GGGG
1131-20435 00000/0000 20008/1630 12/01/72 0 1828 6756S 17112E 33.1 64.8 GGGG
1131-20441 00000/0000 20008/1631 12/01/72 10 1828 6Q14S 16922E 32*0 65.8 G8Ga
1131"20444 00000/0000 2000o/1.632 12/01/72 0 1828 7030S 16719E 30o9 67*1 GGGG
1131-20450 00000/0000 20008/1633 12/1/72 0 1828 7145S 16504E 29*8 68.7 GGG
1131m20453 00000/0000 20008/1634 12/01/72 0 1828 725AS 16229E 28*6 70.6 GGGG
1131-20455 00000/0000 20008/1635 12/01/7P 0 1828 7409S 15934E 27*5 72*9 GGGG
1131-20462 00000/0000 20008/1636 12/01/72P 10 1828 7518S 15608E P6.3 75.6 GGGG
1131-20464 00000/0000 20008/1637 12/01/72 3o 1828 7625S 15205E 2562 79*0 G000
1131.20471 00000/0000 20008/1638 12/01/72 50 1828 7728S 1472 8 E 24@0 83,0 GGGG
1131-20473 00000/0000 20008/1639 12/01/72 30 1828 7923S 14207E P228 87.9 QaGG
1131w23561 00000/0000 20010/0395 12/01/72 80 1830 2015S 14314E 57*5 99.3 PPG
1131m23563 00000/o000 20010/0396 12/01/72 60 1830 2140S 14251E 57.4 97*1 PPG
1131023570 00000/0000 20010/0397 12/0t/72 70 1830 23075 14229E 57,3 95.0 PPG
1131-23572 00000/0000 20010/0398 12/01/72 30 1830 2433S 14206E 57.2 92,8 P a
1131-23575 00000/0000 20010/0399 12/01/72 30 1830 2;559 14143E 57*0 90.7 p G
1131mE35A1 00000/0000 20010/0400 12/n /7P 10 1830 2724S 14120E 56.7 88.7 a
1131-23584 00000/0000 20010/0401 12/01/72 0 1830 2849S 14056E 56*4 86*6 a
1131-23590 00000/0000 20010/0402 12/01/72 20 1830 3014 14031E 560O 847 a
KEYSI CLOU C VE R X o TO 10 a X CLOUD CVER, ** U NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,........... SLANKSoBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. ReRECYCLED- OaGOOD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PePOOR,
16;44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NoeNUS PAGE 0330
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATTIN mICRBFILM RBLL N./ DATE CL6UD ORBIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN ROLL ACCUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
ROV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1132-01210 00000/0000 20010/0403 12/0/ 7 p 0 1831 4301N 13401E 21*7 157.0 PGP
1132-01213 00000/0000 20010/0404 12/0/7P 20 1831 4 13 6N 13330E 22.9 156.4 PGP
1132*01215 00000/0000 2U010/0405 12/02/72 70 1831 4011N 13300E P4*0 155.8 GGG
1132-01222 00000/000 20010/0406 18/rP/7P 80 1831 3§45N 13230E p5.2 155.1 GGG
1132-01224 C000/00000 20010/0407 12/o0/ 7  90 1831 3719N 13201E P6*4 154*5 SGG
1132-01231 00000/0000 20010/0408 12/02/7P 70 1831 3953N 13132E 27.5 15308 GPP
1132-01233 00000/0000 20010/0409 1 !/0 /7P 70 1831 3429N 13105E 28*7 153.2 rGpp
1132C01240 00000/0000 2U010/1 4 10 12/P2/72 30 1831 3304N 13039E 29*8 152.5 GGG
1132-01242 00000/0000 20010/0411 1?/0/72 30 1831 3139N 13013E 31.0 151.8 GGP
1132-01245 00000/0000 20010/0412 12/05/7p 70 1831 3014N 12948E 32.1 151.1 GPG
1132-01251 00000/0000 20010/0413 12/32/72 100 1831 2,47N 12924E 33.2 150,3 PPG
113201254 00000/000 20010/Poolor414 12//72 100 1831 2721N 12901E 34*3 149.5 PPG
1132-01360 00000/0000 20010/0415 12/0,/7P 30 1831 0 4 5S 12015E 55.7 11605 PP
1132-01363 O000o0/000 20010/0416 1R/09/7P 30 1831 o101S 11956E 56.1 114.5 ppP
1132-01365 oo000/o000 20010/0417 12/O3/7P 50 1831 1138S 11936E 56.5 112.4 PPP
1132-01372 00000/000u 20010/0418 12/0o/72 50 1831 1301S 11915E 56*8 110.3 GGGG
1132-01374 00000/0000 20010/0419 12/0/72 40 1831 1426S 11053E 57*0 108*1 GGPG
1132-01381 00000/000o 20010/0420 1?/0)/7P 40 1831 15565 11932E 57.2 105.9 GGPG
1132-01383 00000/0000 20010/0421 1R/0P/7P 60 1831 1723S 11811E 57.3 103.8 GGPG
1132-01390 00000/0000 20010/0422 1.2/O/7P 50 1831 1847S 11749E 57*4 101.6 GGG
1132-01513 00000/0000 20Cl0/0 4 2 3  12/02/7P 100 1831 6113S 10042E 38.5 62.6 GGGG
113 2-015 15  00000/000C 200C10/0424 12/0/72 100 1831 62359 09931E 37.5 62.7 GGGG
1132-01522 0000/C0000 20010/0425 12/0/72 100 1831 6357S 09816E 36*4 63*0 GGGG
1132-01524 00006/0000 20010/0426 12/0r/72 80 1831 6518S 09654E 35.3 63.5 GGGG
1132-31531 O0000/0000 20010/0427 12///7 80 1831 6638S 09524E 34.2 64.1 GGGG
1132-01533 00000/0000 20010/0428 12/0)/7P 0 1831 67595 09345E 3301 64.9 GGGG
1132-01540 00000/000 20010/0429 12/02/72 0 1831 6917S 09154E 32.0 65*9 GGGG
1132"01542 00000/0000 20010/0430 12/02/72 0 1831 7032S 08952E 30.9 67.1 GGGG
1132"01545 00000/0000 2U010/0431 12/2/7P 0 1831 7146S 0 8736E 29.8 68.7 GGGG
1132-01551 00000/0000 20010/0432 12/0'/72 10 1831 7259S 08459E 28*6 70.6 GGGG
1132-01554 00000/0000 20010/0433 12/02/72 20 1831 74095 08202E 27.5 72*9 GGGG
113 2 0o15 60 00000/0000 20010/0434 12/02/7? 20 1831 7rIRS 0 7834E P263 75*7 GGGG
1132-01563 00000/0000 200C10/0439 12/0/72 0 1831 7A26S 07431E 25.2 79.0 PGGG
1132"01565 00000/0000 20010/0436 12/02/72 0 18631 7727S 06952E 2490 83*1 PGGG
1132-01572 00000/0000 20010/0437 1~02,/7P 0 1831 7923S 06432E P2.8 87*9 GlGG
1132-03103 00000/0G00 20010/0438 12/~2/72 100 1832 2135N 10140E 38.7 146.2 GSGG
113 2 -03110 00000/0000 20010/0439 12/o2/72 50 1832 2ORN 1C118E 397 145.3 GGG
113 2 -u3112 00000/O00C 20010/0440 12/"2/72 60 1832 184 N 10057E 40.7 144.3 GGGG
1132-03115 00000/C0000 20010/0441 1?/0/72 60 1832 1717N 10035E 41.8 143.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVEP~ * ..... ** .... o T8 100 = % CLOUD CqVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALTTY .............. RLANKSBAND NBT PRFSrNT/RECUESTED. RURECYCLED. G=GB3D. FuFAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBR.,
16:44 !AP 1ll'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeP NBN-US PAGE 0331
FR9M 37/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATITN 11C~FILF RRLL fU ./ CATE CLBUD 4RRIT PDICIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P -TTI N IN RLL ACCUTRE C8VER NUMBER %F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PYv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
11 3 2 -03121 0000100 20010/0442 102o1 7  60 1832 15N51 10014E 42.8 142.3 GGGG
1132-04485 00oo/ocoo0 2008/1640 12/02/7p 30 1833 3R44N 08048E 25.2 155.1 GGGG
11 3 2-J449 O000O0/0000 200/1641 17/0;/7? 80 1833 3719N 08020E 26.4 154.5 GGGG
1132*"4494 00o/00o00o 2OU8/1642 12/rp/7 50 1833 3553N 07952E 27.6 153*8 GGGG
11 3 2 -4501 000o0/000o 20008/1643 1?/n72 72 20 1833 3428R 07925E 28*7 153.1 GGGG
1132-04503 00000/000 20008/1644 12/~2/72 0 1813 3302N 07859E 29*9 152.5 GGGG
1132-04510 00000/0002 20008/1645 12/0p/72 0 1833 3136N 07833E 31.0 151.7 GGGG
1132-04512 00000/0000 200U8/1646 12/)P/72 1833 3n10i 07809E 32.1 151.0 GGGG
1132-04515 00000/0000 20008/1647 1/nP/7 0 1833 2F44N 07745E 33.2 150*3 GGGG
1132-C4521 00000/CC00 20008/1648 12/0/7 0 1833 2717N 07722E 34.4 149*5 GGGG
1132-04524 00000/000 200u8/1649 1P/0 /7P 0 1833 2?51N 07658E 35.5 148.7 GGGG
1132-04530 0000/oc00o 20309/1650 1?;?/72 0 1833 2425N 07635E 36.5 147.9 GGGG1132-4533 O000/OCO0O 2(008/16 5 1 12/ P/72 i 1813 2?58N 0 7613E 37.6 147.0 GGGG1132-04535 C00000/0000 20008/1652 12/O2/72 C 1833 2131N 07550E 38*7 146.2 GGGG
1132-04542 oC00000/0000 008/1653 1?/0/72 0 1833 2n05N 07528E 39.7 145*2 GGGG
1132:04544 00o00/CCo0 20008/1654 1?/P/7P 0 1833 1R39N 07506E 40.8 144*3 GGGG1132 ,4551 Go000/0000 20008/1655 1/-t1/7? 0 1833 1712N 07445E 41.8 143o3 GGGG
1132-04553 00000/0000 20008/1656 1?/0/7? 0 1833 1546N 07425E 42.8 142.2 GGGG
11 3 2 -u4 5 60 00000/0000 20008/1657 12?/P/7? 10 1833 1419N 0 74 0 4E 43.8 141.2 GGGG
1132-04562 00000/00 20008/165e 12/0?/72 30 1833 1253N 0734 3 E 44o7 140.0 GGGG1132-04565 00000/,000 20008/1659 12/02/72 40 1833 1126N 07323E 45.7 138.9 GGGG1132-06350 00000/o000 20008/1660 1?/P/72 10 1834 2Q42N 05156E 33.2 150.3 GG
1132-U6353 0000o/C00c 2r008/1661 1?/0#/7 3 0 1834 2716N 0 5133E 34o3 149*5 GGGG1132-06355 00000/000 20008/162 12//7 30 1834 250N 05109E 35'4 148.7 GGGG
1132-06362 00000/0o000o 20008/1663 12/P/72 10 1834 2424N 05046E 36.5 147.9 GGGG1132-06364 00000/0000 20008/1664 12/2P/72 20 1814 2258N 05023E 37,6 147*0 GGGG
1132-C6371 0000C/0000 20008/1665 1?/0o/72 30 1834 2131N 05001E 38.7 146.2 GGGG
1132-06373 00OOO/OCOU 20008/1666 1?/~/72 10 1834 205N 04939E 39*7 145.2 GGGG
1132-6380 00OOO/0000 20008/1667 12/0o/72 1 1834 1839N 04917E 40.8 144#3 GGGG
1132-06382 00000/0000O 20008/1668 1,/02/7p 0 1834 1713N 04 8 56E 41.8 143.3 GGGG
1132-06385 00000/0000 20008/1669 12/02/72 10 1834 1546N 04834E 42.8 142.2 GGGG
1132-06391 000C0/0000 20008/1670 12/02/72 10 1834 1420N 04814E 43.8 141*2 GGGG
1132-36394 0000/0000 20008/1671 12/nP/7 10o 1834 1P5 5 N 04753E 44.7 140.0 GGGG
1132-06400 00000/0000 20008/1672 12/C0/72 10 1834 1127N 04732E 45.7 138.9 GGG1132-0643 000C00C/C000o 20008/1673 12/(2/7 10 1834 1000N 04712E 46*6 137,6 GGGG
1132-06405 00000/C000 20008/1674 12/np/7p 10 1834 OP34N 04651E 47.5 136.4 GrGG
1132-06412 00000/CC00 20008/1675 12/02/72 10 1834 0707N 04631E 48.3 135.0 GGGG
11320-o641 0000/0000 20008/1676 12/0/72 80 1834 0541\ 04610E 49*2 133.6 GGGG
1132-06421 00000/0000 20008/1677 12/p/72 80 1834 0414N 04550E 50*0 132.2 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD CbVER % ............... 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1'AGE QUALITY ,....,i..... BLANKSmBAND N T PRFSF7NT/RErUESTED, R.RECYCLED
,
G=GBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, P-PBBR,
16:44 mAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0332
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATTeN MICR8FILM ReLL N,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LeNG 123 45678
1132-06423 00000/0000 20008/1678 12/02/72 70 1834 0247N 04530E 50a8 130*7 GGGG
1132-06430 00000/0000 20008/1679 12/oP/72 30 1834 0121N 04510E 51c5 129*1 GGGG
1132-06432 00000/0000 20008/1680 1/0o2/72 40 1834 00 04S 0 4449E 5203 127.5 GGGG
1132-C6435 00000/0000 20008/1681 12/02/72 100 1834 0131S 04429E 52o9 125*8 G GG
1132-06441 00000/OC00 20008/1682 120op/72 100 1834 0258S 04409E 53o6 124*1 G GG
1132-06444 00000/0000 20008/1683 12/02/72 100 1834 0424S 04349E 54*2 122.2 G GG
1132-07041 00000/0000 20008/168 12/0P/72 100 1834 7039S 01244E 30.9 67.2 G GG
1132-07044 00000/0000 20008/1685 12/0P/72 100 1834 7149S 00956E 2908 68.8 G GG
1132-07050 00000/0000 20008/1686 12/02/7? 100 1834 7301S 00719E 28o6 70,7 G GG
1132-08311 00000/0000 20008/1687 12/r2/72 30 1835 1555S 01514E 5702 105,9 GGGG
1132-08314 00000/0000 2000U8/1688 12/02/72 30 1835 1722S 01453E 57a3 103.8 GGGG
1132-10034 00000/0000 20008/1689 12/02/72 40 1836 2133N 00135W 38o6 146.2 GGGG
1132-10040 00000/0000 20008/1690 12/02/72 50 1836 2007N 00157W 39o7 145*2 GGGG
1132-10043 00000/0000 20008/1691 12/02/72 60 1836 1841N 00219W 40o7 144.3 GGGG
1132-10045 00000/0000 20010/0443 12/0n/72 30 1836 1714N 00241W 41.7 143.3 G
1132-10052 00000/C000 20010/0444 12/02/72 20 1836 148N 00302W 42.7 142.3 G
1132-10054 00000/0000 20010/0445 12/02/72 10 1836 1420N 00322W 43*7 141*2 PG
1132-10061 00000/0000 20010/0446 12/02/72 0 1836 1252N 00342W 44a7 140.0 G
1132-10063 00000/0000 20010/0447 12/02/72 10 1836 it25N 00403W 45.6 138.9 G
1132-13360 00000/0000 20008/1692 12/02/72 80 1838 012 3N 05805w 515 129.2 GGGG
1132-13363 00000/0000 20008/1693 12/0O/72 60 1838 0002S 05825W 52a2 127.6 GGGG
1132-13365 00000/0000 20008/1694 12/()0/72 60 1838 0127S 05846W 52a9 125.9 GGGG
1132-13372 00000/0000 20008/1695 12/02/72 60 1838 0254S 05907W 53.5 124.2 GGGG
1132-13374 00090/0000 20008/1696 12/0/7? 50 1838 0421S 05928W 541 122.4 GGGG
1132:13381 00000/0000 20008/1697 12/02/72 60 1838 0GF4S 05948w 54*7 120*5 GGGG
1132-13383 00000/0000oo 20008/1698 12/0/7p 70 1898 0714S 06008W 55,2 118@6 GGGG
1132-13390 00000/0000 20008/1699 12/02/72 80 1838 R040S 0 6029W 55,6 116*6 GGG
1132013392 00000/o000 20008/1700 12/0~/72 80 1838 1007S 06049W 56o0 114.6 GGGG
1132-15051 00000/0000 20008/1701 12/02/72 0 1839 5006N 06935W 15'6 160.2 GGG
1132-15053 00000/0000 20008/1702 12/02/7P 0 1839 4P42N 07014W 16.8 159.5 (GG
1132-15115 .00000/0000 20008/1703 12/02/72 40 1839 2720N 07731W 342 149.5 GPG
1132-15385 00000/0000 20008/1704 12/02P/7P 90 1839 6q18S 10934W 35.4 63.5 GGGG
1132o15392 00000/0000 20008/1705 1?/0~/72 100 1839 6637S 11104W 3403 64.1 GGG
1132*15394 00000/0000 20008/17'06 12/02/72 100 1839 6756S 11244W 33.2 64.9 GGGG
1132-15401 00000/C00 20008/1707 1/02/72 90 1839 6915S 11434w 32*1 65.9 GGG
1132-15403 00000/0000 20008/1708 12/02/72 100 1839 7031S 11636W 31*0 67*2 GGGG
1132-15410 O000/0000 20008/1709 12/fl2/72 100 1839 71455 11851W 29.8 68.8 GGGG
1132-15412 00000/0000 20008/1710 12/02/72 90 1839 7258S 12126W 28*7 70.7 GGGG
1132-15415 00000/0000 20008/1711 12/02/72 100 1839 7409S 12423w 27.6 73.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *,,.,....*,, 0 TB 100 % CLBUD C VER* ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABL E ,
IMAGE QUALITY o..........,,, BLANKS.BAND NeT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RERECYCLED. G=GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PNPSBR,
16144 MAR 11j#74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0333FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL P"INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYD1 PBSITIN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV AZIM. RBV MSSRBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1132-15421 00000/00 20008/1712 1?/0p/7P 100 1839 75198 12750W 26*4 75.7 GGG1132e15424 00000/0000 2C008/1713 12/0P/72 100 1839 7626S 13152W- 25*3 79.1 GGGG1132-16553 00000/0000 20008/1714 1?/0?/72 10 1840 2P54N 10341k 35*3 148.7 GGGG1132-16555 00000/O00 20008/1715 1P/oP/72 20 1840 2429N 10403w 36o4 147.9 GGGG1132-16562 00000/0000 20008/1716 1i/no/7P 10 1840 2302N 10426W 37.5 147.1 GGGG1132-16564 00000/0000 20008/1717 12/np/7p in 1840 2136N 10449W 38.5 146.2 GGGG1132.16571 00000/0000 20008/1718 12/06/72 20 1840 2 m10N 10512w 39o6 145.3 GGGG1132-16573 00000/0000 20008/1719 12/0P/7P 40 1840 1~43N 10534W 4C06 14493 GGGG1132-20484 00000/0000 20008/1720 12/02/72 100 1842 6920S 17256E 35*4 63.6 GGGG1132-20491 00000/0000 20008/1721 12/02/7? 100 1842 6639S 17126E 34.3 64.2 GGGG1132-20493 O0000/0000 20008/1722 12/0/72 100 1842 675 S 16947E 33.2 65.0 GGGG1132020500 00000/0000 20008/1723 12/02/72 40 1842 6916S 16756E 32.1 66*0 GGGG1132-20502 0000o0/000 20008/1724 12/0g/72 50 1842 7033S 16555E 31.0 6731132-20505 00000/0000 20008/1725 12/0o/7? 20 1842 7148S 16338E 29.8 68.9 GGGG1132-.0511 00000/0000 20008/1726 12/,P/7P 10 1842 7100 16102E 28p7 70.8 GGGG1132-20514 00000/0000 20008/1727 12/0o/72 20 1842 7411S 15803E 27.5 73.1 GGGG1132-20520 00000/0000 20008/1728 12/02/72 30 1842 7521S 15435E 26.4 75.9 GGGG1132-20523 000o0/0000 20008/1729 12/0P/7P 20 1842 7627S 15031E 25.2 79o3 GGGG1132-20525 00000/0000 20008/1730 I?/0o/72 50 1842 7729S i4552E P241 83.3 GrGG1133-00031 00000/0000 20010/0448 12/03/72 20 1844 243,S 14041E 57.1 93.1 G1133-00033 00000/0000 20010/0449 12/03/72 0 1844 2601S 14018E 56*9 91*0 P1133-00040 00000/O00 20010/0450 12/03/7p 0 1844 2726S 13955E 56.6 88*9 P G1133-00042 00000/000 20010/0451 12/13/72 c 1844 2R53S 13931E 56.3 86.9 P G1133-00045 00000/0000 20010/0452 12/03/72 30 1844 3n18S 13906E 56.0 84.9 G1133-00051 00000/0000 20010/0453 12/03/72 80 1844 3143S 13841E 55.5 83*0 G1133-00054 00000/0000 20010/0454 1p/03/72 30 1844 3310S 13815E 55.1 81.2 PPG1133-00060 00000/0000 20010/0455 12/03/72 30 1844 3436S 13749E 54*6 79.5 PPG1133-00063 00000/0000 20010/0456 12/03/7p 50 1844 3600S 13722E 54*0 77.8 GPG1133o01265 00000/0000 20008/1731 12/03/7P 0 1845 4258N 13233E ?1.5 157*0 GGGG1133-01271 00000/OC00 20008/1732 12/03/7 10 1845 4133N 13202E 22.7 156.4 GGGG113301274 0000/0000 20008/1733 12/03/72 100 1845 400RN 13131E 23.9 155*7 G GG1133-01280 00000/0000 20008/1734 12/03/72 40 1845 3R42N 13102E 25*1 155.1 GrGG1133-01283 00000/0000 20008/1735 12/03/72 40 1845 3717N 13034E 26,2 154.4 GGGG1133-01285 00000/0000 20008/1736 1?/03/72 20 1845 3552N 13006E 27*4 153*8 GGGG1133-01292 00000/0003 200U8/1737 12/03/7p 10 1845 3426N 12939E 28*6 153.1 GGGG1133-01294 00000/0000 20008/1738 11/03/72 30 1845 3301N 12913E P297 152*4 GGG1133-01301 o0000/oo00 20008/1739 12/03/72 40 1845 3135N 12847E 30.8 151.7 GAGG1133-01303 00000/0000 20008/1740 12/03/72 50 1845 3 009N 12822E 32.0 151.0 GGGG1133-01310 00000/0000 20008/1741 12/03/7P 5s 1845 2843N 12758E 33*1 150.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,*.'.,,.. 0 TO 100 % CLOUD COVER. ** . NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,.,,,,.,,,,, BLANKSaBAND NOT PRVSFNT/REGUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G=GIsD, FxFAIR BUT USABLE. PxPaR,
16:44 MAP 11''74 STANDARD CATALOG FOP NON-US PAGE 0334
FROM 07/23/72 TB C7/23/73
OBSERVATTON MICROFILM ROLL NO8/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSSITI N IN ROLL ACQU.TRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1133-01412 00000/0000 20010/0457 12/03/72 50 1845 0718S 11907E 55*1 118.6 PPG
1133-01415 00000/0000 20010/0458 12/03/72 50 1845 0R45 S 11847E 55.6 116.6 PGG
1133-01421 00000/0000 20010/0459 12/03/72 60 1845 1/12S 11826E 56.0 114.6 ppG
1133-01583 00000/0000 20010/0460 12/03/72 80 1845 6521S 09522E 35.4 63.6 PpG
1133°01585 00000/0000 20010/0461 12/03/7 80 1845 664nS 09351E 34.3 64.2 PPG
1133-01592 00000/0000 20010/0462 12/03/72 100 1845 6759S 09211E 33.2 65*0 3GG
1133-01594 00000/0000 20010/0463 1?/03/72 100 1845 6q17S 09020E 32*1 66.1 GGG
1133-02001 00000/0000 20010/0464 12/n3/7 100 1845 7n34S 08815E 31.0 67*3 GGG
1133-02003 OCO00/CO00 20010/0465 12/03/72 100 1845 7149S 08558E 29 8 68A9 GGG
1133-02010 00000/OC00 20010/0466 12/03/72 100 1845 7i01o 08323E 28*7 70.8 GGG
1133-02012 00000/00Oo 20010/0467 12/03/72 100 1845 7411S 08024E 27.6 73.1 P G
1133-02015 00000/0000 20010/0468 12/0q/72 100 1845 7520S 07656E 26.4 75.9 P G
1133-02021 0000CO/0000 20010/0469 1P2/3/72 100 1845 7627S 07250E 25.3 79*3 P G
1133-02024 00000/0000 20010/0470 12/03/72 100 1845 772qS 06809E 24*1 83.4 G
1133-03103 00000/0000 20008/1742 12/03/72 0 1846 4134N 10612E 22.7 156.4 GGGG
1133-03105 00000/0000 2U008/1743 12/03/72 0 1846 4009N 10541E 23*9 155.7 GAGG
1133-03112 00000/0000 20008/1744 12/03/72 0 1846 3843N 10512E 25.1 155.1 GGGG
1133-03162 00000/0000 20008/1745 12/03/7? 10 1846 2132N 10013E 38 5 146.2 GGGG
1133-03164 00000/0000 20008/1746 12/03/72 10 1846 2005N 09951E 39.6 145*2 GGGG
1133-03171 00000/0000 20008/1747 12/03/7 ? 10 1846 1840N 09930E 40.6 144.3 GGGG
1133-04550 00000/0000 20008/1748 12/03/7? 0 1847 3714N 07856E 26.3 154.4 GGGG
1133-04553 0000/0000 20008/1'749 12/01/72 0 1847 3c49N 07827E 27.4 153.8 GGG
1133'04555 000CO/0000 20008/1750 12/03/72 0 1847 3*2 4 N o0700E 28A6 153.1 GGGG
113-04562 00000/0000 20008/1'751 12/0372 0 1847 3959N 07732E 29.7 152*4 GGGG
1133-04564 00000/0C00 20008/1752 1P/03/72 0 1847 3133N 07706E 30'9 151.7 GGGG
1133-04571 00000/O000 20008/1753 1?/03/72 0 1847 3007N 07641E 32*0 151.0 GGGG
1133-04573 00000/0000 20008/1754 12/03/72 0 1847 2840N 07618E 33*1 150.2 GGGG
1133-04580 00000/0000 20008/1755 12/03/72 0 1847 2713N 07556E 34.2 149.5 GCGG
1133-04582 00000/0000 200U8/17 5 6 12/03/7P 0 1847 2r47N 07533E 35.3 148*7 GGGG
1133-04585 00000/0000 20008/1757 1?/03/ 72 0 1847 2422N 07510E 36.4 147.9 GGGG
1133-04591 00000/0000 20008/1758 12/0/7P 0 1847 2P56N 07447E 37.5 147.0 GGGG
1133-04594 00000/000c 20008/1759 12/03/72 0 1847 2130N 07425E 38.5 146*1 GGGG
1133-05000 00000/0000 20008/1760 12/03/7? 0 1847 2?0N 07402E 3 9.6 145.2 GGGG
1133-05003 00000/0000 20008/1761 12/03/7? 0 1847 1837N 07340E 40*6 144*3 GGGG
1133*05005 000O00/000 20008/1762 1/03/7/ 0 1847 1711N 07318E 41.6 143*3 GGGG
1133-05012 00000/C0000 20008/1763 12/03/72 0 1847 1i444N 07258E 42.6 142.2 GGGG
1133-C5014 00000/0000 20008/1764 12/03/72 10 1847 1417N 07237E 43.6 141.2 GGGG
1133-05021 00000/0000 20008/1765 12/03/72 10 1847 1251N 07217E 44.6 140.0 GGGG
1133-05023 00000/0000 20008/1766 12/o3/7 10 18 7 1124N 07156E 45.5 138.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ...... ooo 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CAVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... LANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTEDo PwRECYCLED" GwGRAD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PsPBBR.
1 -44 "A'' 11,'74 STANIARD CATALAG FPP NeN.US PAGE 0335
Fg6M )7/2;/72 TL C7/23/73
O'SER 'ATI? '- !C I' L.L A./ C T CLL;") 9R yIT P-I\CIPAL PRtINT SUN SUN yMAGE QUALITY
I I'CTI \ ' "OLL ACT. CvR "U MuR 'F Im40n ELEV. AZIM., RBV -SS
V S LAT LtNG 123 45678
1133-,5/3 2 ' OJ /1767 1 /'/7: 1C 1847 05RN 07135E 46*5 137.7 GrGG1133- :6364 0c.0 / C ( 2lOE/176- 1 /-/72 , 1848 4'155N 0550E pl.6 157.0 GGG
1133 ,637- 0 ,. /C F." C /1769 12;/:/7 ) 1848 4130N 05437E P2.7 156.3 GGGG1133-6371 L 0S/,0C ?,Ou /177C 1 ?f3/7 1848 4 005N 0506E ?3.9 155.7 GrGG1133-b?75 C,. / C 2 .G /1771 1?/.3/72 2r' 1848 3Q4N 05336E 25.1 155.1 GGGP1133,,,63 2 : 0 c .' COC/1772 1"-P:177p l 48 371"N OFRO7E P6.2 154.4 GGGG1133- .6384 0': ?/r' .. 2'")/1771 1?.-l/7p 2' 1848 3r49N 05239E 27.4 153.8 GrGG1133-.b6391 C00:3/ ~.L0./1774 1?/:)j/72 0 1848 3424N 05212E p8. 6  153*1 GrGG11 3 3 -6393 o(C C/CC 200,,/1775 31/r.3/7; 1848 3P58N 05145E 297 152.4 GGGG11 3 3 -,64 / 2,10 / 0471 1?/')/7P 0 1848 3131 0o5119E 30.8 151.7 G11 3 3 -6432 1c C. 2:01G7/472 1,"q7/7 1848 3 c 5 N 05054F. 32.0 151.0 G1133-6,C5 000'/C L 2 n010/0473 1/ P,/7 P 1848 29339N 05030E 33.1 150.21133- 6411 CC1 ./). 2 10/0474 1? /"/72 1848 2714N 05006E 34.2 149o5 P11 3 3 "~b41" O0 ,0/0 2,0'10/0475 17?/*3/7 
. 1848 2;47N o4943E 35.3 148.7 p1133-, 64, cCC.0/C0 ., 10/04 76 ]3/1/7; 0 1848 2421N 04919E 3h,4 147.9 G1133-, 64n3 00 C,/300 01.,iC/077 12/,,3/72 1848 2?5rN 04857E 37.5 147.0 G1133- 645 C /LJ P:n I/o0 4 7 8  1 /o3/7P ; 1849 2129N o4834E 38.5 146.1 P1133- 6432 o Cn/ c, 201,0/0479 1:?/3/7p 1848 2 -~N 04SI2E 39.6 145.? G1133-6434 0; '/000.., 31C/048C0 12/23/7? J 1 1848 1p37N 04751E 40.6 144.3 G1133- 6441 ~0CC0 0,C 21 o/0481 12?I1/7? 1848 1'I1N 04730E 41.6 143.3 G
1133- : 3 0. *0,c'-0 2,- 10/0482 1'?//7 18~8 144N 04709E 42.6 14P.2 G1133-' 645C 00/ :lc 210,/083 12/13/7- 1 1848 11,1N c4649E 43.6 141.2 P1133,6452 ?/C C 1ro 4 8 4 1 1/72 20 1848 1-5?N C4627E 44*6 140.0 p1133-36495 .CCi C 201/04A5 12 /7p 2" 1848 11253 04606E 45.5 138.9 P1133- 6461 0C00/0O'C 20 u /1776 1?/ /79 12 1848 0 q5RN 04546E 46.4 137.7 GGGG113326464 0DC0/)013 208UR/1777 12/~3/7p 0 1848 0.A39N 04525E 47.3 136.4 GGG1133"0647, CZ0/Ou:' 0008/177 1?2/3/72 10 1848 070N 04505E 48.2 135.1 G GGG1133--6473 C 0 0/OC'C 2,' 81779 12/01/7p 1848 OM32N 04445E 49*1 133*7 GGGG1133V71 00 000/IO0 2L0/178D 121.7p l 1848 7r42S C1113E 31.0 67.4 GGG1133-07102 o00000c,"O0 20U8/1781 1 ''/7P 10 1848 71525 00o24E 29.8 69.0 GGG1133-27105 03C)/0C00 200C8/1782 1?/'3/7 o 1848 7304S 0547E 28.7 70*9 GGG1133=-7111 0C302/'0 J 2oU08/1783 11?/1/7? 10 1848 7414S 00250E P7.6 73.2 GAGG
1133- 7114 0 OD0/0 rC, 200U8/178 4  1?3/ 172 10 1848 7c22S 00037 26.4 76.1 GAGG1133-071C o00/01CO J 23)8/1785 12/03/ 7 2 0 1848 7A29S 00444w 25.2 79.5 GGGG1133-17123 oCCO/O0C0 20 8/1786 1?/)3/72 0 1848 7731S 00928W 24*1 83.5 GGGG1133-1009 0?00/ C/O 2C010/0486 1 /0/72 90 1850 2137N 00259W 3R4 146.2 G GG1133-10095 00Y2/GCOO 20010/0487 1 /03/72 90 1850 2011N 003 21W 39.5 145.3 G GG1133-i0101 0Cc0c/C00 ? OlC/o048  1 ,/3/7? 90 1Sc O 1P44Nj 0C0343 40.5 144.3 G GG1133"101'0 C0 0/0"0C - 2 ;)10/0489  1/3/72 50 1890 1719 N  0005W 41*5 143o4 G GG
KEYS: LLF'UC CVEM '. .,,,,,,,,,,.... n TO 1CC = % CL5UD C~VER. ** = NO CLBUC DATA AVAILABLE.
I '.GE CUALITY ............... "LANVS3BANO NBT PRESrNT/REGCEFSTED" RzRECYCLEDO G=GiqRo FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PIP05 R,
1t:44 " A 11,'74 STANDARD CATAL G FFR NON.US PAGE 0336
FR M :7/23/72 T 07/23/73
OBSERvATI5N 'IClFIL' PRLL DATF CLeUD 9RBIT PPI'. CIPAL PINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1i0 PSSITISL I ' RLL ACCUTRED COVER ~JMBr-R ?F IMAGE ELE
V,  AZIt. RBV MSS
.F V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1133-1011C 00000/000) 20010/040O 12/03/72 30 18s0 1i44N 00428 42*6 142.2 G
1133"10113 OGCOO/CO2C:0 2:010/0491 1?/r,/7P 20 1850 1417N 0o
4 4 9w 436 141.2 G
1133-10115 0C000/000 2'010/0492 1 /3/ 7 2 10 1850 151N 00510W 44.6 140.1 G
1133=12203 00CO/0000 20008/17F;7 1?2/r3/77 8r 1851 7 OOS C7119W 28.8 70o8 GGGG
1133-12210 00(30/0000 20'0U/17 ; 12/'3/7P 100 181 7410S C07413W 27.7 73.1 GGGG
1133012212 00000iOOC 2 CO /U1789 I2r/3/ 7 2 100 1851 7517S 0 7736W P6*5 75*9 GGGG
1133- 1215 C00CO/00? 2 000/ 1 7S' 12/:3/7p i00 1851 76245 08138W 25*4 79.2 GGGG
1133-12221 0000/000 2J0008/179 1 1?/'/7? 80 1851 772 S OR618W 24.2 83*2 GGGG
1133-12224 00CO/COOu o 008/1792 1?t,21/7 90 1851 7822S 091390 23*0 88.1 GGGG
1133-13412 O000,0/000 2006/1793 1?/c3/72 50 1852 0?51N 05910W 50.6 130.9 GGGG
1133-13414 00000/000 2008/1794  12 /03/ 7 2 50 1852 0125N 05930. 5 *3 129*3 GGGG
1133-1341 O0000/COC 2 000/179'5 1 /03/7p 70 1852 o000N 05951W 52*0 127.7 GGGG
1133-13423 00000/00O 2000/ 176 12 o/7P 50 1852 0128S o6012w 52.7 126.1 GUGG
1133=1343c ,C ,000/00 ?_0u/1757 1/~3/7; 4- 1852 0255S 0 6033W 53.4 124.3 GGGG
1133013432 O00 /000 0VE/179 12/~3/72 30 1852 04225 06054~ 54*0 122.5 G6GG
1133-13435 j000/C00 20v08/179 9  12,/n3/7? 40 1852 054 S 06114w 54,5 120*7 GGGG
1133=13441 0C00/0c0.' 20U;/1803 12//72 30 1852 0714S 06134w 55.0 118.8 GGGG
1133=1344 Cqon,/CO, 20,/18c1 1'/'//7 40  1852 04Snq 0 6154W 55.5 116.8 GGGG
1133=1350 CO00C/C00 200QU/1802 12/c/72 40 18s2 1007S 0621 4W 55*9 114R8 GGGG
1133013453 0c*/CL,0, 2,UF/1R03 1?/P3/7P 4e 1852 11335 06
2 3 4W 56*3 112.7 GGGG
1133=15085 c000C/00C 2.0;U/1804 12/W3/ 7 2 90 1853 5707N 06712W 9*4 163.7 PG
1133015091 OCo0/OCC. 20008/1C805 12/'?/72 40 1853 5544N 06804W 10.6 162.9 PPG
1133-1094 OC20/000o 2Ooou/1806 12/, 3/7 0 185:3 542 0 06852 11*8 162o2 GGG
113315100 O0000/O00' 200a08/1R07 12/01/72 3 1853 5S56N 06938W 13.0 161*5 OGG
1133=15103 000PC/O00$ 200U8/1808 1R2/ /7P 0 185:3 5132N 07020W 14o2 160*8 fGG
1133-15105 00o0C/000 2o0CA8/1809 12/!)3/72 n 185:3 5o07.N 0 7100W 15,4, 160*1 GGG
1133-15112 Coo00o/o00 2 U00 8 /18 1 0 1 /~3/7 in 1853 4943N 0 7138W 16*6 159*5 GG
1133016505 00300/0003 20008/1811 12/n /72 20 1854 6t1l5N 0900W 5~7 166.2 rGG
1133 16511 00O00/0000 20008/1822 12/, /72 90 1854 5q53N 0910
8
w 6*9 165.3 PPG
1133-16514 c0030/00u 2000U8/1 8 13  12/, 3/72 80 1854 5P30N 09207W 8.2 164.5 PPG
1133016520 000/-0C 2.)008/1814 12?//7 30 18594 57 0 7N 0 9302W 994 163*7 PPG
1133016523 00-o0/o000 200oU/1A15 1?/11/72 10 1854 5344N 093 54W 10*6 162.9 PPG
1133016525 00000/000 20008/1816 l?/.3/7p 1 1854 5420N 09
4 42W 11.8 162o2 PPG
1133-16532 00000/0000 200U8/1817 1?,q1/72 0 1854 5P57N 09527W 13*0 161.5 PGG
1133=16534 00000/o000o 2000 8 /1 8 18  1?2/ /
7 ? 0 1854 5133N 09610W 4.2 160.8 GGG
1133-17011 00300/0000 20008/1819 12/0,3/72 20 185i, 2556N 10508W 35.1 148.7 GGGG
1133-17014 00000/00 20008/1822 12/'0/72 20 1854 
2 42 9 N 105314 36.2 147o9 GGGG
1133017020 C0C0/0oCCC 2o00U/1l21 1?/0~/72 20 1854 230' 10554W 37*3 147.1 GGGG
1133-17023 00000/030 2 0P 8/1822 12/~3/7 50 18G4 2135N 10617w 38.4 146.2 GGGG
<EYS: CL CbCER % 0,,o..,o'..,  TB 100 % CLBUD CqVER, ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IrASE !U4LITY ,,o. ,, , LANKSwBAN)3 kST PRFScNT/REUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.68GD0 F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PPBBR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FBR NeN.US PAGE 0337FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
SBSERVATI1N MICRBFILM ROLL .8,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID P5SITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
.RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
11 3 3 -1 7 02 5 00000/0000 20008/1823 12/01/72 40 1854 2009N 10639w 39.4 1453 GGGG1133*17305 00000/0000 20008/1824 12/O3/7? 10 1854 740RS 15143W 27*7 73.1 GGGG1133-17311 00000/0000 20008/1825 12/03/72 10 1854 7516S 15505w 26.5 75.9 PPpp1133o17314 00000/0000 20008/1826 12/03/7p 10 1854 7A23S 15908W P254 79.2 GGGG1133-17320 00000/0000 20008/1827 12/03/7P 10 1854 7726S 16348W 74.2 83.2 GGGG1133-18340 00000/0000 20008/1828 12/03/72 100 1855 6116N l1553w 5.7 166*2 G G1133-18343 00000/0000 20008/1829 12/03/72 40 1855 5 q53N 116 56W 6.9 165.3 GGGG1133-18345 00000/0000 20008/1830 12/03/7P 0 1855 ER31N 11754W 8*1 164.5 GGGG1133-18352 00000/0000 20008/1831 12/03/7 0 1855 5707N 1164 8 W 9.4 163.6 GGGG1133-18354 00000/0000 20008/1832 12/03/72 0 1855 5544N 11939W 10*6 162.9 GGGG1133-18361 00000/0000 20008/1833 12/01/72 0 1855 5421N 12026W 11.8 162.2 GGGG1133*18363 00000/0000 20008/1834 12/013/72 0 1855 5257N 12111W 13.0 161.5 GGGG1133-18370 00000/0o00 20008/1835 12/03/7? 0 1855 5133N 12154W 14.2 160.8 GGG1134-o0080 00000/0000 20010/0493 12/04/7 10 1858 2143S 13957E 57.3 97.6 P11 3 4 '0008 3 00000/0000 20010/0494 12/~4/7? 30 1858 2309S 13935E 57*2 95s5 G113400085 00000/0000 20010/0495 12/04/72 0 1858 2435S 13913E 57.0 93.31134-00092 00000/0000 20010/0496 12/04/72 0 1858 2601S 13851E 56.8 91.2 Pi134'0009 000/ooo0000 20010/0497 12/14/72 0 1858 2727 13827E 56*6 89,2 p1134o00101 00000/0000 20010/0498 12/04/72 0 1858 2.52S 13803E 56'3 87.2 G1134-00103 00000/0000 20010/0499 12/04/7p 0 1858 3017S 13738E 55.9 85.2 a1134-01323 00000/0000 20010/0500 12/04/7p 50 1859 4 259N 13106E 21s4 156.9 GGGG1134"01330 00000/0000 20010/0501 12/04/72 30 1859 4134N 13035E 22.6 156.3 GPGG1134"01332 00000/0000 20010/0502 12/04/72 30 1859 4009N 13005E 23.7 155*7 GPGG1134-01335 00000/0000 2001/0503 12?04/7P 20 1859 3 843N 12937E P4.9 155*1 G GG1134-01341 00000/0000 20010/0504 12/04/7P 30 1859 3 718N 12908E 26.1 154.4 G GG1134-01344 00000/0000 20010/0505 12/04/72 30 1859 3953N 12841E 27.2 153.8 G GG1134-01350 00000/0000 20010/0506 12/04/72 30 1859 3427N 12814E 28.4 153.1 G GG1134-01353 00000/0000 20010/0507 12/04/7? 60 1859 3301N 12747E 29.5 152.4 G GG1134-01355 00000/0000 20010/050 8  12/04/7p 40 1859 3136N 12721E 30*7 151.7 G GG1134-03161 00000/0000 20010/0509 12/04/72 100 1860 4135N 10445E 22*5 156,3 G GG1134-03164 00000/0000 20010/0510 12/04/7? 100 1860 40nlN IO414E p237 155.7 GG1134-03170 00000/0000 20010/0511 12/04/72 90 1860 3844N 10345E 24.9 155,1 G GG1134-03491 00000/0000 20010/0512 12/04/72 100 1860 7035S 06108E 31.1 67.5 G GG1134-03493 00000/0000 20010/0513 12/04/7p 100 1860 7150S 05852E 30,0 69.1 G GG1134-03500 00000/0000 20010/0514 12/04/7P 100 1860 7302S 05616E 2898 71.0 U GG1134-03502 00000/0000 20010/0515 12/04/72 100 1860 741PS 05317E 27*7 73.3 G GG1134-03505 00000/0000 20010/0516 12/04/7p 100 1860 75215 04948E ?6.5 76.1 G GG1134-03511 00000/0000 20010/0517 12/)4/72 100 1860 7A27S 04547E 25*4 79.4 G GG1134-03514 00000/0000 20010/0518 12/04/72 100 1860 772RS 04104E 24.2 83.5 G GG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *.....*,,*,,,, 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD CRVERe ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY Do,,,.,,,,,,,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GBAD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PaP8OR,
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN-uS PAGE 0338
FROM 07/23/72 TP 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICR8FILM RBLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV mSS
Pev MS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1134-o5032 00000/0000 20010/0519 12/04/72 0 1861 2842N 07451E 32*9 150.2 GPGG
1134-05034 00000/0000 20010/0520 12/04/72 0 1861 2715N 07427E 34.0 149.5 GPGG
1134-05041 00000/0000 20010/0521 1?/04/72 0 1861 2549N 07404E 35*1 148*7 GPGG
1134-05043 00000/0000 20010/052'2 12/04/72 0 1861 2423N 0 7341E 36*2 147.9 GPGG
1134-05050 00000/0000 20010/052 3  12/04/72 0 1861 2257N 07319E 37.3 147.0 GPGG
1134"05052 00000/0000 20010/0524 12/04/7P 0 186 213 0N 07257E 38.4 146.1 GPGG
1134005055 00000/0000 20010C/052 5  12/04/7? 10 1861 2004N 07235E 39o4 145.2 GPGG
1134005061 00000/0000 20010/0526 12/04/72 0 1861 1837N 07213E 40*5 144.3 GPGG
1134o05064 00000/OOC 20010/0527 12/C4/7? 10 186 1710N 07152E 41*5 143.3 GPGG
113 4 005C70 00000/0000 20010/0528 12/04/72 40 1861 1543N 07131E 42.5 142.3 GPGG
1134-05073 00000/0000 20010/0529 12/04/72 50 1861 1417N 07111E 43.5 141.2 GPG
1134-0S075 00000/000 2001o/0530 1?/C4/72 4n 1861 1251N 07050E 44.4 140.1 GPG
1134,05082 00000/000 20010/0531 12/04/72 10 1861 1124N 07029E 45.4 138.9 GG
1134-06425 00000/0000 20008/1836 12/04/72 0 1862 4131N 05306E 22*6 156*3 GOGG
1134-06431 00000/0000 20008/1837 12/04/72 20 1862 4006N 05236E 23,7 155.7 GGGG
1134-06440 00000/0000 20008/1838 12/04/72 90 1862 3715N o5139E 26*1 154.4 GGGG
1134"06443 00000/0000 20008/1839 12/04/72 90 1862 3949N 05112E 27,2 153.7 GGGG
1134-06445 00000/0000 20008/1840 12/04/7 70 1862 3423N 05045E 28*4 153.1 GGGG
1134*06452 00000/0000 20008/1841 12/04/72 50 1862 3P58N 0S018E 29.5 152.4 GGGG
1134-06454 00000/0000 20008/1842 12/04/7? 10 1862 3132N 04 95 3 E 30"7 151*7 GCGG
1134-06461 00000/0000 20008/18+3 12/04/7? 0 1862 3007N 04928E 31.8 151.0 GGGG
1134-o6463 0000/0000 20008/1844 12/04/72 10 1862 2P41N 04903E 32*9 150.2 GGGG
1134"06470 00000/0000 200U8/1845 12/04/72 3o 1862 2714N 04839E 34.0 149o5 GGGG
1134-06472 00000/0000 20008/1846 12/04/72 40 1862 2548N 04815E 35,1 148*7 GrGG
1134-06534 00000/0000 20008/1847 12/04/7 10 1826 0412N 04258E 49.7 132.3 GGGG
1134-06540 00000/0000 20008/1848 12/04/72 60 1826 OP46N 04238E 50*5 130.8 GSGG
1134-06543 00000/0000 20008/1849 12/04/72 80 18;6 0119N 04218E 512 129.3 GAGG
1134-06545 00000/0000 20008/1850 12/04/7P 50 1826 0007S 04157E 5P.0 127.7 GGGG
1134-06552 00000/OoOC 20008/1851 12/04/72 30 1826 01335 0 4137E 52.6 126.0 GGGG
1134-06593 00000/0000 20008/1852 12/04/7p 80 1862 19595 03810E 57*0 106.4 GGG
1134-06595 , 00000/O000 200U0/1853 12/04/7p 50 1862 1726S 013 748E K7.1 104.2 GGGG
1134-07002 00000/0000 200u8/1854 12/04/7P 30 1862 18525 0 3727E 57o2 102*0 GGGG
1134-07004 00000/0000 200U0/1855 12/04/7? 30 1862 2o18S 03705E 57.3 99.8 GGGG
1134-07011 00000/0000 20008/1856 12/04/7P 40 1862 2145S 03642E 57o2 9796 GGGG
1134-07013 00000/0000 20008/1857 12/04/7? 40 1862 23115 03620E 57.2 95.5 GGGG
1134-07020 00000/0000 20 0 08/158 12/04/72 30 1862 243PS 03557E 57.0 93*4 GGGG
1134-07022 000OO00/CU 20008/1859 12/04/72 3c 1862 2605S 03b34E 56.8 91.3 GGGG
1134-10151 00000/000 20008/1860 12/04/72 10 1864 2137N 00426W 38.2 146.2 GGGG
1134o10153 00000/0000 200U8/1861 12/04/7? 20 1864 2111N 00447W 39.3 145.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % '.......*... 0 TO 100 X CL8UD CPVER. , . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.IMAGE nUALTY ,,,.........., oLANKSBAND N1T PRFSrNT/REGUESTED0 R.RCYCLED G.G58D. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PmPB5R.
16:44 "A 11,'74 STANDARD CATALRG FBP N&N.US PAGE 0339
FR5M 07/21/72 Tl 07/23/73
88SERkATI N 'TCk9FI." RkLL %5./ DATE CL6U 4RPIT PQICIPAL PRINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
bID OSTTI' I, RNLL ACCUTPEC CeVR \UMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV, AZIm , RBV MSS
bv MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1134-116C0 OOD~0/C2C 2003J8/18 6 2 '' 4/7 4C 1864 1~45N o0bO9w 40-3 1444 GGGG
1134-10174 ODCC/000 20nu8/18/63 12//7? in 1864 15'RN o0634W 44.3 140.2 GGGG
1134-1018O C000n/C0C 2C008/1864 1?C4/7P 0 1864 113?N 00655w 45.3 139.0 GGGG
1134-10183 oooCo/CCC 200,8/1965 12/ ,4/72 0 1864 1005 00 716w 46*2 137.8 GGGG
1134'13464 00000/0000 200U0/1866 12/'4/7P 30 1866 O4 1AN 06017W 49.6 132*5 GG G
1134-1347C 00000/o000 200U8/1867 1/0,4/7p 60 1866 0o49N 06038w 50o4 131.0 GGGG
1134-13473 000C/000 2 JOU8/1 68 1,/(4/7p 30 1866 0124". 06058W 51*1 129.4 GGGG
1134- 3475 0OOO0/C0o0 20008/1869 1/-'4/7P 60 1866 0002S 06118W 51i9 127*8 GrGG
1134-13482 030C00/000 20708/1870 1'/n4/72 80 1866 0129S 06139W 52.6 126.2 GGGG
1134-13 4S4 0C300/'oO' 20U,/1871 12/)4/72 60 1866 054S 06159W 53.2 124.5 GGGG
1134-13491 0CC000/000 20008/1872 1?/04/7p 90 1866 04218 06219W 53.8 12297 GPGG
1134-13493 .0/CC O 20c08/1873 12/0,/77 60 1866 0547S 06239w 54*4 120*8 GPGG
1134-13500 0Co0/CrOC 2J0U?/174 1?/r4/7P 60 1866 0711S 063004 54.9 118.9 GGGG
1134-i350 OCC0/0GOC0 2 C00U8/1 8 7 5  1?/n4/7? 70 1866 084nS 063204 55.4 11790 PGGG
11 3 4 -1 3 5 35 00C00/0C0C 20,08/18 7 6 1:/ /4/7P 60 1866 107S 06340 W  55.8 115*0 PGGG
1134-13511 O00000/C0 20008h/1877 1?/r4/72 80 1866 1134S 06400W 56*2 112.9 PtGG
1134-13514 COOo0/OCCO 20008/187F 12/! 4/72 70 1866 1300S 06421W 56.5 110.8 GGGG
1134-13520 00oCo0/OOo 2000 8 179 12/C4/7 80 1866 1427S 06441W 56*7 108.7 GGGG
1134-1353 0003/O000C 2(00j/1880 1?/4/7p 70 1866 1553S 06b02W F7*0 106*6 GGGG
1134-13E~5 00/0000( 20008/1881 1 /04/7p 60 1866 1719S 06524W 57*1 104.4 GAG
1134-13532 00000/000 20008/1882 1?/0C/7? 40 1866 1R45S 06546W 57.2 102.2 GGGG
1134.13534 C0000/Co00 20008/183 12/c4/7P 30 1866 2n11S 066084 57.2 100.1 GGGG
1134-13541 00000/0000" 200L8/1884 1P/C4/72 20 1866 2137S 06631w 57*2 97.9 GGGG
11314C7 C 0~0 0/0000 20008/1885 1Pi/4/7 90 1866 6c175 08638w 35-6 63.9 PGGG
1134-14073 OOoC0/oo0 2008/1686 1?/:4/72 90 1866 6637S 08O08W 34.5 64.5 GGGG
1134*14075 00000/OCO 2u008/1887 1'2/n/7? 90 1866 6755S 08948W 33*4 65*3 GGGG
11 3 4 -14082 00000/0000 2 0.08/1888 1 i 4/7 20 1866 6914S 09140w 32.3 66.3 GGGG
1134-14084 Co ,,0 / 0 0 0 L 200u8/1889 12/ 4/7? 0 1866 70319 C9 3 44W 31*2 67.5 GGGG
1134,14091 00000C/000 20008/190 I /n4/7? 0 1866 7147S 09559W 300 69.1 GGGG
1134,16563 C0o0/000O 200U6/1891 12/('4/77 40 1868 6 11 6 N O913Cw 5*6 166.1 GGG
1134-16570 0000O/OOO 20008/1892 1P/04/7? 40 1868 5954N 09233W 6.8 165.2 AGG
1134-16572 00000/00C 20008/1893 1/0,4/ 7 P 50 1868 5n31N o9331W A*C 164.4 GPG
1134-1657F 0 00/C0000 200U8/1894 l/04/7p 50 1868 5708N 09427w 9*2 163*6 PPP
1134-16581 C OCO/CO00 20008/1895 1?/ 4/72 50 1868 5r45N 09519W 1C*4 162.8 PGG
1134-16584 OOOOC/OCCO 20008/1896 12/04/7P 50 1868 5 421N 09608W 11.6 162*1 GGG
113 4 -1659o0 00000/OOC 20008/1897 12/r,4/ 7 2 20 1868 5?25N 09653W 12.8 161.4 GGG
1134-16593 00000/0000 20008/1898 12/e4/7P 10 1868 5134N 09735W 14*0 160.7 CGG
1134-17063 o000o0/O00 2U010/0532 12/04/72 10 1868 2722N 10611W 33*9 149,5 GGGG
1134'17070 000C0/OO 20010/0533 12/~4/7P 30 1868 2r56N 10635W 35*0 148.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER f ,,.......,.,,,, 0 TO 100 X CLSUD C'VER. ** NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IVAGE CUALITY .*...** *.... BLANKSaBAND NBT PRESFNT/RECUESTED* RPRECYCLED* GG BAD FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PPBB5 R.
15b44 'AP lls'74 STAN"ARD C4TA4LG FeR NBN.US PAGE 0340
FR9M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
5BSERvATI15N "ICPFIl RILL x9./ DATE CLHUD 9RqIT PIT\rCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IL PPSITIN I'1 RiLL ACCUTRED C5VER NUMBER 9F IMA3E ELEV , AZIM. RBV MSS
v t.S LAT L NG 123 45678
1134-17072 CDJC/0C-0 2C010/053 4  1?/:4/72 7C 1868 243rN 106586 36*1 147.9 GGGG
1134-17075 0000/00J) 20010/0r3; 12/e4/7p 90 1868 210N 10720W 37.1 147.1 GrGG
1134i17081 000C/000D 20010/0536 12/0f4/ 7 P 9C 1868 2137N 10 7 4 2? 38*2 146.2 GGGG
1134-17084 C0000C/0000 20010/053 7  1,/-,4/72 80 1868 201nN 10804W 39.2 145.3 PGGG
1134-18395 0Q000/00j 2U00/18!99  12/n4/72 50 1869 6117N 11721W 5*6 166.1 GGGG
1134-18401 00000/0CC 2008/1 900 1?/04/72 6n 1869 5954N 11-23W 698 165*2 GGGG
1134-18404 C0C/o j 20008/1901 12/04/72 90 1869 5R31N 119 21W 80 164.4 GGGG
1134-18410 OCDCC/CO00 2.008/19o2 12/0?4/7 10o 1869 5708N 12015 9.2 163.6 GGGG
1134-18413 OCo00/000 20008/1903 1?/04/72 9- 1869 5545N 12106W 1094 162.8 GPGG
1134-18415 ooo000oo/o 2';1C/F3~8 1'/4/72 30 1869 542jN 12154K 11.6 162.1 GGGG
1134-18422 C0o o/C00oo 2o01o/0539 1?/04/72 10 1869 5257N 12239W 12*8 161*4 GGGG
1134-18424 0CO/C0000 20010/054 12/C4/7 o10 1869 5139N 12322W 14*0 160*7 GGGG
1135-00150 0o00C/000 2C1,l/C51 12/A5/72 0 1872 2602S 13723E 56-8 91*5 PGPG
1135-00153 00000/000~ 20010/0542 1 05/72 1872 2727S 13700E 56*5 89.5 GGPG
1135-00155 00oo0/CCo( 200 10/05. 3 1?/0~/72 0 1872 28545 13636E 56.2 87.5 GGPG
1135-3C162 000CO0/000 20010/05,4 12/05/72 0 1872 3020S 13611E 55.9 85.5 PPG
1135-00280 00000/CCOL 20010/05F.5 12/0r5/7 10 1872 6917S 11319E 32.3 66.4 GGGG
1135-00?8 00QO00/O00 20010/05,6 12/r;/72 100 1872 7o34S 11114E 31.2 67.6 GGGG
1135-0285 00000/0001 20010/C54,7 1/c06/72 100 187p 71508 10855E 30.0 69.2 GGGG
1135-00291 0o00/,00U 2CC01C/C548 1?/r/72 100 1872 7302S 10619E 28*9 71.1 GGGG
1135-00294 0COC/00C 2Co010/C59 12/n5/7 1Cc 1872 7411S 1t324E 27.8 73.4 GGGG
1135L0300 0CCo000/0C0 20010/C550 1P/pc/ 7 p 100 1872 720S 09959E P266 76.2 PGG
1135"00303 00000/C000 2001C/Cl51 12/,5/72 100 1872 7A26S 09656E 25*5 79.6 PGGG
1135-00305 00o0C/c00o 2o010/0552 12/, /7 100 1872 77PRS 09114E 24.3 83.6 GGPG
1135=00312 OCCo0/oo00 20010/0553 12/0/72 10i 1872 7q24S 08550E 23.1 88.5 PrPG
1135-01382 0000/C0000 20010/0554 1?/,'/72 5c 1873 4,59N 12942E 21.2 156.9 GrGG
113 5 0c13A4 o000Coo/00 2001o/0F65 12/./7P 56 1873 4134N 1P911E 224 156.3 GGPG
1135-1391 oC0000/CO. 20C10/0556 12/nR/72 50 1873 4009N 12840E .236 155.6 GGPG
1135-01393 0000/0000 20010/0597 1?/ng/72 20 1873 3R44N 12psIE 247 155.0 GGGG
1135-0140C 000c/O0O 2(0010/0558 12/0/72 20 1873 3 7 18 N 12742E 25.9 154.4 GGG
1135-31402 -00OCO/ocj 2,010/0559 12/c5/7p 20 1873 352?N 12715E 27.1 153.7 GlGG
1135-01455 CCOO/O,00 2U0009/C001 1?/5/7F 90 1873 171rN 12204E 41.3 143*3 GPGG
1135-01461 o0o0n/n00 20009/0002 1/ //7P 90 1873 1=47N IP143E 42*3 142*3 GGPG
1135-:1464 O 000/000j 20009/0003 1/p 5/72 90 1873 142o l  12122E 43.3 141.3 GGGG
11 3 5 "01470 00000/000c 20009/CC004 1?/0/72 90 1873 1?54N 12101E 44.2 140.2 GGGG
1135-,1473 0C300/0000 23009/0005 12/o,/7? 90 1873 1127N 12040E 45.2 139*0 PCGG
1135-01475 00 O/oo0 20009/0006 12/n/72 90 1873 l)01,N 12019E 46*1 137.8 GGGG
1135-01482 o00oo0/00o 20009/0007 12/0~/ 7  5C 1873 0235N 11958E 47*0 136.5 GGPG
1135-014 4 00000/0000 20009/0009 12/ 6/72 60 1873 0709N 11938E 47o9 135.2 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD C5VER X o ,........... 0 T8 100 X% CLBUD C9VcR, ** NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
1MAGE CUALITY *oo.,,*,*,,.. . LANKS-BAND NBT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. P=RECYCLED. G*GB8D, F=FAIR BUT USABLE& PaPBBRo
16144 MAP lX,'7. STAN)ARD CATAL90 FPR NeNoUSJ PA3E 0341
FIRN4 n7/21/72 TO 7P37
'~~ ~19WI ~)LIN~. ~ ?~ L8Y ~r PI'CPA. PTN RULN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
J.AT O~NG 123 45678
1135uwol491 00000/000"J 2CO09/0009 1?/(19;/7P 60 1873 0'14P" 1191SE 48*7 133.9 GG
1135- 1493 000Ovo010c 200010J IPg7 6, 1873 046" 1057E 49o 132.4 GG1135o.1500 ouoo/oc3' ',PQUo9/ooli lPn;7 6( j873 000'N 11837E SOP3 131.0 GS1135-olso? ocoiooooc Pon9,ool2 51~~7p S 1873 OiaPN 11917E 5191 1P9.4 ~ GG1135-:)1515 oooooooo 2u009/0013 12/ )5/7P 50 1873 0ono4 1175RE 51*8 127.8 GG1135'-:1511 0CO00COCU ?JU9/0014. /~7 51:1 1873 0Oj,3PS J173RE RP0 126.2 00301135w~Ql514 OCOO;o )c 2o0 0015 1?/'irs/7p 4? 1873 OIP59S ii7lbE 0-.2 124.5 GG1135-01520 0000/o oe'%) 20009,0016 1?pr!/7p 3o 1873 0429R 11657E 5.8 122.7PG1135ico523 00000/( 000io9/O 1?/j0 /7p 4r, 1873 O0S 11637E 54.3 12otA GG1135-05o5l o0:O/000u 2000/0018 12/15/7P 2n, 1875 4131N 07730E PP*4 156o2 GlGG113 5-U5054  OUO0,'0000O, 20O09/Oo19 IP/og/ 7? 6C 1875 4roOAN 07659E 23*6 155.6 ~ GGG1135"Q506o 00000~. C ci ' 2, oOc'20 1 R/,,iS/7P 4o 1875 304N 1 l (7629E P4*8 155.0 arinG1135s.5063 0O0O0/C0 U.' 2' 00o21 1?/,-)r/7P 30 1875 17t(4N 07600E 2S*9 15403 WIrGS1135.r)S5)69 C)0C0j/ (,0,j. 00o9/00?? 12/'~cI7P 9c 1875 3=5 N o7532E 27.1 153.7 GGGG113 5 -05072 ou%ooollc &00,Oc,/021 lpi5 7P 10C 1875 34P4N o7bObE P.2 15. GG1135% 5o74 DOCO/OyCK, POU9/or?4 IP/t /7? 9ci 1875 3n,5w , o744oE P994 15P.4 clooG1135-05081 00000/O0 o 21) U/025 1?OR 40' 1875 3134\ 07'414E 30ob 151.7 WIGS1135-(15083 OC;000/OC00'o F0009/0r26 IR/05/7P 2c 1875 3rmoRN 07349E .31.6 150.9 rla113 5-C5090 o000o/ocoo 2oo09/0o27 1?/,)9; 7P 1875 Pi41N 0)7324E 3?.8 1500e GGGP113 5,US(.)P c0/o%0o u 9/0()2A I P/ fl ;/? 7 18C I75 P7194 C 07 3 1IE 3399 149o4 GGflP1135-05095 00000/000'0 20009/0029 1?/n5/72 r" 1875 Ft;4 9N 0723SE 3560 14A.7 G~113S51~O1 OQ0001000J 20009/0030 1?/(,r,7p c- 1875 ?.42 ,-N 07215E 36.1 147o8 3G1135-Z)5104 000G00,ooO 20009/0031 1',/c5/7? C 1875 2P56% 07154E 37.1 147.0Grr1135-,,5110 oconooooon 20009/00,32 1'/(yc/7P "1 1875 P03c'4 o7l31E 38.2 146.1 WGG1150113 ocooo/oo.! 2 ")ou 9/ C 0 Vl/or/7 3 1875 2 o ,j 07109E 1903 145.2G10r1135-e5115 Oo000/0000 200t)9/00j34 1 v-ns/7P 3o 1875 lq37N 07048E 40*3 144.3 G3001135-O5122 0000OOo 20%09/0035 1'/1r,/7P 30 1875 171CN 07026E 41.3 14303 GGGG11 5 -, 13P oUOoocvoooo 2QUo9,oo36 IP/09/7P c0 1861 1156N 06940E 43.5 141*0 GlGG11 35-.jS 133 o0oo/,.voo 200090/007 I 1?,/7;) 100 1875 1Pc5tN e06924E 4403 140.1 P113510"1134 00300/CC oD) pj)!0q0/003j9 lp,/7P 3cy 1861 lpq o6919E 44.5 139.8 GIGS1135"JS1 40 0(40C00oc aO009/0039 1P/no,7P 3rl* 1875 112 4 N 06904E 45- 139.0 GrinG1135-o514, 0000 11/000' 2J009/0C;40 l /or/7 P2 10 1861 11,01N 06859E 45.4 138,7 ia1135-D5374 00000/G000 2009/0041 IP/o59/7p 0 1875 693oS o3b4SE 32*3 66s4 pppp1135-09381 OcOOO/Coo00 2000C9/oC04; llor,/7p () 1875 7m4PS C)341oE q1.1 67.7 PG1135-o5383 000L00/ccOQ 20009/0043, 1' /n5/7p c 1875 7157c. 0315lE I0.0 69.3 GrGG1135-05390 003n0/noO0 20009/0044 1 /nqi7p 0 1875 7111S o2912E P8.9 71.2 ro1135-o539? 0(0000/0000; 2D009/0045) 1?/(,5/7p 0l 1875 7419S O2b36E P7.7 73ab GOGGc
1135-05395 00000/ 000 RUIU9/0046 1 /or.'7P 0 1875 7m2PS o2?llE P60 76.3 VS1135-03401 ooooooo( 20OU9/0047 IP/y8q/7P o 1875 7628S 01605E P5.5 79s7 GrIGG
KEYS: CL9u0 CbvEp 0 T....~... O 10C X CLOUD Cl/~9. * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLF#lACE o00ALITY 9..,.... LANK<SoBAND NOT P StrNT/RE(,UESTEV. PRRCYCLED@ G03PO,) FsFAIR BUT USABLE- PaP&IR,
16:4 'AR j1,'74 STANDARD CATALG FRR NeN.US PAGE 0342
FRBM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
8BSERVATISN MICRFI~M RLL .i/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE GUALITY
1) PBSITI3N IN ROLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1135-05404 00000/0000 20009/0048 12/05/72 c 1875 7730S 01320E 2403 83.8 GGGG
113506513 00000/oo00 20009/0049 12/oR/7P 80 1876 3133N 04829E 3c.*5 151.7 GGGG
1135-06515 O000C/0000 20309/0050 12/gi/7P 90 1876 3007N 04804E 316 150*9 GCGG
1135-36522 OUoco/c000 20009/0051 12/r5/7P BC 1876 2n4?N 0 4739E 32*8 150*2 GGG
1135-06524 00000/0000 20009/0052 12/05/72 80 1876 2714N 04 714E 33-9 149.4 GGG
1135-,6531 o0000o/000 200U9/0053 12/0o/72 70 1876 2549N 04651E 35.0 148.7 GGGG
1135-06533 00000/0005 20009/0054 12/05/7 50 1876 2423N 04 628E A1 147.8 G GG
1135-06540 0000 0 20009/0055 12/05/72 20 1876, 2 57N 04606E 37.1 147.0 GrGG
1135-06542 00000/000 2009/0056 12J5/o7p 10 1876 2130N 04544E 38*2 146*1 GGGG
1135-06545 000/0000 2000o9/005 7  1/5/7P 0 1876 2004N 04522E 39*2 145.2 GGGG
113 5 -c065 51 00000/0000 20009/0058 12/f5/ 72 0 1876 1P38N 04500E 4C03 144.3 GGG
1135"06554 00000/0000 23009/0059 12/05/72 0 1876 1712N 044 38E 41i3 143.3 GGG
1135-06560 00000/0000 2009/0060 1/0(,/72 10 1876 1546N 04417E 42*3 142*3 GGG
1135-06563 00000/0000 20009/0061 12/05/7 10 1876 1419N 04355E 43.3 141.2 GGGG
1135-06565 00000/0000 20009/0062 12/05/72 1o 1876 1P52N 04335E 44.2 140.1 GGGG
1135-06572 C000/0000 2000900063 1?/0oS17 20 1876 11.2N 0 4314E 45.2 139*0 GOGG
1135-06574 00300/0000 2U009/0064 12/05/72 10 1876 1o0ON 04254E 46.1 137.8 GaGG
1135-07051 00000/0000 20009/0065 1?/09/72 50 1876 1558S 036 4 4E E69 i06*6 GO G
1135-07054 00000/0000 20009/0066 1?/n// 7 2 90 1876 1724S 03623E 57*0 104*4 GoGG
1135-07060 00000/0000 20009/0067 12/05/72 70 1876 1o51 03601E 57.1 102.2 GGGG
1135-07063 00000/0000 20009/0068 1?/'5/7P 40 1876 2015 0 3539E 57.2 100.1 GGAG
1135-07065 00000/0300 2009/0069 12/15/72 40 1876 2144S 03516E 57.2 97.9 GGGG
1135-07072 000c0/000 20009/0070 1?/n5/72 1f 1876 23119 03453E 57.1 95*8 GGGG
1135-7074 00000/C00 20u09/C071 12/on/7? 20 1876 2438S 03430E 57.0 93.6 GGG
1135-07081 00000/0000 20009/0072 12/05/7p 70 1876 2604S 03407E 56.8 91*5 GGGP
1135-07c03 00000/0005 20009/0073 1?/0(/72 80 1876 273.3 0o3343E 56*5 89.5 GOGG
1135-07090 o000oo0000 2o009/C074  1~/o5/72 90 1876 2857S 0 3319E 56.2 87.5 GGGG
113 5 - 7092 000/C000 2C009/00 75  1'/05/72 50 1876 3r24S 0 3255E 559 85,5 GGGG
1135-10205 00000/C000 20009/0076 102/o/72 90 1878 2 3
3 N 00552W 3R*1 146.2 GGGG
1135-10212 00000/000, 20009/0077 1,/o'i/7 100 1878 2007N 00613o 39*2 145.3 GGGG
113 5 -1021 4 0OOO0/Ov00 2009/0078 1/0~5 /72 100 1878 14n0N 0 0635w 4o02 144*3 GGGG
1135-10221 00000/0000 20009/0079 12/05/7 30 1878 1714N 00657W 4102 143.3 GGGG
1135-10223 00000/0000 20009/0080 12/'5/7? C 1878 14;N 00
7 19 42*2 142.3 GGGG
1135-10230 00000/0000 20009/0081 12/n5/7? 0 1878 142?N 00740W 43.2 141.3 GGGG
1135-10232 OCc0o/CCO 20009/0082 1/no/7P c 1878 1,55N 00o01W 44.2 140.2 GGGG
1135-10235 00000/0000 20009/0083 12/ g/7P 0 1878 1129N 0022W 45*1 139*0 5GG
1135-15195 003000/000 20009/0084 12 !,'/7 1881 5827K 06911w 7.9 164.3 IGG
1135-15201 O03C0/C300 20009/C85 1?/i-/72 1; 18q1 5704\ 07006W 9*1 163.5 GG
1135-15204 05000/000 20009/0086 12/5/7 60 1881 541 N 07056W 10*3 162.7 POG
KEYS: CLUD CdVEP % *.....* .. , ***9 T9 100 * % CLOUD CQVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I'AGE .%UALITY .,............. PLANKS.BAND N5T PRCSNT/REUESTED* R=RECYCLEDU G.GSAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBOR,
1 1 4 "'. 1!0 74 STANIARD CATALIG FR NON.US PAGE 0343
FRq" 7/21/'2 T 07/23/73
BSERVAT. ;  'IC'F. " :'LL. '.'./ ATe CL b, I I PICIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE WQUALITY
12 T I' I- kLL ACC T: E CV~L QU" 'B: F IM AGE ELEV. AZP. RBV MSS
-.v S LAT LNG 123 45678
113 5 -:521 c 2 9ccJ5 7 1? 2/,/7 1 1OP1 541RN 07145w 11.5 162.0 PPG
1135-.5213 '0,/ , P LM)U9/0, 1/l,5/72 1 189P1 5154\ 07230 12*8 161.3 pPG
1135-1:521t 0 /32 2 C?9/c,09 1%?/!5/73 10C 181 513"' I7314W 14*0 160.6 PPG
1135 -1822 U00:/0: 2,309/,09 1'/ ;5/72 10 1891 5,06N 07354 15.2 160.0 PPG
1135-15574 ,')L,0/CC 2.00'9/009 1/72 1 181 7n3AS 12058W 31.2 67.7 GGGG
1135-155: 0C 0/ r ,C CU9/C09? 1/75/72 1 1891 715?S 123148 301 69.3 GGGG
11351553 c 2. ,/0093 12/75/72 1' 18e1 7102S 1P550  90C 71.2 G0G
1135-:559(1 C00 C-7 /10. . 0 22q 9 ,' 1- ,/7 7 1 1 741?S 1?6488 278 73.5 GGGG
1135-155~' 0:. 0/, 0 /")095 12/,; /7P2 C 18,1 7720S 13214 26.7 76*3 GGG
1135-" 1 ,5. C c0 /C.: ~' /.'06 12/ ;75/7 60 18%41 7A26S 136160 P505 79.6 GGGG
11356('31 0?./;0 . L9/70097 1.;59/7? 7C 1881 77?PS 14057W 74 4  83.7 GGG
11 3 5 -bu 0j ,  l/.JC .9i09 1 i715/7 '0 18R 7R24S 1461 P3.2 88.5 GrGG
1135-1c1" Pi ?/r 9/C2099 1./ r/77 2" 1 81 7Q14S 15240w p2.0 94 3 GGGG
1135-170P4 OL'0/CCC' 2, 0'J/O0100 19//7 ; gC 18R2 905"I 09401w 6*7 165.1 3P
1135-17031 00033/COL 209,U9/C10 1%/-/7p 2 1882 5P2C\ 0900ow 7,9 164.3 GGG
1135-17C033 C ^.O/Cr 209/0102 1 /I,9/7 1882 5705N 095558 9.1 163*5 GGG
1135-1704o' 0 C/) o 2 ' 0u9/0103 11/-,/7p 1 882 5542 09647W 10.3 16P.7 GGG
1135-17051 C0L300/) 2 O9/010' 1?/,S/72 p 18R2 513"\ 0990 2  13*9 160.6 GGGG
1135"17122 L0 )/0/OL 01/ _OP9/0105 1 /n/72 40 8. 1N 1038 33,7 149,5 GIGG
1135-1.71;4 0'CI0/0C0L 2 .9/' 1C6 1"/,,/7 4C 1882 255iP 1001? w 34 148*7 GG0000
1135-e1C 5 U C. /:, c 2C/,O0U9/107 1 /, ;/7 9: 1884 6523S 16835E 35.6 64.1 G GG
11352100? CC O0L u I O C108 1./S/7? 71 1814 6A42S 16704E 34.5 64.7 GGG
1135-?7106 u 2:.)9/C 109 1?/,5/7P 70 1884 6a01S 16524E 33.4 65.5 GGGG
1135-21o71 30/03 2~.9/0112" 1)r/72 6n 1854 6C19S 16333E 32.3 66.6 GrGG
113~1e (,73 3o0/00cC 2 .'G9/ 111 1' /5/72 6C 18R4 7^37S 16128E 31.2 67.8 GGGG
1135-2108C C0O/C' ? .9 /0112 1 ./ ;5/7 7. 8594 71535 1591E 3C,1 69.4 GIGG
1135- "102 C 30/000C, 2-0%9/0113 1 /..5/72 100 1884 7-06S 15633E 28.9 72.3 GGG
113 5 -2108F D0!0/30CC 2PC0)9/114 1'/,5/7? 10c 18A4 7415S 15335E P278 73.6 GGGG
113 5 -21c(91 O ,0 / n.0,c 2, U 9/0/115 1 /r,;/7 10 0 1884 7273S 15008E p-.7 76.4 GOGG
11 3 5 21094 o0r/cOC. 2.,C:9/011 6  1/?5;/7P 1c01 1884 7A3nS 14603E 25,5 79*8 GGGG
113b-2113 ,0C/CCO.v' 2j:./9/0117 1I/5/7P 200 18-4 7733s 14119E 24.4 83.9 cAA
1136-.144 . C, JO0/0 C 2.'UIC 115 1,0/:'A/7P n 1827 45?57 I215E P11 156.8 GGGG
1136-.14,.3 0./COO3 ?009C/0119 l/A/72 . 18.7 431 1?743E pp.3 156o2 GIGG
1136-.1445 00000/ C0. 2, L9/0120 1?/'A/7p 2' 18,7 4006N 1?713E 23.5 155*6 GGGG
1136*.1462 00C0/000 20 009/C121 2 Vri/7p 40 1887 3R41! 12643E 24*6 154.9 GaGG
1136-15 033/.0 2,U9/0122 1 /0( A/7 40 1887 371 FN 12615E F5e8 154.3 GOGG
113 6 -.'u15,4 30)c/0 . 2'-0l U9/0123 21/9 /72 90 1887 pOIN 123E 39.1 145v? GGGG
1136- 1511 )C "0/1O!O' , ?,C.0.9/01 24 1 / /7P 6r 187 1037N 1.101E 4.,2 1443 GGGG
1136- 153 0 ?0/910Q' 20009/0125 12/ r/7 50 1897 1711N 12039E 41.2 1433 G GG
'EYS: CL U0 CBvER X .... , *** ., .. Tb 100 * '. C/5UD CPVF * ** * NV CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
1V r'E .UALTTY * o LANKS.BAND N5T PRFSrNT/REGUESTED. RmRECYCLED. G.GPD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PsPBDR@
16 :44 -14 1 1'74+ STAV41ARD. CATA0G FOR NMN-US PAGE 0344
FRS' D7/21/7? TM Q7/23/73
OSSERVATI N '01C;9FIL 4LL 4TF CLOU~D IR41T Pn CIA P!4NT SUN SUN yMArE QUALITYI)P;IT111 IN (LL ACC'JrPEr, IM4M~ FPAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV msS
PlvmsLAT LONG 123 45678
J136-C,152, L 0o:,) , . , ,, ;/1p 1?/',A/7P 6n 18A7 1r,4 4N l201I!E 4P.2 242.3 GOGra1136--1522 Q~/c~ Q9 /,127 IP/(rA/7P 7r, 18'97 1417N 1.1956E 43.2 141.. GOGG1136*Q1~eeous r0/CZOL . 20U9/C12$i 12/;A/7P 9CI. 18F7 1.'51% 1193SE 44:1 140.1 GGGG1136-,2134 ou 2, c-0 " ?C U 9/ e ,12 9 IP/ 'A/7P A 1807 6m2rS 09306E 35 6 64.2 aCIt 36,.2 161 0 C f- 9I 3 1 /;A/7P 9c IM 444S 01035E '4* 64oR GIGG
P16:2& -.nQ0 ~M9,/o131 1 ,A/7p Q. 1897 6003 )AR755E '43o4 65.6 GCOGG113.~7C' cC'CPCC ^C9!/ 132 11/WA/7p C f,~ 0~2 C 3 E nPo3 66@6 GIGG
1136-,-?17? CCO'yc. u9,r I ?i ?"A/7;D ' 18R7 7,,37S 0F357E 31.2 67.9G .GG1136-",2175 0 ,^ l . 2. Cc9,J134 1'?/',A/7p :7 1e7 715?. (8 o~38F 3c..1 69o4 GCSGG1136-.R?1 c ( 0 7, C /c,,c2 3 ,e01 12/26/7p f, 1~7 7109q 0790CE~ 29*0 71.3 G113 6 2 1 R4 0~>c P.e r C C. 0 Pi 3 f 1 P / 7' 7,PIS7 741 iq 07o0CE P7-8 73.0 GOGG1136o;21qo 0 )O-,1 0,,PC 0ZO 2u9~o 137 1?/,-A/7P 18F7 0 7234E Ga.7 76.
1136-. 2193 OC~:'Cc 20r,(,,10134 1:A7 n 1907 7,e,29q o6k429E P505 79.9 GG1136-d2lqr L0 r, C .CZ 2,. CU9/0C119 12/ A/7P ISR7 7731S 06-345E 044 a 4,c Gcm G1136- *511C 1 LP :0o ?1 b,06 * 12v 7 P 7n 16R9 412FN o7605E P2o3 156.2 Gc GG
1136-1,5115 C ,. C'. J /ju9/C14", 12/,-,6/7P 3e' * 3Q39N Lo7o5E P4.0 15499 GlIGa1236-C51PI 00L 2 0 9/'014 1 12/'A/7P I. ') 11 9 3712\ o7436E 2Fi -8 154.3 G A ,1136&,S124 C 'm"o/V'-C' 80 L 2 C9 /C 4 2 1 ~/- A/7P 1 18 9 3944AN o7409E 2700 153.6 G CSG1136- .51I'V Q0 OMcoc 2 C,00 141 1-?/nA/7P 2-0 :1 R9 342IN 0442E PPol 153.0 rG1136-.5133 o ,. o 2C 4,1 4 4 12, 'A 7 I'l 18,9 31~55kv c7316L pci. 3 152.3 GIGG1136.!5115 0C 'r 2U,145 1 '/-,A,/7P ' '889 i2QN arP~E 0 J 15.1136.,2* C; c / C 0 PC j53 C146 1,1/rA/7P fo 18)49 ~3 \:. tm7?5E 31.5 15169 GOGG1136- 1144 00/CU. 2y'O'9/ 147 1 /r/7P 18R29 ?q3FN 67201E 32.7 15* G(150116%1 *(CLC) , 2c'l.9 Ci'44 IP,A/7P ISR9 271;AN o7136E 31ob 149.4 Gape1136:- 515? R /002 9/^149 1?,rA6/7? bA ?v47N 07112E 34.9 149.6 GP1136 g16: 0200/oCQ /150) 12//7 1AR89 2420N 07049E 36.0 147.9 G~tPG1136-,5162 Ocjcj/( cCol SL,9/0151 12/'A7: TO~R9 2P54N 07C26E 37.0 147.0 PGO
1136:..5165 oo~ljo, 2,,o90152 18JR? l9 212A'% 07704E 3A.1 146.1 PlGG
11360L5174 CC,C 0 0L 0 2L(U9/ClS4I l/ 0A/7 P 4c 1 A A9 1 P3 P N 069S21E 4 C.2 1441R Po G G1126-,,.51811 0 F)( )J~ PL'CJU9/0 155 1'1/, W/P 2n 1889 170AN o6M59E 4,10? 143.3WI1136o-110 ColO0C/00,, 2(jlw9/015b 1,/ A/7P sr 18*9 lm4l co6m3FE 4p.2 142.2 GIGG136.SIAB r, C ~00.7 P ,L,9/ 0 F,7 1'3/oA/7P 40 18R9 14194 0681 RE 43.2 141.2 GPGP
113 6 0;658b CC!/0C.f ?2'Cl1/56 1',"'A/77 10 1890 2945N 10~24 E 3409 148.6 Ga1136s.-6592 2Ulo/3c,63 11/^A/7P r 18no ?41'IN 0450CE 3S#9 147.8 aoa1136.6694 Ou00/1c0 ?rl1o/A 1,tA/7P u 10 jan PPM 0443SE 37.0 147.0 Go
113 6 oc7co2 I o/ 1 96 1P /' A/7 1o 1890 2i27N f,4 4 16E 3h.1 146.1 GinaO
KEYSI LLAUL CbVER selsoeos t, T 9 10C a % CLOUD~ COVFq. .. NO CLOUD LJATA AVAILABLE*
I"Atl .UALTY ...... N. LANWSu ANO NOT P~RFNT/REUSTED. pmp!CYCLEt~. 0.GOA~o FvFAIR BUT USABLE. P99O.
16144 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NeN,US PAGE 0345
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NibO/ DATE CLBUD DRRIT PRINCIPAL P6INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIgN IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBrR RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1136-07003 00000/0000 20010/0566 12/06/72 10 1890 2000N 04353E 39.1 145.2 GGGG
1136-07010 00000/000 20010/0567 12/06/7P 10 1890 18 33N 04331E 40.2 144.2 GIGG
1136-07012 00000/0000 20010/0568 12/o6/7P 10 1890 1707N 04310E 41s2 143.3 GGGG1136-07015 00000/o000 20010/0569 12/06/72 10 1890 141N 04248E 42.2 142*3 GGGG
1136.07021 ooo00000oo/oooo 20010/0570 12/06/72 10 1890 1414N 04228E 43.2 141.2 GGGG
1136"07024 00000/0000 20010/0571 12/06/72 C 1890 124 7 N 04207E 44.1 140.1 GGGG
1136-07030 00000/0000 20010/0572 12/06/7P 10 18 90 112?N 04146E 45.1 138.9 GGGG
1136-07033 00000/0000 20010/0573 12/nM/ 7 2 C 1890 0955N 04126E 46.0 137*7 GGG
1136*07035 00000/0000 20010/0574 12/06/72 0 1890 0928N 04 105E 46*9 13605 GGGG1136-07042 00000/0000 20010/0575 12/06/72 10 1890 0701N 04045E 47*8 135.2 GGGG1136-07044 00000/0000 20010/0576 12/06/7? 10 1890 OF35N 04025E 48.6 133.8 GGGG
1136-07053 00000/0000 20009/0159 12/06/72 20 1890 0?41N' 03944E 50.2 130*9 GGGG
1136-07060 00000/0000 20009/0160 12/O6 /72 50 1890 0i15N 03923E 51.0 129.4 GGGG
1136-07062 00000/0000 20010/0577 12/0o/72 50 1890 0010S o3903E 51.7 127.8 GGGQ
1136*07065 00000/0000 20010/0578 12 /0/72 4C 1890 0137S 03843E 52*4 126.2 GGGG
1136-07083 00000/0000 20009/0161 12/06/72 70 1890 0724S 03721E 54*7 119.0 GGPG
1136-07085 00000/0000 20009/0162 12/06/72 80 1890 0851S 03701E 55.2 11790 GGPG
1136-07092 00000/0000 20009/0163 1?/06/72 90 1890 1017S 03640E 55.6 115.0 GGPG
1136-07094 00000/0000 20009/0164 12/06/7p 100 1890 1144S 03619E 56.0 113*0 GGGG
1136-07101 00000/0000 20009/0165 12/06/72 90 1890 1310S 03558E 56'3 110.9 GGGG
1136-07112 00000/0000 20009/0166 12/06/72 100 1890 1730S 03455E 56.9 104.5 GGPG
1136-07115 00000/0000 20009/0167 12/06/7p 70 1890 1956S 03433E S7*0 102*4 GGGG
1136-07121 00000/0000 20009/0168 12/06/72 70 1890 2o22S 03 411E s7.1 100.2 GGGG1136-07124 00000/0000 20009/0169 12/0o/7 80 1890 2149S 03348E 57.1 98.1 GGGG
1136-07130 00000/0000 20009/0170 12/06/7 60 1890 2315S 03326E 57*0 95.9 GGGP
1136m07133 00000/0000 20009/0171 12/06/7P 50 1890 2441S 03302E 56.9 93.8 GGGG
1136-08414 00000/0000 20010/0579 12/06/72 90 1891 2711N 02000E 33*7 14904 GG G
1136-08421 00000/0000 20010/0580 12/06/72 90 1891 2545N 01937E 34.8 148.6 GGPG
1136-12375 00000/0000 20009/0172 12/06/72 90 1893 7103S 07548W 29.0 71.3 GGGG
1136"12381 00000/0000 20009/0173 12/06/72 100 1893 74135 07846W 27*9 73*6 GGGG
1136-12384 00000/0000 20009/0174 12/06/7p 100 1893 7520S 08211W 26.8 76*4 GGGG
1136-12390 00000/0000 20009/0175 12/06/72 100 1893 7626S 08613W 25.6 79.8 GGGG
1136-12393 00000/0000 20009/0176 12/06/72 100 1893 7729S 09059W 24.5 83.8 GGGG
1136-13583 00000/0000 20009/0177 12/06/72 80 1894 OP49N 06330W 50.1 131.1 GrGG
1136-13590 00000/0000 20009/0178 12/06/72 70 1894 0122N 06350W 50*9 129*5 GGGG
1136-13592 00000/0000 20009/0179 12/06/72 60 1894 0004S 06410W 51.6 128*0 GGGG
1136-13595 00000/0000 200O9/0180 12/06/72 60 1894 0131S 06430W 52.3 126.3 G3GG
1136-17091 00000/0000 20010/0581 12/06/72 C 1896 5705N 097 20W 9*0 163*4 GGGG
1136-17094 00000/C000 20010/0582 12/06/72 0 1896 5941N 09811W 10.2 162.7 GGPG
KEYS: CLUD CBVER % ************o.* 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,.. BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GSRD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PmPS8R.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0346
FRBm 07/23/72 TA 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NuB/ DATE CLOBUD 5RIT PoINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI9N IN HALL ACQUIRED CAVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT L9NG 123 456 78
1136-17100 00000/0000 20010/0583 12/06/72 C 1896 5414N 09859W 11*4 161*9 PGPG
1136-17103 00000/0000 20010/0584 12/06/7P 0 1896 5P54N 09944W 12.6 161,2 PGPG
1136-17105 o0000o/00o 20010/0585 12/06/7P 0 1896 5130N 10027W 13.8 160.6 GGGG
1136-17180 00000/0000 20009/0181 12/C0/7 50 1896 2719N 10904W 1336 14904 GGGG
1136-17182 00000/0000 20009/0182 12OA/7P 90 1896 2c53N 109 27W 34.7 148.7 GGGG
1136-17185 00000/0000 20009/0183 12/06/72 90 1896 2426N 10951W 35*8 147*8 GGGP
1136-17453 00000/0000 20009/0184 12/06/7? 100 1896 664rS 1424 0W 34*6 64.8 P
1136-17455 0000/0000 20009/0185 12/06/72 100 1896 6758S 144191 33.5 65*6 GGGG
1136-17462 00000/0000 20009/0186 12/C6/7P 70 1896 6916S 14610 32.4 66.6 GGGG
1136-17464 0000/0000 20009/0187 12/06/72 60 1896 7033S 14815W 31.3 67*9 GAGG
1136-17471 00000/00CC00 20009/0188 12/0/7P 40 1896 71485 15032W 30.2 69.4 GGGG
1136-17473 00000/0000 20009/0189 12/06/7 60 1896 7302 15308W 29*1 71.3 GPGG
1136-17480 00000/0000 20009/0190 12/06/72 60 1896 74129 15608W 27.9 73*6 GPGG
1136-17482 00000/0000 20009/0191 12/06/72 50 1896 7920S 15933W 26*8 76.4 GPGG
1136-17485 00000/0000 20009/0192 12/06/72 60 1896 7627S 16335W ?5.6 79*8 GPGG
1136-17491 00000/0000 20009/0193 12/06/72 90 1896 7728S 16818W 24.5 83*. GGGG
1136-18521 00000/0000 20009/0194 12/06/7P 10 1897 5829N 12213W 7.8 164.2 GGGG
1136-18523 00000/0000 20009/0195 12/06/72 50 1897 5706N 12308W 9.0 163.4 PAGG
1136-185 3 0 00000/0000 20009/0196 12/06/72 20 1897 5542N 12359W 10*2 162.6 GGGG
1136-18532 00000/0000 20009/0197 12/0/72 20 1897 5418N 12448W 11.4 161.9 GGGG
1136-18535 00000/0000 20009/0198 12/06/72 40 1897 5?54N 12534w 12*6 161.2 GGGG
1136-18541 00000/0000 20009/0199 12/06/7 20 1897 5130N 12617W 13.8 160.6 GrGG
1136-22563 00000/0000 20009/0200 12/06/72 100 1899 703,S 13409E 31*3 68.0 GPGG
1136-22570 00000/0000 20009/0201 12/0o/72 o00 1899 7153S 13151E 30.1 69.6 GPGG
1136-22572 00000/0000 20009/0202 12/06/79 100 1899 73055 12914E 29.0 71.5 GPGG
1136-22575 00000/0000 20009/0203 12/06/72 100 1899 7416 12612E 27*9 73.8 GPGG
1136-22581 00000/0000 20009/0204 12/06/7p 100 1899 7523S 12247E 26.7 76.6 GPGG
1136"22584 00000/0000 20009/0205 12/06/72 100 1899 7629S 11843E 25*6 800 GGGG
1136-22590 00000/0000 20009/0206 12/06/7 100 1899 7731S 11400E P44 84*1 GPGG
1137-00245 00000/0000 20010/0586 12/07/72 10 1900 2 0225 13601E 57.0 100*4 PPG
1137"00251 00000/0000 20010/0597 12/07/72 10 1900 2146S 13539E 5790 98.3 GPG
1137-00254 00000/0000 20010/0588 12/07/72 30 1900 2113S 135 17 E 56.9 96.1 PPG
1137-00260 00000/0000 20010/0589 1P/07/ 7P 90 1900 24405 13454E 56.8 94*0 GGG
1137-00263 00000/0000 20010/0590 12/07/7? 100 1900 2605S 13432E 56.6 91.9 GGG
1137-00265 00000/0000 20010/0591 12/07/7? 80 1900 27305 13409E 56.4 89*9 GGG
1137-00272 00000/0000 20010/0592 12/07/72 10 1900 256S 13345E 56.1 87.9 1GG
1137-01501 00000/0000 20010/0593 12/07/72 80 1901 4!32N 12617E 22.1 156*1 GGGG
1137*01504 00000/0000 2Q010/0594 12/7/72 90 1901 406N 12546E p3.3 155.5 WIGG
1137-01510 00000/0000 20010/0595 12 /c7/ 72 90 1901 3R41N 12517E 24.5 154*9 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % c..... ...... 0 T9 10C0 % CLOUD CSVER. ** - NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY *..***.......*e. LANKSBANO NBT PRrSNT/REQUFSTED • RORECYCLED. GaGBeDo FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PvP89OR
lb 4 4 ':Aq 11s'74 STANDARD CATALfG FOR NON.US PAGE 0347
FR5M 07/23/72 TO 27/?2/73
OBSERVATIb "ICrPFI." R!+LL \'9./ rATF CLBUD 9RIT PPI\CIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
IT PSITI N I4 H9LL AC UTRED C.VER UMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIr. RBV MSS
E.V MCS LAT LNG 123 45678
1137*-:1513 COCCO/002 2/rc 10/096 1/t7/72 90 1901 3715N ?449E. 25*7 154*2 GGGG
1137.-151F CO'00/00~ 20010/0597 12/'7/72 80 19"1 3c40N 12421E 26.8 153*6 GGGG
113 7 *- 1522 000CO/0c0O 20010/0598 12/,:7/7P 70 19'1 3424N 12354E 28*0 152*9 GGGG
1137-1524 OLOC/oOo 20010/099 12/?7/77 5 0 19?1 3p5FN 12327E 29*1 152.3 GGGG
113 7 01565 003o0/0c00 2j010/0600 12/07/72 40 19 01 J139N i1934E 40o0 144.3 GGGG
1137*01572 00O00C/CC0000 20010/0601 1?/('7/72 40 1901 1711N 11913E 41.0 143.3 GGGG
1137-:1574 00000/000 20010/0b02 12/07/72 50 19)1 1544N 11851E 42*0 14?23 GGGG
1137-0C151 000C/C000 20010/0603 12/7/72 60 1901 1417N 11831E 43*0 141*2 GOGG
1137-,1583 0C000C/000 20010/0604 12/.7/72 8 0 1901 1251N 11610E 44.0 140*1 GGGG
1137-01592 ULOCO/OC 0 2C010/0 6 05  1?/r7/ 72 60 1901 0o5$N 11727E 45.8 137*8 GGGG
1137-,1595 0000/COCJ 2pL010/0606 12/'7/72 70 1901 0831N 11707E 46o7 1366 GGGG
113 7 -020c1 OCOC00/C0 22010/0607 1?/07/77 60 1901 0 7 0 5 N 11646E 47.6 135.3 GGGG
113 7 -2o034 00300/ C00 2001C/060 12/07 7 2 40 1901 053AN 11626E 48.5 133*9 GGGG
1137-02010 0000/000j 20010/0609 12/07/7 40 1901 0412N 11605E 49s3 132.5 GGGG
1137-2013 00000/0000 2.010/0610 1P/0r7/ 7 2 40 1901 0?4O N 11b45E 50.1 131.0 GOGG
1137-P2015 000000/000 20010/0611 12/n7/72 60 1901 011O N 11b25E 90*8 129.5 GrGG
1137-02022 C00000/0000 2j010/0612  12/07/72 50 1901 0n06S llb05E 51*6 127.9 GGGG
1137-224 000.)/0000 2O10/C613 12/;)7/7? 70 1911 0133S 11444E 52.2 126.3 GGGG
1137-02031 00000/0000 20010/0614 1p/n7/72 40 1901 0259S 11424E 52*9 124*6 GGGG
1137-J2033 00000/0000 20010/0615 1?,/7/7P 90 1901 0426S 11403E 53.5 122.8 GAGG
1137-02040 oc00ooo000 2c010/061 6  12/n7/72 90 1901 0553S 11343E 54*1 121.0 GGGG
1137-02042 000eO/0000 20010/0617 1?/ 7/72 90 1901 07205 11323E 54*6 119.1 GGGG
1137-3404 000C0/000 2U010/0618 12/07/72 0 1902 6r25S 06346E 35*7 64*4 GGGG
113 7 -04051 LOOO0/00? 2 0010/C 6 19 12P/7/
7P c 1902 6644S 06216E 34.6 65.0 GGGG
11 3 7 o0405 3 00000/0000 20010/0620 10/n7/72 0 19 02 6q02S 06036E 33.5 65.7 GGGP
113 7 -04060 00000/0000C 20010/0621 12/n7/7 0 1912 6a20S 05844E 32.*4 66.8 GGGG
11 3 7 -04062 O0000/0O00 20010/0622 12/.7/72 0 1902 7037S 05638E 31.3 68*0 GGGG
1137-04065 OUo00/OCOC 20010/0623 12/i7/ 7? 0 19n2 7152S 05420E 30*2 69.6 GGGG
11 3 7 -,40 71 )00000000C 20010/0624 12/7/72 0 1902 7 05S 0 5144E 29*0 71.5 GGGG
1137-C4074 00000/CCO0 20010/0625 12/07/72 0 1902 741S C8944E 27e9 73.8 GGGG
1137-*0080 00000/0000 20010/0626 12/,7/72 0 1902 7523S 04518E 26.8 76.6 GPPP
1137-o4083 00000/0000 20010/0627 12/07/72 0 19:2 7A2qS 04115E 25.6 80.0 PGGG
1137-C4085 0000C/0000 2C010/0628 1/n7/7p 0 1902 77315 03630E 24*5 84.1 GGGG
1137-5194 C00000/0000 20009/0207 12/07/72 10 1903 3130N 07124E 30*3 151*5 GGGG
1137-05200 C0OO0/C00o 20009/0208 12?/7/72 0 19 3 3003N 07U59E 31'4 150.8 GGGG
113 7 -j5203 00000/000 20009/0209 1_/07/72 0 19n3 2Q37N 07034E 32*5 150.1 GGGG
1137-05205 00000/00u0 20009/021 12/!7/72 0 1903 2711N 07010E 33.6 149.3 GGGG
1137-05212 00000/0000 20009/0211 12/07/72 0 1903 2546N 06946E 34*7 148.6 GGGG
11 3 7 -o 5 214 00000/0000 20009/0?12 12/07/72 0 1903 2 41 9 N 06923E 35.8 147.8 GGGG
KEYS: LLOUD CBvER % *.,..,...o 0 Te 100C % CLBUD CPVER. ** w NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALTTY ,....,.o..... BLANKSwBAND NBT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED, RuRECYCLED, G=GBRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PwP08R,
16:44 1AP 110,74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NeN-US PAGE 0348
FRHM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN 'TCIRFILM R LL 9./ DATE CLOUD EBRIT PPIICIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI95 IN ReLL ACCUIRED CBVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MS LAT LONG 123 45678
1137-05221 0000/o0000 20009/0213 12/e7/72 10 1903 2253N 06900E 36.9 146.9 G)GG
1137-05223 00o30/000 20009/0214 12/07/72 10 1913 2127N 06838E 37*9 146.1 GGGG1137,05230 0000/0000 2UOU9/0215 12/r7/72 10 1903 2001 06816E ' 39.0 145.2 G3GG
1137-05232 00000/0000 20009/0216 12/07/72 20 1903 1034N 06755E 40.0 144.2 GGGG
1137-05235 oooo0/000 20009/0217 12/07/7P 10 1903 1707N 06733E 41.0 143.3 GGGG
1137*05241 C0030/CC00 20009/021 12/07/72 10 1903 1542N 06712E 42.0 142.2 GGGG
1137o05244 00000/0000 20009/0219 12/07/72 10 1903 1415N 06651E 43*0 141.2 GGGG
1137-5250 o0003/3000o 20009/0220 12/07/72 1C 1903 1P48N 06631E 44.0 140.1 GeGG1137-05253 00000/0000 20009/0221 12/07/7/ 10 1903 1122?N 06610E 44.9 138.9 GGGG
1137-07025 000o0/0000 20010/0629 12/07/7P 0 1918 3150N 04542E 30.0 151*7 GGGG
1137m07031 00000/000u 20010/0630 12/07/72 0 1918 3024N 04517E 311 151.0 GGGG
1137"07034 00000/0000 2U010/0631 12/07/72 0 1918 2958N 04452E 32.2 150.3 GGGG
1137-07040 00000/0000 20010/0632 12/n7/7p 0 1918 2732N 04428E 33*3 149.5 GGGG
1137-07043 C00/O000C 2u0 1 0/063 3  12/o7/72 0 1918 2 606N o4404E 34.4 148.8 UrGG
1137-07C45 000TO/C'co 2:)010/0634 12/r 7/72 0 1918 2439N 04341E 35.5 148.0 GGGG1137-07070 0UO/Co00co 20009/0222 12/07/7p 10 19n4 1707N 04145E 41.0 143*3 GGGG1137-07073 COOo/CG00o 2o009/0223 12/07/7P 10 1.904 1541N 04124E 42.0 142.2 GGGG
1137-07C75 00000/o00 2u0O91C22* 12/n7/72 10 1904 14 16N 04 10 3 E 43.0 141.2 GGG1137-07082 00000/0000 20009/0225 12/7/7P 20 1904 1149N 04042E 44.0 140.1 GGGG
1137*07084 00000/O00 2CUg0009/0226 12/m7/7P 20 1904 11 2 3N 04021E 44.9 138*9 GGGG
113 7 *07 C91 00000/0000 20009/0227 12/07/72 10 1904 0955N 04001E 45*8 137.8 GGGG
1137*7093 00100/0000 20009/0228 12/37/7P 10 1.904 OR29N 03941E 46.7 136.5 GGGG
1137-07100 00000/0000 20009/0229 12/07/7p 20 1904 0703N 03920E 47.6 135.2 GGGG
1137-07102 000000/0000 20009/0230 12/07/72 2c 1904 035N 03900E 4A45 133,9 GGGG
1137-7175 ooooo/ooo0000 20009/0231 12/07/72 20 1904 202?S 03247E 57.0 100*4 GGGG1137307182 00000/0000 20009/0232 12/07/7 10 1904 2149S 03225E 57.0 98.3 GGGG
1137"07184 00000/000 20009/0233 12/07/72 10 19n4 23159 03202E 56.9 9691 GGGG
1137-07191 OOOCO/CCOo 2U009/023 4  12/07/72 20 1904 24415 03139E 56.8 94*0 GGGG
1137-07193 00000/000 20009/0235 12/07/72 10 1904 2607S 03116E 56.6 91.9 GGGc,
1137-07200 00000/000) 20009/0236 12/07/72 10 190n 27339S 03 052E 56'4 89.9 GGGG1137-37202 OCOO/Ol,000 20009/0237 1p?/7/7P 20 1904 2059S 03027E 56.1 87.9 GGGG
1137-07205 OC0o0/00 20009/0238 1?/07/7? 40 1904 3025S 03003E 55.8 86.0 GGGG
1137-07211 00000/Co00 20009/0239 1?/)7/72 20 1904 315nS 02938E 55.4 84@1 GGGG1137-07214 00000/000 20:09/0240 12/0 7/72 50 1904 33 16S 02912E 54.9 82.3 GGGG
1137-08425 00000/0000 2C009/0241 1P?/,7/7? 50 1905. 4254N 02333E 21.0 156.7 GGGG
1137"08432 00300/C0C0 2)0009/024 2  1?/07/72 50 1905 412 N 02301E 22.2 156.1 GGG
1137-14242 C0000/0000 20009/0243 12/07/72 70 198 65 2 3S 09100W 35.7 64*4 GAGG
1137-14244 00300/0000 20009/0244 12/7/7p 50 19o8 6642S 09230w 34.6 65.0 GGGG
1137-14251 003C0/0000 20009/0245 12/7/72 60 1908 6R01S 09411W 33o.6 65.8 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD C5VER % ... .... T0 100 * % CLOUD C9VER. ** a NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY .... *....*.... BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G=G5RD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. POPBR.
16144 MAR 115' 74 STANDARD CATAL9Q FOR NBN-US PAGE 03499
FROM 07/23/72 TP 07/23/73
BSSERVATION MICRerILM ROLL NB*/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL pOINT SUN SUN tMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN BLL ACQOURED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVs AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1127014253 00000/0000 20009/0246 12/07/72 90 1908 69198 09602W 32*5 66.8 0000
1137m14260 00000/0000 20009/0247 12/07/7P 100 1908 735S 09806 31.4 68.0 o000
1139714262 00000/0000 20009/0248 12/07/72 100 1908 7150S 10025W 30.2 69.6 0000
1137:14265 00000/0000 20009/0249 12/07/72 10 1908 7302$ 10303W P9,1 71.5 0000
1137 14971 00000/0000 20009/0250 12/07/72 10 1908 7413S 10603W 2O.0 73.8 amea
1137"14274 o000oo/oo0 20009/0251 12/07/72 20 1908 7521S 10927W P6.8 76.6 0000
1137 14280 00000/0000 20009/0252 12/07/72 40 1908 7A27S 11327W 25*7 80*0 0000
1137*15314 00000/0000 20010/0635 12/07/72 100 1909 570AN 07258w 8.9 163.3 PG 0
1137.15321 00000/0000 20010/0636 12/07/72 100 1909 5843N o7348W 10.1 16206 PG P
1137*15323 00000/0000 20010/0637 12/7/7 1to00 1909 B41PN 07436W i113 161*9 P P
1137:16330 00000/0000 20010/0638 12/07/72 40 1909 5P54N 07521W 12.5 161.2 P P
1137185332 00000/0000 20010/0639 12/07/72 0 19n9 5130N 07 603  13.7 160.5 Oap
1137:15335 00000/0000 20010/0640 12/07/72 0 1909 5005N 07644W 14,9 159.8 0GpG
1137-15414 00000/0000 20009/0253 12/07/72 20 1909 2?58N 08553W 367 147,0 0G00
1137*15421 00000/0000 20009/0254 12/07/7P 10 1909 2132N 08615W 37.8 146.1 5000
1137-15423 00000/0000 20009/0255 12/07/72 20 1909 2P05N 08636W 3808 145,2 0000
1137:15430 00000/0000 20009/0256 12/07/72 20 1909 13 9N 08658W t909 144,3 o000
1137-15432 00000/0o00 20009/0257 12/07/72 40 1909 17 3N 08719w 40.9 143.3 0g0
1137-15435 00000/0000 20009/0258 12o07,7P 60 1909 1!48N 0874OW 41.9 142.3 G0GG
1137w17152 00000/0000 20010/0641 12/07/72 0 1910 5542N 09938W 10*1 162*6 0000
1137*17155 00000/0000 20010/0642 12/07/72 0 1910 5418N 10025W 11.3 161.9 0GGS
1137*1716l 00000/0000 20010/0643 12/07/72 0 1910 5P54N 10110 12.5 161.2 G000
1137.17164 00000/0000 20010/0644 12/07/72 0 1910 513oN 10153W 13.7 160.5 GGGG
118*00083 00000/0000 20015/0455 12/08/7P 80 1914 q553N 157049 10.1 16205 PPPP
113800085 00000/0000 20015/0456 12/08/72 80 1914 544N 156169 11.3 161.8 pppp
1138-00130 00000/0000 20015/0457 12E/o/7P 90 1914 4007N 15010E 23.2 155.5 PPPP
113 8:00 133 00000/0000 20015/0458 12/A/7P 90 1914 3M41N 14941E 24 4 154.8 PPPP113800135 00000/0000 20015/0459 12/0A/72 90 1914 3716N 14912E 25.5 154E2 PPPP
1138-00142 00000/0000 20015/0460 12/o0/72 90 1914 3550N 14844E p6*7 153.6 pppp
1138"00271 00000/0000 20010/0645 1P/0~/72 40 1914 OR48S 13725E 55,0 117*3 00
1138000274 00000/0000 20010/0646 12/08/72 30 1914 1014S 137055 55'4 1153 GGGG51138*00280 00000/0000 20010/0647 12/08/72 50 1914 11409 13644E 55*8 113,3 QGGG
1138-00283 00000/0000 20010/0648 12/08/72 10 1914 1307S 13623E 56.1 111.3 GGGG
1138w00285 00000/0000 20010/0649 12/0R/72 10 1914 14365 13602E 56.4 109*2 6000
1138-00292 00000/0000 20010/0650 12/8O/72 10 1914 1602S 13540E 56*6 107.1 00G0
1138.00304 00000/0000 20015/0461 12/oR/72 80 1900 2043S 13429E 56.9 100.1 POPe
1138-00310 00000/0000 20010/0651 12/08/72 60 1914 21499 13412E 56.9 98.5 0000
1138.00313 00000/0000 20015/0462 12/08/72 100 1900 2335S 13345E 56*8 95.9 PPQ
1138.00315 00000/0000 20015/0463 12/08/72 90 1900 2501S 13323E 56.7 93.8 opeP
KEYSI CLOUD CBVER % o........ti.... 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CmVER. *# F NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .**.s**,...... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLEDi GOGB0D, FvFAIR BUT USABLE, PuPObR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0350
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR8FILM R5LL ND)./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TIMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1138-00322 00000/00OC 20015/0464 12/08/72 30 1900 2625S 13300E 56.5 91.7 PGPP
1138m00324 00000/0000 20015/0465 12/08/72 0 1900 2751S 13236E 5693 89.6 PGPP
1138-00331 00000/0000 20015/0466 12/0A/72 0 19 00 2917S 13211E 56,0 87*7 PGPP
1138-00333 00000/0000 20015/0467 12/08/72 0 1900 3043S 13 147E 55*6 85.7 PPPP
1138.00463 00000/0000 20015/0468 12/08/72 t00 1900 7123S i0112E 28.8 72.2 PPPP
1138-00465 00000/0000 20015/0469 12/08/ 72 100 1900 7432S 0 9808E 27.7 74*6 PPPP
1138-00472 00000/0000 20015/0470 12/08/72 100 1900 7539S 0 9436E 26*5 77.5 PPPP
1138-00474 00000/0000 20015/0471 12/08/72 100 1900 7f45S 090221 25.4 81.1 PPP
1138-00481 00000/0000 20015/0)472 12/08/72 100 1900 7745S 08527E 24*2 85.4 PPPP
1138-01555 00000/0000 20010/0652 12/08/72 0 1915 4131N 12451E 22.0 156.1 GGGG
1138-01562 00000/0000 20010/0653 12/08/72 10 1915 4006N 12420E 23.2 155.5 GGGG
1138-01564 00000/0000 20010/0654 12/08/72 10 1915 3840N 12351E 24*3 154.8 GGGG
1138-01571 00000/0000 20010/0655 12/08/72 20 1915 3715N 12322E 25.5 154.2 GGGG
1138-01573 00000/0000 20010/0656 12/O8/72 10 1915 3549N 12255E 26.7 153.5 GGGG
1138-02073 00000/0000 20010/0657 12/08/72 60 1915 011 8 N 11359E 50.7 129.6 GGGG
1138-02080 00000/0000 20010/0658 12/08/72 40 1915 0007S 11339E 51.4 128*0 GGGG
1138*02082 00000/000 20010/0659 12/08/72 50 1915 0134S 11319E 52.1 126.4 GGGG
1138-05270 00000/0000 20010/0660 12/08/72 0 1917 25 46N 06820E 3406 148.5 GGGG
1138-05534 00000/0000 20010/0661 12/08/72 70 1917 6532S 03651E 35.7 64.6 GGGG
1138-05541 00000/0000 20010/0662 12/08/72 30 1917 6652S 0 3521E 34.6 65.2 GGGG
1138"05543 00000/0000 20010/0663 12/08/72 4 0 1917 6811S 0 3341E 33.5 66.0 GGGG
1138-05550 00000/0000 20010/0664 12/08/72 80 1917 6929S 03 150E 32*4 67*0 GGGG
1138-05552 00000/0000 20010/0665 12/08/72 100 1917 7046S 02946E 31*3 68.2 PGGG
1138-05555 00000/0000 20010/0666 12/08/72 80 1917 7201S 02725E 30.2 69*8 GGGG
1138-05561 00000/0000 20010/0667 12/08/72 100 1917 7315S 02445E 29*1 71*7 GGGG
1138-05564 00000/0000 20010/0668 12/08/7P' 100 1917 7425S 02212E 27.9 74*1 GGPG
1138-05570 00000/0000 20010/0669 12/08/72 100 1917 7541S 01803E 26.8 76.9 GGGP
1138*05573 00000/0000 20010/0670 12/08/72 100 1917 7640S 01408E 25*7 80.3 GGGG
1138*05575 00000/0000 20010/0671 12/08/72 90 1917 77 4 1S 00924E 24*5 84*4 GGGG
1138-07054 00000/C0000 20009/0259 12/08/72 50 1918 412 8 N 04724E 22.0 156*0 GGGG
1138.07061' 00000/0000 20009/0260 12/08/72 60 1918 4003N 0 4654E 23.2 155.4 GGGG
1138-07063 00000/0000 20009/0261 12/08/72 3 c 1918 3838N 0 4626E 24*4 154.8 GGGG
1138-07070 00000/ooO0 20009/0262 12/08/72 40 1918 3712N 04557E 25.5 154*2 GGGG
1138-07072 00000/0000 20009/0263 12/08/72 20 1918 3546N 04530E 26.7 153*5 GGGG
1138:07075 00000/0000 20009/0264 12/08/7? 0 1918 3421N 04503E 27.8 152.9 GGGG
1138*07081 00000/0000 20010/0672 12/08/72 0 1918 3?55N 04 436E 29.0 152.2 GGPG
1138-07084 00000/0000 20010/0673 12/08/72 0 1918 3129N 04411E 30.1 151.5 GGG
1138.07090 00000/0000 20010/0674 12/08/72 0 1918 30 03N 04345E 31*2 150.8 GGG
1138-07093 00000/0000 20010/0675 12/08/72 0 1918 238N 04321E 32*4 150*1 GGPG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % .............. 0 TO 100 n % CLOUD CPVER. o* * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... .. BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G-G5RD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PPOOBR,
16:44 MA 11s'74 STAN)ARD CATAL0G FeR NBN-US PAGE 0351
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N "ICeFILm PRLL N,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PASTTI3N IN RELL AGUITRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
113 8 070o95 000CO/C00 20010/0676 12/8/7 P2 1918 2712N 04256E 33*5 149*3 GGG
1138-07104 00000/0000 20010/0677 12/?i/72 0 1918 2419N 04209E 35.6 147.7 GGGG
1138-07111 00000/C000 20010/0678 12/r/72 0 1918 2?5?N o4146E 36.7 146.9 GGGG
1138-07113 00000/0000 20010/0679 12/08/72 0 1918 2126N 04124E 37*8 146.0 GGGG
113 8-07120 00000/0000 2 o010/680 12,/r/7P 0 1918 2000N 04102E 38.8 145*1 GGGG
113 8 c071 2 2  ooooo/ooo0 20010/0681 12/CR/7P 10 1918 134N 0 4041E 39o9 144.2 GGGG
1138-07125 OC000O/COO 2u010/0682 12/08/7? 20 1918 1709N 04020E 40*9 14302 GGGG
1138-07131 OCOOO/COOO 20010/0683 12/08/72 20 1918 1F42N 03959E 41.9 142.2 GGGG
1138-07134 00000/0000 20010/0684 12/CAt72 10 1918 1416N c3938E 42*9 141.2 GGGG
1138-07140 0000/0000 20010/0685 12/8r/7P 20 1918 124qN 03917E 43.8 140.1 GGGG
1138-67143 00000/000 20010/0686 12/08/7P 10 1918 1 122N 03857E 44.8 139.0 GGGG
1138-07145 00000/0000 20010/0687 12/08/72 10 1918 0956N 03836E 45.7 137*8 GGGG
1138-37152 G0000/0000 20010/0688 12/08/72 30 1918 029N 03816E 46.6 136.5 GGGG
1138.07154 00oo0/0000 20010/0689 1/0~R/72 o10 1918 0702N 0 3756E 4795 135.2 GGGG
1138-07161 00000/0000 20010/0690 12/08/72 20 1918 0a36N 0373 5E 4803 13309 GGGG
1138-07231 00000/0000 20010/0691 12/08/72 10 1918 157S 03143E 56*8 102*8 GGGG1138-"7234 000c0/0000 20010/0692 12 ,/0R/7? 10 1918 2n24S 03121E 56.9 100.6 GGPG
1138-07240 00000/coo0 20010/0693 1?/08/72 10 1918 215oS 0 3058E 56.9 98.5 GGGG
1138-07243 00000/000 20010/0694 12/08/72 10 1918 2?16S 03035E 56*8 96.4 GGGG
1138-07245 00000/0000 20010/0695 12/08/72 0 1918 2443S 03012E 5697 94.2 GGGP
113 8-07 25 2 00000/0003 20010/0696 1?/08/72 o10 1918 2608S 0 2949E 56*5 92.2 GGGG
1138-07254 00000/0000 20010/0697 12/08/72 30 1918 2733S 02925E 56*3 90.1 GGGG
1138-07261 00000/0000 20010/0698 1P/08/7 50 1918 2900S 02902E 56.0 88*1 GGGG
113 8-07263 00000/0000 20010/0699 12/08/72 40 1918 3o28S 02837E 55*7 86.2 GGGG
113 8 -L856 3 00000/0000 20010/0700 12/08/72 100 1919 1541N 0 1409E 41*9 142.2 GG G
1138-08565 00000/0000 20010/0701 12/08/72 50 1919 1415N 01348E 4209 141.2 GG G
1138-08572 00000/0000 20010/0702 12/08/7P 0 1919 1249N 01327E 43*8 140.1 GGGG
1138 -C8 5 74  oC000/00o0 20010/0703 12/0R/72 0 1919 1122N 0 1306E 44.8 139*0 GGGG
113808581 OCOo0/0000 20010/0704 12/08/7? 0 1919 0956N 012 4 5E 4507 137.8 GGGG
1138-08583 00000/0000 P0010/0705 12/08/72 0 1919 0830N 01224E 46*6 136.5 GGGG
1138-08590 00000/0000 20010/0706 12/og/72 20 1919 0703N 01204E 47.5 135.2 GGGG
1138-08592 00000/0000 20010/0 7  12/r8/7? 30 1919 0O35N 01144E 48*3 133.9 GGGG
1138-08595 00000/0000 20010/0708 12/08/7P 50 1919 04 08N 01124E 4901 132.5 GGGG
1138-09001 00000/0000 20010/0709 12/o8/72 60 1919 0P42N 01104E 49.9 131.0 GGGG
1138-09004 00000/000C 20010/0710 1/08R/7P 80 1919 0116N 01044E 50.7 129.5 GGGG
1138-09010 00000/0000 20010/0711 12/o8/72 70 1919 O010S 01024E 51*4 128*0 GGGG
1138-09013 00000/0000 20010/0712 12/08/72 50 1919 0137S 01004E 52.1 126.3 GGGG
1138-10371 000o/o0000 20010/0713 12/08/72 100 1920 2426N 0 0 925W 35.5 147.8 G GG
1138-10374 00000/0000 20010/0714 12/08/7? 40 1920 2300N 00947w 36*6 147.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % c..... ,*,,.... 0 TO 100 S % CLBUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..s**,,,,,.e BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RuRECYCLEDi GGBS.o F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PP8OR,
16;44 MAR 11*'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0352
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICReFILM R3LL NOB, DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE gUALITY
ID POSITI5N IN HOLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
113 880 0 00000/0000 20010/075 12/08/72 80 1920 213 4 N 01009W 37.7 14601 GGG
1138-10383 00000/0000 20010/07L6 12/0/72 90 1920 2008N 01031W 38.7 145o2 GGGG
1138-10385 00000/0000 20010/07%7 12/0C/72 60 1920 1841N 0 1053W 39.8 1443 GGGG
1138-10392 00000/0000 20010/078 1?/0o/72 30 1920 1714N 01115W 40.8 143.3 GG
1138-10394 00000/0000 2C010/0719 12/08/72 10 1920 1547N 01136W 41.8 14203 GGGG
1138w10401 00000/0000 20010/0720 12/08/72 10 1920 1421N 01158W 42.8 141.3 GGGG
1138-10403 00000/000 20010/07i21 12/08/72 10 1920 1254N 01219W 43*7 140.2 QGGG
1138-10410 00000/0000 20010/0722 12/o0/7 10 1920 It28N 01240W 44.7 139.0 GGGG
1138-16132 00000/0000 20010/0723 12/08/72 90 1923 6522S 11810W 35*8 64 6 OG
1138-16134 00000/0000 2U010/0724 12/08/72 70 1923 6640 S  11940W 347 65.2 GGGG
1138w16141 00000/0000 20010/072!5 12/08/7 90 1923. 6800S9 12121W 33.6 65.9 8GGe
1138-16143 00000/0000 20010/07;6 12/O /72 90 1923 6917S 12312W 32*5 66.9 G000
1138-16150 00000/0000 20010/0727 %12/0/7P 70 1923 70349 12517W 31.4 68.2 GoG
113817204 00000/0000 20009/0265 12/0/72 0 1924 5706N 10015W 8.7 163.2 0QGG
1138-17211 00000/0000 20009/0266 12/08/72 0 1924 5943N 10106W 9.9 162.5 GGOG
113817213 00000/0000 20009/0267 12/08/72 1 1924 5419N 10153W 11.1 161.8 GGGG
1138-17220 00000/0000 20009/0268 12/0A/72 10 1924 5255N 10238W 12.3 161.1 GGGG
1138*17222 00000/0000 20009/0269 1/r08/72 0 19P4 530N 10320w 13.5 160.4 QGQ
1138-17io0 0000/O00OC 20009/0270 12/pR/72 20 1924 2844N 11133 32.2 15001 GGGG
1138-7293 00000/0000 20009/0271 12/08/72 10 1924 2 718N 11157W 33.3 1493 GGGG
1138-17295 00000/0000 20009/0272 12/0A/72 70 1924 2552N 11220W 34.4 148*6 GGGG
1138"17302 o0000/0000 20009/0273 1!/0/7P 80 1924 2426N 11242W 35.5 147.8 0000
1138.17304 00000/000 20009/0274 12/08/72 50 19P4 2300N 11304W 36,6 146, 9  aGGG
1138-19042 o0000/0000 20010/0728 12/CA/7P 100 1925 5;42N 126 52 W 9,9 162.5 00 a
1138w19051 00000/UC00 2 0 1 0/0 7 89 12 /0e/ 72 40 1925 5255N 12825 1813 161.1 o000
1138.19054 00000/Oo00 2010/073o0 12/0/72 50 19P5 5131N 12907W 13,5 160*4 0Go0
113$819060 00000/0000 20010/0731 12/0a/72 60 1925 S006N 19 48W 147 189,8 GGGG
1138-21231 00000/0000 20010/0732 12/08/72 100 1926 69239 16414E 35.8 64.7 pppO
1138-21233 00000/0000 20010/0733 1//0/72 80 19P6 66449 16244E 34.7 6528 oGGG
1139821240 o0000/0000 20010/0734 12/n8/72 100 1926 68038 16104E 33.6 66.0 PPPG
1138-2124 U00000/0000 20010/0735 12/08/72 100 1926 6921S 15913E 32*5 67.0 PPBQ
130m8.2185 00000/0000 20010/076 12/o0/72 100 1926 70 39S 15708E 31.4 68.3 PPPG
1138-21251 OC000/000 20010/0737 12/08/79 100 1926 7 t549 15448E 303 69.9 PPPG
1138v21254 00000/0000 20010/0738 12/0/A/7 100 196 7307S 1%212E 29.2 71rA PPPQ
1101269 00000/0000 20010/0739 1/08/72 100 1926, 7416S 14913E 28.0 74.1 PppO
19221263 00000/0000 20010/0740 12/08/72 100 1926 75249 14545E P6,9 76.9 ppp~
W8v1265 o000o0/000 20010/0741 i2/0A/7P 100 1926 76299 14142E e257 80.3 pppQ
%11b30P?27 00000/0000 200 1 0/0742 12/0A/7 2100 1926 77319 13654E P4,6 84.4 PPPO
1139-00350 .00000/0000 20010/0743 12/09/79 10 198 I001S 13415E 56,5 107.2 PPPP
KEYSI bL;LD COVER % o......*..... 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CbVER@ ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,.....,,.., RLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED, R.RECYCLEDi G. GO D F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PsR.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATAL6G FOR NON.US PAGE 0353
FRO M 07/23/72 TB j7/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICPOFILM PbLL N.,/ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PPnTICIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID POSTTI:N IN RBLL ACOUIRED COVER 'UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PE!V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1139-o0353 00000/0000 20010/0744 12/,q/72 10 1928 172 5 13353E 56*7 105*1 GPG
1139-00355 C0000/0000 20010/0745 12/oq/7P 10 1928 185;S 13332E 56.81 103*0 GPG1139-00362 00000/0000 20010/0746 12/9q/72 5s 1928 2021S 13310E 56.8 100.8 GGPG
1139-00364 00000/0000C 20010/0747 12/09q/72 10 1928 2147S 13249E p6*8 98r7 GGPG1139-00371 00000/0000 20010/0748 12/ q/72 0 1928 2113S 13226E 56.8 96.6 GGPG
1139-00380 000!0/0000 20010/0749 12?/9/72 0 1928 2606S 13141E 56.5 92.4 GOGG1139"0038?2 0000/000 20010/0750 1 / q/72 0 1928 2733S 13117E 5603 903 GGGG
1139"00385 00000/000 20010/0751 12/09/72 0 1928 285gS 13053E 56.0 8984 GGGG1139-00391 00000/0000 20010/0752 12/09/72 0 1928 3023S 13029E 55.7 86*4 GO G1139-02352 00000/0000 20010/0753 12/r9/77 100 1929 7309S 0 7438E 29.2 71*8 GGGG
1139-02355 00000/0000 20010/0754 12/09/7P 100 1929 74 18S 07139E 28.0 74.1 GGrG113 9-02361 00000/0000 20010/0755 12/09/72 90 1929 75245 06814E 2699 76.9 GGGG1139-02364 00000/0000 20010/0756 12/o9/72 100 1929 7A30S 06410E 25.8 80.3 00GG
1139-02370 oo000/oCoo 20010/0757 12/0)9/7P 100 19P9 77328 05924E 24.6 84.4 PPG
1139"-5325 O00CO/00CO 20009/0275 12/09/72 0 1931 2c46N 06654E 34*4 148.5 G G1139-05331 000000/0000 20009/0276 12/09/7? 0 1931 2420N 06631E 35.5 1477 0 G1139-05334 00O0/000Q 20009/0277 j12/9/7 10 1931 P253N 06608E 36o6 146*9 0 G
1139"05340 00000/0003 20009/0278 12/)9/7P 30 1931 ?126N 06545 37*7 146*0 n G1139-05342 00000/0000 20010/0758 12/19/72 20 1945 2021N 06529E 38*5 145.3 GGGG1139-05343 00000/0000 20009/0279 12/09/72 30 1931 2o00N 06523E 38.7 145.1 0 G1139-5345 00000/0000 20010/0759 12/09/7P 30 1945 1955N 0650 7E 39o5 144*4 G5GG
1139-05351 00000/0000 20010/0760 12/09/72 30 1945 1728N 06446E 40*5 143*4 G0GG
1139-05354 00000/C0000 2010/0761 12/09/72 10 1945 160tN 06425E 41*5 142.5 GGGG1139-07112 00000/c00 20010/0762 1P/oq/72 0 1946 4149N 04607E 21*6 156*1 GGGG
1139-Q7115 00000/0000 20010/0763 12/09/72 0 1946 4 24N 04b36E 22.8 155,5 GGGG1139-07121 O0/00/0000 20010/0764 1?/9/72 20 1946 3958N 04507E 24*0 154.9 GGG1139-07124 00000/0000 20010/0765 12/09/72 20 1946 3733N 04438E 25*1 154.2 GGGG1139-c7130 00000/0000 20010/0766 12/ 9/72 0 1946 3A07N 0 4411E 2693 153.6 GOGG
1139-07133 00300/0000 20009/0280 12/09/72 10 1932 3420N 04337E 27o7 152.8 G G1139-07135 OOOO0/00O 20010/0767 12/09/72 0 1946 3315N 04318E 28.6 152.3 GGGG1139-)7140 00000/0000 20009/0281 12/09/72 20 1932 3>54N 04312E 2688 152.1 0 G1139-07142 00000/0000 20009/0282 12/09/72 10 1932 312N 04246E 30*0 151.4 0 G
1139-07145 00000/0000 23009/0283 12/0q/72 20 1932 3 002N 04221E 31*1 150.7 0 G1139-07151 00000/0000 20009/C284 12/09/72 0 1932 2t36N 04156E 32.2 150*0 G G1139-07154 O0000/0000 20009/0285 12/09/72 0 1932 2711N 04132E 33.3 149.3 0 G
1139-07160 00000/C000 20009/0286 12/O9/7p 0 1932 2F44N 04108E 34* 148*5 G G
1139-07165 00000/0000 20009/0287 12/09/72 0 1932 2253N 04022E 36,6 146.9 0 G
1139-07172 00OO0/0000 20009/0288 1?/09/72 0 1932 2127N 03959E 37*6 146.0 G G1139-07174 0000/000(0 20009/0289 12/09/72 20 1932 2001N 03937E 38*7 145*1 0 G
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER X T.o,,.,.,,, 0 B 100 * % CLBUD CPVER. ** • NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE
IMAGE QUALITY *...,o*,ooe*,,, RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrESNT/REQUESTED. RIRECYCLED. G.GeBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE- P.PS5R,
16:44 'AR 11i 74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0354
FROM 07/23/72 Tl 07/23/73
BBSERVATI3N MICReFILM RBLL N3./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PBSITIDN IN R8LL ACOUTRED CRVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1139-07181 00000/0000 20009/0290 12/09/72 40 1932 1834N 03916E 39*7 144.2 0 G
1139-07183 00000/0000 20009/0291 12/09/72 30 1932 1708N 03854E 4C07 143o2 G G
1139-07190 00000/0000 20010/0768 12/09/72 10 193:2 1=41N 03833E 41*7 142.2 GGGG
1139-07192 00000/0000 20010/0769 12/o9/72 0 1932 1415N 03813E 42*7 141.2 GGGG
1139-07195 00000/o000 20010/0770 12/09/7? 0 1932 1?48N 0 3752E 43.7 140*1 GGGG
11 3 9 -07 201 00000/0000 20010/0771 12/09/7P 10 193:2 1122N 03731E 44.6 138.9 GGGG
1139-7204 00000/0000 20010/0772 12/09/72 10 1932 0956N 03 710E 45*6 137.8 GGGG
1139-07210 00300/000 20010/0773 12/09/72 10 1932 OR29N 03649E 46.5 136s5 GGGG
1139-07213 00000/0000 20010/0774 12/09/72 20 1932 0702N 03628E 47*3 135.2 GGGG
11 3 9 -0 7 21 5  00000/000 20010/0775 12/09/72 20 1932 0535N 03608E 48,2 133o9 GGGG
1139-07222 00000/0000 20010/0776 12/09/7p 30 1932 0409N 03548E 49*0 132.5 G3GG
1139-07224 00000/0000 20010/0777 12/09/72 30 1932 0)42N 03528E 49*8 131.1 GGGG
1139-07231 00000/0000 20010/0778 12/09/72 20 1932 Oi15N 03508E 50.6 129.6 GGGG
1139-07233 00000/0000 20010/0779 1-/o9/7p 20 1932 0010 03448E 51.3 129*0 GGGG
1139-07240 00000/000U 2U010/0780 12/09/7P 20 1932 0137S 03428E 52*0 126*4 GGGG
1139-07242 00000/001 20010/0781 12/09/72 40 1932 0304S 03408E 52.6 124.7 GGG
1139-07290 00000/0000 20010/0782 12/09/7? 10 1932 1855S 03018E 56*7 103.0 G GG
1139-07292 00000/000o 20010/0783 12/09/7P 30 1932 2021S 02956E ,6*8 100.8 GGGG
1139-07295 00000/0003 20010/07 4 12/09/72 10 1932 2147S 02934E 56.8 98P7 GGGG
1139-07301 00000/0000 20010/0785 12/09/72 30 1932 2314S 02912E 56.7 96*6 GGGG
1139-07304 00000/0000 20010/0786 12/r9/7P 30 1932 2441S 02849E 56.6 94.4 GGGG
1139-07310 00000/0000 20010/0787 12/09/72 20 1932 2607S 02825E 56*5 92.4 GGGG
1139-07313 00000/0000 20010/0788 12/09/72 60 1932 2733S oP801E 56*2 90.3 GGGG
1139-07315 000O0/0000 20010/0789 12/09/72 50 1932 259S 02737E 56.0 88.4 GrGG
1139-07322 00000/0000 20010/0790 12/09/72 20 1932 3n25S 0 2712E 55.6 86*4 GGGG
1139-07324 00000/0000 20010/0791 12/09/7p 10 1932 3151S 02646E 55o3 84*5 GGGG
1139-07331 00000/0000 2u010/0792 12/0~/72 10 1932 3317S 0 2620E 54.8 82.7 G3GG
1139-07442 00000/0000 20010/0793 12/09/72 100 1932 7046S 002 3 0E 31*4 68.4 GPGG
1139-07445 00000/000 2001o/0794 12/09/7 100 1932 7156S 00022W 3C03 70*0 GPGG
1139-C7451 00000/0000 20010/0795 12/09/7? 100 1932 730RS 00259W 29*1 71*9 GPGG
11 3 9 "07 4 5 4 00000/0000 20010/0796 12/09/7? 100 1932 7419S 00601W 28*0 74*3 GPGG
1139-07460 00000/0000 20010/0797 12/09/7? 100 1932 7r268 00929W 26.9 7701 GPGG
1139-07463 00000/0o00 20010/0798 12/09/72 100 1932 7631S 01330w 25*7 80.5 GOGG
1139-07465 00000o/000 20010/0799 12/09/7 100 1932 7733S 01819W 2416 8496 GPGG
1139-12541 OOOCO/00O 20009/0292 1/09/7 20 1935 7036S 07509W 31*5 68.4 GGGG
1139*12543 00000/0003 200u9/0293 12/C9/7 20 1935 7151S 0 7728W 30o3 6999 GCGG
1139-12550 00000/0000 20009/0294 12/09/72 20 1935 7104S 08004W 29o2 71.8 GGGG
1139-12552 00000c0000 20009/0295 11/09/79 20 1935 7414S 08 3 02W 28.1 74*1 PGGG
1139-12555 00000/0000 20009/0296 12/09/72 70 1935 7522S 0 8627W 27*0 76.9 GGG
KEYS: CLeuD COVEP % ,*.......**.., 0o Te 100 * % CLOUD C9VER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
IYAGE rUALTY *,....*..*., PLANKSmBAND NO T PRFSrNT/RE0UESTED* R=RECYCLED. GaGOnD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PaPBBRo
to4, " 11i' 4 TAN'?ARD CATALMG FPR NUN.US PAGE 0355
FRSR -7/23/72 T- :7/23/73
BeSERv'ATT .  "IC"rnFI "  :LL "1,/ D ,T CLUD 9 RHIr Pr'l CIPAL PHINT StN SU ; TMAGE QUALITY
Ic -,I T 114 I ' LL ACC'Tr CPV N '4UM R 'IF I'AGE ELEV. AZI . RBV oASS
V'1 S LAT LBNG 123 45678
1139-12561 jL / 9/O2q 7  I q /771 5' 1935 7-27S 09028w PS?5 80P3 5GG
1139 256 ';/ L 2?u9329. I 1,. q/7 r  2 1935 772qS 09513 2P4.7 84.3 GG
1139-1257 ' / .. 2c"9/' 99 1 / q9/72 20 1915 7;25S 1:,40 23*5 89.? PGGG
1139-19?52 ' / L 2,'.'9/c030 12/9/7P 4: 1917 5n0rN 07935W 14*6 159.7 GG G
1139-172s C ,. 00 2c, 10/0 90 1'? / '/7 1938 5r*IN 10231 9.8 162.4 GSGG
113 9 -1727' CO C/,t 2 10/0-c1 1./l9/70 0 1938 5413N 10319 11"0 161.7 WGGG
1139-1727. 3 00/0CUC:-, 2':010/0802b i/r/72 . 19-8 5554N 10404 12*2 161*0 GGGG
1139-172i1 0 0'0/" 0 2 2: 010/o 3 1> ?9/72 r 1938 5 12~'N 10446w 13*4 160.3 GGG
1139-1911,) D ,"Cc 2. 09/.301 12/(9/72 1: 1939 5755N 1i951 :202 161.0 GGGG
1139-111? cCC' C/Co "09!C 3 1:/ 9 /72P 6 1939 513,N 13035W 13*4 160.3 GGGG
1139-915 i C/0 . 0 9//30o3  1?/.q/79 80 1939 5,06n\ 131160 146 159.7 GGGG
1139-321121 C' C/ ~, 2-10/3F04 1;/:)9q/7P 6! 1941 6=30S 13717E 35'8 64
1139-£3123 Cj' 3 , /3 2 010/,F05 1P/09/7; 70 1941 66550S 13547E 34.7 65.4 GPGG
1139-2313C C ur /0 o 2,P 10/006 1 /9/7? 3 1941 6RO9S 13407E 33*6 66*2 GIGG
1139-2313 00 CC/,CC; 21 010/~07 1P'/q/73 3. 1941 6,22S 13148E 3?25 67*2 G3GG
1139-23135 ,C r1/Cc0 C , C8oF R 12/9,/7 40 1941 7r38S t?943E 31*4 68.5 GGGG
1139-231*1 O3 C/CC0,) 2-lc, /0 09 1/-q/72 4, 1941 7154S 12722E 30.3 70.0 GPGG
1139"3144 0C00/OC) 2' 010/081C 1?/( /79 0 1941 7307S 12446E 29*2 71*9 GGG
1139-2315 0 L0/U, P-10/0811 12/', /7? 0 1941 7417S 12148E 2$*1 74*3 GGGG
1139-23153 C00cr/0,, 2r010 /C , 12,/,9/7P in 1941 7524S 11822E 26.9 77.1 GGG
1139-23155 Cc /0 ?L 310/081 3  14,?/7 4 1941 7A29 S 11418E p5*8, 60,5 GGGG
1139-Z3162 0C'/00 . 2 0/8r,14 12/: 9/72 7-" 1941 7731S 10933E P247 84.6 GGGG
1140-C22y0 O c3"CO C 2,(09/030' 1?-,/7 8' 1943 0421S 10948E 53.1 123,1 s G
1140"-2211 03C C0/0 Lc U9/030 5  1P/l/7" 80 1943 O455S in928E 53.7 121.3 G
1140-/2213 C 0 C0/0' 2 C'9/C 3C4 1 /l/7 5l. 1943 0722 10907E 54*2 119.4 3 G
1140-L2222C 200/,.0 ~ 9/C307  1/10/72 60 1943 OP4?S 10847E 54o7 117*5 G G
1140-.222? 0O'0c/LC o 2 ,,9/c30 1 1//7P 6, 1943 1155 jo26E 55*1 115*6 r- G
1140-,2225 CCZ/rC 2C 09/C309 12/10/7 60 1943 1141S 1005E 55*5 113 6 3 G
1140-0422? C IC,/C.C , 10/1C 1i10/77 ( 1944 664.S 0501E 34.7 6b*4 GOGG
1140- 422 00C0/C000 2t010/C816 1/1,n/72 C( 1944 6a04S 05619E 33.6 66o2 GlGG
1140-c4231 C' 03C)/CC 20010/0C17 1'/10/72 4) 1944 6022S 54 2 6E 3P;6 67*2 G3GG
1140-,4 233 CC00D/00 ?, 010/0P1S 1'/n1/7 60 1944 70 39S o?2CE 31s5 69.5 GSGG
1140*C4240 C C0/CC0: 2202O/819 1?/I/72 9o 1944 7154S 04959E 3093 70*1 G'GG
1140-,4242 CCC/CO. G 2C10/CC82 1 /10/7p 100 1944 7307S C47?4E 2902 720 GGG
1140-~4245 CCOCl/003.; 2-00/821 1,/10/77 100 1944 7417S .04424E 28.1 74.3 GGG
1140-4251 C C00,'/'0 2 1 0t./ 2 1 /10/7P 10C 1944 725 S 0405EE 27.0 77.1 G'GG
1140- 4254 C0C0/C C'0 ?l10/0~23 1./10/72 5sc 1944 73rS 03658F 25.b 80.5 GGGG
1140"C5365 COCO/ 000 2..10/024 1?/.1/77 8C 1945 3124 0 6706E 29*9 151.4 G3GG
1140-C:37? 0:3cO/oC; o 23010/13025 12/10/7P 50 1945 3,04N 06641E 31.0 150c7 GGGG
KEYS: C LC C~VEp T.........*.... re = % CLiJD COVER. ** a NB CLBU D DATA AVAILABLE
,
I'A'3E 'UALfTY ...... .... LANKS.AN) NBT PRcSrNT/RE( JESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GIMD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PsP05H.
lf#14 11,,1714 STANIARD CATALMG FOH NtUN.US PAGE 0356
F'R9m 07/21/72 Te 07/23/73
049SERV AT I9X !CvI LL ./ DATE CLOUD 5IRBIT PDI'JCIPAL P51NT Q U, SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1)PSITI'4 IN R3LI. ACcUT!1'E7 CfeVER 'NJMBVR 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
'v13 LAT L4CNG 123 45678
114~0-1538I C ,'1K0 C 2,. A1 C/C F27 IP/I/ 7P Q 1945 2-711 N 06b52E 33o2 149.2 GGGG
1140OC538 R. Icc~' /C 1/28 1?/1c)/ 7 P Ic i5 2q4c;N 06529E 3403 148#4 f.aa
1140 *L539 C r%CZ1 2Cc'r'0 0 29 IP/ (n/7P c" 1945 2419N c6bo6E 35o4 147.6 G j
1140,:5392 o oo/~c ? .~1C/ols3rc P1/i)/7P c 1945 ??SIN 0 6443E 36o5 146.8 GcGG
1140--~7224 Q0 Cr)/J L3 &c, 90311 1 P/10/7 P 7r 1946 2P25 IN O3P3E 16o4 146.0 GGG
1140-C7280 000CC;/OC 2(.OU/0312 I 1, f/71 1~ 1946 040,4 N .04 2 1E 48.9 132.5 GGPG
114C.;7283 Q 01"C/OCUL 2LCQ.9/C1313 17'/10/72 2c, 19;46 0;14PN o34O2E 49o7 13191 a3
1140,1,728 5 oc 0,o / , , 2C 0 9 C;3 14  1?in7 So 1946 01 15N 03342E Sov4 129.6 GSPG
1140%, 729R P~~o uoU9/C.3l 5  I Ir) 7 ;> 7 (, 1946 Onru11S 03322E 51.1 128.0 PG
1140":7301 Ccooe0/CCoc 2 .,, u9/r316 1'/lc/7p 80. 1946 0109S 03LJ41E se,5 124.7 GfjPG
110,3o co/c~~ joo/C317 J 1/c 7? 9s 1946 0431S C)322CE 53.1 123.0 op
C1O71 c*QC". -.)CU9/C ~ ,3 18 1 /10/7;P 90 1946 055 S 03200E 53.7 121.2 GP
1140,!7312 OCC/'L~2.~/A9 12/in/72 6c 19J46 0729S 03139E S4-2 119.4 P!7PG
1140-:7315 0C 0 70OV 2r-U9,C 32: 1,.'1J/77 6:, 1946 0R51 S 02118SE 54.7 117v5 G1PG
1140-Z732i COCO/ror~ 2CoU9,C3Zl 12/10/ 7 P 7C 15146 1rl7S o)3058E 55.1 115.5 GG
1140-C7324 C'Lc ,9c322 IT/in,/7 P 7c 15146 1144S o3O)37E 55m5 113.5 G3pG
1140-:733: OC: /0C' 24'010/C831 1?/10/7P 100 1946 1-01-S 03016E r~.,8 111.5 G G
114o-,,733? V^', :.'CC, 2L01,/C83 l10/27p 2C, 15146 1437S 0295BE 56.1 109.4 (G
1140wr7335 2-", 1 /c,,833 1IP/Ir/ 7p 3 j IS146 1 Ao0?S C2934E 56.4 107%3 GG
114 0mC 7 342 nC /c,-- 2C:10/CR34 I ?/1,(/7;1 20 1946 1"729S C0 2912E 56.5 10592 tG
114007344~CCCCC PC"10/0,835 12/2rn/7P 2(C 19'6 IP56S OP850E 5686 101 GI3GG
1140sQ 73 51 OL~Q1/CC 211C.10/083 6  IP/1r,/7; 3c. 1946 2,n22S o21529E 56.7 101.0 00GG
1OC75 CZctC 20ZC/C3 7  1?/In/7P 6c) 1946 215^~S CP807E 56.7 9A*9 GaGG
1140-:736c ?Zn/cj .P lc/c&38  1 ?/in/7P' 7r, 1946 2117S 0R74SE 56.7 960 G16
114o-:7362 ccocc C1,39 ±i7' 70 1946 244-IS 0 272PE 56.6 94.6 GPPP
ll406,C7365 J A1~B~ 1 o/7p 6C, 1946 26()7S (0 2658E 56*4 92o6 3G
1140-6*371 ZL/rO cCC/C841 1'P/1f/7P 10 1946 273 .49 02639E 5i6.2 95.05 opoo
1140,, 7374 C0cC'2:1c0s842 IPr/I. 7 ,' lc~ 1946 2'o()S CP6lCE 55.9 88.6 GPGG
1140-C736c :C*Cr /r1, Pt.C,C8/o4 3  1 1/1o/ 7 p C 1946 3 26S 02644E 55.6 86.6 GOGG
114os 7381 0oc:T/cc PCl,0C,844  1A/jn/7P 1946 3151S 0)?5l9E 5592 84.7 po
1140o%73S5 I C./ R45 r, l / I (/7 P 30 1946 3W2rS 02p453E 54.8 82.9 G~I
1140m1C464 ~ZCLOrf 2LC1C/^wt4 6  IP/10/7P 4C 1948 3121N\ 01019W P9o8 151.4 G3SGG
114 0v13 4 7Q 310C ,C, Fcc -RC 10 / R4 7 IR/ir)/7p I ( 1948. 3rq0N oiu43w 31*0 15o@7 GG
1140m10473 ZC~C~L 2 ( 1C/CP4 F 1P/In/7p 11c 2948 2i37N 01107W i2.1 149.9 GG
114Cmi^4075 201o/CW4 IP/i0/7p ICi 1948 27 11 .N o1132w i3*2 149o2 GO
1140sJ048? C Z0/' 'C0 P.11CaCPS IP/In/~7P ri 1948 2 1;4 5N f,1l 55 W 34.3 14494 a 0 a
1140-1)d.44 :r 2 . I 10F.51 1I',in/72 ~ 1948 2419% W±19h 35@4 147.6 GG
KEYS) LL-Lr CdVEP t n....... TR 10C * Z CLOUD~ CPVE * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILARL~s
Ji"A3E r. CAL!!Y ,....,. LANVSmBAWO NOT P~ SrNTE0USTED9 RwRECYCLED@ GGGfDD FnFA!R BUJT USABL.E@ PHROO~s
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN,US PAGE 0357
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL Na,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1140-10491 00000/0000 20010/0852 12/10/72 0 1948 2253N 01242W 36*4 146.8 GGGG
1140"10493 00000/0000 20010/0853 12/10/72 0 1948 2127N 01304W 37*5 145.9 GGGG1140-10500 00000/0000 20010/0854 12/10/72 0 1948 2007N 01324W 38.5 145.1 GGPG
1140-10502 00000/0o00 20010/0855 12/10/72 0 1948 1840N 01345W 39.5 144.2 GGGG1140"1055 00000/0000 20010/0856 12/10/72 10 1948 1714N OI007W 40*5 143*2 GGGG
1140-10511 00000/0000 20010/0857 12/10/72 10 1948 iq47N 01428W 41a5 142.3 GGPG-
1140-10514 O0000/0000 20010/0858 12/10/72 10 1948 1421N 01450W 42o5 141*2 GGPG1140-10520 00000/0000 20010/0859 12/10/72 10 1948 1254N 0 1511W 43*5 140.1 GGPG1140"10523 00000/0000 20010/0860 12/10/72 20 1948 1128N 0 1531W 44o4 139*0 GGGG
1140-12393 00000/0000 20010/0861 12/10/72 30 1949 0131S 04 424W 51.8 12605 GGGG114012395 00000/0000 20010/0862 12/o1/72 50 1949 0259S 0 4444W 52.4 124.9 GGGG
1140-12402 00000/000C 20010/0863 12/10/72 60 1949 0427S 04504W 53.0 123.1 GGGG1140-12404 00000/0000 20010/0864 12/10/72 70 1949 0953S 045 25W 53.6 121.4 GGGG1140*12411 00000/0000 20010/0865 12/10/72 60 1949 0719S 04545W 54*1 119.5 GGGG
1140-12413 00000/0000 20010/0866 12/10/72 50 1949 044S 04605W 54#6 117.6 PPPP
1140-12420 00000/0000 20010/0867 12/10/72 30 1949 I011S 04626W 5591 115*7 GGPG
1140-12422 00000/0000 20010/0868 12/10/72 40 1949 11389 04647W 55*5 113.7 GGPG
1140-12425 00000/0000 20010/0869 12/10/72 50 1949 1305S 04708W 55.8 111.7 GGPG
1140-12431 00000/0000 20010/0870 12/10/72 6c 1949 1431S 04729W 56.1 109.6 GGPG1140-12434 00000/0000 20010/0871 12/10/72 60 1949 1557S 04751W 56*3 107*5 GGGG
1140-12440 00000/0000 20010/0872 12/10/72 70 1949 1723S 04812W 56.5 105 4  PPPP
1140-12443 00000/0000 20010/0873 12/10/72 50 1949 1850S 048 33W 56.6 103.3 GGGG
1140-12445 00000/0000 20010/0874 12/10/72 10 1949 2017S 048 54w 56e7 10192 GGGG
1140-12452 00000/0000 20010/0875 12/10/72 10 1949 214PS 04917W 56*7 99*0 GGGG1140-12454 00000/0000 20010/0876 12/10/72 20 1949 2309S 04940 56.6 96.9 GGGG
1140-12461 00000/0000 20010/0877 12/10/72 60 1949 2435S 05002W 56'5 94.8 GGGG
1140-12463 00000/0000 20010/0878 12/10/72 50 1949 2602S 05025W 56*4 92.8 GGGG1140-14440 00000/0000 20010/0879 12/10/72 60 1950 7305S 10726W 29*3 72*0 GGGG
1140-14442 00000/0000 20010/0880 12/10/72 20 1950 7415S 11024W 28.2 74.3 PPPP1140-14445 00000/0000 20010/0881 12/10/72 100 1950 7522S 11348W 27*0 77*1 GGGG
1140-14451 00000/0000 20010/0882 12/10/72 100 1950 7627S 117 4 9W 2509 80.4 GGGG1140-14454 00000/0000 20010/0883 12/10/72 90 1950 7729S 12233w 247 84.5 GGGG
1140*16001 00000/0000 20010/0884 12/10/72 70 1951 1839N 09115W 39.5 144.2 GGGG
1140-16003 000o0/000o 20010/0885 12/10/72 60 1951 1713N 09136W 40*5 143.2 GGGG
1140-16010 00000/0000 20010/0886 12/10/72 70 1951 1547N 09157W 41*5 142.2 GGGG
1140-17401 00000/0000 20010/0887 12/10/72 80 1952 3010N 11400W 30*8 150.7 GGGG
1140-17403 00000/0000 20010/0888 12/10/72 70 1952 2844N 11424W 31.9 150.0 GGGG
1140-19512 00000/0000 20010/0889 12/10/72 80 1953 65215S 17246W 35.9 64.9 GGGG1140-19514 00000/0000 20010/0890 12/10/72 90 1953 6642S 17416W 34.8 65.5 GGGG
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1140o19521 00000/0000 20010/0891 12/10/72 90 1953 6800S 17555W 33.7 66.3 GGPG
1140-19523 00000/0000 20010/0892 12/10/72 90 1953 6918S 17746W 32*6 67*3 PPPP
1140"1 9 530 00000/0000 200 1 0/08 9 3  12/10/72 100 1953 7034S 17951W 31*5 68.5 PPPP
1141-00281 00000/0000 20010/0894 12/11/72 80 1956 4712N 14835E 16*9 158.3 GGGG
1141-00284 00000/0000 20010/0895 12/11/72 60 1956 4547N 14800E 181 157.7 GGGG
1141-00290 00000/0000 20010/0896 12/11/7? 40 1956 4422N 14726E 19*3 157.1 GGGG
1141*00293 00000/0000 20010/0897 12/11/72 30 1956 425 7N 14653E 20.5 156.5 GGGG
1141-00295 00000/000o 20010/0898 12/11/72 40 1956 4131N 14622E 21*6 155.9 GGGG
1141-00402 00000/0000 20009/0323 12/11/72 60 1956 0537N 13631E 47o9 134*0 GGPG
1141-00404 00000/0000 20009/0324 12/11/72 100 1956 0410N 13611E 48.7 132.6 GGPG
1141-00411 00000/0000 20009/0325 12/11/72 70 1956 OP44N 13551E 49o5 131.1 GGPG
1141-00413 00000/0000 20009/0326 12/11/72 40 1956 0117N 13530E 5C.3 129.7 GGPG
1141w00420 00000/0000 20009/0327 12/11/72 80 1956 0009S 13510E 51.0 128.1 GGPG
1141-00422 00000/0000 20009/0328 12/11/72 80 1956 0135S 13449E 51i7 126.5 PGPG
1141-00425 00000/0000 20009/0329 12/11/72 80 1956 03015 13429E 52.4 124.8 GGPG
1141-00490 00000/0000 20009/0330 12/11/72 0 1956 2444S 12910E 56.5 9498 GGPG
1141-00493 00000/0000 20009/0331 12/11/72 0 1956 2610S 12847E 56.3 92.8 GGGG
1141-00495 00000/0000 20009/0:332 12/11/72 0 1956 2734S 12824E 56.1 90.7 GGPG
1141-00502 00000/0000 20009/0333 12/11/72 0 1956 2900S 12800E 55e9 88.8 PGPG
1141-00504 00000/0000 20009/0:334 12/11/72 0 1956 3025S 12735E 55.5 86.8 PGPG
1141-02265 00000/0000 20010/0899 12/11/7P 40 1957 0556S 10800E 53.6 121*3 GGGG
1141-02272 00000/0000 20010/0900 12/11/72 40 1957 0722S 10740E 5401 11995 GGGG
1141-02274 00000/0000 20010/0901 12/11/72 50 1957 0849S 10719E 54.6 117.6 GGGG
1141-02281 00000/0000 20010/0902 12/11/72 30 1957 1016S 10659E 55o0 115*7 GIGG
1141-04010 00000/0000 20010/0903 12/11/7P 0 1958 2548N 0895 3E 3401 14804 PGGG
1141-04012 00000/0000 2o010/0904 12/11/72 o 1958 2 42 2 N o8930E 35.2 147.6 GGGG
1141-04015 00000/0000 20010/0905 12/11/72 0 1958 2P56N 08907E 36.3 146.8 GGGG
1141-05423- 00000/0000 20010/0906 12/11/7? 10 1959 3129N 0 6541E 29o7 151*3 GGGG
1141-05430 00000/0000 20010/0907 12/11/72 0 1959 3003N 06516E 3009 150.6 GGGG
1141-05332 00000/0000 20010/0908 12/11/72 C 1959 2837N 0 6452E 3200 149.9 GGGG
1141*05435 00000/0000 20010/0909 12/11/7P 0 1959 2710N 0 6429E 3301 149.1 GGGG
1141-05441 00000/0000 20010/0910 12/11/72 10 1959 2545N 06405E 3402 148.4 GGGG
1141m06112 00000/0000 20010/0911 12/11/72 80 1959 6648S 0 3036E 34o7 65.6 GGGG
1141-06114 00000/0000 20010/0912 11/11/7P 100 1959 6812S 02922E 33.6 66*4 GGGG
1141"06121 00000/0000 20010/0913 12/11/7p 80 1959 6Q3oS 0 2730E 3P,6 67.5 GGGG
1141-06123 00000/0000 20010/0914 12/11/72 90 1959 70475 02526E 3105 68.7 GGGG
1141-06130 00000/0000 20010/0915 12/.11/72 100 1959 7203S 02305E _30
o3  7093 GGGG
1141-06132 00000/0000 20010/0916 1,/11/72 100 1959 7310S 0 1952E 29*2 72*2 GGGG
1141-06135 00000/0000 20010/0917 12/11/72 100 1959 7420S 01654E 28s1 74.6 GGGG
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1141-06141 00000/0000 20010/0918 12/11/72 100 1959 7527S 01327E 27*0 77.4 GGGG
1141:06144 00000/0000 20010/0919 12/11/72 100 1959 7631S 0 0 926E 25.8 80.8 PGGG
1141*06150 00000/0000 20010/0920 12/11/72 100 1959 7734S 004 36E 24*7 84.9 PGGG
1141-07264 00000/0000 20010/0921 12/11/72 30 1960 2837N 03903E 32*0 149*9 GGGG
1141-07271 00000/0000 20010/0922 12/11/72 20 1960 2711N 03839E 33*1 149.1 GGGG
1141*07273 00000/0000 20010/0923 12/11/72 10 1960 2F45N 0 3815E 34.2 14894 GGGG
1141-07280 00000/0000 20010/0924 12/11/7P 10 1960 2419N 03 752E 3502 14706 GGGG1141"07282 00000/o000 20010/0925 12/11/72 20 1960 2253N 03730E 36.3 146*8 GGGG
1141w07285 00000/0000 20010/0926 12/11/72 10 1960 2126N 03708E 37*4 145.9 GGGG
1141-07291 00000/0000 20010/0927 12/11/72 20 1960 2000N 036 4 6E 38.4 145.0 GGGG
1141-07294 00000/0000 20010/0928 1I/11/7P 30 1960 1934N 03624E 39.5 144.1 GGGG
1141-07300 00000/0000 20010/0929 12/11/72 10 1960 1707N 03602E 40*5 143.1 GGGG
1141007303 00000/0000 20010/0930 12/11/72 10 1960 1540N 03540E 41.5 142.1 GGGG
1141w07305 00000/0000 20010/0931 12/11/72 0 1960 14 14N 03 520E 42.5 141.1 GGGG
1141-07312 00000/0000 20010/0932 1/1.1/7? 0 1960 1248N 03459E 43*4 140.0 GGGG
141l07314 00000/0000 20010/0933 12/11/72 0 1960 1121N 03438E 44.4 138.9 GGG
1141*07321 00000/0000 20010/0934 12/11/72 0 1960 0954N c3418E 45.3 137*7 GGG
1141-07323 00000/0000 20010/0935 12/11/72 0 1960 0828N 03357E 46.2 136.5 GGGG
1141w07330 o0000/0000 20010/0936 12/11/72 10 1960 0701N 0 3336E 47.1 135*2 GGGG
1141:07332 00000/0000 20010/0937 12/11/72 10 1960 0535N 03316E 47.9 133.9 GGGG
1141 07335 00000/0000 20010/0938 12/11/72 10 1960 0C408N 03256E 48*7 132.5 GGGG
1141-7380 00000/0000 20010/0939 12/11/72 60 1960 lnl6S 02932E 55*0 115.6 GGGG
1141-07382 00000/0000 20010/0940 12/11/72 70 1960 1142S 02911E 55.4 113.6 GGGG
1141-07385 00000/0000 20010/0941 12/11/72 70 1960 1308S 02850E 55*7 111.6 GGGG
1141-07430 00000/0000 20010/0942 12/11/72 40 1960 2733S 02511E 56.1 90.7 GGGG
1141-07432 00000/0000 20010/0943 12/11/72 0 1960 2859S 0 2446E 55.8 88*7 GGGG
1141-07435 00000/0000 20010/0944 12/11/72 0 1960 3025S 02422E 55*5 86.8 GGGG
1141-07441 00000/0000 20010/0945 12/11/72 20 1960 3151S 02356E 55*1 84.9 GGGG
1141-07444 00000/0000 20010/0946 12/11/72 80 1960 3316S o0330E 54.7 83.1 GGGG
1141-07450 00000/0000 20010/0947 12/11/72 60 1960 3442S 02303E 54*2 81.4 GGGG
1141-15564 00000/0000 20009/0335 12/11/7? 30 1965 5002N 08230W 14*5 159*5 G G
1141-21402 00000/0000 20010/0948 12/11/72 100 1968 65295 15950E 35.8 65.2 GGGG
1141-21404 00000/0000 20010/0949 12/11/72 100 1968 6648S 15818E 34.7 65.8 GGGG
1141-21411 00000/0000 20010/0950 12/11/72 100 1968 6807S 15636E 33.7 66*5 GGGG
1141*21413 00000/0000 20010/0951 12/11/72 100 1968 6925S 15444E 32.6 67.6 GGGG
1141-21420 00000/000 20010/0952 12/11/72 100 1968 7n4?S 15238E 31.5 68.8 GGGG
1141021422 00000/0000 20010/0953 12/11/72 100 1968 7157S 15016E 30.4 70*4 GGGG
1141-21425 00000/0000 20010/0954 12/11/72 100 1968 7,10S 14738E p9*2 72'3 GGGG
1141-21431 00000/0000 20010/0955 12/11/72 100 1968 7420S 14436E 28.1 74*7 GGGG
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1141-21434 00000/0000 20010/0956 12/11/72 100 1968 7528S 14107E 27.0 77.5 GGGG
1141-21440 00000/0000 20010/0957 12/11/72 100 1968 7632S 13706E 25*9 80.9 GGGG
1141-21443 00000/0000 20010/0958 12/11/72 100 1968 7734S 13221E 24P7 85.0 GGGG
1141-23113 00000/0000 20010/0959 12/11/72 20 1969 2445S 15335E 56*4 94.9 PPPp
1141w23115 00000/0000 20010/0960 12/11/72 10 1969 2611S 15311E 56.2 92.9 GGGG
1141*23122 00000/0000 20010/0961 12/11/7? 0 1969 2736S 15248E 56*0 90.8 GGGG
1141-23124 00000/0000 20010/0962 12/11/72 0 1969 2902S 15225 E  5508 88.9 GGGG
1141-23131 00000/0000 20010/0963 12/11/72 10 1969 3028S 15200E 55.5 86*9 GGGG
1141-23133 00000/0000 20010/0964 12/11/72 0 1969 3153S 15135E 55.1 85.1 GGGG
1141-23140 00000/0000 20010/0965 12/11/72 10 1969 3319S 15109E 54o7 83,2 GGGG
1142-00340 00000/0000 20010/0966 12/12/7: 60 1970 4709N 14708E 16.9 158.2 GGGG
1142-00342 00000/0000 20010/0967 12/12/72 50 1970 4544N 14633E 18al 157.6 GGGG
1142-00345 00000/0000 20010/0)968 12/12/72 60 1970 4419N 14559E 19.2 157.0 GGGG
1142-00351 00000/0000 20010/0969 12/1I/72 70 1970 4?53N 14527E 2004 156.4 GGGG
1142-00354 00000/0000 20010/0970 12/1/72- 100 1970 4128N 14455E 21.6 155.8 P p
1142-00360 00000/0000 20010/0971 12/12/72 90 1970 4003N 14425E 2208 155*1 PGPG
1142*00363 00000/0000 20010/0972 12/12/72 90 1970 3837N 14356E 23o9 154.5 PPPP
1142-00365 00000/0000 20010/0973 12/12/72 90 1970 3712N 14327E 25a1 153.9 PPPP
1142*00372 00000/0000 20010/0974 12/12/72 80 1970 3546N 14259E 26.2 153.3 PGPG
1142*00374 00000/00OO00 20010/0975 12/12/72 80 1970 3420N 14232E 27o4 152*6 PGPG
1142a00381 00000/0000 20010/0976 12/12/72 70 1970 3 ?54N 14205E 2805 151.9 PGPG
1142-00492 00000/0000 20010/0977 12/12/7? 60 1970 0600S 13223E 53.5 121*3 PGPG
1142"00495 00000/0000 20010/0978 12/12/72 70 1970 0728S 13203E 54*0 119.5 PGPG
1142.00501 00000/0000 20010/0979 12/12/72 70 1970 0854S 13142E 5405 117.6 PGPG
1142*00504 00000/0000 20010/0980 12/12/72 70 1970 1020S 13122E 54*9 115.7 PGPG
1142-02271 00000/0000 20010/0981 12/12/72 60 1971 1247N 11059E 43.3 140.0 PGGG
1142-02274 00000/0000 20010/0982 12/12/72 60 1971 1121N li038E 44a3 138*9 PGGG
1142-02280 00000/0000 20010/0983 12/12/72 60 1971 0954N 11018E 45*2 137.7 PGPG
1142s02283 00000/0000 20010/0984 12/12/72 60 1971 0827N 10957E 46o1 136.5 PGPG
1142-02285 00000/0000 20010/0985 12/12/72 70 1971 0700N 10936E 4790 135.2 PGPG
1142-02292 00000/0000 20010/0986 12/12/72 70 1971 0O33N 10916E 47*8 133*9 PGPG
1142-02294 00000/0000 20010/0987 12/12/72 90 1971 0407N 10856E 48*6 132.5 PGPG
1142*02301 00000/0000 20010/0988 12/12/72 100 1971 OP40N 10835E 4904 131.1 PGPG
1142*02303 00000/0000 20010/0989 12/12/72 100 1971 0113N 10815E 50*2 129*6 PGPG
114 2 -02310 00000/0000 20010/0990 12/12/72 90 1971. 0013S 10755E 50*9 128.1 PGPG
1142e02312 0000o/0000 20010/0991 12/12/72 60 1971 0139S 10735E 61*6 126.5 GGGG
1142-02315 00000/0000 20010/0992 12/12/72 70 19,71 0306S 10714E 52.3 124.8 GGGG
1142002321 00000/0000 20010/0993 12/12/72 90 1971 0433S 10653E 52*9 123*1 GGGG
1142w02324 .00000/0000 20010/0994 12/12/72 80 1971 0600S 10633E 53.4 121.3 GGGG
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114-002330 00000/0000 20010/0995 12/12/72 60 1971 0727S 10612E 54*0 119.5B 0g3
1141*02333 00000/0000 20010/0996 12/12/72 80 1971 054S 10552E 54.5 117.6 ab3Q
1142*02335 00000/0000 20010/0997 12/12/72 40 1971 1021S 10531E 54.9 115.7 Ges
1142.02510 00000/0000 20010/0998 12/12/72 0 1971 6i10S 07909E 33'7 66.6 00
1142002512 00000/0000 20010/0999 12/12/72 0 1971 6q27S 07718E 32.6 67.6 QGOG
1142-02515 09000/0000 20010/1000 12/12/72 100 1971 7044S 07b112 31.5 68*9 Goes
1142802530 00000/0000 20010/1001 12/iP/72 90 1971 74219 067091 28*1 74*7 GoGG
1142*02533 o0000/o000 20010/1002 12/1P/7P 100 1971 75288 06341E 27,0 77.5 bOGG
1142'02535 00000/0000 20010/1003 12/IP/72 100 1971 76329 059399 25.9 810 PGGG
1142-02542 00000/0000 20010/1004 12/12/7P 100 1971 7734S 05450E 247 8541 POGO
1142-04064 00000/0000 20010/1005 12/12/72 40 1972 2546N 08825E 34*1 148*3 a000
1142-04071 00000/0000 20010/1006 12/127 2 60 1972 2420N o8802E 35.1 147.5 GOGG
1142.04073 00000/0000 20010/1007 12/12/72 30 1972 2P53N 08739E 36.2 146.7 GGG
1142004080 00000/0000 20010/1008 12/12/7P 0 1972 2t27N 08716E 373 145.8 QpOb
1142w04094 00000/0000 20010/1009 12/12/72 4o 1972 1541N 08550E 41*4 142.1 GPGG
1142:04100 00000/0000 20010/1010 12/12/72 40 1972 1414N 08529E 42*4 141.1 GGGG
1142.04103 0000/0000 20010/1011 12/12/72 60 1972 1247N 08509E 4303 140.0 GGGG
1142.04105 00000/0000 20001001 112/2/72 70 1972 I120N 084491 44,3 138.9 GGGG
1142-04112 00000/0000 20010/1013. 12/12/72 40 1972 0954N 08429E 45*2 137.7 GGGG
1142-05450 00000/0000 20010/1014 12/12/72 60 1973 4250N 06756E 20*4 156.3 GGGG
1142-05452 00000/0000 20010/1015 12/12/72 20 1973 4125N 06725E 2196 185,7 PGGG
1142w05455 00000/0000 20010/1016 12/12/72 10 1973 4)00N 066552 22.8 155.1 GGGP
1142-05461 00000/0000 20010/1017 12/12/72 20 1973 3834N 06626E 23*9 154.5 GGG
1142005473 00000/0000 20010/1018 12/12/72 0 1973 3417N 06505E 27*4 152.6 GOGG
1142-05475 60000/0000 20010/1019 12/12/72 20 1973 3251N 06439E 28.5 151.9 GGGG
1142o05482 00000/0000 20010/1020 12/12/72 50 1973 3125N 06413E 297 151.2 PGGG1142"05484' 00000/0000 20010/1021 12/12/72 80 1973 3000N 06348E 30.8 150.5 PGGG
1142-05491 00000/0000 20010/1022 12/12/72 60 1973 2834N 06323E 3149 149.8 GGPG
1142-07314 00000/0000 20010/1023 12/12/72 40 1974 3 125 N 03824E 29*7 151*2 GPGG
1142-07320 0000/0000 20010/1024 12/12/72 40 1974 3000N 037591 30.8 150.5 GPGG
1142-07323 00000/0000 20010/1025 12/12/72 0 1974 2833N o3734E 31.9, 149.8 GOPP1142*07334 00000/0000 20010/1026 12/12/72 20 1974 2428N 03628E 35.0 147*6 GGGG
1142-07340 00000/0000 20010/1027 12/12/72 20 1974 2302N 03606E 36*1 146.8 GGGG
1142-07343 00000/0000 20010/1028 12/12/72 10 1974 2136N 03544E 37*1 145.9 GGGG
1142-07481 00000/0000 20010/1029 12/iP/72 10 1974 2602S 024081 56*2 93*2 GGGG
1142-07484 00000/0000 20010/10330 12/12/72 0 1974 2727S 02345E 56.0 91.1 0PG
1142-07490 00000/0000 20010/1031 12/12/72 0 1974 2A53S 02321E 55*8 89,2 GGGG
1142-07493 00000/0000 20010/1032 12/12/72 0 1974 3019S 02257E 55.5 87.2 GGGG
1142-07495 00000/0000 20010/1033 12/12/72 0 1974 3144S 02231E 55*1 85.4 eG
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1142*07502 00000/0000 20010/1034 12/1P/72 0 1974 3309S 02205E 54.7 83*5 GGGG
1142-07504 00000/0000 20010/1035 12/12/72 10 1974 3435S 02138E 54*2 81.8 GGGG
1142-08014 00000/0000 20010/1036 12/12/72 90 1974 7051S 00154W 31*4 68.9 GGGG
1142-08020 00000/0000 20010/1037 12/12/72 40 1974 7159S 0 0 449W 30*3 70*5 GGGG
1142-08023 00000/0000 20010/1038 12/12/72 20 1974 7313S 00729W 29.2 72*5 GGGG
1142-08025 00000/0000 20010/1039 12/12/72 10 1974 7423S 01031W 28*1 74.8 PGGG
1142-08032 00000/0000 20010/1040 12/12/72 30 1974 7530S 0140OOW 27*0 77*7 GPGG
1142.08034 00000/0000 20010/1041 12/12/72 40 1974 7634S 01805W 25*8 81.1 GGGG
1142-08041 00000/0000 20010/1042 12/12/72 80 1974 7736S 02255w 2497 85.3 PGGG
1142-10580 00000/0000 20010/1043 12/12/72 50 1976 3139N 01309W 29.5 151.3 GGGG
1142-10583 00000/0000 20010/1044 12/12/72 60 1976 3013N 01334W 30*6 150*6 GGGG
1142.10585 00000/0000 20010/1045 12/12/72 50 1976 2847N 01358W 31*7 149*9 GgGG
1142*10592 00000/0000 20010/1046 12/12/72 40 1976 2721N 01422W 32.8 149.2 GGGG
1142*10594 00000/0000 20010/1047 12/P1/72 10 1976 2555N 01445W 33.9 148*4 GGGG
1142*11001 00000/0000 20010/1048 12/12/72 20 1976 2428N 0 1508W 35.0 147.6 GGGG
1142-11003 00000/0000 20010/1049 12/12/72 30 1976 2302N 01530w 36.1 146*8 GGGG
1142-11010 0.0000/0000 20010/1050 12/12/72 60 1976 2135N 01552W 37.1 145.9 GGGG
1142.11012 00000/0000 20010/1051 12/12/72 90 1976 2009N 01614W 38.2 145.1 GGGG
1142-11015 00000/0000 20010/1052 12/12/72 70 1976 1842N 01636W 39.2 144 1 GGGG
1142-11021 00000/0000 20010/1053 12/12/72 50 1976 1716N 01657W 40*2 143.2 GGOG
1i42-11024 00000/0000 20010/1054 12/12/72 50 1976 1549N 01719W 41*2 142.2 GGGG
1142.11030 00000/0000 20010/1055 12/12/72 20 1976 1423N 01740W 42.2 141.2 GGGG
1142:11033 00000/0000 20010/1056 12/12/72 50 1976 1256N 01801W 43.2 140.1 GGGG
1142.11035 00000/0000 20010/1057 12/12/72 60 1976 1130N 01823W 44.1 139*0 GGGS
1142*12503 00000/0000 20010/1058 12/12/72 60 1977 0003S 04656W 50.8 128.2 GGGG
1142012510 00000/0000 20010/1059 12/12/72 80 1977 0129S 04716W 5105 126*6 GGGG
1142-12512 oo000/o000 20010/1060 12/12/72 80 1977 056S 047 37W 52.2 124.9 GGGG
1142-12515 00000/0000 20010/1061 12/12/72 80 1977 0424S 0 4757w 52.8 123.2 GGGG
1142*12521 00000/0000 20010/1062 12/12/72 80 1977 055?S 04817W 53.4 121.5 GGGG
1142*12524 00000/0000 20010/1063 12/12/72 70 1977 0718S 04 83 7W 5309 119.6 GGGG
1142-12530 00000/0000 20010/1064 12/12/72 50 1977 0846S 04858w 54.4 117.8 GGGG
1142-12533 00000/0000 20010/1065 12/12/72 40 1977 1013S 04919W 54r8 115.8 GGGG
1142-12535 00000/0000, 20010/1066 12/1P/72 60 1977 1139S O4940 55*2 113*9 GGGG
1142-12542 00000/0000 20010/1067 12/12/7P 80 1977 1305S 05001W 55*6 111*9 GGGG
1142*12544 00000/00C0 20010/1068 12/1P/72 90 1977 1432S 05022W 55.8 109.8 GGGG
1142*13071 00000/0000 20010/1069 12/12/72 70 1977 5713S 06537W 42.0 64.9 GGGG
1142*13074 00000/0000 20010/1070 12/12/72 80 1977 5835S 06631W 41*0 64.6 GGG
1142-13080 00000/0000 20010/1071 12/12/72 60 1977 5957S 0 6731W . 40 64.5 GGGG
1142-13083 00000/0000 20010/1072 12/12/72 100 1977 6119 0 6835W 39.0 64.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % e,,........... 0 TO 100 X % CLOUD CVER. *. . NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..*.***,,i..*, RLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED
,
RURECYCLED. GGBD. FUFAIR BUT USABLE* PPOB5e
16:44 'AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALeG FR NON.US PAGE 0363
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRnFILM ReLL NB./ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PO ICIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN RBLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER sF IIAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
R~V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1142-13085 00000/0000 20010/1073 12/2I/7P 100 1977 6241S 06944W 38.0 64*6 GGGG
1142a13092 00000/000 2j01/1074 12/1p/72 90 1977 6402S 07100W 36.9 64.8 GGGG
1142-13094 OCO00/C000 20010/1075 12/P1/7P 100 1977 6521S 07222W 3549 65.2 GGGG
1142-131o1 C0000/C000 20010/1076 12/12/72 100 1977 6642S 07 354W 34.8 65.8 GGGG
1142-17513 00000/0000 20010/1077 12/lp/72 7C 1980 3011N 11653W 30.6 150.6 GcGG
1142"17520 00000/0000 20010/1078 12/P/72 100 19 80 2845N 11718W 31.7 149.8 GGGG
1142*23171 00000/0000 20010/1079 12/1I/72 20 1983 24 4 3S 15209E 56'3 95.1 GPGG
1142-23174 oc000/0000 20010/1080 12/p1/72 30 1983 2607S 15146E 56*2 93.1 GPGG
1142-23180 00000/0000 20010/1081 12/12/7P 20 1983 2733S 15123E 56*0 91*1 GGGG
1142.23183 o0000/00ou 20010/1082 12/12/72 10 1983 2900S 150 58 E 55*7 89.1 GGGG
1142a23185 00000/0000 20010/1083 1/12p/72 10 1983 3025S 15033E 55*4 87.2 GGGG
1142-23192 00000/0000 20010/1084 12/P1/7P 30 1983 3151S 15007E 55.0 85.3 GGGG
1142-23194 00000/0000 20010/1085 1P/IP/72 30 1983 3317S 14941E 54.6 83.5 GGGG
1142-23201 00000/0000 20010/1086 12/12/72 20 1983 3443S 14 91 4 E 54.2 81.8 GGGG
1142-23203 00000/0000 20010/108 7  12/12/72 10 1983 3608S I4847E 53.7 80.1 G3GG
1142-23210 00000/0000 20010/1088 12/12/72 10 1983 3734S 14818E 53*1 78.5 GGGG
1142-23301 o0000/00ou 20010/1089 12/12/72 100 1983 6805S 12927E 33.7 66.7 GGGG
1142-23303 00000/0000 20010/1090 12/12/72 100 1983 6923S 12736E 32*6 67.7- GGGG
112-23310 00000/0000 20010/1091 12/12/72 100 1983 7o40S 12530E 31*5 68*9 GGGG
1142:23312 00o00/0000 20010/1092 1?/12/72 100 1983 7155S 12310E 30o4 70*5 GGGG
1142 23315 00000/0000 20010/1093 12/12/72 100 1983 7308S 12033E 29*3 72*4 GGGG
1142-23321 00000/0000 20010/1094 12/12/72 100 1983 7418S 11732E 28.2 74.7 GGGG
1142-23324 00000/0000 20010/1095 12/12/72 100 1983 7526S 11404E 27.1 77.6 GGGG
1142-23330 00000/0000 20010/1096 12/12/72 100 1983 7631S 11004E 25.9 81.0 GGGG
1142-23333 00000/C000 20010/1097 12/12/72 100 1983 7732S 10519E 24.8 85.0 PGGG
1143-00394 00000/0000 20010/1098 12/13/72 100 1984 4712N 14542E 16.7 158*1 P GG
1143"00400 00000/0000 20010/1099 12/13/72 100 1984 4547N 14507E 17*9 157.5 PGGG
1143-00403 00000/0000 20010/1100 12/13/72 90 1984 4422N 14433E 19.1 156.9 PGPG
1143-00412 00000/0000 20010/1101 12/13/72 80 1984 4 13 1N 14329E 21*4 155.7 PGPG
1143-00414 00000/0000 20010/1102 12/11/72 60 1984 4,06N 14259E 22.6 155.1 PGGG
1143-00421 00000/0000 20010/1103 12/13/72 50 1984 3840N 14230E 23.8 154.5 PGGG
1143-00423 00000/0000 20010/1104 12/11/72 40 1984 3715N 14202E 2499 153.8 PGGG
1143-00430 00000/0000 20010/1105 12/11/72 20 1984 3 54 9 N 14134E 26.1 153*2 PGGG
1143-00432 00000/0000 20010/1106 12/13/7P 50 1984 3423N 14107E 27.2 152*6 PGPG
1143-00435 00000/0000 20010/1107 12/13/72 70 1984 3258N 14041E 28.4 151.9 PGGG
1143-00441 00000/0000 20010/1108 12/13/72 80 1984 3132N 14015E 29.5 151.2 PGGG
1143-02323 00000/0000 20010/1109 12/13/7p 60 1985 1418N 10953E 42.2 141i1 GGGG
1143-02325 00000/0000 20010/1110 12/13/7p 60 1985 1P51N 10932E 43*2 140*0 GGGG
1143-04120 00000/0000 20010/1111 12/13/72 40 1986 2721N 08725E 32.7 149.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CeVER % *.....,*-,,., 0 TB 100 * % CLBUD COVER. ** . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ,...., .. ,... BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED G.GeSD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16844 MAP 11p'74 STANDARD CATALOeG FR NONwUS PAGE 0364
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NOB/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1143e04122 00000/0000 20010/1112 18/13/7P 10 1986 2,56N 08701E 33.8 148*3 apG
1143*04131 00000/0000 20010/1113 12/13/72 So 1986 2303N 08615E 36.0 146.7 GGGG
1143s04134 00000/0000 20010/1114 12/13/72 40 1986 2136N 08553E 37*0 145.9 GrGG
11430o4140 00000/0000 20010/1115 12/13/72 30 1986 2010ON 085319 38.1 145*0 G0GG
11430o4393 00000/0000 20010/1116 12/13/72 90 1986 6645S 05409E 349 6509 PGGG
1143*o4395 00000/0000 20010/1117 12/13/72 100 1986 6804S 052301 33.8 66*6 POGG
1143*04402 00000/0000 20010/1118 12/13/72 80 1986 6922S 05040 32*7 67.6 0GG0
1143-04404 00000/0000 20010/1119 12/13/72 20 1986 70398 04837E 31.6 68.9 GOGG
1143-04411 00000/0000 20010/1120 12/13/72 50 1986 7155S 04618E 30*5 70.4 POGG
1143-04413 00000/0000 20010/1121 12/13/7P 70 1986 7303S 04306E 29*4 72.3 PGGG
1143-04420 00000/0000 20010/1122 12/13/72 60 1966 7414$ 04011E 28.3 74.6 PGGP
1143:04422 00000/0000 20010/1123 12/13/72 70 1986 75209 03649E 2702 77.3 POGG
1143-04425 00000/0000 20010/1124 12/13/72 30 1986 76249 03251c 26.0 80%7 POGG
114 044 1 00000/0000 20010/1125 12/12/72 0 1986 77268 028095 24.9 8497 PGG
114130545 00000/0000 20010/1126 12/1 /72 0 1987 2847N 06202E 31.6 149.8 PGG
1143-05551 00000/0000 20010/1127 12/13/7P 0 1987 2721N 06138E 3e*7 149.1 GOOD
1143*05554 00000/0000 20010/1128 12/13/72 0 1987 2555N 06114K 33*8 14803 POGP
1143s0560 00000/0000 20010/1129 12/13/72 60 1987 2428N 06051E 3409 147.5 O000
1143*05563 00000/0000 20010/1130 12/13/72 60 1987 2302N 06029K 36.0 14607 0000
1143 05565 00000/0000 210/1131 12//72 g 1987 2136N 06006E 37*0 145*9 POGO
1143-06572 00000/0000 20010/1132 12/13/72 90 19587 2009N 059445 38.1 145.0 GOG0
1143*05574 00000/0000 20010/1133 12/13/72 80 1987 1442N 059289 39.1 14401 G000
1143-06022 00000/0000 20010/1134 12/13/72 90 19-87 0251N o5534g 49.2 13103 00
1143.06014 00000/0000 20010/1135 12/13/72 90 1987 0124N 05514E Si* 129.8 G000
1143*07322 00000/0000 20010/1136 12/13/72 70 1988 4944N 04310 150 158.8 OGO0
1143*07324 00000/0000 20010/1137 12/13/72 50 1958 4719N 042331 16.6 15802 GPe
1143*07365 00000/0000 20010/1138 12/1/72 0 1988 3304N 03729K 28. 151.9 Gape
1143-07372 00000/0000 20010/1139 12/13/72 to10 1988 3139N 03703E 29.4 151.2 G000
1143-07374 00000/0000 20010/1140 12/13/72. 0 1988 3m13N 036375 3005 150.5 G000
1143*07381 0000/0000 20010/1141 12/13/72 10 1988 2847N 03613 31.6 149.8 0000
1143:07395 00000/0000 20010/1142 12/11/72 0 1988 23 2N 03440E 36.0 146*7 0000
1143"07401 00000/0000 20010/1143 12/13/72 0 1988 2136N 03418K 3700 145.9 0000
1143-07404 00000/0000 20010/1144 12/13/72 10 1948 2009N 03356E 38.1 145.0 aGGG
1143*07410 00000/0000 20010/1145 12/13/7P 10 1988 1843N 03334E 391l 144*1 0000
1143-07413 00000/0000 20010/1146 12/13/72 10 1988. 1717N 03313E 40.1 143.1 G000
1143O07416 00000/0000 20010/1147 12/13/72 0 1988 1950N 03251E 4101 14262 0000
11439074 0000oo0/0000 8 0010/1148 12/13/72 0 1988 1424N 03230E 42.1 14101 0000
1143*07424 00000/0000 20010/1149 12/13/72 0 1988 1257N 032091 4301 14001 0000
1143007431 00000/0000 20010/1150 12/13/7P 0 19,8 1130N 031481 4400 13900 Q000
KEYSI CLOUD COVER Y *,.....******* 0 TO 100 5 CLOUD CRVER, ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,o0..000...,0 OLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED. Ge0.0BD FFAIR BUT USABLE. P.POOR,
16144 MAR 11t'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN-US PAGE 0365
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICROFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ReLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 8F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. R8V MSS
RBV MSS LA! LBNG 123 45678
1143007433 00000/0000 20010/1151 12/13/72 0 1988 1004N 03128E 44. 9  137*8 GGGG
114307440 00000/0000 20010/1152 12/13/72 10 1988 0838N 03107E 45*8 136.6 GGGG
1143-07442 00000/0000 20010/1153 12/13/72 0 1988 0711.N 03047E 46*7 135*3 GGG
1143*07445 00000/0000 20010/1154 12/11/72 10 1988 O044N 03027E 47*6 134s0 GGGG
1143=07451 00000/0000 20010/1155 12/13/72 0 1988 0418N 03006E 48.4 132*7 GGGG
1143-07522 00000/0000 20010/1156 12/13/7P 20 1988 2014S 02413E 56.4 101.6 GGGG
1143-07524 00000/0000 20010/1157 12/13/72. 20 1988 2139S 02351E 56*4 99.5 GGGG11430o7531 00000/0000 20010/1158 12/13/72 20 1988 2306S 02328E 56.4 97.4 PGPP
1143*07540 00000/o00o 20010/1159 12/13/72 0 1988 2559S 02242E 56.1 93.3 GGGG
1143-07542 00000/0000 20010/1160 12/13/72 0 1988 2725S 02219E 55.9 9103 GOGG
1143"07545 00000/0000 20010/1161 12/13/72 0 1988 2851S 02155E 55.7 89.3 GGGG
1143m07551 00000/0000 20010/1162 12/13/72 0 1988 3016S 02130E 55*4 87*4 GOGG
1143-07554 00000/0000 20010/1163 12/13/72 0 1988 3141S 02105E 5590 85.5 GGGG
1143-07560 00000/0000 20010/1164 12/13/72 0 1988 3309S 02039E 54.6 83.7 OGGG
1143-07563 00000/0000 20010/1165 12/13/72 20 1988 3436S 02012E 54.2 82.0 GGGG
1143-07565 00000/0000 20010/1166 12/13/72 80 1988 3601S 01945E 53.7 8003 GOGG
1143-07572 00000/000 20010/1167 12/13/72 60 1988 3726S 01918E 53.1 78.7 PGGB
1143w09510 00000/0000 20010/1168 12/13/7P 50 1989 7155S 03108W 30e5 70o4 G6GG
1143009512 00000/0000 20010/1169 12/13/72 70 1989 7308S 03346W 29s4 7203 PGG
1143-09515 00000/0000 .20010/1170 12/13/72 80 1989 7413S 037 19w 2893 74.6 PGGG
1143m09521 00000/0000 20010/1171 12/13/72 90 1989 752oS 04043W 27*2 77.4 PGGG
1143o09521 00000/0000 20010/1172 12/13/72 90 1989 7625S 04442W 26*0 80.7 GGG
1143-09530 00000/0000 20010/1173 12/13/72 90 1989 7726S 049 25W 24*9 84.7 GGGG
1143-12552 00000/0000 20010/1174 12/13/72 50 1991 0248N 04740W 49*2 131.2 GOGG
1143*12555 60000/0000 20010/1175 12/13/72 5 0 1991 0121N 04801W 4909 129.7 PGGO
1143-12561 00000/0000 20010/1176 12/13/72 40 1991 0004S 04821W 50*7 128.2 PPPP
1143-12564 00000/0000 20010/1177 12/13/72 60 1991 0131S 04841W 51*4 126.6 PGGG1143o12570 00000/0000 20010/1178 12/13/72 70 1991 0258S 04902W 520 12499 GGGG
1143*12573 00000/0000 20010/1179 12/13/72 70 1991 0425S 04922W 52.6 123.2 GGGOG
1143012575 0000O/0000 20010/1180 12/13/72 70 1991 0552S 04942W 53*2 121s5 GGGG
1143-12582 00000/0000 20010/1181 12/13/72 60 1991 0719S 05003W 53.8 119.7 GGGG
1143-16061 00000/0000 20009/0336 12/13/72 50 1993 5704N 08134W 8.2 162.8 PPG
1143-16063 00000/0000 20009/0337 12/13/72 50 1993 5541N 08225W 904 162.0 PGPG
1143-16070 00000/0000 20009/0338 12/13/72 60 1993 5417N 08312W 10*6 161.3 PGPG
1143-16072 00000/0000 20009/0339 12/13/72 60 1993 5254N 08357W 11*8 160.6 PGPG
1143=16075 00000/0000 20009/0340 12/13/72 50 1993 5130N 08438W 13.0 1600 PGPG
1143o16081 00000/0000 20009/0341 12/13/72 50 1993 5005N 08519W 1492 159.3 GPG
1143-16161 00000/0000 20010/1182 12/13/72 80 1993 2259N 094 26w 36.0 146.7 GGGG
1143-16163 00000/0000 20010/1183 12/13/72 80 1993 2 13 3N 0944 8W 37.0 145*8 GOGG
KEYSI. CLOUD COVER % *.*** *.*** 0 TB 100 X % CLOUD CSVER* *e a Ne CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ********t.a..,9 BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RNRECYCEDi GPG880. F-FAIR BUT USABLE, P-POOR,
16;44 MAR 11j7 4  STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0366FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL Ne,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1143-16170 00000/0000 20010/1184 12/11/72 90 1993 2006N 09510o 381 144.9 GGGG
1143-16172 00000/0000 20010/1185 12/13/72 80 1993 1840N 09532W 39*1 144*0 GGGG
1143-17572 00000/0000 20010/1186 12/13/72 90 1994 3010N 11818W 30,5 150s5 GGGG
1143-17574 00000/0000 20010/1187 12/13/72 100 1994 2843N 11843W 3196 149.8 GGGG
1143,17581 00000/0000 20010/1188 12/13/72 90 1994 2717N 11907W 3297 149.0 GGGG
1143-17583 00000/0000 20010/1189 12/13/72 100 1994 2551N 11931W 33*8 148*3 GGGG
1143-17590 00000/0000 20010/1190 12/13/72 100 1994 2424N 11953W 34.9 147o5 GGGG
1143-17592 00000/0000 20010/1191 12/13/72 100 1994 2258N 12 015W 35*9 146.7 GGGG
1143-17595 00000/0000 20010/1192 12/13/72 60 1994 2132N 12037W 3740 145.8 GGGG
1143*20083 00000/0000 20010/1193 12/13/72 90 1995 6527S 17712W 35*9 65.4 GGGG
1143-20085 00000/0000 20010/1194 12/13/72 90 1995 6646S 17843W 34.8 66.0 GGGG
1143-20092 00000/0000 2001o0/1195 12/13/72 80 1995 6810S 17959W 3397 66*8 GGGG
1143-20094 00000/0000 20010/1196 12/13/72 80 1995 69235 17744E 32*7 67.8 GGGG
1143-20101 00000/0000 20010/1197 12/13/72 90 1995 7040S 17540E 31.6 69.1 PGGG
1143-20103 00000/0000 20010/1198 12/13/72 70 1995 7155S 17319E 30s5 70.6 PGGG
1143-20110 00000/0000 20010/1199 12/13/72 50 1995 7308S 17043E 29.3 72.5 PGGP
1143.20112 00000/0000 20010/1200 12/13/72 50 1995 7418S 16742E 28.2 74.9 PGGG
1143*20115 00000/0000 20010/1201 12/13/72 50 1995 7526S 16414E 27.1 77s7 PGGG
1143-20121 00000/0000 20010/1202 12/13/72 50 1995 7630S 16014E 26.0 81.1 PGPG
1143-20124 00000/0000 20010/1203 12/13/72 20 1995 7731S 15527E 24.8 85e2 PGGG
114400450 00000/0000 20010/1204 12/14/72 80 1984 4823N 14449E 15'6 158.6 GGGG
1144-00453 00000/0000 20010/1205 12/14/72 80 1984 4658N 14412E 16.8 157*9 GGGG
1144-00455 00000/0000 20010/1206 12/14/72 80 1984 4533N 14337E 18*0 157*3 GGGG
1144-00462 00000/0000 20010/1207 12/14/72 8C 1984 4408N 14304E 19*2 156.7 GGGG
1144-06464 00000/0000 20010/1208 12/14/72 80 19R4 4243N 142311 20*4 156.1 GGGG
1144-00471 00000/0000 20010/1209 12/14/72 90 1984 4118N 14200E 21*5 155s5 GGGG
1144000473 00000/0000 20010/1210 12/14/72 80 1984 3952N 14130E 22.7 154 9 GGGG
1144-00482 00000/0000 20010/1211 12/14/72 50 1998 3722N 14038E 24.7 153.8 GGGG
1144-00484 00000/0000 20010/1212 12/14/72 20 1998 3556N 14010E 25*9 153.2 GGGG
1144-00502 00000/0000 20010/1213 12/14/72 90 1998 3013N 13827E 30*4 150*5 GGGG
1144o01070 00000/0000 20010/1214 12/14/72 0 1998 2729S 12411E 559 91.4 GGGG
1144-01073 00000/0000 20010/1215 12/14/72 0 1998 2853S 12346E 55a6 89.4 GGGG
1144'01075 00000/0000 20010/1216 12/14/72 10 1998 30 19S 12321E 55.3 87*5 GGGG
1144001082 00000/0000 20010/1217 12/14/72 40 1998 3147S 12256E 55*0 85.6 GGGG
1144*01182 00000/0000 20010/1218 12/14/72 20 1998 6528S 10518E 35*9 65*5 GGGG
1144*01184 00000/0000 20010/1219 12/14/72 10 1998 6647S 10347E 34*8 66.1 GGGG
1144-01191 00000/0000 20010/1220 12/14/72 0 1998 6806S 10206E 33.7 66.8 GGGG
1144-01193 00000/0000 20010/1221 12/14/72 0 1998 6924S 10014E 32.6 67.9 GGGG
1144*01200 00000/0000 20010/1222 12/14/7P 0 1998 7040S 09809E 31s6 69.1 GGGG
KEYS A CLOUD COVER % *.**.*..*** :: o TO 100 • % CLOUD C9VER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE-QUALITY ............... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED. RmRECYCLED. GGO0RD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE. PPO BsR
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0367
FROM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICRFIl'M RtLL N\9/ DATE CLOUD RRpIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALIT.Y
ID PPSITIN IN ~6LL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER rF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1144w01202 00000/0000 20010/1223 12/14/72 0 1998 7155S 09548E 30*5 70*7 GGGG
1144-01205 00000/0000 20010/1224 12/14/7P 0 1998 7308S 09311E 29*3 72.6 GGGG
1144-01211 00000/0000 2u010/1225 1I/14/72 0 1998 7419S 09010E 28.2 74.9 GGGG
1144-01214 00000/C000 20010/1226 1/14/7P 0 1998 7526S 08642E 27.1 77*7 GGGG
1144'01220 00000/0000 20010/1227 12/14/7P 0 1998 7630S 0 8242E 26*0 81.1 GGGG
1144*01223 00000/0000 20010/1228 1:/14/72 0 1998 773?S 07756E P24 8  8 5,2 GGPG
1144-02375 000o0/000 20010/1229 12/14/7P 90 1999 15 5 1 N 10850E 41.0 142*1 GGGG
1144'02381 00000/0000 20010/1230 12/14/72 80 1999 1425N 10828E 42*0 141.1 8G
1144-02384 00000/000 20010/1231 12/14/72 70 1999 1P59N 10807E 43.0 140*0 888
1144-02390 00000/0000 20010/1232 12/14/7? 50 1999 1131N 10747E 43.9 138.9 GGPG
1144-04133 00000/000u 20010/1233 12/14/72 0 2000 4138N 09029E 21.2 155.6 GGGG
114 4 '04 140 C0o00/o000 20010/1234 12/14/72 0 2000 4m13N 0 8959E 22.4 155*0 GGGG
1144-04142 00000/0000 20010/1235 12/14/72 0 2000 3848N 08929E 2306 154.4 GGGG
1144-04145 00000/0000 20010/1236 12/14/72 0 2000 3 72 2 N 08900E 24*7 153.8 GGG
1144-04151 0000ooooo/ooo 20010/1237 12/14/72 0 2000 3557N 08832E 25.9 153.2 GGGG
1144-04154 00000/0000 20010/1238 12/14/72 0 2000 3431N 08805E 27*0 152.5 GGGG
1144-04160 00000/0000 20010/1239 1?/14/72 0 2000 3304N 08739E 28.2 151.8 GGGG
1144-04163 00000/0000 20010/1240 12/14/72 0 2000 313AN 08714E 2993 151*2 GGGG
1144-04165 00000/0000 20010/1241 12/14/72 0 2000 3 01 3 N 08649E 30*4 150.5 GGGG
1144-04172 00000/0000 20010/1242 1?/14/72 0 2000 2R47N 08624E 31#5 149.8 GGGG
1144-04174 00000/0000 20010/1243 12/14/72 0 2000 2720N 08601E 32*6 149*0 GGGG
1144-04181 00000/C000 20010/1244 12/14/7P 0 2000 2 55 3 N 08538E 33.7 148.3 GGGG
1144-04183 00000/0000 20010/1245 12/14/7P 0 2000 2427N 08514E 34.8 147.5 GGGG
1144-04190 00000/0000 20010/1246 12/14/72 0 2000 2302N 08451E 35*9 146.7 GGGG
1144o04192 00000/0000 20010/1247 1P/14/72 0 2000 2137N 0 8428E 36.9 145.8 GGGG
1144-04195 00000/0000 20010/1248 12/14/72 20 2000 2010N 08405E 38*0 14409 GGGG
1144-04201 00000/0000 20010/1249 12/14/72 10 2000 1843N 08344E 39*0 144.0 GGGG
1144-04204 00000/0000 20010/1250 12/14/72 10 2000 1716N 0 8322E 40*0 143.1 GGGG
1144-04210 00000/0000 20010/1251 12/14/72 10 2000 1549N 08301E 41.0 142*1 GGGG
1144-04213 00000/0000 20010/1252 12/14/7 10 2000 1422N 08240E 42*0 141*1 GGGG
1144-04215 00000/0000 20010/1253 12/14/7? 10 2000 1256N 08220E 43.0 140*0 GGGG
1144-04222 OOO0000/00 20010/1254 12/14/72 1C 2000 1129N 08200E 43*9 138.9 GGGG
1144-06010 00000/0000 20010/1255 12/14/72 10 2001 2721N 06012E 32.6 149.0 GGPG
1144-06012 00000/000CC 20010/1256 12/14/7P 20 2001 2555N 05949E 33*7 148.3 GGGG
1144*06015 00000/0000 20010/1257 12/14/72 20 2001 2429N 05926E 34.8 147*5 GGGG
1144-06021 00000/0000 20010/1258 12/14/72 10 2001 2302N 05903E 35.9 146*7 GGPG
1144-06024 00000/0000 20010/1259 12/14/72 10 2001 2 13 4 N 05841E 36.9 145.8 GGGG
1144'06030 00000/0000 20010/1260 12/14/72 10 2001 2008N 05819E 38*0 144*9
1144-06033 00000/0000 20010/1261 12/14/72 10 2001 1842N 05757E 39.0 1440 GGG8
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ......... ,,, . 0 TO 100 = X CLOUD COVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ............. BLANKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. GuG9OD, FFAIR BUT USABLE. P*P*OR.
16:44 MAR i1o'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeNUS PAGE 0368
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R6LL NB / DATE CLOUD bRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN RSLL. ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV9 AZIMo RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 4.5678
1144-06133 00000/0000 20010/1262 12/14/72 80 2001 1553S 04943E 55.9 108.0 GGGG
1144c06135 00000/0000 20010/1,263 12/14/7? 60 2001 1720S 04921E 56.1 105.9 GGGG
11440o6142 00000/0000 20010/1,264 12/14/72 20 2001 1847S 04900E 56.2 10348 GG G
114006144 oo000/0000 20010/1265 12/14/72 10 2001 2M15S 0 4839E 56s3 10197 GG G
1144-06151 00000/0000 20010/1266 12/14/72 10 2001 2140S 04817E 56'3 99.6 GOG
1144-06153 00000/0000 20010/1267 12/14/7P 10 2001 2306S 04754E 56*3 97.6 GG G
1144-06160 00000/000 20010/1,268 12/14/72 20 2001 2434S 04730E 56*2. 95.5 GG G
1144'06303 00000/0000 20010/1269 12/14/7p 100 2001 7305S 01549E 294 72.4 GGGG
1144-06310 00000/0000 20010/1270 12/14/7p 100 2001 7414S 01254E 28*3 74.7 GGG
1144006312 00000/0000 20010/1271 12/14/72 100 2001 7520S 00933E 27.2 77.5 PGGG
1144-06315 0000/0000 20010/1.272 12/14/7p 100 2001 76255 00535E 26*1 80.8 PGGG
1144-06321 00000/0000 20010/1273 12/14/7P 100 2001 7727S 00054E 24.9 84.9 PGGG
1144-06324 00000/0000 20010/1.274 12/14/7P 100 2001 7824S 00438w 23*8 89*7 PGGG
14407421 00000/0000 20010/.275 12/14/72 0 2002 3430N 03629E 27*0 152*5 PGG
1144007423 00000/0000 20010/1276 12/14/72 0 2002 3304N 03603E 28.1 151.8 GPGG
1144007430 00000/0000U 20010/:277 12/14/72 0 2002 3 03 9N 03537E 29.3 151.2 GGGG
1144-07432 00000/0000 20010/:278 12/14/72 10 2002 3013N 03512E 30*4 150.5 GGGG
1144-07435 00000/0000 20010/:1279 12/14/72 10 2002 2847N 03447E 31.5 149.8 OGG
1144-07441 00000/0000 20010/1280 12/14/72 10 2002 2721N 03423E 32.6 149.0 PGGG
1144007444 00000/0000 20010/1281 12/14/7P 10 2002 2554N 03400E 33*7 148*3 GGGG
1144-07450 00000/0000 20010/1282 12/14/72 10 2002 2428N 03336E 34.8 147*5 GGGG
1144-07453 00000/0000 20010/1283 12/14/7P 0 2002 2302N 03314E 35.8 146.7 GGGG
1144%07455 00000/0000 20010/:284 12/14/7P 0 2002 2136N 03251E 36.9 145.8 GGGG
.144-07462 00000/0000 20010/:L285 12/14/72 0 2002 2009N 0 3230E 38*0 144.9 GGGG
1144-07464 00000/0000 20010/:L286 12/14/7? C 2002 1842N 03209E 39.0 144.0 GGGG
1144-07471 00000/0000 20010/1287 12/14/72 10 2002 1716N 03147E 40.0 143.1 GGGG
1144-07473 00000/0000 20010/1288 12/14/72 0 2002 1550N 03126E 41I0 14291 GGGG
1144-07482 00000/0000 20010/1289 12/14/7? 0 2002 1?57N 03043E 42.9 140*0 GGGG
1144007485 00000/0000 20010/1290 12/14/72 0 2002 1130N 03023E 43*9 138*9 GOGG
1144007491 00000/0000 20010/:L291 12/14/7p 0 2,002 1004N 03002E 44.8 137.8 GGGG
114407494 00C000/0000 20010/1292 12/14/7p 0 2002 0837N 02942E 45.7 136.6 GGGG
1144007500 00000/0000 20010/1293 12/14/7P 0 2002 0711N 02921E 46*6 135.3 GGGG
1144-07503 00000/0000 20010/1294 12/14/7P 0 2002 0544N 02901E 47.4 13400 GGGO
1144"07505 00000/0000 20010/1295 12/14/72 0 2002 0418N 02841E 48*3 132.6 GaGG
114407512 00000/0000 20010/1296 12/14/7P 0 2002 051N 0 2821E 49.1 131*2 GGGG
%144-0757i 00000/o00 20010/1 2 97 12/14/72 80 2002 1721S 02334E 6.1 105.9 GGGG
1144=07573 00000/0000 20010/1298 12/14/72 60 2002 1847S 02312E 56.2 103.8 GGGG
1144*07580 00000/0000 20010/1299 12/14/7? 10 2002 2014S 02250E 56.3 101*8 GGG
1144009212 00000/0000 20010/1300 12/14/7P 90 2003 4843N 01555E 15.3 158*7 GGGG
KEYSS CLBUD COVER % *..o.oG.o*.o. 0 To 100 % CLBUD CIVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o..ooo0@oo .. BLANKSeBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTEDo RORECYCLED. G=GeBD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PmP88R*
16144 MAR 11o'74 STANDARD CATALO FOR NONwUS PAGE 0369,
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OB9ERVATIBN MICROFIeM RBLL Nb5/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYSPOSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM, RBV MSO
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1144"09214 00000/0000 20010/1301 12/14/72 60 2003 4719N 01516E 1605 15801 0ggg1144:13011 00000/0000 20010/1302 12/14/7P 40 Po05 Ot47N 04907W 49,1 131.2 Goes1144-13013 00000/0000Q 80010/1303 12/14/7 20o 2005 012ON 04927W 49.8 129.7 ease
1144m13020 00000/0000 20010/1304 12/14/7P 20 2005 00069 04947W 50.6 128,2 0oe1144m13022 00000/0000 20010/1305 12/14/7P 30 2005 0133S 05008W 51.3 126.6 00GG1144o13025 00000/0000 20010/1306 12/14/7p 60 2005 03005 05029W 51.9 1249 0000
114413o031 00000/000 20010/1307 12/14/72 70 2005 04275 05049W 52*5 123.3 00001144*13034 00000/0000 20010/1308 12/14/7P 90 2005 05539 05109W 53.1 121.5 00001144134 00000/ 0000 20010/1309 12/14/7P 100 2005 0719S 05129W 53.6 119.7 PPPa1144,13043 00000/OOU 20010/1310 12/14/7 90 2 005 0846S 0b150W 401 117.8 o0001144,13045 00000/0000 20010/1311 12/14/7P 100 2005 10139 052 10W 54.6 115.9 PGGG1144*13052 00000/0000 20010/131F 12/14/72 90 2005 11409 05231W 55.0 114,0 Pa001f44-130o4 00000/0000 20010/1313 12/14/72 80 2005 1307 05252W 55.3 112.0 G0es
1144-13061 00000/0000 20010/1314 12/i4/7P 70 2005 1434S 05313W 55.6 110.0 aGe0114413063 00000/0000 20010/1315 12/14/7 50S 2005 1601S 05334w 55*9 10709 00ge1144-13070 00000/0000 20010/1316 12/14/7P 0 2005 17269 05356W 56.0 105,9 G 01144*13o72 00000/0000 20010/1317 12/14/72 0 2005 152BS 05417W 56.2 103.8 pppp1144*13075 00000/0000 20010/1318 12/14/72 0 2005 20188 05439W 56.3 10107 00001144I6140 00000/0000 20010/1319 12/14/72 0 2007 5004N ?8648W 1491 159.2 00001144,16501 00000/0000 20010/1320 12/14/72 40 2007 7q06S 13902W p994 72.6 0p00
1144'16504 00000/0000 20010/1321 12/14/7p 30 2007 74169 141 59w 28.3 74.9 OPg01144u16510 00000/0000 20010/1322 12/14/7 40 2007 75239 14525W 27.2 77.7 OPeO1144*16513 0000/0000 20010/1323 12/14/72 90 2007 7628S 14922W 26,0 81.0 00001144-16515 00000/0000 20010/1324 12/14/72 50 2007 7729S 15405W 2499 8501 0o001144-17562 00000/0000 20010/1325 12/14/72 60 2008 5P54N 11112w 11.8 160.5 PG0O1144*17565 00000/0000 20010/1326 12/14/7P 40 2008 5130N 11154W i29 159.9 00001144021582 00000/0000 20010/1327 12/14/72 100 2010 6805S 15223E 33.7 67.0 GPGG
1144~1584 00000/0000 20010/1328 12/14/7P 100 2010 6923S 15031E 3207 68.0 GPGG
1144-21591 00000/0000 20010/1329 12/14/7P 100 2010 7040S 14826E 31.6 69.2 aPGG114421593 00000/000 20010/1330 12/14/7? 100 2010 7155S 14607E 30*5 70.8 PPPG114422oo000 00000/0000 20010/1331 12/14/7P 100 2010 7308S 14333E 29*4 72*7 PPPG1144*22002 00000/0000 20010/1332 12/14/72 100 2010 74195 14031E 28.2 75*0 PPPG
1144*22005 00000/0000 20010/1333 12/14/72 100 2010 75289 13659E 27*1 77.8 PPPG1144*22011 00000/0000 20010/1334 12/14/7P 100 2010 76329 13301E 26.0 81.2 PPPG1144o22014 00000/0000 20010/1335 12/14/7p 100 2010 7733S 12820E 249 85.3 PPGO1144023273 00000/0000 20010/1336 12/14/7p 40 2011 2024S 15024E 56.2 101.6 G0GG
114423275 00000/0000 20010/1337 12/14/72 60 2011 21515 150016 56.2 99.5 Goes1144*23282 00000/0000 20010/1338 12/14/72 60 o011 2316S 14938E 56*2 9705 GbG0
1144%23284 00000/0000 20010/1339 12/14/7P 20 2011 2442S 14915E 56*1 95.4 G00G
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ,e,**** ,,,,,** 0 To 100 * X CLOUD C5VER, ** ! NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ** o,* 'oeoooo BLANRS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLEDi GGBRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P.PBBR.
16:44 MAR 11,174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN-uS PAGE 0370
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICRBFILM RBLL ND,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1144-23291 00000/0000 20010/1340 12/14/72 0 2011 2609S 14852E 56c0 93s4 GGGG
1144-23293 00000/0000 20010/1341 12/14/72 0 2011 2735S 14828E 55.8 91.4 GGGG
1144-23300 00000/0000 20010/1342 12/14/72 0 2011 2900S 14804E 55.5 89*4 GGGG
1144-23302 00000/0000 20010/1343 12/14/72 0 2011 30 26S 14740E 55.2 87.5 GGGG
1144-23305 00000/0000 20010/1344 12/14/72 0 2011 3151S 14715E 5409 85.6 GGGG
1145-00510 00000/0000 2C010/1345 12/1,/72 30 2012 4718N 14254E 16.5 158.0 GGGG
1145-00513 00000/0000 20010/1346 12/19/72 80 2012 4554N 14219E 17.6 157.4 GGGG
1145-00522 00000/0000 20010/1347 12/15/72 70 2012 $303N 14112E 20o0 156.2 GGGG
1145-00524 00000/0000 20010/1348 12/15/72 80 2012 4138N 14040E 2102 155.6 GGGG
1145-00531 00000/0000 20010/1349 12/15/72 60 2012 4012N 14009E 22o3 155.0 GGGG
1145o00533 00000/0000 20010/1350 12/15/72 50 2012 3R47N 13940E 23.5 154.3 GGGG
1145-00540 00000/0000 20010/1:351 12/15/7? 50 2012 3721N 13912E 24.6 153.7 GGGG
1145-00542 00000/0000 20010/1352 12/15/72 0 2012 3555N 13844E 25.8 153.1 GGGG
1145-00545 00000/0000 20010/1353 12/15/72 40 2012 3429N 13818E 2699 152.4 GGGG
1145-00551 00000/0000 20010/1:354 12/15/72 60 2012 3304N 13751E 28.1 151.8 GGGG
1145m00554 00000/0000 20010/1355 12/15/7p 60 2012 3138N 13726E 29o2 151.1 GGGG
1145-00560 00000/0000 20010/1356 12/15/72 70 2012 3012N 13701E 30.3 150.4 GGGG
1145-00563 00000/0000 20010/1357 12/19/72 60 2012 2846N 13636E 31*4 149*7 GGGG
1145-01065 00000/0000 20010/1358 12/15/72 50 2012 0717S 12748E 53,6 119.8 PGGG
1145-01072 00000/0000 20010/1359 12/15/72 40 2012 0844S 12727E 54*1 117.9 GGGG
1145-01074 00000/0000 20010/1:360 12/15/72 50 2012 1010S 12707E 54*5 116.0 GGPG
1145-01081 00000/0000 20010/1361 12/19/72 40 2012 1136S 12646E 54*9 114*1 GGGG
1145-02431 00000/0000 20010/1:362 12/15/7? 90 2013 1716N 10746E 39*9 143*0 GGGG
1145-02433 00000/0000 20010/1:363 12/15/72 70 2013 1550N 10725E 40*9 142.0 GOGG
1145-02440 00000/0000 20010/1364 12/19/72 10 2013 1423N 10704E 41.9 141*0 GGGG
1145.02442 00000/0000 20010/1365 12/15/7P 20 2013 1P5
6 N 10642E 42,9 140,0 GGGG
1145-02445 00000/0000 20010/1366 12/1/72 10 2013 1130N 10621E 43.8 138.9 GGGG
1145-02451 00000/0000 20010/1367 12/19/7? 20 2013 100
3 N 10601E 44.7 137.7 GGGP
11450o2454 00000/0000 20010/1368 12/19/72 80 201
3  On36N 10540 E  45.6 136.5 GGGG
1145-03072 00000/0000 20010/1369 12/15/72 90 2013 6520S 07813E 36*0 6506 PGGG
1145-03074 00000/0000 20010/1370 12/15/7p 70 2013 6640S 07643E 34*9 66.2 GGGG
1145-03081 00000/0000 20010/1371 12/15/72 80 2013 67595 07503E 33*8 66.9 GGGG
1145-03083 00000/0000 20010/1372 12/15/72 90 2013 6918S 07312E 32.7 67.9 GGGG
1145-03090 00000/0000 20010/1373 12/15/72 90 2013 7035S 07108E 31*7 69.2 GGGG
1145-03092 00000/0000 20010/1374 12/16/72 90 2013 715nS 06848E 30.6 70*7 GGGG
1145-03095 00000/0000 20010/1375 12/15/72 70 2013 7303S 06609E 29*5 ,72.6 GGGG
1145-03101 00000/0000 20010/1376 12/15/72 10 2013 741S 06311E 28.3 74r9 GGGG
1145-03104 00000/0000 20010/1377 12/15/72 0 2013 75215 05945E 27.2 77.6 GGGG
1145-03110 o0000/0000 20010/1378 12/15/72 100 2013 7626S 05549E 26*1 81.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C8VER % .*.**,..*.* 0o TO 100 CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY 0 00. ,-....... BLANKSBAND NOT PRESrNT/REUESTED. R-RECYCLED GaGaBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PPBOBRo
16:44 'AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0371
FRBM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
BBSERvAT1N 'IC~eFILM RLL NS~/ DATE CLBUD tR9IT PPINCIPAL P!INT SUN SUN TMAGE OUALITY
ID PeSITIaN IN RBLL ACQUTRE0 CBVE R  NUMBER iF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1145-03113 00000/0000 20010/1379 12/19/7? 0 2013 7727S 05108E 2409 85.0 PGGG
1145-04192 00000/0000 20010/1380 12/19/7p 30 2014 4138N 08902E 21.1 155.5 PGG
1145-04194 00000/0000 20010/1381 12/15/72 10 2014 4O12N 08832E 22.3 154.9 GGGG
1145-04201 00000/0000 20010/1382 1I/19/72 40 2014 3847N 08802E 23.5 154.3 GGGG
1145-04203 000c00/000 20010/1383 1?/15/72 10 2014 3721N 08733E 24.6 153.7 GGGG
1145-04210 0000C/C00 20010/1384 12/15/72 0 2014 3555N o8705E 258 153*1 GGGG
1145-04212 00000/0000 20010/1385 12/15/72 10 2014 3430N 0 8638E 26.9 152.4 GGGG
1145-04215 00000/0000 20010/1386 1?/15/7r 0 2014 3304N 08612E 28.1 151*8 GGGG
1145*04221 000o0/0000 20010/1387 I?/i/72? 2014 3 t 3 9 N 08547E 29.2 151*1 GGGG
1145-04224 00000/0000 2001o/1388 12/1=/72 0 2014 3r13N 08522E 30*3 150*4 GGGG
1145"04230 00000/0000 20010/1389 12/15/72 0 2014 2R47N 08457E 31*4 149.7 GGGG
1145-o4233 00000/0000 20010/1390 12/15/7? 10 2014 2722N 08433E 32*5 148.9 PGGG
1145-04235 00000/0000 20010/1391 12/15/72 0 2014 2755N 08410E 33*6 148.2 GPGG
1145-C4242 00000/0000 20010/1392 12/19/72 0 2014 2428N 08347E 34.7 147.4 GPGG
1145-04244 00000/0000 20010/1393 12/15/7 10 2014 2301N 08325E 35.8 146.6 GGGG
1145-04251 00000/0000 20010/1394 12/15/72 0 2014 2135N 08303E 36.8 145.7 GPGG
1145-04253 00000/0000 20010/1395 12/15/7P 0 2014 2009N 08241E 37,9 144.9 GPGG
1145"04260 00000/0000 20010/1396 12/19/72 10 2014 1P42N 0 8219E 38.9 144*0 GGGG
1145-06044 00000/0000 20010/1397 12/15/72 70 2015 3430N 06051E 26.9 152.4 GG P
11 4 5 -06050 00000/0000 20010/1398 12/1/72 40 2015 3304N 0 6025E 28.0 151*8 PGGP
1145-06053 00000/0000 20010/1399 12/15/72 80 2015 3139N 05959E 29.2 151.1 GGGP
1145-06055 00000/0000 20010/1400 12/1 /7 90 2015 3013N 05934E 30.3 150.4 GPPG
1145-06062 OCO00/0000 20010/1401 12/19/72 7c 2015 2847N 05909E 31.4 149*7 GPGG
1145,06064 00000/0000 20010/1402 12/15/72 80 2015 2721N 0 5845E 32 5 148.9 GGGG
1145-06071 00000/0000 20010/1403 12/19/72 80 2015 2555N 05821E 33.6 148.2 GGPP
1145-06073 00000/0000 20010/1404 12/19/7? 40 2015 2429N 05759E 34.7 147*4 GGG
1145-06080 00000/0000 20010/1405 12/19/7? 30 2015 2301N 05737E 35.8 14696 GGGG
1145-06082 00000/0000 20010/1406 12/15/72 10 2015 2134N 0 5715E 36.8 145.7 GGGG
1145-06085 00000/0000 20010/1407 12/15/7P 40 2015 2008N 05652E 37*9 144.9 GGGG
1145-06091 00000/0000 20010/1408 12/15/7P 70 2015 1~P4N 0 5629E 38.9 144*0 GGGG
1145-06094 00000/0000 20010/1409 12/15/72 90 2015 1715N 05607E 3909 143.0 GGGG
1145-06100 00000/0000 20010/1410 12/15/72 70 2015 1549N 05546E 40.9 142r0 GGGG
1145-06191 00000/0000 20010/1411 12/IF/72 60 2015 1157S 04815E 55.8 108.1 GGGG
1145-06194 00000/0000 20010/1412 12/15/72 70 2015 1723S 04754E 56.0 106.0 GGGG
1145"06200 OU000000 20010/1413 12/19/72 60 2015 1848S 04733E 56.1 103.9 GGGG
1145-06203 00000/0000 20010/1414 12/15/7? 10 2015 2014S 04711E 56,2 101.8 GGGG
1145-07470 00000/0000 20013/0001 12/15/72 0 2016 3722N 03558E 24.6 153.7 GGGG
1145-07473 00000/0000 20013/0002 12/15/72 0 2016 3557N 03530E 25.8 153.1 GGGG
1145"07475 00000/0000 20013/0003 12/15/7? 0 2016 3431N 03504E 26.9 152,4 GGPG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % ........ o... 0 TO 100 a % CLBUD CRVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,*,,******,**, BLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R-RECYCLED4 G=GBeD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBR0
16:44 MAR 11 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0372
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERvATION MICROFILM ROLL NV./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PDINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
114507482 00000/0000 20013/0004 12/15/72 0 2016 3305N 0 3438E 28.0 151.8 GGPG
1145=07484 00000/0000 20013/0005 12/15/72 0 2016 3139N 03412E 29o2 151.1 GGGG
1145-07491 00000/0000 20013/0006 12/i/7? 0 2016 3 01N o3346E 3093 150.4 GGGG
114507493 00000/0000 20013/0007 12/15/72 0 2016 2847N 0 3321E 31,4 149*7 PGGG
1145007500 00000/0000 20013/0008 12/15/72 0 2016 2721N 0 3258E 32.5 148*9 GGGG
1145007564 00000/0000 20010/1415 12/15/7? 0 2016 04 18N 0271 3E 48.1 132.6 GGGG
1145007570 00000/0000 20010/1416 12/15/72 10 2016 0?50N 02653E 48*9 131.2 GGGG
114508032 00000/C000 20010/1417 12/15/72 10 2016 1848S 02144E 56.1 103.9 GGGG
1145-08034 00000/0000 20010/1418 12/15/72 10 2016 2016S 02122E 56*2 101.8 GGGG
1145=08041 0OOOo/0000 2C010/1419 12/15/72 0 2016 21425 02100E 56.2 99.8 GPGG
1145-08043 00000/0000 20010/1420 12/15/7p 0 2016 2309S 02038E 56*2 97.7 GGGG
1145008050 00000/000C 20010/1421 12/15/7? 0 2016 2436S 02015E 56.1 95.6 GGGG
1145=08052 00000/0000 20010/1422 12/15/72 0 2016 2600S 01951E 56.0 93.6 GGGG
1145=08055 00000/0000 20010/1423 12/15/72 10 2016 2725S 01927E 55.8 91.6 GGGG
1145=08061 00000/0000 20010/1424 12/15/72 20 2016 28525 01902E 55.5 89.6 GGGG
1145=08064 00000/0003 20010/1425 12/15/72 40 2016 3018S 01837E 55.2 87.7 GGGG
1145008070 00000/0000 20010/1426 12/15/72 60 20l[6 3144S o1812E 549 85,8 GGGG
114508073 00000/0000 20010/1427 12/15/72 40 2016 3310S 01746E 54.5 84,0 GGGG
1145=08075 00000/0000 20010/1428 12/1/7 60 2016 3435S 01719E 54.0 8203 GGGG
1145-13065 00000/0000 20010/1429 12/1i/72 40 2019 024 6N 05034W 48.9 131.1 GGGG
1145013072 00000/0000 20010/1430 12/15/72 60 2019 0119N 05054W 49*7 129.7 GGGG
1145-13074 00000/0000 20010/1431 12/15/7? 60 2019 0006S 05114W 50a4 128.1 GGGG
1145-13081 00000/0000 20010/1432 12/15/72 80 2019 0133S 05134W 51.1 126.6 GGGG
1145013083 00000/0000 20010/1433 12/15/72 90 2019 0300S 05155W 51.8 124.9 GGGG
1145-13090 00000/0000 20010/1434 12/15/72 90 2019 0427S 05216W 52.4 123.2 GGGP
1145o13092 00000/0000 20010/1435 12/15/72 90 2019 0554S 05236W 53,0 12105 GGGG
1145-13095 00000/0000 20010/1436 12/15/72 80 2019 07215 05257W 53'5 119.7 GGGG
1145-13101 00000/0000 20010/1437 12/15/72 90 2019 R047S 053 17w 54.0 117.9 GGGG
1145a13104 00000/0000 20010/1438 12/15/72 100 20:[9 lr14S 05338W 54.5 116,0 GGGG
1145-13110 00000/0000 20010/1439 12/15/7? 100 2019 1141S 0 5358W 54*9 114o0 GGGG
1145-13113 00000/0000 20010/1440 12/15/72 100 2019 1308S 05419w 55.2 112,0 GGGG
1145-13115 00000/0000 20010/1441 12/15/7? 100 2019 1433S 05440W 55.5 110,0 GGGG
1145-13122 00000/0000 20010/1442 12/s1/72 80 2019 1600S 05501W 55.7 108.0 GGGG
1145-13124 00000/0000 20010/1443 12/15/7P 40 2019 1727S 05523W 55.9 105.9 GGGG
1145-13224 00000/0000 20010/1444 12/15/72 50 2019 5140S 06 64 7W 45.6 67,5 GGGG
1145-1323i 00000/0000 20010/1445 12/15/72 30 2019 53045 0 6731W 44*8 66.8 GGGG
1145*14344 00000/0000 20010/1446 12/15/72 10 2020 5541N 05924W 9*3 161*8 G G
1145-14351 00000/0000 20010/1447 12/15/72 0 2020 5418N 06012W 10*5 161.1 GGGG
1145-14353 .00000/0000 20010/1448 12/15/72 0 2020 5254N 06058W 11.7 160.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o..****.... 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD C5VER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...o.......... BLANKSSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED. GwGBOD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POOR.
16944 MAR 11J74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON-US PAGE 0373
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1145-14360 00000/0000 20010/1449 12/15/72 0 2020 5129N 0614 2 W 12.9 159.8 GGGG
1145-14362 00000/0000 20010/1450 12/15/72 20 2020 5004N 0 6223W 14.1 159.2 GGGG1145-14365 00000/0000 20010/1451 12/15/72 40 2020 4839N 0 6302W 15.3 158.5 GGGG
1145-14374 00000/0000 20010/1452 12/15/72 10 2020 4550N 06415W 17*6 157.3 GGGG
1145-14380 00000/0000 20010/1453 12/15/72 10 2020 4425N 064 4 9 W 18.8 156.7 GGGG
1145-14383 00000/0000 20010/1454 12/15/72 10 2020 4300N 06521W 20.0 156.1 GGGG
1145-14385 00000/0000 20010/1455 12/15/72 50 2020 4134N 0 6553W 21*2 155.5 GGGG
1145-16194 00000/0000 20010/1456 12/15/72 60 2021 5005N 0881 3 W 14*1 159t2 PpPP1145-16273 00000/0000 20010/1457 12/15/72 90 2021 2258N 09719W 35.8 146.5 GGPG
1145-18364 00000/0000 20010/1458 12/15/72 100 2022 6525S 15409W 35*9 65*7 GGGG
1145-18371 00000/0000 20010/1459 12/15/72 90 2022 6644S 155 38W 34.9 66.3 GGGG
1145-18373 00000/0000 20010/1460 12/15/72 70 2022 604S 15718W 33.8 67.1 GGGG
1145-18380 00000/0000 20010/1461 12/15/72 80 2022 6922S 15910W 32.7 68.1 GGGG
1145"18382 00000/0000 20010/1462 12/1s/72 80 2022 7039S 16116W 31*6 69.3 GGGG
1145-18385 00000/0000 20010/1463 12/15/72 80 2022 71545 163 3 7w 30.5 70.8 GGGG
1145-18391 00000/0000 20010/1464 12/15/72 80 2022 7307S 16613W 29*4 72.7 GGGG
1145-18394 00000/0000 20010/1465 12/15/72 90 2022 7417S 16913W 28.3 75,0 G3GG
1145-18400 00000/0000 20010/1466 12/15/72 90 2022 7526S 17241W 27*2 77.8 GGGG
1145-18403 00000/0000 20010/1467 12/15/72 100 2022 7631S 17640W 26*1 81.2 GGGG
1145-23354 00000/0000 20013/0009 12/1i/72 10 2025 2q00S 14639E 55.4 89.5 G GG
1145:23360 00000/0000 20013/0010 12/15/72 10 2025 3026S 14614E 55*1 87.6 PGGG1145 23366 00000/0000 20013/0011 12/15/72 0 2025 3317S 14522E 54.4 84.0 G
1145-23372 00000/0000 20013/0012 12/19/7P 0 2025 34435 14455E 53.9 82.2 GGGG
1145023374 00000/0000 20013/0013 12/15/72 0 2025 36095 14428E 53*4 80*6 GGGG
1145-23463 00000/0000 20013/0014 12/15/72 80 2025 6533S 12838E 35*9 6508 GGGG
1145-23465 00000/0000 20013/0015 12/15/72 0 2025 6650S 126 42E 34o8 66.4 PsGG
1145-23472 00000/0000 20013/0016 12/1 /7? 100 2025 6807S 12503E 33.7 67.1 PPPG
1145-23474 00000/0000 20013/0017 12/15/72 100 2025 6924S 12312E 32*7 68*1 PPPG
1145-23481 00000/0000 20013/0018 12/15/72 100 2025 7041S 12106E 31.6 69.4 PPPP
1145-23483 00000/0000 20013/0019 12/15/72 100 2025 7156S 11845E 30*5 71*0 PpPP
1145-23490 00000/0000 20013/0020 12/15/72 100 2025 7309S 11607E 2994 72.9 pppp
1145-23492 00000/0000 20013/0021 12/15/7? 100 2025 7419S 11308E 28*3 75.2 PPGG
1145-23495 00000/0000 20013/0022 12/15/72 100 2025 7527S 10940E 27.1 78*0 PPGG
1145-23501 00000/0000 20013/0023 12/15/72 100 2025 7631S 10542E 26.0 81*4 PPGG
1145-23504 00000/0000 20013/0024 12/15/72 100 2025 7732S 10056E 24.9 85.5 PPGG
1146"00565 00000/0000 20013/0025 12/16/72 20 2026 4712N 14125E 16.5 157.8 PGGG
1146-00572 00000/0000 20013/0026 12/1/72 30 2026 4547N 14 050E 17.7 157.2 GGGG
1146-00574 00000/0000 20013/0027 12/1A/72 50 2026 4422N 14016E 18.8 156.6 GGGG
1146-00581 00000/0000 20013/0028 12/16/72 70 2026 4256N 13943E 20~ 156.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X% **....*.** .. * 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD CBVER. ** - NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,........,,,, BLANKSmBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G.GeRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPeBR,.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0374
FROM 07/23/72 Tb 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICReFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITIN IN ROLL ACOUTRED CBVER JUMB7R BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, ROV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1146.00583 00000/0000 20013/0029 12/16/72 70 2026 4131N 13911E 21.2 155.4 GGGG
1146-00590 00000/0000 20013/0030 1'/16/72 50 2026 4005N 13841E 22*3 154.8 GGGG
1146-00592 00000/0000 20013/0031, 12/16/72 40 2026 3840N 13812E 23*5 154.2 GGGG
1146*00595 00000/0000 20013/0032 12/1A/7? 20 2026 3715N 13744E 24*.7 153.6 G(GG
1146:01001 00000/0000 20013/0033 12/16/72 10 2026 3549N 13716E 25.8 152.9 GGGG
1146-01004 00000/0000 20013/003; 12/16/72 30 2026 3423N 13650E 26.9 152*3 GGGG
1146-01010 00000/C000 20013/0035 12/16/72 90 2026 3257N 13623E 28*1 151*6 GGGG
1146-01013 00000/0000 20013/0036 12/16/72 100 2026 3131N 13557E 29.2 151.0 GGGG
1146-01131 00000/0000 20013/0037 12/16/7P 10 2026 0851S 12559E 540 117.8 GGGG
1146-01133 00000/0000 20013/0038 12/16/72 10 2026 1018S 12538E 54.4 115@9 GGGG
1146-02482 O00000/o00 20013/0039 12/16/72 100 2027 1842N 10641E 38.8 143.9 GGGG
1146-02485 00000/0000 20013/0040 12/16/72 60 2027 1715N 106 19E 39.8 142*9 GGGG
1146-02491 00000/0000 20013/004% 12/16/72 10 2027 1548N 10558E 40.8 142.0 GGGG
1146-02494 00000/0000 20013/0042 12/16/72 0 2027 1421N 10537E 41.8 141.0 GGGG
1146-02500 00000/0000 20013/0043 12/16/72 0 2027 1255N 10516E 42.8 139.9 GGGG
1146-02503 00000/0000 20013/004, 12/16/72 10 2027 1129N 10456E 43*7 138*8 GGGG
1146-02505 00000o/ooC 20013/0045 12/16/72 10 2027 1002N 10434E 44.6 137.6 GGGG
1146-04245 00000/0000 20010/1468 12/16/72 20 2000 4P23N o8753E 20*5 155.8 GPPG
1146-04251 00000/0000 20010/1469 12/16/7p 40 2000 4057N 08723E 21.6 155.2 GppG
1146-04254 O0000/0000 20010/147) 12/16/72 20 2000 3932N 08653E 22.8 154.5 GPGG
1146-04260 00000/0000 20010/1471 12/16/72 10 2000 3806N 08623E 23.9 153.9 GPGP
114604263 00000/0000 20010/1472 12/16/7p 20 2000 3641N 08555E 25.1 153,3 GPGG
1146-04265 00000/0000 20010/1473 12/16/72 30 2000 3515N 08527E 26.2 152.7 GPGG
1146-04272 00000/d000 20010/1474 12/16/72 10 2000 3 34 9 N 08500E 27*4 152.0 GPGG
1146-04274 00000/0000 20010/1475 12/16/72 0 2000 3223N 08435E 28.5 151.3 GPGG
1146*04281 00000/0000 20010/1475 12/16/72 10 2000 305RN 08409E 29*6 150*7 GPGG
1146-04283 00000/0000 20010/1477 12/I1/72 10 2000 2932N 08344E 30.8 150.0 GPGG
1146-04290 00000/0000 20010/1478 i?/16/7p 10 2000 2806N 08319E 31.9 149.2 GPGG
1146-04292 00000/0000 20010/1479 1?/16/72 0 2000 2640N 08255E 3340 148.5 GPPG
1146-04295 00000/0000 20010/1480 12/16/7 0 2000 2514N 0 8231E 34.0 147.7 GGGP
1.146-04301 00000/0000 20010/1481 12/16/72 10 2000 2347N o8209E 35,1 146.9 GGPG
1146-04304 00000/0000 20010/1482 12/16/72 0 2000 2?21N 08148E 36.2 146.1 GPGP
1146-04310 00000/0000 20010/1483 12/16/72 0 2000 2055N 08126E 3702 145.2 GGPG
1146-04313 00000/0000 20010/1484 12/16/72 0 2000 1927N 08104E 38,3 144*4 GGGG
1146*04314 00000/0000 20010/1485 12/16/72 10 2028 184N 08053E 38*8 143.9 GGGG
1146-04315 00000/0000 20010/1486 12/16/7? 30 2000 1qOON 08 04 2E 39.3 143.4 GPGG
1146-04321 00000/0000 20010/1487 12/16/7p 20 2028 1715N 08031E 39*8 142.9 GGGG
1146-04323 00000/0000 20010/1488 12/16/72 20 2028 1549N 08009E 4008 142.0 GGGG
1146-04330 00000/0000 20010/1489 12/16/72 30 2028 1423N 07948E 41.8 140,9 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % ..,.....o...., 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CPVERa ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY *o.. .. ,,,,... BLANKSmBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED* RxRECYCLED* G=GBBD* FmFAIR BUT USABLE* P-PfR.
16:44 MA 1ll'74 STANDARD C&TALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0375
FR sm7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR8FILM R9LL N./ DATE CLOUD 4RRIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PHSITIeN IN H5LL ACOUTRED CBVER -UMBER RF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1146-04332 00OO00/0000 20010/149C 12/16/72 40 2028 1P55N 07927E 42*7 139.9 GGGG
1146-04580 OG000/0000 20010/1491 12/16,/7 100 2028 7040S 04417E 31.7 69*3 PGPG
1146-04582 O00CO/0000 20010/1492 12/1.6/72 100 2028 7156S o4158E 30*6 70.8 POPG
1146-04585 00000/0000 20010/1493 12/16/72 100 2028 7310S 03920E 29*5 72v7 PGPG
1146-04591 00000/0000 2U010/1494 12/16/7p 100 2028 7414S o3542E 28o3 75*0 PGPG
1146*04594 C00000/000 20010/1495 1'/16/7P 100 2028 7522S 03216E 27.2 77.8 PGPG
1146-05000 00000/0000 20010/1496 12/16/72 100 2028 7A26S 02819E 26.1 81.1 PGPG
1146-05003 0000/0000 20010/1497 12/16/72 100 2028 7737S 02408E 25*0 85.2 PGPG
1146-06114 00000/0000 20010/1498 12/16/72 0 2029 3012N 05808E 30*2 150*3 GGGG
1146-06120 00000/0000 20010/1499 12/16/72 10 2029 2846N 05743E 31*3 149*6 GGGG
1146"06123 00000/0000 20010/1500 12?/1/72 3o 2029 2720N 05718E 32*4 148*8 GGGG
1146-06125 00000/0000 20010/1501 12/16/72 60 2029 2554N 05654E 33.5 148.1 GGGG
1146-06132 00000/0000 20010/1502 12/16/7? 90 2029 2428N 05631E 34.6 147s3 GGGG
1146-06134 0C000/0000 20010/1503 12/16/7 100 2029 2301N 05608E 35.7 146.5 GOGG
1146-06141 O0000/0300 20010/1504 1?/16/72 100 2029 2134N 05546E 36.7 145.7 GGGG
1146-06143 00000/0000 20010/1505 12/16/72 90 2029 20SN 0 5525E 37.8 144.8 GGGG
1146-06150 00000/O00C 20010/1506 12/16/72 60 2029 1R42N 05 503E 38.8 143.9 PGGG
1146.06152 00000/0000 20010/1507 12/16/72 30 2029 1715N 05442E 39.8 142.9 GGGG
1146-06155 00000/0000 20010/1508 12/16/72 50 2029 149N 05421E 40*8 142.0 PGGG
114606161 00000/C0000 20010/1509 12,16/72 50 2029 1424N 05400E 41.8 140.9 GGGG
1146-06164 00000/0000 20010/1510 12/16/7P 40 2029 1258N 05 338E 42.7 139.9 GGGG
1146-06170 00000/OCO 20010/1511 12/1 /72 40 2029 1132N 05317E 43.7 138.8 PGGG
1146-06173 o00000/000 20010/1512 12/16/72 50 2029 1005N 05256E 44.6 137.6 GGGG
1146-06175 00C000/0000 20010/1513 12/16/72 60 2029 0839N 05235E 45*5 13604 PGGG
1146-06182 00000/0000 20010/1514 12/1A/72 10 2029 0711N 05215E 46.4 135.2 GGGG
1146-06184 00000/0000 20010/1515 12/16/72 30 2029 0544N 05155E 47.2 133*9 GPGG
1146-06191 00000/0000 20010/1516 12/16/72 40 2029 041 N 05136E 48.0 132*6 GGGG
1146-06193 00000/0000 20010/1517 12/16/72 10 2029 025N 05116E 48.8 131.2 GGGG
1146-06200 00000/0000 20010/1518 12/16/72 10 2029 0123N 05056E 49.6 129.7 GGGG
1146.06255 00000/0000 20010/1519 12/16/72 40 2029 1848S 046 05E 56.0 104.0 GGGG
1146-06261 00000/0000 20010/1520 12/16/72 40 2029 2014S 04543E 56.1 101*9 GGG
1146-06264 00000C/000 20010/1521 1?/16/72 40 2029 2141S 04520E 56*1 99.8 GGG
1146-07525 00000/0000 20010/1522 12/16/72 10 2030 3722N 03433E 24,5 153.6 GGGG
1146-07531 00000/0000 20010/1523 12/16/72 30 2030 3557N 03405E 25.7 153.0 GGGG
1146-07534 00000/0000 20010/1524 12/16/7? 30 2030 3432N 03338E 26*8 152.3 GGGG
1146-07540 00000/0000 20010/1525 12/16/7P. 70 2030 3305N 03311E 28.0 151.7 GGGG
1146-07543 00000/0000 20010/1526 12/16/7P 80 2030 3139N 03246E 29.1 15190 GGGG
1146-08020 00000/0000 20010/1527 12/16/72 0 2030 OF42N 02608E 47*2 133.9 GGGG
1146-08022 00000/co00 20010/1528 12/16/72 0 2030 0415N 02548E 48.0 132.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVER % o.,...... ,. ** 0 TO 100 * % CLeUD CPVER. ** NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.............,,BLANKS.BAND NeT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDi GGBD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16:44 MAR llaj74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0376
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL N./ DATE CLOUD RBIT PRINCIPAL PDINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
IO POSITIBN IN RBLL. ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1146o08084 00000/0000 20010/1529 12/16/7P 90 2030 1723S o2039E 55.8 106.1 GPGG
1146-08090 00000/0000 20010/1530 12/16/72 90 2030 18505 0 2018E 56*0 104.0 PPPG
1146-08093 00000/0000 20010/1 5 31 12/16/72 50 2030 2015S 01955E 56.1 101.9 PGPG
1146-08095 00000/o000 20010o/1532 12/16/72 30 2030 2141S 01933E 56.1 99*8 PGGG
1146"08102 00000/0000 2C010/1533 12/1.6/7 30 2030 2308S 01910E 56.1 97.8 PGGG
1146-08104 00000/0000 20010/1534 12/16/72 0 2030 2434S 0 1847E 5690 95*7 PGGG
1146-08111 00000/0000 20010/1535 12/16/72 0 2030 2559S 01823E 559 93*7 PGGG
1146-08113 00000/0000 20010/153 6  12/16/72 0 2030 2727S 0 1759E 55.7 91,7 GGGG
1146-08120 00000/0000 20010/1537 12/16/72 10 2030 2853S 01735E 55*4 89*7 GGGG
1146-08122 00000/0000 20010/1538 12/16/72 60 2030 3018S 01711E 55*1 87.8 GGGG
1146-13124 00000/0000 20010/1539 12/16/72 80 2033 0246N 05158W 48.8 131.1 GPGG
1146-13130 00000/0000 20010/1540 12/16/72 90 2033 0120N 05218w 49.6 129.6 GPGG
1146-13133 00000/0000 2C010/1541 12/16/72 80 2033 0007S 05239W 50.3 128.1 GGGG
1146-13135 00000/0000 20010/1542 12/16/7P 70 2033 0134S 05259W 51o0 126.5 GGGG
1146-13142 00000/0000 20010/1543 12/16/72 90 2033 0300S 0 5320W 51.7 124*9 GGGG
1146-13144 00000/0000 20010/1544 12/16/72 90 2033 0427S 053 4 0W 5293 123*2 GGGG
1146-13151 00000/0000 20010/1545 12/16/72 90 2033 0554S 05401W 52.9 121.5 GGGG
1146-13153 00000/0000 20010/1546 12/16/72 70 2033 0721S 05422W 53.4 119*7 PGGG
1146-13160 00000/0000 20010/1547 12/16/72 90 2033 088S 05442W 53.9 117.9 GGGG
1146-13162 00000/0000 20010/1548 12/16/72 90 2033 1014S 055 03W 54*3 116*0 PPPP
1146-13165 00000/0000 20010/1549 12/16/72 90 2033 1141S 05524W 54*7 1140 GGGG
1146-13171 00000/0000 20010/1550 12/16/72 60 2033 1308S 05545W 55e1 112,1 GGGG
1146-13174 00000/0000 20010/1551 12/16/72 60 2033 1434S 05605W 55.4 110,1 GGGG
1146.13180 00000/0000 20010/1552 12/16/72 80 2033 1600S 05626w 55.6 108.0 GGGG
1146-13185 00000/0000 20010/1553 12/16/72 70 2033 1853S 05709W 56*0 103*9 GGGG
1146w13192 00000/0000 20010/1554 12/16/72 30 2033 2019S 057 31W 56.0 101*8 GGGG
1146-13194 00000/0000 20010/1555 12/16/72 40 2033 214 6S 05 75 2W 56 1 99.8 GGGG
1146-13201 00000/0000 20010/1556 12/16/72 60 2033 2312S 058 15W 5690 97.7 PGGG
1146v13203 00000/0000 20010/1557 12/16/72 60 2033 2438S 05838n 56*0 95.7 GGGG
1146-13210 00000/0000 20010/1558 12/16/72 10 2033 2604S 05901W 55.8 93.6 GGGG
1146-13212 -00000/0000 20010/1559 12/16/72 20 2033 2730S 05925W 55"6 91*6 GGGG
114613215 00000/0000 20010/1560 12/16/72 90 2033 2856S 05950w 55*4 89*7 GPGG
1146-13221 00000/0000 20010/1561 12/16/72 80 2033 3021S 06015W 55.1 87*8 GGGG
1146-13224 00000/0000 20010/1562 12/16/72 90 2033 3148S 06040w 54,7 85.9 GGPG
1146=13230 00000/0000 20010/1563 12/16/72 90 2033 3315S 06105W 54*4 84*1 GGGG
1146-13233 00000/oo00 20010/1564 12/16/72 4 0 2033 3443S 06130w $3.9 82*4 GGGG
1146-13235 00000/0000 20010/1565 12/16/7? 40 2033 3608S 061 5 7W 53.4 80.7 GGPG
1146o13242 00000/0000 20010/1566 12/16/72 30 2033 3731S 06226w 52*9 79.1 GGGG
1146-13244 O0000/0000 20010/1567 12/16/72 70 2033 3856S 06255W 52o3 77.6 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % 0 ,e*ee.e. TO 100 e % CLOUD CeVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *,eese.so oe BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTEDO R=RECYCLED4 GGOD80 F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0377
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR6FILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLOUD IRBIT PINICIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI3N IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER \UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1146-13251 00000/0000 20010/1568 12/16/7? 100 2033 4022S 06325W 51.7 76.2 GGGG
1146-13253 00000/0000 20010/1569 12/16/72 90 2033 4147S 06355W 51.1 74.8 GGGG
1146"13260 00000/0000 20010/1570 12/16/72 80 ?033 431?S 0 6427W 50*4 73.5 GGGG
1146-13262 00000/0000 20010/1571 12/16/72 60 2033 44375 06501w 49*6 72.3 GGGG
1146-13265 00000/0000 20010/1572 12/16/72 50 2033 4602S o65 3 5W 48.9 71.2 G3GG
1146-13271 00000/oo000 20010/1573 12/16/72 50 2033 4726S 06611W 48*1 70.2 GGGG
1146"14400 00000/0000 20010/1574 12/1A/72 30 ?034 5 705N 06003W 8"0 162.5 GGGG
1146-14403 00000/0000 20010/1575 12/1A/7? 2 2034 5541N 06054W 9.2 161.7 GGGG
1146,14405 00000/0000 20010/1576 12/16/72 50 2034 5417 N 061 4 2W 10.4 161.0 GGGG
1146-14412 00000/o000 20010/1577 12/16/72 90 2034 5P53N 0 6226W 11*6 160.4 GGGG
1146-14414 00000/0000 20010/1578 12/16/72 100 2034 5129N 0 6309W 12i8 159.7 GGGG
1146-14421 00000/0000 20010/1579 12/16/72 100 2034 500 4N 06350W 14.0 159.1 GGGG
1146-14423 00000/0000 20010/1580 12/16/7 1Cc 2034 4P39N 064 2 8 W 15*2 158.4 GGGG
1146-15185 00000O/O000 20010/1581 12/16/72 100 2034 7417S 11907W ?8.3 75*2 GGGG
1146-15191 00000/oo0 20010/1582 12/16/72 50 2034 7524S 12232W 27.2 78. 0  GGGG
1146-15194 00000/0000 20010/1583 12/16/7P 50 2034 7A29S 12629W 26.1 81*4 GGGG
1146-15200 00000/0000 20010/1584 12/16/72 50 2034 7730S 1310 9 W 24.9 85.4 GGGG
1146-15203 00000/0000 20010/1585 12/16/72 50 2034 7P27S 136 42W 23.8 90.3 GGPG
1146-16250 00000/0000 20010/1586 12/16/72 0 2035 5130N 08859W 12*8 159.7 GGGG
1146"16252 00000/0000 20010/1587 12P16/72 0 2035 5"00N 08940 W  10o 159*0 GOGG
1146"16325 00000/0000 20010/1588 12/16/72 60 2035 2425N 09823W 34-6 147.2 GGGG
1146-16332 00000/0000 20010/1589 12/16/72 70 2035 2?57N 0984 5 W 35.7 146.4 GGGG
1146-16334 00000/0000 20010/1590 12/16/72 80 2035 2131N 09906W 36*7 145.6 GGGG
1146-16341 00000/0000 20010/1591 12/16/72 80 2035 2005N 0 9928W 37.8 144*7 GGGG
1146*16343 00000/0000 20010/1592 12/16/72 60 2035 138N 09950W 38.8 143.8 GGGG
1146-20254 00000/0000 20010/1593 12/16/72 100 2037 6528S 17830E 35.9 65.9 GGGG
1146-20261 00000/0000 20010/1594 12/16/7P 100 2037 6647S 17700E 34.8 66.5 GGGG
1146-20295 00000/0000 20010/1595 12/16/7? 100 2037 7733S 15116E 24.9 85.6 GGGG
1146-20302 00000/0000 20010/1596 12/16/72 100 2037 7829S 14543E 23*7 90.5 GGGG
1146-23392 00000/0000 20010/1597 12/16/72 10 2039 2!525 14 710E 5600 99*7 GGGG
1146-23394 00000/0000 20010/1598 1/16A/72 10 2039 2318S 14648E 56.0 97.7 GGGG
1146-23401 O0000/0000 20010/1599 12/16/72 0 2039 2443S 14625E 55*9 95.6 GGGG
1146-23403 00000/O00 20010/1600 12/t6/72 0 2039 2608S 14601E 55.8 93.6 GGGG
1146-23410 00000/0000 20010/1601 V1/16/7? 0 2039 2734S 14537E 55.6 91.6 GGGG
1146-23412 00000/0000 20010/1602 22/1/72 0 2039 2859S 14 514E 55*3 89.7 GGGG
1146-23415 00000/0000 20010/1603 12/16/7p 0 2039 3025S 14450E 55.0 87*8 GGGG
1146-23421 00000/0000 20010/1604 1?/16/7p 0 2039 3151S 14425E 54.7 85.9 GGGG
1147-01023 00000/0000 20010/1605 12/17/72 50 2040 4718N 14001E 16.3 157.8 GGGG
1147-01030 00000/0000 20010/1606 12/17/72 50 2040 4c54N 13926E 17.5 157.2 GGGG
KEYS: C L 9 U D COVER % *............., 0 TR 100 = % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,............ PLANKS.BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED0 GoGiOD. FzFAIR BUT USABLE. P=PB5R,
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STAN)ARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0378
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM RPLL 1!, / DATE CLOUD ?RRIT PoINCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PRSITIS; JN NRLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER rF IMAGE ELEV. AZIMe RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1147-01032 00000/0000 20010/1607 12/17/72 50 2040 4429N 13852E 18.7 156.6 PGGG
1147*01035 00000/0000 20010/160 8  12/17/72 70 2040 4303N 13819E 19.8 156.0 PGGG
1147-01041 00000/0000 20010/1609 12/17/72 60 2040 413N 13747E 21*0 155*4 GGGG
114 7-01044  00001o000u 20010/1610 12/17/7? 70 2040 4012o 13717E P2.2 154.8 GGGG
1147-01050 00000/0000 20010/1611 12/17/72 90 2040 3847N 13648E 23.3 1541 GGGG
1147-01053 00000/0000 20010/1612 1?/17/7? 100 2040 3721N 13620E 24.5 153.5 GGGG
1147-01055 00000/0000 20010/1613 12/17/72 80 2040 3555N 1355 2 E 25.6 152.9 GGGG
1147-01062 00000/0000 20010/1614 12/17/72 80 2040 
3 429 N 13525E 26*8 152*2 GGGG
1147-01064 00300/0000 20010/1615 12/17/72 80 2040 3303N 13458E p7.9 151.6 GGGG
1147-01071 00000/0000 20010/1616 12/17/7 80 2040 3137N 13432E 29*0 150*9 GGGG
1147-01073 00000/0000 2Q010/1617 12/17/72 60 2040 30 11N 13407E 30.1. 150.2 GGGG
1147-01144 00000/0000 20010/1618 12/17/7 40 2040 0541N 12758E 47.1 133.8 GGGG
1147-01150 00000/0000 20010/1619 12/17/72 50 2040 0415N 12738E 48*0 132*5 GGGG
1147-01153 00000/0000 20010/1620 1?/17/72 40 2040 0248N 12717E 48.7 131.1 GOGG
1147-01155 00000/0000 20010/1621 12/17/72 30 2040 Ot22N 12657E 49.5 129.6 GGGG
1147-01162 00000/0000 20010/1622 12/17/72 30 2040 0004S 12637E 50.2 128.1 GGGG
1147-01164 00000/0000 20010/1623 12/17/72 60 2040 0131S 12616E 50
9  126.6 GGGG
1147-01171 00000/0000 20010/1624 12/17/72 60 2040 025SS 12556E 51.6 12500 GGGG
1147-01173 00000/0000 20010/1.625 12/17/72 50 2040 0424S 12536E 52.2 123.3 GGGG
1147-01180 00000/0000 20010o/626 12/17/72 50 2040 0551S 12516E 52*8 121.5 GGGG
1147-01182 0000CO/C000 20010/:.627 12/17/72 40 2040 0718S 12 455E 53*3 119.8 GGGG
1147-01185 00000/0000 20010/:.628 12/17/72 40 2040 O044S 12435E 53*8 117*9 GGGG
1147-01191 00000/0000 20010/1629 12/17/72 40 2040 10115 12414E 54.3 116.1 GGG
1147-01194 00000/0000 20010/:630 12/17/72 70 2040 1138S 12353E 54.7 114.1 GGGG
1147-01335 00000/0000 20010/1631 12/17/72 70 2040 5957S 10605E 40*0 65.2 GGGG
1147-01341 00000/0000 20010/1632 1/17/72 80 2040 6117S 10502E 39,0' 65.2 GGGG
1147-01344 00000/000o 20010/1633 12/17/7p 90 2040 6239S 10352E 38*0 65.3 GGGG
1147-01350 00000/0000 20010/1634 12/17/72 80 2040 6400S 10235E 37*0 65.5 GGGG
1147-01353 0000/0000 20010/1635 12/17/72 20 2040 6521S 10113E 35*9 65.9 GOGG
1147-01355 00000/0000 20010/1636 12/17/72 0 2040 6641S 09942E 34*9 665 GGGG
1147-01362 ,00000/0000 20010/1637 12/17/7? 40 2040 6800S 09802E 33.8 6792 GGGG
1147-C1364 00000/0000 20010/1638 12/17/72 80 2040 6019S o9612E 32o7 .68*2 GGGG
1147-01371 00000/0000 20010/1639 12/17/72 40 2040 7n35S 0 9408E 31*7 69.4 GGGG
1147-01373 00000/0000 20010/1640 12/17/7P 30 2040 7151S 09148E 3C*6 71.0 GGGG
1147-01380 00000/0000 20010/1641 12/17/72 20 2040 7304S c8911E 29*5 72o9 GGGG
1147-01382 00000/0000 20010/1642 13/17/7P 0 2040 74155 08613E 28.3 75.2 GGGG
1147-02532 00000O/000 20010/1643 12/17/72 80 2041 2134N 1Ob00E 36*6 145.6 GGG
1147032534 0000/0000 20010/1644 12/17/72 70 2041 200ON 10537E 37.7 144.7 GGG
1147-32541 00000/0000 20010/1645 12/17/72 60 2041 1R42? 10515E 3 8,7 143.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % -.,.o*,.,.o, 0 TO 100 = CLnUD CVER, ** a NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .. ecoe.,.*,.,. qLANKSBAND NOT PRFSPNT/REUESTED, R=RECYCLEDO GGB9AD FFAIR BUT USABLE* PPB9R,
16:4* 'rA 11s'74 STAN7)ARD CATALPG F9R NBN.US PAGE 0379
FR!M )7/21/72 TL 07/23/73
BSSERVAT IN -:ICRFI M R7LL 'J,/ CATE CLLUD 9RBJI PPIICIPAL PrINT SUN SUN MAGE QUALITY
I3 D"SITI4 ' IN RLL ACQLTPE1 CqVrPR JUMBER 'F IAAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
prV .SS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1147-02543 00000/CC)0 20010/1645 1?/17/72 10 2041 1713N 10453E 39*7 14?29 PGG
114 7-,255C O0000/0CO 2U010/1647 12/17/7p 0 2041 147N 10432E 407 141*9 GGGG
1147-012552 Zo"^'/GCOc 20010/1648  1/17/7^ 0 2041 1A22N 1 410E 41*7 140*9 GGGG
11470?555 0J/00/0 20010/1649 12/17/7? 30 2C41 1254N 10349E 42*7 139.8 GGGG
1147"02561 OOO/000u 20010/1650 12/17/7P 20 2041 1127N 10328E 43.6 138.7 GGGG
1147,02564 0000/0000 2010/1651 12/17/72 50 2041 1001N 10308E 4495 137.6 PGGG
1147-02570 000000CO 2U010/1652 12/17/72 40 2041 O0 3 5N 10248E 45.4 136.4 PGGG
11 4 7 -04 3 3 5 000iC/CoGj 20010/1653 12/17/77 40 ?028 31 1jR 08248E 29*3 150.7 GGGG
1147-04341 00000/00C; 20010/1654 12/17/7' 30 2028 2053N 08224E 3o.4 150.0 G3GG
114 7 -0 4344 3oooo/oo 20010/1655 12/17/7P 10 208 2926\ 08159E 31*5 149.3 GGGG
11 4 7"-4 3 5C 00000/Cc0o 20010/1656 1?/17/7P 0 2028 270ON 08135E 32.6 148.6 GGGG
1147-04353 0000/C0000 20010/1657 12/17/72 0 2018 2534N 08112E 33*7 147*8 P3GG
1147-04354 OOOo/oCo0 20010/1658 12/17/7p 0 2042 2429N O8054E 34.5 147.2 GGPG
1147--4355 UCC00/O00C 20C1C/1659 1?/17/7? 0 2028 E40ON 08049E 34 8 147.0 GrGG
1147-04361 00000/0000 20010/1660 12/17/7? 0 2042 2303N 08031E 35.6 146.4 GGPG
1147-04363 OCO0/CCOC 2001C/1661 12/17/7p C 2C42 2135N 08009E 36.6 145.6 GGPG
11 4 7 0C 4 3 7 0 OCC00/C000 20010/1662 1P/17/72 0 2042 200?N 0 7947E 37,7 144*7 GGPG
1147-04372 OC 0,/000 20010/1663 12/!7/72 10 2042 1R42N 07926E 38*7 143.8 GGPG
1147-c4375 O00Oo/00C 20010/1664 12/17/72 10 2042 17 16 N 07904E 39.7 142*9 GGPG
1147"04381 C000C/0000 2CI10/1665 12/17/72 10 2042 1542N 07843E 40o7 141.9 GGPG
114 7 -4 3 84 0C00C/0000 20010/1666 12/17/72 10 2042 1422N 0 7821E 41,7 140.9 GGPG
1147-04390 00000/CCoC 20010/1667  12/17/7p 40 2042 1P55N 07801E 42.6 139*8 GGpG
1147-04393 00O00/C00 20010/1668 12/17/72 30 2042 1129N 07740E 43*6 138.7 GGPG
1147"04395 00c00/C000 20010/1669 12/17/72 20 2042 1003N 0 7720E 44*5 137.6 GGPG
1147-C6170 000000/0000 20010/1670 12/17/7P 0 2043 3139N 05706E 29.0 150.9 GPGG
1147-06172 00000/0000 2C010C1671 1?/17/72 0 2043 3012N 05642E 30.1 150.2 GGG
1147-06175 OCOOO/OC O. 22010/1672 12/17/77 0 2C43 2P47N - 0 5618E 31.2 149.5 GGGG
1147-06181 00000/000CC 20010/1673 12/17/72 10 204 3  2721N 0 5553E 32*3 148*8 GGGG
1147-06184 00000/0000 20010/1674 12/17/72 60 2043 2r55N 05530E 33'4 148.0 GGGG
1147-06190 00000/o000 2C010/1675 12/17/72 40 2043 2428N 05506E 34*5 147,2 GGGG
1147-06193 ooooo/Oco0 20 0 1 0 /1676 12/17/72 r 2043 2130N 0 5444E 35*6 146.4 GGGG
1147-06195 00000/C000 20010/1677 12/17/72 0 2043 2135N 05 421E 36*6 145.6 GGGG
1147-06202 0000/000' 20010/16 7 8  12/17/72 40 2043 2008N 05359E 37*7 144.7 GPGG
1147-06204 00000/0000 2001o/1679 12/17/72 50 2043 1R41N 05337E 38.7 143*8 GPGG
1147-06211 00000/0000 20010/1680 12/17/7 60 2043 1715N 05315E 39.7 142.9 GGGG
1147-06213 00000/0000 20010/1681 12/17/72 40 2043 1~49N 05254E 40.7 141*9 GGGG
1147-06220 00/00/0CO0 20010/1682 12/17/72 70 2043 142?N 05232E 41*7 140*9 GGGG
114 7 0o6 222 00000C/000 20010/1683 12/17/72 80 2043 1256N 05211E 42.6 139.8 GGGG
1147~06225 CU00o/O00C 20010/1684 12/17/72 60 2043 1130N 05151E 43*6 138.7 GGGG
KEYS: CL5UD CBVER % G...,..,..... 0 TB 100 - X CLOUD CfVER. ** : NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IIAGE CUALTTY °,o'...*.*..., ?L A NKS = BAND NOT PRFSCNT/REQUESTED RPRECYCLED* G=GBID* FFAIR BUT USABLE* P*PBBRO
16:44 'MA: 11'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR NON.US PAGE 0380
FROM 07/23/72 T 07/23/73
8BSERvATIgN MTCReFILM RBLL Nq/ DATE CL6UD 3R9IT PPRICIPAL PRINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI9N IN HaLL ACQUIRED CeVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM l RBV MSS
RBV SS LAT LONG 123 45678
1147"06231 o0000/C000 20010/1685 12/17/7P 40 2043 1n04N 05130E 44*5 137.6 GGGG
1147-062 3 4 00000/000 20010/1686 12/17/7P 50 2043 0O38N 05110E 4594 136.4 GGGG
1147-06240 00000/0000 20010/1687 12/17/72 60 2043 0712N 05049E 46.3 135.1 GGGG
1147-06243 00000/0000 20010/1688 12/17/7P 60 2043 0545N 05029E 47*1 133.8 PPGG
1147*06245 OC00o/0000 20010/1689 12/17/72 40 2043 C418N 05010E 47*9 132*5 GGGG
1147-06252 0COO0/CCO 20010/1690 12/17/72 40 2043 Op5nN 04950E 48.7 131.1 PGG
1147o06254 0000/0000 20010/1691 12/17/72 30 2043 0122N 04931E 49.5 129.6 GGGG
1147-06261 00300/OCOC 20010/1692 12/17/72 20 2043 0003S 04911E 50.2 128.1 GGGG
1147-06311 00000/0000 20010/1693 12/17/72 4, 2043 1723S 04502E 55.7 106.1 GGPG
1147-06313 00000/0000 20010/1694 12/17/72 60 2043 1849S o4440E 55.9 104*1 GGPG
114 7-06320 00000/C000 20010/1695 12/17/72 20 2043 2016S 04418E 56.0 102.0 GGPG
1147-06322 00000/0000 20010/1696 12/17/7P 10 2043 2143S 04356E 56.0 99.9 GGPG
1147-06475 00000/0000 2C010/1697 12/17/72 100 2043 7303S O1131E 29.5 72*9 GGPG
1147-06481 00000/0000 20010/1698 12/17/72 100 2043 74145 00834E 28.4 75.2 GGGG
1147-06484 00000/C00 20010/1699 12/17/72 100 2043 7521S 00509E 27.2 77.9 PGPG
1147-06490 00000/0000 20010/1700 12/!7/72 100 2043 76369 00133E 26*1 81.3 GGPG
1147-06493 00000/0000 20010/1701 12/17/72 100 2043 7737S 00307W 25.0 85.3 PGPG
1147-07583 00000/CO0C 20010/1702 12/17/7? 0 2044 372PN 03305E 245 153.5 GGGG
1147-07590 00000/000 20010/1703 12/17/72 30 2044 3556N 03 238E 25*6 152.9 GGGG
1147-o7592 00000/0000 20010/1704 12/17/72 40 2044 3430N 03211E 26.7 152.2 GGGG
1147-c7595 Goo00//00 2010/1705 12/17/72 60 2044 30O4N 03145E 27.9 151.6 GGGG
1147=08004 0CO00/00J 20010/1706 12/17/72 20 2044 3012N 0 3054E 30*1 150.2 GGGG
1147-08010 00000/0000 20010/1707 12/17/72 0 2044 2 4 6N 03030E 31*2 149.5 GGGG
1147-08013 00000/0000 2010o,/1708 12/17/7? 20 2044 2720N 03006E 32.3 148.7 GGGG
1147-08015 00000/000 20010/1709 12/17/7? 20 2044 2554N 02942E 33'4 148*0 GGGG
1147-08022 00000/0000 20010/1710 12/17/7P 60 2044 2427N 02918E 34.5 147.2 GGGG
147-08024 00000/0000 20010o,1711 12/17/72 70 2044 2301N 02855E 35.6 146.4 GGGG
11 4 7 *u80 3 1 00000/0000 20010/1712 12/17/72 90 2 04 4  2134N 0 2833E 36.6 145.6 GGGG
1147-08033 00000/0000 20010/1713 1?/17/72 80 2C 4 4  200RN 02l11E 37-7 144.7 GGGG
1147-c8040 00000/0000 20010,1714 12/17/7p 80 2044 1,42N 02750E 38.7 143*8 GGGG
1147-08042 3000/0000 20010/1715 12/17/7P 80 2044 1715N 02728E 39.7 142.8 GGGG
1147.08045 00000/0000 20010/1716 12/17/72 0 2044 154 9 N 02 7 07 E 4C.7 141.9 GGGG
1147-c8051 00000/000 20010/1717 12/17/72 0 2044 1422N 02646E 41.7 140.9 GGGG
1147o08054 00000/0000 20010/171 12/17/72 C 2044 1256N 02625E 42.6 139*8 GGGG
1147-08060 00000/o000 20010/1719 12/17/72 0 2 04 4. li30N 0 2604E 43.6 138.7 GGGG
1147-08063 00000/0000 20010/1720 12/17/72 0 2044 1004N 02543E 445 137*6 GGGG
1147-08065 C000001000 20010/1721 12/17/72 0 2044 0837N 02b22E 45.4 136*4 GGGP
1147-08072 00000/0000 20010/1722 12/17/72 c 2044 0710N 02502E 46.3 135.1 GGGG
1147-08074 .00000/0000 20010/1723 12/17/7P 0 2044 0544N 02441E 47.1 133.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLbUD CBVER % o.......ao,,o 0 TB 100 - % CLBUD CRVER, ** s NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAAGE QUALITY ..... eocoeooo RLANKS-BAND NeT PRESPNT/REOUESTEDO R=RECYCLEDO G=GSeO. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBRv
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0381
FRBM 07/23/72 T9 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICROFILM ReLL N5o/ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT PPIYCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN RBLL ACCUIRED CBVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1147-08081 000/o0000 20010/1724 12/17/72 C 2044 04 18N 02420E 47.9 132s5 GOGG1147-U8083 00000/0000 20010/1725 12/17/72 2o 2044 )55nN 02400E 48.7 131.1 GGGG
1147-08142 00000/0000 20010/1726 12/17/72 20 2044 1722S 019.13E 55*7 106.1 GGGG
1147-08145 00000/0000 20010/1727 12/17/72 10 2044 18 495  o0152E 5599 104.1 GGGG
1147-08151 00000/0000 20010/1728 12/17/72 10 2044 2e15S 01830E 56*0 10290 GGPG
1147-08154 00000/0000 20010/1729 12/17/72 0 2044 21415 0 1807E 56*0 99.9 PPPG
1147-08160 00000/0000 20010/1730 12/17/72 0 2044 2309S 01745E 5600 97.9 GGPG
1147-08163 00000/0000 20010/1731 12/17/72 0 2044 24355 01721E 55*9 95.8 GGPP
1147-08165 00000/0000 20010/1732 1?/17/7P 10 2044 2A00S 01658E 55.8 93*8 PGPG
1147.08172 00000/0000 20010/1733 12/17/72 20 2044 2727S 01635E 55.6 91.8 GPPG
1147-08174 00000/0000 20010/1734 12/17/72 10 2044 2854S 01610E 55.3 89.9 GpGP1147-08181 0000010000 2001o/1735 12/17/72 30 2044 30 19S 01546E 55*0 88.0 GtPP
1147-08183 00000/0000 20010/1736 12/17/72 30 2044 3144S 01520E 54*7 86.1 GGGG
1147-08190 00000/0000 20010/1737 12/17/7P 60 2044 3310S 01453E 54*3 84*3 GGPG
1147-09383 00000/0000 20010/1738 12/17/72 90 2045 4,43N 01138E 15.1 158.4 GGGG
1147-09385 00000/0000 20010/1739 12/17/72 20 204 5  4719N 01100E 16.3 157*8 GGGG
1147w09394 00000/0000 20010/1740 12/17/72 40 2045 4429N 0 0949E 18.6 156.5 GPGG1147-09401 00000/0000 20010/1741 12/17/72 10 2045 4303N 00916E 19.8 155.9 GGGG
1147-09403 00000/0000 20010/1742 12/17/72 20 2045 4138N 00845E 21.0 155.3 GGPG1147"09410 00000/0000 20010/1743 1?/17/72 60 2045 40 1N 00814 22.1 154*7 GGGG
1147-09412 00000/0000 20010/1744 12/17/72 20 2045 3847N 0074 4E 23-3 154.1 GGGG1147-09415 00000/0000 20010/1745 12/17/72 10 2045 3722N 00716E 24.5 153.5 GGGG
1147-14482 00000/0000 20010/1746 12/17/72 80 2048 4839N 06554W 15.1 158.3 GGGG
1147"14511 00000/000C 20010/1747 12/17/72 80 2 048  3R43N 0 6944W 23*3 15491 GGGG
1147"14514 00000/0000 20010/1748 12/17/72 80 2048 3717N 07013W 24.5 153.4 GGGG
1147-14520 00000/0000 20010/1749 12/17/72 60 2048 3 q52N 07041W 25.6 152.8 GGGG1147-16302 00000/0000 2c010/1750 12/17/72 70 2049 5254N 089 40W 11.6 160.2 GG G
1147-16304 00000/0000 20010/1751 12/17/72 70 2 049 5130N 09023W 1298 159.6 GGGG
1147-16311 00000/0000 20010/1752 12/17/72 80 2 049  5 005N 09105W 13.9 158.9 GGGG
114 7-181 40 00000/0000 20010/1753 12/17/72 70 2050 5129N 1161 4 W 12.8 159.6 GGGG1147-22153 00000/0000 20010/1754 12/17/72 90 2052 608S 14806E 33*7 67.4 GGGG
1147-22160 00000/0000 20010/1755 12/17/72 100 2052 69275 14614E 32.6 68.4 GGGG
1147-22162 00000/0000 20010/1756 12/17/72 100 2052 7 044 S 14409E 31.6 69*7 GGGG
1147-22165 00000/0000 20010/1757  12/17/72 100 2052 7159S 14147E 30.5 71.2 GGGG
1147-22171 00000/0000 20010/1758 12/17/72 100 2052 7312S 13908E 29*4 73.2 GGGG
1147-22174 00000/0000 20010/1759 12/17/72 100 2052 7423S 13607E 28,2 75*5 GGGG
1147-22180 00000/0000 20010/1760 12/17/72 100 2052 7530S 13239E 27.1 78*3 GGGG
1147-22183 00000/0000 20010/1761 12/17/72 100 2052 7634S 12840E 26.0 81.7 GGGG
1147=22185 00000/0000 20010/1762 12/17/72 100 2052 7735S 12358E 2409 85.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *.....*........ 0 TO 100 = % CLeUD CRVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALYTY ......... ,,,.. BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. GaGBRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBBR.
16:44 MAR 11s74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NON-US PAGE 0382
F6: RM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL 9B./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINICIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PoSITIN IN Ro-L AC(UTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV M;S LAT LONG 123 45678
1147-23480 00000/0000 20010/1763 12/17/72 0 2053 3156S 14257E 54.6 86.0 GGGG
1147-23482 00000/0000 20010/1764 12/17/7p? 2053 3321S 14231E 54*2 84o2 GGGG
1148-31082 00000/0000 20010C/1 7 6 5  12/18/72 20 2054 4718N 13836E 16o3 157o7 GGGG
1148-01084 O0000/00C 20010/1766 12/j8/7P 30 2054 4r53N 13
8 01E 1794 1571o GGGG
1148-01091 00000/0000 20010/1767 12/18/72 50 2054 4428N 13727E 1896 156o5 GGGG
1148001093 00000/0000 20010/1768 12/18/7? 70 2054 4103N 13654E 19*8 15509 GGGG
114 8 -01100 00000/0000 20010/1769 12/18/7p 90 2054 4137N 13622E 20*9 15503 GGG
1148-01102 00000/0000 20010/1770 12/18/72 90 2054 4C01N 13552E 22,1 154.7 GrGG
1148-01105 00000/0000 20010/1771 12/18/72 90 2054 
3 04 6 N 13522E 23o3 154.0 GGGG
1148-01111 00000/0000 20010/1772 12/18/72 90 2054 3721N 13454E 24*4 153.4 G9GG
1148-01114 00000/0000 20010/1773 12/18/72 80 2054 3555N 13426E 25.6 152o8 GGGG
1148-01120 oCo00/000 20010/1774 12/18/72 80 2054 3429N 13359E 2697 152,1 GGGG
1148-01123 00000/O000 20010/1775 12/18/72 80 2054 3o03N 13333E 27.8 151.5 GGGG
1148'01125 0000/0000 20010/1776 12/18/7p 100 2054 3137 13307E 29.0 150.8 GGGG
1148-01132 0000000000 20010/1777 12/18/72 100 2054 3012N 13 241E 3091 150.1 GGGG
1148001202 O0000/000 20010/1778 12/18/72 40 2054 0541N 12631E 47.0 133.8 GGGG
1148-01205 0000/0000 20010,1779 12/18/72 40 2054 0414N 12611E 47.9 132.4 GGGG
1148-01275 000o0/0000 20010/'1780 12/18/72 10 2054 201RS 12019E 55.9 102.0 GGGG
1148-01282 00000/0000 20010/1781 12/18/72 C 2054 214 5S 11957E 55.9 99.9 GGGG
1148-02590 00000/OC00 20010/1782 12/18/72 70 2055 2135N 10435E 36,6 145.5 GGGG
1148-02593 00000/0000 2C010/17 3  12/18/7 c60 2055 2008N 10412E 37*6 144,6 GGGG
1148-02595 00000/C0000 20010/1784 12/18/72 30 2055 1842N 10350E 38*6 143.7 GPGG
1148-03002 00000/0000 20010/1785 12/18/72 0 2055 1715N 10328E 39o6 142*8 GGGG
1148-03004 00000/0000 20010/1786 12/18/72 0 2055 1547N 10307E 40.6 141.8 GGG
1148-03011 o00o0/0000 20010/1787 1/18/72 10 2055 1420N 10246E 41.6 140.8 GGGG
1148.03013 00000/0000 20010/1788 12/19/72 30 2655 1254N 10225E 4 2.6 139.7 GGGG
1148-03020 00000/0000 20010/1789 12/18/7P 70 2055 1128N 10204E 43*5 138.6 GGGG
1148-03022 00000/0000 20010/1790 12/18/72 60 2055 1001N 10143E 44,4 137.5 GGGG
1148-03261 00000/O00o 20010/1791 12/18/72 0 2055 7c37S 06643E 31*6 69.6 GGGG
1148-03263 000O0/0000 20010/1792 12/1R/7? 0 2055 7152S 06423E 30.5 71*1 GGGG
1148-03270 00000/O0OC 20010/1793 12/18/7P 0 2055 7?05S 0 6143E 2994 73*0 GGGG
1148-03272 00000/0000 20010/1794 12/18/7? 0 2055 74 16S 05845E 28.3 75.3 GGGG
1148-03275 00000/0000 20010/1795 12/18/72 C 2055 7523S 05518E 27.2 78.1 GGGG
1148-03281 00000/0000 20010/1796 12/1A/7? 0 2055 76289 05120E 26,1 81,4 GGGG
1148-03284 00000/0000 2010/1797 12/18/72 0 2055 7738S 04700E 25.0 85e5 GGGG
1148-03290 00000/0000 20010/1798 12/18/72 30 2055 7P24S 04113E 23.8 90,3 GGGG
1148-04401 00000/0000 20010/1799 12/.18/7 40 2056 2Q47N 0 8038E 3192 149.4 GGGG
1148-04404 00000/0000 20010/1800 12/18/72 30 2056 2721N 0 8015E 32*3 148.7 GGGG
1148-04410 00000/0000 20010/1801 12/18/7? 1C0 056 2554N 07951E 33o4 147.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % o..*.* o.o* 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .............o  LANKS.BANO NOT PRrSrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POOR.
16:44 iAwR 1,74 STAND)ARD CATAL6 F!e NeN-US PAGE 0383
FYrM -7/23/72 T8 07/23/73
OBSER\'AT IN 'ICCF1. "LL 9,/ CDATe CLOUD 4R'IT PIzCrlPAL PiINT SUN SUN tMAGE QUALITY0I P SITI5N I% HBLL ACLCUT Pr CjVER NUMBER 'F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
MVS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1148-4413 Ooo/0000D 20010/180o 1?/ 18/7 10 2096 2429N 07928E 34o4 147*1 GOGG
1148-2415 OoO/CCO 20010/103 12/18/72 0 2056 201N 07906E 35.5 146.3 GPGG
1148- .4422 0,C0/C C . 2l0/1 0 1?/ /72 0 20C6 2135N 07843E 36.5 145.5 GOGG1148-~4424 COD C ? 2010/105 12/18/7? 0 2C56 2nORN C7822E 37.6 144.6 GOGG
1148-:4431 CO000/C0 2C010/1806 12/18/72 2056 1,4?2 07800E 38.6 143.7 GPGG1148-'4433 O 0000/CO '01j/1,807 12/R1/7? 2056 1715 C7739E 39*6 142*8 GPGG11 4 8 -04440 000/t000 20010/10,8 12/18/72 20 ?C56 1549N 07718E 40.6 1418 GPGG
1148"-4442 0000/0000 2(010/1F09 12/1R/7P 1C 2056 l21l 07657E 41.6 140*8 GPGG
1148-06212 r0000/OCO0 2 010/1810 12/18/7? 10 2057 3721N 0 5728E 24*4 153*4 GGGG
1148-06212 0QOC/0000 2:0010/1811 12/1R/7 10 2057 3555N 05700E 25*5 152.8 GGGG
1148-06215 000CO/C0/0 20010/1812 12/15/7? 0 2057 3429N 05633E 26.7 152.1 GGG1148-06221 C00000/000c 2010/1813 12/18/7? 0 20c7 3103N 05607E 27*8 151*5 GGGG
1148-06224 CnOO'/Cc0 2'010/1%14 12/18/72 2057  3137N 5542E 28*9 150.8 GGGG1148-06230 0000O/ 02 22010/1815 12/18/72 0 2057 301N 05517E 30.1 150.1 GGGG
1148-06233 003000/0 20010/1816 12/I1/7P 0 2057 2R46N o5452E 31.2 149.4 GPGG
1148-06235 00:,0/c00 2P0010/1817 12/18/72 0 2067 2720N 05428E 3203 148,7 GGGG1148,06242 0000C/0000 2001C/118 12/18/72 30 2057 2C53N 05404E 33.3 147.9 GGGG
1148-06244 0000/000 20010/1819 12/18/7P 10 2057 2427N 05341E 344 147*1 GGGG1148-06251 00'00/000 2)01G/1V2o 12/18/72 20 2057 201 N 0 5318E 35.5 146.3 G(GG
1148-06253 00/C3o000 20010/1821 12/18/7? 60 2057 2134N 05256E 36*5 145*5 GGGG
1148-626 0 00010/1822 1?2/1/7) 90 2057 2"o7N 05?34E 37.6 144.6 G~GG1148-,6262 210c/1823 12/18/72 90 205 7  1341N 05212E 38.6 143.7 GGGG
1148"06265 00000/CC, o 20010/1824 1-/1R/7? 80 2057 1715N 05151E 39.6 142.8 GGGG
1148-06271 00000/OcOC 20010/1825 12/18/7? 70 2057 19 9N 05130E 40o6 141*8 GGGG1148-6274 00000/oCcOc 2o010/1826 1?7/15/7? 30 2057 1423N 05108E 41.6 140*8 GGGG
112806280 &0000/OCO 200 1c/182 7  1?/18/72 40 2057 1 56N 05048E 42.5 139.7 GGGG
1148-06283 000C/(0u 20010/182~ 12/18/72 40 2057 1129N 05027E 43,5 138.6 GGGG
1148-06285 0000C0/C00 20010/1829 12/18/72 70 2057 100 3N 05006E 44'4 137.5 GGGG1148-06292 00000/oc02 20010/1830 12/1,/72 70 2057 037N 04946E 45*3 136*3 GGGG1148-06294 o0o30/0000 20010/1831 12/18/7P 40 2057 0710N 04926E 46.2 135,0 GGGG
1148-,6301 00l000/00o 20010/1832 1~~18/7p 40 2057 0543N 04905E 47.0 133.8 PGGG
114806303 00C30/C 0 2010/1833 1?/18/7? 30 2057 0417N 0 4845E 47,8 132*4 GGGG
1148-06310 00300/0000 20010/1834 12/18/72 40 2057 0?49N 04826E 4896 131,0 GOGG
1148-06312 ODO0/C,0 2.010/1835 12/R/7? 40 2057 0122N 04807E 49*4 129.6 GGGG
1148-06315 00031/0030 20010/1836 1?/18/72 40 2057 0004S 04747E 50*1 128.1 GGGG
1148"08042 o003o0/0o00 20010/1837 12/18/72 20 2058 3722% 03138E 24.4 153.4 GGGG
1148-08044 00000/0000 20010/1838 12/18/7? 90 2058 35560' 03110E 25*5 152.8 GGGP
1148-08071 00000/0200 20010/1833 12/18/72 0 2058 2 719N 02839E 3293 148.6 GGGG
1148-08074 00D00/OC00 2010/1840 12/18/72 40 2058 2553N 02815E 33*3 147*9 PGGG
KEYS: CLUO C&VER % ,..,o,,.,,,,,, n Te 100 = % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NB CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE UALITY .,,...,,,,......,,, LANKSBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GORD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, P*PeBR
16:44 SA 11P'74 TANDARD CATALOG FOR NONOUS PAGE 0384
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
8BSERVATION MICFAFIL' ROLL 95,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITISN IN HRLL ACOUTPED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
oPV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1148=0808C O0000/OCO 2 00C10/141 12/18/72 60 2058 2 427N 02752E 344 147.1 GGPG
1148-Cc083 0000/0000 20010/1842 1?/18/72 50 205 8  2100 02729E 35.5 146.3 PGPG
1148-08085 00000/000 2 0010/1843 1?/18/72 30 2058 2134N o2707E 36.5 145.5 GGPG
114 8 -c80 9 2  OC3o0/o00o 20010/1844 12/18/72 50 2058 20 08N 02645E 3796 144.6 PGGG
1148-38094 000O/O000C 20010/1845 12/18/72 40 2058 1842N 02624E 3896 143.7 GGGG
1148-08101 O0000/00oO 20010/1846 1 /18/72 20 2058 1716N 02602E 39.6 142,8 PGGG
114 8 -08103 0000/OCC 20010/18;47 12/18/72 30 2058 1549N 02541E 40e6 141.8 GGGG
1148-0811o 00000/0000 20010/18!48 12/18/72 20 2058 1422N 02520E 4106 140.8 GGGG
1148-38112 00000/000 20 10/184 9  12/18/72 30 2058 1?55N 02458E 4295 139,7 GGGG
1148-08115 00000/OC00 20010/11E5 12/18/72 0 2058 1129N 02438E 43*5 138,6 GGGG
1148-38121 00000/0000 2u010/151 12/18/7? 0 2058 InO2N 02417E 44o4 137.5 GPGG
1148-08124 O0000/0000 23010/1852 12/18/7? 0 2058 0836N 02356E 45*3 136.3 GGGG
1148-08130 00000/0000 20010/153 12/18/72 0 2058 0710N 02335E 46.2 135*0 PPGG
1148-08133 000COo000 20010/1E54 12/18/72 0 2058 0543N 02314E 47.0 133.8 GPGG
1148-08135 00000/0000 20010/1855 12/18/72 60 2058 0416N 02253E 47o8 132,4 GGGG
1148-08142 00000/0000 2001C/185 6  12/18/72 50 2058 024"\ 02233E 48o6 131.0 GPGG
1148-08360 00000/0000 20010/1857 12/18/77 70 2058 7r41S 01014W 31.6 69.6 GGGG
1148-08362 OOO0/oo00 20010/1858 12/18/72 8C 2058 7157S 01233W 305 71.2 GGGG
1148-08365 00000/0000 20010/1859 12/18/72 60 2058 7110S 01512W 29#4 7300 GGGG
1148-08371 000/0000 20010/1860 12/18/72 50 2058 7417S 018 5 0W 2893 75*3 GGGG
1148-08374 0000/O0C0 20010/1861 12/1t/72 20 2058 7923S 02214W 27.2 78.1 GGGG
1148-08380 00000/0000 2o010/1862 1?/18/72 20 2058 7627S 0 2611W 26.1 81.5 GGGG
1148-08383 00000/CO00 20010/1863 12/18/72 40 2058 7727S 03051W 2500 8505 GGGG
1148=08385 00000/o00 20010/1864 12/i,/72 50 2058 7824S 03623 23.8 90*3 PPGG
1148-09432 oC000oo/Co 20C10/165 12/18/72 80 2C59 5130N 01132E 12*7 159.5 GGPG
1148-09435 00000/0000 20010/1866 12/18/72 90 209 5006N 01052E 13.9 158.9 PPPP
1148-09441 OC000/00o 20010/1867 12/18/72 70 2059 4P4?N 01013E 15*1 158.3 GpGG
1148-09444 00o00/C00 20010/1868 1/18/72 30 2059 4717N 00936E 16*2 157.7 GGGG
1148009450 00300/0000 2L010/1869 12/18/7? 30 2059 455N 00900E 17*4 157*0 GGGG
1148009453 00000/0000 20310/187C 12/18/7? 20 2059 4427N 00826E 18o6 15604 PGGG
1148013440 00000/0000 2010/J171 12/1R/72 70 2061 6527S 08059W 35*8 66.1 GPGG
1148-13443 Co3o0/oGCc 2C010/1872 12/18/72 80 2061 6647S 08230W 3488 66.7 GPGG
1148-13445 003?0/0000 20010/1873 12/18/72 100 2061 6Ro6S 08 4 11W 33.7 67.5 GGGG
1148-13452 OCOCO/c000 20010/1874 12/18/72 100 2061 6923S 0 8604W 32*7 68.5 GrGG
1148013454 00000/0000 20010/18 7 5  12/18/72 100 2061. 7n395 08810W 31*6 69*7 GGGG
1148-13461 00000/000C 20010/1876 12/18/72 100 20(1 7154S 0903 2 W 30o5 71.3 GGGG
1148-13463 000/0000 20010/18'77 12/g8/72 100 2061 730RS 09311 29o4 73*2 GGGG
1148013470 00000/0000 20010/1878 12/18/72 90 2061 7419S 09609W 28-3 75.5 GGGG
1148-13472 oCO00/CcOO 20510/1879 12/18/72 100 2061 7526S o9936W 27o2 78.3 G5GG
KEYS: CLPUC COVER % .... ,...,,. , 0B 100 = % CLOUD CRVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IAGE OUALITY .. ......... LANKSOBAND kT PRrSrNT/REQUESTEDe R=RECYCLED. Gc=GSD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PmP85R*
1644 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NDBNUS PAGE 0385
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1148-16342 00000/0000 20010/1880 12/18/7? 100 2063 5827N 08751W 6e7 163*1 GPpP1148-16345 00000/0000 20010/1881 12/18/72 40 2063 5704N o0846W 7.9 162.3 GPGG
1148w16351 00000/0000 20010/1882 12/11/7? 70 2063 5540N 08937W 9.1 161.5 GGGG1148-16354 00000/0000 20010/1883 12/18./7p 90 2063 5417N 0926W 10o3 160*8 GGG
1148-16360 00000/0000 20010/1884 12/18/7 80 2063 5752N 09111W 11*5 160*1 GGGG1148-16363 00000/0000 20010/1885 12/18/72 70 2063 5128N 09153W 1297 159*5 GGGG
1148-16365 00000/0000 20010/1886 12/18/72 50 2063 5n04N 0923 3 W 1309 158.8 GGGG1148-18251 00000/0000 20010/1887 12/18/7? 70 2064 3300N 12440W 27.8 151.4 GGGG1148-23464 00000/0000 20010/1888 12/I1/7P 90 2067 07279 14750E 53.2 119*6 GGGG1148-23470 00OO0/oo00 20010/1889 12/18/72 60 2067 0854S 14729E 53*6 117*7 GGGG1148o23473 00000/0000 20010/1890 12/18/72 40 2067 1021S 14708E 54*1 115*9 GGGG
1148-23475 00000/0000 20010/1891 12/18/72 30 2067 114 75 1464 7E 54*5 11400 GGGG1148-23482 00000/0000 20010/1892 12/18/72 30 2067 1113S 14626E 54.8 112.0 GGGG1148-23484 00000/0000 20010/1893 12/18/72 30 2067 1440S 14606E 55.1 110.0 GGGG1148"23491 00000/0000 20010/1 8 94  12/I8/72 40 2067 1605S 14545E 55.4 108.0 GGGG
1148-23493 00000/0000 20010/1895 12/18/72 20 2067 173?S 14523E 55*6 106.0 GGGG
1148-23500 00000/0000 20010/1896 12/18/72 10 2067 1859S 14501E 55.7 103.9 GGGG1148-23502 00000/0000 20010/1897 12/18/72 0 2067 20265 14439E 55*8 101.9 GGGG1148a23505 00000/0000 20010/1898 12/!8/72 0 2067 2152S 14417E 55.8 99.8 GGGG1148-23511 00000/0000 2001/1899 12/18/7? 0 2067 2317S 14355E 55.8 97.8 GGGG1148023514 00000/0000 20010/1900 12/18/72 0 2067 2443S 14332E 55.7 95*7 GGGG
1148"23520 00000/0000 20010/1901 12/18/7p 0 2067 2610S 14309E 55.6 93*7 GGGG1148-23523 00000/0000 2001o/1902 12/18/72 0 2067 2735S 14246E 55.4 91.8 GGGG1148-23525 00000/0000 20010/1903 12/18/72 0 2067 2001S 14222E 55.1 89*8 GGGG
1148-23532 00000/0000 20010/1904 12/18/72 0 2067 3027S 14157E 54*8 88.0 GGGG1148-23534 00000/0000 20010/1905 12/18/72 0 2067 3153S 14132E 54.5 86.1 GGGG1148-23541 00000/0000 20010/1906 12/18/72 0 2067 3319S 1106E 54*1 84.3 PGGG1149"00041 000oo00/o000 2o011/oo0001 1/19/7 10 2067 6649S 12231E 34.7 66.8 GGGG1149-00043 00000/0000 20011/0002 12/19/7P 0 2067 6808S 12050E 33.7 6706 GPGG1149-00050 00000/0000 20011/0003 12/19/72 0 2067 6925S 11858E 32r6 68.6 GGPG1149-00052 00000/0000 20011/0004 12/19/72 0 2067 7041S 11652E 3195 69*.8 GGPG1149-00055 00000/0000 20011/0005 12/19/7p 0 2067 7157S 11430E 30.4 71'4 GGGG
.1149-01152 00000/0000 20011/0006 12/19/72 30 2068 4255N 13524E 1998 155*7 GGGG
1149-01154 00000/0000 20011/0007 12/19/72 90 2068 4129N 13453E 21.0 155.1 GGGG
1149-01161 00000/0000 20011/0008 12/19/7P 90 2068 4004N 13422E 22.1 15405 GSGG1149-01163 00000/0000 20011/0009 12/19/72 90 2068 3838N 13352E 23.3 153.9 GGG1149-01170 00000/0000 20011/0010 12/19/72 90 2068 3713N 13324E 24*4 153.3 GGGG1149-01172 o0000/c000 20011/0011 12/19/72 90 2068 3548N 13257E 25*6 152.6 GGGG
1149001261 00000/0000 20011/0012 12/19/72 20 2068 0533N 12502E 47.0 133*6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .*.o.*.o .. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *......**..S.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED* GtGSeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POBR.
16i44 MAR iii'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NeNwUS PAGE 
0386
168FRBi 07/23/72 T 07/23/73
lBSERVATION MICReFILM ReLL Neo/ DATE CLBUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITISN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1149-01263 00000/0000 20011/0C1 3  12/19/72 40 2068 0406N 1 2442E 47*8 132*2 GGGG
1149-01270 00000/0000 20011/0C14 12/19/72 40 2068 0239N 12422E 4886 130.8 GGGG
1149o01272 00000/0000 20011/0C15  12/19/72 40 2068 0112N 12401E 49*4 129.4 GGGG
1149-01275 00000/0000 20011/0016 12/19/72 40 2068 0014S 12341E 50.1 127v9 GGGG
1149-01281 00000/0000 20011/0017 12/19/72 40 2068 0140S 12321E 50.8 126.3 G1GG
1149001284 00000/0000 20011/0018 12/19/72 30 2068 0307S 12301E 51*4 124o7 GGGG
1149-01290 00000/0000 20011/0019 12/19/72 40 2068 043 4S 122 40E 52,0 123.0 GGGG
1149-01293 00000/0000 20011/0020 12/19/72 40 2068 0601S 12220E 52.6 121.3 GGGG
1149-01295 00000/0000 20011/0021 12/19/72 70 2068 0728S 12200E 53*1 119*6 GGGG
1149-01302 00000/0000 20011/0022 12/19/72 40 2068 0853S 12140E 53*6 117*7 GGGG
1149001304 00000/0000 20011/0023 12/19/72 30 2068 1020S 12119E 54f1 115.9 GGGG
1149-01363 00000/0000 20011/0024 12/19/72 0 2068 3031S 11606E 54.8 88.0 GGGG
1149-01370 00000/0000 20011/0025 12/19/72 10 2068 3157 1i1541E 54.5 86.1 GGGG
1149-01372 00000/0000 20011/0026 12/19/72 40 2068 3321S 11515E 54*1 84.3 GGGG
1149-03044 00000/0000 20011/0027 12/19/72 60 2069 2140N 10309E 36.4 145.4 GGG
1149-03051 00000/0000 .20011/0028 12/19/72 50 2069 2014N 10247E 37*4 144.6 GGGG
1149-03053 00000/0000 20011/0029 12/19/72 30 2069 1849N 10225E 38.5 143*7 GGGG
1149-03060 00000/0000 20011/0030 12/19/72 30 2069 1721N 10204E 39*5 142*7 GGGG
1149003062 00000/0000 20011/0031 12/19/72 20 2069 1555N 10142E 4005 141.8 GGGG
1149-03065 00000/0000 20011/0032 12/19/72 30 2069 1428N 10121E 41.4 140.8 GGGG
1149003071 00000/0000 20011/00 33  12/19/7p 30 2069 1301N 10101E 4294 139*7 GGGG
1149*03074 00000/0000 20011/0034 12/19/72 30 2069 1134N 10041E 43.3 138*6 PPpG
1149004421 00000/OC00 20011/0035 12/19/72 70 2070 4144N 08319E 20.8 155.2 GGGG
1149004424 00000/0000 20011/0036 12/19/72 10 2070 
4 019 N 08249E 219 154.6 GGGG
1149-04430 00000/0000 20011/0037 12/19/72 50 2070 3853N 08219E 23.1 154&0 GGGG
1149-04433 00000/0000 20011/0038 12/19/72 70 2070 3728N 0 8151E p4*3 153.3 GGGG
1149004435 00000/0000 20011/0039 12/19/72 80 2070 3602N 08123E 2594 152.7 GGGG
1149004442 00000/0000 20011/0040 12/19/7P 20 2070 3436N 08056E 26.5 152.1 GGGG
1149004444 00000/0000 20011/0041 12/19/72 60 2070 3309N 08030E 27*7 15194 GGGG
1149004451 00000/0000 20011/0042 12/19/72 90 2070 3143N 0 8003E 28*8 150*7 GGGG
1149004453 00000/0000 20011/0043 12/19/72 80 2070 30 18N 0 7938E 29.9 150.1 GGGG
114904460 00000/0000 20011/0044 12/19/7P 20 2070 2R52N 07914E 3100 149*3 GGGG
1149-04462 00000/0000 20011/0045 12/19/72 10 2070 2725N 0 7851E 32*1 148.6 GGGG
1149-04465 00000/0000 20011/0046 12/19/7? 10 2070 2600N 07827E 33*2 147.9 GGGG
1149-04471 00000/00C 20011/0047 12/19/72 10 207'0 2434N 0 7804E 343 147*1 GGGG
1149-04474 00000/0000 20011/0048 12/19/72 10 2070 2308N 0 7741E 35.3 146.3 PGGG
1149004480 00000/0000 20011/0049 12/19/72 0 2070 2141N 07718E 36*4 145*4 GGGG
1149-04483 00000/0000 20011/0050 12/19/72 0 2070 
2 014 N 07656E 37s4 144.6 PGGG
114904485 00000/0000 20011/0051 12/19/72 0 2070 1A47N 07634E 38*5 143.7 PGGG
KEYSt CLOUD CBVER % *0o,,,, , o TO 100 * % CLeUD CFVER, ** a N8 CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .... BLANKSBAND NeT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED. GSGBAD. FUFAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB5R.
16:44 lYA 11,t74 STANDARD CATAL1G FOR NON.US PAGE 0387
FRM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATT N MICR;fIlM R4LL N~./ DATE CLOBD 5RBIT PlNJCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 P9SITIN IN ROLL AC(UTIPED COVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1149-04492 OUO00/O00 20011/0052 12/19/72 2C 2070 1721N 07613E 39.5 142.7 PGGG
1149-04494 00000/00o0 20011/0053 1?/19/7 60 2070 1q56N o7552E 4c05 141.8 PGGG
11 4 9 045 01 00300/0000 20011/0054 1?/19/72 10 2070 1429N 0 7531E 41.4 140.8 GGGG
1149-04503 00000/000 20011/0055 12/19/7 i0 2070 1101N 07510E 42*4 139.7 GGGG
1149-04510 OCo3o0/CGO 20011/0056 1?/ 9/72 i0 2070 1134N 07449E 43.3 138.6 PGGG
1149-04512 00000/000 2o011/0057 12/19/72 10 2070 1nO~N 07429E 44.2 137.5 PrGG
1149-04515 00300/C0000 20011/0058 1I/19q/7 40 2070 O 41N 07409E 45*1 136.3 PiPG
1149-05162 00000/0003 20011,0059 12/19/72 0 2C70 7410S 03144E 28*4 75.3 GPGG
1149"05165 00000/0000 20011/0060 12/19/72 0 2070 719IS 02820E 27.3 78,0 GPGG
1149-05171 00000/O0OQ 20011/0061 12/19/72 0 2070 7623S 02424E 26.2 8193 PGGP
1149-05174 00000/000CC0 20011/0062 12/19/7 .0 2070 7734S 02008E 25.0 85.3 PGGG
114 9 -u6273  00000/0000 20011/0063 12/19/7? 0 2071 3435N 05b09E 26.5 152.1 GGGG
11 4 9 -j6280 000CO/oCoo 20011/0064 12/19/72 0 2071 330 9 N 0 5443E 27.7 151.4 GGGG
1149-06282 C00O0/0000 20011/0065 12/19/72 0 2071 3143N 05417E 28.8 150,7 GGGG
1149-06285 00000/0000 20011/0066 1?/19/72 0 2071 3018N o5351E 29.9 150.0 GGGG
1149,06291 00000/0000 20011/0067 12/19/72 0 2071 2R52N 05327E 31*0 149*3 GGGG
1149-06294 00000/C000 20011/006 12/19/72 0 2071 2726N 05302E 32.1 148*6 GGGG
1149-06300 00000/0000 20011/0069 12/19/72 10 2071 255qN 05239E 33.2 147,9 GGGG
1149-06303 o00co/0000 20011/0070 12/19/72 10 2071 2433N 05216E 34*3 147*1 GGGG
1149-06305 00000/0000 20011/0071 12/19/72 0 2071 2,07N 05154E 35.3 146.3 GGGG
1149-"6314 00000/C000 20C11/0072 12/19/72 70 2071 2014N 0 5109E 37.4 144.6 GGGG
1149-06321 00000/C0000 20011/0073 12/19/72 70 2071 1947N 05048E 38.4 143.7 GGGG
1149-06323 00000/0000 20011/0074 12/19/72 20 2071 1721N 05026E 39.5 142.7 GGGG
11 4 9 -0 6 3 3 0 00000/0000 20011/0075 12/19/72 30 2071 1555N 05005E 40#4 141,8 GGGG
1149-06332 00000/0000 20011/0076 12/19/72 70 2071 14 28N 04 94 4 E 41.4 140.8 GGGG
1149-c6335 00O0/Co00 20011/0077 12/1917 30 2071 1301N 04924E 42*4 139.7 PGGG
1149-06341 00000/000 20011/0078 1?/19/72 2C 2071 1135N 04903E 43.3 138.6 GGGG
1149-06344 00000/0000 20011/0079 12/19/72 20 2071 1009N 04842E 44*2 137.5 GGGG
1149-06362 00000/000 20011/0080 12/19/72 60 2071 04 22N 04719E 4797 132.4 PGGG1149-06364 00OO/O00CC 20011/0081 12/19/72 60 2071 0254N 04659E 48.5 131.1 GGGG
1149-06371 000/OOoGO 20011/0082 12/19/72 50 2071 0127N 0 4639E 49.2 129*6 GGPP
1149-06373 00000/0000 20011/0083 12/19/72 50 2071 0002N 04619E 4909 128.1 GGPG
1149-08100 00000/0000 20011/0084 12/19/7p 10 2072 3727N 03015E 24.2 153.3 GGG
1149-08102 00000/000 20011/0085 12/19/72 30 2072 3602N 02947E 25*4 152*7 GGGG
1149"08105 00000/0000 20011/0086 12/19/72 40 2072 3437N 02921E 26.5 152.1 GGGG
1149-08111 00000/0000 20011/0087 12/19/72 30 2072 3311N 02854E 27.7 151.4 GSGG
1149-0811 0000/0000 2C0011/0088 12/19/72 20 2072 3145N 02828E 28.8 150.7 GGGG
1149-08120 00000/0000 20011/0089 12/19/72 10 2072 3 018N 02 8 02E 29.9 150.0 GGGG
1149-08123 00000/0000 20011/0090 12/19/72 10 2072 2852N 02738E 31.0 149.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLJUD COVEP % ................ TB 100 = % CLOUD COVER. @ w = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE GUALITY .. ............. LANKS-BAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RDRECYCLED. G=GO5D. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. Px.P5R,
16:44 MAR 1 1 q'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0388
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICR8FILM ReLL Ne,/ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN RSLL ACCUTRED CRVER NUMBFR eF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1149-C8125 00000/0000 20011/0091 12/19/72 10 2072 2725N 0 2714E 32.1 148*6 GGGG
1149-08132 00000/0000 20011/0092 12/19/72 10 2072 2559N 02650E 33*2 147.8 GGGG
114908134 00000/0000 20011/0093 12/19/72 20 2072 2432N 02628E 34.3 147*1 GGGG
1149008141 00000/0000 20011/0094 12/19/72 20 2072 2306N 02605E 35*3 146.3 GGGG
1149908143 0000o/0000 20011/0095 12/19/72 30 2072 2140N 0 2543E 36*4 145.4 GGGG
114908150 00000/0000 20011/0096 12/19/72 30 2072 2014N 02521E 37.4 144.6 GGGG
1149-08152 000C0/OO 20011/0097 12/19/72 50 2072 1848N 02459E 38.4 143.7 GGGG
1149-08155 00000/0000 20011/0098 12/19/7? 60 2072 1722N 02437E 39.4 142*7 GGGG
1149008161 00000/0000 20011/0099 12/19/7? 0 2072 1555N o2416E 40*4 141.8 G
114908164 C00000/000o 20011/0100 12/19/7? 0 2072 1428N 02355E 414 140*7
1149c08170 00000/0000 20011/0101 12/19/72 0 2072 1302N 02334E 4294 139.7 GGGG
1149-08173 00000/0000 20011/0102 12/19/72 0 2072 1135N 02313E 43v3 138.6 GGGG
1149-08175 00000/0000 20011/0103 12/19/72 0 2072 1009N 02252E 44o2 137.5 GGGG
1149-08182 00000/0000 20011/0104 12/19/72 0 2072 042N 02232E 45.1 136*3 GGG
1149-08255 00000/0000 20011/0105 12/19/72 20 2072 1718S 01623E 55.5 106.3 GGGG
1149-08261 00000/0000 20011/0106 12/19/72 10 2072 1844S 01601E 55,6 104.3 GGGG
1149-08264 00000/0000 20011/0107 12/19/72 0 2072 2010S 01539E 55*7 102.2 PPGG
114 9 0c8270 C0000/O00 20011/0108 12/19/72 0.. 2072 2136S 01517E 55.8 100.2 GGGG
1149-08273 00000/0000 20011/0109 12/19/72 10 2072 2303S 01455E 55*8 98.1 GGGG
1149-08275 00000/0000 20011/01:0 12/19/72 40 2072 2429S 01432E 55*7 96.1 GGGG
1149o09490 00000/000 20011/0111 12/19/7? 8 0 2073 5437N 01007E 12*5 159.5 GGGG
1149 C9493 00000/0000 20011/011,2 12/19/72 80 2073 5013N 00926E 13*7 158.8 GGGG
1149-09495 00000/0000 20011/0113 12/19/72 50 2073 484AN 00848E 14.9 158*2 GGGG
1149-09502 00000/0000 20011/11/01 1/19/72 50 2073 4723N 00811E 16.1 157.6 GGGG
1149*09504 00000/0000 20011/0115 12/19/72 0 2073 4558N 0 0736E 17*3 157*0 Gr7GG
1149"09511 00000/0000 20011/0116 12/19/72 0 2073 4434N 00701E 18.4 156.4 GGGG
1149-13295 00000/0000 20011/0117 12/19/72 90 2075 0250N 05617w 48.5 131*0 GGGG
1149-13301 00000/0000 20011/0118 12/19/72 90 2075 0123N 05637W 49.2 129.5 GGGG
1149"1330$ 4 CO00 00 20011/0119 12/19/7P 90 2075 000 2S 0 5657W 49.9 128.0 GGGG
1149-13310 00000/0000 20011/0120 12/19/7P 90 2075 0129S 05718W 50*6 126.5 GGGG
1149-13313 -00000/0000 20011/0121 12/19/72 90 2075 0256S 05738w 51*3 124*9 GGGG
1149-13315 00000/0000 20011/0122 12/19/72 90 2075 0423S 0 5758w 51*9 123*2 GGGG
1149-13322 00000/0000 20011/0123 12/19/72 90 2075 0550S 05818W 52*5 121.5 GGGG
1149-13324 00000/0000 20011/0124 12/19/72 90 2075 0717S 058 38W 53*0 119.7 GGGG
1149-13331 00000/0000 20011/0125 12/19/72 80 2075. 0844S 05b59W 53.5 117*9 GGGG
1149-13333 00000/0000 20011/0126 12/19/7p 90 2075 ir11S 0 5920W $4*0 116*1 GGGG
1149-13340 00000/0000 20011/0127 12/19/7p 70 207!5 1138S 05941W 544 114.2 GGGG
1149-13342 00000/0000 20011/0128 12/19/72 70 2075 1305S 06002W 54.7 112.2 GGGG
1149-13345 .00000/0000 20011/0129 12/19/72 90 2075 1431S 06023W 55*0 110.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % C.......*..... 0 TO 100 = % CL8UD C VERe ** 
= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .,,,.....,,,,, RLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDO G=GORD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE, PaPS.R,
16:44 MAR 11P,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0389
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NS,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TIMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV,  AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1149-13351 00000/0000 20011/0130 12/19/72 80 2075 158S o6045w 55*3 108.2 GGGG
1149-13354 00000/0000 20011/0131 12/19/72 80 2075 1726S 06106W 55*5 106*2 GGGG
1149013360 00000/0000 20011/0132 12/19/72 50 2075 1852S 06127W 55*6 104*2 GGGG
1149-13363 00000/0000 20011/0133 12/19/72 40 2075 2017S 06148w 55.7 102*1 GGGG
1149-13365 00000/0000 20011/0134 12/19/72 20 2075 2144S 06210W 55*7 100.1 GGGG
1149-14574 00000/cooC 20011/0135 12/19/72 20 2076 5547N 0 6509W 9*0 161.5 PPG
1149-14580 00000/0000 20011/0136 12/19/72 0 2076 54 23N 06557W 10.2 160*8 G3GG
1149-14583 00000/0000 20011/0137 12/q/72 0 2076 5259N 06641W 11*4 160.1 GGG
1149-14585 00000/0000 20011/0138 12/19/7? 10 2076 5135N 06724W 12.6 159.4 GGGG
1149-14592 00000/000 20011/0139 12/19/7? 70 2076 5n11N 06804W 13*8 158.8 GGGG
1149-14594 00000/0000 20011/0140 12/19/72 90 2076 4846N 0 6844W 15.0 158.2 GGGG
1149-16421 00000/0000 20011/0141 12/19/72 60 2077 5134N 0 9314W 12*6 159.4 GGGG
1149-16423 00000/0000 20011/0142 12/19/72 80 2077 5010N 09355W 13.8 158,8 GOGG
1149-16494 0000/0000 20011/0143 12/19/72 0 2077 2556N 102 16W 33.2 147.8 GGGG
1149016500 00000/0000 20011/0144 12/19/72 0 2077 2429N 10(39W 34*3 147.0 GGGG
1149"16503 00000/0000 20011/0145 12/1q/72 0 2077 230'N 10301W 35.3 146.2 GGGG
1149-16505 00000/0000 20011/0146 12/19/7P 0 2077 2135N 10323W 36*4 14503 GGGG
1149-16512 00000/0000 20011/0147 12/1977 0 2077 2009N 10 345W 37.4 144*5 GGGG
1149-16514 o0000/0000 20011/0148 12/19/72 0 2077 1843N 1040 7W 38*5 143.6 GGGG
1149-16521 00000/0000 2U0 1 1/C149 12/19/7p 30 2077 1716N 10428W 39*5 14296 GGGG
1149-18252 00000/0000 20011/0150 12/19/7P 100 2078 5 135 N 119 03W 12*6 159.4 GGGG
1149-20232 00000/0000 20011/0151 12/19/72 20 2079 0120N 1595 3W 49.2 129*5 GGGG
1149-20234 00000/0000 20011/0152 12/19/72 20 2079 0006S 16013W 49.9 128*0 GGGG
1149:20425 00000/0000 20011/0153 12/19/72 60 2079 65245 17416E 35.8 66.3 GGGG
1149-20432 00000/0000 20011/0154 12/t1/72 50 2079 66435 17246E 3498 66.9 GGGG
1149-20434 00000/0000 20011/0155 12/19/72 90 2079 6R03S 17106E 33.7 67.6 GGGG
1149-20441 00000/0000 20011/0156 12/19/7? 60. 2079 6921S 16916E 32*7 6806 GGGG
1149-20443 00000/0000 20011/0157 12/19/72 20 2079 7o37S 16712E 31.6 69s9 GGGG
1149-20450 00000/0000CO 20011/0158 12/19/72 50 2079 7153S 16451E 30*5 71.4 GGGG
1149-20452 00000/0000 20011/0159 12/19/72 50 2079 7306S 16212E 29*4 73.3 GGGG
1149-20455 00000/0000 20011/0160 12/19/72 90 2079 7417S 15914E 28.3 75*6 GGGG
1149-20461 00000/0000 20011/0161 12/19/72 90 2079 7525S 15545E 27.2 78*4 GGGG
1149-23522 00000/0000 20013/0046 12/19/72 70 2081 0722S 14624E 53*0 119.6 GGGG
1149-23524 00000/0000 20013/0047 12/19/7? 60 2081 0p48S 14603E 53*5 117.8 GGGG
1149-23531 00000/0000 20013/0048 12/19/7? 10 2081 10o15 14543E 53.9 116.0 GGGG
1149-23533 00000/0000 20013/0049 12/19/72 10 2081 1141S 14522E 54%3 114.1 GGGG
1149-23540 00000/0000 20013/0050 12/19/72 10 2081 1308S 14501E 54*7 112*1 GGGG
1149-23542 00000/0000 20013/0051 12/19/72 20 2081 14 34S 14441E 55.0 110.2 GGGG
1149-23545 00000/0000 20013/0052 12/19/72 20 2081 1600S 14419E 55.2 108.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **.'o,,,*****, 0 TO 100 x % CLOUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .. ......... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GOSD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PaPBOR.
16;44 MAP l11t74 STANDARD CATAL0 G FOR NeN-US PAGE 0390
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIaN MICROFILM R9LL NeB, DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1I P9SITIN IN ReLL ACOUTIED COVER NUMBER *F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM RBV MSS
8V MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1149-23551 00000/0000 20013/0053 12/19/7 10 2081 1726S 14358E 55,4 10691 GGGG
1149-23554 00000/0000 20013/0054 12/1972 0 2081 1853S 14336E 55*6 1041i GGGG
1149-23592 00000/0000 20013/0055 12/19/72 0 2081 314)S 14005E 54.4 86.3 GGGG
1149-23595 00000/0000 20013/0056 12/19/72 0 2081 3314S 13940E 540 84*6 GGGG
1150-00001 00000/C00C 20013/0057 12/20/72 0 2081 344oS 13914E 53*6 82.8 GGGG
1150-00004 00000/0000 20013/0058 12/20/72 20 2081 3606S 13847E 53.1 81.2 GGGG
1150-01530 00000/0000 20011/0162 12/20/72 90 2082 6637S 09524E 34.9 66.8 GGGG
1150-01533 00000/C000 20011/0163 12/20/72 100 2082 6756S 0 9344E 33.8 67.6 UGGG
1150-01535 00000/0000 20011/0164 12/2~/7? 100 2082 6914S 09153E 32*7 68.6 GGGG
1150-01542 00000/OCO0 20011/016E 12/2o/7P 100 2082 7031S 08950E 3197 6908 GGGG
1150-01544 00000/0000 20011/0166 12/20/72 100 2082 7146S 08730E 3096 71.3 GGGG
1150-01551 ooooo0000/ 20011/0167 12/20/72 100 2082 7259S 08453E 2995 73o1 GGGG
1150-01553 00000/0000 20011/0168 12/20/72 100 2082 74 11S 08157E 28*4 75.4 GGGG
1150-01560 00000/0000 20011/0169 12/20/72 100 2082 7919S o7835E P7.3 78*2 GGGG
1150-01562 00000/C000 20011/0170 12/20/72 100 2082 7623S 07440E 26.1 81.5 GGGG
1150-01565 00000/0000 20011/0171 12/20/7? 100 2082 7724S 07005E 25.0 85.5 GGGG
1150-01571 00000/0000 20011/0172 12/20/72 100 2082 7821S 06438E 23.9 90*3 GGGG
1150-04475 00000/0000 20011/0173 12/?0/72 70 2084 4143N 08153E 20.7 155.1 GGGG
1150-04482 00000/0000 20011/0174 12/20/72 50 2084 4ciN 08123E 219 154.5 GGGG
1150-04525 00000/0000 20011/0175 12/20/72 10 2084 2434N 07637E 34.2 147.0 GGGG
1150-04532 00000/0000 20011/0176 12/20/72 0 2084 2307N 07615E 35*3 146.2 GGGG
1150-04534 00000/0000 20011/0177 12/20/72 0 2 08 4  214nN 07553E 36.3 145.3 GGGG
1150-04541 00000/0000 20011/0178 12/20/7P 10 2084 2013N 07531E 3794 144.5 GGGG
1150"04543 00000/0000 20011/0179 12/20/72 10 2084 1947N 07509E 38-4 143.6 GGGG
1150-04550 00000/0000 20011/0180 12/20/72 20 2084 17 2 0N 07448E 39*4 142.6 GGGG
1150-04552 00000/0000 20011/0181 12/20/72 40 2084 1553N 07427E 40o4 141.7 GGGG
1150-o4555 00000/0000 20011/0182 12/?0/72 50 2084 1426N 0 7406E 4194 140*6 GGGG
1150-04561 00000/0000 20011/0183 12/20/72 50 2084 1300N 0 7345E 42-3 139.6 GGGG
1150-04564 00000/0000 20011/0184 12/20/72 50 2084 1133N 0 7324E 43.2 138.5 GGGG
1150-06342 00000/0000 20011/0185 12/20/72 10 2099 3040N 05 232E 29,5 150.1 GGGG
1150-06345 00000/0000 20011/0186 12/20/72 10 2099 2013N 0 5207E 30.6 149*4 GGGG
1150-06350 00000/0000 20011/0187 1?/20/72 c 2085 25oCN 0 5200E 30o9 149.2 GGGG
1150-06351 o0000o0o00 20011/0188 12/20/72 30 2099 2749N 0 5143E 3197 148.7 GGGP
1150-06352 00000/0000 20011/0189 12/20/72 20 202085 2725N 05 136E 32'0 148.5 GGGG
1150-06355 00000/0000 20011/0190 12/20/72 20 2085 2558N 0 5112E 33*1 147*7 GGGG
1150-06361 00000/0000 2o011/0191 12/20/72 20 2085 2432N 05049E 34*2 147*0 GGGG
1150-06364 00000/0000 20011/0192 12/20/72 90 2085 2305N 0 5026E 35.3 146.2 GGGG
1150-06370 00000/0000 20011/0193 12/20/72 70 2085 213N 05003E 36*3 145.3 GGGG
1150-06373 00000/0000 20011/0194 12/20/72 10 2085 2012N C4941E 37.4 144.5 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEp % o,,,.*,,,* ....  TB 100 = % CLBUD C9VEp., ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... RLANKS.BAND NOT PRrSFNT/REUESTEDO RmRECYCLED. GwGBSD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PvPBBR,
16:44 1A; 11''74 STANOARD CkTALeG FeR NtN.uS PAGE 0391
FR!M )7/23/72 T4 e7/23/73
BBSERVATISN MICRFILM RaLL ./ DATE CLOUD !RBIT PPINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE GUALITY
10 PRSITIN I- R8LL ACOUTRED C5VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
EVV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1150-06391 00000/,000 23011/0195 12?/P/72 40 2085 1426N 04517E 41.3 140.6 GGGG
1150-06393 00000/0000 20011/0196 12/20/72 60 2085 1259N 04756E 42*3 139.6 GGGG
1150-"6400 00CO/c00oo 20o11/0197 12 /2P/ 7 2 70 2085 1133N 04735E 43.2 13805 GGGG
1150-06402 00000/00 20011/0198 1?/2n/72 20 2C95 1007N 04714E 44.2 137.4 GGGG
1150-06405 00000/0000 20011/0199 13120/72 10 2085 0241N 04653E 45*0 136s2 GGGG
1150-07050 Coo0/00oo 20011/0200 12/20/7? 100 2085 7P58S 00746E 29.5 73.2 0
1150-07052 00000/000 20011/0201 12/2n/7P 100 2085 7418S 00455E 28*4 75*4 GPGG
1150-07055 OCOo/O00 20011/0202 12/2n?/7 100 2085 7r27S O0128E 27*3 78.2 GGGG
1150-C7o61 -O/0000o 20011/0203 1/20/7? 1O0 2G85 7623S 00308w 26*1 81.5 PGGG
1150*7064 000t0/0000 20011/0204 1;/2)/7 p  100 2085 7734S 00709 25*0 85,5 PGGG
1150-08175 00000/o000 2UO11/0205 1/?0/7? 10 2086 3016N 02637E ?9*8 149*9 GGGG
1150-08181 00000/0000 20011/0206 1?/20/72 20 2086 25c.N 02613E 30*9 149.2 GGGG
1150-08184 00o00/0000 20011/0207 12/P0/7? 6 0 2086 2725N 0 2549E 32.0 148.5 GGGG
1150-08190 00000/000 20011/0208 12/10/72 60 2086 25 59N 02 5 25
E  33.1 147.7 GGGG
1150-08193 00000/0000 20011/0209 12/2o/7P 0 208 6  243iN 02501E 34*2 146.9 PGGG
1150-08195 00000/0000 20011/0210 12/20/72 0 2086 2305N 02439E 35.3 146.1 GGGG
1150"08202 00000/000 20011/0211 1?/20/7P 0 2086 2139N 0 2417E 36.3 145*3 PGGG
1150-08275 00000/0000 20011/0212 12/20/7? 20 2086 0419S 0180 4 E 51*8 123.2 GGGG
1150-08281 00000/0000 20011/0213 12/2n/72 10 208 6 . 05465 01744E 52e4 121*5 GGGG
1150-08284 OC000/0000 20011/0214 12/20/72 10 2086 0714S 01724E 52*9 119.8 GGGG
1150-09554 00000/0000 20011/0215 12/20/72 10 2087 4P48N 0 0 720
E  149 158*1 GGGG
1150-09560 00000/0000 20011/C216 12/20/72 20 2087 472 3 N 006 4 3E 16*1 15705 GGGG
1150-09563 00000/0300 20011/0217 12/20/72 10 2087 4558N 00607E 17.2 156.9 GGGG
1150-09565 00000/0000 20011/0218 1/20/7?7 0 2087 4432N 00533E 18*4 156.3 GGGG
1150"09572 00000/0000 20011/0219 12/20/72 20 2087 4307N 00 500E 19.6 155.7 GGGG
1150-13360 00000/OO0C 20011/0220 12/20/72 70 2089 0121N 05803W 49*1 12904 GGGG
1150-13362 00000/Cc00 20011/0221 12/20/72 80 2089 0004S 05 2 3W 49*9 127.9 GG G
1150-13365 00000/0000 20011/0222 12/20/72 100 2089 Ot30S 058431 50.5 126.4 GG G
1150-13371 00000/cooo 20011/0223 12/20/72 90 2089 0257S 05904W 51.2 124.8 GG G
1150-13374 00000/0000 20011/0224 12/20/72 90 2089 04 24S 05924W 51.8 123.1 GG G
1150-13380 0000/0000 20011/0225 12/20/72 90 20R9 0550S 05944W 52o4 181*4 GG G
1150-13383 00000/0000 20011/C226  12/20/7? 100 2089 0717S 06005W 52*9 119*7 GGGG
1150-13385 00000/0000 20011/0227 12/20/7? 100 2089 0845S 06025W 53*4 117*9 GGGG
1150-13392 00000/0000 20011/0228 12/20/72 100 2089 In1ls 06046W 53.9 116.0 GGPG
1150-13394 00000/0000 20011/0229 12/20/72 100 2089 1138S 06107w 54*3 114.1 GGGG
1150-15044 00000/0000 20011/0230 1?/2n/72 1t 2090 5j33N 06850W 12.6 159.3 GGGG
1150-15050 00000/0000 20011/0231 1?/20/72 0 2090 5009N 06930w 13.7 158*7 GGGG
1150-15053 00000/0000 20011/C232 12/20/72 0 2090 4945N 07009W 14*9 158*0 GGGG
1150-15114 00000/0000 20011/0233 12/20/72 40 2090 2721N 07 7 28W 32.1 148*4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBvER % o....,......... 0 TO 100 x % CLBUD CRVER, ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IA3E OUALTTY .......... ,,. BLANKS.8AND NET PRESENT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED, G-GSAD, FaFAIR BUT USABLE, PPBeR.
16:44 "AP 11 '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR N6BNUS PAGE 0392
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICRBFILM RtLL NS,/ DATE CL8JD 3RSIT PoINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIsN IN R8LL ACQUTREC COVER \UMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
pV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1150-16475 000o0/o000 20011/0234 12/2 o72 100 2091 5134N 094 4 3w 12f5 159,3 GG
1150w17220 00000/0000 20011/0235 12/20/72 100 2091 620S 13524W 35.8 66*4 G3GG
1150 17223 00000/0000 20011/0236 12/20/72 100 2C9 1 6641S 13654W 34.8 67.0 GGGG
1150-17225 00000/C000 20011/0237 12/20/72 100 2091 6800S 13833W 33.7 67.7 GGGG
1150-17232 000CO/0co 20011,0238 12/2O/7 100 2091 6918S 14024w 32.7 68o7 GGGG
1150-17234 OC000/0000 2C00110239 12/20/72 100 2091 7034S 14228W 31*6 69.9 GGGG
1150-17241 0000/0000 20011/0240 12/20/72 100 2091 7150S 14449W 30o5 71.4 GGGG
1150-17243 00000/0000 20011/0241 12/20/72 70 2091 7303S 14727W P9*4 73.3 GGGG
1150-17250 00O0/0000 20011/0242 1?/20/72 20 2091 7414S 15025W 28,3 75.6 GGGG
1150-17252 00000/0000 20011/0243 12/20/72 60 2091 7523S 15353W 27o2 78*4 GGGG
1150-17255 00000/0000 20011/0244 12/2o/72 90 2091 7627S 15749w 26.1 81*7 GGGG
1150-17261 00000/0000 20011/0245 12/20/72 80 2091 7727S 16224W 2500 85.7 GGGG
1151-00021 00000/0000 20011/0246 1?/'?/72 0 2095 2147S 14127E 55.6 100.0 GrGG
1151-00024 00000/0000 20011/0247 12/21/72 20 2095 2112S 14103E 55o6 98.0 GGGG
1151-00030 00000/0000 20011/0248 12/21/72 60 2095 2439S 14040E 55,5 96.0 GGGG
1151-00033 00000/0000 20011/0249 12/21/72 60 2095 2606S 14016E 55*4 94*0 GGGG
1151-00035 00000/0000 20011/0250 12/21/72 60 2095 2733S 13952E 55.2 92.0 GGGG
1151000142 00000/0o00 20011/0251 12/21/7? 0 2095 2858S 13929E 54.9 90.1 GGGG
1151-00044 00000/0000 20011/0252 12/21/72 0 2095 3024S 13905E 54.7 88,2 GGGG
1151-00051 00000/0000 20011/0253 12/?1/72 0 2095 3150S 13840E 54*3 86o4 GGGG
1151-00053 OCOO0/0000 20011/0254 12/21/72 3o 2095 3315S 13815E 53.9 84,6 GGGG1151-00060 00000/0000C 20011/0255 12/21/72 40 2095 3439S 13748E 53*5 82.9 GGGG
1151-01232 00000/0000 20011/C256 12/21/7? 10 2096 5428N 13747E 10.1 160.7 GGGG
1151-01235 00000/0000 20011/0257 12/21/72 0 2096 5o04N 13701E 11.3 160.0 GGGG
1151-01241 00000/0000 20011/0258 12/21/72 0 2096 5140N 13618E 12.5 159.3 GGGG
1151-01244 00000/0000 20011/C2 5 9  12/21/72 0 2096 50 16N 13537E 13.6 1587 GGGG
1151-01250 00000/0000 20011/C260 1?/21/72 0 2096 4851N 13458E 14.8 158*0 GGGG
1151"01253 00000/0000 20011/0261 12/21/72 0 209 6  4726N 13421E 1600 15704 GGGG
1151-01255 00000/0000 20011/0262 12/21/7P 0 2096 4601N 13345E 17o2 156.8 GGGG
1151-01262 00000/0000 20011/0263 12/21/72 0 2096 4436N 13311E 18*3 156.2 GGGG
1151-01264 00000/0000 20011/0264 12/21/72 o 2096 4311N 13239E 19*5 155.6 GGGG
1151-01271 00000/0000 20011/0265 12/21/72 30 2096 4146N 13207E 20.7 155.0 GGGG
1151-01273 oo00000/0000 2011/0266 1/21/72 70 2096 4020N 13137E 2198 154.4 GGGG
1151*01280 00000/0000 20011/0267 12/21/7? 70 2096 3 541N 13 107E 23.0 153.8 GGGG
1151-01282 00000/0000 20011/0268 12/21/72 60 2096 3729N 13o39E 241 153.2 GGGG
1151,01285 0000/0000 20011/0269 12/?1/7? 50 2096 3603N 13012E 5o3 152.5 GGGG
1151-01294 00000/0000 20011/0270 12/21/72 60 2096 3911N 12918E 27*5 151.2 GGGG
1151-01300 00000/0000 20011/0271 12/21/72 90 2096 3145N 12852E 28.7 150.6 GGGG
1151-01303 .00000/0000 2U011/0272 12/21/72 90 2096 3019N 12827E 29o8 149*9 GGGG
KEYSI CLBUD CBVER % 0'.,**,**,*,.,. o TO 100 a % CLBUD CPVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY o,...,*e*,.,, BLANKSBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. GGBaD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBR.
16144 MAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0393
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICR6FILM R5LL NO./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN RBLL ACQUIRED CVER JUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM ,  RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1151001305 00000/0000 20011/0273 12/21/72 80 2096 2853N 12802E 30.9 149.2 GGGG
1151-01364 00000/0000 20011/0274 12/21/72 10 2096 OP4N 12256E 45*0 136*1 GGGG
1151001371 00000/0000 20011/0275 12/Pt/72 10 2096 0715N 12235E 45.8 134*9 GGGG
1151%01373 00000/0000 20011/0276 12/21/72 10 2096  054 8 N 12214E 46*7 133.6 GGGG
1151-01380 00000/0000 20011/0277 12/21/72 10 2096 0421N 12154E 47.5 132*3 GGGG
1151-01382 00000/0000 20011/0278 12/21/72 10 2096 0P54N 12134E 48.3 130.9 GGGG
1151-01385 00000/0000 20011/0279 12/21/72 60 2096 0127N 12114E 49*0 129*5 GGGG
1151-01391 00000/0000 20011/0280 12/21/72 80 2096 0001N 12054E 49*8 128.0 GGGG
1151o01394 00000/0000 20011/0281 12/21/72 30 2096 01255 12034E 50*4 126.5 GGGG
1151-01400 00000/0000 20011/0282 12/21/72 20 2096 0251S 12014E 51.1 124*9 GGGG
1151-01403 00000/0000 20011/0283 12/21/72 10 2096 0418S 11954E 5197 123.2 GGGG
1151-01405 00000/0000 20011/0284 1?/21/72 10 2096 0544S 11933E 52.3 121.5 GGGG
1151*01412 00000/0000 20011/0285 12/21/72 10 2096 0711S 11913E 52.8 119.8 GSGG
1151-01414 00000/0000 20011/0286 12/21/72 10 2096 038S 11853E 53*3 118r0 GGGG
1151-01421 00000/0000 20011/0287 12/21/72 10 2096 1004S 11832E 53.8 116.1 GGGG
1151-03105 00000/0000 20011/0288 12/21/72 40 2097 4020N 10547E 21.8 154.4 GGGG
1151-03111 00000/0000 20011/0289 12/21/72 2c0 097 3s55N 10518E 23.0 153.8 GGGG
1151-03161 00000/0000 20011/0290 12/21/72 10 2097 2~43N 10019E 36*2 145*2 GGGG
1151-03164 00000/0000 20011/0291 12/21/72 10 2097 2016N 09956E 37*3 144.4 GGGG
1151-03170 00000/0000 20011/0292 12/21/72 10 2097 1 84 9 N 09934E 38.3 143.5 GGGG
1151-03173 00000/0000 20011/0293 1?/21/72 10 2097 1722N 09912E 39*3 1426 G
1151-03175 00000/o000 20011/0294 12/21/7? 10 2097 1556N o9850E 40.3 141.6 HI
1151-03182 00000/0000 20011/0295 12/21/7? 10 2097 1429N 0 9828E 41.3 140.6 GGGG
1151"03184 00000/0000 20011/0296 12/21/72 10 2097 1302N 09807E 42.2 139. 5  GGGG
1151-03191 00000/0000 20011/0297 12/21/72 10 2097 1136N 09746E 43.1 138.4 PGGG
1151-03423 00000/00 20011/0298 12/21/7? 0 2097 6755S 06634E 33.8 67*7 GGGG
1151-03432 00000/0000 20011/0299 12/21/72 30 2097 7029s 062 39E 31.7 69*9 PopP
1151-03441 00000/0000 20011/0300 12/21/72 10 2097 7257S 05743E ?9.5 73.2 pppp
1151-03443 00000/0000 20011/0301 12/21/72 0 2097 7408S 05447E 28.4 75.5 PPpp
1151"03450 00000/0000 20011/0302 12/21/72 0 2097 7517S 05123E 27*3 78o2 PpPP
1151-03452 00000/0000 20011/0303 12/21/72 0 2097 7622S 04728E 26*2 81.5 PPPP
1151-03455 00000/0000 20011/0304 12/21/72 10 2097 7733S 04309E 25.0 85.5 PPPP
1151-04563 00000/0000 20011/0305 12/21/72 0 2098 3145N 07714E 28.6 150.5 GGGG
1151-04570 00000/0000 20011/0306 12/pt/72 0 2098 302CN 07649E 29*8 149.8 GGGG
1151-04572 00000/0000 20011/0307 12/21/72 0 2098 2854N 07624E 3009 149*1 GGGG
1151-04575 00000/0000 20011/0308 12/21/72 0 2098 2727N 07600E 32.0 148.4 GGGG
1151*04581 00000/0000 20011/0309 12/21/72 0 2098 2601N 07536E 33*0 147.7 GGG
1151-04584 00000/0000 20011/0310 12/21/72 0 2098 24 35N 07513E 34.1 146.9 GGGG
1151-04590 00000/0000 20011/0311 12/21/72 0 2098 2?07N 07450E 35.2 146.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % C...*.......e. 0 TB 100 e % CLBUD CRVER. * . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ........ ,.. ,8LANKSBAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G-GBAD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBBeR
16:44 M AR 11j,74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NBN.US PAGE 0394
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/2 3 /7 3
BBSERvATIN MICROFILM RPLL 40./ DATE CLBUD )RBIT POI!CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN iMAGE QUALITY
10 POSTTIN IN KR8L ACGUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1151-04593 00000/0000 20011/0312 12/21/72 0 2098 2140N 07428E 3602 145.2 GGGG
1151-04595 00000/0000 20011/0313 12/21/72 0 2098 2 014 N 07407E 37.3 144o4 GGGG
1151-05002 OO000/00oC 20011/0314 12/21/72 0 2098 1248N 07345E 38-3 143.5 GGGG
1151-05004 00000/0000 20011,/0315 12/21/72 0 2098 172?N 07323E 39*3 142.5 GGGG
1151-05011 00000/0000 20011/0316 12/21/72 20 2098 1555N 07302E 40*3 141*6 GGGG
1151-05013 00000/0000 20011/0317 12/21/7? 50 2098 1429N 07241E 41*2 140*6 GGGG
1151-05020 00000/0000 20011/0318  12/21/72 70 2098 1302N 07220E 42.2 13995 GGGG
1151-05022 00000/0000 20011/0319 12/P1/72 70 2098 1136N 07159E 43.1 138.4 GGGG
1151-05025 00000/o000 20011/0320 12/21/72 50 2098 11CON 07139E 44.1 137.3 GGGG
1151-06363 0000/000o 20011,0321 1?/P21/7 50 2099 4311N 05511E 19*5 155e6 GGGG
115 1a-6365 00000/00ou 20011/0322 12/21/72 90 2099 4146N 05439E 20*7 155,0 GGGG
1151-06372 00000/0000 20011/0323 12/21/72 90 2099 4020N 05409E 2198 154.4 GGPG
1151-06374 00000/0000 20011/0324 12/21/72 100 2099 3R54N 05339E 23.0 153.8 GGPG
1151-06381 00000/0000 20011/0325 12/21/72 100 2099 3728N 05311E 24.1 153.1 GGGG
1151-06383 00000/0000 20011/0326 12/21/72 50 2099 3603N 05244E 25*3 15295 GGGG
1151-06390 00000/0000 20011/0327 12/21/72 30 2099 3 4 3 7 N c5217E 26*4 151s9 GGGG
1151-06392 00000/C0000 20011,0328 12/21/72 30 2099 3311N 05151E 27.5 151.2 GGGG
1151-06395 00000/0000 20011/0329 12/21/72 10 2099 3144N 05125E 28.6 150.5 GGGG
1151-06401 00000/0000C 20011/0330 12/21/72 0 2099 3~IRN 05100E 29.8 149,8 GGGG
1151"06404 00000/0OCO 20011/0331 12/21/72 10 2099 2852N 05036E 3009 14901 GGGG
1151-06410 00000/0000 20011/0332 12/21/72 80 2099 2726N 05012E 32.0 148.4 GGGG
1151-06413 00000/0000 20011/0333 12/21/72 90 2099 2600N 049 48E 33.0 147.6 GGGG
I151-06415 00000/0000 20011/0334 12/21/72 80 2099 2434N 04925E 34.1 146.9 GGGG
1151-06422 00000/0000 20011/0335 12/21/72 60 2099 2?08N 04902E 35.2 146.1 GGPG
1151-06424 00000/0000 20011/0336 12/21/77 40 2099 2141N 04840E 36*2 145.2 GGGG
1151-06431 00000/0000 20011/0337 12/21/72 20 2099 2015N 04819E 37.3 144.4 GGPG
1151-06440 00000/0000 20011/0338 12/21/72 0 2099 1723N 04736E 39*3 142.5 GPGG
1151-06442 00000/0000 20011/0339 12/21/72 10 2099 1556N 04715E 40*3 141.6 GGGG
1151-06445 00000/0000 20011/0340 12/21/72 2. 2099 1429N 04653E 41o2 140*6 GGGG
1151m06451 00000/0000 20011/0341 12/21/72 30 2099 1303N 04633E 42.2 139.5 GGGP
1151-06454 00000/0000 20011/0342 12/21/72 40 2099 1136N 04612E 43.1 138*4 GGGP
1151-06460 oo000ocO/o 20011/0343 1?/21/72 4 , 2099 i01ON 0 4551E 44.C 137.3 GGGG
1151-06463 00000/0000 20011/0344 12/21/72 0 2099 OR43N 04531E 4409 136.1 GGGG
1151-06465 00000/0000 20011/0345 12/21/72 20 2099 0716N 04510E 45*8 134*9 GGGG
1151-06472 00000/0000 20011/0346 12/21/72 20 2099 0550N 04450E 46*6 133.6 GGGG
1151-06474 00000/0000 20011/0347 1?/21/72 30 2099 0423N 0 4429E 47*5 132.3 GGGG
1151'06481 00000/0000 20011/0348 12/21/72 30 2099 0256N 04408E 48.2 130.9 GGGG
1151-06483 00000/0000 20011/0349 12/21/7? 60 2099 Ct29N 04348E 49.0 129.5 GGGP
1151-06490 00000/0000 20011/0350 12/21/72 50 2099 O01N 04328E 49.7 128.0 GGGP
KEYS: CLBUD CBVEP % ... p,,,.00.,,, 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *R.,,,.,.***** SLANKSBAND NBT PREScNT/REQUESTED* RsRECYCLED GvGBeD* F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P.mP0R.
1644 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALRG FeR N5N.US PAGE 0395
FRBM C7/23/72 T& C7/23/73
BBSERVATISN 'IC;FILM RLL \0./ NATE CLUD 9RRIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI5N IN iLL ACQUIRED C&VER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
E3V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1151-38551 03000/0000 20011/0351 12/P1/7P 60 2100 7624S 03006W 26.1 81,5 GGGG
1151-38553 0 3 0/0000 20011/0352 1?/?1/7 90 2100 7724S 03 4 3 7  25* 85.5 GGPG
1151*10010 O0000/00or 20011/0353 1?/ 1/7P 20 2101 50 14N 0 0634E 13.6 158*6 PGGG
1151-10012 00000/0000 20011/0354 12?/1/77 50 2101 495nN 00555E 14.8 158.0 GGGG
1151-15111 00000/0000 20011/0355 12/21/7 80 2104 4R47N 07135W 14*9 157*9 GGGG
1151-16513 00000/0000 20011/0356 12/21/72 10 2105 5 3 6 N 09203W 6*5 162.8 GGGG
1151-16520 00OOO/Co00 20011/0357 12/P2/7? 20 2105 5713N 09 2 5 8W 7.7 162*0 GGGG
1151.16522 00000/0003 20011/0358 1?2/2/72 20 2105 59 4 9N 09 3 50W 8.9 161.3 GGGG
1151*16525 00000/C000 20011/0359 12/?t/7? 10 2105 5425N 09 4 39w 10.1 160*5 GGGG
1151-16531 0000/0000 2011/0360 1?/21/72 80 2105 5301N 09525W 11.3 159.9 GGGG
1151*16534 00000/0000 20011/0361 12/21/72 9c 2105 5137N 09607W 12*5 159*2 GGGG
1151-16540 OC000/0000 20011/0362 12/21/72 90 2105 5012N 09648W 1397 158.6 GGGG
1151-17011 00000/0000 20011/0363 12/21/7? 0 2105 2555N 10 5 07W 33.1 147.6 GGGG
1151*17013 C00330/000 20011/0364 12,1/72 C 2105 2429N 1053CW 34*1 146.8 GGGG
1151"17020 00o00/000c 20011/0365 12/21/72 0 2105 2'03N 10553w 35*2 146.0 GGGG
1151-17022 00000/0000 20011/0366 12/21/72 30 2105 2136N 10 6 15W 36.2 145.1 GGGG
1151-18365 00000/000 20011/0367 12/21/72 7C 21)6 5136N 12155W 12s5 159.2 GGGG
1151*18372 00300/0000 20011/0368 1?/21/72 90 2 10 6  5nIIN 12236W 1397 158*6 GGGG
1151-19124 00000/000u 20011/3369 12/21/72 100 2106 7033S 16943W 31.6 70*0 GG G
1151-19131 00000/0000 20011/0370 i2/21/72 70 2106 7148S 17204w 30,5 71.5 GG G
1151*19133 00000/0000 20011/0371 12/21/72 60 2106 7302S 17443W 29.4 73*4 PGPG
1151-19140 00300/0000 20011/0372 12/21/7? l00 2106 74125 17740W 28.3 75.7 GPPG
1151*19142 00000/0000 20011/0373 12/21/72 80 2106 7c20S 1785 4 E 27.2 78.4 GGPo
1151-19145 000o0/0000 2U011/0374 12/21/72 60 2106 7625S 17459E 26*1 81*8 GGPG
1151-19151 00030/0000 20011/0375 12/21/72 20 2106 7726S 17026E 25.0 8508 GGGG
1152-00062 00000/0000 20011/0376 12/22/7p 0 2199 1601S 14129E 55.0 108.2 PPPG
1152-00064 00000/C000 20011/0377 12/P/72 10 2109 1726S 14107E 55,2 106.1 PGGG
1152-00071 00000/000 20011/0C378 12/22/7? 10 2109 150oS 14045E 55.3 104.1 GGGG
1152-00073 00000/0003 20011/0379 12/22/72 0 2109 2017S 14023E 55.4 102*1 PGGG
1152-00080 00000/0000 20011/0380 12/22/72 0 2109 21455 14002E 55.5 100,1 PGGG
1152-00082 003300/000 20011/0381 12/22/72 0 2109 2312S 13939E 55*5 98.1 GPPG
1152-00085 00000/0000 20011/0382 1?/22/72 0 2109 243AS 13916E 55.4 96.1 GGGG
1152-00091 00000/0000 20011/0383 12/22/72 0 2109 26049 13853E 55.3 94.1 GPGG
1152-00094 00030/0000 20011/0384 12/22/72 0 2109 2731S 13829E 55.1 92.1 GGGG
1152-00100 00000/0000 20011/0385 1'/22/72 0 2109 2857S 138)4E 54.8 90.2 GGGG
1152-00103 00000/0000 20011/0386 12/22/72 10 2109 30215 13740E 54*6 88*3 GGGG
1152-00105 u000/000OO 20011/0387 12/22/72 10 2109 3147S 13715E 54.2 86*5 GrGG
1152-00112 00300/0000 20011/0388 12/2p/72 o10 2109 3313S 13650E 53.8 84,8 GGGG
1152"00114 00000/0000 20011/0389 12/22/72 20 2109 3438S 13624E 53#4 83.0 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % .... ,...,... 0 TB 100 = % CLUD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY **.**,......* BLANKSoBAND NOT PRESFNT/REGUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GIRD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBBR.
16;44 MA 11'74 STANDARD CATALG FOR NONUS PAGE 0396
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM RBLL NS./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1D PBSITIN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1152-01322 00000/0000 20011/0390 12/22/72 10 2110 4309N 13111E 19o5 155.5 GGGG
1152-01325 00000/0000 20011/0391 12/2/72 40 2110 4144N 13040E 20.6 154o9 GGGG
1152-01331 000o0/00 20011/0392 12/2/72 30 2110 4018N 13010E 21o8 154o3 GGGG
1152001334 00000/0000 20011/0393 12/22/72 10 2110 3853N 12940E 2300 15396 GGGG
1152001340 00000/0000 2C001/0394 12/??/72 10 2110 3727N 12911E 24.1 153.0 GGGG
1152Q01343 00000/0000 20011/0395 12/22/72 10 2110 3601N 12843E 25.2 152.4 GGGG
1152"01345 00000/0000 20011/,0396 12/22/72 10 2110 3435N 12816E 26o4 151.8 GGGG
115 2 -01395 00000/0000 20011/0397 12/22/72 50 2110 1721N 12334E 39.2 142.4 GGGG
1152-31402 00000/0000 20011/0398 12/22/72 50 2110 1555N 12313E 40.2 141.5 GGGG
1152-01404 00000/o00 20011/0399 12/22/72 30 2110 1427N 12252E 41.2 140.5 GGGG
1152-01411 00000/0000 20011/0400 12/22/72 50 2110 159N 12231E 4291 139.4 PGGG
1152o01413 00000/0000 20011,0401 12/22/72 40 2110 1133N 12210E 43*1 138.3 GGGG
1152-01420 00000/0000 20011/0402 12/22/72 30 2110 1006N 12150E 44.0 137.2 GGGG
1152001422 00000/0000 20011/0403 12/22/72 40 2110 OR40N 12129E 4409 136.0 GGGG
1152-01425 00000/0000 20011/0404 12/22/72 40 2110 07 13 N 12109E 45.7 134.8 PGGG
1152.01431 00000/000 20011/0405 12/22/72 30 2110 0546N 12048E 46.6 133.5 GGGG
1152-01434 00000/0000 20011/0406 12/22/72 40 2110 0419N 12027E 47.4 132,2 GGGG
1152-01440 00000/0000 20011/0407 12/22/72 50 2110 02 5 3 N 12007E 48.2 130.8 PGGG
115201443 00000/0000 20011/0408 12/22/72 4C 2110 0126N 11947E 48.9 129.4 GGGG
1152'01445 00000/0000 20011/0409 12/22/72 60 2110 0000N 11927E 49.7 127.9 GGGG
1152-01452 00000/0000 20011/0410 12/22/72 40 2110 0127S 11906E 50.4 12684 P1PG
1152001454 00000/000 20011/0411 12/P?/7? 60 2110 0253S 11846E 51.0 124.8 PGGG
1152-01461 00000/0000 20011/0412 1?/?P/72 70 2110 0420S 11826E 51*6 123.1 GGPG
115201463 00000/0000 20011/0413 12/22/72 60 2110 0547S 11805E 52.2 121.4 GGGG
1152-01470 00000/0000 20011/0414 12/22/72 40 2110 07145S 11745E 52o7 119.7 GGGG
1152"01472 00000/0000 20011/0415 12/22/72 20 2110 0841S 11724E 53*2 117.9 GGGG
1152-01475 00000/0000 20011/0416 12/22/7? 30 2110 I007S 11704E 53.7 116.0 GGGG
1152003225 00000/C00o 20011/0417 12/22/72 30 2111 1247N 09805E 38.2 143.4 PGPG
1152-03231 00000/0000 20011/0418 12/22/72 20 2111 1721N 09744E 39.2 142.4 GGPP
1152-03234 00000/0000 20011/0419 12/22/72 lo 2111 1555N 09722E 40.2 141.5 GGPG
1152-05001 -00000/0000 20011/0420 12/22/72 60 2112 3A52N 07803F 23*0 153.6 GGGG
1152o05004 00000/0000 20011/0421 12/22/72 30 2112 3727N 07734E 24.1 153*0 GGGG
1152-05010 00000/0000 20011/0422 12/22/72 60 2112 3601N 07706E 25.2 152.4 GGGG
1152-05013 00000/0000 20011/0423 12/?2/72 20 2112 3435N 07640E 26*4 151.7 GGGG
1152.05015 00000/0000 20011/0424 12/2P/72 20 2112. 3309N 07613E 27.5 151.1 GCGG
1152005022 00000/0000 20011/0425 12/22/72 o1 2112 3143N 07547E p8.6 150*4 GGGG
1152-05024 00000/0000 20011/0426 12/22/72 0 2112 3017N 07522E 2997 149.7 GGGG
1152-05031 00000/0000 20011/0427 12/22/72 100 2112 2 A51N 07458E 30.8 149.0 P
1152-05033 90000/0000 20011/0428 12/22/72 0 2112 2725N 07434E 31.9 148.3 PPP
KEYSt CLU0D CBVEp x *,.o.. oo,..o C 78 100 8 X CLBUD CIVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY R..oe .. ',,, BLANKSoBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GBsD, FuFAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBR,
16:44 MAR 11s,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0397
FROM 17/23/72 T 0C7/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1152-05040 00000/0000 20011/0429 12/22//7 C 2112 2F59N 07411E 33*0 147.5 PPGP
1152.05042 00000/0000 20011/0430 12/22/72 0 2112 2433N 07348E 34*1 146.7 PPGG
1152-05340 00000/0000 20011/0431 12/22/72 o00 2112 7519S 02355E P272 78.4 GGGG
1152-05342 00000/0000 20011/0432 12/22/72 100 2112 7623S 02003E 26*1 81*7 PrPG
1152-05345 00000/0000 20011/0433 12/22/72 100 2112 7734S 01549E p250 85.7 PGG P
1152"06451 00000/0000 20011/0434 12/?2/72 60 2113 3309N 05o27E 27.5 151.1 GGGG
1152-06453 00000/0000 20011/0435 12/22/72 70 2113 3143N 05001E 2896 150*4 GPPG
1152-06460 00000/0000 20011/0436 1?/22/72 20 2113 3 017 N 04936E 29*7 149.7 GPGG
1152-06462 00000/0000 20011/0437 12/2P/72 lo 2113 2s52N 04911E 30,8 149*0 GPGG1152*06465 00000/0000 20011/0438 12/22/72 3 0 2113 2726N 04846E 31*9 148.3 PGGG
1152-06471 00000/0000 20011/0439 12/22/72 80 2113 25 59N 04823E 33-0 147o5 GGPG
1152*06474 00000/0000 20011/0440 12/22/72 60 2113 2433N 04759E 34*1 146.7 GGPG
1152-06480 00000/0000 20011/0441 1?/22/72 80 2113 23 06N 04737E 35.1 145.9 GPGP
1152-06483 00000/C000 20011/0442 12/22/72 30 2113 2140N 04715E 36*2 145.1 GGGP
1152-06485 00000/0000 20011/0443 12/22/72 10 2113 2C15N o4654E 37.2 144.2 GpPP
1152"06492 00000/0000 20011/0444 12/22/72 10 2113 1848N 04632E 38.2 143.3 GPPG
1152-06494 00000/0000 20011/0445 12/22/72 0 2113 1722N 04610E 39.2 142.4 GPPG1152-06501 00000/0000 20011/0446 12/22/72 0 2113 1555N 04549E 40,2 141.4 GPPG
1152-06503 00000/0000 20011/0447 12/22/72 20 2113 1429N 045286 41.2 140*4 PPGG
1152-06512 00000/0000 20011/0448 12/22/72 30 2113 113 5 N 04446E 43.1 138.3 GGGP
1152-06515 00000/0000 20011/0449 12/22/7? 3n 2113 1009N 04426E 44*0 137.2 GOGG
1152-06,521 00000/0000 20011/0450 12/22/72 0 2113 OF43N 04406E 44e9 136.0 GGGG
1152-06524 00000/C000 20011/0451 12/22/72 0 2113 0716N 04346E 45.7 134.8 G3GG
1152-06530 00000/0000 20011/0452 12/22/7? 0 2113 0q49N 04326E 4606 13305 GIGG
1152-06533 0'0000/0000 20011/0453 12/22/72 10 2113 0423N 04306E 47*4 132.2 GPPG
1152-06535 00000/0000 20011/0454 12/22P/7 10 2113 0?55N 04245E 48.2 130.8 PPGG
1152"06542 00000/0000 20011/0455 12/PP/72 40 2113 O128N 04225E 48.9 129.4 PPGP
1152906544 00000/0000 20011/0456 12/22/72 60 2113 0O02N 042056 49.6 127.9 PPGP
1152O06551 00000/0000 20011/0457 12/22?72 30 2113 0124S 04144E 50#3 126.3 PPGG
1152-06553 00000/0000 20011/0458 12/22/72 60 2113 0?52S 04123E 51.0 124,8 PPPP
1152-06560 00000/0000 20011/0459 12/22/7? 80 2113 0420S 04103E 51,6 123*1 PPPG
1152-06562 00000/0000 20011/0460 12/22/72 70 2113 0545S 04042E 52.2 121o4 PPGG
1152-08255 00000/0000 20011/0461 12/2p/72 40 2114 4144N 02728E 20.6 154.8 GGGG
1152-08262 00000/0000 20011/0462 12/22/72 40 2114 4018N 02657E 21.8 154.2 GGGG
1152w08264 00000/0000 20011/0463 12/22/72 10 2114 3853N 02628E 22.9 153.6 GGGG
1152-08271 00000/000C 20011/0464 12/22/72 10 2114 3728N o2559E 24.1 153.0 GGGG
1152-08273 00000/0000 20011/0465 12/22/72 50 2114 3602N 02532E 25.2 152.4 GGGG
1152-08280 00000/0000 20011/0466 12/22/72 40 2114 3436N 02505E 26.4 151.7 GGGG
1152-08282 00000/0000 20011/0467 12/22/72 60 2114 3309N 02438E p7.5 151.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % *,**, ...*.c** 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CRVER. ** m NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,,',*******,,, BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED- GiGBSeD FsFAIR BUT USABLE* PuPBR#
16844 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0398
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATI9N MICROFILM ROLL ~O./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIMo RBV MSS
RBv M;S LAT LONG 123 45678
1152-08364 00000/0000 20011/0468 12/22/72 60 2114 0422N 01713E 47o4 132.2 GGGG
1152-08371 00000/0000 20011/0469 12/22/72 60 2114 02 5 4 N 01653E 48.2 130.8 GGGG
1152-08373 00000/0000 20011/0470 12/22/7? 70 2114 0126N 01633E 4899 129*3 GGGG
1152-08380 00000/0000 20011/0471 12/22/72 80 2114 0001s 01613E 49.6 127.9 GGGG
1152"08382 00000/0000 20011/0472 12/22/72 90 2114 0127S 0 1554E 50.3 126.3 GGGG
1152-08385 00000/0000 20011/0473 12/2p/72 80 2114 0252S 01534E 51.0 124.7 GGGG
1152-08391 00000/0000 20011/0474 12/22/72 70 2114 0419S 01513E 51.6 123o1 GGGG
1152-08394 00000/0000 20011/0475 12/22/72 40 2114 0546S 01453E 52.2 121.4 PGGG
1152o08400 00000/0000 20011/0476 12/22/72 70 2114 0712S 01432E 52*7 119*7 PGGG
1152-08403 00000/0000 20011/0477 12/22/72 90 2114 08385 01411E 53.2 117*9 PGGG
1152o08405 00000/0000 20011/0478 12/22/72 100 2114 1005S 01350E 53*6 1160e GGPP
1152-08412 00000/OC00 20011/0479 12/22/72 80 2114 1132S 01329E 54.0 11491 PGGG
1152-08414 00000/0000 20011/0480 12/2?/72 50 2114 1258S 01308E 54.4 112*2 P3GG
1152-08421 00000/0000 20011/0481 12/22/72 20 2114 1425S 01246E 54.7 110.3 PGGG
1152-08423 00000/0000 20011/0482 12/22/72 30 2114 1552S 01225E 54*9 108*3 PGGG
1152-08430 00000/C0000 20011/0483 12/2P/72 30 2114 1719S 01204E 55.1 106.3 PGGG
1152-10064 00000/0000 20011/0484 12/29/72 10 2115 5013N 00509E 13.6 158.5 PGGG
1152-10070 00000/0000 20011/0485 12/22/72 10 2115 4848N 00430E 14.8 157.9 GGGG
1152-13522 00000/0000 20011/0486 12/22/72 50 2117 1556S 06501W 54*9 108v2 PPPP
1152-13525 00000/0000 20011/0487 12/P2/72 60 2117 1723S 06522W 55.1 106.2 GGGG
1152-13531 00000/0000 20011/0488 12/22/72 60 2117 1849S o6 544w 5593 104*2 GGGG
1152-13534 00000/0000 20011/0489 12/2P/7? 40 2117 20155 06605W 55.4 102.2 GGGG
1152-15163 00000/0000 20011/0490 12/22/72 90 2118 5009N 07222% 137 158.4 GPGG
1152-15165 00000/0000 20011/0491 12/22/72 90 2118 4P45N 07301W 14,8 157.8 PPGP
1152-15501 00000/0000 20011/0492 12/22/72 70 2118 6521S 11230W 3598 66*6 PPGG
1152-15504 00000/0000 20011/0493 12/22/72 90 2118 6640S 114 0OW 34.7 67*2 GGGG
1152-15510 00000/0000 20011/0494 12/22/72 90 2118 6759S i1539w 33*7 68*0 PGPG
1152-15513 00000/0000 20011/0495 12/22/72 90 2118 6918S 11731w 32.6 68*9 PGGG
1152-15515 00000/0000 20011/0496 12/22/72 90 2118 7034S 11936W 3105 70.2 PGGG
1152-15522 C0O00/o000 20011/0497 12/?2/72 80 2118 71505 12157W 30*4 71.7 PGGG
1152-15524 100000/0000 20011./0498 12/22/72 40 2118 7303S 12437W 29.4 73.5 GGPG
1152-15531 00000/0000 20011/0499 12/22/72 60 2118 74155 127 3 4W 28.3 7598 GGGG
1152-15533 00000/0000 20011/0500 12/22/72 10 2118 7522S 13058 27.2 78.6 GGPG
1152-15540 00000/0000 20011/0501 12/22/72 50 2118 7626S 13454W 26.0 81.9 PGGG
1152-16592 00000/000 20011/0502 12/22/72 100 2119 5!34N 0 9733W 12.5 159.1 GGGG
1152-17062 00000/0000 20011/0503 12/22/72 0 2119 2722N 10609W 31.9 148.2 GGPG
1152-17065 00000/0000 20011/0504 12/22/72 0 2119 2555N 10 6 33w 33.0 147.4 GGGG
1152-17071 00000/0000 2001l/0505 12/22/72 0 2119 2429N 10655W 34*1 146*6 GGGG
1152-17074 00000/0000 20011/0506 12/pp/7p 10 2119 2902N 10718W ?5.1 145*8 GPGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % o,.*******ono. 0 TO 100 - % CLOUD CAVER* ** u NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ........... ,., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/RECUFSTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBRD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.P8OR,
16:44 IAP 11'7' STANDARD CATALeG FiR NeN-US PAGE 0399
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN mICkFILM ROLL ,;,/ rOTE CLBUD 9ReIT POICIPAL PJINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PtSTTIJN IN R5LL ACtrUTREn C9VER ~UMBER "F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1152-1708C 0000/C000 20011/0507 1?/T2P/7? 20 2119 2136N 10740W 36.2 145.0 GGP
1152-18424 0C000/0CC) 20011/0508 12/22/7? 80 2120 5!35N 12319w 12.5 159.1 GPGP
1152-21C00C OC00/CCO0 20011/0509 12/?2/72 50 2121 625S 16957E 35m7 66o7 GGPG
1152-21003 00000/0000 20011/0510 1?/22/7P 30 2121 66445 16828E 34*7 67.3 GGGG
1152-21035 00O/0000 22011/0511 12?/,/72 80 21?1 6003S 16648E 33.6 68.0 GGGG
1152-2101 2  00000/0o00 20011/0512 12/22/72 100 21?1 6921S 16457E 32.5 69*0 GGGG
1152-21014 C000/C00 20011/0513 12/2/72 100 2121 70375 16252E 3105 70.2 GGGG
11 5 3 -00102 C0000/000C 20011/0514 12/23/72 100 21P3 I015S 14126E 53.6 115.8 G GG
1153-00104 C0000/OCO0 20011/0515 12/23/72 60 2123 1141S 14105E 54.0 113.9 GGGG
1153o00111 OCCO/O0000 20011/0516 12/23/72 20 2123 1307S 14043E 54.4 112*0 GGGG
1153-00113 0C000/0000 20011/0517 12/23/72 30 2123 1433S 14022E 54.7 110 1 PP P
1153"-0134 o00Cooo/oO 20011/051 8  12/23/7? 10 2123 2146S 13834E 55.4 100*0 GGGG
1153-00140 00000/000 20011/0519 12/23/72 0 2123 2312S 13812E 55.3 9800 GGGG
1153-00143 00000/0000 20011/0520 12/23/72 0 2123 2439S 13750E 55*3 96.0 GGGG
1153-00145 o00o0/000 20011/0521 12/23/72 0 2123 2606S 13726E 55.1 94*1 GGGG
115 3 -30152 0000C0/000 20011/052 2  12/23/72 20 2123 2 7 3 2 S 13702E 55*0 92.1 GGGG
1153-00154 000000000o 2C11/0523 12/21/72 40 2123 2857S 13638E 54.7 90.2 GGGG
1153-00161 00000/0000 20011/0524 12/23/72 70 2123 3024S 13613E 54o4. 88o4 GGGG
1153-00163 00000/000 20011/0525 12/23/7? 60 2123 31505 13549E 541 86.5 GGGG
1153-30170 00000/0000 20011/0526 12/23/7? 20 2123 3915S 13b23E 53.7 84.8 GGGG
1153-00172 00000/0000 20011/0527 12/?3/7? 70 2123 3440S 13456E 53.3 83.1 GGGG
1153-01381 00000/0000 20011/0528 12/23/72 0 2124 4311N 12947E 19o4 155.4 GGGG
1153-01383 00000/0000 20011/0529 12/21/72 4C 2124 4146N 12915E 20.6 154.8 GGGG
1153-01390 00000/0000 20011/0530 12/23/72 70 2124 4n20N 12845E 21.7 154.2 GGGG
1153-01392 00000/0000 20011/0531 12/23/72 100 21P4 3855N 12616E 22*9 153.5 GGGG
1153-31451 00000/CCOO 20011/0532 12/23/72 4 0 2124 1848N 12229E 38.1 143.3 GGGG
1153-01454 00000/0000 20011/0533 12/23/72 50 2124 1723N 12208E 39.2 142.3 GGGG
1153-01460 00000/0000 20011/0534 12/23/72 40 2124 1556N 12147E 40*1 141*4 GGGG
1153-01463 00000/0000 20011/0535 12/23/72 30 2124 1431N 12126E 41*1 140.4 GGGG
1153-01465 00000/0000 20011/0536 .2/23/72 30 2124 1303N 12105E 42.1 139.3 GGGG
1153-01472 00000/0000 20011/0537 12/2/72 30 21P4 1136N 12045E 43.0 138.2 GGGG
1153-01474 00000/0000 20011/0538 12/23/72 30 2124 1008N 12025E 43.9 137*1 GGGG
1153-01484 0000/0000 20011/0539 12/23/72 60 2124 0706N 11942E 45.8 134,5 GGGG
1153- 0 149 0  00000/0000 20011/0540 12/?1/72 40 2124 0539N 11922E 46*6 133.3 GGGG
1153-.)1493 00000/0000 23011/0541 12/23/72 30 2124 0412N 11901E 47.4 131.9 GGGG
11 5 3 -0149 5  00000/0000 20011/0542 1?/?3/77 50 2124 0 45N 11841E 48.2 130.6 GGGG
1153-01502 C00000/000 2C011/0543 1?/23/72 50 2124 0119N 11821E 4809 129,1 GGGG
1153-01504 00000/0000 20011/0544 12/2/72 50 2124 0007S 11800E 49*6 127.6 GGGG
1153-01511 00000/0000 20011/0545 12/ 3/72 60 2124 0135 11740E 5093 126.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CBVER % o.,.,,***.... 0 TO 100 = % CLUD COVER. ** : Ne CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY e....... ... BLANKSmAND NBT PRESENT/RECUESTED. RxRECYCLED. GxGBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE* PsPB5lR
16-44 MAR 11s'74 STANOARD CATALBG FR NO6NUS PAGE 0400
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATI1N MICROFILM R5LL NOB,/ CATE CLOUD BRpIT PPINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITy
ID P5SITIN IN RBLL ACGUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1153-01513 00000/0000 20011/0546 12/23/72 60 2124 0301S 11720E 51.0 124.5 GPGG
1153-01520 00000/0000 20011/0547 12/23/72 40 2124 0428S 11659E 51o6 122.9 GGGG
1153-01522 00000/0000 20011/0548 12/23/72 50 2124 0555S 11639E 52*2 121.2 GGGG
115 3-01525 OQ000/0000 20011/0549 12/23/72 60 2124 0721S 11619E 52.7 119*4 GGGG
115353-1531 OC000/000 20011/0550 12/23/72 40 2124 046S 11558E 53.2 117.6 GGGG
1153-01534 00000/0000 20011/0551 12/2?/72 40 2124 1013S 11538E 53.6 115.8 GGGG
1153-02122 00000/0000 20011/0552 12/23/72 0 2124 7308S 08017E 29*3 73o7 GGGG
1153-C2125 00000/0000 20011/0553 12/23/72 20 2124 7418S 07718E 28.2 76.0 GGGG
1153-02131 00000/0000 20011/0554 12/23/72 20 2124 7926S 07351E 27.1 78.8 GGGG
1153-02134 00000/0000 20011/0555 12/23/72 40 2124 7630S 069 5 0E 26.0 82,2 PGGG
1153-02140 00000/0000 20011/0556 12/2P/72 30 2124 7740S 06530E 24,8 86.2 PGGG
1153-05062 00000/0000 20013/0059 12/23/72 70 2126 3729N o7609E 24.0 152.9 GPGG
1153-05073 00000/0000 20013/0060 12/23/72 30 2126 3311N 07448E 27.4 151.0 GGGG
1153-05080 00000/0000 20013/0061 12/23/72 50 2126 3145N 07423E 28.5 150.3 GGGG
1153=05082 00000/0000 20013/0062 12/23/72 30 2126 3 019N 07358E 297 149o6 GGGG
1153-05085 00000/0000 20013/0063 12/23/72 40 2126 2a53N 07334E 30.8 148.9 GGGG1153-05091 00000/O000 20013/0064 12/23/72 20 2126 2727N 07310E 31.8 148*2 GGGG
1153-05094 00000/0000 20013/0065 12/23/7? 10 2126 2601N 07246E 32*9 147*4 GPGG
1153-05100 00000/0000 20013/0066 12/23/72 10 2126 2434N o7223E 34*0 146.6 GGGG
1153-05103 00000/0000 20013/0067 12/2/72 0 2126 2308N 07200E 35*0 145,8 GGGG
1153=05105 00000/00O 20013/0068 12/23/72 0 2126 2142N 07137E 36.1 145.0 GPGG
1153-05112 00000/0000 20013/0069 12/23/7? 0 2126 2015N 07115E 37.1 144.1 GPGG
1153-05114 00000/0000 20013/0070 12/23/72 0 2126 1849N o7053E 38*1 143.2 GPGG
1153-05121 00000/0000 2o0013/071 12/21/72 30 2126 1722N 07031E 39.1 142.3 GPPG
1153-05123 00000/0000 20013/0072 12/23/72 40 2126 155N 07011E 4001 141.3 GPGG
1153-C5130 00000/0000 20013/0073 12/23/72 50 2126 1429N 06950E 41.1 140.3 GPGG
1153-05132 00000/0000 20013/0074 12/23/72 60 2126 1302N 06929E 42*0 139.3 GPGG
1153-05135 00000/0000 20013/0075 12/23/72 40 2126 1136N 06909E 4300 138.2 GOGG
1153-06505 00000/o0 20011/0557 12/23/72 20 2127 3 311N 04858E 27o4 151.0 GGGG
1153-06512 O000/0000 20011/0558 12/23/72 10 2127 3145N 04833E 28.5 150.3 GGGG
1153-u6514 -00000/0000 20011/0559 12/23/72 0 2127 30 19N 04807E 29*6 149*6 GGGG
1153-06521 00000/cc0C 20011/0560 12/23/72 0 2127 2953N 04743E 3097 148*9 GGGG
1153-06523 00000/0000 20011/0561 12/23/72 20 2127 2727N 04719E 3108 148.2 GGGG
1153-06530 00000/0000 200C11/0562 12/23/72 70 2127 2601N 04655E 32*9 147.4 GGGG
1153:06532 00000/0000 20011/0563 12/23/72 60 2127. 2434N 04633E 3400 146.6 GGGG
1153 06535 00000/0000 20011/0564 12/23/72 30 2127 2 3 0 8 N 04610E 35°0 145.8 GGGG
1153-06541 00000/0000 20011/0565 12/23/72 40 2127 2142N 04548E 36.1 145*0 GGGG
1153-06544 00000/0000 20011/0566 12/23/72 30 2127 2016N 04526E 37*1 144.1 GGGG
1153=06550 00000/0000 20011/0567 12/23/72 20 2127 1849N 0 4504E 38,1 143.2 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % 0..,..o,..°.  T8 100 a % CLBUD C VER- ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY o.o***,.,..*. BLANKS.BAND NET PRESENT/REQUESTEDO RmRECYCLED GaGqBD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE. P-P0BR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NbN-US PAGE 0401
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
8BSERVATIN MICRBFILM RBLL NB./ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN RBLL ACQUyRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1153-06553 00000/0000 20011/0568 12/23/72 10 2127 1722N 04443E 39.1 142.3 PPGG1153-06555 00000/0000 20011/0569 12/23/72 10 2127 1556N 04421E 40*1 141.3 PPGG
1153"06562 00000/0000 20011/0570 1P/2?/72 10 2127 1429N 04400E 41-1 140*3 PPGG1153-06564 00000/0000 20011/0571 12/23/72 10 2127 1303N 04339E 42.0 139.3 PPGG1153-06571 00000/0000 20011/0572 12/23/72 20 2127 1136N 04319E 43,0 138.2 GGG
1153-06573 00000/0000 20011/0573 12/23/72 10 2127 looqN 04259E 43*9 137o1 PGGG
1153-06580 00000/0000 20011/0574 12/23/72 0 2127 OR42N 04238E 44.8 135.9 GGGG
1153*06582 00000/0000 20011/0575 12/23/72 0 2127 0715N 04 218E 45:6 13497 GGGG1153-06585 0000oo/oo00 20011/0576 12/23/72 c 2127 0949 N 04157E 46.5 133.4 GGGG1153-06591 00000/0000 20011/0577 12/23/72 10 2127 0422N 04137E 47.3 132.1 GGGG1153-06594 00000/0000 20011/0578 1'2/23/72 10 2127 0255N 04118E 48.1 130.7 GGGG1153-07000 00000/0000 20011/0579 12/23/72 30 2127 0129N 04057E 48.8 129.3 GGGG
1153-07003 000O0/0000 20011/0580 12/23/72 20 2127 0002N 04037E 49.5 127.8 GGGG
1153-07005 00000/0000 20011/0581 12/23/72 50 2127 0124S 04017E 50*2 126.3 GGGG
1153-07012 00000/0000 20011/0582 12/23/72 70 2127 0;51S 03956E 5C09 124.7 GGGP
1153-07014 00000/0000 20011/0583 12/23/72 60 2127 0417S 03936E 51,5 123.1 PGGP1153-07021 00000/0000 20011/0584 12/23/72 50 2127 0543S 03915E 52.1 121.4 PGGG
1153o07023 00000/0000 20011/0585 12/23/72 60 2127 0711S 03854E 52*6 119*6 POGG
1153-07030 00000/0000 20011/0586 12/23/72 70 2127 0838S 03833E 53*1 117.8 GGPG
1153"O7032 00000/0000 20011/0587 12/23/72 80 2127 1004S 03813E 53*5 116.0 GGGG
1153-07035 00000/0000 20011/0588 12/23/72 70 2127 11i31S 0375 2E 53.9 114.1 PpPp1153"07041 00000/0000 20011/0589 12/23/72 90 2127 1258S 03731E 54.3 112.2 GGGG1153-07044 00000/0000 20011/0590 12/23/72 80 2127 1424S 03710E 54.6 110.3 PPGG
1153w07221 00000/0000 20013/0076 12/23/72 10 2127 7304S 00342E 29.4 73o5 PpPG
1153-07223 00000/0000 20013/0077 12/23/72 0 2127 7416S 00043E 28.3 75*7 GPGP
1153-07230 00000/0000 20013/0078 12/23/72 70 2127 7517S 00317w 97*2 78.5 GPGG
1153-12315 00000/000 20011/0591 1/23/72 80 2130 7308S 07353W 29o3 73.6 GGG1153"12322 00000/0000 20011/0592 12/23/72 100 2130 7414S 07726W 28o2 75.9 PGGG1153-12324 00000/0000 20011/0593 12/23/72 100 2130 7521S 08048W 27.1 78.6 GGGG
1153-12331 00000/0000 20011/0594 12/23/72 80 2130 7625S 08443W 26.0 82.0 GGOG1153-12333 00000/0000 20011/0595 12/23/72 70 2130 7725S 0 8917W 24.9 86.0 P GG
1153-13574 00000/0000 20011/0596 12/23/72 70 2131 1429S 06605W 54,6 110.2 GGGG
1153-13581 00000/0000 20011/0597 12/23/72 60 2131 155S 06626 54.8 108.2 PGGG
1153-13583 00000/0000 20011/0598 12/23/72 20 2131 1722S 06648W 55.0 106*2 GGGP
1153-17053 00000/0000 20011/0599 12/23/72 0 2133 5012N o993 9W 13.6 158.3 GGGG
1153-17121 00000/0000 20011/0600 12/23/72 0 2133 2722N 10734W 31.9 148.1 GGGG
1153-17123 00000/0000 20011/0601 12/23/72 10 2133 2556N 10757W 3299 147*3 GGGG
1153-17130 00000/0000 20011/0602 12/23/72 3 0 2133 2430N 10820W 3400 146.5 GGGG
1153-17132 00000/0000 20011/0603 12/23/72 40 2133 2303N 10842W 35.1 145*7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEp % ..oo......... 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............ BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOR,
16:4 MAR lls,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR N6N-uS PAGE 0402
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1153-17135 00000/0000 20011/0604 12/23/72 60 2133 2137N 10905W 36.1 14*9 GGGG
1153-17391 00000/0000 20011/0605 12/23/72 30 2133 6520S 13
9 41W 35.7 6608 GGGG
1153-17394 00000/0000 20011/0606 12/23/72 40 2133 6639S 14111W 34.7 67.3 GGGG
1153-17400 00000/000O 20011/0607 12/21/7? 70 2133 6759S 14250W 33.6 68.1 PGPG
1153-17403 00000/0000 20011/060A 12/23/72 60 2133 6917S 14440W 32*6 69*0 PPGG
1153-17405 00000/0000 20011/0609 12/23/72 60 2133 7034S 14
6 4 3W 31.5 70*3 PGGG
1153-17412 00000/0000 20011/0610 12/23/72 40 2133 7149S 14903 30*.4 71*8 GGGG
1153-17414 00000/0000 20011/0611 12/23/72 60 2133 7301S 151
41W 29,3 73.6 GGGG
1153-17421 00000/0000 20011/0612 12/23/72 60 2133 7412S 15439W 28*2 75.9 PGGG
1153-17423 00000/0000 20011/0613 12/23/72 40 2133 7521S 15806W 27*1 78.7 GGGG
115 -17430 00000/0000 20011/0614 12/23/72 60 2133 7625S 16202W 26*0 82.0 GGPG
115 18473 00000/0000 20011/0615 12/23/72 90 2134 5424N 12318W 101 160.3 GGGG
1153-18475 00000/0000 20011/0616 12/23/72 40 2134 5300N 12403W 113 159.6 GGGG
1153-18482 00000/0000 20011/0617 12/23/72 60 2134 5137N 12446W 12,4 159.0 GGGG
1153-18484 00000/000C 20011/0618 12/23/72 80 2134 5012N 12
5 27W 13.6 158.3 GGGG
1154-00165 00000/0000 20011/0619 12/24/72 70 2137 1308S 13919E 54*2 112.0 GGGG
1154-00172 00000/0000 20011/0620 12/24/72 70 2137 1434S 13857E 54.5 110o0 GGGG
1154-00174 00000/0000 20011/0621 12/24/72 60 2137 1600S 13 835E 54.8 108.1 GGGG
1154-00181 00000/0000 20011/0622 12/24/72 o 2137 1727S 13814E 55.0 106oI PGGP
1154-00183 00000/0000 20011/0623 12/24/72 o1 2137 1F54S 13753E 55.1 104oi PGGP
1154-00190 00000/0000 20011/0624 12/24/72 10 2137 2018S 13731E 55.2 102.1 PGGG
1154-00192 00000/0000 20011/0625 12/24/72 10 21:37 2143S 13709E 5502 100.1 GDGP
1154-00201 00000/0000 20011/0626 12/24/72 20 2137 2437S 13626E 55o1 96.1 GGGP
1154-00204 00000/0000 20011/0627 12/24/72 40 2137 2603S 13603E 55*0 9401 GGGP
1154"00210 00000/0000 20011/0628 12/24/72 30 2137 2730S 13539E 54.8 92.2 GGGP
1154-00213 00000/0000 20011/0629 12/24/72 30 2137 2855S 13514E 54.6 90.2 GGGG
1154-00215 00000/0000 20011/0630 12/24/7 20 2137 3p21S 13449E 54.3 88.4 GPGG
1154-00222 00000/0000 20011/0631 12/24/72 10 2137 3147S 13424E 54.0 86.6 GpGG
1154-01501 00000/0000 20011/0632 12/24/7? 40 2138 2138N 12146E 36l1 144.9 GGGG
1154-01503 00000/0000oo 20011/0633 12/24/72 20 2138 2nl3N 12124E 37o1 144,0 PGGP
1154-01510 00000/0000 20011/0634 12/24/72 10 2138 ig4
7 N 12103E 38.1 143.1 PGGP
1154-01512 00000/0000 2U011/0635 12/24/72 20 2138 1720N 12042E 39.1 142.2 PGPG
1154-01524 00000/0000 20011/0636 12/24/72 40 2138 1253N 11937E 42.1 139*1 GGGG
1154-01530 00000/0000 20011/0637 12/24/72 40 2138 1126N 11917E 43.0 138.0 GGGG
1154-01533 00000/C000 20011/0638 12/24/72 30 2138 0959N 11856E 4309 136.9 GGGG
1154-01535 C0000/000 20011/0639 12/24/72 20 2138 033N 11836E 44.8 135.7 GGGG
1154-01542 00000/0000 20011/0640 12/24/72 50 2138 0707N 11815E 45.7 134.4 GGGG
1154-01544 00000/0000 20011/0641 12/24/72 70 2138 04VnN 11755E 46*5 133*2 GGGG
1154"01551 OC000/0000 20011/0642 12/24/72 60 2138 0413N 11735E 47.3 131*8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % c.,.,...... 0 TO 100 0 % CLOUD C9VER. ** 
= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY A.....,...... BLkNKSBAND NOT PRFSNT/REQUESTEDo R=RECYCLED. G=GOBoD F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBOR,
16:44 "P 11js'74 STANnARD CATALG FeP NBN.US PAGE 0403: FR5" c7/21/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN "ICR~FILM RLL .9/ r T CLBUD 4RRIT PRI\ICIPAL PjINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID o!SITI'N IN ROLL AC TRED CRVER 'NUMbcR 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
1V MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1154-1553 o5o00/OOc 2( 011/0643 1/24/72 80 2138 047N 11714E 48.1 1305 GGGG
115 4 -0156C C0000/0000 20011/0644 12/P4/77 9C ?138 0120N 11653E 4Fo8 129.0 GGGG
11 5 4 -,-15 62 00000/0000 2,011/0645 1?/24/7? 90 2138 0 6S 11633E 49*5 127.6 GGGG
1154-01565 00000/0000 20011/0646 12/24/7? 90 2138 0!3?S 11612E 50°2 126*0 GGGG
1154-01571 OOCO/00C 2C,011/30647 12/?4/72 100 2138 0300S 11552E 50o9 12404 GGGG
1154-01574 000C/OCoC 2E011/064 1F?/*4/72 100 2138 0C26S 11532E 5105 122.8 GGGG
1154-1580C O~oo/o000 2o011/0649 12/24/7? 70 2138 0 53 11512E 5200 121*1 GGGG
1154-01583 C00000/000 2011/C650 12/P4/7; 50 2138 0719S 11451E 52.6 11904 GGGG
1154-1O585 CClo0/o '. 20011/0651 1P/24/72 70 2138 0A46S 11431E 53o1 117o6 GGGG
11 5 4 -0400 5 00000/0007 2u011/0652 12/24/7? 10 21?9 7152S 05627E 3094 71.8 - GGG
1154004012 00000/COC 20011/0653 12/P4/72 10 2139 7-06S 05350E 29.3 73.6 GGGG
1154-04014 00000/0000 20011/0654 12/24/7? 0 2139 7412S 05014E 28.2 7509 GGGG
1154-,04021 000/C000 2,011/0655 12/24/72 0 2139 719S 0 4654E 27o1 78.6 GGGP
1154-,40?3 OC00C/O00 20011/0
6 56 12/24/72 1C 21'9 7A23S 04300E 2600 81-9 GGGG
1154-04030 OCO/C0000/ 20011/0657 12/24/7? 20 2139 772 4S o3825E 249 
8599 GGGG
1154v05134 OuOCO/C00 2u011/0658 12/24/72 60 2140 3143N 07256E 28.5 150.2 GGGG
1154-05141 0COC/CO00Co 20011/0659 12/?4/7? 60 2140 3cnlN 07231E P9.6 14995 
GGGG
1154-05143 0000/0000 20011/0660 12/24/72 50 2140 2R5?N 07206E 307 148.8 GGGG
1154-0515C 000C/o0cC 20011/0661 12/24/72 50 2140 2726N 07142E 1.8 148o0 GGGG
1154-05152 COCO0/O00C 20011/0662 1/?24/72 60 2140 2601N 07119E 32o9 147o3 GGGG
1154-5155 00OO0/000 20011/0663 1/24/72 2 21  ?140 2434N 0 7056E 340 1465 GGGG
1154- 5161 00000/0000 20011/0664 12/24/72 20 2140 23 07N 07034E 3500 145o7 
GGGG
1154-05164 C0000/0000 20011/0665 12/24/72 10 2140 2140N 07012E 361o 144o9 GGGG
1154-05170 00000000 20011/0666 1?/24/7 10 2140 2014N 06950E 37.1 144.0 G3GG
1154-05173 00030/c000 20011/0667 12/24/7p 30 2140 1l47N 06
9 28E 38.1 143.1 GGGG
1154-05175 00000/0000 20011/0668 12/24/72 10 2140 1720N 06906E 39.1 142o2 GGGG
1154-C5182 COO0/CO00 20011/0669 1?/24/72 30 2140 1554N 0 6b45E 40.1 141.2 CGG
1154-5184 OOCO/looC 20011/0670 1?/24/72 20 2140 1428N 0 6823E 41*1 140.2 GGGG
1154-05191 OCOOC/0000 20011/0671 13/24/72 50 2140 1302N 06802E 4200 139.1 GGGG
1154-05193 00000/C0000 2011/0672 12/24/72 30 2140 1134N 0 6741E 42o9 138*1 GGG
1154-06581 00000/0000 20011/0673 12/24/72 90 2141 2727N 0 4554E 31.8 148.0 GGG
1154-06584 00000/0001 20011/0674 12/24/72 90 2141 2601N 04530E 3209 1473 GGG
1154-06590 O0000/0000 20011/0675 13/24/72 40 2141 24 35N 04507E 3400 146o5 GGGP
1154-06593 00000/0000 2C011/0676 12/24/72 60 2141 2309N 04445E 35.0 145k.7 PGPP
1154-06595 00000/00C00 20011/0677 12/24/72 10 2141 214oN 04423E 361o 144*8 GGGP
1154-07002 00000/COOc 20011/0678 1/P24/72 0 2141 2015N 04401E 37.1 144.0 GGGP
1154'07004 00000/CCOU 20011/C679 12/24/72 0 2141 1849N 0 4340E 38*1 143o1 GPPP
1154-07011 0COC0/OC 2 0011/0680 12/24/7P 10 2141 1722N 04 318E 39.1 142.2 
GGGG
1154-07013 000o0/000 20011/0681 12/24/7? 50 2141 lr55N C457E 40.1 141.2 G3GG
KEYS: ClLUD C'VEr % .o....... .. , 0 Te 100 r % CLeUD CVER. ., = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,.... .e...° 3LANKS=BAND NeT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, GSG6AD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PB5Ro
16:44 iAR 11'74 STANDARD CATAL G FOR NOeNUS PAGE 0404
FRsm 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN "!CRFILM R9LL 8"./ DATE CLOUD .RPIT PRINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PPSITISN IN R9LL ACrUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F I'1AGF ELEVo AZIMi RBV MSS
rbv MS LAT LUNG 123 45678
115407020 OC000/C000 20011/062 1'/?4/72 40 2141 1429N 04236E 4190 140.2 GCGG
1154-0.7022 o00oo00/COOC 211/0683  12/24/7? 0 2141 1301N 0 4215E 4290 139.1 GGGG
1154-07025 OCOc/coGo 20011/0684 1?/24/7? O 2141 1134N 0 4154E 42.9 138.1 GGGG11540n7031 0OCOO/OCO 20011/06 8 5 12/24/72 0 2141 1008N 0 4133E 43.8 136.9 G3GGG
1154037034 OC3000/CCO 22011/0686 1/24/72 30 2141 0941N 04 112E 44*7 135.7 GGGP1154*0 7C40 00000/CC0000 20011/0687 1?/24/7? 1 2141 0714N 04052E 45.6 134.5 GGGG
1154-07043 c00CCO/C00 C2011/0688 1?/P4/7? 20 2141 0548N 04031E 46*4 133.3 GGGG1154-07045 0000/CCOO 20013/0079 1?/?4/72 10 2141 0421N 04011E 47*2 131.9 GGGG
1154-07052 00000/0C00 20013/0080 1/P?4/7? 2C 2141 0?54N 03951E 48.0 130.6 G(GG
115407054 00000/OOO 20013/0081 12/24/7p 1. 2141 0128N 03930E 48.7 129*1 GGGG
1154-07061 00000/CCO 20013/0082 12/24/7P 20 2141 O001N 03910E 49.5 127.7 GGGG
1154-07063 00000/000 2C013/0083 1?/P4/72 40 2141 0126S 038 5 0E 50.1 126*1 GGGG
1154-07070 o000oo/OC 20013/0084 12/24/72 50 2141 053S 03829E 508 124.5 GGGG1154-07072 00000/COO0 20013/0085 12/24/72 40 2141 0419S 03809E 5194 122.9 GGGG
1154-07075 000C0/co00 22013/0086 12/24/72 50 2141 0545S 03748E 52.0 121.2 GGGG
1154-07081 00000/0000 2C011/0689 12/24/72 80 2141 0712S 03727E 5205 119.5 PPPG
115407084 00000/C000 20.11/0690 12/24/72 90 2141 0O40S 03706E 53.0 117.7 GPGG
1150407090 00000/0000 20011/0691 12/?4/72 90 2141 1007S 03646E 5394 115.9 GPPG
1154-37093 CO000/0000 20011/0692 12/'4/72 80 2141 1134S 03625E 53.8 114.0 GPPG
1154=07095 OC00O/000 20011/0693 12/24/7? 90 2141 1o01S 03605E 54.2 112.1 PPPG
1154-)7102 00000C/OC0 2.3011/0694 12/p4/70 80 2141 1429S o3544E 54o5 110.2 PPPP
1154-07104 00000/0000 20011/0695 12/24/72 80 2141 1I54S 03523E 54.7 108.2 GPGG
1154-o7111 00000/0;3C 20011/0696 12/24/72 60 2141 1719S 03 502E 54*9 106.2 GGGG115 4-07113 00000/000n 20011/0697 12/24/72 90 2141 1R48S 03440E 55.1 104.2 GppG1154*07120 003O00/000 20011/0698 12/24/72 80 2141 2-14S 03418E 55.2 102.2 PPPP
1154-07122 00000/0000 20011/0699 12/24/7? 80 2141 2141S 03357E 55.2 100.2 PPPG
1154-07125 00000/000C 2C011/0700 12/p4/72 80 2141 2107S 03335E 55o2 98.2 PGPG
1154-07131 O000/0000 20011/0701 12/24/72 50 2141 2433S 03312E 55.1 96.2 PPGG
1154-08370 0000/000CC 20013/0087 12/24/72 70 2142 4109N 02505E 19*4 155*2 GGGG
1154=08372 003000/o00 20013/0088 12/24/72 70 2142 414N 02433E 20.6 154.6 GGGG
1154-08443 - 00000/30o 20013/0089 12/24/7? 20 2142 1722N 01726E 39.1 142*1 GGGG
1154-09063 00o00/0000 20013/0090 12/24/72 100 2142 5R29S 00 615w 40o7 66.4 PGPG
1154-09070 00000/0000 20013/0091 12/24/72 100 2142 5951S 00714w 39.7 66.2 PPPP
1154-09072 00000/0000 20013/0092 12/24/72 100 2142 6j13S O0818w 38.7 66.1 PPPP
1154(09075 00000/0000 20013/0093 12/24/72 100 2142. 635S C0928W 37*7 66.2 GPpG
1154-u9081 00000/0000 20013/0094 12/24/7p 100 2142 6356S 01043W 16.7 66.5 PPPP
1154-09084 00000/C000 20013/0095 12/?4/72 100 2142 6923S 01141w 35.7 66.8 PGPP
1154-09090 00000/0000 20013/0096 12/24/72 100 2142 6643S 01310W 34.7 67.4 PGPG
1154-09093 OC000/000C 20013/0097 12/24/72 100 2142 6802S 01449W 33.6 68.1 PppP
KEYS: CLSUC CBvER % *..oo*..*.. .* 0 T8 100 = % CLBUD COVER9 ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .. ,,,,,,,,,..,, ~LANKSoBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED, R=RECYCLED. G=G5OD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PuP5R,
16:44 MAR 11i'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0405
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPIKCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIDN IN ROLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1154-09095 00000/0000 20013/0098 12/24/72 80 2142 6914S 01 7 07w 32*6 6991 PGPG
1154-09102 00000/0000 20013/0099 12/24/72 100 2142 7031S 01910W 31.5 70.3 PGPG
1154-09104 00000/0000 20013/0100 12/24/72 40 2142 7147S 02130W 30.4 71.8 PP P
1154-09111 00000/0000 20013/0101 12/24/72 90 2142 7300S 02409W 29.3 73.7 PPPP
1154-09113 00000/0000 20013/0102 12/24/7P 100 2142 7411S 02 707W 28.2 75*9 GpPG
1154-09120 00000/0000 20013/0103 12/24/72 100 2142 7519S 03031W 27*1 78*7 PGPP
1154*09122 00000/0000 20013/0104 12/24/72 90 2142 7623S 03429W 26.0 82.0 PPPP
1154-09125 00000/0000 20013/0105 12/24/72 20 2142 7734S 03 8 4 1w 24o9 86*0 PGPP
115 4 -1 4 20 5 00000/0000 20013/0106 12/24/72 90 2145 7303S 10135W 29*3 73.8 PPGG
1154*14212 00000/0000 2013/0107 12/24/7? 8c  2145 7414S 10432W 28.2 76.1 PGPP
1154014214 0000OO0/0000 20013/0108 12/24/72 90 2145 7522S 10758W 27.1 78*8 PGPP
1154-14221 00000/0000 .20013/0109 12/24/7? 80 2145 7627S 11 1 5 6w 25*9 82.2 PPGP
1154-15280 00000/0000 20011/0702 12/24/7P 70 2146 5010N 07516W 13.6 158.2 GGGG
1154-15380 00000/0000 20011/0703 12/24/72 50 2146 1549N 08611 40*1 141.1 GGGG
1154°15382 00000/0000 20011/0704 12/24/72 60 2146 1423N 0 8632W 41*1 140*1 GGGG
1154-15385 00000/0000 20011/0705 12/24/72 20 2146 1p5AN 08653w 4200 139.0 GGGG
1154-15391 00000/0000 20011/0706 12/24/72 20 2146 1130N 08 7 14 4#2.9 137.9 GGGG
1154-17175 00000/000 20011/0707 12/24/72 40 2147 2721N 10902W 31*9 147*9 GGGG
1154-17182 00000/0000 20011/0708 12/24/72 70 2147 2555N 10926 32*9 147v2 GGGG
1154-17184 00000/0000 20011/0709 12/24/72 60 2147 2 428N 10
9 48W 34-0 146.4 GGGG
1154-17191 OC000/0000 20011/0710 12/24/72 70 2147 2302N 11011w 35*0 145.6 GGGG
1154-19284 00000/0000 20013/0110 12/24/72 100 2148 6522S. 16 657W 35*6 66*9 PPPP
1154-19284 00000/0000 20013/0111 12/24/72 100 2148 6641S 16826W 34.6 67.5 PPPP
1154-19290 00000/0000 20013/0112 12/24/72 100 2148 68015 17006W 33.5 68.2 PPPG
1154-19293 OOO00/OOO 20013/0113 12/24/72 100 2148 69185S 17156W 32*5 69.2 GGPG
1154-19295 00000/0000 20013/0114 12/24/72 100 2148 7034S 17 4 0OW 31.4 70s4 PGPG
1154-19302 000d0/000 20013/0115 12/24/72 100 2148 7149S 17620W 30*3 71*9 PGPP
1154-1930 00000/o000 20013/0116 12/24/72 100 2148 7103S 17858W 2992 73*8 PPPP
1154-19311 00000/0000 20013/0117 12/24/7? 100 2148 7414S 17804E 28.2 76*1 PPPG
1154-19313 00000/0000 20013/0118 12/24/7? 100 2148 7522S 17438E 2790 78*9 PPPG
1154-19320 00000/0000 20013/0119 12/24/72 70 2148 7626S 17040E 25*9 82.2, PPPP
1154-19322 00000/0000 20013/0120 12/24/72 0 2148 7727S 16605E 24.8 86o2 PGPP
1155-00215 00000/0000 20013/0121 12/25/72 10 2151 1017S 13832E 53*4 115.6 GGGG
1155-00221 00000/0000 20013/0122 12/25/72 20 2151 1144S 13811E 53.8 113.8 GGGG
1155-00224 00000/0000 20013/0123 12/25/72 20 2151 1310S 13750E 54.1 111*9 GGGG
1155-00230 00000/0000 20013/0124 12/25/72 20 2151 14365 13729E 54*4 109*9 GGGG
1155-00244 00000/00 20011/0711 12/25/72 0 2151 2020S 13603E 55.1 102.0 PPPP
1155-00251 00000/0000 20011/0712 1?/25/72 0 2151 2149S 13541E 55.1 100.0 PPPG
1155-00253 00000/000 20011/0713 12/25/72 0 2151 23155 13519E 55*1 98.0 PPPP
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEP % .,............ 0 Te 100 %  CLOUD CoVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS=BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R*RECYCLED4 G=GDe0. FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PPoe8R
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR N5N.US PAGE 0406
FR8M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERvATIBN MICR8FILM ROLL NeD/ DATE CLBUD PRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITIBN I RBLL ACQUTED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIMo RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1155-00260 00000/0000 20011/0714 12/25/72 30 2151 2440S 13456E 5500 9600 GGPG
1155-00262 00o00/COC 20011/0715 12/25/72 50 2151 2606S 13433E 54o9 94ol GGGG
1155-00265 00000/0000 20011/0716 12/25/72 70 2151 27315 13410E 54o7 9202 GGGG
1155-01555 00000/OCOu 20013/0125 12/2/72 60 2152 
2 1 4 ?N 12023E 3600 144o8 GGGG
1155-01561 00000/0000 20013/0126 12/25/72 40 2152 2016N 12000E 37o0 143o9 G3GG
115 5 01564 00000/000u 20013/0127 12/25/72 10 2152 1R50N 11938E 3800 143o00 GGGG
1155-01570 00000/0000 20013/0128 12/25/72 10 2152 1724N 11916E 3900 142.1 GGGG
1155-01573 00000/0000 20013/0129 12/,/75 10 2152 1557N 11855E 40o0 14101 GGGG
1155-01575 00000/C00 20013/0130 12/25/72 10 2152 1430N 11834E 41o00 1401 GGGG
1155-01582 00000/0000 20013/0131 12/2c/72 20 2152 1302N 11813E 41o9 13901 GGGG
1155-01584 000OOo/o00 20013/0132 12/29/72 2c 2152 1135N 11753E 4209 13800 GGGG
1155-01591 00000/0000 20013/0133 12/25/72 20 2152 1010N 11732E 4308 136*8 GGGG
1155-05193 00000/00o00 20013/0134 12/25/72 30 2154 3145N 07131E 2805 150.0 GGGG
1155-05195 00000/0000 20013/0135 12/29/72 20 2154 30 1qN 07106E 29o6 149o4 GSGG
1155-05202 00000/0000 20011/0717 12/?5/7p 30 2154 2R53N 07042E 3007 148.6 GGG
1155-05204 00000/C00 20011/0718 12/25/72 60 2154 2727N 07018E 31o8 147o9 GGGG
1155-05211 00000/0000 20011/0719 12/25/72 60 2154 2602N 06955E 32*8 147.2 GGGG
1155-05213 00000/0000 20C11/072C 12/25/72 40 2154 2436N 06931E 3309 14604 PGGG
1155-05220 00000/0000 20011/0721 12/25/72 30 2154 2309N 06908E 3500 145e6 GGGG
1155-05222 00000/0000 20011/0722 12/25/72 50 2154 2143N 06845E 3600 14407 GGGG
1155-05225 00000/0000 20011/0723 1?/P5/72 40 2154 2015N 06824E 3700 14309 PGGG
1155"05231 00000/0000 20011/0724 12/25/72 40 2154 1R49N 06802E 3860 14300 GGPG
1155-05234 00000/0000 20011/0725 12/25/72 60 2154 1722N 06741E 39.0 142o0 GGGG
1155-05240 00000/0000 2U011/0726 12/25/72 70 2154 1556N 06719E 4000 1411 GGGG
1155,05243 00000/0000 20011/0727 12/25/72 60 2154 1429N 06658E 4160 140 1 GGGG
1155=05245 00000/0000 20011/0728 12/25/72 70 2154 1303N 06637E 4109 139o00 GGGG
1155-o5252 00000/0000 20011/0725 12/25/72 5C 2154 1i37N 06617E 42.8 13709 GGGG
1155"05254 00000/0000 20011/0730 12/25/72 50 2154 1010N 0 6557E 43.8 136.8 GPGG
1155-05502 00000/0000 20011/0731 12/25/72 80 2154 7258S 02606E 29.3 73.7 GGGG
1155-05504 00000/0000 20011/0732 12/25/72 70 2154 7409S 02308E 2802 76.0 GGGG
1155-05511 00000/0000 20011/0733 12/25/72 40 2154 7517S 0 1945E' 27o1 78.7 GGGG
1155-05513 00000/0000 2)011/0734 12/25/72 20 2154 7622S 01549E 2690 82o0 GGGG
1155-05520 00000/0000 20011/0735 12/25/72 60 2154 77335 0 1136E 24.9 86o0 GGGG
1155-05522 00000/0000 20011/0736 12/25/72 60 2154 7829S 00613E 23.8 90.7 GGGG
1155-07024 00000/0000 20011/0737 12/25/72 0 2155 3146N 04542E 28.5 1500o PGG
1155-07031 00000/0000 20011/0738 12/25/72 0 2155 3020N 04517E 29,6 14903 PSGG
1155-07033 00000/0000 20011/0739 12/25/72 0 2155 2854N 04453E 3007 148.6 PGGG
1155-07040 00000/0000 20011/0740 12/25/72 0 2155 2728N 04 429E 31.8 147.9 GGGG
1155-07042 00000/0000 20011/0741 12/25/72 20 2155 2602N 04405E 3208 147o2 GGGG
KEYSI CLBUD CBVER % ,*oo0eto000oooo 0 TB 100 m % CLBUD COVER ** NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEO
IMAGE UALVTY .ooooe.o..ooooo BLANKS=BAND NBT PRrSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDo G=GBBD, FaFAIR BUT USABLEo PoPSBRo
16'44 MAR 11o'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NON.US PAGE 0407
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BSERVATI~N MTCRBFILM ROLL '9o/ DATE CLOUD RRIT PRINCIPAL PfINT SUN SUN YMAGE QUALITY
XO POSITISN IN R6LL ACOUTREO COVER 'JUMBER RF IMAGE ELEVo AZIMo RBV MSS
REv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1155007045 0000C/0000 20011/0742 12/25/75 20 2155 2436N 04342E 33o9 14694 PGGG
115507o051 00000/0000 20011/0743 12/25/72 30 2155 2310N 04 3 20E 3500 14506 GGGG
1155007054 00000/0000 20011/0744 12/25/72 20 2155 2143N 04258E 36o0 144o7 PGGG
1155007060 00000/0000 20011/0745 12/,5/72 0 2155 2017N 04236E 3700 14309 PGGG
115507063 00000/0000 20 0 11/0746 12/PS/7? 10 2155 1R5oN 0 4214E 38o0 143o0 GGGG
1a55o07065 00000/0000 20011/0747 12/25/72 20 2155 1724N 04153E 3900 142o0 PGGG
1155007072 00000/0000 20011/0748 12/2/72 20 2155 1557N 04132E 4000 141.1 GGGG
1155-07074 00000/CC00 20011/0749 12/2/7?2 1 2155 1431N 04111E 4100 14001 GGGG
1155007081 00000/0000 2u011/0750 12/25/72 10 2155 1304N 04050E 41o9 13900 GGGG
1155007083 00000/0000 20011/0751 12/25/72 10 2155 11 3 7 N 04029E 42o8 13709 GGGG
1155o07090 00000/0000 20011/0752 12/PR/72 10 2155 1010N 04008E 43o7 13608 GGGG
115507092 00000/0000 20011/0753 1?/25/72 10 2155 0O43N 03948E 44.6 13506 OGG
1155-07095 000o0/0000 20011/0754 12/25/72 10 2155 c716N 0 3927E 45.5 1344 GPGG
1155007101 00000/0000 20011/0755 12/25/72 10 2155 0549N 03907E 46o3 13301 GGGG
1155-07104 00000/0000C 20011/0756 12/25/7?2 in 2155 0423N 03846E 4701 131o8 GGGG
1155007110 00000/0000 20011/0757 1?/P5/72 10 2155 0256N 03826E 4709 13005 GGGG
1155007113 00000/0000 20011/0758 12/25/72 10 2155 0130N 0 3805E 4807 129o0 GPGG
115507115 00000/0000 20011/0759 12,?5/72 40 2155 0o02N c3745E 49o4 127o6 PGGG
1155°07122 00300/0000 20011/0760 12/ /7/ 60 2155 0124S 03725E 50o0 126o0 PGGG
1155007124 00000/0000 20011/0761 12/2r/72 50 2155 OP50S 03705E 50o7 12405 PGGG
115507131 O0000000 20011/0762 12/2/72 30 2155 0417S 03644E 5103 122Q8 PGGG
1155o07133 00000/0000 20011/0763 12/25/72 30 2155 O-44S 03624E 51o9 12101 PGGG
1155-07140 00000/0000 20011/0764 12/2 /7p 20 2155 0711S 03603E 5204 11904 PGGG
1155=07142 00000/000o 20011/0765 12/?5/72 60 2155 0838S 03543E 52o9 11706 PGGG
1155o07145 00000/0000 20011/0766 12/~5/72 80 2155 1006S 03522E 5303 11508 PGGG
1155-07151 00o00/0000 20011/0767 12/25/72 90 2155 1132S 03b02E 53.7 114.0 PGGG
1155-07154 00000/0000 20011/0768 12/25/72 80 2155 1;59S 03441E 541o 11201 PGGG
115500 7 160 00000/000o 20011/0769 12/25/72 80 2155 1426S 03421E 5404 11001 UGGG
1155007163 00000/0000 20011/0770 12/25/72 70 2155 15peS 03400E 5406 10802 GGGG
1155007165 00000/O000 20011/0771 12/25/72 70 2155 1719S 03339E 54o8 106o2 GGGG
1155-08501 00000/0000 20011/0772 12/25/72 20 2156 1723N 01603E 3900 14210 GGGP
115 5o08503 00000/0000 20011/0773 12/25/72 20 2156 , 1557N 01541E 4000 141l1 GGGP
1155-08510 00000/0000 20011/0774 12/25/72 10 2156 1430N 01520E 4100 14001 GGPP
1155-08512 00000/0000 20011/0775 12/25/72 10 2156 's 1302N 01459E 41o9 1390 GPPG
1155008515 00000/0000 20011/0776 12/92/72 0 2156 ,1135N 01438E 4208 137o9 GpP
1155o08521 00300/0000 20011/0777 12/25/72 0 2156 1008N 01418E 43o7 136.8 GGPG
1155-08524 00000/OCOQ 20011/0778 12/25/72 0 2156 0P41N 01357E 44o6 135o6 GGGG
1155-08530 00000/0000 20011/0779 12/?5/72 10 2156 0714N 01337E 4595 134-4 GGGG
1155008533 00000/0000 20011/0780 12/1/72 30 2156 05 4 8N 01317E 46o3 13301 GPGG
KEYS: CLObD COVER % coo.ooo0ocoo; 0 TB 100 o % CLOUD COVERo ** a NO CLBU D DATA AVAILABLEo
IMAGE QUALITY oooooo0ooooo BLANKSaBAND NOT PRcSENT/REQUESTEDG RaRECYCLEDo GzGBPD F.FAIR BUT USABLEo PoPOWRo
16:44 MAR 11P'74 STANDARD CkTALBG FOR NON=US PAGE 0408
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFIL.M RgLL N\I./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN RHLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV# AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1155=10573 OC000/COOO 20011/0781 12/25/72 90 2157 6518S 03 9 14w 35.6 67.0 PGGG
1155010580 00000/C000 20011/0782 12/25/72 70 2157 6637S 04043W 346 67.5 GGGG
1155-10582 000O0/0000 20011/0783 12/25/72 70 2157 6756S 0 4223W 33*6 68*2 GGGG
1155-10585 00000/0000 20011./0784 12/9/72 70 2157 - 6914S 04 4 14W 32*5 69*2 PGGG
1155010591 00000/0000 20011/0785 12/25/72 90 2157 703oS 04618W 31.4 70.4 GGGG
1155010594 00000/0000 20011/0786 12/25/72 100 2157 71.46S 04839W 30*4 71*9 GGGG
1155-11000 CO00/CC00 20011/0787 12/25/72 10 2157 7259S 05 117W 29*3 73.8 GGGG
1155=11003 00000/0000 20011/0788 12/2?/72 100 2157 7409S 05 4 15W 28.2 76e0 GGGG
1155*11005 00000/0000 2C011/0789 12/25/72 100 2157 7518S 05739W 27.1 78*8 GGGG
1155,11012 00000/0000 2u01 1/0790 12/25/72 100 2157 7623S 06137W 2690 82.1 GGGG
1155=11014 00000/0000 20011/0791 1 /29/7 100C 2157 7724S 06608W 24-9 86.0 GPGP
1155-14102 00000/0000 2U011/0792 12/25/72 C 2159 1850S 07004W 54*9 104.1 GGGG
1155,14105 00000/0000 20011/0793 12/25/72 20 2159 2015S 07026W 55*0 102*1 GGGG
1155-15331 00000/000C 20011/0794 12/25/72 80 2160 51 3 6N 07558W 12.4 158.7 PPPP
1155-15334 00000/0000 20011/0795 12/25/72 70 2160 5011N 07639W 13*6 158*1 PGPG
1155-17163 00000/0000 20011/0796 12/25/72 30 2161 5136N 1014 9 W 12s4 158*7 GGGG
1155-17165 00000/0000 20011/0797 12/29/72 60 2161 5011N 10229W 13.6 158.1 PGGP
1155*17231 00000/O00 20011/0798 12/29/72 100 2161 2R47N 11002W 307 148.5 GGGG
1155-17233 00000/0C00 20011/0799 12/25/72 100 2161 2721N 11025W 31.8 147*8 GGGG
1155-17240 00000/0000 20011/0800 12/2F/72 100 2161 2 r55N 11048w 32.9 147.1 GGGG
1155-17242 00000/0000 20011/0801 12/25/72 100 2161 2429N 11112 33o9 146.3 GGGG
1155-17245 00000/0000 20011/0802 12/25/72 90 2161 2302N 11134W 35*0 145.5 GGGG
1155-17251 00000/0000 20011/0803 12/25/72 70 2161 2135N 11157W 36.0 144.6 GGGG
1155-17254 00000/C000 20011/0804 12/25/72 70 2161 2l00N 11219W 37.0 143.8 GGGG
1155-21171 00000/0000 20011/0805 12/25/72 70 2163 6924S 16541E 35.5 67.0 GGGG
1155-21174 00000/0000 20011/0806 12/25/72 80 2163 6643S 16412E 34*5 67.6 GGGP
1155-21180 00000/C00o 20011/0807 12/25/72 100 2163 680?S 16234E 33.4 68*4 GGGG
1155-21183 00000/0000 20011/0808 12/25/72 100 2163 6920S 16043E 32*4 69.3 GGGG
1155-21185 00000/0000 20011/0809 12/25/72 100 2163 70 36S 15839E 31*3 70o6 GGGG
1155-21192 00000/0000 20011/0810 12/25/72 100 2163 71525 15616E 30.2 72.1 GGGG
1155"21194 00000/0000 20011/0811 12/25/72 100 2163 73069 15334E 29*1 74.0 GGGG
1155-21201 00000/0000 20011/0812 12/25/72 100 2163 7417S 15032E 28*1 76.3 GGGG
1155-21203 00000/0000 20011/0813 1?/2972 100 2163 7524S 14707E 27.0 79.1 GGGG
1156"00332 00000/0000 20013/0136 12/26/7? 0 2165 3024S 13154E 54,1 88.5 GGGG
1156002090 00000/0000 20013/0137 12/26/72 60 2166. 04 14S 11245E 51.2 122*8 GGGG
1156"02093 00000/0000 20013/0138 12/26/72 10 2166 0540S i1224E 51,8 121*2 PGGG
1156-02270 00000/0000 20013/0139 12/26/72 80 2166 65155 08826E 35.6 67.0 PGGG
1156-02272 00000/0000 20013/0140 12/26/72 90 2166 6634S 08657E 34.6 67.5 PGGG
1156-02275 00000/0000 20013/0141 12/26/72 100 2166 6752S 08518E 33*6 68.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % o,*,,,,.ooo .. 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD COVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED; G=GOBBD F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P-POOR.
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0409
FRO M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD DRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER qF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1156-02281 00000/0000 20011/0814 12/26/72 100 2166 6909S 08327E 32*5 69.2 GGGG
1156-02284 00000/0000 20011/0815 12/26/72 100 2166 7026S 08123E 31.5 70*4 GGGG
1156w02290 00000/0000 20011/0816 12/2A/72 100 2166 7141S 07904E 30*4 71.9 GGGG
1156-02293 00000/0000 20011/0817 12/?2/72 100 2166 7254S 07627E 29*3 73.7 GGGG
1156-02295 00000/0000 20011/0818 12/26/72 100 2166 7406S 07330E 28.2 75*9 GGGG
1156-02302 00000/0000 20011/0819 12/26/72 100 2166 7514S 07011E 27*1 78*6 GGGG
1156-02304 00000/0000 20011/0820 12/26/72 100 2166 76 19S 06618E 26.0 81*9 GGGG
1156-02311 00000/0000 20011/0821 12/26/72 100 2166 7720S 06147E 24.9 85.8 PGGG1156-02313 00000/0000 20011/0822 12/26/72 100 2166 7827S 05643E 23.8 90.6 PGGG
1156-03445 00000/0000 20011/0823 12/26/72 100 2167 2147N 09309E 35s9 1447 G1156-03451 00000/0000 20011/0824 12/26/72 30 2167 2020N 09247E 3609 143.8 GGGG
1156-05251 00000/0000 20011/0825 12/26/72 70 2168 3150N 07007E 2894 150.0 GGGG
1156-05253 00000/0000 20011/0826 12/26/72 70 2168 3024N 06941E 29@5 149.3 GGGG
1156-05260 00000/0000 20011/0827 12/26/72 60 2168 2858N 06917E 30*6 148*6 GGGG
1156o05262 00000/0000 20011/0828 12/26/72 90 2168 2732N 06853E 31*7 147.8 GGGG
1156*05265 00000/0000 20011/0829 12/26/72 100 2168 26 05N 06829E 327 147.1 GGGG1156-05271 00000/0000 20011/0830 12/26/72 90 2168 2439N o6806E 33*8 146.3 GGGG1156-05274 00000/0000 20011/0831 12/26/72 50 2168 2313N 06743E 34.9 145.5 GGGG
1156"05280 00000/0000 20011/0832 12/26/72 20 2168 2146N 0 6721E 35.9 144*7 GGGG
1156005283 00000/0000 20011/0833 12/26/72 50 2168 2r19N 06659E 36'9 143.8 GGGG
1156w05285 00000/0000 20011/0834 12/26/72 60 2168 1852N 06638E 37.9 142*9 GGGG1156-0529E 00000/0000 20011/0835 12/26/72 30 2168 1726N 0 6616E 38*9 142.0 GGGG
1156-05294 00000/0000 20011/0836 12/26/72 50 2168 I400N 0655 4 E 39.9 141i 0 GGGG1156.05301 00000/0000 20011/0837 12/26/72 50 2168 14 34 N 06533E 40*9 140.0 GGGG1156.05303 O0000o/000 20011/0838 12/26/72 20 2168 1307N 06512E 41.8 139.0 GGGG1156-05310 00000/0000 20011/0839 12/26/72 50 2168 1141N o6451E 42.7 137.9 ppp
1156-05312 000dO/o000 20011/0840 12/26/72 60 2168 10 14N 06430E 43.6 136.7 GGGG
1156-07053 00000/0000 20011/0841 12/26/72 20 2169 4149N 04734E 20*5 154 4 GGGG
1156-07055 00000/0000 20011/0842 12/26/72 10 2169 4n24N 04704E 21.6 153.8 PGGG1156.07062 00000/0000 20011/0843 12/p6/72 0 2169 3R59N 04635E 22.8 153*2 GGGG
1156-07064 00000/0000 20011/0844 12/2?/72 10 2169 3 7 3 3N 04606E 23*9 152.6 GGGG1156.07071 00000/0000 20011/0845 12/26/72 C 2169 3607N 04538E 25*0 151.9 GGGG1156-07073 00000/0000 20011/0846 12/26/72 0 2169 3442N 04511E 26.2 151*3 GGGG
1156-07080 00000/0000 20011/0847 12/26/72 0 2169 3316N 04444E 27*3 150o6 GGGG
1156"07082 0000/0000 20011/0848 12/26/72 0 2169 3150N 04418E P8.4 149.9 GGGG
1156-07085 00000/0000 20011/0849 12/26/72 0 2169 3P24N 04353E 29*5 149.3 GGGG
1156-07091 00000/0000 20011/0850 12/26/72 0 2169 0258N 4329E 30.6 148.5 GGGG
1156-07094 00000/0000 20011/0851 12/26/72 10 2169 273?N 04305E 31.7 147.8 GGGG
1156-07100 00000/0000 20011/0852 12?/6/72 0 2169 2605N 04242E 32.7 147.1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % *.............. 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ............. BLANKSaBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED GaGBaD, FPFAIR BUT USABLE, PwPBOR,
16344 MAR 11P974 STANDARD CATALbG F8R NONoUS PAGE 0410
FRO' 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM R9LL 90/ DATE CLBUD !RBIT PFINCIPAL PUINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
D0 PeSITI9N IN RBLL AC~UTRED COVER NUMBE R IF IMAGE ELEVo AZIMo RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1156 07103 00000/0000 2U011/0853 12/26/72 0 2169 24 3 9N 04218E 3308 14603 GPGG
1156-0715 00000/0000 20011/0854 12/26/72 10 2169 2312N 04155E 34o9 145o5 GPGG
1156o0711 2  00000/0000 20011/0155 12/26/72 10 2169 2146N 04133E 3599 144o6 GGGG
1156107114 00000/0000 20011/0856 12/26/72 10 2169 2020N 0 4111E 36o9 143o8 GGGG
1156-07121 00000/0000 20011/0857 12/26/72 10 2169 185 4 N 04 050E 3709 14209 GGGG
1156-07123 00000/0000 20011/0E58 12/26/72 30 2169 172 7 N o4028E 38o9 142o00 GGG
115607130 000O0/0000 20011/0859 12/26/72 20 2169 1601N 04007E 3909 14100 GGGG
1156-07132 00000/C000 20011/0860 12/26/72 c1 2169 1435N 03946E 40o9 140o0 GGGG
1156-07135 00000/0000 20011/0861 12/26/72 10 2169 1309N 03925E 41o8 13809 GGG
1156-07141 00000/0000 20011/0862 12/26/7? 10 2169 1142N 03904E 42o7 13709 GGGG
1156007144 00000/0000 20011/0863 12/26/7P 10 2169 1016N 03843E 43o6 13607 GGGG
1$56-07150 00000/0000 20011/0864 12/26/72 10 2169 OR49N 03822E 4405 13506 GGGG
1156°07153 00000/0000 20011/0865 12/26/7 10 2169 0722N 03801E 4504 13403 GGGG
1156-07164 00000/0000 20011/0866 12/26/72 40 2169 0301N 03700E 47o8 130o4 GGGG
1156-07171 00000/0000 20011/0867 12/26/72 50 2169 0134N 03639E 48o5 129o0 GGGG
li56-07173 00000/0000 20011/0868 12/26/72 7C 2169 0007N 03 6 19E 49o2 12705 GGGG
156 07180 00000/0000 20011/0869 12/26/72 70 2169 0119S 03559E 49o9 126o0 GGGG
1156007182 00000/0000 20011/0870 12/26/72 70 2169 O046S 03539E 5006 124o4 GGGG
1156007185 OCOOO/0000 20011/0871 12/26/7? 60 2169 0414S 03519E 51o2 12208 GGGG
1186-07253 00000/000 20011/0872 12/26/72 80 2169 2720S 02932E 5406 9205 GGGG
U56-07255 00000/0000 20011/0873 12/26/72 50 2169 2847S 02908R 54o4 9006 GGGG
li5607262 00000/0000 20011/0874 12/26/72 80 2169 3013S 02844E 5401 8808 GGGG
1156007264 00000/0000 20011/0875 12/26/72 30 2169 3139S 02818E 53o8 8700 GGGG
1156-07271 00000/oo00 2011O/0876 12/26/72 50 2169 3303S 02752E 53o4 8502 GGGG
9156-07273 00000/0000 20011/0877 12/26/72 60 2169 3426S 02725E 53o0 8305 GGGG
1156-085 0 3 00000/0000 20011/0878 12/26/72 70 2170 3607N 01949E 2500 15109 PPPP
1156008505 00000/0000 20011/0879 12/26/72 80 2170 3441N 01922E 2602 151o3 GGGG
156-08562 00000/0000 20011/0880 12/26/72 l00 2170 1603N 014 16E 3909 14100 GGGG
1156o08564 00000/0000 20011/0881 12/26/72 100 2170 143 6 N 01355E 40o9 14000 PPGG
1156008571 00000/0000 20011/0882 12/26/72 90 2170 1309N 01335E 4108 13809 GGGG
1156O08573 00000/0000 20011/0883 12/26/72 90 2170 1142N 01314E 42o7 13708 GGGG
1156-08580 00000/0000 20011/0884 12/26/72 5c 2170 lnl5N 01253E 43o6 136o7 PGGG
8156c08582 00000/0000 20011/0885 1/26/272 10 2170 0948N 01232E 4405 13505 PGGG
1156-08585 00000/0000 20011/0886 12/2PA/72 10 2170 0720N 0 1212E 45-o 134o3 POGG
1156-09032 00000/0000 20011/0887 12/26/72 90 2170 034S 00828E 5208 11706 PGPP
1156009035 00000/0000 20011/0388 12/26/7 100 2170 10015 00808E 53o2 115o8 GGGG
1156-09041 00000/0000 20011/0889 12/26/72 40 2170 1128S 00747E 53o6 11400 GGPG
1156-09044 00000/0000 20011/0890 12/26/72 50 2170 1255S 00727E 5309 11201 GGGG
%156-09050 00000/0000 20011/0,91 12/26/72 90 2170 1422S 00705E 5402 11002 GGGG
KEYS8 CLBUD CBVER % 0o oo00000ooooo TR 100 c % CLBUD C9VERo ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLEo
IMAGE CUALITY Oooooooooooo RbLANKSBAND NOT PRSENT/RPEUESTEDo R=RECYCLEDo GaGBDo F=FAIR BUT USABLEo PoPBBRo
16:44 ;;A 11o'74 STAN7ARD CATALOU FPR NNouS PAGE 0411
FROM C7/2/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATI5N "ICP;FILM R_7LL \k9./ DATE CLOBD 9SRIT PPINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI9N IN R8LL AC0TCRED C8VER NUMBcR 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZTr, RBV MSS
PEv MSS LAT LtNG 123 45678
1156=12493 00000/Q000 20011/0892 lo/26/7? 20 2172 7411S 08136 2891 76o1 GGGG
1156-12495 o000C0/o00 20011/0893 12/26/72 80 2172 7519S 08459h 2700 78o8 PGGG
1156"12502 00000/0000 20011/0894 12/?A/ 7 2 70 2172 7(2?S C88 4 9W 25.9 82ol PGGG
1156012504 Ooo0000/OO 20011/0895 12/26A/72 60 2172 7721S 09320W 2408 86ol PGGG
1156014092 00000/0000 20011/0896 1?/PA72 20 2173 0422N 06557W 47o0 13106 PpPP
115614095 00000/O00O 20011/0897 12/P6/72 10 2173 0p55N 0 6618W 4708 130o3 PPPP
115614101 00000/0000 20011/0898 12/2A/7 2  20 2173 012qN 06638W 4805 12Fe9 PGPG
1156014104 00000/000o 20011/0899 1/?A/72 20 2173 OO01N 06658w 49o3 127o4 PGGP
1156-14160 O o10/000c 20011/0900 1?/26!72 7C 2173 1844S 07127w 5408 10401 GGGG
1156014163 000O/C000 20011/0901 1?/2/?A7 7c 2173 2n 1S 07149W 54o9 102a2 PPP
1156015374 00000/0000 20011/0902 1?/2A/72 0 2174 555?N o0707 8.8 160o7 GGGG
1156o15381 000o0/000o 20011/0903 1 AO/A/7P 0 2174 542IN 07555 10C 160o00 GGGG
1156015383 00000/0001 20C11/0904 1P/6/72 2174 50N 07640W 11-2 15903 G3GG
1156-15390 OC000/COCO 20011/0905 12/2/72 50 2174 5140' 07723w 12o4 158o7 PoPP
1156-15392 00000/0000 20011/0906 1?0'6/72 80 2174 506N 07804W 13o6 158o0 GPGG
1156-15472 C0000/00 2C011/0907 1?/P6/7! 30 2174 2308N 08709W 3409 145o4 GGGG
1156-15474 0C000/0000 20011/0908 12/2A/72 1o 2174 214"N 08732W 35o9 144o5 GGGG
1156015481 O00oo0/C00 20011/0909 12/26/72 30 2174 Pir15N 08 7 5 4w 3700 14307 GGGG
1156017201 00000/OO( 20011/0910 1?/26/72 o10 2175 5840N o9906W 6o5 16203 G G
115617203 OCooO/OoOS 20011/0911 12/26/72 10 2175 5716N 10002W 7o7 161o5 GGG
1156o1721C 00000/0000 20011/0912 12/26/72 10 2175 55 5 3 N 10054W 8o8 16007 GGGG
1156-17212 Oo000C/Co0 20011/0913 12/26/72 2o 2175 5 429N 10142W 1000 16000 GGGG
1156-17215 00000/C,00 20011/0914 12?/6/7? 60 2175 5?05N 10228W 11o2 159o3 GGGO
1156=17221 oooo0/ocoo 20011/0915 1?/26/72 4~ 2175 5141N 10312W 1204 158o6 GGGG
1156=17224 00000/0000 20011/0916 1/P2/72 10 2175 5017N 10354W 1306 1580 GGGG
1156-17285 00000/0000 20011/0917 12/26/72 10 2175 2853N 111270 3096 148o5 GGGG
1156-17292 00000/0000 20011/0912 12/26/72 10 2175 2727N 11151W 3107 147o7 GGGG
1156017294 0000/0000 20011/0919 12/?6/72 20 2175 2601N 11214W 32o0 14700 GGGG
1156-17585 00000/00CO 20011/0920 12/26/72 10 2175 7259S 15555W 9o2 7309 GGGG
1156-17592 00000/O00 20011/0921 12/?A/72 10 2175 7411S 15651W 281o 76o1 GGGG
1156-17594 00000/000 2-J011/0922 12/26/72 10 2175 7r18S 16212W 27o0 7809 GGGG
1156-18001 00000/0000 20011/0923 12/26/7 40 2175 7623S 16608w 2509 82o2 GGGG
1156-18003 00000/0000 20011/0924 12/26/72 70 2175 7724S 17039W 2408 86o1 GGGG
1156-2307C 00000/0000 2C015/0473 1?/P6/72 100 2178 6800S 13522E 33o4 6804 GOGG
1156023073 00000/0000 20015/0474 1 ,/PA/7 100 2178 6917S 13331E 3203 69o04 GGGG
1156023075 00000/0000 20015/0475 12/26/72 60 2178 7033S 13128E 31o3 7006 GGGG
1156-23082 00000/C0000 20015/0476 12/26/72 50 2178 7149S 12908E 3002 72o2 GGGG
1156-2 3 084 00000/0000 20015/0477 12/24/72 40 2178 73 03S 12629E 29ol 7400 GGGG
1156-23091 00000/0000 20015/0478 12/26/72 30 2178 7413S 12333E 2800 7603 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % 00000,0000oo000 0 TO 100 o % CLOUD CAVERo w*  NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE
IMAGE GUALITY oo0oooo o ... 0 BLANKSoBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLEDo G=GOBDo FoFAIR BUT USABLE. POPBRoR
16:44 MAR 11l'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0412
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICPFILM RMLL NAo/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P5SITI5N IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
RPV M;S LAT LONG 123 45678
1156-23o93 00000/0000 20015/0479 12/6/72 0 2178 75215 12007E 26o9 79.0 GGGG
1156-23100 00000/0000 20015/0480 12/26/72 0 2178 7625S 11608E 25.8 82.4 GGGG
1156-23102 00000/0000 20015/0481 1?/26/72 0 2178 7736S 11146E 2407 86v4 GGGG
1157-00325 00000/0000 20011/0925 12/P7/7p 20 2179 0843S 13606E 52p7 117*4 GGGG
1157"00331 00000/0000 20011/0926 1?/27/72 10 2179 1008S 13545E 53*2 115.6 GGGG
1157,00381 00000/COO 20011/0927 12/27/72 20 2179 2726S 13121E 5495 92.3 GGGG
1157-00384 00000/0000 20011/0928 12/27/72 10 2179 28535 13058E 54'3 90.4 GGGG
115730039c 00000/0000 20011/0929 12/27/72 1 2179 3019S 13034E 54.0 88*6 GGGG
1157*03492 0000/0000 20011/0930 12/27/72 10 2181 2603N o9251E 32*7 146.9 GGGG
1157-03494 00000/0000 20011/0931 12/P7/72 C 2181 2437N 09228E 33.8 146.1 GGGG
1157-03501 00000/0000 20011/0932 12/27/72 10 2181 2310N 09205E 34.9 145a3 GGGG
1157-o3503 00000/0000 20011/0933 12/27/72 10 2181 2143N 09144E 3509 144*5 GGGG
1157-04160 00000/0000 20011/0934 12/27/72 100 2181 6519S 06131E 35.5 67.1 GGGG
1157-04162 00000/0000 20011/0935 12/27/72 90 2181 6639S 06003E 34*5 67*7 GGGG
1157-04165 00000/0000 20011/0936 12/27/72 100 2181 6758S 05825E 33.5 68*4 GGGG
1157-04171 00000/0000 20011/0937 12/27/72 100 2181 6916S 05636E 32s4 69e3 GGGG
115704174 o0000/0000 20011/0938 12/27/72 100 2181 7033S 05434E 31o4 70o5 GGGG
1157-04180 00000/0000 20011/0939 12/27/72 100 2181 7149S 05216E 30*3 72*0 GGGG
1157=04183 o00000/000 20011/0940 12/P7/72 100 2181 7403S 04940E 29.2 73*9 GGGG
1157m04185 00000/0000 20011/0941 12/27/72 100 2181 74095 04604E 28.1 76.1 GGGG
1157-04192 00000/0000 20011/0942 12/27/72 100 2181 7516S 04244E 27*0 78*8 GGGG
1157-04194 o0000/o000 20011/0943 12/27/7? 100 2181 76205 03851E 25.9 82,1 GGGG
1157-04201 00000/0000 20011/0944 12/27/72 100 2181 7731S 03442E 2468 86.1 GGGG
1157-04203 00000/0000 20011/0945 12/27/72 100 2181 78285 02920E 23s7 90.8 GGGG
1157-05455 00000/0000 20011/0946 12/27/72 70 2182 2009S 05550E 54*8 102*2 GPGG
1157-05462 00000/0000 20011/0947 12/27/72 80 2182 2135S 05527E 54*9 100.2 GPGG
1157-07111 00C/00000 20011/0948 12/27/72 30 2183 414 N 04607E 2005 154.3 GGGG
1157-07114 00000/0000 20011/0949 12/27/72 C 2183 4023N 04537E 21*6 153.7 GGGG
1157-07120 00000/0000 20011/0950 1?/27/72 30 2183 3R57N 04508E 2208 153.0 GGGG
1157-37123 00000/0000 20011/0951 1?/27/72 40 2183 3731N 04439E 23.9 152*4 GGGG
1157-07125 -00000/0000 20011/0952 12/27/72 0 2183 3605N 04411E 25.1 151.8 GGPG
1157-07132 000O/OCO 20011/095 3  12/27/7 rC 2183 3440N 0 4344E 26.2 151.1 PPGP
1157-07141 00000/0000 20011/0954 12/27/72 0 2183 314 N 04251E 2804 14908 GGGG
1157-07143 00000/0000 20011/0955 1/27/72 0 2183 3022N 04226E 29m5 149.1 GPGP
1157o07150 00000/0000 20011/0956 12?iP772 60 2183. 2R56N 04200E 30.6 14884 PGGP
115707152 00000/0000 2C0011/095 7  12/27/72 40 2183 2730N C4136E 31.7 147.7 PGGG
1157-07155 00000/00OC 20011/0958 12/27/72 0 2183 2604N 04114E 3297 146.9 GGGG
1157-07161 00000/0000 20011/0959 12/7/72 C 2183 243AN 04051E 33o8 146.1 PGGP
1157-07164 OC000/0000 20011/0960 12/27/72 10 2183 2311N 04029E 34.9 145.3 GGG
KEYS: CLOUD COvEp % ,,,,,,,,..... 0 T 100 = % CLOUD CAVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY o..9o,.,..oq.. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRSFNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED. G=GMD,. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. PaPOOR
16:44 MAP 11s'74 STANDARD CATAL9G FeR NBN.US PAGE 0413
FROM 37/23/72 T@ 07/23/73
OBSERVATIeN MICReFILM RPLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PRIVCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITYID P5SITIN IN ROLL ACQUIRED C9VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
PBV MSS LAT L9NG 123 45678
115 7 07170 00000/0000 20011/0961 12/27/72 20 2183 2146N 04007E 35*9 144.5 GGGG1157-07173 00000/C000 20011,0962 12/27/72 40 2183 2020N 03945E 36.9 143.6 GGGG1157-"7175 c0000/c000 20011/0963 12/27/72 80 2183 1P53N 03923E 37.9 142.7 GGGG
1157"07182 00000/0000 2.011/0964 1?/27/72 90 2183 1724 N  0 3 902E 38*9 141.8 GGGG1157-07184 00000/0000 20011/0965 12/?7/72 40 2183 1557N 03841E 39.9 140*8 GGG1157-07191 0000/oo00 20011/0966 12/27/72 0 2183 1431N 03821E 40* 8  139*8 GrGG
1157-07193 00000/OC00 20011/0967 12/27/72 10 2183 106N 03800E 41.8 138.8 GGGG1157-07200 00000/000 20011/0968 12/27/7? 10 2183 11 3 9 N 03738E 42*7 137.7 ppPP1157-07202 00000/000c 20011/0969 12/27/72 10 2183 112N 0 3718E 43.6 136.6 GGGG1157-07205 00000/0000 20011/0970 12/27/72 30 2183 0845N 03 6 57E 44.5 135.4 GGGG1157-07211 00000/0000 20011/0971 1'/27/7? 50 2183 0718N 03636E 45P3 134.2 GGGG1157-07214 00000/0000 20011/0972 12/27/72 20 2183 0O51N 03616E 46.2 132*9 GGGG1157-07220 00000/000' 20011/0973 12/27/72 20 2183 0424N 0 3555E 47.0 131.6 GGGG1157-07223 00000/0000 20011/0974 12/27/72 10 2183 0' 5 7 N 03535E 47.7 130.2 GGGG1157-07225 00000/0000 20011/0975 12/27/72 10 2183 0131N 03515E 48.5 128.8 GGG1157-07291 00000/0000 20015/0482 12/27172 10 2183 2~1oS 03004E 54.8 102.2 GGGG1157-07293 00000/0000 2o015/0483 12/27/72 0 2183 2136S 02942E 54.9 100.2 GGGG
1157-07300 00000/0000 20015/0484 12/27/72 0 2183 2-01S 02920E 54.8 98.2 GGGG1157-07302 00000/000o 20015/0485 1'/27/72 10 2183 2427S 02856E 54.8 96.3 GGGG1157*07305 00000C/00 20015/0486 12/27/72 40 2183 2552S 02831E 54.7 94.3 GGGG1157-07311 00000/0000 20015/0487 12/27/72 60 2183 2718S 02807E 54.5 92.4 GGGG
1157-07314 00000/CC00 20015/0488 12/27/72 50 2183 2R45S 02743E 54.3 90.5 GGGG1157-07320 00000/0000 20015/0489 12/27/7? 0 2183 30115 02718E 54.0 88.7 GGGG1157"07323 00000/0000 20015/0490 12/27/72 0 2183 3137S 02653E 53.7 86.9 GGGG1157-07325 0'0000/000 20015/0491 12/27/72 10 2183 3303S 02628E 53*3 85.2 GGGG
1157-08543 00000/o000 20011/0976 12/27/72 40 2184 4147N 02020E 20*5 154.3 GGGG1157-09261 OU000/OCOO 20011/0977 12/27/72 70 2184 6634S 01745w 34.5 67.7 GGGG1157-09263 00000/0000 20011/0978 12/27/72 100 2184 675PS 01924W 33*4 68.4 GGGG
1157-09270 00000/0000 2(0011/0979 12/27/72 100 2184 6010S 02115W 32.4 69.4 GGGG
1157-09272 00000/0000 20011/0980 12/27/72 100 2184 7027S 02320W 31.3 70o6 GGGG1157-09275 00000/0000 20011/0981 12/27/72 90 2184 7143S 02539W 30*3 72.1 GGGG1157-09281 00000/0000 20011/0982 12/27/72 80 2184 7'57S 02 8 18w 29.2 73.9 GGGG1157-09284 00000/0000 20011/0983 12/27/72 60 2184 74085 03115W 28.1 76.1 GGGG1157-09293 00000/0000 20011/0984 12/27/72 50 2184 7621S 03829W 25.9 82.1 GGGG1157-09295 00000/0000 20011/0985 12/27/72 60 2184 7721S 04300W 24.8 86.1 GGGG
1157"09302 00000/0000 20011/0986 12?/27/72 70 2184 7828S 04807W 23.7 90.8 GGGG1157-14162 00000/OC00 20011/0987 12/27/72 60 2187 000ON 06823W 49.2 127.2 GGGG
1157-14165 00000/0000 20011/0988 12/27/72 60 2187 0127S o6843W 49.9 125.7 GGGG1157-14171 00000/0000 20011/0989 1P/27/72 40 2187 0253S 06903W 50*5 124*1 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVEp % ,........,, O Te 100 - % CLUD CaVER. ** = Ne CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUAL1TY o......,... LANKS.BAND NeT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLEDi G=G 5 MD , F=FAIR BUT USABLE* PIPBR,.
1144 MAR lIP974 STANDARO CTaLBG F8P NeN.US 
PAGE 0414
FM16 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICR9FILM ReLL ",No/ DATE CLUD ORBIT PPI\CIPAL PSINT SUN SUN YMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITTISN IN W8LL ACOUTPED COVER "JUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIMo 
RBV MSS
PFV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1157'14174 00000/G000 20011/0990 12/27/72 40o 2187 042)S 06923W 5101 122o5 
GGG
1157-14353 0000C0/000 2j011/0991 12/27/72 50 2187 6519S 09343W 3504 67o2 GGGG
1157-14360 00000/0000 20011/0992 12/27/72 60 2187 6638S o9
5 13W 34o4 6707 GGGG
1157-14362 00000/0000 20011/0993 12/27/72 80 2187 6758S 09653W 3304 68o5 
GGGG
1157-14365 00000/0000 20011/0994 12/27/72 60 2187 615S 09844W 3203 69o4 
GGGG
1157014371 00000/0000 20011/0995 1 /27/72 50 217 7030S 10047w 3103 70o7 GGGG
1157-14374 00000/C000 20011/0996 12/27/72 C 2187 7146S 10306W 3002 7?o2 GGGG
1157014380 00000/0000 2:0011/0997 12/27/72 0 2187 7300S 10544W 2901 74o0 GGGG
1157-14383 00000/0000 20011/0998 12/27/72 0 2187 74 125S 10841w 2800 7603 GGGG
1157-14385 00000/0000 20011,0999 12/27/7? 30 2187 7520S 11203w 2609 7900 GGGG
1157-14392 00000/oo0000 200111000. 12/27/72 20 2187 7624S 11600w 2508 82o4 PGGG
1157-14394 00000/0000 29011/1001 12/27/72 20 2187 77255 12035W 24o7 86o3 
PGGG
1157-15432 00000/000U 20011/'1002 12/27/7?2 1 2188 5551N 07634W 9o9 1606 GGGG
1157-15435 00000/0000 23011,'100
3  12/27/72 20 2188 5427N 07723W o10o 159o9 GGGG
1157-15441 00000/0000 20011/1004 12/27/7? 40 2188 53034 07808W 1102 15902 GGGG
1157o15444 00000/0000 20011/1005 12/27/72 30 2188 5j39N 07851W 12o4 158o5 GGGG
1157o15450 00000/0000 20011/1006 12/27/7? 30 2188 5015N 07932w 1306 157o9 GGGG
1157017282 00000/0000 20011/1007 12/27/72 1 2189 5015N 10519W 13o6 15709 
GGGG
1157-17344 00000/0000 20011,1008 12/27/72 100 2189 2i52N 11255W 3006 148o3 
GGGG
1157-17350 000O/0000 20011/1009 12/27/72 100 2189 2726N 11319W 3107 14706 GGGG
1157-17 53 00000/0000 20011/1010 12/27/7P 100 2189 2600N 11342W 3208 146o8 GGGG
1157019452 00000/0000 20011/101O 12/27/72 100 2190' 6F19S 17117W 3504 6702 GGGG
1157019455 00000/000 200,1/1012 12/27/72 100 2190 6638 17245W 34o4 67o8 GGGG
1157-19461 00000/000C 20011/1013 12/27/7 100 2190 
6 7 5 6S 17423W 3304 6805 GGGG
1157019464 00000/0000 20011/1014 12/27/72 100 2.190 6914S 17613w 3203 6905 GGGG
1157-19470 00000/0000 20011/,015 12/27/72 100 2190 7(32S 17816W 3102 7007 GG
1'97-19473 00000/0000 20011/1016 12/27/72 100 21Q0 7147S 17924E 30o2 7202 
PGGG
p957-19475 00000/0000 20011/1017 12/27/72 100 2190 79015 176 4 6E 29o1 7401 GGPG
1157-19482 00000/0000 20011/1018 12/27/7? 100 2190 74135 17348E 2800 7603 GGPG
1157-19484 00000/0000 20011/1019 12/27/72 100 2190 7=20S 17024E 2609 79o1 
GGPG
1157-19491 ,o0000/0000 20011/1020 12/27/7 100 2190 7625S 16626E 2508 8204 GOPG
1157-19493 00000/0000 20011/1021 12/27/72 8C 2190 7725S 16155E P4o7 86o4 PGPG
1'58o00390 00000/0000 20011/1022 12/28/72 40 2193 1013S 13417E 53ol 115o4 GGGG
1158-00392 00000/0000 20011/1023 12/?A/72 60 2193 1135S 13356E 53o5 11305 
GGGG
1158-00395 00000/000 20011/1024 12/28/72 60 2193 13055 13335E 5308 11107 GGGG
125800401 00000/0000 20011/1025 12/28/7P 30 2193 1a32S 13314E 5401 10907 
GGGG
1158000404 00000/C000 20011/1026 12/28/72 o 2193 105S 13253E 5403 10708 PGGG
1158000410 00000/0000 20011/1027 12/28/72 20 2193 1725S 13231E 5405 10509 
GGG
1158000415 00000/0000 20011/1028 12/28/72 , 2193 2,1IS 13148E 54o7 10109 
GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEP % oo0oo ooo 10 YT C % CL8UD C1VFRo O NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLEo
IMAGE QUAL17Y 0oooo.ooo oooo BLANKSDoAND YN T PrFSrNT/REGUESTEDo R=RFCYCLEDo G=GSADo F.FAIR BUT USABLEo POPB8Re
16:44 'A4 11,'74 STAN)ARD CATA4LG F9R NN.US PAGE 0415
FRiM 17/21/72 T9 07/23/73
QBSERVAT14TN "~Cr'FI.P . LL .9/ DATE CLOUD R9PIT PDI'JCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I P'SITI'-3 I i BLL AC jUT E CeVER IuMER ?F IiAGF ELEV ,  AZIo RBV "SS
v MS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1158-0042E oO000/ L0 2C011,/129 1?/?/72 , 2113 2145S 1312 6 E 54.8 99.9 G GG
1158-..24 CC2/O1i\/- 2L.c1/1030 12/?8/77 6b 2193 231'9 13104E 548o 98.0 GGG
1156-03431 OC. 3/ AO 2C011/1031 1R/ ? 72 6? 21 3  243RS 13041E 5407 96*0 UGGP
i15 8 "-0o33 0OIc.0 0 2.0011/1032 1 /72P 20 2103 20o3S 13018E 54o6 941 PGGG
115-55 ?Cac'C 2lr11/1033 1 7~/7, 90 2193 640"S 11233E 36-4 66c9 GGG
1158"d0551 OC30r/Cc, 2011/1034  1?/?R/7? 90 2103 652'S 1111E 35.3 67.3 GPGG
1158-00554 0030/,003 27011/1035 12/28/72 8 2193 64475 11005E 34o3 678 GGPP
1158-0056 0 CU3 10/CO 21 :11/103b 1/28/72 10C 2193 60R(S 10826E 33.3 68.6 PPGP
1158-'o03 0023"3/0Cc 2j11/1037 1?/,2/72 10O 2193 6924S i0635E 32.2 69.6 GPGG
1158-05'65 033 ,0/J0c 2L11/103 12/28/72 7r 2193 7o36S 10402E 31*2 7 0o. GPGP
1158-00572 3U3',O~/OU 2¢3111039 1I,/?872 60 2103 715,S to142E 30.1 72.3 PPGP
1158 -0574 C,0'C C b 2 '11/1040 1?/-8/7? 0 2193 7,05S 09901E p290 74.2 GPGP
1158 051 /0. 2 11/10 41 12/P/7- 21I3 7416S 0 9600E 2p79 7605 GPGP
1156053 00C00/700 20011/1042 12/PR/72 0 2193 727S 092 38E ?268 79*2 GGGP
1158-0590 Or3'/C'000 20011/1043 1P/r8g/7, 0 2103 7627S 08842E 25.7 82.6 GPGG
1158-J0592 C00C/CC 2C011/1044 C1?,/7P 0 2193 7728S 08407t 2406 86.6 GPGG
1158 02173 03000/oC, 2,.'1/1IO 4 5  12/28/72 40 ?194 Om5?N 11215E 4601 132*8 GGGG
115'8-218cL 00c/:0 2"011/0.6 1?/2p/72 30 2194 0426N 11155E 46-9 131.5 GGGG
1158"0355C 0 ...O 2 , 11/O47 12/2R/7P 1T 2195 2404 4. 09127E 327 146.8 G
1158-0 355 0 0/c, 0- 2,11i/108 1~I2/7 1 2195 24 3 PN 09104E 33-8 146.0 GGGG
1158-.3555 C o03C/ 0C 20C11/1049 12/ p/7P 1l 2195 2731N 09041E 34o8 145o2 GGGG
1158-6C 64 0~ 2,/aC"c 0 1,/1o05 12/P8/72 3: 2196 7'32S 02721E 31*3 70.6 GPPG
1158-'b6c 7  C(23 0/DcOc 2:011/105 1?/2/7' 5n 2196 7148S 0 5004E 3c02 72e1 GPPG
1158-073 O C00/ O0C 20011/1052 12/28/72 100 2196  7101S 02228E 29.1 7400 PPGP
1158- 6075 03C0/C',3 ' 01/1C5 3  12/PR/7 1C 2196 741;S 01930E 28*0 76.2 pppp
1158-06C82 oCoCC/iccO 2')11/1054 12/2/72 10 2196 7r23S 01605E 26.9 78.9 PPPG
1158-J60C4 003'CoiCoU 2.0C11/1055 12/28/72 100 216 7619S 01133E 25.8 82,2 PPPG
1158-360 1 *000C/onC 2 ,0 11/1056 1?/2R/72 100 2196 7730S 00732E 4.o7 86.1 PPPG
1158-7204 0C 0//COL, 2011/1057 1F/2P/72 70 2197 2R57N 04038E 3C*6 148.3 GGG
1158-07211 0000;/C00 0 111058 12/?/72 40 2197 2731N 04 01 4 E 31o6 147.5 GGGG
11 5 8-J7220 0C 00/O000 2c011/1059 1 ?/PR/72 30 2197 2439N 03927E 33.8 146.0 GGGG
1158-07222 000O/100 2-011/1060 1?/;R/72 30 2197 2312N 03905E 34.8 145.2 GGGG
1158-.7225 0O00/CCS 0 2l011/161 1?/2A/7? 60 2197 2146N 0 3842E 35*8 14493 GGGG
1158-07231 OC30/ C0 2&011/1062 1l/28/72 42 2197 2n2C\ 03820E 36.9 143.5 GGGG
11 5 80C7 234 :U3C0/000o 2 11/1063 1'/28/7# 6C 2197 P153N 03758E 3799 142*6 GGGP
1158-27240 00O/pC00 20n11/1064 12/2R/77 30 2197 1727N 03736E 389 141.6 GGGG
1158--,7243 0C:C/Coop 2211/1065 1?/PR/72 2 2197 1601N 0 3714E 39.8 14007 GGPG
1158-c7245 C00O/OCo01 201111066 1"/28/7P 2197 1434N 03653E 40.8 139e7 GGPG
1158-,7252 OCCO/CCCo 20Cll/1067 1?/28/72 20 2197 1308N 0 3632E 417 1386 GGPG
KEYS: LOUD CBVER n ........,o ,,  0 T9 100 = % CLHUD CQVER, ** = Nd CL6UD DATA AVAILABLE,
I-lAGE 4UALITY .,........,,. 9LANKSsBAND NOT PRFSFNT/RE0UESTED* R=RECYCLED. G=G5RDo FOFAIR BUT USABLE. PBPB9Ro
16:44 -'A 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG F9R NeNoUS PAGE 0416
FR5M 07/23/72 Tf 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN ITCFPFIl. RqLL N5./ OATE CLOUD SRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE GUALITY
I P6SITIN IN NBLL At UTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIV. RBV MSS
Rv MlS LAT LONG 123 45678
1158-,7254 Loo000o0C) 20011/106 12?R/7P 60 2197 1141N 03611E 42*6 137*5 GGGG
1158-;7261 0000C/OC0 20011/1069 12/28/72 60 2197 114+N 03551E 43o5 136.4 GGPG
1158-37263 000,/CCO,/ 2,011/1073 12/8/72 41 2197 0 47N 03
5 3CE 44%4 135.2 GGGG
1158-D727C 0 00 /003 2C0011/1071 12/ Q/72 20 2197 0720N 03510E 45%3 134.0 GGG
1158.27272 00 lO/CCo 2jo11/107? 1?/28/72 10 2197 C053N 03449E 4601 132.8 GGGG
1158-'7275 CCO00/CCC 2011/1073 12/28/72 10 2197 0426N 03429E 46o9 131.4 GGGG
115 8 o.72S. 000C0/00 2&11/1074 128/7? 2C 2197 0IOnt 03C'09E 47o7 130.1 GGGG
1158-'724 C0000/,3o 20011/175 1?/ 8/7? 2. 2197 0133N 03349E 48*4 128*7 GGGG
1158-0 7 290 OcO/COO co2 2,C11/1 7 1'/,8/7P 2C 2197 000 N 0333cE 49.1 127.2 GOGG
1158"07343 jOO.0/000. 20011/1077 1?2/ /7P 1 2197 1942S 02901E 54*6 104.1 PPPP
1158-07345 00000/0C0 0 2C011/1076 10/?,72 2197 2008S 02838E 54.7 102.1 PPPP
1158-07352 20(0/G000 r11/1C73 12/28/72 10 2197 21365 02816E 54*7 100.2 PPPP
1158-07354 OCO00/C00C 21011/10 8 0 1?/PP/7P 0 ?197 2303S 02752E 54*7 98.2 PPPP
1158-o7361 OC000/OC.0 20011/1081 1?/?8/7? 10 2197 2428S 02729E 54.7 96.2 ppPP
1158-07363 00090/00C 20011/1082 1?/P8/72 2 2197 255AS 02707E 54*5 94.3 pppp
1158-0737C O00CO/OCCO 20011/1083 12/?R/72 C 2197 2717S 02643E 54*4 9294 PPPP
1158-27372 o0CO/CO 2011/1c'84 1?/28/7 0 2197 2944S 0 2618E 54*1 90.5 PPPP
1158-07375 C0000/'0C 2011/1085 12/2'/71 C 2197 3 11S 0255 3 E 53,9 88.7 PPPP
1158-07381 0 0 0O/C,0 200111 86 12/28/7? 2197 3137S 02528E 53*6 86*9 PPPP
1158-07384 oC3o00/o00 20011/10 8 7  12'/2/72 20 2197 33015 0 2502E 53*2 85.2 PPP
1158-77390 00o0,/C0 2:o11/10 8 8  12/28/7P 30 2197 3427S 02436E 52.8 83.6 PPPP
1158e)73q3 QOuC0/0C 2-011/1C89 12/28/72 40 2197 3553S 02410E 52*3 82.0 PPPP
1158-L911C0 O0C O/Cc 20013/0142 12/ 8/72 90 2198 0426N 00839E 46,9 131.4 GGGG
1158-_9113 Co~CO/CCOl 2c 5 13/0143 12/28/7P 80 2198 0o59N 00819E 47.7 130.1 GGPG
1158-09115 CCO0o/CCOO 2'013/0144 12/8/7? 50 2198 013?N 00759E 48*4 128.7 GGGP
1158-11144 OOC 0/C- 0 2u013/C14 5  1P/28/72 7" 2199 65149 04331w 35,4 67*2 GGGG
1158-1115? OC0, 00/00 20013/0146 1 /28/72 3- ?199 6753S 0 4638W 33,4 68*5 GGGG
1158-1116C O00uCO/C0 2013/C14 7  1?/R8/72 10 2199 6911S 0 4829W 32*3 69.5 PGGG
1158-11162 000C0//001 213/'1 12/28/72 10 21 9 7275 05032w 31*2 70*7 GGGP
1158-11165 0000,/c0rC0 2013/C149 12/?8/72 4" 2199 7142S 05251V 30*2 72*2 GGGP
1158*15491 000 0/00 2 311/1090 12/28/7P 0 2202 5552N 07756w 8*9 160*5 PPPP
1158-15493 000 / CO 2011/1091 12/28/7? 13 2202 5429N 07844W 10.1 159.8 GPPP
1158-15500 0 00/00C 23 11/1092 12/28/72 1 22:02 5 04N 07930W 11.2 159.1 PGPP
1158-15502 0CO/OC(0 2'Cl1/1093 12/P/7p 20 2202 5140N 0 8013W 12*4 158.4 GPP
1158-15505 00000/CO0) 2-.11/1094 12/28/7? 3c 2202 5,15N 08055w 13.6 157.8 GGPG
1158-16252 OO0CO/COOC 2011/1095 12/28/72 9r 22c2 6756S 12406W 33'3 68.6 GGGG
1158-16255 Oo0o/o.CC 20011/1096 12/28/7P 90 2202 6914S 12555W 322 69.5 GGGG
1158-16261 00000/0000 20011/1097 1?/?8/72 90 2202 703?S 12 7 56w 31.2 70.8 GGGG
1158-16264 OO 002/000 20011/1098 1?/?8/7? 10 22i2 714S ' 13014w 30.1 72.3 GGGG
KEYS; C U0 CBvER n o,°,o*oo,*,, a TO 10C = % CLOUD CAVERo ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
iMAGE 'uaLIT ,ooY,... .. o, BLANKSoBAND NIOT PREScNT/RErUESTED. RRECYCLED. G=GO5D. FaFAIR BUT USABLE, PP8OR.
16:44 mAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NeN-US PAGE 0417FROM 27/21/72 Te r7/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM R9LL "4,/ DATE CLOUD 9R9IT PoIVCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYID PqSITI5N IN ROLL AC UTRED COVER NUMBER 4F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV M SS
RMV M3S LAT LONG 123 45678
1158-16270 00000/0000 2 )011/1099 1?/28/72 100 22.2 7 300S 13251W 29.0 74*1 GGGG
1158-16273 00OCO/000( 2C011/1100 12/?R/7 90 2202 74119 13549W 27.9 7664 GGGG1158-16275 00000/0000 20011/1101 1/PR/72 50 ?2n2 7=19S 13914h 26.9 79*1 GGGG1158-16282 0000/o000 20011/1102 13/?R/72 1: 2202 7624S 14313W 25.8 82.4 GGG1158-16284 0000/000 20j11/1103 1'/28/72 20 722 77245 14746 ? 24.6 86.4 GGG
1158-21342 0000oo/000 20011/1104 1?/?8/7P 90 2205 6:2,S 16130E 3.3 67*3 GGGG1158-21345 0000/C0000 200111105 12/2;/7? 10 2205 664rS 16001E 34*3 67*9 GGPG1158-21351 00000/0000 20011/1106 1?/28/7p 9 0 2205 6759S 15823E 33*2 68.6 GGGG1158"21354 OCOo/OC0C' 20011/1107 12/2R/72 100 2205 6017S 15632E 322 69*6 GGGG1158.21360 00000/000 2o01111108 12/28/72 3c0 2205 7q33S 15429E 31*1 70*8 GGPG1158-21363 0OOO/00 20011/1109 12/Pg/72 ; 2205 7t48S 15208E 30.0 72*4 GGGG1158-21365 OCO00/OOO, 2'.11/111 1 ?205 730PS 14929E 290G 74~2 GGGG1158-21372 00000/000) 20011/1111 12/?R/72 0 2205 7413S 14631E 27.9 76.5 GPGP1158-21374 0000/0OO 20011/1112 1/2n/7I C 2205 7522S 14308E 26.8 79.3 GGGP
1158-21381 00000/0000 20011/1113 1?28/77 0 ?205 7626S 13910E 25*7 82.6 PGGP1158-21383 0CC00/o00 2o011/1114 12/?8/72 0 2205 7727S 13436E 24.6 86.6 PPpp1158-23192 00000/0000 2o011/1115 12/28/7' 100 2206 7r35S 12630E 31.1 70*9 GGGG
1158-23194 OCO00/000 20011/1115 12/28/72 100 2206 7f50S 12610E 30.0 72.4 GGGG1158-23201 O0000/CO 00 20011/1117 1'/?8/72 100 2206 73035 12331E 29.C 74.3 GGGG1158-23203 00000/000 20011/1110 12/28/72 100 2206 7414S 12032E 27.9 76*5 GGGG1158-23210 0010/0C)c 20011/1119 12/28/72 I00 22o6 75225 11709E 26,8 79*3 GGG1158-23212 C00O/Cr000 20011/1120 l?/2R/72 100 2206 7626S 11313E 25.7 82.6 PGGG
1158-23215 00000/0000 20011/1121 12/28/72 100 2206 7727S 10841E 24.6 86.6 PPGG1159-00280 00000/0 C 20011/1122 12/2q/72 20 2207 4721N 14842E 16*C 156*4 GGGG1159-00282 00000/CC0, 20011/1123 12/29/72 3? 2207 4556N 14807E 17*2 15598 GGGG1159-00285 00000/0000 20011/1124 12 /9/77 60 22n7 4431N 14732E 18.3 155.2 GGGG1159-00291 00000/0000 20011/1125 12/2~/72 100 220 7  4206N 14700E 19*5 154.6 61159-00294 00000/0000 20011/1126 12/?9/7? 90 2207 4140N 14628E 20.6 15460 GGGG11 5 9-00300 00000CO/00 20011/1127 12/29/72 90 2207 4 14N 14558E 218 1534 GG11 5 9 -00303 0000/000 20011/1128 121?9172 70 2207 3949N 14529E 229 152.8 GGGG1159"00305 00000/0000 20011/1129 12/29/72 6 0 2207 3723N 14500E 24.0 152.1. GGGG1159-00312 00000/000 20011/1130 12/29/72 70 2207 3557N 14432E 25*1 151.5 GGGG1159-00314 00000/0000 2,011/1131 12/29/72 80 2207 3431N 14405E 26.3 150.8 GGPG1159-00321 00000/0000 20011/1132 12/29/72 80 2207 3;06N 14339E 27.4 150.2 GGGG1159-00441 00000/0000 2C011/1133 12/29/72 40 2207 O045S 13313E 52.6 117*1 GGGG1159-00444 00000/0000 20011/1134 12/29/72 30 2207 1011S 13252E 53,0 115.3 GGGG1159-02232 00000000/0000 20011/1135 12/29/72 20 2208 0O52N 11048E 46.1 132*6 GGGG1159-02234 00000/000 2]011/1136 12/29/72 20 2208 0424N 11028E 46.9 131.3 GGGG1159-02475 00000/0000 20011/1137 12/?9/72 100 2208 7622S 06153E 25.7 82.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVE ? .**,..o...,.. 0 Te 100 a % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVATLABLE.I'AGE CUALITY ,,...*..,*..... ELANKS=BAND NET PRFSrNT/RECUESTED, R=RECYCLED* G=GBRD* FwFAIR BUT USABLE. pwPBR.
16Z44 MAP 11i' 7 * STANDARD CATALOG FOR N5NoUS 
PAGE 0418
F95M 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
eBSERVAl, N vCpFIM R LL mS.o/ CATE CLBUD RBIT P INCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P9SITIN I
1 ROLL ACCUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZI, o RBV MSS
v mSS LAT LNG 123 45678
115902482 000o0/000o 20011/1138 12/P9/72 100 2208 7723S 05722E 24"6 
86o3 PGGG
1159-=4C5 00000/000c 2 011/1139 12/29/77 10 2195 2542N 0 8954E 3300 146o4 GGGG
1159-4011 00000/0002 2-)011/1140 12/29/72 0 2195 2416N 08931E 3400 14506 GGGG
11590401 CCOoo00/000 2 011/1141 12?9/72 C 2195 225GN 08908E 35o1 144o8 GGGG
1159=05424 GU000/C000 20011/1142 1?/29/72 0 2210 3921N 0 6522E 2905 148o8 GGGG
115905431 00000/0000 20011/11 4 3  12/29/72 ( 2210 2P55N 0 6E58E 1006 148o1 GGGG
1159-5433 C0000/O000 20011/1144 1?/29/72 0 2210 272QN 064 3 4E 3107 14704 GGGG
1159005440 00000/0000 20011/1145 12/29/7P 0 2210 0 6410E 3o7 146o6 GGGG
1159-C.726 3  O00COO/C00 200114/116 12/29/7? 100 2211 2955N 
03910E 30o6 148ol G
1159-07265 0000/000U 2c011/1147 12/29/7P 60 2211 2729N 0386E 31o7 147o4 GGGG
1159=07272 00000/0000 20011/1148 12/29/72 10 2211 2A03N 0 3 822E 33?7 146o6 GGGG
1159037274 00000/0000 2C0011/1149 12/P9/7 0 2211 2437N 0 3759E 33o8 145o8 GGGG
1159007281 0O000/C0C 2C011/115C 12/29/72 10 2211 23 10N 03736E 3408 145o0 GGGG
1159-07283 00000/0000 20011/1151 12/29/72 10 2211 21
4 3 N 03713E 35o8 144o2 GGGG
1159-07290 00000/0000 20011/1152 12/29/72 10 2211 2016N 03651E 3609 143o3 GGGG
1159-07292 00000/0000 20011/1153 12/9/72 10 2211 1829N 03630E 37o9 142o4 GGGG
1159-07295 O.0O00/0000 20011/1154 12/29/72 I 2211 1723N 
03608E 38.9 141o5 GGGG
1159097301 0000/000CC 20011/1155 12/29/72 lo 2211 157N 
03547E 3908 14005 GGG
1159=07304 00000/0000 20011/1156 12/29/72 0 2211 1431N 
03525E 4 5ob 139o5 GGGG
1159-,37310 00000/0000 2C011/1157 12/29/72 0 2211 1305N 0
3504E 41o7 138o4 GGGG
1159=07313 00000/0000 20011/1158 12/29/72 20 2211 1138N 
03443E 42o6 13704 GGGG
1159-37315 00000/0000 20011,1159 12/29/72 20 2211 l012l 
03422E 43o5 136o2 GGGG
1159-37321 00000/OCO 20011/1160 12/29/72 10 2211 046N 
03401E 44o4 13501 GGGG
1159=07324 00000/00'0 20011/1161 12/29/7? 20 2211 0710N 
o3341E 45o2 133o8 GGGG
1159-07331 0000/CC00 20011/1162 12/29/7? 70 2211 055N 0
3321E 48691 132o6 GGGG
1159=07333 00000/0000 2,011/1163 12/29/72 80 2211 0424N 
03302E 4608 131o3 GGGG
1159-07340 00000/000 2u011111.6 12/29/72 30 2211 0?57N 
03242E 4976 129o9 GGGG
1159-0732 00000/000 2C011/1.65 1/P29/72 2C 2211 0131N 
03222E 48o3 128o5 GGGG
115 9 -07 3 45  00000/0000 20011/1'66 12/?9/72 9c 2211 O0O4N 0
3202E 4901 127o0 GGGG
1159-07351 000o0003 011/1.67 1?/?9/7 9c 2211 C123S 0
3142E 49o7 1255 GGG
115907354, 00000/c000 20011/1:16 12/29/72 90 2211 0251S 0
3122E 5004 12309 GGGG
1159-07360 0000C/000 20011/1169 12/29/72 100 2211 04 17S 
03102E 5190 12203 GGGG
1159-07363 00000/0000 20011/1170 12/29/7? 100 2211 0543S 
03041E 51o5 120o6 GGGG
1159-07365 00000/0000 20011/1171 12/29/7P 70 2211 C91rS 
03021E 5200 11809 GGGG
1159-u7372 O0000/0003 20011/1172 1?/29/7? 4r 2211 OR37S 
03000E 52-5 117o2 GGG
1159-o7374 00000/oo0o 20011/1173 12/?9/7p 40 2211 1004S 
02939E 52o9 115o4 GGGG
1159-07381 00000/0000 20011/1174 1?2/9/7? 2o 2211 1131S 02918E 53o3 113o5 GGGG
1159-U7383 00000/0000 20011/1175 12/29/72 10 2211 9151S o0857E 53o7 11o7 GGGG
1159-073 90 00000/000i 29011/1176 12/29/72 2' 2211 1424S 
028 3 6E 5309 10908 GGGG
KEYS: CLL[ C E *% .0oooooo0-o.o.. 0 TO 100 % CLBUD CVFR S ** n NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEo
IMAGE OUALITY o ooo00o0 LAN E AN NOT PRrSFNT/RECUESTEDo R RECYCLED. 
GvG4pD. F.FAIR BUT USABLEo PoPBBOa
It,-4 :AR 11, 74 ;TANI'ARD CATALeG FeP NN'US pAGE 0419
FRtM .7/2m/72 TO 07/23/73
B9SERVATIN ':lC -FI RLL 'I./ 0ATC CL9UD "RPIT PPI.'CIPAL PNINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID P SITI IN KRL.L AC(fTPEL)D CVER UMB R 9F I'AGF ELEV. AZI~M RBV MSS
v 1sS LAT LONG 123 45678
11597392 00'' 201111177 1P/2/7 21: 2211 1;50,S 0?2814E 542 107.8 GGGG
1159--7397 0 2. 11/1178 1/9/72 1
"  ?2211 1717S 02753E 54.4 1059 GGGG
1159-,740! 00 /. 2C11/1179 12/29/72 C 2211 194PS 02731E 54b5 103,9 GGGG
1159"17404 02/0 C  ~ .11/1180 12/9/77 1
"  2211 2PnOrS 02709E 54'6 102.0 GGGG
1159-07410 0C,3)/0001 2 /11/1181 12'/29/7? In 2211 2134S 02647L 54.6 100.0 GGGG
1159-7, ' 000o, o0 20j I /118? ?/?9/72 2211 243nS 02601E 54*5 96.1 GGGG
1159*-7422 Ot 0/00 0 2011118 1 7 2211 2956S 025 3 7E 54*4 94.2 GGGG
1159-!07424 ,O00 ,O/. "; 2;._11/118 4  12/2P/72 rC 2211 2723S 02514E 54*2 92.3 GGGG
1159-07431 0...O /. 2 ,11/1185 12/29/72 20 2211 294FS 02450E 54.0 90,5 GGGG
1159-.%7433 GCC /9, 20 /1186 1?/29/72 221.1 3r45 0 2426E 53.7 88*7 GGGG
1159-744C jCi 3/0000 2 011/1187 1?/ 9/7? 2C' 2211 3140S 02401E 5364 86.9 GGGG
1159-)7442 7C C/OO 2011118 1 ?i0/72 2 2211 330S 02336E 3.0 85.2 GGGG
1159-37445 21 9 72 7 2211 3432S 02310E 52*6 83.5 GGGG
1159- 7563 3 n,,/r .. 2011/1 190 1?/29/72 10O ?211 7!57S 00524v, 29*0 74.1 GGGG
1159-07565 000Z0/OC,. 2, 11/1191 12/?9/72 10 2211 740qS 00C24 27*9 76.4 GGGG
1159-.7572 000jo/0c'D 21I I/1192 12/Pq/72 100 2211 7518S o1144u 26.8 79.1 GGGG
1159-07 574 0 3/00 2 011/1193 12/?9/7 100 2211 7(22S 015374 25*7 82*4 GGGG
1159",.7581 '00C C 'C 20111194 12/29/72 1C 2211 7722S 020084 2466 86,3 GGGG
1159-'9130 C0/,3'3C 2', 11/1195 12/79/72 3, 2212 1723N 01019E 3899 141.5 GGGG
1 1 5 9- 9133 r~ 0 r0/ 2 011/1196 12/?9/72 2r 2212 157, 0 0958E 39.8 140o5 GGGG
1159" '91 3 5 C ", /000 20O11/1197 12/29/7' 1 2212 14 3 1N 00937E 4008 139.5 GGGG
1159-09142 00120/000: 2C11/1198 19/29/72 lI  2212 1304N 00916E 4197 138,4 GGGG
1159-,9144 C / ,; 011/1199 1/P9/77 r 2212 1139N 00855E 42.6 137.3 GGGG
1159-')9151 0000/Cr03'0 2011/1200 1?/29/72 10 2212 irllN 00834E 43.5 136.2 GGGG
1159- 9 1 5 3 0C 
/  .C 'r 2% 011/12C01 12/21/7 20 2212 0 9 4 4 N 00814E 44.4 135.0 GGGG
1159-091C C003/OCO' 2J011/1202 13/P9/72 2e 2212 0716N 00754E 45.2 133.8 GGGG
1159- 0 9162 0 c00,0/OC 2:011/1203 1-/29/72 20 2212 O5z5N 00734E 46.1 132.6 GGGG
1159"C9165 0.000/r0 2011/1204 1 0/29/72 20 2212 0423N 0 0 714E 46*8 131*2 GGGG
1159-C9171 L00)0/ 00C 2'11/1205 13/29/72 1 2212 C? 5 7N OC653E 47*6 129.9 GGGG
1159-9174 000,00/Or00 2 011/1206 1/29?/72 20 2212 0i20N 00633E 48.3 128.5 GGGG
1159-10544 0C /0r000 2 011/1207 1//72 0 2213 230 9 N O1401 34.8 145.0 PGGG
1159-10550 OC3c/>cO0 2?111/1208 1 /9/72 C 2213 2142N 01423W 35*9 144*1 GGGG
1159-13r34 0. 0/C 00i 2 011/1209 1?/9/7D 6) 2214 6520S 07054W 35.2 674 GGGG
1159-13041 00 C/O000 2C011/1210 1?/29/72 60 2214 6639S 07223V 34.2 67.9 GGGG
1159-19:043 C500/OC0. 20011/1211 12/29/7? 70 2214 6757S 07
4 02w 33*2 68*7 GGGG
1159-13050 O0/0000 2 011/1212 12/29/72 60 2214 6915S 07554V 32*1 69.7 GGGG
1159-13052 0C000/Cu' 2 011/1213 12/29/72 6 2?214 7032S 07759k 31o1 70C9 GGGG
1159-15534 OC300/0000 20011/1214 1?/29/72 10 2216 5a59N 07637W 5.4 162*7 PGGG
1159-15540 00000/,Q 2011/1215 12/29/72 0 2216 58 3 7N 07736W 6o6 161.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLUij CHV/Ec ° *..e. *.o... 0 TB it  - CLBD CV ** = IB CLUUD DATA AVAILABLE.
I" E COALTTY 0. ........ BLANKS=BAND NbT PRSrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED* G.GftD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE- PuP0SR,
41644 0: 11 '7 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NbN-US PAGE 0420
FR5M 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATTIN 'iTCFILM kOLL Cjo/ DATE CLOUD BRIT PPINJCIPAL P.INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I P4SITISN I RPLL. ACQUIRED C6VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
iV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1159-155413 0000/o000 2C011/1216 12/29/72 o 2216 5714N c0731w 7*8 161.1 PPGG
1159-15545 COOO0/oC00 20011/1217 12/2q/7 0 2216 5550N 07924k 9.0 160*3 GPGG
1159-15552 G0O0/C03 20011/1218 12/29/72 50 2216 5426N 08012W 10.1 159.6 GGGG
1159-15554 CUO0/C/00o 2J011/1219 1?/29/7? 50 2216 5102N 08058k 11*3 158.9 GGGG
1159-15561 Cu0O/0003 2j011/122o 11/2q/7?2 2216 513PN 0 8141W 12°5 158.3 GGGG
1159-15563 O0000/o 0- 20011/1221 12/29/72 0 2:216 51l3N 08222w 13.6 157.6 GGGG
1159-17454 00000/000 2001/1222 12,9/7 20 2217 3n1N i1522w 29.5 148.7 GGGG
1159-1746C O0cc/COOJ ?0011/122 3  1?/29/7? 30 ?217 ?952N 11546W 30b6 148.0 GGGG
1159-21424 OC00CO/CO 20011/1224 1?/29/72 0 2;19 7304S 14754E 28*8 7404 G GG
1159-2143C oOOOOC0 20011/1225 12/9/7?2 10 ?219 7415S 14456E 27.8 76.7 G GG
1159-21433 00000/000 20011/1226 1?/P9/7 0 2219 7 24S 14132E 26*7 79.4 PGGG
1159-21435 GOCCO/OOCC 20011/1227 12/29/72 C 2219 76285 137332 25*6 82.8 PGGG
1159-21442 00000/000 2C011/1228 13/29/72 0 2219 772RS 13259E 24*5 86.8 PGGG
1160-010 2 O00Co/o00. 20011/1229 12/30/72 0 ?221 70365 10113E 31.0 71.0 PGGG
1160-~108 4 0000/CCCO 20011/1230 12/30/7? 0 2221 7151S 09852L 29.9 72.5 PGGG
1160-01091 0C00/C000 20011/1231 12/30/7? 0 2221 7305S 09 6 12E 28,8 74,4 PGGG
1160-01093 00000/000 20011/1232 12/0/72 C 2221 7417S 09311E P7.7 76.7 PGGG
1160*31100 00000/000c 20011/1233 12/30/7 C 2221 7r25S 08948E 26.6 79.5 PGPG
1160-01102 00oo0/C000 20C11/1234 1P/30/72 0 2221 7629S 0 8552E 25.5 82.8 PGPG
1160-01105 OC00C/OC0C 20011/1235 12/30/72 0 2221 7729S 08117E 24.4 8609 GGGG
1160-02290 Oo00/u00C0 20011/1236 12/30/72 .80 2222 F051 10924E 46*0 132.5 GGGG
1160-02293 00090/000 20011/1237 1?/30/72 70 2222 C424N 10904E 46*8 131.1 GGGG
1160-u2295 OCOo00/COG 20011/1238 1 /30/72 90 2222 0258N 1043E 47*6 129.8 GGGG
1160-02302 Co000o/000o 2011/1239 13/30/72 10 2222 01 3?N 10823E 48*3 128.4 G GG
1160-02304 00000/0000 20011/1240 1 /70/7P 30 ?222 0005N 10802E 49.0 126.9 GGGG
1160o-2311 0CC00/C00 20011/1241 1/30/72 5o 2222 0121S 10742E 49.7 125*4 GGGG
1160-02313 Oo3C0/ 20011/1P42 1/30/72 60 2222 c048S 10722E 50,3 123.8 GGGG
1160-02320 0C30o/o0C0 20C11/12 4 3 1/30/72 50 2222 04 14S 10702E 50.9 122.2 GGG
1160-02322 00C30/0000 2,C11/1244 12 /10/70 90 222 OF4?S 10641E 51.4 120.5 GGGG
1160-22325 C0OCO/000i 20011/1245 12/30/72 50 2222 0709S 10620E 520 118.8 GGGG
1160-22331 00000/CCO0 20011/1246 12/30/72 30 2222 o036S 10600E 52,4 117.1 GGGG
1160C2334 00000/0000 20011/1247 12/30/7? 10 2222 1003S 10539E 52.9 115.3 GGGG
1160-02340 C3000/0000 20011/1248 1?/30/72 1 2222 1128S 10519E 53.2 113.5 GGGG
1160*12502 oCOO0/COOC 20011/1249 12/30/72 5n 2222 6634S 0 8109E 34*2 67.9 GGGG
1160-02504 00000/OCO 20011/1250 12/30/72 50 2222. 675?S 07930E 33*2 68.7 GGGG
1160-02511 00000/0000 20011/1251 12/30/72 60 2222 6105 07740E 32°2 69.6 GGGG
1160-02513 0'0CCO/C0 20011/1252 12/30/72 100 2222 7027S 0 7536E 31-1 70.8 GGGG
1160-0252C 0000CC/CCO0 20011/1253 12/30/72 100 2222 7142S 07317E 3060 72.3 GGG
1160-02522 .00000/0000 23011/1254 12/?0/72 80 2222 7p56S 07041E 2900 74*2 GGGG
KEyS: CLOUC CBvER % .o............ 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CAVER* ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ... o,, ,,.... LANKS=BAND NOT PRcSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GOBD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. P-PBBR,
16144 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0421
FRBM 07/23/ 72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATI5N MICR8FILM RbLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD tRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITISN IN RWLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1160.02525 00000/0000 20011/1255 12/30/72 80 2222 7408S 06743E 27,9 76.4 GGGG
1160a02531 00000/0000 20011/1256 12/30/72 100 2222 7916S 06424E 26.8 79*1 GGGG
1160-02534 00000/0000 20011/1257 12/30/72 100 2222 7619S 06033E P5.7 82.4 GGGG
1160-02540 00000/0000 20011/1258 12/30/72 100 2222 7731S 05615E 24.6 86*4 GGGG
1160"02543 00000/0000 20011/1259 12/30/72 40 2222 7P27S 05054E 23*5 91.1 GGGG
1160*04345 00000/0000 20011/126o 12/30/7P 100 2223 7n27S 04948E 31*1 70*8 GSGG
1160*04351 00000/0000 20011/1261 12/30/72 i00 2223 7!4?S 04 728E 30.0 72.3 GGGG
1160-04354 00000/0000 20011/1262 12/30/7? 100 2223 7P55S 04450E 28.9 74.2 GGGG
1160-04360 00000/0000 20011/1263 12/30/7P 100 2223 7406S 04151E 27.9 76o4 GGGG
1160-04363 00000/0000 20011/1264 12/30/72 100 2223 7516S 03830E 26.8 79.1 GGGG
1160-04365 00000/0000 20011/1265 12/30/72 100 2223 7621S 03436E 25,7 82.4 GGGG
1160-04372 00000/0000 20011/1266 12/30/72 100 2223 77315 03027E 24*6 86.3 GGGG
1160-04374 00000/0000 20011/1267 12/30/72 100 2223 7827S 02505E 23.4 911 GGGQ
1160-05481 00000/0000 20011/1268 12/30/72 0 2210 3124N 06416E 28*7 149.2 GGGG
1160-05483 00000/0000 20011/1269 12/30/72 0 2210 2q58N 06352E 29.8 148.5 GGGG
1160-05490 00000/0000 20011/1270 12/30/72 0 2210 232?N 06327E 30*9 147*8 GGGG
1160-05492 00000/0000 20011/1271 12/30/72 C 2210 2706N 0 6303E 31*9 147*0 GGGG
1160-05495 00000/0000 20011/1272 12/30/72 10 2210 2540N 06239E 33*0 146.3 GGGG
16: 7321 0 00/0000 20011/1273 12/30/7? 0 2225 2856N 03 745E 30.6 148.0 GGGG
16 007323 0000/0000 20011/1274 12/30/72 0 2225 2730N 03721E 31*6 147.2 GGGG
1160-09173 00000/0000 20011/1275 12/30/72 90 2226 2 145 N 00959E 35.8 144.0 GGGG
1160-09175 00000/0000 20011/1276 12/3n/72 80 2226 2018N 00937E 36.8 143*1 GGGP
1160-09182 00000/0000 20011/1277 12/30/72 40 2226 1P51N 00915E 37.8 142.2 GGGG
i160-09184 00000/0000 20011/1278 12/30/72 10 2226 1725N 00853E 38*8 141.3 GGGG
1160-09191 00000/0000 20011/1279 12/30/72 0 2226 1558 N 00832E 39.8 140.3 GGGG
1160.09193 00000/0000 20011/1280 12/30/72 0 2226 1431N 00811E 40*7 139.3 GGGG
1160-09200 00000/0000 20011/1281 12/30/72 0 2226 13 05N 00751E 41*7 13803 GGGG
1160-09202 00000/0000 20011/1282 12/30/72 10 2226 1139N 00730E 42.6 137*2 GGGG
1160-09205 00000/0000 20011/1283 12/30/72 40 2226 1012N 00709E 43.5 136*1 GGGG
1160-09211 00000/0000 20011/1284 12/30/72 0 2226 0844N 0 0649E 44#3 134.9 GOGG
1160-11032 00000/0000 20011/1285 12/30/7P 0 2227 1104N 01757W 4197 138.3 GGGG
1160-11034 00000/0000 20011/1286 12/30/72 0 2227 113FN 01818W 42.6 137*2 GGGG
1160-11041 00000/0000 20011/1287 12/30/72 0 2227 I011N 01839W 43.5 136.0 GGGG
1160-12502 00000/0000 20011/1288 12/30/7P 100 2228 0000N 04649W 49.0 126.7 PPPP
1160-12504 00000/0000 20011/1289 12/30/72 80 2228 0126S 047 10W 49.7 125*2 GGGG
1160*12511 00000/0000 20011/1290 12/3n/72 80 2228 p052S 0 4730W 50*3 123@7 GGG
1160.12513 00000/0000 20011/1291 12/3o/72 90 2228 0419S 0 4751W 50*9 122.1 GGGG
1160-12520 00000/0000 20011/1292 12/30/72 90 2228 0547S 04812W 51.4 120.4 GGGG
1160"12525 00000/0000 20011/1293 12/30/72 70 2228 0839S 04853W 52*4 116.9 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVER % **,,,,***.. ,,, 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CnVER, ** . NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .......... . BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G AGBAD, FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PaP88R,
16:44 MAR ilt'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONQUS PAGE 0422
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD RBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITISN IN RBLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1160-14295 00000/0000 20011/1294 12/30/72 20 2229 1?59N 069 39 W 41o7 138o2 GGGG
1160-14304 00000/0000 20011/1295 12/30/7P 40 2229 1006N 07021W 4395 136o0 GGGG
1160-14310 00000/0000 20011/12 9 6  12/30/72 60 2229 0839N 07041W 4404 134o8 GGGG
1160.14313 00000/0000 20011/1297 12/30/72 50 2229 0713N 07102W 45,2 133.6 GGGG
1160-14315 00000/0000 20011/1298 12/30/72 40 2229 0546N 071 2 2W 4690 132.3 GGGG
1160-14322 00000/0000 20011/1299 12/30/72 20 2229 0419N 07142W 46.8 131*0 GGGG
1160*14324 00000/0000 20011/1300 12/30/72 60 2229 0?53N 0 7201 47*6 129.6 GGGG
1160-14331 00000/0000 20011/1301 12/30/72 80 2229 0126N 07221W 48.3 128.2 GGGG
1160-14533 00000/0000 20011/1302 12/30/72 50 2229 6757S 10112W 33*1 68.8 GGGG
1160-14540 00000/000 , 20011/1303 12/30/72 70 2229 69149 10303W 32*0 69s7 GGGG
1160-14542 00000/0000 20011/1304 12/30/72 70 2229 7030S 10507W 3100 71,0 GGGG
1160-14545 00000/0000 20011/1305 12/30/72 10 2229 7146S 10727w 2909 72.5 GGGG
1160-14551 00000/0000 20011/1306 12/30/72 10 2229 7259S 11006W 2808 743 GGGG
1160-14554 00000/0000 20011/1307 12/30/72 10 2229 7411S 11305W 27.8 76.6 GGGG
1160-14560 00000/0000 20011/1308 12/30/72 60 2229 7519S 11625W 26.7 79.3 GGGG
1160-14563 00000/0000 20011/1309 12/30/72 70 2229 7623S 120204 2506 82.6 GGGG
1160-16015 00000/0000 20011/1310 12/30/72 10 2230 5139N 08307W 12.5 158.1 GG
1160-16021 00000/0000 20011/1311 12/30/72 100 223() 50 15N 08347W 13o7 157o5 G G
1160-16101 00000/0000 20011/1312 12/30/72 40 2230 2306N 09254 3408 144.8 GG
1160-16103 00000/0000 20011/1313 12/30/72 50 223C 2140N 09316W 35.9 1439 GGGG
1160-16110 00000/0000 20011/1314 12/30/72 40 2230 201 3 N 09338W 36s9 143,1 GGGG
1160-16112 00000/0000 20011/1315 12/30/72 20 2230 1846N 09400W 3799 142.1 GGGG
1160"16115 00000/0000 20011/1316 12/30/72 10 2230 1720N 09422W 38.9 14192 GGGG
1160-16121 00000/0000 20011/1317 12/30/72 20 2230 1553N 09443W 3908 140.2 GGGG
1160-17453 00000/0000 20011/1318 12/30/72 10 2231 5 015 N 109 36W 13o7 157.5 G
1160-17512 00000/0000 20011/1319 12/30/72 10 2231 3019N 11648W 29.5 148.6 GGGG
1160-17515 00000/0000 20011/1320 12/30/72 10 2231 2852N 11712W 30.6 147*9 GG
1160-20023 00000/0000 20011/1321 12/30/7p 3 0 2232 6517S 17530W 35.1 67o5 GGGG
1160*20030 00000/0000 20011/1322 12/30/72 30 2232 6637S 17700W 34*1 6800 GGGG
1160-20032 00000/0000 20011/1323 12/30/72 40 2232 67579 17839W 33.1 68*8 GGGG
1160-20035 00000/0000 20011/1324 12/30/72 50 2232 6q16S 17930E 32*0 69.8 GGGG
1160-20041 00000/0000 20011/1325 12/30/72 60 2232 7033S 17727E 3190 71.0 GGGG
1160"20044 00000/0000 20011/1326 12/30/72 60 2232 7147S 17509E 2909 72*5 GGGG
1160-20055 00000/0000 20011/1327 12/30/72 70 2232 7r20S 16608E 26)6 79.3 GGGG
1160-20062 00000/0000 20011/1328 12/30/72 100 2232 7624S 16213E 25.5 82.7 GGGG
1160-20064 00000/0000 20011/1329 12/30/72 70 2232 7725S 15740E 24o4 86.6 GGGG
1160a23161 00000/0000 20011/1330 12/30/72 10 2234 2146S 15257E 54o4 99*7 GGGG
1160-23163 00000/0000 20011/1331 12/30/72 10 2234 2312S 15234E 544 97*8 PGG
1160-23170 00000/0000 20011/1332 12/30/72 20 2234 2437S 15211E 54*3 95.8 GGGP
KEYSI CLBUD COVER % o.*............ 0 Tb 100 a % CLOUD CAVERo . o NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY B........... LANKSBAND NOe PRESFNT/REQUESTEDO RgRECYCLED. G.GBRD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPPBBR*
16344 MAR 1j,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NSN-US PAGE 0423
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM RBLL NS./ DATE CLBUD 9RqIT PPINCIPAL pOINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1160v23172 00000/0000 20011/1333 12/30/72 50 2234 2603S 15148E 54*2 93.9 GGGG
1160-23175 00000/0000 20011/1334 12/30/72 40 2234 2730S 15124E 54.0 92.1 GGGG
1160-23181 00000/0000 20011/1335 12/30/72 70 2234 2 56S 15100E 53.8 90,2 GGGG
1160-23184 00000/0000 20011/1336 12/30/72 80 2234 3021S 15035E 53%5 8894 GGGG
1160-23190 00000/0000 20011/1337 12/30/72 50 2234 3147S 15011E 53*2 86.7 GGGG
1160-23193 00000/0000 20011/1338 12/30/72 50 2234 3314S 14946E 52o8 85,0 GrGG
1160-23195 00000/0000 20011/1339 12/30/72 60 2234 3438S 14920E 52*4 83*4 GGGG
1160-23202 00000/0000 20011/1340 12/30/72 40 2234 3602S 14853E 519 81.8 GGGG
1160-23204 00000/0000 20011/1341 12/3o/7? 30 2234 3727S 14825E 51*4 80o3 GGGG
1160"23211 00000/0000 20011/1342 12/30/72 20 2234 3855S 14756E 5009 78.8 GGGG
1160-23213 00000/0000 20011/1343 12/30/7P 40 2234 4020S 14726E 50*3 77.4 GGGG
1160w23220 00000/0000 20011/1344 12/30/72 60 2234 4145S 14656E 49o7 76*1 GGGG
1161*16064 00000/0000 20011/1345 12/31/72 100 2244 5426N 0 8306W 10*2 159o4 PGGG
1161"16071 00000/0000 20011/1346 12/31/72 100 2244 5302N 08351W 11*' 158.7 GGGG
1161:16073 00000/0000 20011/1347 12/31/72 100 2244 5138N 08434W 1206 158.0 GGGG
1161.16080 00000/0000 20011/1 348 12/31/72 100 2244 5013N 0 8515W 1397 157*4 GGGG
1161-17484 00000/0000 20011/1349 12/31/7P 100 2245 5836N 10 62 0 W 6.7 161.6 PGG
1161-17491 00000/0000 20011/1350 12/31/72 80 2245 5713N 10715W 7.9 160*8 PGGP
1161-17493 00000/0000 20011/1351 '12/31/72 40 2245 5 5 4 9 N 108 06W 991 160.1 PGPG
1161-17500 00000/0000 20011/1352 12/31/72 20 2245 5425N 10854W 10.2 159.4 GGGG
1161-17502 00000/0000 20011/1353 12/31/72 20 2245 5301N 10940 11j4 158.7 GGGG
1161-17505 00000/0000 20011/1354 12/31/72 30 2245 5137N 11024W 12.6 158*0 GGGG
1161-17511 00000/0000 20011/1355 12/31/72 30 2245 5012N 11104W 13.7 157.3 GGGG
1161-21543 00000/0000 20011/1356 12/31/72 100 2247 7417S 14207E 27.6 76,9 GGGG
1161e21545 00000/0000 20011/1357 12/31/72 100 2247 7524S 13843E 26.5 79.7 PPGG
1161-21552 00000/0000 20011/1358 12/31/72 100 2247 76285 13 444E 2594 83.0 PPGG
1161-21554 00000/0000 20011/1359 12/31/72 100 2247 7729S 13005E 24.3 87*1 PPGG
1161-23222 00000/0000 20011/1360 12/31/72 40 2248 2317S 15109E 54.3 97.6 GGGG
1161-23224 00000/0000 20011/1361 12/31/72 100 2248 24415 15046E 54,2 95.7 G
1161-23231 00000/0000 20011/1362 12/31/72 80 2248 2605S 15023E 54.1 93.8 GPG
1161-23233 00000/0000 20011/1363 12/31/72 40 2248 2732S 14958E 53.9 91*9 GGGG
1161-23240 00000/0000 20011/1364 12/31/72 -40 2248 2A57S 149331 53.6 90*1 GGGG
1161-23242 00000/0000 20011/1365 12/31/72 40 2248 3024S 14908E 53*4 88.3 GGGG
1161-23245 00000/0000 20011/1366 12/31/72 10 2248 3151S 14844E 5390 86.6 GGGG
1161-23251 00000/0000 20011/1367 12/31/72 0 2248 3317S 14819E 527 84,9 GGGG
1161-23254 00000/0000 20011/1368 12/31/72 0 2248 3441S 14753E 52.2 83.3 GGGG
1161-23260 00000/0000 20011/1369 12/31/72 0 2248 3605S 14727E 51o8 81,7 GGGG
1161"23263 00000/0000 20011/1370 12/31/72 0 2248 3731S 14659E 51*3 80.2 GGGG
1162-00474 00000/0000 20011/1371 01/01/73 70 2249 3 R5 3 N 14112E 22.9 152*4 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER X% " .***''o, 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY @,,,eceo,,o BRLANKSBAND N8O PRESNT/REQUESTED. RURECYCLEDi GpGBbD, FsFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBOR,
16:44 MAR ji1'74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NeNeUS PAGE 0424
FReM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1162-00480 00000/0000 20011/1372 01/01./73 30 2249 3727N 14043E 24-0 151.7 GGGG,
1162.00483 00000/0000 20011/1373 01/01/73 50 2249 3601N 14015E 25.1 151*1 GGGG
1162a00494 00000/0000 20011/1374 01/01/73 50 2249 3143N 13856E 28.5 14991 GGP
1162.00501 00000/0000 20011/1375 01/01/73 40 2249 3016N 13831E 29*5 148.4 GPGG
1162-01003 00000/0000 20011/1376 01/01/73 70 2249 0547S 12938E 5193 120.1 GGGG
1162:01010 00000/0000 20011/1377 01/01/73 50 2249 0713S 12918E 518 118,4 GPGG
1162-01012 00000/0000 20011/:1378 01/01/73 60 2249 0940S 12858E 52.3 116.7 GGGG
1162-01015 00000/0000 20011/:1379 01/01/73 60 2249 1007S 12837E 52.7 114,9 GGGG
1162-01021 00000/0000 20011/1.380 01/01/73 50 2249 1133S 12817E 531 113*1 GGPG
1162-01062 00000/0000 20011/1381 01/01/73 20 2249 2559S 12437E 5401 93o9 GGGG
1162001065 00000/0000 20011/1.382 01/01/73 30 2249 2726S 12414E 53.9 92.1 GGGG
1162.01071 00000/0000 20011/1,383 01/01/73 40 2249 2852S 12350E 53.7 90o2 PGGP
1162001074 00000/0000 20011/1384 01/01/73 40 2249 3017S 12326E 53.4 88.5 GPGG
1162-01080 00000/0000 20011/1385 01/01/73 60 2249 3144S 12301E 53*1 86.7 GGGG
1162.01083 00000/0000 20011/1386 01/01/73 50 2249 3310S 12235E 52.7 85.0 GGGG
1162-010o 5 00000/0000 20011/1387 01/01/73 30 2249 3434S 12209E 52.3 83,4 GGGG
1162-02373 00000/0000 20011/1388 01/01/73 40 2250 1553N 10853E 3908 140.0 GGGG
1162.02380 00000/0000 20011/1389 01/01/73 40 2250 1427 N 10833E 40*7 139*0 GGGG
1162:02382 00000/0000 20011/1390 01/01/73 40 2250 1300N 10812E 4197 137.9 GGGG
1162.02385 00000/0000 20011/1391 01/01/73 o10 2:250 1133N 10751E 42.6 136.8 GGGG
1162.02391 00000/0000 20011/1392 01/01/73 20 2250 1007N 10730E 43.5 135.7 GGGG
1162.03021 00000/0000 20011/1393 01/01/73 90 2250 6801S 07700E 32.9 68.9 GGGG
1162.03023 00000/0000 20011/1394 01/01/72 100 2250 6920S 07511E 31*9 69*9 GGGG
1162.03030 00000/0000 20011/1395 01/01/73 100 2250 7030S 07238E 30.8 71.1 GGGG
1162-03032 00000/0000 20011/1396 01/01/73 80 2250 7146S 07018E 29.8 72.6 GGGG
1162-03035 00000/0000 20011/1397 01/01/73 70 2250 7259S 06740E 2897 74e5 GGGG
1162.03041 00000/0000 20011/1398 01/01/73 20 2250 7411S 0 6440E 27.6 76*7 GGGG
1162.03044 00000/0000 20011/1399 01/01/73 10 2250 7519S 06118E 26.5 79*5 GGGG
1162.03050 00000/0000 20011/1400 01/01/73 0 2250 7623S 05726E 25o4 82.8 PGGG
1162w03053 00000/0000 20011/1401 01/01/73 0 2250 7734S 05310E 24.3 86.7 PGGG
1162-03055- 00000/0000 20011/1402 001/1/73 0 2250 7930S 04746E 23.2 91.5 GGGG
1162-04132 00000/0000 20011/1403 01/01/73 0 2251 4144N 09034E 2096 153,6 GGGG
1162m04134 00000/0000 20011/1404 01/01/73 0 2251 4019N 09004E 21o8 153.0 GGGG
1162*04191 00000/0000 20011/1405 01/01/73 0 2251 2138N 08434E 3509 143*7 GGGP
1162004193 00000/0000 20011/1406 01/01/73 0 2251 2012N 08411E 36.9 142.8 GGGG
1162o04200 00000/0000 20011/1407 01/01/73 0 2251 1846N 08349E 37*9 141.9 GGGG
1162.04202 00000/0000 20011/1408 01/01/73 30 2251 1719N 08328E 38.8 141.0 GGGG
1162-04205 00000/0000 20011/1409 01/01/73 40 2251 155 1 N 08307E 39.8 140.0 GGGG
1162-04211 .00000/0000 20011/1410 01/01/73 50 2251 1426N 08247E 40*7 139.0 GGG
KEYSg CLOUD COVER % D...O.**.*..*.s 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CPVER, *o a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY S,. ,oo,,,e,... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R*RECYCLED. GaGBD, F=FAIR BUT USABLE, PwPO8R,
16944 MAR 11al74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR N5N.US PAGE 0425
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM RBLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1162-05593 00000/0000 20011/1411 01/0o/73 20 2252 3144N 06130E 28*5 149.0 GGGG
1162"05595 00000/0000 20011/1412 01/01/73 10 2252 3n17N 06106E 29.6 148.3 GGGG
1162-06002 00000/0000 20011/1413 01/01/73 30 2252 2851N 06041E 30*6 147*6 GGGG
1162-06004 00000/0000 20011/1414 01/01/73 10 2252 2726N 06017E 31.7 146.9 GGGG
1162o06011 00000/0000 20011/1415 01/01/73 0 2252 2600N 05953E 32.8 146.1 PGGP1162w06013 00000/0000 20011/1416 01/01/73 100 2252 2433N 0 5929E 33.8 145.3 GPGP116206020 00000/0000 20011/1417 01/01/73 90 2252 2306N 05907E 34.8 144.5 GGGG
1162"06022 00000/0000 20011/1418 01/01/73 10 2252 2140N 05844E 35,9 143.7 GGGG
1162"06025 00000/0000 20011/1419 01/01/73 20 2252 2014N 05821E 36*9 142.8 GGGG1162-06o31 00000/0000 20011/1420 0110/73 10 2252 1848N 05759E 37,9 1419 GGGP
1162*06034 00000/0000 20011/1421 01/01/73 10 2252 1721N 05737E 3898 140*9 PGGG
1162-06143 00000/0000 20011/1422 01/01/73 90 2252 2014S 04838E 54o3 101*6 GPGG
1162a06145 00000/0000 20011/1423 01/01/73 90 2252 2141S 04816E 54.3 99.6 GGGG1162*06152 00000/0000 20011/1424 01/01/73 80 2252 2307S 04754E 54.3 97*7 GGGG
1162106154 00000/0000 20011/1425 01/01/73 60 2252 24 33S 04731E 54.2 95o8 GGPG1162-06161 00000/0000 20011/1426 01/01/73 10 2252 2559S 04708E 54*0 93*9 GGGG
1162-07420 00000/0000 20011/1427 01/01/73 0 2553 3436N 03633E 26.3 150.4 GGGG
1162-07422 00000/0000 20011/1428 01/01/73 0 2553 3310N 03607E 27o4 1497 GGGG
1162-07425 00000/0000 20011/1429 01/01/73 C 2553 3144N 03542E 28.5 149,0 GGGG
1162m07431 00000/0000 20011/1430 01/01/73 0 2553 3018N 03517E 29,6 148.3 GGGG
1162.07470 00000/0000 20011/1431 01/01/73 0 2253 1720N 03151E 38*8 140.9 GGGG
1162-07472 00000/0000 20011/1432 01/01/73 0 2253 1554N 03130E 39.8 140.0 PGGG
1162-07475 00000/0000 20011/1433 01/01/73 0 2253 1427N 03109E 40*7 138.9 PGGG
1162"07481 00000/0000 20011/1434 01/01/73 0 2253 1300N 03049E 41.7 137*9 GGGG
1162.07484 0'0000/0000 20011/1435 01/01/73 0 2253 1133N 03028E 42*6 136.8 GGGG
1162=07490 00000/000C 20011/1436 01/01/73 0 2253 1006N 03007E 43*4 135.7 GGGG
1162-07493 00000/0000 20011/1437 01/01/73 0 2253 0840N 02946E 44.3 134.5 GGGG
1162-07495 00000/0000 20011/1438 01/01/73 0 2253 0713N o2926E 4501 133.3 GGGG
1162"07502 00000/0000 20011/1439 01/01/73 10 2253 0546N 02906E 45.9 132.0 GGGG
1162-07504 00000/0000 20011/1440 01/01/73 30 2253 0420N 02846E 46.7 130.7 GGGG
1162-07563 00000/0000 20011/1441 01/01/73 20 2253 1552S 02358E 53.9 107*4 GGGG
1162-07570 00000/0000 20011/1442 01/01/73 10 2253 1718S 02336E 5401 10504 GG G
1162*07572 00000/0000 20011/1443 01/01/73 30 2253 1845S 02315E 54.2 103.5 GGGG
1162-07575 00000/0000 20011/1444 01/01/73 20 2253 2010S 02253E 54.3 101*6 GGGG
1162-07581 00000/0000 20011/1445 01/01/73 10 2253 2136S 02231E 54.3 99.6 GGGG
1162"07584 00000/0000 20011/1446 01/01/73 20 2253 2303S 02208E 54.2 97.7 GGGG
1162-07590 00000/0000 20011/1447 01/01/73 40 2253 2429S 02145E 54.2 95.8 GGPG
1162w07593 00000/0000 20011/1448 01/o/073 40 2253 2557S 02121E 54*0 93.9 G GG
1162-07595 00000/0000 20011/1449 01/01/73 40 2253 2725S 02058E 53*9 92.0 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % *o*s*,**,,,*. s 0 TO 100 m % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ............... RLANKS.BAND NBT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLED. G.GBeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PIPBeR.
16:44 MAR 110'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONouS PAGE 0426
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICR8FILM ROLL Ne./ DATE CLOUD GRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITI IN RLL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1162=08002 00000/0000 20011/1450 01/01/73 10 2253 2852S 02034E 5306 9002 GGGG
1162=08004 00000/0000 20011/1451 0011/73 10 2253 3018S 02010E 53.3 88o4 GGGG
1162-14412 00000/0000 20011/1452 01/01/73 50 2257 1P55N 07230W 41o7 137.8 GGGG
1162-14414 00000/0000 20011/1453 01/01/73 50 2257 1129N 0 7251W 42o6 13607 GGGG
1162-14421 00000/0000 20011/1454 01/01/73 40 2257 I002N 07311W 43.5 13505 G!GG
1162=14423 00000/0000 20011/1455 01/01/73 40 2257 0834N 07 3 32W 44o3 134o4 GGGG
1162-14430 00000/0000 20011/1456 01/01/73 40 2257 0708N 07353W 45.2 13301 PPPP
1162-16134 00000/0000 20011/1457 01/01/73 30 2258 5010N 086 43W 13o8 157o2 GGGG
1162-17563 00000/0000 20011/1458 01/01/73 100 2259 5135N 1115Ow 12.6 157o8 GGGG
1162-17570 00000/0000 20011/1459 01/01/73 o00 2259 511N 11231W 13o8 157.2 GGGG
1162-18022 00000/0000 20011/1460 01/01/73 0 2259 3140N 11914v 2805 148.9 GGGG
1162-18025 00000/0000 20011/1461 01/01/73 0 2259 3013N 11939W 2906 14802 GGGG
1162,18304 00000/0000 20011/1462 01/01/73 100 2259 6521S 15236w 34.9 67.7 PPGG
1162-18311 00000/0000 20011/1463 01/01/73 100 2259 66405 15406w 3308 68.2 GGGG
1162-18313 00000/0000 20011/1464 01/01/73 100 2259 6R00S 15545W 32.8 69,0 GGGG
1162-18320 00000/0000 20011/1465 01/01/73 100 2259 6918S 157 36w 31o8 7000 GGGP
1162-18322 00000/0000 20011/1466 01/o/73 80 2259 7035S 15940W 3007 71o2 GGGP
1162-18325 00000/0000 20011/1467 01/01/73 60 2259 71495 16159W 2996 72o7 GGGP
1162-18331 00000/0000 20011/1468 01/01/73 40 2259 7303S 16438w 28o6 74P6 GGGG
1162-18334 00000/0000 20011/1469 01/01/73 80 2259 7414S 16738W 27o5 7609 GGGG
1162-18340 00000/0000 20011/1470 01/01/73 90 2259 7522S 17101W 26.4 79o7 GGGG
1162-21401 00000/0000 20011/1471 01/01/73 100 2261 0723S 17925E 51o8 118.1 GGGG
1162-21404 00000/0000 20011/1472 01/01/73 90 2261 08515 17905E 5203 11603 GGPG
1162-23265 00000/0000 20011/1473 01/01/73 20 2262 1855S 15049E 5401 103.2 GGGG
1162-23271 00000/0000 20011/1474 01/01/73 20 2262 20235 15028E 54o2 101.3 GGGG
1162-23283 00000/0000 20011/1475 01/01/73 10 2262 2441S 14921E 54.1 95,5 GGGG
1162-23285 00000/0000 20011/1476 01/01/73 0 2262 2607S 14859E 53.9 9307 GGGG
1162-23292 00000/0000 20011/1477 01/01/73 0 2262 273?S 14835E 53.8 91.8 GGGG
1162-23294 00000/0000 20011/1478 01/r1/73 0 2262 2R58S 14811E 53.5 9000 GGGG
1162-23301 00000/0000 20011/1479 01/01/73 0 2262 3023S 14746E 53e2 88*2 GGGG
1162-23303 i00000/0000 20011/1480 01/01/73 10 2262 3149S 14721E 52.9 86.5 GGGG
1162-23310 00000/0000 20011/1481 01/o1/73 10 2262 3315S 14655E 52e5 8408 GGGG
1162"23312 00000/0000 20011/1482 01/01/73 20 2262 34405 14629E 5201 8302 GGGG
1162-23421 00000/0000 20011/1483 01/01/73 100 2262 7038S 12246E 3006 71e3 PPPP
1162-23424 00000/0000 20011/1484 01/01/73 100 2262 7153S 12026E 29.6 72.9 PPGG
1162-23430 00000/0000 20011/1485 01/01/73 100 2262 7306S 11747E 28o5 74.7 GPGG
1162-23433 00000/0000 20011/1486 01/01/73 100 2262 7417S 11448E 2704 7700 PPGG
1162-23435 00000/0000 20011/1487 01/01/73 o00 2262 7525S 11121E 26.3 7908 PPGG
1162o23442 00000/0000 20011/1488 01/01/73 100 2262 7630S 10721E 2502 8302 PGGG
KEYS3 CLOUD COVER % o.*voooo'o.eo.o 0 TO 100 = * CLOUD CPVERo *o o NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,oo,.eeoooooooo RLANKSmBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTEDo R=RECYCLED GoGO8D, FoFAIR BUT USABLEo P-PSBR
16:44 MAR 11''74 STANDARD CTALOG FEBR NBN-US PAGE 0427
FRem 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATBN MICRFIL.M ROLL N1o/ DATE CL6UD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PeSITISN IN RBLL ACOUTED CBVER  NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIMo RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1162-23444 00000/0000 20011/1489 01/01/73 100 2262 773)S 10244E 24l1 87.3 PGGG
1163-00505 00000/0000 20011/1490 01/0~/7 3 80 2263 4 72
3 N 14259E 16*1 155o9 GPGG
1163-00512 00000/0000 20011/1491 01i/nP/73 90 2263 4558N 14223E 1793 155.3 GGGG
1163-00514 00000/000C 20011/1492 C01/0/73 100 2263 4433N 14149E 1804 154.7 PGGG
1163-00521 00000/0000 20011/1493 01/c?/73 100 2263 4?08N 14116E 19.6 154*1 GGGG
1163-00523 00000/0000 20011/1494 01/0P/73 100 2263 4142N 14044E p207 153.4 GGGG
1163000530 00000/0000 20011/1495 01/0o/73 9C 2263 4017N 14014E 21.8 152.8 GGGP
1163-00532 00000/0000 20011/1496 01/n0/ 7 3 100 2263 35t1N 13944E 23*0 152.2 GGGP
1163-00535 00000/0000 20011/1497 01/0p/73 80 2263 3725N 13916E 24 1 151.6 GGGG
11630-0541 00000/0000 20011/1498 01/o0/73 70 2263 3559N 13848E p5.2 150.9 GGGG
1163-00544 00000/0000 20011/1499 01/'2/73 80 2263 3433N 13821E 26.3 150.3 GGGG
1163-02425 00000/0000 20011/1500 0i/0o/73 90 2264 1717N 10 750E 38.9 140.8 GGGG
1163-02434 00000/0000 20011/1501 01/0/73 10 2264 1426N 10707E 40*7 138.8 GGGG
1163-02441 00000/0000 20011/1502 01/0P/73 10 2264 1259N 10646E 41.7 137.7 GGGG
1163-02443 o00oo0/000 20011/1503 01/0#/73 10 2264 1133N 10624E 4296 136.6 GGGG
1163-02450 00000/o000 20011/1504 01/o p
/ 7 3 10 2264 10 0 7N 10 604E 43.4 135.5 GGGG
1163004184 00000/0000 20011/1505 01/03/73 0 2265 4307N 08939E 19*6 15400 GGGG
1163-04190 00000/0000 20011/1506 01/0P/
7 3 0 2265 4142N 08908E 207 153.4 GGGG
1163-04193 00000/0000 20011/150 7 01/C0/73 20 2265 40 16N 08837E 21.8 152.8 GGGG
1163-04195 00000/0000 20011/1508 01/OP/73 70 2265 3%51N 08808E P3*0 152,2 GGGG
1163-04202 00000/0000 20011/1509 01/0o/73 100 2265 3725N 08740E 2401 151.5 GGGG
1163-04204 00000/0000 20011/1510 01/0P/73 60 2265 3559N 08712E 25.2 150.9 GGGG
1163-04211 00000/0000 20011/1511 01/op/73 0 2265 3433N 0 8645E 26.3 150.2 GGGG
1163-04213 00000/0000 20011/1512 01/CP/73 0 2265 3307N 08619E 27*4 14906 GGG
1163-04220 00000/0000 20011/1513 01/0O/73 0 2265 3141N 08553E 28.5 148.9 GGG
1163-04222 00000/0000 20011/1514 01/0/73 0 2265 3015N 08528E 29,6 148.2 GGGG
11 6 3 -0422 5  00000/C000 20011/1515 01/0O/73 0 2265 2R49N 08503E 30.7 147.5 GGGG
1163-04231 00000/0000 20011/1516 01/cp/73 c 2265 2723N 08439E 31.7 146.7 GGGG
1163-04234 00000/0000 20011/1517 01/0#/73 0 2265 2557N 08416E 32.8 145,9 GGGG
1163-0240 00000/0000 20011/1518 01/09/73 0 2265 2431N 08353E 3308 14501 GGG
1163-04243 00000/0000 20011/1519 01/0/73 0 2265 2-05N 08330E 34.9 144.3 GGG
1163-04245 00000/0000 20011/1520 01/0?/73 0 2265 2139N 08307E 35o9 143.5 GGGG
1163-04252 0000/0000 20011/1521 01/0o/73 0 2265 2012N 0 8245E 36.9 142.6 GGGG
1163-04254 00000/0000 20011/1522 01/0?/73 0 2265 1R46N 08223E 37.9 141.7 GGGG
1163-04261 00000/0000 20011/1523 01/0#/73 10 2265 1718N 08203E 38.9 140.7 GGGG
1163-04263 00000/C000 20011/1524 01/0/73 10 2265 1550N 08142E 39.8 139.8 GGGG
1163-04522 00000/0000Q 20011/1525 01/0?/73 100 2265 7148S 04303E 29.6 72,7 GPGG
1163-04525 00000/0000 20011/1526 01/0/73 100 2265 7302S 04022E 2895 74.6 PGPG
1163"04531 00000/0000 20011/1527 01/02/73 100 2265 7413S 03721E 27.5 76*9 PGGG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % .. o...... ,,. 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CoVER, *, = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY B... . .ooooo LANKSmBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED. RwRECYCLED* G=GBD F=FA!R BUT USABLE. PvPBR,
16:44 MAR 11D' 74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONPUS PAGE 0428
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRfFILM RPLL N5./ DATE CLOUD DRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN R6L- ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1163-04534 00000/0000 20011/1528 01/CP/73 100 2265 7921S 03400E 2694 79*6 GG
1163-04540 00000/0000 20011/1529 01/0p/73 100 2265 76255 03003E 25o3 8209 PPGG
1163-04543 00000/0000 20011/1530 01/02/73 100 2265 7726S 02528E 24o2 86o9 PPGG
1163,04545 00000/0000 20011/1531 01/o/73 100 2265 7831S 02024E 2301 91o7 PPGG
1163-06054 00000/0000 20011/1532 01/O0/73 100 2266 3016N 05938E 29*6 148o2 GGGG
1163-06060 00000/0000 20011/1533 01/0o/73 90 2266 2850N 05913E 30a7 147*4 GGGG
1163=06063 00000/0000 20011/1534 01/02/73 90 2266 2724N 05849E 31o7 146*7 GGGG
1163-06065 00000/0000 20015/0492 01/02/73 90 2266 2557N o5825E 32.8 145,9 GGGG
1163=06072 00000/0000 20015/3493 01/02/73 90 2266 2431N 05801E 33.8 145.1 GGGG
1163006074 00000/C000 20015/3494 01/2/73 90 2266 2303N 05738E 34*9 14403 GGGG
1163-06081 00000/0000 20015/03495 01/02/73 80 2266 2 3 6N 05716E 3569 14305 GGGG
1163,06083 00000/0000 20015/0496 01/02/73 50 2266 201ON 05655E 3609 142.6 GGGG
1163006090 0000/C0000 20015/30497 01/02/73 40 2266 1845N 05633E 37*9 141.7 GGGG
1163=06092 00000/0000 20015/D498 01/0/73 40 2266 1718N 05 6 11E 38.9 140,7 GGGG
1163-06095 00000C/0000 20015/0499 01/02/73 50 2266 1552N 05550E 39o8 139.8 G GG
1163-06201 00000/0000 20015/0500 01/02/73 70 2266 2016S 04711E 54.1 101.4 GGGG
1163-06204 00000o/000 20015/0501 01/02/73 50 2266 2142S 04649E 54e2 99.5 GGGG
1163-06210 00000/0000 20015/3502 01/02/73 40 2266 2308S 04626E 5401 9705 GGGG
1163=06213 00000/0000 20015/3503 01/02/73 10 2266 2436S 04614E 54.0 95*6 GGGG
1163-06215 00000/0000 20015/0504 01/~2/73 10 2266 2602S o4551E 53,9 93.8 GGGG
1163-07465 00000/0000 20011/1535 01/o2/73 0 2267 3725N 03604E 24.1 151,5 GGGG
1163-07471 00000/0000 20011/1536 01/0P/73 0 2267 3600N 03536E 25a2 150.9 GGGG
116307474 00000/0000 20011/1537 01/0o/73 O 2267 3434N o3509E 26*3 150.2 GGGG
1163-07480 00000/0000 20011/1538 01/02/73 0 2267 3308N 034426 27-4 149.5 GGGP
1163-07483 00000/0000 20011/1539 01/0P/73 0 2267 3142N 03416E 2805 14809 GGGP
1163=07551 00000/0000 20011/1540 01/02/73 C 2267 Q040N 02818E 44.3 134.3 GGG
1163"07553 00000/0000 20011/1541 01/02/73 0 2267 0712N 02759E 451l 133.0 GGGG
1163"07560 00000/o000 20011/1542 01/2/7 3 20 2267 0545N 0 2739E 4509 131o8 GGGG
116307562 00000/0000 20011/1543 01/02/73 50 2267 04 18N 02719E 46*7 130.4 GGGG
1163-07565 00000/0000 20011/1544 01/02/73 50 2267 0251N 02659E 47.5 129.1 GGGG
1163-07571 00000/0000 20011/1545 o01/0/ 7 3  60 2267 0124N 0 2639E 48.2 127.7 GGGG
1163007574 00000/0000 20011/1546 01/0p/73 50 2267 002S 02 619E 4809 12602 GGGG
1163o07580 00000/0000 20011/1547 01/02/73 70 2267 0128S 02559E 49.5 124*7 GPGG
1163-07583 00000/0000 20011/1548 01/02/73 100 2267 0255S 02539E 50ol 123*1 GGGG
1163*07585 00000/0000 20011/1549 01/o2/ 73 100 2267. 0422S 02518E 50o7 121*5 GGGG
1163-07598 00000/0000 20011/1550 01/02/73 90 2267 O,48S 02458E 5102 119.8 GGGG
1163-07594 00000/0000 20011/1551 01/02/73 70 2267 0715S 02437E 51.7 118.1 GGGG
1163-08001 00000/0000 20011/1552 01/02/73 70 2267 0,42S 02417E 52a2 116.4 GGGG
1163-08003 00C00/C000 20011/1553 01/02/73 80 2267 1008S 02356E 5296 114e6 GGGG
KEYSS CLOUD COBER % **o*o*,oo c. o TO 100 = % CLOUD C9VER ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,..o,.,o.. ,, RLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTEDe R=RECYCLED. G=GB80, FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PmPOBR,
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OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N.,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVO AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1163-08010 00000/0000 20011/1554 01/0/73 90 2267 1134S 0 2335E 5300 112,8 GGGG
1163-08012 00000/0000 20011/1555 01/07/73 70 2267 1301S 02314E 53.3 110.9 GGPG1163-08015 00000/0000 20011/1556 01/0p/73 40 2267 14275 02253E 53,6 109.1 GGGG1163-08021 00000/0000 20011/1557 01/0P/ 73 0 2267 1555S 02232E 53.8 107*2 GGGG
1163"08024 00000/0000 20011/1558 01/0P/73 0 2267 1721S 02211E 53.9 105.2 GGGG
1163-08144 00000/0000 20011/1559 01/0/73 4C 2267 5R32S 00640E 39o7 67*1 GPGG
1163-08151 00000/0000 20011/1560 01/oP/73 70 2267 554S o00541E 38.7 67*0 GGGG
1163=08153 00000/0000 20011/1561 01/op/73 90 2267 6116S 00438E 37*8 67.0 GGGG
1163-08160 00000/0000 20011/1562 01/0P/73 100 2267 6P37S 00329E 3608 67.1 PGGG
1163-08162 00000/0000 20011/1563 01/oP/73 100 2267 6357S 00213E 35.8 67.3 PGGG1163-08165 00000/0000 20011/1564 01/0/73 90 2267 6518S 00051E 34.8 67.7 PGGG
1163-08171 00000/0000 20015/0505 01/0P/73 70 2267 6637S 0 0 039W 33*8 68.3 GGGG1163-08174 00000/0000 20015/0506 01/0/73 80 2267 6757S 00219W 32.8 69*0 GGGG
1163-08180 00000/0000 20015/0507 01/o0/73 90 2267 6914S 004 10W 31*7 70.0 GGGG1163-08183 00000/0000 20015/0503 01/0o/73 40 2267 7 032S 00614W 30*7 71.2 GGGG
1163-08185 00000/0000 20015/0509 01/0/73 60 2267 7148S 00 835W 29*6 72.7 GGGG
1163-08192 00000/0000 20015/0510 01/0o/73 80 2267 7301S 01114W 28.5 74.6 GGGG
1163-08194 00000/0000 20015/0511 01/0p/73 70 2267 7412S 01414W 27e4 76*9 GGGG
1163-08201 00000/0000 20015/0512 01/o0/73 80 2267 7521S 017 37w 26s4 79.6 GGGG1163-08203 00000/0000 20015/0513 01/02/73 40 2267 7625S 02133W 25.3 83*0 GGGG
1163-08210 00000/0000 20015/0514 02/0P/73 10 2267 7725S 02607w 24.2 87.0 GGGG
1163-08212 00000/0000 20015/0515 01/02/73 40 2267 7821S 03 126W 23.1 91.8 GGGG
1163-10024 00000/0000 20011/1565 01/02/73 80 2268 73085 036 32W 28.5 74.6 GGGG1163-10030 00000/0000 20011/1566 01/03/73 10 2268 7 412S 04009W 27-4 76.9 GGGG
1163-10033 d0000/0000 20011/1567 01/02/73 10 2268 7520S 04330W 26*3 79*7 PGGG1163-10042 00000/0000 20011/1568 01/02/73 30 2268 7735S 05139 24*1 87.0 GGGG
11631i0044 00000/0000 20011/1569 01/02/73 10 2268 78315 05704W 23.0 91.8 GGGG
1163-14472 00000/0000 20011/1570 01/02/73 10 2271 t127N 074 18 W 42*6 136*5 GGGG1163-14475 00000/0000 20011/1571 01/02/73 10 2271 1COON 07439 43.5 135.3 GGGG
1163*14481 00000/0000 20011/1572 01/o2/73 20 2271 0834N 07500W 44,3 1341i GGGG
1163-14525 00000/0000 20011/1573 01/02/73 70 2271 0720S 07840W 51.7 118.0, PPPP
1163-14531 00000/0000 20011/1574 01/02/73 30 2271 047S 07901W 52*2 116.2 GGGG
1163-14534 00000/0000 20011/1575 01/op/73 30 2271 1013S 07922W 52.6 114.5 GGGG
1163-16190 00000/0000 20011/1576 01/02/73 100 2272 5 133N 08728W 12.7 157.7 G G
1163-16193 00000/0000 20011/1577 01/02/73 20 2272 5008N 08~08W 13P9 157.1 GGGG1163-16270 00000/0000 20011/1578 01/02/73 90 2272 2426N 09652W 33.9 145*0 GGGG
1163"16272 00000/0000 20011/1579 01/02/73 100 2272 2259N 09715W 34.9 144.2 GGGG
1163-16275 00000/0000 20011/1580 01/09/73 90 2272 2132N 097 3 8W 35*9 143.3 GGGG
1163-16281 00000/0000 20011/1581 01/02/73 60 2272 2006N 09800W 36.9 142.5 GGGG
KEYS9 CLOUD COVER % *e,°9o@o,*.... 0 TB 100 = % CLOUD CRVER, ** w NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *o..o.*o.e**°. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. GwGBOD. FUFAIR BUT USABLE. P.P9BR.
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OBSERVATYN MICR8FILM ROLL N180/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT 
SUN SUN YMAGE QUALITY
D PBSTIO IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEvo AZIMo RBV MSS
RBV MsiS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1163-16284 00000/0000 20011/1582 01/02/73 20 2272 1840N 09821W 37.9 141o6 GGGG
1163-18081 00000/0000 20011/,1583 01/0/73 0 2273 3137N 12041W 28.6 148,8 GGGG
1163-20015 00000/0000 20011/1584 01/0P/73 90 :2274 0428S 15527W 50o7 121o2 GGGG
1163-20021 00000/0000 20011/1585 01/0o/73 90 2274 05555 15548W 512 119o6 GGGG
1163-20203 00000/0000 20011/1586 C1/0/73 100 2274 6!04S 17649E 32.6 69ol PGPG
1163-20210 00000/0000 20011,1587 01/0p/7 3 100 2274 6921S 17459E 3106 70o. PGGG
1163-20212 00000/0000 20011,1588 01/o0/73 100 2274 7r)3S 17255E 3005 7214 PGGG
1163-20215 00000/0000 20011/1589 01/02/73 40 2274 7354S 17035E 29o4 7209 GGGG
1163w20221 00000/0000 20011/1590 01/0/73 20 2274 73075 16756E 28,4 74o8 GGGG
1163-20224 00000/0000 20011/1591 01/02/73 0 :2274 7419S 16456E 273. 77e2 GGGG
1163-20230 00000/0000 20011/1592 O1/nP/73 0 2274 7527S 16130E 262 80.0 GGGG
1163-23335 00000/0000 20011/1593 01/02/73 10 ;2276 2319S 14817E 540 9703 G
1163-23341 00000/0000 20011/1594 01/0o/73 0 2276 24435S 14754E 5309 9504 GGGG
1163-23344 00000/0000 20011/1595 01/02/73 10 2276 26085 14731E 5308 9305 GGGG
1163-23350 00000/0000 20011/1596 01/02/73 10 :2276 2735S 14708E 53.6 91o7 GGGG
1163-23353 00000/0000 20011/1597 01/0o/73 0 2276 29005 14644E 53.4 8909 GGGG
1163-23355 00000/0000 20011/1598 01/0/73 0 2276 30265 146%9E 5301 8801 GGGG
1163-23362 00000/0000 20011/1599 01/09/73 0 2276 3151S 14554E 5207 8604 GGGG
1164-00563 00000/0000 20011/,1600 01/03/73 90 2277 4724N 14134E 16o. 15508 GGGG
1164-00570 00000/0000 20011/1601 01/03/73 100 2277 4559N 14058E 1793 155o2 GGPG
1164-00572 00000/0000 20011/1602 01/03/73 90 :2277 4434N 14023E 18o4 154e5 GGGG
1164-00575 00000/0000 20011/1603 01/03/73 90 2277 430
8 N 13950E 19.6 153.9 GGGG
1164-00581 00000/0000 20011/1604 01/03/73 100 2277 4143N 13918E 20o7 153e3 GPGG
1164o00584 00000/0000 20011/1605 01/o3/73 90 2277 417N 13848E 21.9 152.7 GGGG
1164-00590 00000/0000 20011/1606 01/03/73 80 2277 3852N 13818E 23-0 1521i PGG
1164-00593 00000/0000 20011/1607 01/03/73 80 2277 3726N 13750E 24.1 151.4 GGGG
1164-00595 00000/0000 20011/1608 01/03/73 70 2277 
3 600N 13722E 25.2 150o8 GGGG
1164-01002 00000/0000 20011/1609 01/03/73 40 2277 3434N 13656E 26,3 150*1 GGGG
1164m01004 00000/0000 20011/1610 01/03/73 60 2277 3308N 13630E 2704 149.4 GGGP
1164-01011 00000/0000 20011/1611 01/03/73 s8 2277 
3 14 2 N 13604E 28 5 1488 GGGG
1164-01013, 00000/0000 20011/1612 01/03/73 70 2277 3016N 13539E 29.6 148ol GGGG
1164*01020 00000/0000 20011/1613 01/03/73 50 2277 2850N 13514E 30o7 147e3 GGGG
1164-01022 00000/0000 20011/1614 01/09/73 50 2277 2723N 13450E 31o7 146,6 GGGG
1164001175 00000/0000. 20011/1615 01/03/73 60 2277 2601S 12144E 5308 93e7 GGGG
11-6401181 00000/0000 20011/1616 01/03/73 70 2277 27265 12121E 5306 91.9 GGPG
1164-01184 00000/0000 20011/1617 01/03/73 60 2277 253S 12057E 53.4 90i GGGG
1164-01190 O0000/0000 20011/1618 01/03/73 50 2277 30195 12032E 53.1 8803 GGGG
1164-01193 00000/0000 20011/1619 01/01/73 4 0 2277 3145S 12007E 52o8 86.6 GGGG
1164*01195 00000/0000 20011/1620 01/03/73 60 2277 330 S 11941E 52,4 8409 GGGG
KEYSS CLOUD CeVER % oooooovoooov, 0 T8 100 % CLBUD CAVER. ** o NB CLBUD 
DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QALITY ooooooooooo LANKSBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTEDO R=RECYCLEDo GoGBsDo F=FAIR BUT USABLEo 
PP9Re
16:44 AiA 11'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR N6N.US PAGE 0431
FRbM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICR8FILM R9LL N9,/ DATE CLeUD aRBIT PPINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI5N IN k8LL ACOUTPED CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM. RBV MSS
ev MSS L.AT LBNG 123 45678
1164-01202 000/o00/00 20011/1621 01/03/73 80 2277 3434S 11914E 52.0 833 PpPP
1164-01304 00000/0000 20011/1622 01/0/73 0 2277 6q15S 09739E 31*6 70*0 PPGP
1164-01311 O0000/c000 20011/1623 01/03/71 20 2277 7n31S 09536E 30.6 713 GGGG
1164-0,1313 00000/0000 20011/1624 01/03/73 10 2277 7146S 09317E 29.5 72.8 GGGG
1164-01320 00000/0000 20011/1625 01/03/73 20 2277 7P59S 0 9039E 28.5 74*6 PGGG
1164-01322 00000/0o 20011/1626 01/03/73 30 2277 7 411S 08740E 2794 76.9 PPGG
11 6 4-01325 COO00/000 20011/1627 01/3/73 30 2277 7518S 08418E 26*3 79.7 PPGG
1164-01331 00000/0000 20011/1628 01/(~/73 40 2277 7623S 08022E 25.2 83.0 PGGG
1164-01334 00000/0000 20011/1629 01/03/73 30 2277 7734S 07605E 24.1 87.0 PGGG
1164-01340 00000/OC 2 jC011/16 3 0 C1/93/7. 30 2277 730S 07041E 2390 91.7 pppp
1164-02481 00000/C000 20011/1631 01/03/73 70 2278 1846N 10645E 37.9 141.5 GppP
1164-)2483 00O00/0000 2o011/16 3 2 01/03/73 50 2278 1719N 10 624E 38.8 140.6 GGGG
1164-02490 00 00003 20011/1633 01/03/73 20 2278 1552N 10602E 39.8 139*6 PPPP
1164-02492 00000/0000 2 uC 1 1/1 6 3 4 01/03/ 7 3 0 2278 1426N 10541E 40o7 138*6 GGGG
1164-J2495 OCOCO/OOO0 20011/1635 01/03/73 0 2278 1300N 10520E 41*6 137s5 GGPP
11 6 4 -02501 00000/0000 20011/1636 01/03/73 10 2278 1133N 10459E 42.5 136o4 GGGG
1164-02513 000/o00u 2,011/1639 01/,3/73 10 2278 0712N 10358E 45.1 132.9 GGGG
11 6 4-j424 5  003CO/0o00 20011/1640 01/33/73 50 2279 4143N 0 8743E 20@7 153@3 PGGG
1164-3251 C00000/0000 20011/1641 31/03/73 60 2279 4017N 08712E 21.9 15207 PGPG
1164-04254 00000/0000 20011/1642 01/03/ 7 3 100 2279 385PN 0 8643E 23*0 152o0 GGGG
1164-j4260 00300/0000 20011/1643 01/03/73 70 2279 3726N 08615E 2491 151.4 GGG
1164-04263 00000/0000 20011/1644 01/03/73 90 2279 3601N 0 8547E 25*2 150.8 GGGG
1164-04265 00000/0000 20011/1645 01/03/73 30 2279 3435N 08520E 26.3 150,1 GGGG
1164-04272 00000/0000 20011/1646 01/03/73 0 2279 3309N 0 8454E 2794 149s4 PGGG
1164-04274 00000/0000 20011/1647 01/33/73 c 2279 3143N 08429E 28P5 148.7 GGPG
1164-04292 00000/0000 20011/1648 01/03/73 0 2279 2558N 08251E 32.8 145.8 GGGG
1164-04295 00000/0000 20011/1649 01/~3/73 0 2279 2432N 08228E 33.8 145o0 GGGG
116 4 -j4301 0000/0000 20011/1650 01/03/73 10 2279 2306N 08205E 34.9 144.2 GG G
1164-04304 0O000/0000 20011/1651 01/03/73 70 2279 2139N 08142E 35.9 143.3 GGGG
1164-04310 00000/0000 20011/1652 01/03/73 8C 2279 2n13N 08119E 36-9 142,4 GGGP
1164-04313 0 000/0000 20011/1653 01/03/73 40 2279 1846N 08057E 37.9 14105 GPGG
1164-04315 00000/0000 20011/1654 01/03/73 10 2279 1718N 08036E 38*8 140.6 GGGG
1164-04322 0030C/0000 20011/1655 01/03/73 10 2279 1551N 08015E 39a8 139*6 GGGG
1164-06141 00000/0000 20013/0150 01/03/73 100 2294 2037N 05535E 36.6 142*7 GGGG
1164-06142 00000/0000 20011/1656 01/03/73 100 2280 2013N 05529E 36.9 14204 GGGG
1164-06143 00000/0000 20013/0151 01/03/73 100 2294 1910N 05513E 37.6 141*8 GGGG
164-.36144 O00000/00Q 20011/1657 01/03/73 90 2280 1846N 05507E 37.9 141.5 GGPG
1164-06150 c000o0/000 20013/0152 01/03/73 80 2294 1743N o5452E 38*6 140.8 GGGG
1164-6151 00000/0000 23311/1658 01/o3/73 70 2280 1719N 05446E 38*8 140,6 GGGG
KEYS: CLUD CeVER X . 0 TB 100 % CLeUD CPVER. o~an NO CLUO OUATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ..... ,......... BLANKSuBAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUESTEDe R=RECYCLED. G=GBeD, FPFAIR BUT USABLE* PoPS~R,
16:44 AR 74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR N8NwUS PAGE 0432
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRFILM ROLL r8o/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT POINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
1D P5SITI5N IN R9LL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
REV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1164-06152 00000/0000 20013/0153 01/03/73 30 2294 1616N 05431E 3905 139.9 GGGG
1164-06155 00000/000 20013/0154 01/03/73 20 2294 1451N 05410E 4005 138.9 GGGG
116 4 -3 6 16 1 00OO/C00 20013/0155 01/03/73 20 2294 1325N 05349E 4104 137,8 PGGG
1164-06164 00000/0000 2001 3 /0:L156 01/03/73 20 2294 1158N 05328E 4203 136*7 GGGG
1164-o6170 0000/000o 2u013/0157 01/03/73 o10 2294 1031N 05308E 43*2 135,6 GGGG
1164-06253 00000/0000 20011/1659 01/03/73 30 2280 1847S 04611E 54*0 103*2 GGGG
1164-06260 00000/0000 20011/1660 01/03/73 0 2280 2014S 0 4549E 54*0 101.3 GGGG
1164-06262 00000/0000 20011/1661 01/03/73 10 2280 2140S 04526E 5401 99.4 GGPG
1164-06265 00o00//000 20011/1662 01/o3/73 10 2280 2!06S 04503E 54.0 97.4 GGGG
1164-06271 00000/0000 20011/1663 01/03/73 10 2280 2432S 04440E 53.9 95.6 GGGG
1164-06410 00000/0000 20011/1664 01/03/73 100 2280 7037S 01838E 30e
6  71.3 PPPG
1164-06412 00000/0000 20011/1665 01/03/73 100 2280 7152S 01620E 2995 72.8 PrGG
116 4 -064 15 C0o00/000 20011/1666 01/03/73 100 2280 7306S 01343E 28.4 74.6 PPPG
1164-06421 00000/0000 20011/1667 01/03/73 100 2280 74 12S 01006E 2704 76.9 PPGG
1164-06424 00000/0000 20011/1668 01/0/73 100 2280 7520S 00642E 26*3 79.7 GGGG
1164-06430 00000/0000 20011/1669 01/03/73 80 2280 7624S 00245E 25.2 83.0. PGGG
1164-06433 oCoo0/C000 20011/1670 01/03/73 100 2280 772 4S 00
14 8 w 24.1 87,0 PPPP
1164-07523 00000o/000 20011/1671 01/03/73 0 2281 3726N 03439E 24.1 151.4 G GG
1164-07530 00000/0000 2o011/1672 01/03/73 C 2281 3600N 0 3411E 25.2 150&7 GGGG
1164-07532 00000/0000 20013/0158 01/03/73 0 2281 3434N 03344E 26.3 150*1 G
1164-07535 00000/0000 20013/0159 01/03/73 0 2281 33 08N 03317E 27*4 149.4 GGGG
1164-07541 00000/0000 20013/0160 01/03/73 0 2281 3t42N 03251E 28o5 148,7 GGGG
1164-08012 00000/0000 20011/16 7 3  01/03/73 10 2281 0713N 02633E 45.1 132,8 GGGG
1164-08014 00000/0000 20011/1674 01/03/73 20 2281 0546N 02613E 45.9 131.6 GG G
1164-08021 00000/0003 20011/1675 01/03/73 30 2281 0418N 02553E 4607 130.3 PPGG
1164-08023 00000/0000 20011/1676 01/03/73 60 2281 0252N 02533E 47.4 128.9 GGGG
1164-08030 00000/0000 20011/1677 01/03/73 70 2281 0125N 02514E 48.1 127.5 GGGG
1164-08032 00000/0000 20011/1678 01/03/73 90 22P1 0001 02453E 48.8 126*0 PPGG
1164-08035 00000/0000 2u011/1679 01/03/73 90 2281 0128S 02433E 49.4 124*5 PGGG
1164"08041 00000/0000 20011/1680 01/03/73 70 2281 0254S 02412E 50.1 122*9 PGGP
1164o08044 00000/0000 20011/1681 01/03/73 70 2281 0420 0 2352E 50.6 121.3 PP P
1164-08085 00000/0000 20011/1682 01/03/73 50 2281 1846S 02023E 5490 103.2 GGGG
1164-08091 00000/0000 20011/1683 01/03/73 40 2281 2014S 02002E 5400 101.3 GGGG
1164-08094 00000/0000 20011/1684 01/03/73 20 22A1 2141S 01939E 54.0 99*3 GGPG
1164-08100 00000/0000 20011/1685 01/03/73 20 2281 2307S 01917E 54.0 97*4 GGGG
1164-08103 00000/0CCO 20011/1686 01/03/ 7 3 0 2281 243?S 01853E 53*9 95e5 GGGG
1164-08105 00000/000 20011/1687 01/03/73 C 2281 25585 01829E 53.8 93.7 GGGG
1164w08112 00000/0000 20011/1688 01/03/73 0 22R1 27255 01805E 5306 91,8 GGG
1164-08114 00000/0000 20011/1689 01/03/73 0 2281 2851S 01741E 53*4 9000 PPPG
KEYS: CL9UD CBvER % .0o,..,,o...... a TB 100 - % CLOUD COvER. ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY 0oe.........o RLANKSMBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED* RsRECYCLEDO G=GOBD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPBbR.
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON*US PAGE 0433
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BSSERVATIeN MICROFILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL pBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITI9N IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZI M RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1164-08121 00000/0000 20011/1690 01/03/73 10 2281 3:15S 01716E 53.1 88.3 PGPP
1164-08123 00000/0000 20011/1691 01/03/73 20 2281 314PS 01651E 52*7 86*6 GGGG
1164-08130 00000/0000 20011/1692 01/03/73 80 2281 3108S 01626E 524 84.9 PPPP1164-11514 00000/000 20011/1693 C1/03/73 90 2283 71o5S 06 4 22w p8.4 74.8 PGPG1164-11520 00000C/00c 20011/1694 01/03/73 90 2283 7416S 06722W 27,3 77.1 PPPP1164-14422 00000/0000 20011/1695 01/03/73 30 2285 4845N 0 6423W 15.1 156.3 GGGG1164-14442 00000/0000 20011/1696 01/03/73 100 2285 4138N 06715W 20*8 153*2 GGGG1164-14445 00000/0000 20011/1697 01/03/73 90 2285 4n12N 06745w P2#0 152.6 pppp1164-14531 00000/0000 20011/1698 01/03/73 10 2285 1127N 07543W 42*6 136*3 GGGG1164-14533 00000/0000 20011/1699 01/03/73 20 2285 1001N 07603W 43*5 135.1 GGGG1164-14540 00000/0000 20011/1700 01/03/73 30 2285 0P34 N 07624w 44.3 134.0 GGGG1164-14542 00000/0000 20011/1701 01/03/73 60 2285 0708N 07644W 45.1 132*7 GGGG1164-14545 00000/0000 20011/1702 01/03/73 60 2285 oc4N 07705W 45*9 131.4 PGGG
1164-16244 00000/0000 20011/1703 01/03/73 80 2286 5135N 08853W 12.8 157*6 GGG1164-16251 00000/0000 20011/1704 01/03/73 8c 2286 5010N 089 34W 13*9 156*9 GGGG1164-16324 00000/0000 20011/1705 01/03/73 50 2286 2426N 09818W 33.9 144*9 PPPP1164-16585 00000/0000 20011/1706 01/03/73 90 2286 6523S 12944W 34.6 67.8 GGG
1164016592 00000/0000 20011/1707 01/03/73 80 2286 642S 13113W 33.6 68.4 GGGG1164-16594 00000/0000 20011/1708 01/03/73 70 2286 6801S 13252W 3r.5 69.1 GGGG
1164"17001 00000/0000 20011/1709 01/03/73 80 2286 6q19S 13442W 31*5 70.1 GGGG1164.17003 00000/0000 20011/1710 01/03/73 80 2286 7 036S 13646W 30*5 71.4 GPGG1164-17010 00000/000o 20011/1711 01/03/73 9c 2286 7151S 13906W P9.4 72.9 GGGG
1164-17012 00000/0000 20011/1712 01/03/73 90 2286 7304S 14145W 28.3 74.8 PGGG1164-17015 00000/0000 20011/171 3 01/03/73 100 2286 74 14S 14444K 27,2 77*1 GGGG
1164-17021 00000/0000 20011/1714 01/03/73 90 2286 7522S 14 8 10W 26*2 79.8 GGGG1164-18135 00000/0000 20011/1715 01/03/73 100 2287 3138N 12207W 28.6 148*6 G
1164-22111 00000/0000 20011/1716 01/o03/73 2289 7307S 14039E 28*2 74.9 GGGG1164-22114 00000/0000 20011/1717 01/03/73 0 2289 7418S 13740E 27*2 77.2 GGGG
1164-22120 00000/0000 20011/1718 01/03/73 0 2289 7525S 13416E 26.1 80.0 GGGG
1164-22123 00000/0000 20011/1719 01/03/73 0 2289 7630S 13018E 25,0 83.4 PGGG1164-22125 00000/0000 20011/1720 01/03/73 0 2289 7730S 12544E 23*9 87.5 PGPG
1164-23390 00000/0000 20011/1721 01/03/73 0 2290 215?S 14713E 54*0 99.0 GGPG
1164-23393 00000/0000 20011/1722 31/03/73 20 2290 2317S 14651E 53*9 97.1 GGPG
1164-23395 00000/0000 20011/1723 01/03/73 30 2290 2443S 14629E 53.8 95.3 GGGG
1164-23402 00000/0000 20011/1724 01/03/73 10 2290 2610S 14606E 53*7 93.4 GGGG
1164-23404 00000/0000 20011/1725 01/03/73 0 2290 2736S 14543E 53.5 91.6 GGGG
1164-23411 00000/0000 20011/1726 01/03/73 o 2290 2902S 14520E 53*2 89.8 GGGG
1164"23413 00000/0000 20011/1727 01/03/73 0 2290 3028S 14455E 53.0 88.0 GGGG
1165"01024 00000/0000 20011/1728 01/04/73 70 2291 460ON 13935E 17.3 155*0 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % .°o........... 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .,,.....S..,. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GeAD, FmFAIR BUT USABLE, PP8OR,.
16:44 MAR lip'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBNoUS 
PAGE 0434
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM RSLL ND,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PPSITI3N IN ReLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER 1F IMAGE ELEVo AZIM RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1165-01031 00000/0000 20011/1729 01/04/73 90 2291 4435N 13901E 1805 154o4 GGGG
1165-01033 00000/0000 20011/1730 01/04/73 90 2291 4310N 13827E 19o6 153.8 GGGG
1165-01040 00000/0000 23011/1731 01/04/
7 3  90 2291 4145N 13755E 2008 153.2 GGGP
1165-J1042 00000/0000 20011/1732 01/04/73 70 2291 4019N 13725E 21o9 152,5 GGGG
1165-01045 00000/0000 20011/1733 01/04/73 80 2291 3853N 13655E 23o0 151*9 GGGG
1165-01051 0000/0000 20011/1734 01/04/73 80 2291 3727N 13626E 24.1 151.3 GGGG
1165-01054 00000/0000 20011/1735 01/04/73 70 2291 3601N 13558E 25o3 150.6 GGGG
1165-01060 00000/0000 20011/1736 01/04/73 50 2291 3436N 13531E 26o4 150o0 GGGG
1165-01063 00000C/00O 20011/1737 01/04/73 90 2291 3310N 13505E 27o5 149o3 
GPGG
1165-01072 00000/0000 20011/1738 01/04/73 70 2291 3018N 13 414E 2946 147o9 
GGGG
1165-01192 00000/0000 20011/1739 01/04/73 40 2291 11335 12358E 52o8 112o5 PGGP
1165-01195 00000/0000 20011/1740 01/04/73 60 2291 1?59S 12337E 53o1 1107 PGGG
1165-01201 00000/0000 20011/1741 01/04/73 60 2291 1425S 12316E 53.4 108.8 
PPGG
1165-01204 00000/0000 20011/1742 01/04/
7 3 40 2291 1552S 12255E 53.6 106.9 PPPG
1165-01210 00000/0000 20011/1743 01/04/73 30 2291 1720S 12233E 53,8 105.0 PPPP
1165-01213 00000/0000 20011/1744 01/04/73 30 2291 1847S 12211E 53.9 103.1 
PPPP
1165-01215 00000/0000 20011/1745 01/04/73 6C 2291 2014S 12150E 53o9 101.2 
PpPG
1165-01222 00000/0000 20311/1746 01/04/73 30 2291 2140S 12128E 5400 99.3 
PPPG
1165-o2530 00000/0000 20011/1747 01/04/73 100 2292 2141N 10604E 35o9 143.2 
GGGG
116 5-j253 3 00000/0000 20011/1748 01/04/73 90 2292 2n14N 10542E 36.9 142.3 GGGG
1165-02535 00000/0000 20013/0161 01/04/73 80 2292 1848N 10520E 37.9 14104 PPGG
1165-02542 00000/0000 20013/0162 01/04/73 60 2292 1721N 10459E 38,8 140.4 GGGG
1165-02544 00000/0000 20013/0163 01/04/73 10 2292 1553N 10438E 39*8 139.4 GGGG
1165-02551 00000/0000 20013/0164 01/04/73 10 2292 1427N 10417E 40'7 138.4 GGGG
1165-02553 o00oo0/000 20013/015 01/04/73 10 2292 
1 401N 10356E ,41.6 137.4 GGGG
1165-02560 00000/0000 20013/0166 01/04/73 10 2292 11t34N 10335E 42*5 136.3 GGGG
1165-O2562 00000/0000 20013/0167 01/04/73 10 2292 lo07N 10315E 43o4 13501 
GGGG
1165"02565 00000/0000 20013/0168 01/,4/
7 3  2o 2292 0841N 10 255E 44o2 13399 GGGG
1165-03192' 00000/0000 20013/0169 01/04/73 100 2292 6R01S 07244E 32.6 69o1 GGGG
1165"03194 00000/0000 20013/0170 01/04/73 100 2292 6Q19S 0 7054E 315 7041 
GGGG
1165-03201 00000/0000 20013/0171 01/04/73 100 2292 7036S 06852E 30,5 71*3 GGGG
1165-03203 00000/0000 20013/0172 01/04/73 10 2292 71515 0 6634E 29o4 72.8 GGGG
1165-03210 00000/0000 20013/0173 01/04/73 90 2292 7'05S o6357E 2803 74.7 
GGGG
1165-03212 00000/0000 20013/0174 01/:4/73 100 2292 74115 0 6o21E 2703 7609 
GGGG
1165-03215 00000/0000 20013/0175 01/04/73 60 2292 7518S 05702E 2602 7907 
GGGG
1165-03221 00000/0000 20013/0176 01/04/73 4C 2292 76225 0 5308E 25o1 83o0 GGGG
1165-03224 00000/0000 20013/0177 01/04/73 100 2292 7733S 04856E 24.0 87.0 GGGG
1165-04303 00000/0000 20013/0178 01/04/73 10 2293 4144N 08618E 20o8 
153,1 GGGG
1165-04305 00000/0000 20013./0179 01/04/73 1i 2293 4,19N 08547E 21,9 152.5 GGGG
KEYS: COeUD CBVER % oo,.***,.**,., 0 TB 100 B % CLOUD C9VERo ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,o.o,,e,.. BLANKSmBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTEDo RORECYCLED, GaGBRD. FUFAIR 
BUT USABLE PIRPBR,
16:44 M4A 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG F9R NBN.US PAGE 0435
FROM 17/23/72 Tf u7/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MCR4FILM R9LL .9,/ DATE CLBUD R9IT POINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN tMAGE QUALITY
IL) PSSITIS1 9  1 BLL ACI.!UTrED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
9EV MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1165-04380 00000/0c00 20013/0180 01/04/73 C 2293 1555N 07847E 39*8 139*4 GGGG
1165*04382 U000/00/0C 20013/0181 01/04/73 0 2293 1428N 07826E 40*7 138.4 GGGG
116 5 -)4385 OC000/000 20013/0182 01/04/73 10 2293 1301N 07806E 41.6 137e3 GGGG
1165-34391 00000/0000 20013/0183 01/c4/73 70 2293 1135N 07745E 42o5 136*2 GGGG116 5 -14394 00000/0000 20013/0184 01/04/73 90 2293 1008N 07724E 43*4 135.1 GGGG
1165-04400 000r0/OC00 23013/C185 O1/,4/73 100 2293 041.N 07704E 44.2 133.9 PPPG
1165"06214 OC000/C00 20011/1749 01/04/73 40 2294 1427N 05240E 40*7 138.4 GGGG
116 5 -o6220 OC0000/Oo0 20011/1750 01/rI4/ 7 3 60 2294 1301N 0 5219E 41,6 137.3 GGGG
1165-"I6223 00000/0000 20011/1751 01/04/73 70 2294 1134N 05159E 42,5 13602 GGPG
116 5 -0622 5 OC00c/O00) 2.011/1752 C01/v4/73 7 0 2294 1008N 05138E 43.4 135*1 GGGG116 5 -06232 000C/00000 20011/1753 01/04/73 60 2294 0841N 05117E 44.2 133*9 GGGG
1165-06234 00000/0000 2011/1754 01/34/73 40 2294 0714N 05056E 45.1 132*7 GGGG
1165-0621 C00000/0000 20011/1755 01/04/73 50 2294 0548N 05036E 45*9 131.4 GGGG
1165-362*3 00000/C00 20011/1756 01/04/73 20 2294 0422N 05016E 46.6 130*1 BGGG
1165-06250 00000/0000 20011/1757 01/04/73 20 2294 OP55N 04955E 47o4 128*7 BGGG
1165-06252 o000CO/00, 20011/1758 01/04/73 20 2294 0129N 04935E 48.1 127*3 GcGPG
1165-06255 00o00/~o000 2011/1759 01/04/73 60 2294 00o2N 04914E 48*7 125.8 PGGG
1165-06302 0OCC/0000 20011/1760 01/04/73 80 2294 1553S 04 527E 53.6 106.9 GGGG1165-06305 000/0000 20011/1761 01/P4/73 60 2294 1719S 04b06E 53.7 105.0 GGGG
1165-j6311 0000/0000 20011/1762 01/4/73 10 2294 1R45S 04444E 53.9 103.0 GGGG
1165.06314 00000/0000 20011/1763 01/ 4/73 20 2294 20 12S 04423E 53*9 101*1 GGGG
1165-06320 00000/0000 20011/1764 01/0/73 10 2294 2139S 04401E 53,9 99.2 GGGG
1165-)6323 3o0Oo/000o 20011/1765 01/:4/ 73 10 2294 2306S 04339E 53.9 97*3 GGPG
1165-06325 00000/0000 20011/1766 01/04/73 20 2294 2431S 04316E 53.8 95.4 PGGG
1165-07582 00C000/000 20011/1767 01/04/73 O 2295 3727N 03312E 24.2 151.2 GGGG
1165-07584 00000/0000 20011/1768 01/04/73 0 2295 360N 03244E 25.3 150*6 GGGG
1165-07591 00000/000 20011/1769 01/04/73 0 2295 3436N 03217E 26*4 149*9 GGGG
1165-07593 00000/0002 20011/1770 01/n 4 /73  0 2295 3310N 03150E 27*5 149.2 GGGG
1165-38000 00000/000'. 20011/1771 Ot/0 /7 3 0 2295 3144N 03124E 28.6 148.6 GGGP
1165-08002 00000/0000 20011/1772 01/04/73 0 2295 3018N 03059E 29.6 147.8 GGGG
1165-08005 0000/0000 20011/1773 01/'4/ 73 o 2295 2851N 03034E 30*7 147*1 GGGG
1165-38011 00000/0000 20011/1774 01/14/73 0 2295 2 725 N 03010E 31.8 146o4 GGGG
1165-V8014 00000/0000 20011/1775 01/04/73 0 2295 2559N 02947E 32.8 145.6 GGGG
1165-03020 00000/0000 20011/1776 01/04/73 60 2295 2432N 02924E 33*9 144.8 GGGG
116 5 -08023 00000/0000 20011/1777 01/r4/73 100 2295 2305N 02901E 34*9 144*0 GPGG
1165,08025 003CO/OC0000 20011/1778 01/04/73 100 2295 2139N 02839E 35.9 143.1 PGGG
1165-08032 00000/000u 20011/1779 01/04/73 90 2295 2013N 02817E 36*9 142*2 GGGG
1165-38034 00000/000 20011/1780 01/04/73 100 2295 1.47N 02755E 37.9 141.3 GGGG
1165-08041 0000o0oo/c 20011/1781 01/04/73 90 2295 1721N 02733E 38.8 140*4 GGGG
KEYS: CLSUD CBVER % .,..o....., . 0 Tf 100 = % CLOUD CPVER. ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IIAGE QUALITY "o..o....,...,. BLANKStBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED* RuRECYCLEDO G-=GD60 FaFAIR BUT USABLE- PPOBR,.
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANOARD CATALG FOR NON.US PAGE 0436
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ReLL Nt./ DATE CLOUD eRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PBSITISN IN R8LL ACUITRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
REV MSs LAT LBNG 123 45678
1165-08043 00000/0000 20011/1782 01/C4/73 70 2295 1555N 02712E 39.8 139.4 GGGG
1165-08050 0000/o000o 20011/1783 01/04/73 0 2295 1428N 02651E 40*7 138.4 GGGG
1165-08052 00000/0000 20011/1784 01/04/73 0 2295 1301N 02631E 41*6 137.3 GGGG
1165-08055 00000/0000 20011/1785 ol/0o/73 0 2295 1135N 02610E 42*5 136.2 GGGG
1165-08061 00000/0000 20011/1786 01/04/73 0 2295 10 08N 02549E 43.4 135.1 GGGG
1165-08070 00000/0000 26011/1787 01/04/73 0 2295 0714N 02507E 4501 132.7 GGGG
1165-08073 00000/0000C 20011/1788 01/04/73 0 2295 0O47N 02447E 45*9 131.4 GGGG
1165-08075 00000/0000 20011/1789 01/04/73 30 2295 0421N 02426E 46.6 130.1 GGGG
1165-08082 00000/0000 20011/1790 01/04/73 60 2295 OP53N 02406E 47.4 128.7 GGGG
1165-08164 00000/0000 20011/1791 01/04/73 0 2295 2557S 01705E 53.7 93*6 GGGG
1165-08170 00000/0000 20011/1792 01/04/73 0 2295 2723S 01640E 53.5 91.7 GGGG
1165-08173 000o0/0000 20011/1793 01/04/73 30 2295 2 49S 01614E 53.2 89.9 GGGG
1165-8175 o000oooo/o 20011/1794 01/04/73 40 2295 3015S 01550E 52.9 88.2 GGGG
1165-08182 00000/0000C 20011/1795 01/o4/73 50 2295 3141S 01524E 52.6 86.5 GGGG
1165-08314 00000/0000 20011/1'796 01/04/73 100 2295 7519S 02031w 26*1 79.7 PGGG
1165-08320 00000/0000 20011/1797 01/04/73 90 2295 7622S 02424W 25.1 83.0 PGGG
1165-08323 o00o0/0000 20011/1798 01/04/73 70 2295 7733S 02830W 24.0 87.0 GGGG
1165-08325 00000/0000 20011/1799 01/04/73 70 2295 7829S 03354w 22.9 91.8 GPGG
1165-14510 00000/0000 2001111800 01/04/73 100 2299 3849N 06939W 2301 151*8 GGGG
1165-1451? 00000/COCO 20011/1801 01/4/73 100 2299 3723N 07007W 24.2 151.2 GGGG
1165-14515 00000/0000 20011/1802 01/04/73 100 2299 3q57N 07035W 2503 150*5 GGGG
1165-14521 000C0/0000 20011/1803 01/04/73 90 2299 3 43 1N 07101W 26.4 149*8 GGGG
1165-16294 0u0000/000 20011/1804 01/04/73 100 2300 5424N 08850W 10,5 158.8 GGGP
1165-163o0 O000C/C000 20011/1805 01/04/73 90 2300 5300N 08935W 11i7 158.1 GGGP
1165-16303 00000/0000 20011/1806 C1/r4/73 80 2300 513 6N 09018W 12.8 15705 GGGP
1165-16305 00000/0000 20011/1607 01/04/73 60 2300 5011N 09058W 140 156.8 GGGG
1165016382 00000/0000 20011/108 01/04/73 30 2300 2428 N 09
9 43W 33*9 144*7 P GG
1165-16385 00000/0000 200311/109 01/04/73 80 2300 2302N 10006W 34*9 143.9 GPGP
1165-16391 00000/o000 20011/1 10 01/04/73 40 2300 2!135N 10028w 35.9 143*0 GPPG
1165-16394 0o000/00o0 20011/1811 01/04/73 10 230 2009N 100 50W 36.9 142*1 PPGG
1165-16400 -00000/0000 2C011/1812 01/04/73 10 2300 1843N 10111W 3709 141.2 PPPP
1165-16403 00000/0000 20011/1813 01/04/73 20 2300 1716N 10133W 38.9 140.3 PGPG
1165-18114 00C000/0000 20011/1814 01/04/73 0 2301 5834N 11205W 7.0 161*1 PPPP
1165-18120 OCOO0/0000 20011/1815 01/04/73 80 2301 5711N 11300w 8.2 160.3 G PP
1165-18123 00000/0000 20011/1816 01/04/73 80 23101. 5548N 113 5 1w 9.4 159.5 PGGG
1165-18125 00000/0000 20011/1817 01/04/73 100 2301 5424N 11439W fi.5 158.8 PPPP
1165-18132 00000/0000 2 u01 1/1818 01/04/73 100 2301 5300N 11525w 11.7 158.1 PGPP
11651!8134 00000/0000 20011/1819 01C/4/73 90 2301 5134N 11608W 12.8 157.5 GPGP
1165-18141 00000/0000 20011/1820 01/04/73 80 23o1 5011N 116 48W 14.0 156.8 GGPP
KEYS: CLEUD C5VEP % .. ,.......... . 0 Te 100 * % CLOUD CRVER. ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ., ,,,,,., . SLANKSaBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, RuRECYCLED. GaGB0D, FsFAIR BUT USABLE. PaP8BR,
16144 MAk 11'f74 STANDARD CATALeG F&R NeN.US PAGE 0437
FM n7/23/72 Te 07/p3/73
SBSERVATI9N MICRIFIM RBLL 5./ DATE CLBUD RRIT PPINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
Il P$SITIN IN kBLL ACCUiTED CBVER NUMBER Aq IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
MPV SS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1165-18191 00000/0000 20011/1821 01/04/73 7o 2301 3605N 12307W 27*5 149.1 PGGG1165w18193 00000/0000 20011/1822 01/04/73 80 2331 314nN 12332W p8s6 148*5 GGG1165-18475 OC000/000 20011/1823 01/04/73 too 2301 65215 15654W 34.5 67*9 GGGG1165-18482 00000/0000 20011/1824 o0/~4/73 i00 2301 6641S 15824w 33.4 68.4 GGGG1165-18484 00000/0000 20011/1825 01/04/73 100 2301 600rS 160046 32.4 69.2 0QGG1165018491 00000/000 20011/1826 06/.4/7 to10 ?301 601RS 16155w 31.4 7012 GGGG1165-18493 00000/00v 20011/1827 01/04/7- 100 2301 7m34S 16358W 30*3 71.4 OGGG
116 5 -18500 00000/000o 20011/1826 01/04/73 90 2301 7149S 166 16v 29*3 73*0 GGGG1165-18502 00000/00u 20011/1829 C0/,4/73 t00 2301 7?02S 16855w P8,2 74.8 GGGG1165-18505 00000/00o 20011/1830 0/0,4/73 90 2301 7413S 17153W 27,1 77,1 GGGG1165-18511 00000/0000 20011/1831 Cl0/o4/73 70 2301 7r22S 17518W 26.0 79.9 GGGG1165-18514 00000/0000 20011/1832 01/14/73 70 2301 7626S 17916W 24*9 83.2 GGGG116 5 -1 8 52( 00o00/o000 20011/1833 01/04/73 10 2301 7726S 17610E P3.8 87.2 GGGG1165-18523 00000/0000 20011/1834 01/04/73 C 2301 7q32S 17054E 22*7 92*1 GGGG1165-23474 00000/000( 20C11/1835 01/04/73 0 2304 3150o 14302E 52s5 86.3 OGGG1165-23481 00000/000 20011/1836 01/4/73 2304 3316S 14236E 52*1 84.6 GGGG1165=23483 00000/0000 20011/1837 01/04/73 0 2304 34425 14209E 51*7 83.0 GGGG1165-23490 00000/0000 20011/1838 01/04/73 0 2304 3A08S 14142E 51*2 81.5 GGGG1165-23492 00000/0000 20011/1839 01/04/ 73 50 2304 3733S 14114E 50.7 80.0 iPPr1166-00001 O0000/000 20011/1840 01/5/73 100 23r4 73079 11322E 28.1 75.0 PPGP1166-0000 00000/Ooc 20011/1841 01/05/73 100 2304 7418S 11023E 27*0 77.3 GGPG1166"0001 00000/000CC 20011/1842 01/05/ 73 100 2304 7525S 10700E 26,0 80.1 GGGG1166-00013 00000/0000 2011/1843 01/05/73 100 2304 7630S 10300E 24*9 83.4 PGGG1166-00015 000000/0000 2011/1844 01/s5/73 100 2304 7730S 09823E 23.8 87.5 GGGG1166-04400 0000/0000 20011/1845 01/r/73 70 2317 2A48N 08044E 30*8 147*0 GGGG1166-0440? 000o0/0000 20011/1846 Cl0/n/73 9c 2307  2722N 08020E 31.8 146@2 GGGG1166-04405 00000/0000 20011/1847 01/05/73 90 2307 2556N 07957E 32*9 145.4 GPGG1166"04411 00000/0000 20011/1848 01/05/73 70 2307 2430N 0 7933E 33.9 144.6 GGGG1166-04414 00000/OC00 20011/1849 01/05/73 10 2307 2104N 07911E 34.9 143.8 GGGG1166-04420 00000/0000 20011/185c 01/05/73 0 2307 2138N 07849E 35.9 142.9 GGGP1166-04423 00000/0000 20011/1851 01/05/73 0 2307 2013N 07826E 36.9 142*1 UGGG1166-04425 00000/0000 20011/1852 01/05/73 0 2307 1R45N 07804E 37.9 141.1 GGGG1166*04432 00000/0000 20011/1853 01/(0/73 0 2307 1718N 07742E 38.9 140*2 GPGG1166-04434 000oooo00/0000 20011/1854 01/05/73 0 2307 151N 07721E 39.8 139.2 GGGG
1166-04441 00000/0000 20011/1855 01/05/73 0 2307 1424N 07700E 40.7 138.2 GGGG
1166-04443 00000/0000 20011/1856 01/05/73 0 2307 1P57N 07640E 41.7 137.1 GGGP
1166"04450 00000/0000 20011/1857 01/05/73 20 2307 1130N 07619E 42*5 136*0 GGGG
1166-04452 00000/0000 20011/1858 01l;/73 30 2307 1004N 07558E 43*4 134.9 PPPP1166-05082 0000/O00O 20011/1859 01/nR/73 100 2307  6o03S 04526E 32*4 69.2 PGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % *.... ..... , 0 TB 100 a % CLBUD CVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE OUALITY .............. BLANKS.BANo NOT PRESFN T /REQUESTED. RERECYCLED. G-GeBD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. P8sP8R,
1:44 1A- 11,'74 STANDAR CATALeG FaR NON.US 
PAGE 0438
FR'M 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
8SSERJATI5 IATCR9FILM R9LL DN,/ ATE CLeUD 9RBIT PRINCTPAL PSINT SUN SUN 
IMAGE QUALITY
ID PqSITIg, IN "BLL ACOUITED CBVER NJMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. 
AZIr. RBV MSS
mssV S LAT LONG 123 45678
1166-35084 OCo00/ OO 2 011,1860 01//73 90 2307 602lS 04337E 31*3 70o2 
GGGG
116 6 -0 5 091 00000/000 20011/1:61 Cl/o,/73 100 2307 7r03S 0 4134E 30.3 71.4 GGGG
1166-'5093 0000/O00' 2j011/1 62  O1/'6/73 7c 2307 7153S 0 3916E 29.2 72o9 GGGP
1166-05100 C0000/000i 2D011/lE:63 01/06/73 70 2307 7307S 03 639E 28.2 74o8 GGPG
1166-05102 00000/0000 20311/164 01/05/
73 40 2307 7419 0o3339E 2791 77.1 GPGG
1166-,619 00000/0000 0013/0186 01/n5/73 70 2308 406N 05934E 19.7 1536 G G
116 6 -j619 3  00000/0000 20013/0187 01/5/73 60 2308 4141:4J 5903E 20*9 153-0 GGGG
1166-06115 00000/0000 2013/018 01/05/73 30 2308 4015N 0 5732E 220. 152.3 
GGGG
1166-06202 000C00C/000 20013/0189 C1/05/
73  10 2308 35 05 N  0 5 o3E 231 151.7 GGGG
1166-06204 0000C/0003 20013/0190 01/05/73 0 2308 3724N 05734E 24.2 
151.1 GGGG
1166-06211 00000/00CC 20013/0191 01/ro/73 0 2308 3155N 05706E 25.3 150.4 
GGGG
1166-06213 00000/00 20013/0192 01/20/73 0 238 333N 0 5639E 265 149.8 GGGG
1166- 0 62P0 00000/0000 2o013/0193 o1/05/
7 3  0 23.8 3107N 0 5613E 27*5 149.1 GGGG
1166-06222 00000/000o 20013/0194 01/05/73 0 23o8 3j41N 05548E 28.6 148.4 
GGGG
116 6 -06 225  000o0/0000 20013/C0195 01/0/73 0 23n8 3015N o5523E 29.7 147.7 
GGGG
1166-06231 00000/000- 20013/0196 01/05/7 2308 28 4 9N 05458E 3008 146.9 
GGGG
1166-06234 00000/0000 20013/0197 01/0/73 0 2308 2722N 05433E 3188 
146.2 GGGG
1166-06240 00000/0000 20013/0198 01/0/71 20 2308 2556N 05409E 32.9 145.4 
GGGG
1166-06243 00000/0000 20013/0199 01/O9/
7 3  30 2308 2430N 05346E 33.9 144.6 GGGG
1166-06245 00000/0000 20013/0200 01/05/73 10 2308 2003N 05322E 34.9 143.8 
GGGG
1166-06252 00000/C00 20013/021 01/Cl0o/
7  10 2308 2137N 05300E 35.9 142.9 GGGG
1166-06264 00000/OCu 2P013/0202 01/r0/73 10 2308 
2009N 05239E 36.9 142*0 GGGG
1166-06261 00000/0000 2j011/1765 01/05/73 0 23n8 1543N 05217E 37.9 141.1 GGGG
1166-06263 00000/0003 2 0011,/186 01/r)/
7 3  0 23-8 1717N o5156E 38.9 140.2 GGGG
1166-06270 Oooo/oo000 20011/1E67 01/05/73 0 2
3
,18 1551N 0 9135E 39.8 139.2 GGGG
1166-06272 00000/0000 20011/1268 01/,9/73 0 2308 1424N 05114E 40.7 138.2 
GGGG
11 6 6 -0 6 2 7 5  00000/0000 20011/1869 01/05/73 4, 2308 151N 05053E 41*7 137.1 
GGGG
1166-06281 00000/0000 20011/10 7 01/05/73 70 2308 1131N 05032E 42.5 136.0 
GGGG
1166-062 4 00000/C00 20011/171 o01/9/ 7
3  6 0 2308 105N 05012E 43.4 134.8 GGG
1166"6290 o000o0/o00u 20011/1 72 01/c0/73 50 2308 0R39N 0 4951E 442 133*7 
GGGG
1166-06293 0o000/0000 20011/1873 01//73 50 2308 0713N 04931E 45.1 
132.4 UGGG
1166-06295 ocooC0o/000oo 20c11/174 01//7? 60 2318 05o47N O0491E 45.9 131.1 
GGGG
1166-06302 0000/0000 20011/1F75 01/e /73 80 2308 C4 19N 04 84 9E 4696 129.8 
GGGG
1166-o6304 00000/0000 20011/1N76 01/09/73 6o 2308 0C53N 04829E 47.4 128.4 
GGGG
1166-06311 00000/C000 20011/I177 01/cq/73 80 2308 0127N 0 4008E 48.1 127.0 
GGGP
1166-06313 00000/0000 2o011/1F78 01/n5/ 73 90 2308 OOON 0 4748E 48.7 125o6 G GG
1166-06320 00000/0000 20011/1879 01/05/73 80 2308 0127S 04728E 49.4 124*0 PPPP
1166-08040 00000/0000 20011/lE80 01/05/73 40 2309 3725N 03146E 24o2 151*1 UGGG
1166-08042 00000/0000 20011/1881 01/09/73 30 2309 3559N 03118E 25*4 150.4 GGGG
KEYS: CLPUD CBVEP % **,*,...*** 0c Ta 100 x % CLBUD CPVER, ,, a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE CUALITY .,...a,....., RLANSuBAND NOT PRF.SrNT/REQUESTED. RsRECYCLED. GaGBBD. FvFAIR BUT 
USABLE, PuPBBR9
16:44 'iAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALeG FeR N~N.US PAGE 0439
FR49 ^7/23/72 Tl 07/23/73
eBSERVATrIN MICRFILM RtLL N1./ DATE CL8UD 5RRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
lu PRSITI9\ IN RNLL ACUTrPED CBVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM. RBV MSS
MRV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1166-98051 O00 /OC , 0 2011/1882 01/' /7q 1l 2309 3 06N 03023E 27*6 149*1 GGG
1166-08054 o0o0oo/coO 2u011/1183 01/o,/77 30 2309 3141N 02957E 28*6 148.4 GGGG
1166.08060 0000/OCOo 2r'0 1 1/1884 0 1/,5/7q 10 2309 3 015 N 02932E 29*7 147.7 PPpP
1166-38095 00000/0000 20011/1885 01/05/73 50 239 T177N 02607E 38.9 140.2 PPPP
11 6 6 -o0811 000CO/o0OO 20011/1886 01/05/73 0 23o9 1q51'j Ob46E 39.8 139.2 GGGG
1166-o8104 00330/00C 20011/1887 01/5/73 0 23o9 1425N 02525E 40*7 138*1 GGGG
1166-%8110 000000/00 2)011/188 0/0\5/73 2329 159IN 02503E 41'7 137,1 GGGG
1166-83113 0oO00/OO 2Y011/1889 01/(5/73 0 2309 1132N 02442E 42*5 136.0 GGGG
1166.03115 O0000/O00o 2,311/189D 01/05/73 0 2309 1l0 6 N 02 4 22E 43*4 134s8 GGGG
1166-)8122 0000/000 2 011/1891 01 ,;/73 Q 2309 0839N 02401E 44.2 133.6 GGGG
1166-08124 O0oo0/oOu 20011/1892 C0110/ 7 3 0 2309 0712N 02340E 45*1 132s4 GGGG
1166*08131 0oo/00 O 20011/1893 Oi/cl57 . . 2309 0545N 023202E 459 131%1 GGGG
1166-38133 003?00/0000 20011/1894 01/r5/73 0 2309 0417N 02300E 46*6 129*8 PPPP
1166-08204 000001000 20011/1695 01,I5/73 70 2309 20155 01709E 53*8 100.9 GGGG
1166-08210 00C O/000 201/A96 0!/~5/73 50 23n9 2140S 01647E 53.8 99,0 GGGG
1166-08213 000000000 2C;011/1897 01/O5/ 7 3 40  2309 20nS 01624E 53.8 97,1 GGGG
1166-38215 0003/0000 2j011/1898 01/05/ 73 40 2309 2435S 01600E 53*7 95*2 GGGG
11 6 6 -1 8 22 2 O000O/000u 01 1/1899 01/05/73 20 2309 2o01S 01536E 53.5 93.4 GGGG
1166-08224 00000/COCO 2,011/1900 01/0c/73 30 2309 2726S 01512E 53*3 91.6 GGGG
1166-08231 00300/C00 20011/1901 01/nS/73 40 2309 2252? 01448E 53.1 89.8 GGG
1166-08233 00000/0000 21011/1902 01/o0 7 3  40 2309 3 o1 8S 0 1423E 52,8 88,0 G GG
11 6 6 -j 8 240 OOO0/O000C 20011/1903 01/i(/73 40 2309 3144S 0 1357E 52*5 86.3 GGGG
1166-09451 0000C0/0000 2012/0001 01/15/73 50 2310 44 31N 00830E 18.6 154.2 GGGG
1166-09454 00000/OCOO 20012/0002 0!/0~/ 7 ; 20 2310 4307N 00757E 19.8 153.6 GGGG
1166-09460 oooo/o00o0 20012/0003 0l/0/73 50 231b 4142N 00725E 20.9 152.9 GGGG
11 6 6 ", 946 3 000C0/0300 20012/0004 01/C0/73 60 2310 4 n16N 00654E 22.0 152.3 GGGG
1166-39474 o000002/c 2 012/0005 01/ t/73 70 2310 3r59N c0529E 25*4 150.4 P
1166-09481 00300/C0O 20012/0006 01/PS/ 7 3 70 2310 3434N 00502E 26o5 149.7 GGGG
1166-09515 003300/0000 2012/0007 Ci/0 /73 60 2310 ?137N 00123E 3509 142.9 GGGG
1166o49522 CO33O0/000 20012/0008 01/ /7 3 70 2310 2nllN 00100E 369 142.0 GOGG
1166-14534 00,/ 0, 20012/,009 01/I/73 100 2313 4R43N 067164 15.3 156.0 PGPG
1166-14575 00000/000c 20012/0013 01/)6/73 70 2313 3 428N 07228W 26*5 149.7 GrGG
1166-15020 003000/0000 0012/00 1 012/05/7 30 2313 2003,N 07628W 37.0 141,9 GGGG
1166-15023 00300/0C00 20012/0012 C,1/o0/73 40 2313 1837N 07649; 38.0 141.0 GGGG
1166-15294 00000/0000 20012/0013  1/05/7 3  80 2313 7036S 113458 30.2 71.5 GGGG
1166-15291 003o0/00u 2j0012/0014 01/,0/73 90 2313 7!52S 11608w 29.1 73.1 GGGG
1166-15293 O03o0/CCG0 2v012/0015 G01/O /73 70 2313 7306S 11847W 28.1 75.0 GGGG
1166-15300 03000/00o 20012/0016 01/5/73 80 2313 74175 12146W 27.0 77.3 GGGG
1166-15302 U0000/000C 20312/0017 01/05/73 90 2313 7525S 12511i 25.9 80.0 GGGG
<EYS: CLOUD C VEP % *** 0 T9 100 CLBU D CPVER, ** = NO CLBUD D ATA AVAILABLE.
11AOE GQALfTY *.............. ALANKS.BAND NdT PRFSrNT/REQ0ESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G5BD. FFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPBR.,I A3E C jALITY ,,,o rr~,. ...... ,A
16-44 1AR 11*'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NeN-uS PAGE 0440
FReM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI9N MICRmFILM ;5LL MN./ DATE CLOUD 9RRIT PqINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI3N IN HeLL ACIUTRED COVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZIMI RBV MSS
qBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1166-15305 00000/0000 20012/0018 01/00/73 90 2313 7629S 129 11W 24.8 83*4 GGGG
1166-16364 00o000/00C 20012/0019 01/0F/ 7 3 0 2314 5009N 0 9226W 14*1 156.6 GGGG
1166.16441 00000/0000. 20012/D020 01/0S/ 73 90 2314 2425N 1010ow 34*0 144*5 GGGG
1166-16443 00000/0000 20012/3021 01/o0/ 73 90 2314 2P59N 101 3 3w 35.0 143.7 GGGG
1166-16450 00000/0000 20012/0022 01/01/73 90 2314 2132N 10155W 36*0 142.8 GGGG
1166"16452 00000/00oo 20012/3023 01/05/73 90 2314 2006N 10217W 37.0 1419 GGGG
1166-16455 00000/0000 20012/0024 01/0s/73 50 2314 140N 10239 38,0 141.0 GGPG
1166-18193 00000/0000 20012/0025 01/0R/73 0 2315 5i.33N 117 34w 13*0 157.3 GGGG
1166-18245 00000/0000 20012/10026 01/0O/73 100 2315 3104N 12435w 27*6 149*0 GGGG
1167-01114 o000o0/oo0 20012/0027 01/o6/ 73  0 2319 5428N 14042E 10*6 158.7 GGGG
1167-01120 00000/00 20012/0028 01/06/73 0 2319 5304N 13956E 11.8 158.0 GGGG
1167-01123 00000/0000 20012/0029 01/oD/73 0 2319 5 39N 13913E 12.9 157.3 GGGG
1167-01125 00000/0000 20012/0030 01/6~/73 0 2319 5015N 13832E 14.1 156.6 GGGG
1167-01132 00000/0000 20012/0031 01/06/73 0 2319 4F50N 13753E 15*2 156.0 GGGG
1167-01134 00000/0000 20012/0032 01/0(/73 0 2319 47 25 N 13716E 16.4 155.4 GGGG
1167-01141 00000/0000 20012/0033 01/04/73 0 2319 4600N 13640E 17*5 154.7 GGGG
1167-01143 00000/0000 20012/0034 01/06/73 0 2319 4434N 13606E 18.6 154.1 GGGG
1167-01150 00000/000 20012/0035 01/06/73 0 2319 4309N 13534E 19.8 153.5 GGGG
1167-01152 00000/0000 20012/0036 01/06/73 0 2319 4143N 13502E 20*9 152.9 GGGG
1167-01155 00000/0000 20012/0037 01/06/73 20 2319 4017N 13432E 22*0 152.2 GGGG
1167*01161 00000/0000 20012/0038 01/06/73 30 2319 3A51N 13402E 23'2 151.6 GGGG
1167-01164 00C000/C000 20012/0039 01/06/73 50 2319 37 2 5 N 13333E 24.3 151.0 GGGG
1167o01170 00000/0000 20012/0040 01/06/73 70 2319 3559N 13305E 25*4 150.3 GGGG
1167-01173 00000/0000 20012/0041 01/06/73 80 2319 3434N 13238E 26.5 149.6 PG G
1167-01175 00000/0000 20012/0042 01/06/73 40 2319 3 308N 13212E 27.6 149.0 GGGG
1167-,)1182 00000/0000 20012/0043 01/06/73 70 2319 3142N 13146E 28*7 148,3 GGGG
1167-)1184 00000/0000 20012/0044 01/06/73 90 2319 3015N 13121E 29*7 147,5 GGGG
1167-01241 00000/000 20012/0045 01/06/73 30 2319 1131N 12631E 42*5 135*8 GOGG
1167-01243 00000/0000 2 u01 2 /C04 6 01/06/73 40 2319 1005N 12611E 4394 134.7 GGGG
1167*01250 00000/0000 20012/C047 01/06/73 40 2319 0839N 12550E 44.2 133.5 0GGG
1167-03043 *00000/0000 20012/0048 01/06/71 90 2320 2138N 10310E 36*0 142*8 GGGG
1167*03045 00000/0000 20012/C049 01/06/73 60 2320 2011N 10248E 36'9 141.9 a 00
1167-03061 00000/0000 20012/0050 01/06/73 0 2320 1952N 10145E 39.8 139*0 GGG
1167-03063 00000/0000 20012/0051 01/06/73 2:320 1429N 10124E 4097 138.0 PGGG
116 7 o0307Q 00000/0000 20012/0052 01/06/73 0 2320, 1P58N 10103E 41.6 136.9 GOGP
1167-03072 00000/000 20012/0053 01/06/73 10 2:320 1131N 10043E 42.5 135.8 OGG
1167603075 00000/000 20012/0054 01/06/73 20 2320 1005N 10022E 43*4 134.7 GGG
1167-03081 00000/0000 20012/0055 01/06/73 60 2320 0939N 10001E 44*2 133.5 GGG
1167-03084 .00000/0000 20012/0056 01/06/73 60 2320 0711N 09941E 45.0 132.2 ag3G
KEYSI PUD CBVER %. ****.***,***, 0 TR 100 X CL9UD CqVER. ** v NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE OUALITY ...........,,,  nLANKSmBANO NOT PRESFNT/REQULSTED, RmRECYCLED. OaUSR,. FsFAIR BUT USABLE, PaPOORo
16o44 MAR 1j,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NOBNUS PAGE 0441
FROM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICRAFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD 9RRIT PRINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER )F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1167-03090 00000/co00 2G012/0057 01/06/73 40 2320 0544N 09921E 45.8 131.0 G'PG1167*03093 00000/0000 20012/0058 C01// 73 7C 2320 0418N 09901E 46.6 129.6 GGGP1167w04454 00000/0000 20013/0203 01/06/73 20 2321 2P49N 07921E 30*8 146*8 GGGG1167*04461 00000/C0000 20013/0204 01/06/73 10 2321 2723N 07857E 31.9 14600 GGGG1167-04463 00000/0000 20013/0205 01/0A/73 20 2321 2557N 07833E 32,9 145.3 GGGG
1167-34470 00000/0000 20013/0206 01/06/7 40 2321 2 43 1N 07810E 33.9 144.4 GGGG1167*04472 00000/0000 20013/0207 01/06/73 0 2321 2305N 07746E 35.0 143.6 GGGG1167-04475 00000/0000 20013/0208 01/06/73 0 2321 2138N 07723E 36.0 142.8 GGGG116 70o44 8 1 00000/0000 20013/0209 01/06/73 o 2321 2012N 07701E 36*9 141.9 GGGG1167-04484 00000/0000 20013/0210 01/0A/73 0 2321 1R45N 07638E 37.9 140.9 GGGG
1167*04490 00000/0000 20013/0211 01/06/73 c 2321 1719N 07617E 38.9 140.0 GGGG1167-04493 00000/0000 20013/0212 01/0a/73 0 2321 1552N 07557E 39.8 139*0 GGGG1167.04495 00000/0000 20013/0213 01/0A/73 0 2321 1425N 07536E 40 7  138*0 GGGG1167m04502 00000/C000 20013/0214 01/06/73 0 2321 1258N o7515E 41.7 136.9 GGGG1167"04504 00000/0000 20013/0215 01/06/73 20 2321 1132N 07454E 42.5 135.8 GGGG1167-04511 00000/0000 20013/0216 01/0A/73 30 2321 1005N 07434E 43*4 134*7 GGGG
1167-04513 00000/0000 20013/0217 01/06/73 30 2321 0R38N 07413E 44.2 133*5 GGGG1167o06245 00000/0000 20012/0059 01/0/73 50 2322 '308N 05808E 19.8 153.5 GGGG1167-06251 00000/0000 20012/0060. 01/06/73 4O 2322 4143N 05736E 20.9 152.8 GGGG1167-06254 00000/0000 20012/0061 01/06/73 30 2322 4 17N 05705E 22.1 152.2 GGGG1167-06301 00000/0000 20012/0062 01/06/73 20 2332 2431N 05220E 33.9 144.4 GGGG1167-06304 00000/0000 20012/0063 01/0A/73 10 2332 204N 05157E 35*0 143.6 GGGG1167-06310 00000/0000 20012/0064 01/0o/73 10 2332 2139N 05134E 36*0 142.7 GGGG
1167-06313 00000/0000 20012/0065 01/06/73 20 2332 2 01IN 05112E 37,0 141.9 GGGG1167-06315 00000/0000 20012/0066 01/06/73 70 2332 1245N 05050E 37.9 140.9 GGGG1167-06322 00000/0000 20012/0067 01/06/73 10 2332 1718N 05029E 38.9 140.0 GGGG1167"06324 00000/0000 20012/0068 01/o6/73 0 2332 1;51N 05008E 39.8 139.0 GGGG
1167-06331 00000/0000 20012/0069 01/06/73 0 2332 1425N 04947E 40.7 138.0 GGGG1167-06333 00000/0000 20012/0070 01/06/73 30 2332 1259N 04927E 41.7 136.9 GGGG1167-06340 00000/0000 20012/0071 01/o6/73 3o 2332 1132N 04906E 42.5 135.8 G GG1167-06342 00000/0000 20012/0072 01/06/73 40 2332 1006N 04845E 43*4 134,6 GGGG1167-06345 00000/0000 20012/0073 01/06/73 40 2332 0839N 04825E 44.2 133.5 GGGG1167-06351 00000/0000 20012/0074 01/06/73 40 2332 0712N 04804E 45.0 132.2 GGGG1167-06354 0000/0000 20012/0075 01/06/73 60 2322 0545N 04743E 45.8 130.9 GGGG
1167-06360 00000/0000 20012/0076 01/06/73 70 2322 0419N 04723E 4696 129.6 GGGG
1167-06363 00000/0000 2u012/0077 01/0oA/73 70 2322 0?52N 04703E 47*3 128.2 GGGG1167-06365 00000/0000 20012/0078 01/06/73 80 2322 0126N 04643E 48.0 126.8 GGGG
1167-06372 00000/0000 20012/0079 01/0A/73 90 2322 0001S 046 23E 48.7 125,3 PGGG1167-O6581 00000/0000 20012/0080 01/06/73 0 2322 7o37S 01421E 30.2 71*5 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD CBVER % .... o....o 0 T8 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .......... ,.... BLANKSEBAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUFSTED. R=RECYCLED* G.GBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBR,
16:44 NiAR 11.v7 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NGN"US PAGE 0442
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICRBFILM R3LL N9I/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PoINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN tBLL ACQUIRED CBVER SUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
R9V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1167*06583 00000/000 20012/0081 01/0/73 0 2322 7152S 0 1203E 29*1 73*0 GGGG
1167-06590 00000/0000 20012/00F2 01/0A/73 10 2322 7306S 00926E 28,0 7409 PGGG
1167-06592 00000/0000 20012/00E3 01/06/73 20 2322 7418S 00627E 27.0 77*1 GGGG
1167-06595 0000C/0000 20012/0084 01/06/73 30 2322 7519S 00220E P5.9 79.9 PGGG
1167-07001 00000/0000 20012/0085 01/06/73 50 2322 7622S 0 0 132w 2498 83.2 PGGG
1167-07004 00000/0000 20012/0086 01/0A/73 70 2322 7734S 00536W 23.7 87*2 PGGG
1167-07010 00000/0000 20012/0087 01/06/73 90 2322 7830S 01059v 22*6 92.0 PGGG
1167-08094 00000/0000 20012/0088 01/06/73 90 2323 3 724 N 03019E 24.3 150.9 GGGG
1167-08101 00000/0000 20012/0089 01/06/73 90 2323 3559N 02952E 25P4 150.3 GGGG
1167-08103 00000/0000 20012/0090 01/o6/73 80 2323 3433N 02925E 265 149.6 GGGG
1167-08110 00000/0000 2C012/009 1 01/06/73 40 2323 3308N 02859E 2796 148.9 GGGG
1167-08112 00000/0000 20012/0092 01/06/73 30 2323 3142N 02833E 28*7 148*2 GGGG
1167-08115 00000/0000 20012/0093 01/06/73 20 2323 3016N 02807E 29.8 147*5 GGGG
1167-08121 00000/0000 2o012/0094  01/36/73 10 2323 2850N 02743E 30.8 146.8 PGGG
1167-08124 00000/0000 20012/0095 01/06/73 0 2323 2724N 02718E 31.9 146.0 GGGG
1167-08130 00000/0000 20012/0096 01/A0/73 90 2323 2557N 02655E 32*9 145.2 GGGG
1167-08133 00000/0000 20012/0097 01/06/73 90 2323 2430N 02632E 33*9 144.4 PGGG
1167-08135 00000/0000 20012/0098 01/06/73 70 2323 2304N 02609E 35,0 143.6 GGGG
1167-08142 00000/0000 20012/0099 01/06/73 90 2323 2137N 02547E 3600 142*7 GGGG
1167-U8144 00000/0000 20012/0100 01/06/73 100 2323 2011N 02525E 37*0 141*8 GGGG
1167-08151 00000/0000 20012/0101 01/06/73 100 2323 1i45N 02503E 37*9 1409 GGGG
1167-08153 00000/0000 20013/0218 01/06/73 80 2323. 1718N 02442E 38*9 140.0 GPPP
1167-08160 00000/0000 20013/0219 01/06/73 30 2323 1,51N 02420E 39.8 139.0 GGGG
1167-08162 00000/0000 20013/022D 01/06/73 10 2323 1425N 02359E 408 137.9 GGGG
1167-08165 00000/0000 20013/0221 01/06/73 0 2323 12 59N 02 338E 41.7 136.9 GGGG
1167-08171 00000/0000 20013/0222 01/06/73 0 2323 1 13N 02318E 42.5 135.8 GGGG
1167-08174 00000/0000 20013/0223 01/06/73 c 2323 1005N 02257E 43.4 134.6 GGGG
1167-08180 00000/0000 20013/0224 01/06/73 c 2323 O3RN 0 2236E 44.2 133.4 GGGG
1167-08183 00000/0000 20013/0225 01/0/73 0 2323 0712N 0 2216E 45*0 132.2 GGGG
1167"08203 00000/0000 20012/0102 01/06/73 30 2323 0001S 0203 5 E 48.7 125.3 GGPG
1167-08210 -00000/0000 20012/010:3 01/06/73 50 2323 0128S 02015E 49.3 123.8 GPP
1167-08212 00000/0000 20012/010, 01/0A/73 80 2323 0P55S 01955E 49*9 122.2 GG P
1167-08215 00000/C00 20012/0105 01/06/73 100 2323 0421S 0 1935E 50*5 120.6 GGPP
1167-08221 00000/0000 20012/0106 01o/0/73 90 2323 0549S 01914 51.0 119.0 GGPP
1167-08224 00000/0000 20012/0107 01/0 A /73 60 2323 0715S 0 1854E 51.5 117*3 GGPP
1167-08230 00000/0000 20012/0108 01/06/73 40 2323 O1S 01833E 51.9 115.6 GGGP
1167-08233 00000/0000 20012/0109 01/06/73 50 2323 1008S 01813E 52.3 113.8 GGP
1167-o08235 00000/0000 20012/0110 01/06/73 50 2323 1134S 01752E 52.6 112.0 GGGP
1167-08242 00000/C000 20012/011:t 01/06/73 60 2323 1401S 01731E 5209 110.1 GGGP
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % ..,,.*,..,, 0 TB 100 u % CLOUD CIVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .............. BLANKS.BAND NeT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* RERECYCLED. G.GBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPSBBR,
16:44 AR 11,i'74 STANDARD CATALBG FPR NON.US PAGE 0443
FROM 07/23/72 Tt 07/23/73
BeSERVATISN .MICRF1lM RtLL N9,/ DATE CLeUD aRBIT PDICIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TIAGE QUALITY
1D POSITIN IN ROLL 4CQUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVi AZIM. RBV MSS
P1V MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1167-08244 00000/o00J 20012/0112 01/16/73 50 2323 1427S 01710E 53.2 108.3 GGGP
116 7 -08 251 00o00/oo 00 20C12/0113 01/0 /73 60 2323 154S o1649E 53o4 106.4 GGGP
1167%08253 00000/0000 20012/0114 01/0/73 30 2323 1721S 01627E 53*5 104.5 PGG
1167-08260 00CO/CO00 20012/0115 ~1/06/73 20 2323 1846S 01606E 53.6 102.6 GGGG
1167-J8262 00000/0000 20012/0116 01/06/73 20 2323 2012S 01543E 53*7 100.7 GGGG
1167-08265 o0000/o000 20012/0117 01/06/73 0 2323 21395 o1521E 53.7 98.8 GGGG
1167-08271 00000/0000 20012/0118 01/16/73 30 2323 2305S 01458E 53*6 96*9 GGGG
1167-08274 00000/0000 20012/0119 01/06/73 4e 23P3 2432S 01434E 53.5 95*1 GGGG
1167-08280 00000/000 20012/0120 01/MA/73 60 2323 2559S 01412E 53.4 93.2 GGGG
1167-09512 o0000/000o 2o012/0121 01/06/73 20 2324 4307N 00634E 19.8 153*4 GGPG
1167-09514 00000/000 20312/01 2 2 01/06/73 4,0 2324 4142N 00602E 21.0 152.8 GGGP
1167-14593 00o00/cooC 20012/0123 01/06/73 30 2327 4~44N 06840W 15.3 155.9 GGGG
1167-15043 0030/0000 20012/01l2 01/0A/73 70 2327 3137N 07445W 8.*7  148.1 GGGG
1167-15075 00000/000C 20012/0125 01/o0/73 10 2327 2005N 07 7 54w 37*0 141.7 GGPG
1167-150o1 00000/0000 20012/0126 01/06/73 3o 2327 1239N 07815W 38.0 140.8 GGGG
1167-15084 0000/C00O 20012/0127 01/06/73 40 2327 1713N 07836W 38o9 139*9 GGGG
1167,16415 00000/0000 20012/0128 01/06/73 0 2328 5134N 09311W 13.0 157.2 GGG
1167-16422 00000/000U 20012/0129 01/06/73 0 2328 5009N 09352w 142 156.5 GGGG
1167*16492 00000/0000 20012/0130 0/0A/73 50 2328 255PN 10213W 33*0 145,1 GGPG
1167-16495 00000/0000 20012/0131 01/06/73 30 2328 2426N 10236W 34.0 144.3 GGGG
1167-16501 00000/0000 20012/013? 0o1/0/73 2o 2328 2259N 102 59W 35*0 143.5 GGGG
1167-16504 00000/0000 20012/0133 01/06/73 30 23?8 2133N 10322W 36.0 142o6 GGGG
1167-16510 00000/0000 20012/0134 01/CA/73 30 2328 2006N 10344W 37*0 141.7 GGGG
1167-16513 00000/0000 20012/0135 t01/0/73 10 2328 1I40N 104 05W 38.0 140.8 G6PP
1167-16515 00000/000o 20012/0136 01/06/73 20 2328 1713N 104 27w 38*9 139*8 GGPP
1167-18253 00000/0000 20012/0137 01/06/73 0 2329 5n11N 11942W 14.2 156.5 GGGG
1167-20165 00000/0000 20012/0136 01/06/73 90 2330 2256N 15436W 35.1 143.4 GGPP
1167-22271 00000/0000 20012/0139 01/06/73 50 2331 6923S 14325E 31.0 70o4 GGPP
1167*22273 00000/0000 20012/0140 01/06/73 80 2331 7039S 14121E 29.9 71.7 GPPP
1167-22280 00000/0000 2Q012/0141 01/06/73 70 2331 7t55S 13159E 28&9 73.2 GGPP
1167-22282 000o0/0000 20012/0142 01/06/73 30 2331 7308S 13620E 27,8 75.1 GGPP
1167-22285 00000/C000 20012/0143 01/06/73 0 2331 74195 13321E 26.7 77.4 GG P
1167-22291 00000/0000 20012/0144 01/6/73 0 2331 7526S 12956E 2597 80.3 PePP
1167-22294 00000/0000 20012/0145 01/06/73 0 2331 76305 12556E 24.6 83.6 PPPP
1167-22300 00000/0000 20012/0146 01/06/73 0 2331 7730S 12120E 23o5 87.7 GGPP
1167-23525 000OO/C000 20012/0147 01/06/73., 20 2332 1017S 14548E 52.3 113.4 GGGG
1167-23532 00000/000Q 20012/0148 01/06/73 30 2332 1144S 14527E 52.6 111.6 GPG
1167023534 00000/0000 20012/0149 01/0A/73 10 2332 1310S 14505E 5299 109.8 GGGG
1167-23541 00000/0000 20012/0150 01/06/73 40 2332 1437S 14444E 53.1 107.9 GP G
KEYS: CLeUD COVER % ****,*.,'**,*, 0 TB 100 * % CLOUD ClVER, ** . NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ............... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RRECYCLED'. GGOBAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBSR,
16:44 MAR 11*'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN*US PAGE 0444
FReM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM ReLL NBs/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PRINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID P8SITI9N IN RHuL ACQ',TREO CBVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RpV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1167-23543 00000/0000 20012/0151 01/06/73 30 2332 1604S 14424E 53*3 106.1 GGGG
1167-23550 00000/0000 20012/0152 01/06/73 10 2332 17305 14403E 53.5 104*2 GGGG
1167-23552 00000/0000 20013,/0226 01o/0/73 10 2332 1857S 14342E 53.6 102.3 GG
1167-23555 00000/0000 20013./0227 01/06/73 10 2332 2024S 14320E 53.6 10094 GGGG
1167-23561 00000/0000 20013,/0228 01/0A/7 3  60 2332 2150S 14 257E 53.6 98.5 PGGG
1167-23564 000oo00/0000ooo 20013/0229 01/00/73 50 2332 2316S 14235E 53*6 96*6 GGGG
1167-23570 00000/0000 20013/0230 01/0/73 20 2332 2443S 14212E 53*5 94.8 GGGG
1167-23573 00000/0000 20013/'0231 01/06/73 40 2332 2609S 14150E 53*3 92*9 GGGG
1167-23575 00000/0000 20013/0232 01/06/73 70 2332 2734S 14126E 53,1 91.1 GGGG
1167-23582 00000/0000 20013/0233 01/06/73 100 2332 2900S 14101E 52.8 89.4 GGGG
1167-23584 00000/0000 2C013/0234 01/06/73 100 2332 3025S 14036E 52.5 87.7 PGPG
1167-23591 00000/0000 20013/0235 01/oA/73 70 2332 3152S 14011E 52.2 86.0 GGGG
1167-23593 00000/0000 20013/0236 01/0o/73 60 2332 3318S 13945E 51.8 84*4 GGGG
1168-00000 ooo00/000ooO 20013/0237 01/07/73 50 2332 3443S 13919E 51.4 82.8 GGGG
1168-00002 00000/0000 20013/0238 01/07/73 90 2332 3609S 13852E 50*9 81*3 pppp
1168-00005 00000/0000 20013/0239 01/07/73 90 2332 37335 13824E 50.4 79*9 PPPP
1168-01175 00000/0000 20013/0240 01/07/73 O 2333 5303N 13829E 11.8 157.9 GGGG
1168-01181 00000/0000 20013/0241 01/07/73 0 2333 5139N 137 4 6E 13.0 157.2 GGGG
1168-01184 00000/0000 20013/0242 01/07/73 c 2333 5015N 13706E 14e1 156.5 GGGG
1168-01190 00000/000 20013/0243 01/07/73 0 2333 4950N 13627E 15*3 155.9 GGGG
1168-01193. 00000/00'00 20013/0244 01/07/73 0 2333 4725N 13551E 16.4 155.2 GGGG
1168-01195 00000/0000 20013/0245 01/07/73 IC 2333 4600N 13515E 17.6 154.6 GGGG
1168-01202 00000/0000 20012/0153 01/07/73 70 2333 4434N 13441E 18*7 154.0 GGGG
1168*01204 00000/0000 20012/0154 01/07/73 80 2333 4 309N 13408E 19*9 153.3 GGGG
1168-01211 00000/0000 20012/0155 01/07/73 90 2333 4144N 13337E 21,0 152.7 GGGG
1168-01213 00000/0000 20012/0156 01/07/73 90 2333 4riSN 13306E 2291 152.1 QGGG
1168&01220 00000/0000 20012/0157 01/07/73 too 2333 3552N 13236E 23.2 151.4 GGGG
1168-01222 o0000/O00 20012/0158 01/07/73 100 2333 3727N 13207E 24*3 150.8 PGGG
1168-01225 00000/0000 20012/0159 01/07/73 100 2333 3601N 13140E 2504 150.1 PGGG
1168-01231 00000/0000 20012/0160 01/07/73 100 2333 3435N 13112E 26.5 149*5 PGGG
1168"01234 -00000/0000 20012/0161 01/07/73 I0C 2333 3309N 13046E 27.6 148.8 GGGG
1168-01240 00000/0000 20012/0162 01/07/73 90 2333 3143N 13021E 28#7 148.1 GGGG
1168-01243 00000/0000 20012/0163 C1/!7/73 90 2333 3 016 N 12956E 29*8 147.4 GGGG
1168-01293 00000/0000 20012/3164 01/07/73 50 2333 1259N 12527E 41*7 136.7 GGGG
1168-01295 00000/0000 20012/3165 01/07/73 60 2333. 1133N 12507E 42*5 135.6 GGG
1168-31302 00000/0000 20012/0166 01/07/73 10 2333 1006N 12446E 43.4 134.5 GGG
1168-01304 00000/0000 20012/0167 01/07/73 10 2333 0839N 12425E 44.2 133.3 GGGG
1168-01311 00000/0000 20012/0168 01/07/73 10 2333 0712N 12405E 45.0 132.0 GGGG
1168-01361 90000/0000 20012/0169 C1/07/73 60 2333 1009S 12000E 52*2 113.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ***'*********** 0 TB 100 a % CLOUD CVER* ** a NU CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *..o***.....o. BLANKSxBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED. RARECYCLED* GGe8AD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PIPOeR.
16144 MAR 1i1'74 STANDARD CATAL9O ~8R NeNmUS PAGE 0445
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/83/73
9SuRVATION MICROFILM ReLL Ne./ DATE CLbUD 8ORIT PINCIPAL PISNT SUN SUN fMAGE QUALITY
ID POS!TION IN ROLL ACUIyRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIMs RSV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1168*01363 00000/0000 20012/0170 01/07/73 70 2333 11378 119401E 526 111.8 U OQ
1168:01370 00000/0000 20012/0171 01/07/73 60 2333 11038 119201 5209 110l0 o000
1168-01372 00000/0000 20012/0172 01/07/73 60 2333 1429S 118599 5301 108.1 GOQ
1168*03042 00000/0000 20012/0173 01/07/73 40 23q4 4143N 107491 21.0 152.7 OPQ
1168*03045 00000/0000 20012/0174 01/07/73 70 2334 4017N 10718 2201 152.1 000n
11680o3101 00000/0000 20012/0175 01/07/73 80 2334 2 14N 10146E 36*0 142 6 0000
1168:03104 00000/0000 20012/0176 01/07/73 70 2334 2013N 101246 37*0 141.7 G000
1168.03110 00000/0000 20012/0177 01/07/73 20 2334 i146N 10102E 3709 140.8 0100
116803113 00000/0000 20012/0178 01/07/73 10 2334 1719N 100411 38.9 139*8 Gdo
1168-03115 00000/0000 20012/0179 01/07/73 o 2334 1R53N 100201 39.8 1388 OGPO
1168*03122 00000/0000 20012/0180 01/07/73 10 2334 1426N 09959E 40.8 S3798 G00
I168-0it4 00000/0000 20012/0181 01/07/73 10 2334 159N 09938E 41:7 13607 0 a
1168-03131 00000/0000 80012/0182 01/07/7 t 0 23 4 1132N 09917E 42.5 13506 0a0
1168.03133 00000/0000 20012/0183 01/07/73 10 2334 1007N o9856E 43v4 134.5 Paso
1168:03140 00000/0000 20012/0184 01/07/73 40 334 o039N 098369 44*2 1333 0000
1168-0314 00000/0000 20012/0185 01/07/73 60 2334 0712N 09816E 45.0 132.0 00
1168.03145 00000/0000 20012/0186 01/07/73 80 2334 0545N 09756E 45.8 13007 POG1
1168*03151 001000/0000 20012/0187 01/07/73 70 2334 04 19N 097361 46.6 129.4 P0G
1168*03154 00000/0000 20012/0188 01/07/73 30 2334 OP5 2 N 09716E 47.3 128.0 000
1168*03160 00000/0000 20012/0189 01/07/73 60 2334 025N 096561 48.0 126*6 GOG
1168-03372 00000/0000 20012/0190 01/07/73 0 2334 71368 06434E 30*0 71.5 0100
1168-03374 00000/0000 20012/0191 01/07/73 0 2334 7i52S 06216E 29*0 73.0 0060
1168-03381 00000/0000 20012/0192 01/07/73 0 2334 73055 05940 27.9 7409 00D
1168-03383 00000/0000 20012/0193 01/07/73 0 2334 7417S 05641E 26.8 77.2 OpOQ
1168w03390 00000/0000 20012/0194 01/07/73 0 2334 7l19S 05240S 25.8 7909 POGO
1168*03392 00000/0000 20012/0195 01/07/73 0 2334 7622S 04848E 24*7 83.2 PaOG
1168-03395 00000/0000 20012/0196 01/07/73 0 2334 7733S 0o436E 23*6 87s2 G0GG
1168w03401 00000/0000 20012/0197 01/07/73 0 2334 7R30S 03915E 22.5 92.0 3000
1168*06305 00000/0000 20013/0246 01/07/73 60 2336 4143N 05611E 21.0 152.7 0000
1168-06312 00000/0000 20013/0247 01/07/73 0 2336 4017N 05540E 2201 15201 GbG
1168=06314 00000/0000 20013/0248 01/07/73 10 2336 3852N 05510E 23.2 151.4 GO0
1168-06321 00000/0000 20013/0249 01/07/73 40 2336 3726N 05441E 244 150*8 GGGG
1168-06323 00000/0000 20013/0250 01/07/73 30 2336 3600N 05413E 25.5 150*1 GGGQ
1168-06330 00000/0000 20013/0251 01/07/73 20 2336 3434N 05347E 26.6 149#4 OGG0
1168=06332 00000/0000 20013/0252 01/07/73 40 2336 3309N 05320E 27*6 148.8 GGO
1168i06335 00000/0000 20013/0253 01/07/73 20 2336 3143N 05255E 28.7 148.1 GGG
1168w06341 00000/0000 20013/0254 01/07/73 0 2336 3017N 052301 29.8 147.3 OGGG
1168"06344 00000/0000 20012/0198 01/07/73 0 2336 250ON 05206E 30*9 146*6 GGGG
1168m06350 00000/0000 20012/0199 01/07/73 0 2336 2724N 05142E 31.9 14508 GGGG
KEYSI CLBUD CSVER %X *.,0 .,,,**** ,0 0 T8 100 8 % CLBUD ClVER, ** a NB CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .oo..,...,,. BLANKSoBAND NOT PRFSENT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLEDi G BaGORD FuFAIR BUT USABLE. PmP8OR.
16144 MAR 11j,74 STANDARD CATALOG FBR NBNUS PAGE 0446
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
eBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD BRRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIN IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NIUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, R8V MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1168-06353 00000/0000 20012/0200 01/07/73 0 2336 2558N 05118 32*9 145.1 GOGG
1168w06355 00000/0000 20012/0201 01/07/73 0 2336 2432N 00O55E 34*0 144*3 GGGG
1168-06362 00000/0000 20012/0202 01/07/73 0 2336 2305N 05032E 35.0 143.4 GGGG
1168m06364 00000/C000 20012/0203 01/07/73 20 2336 2139N 05010E 36.0 142.6 GGGG
1168-06371 00000/0000 20012/0204 01/07/73 60 2336 2012N 04948E 37*0 141,7 GGGG
1168-06373 00000/0000 20012/0205 01/07/73 10 2336 1945N 04926E 37.9 140.7 GGGG
1168"06380 00000/0000 20012/0206 01/07/73 10 2336 1719N 04 905E 38,9 139.8 GGG
1168-06382 00000/0000 20012/0207 01/07/73 0 2336 1552N 04844E 39.8 138.8 GGGG
1168-06385 00000/0000 20012/0208 01/07/73 10 2336 1426N o4823E 40*8 137.8 60GG
1168-06391 00000/0000 20012/0209 01/07/73 50 2336 1259N 04802E 41*7 1367 PPPP
1168-08173 00000/0000 ,20013/0255 01/07/73 0 2337 3017N 02641E 29.8 147.3 GGG
1168-08180 00000/0000 20013/0256 01/07/73 0 2337 2R50N 02617E 309 146.6 GGGG
1168l08182 00000/0000 20013/0257 01/07/73 90 2337 2724N 02553E 31,9 145.8 GGGG
1168-08185 00000/0000 20013/0258 01/07/73 70 2337 2957N 02529E 3300 145,0 GGGG
1168e08191 00000/0000 20013/0259 01/07/73 20 2337 2431N 02506E 34.0 144.2 G6GG
1168-08194 00000/0000 20013/0260 01/07/73 60 2337 2305N 02443E 35.0 143o4 00GG
1168w08200 00000/0000 20013/0261 01/07/73 60 2337 2138N 02421E 36*0 142.5 GGGG
1168-08203 00000/0000 20013/0262 01/07/73 100 2337 2012N 02359E 37.0 141.6 GGGG
1168-08255 00000/0000 20013/0263 01/07/73 40 2337 0125N 01929E 48*0 126.6 GGGG
1168-08262 00000/0000 20013/0264 01/07/73 40 2337 0001S 01909E 48.6 1251 GGGG
1168-11554 00000/0000 20012/0210 01/07/73 30 2339 lf11S o3452w 52.2 113.4 GGGG
1168w11561 00000/0000 20012/0211 01/07/73 30 2339 1137S 03513W 52*6 111.6 GGGG
1168w11563 00000/0000 20012/0212 01/07/73 20 2339 1305S 0 3533W 52.8 ,109.8 GGG
1168-11570 00000/0000 20012/0213 01/07/73 10 39 1432S 03554W 531 1079 GG
1168-11572 00000/0000 20012/0C214 01/07/73 10 2339 159S 036 15w 53.3 106.1 6GGG
1168-13354 00000/0000 20012/0215 01/07/73 90 2340 0121N 0 5758W 4890 126*4 G P
1168-13360 00000/0000 20012/C,816 01/07/73 90 2340 0005S 0 5819W 48.7 125.0 GGGG
1166813363 00000/0000 20012/0217 01/07/73 90 2340 0132S 05 8 39  49*3 123.4 GGGG
1168w13365 00000/0000 20012/C218 01/07/73 90 2340 0259S 05859W 49.9 121.9 GGG
1168-13372 00000/0000 20012/0219 01/07/73 90 2340 0426S 05920W 50'4 120.3 G6 a
1168.13374, 00000/0000 20012/0220 01/07/73 70 2340 0552S 05940W 5o09 118.6 6GGG
1168-13381 00000/0000 20012/0221 01/07/73 20 2340 07 19S 06 001W 51*4 116.9 GGGG
1168-13383 00000/0000 20012/0222 01/07/73 20 2340 0445S 06022w 51.8 115.2 PPGG
1168-13390 00000/0000 20012/0223 01/07/73 10 2340 1011S 06043W 52.2 113.4 PPGG
1168-13551 00000/0000 20012/0/0224 01/07/73 30 2340 6523S 0 8344W 34#0 68.0 GGGG
1168-13554 00000/0000 20012/0225 01/07/73 40 2340 6642S 08513W 33*0 68.6 OGG
1168:13560 00000/0000 20012/0226 01/07/73 10 2340 6801S 08652W 32.0 6944 GGPP
1168-13563 00000/0000 20012/0227 01/07/73 0 2340 6q19S 08843w 31.0 70.4 GGGG
1168-13565 00000/0000 20012/0228 01/07/73 0 2340 7035S 09047W 29.9 71.6 6GGG
KEYSI CLOUD C8VER o *.*ooi....** .. 0 TO 100 U % CLOUD CoVER. a * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,............. BLANKSoBAND NOT PRFSrNT/REQUESTED, RAECYCLED, GGOBOD, FFAIR BUT USABLE, PuPe9R,
16:44 IA 11*'4 STAN)ARD CATALG FBR NONsUS PAGE 0447FRnM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATTN MICRqFI~ RSJL N9./ DATE CLBUD R91IT PRINCIPAL PdINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSIITIN IN RBLL ACUITRED C6VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
PRE MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
1168-13572 00000/0000 20012/0229 01/07/71 0 2340 7149S 093 07W 28'9 73.2 GGGG
1168-13574 00300/0000 20012/0230 01/07/73 20 2340 7303S 09548W 27.8 75.0 GGGG
1168-13581 00010/0000 20012/0231 01/07/7? 30 2340 7415S 0 9849W 26*7 77*3 PGGG
1168-13583 00000/0000 20012/0232 01/07/73 100 2340 7r23S 10213W 25.6 80.1 G GG
1168*150*5 00000/0000 20012/0233 01/07/73 0 2341 5011N 06928W 14,3 156@4 GGGG
1168-15051 00000/0000 20012/0234 01/07/73 10 2341 047N 07007W 15*4 155,7 GGGG
1168-15113 30000/0000 20012/0235 01/07/73 10 2341 2719N 07 7 25W 32.0 145.7 GGGG
1168-16462 00000/000 20012/0236 01107/73 0 2342 5547N 09223W 96 159.2 GGGG
1168-16465 o00000/000 20012/0237 01/07/71 0 2342 5423N 09311W 10.8 158*4 GGGG
1168-16471 00000/0000 20012/0238 01/07/73 0 2342 5P59N 09357W 12.0 157.7 GGGG
1168-16474 00000C/0000 20012/0239 01/07/73 0 2342 5134N 094 39w 13.1 157*0 GGGG
1168-16551 00l00/0000 20012/0240 01/07/73 10 2342 2552N 10339W 33*0 14499 GGGG
1168-16553 00000/c000 20012/0241 01/07/73 20 2342 2426N 10402W 34*0 144.1 GGGG
1168-18285 OC000/000 20012/0242 01/(7/73 10 2343 5834N 1 1624W 7*3 160.7 GPGG
1168-18291 0000/000 20012/0243 01/07/73 10 2343 5710N 11719W 8.5 159.9 GGGG
1168-18294 O000/000v 20012/0244 01/07/73 10 2343 5547N 11
8 10b 9.7 159.2 GGGG
1168-18300 OU000/0000 20012/0245 01/07/7 0 2343 5423N 11858W 10.8 158.4 nGG
1 1 68:18 3 0 3 o0000/00 20012/0246 01/07/73 0 2343 5P58N 11943W 12:0 157*7 
GGGG
1168-18305 00000/0000 2C012/0247 01/07/73 0 2343 5134N 12025W 13.1 157*0 GGGG
1168-18350 0000/0000 20012/0248 01/07/71 100 2343 3 7 22N 126 04W 24*5 150.7 GGP
1168-19030 00000/000 20012/024 9 01/07/73 90 2343 6520o 16108W 34#0 68*0 GGGG
1168-19053 00000/0000 20012/0250 01/07/73 100 2343 664nS 16238W 33*0 68.6 GGGG
1168-19055 00000/0000 20012/0251 01/07/73 100 2343 6759S 16418W 32.0 69.4 GGGG
1168-19062 o000/0000 20012/0252 01/07/73 100 2343 6917S 16609W 3009 70*4 PGGG
1168*19064 0C000/0000 20012/0253 01/07/73 100 2343 7034 16815W 29.9 71,6 PGGG
1168-19071 00000/0000 20012/0254 01/07/73 90 2343 7149S 170 34 W 28.8 73.2 GsPG
1168-19073 o00o0/c000 20012/0255 01/07/73 90 2343 7103S 17312W 27.8 75.1 GGGG
1168-190o0 U0000/C000 2u012/02 5 6 01/o7/73 100 2343 7414S 17610w 26.7 77.4 QGGG
1168-19082 00000/0000 20012/0257 01/07/73 80 2343 7521S 17934W 25.6 80*1 GGGG
1168-19085 00000/000u 20012/0258 01/07/73 60 2343 7626S 17626E 2455 83.5 GGPG
1168-t9091 00000/0000 20012/0259 01/07/73 60 2343 7727S 17151E 23.4 87*5 GG G
1168-19094 00000/0000 20012/0260 01/07/73 60 2343 7022S 16632E 22*3 92.3 GGG
1168-20223 00000/0000 20012/0261 01/07/73 10 2344 2P5 8 N 15601W 35,1 143.2 GGGG
1168-20241 00000/OC00 20012/0262 01/07/73 40 2344 1712N 15730W 39.0 139*6 GGGG
1169-00021 00000/0000 20012/0263 01/0A/73 10 2346 2p52S 14114E 53o5 97.0 GGGG
1169-00024 000O/0000 20012/0264 01/08/73 40 2346 2418S 14052E 53*4 9511 GGGG
1169-00025 00000/0000 20013/0265 01/08/73 60 2346 2442S 14045E 53.3 94.6 GGGG
1169-00034 00000/0000 20013/0266 01/08/71 50 2346 27335 13959E 5390 91*0 GGGG
1169-00040 00000/CC0000 20013/0267 01/OA/73 50 2346 2P59S 13935E 52*7 89*2 PPPP
KEYS: CLRUD 0BVE .o............ . 0 TB 100 X % CLBUD CeVER, *w * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY '... ... ,..' BLANKSBAND NBT PRFSrNT/REQUESTEDs RuRECYCLED. GGBORDs F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PoPO5R,
16:44 MAR 11D'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBN.US PAGE 0448
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
8BSERvATI5N MICR9gFIM ReLL N9,/ DATE CLBUD 9RBIT PPI'CIPAL PBINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI5N IN NELL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER FF IMAGE ELEV, AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1169-00161 00000/0000 2001 3 /0268 01/CA/73 100 2346 6a23S 11612E 3008 70.5 PGGG
116 9 -10163 00000/0000 2U013/C26 9  01o/O/7~ 100 2346 7038S 11408E 29*8 71.7 GGGG
1169-00170 00000/0c00 20013/C270 01/o0/ 7 3 100 2:346 7154S 11146E 28.7 73.3 GGGO
1169-00172 00000/0000 2001 3 /C271 01/08/73 10 2346 73 08S 10906E 27.7 75o2 GGGG
1169-00175 00000/0000 20013/0272 01/oR/73 100 2346 7418S 10607E 26*6 77*5 OGGG
1169-001c 1 00000/000O 20013/0273 01/oR/73 100 2346 7R27S 10241E 25*5 80*3 GOD
1169"00184 00000/000o 20013/0274 01/0R/73 100 2346 7A31S 0 9842E 24.4 83*7 GOOD
1169*00190 00000/0000 20013/0275 01/0/79 100 2346 7730S 09407E 23.3 87.8 G000
1169w00193 00000/0000 20013/0276 01/0A/73 100 2:346 7R26S 08845E 22.2 92*6 pppp
1169- 1235 o0000/0000 20013/0277 01/0O/73 10 2347 5 140N 13620E 13.1 157*0 OG00
1169-~1242 00000/0000 20013/0278 01/0A/73 10 2347 5015N 13540E 14.2 156.4 GOOD
1169-01244 00000/0000 20013/0279 01/08/73 10 2347 4850N 13502E 15.4 155.7 eaa
1169-012 1 00000/0000 20013/0280 01/0o/73 0 2347 4725N 13425E 16.5 155.1 0000
1169-01253 00000/0000 20013/0281 01/0A/73 0 2347 4600N 13 350E 17.7 154.5 0060
1169-01260 00000/0000 20013/0282 01/A/7 o 2347 4435 N 13316E 18,8 153.8 G000
1169-01262 00000/0000 20013/0283 01/os/73 0' 2347 431 N 13243E 199 153.2 0000
1169-01265 00000/0000 20013/0284 01/oA/ 73 0 2347 4144N 13211E 21.1 152*6 6800
1169-01271 00000/0000 20013/0285 01/08/73 10 2347 4019N 13140E 22*2 151.9 G000
11690o127 00000/0000 20013/0286 01/08/73 20 2347 3853N 13111E 23.3 151.3 0000
1169-0180 00000/0000 20013/0;287 01/08/73 50 2347 3727N 13042E 24*4 150s6 GOOD
1169-01285 00000/0000 20012/0265 01/0A/73 80 2347 3435N 12947K 26.6 149.3 PPPP
1169-01292 00000/0000 2(012/0266 01/08/73 80 2347 3309N 12921E 27*7 14896 0000
1169-01o94 00000/0000 20012/0267 01/08/73 90 2347 3143N 12856E 2808 147.9 GGGG
1169-01301 00000/0000 20012/0268 01/~/7M 90 2347 3M17N 12831E 29o8 147.2 QQ00
1169-01303 00000/0000 20012/0269 01/0o/73 20 2347 ?251N 12806E 3009 146.5 0 00
11690131 00000/0000 20012/0!70 01/0/73 9C 2347 2724N 12742E 31.9 145.7 0000
1169.313120 0000/0o0 2 0012/~,871 01/08/73 80 2347 E258N 12719E 33'0 144,9 GOO
116'01315 00000/o00 80012/02!72 01/08/73 90 2347 2432N 12656E 3*:0 1441 GmBO
1169 .)1381 0000/000 2001/0!73 0/08A/73 90 2347 2o,5N 1632E 3.0 14133 0000
1169w01324 0000/O0000 20012/074 0108/17 o8 2347 P139N 12609E 360 142s4 GGGG
1169s-1330 o0000/oo00 20o12/0'75 01/08/73 70 2347 201N 12547E 37*0 141.5 a 00
1169 01333 00000/0000 2001l/0276 01/08/73 90 2347 1446N 12925E 38.0 140.6 0000
1169w0133w 00000/0000 20012/0277 01/08/73 70 2347 1'19N 12b03E 3899 139.6 GOOD
1169*01342 00000/0000 20012/0278 01/7/7 40 2347 155PN 12442E 39.9 138.6 GG00
1169-01344 00Q000/000 20012/079 01/o8/71 40 2347 1426N 12422E 40.8 137.6 80000
11690133'1 30000/0000 20012/0280 01/08/73 60 2347 190ON 12401e '417 136.5 G08O
9*)133 0000/000/00 20012/0281 01/o/73 80 2347 1133N 1i342E 42.5 135.4 0000
1169-01360 00000/0000 20012/0282 01/08/73 80 2347 1007N 123225 434 1343 0
1169-01368 ,00000/o000 80012/0283 01/08/73 40 2347 O841N 123025 44.2 133.1 OPOO
KEYSI CL9UD COVER g .,,*,i**i.i, 0 TO 100 ai CLOUD CaVER. ,, * NO CLOBU DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ...,.,...,.. BLANKS.AND NOT PRrSINT/REQURSTED. RuRECYCLED. G008D, FxFAIR BUT WSABLE, PEmPOR,
16144 MAR j1j,74 STANDARD CATALBG FBR NOBNUS PAGE 0449
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
"B8ERVAT?8N MICRBFILM RBLL NBI/ DATE CLeUD eRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
S10D POSITI6 N IN RBLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1169P01365 00000/0000 20012/0284 01/08/73 10 2347 0714N 122411 45*0 13108 GGGG
116903160 00000/0000 20012/0285 01/08/73 30 2348 214ON 100211 36*0 142v4 GGGG1169903162 00000/0000 20012/0286 01/08/73 to 2348 2013N 09959E 37*0 141,5 PGGG1169w03165 00000/0000 20012/0287 01/08/73 10 2348 1~47N 09938E 38*0 140*6 00 G1169-03171 00000/0000 20012/0288 01/08/73 10 2348 1721N 09915E 38*9 1396 GG1169w03174 00000/0000 20012/0289 01/08/73 10 2348 1553N 09854L 39.9 138.6 PGGG
1169-03180 00000/0000 20012/0290 01/0R/73 30 2348 1427N 09832E 408 137.6 GGGG1169*03183 00000/0000 20012/0291 01/01/73 60 2348 1301N 09811E 41*7 136.5 PGGG1169,03185 00000/0000 20012/0292 01/08/73 70 2348 1t35N 09751E 42.5 135.4 GGGG1169.03192 00000/0000 20012/0293 01/08/73 30 -2348 1008N 09730E 43.4 134.2 GGGG1169:03424 00000/0000 20012/0294 01/08/73 80 2348 6919S 065125 30*9 70i3 GGGG1169-03430 00000/0000 20012/0295 01/06/73 90 2348 7029S 06240E 29.9 71.6 GOGG11690o3433 00000/0000 20012/0296 01/08/73 100 2348 7145S 06022E 28*8 73.1 PPGG1169.03435 00000/0000 20012/0297 01/08/73 90 2348 7258S 057459 27,8 75#0 GGGG1169-03442 00000/0000 20012/0298 .01/08/73 90 2348 7409S 05447E 26.7 77.2 GGP1169-03444 00000/0000 20012/0299 01/08/73 80 2348 75178 05127E 25.6 80*0 PGGG
1169"03451 00000/0000 20012/0300 01/08/73 100 2348 7631S 04752E 24*5 83.3 PPPa1169*03453 00000/0000 20012/0301 01/08/73 100 2348 7733S 04315E 2394 87.3 GPP1169*03460 00000/0000 20012/0302 01/01/73 100 2348 7829S 03752E 22.3 92.0 pppg1169m04571 00000/0000 20013/0288 01/08/73 0 2344 2850N 07629E 3o09 146.4 GGG1169.04573 00000/0000 20013/0289 01/08/73 0 2344 2724N 076059 32*0 145.7 G0GG
1169-04580 00000/0000 20013/0290 01/01/73 0 2344 2558N 075415 33*0 144.9 GOGG
1169o04582 00000/0000 20018/0001 01/08/73 0. 2349 2432N 07518K 34.0 144*1 GGG61169-04585 00000/0000 20018/0002 01/0R/73 10 2349 2306 N 07455E 35.0 143.2 GGGG1169w04591 00000/0000 20018/0003 01/08/73 20 2349 2139N 074331 36.0 142*4 GGGG1169*04594 00000/0000 20018/0004 01/08/73 0 2349 2011N 07411E 37*0 141.5 GGG6
1169*05000 00000/0000 20018/0005 01/08/73 0 2349 1845N 073499 38,0 140.6 GGGG1169005003 00000/0000 20018/0006 01/08/73 30 2349 1720N 073275 389 139.6 GGGG
1169*05005 00000/0000 20018/0007 01/08/73 50 2349 1553N 07306E 399 1386 .GGG1169.05012 00000/0000 20018/0008 01/08/73 50 2349 1426N 07246E 40.8 137*6 GGG1169o05014 00000/0000 20018/0009 01/08/73 50 2349 1259N 07225E 41.7 136*5 GGGO1169*05021 00000/0000 20018/0010 01/08/73 70, 2349 1133N 072045 42.5 135.@ GGGG1169.05023 00000/0000 20018/0011 01/08/73 70 2349 1007N 07142E 43.* 134.2 GGGG1169-05030 00000/0000 20018/0012 01/08/73 40 2349 0840N 071211 44.2 133.0 GGGG1169.05262 00000/0000 20018/0013 01/08/73 100 2349 7035S 037215 29*9 71*6 GGGG
1169-05264 00000/0000 20018/0014 01/08/73 100 2349 71515 03503E 28.8 73.1 GGGG1169.05271 00000/0000 20018/0015 01/01/73 100 2349 71055 03227E 27.8 75*0 GGGG
1169005273 00000/0000 20018/0016 01/0A/73 100 2349 7416S 02928E 26.7 77.2 GGGG
1169-05280 00000/0000 20018/0017 01/08/73 100 2349 7518S 025301 25.6 80,0 G00G
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X * *******. 0 TO 100 * X CLBUD CBVER. ** a*NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
'IMAGE QUALITY *********;.o.* BLANKSRBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, R1RECYCLED GcGaeeD FaFAIR BUT USABLE. PPOR.e
16144 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONeUS PAGE 0450
FRaM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL Ns/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I0 POSITISN IN ROLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVm AZIMe RBV MSS
RBV MiS LAT LONG 123 45678
1169006373 00000/0000 20012/0303 01/08/73 100 2350 3851N 053436 23o3 151*3 Q G
1169*06375 00000/0000 20012/0304 01/08/73 90 2350 3 726N 053152 24.4 150.6 GGGG
1169-06382 00000/0000 20012,0305 01/08/73 20 2350 3600N O5247E 25.5 149.9 GG0G
1169o06384 00000/0000 20012/0306 01/08/73 0 2350 3433N 05221E 26.6 149.3 PGGP
1169-06391 00000/0000 20012/0307 01/08/73 0 2350 3307N 05154E 27*7 148e6 PGPG
1169-06393 00000/0000 20012/0308 01/o0/73 0 2350 3 141 N 05128E 28.8 147.9 GaGa
1169006400 .00000/0000 20012/0309 01/08/73 0 2350 3015N 05103E 29*9 147*2 aGG0
1169006402 00000/0000 20012/0310 01/08/73 0 2350 2849N 05038E 309 1464 0000GG
1169-06405 00000/0000 20012/0311 01/08/73 0 2350 2724N 05014E 3240 145.7 OPGG
1169-06411 00000/0000 20012/0312 01/08/73 0 2350 2558N 04950E 33.0 144.9 GGGG
1169O06414 00000/0000 20012/0313 01/08/73 0 2350 2431N 04927E 34.0 144*1 GGGG
1169*06420 00000/0000 20012/0314 01/08/73 20 2350 2304N 04904E .3500 143.2 GPGG
1169-06423 00000/0000 20012/0315 0/o08/73 40 2350 2138N 04842E 36.0 142*4 Qa00
1169-06425 00000/0000 20012/3316 01/08/73 90 2350 2013N 04819E 37.0 141.5 00GG
1169o06432 00000/0000 20012/0317 01/08/73 90 2350 1847N 047579 38.0 140P5 GGGG
1169006434 00000/0000 20012/0318 01/08/73 50 2350 1719N 047366 38*9 13996 GGGG
1169-06441 00000/0000 20012/0319 01/08/73 30 2350 1953N 04715E 39*9 138.6 GGG0
1169-06443 00000/0000 20012/0320 01/08/73 30 2350 1427N 04655E 40,8 137o5 GGGG
1169.06450 00000/0000 20012/0321 01/08/73 20 2350 1259N 04634E 41.7 136.5 GGGG
1169-06492 00000/0000 20018/0018 01/08/73 70 2350 1133N 046145 42.5 1354 GGOG
1169-06455 00000/0000 20018/0019 01/08/73 70 2350 1006N 04553E 4344 134.2 GaGO
1169-06461 00000/0000 20018/0020 01/0R/73 10 2350. 0839N 04533E 44.2 133.0 GGG
1169e06464 00000/0000 20018/0021 01/08/73 10 2350 0713N o4512 45.0 131.8 GGGG
116906470 00000/0000 20018/0022 01/08/73 10 2350 0546N 044516 45.8 130.5 GGG6
1169-06473 00000/0000 20018/0023 01/08/73 20 2350 0419N O44315 46.6 129.2 GGGG
1169*06475 00000/0000 20018/0024 01/08/73 30 2350 0253N 04410E 47.3 127.8 0GGG
1169.06482 O000/0000 20018/c025 01/08/73 70 2350 0126N 04350E 48.0 126*3 GGGG
1169w06484 00000/0000 20018/0026 01/08/73 70 2350 0001N 04329E 48.6 124.9 GGGG
1169:06534 00000/0000 20018/0027 01/01/73 30 2:550 1721S 03920E 5303 10401 GGGG
1169-06541 00000/0000 20018/0028 01/08/73 40 2390 1848S 03858E 53.4 102o2 GGGG
1169-08211 00000/0000 20012/0322 01/08/73 0 2351 3727N 027295 24.4 150s6 GGGG
1169-08213 00000/0000 20012/0323 01/08/73 o10 2:351 3601N 0 2701E 25.5 149.9 GGGG
1169-08220 00000/0000 20012/0324 01/08/73 30 2351 3435N 026346 26*6 1493 GGGG
1169o08222 00000/0000 20012/0325 01/08/73 40 23151 3309N 02607E 27.7 148.6 GGG
1169.08225 00000/0000 20012/0326 01/08/73 10 2351 3143N 02542E 28,8 147.9 PGGG
1169608231 00000/0000 20012/0327 01/08/73 10 2351 3017N 025165 29.9 147*2 PGG6
1169-08234 00000/0000 .20012/0328 01/08/73 80 2351 2850N 02451E 30o9 146.4 GGGG
1169-08240 00000/0000 20012/0329 01/08/73 100 2351 2724N 021276. 32*0 145.6 PGGG
1169a08243 00000/0000 20012/0330 01/08/73 90 2351 2558N 024035 33.0 144.9 PGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER X **spovooo,** e 0 TO 100 . 5 CLOUD CPVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY .**aspe * e~*o BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED* GqGOsBD FeFAIR BUT USABLEc PIPe5Ro
16144 MAR 11j' 7 4 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0451
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITy
10 POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1169-08245 00000/0000 20012/0331 01/08/73 90 2351 2431N 02340E 34*0 144.1 PGGG
1169-10004 00000/0000 20012/0332 01/0c/73 100 2352 5013N 00637E 14.3 156.3 GPPG
1169-10010 00000/0000 20012/0333 01/08/73 90 2352 4 84 8N 00559E 15*4 155.7 GOGG
1169-10013 00000/0000 20012/0334 01/08/73 90 2352 4723N 00522E 16*6 155.0 GG
1169-10374 00000/0000 20012/0335 01/08/73 80 2352 75199 05154W 25*6 ' 800 GGG
1169m10381 00000/0000 20012/0336 01/OR /7 3 80 2352 7622S 05547W 24'5 83.3 GGPG
1169-10383 00000/0000 20012/0337 01/0A/73 90 2352 7733S 06003W 23*4 87.3 PGGG
1169*10390 00000/0000 20012/0338 01/OR/73 100 2352 7829S 06526w 22.3 92.1 GGGP
1169-13471 00000/0000 20012/0339 01/08/73 80 2354 1R51S 06413W 53,4 102.1 GGGG
1169-13474 00000/0000 20012/0340 01/08/73 80 2354 2017S 0 6435W 53.5 100.2 GGGG
1169-13480 00000/0000 20012/0341 01/08/73 80 2354 2144 06457w 534 98.3 pppp
1169"15103 00000/0000 20012/0342 01/08/73 0 2355 5009N 07055W 14*4 156.3 GGGO
1169-15105 00000/0000 20012/0343 01/0C/73 0 2355 4845N 07134W 15.5 155.6 GGGG
1169*15441 00000/0000 20012/0344 01/08/73 100 2355 6521S 11102W 33*9 68.1 PGGG
1169-15444 00000/0000 20012/0345 01/08/73 100 2355 6641S 112 3 3W 328 68.6 GGGG
1169-15450 00000/0000 20012/0346 01/08/73 100 2355 6800S 11412W 31,8 69.4 GGPG
1169-15453 00000/0000 20012/0347 01/08/73 100 2355 6917S 11604W 30.8 70o4 GGPG
1169-15455 00000/0000 20012/0345 01/08/73 100 2355 7034S 11808W 29*7 71.7 GGPe
1169*15462 00000/0000 20012/0349 01/08/73 100 2355 7148S 12027W 28*7 73.2 GGGG
1169-15464 00000/0000 20012/0350 01/08/73 70 2355 7302S 12307W 27.6 75.1 GPGG
1169-15471 00000/0000 20012/0351 01/08/73 80 2355 74 14S 12606W 266 77.4 GGG
1169-15473 00000/0000 20012/0352 01/08/73 100 2355 7521S 1292 9 w 25*5 80*2 OGPG
1169.15480 00000/0000 20012/0353 01/08/73 100 2355 7625S 13326W 24v4 83.5 PGGG
1169915482 00000/0000 20012/0354 01/08/73 t00 2355 7736S 13744W 23s3 87.5 PPPG
1169-15485 00000/0000 20012/0355 01/08/73 80 2355 783 2S 14309W 22.2 92.3 PPPP
1169-16532 00000/0000 20012/0356 01/08/73 100 2356 5134N 09603W 13.2 156.9 P
1169-17005 00000/0000 20012/0357 01/08/73 80 2356 2553N 10503W 33*1 144.8 GOGG
1169-17011 00000/0000 20012/0358 01/0/73 90 2356 2428N 10526W 34.1 143.9 GGGG
1169-17014 00000/0000 20012/0359 01/08/73 90 2356 2301N 10548W 35.1 143.1 0660
1169.17020 00000/0000 20012/0360 01/0A/73 90 2356 2134N 10611W 36.1 142*2 GGGG
1169-17023 00000/0000 20012/0361 01/08/73 80 2356 2007N 106 33W 37.1 141.3 GGOO
1169-20540 00000/O000 20012/0362 01/08/73 90 2358 65249 17125E 33.8' 68.1 00GG
1169-20543 00000/0000 20012/0363 01/08/73 100 2358 6644S 169551 32.8 68.7 GG
1169w20545 00000/0000 20012/0364 01/08/73 90 2358 6804S 168151 317 69.5 00GG
1169-20552 00000/0000 20012/0365 01/08/73 90 2358 6922S 166249 30.7 70.5 PGGO
1169-20554 00000/0000 20012/0366 01/08/73 30 2358 7038S 164201 29.7 71,7 GOGP
1169-20561 00000/0000 20012/0367 01/08/73 0 2358 7153S 16159E 28,6 73.3 G0GG
1169-20563 000o0/000o 20012/0368 01/08/73 40 2358 7306S 159191 27.5 75.2 GGG
1169-20570 00000/0000 20012/0369 01/08/73 70 2358 7417S 15619E 26.5 -7.5 POGO
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *........,.** , 0 TO 100 * X CLOUD COVER, ** U NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... * .,.. BLANKSPBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RvRECYCLED4 G0OSBD* FFAIR BUT USABLE. P4POOR*
16144 MAR'110'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeNeUS PAGE 0452
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
80SERVATIeN MitRe7ILM ROLL N./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ReLL ACQUTREO COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV M4S LAT LONG 123 45678
1169-20572 00000/0000 20012/0370 01/0R/73 80 2358 7525S 152555 25*4 8003 GOPG
1169-20575 00000/0000 20012,0371 01/OR/73 80 2358 76299 14856E 24.3 83.7 POGO
1169-20581 00000/0000 20012,0372 01/08/73 20 2358 77298 14420E 23*2 87.8 PGGP
1169o20584 00/00/0000 20012/0373 01/05/73 10 2358 78348 13907E 22.1 92s6 600
117000042 0000/0000 20012/0374 01/09/73 20 2360 10189 142555 52.1 113.0 DGP
1170-00044 00000/0000 20012/0375 01/09/73 20, 2360 11455 14235E 52.5 111.2 0000
1170o00051 00000/0000 20012/0376 01/09/73 20 2360 1310S 14214E 52*7 109.3 GGG
1170-00053 00000/0000 20012/0377 01/09/73 20 2360 1437S 14153K ,53.0 107.5 0600
1170-00060 00000/0000 20012/0378 01/09/73 10 2360 1603S 141319 5302 10506 GOOD
1170400062 00000/0000 20012/0379 01/09/73 10 2360 1730$ 141109 533 103*7 G0OD
1170*01323 00000/0000 20012/0380 01/09/73 20 2361 4141N 13045E 21.2 152o4 a000
1170-01330 00000/0000 20012/0381 01/09/73 20 2361 4o15N 13014E 2203 151.8 6000
1170-01332 00000/0000 20012/0382 01/09/73 10' 2361 3849N 12944E 23*4 151*1 G000
1170-01335 00000/0000 20012/0383 01/09/73 o0 2361 3723N 12915K 24.5 150.5 GGO
1170*01341 00000/0000 20012/0384 01/09/73 40 2361 3557N 12847E 2506 149.8 6000
1170-01344 00000/0000 20012/0385 01/09/73 50 2361 343 2N 12821E 26*7 149*1 GG
1170-01360' 00000/0000 20012/0386 01/09/73 90 2361 3306N 127549 27.8 148.4 0000
1170-01353 00000/0000 20012/0387 01/09/73 80 2361 3140N 12729E 28.9 147*7 GGGO
1170-01355 00000/0000 20012/0388 01/09/73 60 2361 3014N 12704 2909 1470 0000
1170-01362 00000/0000 20012/0389 01/09/73 70 2361 284 7N 126401 31.0 14603 G00
1170-01364 00000/0000 20012/C390 01/09/73 80 2361 2721N 12616E 3200 1455 G00
1170601371 00000/0000 20012/C391 01/09/73 90 2361 2955N 12552E 33.1 144*7 GO00
1170-01373 00000/0000 20012/0392 01/09/73 80 2361 2428N 125291 34,1 143.9 GOO0
1170.01380 00000/0000 20012/0393 01/0o973 80 2361 2302N 12506E 35.1 14300 6000
1170-01382 00000/0000 20012/0394 01/09/73 70 2361 2136N 12444E 36.1 142*2 0000
1170-01385 00000/0000 20012/0395 01/09/73 90 2361 2009N 12421K 37.1 141* 3  G00
1170-01391 00000/0000 20012/0396 01/09/73 90 2361 1843N 12400 38.0 140*3 G00
1170-01394 00000/0000 20012/0397 01/09/73 90 2361 1717N 12339E 39*0 139*4 0000
1170-01400 00000/0000 20012/0398 01/09/73 70 2361 1550N 12317K 39e9 138,4 6000
1170-01403 00000/0000 20012/0399 01/09/73 30 2361 1424 N 12256E 40.8 1373 G00
1170-01412 00000/0000 20012/0400 01/09/73 10 2361 1130N 12215K 42*6 135.1 6000
1170-01414 00000/0000 20012/0401 01/09/73 10 2361 1003N 12154E 4394 134*0 G00
1170-01421 00000/0000 20012/0402 01/09/73 10 2361 0836N 12134E 44.3 132*8 0000
1170-01423 00000/0000 20012/0403 01/09/73 10 2361 0710N 12114E 45.1 131.5 6000
1170-01430 00000/0000 20012/0404 01/09/73 20 2361 0543N 12053E 45.8 130.2 GG
1170-01473 00000/0000 20012/0405 01/09/73 70 2361 1012S 11709K 52.1 11301 GG
1170-01480 00000/0000 20012/0406 01/09/73 60 2361 1138S 11648E 52o4 111.3 GQG0
1170-02035 00000/0000 20012/0407 01/09/73 90 2361 6524S 09428E 3398 68.1 0000
1170002041 .00000/0000 20012/0408 01/09/73 80 2361 66398 09233E 32.8 68*6 G00
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ***o********.. 0 TR 100 % CLOUD CBVER. ** s NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY eo............ BLANKSIBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RIRECYCLEDs G.GOBBD FpFAIR BUT USABLE* PPSOSR*
16144 MAR lijr74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeN*US PAGE 0453
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N,./ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN R8LL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER aF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1170*02044 00000/0000 20012/0409 01/09/73 100 2361 6758S 09053E 31.8 69o4 GGGG1170-02050 000000/0000 20012/0410 01/09/73 100 2361 6921S 08931E 30*7 70*4 GGGG
1170-02053 00000/0000 20012/0411 01/09/73 100 2361 7032S o8657E 29.7 71*7 GGGG
1170%02055 00000/0000 20012/0412 01/09/73 100 2361 7147S 08437E 28*6 73.2 GGGG
1170-02062 00000/0000 20012/0413 01/09/73 90 2361 7301S 08159E 27.6 75*1 GGGG
1170-02064 00000/0000 20012/0414 01/09/73 100 2361 7412S 07900E 26*5 77.4 GGGG1170"02071 00000/0000 20012/0415 01/09/73 100 2361 7519S 07541E 25.4 80,1 PGGG1170-02073 00000/0000 20012/0416 01/09/73 100 2361 7624S 07145E 24*3 83*5 GGGG
1170m02080 00000/0000 20012/0417 01/09/7 80 2361 7735S 06728E 2393 87.5 GGGG1170003152 00000/0000 20012/0418 01/09/73 0 2362 43 05N 10530E 20.1 153.0 GGGG1170-03155 00000/0C00 20012/0419 01/09/73 0 2362 4140N 10458E 21*2 152.4 GGGG1170-05002 00000/C00O 20012/0420 01/09/73 0 2363 3722N 07740E 24*5 150.4 GGGG
117005005 00000/0000 20012/0421 01/09/73 80 2363 3556N o7712E 25.6 149*8 GGGG
1170005014 00000/0000 20013/0291 01/09/73 0 2363 3305N 07619E 27.8 148.4 GGGG1170"05020 00000/0000 20013/0292 01/09/73 0 2363 3139N 07553E 28.9 147.7 GGGG1170-05023 00000/0000 20013/0293 01/09/73 0 2363 3 013 N 07528E 30.0 147*0 GGGG1170-05025 00000/0000 20013/0294 01/09/73 C 2363 2847N o7503E 31*0 146.2 GGGG1170"05032 00000/0000 20013/0295 01/09/73 0 2363 2721N o7438E 32.1 145.5 GGGG
1170-05034 00000/0000 20013/0296 01/09/73 0 2363 255N 07414E 33.1 144.7 GGGG
1170-05041 00000/0000 20013/0297 01/09/73 0 2363 2430N 07350E 34.1 143.9 GGGG1170-05043 00000/0000 20013/0298 01/09/73 0 2363 23 03N 07327E 3591 143.0 GGGG1170-0505 00000/0000 20013/0299 01/09/73 0 2363 2136N 07305E 36*1 142.1 GGGG1170-05052 00000/0000 20013/0300 01/09/73 0 2363 2010N 07243E 37.1 141.2 GGGG1170.05055 00000/0000 20013/0301 01/09/73 0 2363 ig4 3N 072 21E 38.1 140.3 PGGG1170-05061 00000/0000 20013/0302 01/09/73 10 2363 1717N 07200E 39.0 139.3 GGGG1170,05064 00000/0000 20013/0303 0t/09/73 40 2363 1550N 07139E 39.9 138.3 GGGG1170"05070 00000/0000 20013/0304 01/09/73 10 2363 1423N 07118E 40.8 137*3 GGGG
1170w05073 00000/0000 20013/0305 01/09/73 10 2363 1256N 07057E 4197 136.2 GGGG1170-05075 00000/0000 20013/0306 01/09/73 30 2363 1130N 07036E 42.6 135*1 GGGG1170-05082 00000/0000 20013/0307 01/09/73 30 2363 1003N 07016E 43*4 133*9 GGGG1170"05084 00000/0000 20013/0308 01/09/73 20 2363 036N 069551 44.3 132.7 PPPP1170-06434 00000/0000 20012/0422 01/09/73 60 2364 372 3N o5149E 24*6 150.4 PPGG
1170-06440 00000/0000 20012/0423 01/0q/73 50 2364 3557N 05121E 25.7 149.8 GGGG1170-06443 00000/0000 20012/0424 01/09/73 30 2364 3431N 05054E 26*7 149.1 GGGP
1170-06445 00000/0000 20012/0425 01/09/73 0 2364 3305N 05028E 27*8 148.4 GGGG1170-06452 00000/0000 20012/0426 01/09/73 30 2364 3139N 05002E 28.9 147*7 GGGG
1170-06454 00000/0000 20012/0427 01/09/73 0 2364 3013N 04937E 30.0 147*0 GGGG1170-06461 00000/0000 20012/0428 01/09/73 0 2364 2R47N 04913E 31.0 146*2 PPGG1170"06463 00000/0000 20012/0429 01/09/73 0 2364 2721N 04849E 32*1 145*4 GGPG
KEYS: CLBUD CBVER % ,.**.,..,*e,,, 0 TO 100 = % CLOUD COVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY **,,,**,*,,*,,, BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R'RECYCLEDi GwGBD, FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPegRe
16:44 MAR 11,'74 STANOARD CATALOG FOR NBNPUS PAGE 0454
FROB 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICROFILM ROLL Ne./ DATE CLOUD 5REIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LaNG 123 45678
1170-06470 00000/0000 20012/0430 01/09/73 100 2364 2554N 04825E 3301 144.7 PGGG
1170006472 00000/0000 20012/0431 01/09/73 50 2364 2428N 04801E 34#1 143.8 PGGG
'1170006475 00000/0000 20012/04:32 01/09/73 50 2364 2301N 04739E 35*1 143.0 PGPG
1170a06481 00000/0000 20012/04:33 01/09/73 10 2364 2135N 04716E 36*1 142.1 PGPP
1170-06484 00000/0000 20012/0434 01/09/73 30 2364 2009N 04655E 37.1 141*2 PGPG
1170"06490 00000/0000 20012/0435 01/09/73 20 2364 1143N 04633E 38*1 140.3 GGPG
1170006493 00000/0000 20012/04:36 01/09/73 0 2364 1716N 04612E 39.0 13903 PGPG
1170006495 00000/0000 20012/04:37 01/09/73 10 2364 1549N 04551E 39.9 138*3 GPGG
1170-06502 00000/0000 20012/0438 01/09/73 20 2364 1423N 04531E 408 137.3 PGGG
1170-06504 00000/0000 20012/0439 01/09/73 70 2364 1256N 04510E 41.7 136.2 GGPG
1170"06511 00000/0000 20012/0440 01/09/73 60 2364 1t30N 04449E 42.6 135*1 GGGG
1170-06513 00000/0000 20012/0441 01/09/73 40 2364 1003N o4429E 43.4 133.9 PPPP .
1170"06520 00000/0000 20012/0442 01/09/73 0 2364 0837N 04408E 443 132.7 GPPG
1170-06522 00000/0000 20012/0443 01/09/73 0 2364 0710N 04347E 45.1 131.5 PPGG
1170-06525 00000/0000 20012/0444 01/09/73 0 2364 0543N 04326E 45.8 130*2 PGGG
1170-06531 00000/0000 20012/0445 01/09/73 10 2364 0417N 04306E 46.6 128.9 PGGG
1170-06534 00000/0000 20012/0446 01/09/73 10 2364 0250N 04246E 47.3 127.5 PPGG
1170-06540 00000/0000 20012/0447 01/09/73 10 2364 0123N 04226E 48.0 126.0 PGPG
1170-06543 00000/0000 20012/0448 01/09/73 50 2364 0002S 042061 48*6 124.6 GGGG
1170-06584 00000/0000 20012/0449 01/09/73 100 2364 1430S 038401 52.9 107.6 G
1170-06590 00000/0000 20012/0450 01/09/73 80 2364 1556S 03819E 53*1 105.7 GGGP
1170-06593 00000/0000 20012/0451 01/09/73 80 2364 1724S 03757E 53*3 103.8 GGP
1170-06595 00000/0000 20012/0452 01/09/73 90 - 2364 1850S 03736E 53.3 101.9 GGGG
1170"07002 00000/0000 20012/04E3 01/09/73 100 2364 2017S o3714E 53*4 100.1 PPGP
1170-07004 00000/0000 20013/03C9 01/09/73 100 2364 2143S 03653E 53.4 98.2 PPPP
1170-07011 00000/0000 20013/0310 01/09/73 100 2364 2308S 03630E 5343 960
3  POGO
1170"07013 00000/000 20013/0311 01/06/72 .40 2364 2435S 036071 53.2 94*5 GGGG
1170-07020 00000/0000 20013/0312 01/09/73 30 2364 2603S 03544E 53*0 92'7 GGGG
1170-07022 00000/0000 20013/0313 01/09/73 40 2364 2729S 03521E 52.8 90*9 GGGG
1170-07025 00000/0000 20013/0314 01/09/73 70 2364 2853S 034565 52*5 89.2 PPPP
1170-07161 00000/0000 20013/0315 01/09/73 100 2364 7300S 00433E 27.5 75.1 PPPP
1170-07163 00000/0000 20013/0316 01/09/73 100 2364 74 11S 00134E 26*5 77.4 GPGG
1170o07170 00000/0000 20013/0317 01/09/73 30 2364 7519S 00146w 25.4 8091 PGGG
1170-07172 00000/0000 20013/0318 01/09/73 40 2364 7624S 00545W 24.3 83.5 GGGG
1170-07175 00000/0000 20013/0319 01/09/73 20 2364 7725S 01020W 23.2 87.5 GGGG
1170-08254 00000/0000 20012/0454 01/09/73 100 2365 4 13 9 N 02730E 21.2 152.3 GGGG
1170-08260 00000/0000 20012/0455 01/09/73 70 2365 4013N 02659E 22.4 151.7 GGGG
1170-08263 00000/0000 20012/0456 01/09/73 30 2365 348N 02629E 23.5 151.1 PPPP
1170e08265 00000/0000 20012/0457 01/09/73 60 2365 3722N 02600E 24.6 150.4 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % *o...*,'..... 0 Te 100 * % CLOUD CeVER, ** A NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY S.........~... BLANKSoBAND NET PRESENT/REQUESTED* RNRECYCLED* G.GBRD* FsFAIR BUT USABLE. PwPBOOR
16144 MAR 11#174 STANOARD CATALOG FeR NON.US PAGE 0455
FRBM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICReFILM ROLL Nu,/ CATE CLOUD BRBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALIT.Y
ID PBSITISN IN ROLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
9BV MSS LAT LbNG 123 45671
1170*08272 00000/0000 20012/0458 01/09/ 7 3 90 2365 3557N 02532E 25*7 149.7 GGGG
1170-08274 00000/00 20012/0459 01/09/73 90 2365 3431N 02505E 26*8 149*1 GGGG
1170w08281 00000/0000 20012/0460 01/~9/73 90 2365 3305N 0 2439E 27,8 14894 GGGG
1170-08283 00000/OO00 20012/0461 01/09/73 20 2365 339N 02414E 28.9 147.7 PGPP
1170-08351 00000/0000 20012/0462 01/09/73 20 2365 0835N 01818E 44.3 132.7 PGGG
1170-08354 00000/0000 20012/0463 01/09/73 30 2365 0709N 01758E 45*1 13195 GGGG
1170.08360 000C0/0000 20012/0464 01/09/73 20 2365 0542N 01738E 45.8 130.2 GGGG
1170%08363 00000/0000 20012/0465 01/oq/73 40 2365 0416N 01717E 46.6 128*8 GGGG
1170-08365 00000/0000 20 0 12/04
6 6 01/09/73 90 2365 0250N 01657E 47,3 127*4 GGGG
1170-08372 00000/0000 20012/0467 01/09/73 90 2365 0123N 01636E 48.0 12600 GGGG
1170-08374 00000/0000 20012/0468 01/09/73 80 2365 oo002S o1616 48.6 1E4.5 GGGG
1170-08381 00300/0000 20012/0469 01/09/73 60 2365 0129S 01556E 49.2 123*0 GGGG
1170-08383 00000/0000 20012/0470 01/09/73 80 2365 0!56S 01536E 49.8 121.4 G G
1170-08390 00000/0000 20012/0471 01/09/73 80 2365 04238 01516E 50*3 119.8 GGGG
1170-08392 00000/0000 20012/0472 01/09/73 40 2365 0550S 01456E 50.8 118.2 GPPP
1170-12251 00000/0000 20012/0473 01/09/73 0 2367 70358 06754w 29*6 71.8 PPGG
1170-12253 00000/0000 20012/0474 01/09/73 20 2367 7151S 07014W 28*5 73.3 PGGG
1170-12260 00000/00o0 20012/0475 01/09/73 20 2367 7304S 0 7253W 27.5 75.2 PGGG
1170-12262 00000/0000 20012/0476 01/09/73 40 2367 7415S 07554W 26.4 77.5 PGGG
1170-17061 00000/0000 20012/0477 01/09/73 0 2370 2 71 7 N 10608w 32.1 145.3 GGGG
1170-17063 00000/0000 20012/0478 01/09/73 50 2370 2550N 10632W 33.2 144.5 GGGG
1170-17070 00000/0000 20012/0479 01/09/73 100 2370 2423N 10654W 34.2 143.7 GGGG
117017072 00000/0000 20012/0480 01/p9/73 100 2370 2257N 10717W 35.2 142.9 GGGG
1170-17075 00000/0000 20012/0481 01/09/7 3  100 2370 2131N 10739W 3692 142.0 GGGG
1170-18410 00000/0000 20012/0482 01/09/73 0 2371 5545N 12102W 9*9 158.9 GGGG
1170-18413 00000/0000 20012/0483 01/09/73 0 2371 5421N ,12150 11.1 158.1 GGGG
1170-18415 00000/0000 20012/0484 01/09/73 0 2371 5256N 12235W 12*2 157.4 GGGG
1170018422 00000/0000 20012/0485 01/09/73 0 2371 5131N 12318W 13.4 156.7 GGGG
1170-20351 30000/0000 20012/0486 01/09/73 40 2372 1I33N 16001 38.2 140.1 GGGG
1170-20354 00000/0000 20012/0487 01/09/73 40 2372 1706N 16023W 391 139.1 PPPP
1170-22430 00000/0000 20012/0488 01/09/73 90 2373 6528S 14409E 33.6 68.2 P GG
1170-22433 00000/0000 20012/0489 01/09/73 30 2373 6647S 14239E 32*5 68.8 GGGG
1170-22435 00000/0000 20012/0490 01/09/73 100 2373 6806S 14057E 31o5 69*6 GGGG
1170-22442 00000/0000 20012/0491 01/09/73 100 2373 69235 13904E 30*5 70.6 GGGG
1170-224*4 00000/0000 20012/0492 01/09/73 100 2373 7040S 13658E 29o4 719 GGGG
1170-22451 00000/000C 20012/0493 01/09/73 100 2373 7155S 13437E 28.4 73.4 GGGG
1170-22453 00000/0000 20012/0494 01/09/73 100 2373 73095 13157E 2793 75.4 GGGG
1170-22460 00000/0000 20012/0495 01/09/73 100 2373 7420S 12857E 26.2 77*7 GGGG
1170-22462 00000/0000 20012/0496 01/09/73 100 2373 7927S 12532E 2502 80.5 PGGG
KEYS: C LUD CBVER % ** 
= NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ............... ALANKS.BAND NET PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G.G8 D F.FAIR BUT USABLE- P.PeBR,
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBONUS PAGE 0456
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN ROLL ACQUTRED CBVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MS3 LAT LONG 123 45678
1170-22465 00000/0000 20012/0497 01/39/73 2o 2373 7631S 12134E 24.1 83.9 GGGG
1170-22471 00000/0000 20012/0498 01/09/73 30 2373 7741S 11706E 23.0 88.0 GGGG
1171-00100 00000/0000 20012/0499 01/10/73 40 2374 1020 14129E 52.1 112.6 GGG
1171-00103 00000/0000 20012/0500 01/10/73 30 2374 1148S 14109E 5204 110.8 GG
1171-00105 00000/0000 20012/0501 01/10/73 70 2374 1314S 14048E 52*7 109.0 GG G
1171-00112 00000/0000 20012/0502 01/10/73 100 2374 1440S 14028E 52*9 107.2 GGGG
1171-00114 00000/0000 20012/0503 01/10/73 100 2374 1607S 14007E 53.1 105.3 GGGG
1171-00121 00000/0000 20012/0504 01/10/73 70 2374 1733S 13945E 53*2 103*4 PPPP
1171-03204 00000/0000 20012/0505 01/10/73 o 2376 4431N 10433E 19.1 153.5 GPPG
1171-03211 00000/0000 20012/0506 01/10/73 30 2376 4306N 10400E 20.2 152.9 PPGG
1171*03213 00000/0000 20012/0507 01/10/73 0 2376 4140N 10329E 21*3 152.2 PGPG
1171-03220 00000/0000 20012/0508 01/10/73 0 2376 4015N 10258E 22*4 151.6 GOPG
1171-03222 00000/0000 20012/0509  01/10/73 0 2376 3849N 10229E 2395 150*9 PGGG
1171-03225 00000/0000 20012/C510 01/10/73 0 2376 3723N 10200K 24.6 150.3 PGGG
1171-03231 00000/0000 20012/C511 01/10/73 40 2:376 3557N 10133E 25*7 149*6 P GP
1171-03234 00000/0000 20012/0512 01/10/73 0 2376 3431N 10106E 26.8 148*9 GGPP
1171-03240 00000/0000 20012/0513 01/10/73 0 2376 3305N 10040E 27*9 148.2 GGG
1171-03243 00000/0000 20012/0514 01/10/73 0 2376 3 13 9 N 10014E 29*0 147.5 GGGG
1171-03261 00000/0000 20012/0515 01/10/73 40 2376 2556N 09837E 33*2 144.5 GGGG
1171-03263 00000/0000 20012/0516 01/10/73 30 2376 2429N 09814E 34*2 143.7 GGGG
1171-03270 00000/0000 20012/0517 01/10/73 20 2376 2302N 09752E 35.2 142.8 GGGG
1171-03272 00000/0000 20012/0518 01/10/73 10 2376 2136N 09729E 36.2 142.0 PGGG
1171-03275 00000/0000 20012/0519 01/10/73 10 2376 2011N 09706E 37.1 141.0 PGGP
1171-03281 00000/0000 20012/0520 01/10/73 10 2376 1844N 09644E 38*1 140.1 PGGP
11710o3284 00000/0000 20012/0521 01/10/73 0 2376 171 7 N 096 22E 39.0 139.1 PPGP
1171:03302 00000/0000 20012/0522 01/10/73 20 2376 1131N 09459E 42*6 134.9 GGGG
1171-03304 00000/0000 20012/0523 01/10/73 30 2376 1004N 09438E 43*5 133.7 GGPG
11713311 00000/0000 20012/0!524 01/1o/73 30 2376 0836N 0 9418E 44*3 132.5 GGGG
1171-03313 00000/0000 20012/0525 01/10/73 60 2376 0710N 09357E 4501 131.3 GGPG
1171-03320 00000/0000 20012/0526 01/10/73 80 2376 0543N 09337E 45.8 130*0 GGPG
1171-03322 00000/0000 20012/0527 01/10/73 80 2376 0416N 09318E 46*6 128.6 PGPG
1171-03325 00000/0000 20012/0528 01/10/73 80 2376 0250N 09258E 47a3 127.2 GGPG
1171-03331 00000/000 20012/0529 01/10/73 80 2376 0124N 09238E 4800 125.8 PGGG
1171-03334 00000/0000 20012/0530 01/10/73 90 2376 0003S 09218E 48o6 124.3 PPGP
1171-03531 00000/0000 20012/0531 01/10/73 80 2376 6640S 06526E 32.6 68.7 PPPG
1171*03534 00000/0000 20012/0532 01/10/73 100 2376 6757S 06347E t1.6 69*5 PPGG
1171-03540 00000/0000 20012/0533 01/10/73 200 2376 6915S 06156E 30*6 70*5 PPPG
1171-03543 00000/0000 20012/0534 01/10/73 100 2376 7032S 05952E 29*5 71.7 GGOP
1171-03545 .00000/0000 20012/0535 01/10/73 100 2376 7147S 05733E 28*5 73.2 GGGG
KEYSI CLOUD COVER % ..e............ 0 TO 100 X CLOUD CnVER, ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,......e*, .... BLANKSwBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RvRECYCLED4 GpGBBD, FwFAIR BUT USABLE* P.POOR.
16144 MAR 11,74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBNwUS PAGE 0457
FRBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL Ne./ DATE CLBUD SRRIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PSITI5N IN RBLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1171-03552 00000/0000 20012/0536 01/1n/73 100 2376 701S 05453E 27.4 75.1 PGGG
1171103554 00000/0000 20012/0537 01/10/73 100 2376 7413S 05153E 26.3 77.4 PGPG
1171m03561 00000/0000 20012/0538 01/10/73 100 2376 7520S 04831E 25.3 80.2 PGPG
11710o3563 00000/0000 20012/0539 01/lo/72 100 2376 7624S 04437E 24*2 83.5 PGPQ
1171-03570 00000/0000 20012/0540 01/10/73 100 2376 7735S 04014E P3.1 87.5 GGPG
1171-03572 00000/0000 20012/0541 01/10/73 100 2376 7A31S 03450E 22.0 92.3 GPPP
1171-05081 00000/0000 20012/0542 01/10/73 0 2377 3014N 07359E 30.0 146.8 PGGG
1171-05083 00000/0000 20012/0543 01/10/73 0 2377 2848N 07334E 31.1 146.0 GGGG
1171:05090 00000/0000 20012/0544 01/10/73 0 2377 2722N 073105 32*1 145.3 PGG
1171-05092 00000/0000 20012/0545 01/10/73 0 2377 2556N 07246E 3302 144.5 GoG
1171-05095 00000/0000 20012/0546 01/10/73 0 2377 2429N 07223E 34.2 143.7 GPGO
1171-05101 00000/0000 20012/0547 01/10/73 C 2377 2302N 07201E 35*2 142*8 GGGG
1171005104 00000/0000 20012/0548 01/10/73 0 2377 2136N 07139E 36.2 141.9 GGGG
1171-05110 00000/0000 20012/0549 01/10/73 0 2377 2009N 07117E 37.1 141*0 GO 0
1171-05113 00000/0000 20012/0550 01/10/73 0 2377 IR43N 07055E 38,1 140,1 oaGG
1171-05115 00000/0000 20012/0551 01/10/73 10 2377 1717N 07033E 39.0 139*1 GGGG
1171-05122 00000/0000C 20012/0552 01/10/73 10 2377 I50N 07012E 40.0 138.1 GGGG
1171-05124 0000/0000 20012/0553 01/10/73 to 2377 1423N 06951E 40*9 137*1 GGG
1171m05131 00000/0000 20012/0554 01/10/73 30 2377 125 6N 06930E 41.8 136.0 PGGG
1171-05133 00000/0000 20012/0555 01/10/73 5c 2377 1129N 06910E 42.6 .134.9 GGPG
1171-5140 00000/0000 2012/0556 01/10/73 40 2377 1002N 06849E 43*5 133o7 GGGG
1171-05142 00000/0000 20012/0557 01/10/73 30 2377 0A37N 06828E 44.3 132.5 GGGG
1171"05145 00000/0000 20012/0558 01/10/73 20 2377 0710N 06807E 4501 131.2 PPPP
1171-06501 00000/0000 20012/0559 01/10/73 90 2378 3431N 04929E 26.8 148*9 GGGG
1171-06503 0000000000 20012/0560 01/10/73 80 2378 3605N 04903E 27*9 148s2 GGGG
1171-06510 00000/0000 20012/0561 01/10/73 40 2378 3139N 04837E 29*0 147,5 (GG0
1171w06512 00000/0000 20012/0562 01/10/73 30 2378 3c13N 04.812E 30*0 146.8 GGGG
117106515 00000/0000 20012/0563 01/10/73 0 2378 2847N 047485 31.1 146.0 GGG6
1171-06521 00000/0000 20012/0564 01/10/73 40 2378 2721N 04723E 32.1 145.3 GGGG
1171-06524 00000/0000 20012/0565 01/10/73 40 2378 2555N 04700E 3302 144.5 GGGG
1171a06530 00000/0000 20012/0566 01/10/73 0 2378 2428N 04637E 34*2 143,6. GGGG
1171-06533 00000/0000 20012/0567 01/10/73 10 2378 2302N 04614E 35.2 142,8 GrG
1171-06535 00000/0000 20012/0568 01/10/73 10 2378 2135N 04552E 36.2 141.9 0l0
1171-06542 00000/0000 20012/0569 01/10/73 20 2378 2009N 045302 37*1 1410 GG00
1171-06544 00000/0000 20012/0570 01/10/73 20 2378 1543N 04509E 38*1 140.1 G000
1171-06551 00000/0000 20012/0571 01/10/73 20 2378 1717N 04448 39.1 139.1 GGGG
1171-06553 00000/0000 20012/0572 01/1n/73 0 2378 150N 04427E 40*0 138*1 G0GG
1171-06560 00000/0000 20012/0573 01/10/73 0 2378 1423N 04405E 40,9 137*1 GGGG
1171-06562 00000/0000 20012/0574 01/10/73 30 2378 1I56N 043459 418 136.0 GGGG
KEYSt C UD COVER X o,*,*,....**0*, 0 TO 10  0 X CLOUD CeVER* ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QALITY ,.........*., BSLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RaRECYCLED', GOBRDi F.FAIR BUT USABLE. Pm.PbR,.
16:44 MAR 11P'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeNvS PAGE 0458
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATISN MICROFILM ROLL Ne,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITION IN RBLL ACQUiRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV M;S LAT LONG 123 45678
1171-06565 00000/0000 20012/0575 01/10/73 50 .2378 1129N 04324E 42.6 134.9 GGGG
1171-06580 00000/000 20012/0576 01/10/73 0 2378 0710N 04221E 45.1 131.2 GGGG
1171.06583 00000/0000 200120577 01/1073 0 2378 0543N 04201E 45,B 129.9 GGGG
1171 06585 00000/0000 20012/0578 01/lo/73 0 2378 0416N 04141E 46*6 128.6 GGGG
11.71006592 00000/0000 20012/0579 01/10/73 0 2378 0249N 04 121E 47.3 127.2 GGGG
1171-06594 00000/0000 20012/0580 01/10/73 10 2378 0122N 04101E 48.0 125.8 GGG
1171-07001 00000/0000 20012/0581 01/10/73 80 2378 00 04S 0041E 48.6 124.3 GGGG
1:71-07003 00000/0000 20012/0582 01/n1/73 90 2378 30500S 04021E 49.2 122.8 GGGG
1171-07010 00000/0000 20012/0583 01/10/73 80 2378 0O57S 04000E 49.8 121.2 GGGGG
1171-07012 00000/0000 20012/0584 01/10/73 60 2378 0424S 03940E 5003 119.6 GGGG
1171-07015 00000/0000 20012/0585 01/10/73 30 2378 0551S 03919E 50*8 117*9 GGGG
1171-07021 00000/0000 20012/0586 01/10/73 80 2378 0718S 03859E 51*3 116.2 GGGG
1171-07024 00000/0000 20012/0587 01/10/73 90 2378 0844S 03838E 51i7 114.5 GGGG
1171-07030 00000/0000 20012/0588 01/10/73 90 2378 In115 03817E 52.0 112*7 GGGG
1171-07033 0000o/0000 20012/0589 01/o1/73 70 2378 1138S 03756E 5294 111.0 GGGG
1171-07035 00000/0000 20012/0590 01/10/73 50 2378 1305S 03736E 52.6 109.1 GGGG
117o070o42 00000/0000 20012/0591 01/10/73 50 2378 14335 03715E 52.9 107.3 GOGG
1171 07044 00000/0000 20012/0592 01/10/73 70 2378 1600S 03654E 53*0 105.4 GGGG
1171-07051 00000/0000 20012/0593 01/10/73 90 2378 1726S 03633E 53*2 103.6 GPGG
1171-07053 00000/0000 20012/0594 01/10/73 80 2378 151S 03611E 53*2 101*7 GGG
117 1"07 060 00000/0000 20012/0595 01/10/73 90 2378 20 18S 03549E 53s3 99.8 GGGG
1171-07062 00000/0000 20012/D59 6 01/10/73 100 2378 2143S 03527E 53.2 98*0 GGPG
1171-07065 00000/0000 20012/2597 01/31/73 9o 2378 2309S 03504E 53.2 96.1 PGGG
1171-07071 00000/0000 20012/0598 01/10/73 90 2378 2435S 03441E 53.1 94*3 GGGG
1171-07074 00000/0000 20012/0599 01/10/73 60 2378 2600S 03 417E 52*9 9205 GPGG
1171-07080 00000/0000 20012/0600 01/in/73 60 2378 2727S 03353E 52.7 90o7 GGGO
1171*07083 00000/0000 20012/0601 01/i1/73 60 2378 2853S 03328E 52.4 89*0 GGGG
1171-07085 00000/0000 20012/0602 01/10/73 60 2378 3019S 0 3303E 52.1 87.3 GGGG
1171-08415 00000/0000 20012/0603 01/10/73 80 2379 0443N 01610E 45.8 129.9 G
1171-09051 00000/0000 20012/0604 01/10/73 100 2379 7302S 02242w 27.4 75.2 GGGG
1171-09053 00000/0000 20012/0605 01/10/73 70 2379 7413S 025 40W 26.3 77.4 PGGG
1171-09060 ,00000/0000 20012/0606 01/l0/73 30 2379 7205S 02901W p5.2 80.2 PGGG
1171-09062 00000/0000 20012/0607 01/10/73 80 2379 7623S 0 3254W 24 1 83.5 GGGG
1171-09065 00000/0000 20012/0608 01/10/73 30 2379 7735S 03714W 23.0 87.6 GGGG
1171-15220 00000/0000 20012/0609 01/10/73 20 2383 5007N 07348W 14.6 156.0 GGGG
1171-15295 o00000/000 20012/0610 01/10/73 10 2383 2P56N 08253W 35*3 142.7 GGPG
1171-17115 00000/0000 20012/0611 01/10/73 40 2384 2715N 10733W 32.2 145.1 GGGG
1171-17122 00000/0000 20012/0612 01/10/73 40 2384 2548N 10757W 33.3 144.3 GGGG
1171-17124 00000/0000 20012/0613 01/i1/73 30 2384 2422N 1020W 34.3 143.5 GGGG
KEYSt CLOUD COVER % ,.....*..... 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. e* * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE CUALITY ......... ,.... BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESeNT/REQUESTED. RERECYCLED, G-GBBD. F-FAIR BUT USABLE. PPBOR,
16:44 AR 11ii'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NOBNUS PAGE 0459
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
B8SERVATISN ICPzFILM ROLL NS,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PSSITION IN R"LL ACOUTR COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RMV -MSS LAT LUNG 123 45678
117117131 000oo /0000 20012/0614 01/10/73 40 2384 2255N 10t 4 2w 35.3 142.7 GGGG
1171-17133 00000/0000 20012/0615 01/1n/ 73 50 2384 2 29N 10904W 36.3 141*8 GGGG
1171-1 8 460 00000/0000 20012/0616 01/10/73 0 2385 5R30N 12045w 7.7 160.3 GGGG
1171-18462 00000/0000 20012/0617 01/10/73 0 2385 5707N 12139W 8*9 159*5 GGGG
1171-18465 00000/0000 20012/0618 01/10/73 0 2385 5543N 12230w 10.1 158.7 GGGG
1171-18471 OC300/0000 20012/0619 01/10/73 0 2385 5419N 12317W 11.2 158.0 GGGG
1171-18474 00000/0000 20012/0620 01/10/73 0 2385 5P55N 12402W 12.4 157.3 GGGG
1171-18480 00000/0000 20012/0621 01/10/73 20 2385 5131N 12444W 13.5 156.6 GGGG
1171-20405 00000/0000 20012/0622 01/10/73 20 2386 1834N 16129W 38.2 139*9 GGGG
1171-20500 00000/0000 20012/0623 01/10/73 80 2386 13135 16859W 52.6 108.8 GGGG
1171-20503 00000/0000 20012/0624 01/10/73 100 2386 1440S 16920W 52.8 107.0 GGPG
1172-00155 0000/000 20012/0625 01/11/73 40 2388 1021S 14004E 52*0 112.3 GGPG
1172-00161 00000/0000 20012/0626 01/ii/73 40 2388 1147S 13944E 52*3 110s6 GGPG
1172-00164 00000/0000 20012/0627 01/t/73 40 2388 1314S 13923E 52.6 108*7 GGGG
1172-00170 00000/0000 20012/0628 01/11/73 40 2388 1442S 13901E 52,8 106.9 GGPG
1172-0173 00000/0000 20012/0629 01/11/73 30 2388 1608S 13840E 53*0 105*0 GGPG
1172-00175 0000/0000 20012/0630 01/11/73 10 2388 1734 S  13818E 53,1 103*2 GGPG
1172-00182 00000/oC00 20012/0631 01/11/73 20 2388 1901S 13757E 53*2 101*3 GGGG
1172-00184 000/0000 20012/0632 01/11/73 30 2388 20 27S 13735E 53.2 99*4 GGPG
1172-00191 00000/0000 20012/0633 01/11/73 40 2388 2153S 13712E 53.2 97*6 GGPG
1172-00193 00000/0000 20012/0634 01/11/73 70 2388 2?20S 13650E 5301 9508 GGPG
1172-00200 00000/000 20012/0635 01/11/73 70 2388 2446S 13628E 52*9 93*9 GGPG
1172-00202 Oo000/0000 20012/0636 01/11/73 80 2388 2612S 13605E 52.8 92.1 GGPG
1172-30205 00000/00oo 20012/0637 01/11/73 90 2388 2737S 13541E 52*5 90s4 GG G
1172-00211 00000/C0000 20012/0638 01/11/73 80 2388 2904S 13517E 52*3 88.7 GGGG
1172-00214 00000/0000 20012/0639 01/11/73 80 2388 3032S 13452E 52.0 87.0 GGGG
1172-00220 00000/0000 20012/0640 01/11/73 90 2388 3158S 13427E 51*6 85*4 GGGG
1172-00332 00000/0000 20012/0641 01/11/73 80 2398 6q24S 11153E 30.3 70.6 GGGG
1172-00334 00000/0000 20012/0642 01/11/73 40 2388 7041S 10947E 29.2 71.9 PGGG
1172-00341 0000/o0000 20012/0643 01/11/73 70 2388 71568 1o725E 28.2 73.5 GGGG
1172-00343 00000/0000 20012/0644 01/11/73 40 2388 7310S 10445E 27.1 75.4 GGGG
1172-00350 00000/0000 20012/0645 01/11/73 0 2388 7420S 10146E 26.1 77.8 GGGG
1172-00352 00000/0000 20012/0646 01/11/73 30 2388 7528S 09819E 25*0 80.6 GGGG
1172-30355 00000/000C 20012/0647 01/11/73 30 2388 7631S 09421E 23.9 84.0 GGGG
1172-00361 00000/0000 20012/0648 01/11/73 20 2388 7731S 08945E 22.8 88.1 GGGG
1172-03263 00000/0000 20012/0649 01/11/73 10 2390 4431N 10308E 19.2 153.3 GGG
1172-03265 00000/000, 20012/0650 01/11/73 0 2390 4306N 10235E 20.3 152.7 GGG
1172-03272 00000/0000 20012/0651 01/11/73 0 2390 4140N 10 203E 21*4 152.1 GGG
1172-05135 00000/0000 20012/0652 01/11/73 0 2391 3013N 07234E 30*1 146.6 GG G
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % **.**..r**..** 0 T 100 X CLBUD COVER. ** N5 CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,*....**.., BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED* G.GoeD, FUFAIR BUT USABLE. P.P55R.
16:44 MAR j11j74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0460
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICR8FILM R5LL N5./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSITIN IN PBLIL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MS! LAT LONG 123 45678
1172-05142 00000/o000 20012/0653 01/11/73 0 2391 2847N 07210E 31*2 145.9 GGGG
1172-05144 00000/0000 20012/0)654 01/11/73 0 2391 2721N 0 7145E 32.2 145.1 GGGG
1172,05151 00000/0000 20012/0655 01/11/73 0 2391 2555N 07122E 33.2 1443 GGGG
1172-05153 00000/000 20012/0656 01/11/73 0 2391 2428N 07059E 34*2 143.5 GGPG
1172-05160 00000/0000 20012/0657 01/11/73 0 2391 2301N 07036E 35.2 142*6 GGPG
1172-05162 00000/0000 20012/0658 01/11/73 0 2391 2135N 07013E 36,2 1417 GGPG
1172-05165 00000/0000 20012/0659 01/11/73 50 2391 2010N 06951E 37*2 140e8 GGGG
1172-05171 00000/0000 20012/0660 01/11/73 70 2391 1843N 06929E 38.2 139.9 GGGG
1172-05174 00000/0000 20012/0661 01/11/73 70 2391 1716N 06907E 3901 138.9 GGGG
1172-05180 00000/0000 20012/0662 01/11/73 40 2391 1549N 06846E 4090 137*9 GPGG
1172-05183 00000/0000 2001'2/0663 01/11/73 30 2391 1423N 06826E 40*9 136.8 GPGG
1172-05185 00000/0000 20012/0664 01/11/73 40 2391 1256N 06805E 41*8 135.8 GPGG
1172-05192 00000/O00 20012/0665 01/11/73 40 2391 1129N 06744E 42*7 134.6 GGGG
1172-05442 00000/0000 20012/0666 01/11/73 0 2391 7307S 02804E 27.2 7.5*2 GPGP
1172-05444 00000/0000 20012/0667 01/11/73 30 2391 7419S 02504E 26.2 77.5 GGGG
1172 05451 00000/0000 20012/0668 01/11/73 60 2391 7r19S 02102E 25.1 80.2 PPGG
1172-05453 00000/0000 20012/0669 01/11/73 70 2391 7623S 01707E 24.0 83.6 PGGG
1172-05460 00000/0000 20012/0670 01/11/73 50 2391 7735S 01300E 2299 87.6 GGPG
1172-06564 00000/0000 20012/0671. 01/11/73 0 2392 3139N 04711E 29.1 147.3 GGGG
1172-06571 00000/0000 20012/0672 01/11/73 40 2392 3 013 N 04646E 30.1 146*6 GGGG
1172-06573 00000/0o00 20012/0673 01/11/73 10 2392 2947N 04621E 31.2 145.8 GGGG
1172-06580 00000/0000 20012/0674 01/11/73 50 2392 2721N 0 4558E 32*2 145*1 GGGG
1172-06582 00000/oo 00 20012/0675 01/11/73 20 2392 2554N 0 4534E 33.2 1443 GGGG
•1172-07032 00000/0000 20012/0676 01/11/73 0 2392 036N 04117E 44*3 132.2 GGGG
1172-07035 00000/00Ou 20012/0677 01/11/73 0 2392 0710N 04057E 45*1 131.0 GGGG
1172-07041 00000/0000 20012/Ct67 8 01/11/73 0 2392 OF43N 04037E 45.9 129.7 GGGG
1172-07044 00000/0000 200 1 2/C,67 9 01/11/73 0 2392 0417N 0 4016E 46.6 128.3 GGGG
1172-07050 00000/0000 20012/C,680 01/11/73 0 2392 OP50N 03955E 47.3 126.9 GGGG
1172-07053 00000/0000 20012/C,b81 01/11/73 0 2392 0124N o3935E 48.0 125.5 GGGG
1172-07055 00000/0000 20012/C682 01/11/73 20 2392 00 03S 03914E 48*6 124#0 GGGG
1172-07062 00000/0000 20012/0683 01/11/73 50 2392 0130S 03853E 4902 122*5 GGGG
1172-07064 00000/0000 20012/C684 01/11/73 30 2392 OP57S 03833E 49*8 120.9 GGGG
1172w07071 00000/000 20012/0685 01/11/73 10 2392 0424S 03812E 50*3 119.3 GGGG
1172-07073 00000/0000 20012/0686 01/11/73 30 2392 0550S 03752E 50*8 117.7 GGGG
1172-0708Q 00000/0000 20012/0687 01/11/73 70 2392 0716S 03731E 51.2 116.0 GGGG
1172-07082 00000/0000 20012/C688 01/11/73 90 2392 0843S 03710E 51.6 114.2 GGGP
1172-07085' 00000/0000 20012/0689 01/11/73 80 2392 I011S 03650E 52*0 112.5 GGGG
1172-07091 00000/0000 20012/0690 01/11/73 70 2-392 1138S 03630E 52*3 110.7 GPPG
1172-07094 .00000/0000 20012/0691 01/t11/73 90 2392 1304S 03609E 52.6 108*9 PPGG
KEYS: CLOUD COvER % **.,.**,,.* TB 100 - :% CLBUD'CPERe ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY R. ,,*.,o, LANKSmBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLE. G=GOBD, FPFAIR BUT USABLE. P=PBRo
16:44 MAR 11*s74 STANIARD CATALOG FBR NeN-US PAGE 0461
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICRBFILM ROLL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL PRINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIBN IN RBLL ACQUIRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MgS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1172'07100 00000/0000 .20012/0692 01/11/73 70 2392 1430S 03548E 52.8 107*0 GGPG1172-07103 00000/0000 20012/0693 01/11/73 100 2392 1558S 03527E 52*9 105*2 GPGG1172-07105 00000/000 20012/0694 01/11/73 100 2392 1726S 03505E 53*1 103*3 GGGG
1172*07112 00000/0000 20012/0695 01/11/73 100 2392 1R51S 03444E 53.1 101.4 PGGP1172-07114 00000/0000 20012/0696 01/11/73 70 2392 2016S 03422E 53.2 99*6 GGGG1172-07121 00000/0000 20012/0697 01/11/73 60 2392 2143S o3400E 5301 97*7 PPPP
1172-07123 00000/0000 20012/0698 01/11/73 70 2392 2309S 03337E 53*1 95*9 GGPG1172-07130 00000/0000 20012/0699 01/11/73 40 2392 2435S 03313E 52*9 94.1 GGGG
1172-08370 0000o/000 20012/0700 01/11/73 60 2393 4139N 02438E 21.4 152*0 GGGP
1172-08373 00000/0000 20012/0701 01/11/73 40 2393 4n14N 02407E 22*6 151*4 GGGG1172-08441 00000/0000 20012/0702 01/11/73 80 2393 1716N 01731E 39,1 13809 GGGP
1172-08443 00000/0000 20012/0703 01/11/73 100 2393 1550N 01709E 40*0 137.9 GGGP1172-08450 00000/0000 20012/0704 01/11/73 8c 2393 1422N 01648E 40*9 136s8 GGGG
1172-08452 00000/0000 20012/0705 01/11/73 40 2393 1?5 6 N 01627E 41.8 135,7 GGGG1172-08455 00000/0000 20012/0706 01/11/73 0 2393 1131N 01606E 42.7 134.6 GGGG
1172-08461 00000/0000 20012/0707 01/11/73 0 2393 1005N 01545E 43.5 133.4 GGGG1172*08464 00000/0000 20012/0708 01/11/73 0 2393 0837N 01524E 44.3 132*2 GGGG
1172-10340 00000/0000 20012/0709 01/11/73 30 2394 O5 52S 0134 5  50.8 117.6 GGGG
1172-10343 00000/0000 20012/0710 01/11/73 20, 2394 0718S 014 05W 51*2 115.9 GGGG1172"10345 00000/0000 20012/0711 01/11/73 20 2394 0845S 01425W 51.6 114.2 GGGG
1172-10543 00000/c000 20012/0712 01/11/73 10 2394 7413S 05254w 26.1 7795 PGPG
1172-10545 00000/0000 20012/0713 01/11/73 70 2394 7521S 056 15W 25*0 80.3 PGPG1172-10552 00000/0000 20012/0714 01/11/73 100 2394 76245 06008W 23.9 83*6 GGPG1172-10554 00000/0000 20012/0715 01/11/73 90 2394 7725S 06441W 22*8 87.7 GGPG1172-10561 00000/0000 20012/0716 01/11/73 100 2394 7A31S 06955W 21.8 92*5 PG
1172-13581 00000/0000 20012/0717 01/11/73 10 2396 OP43N 06322W 47.3 126*8 GGPG
1172-13583 00000/000 20012/0718 01/11/73 10 2396 0116N 06343W 4800 125.3 PPPG
1172-13590 00000/0000 20012/0719 01/11/73 100 2396 0009S 06403W 48*6 123*9 P
1172-13592 00000/0000 20012/0720 01/11/73 80 2396 0136S 06423W 49.2 122.3 GGGG
1172-15253 00000/0000 20012/0721 01/11/73 100 2397 5708N 07125w 9.0 159.4 GPGG
1172-15260 00000/0000 20012/0722 01/11/73 40 2397 5544N 07216W 10.2 158.6 GGG
1172-15262 00000/0000 20012/0723 01/1.t/73 10 2397 5419N 07 305 W 113 157*9 GGGG
1172-15265 00000/0000 20012/0724 01/11/73 40 2397 5255N 07350W 12*5 157.2 GGGG
1172-15271 00000/0000 20012/0725 01/11/73 70 2397 5130N 07433W 13*6 156.5 GGGG
1172-15274 00000/0000 20012/0726 01/11/73 40 2397 5006N 07513W 14.8 155.8 GGGG
1172-16012 00000/0000 20012/0727 01/11/73 90 2397 6524S 11521W 33.3 68*2 GGGG1172-16015 .00000/0000 20012/0728 01/11/73 90 2397 6644S 11650W 32.3 68.8 GGGG1172-16021 00000/0o00 2 U01 2/0729 01/11/73 80 2397 6802S 11830W 31*3 69.6 GGG
1172-16024 00000/0000 20012/0730 01/tt1/73 90 2397 6920S 12022W 30.2 70.6 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ***..*.*.** 0 TO 100 % CLOUD CeVER* ** - NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .o,.,.,....., BLANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED, R.RECYCLED. G.GOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBSRo
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeNPUS PAGE 0462FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
eBSERVATIBN MICR9FILM R9LL N1.B/ DATE CLBUD SRBIT PPINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN RBOLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM PRBV MSS
RBV MLS LAT LONG 123 45678
1172-16030 00000/0000 20012,/0731 01/11/73 90 2397 7036S 12227W 29o2 71*8 GGGG
1172-16033 00000/0000 20012,/0732 01/11/73 100 2397 7151S 12448W 2801 73*4 G GG
1172-16035 00000/0000 20012/0733 01/11/73 10 2397 7105S 12728W 27*1 75.3 GPPG
1172-16042 00000/OCO0 20012/0734 01/11/73 10 2397 7416S 13027w 26*0 77*6 PGPG
1172-16044 00000/0000 20012/0735 01/11/73 0 2397 7524S 13352W 24*9 80.4 PGPG
1172-16051 00000/0000 20012/0736 01/11/73 20 2397 7628S 13750w 23*9 83.8 PGPG
1172-17091 00000/0000 20012/0737 01/11/73 90 2398 5544N 0980 4W 10.2 158*6 GPGG
1172-17094 00000/0000 20012/0738 01/11/73 100 2398 5420N o9
8 53w 11.3 157*9 GGGG
1172-17100 00000/0000 20012/0739 01/11/73 100 2398 5256N 09939W 12:5 157,2 GGGG
1172-17103 00000/0000 20012,0740 01/11/73 30 2398 5132N 10022W 13.6 156.5 GGGG
1172-17173 00000/0000 20012/0741 01/11/73 0 2398 2716N 10859W 32*3 144*9 PPPG
1172-17180 00000/0000 20012/0742 01/11/73 0 2398 2550N 10922W 33*3 144.1 GGGG
1172-18514 00000/0000 20012/0743 01/11/73 0 2399 5830N 12?10 7*9 160*2 GGPG
1172-18521 00000/000U 20012/0744 01/11/73 60 2399 5707N 12304W 9*0 159.4 GPGG
1172-18523 00000/0000 20012/0745 01/11/73 100 2399 5543N 12355W 10.2 158.6 GGGP
1172-18530 00000/0000 20012/0746 01/11/73 90 2399 54 20N 12442W 11*3 157*9 GPGG
1172-18532 00000/0000 20012/0747 01/11/73 60 2399 5P55N 12
5 27W 12.5 157.2 GGGP
1172-18535 00000/0000 20012/0748 01/11/73 90 2399 5131N 12610W 13.6 156.5 GGGG
1172-20555 00000/0000 20012/0749 01/11/73 30 2400 113S 17026W 52*5 108.5 GGPG
1172w20561 00000/0000 20C12/0750 01/11/73 30 2400 1440S 17047W 52.7 106*7 GPGG
1172-21111 00000/0000 20012/0751 01/11/73 100 2400 6527S 16707E 33.2 68.2 GGGG
1172-21114 00000/0000 20012/0752 01/11/73 90 2400 6647S 16536E 32.2 68.8 GGGG
1172-21120 00000/0000 20012/0753 01/11/73 90 2400 6P06S 16356E 31.2 69.6 GGPG
1172w21123 00000/0000 20012/0754 01/t11/73 100 2400 6Q23S 16204E 30.1 70.7 GGGG
1172-21125 00000/0000 20012/0755 01/11/73 100 2400 7041S 15958E 29.1 71.9 PGPG
1172-21132 00000/0000 20012/0756 01/11/73 100 2400 7156S 15737E 28.1 73.5 PGPG
1172-21134 00000/0000 20012/0757 01/11/73 100 2400 7310S 15457E 27.0 75.4 PppP
1172-21141 00000/0000 20012/0758 C1/11/73 100 2400 7420S 15159E 25.9 77*8 PGGG
1172-21143 00000/0000 20012/0759 01/11/73 100 2400 7827S 14833E 24.8 80.6 PGPG
1172w21150 00000/0000 20012/0760 01/11/73 100 2400 7631S 14433E 23*8 84.0 PGPG
1172-21152 00000/0000 20012/0761 01/11/73 100 2400 7731S 13955E 22*7 88.1 PGPG
1173-00022 00000/0000 20012/0762 01/1/73 80 2402 5539N 15835E 10*3 158,5 PGGG
1173"00024 00000/0000 20012/0763 01/1P/73 80 2402 5415N 15747E 11.4 157.8 PPPP
1173-00031 00000/0000 20012/0764 01/IP/73 50 2402 5251N 15702E 12.6 157*1 GGGG
1173-00033 00000/0000 20012/0765 01/1/73 60 2402 5126N 15620E 13.7 156.4 G~G
1173-00040 00000/0000 20012/0766 01/1/73 90 2402 5001N 15540E 14*9 155.7 R
1173-00042 00000/000u 20012/0767 01/.*1/73 80 2402 4S37N 15501E 16.0 155*1 GGGG
1173-00045 00000/0000 20012/0768 01/1P/73 90 2402 4711N 15424E 17.1 154.4 GGGG
1173-00051 00000/0000 20012/0769 01/1I/73 100 24M2 4F46N 15349E 18.3 153.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUD COVER % *,,*..*o**.., 0 TOB 100 CLBOUD CVER, ** NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ,,......... ,, BLANKS-BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R-RECYCLEU G.GOBRD FuFAIR BUT USABLE* PoPBBR,
16 44 IA: 11s'74 STANDARD CATALeG FOR Ne5NUS PAGE 0463
F9SM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERvATISN IICHFIL1 RALL :9,/ DATE CLBUD RRIT POINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PSITI 5 IN RBLL ACQJTRED C5VER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
CPv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1173-00054 0000/3 0) 20n12/0770 01/1?/73 100 24C2 4421N 15315E 19.4 153.1 GGGG
117 3-3060 U0OCO/CO0f 2U012/0771 01/l/73 90 2402 4-55N 15242E 20*5 152.5 GGG
1173-11494 0au000/G00 2C012/0772 01/1./73 0 2403 41t4N 12626E 21.5 151.9 GGGG
1173- 1501 00,0/0000 20012/0773 01/tP/73 0 24" 3  4ni4N 12556E 22.6 151.3 GGGP
1173-01503 00000/OC0o 20012/0774 01/1/73 60 2403 349qN 12527E 23.7 150.6 GGGG
1173*"1510 00000/C000 2'012/0775 01/12/73 70 2403 3723N 12458E 24#8 150*0 GGGG
1173-01512 00000C/0000 20012/0776 01/tp/73 70 2403 355 7 N 12431E 259 149.3 GGGG
1173-1515 000)0/0000 20012/0777 01/~/73 80 2403 3 431N 12403E 27*0 148.6 GGGG
1173-01521 0000/OCC0 20012/0778 01/iP/73 90 2403 3105N 12337E 28.1 147.9 GGGG
1173-j1524 00000/000C 20012/0779 0112//73 100 2403 3139N 12311E 29.1 147.2 GGGG
1173"01580 00000/Coo 20012/0780 01/./73 60 24n3 1?57N 11i16E 41.8 135.5 GGGG
1173-015?3 00000/0000 20012/0781 01/12/73 40 2403 1t31.N 11755E 42.7 134-. GGGG
1173-01585 00000/000 20012/0782 01/12/73 50 2403 1003N 11734E 43*5 133.2 GGGG
1173-01592 0000/ 000 20012/0783 01/12/73 50 2403 0O36N 11714E 44*3 132.0 GGGG
1173-1594 -00o00/cC 20012/0784 o01/1.73 O4 24n3 0709N 11654E 45.1 130o8 GGGG
1173-02001 00000/000 20012/0785 01/1P/73 10 2403 0542N 11634E 45*9 129.5 GGGG
1173-2003 00OO00/00o 20312/0786 01/1P/73 s0 24n3 0416N 11614E 46*6 128.1 GGGG
1173-02010 00000/0000 20012/0787 01/1.2/73 80 2403 O?49N 11553E 47.3 126.7 OGGG
117 3 -2012 00o00/O000 20012/C788 01/12/73 70 2403 0123N 11533E 48.0 125.3 GGGG
1173-C2015 00000/O000 20012/0789 01/12/73 8, 24,3 00035 11512E 48.6 123.8 GGGG
1173-02021 00oO0/000 20012/0790 01/12/73 90 2403 01305 11452E 49*2 122,3 GGGG
1173-32024 00000/0000 20012/0791 01/12/73 80 2403 0'57S 11432E 49*7 120.7 GGGP
1173-02210 30000/0000 20012/0792 01/1~/71 70 2403 6523S 08949E 33'3 68.1 GGGG
1173-2212 00000/C00v 20012/0793 01/1~/73 90 2403 6639S 08820E 32*3 68*7 GGGG
1173-02215 000o0/0000 20012/0794 01/12/73 100 2403 6757S 08640E 31.2 69.5 GGGP
1173-02221 00000/0000 2u012/0795 01/1./73 100 2403 6915S 08447E 30.2 70.5 GGGP
1173-03224 00000/0000 20012/0796 C1/1/73 100 2403 7032S 08243E 29.2 71.8 GGGG
1173-02230 00000/30 20012/0797 01/12/73 100 2403 7147S 08024E 28.1 73*3 GGGG
1173-02233 0000/000c 20012/0793 01/2/73 100 2403 7100S 07745E 27.1 75.2 GGPG
1173-W2235 00000/0000 20012/0799 01/12/73 100 2403 74 11S 07448E 26.0 77*5 GGGG
1173-0224P2 Oo000/000 20012/0800 01/12/73 100 2403 7;19S 07126E 24*9 80.3 GGPG
117 3 -j2244 00000/0000 20012/0801 01/12/73 100 2403 7624S 06729E 23*8 83*6 GGGG
1173- 251 00000/0003 20012/0802 01/12/73 100 2403 7725S 06256E 22.7 87.6 GGGG
1173-03321 00000/0000 20012/0803 01/12/73 0 2404 4430N 10143E 19*3 153.2 GGGP
1173-03323 00000/0000 20012/0804 01/12/73 0 2404 4305N 10110E 20. 152.6 GGGP
117 3 -03 3 30 00000/0000 20012/0805 01/12/73 0 2404 4140N 10038E 21*5 151.9 GGGP
1173-05191 00000/0000 20012/0806 01/12/73 10 2405 3138N 07134E 29*2 147.2 GGGG
1173-05193 0030/0000 20012/0807 01/,2/73 0 240 5  3 012 N 07109E 30*2 1464 GGGG
1173*-5200 00000/0000 20012/0808 01/12/73 0 24 05  2846N 07044E 31*3 145.7 PGGG
KEYS: CLUC COVER . *.............. 0 T9 100 a % CLOUD CqVER. ** = NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGCE QUALITY ........... B.... LANKS=BAND NOT PRcSENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED* G=GPD.s FFAIR BUT USABLE. PaPBOR.
15:44 ;AR 11'74 STANDARD CATALbG FOR NBN"US PAGE 0464
FRDM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN MICROFILM R4LL NI ./ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PbINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI9N IN ROLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER BF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1173-05202 00000/0000 20012/0809 01/1;/73 0 2405 2719N 07020E 32.3 14409 PGGG
1173-05235 O00000/000 20012/0810 01/12/73 0 2405 2553N 06957E 33.3 144*1 PGGG
1173-05211 00000/0000 20012/0811 01/12/73 0 2405 2427N 06933E 34.3 143.3 GGGG
1173-05214 o00000/000 20012/0812 01/12/73 0 2405 2301N .06910E 35.3 142.4 GGGG
1173-05220 00000/0000 20012/0813 01/12/73 0 2405 2135N 06848E 36.3 141.5 GGGG
1173-05223 000000000 20012/0814 01/12/73 40 2405 2009N 06825E 37*3 140*6 GGGG
1173-05225 0000/0000 20012/0815 01/12/73 70 2405 1843N 06803E 38.2 139*6 GGGG
1173-05232 00000/0000 20012/0816 01/12/73 60 2405 1717N 06741E 39.2 138*7 GGGG
1173-05234 00000/0000 20012/0817 01/1/73 30 2405 1550N 06719E 40.1 137*7 GGGG
1173-05241 00000/0000 20012/0818 01i1/173 40 2405 1423N 06658E 4100 136.6 GGGG
1173"05243 00000/0000 20012/0819 01/12/73 50 2405 1256N 06637E 41,8 135.5 GGGG
1173"05250 00000/0000 .2012/0820 01/1i/73 50 2405 1129N 06617E 42*7 134.4 GGGG
1173-05252 00000/0000 20012/0821 01/12/73 40 2405 1 002 N 06557E 43.5 133.2 GGGG
1173-07011 00000/0000 20013/0320 01/12/73 90 2406 3556N 04703E 26*0 149*2 GGPG
1173-07014 00000/000 20013/0321 01/12/73 20 2406 3431N 04636E 27.0 148.6 PGPG
1173-07020 00000/0000 20013/0322 01/12/73 20 2406 3305N 04610E 28.1 147*9 GGGP
1173-07023 00000/0000 20013/0323 01/12/73 90 2406 3138N 0454E 29.2 147*1 GGPG
1173-07025 00000/0000 20013/0324 01/12/73 80 2406 3012N 04519E 30*2 146.4 GPGG
1173-07032 00000/0000 20013/0325 01/12/73 80 2406 2846N 04455E 3163 145.6 GPGG
1173-37034 00300/0000 20013/0326 01/1/73 70 2406 2720N 04431E 32.3 1449 GPGG
1173-07041 00000/0000 20013/(;327 01/1i/73 20 2406 2554N 04407E 33*3 144.1 GGGP
1173-07043 00000C/0000 20013/0328 01/12/73 40 2406 2428N 04344E 34.3 143.2 GGGG
1173-07050 00000/0000 20013/0329 01/12/73 30 24n6 201iN 04321E 35.3 142.4 GGGP
1173-07052 30000/0000 20013/0330 01/12/73 10 2406 2135N 04259E 3693 141.5 PGGG
1173-07055 00000/0000 20013/0331 01/12/73 10 2436 2008N 04237E 37.3 140,6 GGGG
1173-37061 000o0/0000 2c013/0332 o01/P/73 20 2406 184?N 04215E 38.2 139.6 GPGG
1173-07064 00000/0000 20013/0333 0./12/73 20 2406 1715N 04154E 39.2 138.7 GGGG
1173-37070 00000/0000 20012/0822 01/12/73 10 2406 1549N 04 133 E 40*1 137.6 GGGG
1173-07073 00000/0000 20012/0823 01/12/73 0 2406 1422N 04112E 4100 136*6 GGGG
1173-07075 00000/0001 20012/0824 01/12/73 0 24o6 1?5 5N 04051E 41I9 135.5 GGGG
1173-07082 -o0000/Oo00 20012/0825 01/oI/73 10 2406 1128~ 04030E 42*7 134.4 GGGG
1173-07c84 U0000/000 20012/0826 01/12/73 10 2406 1002N 04010E 43*5 13392 GGGG
1173-07091 OCO00/0000 20012/0827 01/12/73 10 2406 0S35N 03949E 44.3 132,0 GGGG
1173-07093 00000/000 20012/0828 01/12/73 10 2406 070RN 03929E 45*1 130.7 GGGG
1173-07100 00000/0000 20012/0829 01/12/73 10 2406. OS42N 03908E 45.9 129*4 GGGG
1173-07102 00000/0000 20012/0830 01/12/73 I0 2406 0415N 03848E 46*6 128.1 GGGG
1173-W7105 00000/0000 20012/0831 01/12/73 0 2406 0249N 03827E 47*3 126.7 GGGG
1173-07111 00000/CO0 20012/0832 01/12/73 10 2406 0122N 03806E 48.0 125.2 GGGG
1173-07114 ooo00/0000 20012/)833 01/12/73 60 2406 0005 03745E 48o6 123.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLSUD CSVER * . ..........,,. 0 Te 100 a % CLBUD CWVER. * * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE
IIAGE DUALITY *,,.. **.*..e., BLANKSmBAND NeT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED* RmRECYCLED* GqG8OD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE* P8PBBR*
16144 MAR 11si74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NONoUS PAGE 0465
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL NO./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN. IN ROLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER eF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RsV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1173"07120 00000/0000 20012/0834 01/t1/73 50 2406 0132S 0 3725E 49.2 122.2 GGGG
1173-07334 00000/0000 20012/0835 01/12/73 100 2406 7419S 00210W 26*0 77.5 PGGG
1173-07341 00000/0000 20012/0836 01/12/73 100 2406 7528S 005 37 W 24*9 80.3 PGGG
1173*07343 00000/O00 20012/0837 01/12/73 100 2406 7623S 01019V 23*8 83.6 PGGG
1173m07350 00000/0000 20012/0838 01/lp/73 70 2406 7735S 01415W 22.7 87.7 GGGG
1173-08422 00000/0000 20013/0334 01/12/73 60 2407 4304N 02344E 20.5 152*5 GPGG
1173-08425 00000/0000 20013/0335 01/12/73 50 2407 4139N 02312E P216 151.9 PGGG
1173-08431 00000/0000 20013/0336 01/12/73 30 2407 4013N 02242E 22.7 151.2 GpPG
1173-08495 00000/0000 20013/0337 01/12/73 50 2407 1716N 01605E 39.2 138.6 GGGG
1173-08502 00000/0000 20013/0338 01/12/73 50 2407 1951N 01543E 40.1 137.6 GGGG
1173"08504 00000/0000 20013/0339 01/12/73 20 2407 1423N 01522E 41*0 136*6 GGGG
1173008511 00000/0000 20013/0340 01/12/73 20 2407 1257N 01500E 41.9 135*5 GGGG
1173w08513 00000/0000 20013/0341 01/12/73 0 2407 1129N 01440E 42*7 134.3 GGGG
1173*08520 00000/0000 20013/0342 01/12/73 0 2407 1002N 01419E 43o5 133.2 GGGG
1173-08522 0OUOOO/OOO 20013/0343 01/12/73 10 2407 0835N 01400E 44*3 13199 GGGG
1173-08525 00000/0000 20013/0344 01/12/73 20 2407 0709N 01340E 45.1 130*7 PPPP
1173*12385 00000/0000 20013/0345 01/12/73 90 2409 5959S 06016W 7*1 67.3 GGGG
1173-12392 00000/0000 20013/0346 01/12/73 60 2409 612oS 0 6120W 36.1 67.3 GGGG
1173-12394 00000/0000 20013/0347 01/12/73 40 2409 6242S 06229W 35.1 67.4 GGGG
1173-12401 00000/0000 20013/0348 01/12/73 30 2409 6403S 0634 6w 34.1 67.7 GGGG
1173-12403 00000/0000 20013/0349 01/12/73 20 2409 6523S 06509W 33.1 68.2 GGGG
1173-12410 00000/0000 20013/0350 01/1/73 20 2409 6643S 0 6640W 32.1 68.8 GGGG
1173-12412 00000/0000 20013/0351 01/12/73 50 2409 6R025 06820W 31.1 69,6 GGGG
1173-12415 000CO/0000 20013/0352 01/12/73 30 2409 6919S 07012W 30.1 70.6 GGGG
1173-12421 00000/0000 20013/0353 01/1/73 30 2409 7036S 07216W 29.0 71.9 GGGG
1173-12424 00000/0000 20013/0354 01/12/73 50 2409 7151S 07438W 28.0 73.5 GGGG
1173-12430 00000/0000 20013/0355 01/12/73 40 2409 7305s 077 17W 26o9 75.4 GGGG1173-12433 00000/0000 20013/0356 01/12/73 20 2409 7416S 08018W 25.9 77*7 GGGG
1173-12435 00000/0000 20013/0357 01/12/73 60 2409 7524S 08342W 24,8 80*5 GGGG
1173-12442 00000/0000 20013/0358 01/12/73 50 2409 7629S 08740W 2397 83.9 GGGG
1173-12444 00000/0000 20013/0359 01/12/73 40 2409 77285 092 14W 22.6 87.9. GGGG
1173-13510 00000/0000 20013/0360 01/12/73 80 2410 4715N 05203W 17*2 154*4 GGGG
1173-13512 00000/0000 20013/0361 01/12/73 70 2410 4551N 05238W 118.3 153.7 GGGG
1173-14051 00000/0000 20013/0362 01/12/73 40 2410 0136S 06549W 49*2 122.0 GPPP
1173'14053 00000/0000 20013/0363 01/12/73 50 2410 0303S 06609W 49.8 120.5 GGGG
1173-14060 00000/0000 20013/0364 01/12/73 70 2410 0430S 066 30W 50*3 118.8 GGGG
1173-14062 00000/0000 20013/0365 01/12/73 90 2410 0557S 06650W 50*7 117.2 GGGG
1173-14065 00000/0000 20013/0366 01/p1/73 90 2410 0723S 06710W 51.2 115.5 GGGG
1173-14071 00000/0003 20013/0367 01/12/73 60 2410 0049S 06731W 51.6 113.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD cOVER % ******* . 0 TO 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *::.******.... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G.GeD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.POOR.
16:44 MAP 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NONUS PAGE 0466
FROM 07/23/72 T5 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR9FILM ROLL N5./ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITI1N IN RBLL ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* 
RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1173-14074 00000/0000 20013/0368 01/12/73 70 2410 1016S 06751W 51*9 112.0 GGGG
1173-14080 00000/0000 20013/0369 01/12/73 50 2410 1142S 06812W 52.2 110.2 GGGG
1173-14083 00000/0000 20013/0370 01/12/73 40 2410 1309S 06833W 52*5 108*4 GGGG
1173-14092 00000/0000 20012/0839 01/1P/73 90 2410 1602S 06916W 52.8 104*7 
GGPG
1173-14094 00000/0000 20012/0840 01/12/73 8o 2410 1730S 06937w 53,0 102*9 
GGGG
1173-14101 00000/0000 20012/0841 01/1/73 30 2410 1958S 06959W 53.0 101.0 
GGPP
1173-14103 00000/0000 20012/0842 01/12/73 10 2410 2024S 07020W 53.0 9901 GGPP
1173-14110 00000/0000 20012/0843 01/12/73 30 2410 2149S 0 7042W 53*0 97.3 
PGPG
1173-14112 00000/0000 20012/0844 01/12/73 30 2410 23145 07105W 52*9 95.5 
PGPG
1173-15312 00000/0000 20012/0845 01/12/73 70 2411 
5707N 07250w 9.2 159*3 GGGG
1173-15314 00000/0000 20012/0846 01/12/73 40 2411 5544N 07341W 10.3 158.5 GGGG
1173-15321 00000/0000 2U012/0847 01/12/73 40 2411 5420N 07429W 11.5 157.8 
GGGG
1173-15323 00000/0000 20012/0!48 01/12/73 40 2411 5255N 07514W 12*6 157*0 GGGG
1173-15330 00000/0000 20012/0849 01/12/73 30 2411 
5 13 1 N 07 5 57W 13*8 156*4 GGGG
1173-15332 00000/0000 20012/0850 01/12/73 20 2411 5006N 0 7638W 14*9 155.7 GGGG
1173-17155 00000/OC00 20012/0851 01/p1/73 100 2412 5P55N 10104W 12.6 157.0 G G
1173"17161 00000/0000 20012/0852 01/12/73 10 2412 51 3 0N 10147W 13*8 156*3 GGGP
1173-17225 00000/0000 20012/0853 01/12/73 0 2412 2942N 11000o 31*4 145.5 
PPPP
1173-17232 00000/0000 20012/0854 01/12/73 0 2412 2716N 1102 3W 3204 
144,7 PPPP
1173-17234 00000/0000 20012/08!55 01/12/73 0 2412 2549N 11047w 33.4 143.9 PPPP
1173-17241 00000/0000 20012/0856 01/12/73 0 2412 2423N 11110W 34.4 143.1 PPPP
1173-17243 00000/0000 20012/0857 01/12/73 80 2412 2257N 11132w 354 142.2 
PPP
1173-23013 00000/0000 20013/03171 01/12/73 100 2416 6924S 13447E 29.9 70.7 GGGG
1173-23015 0000/000 20013/0372 01/12/73 100 2416 7040S 13243E 28.9 72.0 GGGG
1173-23o22 00000/0000 20013/0373 01/12/73 100 2416 7156S 13022E 27.8 73.6 
PGGG
1173-23024 00000/0000 20013/0374 01/12/73 100 2416 7309S 12742E 26.8 75.5 
GGGG
1173-23031 00000/C000 20013/0375 01/12/73 100 2416 7419S 12443E p5.7 77*8 GGGG
1173-23033 00000/0000 20013/0376 01/12/73 100 2416 7527S 12116E 24.6 80*7 GGGG
1173-23040 00000/000o 20013/0377 01/12/73 100 2416 7631S 11715E 23,6 84.1 
GGGG
1173"23042 00000/0000 20013/0378 01/12/73 100 2416 7741S 112 4 9E 22.5 88.2 
GGGG
1174-03375 o00000/000o 20012/0858 01/13/73 0 2418 4431N 10013E 19*4 153.1 PPPP
1174-03382 00000/0000 20012/0859 01/13/73 0 2418 4305N 09941E 20.5 152.4 
PPPP
1174-03384 00000/0000 20012/0860 01/13/73 0 2418 4140N 09909E 21*6 
151.8 PPPP
1174'03391 00000/0000 20012/0861 01/13/73 C 2418 4015N 09839E 22*7 151*1 
P
1174-03443 00000/0000 20012/0862 01/13/73 10 2418 21 3 7N 09309E 36'4 141.3 PGGG
1174-04111 00000/0000 20012/0863 01/13/73 0 2418 6914S 0 5742E 30*0 70.5 GGGG
1174-04114 00000/0000 20012/0864 01/13/73 0 2418 7m30S 05539E 29*0 71.8 
GGGG
1174-04120 00000/0000 20012/0865 01/1i3/73 0 2418 7145S o5320E 27*9 73.3 
GGGG
1174-04123 00000/0000 20012/0866 01/13/73 0 2418 7259S 05043E 26*9 75.2 
GGGG
KEYS: CLUD COVEP % *...,**..'.,* 0 TB 100 - % CLOUD C RVER. ** U N CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY R..,,,,..,., BLANKSuBAND NOT PRFSFNT/REOUESTED, R.RECYCLED. GGOBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE- 
P.PBBR.
16144 -A 11f'74 STANDARD CATALG FR NN.uS PAGE 0467
FR4M 07/24/72 TB 07/23/73
9BSERVATIaN MICR:FIM- RELL N5./ DATE CLLUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PVINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I) JPSITISN IV ROLL ACJIRED CVERV NUMFBR RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
r V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1174--4125 OCo0C/000 2j012/0867 01/13/73 0 2418 7411S o4746E 25.8 77.5 UGGG
11 7 4 -04132 00000/o0j 2o012/0868 31/13/73 0 2418 7519S 0 4420E 24*7 80.3 GGGG
1174-04134 oooo00000/ 20012/0869 01/13/73 100 2418 7625S 0 4025E 23.7 83.6 GGGG
11 7 4 -41 0030/0000 20012/0870 01/13/73 90 2418 7725S 0 3554E 22.6 87.6 GGGG
1174-4143 00000/0000 2o012/38 7 1 01/11/73 100 2418 7821S 03035E 21.5 92.4 GGGG
1174 05252 OCOO/000 20012/0872 01/13/73 0 2419 301 3 N 06941E 30*3 146.2 GGGG
1174-05254 o0000/0000 2jo01/0873 31/13/73 50 2419 2R47N 06917E 31o3 145.5 GGGG
1174-05261 03300/0000 20012/0874 01/13/73 30 2419 2721.N 06853E 32*4 144*7 GPGG
1174- 5263 00030/0000 20012/0875 01/1/73 
3
r 2419 2555N 06830E 33.4 1439 GPGG
1174-05270 00000/003C 20012/0876 01/1/73 0 2419 242FN 06807E 3404 143.1 GGGG
1174-j5272 0u000/000, 2u012/08 7 7  01/13/73 10 2419 2301N 06744E 35.4 142.2 GGGG
1174-05290 000O0/000 20012/0~78 01/13/73 70 2419 1714N 06616E 39.2 138.5 GCGG
117405293 03COO/C000 2j012/08 7 9 01/1a/73 40 2419 1550N 06555E 40.1 137.4 GGGG
1174"0529 5  0000/00O 20012/0880 01/13/73 80 2419 1423N 06534E 41*0 136.4 GGGG
1174- 53j2 o0000/C000 2)012/0881 01/13/73 70 2419 1?56N 0 6513E 4199 135.3 GGGG
1174-05304 00 000/000 20012/0882 01/13/73 10 2419 1129N 06453E 42.7 134.1 GGGG
117 4 -0706 5 0000o/C00U 2'013/0379 03/13/73 80 2420 3559N 04538E 26*0 149*1 GGGG
1174-37072 00000/0000 20013/0380 01/13/73 80 2420 3433 0410boE 27*1 148o4 GGGG
1174-0774 u003 /C00u00 20013/0381 01/13/73 20 2420 3306N O4444E 28.2 147.7 GGGG
1174-07081 Co000/oCo) 20013/0382 01/l1/73 0 2420 3 14 0N 04418E 29.2 147.0 PPGP
117-j70o33 00000/00o0 20013/038 3 01/13/73 0 2420 30 15N 0 4353E 30.
3  146*2 PGPP
11 7 4 -0 7 C090 OCo/ocoC 20013/0384 01/13/73 10 2420 2848N 04329E 31.3 145#5 PGPP
1174-C7092 00C0/C000 20013/0385 01/13/-73 30 2420 2722N 04305E 32*4 144*7 PGPP
1174070o95 00c00/3003 23013/0386 01/13/73 70 2420 2556N 04242E 33*4 143.9 PpPG
1174-07101 00c000/000 20013/038 7 01/13/73 70 2420 2430N 04219E 3444 143.1 GPPG
1174-07104 00000/0000 20013/0388 01/13/73 80 2420 2103N 0 4156E 35.4 142.2 GPGP
1174-07110 00000/000 20013/0389 01/13/7? 60 2420 2137N 04133E 36*4 141.3 PPGP
1174-07113 0coo0/oc00 20013/0390 01/13/73 10 24?0 2010N 04111E 37*3 140.4 PGGG
1174-07115 00000/Oo0 20013/0391 01/13/73 10 2420 1$43N 0 4049E 38.3 139*4 GGGG
1174-07122 0000/0000 20013/0392 01/13/73 20 2420 1717N 04 028E 3902 138.4 GPGP
1174-07124 00CO0/0000 20013/0393 01/13/73 20 2420 1I50N 04007E 40.1 137.4 GGPG
1174-07131 0000C0/0000 20013/0394 01/11/73 20 2420 1424N 03945E 41*0 136.4 PGPP
1174-07133 00000/0000 20012/0883 01/13/73 0 2420 1P57N 03925E 41.9 135.3 GGGG
1174-07140 00000/0000 20012/0884 01/13/73 10 2420 1130N 03904E 42.7 134.1 GGGG
1174-07142 U00000/000C 20012/0885 01/13/73 10 2420 1004N 03843E 43*6 133.0 GGGG
1174-07145 00000/0000 20012/0886 01/13/73 10 2420 0938N 03823E 44.4 131.7 GGGG
1174-07151 OC00/CC00 20012/0887 01/13/73 10 2420 0711N 03802E 45.1 130*5 GGGG
1174-07154 00000/0000 20012/0888 01/13/73 20 2420 OF45N 03741E 45.9 129.2 GGGG
1174-07160 00O00/0000 20012/0889 01/13/73 30 2420 0419N 03720E 46*6 127.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLBUC CaVER .*......... 0 TR 100 a % CLOUD CFVER, ** = NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE ;UALTTY ,............ BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RWRECYCLED* G=GBBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PBPOORO
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON.US PAGE 0468
FReM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERATIN MICROFILM RtLL NO./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PeSITI2N IN H6LL ACOUTRED CeVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV, AZIt. RBV MSS
Rev MSs LAT LSNG 123 45678
1174-07163 00000/CC00 22012/0890 01/13/73 30 2420 0'52N 03700E 47.3 126o4 GGGG
1174-07165 00000/0000 20012/0891 01/13/73 10 2420 0124N 03640E 47.9 125.0 GGGG
1174-07172 00000/0000 20012/0892 01/13/73 40 2420 0003S 03620E 48.6 123.5 GGGG
1174".717 00000/000co 20012/0893 01/13/73 50 2420 t029S 03600E 49.2 122.0 GGGG
1174-07181 00000/000 20012/0894 01/13/73 50 2420 0255S 03540E 4997 120.4 GGGG
1174-08480 00000/0000 20013/039 5 01/13/73 6C 2421 4308N 02216E 20*5 152,4 GGGP
1174-08483 00000/0000 20013/0396 01/13/73 40 2421 4143N 02145E 21.6 151.7 GGGG
1174-08494 00300/C0000 2001 3 /C397 01/13/73 60 2421 3726N 02017E 25.0 149.8 GPGG
1174m08501 00000/000 20013/C398 01/13/73 80 2421 3600N 01949E 26*0 149.1 GGGG
1174-08512 00300/0000 20013/0399 01/13/73 80 2421 3142N 01830E 29.2 147.0 GGG
1174-08515 00000/0000 20013/0400 01/13/73 20 2421 3016N 01805E 30*3 146.2 PGPP
1174-08521 00000/0000 20013/0401 01/13/73 30 2421 2849N 01740E 31.3 145.5 PGGP
1174-08524 00000/0000 20013/0402 01/113/73 40 2421 2723N 01716E 32*4 144*7 PGGG
1174-08530 00000/0000 20013/0403 01/13/73 50 2421 2556N 01653E 33.4 143.9 PGPP
1174-08533 00000/0000 20013/0404 01/13/73 20 2421 2 43 0N 01630E 34.4 143.0 PGGG
1174-08535 00000/0000 20013/0405 01/13/73 10 2421 2303N 01608E 35.4 142.2 PGGP
1174-08542 00000/0oo000 20013/0406 01/13/73 30 2421 2137N 01546E 36.4 141.3 PGGG
1174-08544 00000/0000 20013/0407 01/13/73 50 2421 2010N 01524E 37s3 14 04 PPGP
1174-08551 00000/0000 20013/0408 01/13/73 20 2421 1844N 01502E 38*3 139.4 PGGP
1174-008553 00000/0000 2u013/0409 C1/13/73 50 24?1 1718N 01441E 39.2 138.4 PGGP
1174-0856o 00000/0000 20012/0895 01/13/73 100 2421 1551N 01418E 40a1 137*4 GGG0
1174-038562 00000/000 20012/0896 01/13/73 80 2421 1425N 01357E 4190 136.4 GGGG
1174108565 00o00/C000 20012/0897 01/13/73 70 2421 1P59N 01335E 41.9 135.3 GGGG
1174-08571 00000/000 20012/0898 01/13/73 80 2421 1131N 01315E 427 134,1 PPGG
1174-08574 00000/0000 20012/0899 01/13/73 70 2421 1004N 01254E 43.6 132.9 GGGG
1174-08580 00000/0000 20012/0900 01/13/73 30 2421 OR37N 01234E 4404 131*7 PPPP
1174-13550 00000/000 20013/0410 01/13/73 90 2424 5259N 05048W 12*7 157.0 GPpP
1174-13552 00000/0000 20013/0411 01/13/73 30 2424 5135N 05131W 13.8 156.3 GPPP
1174-13555 ooo00000o/ 20013/0412 01/13/73 50 2424 5010N 05211W 15.0 155.6 PPPP
1174-13561 00000/0000 20013/0413 01/13/73 60 2424 4845N 05250W 16*1 154.9 GPPP
1174-13564 - 000001/0000 20013/0414 01/13/73 60 2424 4720N 05327W 17*2 154.3 GPPP
1174-13570 00000/0000 20013/0415 01/13/73 90 2424 4555N 0540 3 W 18s4 153P6 GPPP
1174-13573 C00000/000 20013/0416 01/13/73 90 2424 4 4 3 0N 05 4 37W 19.5 153.0 GPPP
1174-13575 00000/0000 20013/0417 01/13/73 90 2424 4305N 05510w 20*6 152.3 pppp
1174-14052 00000/0000 20012/0901 01/13/73 30 2424 1715N 0 6245W 39*2 138,4 GGGG
1174-14055 00000/0000 20012/0902 01/13/73 40 2424 1549N 06306w 40o2 137.3 GGGG
1174-14061 00000/0000 20012/0903 01/11/73 40 2424 1 42 2 N 06327W 41*0 136.3 GGGG
1174-14064 00000/0000 20012/0904 01/13/73 40 2424 1I55N o6 3 48w 41.9 135.2 GGGG
1174-14070 00000/0000 20012/0905 01/13/73 30 2424 1129N 06410W 42.8 134*0 GrGG
KEYS: CL8UD C6vEq % "**.,,,*,.,., 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER, ** a NO CL8UD DATA AVAILABLE.
I1AGE QUALITY ......... ,**.. BLANKSuBAND NBT PRrSrNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLEDO GGBOBD. F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PBBOR
16144 MAR 11#'74 STANDARD CkTALeG FeR NVN*US PAGE 0469
FRqM 07/23/72 Te 07/?3/73
OBSERVATION MICROFIM ROLL Na,/ DATE CLOBD 9RRIT POINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
(0 PeSlT19N IN WLL ACOUTRED CPVER NUMBER %F IMAGE ELEVs AZIM. R6V MSS
R V MSS LAT L9NG 123 45678
117414o73 00000/0000C Q 20012/0906 01/11/73 20 244 1003N 06431w 43.6 132.9 Me0
1174614075 00000/000 2001/0907 01/13/73 80 2424 036N 06452W 44 131.6 0Q30
1174*14082 O000000/ooo 2012/0908 01/13/73 70 2424 070FN 0 6512W 452 1304 aS
1174-14084 00000/0000 20012/0909 01/13/73 20 2424 09!N 06533W 4509 129,1 .
1174 14091 00000/0000 20012/0910 01/13/73 10 2424 0415N 06553U 46.6 127,7 GGOO
1174=14093 00000/0000 20012/0911 01/13/73 4t 2424 O48N 06613W 47.3 126.3 GOOG
117 1410 0000000000 20012/0912 01/11/73 40 24P4 i0plN 0 6633W 48.0 124.9 0000
1174-14102 00000/0000 20012/0913 01/13/73 60 2424 0 04S 066530 o 48*6 123.4 3GGG
1174-14293 o0000/o00o 0 2~ 01 /109/73 100 2424 6519S 09216W 33,0 68.2 o000
1174-14300 00000/0000 2,012/0915 01/13/73 190 24 4 6639S 09345W 32.0 688 GGOO
1174-14302 00000/0000 20012/0916 01/13/73 70 2424 6757S 09524W 31*0 69.6 0000
1174-14305 00000/0000 20012/0917 01/13/73 100 2424 6916S 097 16W 29*9 70.6 GGOG
1174-14311 00000/0000 20012/0918 01/13/73 30 2424 7032S 09919W 28.9 71*8 GOGG
1174-14314 00000/000t 20012/0919 01/11/73 C 2424 7147S 10139W 27,8 73.4 Q000
1174 14320 00000/0000 20012/0920 01/13/73 0 2424 7301S 10418W 2608 75.3 G~GG
1174-14323 00000/0000 20012/0921 01/13/73 0 2424 7412S 10714W 25*7 77.6 GOGG
1174.14325 00000/0000 20012/0922 01/13/73 O 2424 7519S 11035W 24.6 80,3 GaOG
1174-15370 00000/0000 2002/0923 01/13/73 50 2425 5714N 074 15w 9,2 159.2 PoGP
1174 15372 00000/0000 20012/0924 01/13/73 5~ 2425 555 N 7b077W 10.4 158.4 PO8G
1174-15375 00000/0000 20012/0925 01/13/73 0 2425 5425N 07556W 11.5 157.7 0a60
1174=15381 00000/0000 20012/0926 01/13/73 0 2425 5301N 07641W 12.7 157*0 POGs
1174-15384 00000/0000 20012/0927 01/13/73 40 2425 5136N o7724W 13*8 1563 GPPG
1174-15390 00000/0000 20012/0928 01/13/73 60 2425 5011N 07804W 1500 155.6 GGPG
1174*17195 00000/0000 20012/0929 01/13/73 0 2426 5R36N 09906W 8.1 160.0 PpPP
117 4-17202 00000/0000 20012/0930 01/13/73 80 2426 5713N 10002W 9.2 159.2 PPPG
1174-17204 00000/0000 20012/0931 01/13/73 30 2426 5550N 10054w 10.o 158.4 PPGO
1174-17211 00000/0000 20012/0932 01/13/73 4r 2426 5425N 10143W 11j5 1577 PPOG
1174.17213 00000/0000 20012/0933 01/13/73 100 2426 5301N 10228W 12.7 157.0 GPGG
1174-17220 00000/00U 20012,/0934 01/13/7. 9 2426 5137N 103 11w 13.8 156*3 GOpp1174s17222 00000/o000 20012/0935 01/1 /7 30 2426 5li2N 10352W 15.0 155*6 GGGG
1174-17284 00000/0000 20012/0936 01/13/73 0 2426 288N 11125W 31*4 145.4 PPPP
1174-17290 00000/0000 20012/0937 01/13/73 0 2426 2721N 11149W 32.4 144.6 PPPP
1174w17293 00000/0000 20012/0938 01/13/73 0 2426 2554N 11212W 33*4 143.8 PPPP
1174-19392 00000/0000 20012/0939 01/13/73 100 2427 6517S 16945W 33.0 68o2 OGGG
1174-19395 00000/0000 20012/0940 01/13/73 100 2427 6637S 17114W 32.0 68.8 GGGO
1174-19401 00000/0000 20012/0941 01/13/73 100 2427 6756S 17253W 309 69*5 GOGG
1174-19404 00000/0000 20012/0942 01/13/73 100 2427 6914S 17442W 29*9 70.6 GGGG
1174-19410 00000/0000 20012/0943 01/1i/73 100 2427 7031S 17646W 28,9 71*8 GGG
1174-19413 00000/0000 20012/0944 01/13/73 100 2427 7147S 17904W 27*8 73.4 GOGG
KEYS: CLeUC C8VER % P.....,,..... 0 TO 100 * % CLBUD CBVE9, ** a NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY *..*.**,, .,,,,, BLANKSuBAND NBT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED, G=GeD. FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PuPOeR.
16.44 'lR 11,174 STANDARD CATALG FOR NPN-US PAGE 0470
FRPM 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATI~N tIC PFILP RLL \5./ OATE CLOUD 3RBIT PmlvCIPAL P9INT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I.) PSITI.Ih EN HRLL ACOUIrE' CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
'V MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1174-19415 00000/0000 20012/0945 01/11/73 100 2427 7300S 17817E 26.8 75.2 GGGG
1174-19422 0Q00/0000 20012/0946 01/1,/73 90 2427 741iS 17521E 25.7 77*5 GGGG
1174-19424 OCC/O/Ooc 20012/0947 01/13/73 70 2427 7515S 17200E p4.6 80.3 GGGG
1174-19431 00C03/CC00 2M012/0948 01/13/73 20 2427 762?S 16L04E 23*5 83.6 GGGG
1174-19433 o000/Co 0 2o012/0949 03/11/73 20 2427 772?S 16331E 22.5 87.6 GGGG
1175=00323 00C0JC/CCC 20013/0418 01/14/73 80 24 0 0R46S 13 609E 51.5 113.4 GGGG
1175-00330 o0000/00c 20013/0419 01/14/73 50 2430 1t3S 13549E 51.8 111.6 PPGG
1175-00371 O0000/CCOU 20013/0420 01/14/73 o 2430 2439S 13212E 52p6 93.4 PGGG
11 7 56-037 3 0oO00/00 2j013/04 2 1 01/14/73 0 2430 26055 13149E 52'4 91*6 PPPP
1175-C0340 00000/-00 20013/04 22 01/14/73 0 2430 2729S 13 125E 52.2 89.9 PPPP
1175-00342 00330/0000 20,13/0423 01/14/73 10 2430 2855S 13101E 51.9 88.2 GGPP
117 5 -o035 00030/0C00 20013/0424 01/14/73 30 2430 3021S 13037E 51.6 86*6 GPGG
1175-C0049 00000/0000 20013/0425 01/14/73 90 2430 6640S 1117E 31.o 68.8 GGGG
117 5 j30500 000/0000 2C0013/0'2 6 01/14/73 100 2430 6759S 10938E 30*9 69.6 GGGG
1175-00503 00000/0000 20013/0427 01/14/73 100 2430 6917S 10748E 2908 70.6 GGGG
1175-00505 000o0/0o00 2)013/0428 01/14/73 100 2430 7033S 10545E 28.8 71*9 GGGG
1175-"0512 00uo0/C0u 2013/0429 01/14/73 100 2430 71485 10324E 27.7 73.4 GGGG
1175-00514 OC00000/000 20013/0430 01/14/73 100 2430 7301S 10045E 26.7 75.3 PcGG
1175-00521 00o00/oo00 2;013/031 01/14/73 100 2430 7412S 09747E p5.6 77.6 GGGG
1175-0523 O000/O000 2& 0 13/032 01/14/7 90( 2430 7520S 09424E 24.5 80*4 GGGG
117 5 -00 5 30 0000/00C00 20013/0133 01/14/73 7o 2410 7624S 09026E 23.5 83*8 UGGG
1175-00532 00000/0O00 20013/0434 01/14/73 90 2430 77355 R0605E 2204 87*8 GGGG
1175-02011 00000/0000 20013/0435 01/14/73 0 2431 4147 12337E 21.6 151.7 PPPP
1175-03490 00000/o000 20012/0950 01/14/73 10 2432 2605N 09256E 33.4 143.8 GGPP
1175-03492 00000/ 000 20012/0951 01/14/73 40 2432 2439N O9233E 34.4 143.0 UGGG
1175-03495 000 0/C000 20012/0592 01/14/73 50 2432 2112N 09210E 35.4 142*1 UGGG
1175-4163 00300/o0CC 20012/0953 01/14/73 C 2432 6754S 05835E 31*0 69.5 PGGP
1175-04165 o000o/OCOC 20012/0954 01/14/73 0 2432 60129 0 5647E 30*0 70.4 PPGP
1175-o4172 00000/0000 20012/0955 01/14/73 0 2432 7029S 0 5446E 28.9 71.7 PGGP
11750417 4 0000/000'j 20012/0956 0/14/73 2432 71445 052302E p79 73.2 PGGP
1175- 0 4181 .000o00/0o00 20012/0957 01/14/73 0 2432 7258S 0 4955E 26.8 750o PGGP
11 7 5 -3418 3 0000/0000 2u0 1 2/0 9 5 8  01/14/73 0 2432 7410S 0 4659E p5.7 77*3 PGGP
1175-04190 00000/0000 20012/0959 01/14/73 0 2432 7511S 04301E 24.7 80*0 PGGP
1175-34192 00000/0000 20012/0960 01/14/73 60 2432 7A15S 0 3908E 23.6 83.3 PGGP
11750 4195 O0000/0000 20012/0961 01/14/73 80 2432 7727S 03507E 22.5 87*2 GGGP
1175-j5304 00030/0000 20012/0962 01/14/71 30 2433 3149N 0 6846E 29*2 146.9 PPGG
1175-0 5 3 10 00000/0033 20012/0963 01/14/73 90 2413 T32?3 06821E 30.3 146.1 GOGG
117 5"C5313 00000/0000 20013/0436 01/14/73 40 2433 2P56N 06757E 31-3 145.4 PPPP
1175-05315 00000/005 20013/0437 01/14/73 10 2433 2730N 06732E 32.4 144.6 PPGP
KEYS: CL6UD COVER % ..... o C Te 100 = % CLOUD CqVER*. ** Nb CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMASE OUALITY ...e............ LANKSBAND NT PRFSrNTIRECUFSTED. R.RECYCLED. G.GBBD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PcPBBR,
lb:44 OAR 11j'74 STANDARD CATALPG FOR NeN.US PAGE 0471
FROM 07/21/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATIN ICFiFIL FRLL s5.,/ DATE CL8UO 9RRIT PITNCIPAL P!4INT SUN SUL tMAGE OUALITY
IL PSSTTI N I\ LL AC UTIED CaVER NUMBER sF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
qV SS LAT LNG 123 45678
1175*05322 0300/C00 2;013/043S 01/14/73 10 2433 2604N 06 70E 33*4 143*8 PPGP
1175-05324 o0000/C0c0 2.C13/0439 01/14/73 50 2433 2437N 06645E 34*4 142.9 PGGG
1175-05331 COOCoC/000 2(013/0440 01/14/73 7C 2433 2311N 06622E 35.4 142*1 GGGG
1175-05333 OCOO00//OC 22013/0441 01/14/73 50 2433 2145N 0 6559E 36.3 141.2 GGGG
1175-35340 000C0/OCO 2Lu013/044 2 01/14/73 20 2433 201oN 06537E 37*3 140.3 GPPG
11 7 5 *-5 34 2 OC000o0/C0 20013/044 3 01/14/7q 
7 0 2433 1953N 06b15E 3893 139.3 GGGG
117505345 0G300/COO 2013/0444 01/14/73 9c 2433 1727N 06453E 39.2 138*3 GGGG
1175-05351 OO33/0000 2o013/0445 01/14/73 90 2433 100N 0o6432E 40*1 137.3 GGG
1175*05354 C0OOC/C00J 20013/0446 01/14/73 90 2433 1434N 0641E 4100 136.2 PPPP
1175-07162 000o0/o(0) 2U012/0964 01/14/73 3n 2434 2113N 04034E 35.4 142.1 GGGG
1175-37165 0000/000000 20012/0965 01/14/73 20 2434 247N 04011E 36'3 141.2 GGGG
1175-j7171 00000/C00 20312/0966 01/14/73 C 2434 2 , 2 0N O0949E 37*3 140.3 UGGG
1175-07174 3O0000/CO0 2v012/0967 01/14/73 40 2434 1P53N 03927E 38,3 139.3 GGGG
1175.)710 ?0000/00UO 23 12/0968 01/14/73 40 2434 1727N 03905E 39.2 138.3 GGGG
1175-J7133 00000/000 20012/0969 01/14/73 30 2434 1600N 03844E 40.1 137.3 GGGG
1175-j7185 00090 /30 2)012/0 97 01/14/73 o 2434 1433N 03e23E 41*0 136.2 GGGG
1175-07192 00000/000 20012/09 7 1 01/14/73 0 2434 13 0 6N 0 3802E 41.8 13501 GGGG
1175*07194 00000/0000 2Q012/0972  01/14/73 10 2434 11 4 0N 037 4 1E 4207 134.0 GGG
1175-07201 00300/000 2-012/0973 01/14/73 10 2434 1n13N o3721E 43o5 132*8 GGGG
1175-37203 0000/o00U) 20012/0974 01/14/73 20 2434 0847N 03701E 44.3 131.6 GGGG
1175-0721,0 00o00/COU! 2; 012/0975 01/14/73 50 2434 072)N 0 3640E 45*1 130.3 GGGG
1175-07212 O0000/0000 2)012/0976 01/14/73 60 2434 0;54N 03619E 45*8 129.0 GGGG
117507253 00000/000 r ,2)12/0 9 7 7 01/14/73 90 2434 0833S 03258E 51*4 113.6 GGGG
117507260 C000/COo 2 i12/0597 01/14/73 90 2434 1000S 03237E 51*8 111.8 GGGG
1175-,7262 O00/OCUL 20012/0979 01/14/73 100 2434 1126S 03217E 52,1 110.0 GGGG
1175-37265 00000/0000 20012/0980 01/14/73 100 2434 153S 03156E 52.3 108.2 GGGG
1175-,7271 00000/CCO 20012/C981 01/14/73 90 2434 1 4 1 QS 03134E 52o5 106.4 GGGG
1175-u7274 00300/0000 20012/0982 01/14/73 60 2434 1545S 03113E 52*7 104*6 G
1175-37280 003%0/000 20012/0983 01/14/73 30 2434 1712S 03051E 52*8 102.7 GG G
1175"07283 0000/O00C0 2012/0984 01/14/73 10 2434 1R3,S 03029E 52*8 100.9 GG G
1175-7235 uo0030/o00 2uC12/098 5 01/14/73 20 2434 2005S 03007E 52,9 99.0 GGGG
1175-0 7 292  0000/CC0000 20012/09 6 01/14/73 80 2434 2131S 0245E 52.8 97o2 GGGG
1175-N7294 00000/0000 20012/0987 01/14/71 40 2434 2P57S ?0923E 52*7 95.4 GGGG
1175-;7301 O0O00/0000 20012/0988 01/14/73 10 2434 2424S 02900E 52*6 93.6 GGGG
1175-"7303 00030/0000 2'012/098 9 01/14/73 20 2434 2550S 02837E 5264 91.8 GGGG
1175-07310 J0300/0000 20012/0990 01/14/73 10 2434 2717S 02814E 52*2 90.1 GGGG
1175-07312 00030/O00 2)012/0991 01/14/73 10 2434 2843S 02750E 51*9 88.4 PPGP
1175-07315 00OO/O0000 2j012/C992 01/14/73 10 2434 3009S 02725E 51*6 86.8 GGGG
1175=j7321 00000/0000 20012/0993 01/14/73 20 2434 3136S o2659E 51.2 85.1 GOGG
KEYS: L6"UC CivER % ..,.,,,,,,',*, o TO 100 a % CLOUD CVFR. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IAGE OUALITY .............. , RLANKSemAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTEDO RaRECYCLED' G.GBAD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE# PuPOBR,
16:44 MAR 11s'74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NeNwUS PAGE 0472
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATIBN MICROFILM R9LL M*/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL pOINT SUN SUN TMAGE OUALITY
ID PBSITISN IN RB;.L ACOUTRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV* AZIM* R8V MSS
RBV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1175-07324 00000/0000 20012/0994 01/14/73 50 2434 3301S 02631E 50.8 83.6 GGGG
1175-08541 00000/0000 20012/0995 01/14/73 0 2435 4150N 02024E 21s7 151.7 GGGG
11750-o8544 00000/0000 20012/0996 01/14/73 C 2435 4025N 01953E 22.8 151.0 GGGG
117 5 O8 5 50 00000/0000 20012/0997 01/14/73 0 2435 3900N o1923E 23.9 1503 GGG
1175-08553 00OO0/0000 20012,/0998 01/14/73 10 2435 3734N 01854E 25*0 1497 GGGG
1175-08555 00000/0000 20012/0999 01/14/73 40 2435 3608N 01826E 26*0 149.0 GGGG
1175-08562 00000/0000 20012/1000 01/14/73 70 2435 3443N 01759E 27*1 148,3 GO
1175-08564 00000/0000 20012/1001 01/14/73 90 2435 3317N 01733E 28.2 147.6 PGGG
1175-08573 00000/0000 20012,/1002 01/14/73 70 2435 3n24N 01643E 30*3 146*1 PGGG
1175-08580 00000/0000 20012,'1003 01/14/73 20 2435 2858N o1619E 31.3 145.4 P0GG
1175-08582 00000/0000 20012/1004 01/14/73 70 2435 2732N 01555E 324 14496 PGGG
1175*10441 00000/0000 20012/1005 01/14/73 40 2436 1854N 01212W 38*3 139.3 G000
1175-1043 00000/0000 20012,1006 01/14/73 30 2436 1727N 01232W 39.2 138.3 POG6
1175-10450 00000/0000 20012,/1007 01/14/73 0 2436 1600N 01252W 40.1 137.3 PGG
1175-10452 00000/0000 20012/1008 01/14/73 10 2436 1434N 01313W 4190 136.2 PGGG
1175-10455 0000000/ooo 20012/1009 01/14/73 10 2436 1307N 01334W 4108 13501 GGGG
1175-10461 00000/0000 20012,,1010 01/14/73 20 2436 1140N 01355W 42.7 134.0 GOGG
1175-11120 00000/C0000 20012,1011 01/14/73 100 2436 7511S 06000W 24.6 80.0 PGGO
1175-11123 00000/0000 20012/1012 01/14/73 100 2436 7615S 06350W 23.5 83.2 POGO
1175-11125 00000/C000 20012/1013 01/14/73 100 2436 7716S 06819W 22.5 87,1 PG00
1175-14004 00000/0000 20013,0447 01/14/73 60 2438 5309N 052 11w 12.7 156.9 Q000
1175014011 00000/0000C 200130448 01/14/73 10 2438 5144N 05254W 13.8 156.2 0O00
1175-14013 00000/0000 20013,0449 01/14/73 0 2438 5019N 05335W 15.0 155.5 GPPP
1175-1402C 00000/0000 20013/0450 01/14/73 0 2438 4854N 05414W 16.1 154,9 0000
1175-11022 00000/0000 20013,0451 01/14/73 40 2438 4729N 05451w 17.3 154.2 0600
117515O424 00000/0000 20012/1014 01/14/73 90 2439 5 720N 07536w 9.3 159.2 000
1175S15431 00000/0000 20012/1015 01/14/73 60 2439 5r57N 07626W 10.4 158*4 G0G0
1175-15433 00000/0000 20012/1016 01/14/73 50 2439 5433N 077 14w 11.6 157.6 (000
1175-15440 00000/O000 20012/1017 01/14/73 50 2439 5309N 07759W 12*7 1569 G0000
11755442 0000/0000 20012/1018 01/14/73 10 2439 5145N o0743W 13.9 156*2 00QG
1175-15445 00000/0000 20012/1019 01/14/73 30 2439 5020N 07925W 15.0 155*5 G00
1175-16183 00000/0000 20012/1020 01/14/7 100oo 2439 6510S 11924 32*9 68.1 GIGO
1175-16190 00000/0000 20012/1021 01/14/73 90 2439 6629S 12052W 3109 68*7 PGGG
1175-16192 00000/0000 20012/1022 01/14/73 90 ;439 6748S 12230W 30s9 695 POGO
1175-16195 00000/0000 20012/1023 01/14/73 90 2439. 6Q69S 12418w 29.8 705 POGO
1175 16201 00000/0000 20012/1024 01/14/73 40 ?439' 7 '2 3S 12620W 28.8 71.7 We_
1175e16204 00000/0000 20012/1025 01/14/73 50 2439 7138S 12838w 2708 73.2 000
1175B16210 00000/COOQ 20012/1026 01/14/73 40 2439 7p528 1311SW 26.7 75.1 00a
1175-16213 .00000/ooo000 01/10I7 01/14/73 0 2439 74049 13411w B256 77.3 Qapa
KEYSI CLIUD CeVER % o**o**o**,o* o 0 T8 100 u % CLOUD ClVER*, * m NS CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEA
IMAGQE QUA6ITY Ooo,,oooooo,. BLANnKSBAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTEDo RaRECyCLEDo OPGOAD, FmFAIR BUT USABLE* POpBOOR
16144 MAR 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NON-US PAGE 0473
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM ROLL N5,/ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUTRED COVER NUMBER OF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1175-16215 00000/0000 20012/1028 01/14/73 C 2439 711S 137 31w 24.6 80.0 GGGG
1175-16222 00000/0000 20012/1029 01/14/73 0 2439 7t16S 14122W 23.5 83.3 GGGG
1175-17260 00000/0000 20012/1030 01/14/73 30 2440 5722N 10125W 9.3 159*2 PGPP
1175-17262 00000/0000 20012/1031 01/14/73 40 2440 5558N 10215W 10*4 158.4 GGPG
1175-17265 00000/0000 20012/1032 01/14/73 40 2440 543 4N 10303W 11.6 157.6 GGPG
1175-17271 00000/0000 20012/1033 01/14/73 0 2440 5310N 10349W 12*7 156*9 GGGG
1175-17274 00000/0000 20012/1034 01/14/73 0 2440 5145N 104 3 2W 13*9 156.2 GGGG
1175-17280 00000/0000 20012/1035 01/14/73 80 2440 5C21N 10513W 15*0 155.5 GGGG
1175:7342 00000/0000 20012/1036 01/14/73 0 2440 2857N 11248W 31*4 145.3 GPPP
175 17344 00000/0000 20012/1037 01/14/73 0 2440 2731N 11312W 32*4 144.5 GpGG
1175-17351 00000/0000 20012/1038 01/14/73 0 2440 2604N 11336W 33*4 143.7 GPGP
1175-21282 00000/0000 20012/1039 01/14/73 100 2442 6512S 16303E 32o8 68.1 PGGG
1175-21285 00000/0000 20012/1040 01/14/73 90 2442 6631S 16135E 31.8 68*7 PGGG
1175-21291 00000/0000 20012/1041 01/14/73 100 2442 6750S 15956E 3068 69,5 PGG
1175-21294 00000/0000 20012/1042 01/14/73 100 2442 6909S 15806E p918 70*5 PGGG
1175-21300 00000/0000 20012/1043 01/14/73 100 2442 7026S 15604E 28.7 71.7 PGGG
1175-21303 00000/0000 20012/1044 01/14/73 100 2442 7141S 15347E 27.7 73.3 PGGG
1175-21305 00000/0000 20012/1045 01/14/73 40 2442 7254S 15112E 26.6 75.1 PrGG
1175*21312 00000/0000 20012/1046 01/14/73 0 2442 7 405S 14817E 25.6 77.4 PGGG
1175-21314 00000/0000 20012/1047 01/14/73 0 2442 7513S 14455E 24.5 80.1 PGGG
1175*21321 00000/0000 20012/1048 01/14/73 0 2442 7618S 14059E 23.4 83.4 GGGG
1175-21323 00000/0000 20012/1049 01/14/73 0 2442 7719S 13630E 22*3 87.4 GGGG
1176.00381 00000/0000 20012/1050 01/15/73 80 2444 0R38S 13445E 51.4 113.3 GGGG
1176.00384 00000/0000 20012/1051 01/15/73 70 2444 1004S 13425E 51.7 111.5 GGGG
1176-00425 00000/0000 20012/1052 01/15/73 0 2424 2430S 13048E 52.5 93.3 GGGG
1176-00431 00000/0000 20012/1053 01/15/73 0 2424 2555 13025E 52.3 91.6 GGGG
1176000434 00000/0000 20012/1054 01/15/73 0 2424 2721S 13002E 52.1 89*9 GGGG
1176-00440 00000/0000 20012/1055 01/15/73 0 2424 2847S 12938E 51.8 88.2 GGGG
1176-00443 00000/0000 20012/1056 01/15/73 10 2424 3011S 12913E 51*4 86.5 GGGG
1176-02381 00000/0000 20012/1057 01/15/73 30 2445 6502S 08552E 32*9 68.1 GGGG
1176.02383 00000/0000 20012/1058 01/15/73 10 2445 6620S 0 8425E 31*9 68.6. GGGG
1176-02390 00000/0000 20012/1059 01/15/73 60 2445 6739S 08249E 30*9 69*4 GGGG
1176-02392 00000/0000 20012/1060 01/15/73 100 2445 6857S 08102E 29*9 70*4 GG.
1176-02395 00000/0000 20012/1061 01/15/73 100 2445 7014S 07902E 28.8 71.6 GGGG
1176-02401 00000/0000 20012/1062 01/15/73 100 2445 7130S 07647E 27*8 73*0 GGGO
1176-02404 00000/0000 20012/1063 01/15/73 100 2445 7244S 07414E 26,7 74.9 PGGG
1176-02410 00000/0000 20012/1064 01/15/73 100 2445 7355S 07123E 25.7 77.1 PGGG
1176"O2413 00000/0000 20012/1065 01/15/73 100 2445 7c04S 06605E 24.6 79.7 PGGG
1176*02415 00000/0000 20012/1066 01/15/73 50 2445 7610S 06417E 23. 5  83.0 PGGG
KEYS: CLOUD C8VER % *,********,.e. 0 TO 100 * % CLOUD CPVER. ** a NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *,.*,,....9. . 9LANKS.BAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLEDi G=GBOD, FaFAIR BUT USABLE* PmPBOR.
16:44 MAR 11F'74 STANDARD CATAL9G FOR NON.US PAGE 0474
FRBM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
68SERVATION MICReFILM ReLL O,/ DATE CLOUD qRlIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, R8V MSS
ReV MSS LAT LNG 123 45678
1176-02422 00000/0000 20012/1067 01/15/73 30 2445 771?S 05953E 22*4 86s.8 PGGG
1176-02424 00000/0000 20012/1068 01/16/73 0 2445 7R095 05444E 21*3 91s4 GGGG
1176-O3544 00000/0000 20012/1069 01/15/73 70 2446 261N 09130E 33*4 143*7 G'GG
1176-03551 00000/0000 20012/1070 01/15/73 20 2446 24 4 6N 09107E 34*4 14208 GGGG
1176-03553 00000/000 20012/1071 01/15/73 0 2446 2?20N 09045E 35.4 142*0 GIGG
1176,05364 00000/0000 20012/1072 01/15/73 50 2447 3033N 0 6655E 30*3 146.0 GGGG
1176-05371 00000/0000 2001 2 /1073 01/15/73 30 2447 2907N 06630E 31*3 145.3 GGGG
1176-05373 00000/0000 20012/1074 01/15/73 0 2447 2739N 06607E 32*4 144.5 GGGG
1176-05380 00000/000 20012/1075 01/15/73 20 2447 2612N 06544E 33.4 143.7 GGGG
1176-05382 o000o/0000 20012/1076 01/1$/73 30 2447 2447N 06521E 34*4 142.8 GGGG
1176-05385 00000/0000 20012/1077 01/15/73 30 2447 2320N 06458E 35'4 142.0 GGGG
1176-07202 0000/0000 20012/1078 01/15/73 80 2448 2907N 04043E 31*3 145*2 GGGG
1176-07205 00000/0000 20012/1079 01/15/73 70 2448 2741N 04019E 32*4 144.5 GGGG
1176-07211 00000/0000 20012/100 01/15/73 60 2448 2614N 03955E 33*4 143.6 GGGG
1176-07214 00000/000 20012/1081 01/15/73 50 2448 2448N 03932E 34.4 142.8 GGGG
1176-o07225 00000/0000 20012/1082 01/15/73 20 2448 2029N 03825E 37*3 1401 GGGG
1176-07232 00000/0000 20012/1083 01/15/73 30 2448 1902N 03803E 38*2 139.2 GGG
1176-07234 00000/000 20012/1084 01/15/73 40 2448 1735N 03741E 39.2 138.2 GGGG
1176-07241 00000/0000 20012/1085 01/15/73 10 2448 1609N 03719E 40*1 137.2 GGGG
1176-07243 00000/0000 20012/1086 01/15/73 0 2448 1442N 03658E 40*9 13601 GGGG
1176-07250 00000/0000 20012/1087 01/1/73 0 2448 13 16N 03638E 41.8 135.0 GGGG
1176-07252 00000/oo00 2u012/1088 01/15/73 0 2448 1150N 03617E 42*7 133.9 GGGG
1176-07255 00000/0000 20012/1069 01/15/73 0 2448 102 3 N 03556E 43*5 132.7 GGGG
1176-o7261 00000/0000 20012/1090 01/15/73 0 2448 0855N o3536E 44.3 131.5 GppP
1176-07325 00000/o000 20012/1051 01/15/73 0 2448 1411S o3010E 52*4 106.3 PGGG
1176*07332 00000/0000 20012/1092 01/15/73 c 2448; 1F36S 02948E 52.6 104.5 GG00
1176-07334 00000/0000 20012/1093 01/15/73 0 2448 17045 02 927E 52.7 102.6 GGGG
1176-07350 00000/0000 20012/1094 01/15/73 70 2448 2123S 02822E 527 97*1 GGGG
1176"07352 00000/0000 20012/1095 01/15/73 80 2448 2?49S 0200E 52.6 95.3 GGGG
1176.07355 00000/000 20012/1096 01/15/73 60 2448 2416S 02737E 52,5 93,5 GGGG
1176-07361 .00000/0000 20012/1097 01t/15/73 40 2448 2542S 02712E 52*3 91.8 pppp
1176-07364 00000/0000 20012/1098 01/15/73 10 2448 2708S 02648E 52*1 90.0 GGGG
1176-07370 00000/OCOU 20012/1099 01/15/73 10 2448 2R33S 0 2623E 51.8 88.3 GGGG
1176-07373 00000/0000 20012/1100 01/15/73 0 2448 2q 5 9S 02558E 51*5 86.7 GGGG
1176-07375 00000/0000 20012/1101 01/15/73 0 2448 3127S 02533E 51.1 85.1 GGGG
1176-07382 00000/0000 20012/1102 01/15/73 0 2448 3p5?S 02508E 50o7 83.6 GGGG
1176-07384 00000/0000 20012/1103 01/15/73 10 2448 3417S 02442E 50.2 82.1 GGGG
1176-07505 00000/0000 20012/1104 01/15/73 40 2448 7355S 00 6 14W 25.6 77*0 PSGG
1176-07511 00000/0000 20012/1105 01/15/73 90 2448 7504S 00929W ?4e6 79-7 GGGG
KEYS! CLBUD COVER 0 ............ ,., o TO 100 * % CCL8UD CVER. ** o NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ;..... RLANKSoBAND NOT PRESrNT/REQUESTED. RuRECYCLED. G-GGD,. F=FAIR BUT USABLE, P-PeR,.
16:44 IA 11a,74 STANDARD CATALSO FOR NN-US PAGE 0475
FReb 07/23/72 Te 07/23/73
BBSERVATN MICR3FILM R3LL v,./ DATE CLOUD 9RBIT PPINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITISN IN RBLL ACGUT ED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV mSS
CLv MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1176"07514 00o00o/000 20012/1106 01/1/73 50 2448 7609S 01315W 23*5 82.9 GGGG
1176*07520 0000/0000 20012/1107 01/15/73 0 2448 77105 01737W 22*4 86*7 GGGG
1176-09025 000/OO0000 200 12/1108 01/19/73 90 2449 3159N 01544E 29*3 146.7 GGGG
1176-09032 00030/0000 20012/1109 01/1.9/73 60 2449 3034N 01b18E 30*3 146.0 GGGG
1176-09034 0ooC0/00o0 2 l01 2/1110 01/19/73 10 2449 20O7N 0 1453E 31*3 145.2 GGGG
1176-09041 00000/0COC 20012P/1111 01/15/73 0 2449 2740N 01429L 32*4 144*4 GGGG
1176-09043 00000/0000C 20012/1112 01/1F/73 0 2449 2614N 01406E 33.4 143.6 GGGG
1176-09050 00300/0000 20012/1113 01/19/73 100 2449 2448N 01342E 34*4 142.8 GGPG
1176-09052 00000/0000 20012/1114 01/15/73 90 2449 2322N 01319L 35*4 141.9 PpPP
1176"09093 00000/000o 20012/1115 01/11/73 30 2449 0856N 00945E 44*3 131.4 PGGG
1176-09100 00000/0000 2U012/1116 01/1/73 100 2449 0730N 00925E 4590 130*2 PGGG
1176-09132 00000/0000 20012/1117 01/15/73 100 2449 0603N 00904E 45*8 128.9 PGGG
1176-09105 00000/0C00 20012/1118 01/19/73 30 2449 0436N 00843E 46.5 127.5 PGGG
1176-09111 00000/0000 20012/1119 01/t1/73 50 2449 0308N 00823E 47*2 126.1 GGGG
1176-09114 00000/0000 20012/1120 01/15/73 90 2449 Ot41N 00803E 47.8 124.7 GGPG
1176-09120 00000/0000 20012/1121 01/15/73 80 ?449 0015N 00744E 48*4 123.2 GGGP
1176-12590 00000/0000 20012/1122 01/15/73 100 2451 6q00S 073 59w 29.8 70.4 PGPP
1176-12592 00000/0000 20012/1123 01/15/73 100 2451 7016S 07559W 28*7 71*6 GGGG
1176-12595 00ooooo0/0000 20012/1124 01/15/73 90 2451 7!30S 07o14W 27*7 73.1 GGGG
1176-13001 00000/000 20012/1125 01/i5/73 80 2451 7245S 08049W 26*6 74.9 GGGG
1176-13004 00300/0000 20012/1126 01/15/73 40 2451 7357S 0834 2W 25.6 77.1 PGGG
1176-13010 00000/0000 20012/1127 01/19/73 10 2451 7505S 08657W 24.5 79.8 PGGG
1176-13013 00000/0000 20012/1128 01/t1/73 100 2451 7611S 0 9045W 2P34 83*0 GGPG
1176-13015 C00000/0000 20012/1129 01/15/73 100 2451 7712S 09510W 22o3 86.9 GGPG
1176-14053 00000/0000 20013/0452 01/I5/73 100 2452 5606N 05158W 10,5 158.3 GGGG
1176-14060 00000/000i 20013/0453 01/15/73 90 2452 544N 05248W 11.6 157.6 PppP
1176-14062 00000/0000 20013/0454 01/15/73 20 2452 5318N 05334W 12*7 156.9 GPGG
1176-14065 00000/0000 20013/0455 01/15/73 10 2452 515PN 0 5418W 13#9 156.1 GPGG
1176-14071 00000/3000 20013/0456 01/15/73 70 2452 5027N 05459W 15.0 155*5 GPGG
1176-14074 00000/0000 20013/0457 01/15/73 80 2452 4902N 05538W 1602 154,8 GPGG
1176-14080 00000/0000 20013/0458 01/15/73 90 2452 4738N 056 14W 17*3 154*1 GPGG
1176-14083 00000/0000 20013/0459 01/15/73 90 2452 4613N 05649W 18.4 153.5 GPGG
1176-14162 00000/00O 20012/1130 01/19/73 30 2452 1R58N 06516W 38P3 139.1 GGGG
1176-14165 00000/0000 20012/1131 01/15/73 20 2452 1732N 06537W 39.2 138.1 GGGG
1176-14171 00000/0000 20012/1132 01/15/73 10 2452 1606N 06558W 40.1 137.1 GGGG
1176-14174 00000/0000 20012/1133 01/t5/73. 50 2452 1440N 066 19W 41*0 136*0 GGGG
1176-14180 00000/0000 20012/1134 01/1/73 40 2452 1314N 06640W 41.9 134.9 GGGG
1176-14183 00000/0000 20012/1135 01/15/73 20 2452 1148N 06701W 42*7 133.8 GGGG
117614185 C0000/C0000 20012/1136 01/15/73 10 2452 1021N 06722W 43.5 132.6 GGGG
KEYS: CLeUD C6~ER % 0..n.e., ....  TO 100 % X CLBUD CVER. ** = NB CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE,
IMAGE QUALITY ,,,,,,,,*,*.... 3LANKSaBAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED* R=RECYCLED. GuG8ORD FwFAIR BUT USABLE. PPBBR*
16144 MAR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBNUS PAGE 0476
FRM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICReFILM ROLL N./ DATE CLOUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITION IN ROLL ACQUIRED COVER .NUMBER aF IMAGE ELEVe AZIM, RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1176-15485 00000/C000 20013/0460 01/15/73 90 :2453 5606N 077 4 8W 10.5 15803 GGGG
1176*15492 00000/0000 20013/0461 01/15/73 90 2453 5442N 0 7836W 11*6 157.6 GGGG
1176-15494 00000/0000 20013/0462 01/15/73 90 :2453 5g18N 07922W 12.7 15609 GGGG
1176*15501 00000/0000 20013/0463 01/15/73 90 ;2453 5154N 0800 6 w 13.9 156*1 GGGG
1176-15503 00000/0000 20013/0464 01/15/73 50 2453 5029N 08048W 15*0 155.5 GGGG
1176.17314 00000/0000 20012/1137 01/15/73 100 2454 5730N 10245W 9.3 159.1 P
1176-17321 00000/000 20012/1138 01/19/73 100 2454 5607N 10336W 10.5 158.3 GPGG
1176-17323 00000/0000 20012/1139 01/15/73 100 2454 5443N 10424W 11*6 157.6 GPGG
1176-17330 00000/000U 20012/1140 01/15/73 80 2454 5319N 10510W 12s7 156.8 PPGG
1176-17332 00000/0000 20012/1141 01/15/73 90 2454 5155N 10553W 13*9 156.1 GGGG
1176-17335 00000/0000 20012/1142 01/15/73 90 2454 5030N 10 6 3 5w 15.0 155.5 GPGG
1176"17400 00000/0000 20012/1143 01/15/73 90 2454 2905N 11 4 12w 31*4 145.2 GPGG
1176*18073 00000/0000 20012/1144 01/15/73 100 2454 65012 14630W 32.8 68.0 GG
1176-18080 00000/0000 20012/1145 01/15/73 100 2454 6621S 14757W 31.8 68*6 GGGG
1176-18082 00000/0000 20012/1146 01/15/73 100 2454 6740S 14933W 30*8 69.4 GGGG
1176-18085 00000/0000 20012/1147 01/15/73 100 2454 6P57S 15121w 29.8 703 GGGG
1176-18091 00000/0000 20012/1148 01/15/73 100 2454 7014S 15320W 2897 71.6 GGGG
1176"18094 00000/0000 20012/1149 01/15/73 90 2454 7130S 15535W 27*7 73*0 GGGG
117618100 00000/0000C 20012/1150 01/15/73 70 2454 7244S 15808 26*6 7409 GGG
1176e18105 00000/0000 20012/1151 01/15/73 90 2454 7504S 16416W 24*5 7997 GGGG
1176o23172 00000/0000 20012/1152 01/15/73 100 2457 6F02S 13601E 32*7 68.1 PGGG
1176-23175 00000/0000 20012/1153 01/15/73 100 2457 6622S 13433E 31*7 68.6 GGGG
1176-23181 00000/0000 20012/1154 01/15/73 100 2457 6741S 13256E 30*7 69.4 GGGG
1176-23184 00000/0000 20012/1155 01/15/73 100 2457 6900S 13108E 2997 70* GGGG
1176-23190 00000/0000 20012/1156 01/15/73 100 24957 7017S 129065 286 71.6 PGGG
1176-23193 00000/0000 20012/1157 01/15/73 100 2457 7134S 12650E 27*6 73*1 PGGG
1176-23195 00000/0000 20012/1158 01/15/73 100 2457 7P47S 12416E 26*5 74.9 PGGG
1176-23202 00000/0000 20012/1159 01/15/73 100 2457 7357S 12125E p5.5 77.2 PGGG
1176-23204 00000/0000 20012/1160 01/15/73 80 2457 7506S 11808E 24*4 79.8 PGGG
1176-23211 00000/0000 20012/1161 01/15/73 70 2457 7611S 11418E 23*3 83.1 PGGG
1176-23213 0000000/0000 20012/1162 01/i1/73 40 2457 7712S 1095 5 E 22*2 86.9 PGGG
1177-00274 00000/0000 20012/1163 01/1i/73 80 2458 4738N 14851E 17o4 154.1 GGGG
1177-00281 00000/0000 20012/1164 01/1i/73 60 2458 4613N 14615E 18.5 153*4 GGGG
1177-00283 00000/0000 20012/1165 01/16/73 70 2458 4447N 14741E 19.6 152.7 GGGG
1177-00290 00000/0000 20012/1166 01/16/73 60 2458 4322N 14 708E 20.7 152*1 GGGG
1177-00292 00000/0000 20012/1167 01/16/73 80 2458 456N 14636E 21.8 151.4 GGGG
1177-00431 00000/0000 20012/1168 01/IA/73 80 2458 0534S 13402E 50*5 116.6 GGGG
1177-00433 00000/0000 20012/1169 01/16/73 90 2458 0702S 13342E 5190 114*9 GGGG
1177-00440 00000/0000 20012/1170 01/16/73 90 2458 0829S 13321E 51.3 113.1 GGPG
KEYS: CLOUD COVER % ,..*..*,..... o TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER. ** - NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE-
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ,,,. BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. RPRECYCLED. GGD80. F.FAIR BUT USABLE, PuPOSR,
16144 MAR 1p1 74 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NBNwUS PAGE 0477
FROM o7/23/72 TR 07/23/73
*8EgRVATISN MICROFILM RBLL NO,/ DATE CLOUD eR5IT PRINCIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ROLL ACOUIRED COVER NUMBER F IMAGE ELEV* AZIM. RBV MSS
RSV M99 LAT LONG 123 45678
1177-0044E 00000/0000 20012/1171 01/1j/73 80 2458 0R56S 13301E 517 1114 GGG
1177*00483 00000/0000 20012/1172 01/1A/73 C 2458 24219 i2926E 5204 93.3 QMCI
1177*00490 00000/0000 20012/1173 01/1/73 0 2458 2547S 12903E 62.2 91.5 cGo
1177*00492 00000/0000 20012/1174 01/16/73 0 2458 2711S 12839E 500 89,8 0a0G
1177-00499 00000/0000 20012/1175 01/A1/73 0 2458 24365 128145 51.7 88.1 OGG1177 00501 00000/0000 20012/1176 01/16/73 o 2458 30035 1274 95 5,13 86.5 oto
1177-08830 00000/0000 20012/1177 01/16/73 60 2459 0619N 11059E 45,7 128#9 apO117702232 00000/oo00oo 20012/1178 01/14/73 70 2459 0451N 110389 46o4 127.5 PeGP
1177*02235 00000/0000 20012/1179 01/16/73 80 2459 Oe23N 11017E 47*1 126.1 POs1177-01P4 1 00000/0000 20012/1180 01/16/73 90 2459 0O56N 109578 47.7 1 7 PGG
t177" 0E44 00000/0000 2001 /1181 01/16/73 80 459 0030N 0i9379 48.4 13.2 POGO
1177*02250 00000/0000 20012/1182 01/16/73 100 2459 0056S 10917 48,9 1217 PaG
1177:02253 00000/0000 20012/1183 01/16/73 90 2459 0224S 10857E 49.5 1201i POGO
1177 0tS55 00000/0000 20012/1184 01/16/73 70 2459 0351S 10836E 50.0 118.5 PaGO
1177*02262 0000/0000 20012/1185 01/16/73 60 2459 0518S 10816E 50.5 116.9 POGO
1177:02264 00000/0000 20012/1186 01/16/73 50 2459 0644S 107571 50.9 115.2 0000
1177*02271 00000/0000 20012/1187 01/16/73 50 2459 0811S 107371 51.3 113.5 0000
11770o2273 00~0/o00o 20012/1188 01/1 /73 50 2459 0937S 10716E 51.6 111.7 GGP
1177-0228o 00000/0000 20012/1189 01/16/73 So 2459 1104S 106555 51.9 109*9 GGGP
1177:04011 00000/0000 20012/1190 01/16/73 0 2460 2337N 08922E 35.3 141.9 0G00
1177*04273 00000/0000 20012/1191 01/16/73 0 2460 6611S 05746E 31.9 68.5 Goes
1177-04275 00000/0000 20012/1192 01/16/73 0 2460 67308 056121 30.9 69.2 0000
1177*04282 00000/0000 20012/1193 01/16/73 0 2460 68499 05427 29.9 70.2 GOPO
1177o04284 00000/0000 20012/1194 01/16/73 0 2460 7006 052309 28.8 7103 0000
11770I4291 60000/0000 20012/1195 01/16/73 100 2460 7122S 050195 27.8 72*7 cqg
1177-04293 00000/0000 20012/1196 01/16/73 100 2460 7237S 04750E 26.7 74.5 GOOP1177-04300 00000/0000 20012/1197 01/16/73 100 2460 7343S 04#24E 25.7 76.6 PGoP
1177*04302 00000/0000 20012/1198 01/16/73 50 2460 74529 04116E 24.6 79*2 POG
1177-04305 00000/0000 20012/1199 01/16/73 70 2460 70578 03734E 23o5 82.3 PGG1177-04311 00000/0000 20012/1200 01/16/73 40 2460 7659S 03319E 22.4 86,0 Gas
1177*05422 00000/0000 20012/1201 01/16/73 80 2461 3049N 06534E 30.2 1460 0000e
1177-05425 00000/0000 20012/1202 01/16/73 20 2461 2923N 065099 31*3 145.2 POGO1177*07275 00000/0000 20012/1203 01/16/73 60 2462 2337N 03747E 35.3 141.9 000
1177-07281 00000/0000 20012/1204 01/16/73 50 2462 2211N 03725E 36.3 141.0 Goes
1177-07284 00000/0000 20012/1205 01/1/73 30 2462 2045N 037039 37.2 140*1 sGGe
1177-07290 00000/0000 20012/1206 01/16/73 20 2462 1919N 03641E 38.1 139.1 GGG
1177P07293 00000/0000 20012/1207 01/16/73 0 2462 1752N 03619E 39.1 138*1 00se
1177*07295 00000/0000 20012/1208 01/16/73 0 2462 1626N 03558E 4000 137*1 G000
1177w07302 00000/0000 20012/1209 01/16/73 0 2462 1459N 03537E 4019 136*0 GGGG
KEYSt CLOUD COVER % .'***..**o 0 TO 100 * X CLBUD CeVER. ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... ,..... BLANKSuBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RURECYCLED, G GOSD. FaFAIR BUT USABLE. P.POR.,
16:44 MAR 11,174 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON"US PAGE 0478
FR6M 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATION MICROFILM R3LL NB,/ DATE CLOUD 5RBIT PPINCIPAL P5INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITIN IN HeLL ACOUTRED COVER NUMBER 5F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1177-07304 00000/0000 20012/1210 01/16/73 0 2462 1332N 0 3516E 41*7 134.9 GGGG
1177-07311 00000/0000 20012/1211 01/16/73 0 2462 1206N 03455E 42.6 133.8 GGGG
1177o37313 00000/0000 20012/1212 01/16/73 0 2462 1039N 0 3434E 43.4 132.6 GGGG
1177-07320 00000/0000 20012/1213 01/16/73 30 2462 Oq913N 03413E 44.2 131.4 GGGG
1177-07322 00000/0000 20012/1214 01/16/73 30 2462 0746N 03353E 44.9 130.1 GGGG
1177-07325 00000/0000 20012/1215 01/1A/73 20 2462 0619N 03332E 45.7 128.8 GGGG
1177-07384 o0000/00CO 20012/1216 01/16/73 80 2462 1356S 0 2847E 52*3 106.3 GGGG
1177-07390 00000/0000 20012/1217 01/16/73 70 2462 1523S o2827E 52*5 1045 GGGG
1177-07395 00000/0000 20012/1218 01/16/73 70 2462 1815S 02743E 52.6 100*8 GGGG
1177-07402 00000/o000 20012/1219 01/16/73 4C 2462 1943S 02721E 52.7 99.0 GGGG
1177-07404 00000/0000 20012/1220 01/16/73 40 2462 2109S 02659E 52.6 97.2 GGGG
1177-07413 00000/0000 20012/1221 01/16/73 20 2462 2359S 02615E 52.4 93.6 GGGG
1177-07420 00000/0000 20012/1222 01/16/73 10 2462 2525S 02550E 52.2 91.8 GGGG
1177-07422 00000/0000 20012/1223 01/16/73 0 2462 26525 02526E 52*0 90.1 GGGG
1177-07425 00000/0000 20012/1224 01/16/73 0 2462 2819S 02501E 51.7 88.4 GGGG
1177-07431 00000/0000 20012/1225 01/16/73 0 24952 2944S 02436E 51.4 86o8 GGGG
1177-07434 00000/0000 20012/12,26 01/16/73 0 2462 3i11S 02411E 51.0 85.2 GGGG
1177-07440 00000/0000 20012/12127 01/16/73 0 2462 32389 02346E 50.6 83,6 GGGG
1177-07443 00000/0000 20012/1228 01/16/73 20 2462 3402S 02320E 50*2 82.1 GGGG
1177-07445 00000/0000 20012/1229 01/16/73 40 2462 3526S 02254E 49.7 80o7 GGGG
1177-09122 00000/0000 20012/1230 01/16/73 40 2463 1918N 01052E 38.2 139.1 GPGG
1177-09124 00000/0000 2c012/1231 01/16/73 20 2463 175 1N 01030E 39.1 138.1 GGGG
1177-09131 00000/0000 20012/1232 01/16/73 30 2463 1624N 01008E 40.0 137.1 GGGG
1177-09133 00000/0000 20012/1233 01/16/73 10 2463 1458N 00946E 40.9 136.0 GGGG
1177.09142 00000/0000 20012/1234 01/16/73 0 2463 1P05N 009 04E 42*6 133.8 PGGG
1177-09145 00000/0000 20012/1235 01/16/73 0 2463 1039N 00844E 43s4 132.6 PGGG
1177-09151 00000/0000 20012/1236 01/16/73 0 2463 0912N 00823E 44.2 131.4 PGGG
1177-09154 00000/0000 20012/1237 01/16/73 0 2463 0745N 00802E 44*9 130.1 PGGG
1177-10544 00000/0000 20012/1238 01/16/73 100 2464 2212N 01413 36'3 141.0 GGGG
1177-10551 00000/0000 20012/1239 01/16/73 100 2464 2045N 014 35W 37.2 140*0 . GGGG
1177-10553 o0000o0/000 20012/1240 01/16/73 60 2464 119N 01457W 38.2 139*1 GGGG
1177"10560 00000/0000 20012/1241 01/16/73 70 2464 1752N 0 1519W 39a1 138*1 GGGG
1177-10562 00000/0000 20012/1242 01/16/73 70 2464 1625N 015 40W 4090 137.1 GGGG
1177-10565 00000/0000 2U012/124 3 01/16/73 60 2464 1458N 0 1601W 4009 136*0 GPPG
1177-10571 00000/0000 20012/1244 01/16/73 30 2464 133PN 0 1622W 417 134.9 GGGG
1177-12532 00000/0000 20012/1:245 01/1(/73 10 2465 3113S 05314W 51.0 85.1 GGGG
1177-14112 00000/0000 20013/0465 01/16/73 90 2466 5557N 05327w 10*7 158.1 GGGG
1177-14115 00000/0000 20013/0466 01/16/73 80 2466 5433N 05416W 11*9 157.4 GGGG
1177-14121 00000/0000 20013/0467 01/16/73 40 2466 5309N 0 5503W 13*0 156.7 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD CBVEP % ............... O TB 100 = % CLBUD CAVER. ,* = NE CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ......... H..... BLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* R.RECYCLED. G=GQ80. F.FAIR BUT USABLE* PaPBBR.
16:44 -A; 11*,'74 STANDARD CAT4LOG FOP N NuS PAGE 0479
FROM 07/23/72 tF 07/23/73
BBSERvATI N ICPAFILM R9LL 3./ DATE CLJUD 9RnIT PoINCIPAL PtINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 POSIT I9N I'5 i ~RLL AC')IED C9VER NUMBER rF IMAGE ELEV. AZI . RBV MSS
i6v MRS LAT L NG 123 45678
1177-14124 ? 0/13/0468 01/16/73 20 2466 5145N 05
5 46W 14m2 155*9 GGGG
1177-1250 OOon/00oo 2u012/1246 01/111/73 40 2466 00tN 06904W 44*2 131.3 GGGG
1177-14253 000c0/3000 20012/1247 01/16/73 10 2466 C743N 06924W 45.0 130*0 GGGG
1177-14255 o CO/o0000 20012/1248 01/IA/73 10 2466 0616N 06944W 45.7 128.7 GnGG
11 7 7 *14464 00000/0000 20012/1249 01/16/73 100 2466 6447S 09602W 32*8 68.0 GGGG
1177-14471 00/00/o0 U0 12/1250 01/1/7 1o00 2466 6609S 09 7 28W 31.8 68.5 GGGG
1177-14473 00000/0000 20012/1251 01/16/73 100 2466 67 2 RS 09902W 30.8 69*2 GOGG
1177-144A0 o0000/00C ) 20012/1252 01/16/73 100 2466 645S 10045W 2.998 702 GGGG
1177-14482 00000/0000 2 012/1253 01/16/73 100 2466 7 002S 10243w 28.7 71.3 GGGG
117 7 -14485 00000on~cu 2(o12/1254 01/16/73 90 2466 711'S 104 5 6w 27.7 72*8 GGGG
1177.14491 O00O/O000C 2j012/1255 01/16/73 50 2466 7231S 10 726W 26.6 74,5 GGGG
1177-1494 00000/000o 2012/1256 01/16/73 4C 2466 71433 1101 6 w 25.6 76.7 GGGG
1177-14500 300Co0/00c 2,012/1257 01,16/73 10 2466 7453S 11328W 24*5 79.3 GGGG
1177-1453 00003/oc00 2,012/125R 01/16/73 10 2466 7F58S 11710W 23s4 82*4 UGGG
1177-14505 0000/0C00 2012/1253 01/16/73 10 2466 7700S 12127W P2.3 86*1 GGGG
1177-15543 00000/0C0 2u012/1260 01/1/73 0 2467 5622N 07903W 10.4 158.4 GGGG
1177-15550 00000/0000 20012/1261 01/16/73 C 2467 5458N 07952W 11.6 157.6 GGGG
1177-155 5 2 003O0/00J, 20:012/1262 01/16/73 3C  2467 5334N 08039W 12.7 156.9 GGGG
1177-15555 00000/0000 20012/1263 01/16/73 60 2467 5O10N 08 1 2 3 W 13.8 156*1 GGGG
1177-15561 00300/000-' 20012/1264 01/16/73 100 2467 5,a 5 N 08205W 15.0 155.4 GGGG
1177-17363 00030/o00J 20012/1265 01/16/73 100 2468 6032N 10205W 7*0 160*9 GPGG
1177"17370 00000/0000 20012/1266 01/16/73 100 2468 5009N 10305W 8.1 160.0 GPGG
1177-i7372 00000/000 20012/1267 01/16/73 100 2468 5746N 10 401W 9*3 159.2 GPGG
1177-17375 o00000/oo 0 2u012/1268 01/16/73 100 2468 5623N 10454W 10.4 158.4 GPGG
1177-117381 00000/0000 20012/1269 01/16/73 100 2468 5459N 105 44W 11.6 157.6 GPGG
1177-17384 000CC/0000 20012/1270 01/16/73 90 2468 5335N 10631W 12.7 156.9 GPGG
1177-17390 0QOC000/O~0 2U012/1271 01/16/73 90 2468 5P11N 10715W 13.8 156.1 GGGG
1177-17393 000C0/0000 20012/1272  01/16/73 100 2468 5046N 1o7 57 W 15*0 155.4 GGGG
1177-17494 U00000/000 20012/1273 01/16/73 - 30 2468 2922N 11535W 31*3 145.1 GPGP
1177-19563 00000/000o 20012/12 7 4 01/16/73 100 2469 6448S 17328w 32.8 67*9 GGGG
1177-19565 000/000000 20312/1275 01/16/73 100 2469 66065 17453W 31.8 68.5 GGGG
1177-19572 00000/000u 20012/12 7 6 01/16/71 100 2469 67265S 17628W 30.8 69.2 GGGG
1177-19574 00000/00OU 20012/1277 01/16/73 100 2469 6844S 17814W 29*7 70*2 GGGG
1177-19581 00000/0000 2U01-2/1278 01/16/73 100 2469 7005S 17949W 28.7 71*3 GGGG
1177-19583 00000/00U 23012/1279 01/16/73 100 2469 71155 17735E 27.6 72.8 GGGG
1177-19590 o00000/000 2u012/12 8 0 01/16/73 100 2469 7229S 17504L 26.6 74.5 GGGG
1177-19592 00000/OOO 20012/1281 01/16/73 90 2469 73429 17215E 25.5 76.6 GGGG
1177-19595 00000/o000 20012/1282 01/16/73 80 2469 7450S 16906E 24*5 79*2 GGGG
1177-20001 00000/0000 20012/1283 01/16/73 20 2469 7957S 16523E 23s4 82.3 GGGG
KEYS: CLUo CEVER % ,..,. ..... ,... 0 TO 100 z % CLBUD CeVER. O * = ND CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IIAGE QUALITY ........ *..... BLANKS.BAND NtT PRESFNT/REQUESTED. R.RECYCLED. G=GBAD, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. P.PO8R,
16:44 MAR itr'74 STANDARD CATALeG FBR NON-US PAGE 0480
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICROFILM R5LL N5./ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSITI1N IN R~LL ACCUTRED COVER NUMBER PF IMAGE ELEVo AZIM# RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1177-20004 00000/0000 20012/1284 01/16/73 30 2469 7659S 16108 22*3 86*0 GGGG
1177-20010 00000/0000 20012/1285 01/16/73 90 2469 7907S 15617E 21.2 90.5 GGG
1177-23121 00000/0000 20012/1286 01/16/73 6C 2471 2824S 15241E 51*6 88.2 GGGG
1177m23124 00000/0000 20012/1287 01/16/73 50 2471 2949S 15217E 51.3 86.6 0000
1177-23130 00000/0000 20012/1288 01/16/73 50 2471 3113S 15152E 50c9 85,0 G00G
1177-23133 00000/0000 20012/1289 01/16/73 40 2471 3240S 15127E 505 83e4 PPPP
1178-00332 00000/0000 20012/1290 01/17/73 70 2472 4753N 14732E 17.3 154.0 Goes
1178-00335 00000/0000 2012/1291 01/17/73 80 2472 4628N 14656E 18j4 153.4 PPPP
1178-00341 00300/0000 20012/1292 01/17/73 80 2472 4503N 14621E 19.5 152.7 GG3G
1178m00344 00000/C000 20012/1293 01/17/73 40 2472 4338N 14548E 20,7 152.1 GGGG
1178-00350 00000/0000 20012/1294 01/17/73 50 2472 4212N 14516E 21,8 15194 GGGG
1178-00353 00000/000 20012/1295 01/17/73 80 2472 4047N 14445E 22.9 150.7 G8s
1178-00355 00000/0000 20012/1296 01/17/73 60 2472 3921N 14415 E 490 150.1 0000
1178-00362 00000/0000 20012/1297 01/17/73 40 2472 3755N 14346E 250 149.4 GGGG
1178-00364 00000/000CO 2012/1298 01/17/73 60 2472 3629N 14318E 26.1 148*7 0000GG
1178.00371 00000/0000 20012/1299 01/17/73 80 2472 3503N 14251E 2792 148o0 Goes
1178-00373 0000/0000 20012/1300 01/17/73 60 2472 3338N 14225E 28*3 147.3 000s
1178-00494 00000/0000 20012/1301 01/17/73 80 2472 09125 13158E 51.2 113*1 GGGG
1178-00500 00000/0000 20012/1302 01/17/71 90 2472 0039S 13137E 51.6 111 4 G000
1178-01062 00000/0000 20012/130 3 01/17/73 90 2472 6448S 10900E 32.7 68.0 0000
1178m01064 00000/0000 20012/1304 01/17/73 50 2472 6608S 10734E 317 68.5 GGGG
1178-01071 00000/0000 20012/1305 01/17/73 70 2472 6727S 10557L 30,7 69.2 OPG
1178-01073 00000/0000 20012/1306 01/17/73 70 2472 6846S 10410E 29.6 70.2 0l00
1178-01080 00000/0000 20012/1307 01/17/73 70 2472 7001S 10211E 28,6 71.4 GGGG
1178o01082 00000/0000 20012/1308 01/17/73 80 2472 7118S 09959E 27.6 72.8 GGGG
1178.01085 00000/0000 20012/1309 01/17/73 70 2472 7932S 09729E 26.5 74.6 000
1178"01091 00000/0000 20012/1310 01/17/7R 90 2472 7344S 09439E 25.5 76.7 G000
1178*01094 00000/0000 20012/1311 01/17/73 90 2472 7453S 09130E 2404 79.3 0000
1178- 00 00000/0000 20012/1312 01/17/73 60 2472 71599 08749E 23.3 82.4 GGGG
1178"J1103 00000/0000 20012/1313 01/17/73 30 2472 77019 08331e 82.2 86.2 OGOQ
117804061 0000000/0000 20012/1314 01/17/73 40 2474 2639N 08846E 333 1435 G0
1178-04063 0000/0000 20012/1315 01/17/73 0 474 213N o8822E 4.3 142.6 0000
1178-04070 00000/0000 20012/1316 01/17/73 0 2474 294SN 08759E 35.3 141*8 0000
1178-04072 00000/0000 2 012/1317 01/t7/73 0 2474 eP21N 08737E 36,3 140*9 G000
1170004075 00000/0C00 20012/131 01/17/73 0 2474 2054N 08715E 37.2 140.0 G000
1178"O4081 00000/0000 20012/1319 01/17/73 IC 192474 7N 086531 891 139.0 000
1178o04084 00000/0000 20012/1320 01/17/73 10 2474 1R0oI 08631E 39.1 138*0 eGas
%78-04090 00000/0000 20012/1321 01/17/73 10 2474 1633N 08610E 40.0 137.0 0000
178-04093 .00000/0000 20012/1322 01/17/73 30 2474 iR06N 08b49E 40.8 135.9 a000
(EY9S CLOUD COVER % *oo,,,,,*,oo*o* 0 TO 100 a % CLOUD CAVER* ** w NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE OUALITY Boo..'.,*,,, RLANKS.BAND NOT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED. ReRECYCLED. GaOSD. FmFAIR BUT USABLE* PaPORSR
16:44 MAR 1174 STANDARD CATALBG FOR NeNoUS PAGE 0481
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATION MICROFILM ReLL NB,/ DATE CLBUD ORBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PBSITIBN IN HeLL ACQUTRED CeVER NUMBER ?F IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RBV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1178w04095 00000/0000 20012/1323 01/17/73 40 2474 1138N 0 8528E 41*7 134.8 GGGG
1178-04102 00000/0000 20012/1324 01/17/73 40 2474 i iN 08508E 42*5 133.7 GGGG
1178%04104 00000/0000 20012/1325 01/17/73 40 2474 104 6 N 08447E 43.4 132.5 GGGG1178*04111 00000/0000 20012/1326 01/17/73 50 2474 0920N 08427E 44.2 131.3 GGGG1178-05490 00000/0000 20012/1327 01/17/73 100 2475 2506N 06320E 32.3 144.3 GGPP1178"05492 .00000/0000 20012/1328 01/17/73 50 2475 2A39N 0 6256E 33.3 143s5 GGGG
1178-05495 00000/0000 20012/1329 01/17/73 3o 2475 212N 06233E 34.3 142*6 PPPP
1178-06190 00000/0000 20012/1330 01/17/ 7 3 100 2475 7341S 01806E 25.6 76*4 pppp
117806192 00000/0000 20012/1331 01/17/73 100 2475 7445S 01417E 24,5 78,9 PGGG1178"06195 00000/0000 20012/1332 01/17/73 40 2475 7549S 01044E 23*4 81.9 GGGG
1178o06201 00000/0000 20012/1333 01/17/73 50 2475 77025 00657E 22o3 85.6 GGGG
1178-07310 00000/0000 20013/0469 01/17/73 80 2476 3224N 03847E 29.2 146.6 GGGG
1178.07312 00000/0000 20013/0470 01/17/73 30 2476 3058N 03822E 30.2 145*8 GGGG117807315 00000/0000 20013/0471 01/17/73 0 2476 2931N 03757E 31*3 145*1 GGGG
1178-07321 00000/0000 20013/0472 01/17/73 0 2476 2A05N 03733E 32*3 144.3 GGGG
1178.07324 00000/0000 20013/0473 01/17/73 0 2476 2639N 03709E 33.3 143.5 GGGG
1178w07330 00000/0000 20013/0474 01/17/73 10 2476 2C12N 0 3645E 34.3 142.6 GGGG1178-07333 00000/0000 20013/0475 01/17/73 20 2476 2346N 03622E 35*3 141.8 GGGG1178-07335 00000/0000 20013/0476 01/17/73 30 2476 2P20N 03600E 36.3 140.9 GGGG
1178.07342 00000/0000 20013/0477 01/17/73 0 2476 2053N 03538E 37*2 139*9 GGGG
1178"07344 00000/0000 20013/0478 01/17/73 0 2476 1927N 03516E 38.1 139.0 GGGG
1178-07351 00000/0000 20013/0479 01/17/73 0 2476 1801N 03454E 39*1 138.0 GGGG
1178-07353 00000/0000 20013/0480 01/17/73 0 2476 1634N 03433E 40.0 137.0 GGGG
1178.07360 00000/0000 20013/0481 01/17/73 0 2476 1507N 03412E 40.8 135.9 GGGG
1178-07362 0000/0000 20013/0482 01/17/73 o 2476 11 41N 03351E 41.7 134.8 GGGG1178-07365 00000/0000 20013/0483 01/17/73 0 2476 1P1 4N 03330E 42o5 133.7 GGGG
1178-07371 00000/0000 20013/0484 01/17/73 0 2476. 1n47N 03309E 4394 132*5 GGGG1178-07374 00000/0000 20013/0485 01/17/73 0 2476 0921N 03248E 44.2 131.3 GGGG
1178-07380 00000/0000 20013/0486 01/17/73 20 2476 0754N 03227E 44.9 130.0 GGG
1178-07383 00000/OC0000 20013/0487 01/17/73 30 2476 0627N 03207E 457 128.7 GGGG
1178-37385 00000/0000 20012/1334 01/17/73 60 2476 0501N 03147E 46.4 127*3. GGGG
1178-07392 00000/0000 20012/1335 01/17/73 30 2476 0335N 03126E 47*0 125*9 GGGG
1178-07394 00000/0000 20012/1336 01/17/73 20 2476 OP00N 03106E 47*7 '124.5 GGGG
1178-07401 00000/0000 20012/1337 01/17/73 80 2476 0041N 03046E 48*3 123.0 GGGG
1178-07403 00000/0000 20012/1338 01/17/73 90 2476 0046S 03027E 48*9 121.5 GGGG
1178-07410 00000/0000 20012/1339 01/17/73 90 2476 0214S 03007E 49.4 119.9 GGGG
1178-07412 00000/0000 20012/1340 01/17/73 90 2476 0340S 02947E 49.9 118.3 GGGG
1178-07453 00000/0000 20012/1341 01/17/73 10 2476 1903S 02617E 52.6 100.7 GGGG
1178-07460 00000/0000 20012/1342 01/17/73 0 2476 1930S 02555E 52*6 98.9 GGGG
KEYS: CLOUD COVERn x o............ 0 TO 100 CLBUD COVER. ** * NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY *.c............ BLANKSuBAND NeT PRESENT/REQUESTED. RmRECYCLED. GGBebD. FqFAIR BUT USABLE. pNpO0R.
16:44 AR ils'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NBN-US PAGE 0482
FROM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OBSERVATIN MICPqFILM RLL Nj',/ DATE CLBUD 9R9IT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 PSSITIN IN RBLL. ACOUJiRED C5VER NUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
PEv MS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1178-07462 00O00/OC00 20012/1343 01/17/73 20 2476 2r57S 02533E 52*5 97.1 GGGG
1178-07465 00000/0000 20012/1344 01/17/73 20 2476 2224S 02511E 52o4 95.3 GGGG
1178-07471 00000/0000 20012/1345 01/17/73 0 2476 2351S 02449E 52*3 93*5 GGGG
1178-07474 00000/0000 20012/1346 01/17/7 0 2476 2517S 02426E 52.1 91.7 GGGG
1178 -07480 00000/0000 20012/1347 01/17/73 0 2476 2643S 0 2403E 51*9 90.0 GGGG
1178-07483 00000/0000 20012/1348 01/17/73 0 2476 2R09S 02339E 51.6 8803 GGGG
1178-07485 00000/0U00 20012/1349 01/17/73 0 2476 2q35S 02314E 51*3 86.7 GGGG
1178-07492 00000/0000 20012/1350 01/17/73 10 2476 3101S 02249E 50.9 85*1 GGGG
1178-07494 0000/000C 20012/1351 01/17/73 0 2476 3?27S 02224E 50,5 83.6 GGGG
1178-14171 00C0/000 20013/0488 01/17/73 40 2480 5557N 05456W 10,9 158.0 GGGG
1178-14173 00000/0000 20013/0489 01/17/73 10 2480 5433N 05545W 12*1 157.2 GGGG
1178-14180 00000/0000 20013/0490 01/17/73 10 2480 5309N 0 5631W 13.2 156e5 GGGG
1178-14182 00000/0000 2U013/0491 01/17/73 0 2480 5144N 05715W 14.3 155.8 GGGG
1178-15593 00CO0/OCC0 20013/C0492 01/17/73 20 2481 58'43 N 07901 8*6 159*6 PPPP
1178-15595 00000/0000 20012/1352 01/17/73 20 2481 5753N 07935W 9.3 159.1 GG G
1178-16000 00000/0000 20013/0493 01/17/73 20 2481 5720N 07956W 9.8 158.8 PGPP
1178-16001 00000/0000 20012/1353 01/17/73 20 2481 5A30N 08028W 10.5 158.3 GGGG
1178-16002 00000/0000 20013/0494 01/17/73 10 2481 5557N 08048W 10.9 158.0 PGPP
1178-16004 00000/0000 20012/1354 01/17/73 10 2481 5507N 08117W II*6 157.5 GGGG
1178-16005 00000/0000 20013/10495 01/17/73 1C 2481 5433N 08136W 12.1 157a2 GGGG
1178-16010 00000/0000 20012/1355 01/17/73 10 2481 5343 N 08203W 12.8 156.8 GGGG
1178-16011 000o0/0000 20013/0496 01/17/73 20 2481 5309N 08221W 13.2 156.5 GGGG
1178-16013 0000/o000 20012/1356 01/17/73 20 2481 5219N 08247W 13*9 156.1 GGGG
1178-16014 00000/0003 20013/C497 01/17/73 80 2481 5145N 08304W 14*3 155.8 GGGG
1178-16015 00000/0000 20012/1357 01/17/73 100 2481 5 05 5 N 08329W 15.0 155,4 GGGG
1178-16020 00000/0000 20013/C495 01/17/73 100 2481 5021N 08345W 15.5 155.1 GGGG
1178.16022 00000/0000 20012/1358 01/17/73 100 2481 4 130N 08409W 16.1 154,7 GGGG
1178-16095 000C0/0000 20012/1359 01/17/71 70 2481 2144N 0924 1W 35*3 141.7 GGGG
1178-16101 o000o0/000 2u012/1360 01/17/73 80 2481 2219N 09304W 36.3 140.8 GGGG
1178-16104 O0000/00UU 20012/1361 01/17/73 40 2481 2o53N 0 9327W 37*3 139.8 GGGG
1178-16110 00000/0000 20012/1362 01/17/73 20 2481 1926N 09349W 38.2 138*9 GGGG
1178-16113 00000/0000 20012/1363 01/17/73 30 2481 1759\ 09411W 39.1 137.9 GGGG
1178-16115 00000/0000 20012/1364 01/17/73 10 2481 1632N 0 9433W 4000 136s9 GGGG
1178-16122 00000/0000 20012/1365 01/17/73 10 2481 1I05N 0 9455W 40C9 135,8 GGGG
1178-17424 00000/0000 20012/1366 01/17/73 60 2482 59/1N 10424W 8.2 160*0 GGG
1178-17431 00000/0000 20012/1367 01/17/73 100 2482 5755N 10521W 9.3 159.1 GGGG
1178-17433 OO00000/0O00 20012/1368 01/17/73 100 2482 563N 10614W 10*5 158.3 GGGG
1178-17440 00000/0000 20012/1369 01/17/73 100 2482 5507N 10704W 11.6 157.5 GGGG
1178-17442 00000/0000 20012/1370 01/17/73 100 2482 5143N 10751W 12.8 156.8 GOGG
KEYS: CLSUD CBVE % *.....***....* 0 TB 100 = % CLBUD CPVER. ** • NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY B,............, LANKS BAND NBT PRESPNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G=GBDe FeFAIR BUT USABLE, P*PBBR,
1 :44 .A 11',7'4 STANOARD CATALfG F8P NbN.US PAGE 0483
FR;M ,7/23/72 TO 07/23/73
BBSERVATI5N MICR ;FILM 9LL ,9./ DATE CLUD IRRIT POI\CIPAL PeINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
I0 P5SITIJN I:N kLL ACOuTRE COVER JUMBER RF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
oEV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
1178-17445 0C0Q00/000 20012/1371 01/17/73 100 24S2 5?1~N 1083 6 W 1369 156.1 GGG
1178-17451 OC000/J000 20012/137? 01/17/73 40 24A2 5n54N 10
9 18W 15,0 155.4 GGGG
1178-17510 000o/000 2,j012/1373 01/17/73 10 2482 3C56N 11633W 30.3 145.8 GGGG
1178-23171 00J30/C00 20012/1374 01/17/73 80 2485 25545 15156E 51.9 90.8 GGGG
1178-3174 003C0/o000 2001/1375 01/17/73 30 2485 272?S 15132E 51*7 89*1 GGGG
1178d23180 00003/,00'0 20012/137b 01/17/73 10 2485 28949 15108E 51*4 87.4 GGGG
1179"00364 OC,0/OOO 2-013/0499 01/ A/73 20 2486 5A2
9  15029E 1006 158.3 GGGG
11 7 9 ",0 3 7 0 00O0/00o 20C13/050 01/18/73 0 2486 5c05N 14939E 11*7 1575 GGGG
1179")0373 00000/C 2Q013/0~01 01/18/73 10 2486 5O 40N 14853E 12.8 156.7 GGGG
1179-0375 0oo3/Oo00L 2,0013/0o 0 1 //73 10 24Rb 5P16N 14809E 14*0 156.0 GSGG
11 7 9-0 3 82 0u0C3/uC00 f 20013/0503 01/18/73 10 2486 5(5 N 14727E 15*1 155.3 GGGG
117903364 03o30/C000 20012/13 7 7  01/18/73 10 2486 4P27N 14647E 16.2 154.6 GGGG
1179-00391 000C0/0000 2012/1378 01/l8/73 10 24R6 4R02N 14609E 17.4 15400 GGGG
1179*;0393 00000/00('0k 20012/1379 Ct/Ii/73 3(0 2486 4437N 14533E 18*5 153.3 GOGG
1179-:0400 ;00'0/000L 20012/1380 01/18/73 7r 2486 4512N 14458E 19*6 152.6 GGGG
1179-00402 0000/000 2 '012/1381 01/18/73 40 2486 4i46N 14424E 207 152,0 GGGG
117 9 o004e5 - 0OC%0/000c 2j012/1382 01/1t/73 80 2486 4P20N 14352E 21.8 151.3 GGG
1179oj0411 000o0/0000 20012/1383 01/18/73 100 2486 4,55N 14321E 229 150.6 GGGG
117 9 "041 4  003C0/0003 2Q012/13 8 4 01/1,/73 100 2486 3929N 14251E 24*0 150,0 a00a
1179-0j420 00000/0003 20012/1385 1t/.R/73 100 2486 3804N 14222E 25.1 149,3 GGGG
1179- 0423 000/0000 20012/1386 01/18/73 100 2486 3A38N 14154E 26.2 148s6 GGGG
1179-)0425 0000/0000 20o12/13 87 01/1A/73 100 2486 3512N 14127E 27.2 1479 PGG
117 9-Q0O32 00000/0(C0 20012/1388 0/18,/73 100 2486 3346N 14100E 2p83 147.2 GGGG
1179"00434 00000/0000 20012/1389 01/18/73 100 2486 3P20N 14035E 2903 14604 GGGG
1179o0o441 000o0/o000 2u012/1390 01/t/7I 100 2486 3054N 14009E 30*4 145.7 GGGG
1 179- 00 591 o000onolO' 2 012/139.1 01/18/73 0 2486 2104S 12724E 524 96.8 GGGG
117 9 :-059 3  ,./ 00 20012/1392 01/18 /7 3 0 2486 2P31S 12702E 52*3 95*0 GGPG
1179 01000 00000/0000 20012/1393 01/18/73 0 24F6 257S 12638E 52'2 9392 GGPP
1179j1002 O,0000/C 2U012/1394 01/18/73 0 2486 2r22S 12615E 52.0 91,5 GGGP
1179-01005 Oo000/0000 20012/1395 01/18/73 C 2486 2648S 12550E 51,8 89.8 GGPP
1179- 101 00C0/0000 20012/1396 01/18/73 0 2486 2815S 12526E 51.5 88.1 GGPP
117 9 -;)1014 000/C000 20012/1397 01o/1/73 0 246 2940S 12501E 51.1 86.5 GGPP
1179*j1020 U0lC/00C0 20012/13 9  01/18/73 20 2486 3105S 12437E 50.8 84.9 GGPG
1179-)231 000/0000 20013/004 01/18/73 50 2487 1434N 11003E 41,3 135*3 GGGG
117 9 -j23 3  00oC/000 20013/0505 01/18/73 40 2487 1i06N 10943E 42*1 134.1 0GG
117 9 -2342 OUO00/000 2u012/1 39 9 01/i.8/73 70 2487 0707S 10457E 50*9 114.1 0 Go
1179-23d5 0000/COC- 2QC012/1400 01/18/73 80 2487 0P33S 10436L 51*3 11203 GOGG
1179-~2391 00000/0000 20012/1401 01/18/73 70 2487 1o02S A10416E 51.6 110.6 GGGG
1179-)2394 00000/0COO 20012/1402 /118/73 70 2487 14308 10355E 51*9 10898 GGG
KEYS! L eU0 COVER % *09.6069,*..... 0 T 100 a X CLBUD CAVER, ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILAeLE.
IrGAE JALTY .,,, BLANKSvBAND NBT PRFSFNT/REQUESTED, RURECYCLED. GmGD8O, FmFAIR BUT USABLE. P@PB6R,
16:44 MAR 11'74 STANARD CATALeG FOR NbN-US PAGE 0484
FROM 07/23/72 TR 07/23/73
BBSERVATT5N MICQOFILM RBLL N 0./ DATE CLOLID fRPIT PRINCIPAL POINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITYIL PFSITI5N IN RBLL ACCU!TRED CBVER NUMBER SF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LONG 123 45678
1179-o02553 00000/0000 20012/ :403 01/18/73 10 2487 6508S 08123E 32*2 68.1 GGGG1179-02555 000C0/0000 20012/:.404 01/1/73 60 2487 6627S 07954E 31.2 68.7 GGGG1179-02562 00000/C000 20012/j405 01/18/73 40 2487 6746S 07814E 30.2 69*4 GGGG
1179-02564 00000/0000 20012/1 4 06 01/18/73 10 2487 6904S 07625E 29.2 70.4 GGGG
1179-02571 00000/0000 20012/1407 01/1R/73 90 2487 7020S 07423E 28.1 71.7 GGGG1179-02573 00000/000o 20012/1408 01/18/73 100 2487 7135S 07208E 27*1 73.2 GGGG1179"02580 00000/0000 20012/1409 01/R1/73 80 2487 7749S 06932E 26.0 75*1 GGGG1179-02582 000O0/0000 20012/1410 01/R8/73 70 2487 7401S 06641L 25.0 77*3 GGGG
1179*02585 000C0/00c 20012/1411 01/18/73 90 2487 7509S 06322E 23*9 80.0 GGGG1179-02591 00000/000 20012/1412 01/18/73 30 2487 7614S 05932E 22.8 83.3 GGGG1179-02594 00000/0000 20012/1413 01/18/73 40 2487 7726S 05519E 21*7 87o2 GGGG1179-03000 00000/C000 20012/1414 01/18/73 20 2487 7A23S 05002E 20.6 91.9 GGGG1179-04115 00000/0000 20013/0506 01/18/73 30 2488 2648N 08721E 33.3 143.4 GGGG117904121 00000/0000OO 20013/C507 01/18/73 0 2488 2522N 08658E 3493 142*5 GGGG1179-04124 COOCO/0000 20013/C;508 01/18/73 0 2488 2 35 6 N 08636E 35.3 141.6 GGGG1179-04130 0000000000 20013/0509 01/1/71 0 2488 2P29N 08613E 36*3 140*7 PGGG1179-04133 00000/0000 20013/0510 01/1R/73 0 2488 2101N 08551E 37*2 139*8 GGGG1179 -C413 5  03000/000 20013/0511 01/18/73 10 2488 1935N 0 8529E 38*1 138.9 GGGG1179-04142 00000/0000 20013/0512 01/18/73 10 2488 1Ri8N 08507E 39.1 137.9 GGGG
1179-04144 00000/0000 20013/0513 01/18/73 10 2488 1643N 08446E 40.0 136.8 GGGG1179-05521 00000/0000 20013/0514 01/18/73 60 2489 3650N 06431E 26*0 148.6 GGGG1179-35524 0000/o00 20013/C515  o1/18/73 too 2489 3524N 06404E 27.1 147.9 GGGG
1179"05530 00000/0000 20013/C516 01/18/73 60 2489 3358N 06337E 28.2 147.2 GGGG1179-05533 00000/0000 20013/0517 01/18/73 10 2-489 3232N 06311E 29*2 146.5 GGGG1179-05535 00000O/0000 20013/0518 01/18/73 10 2489 3105N 062 45E 30.3 145.7 GGGG1179"055*2 00000/0000 20013/0519 01/18/73 3C 2489 2q39N 06220E 31.3 145.0 PGGG1179-05544 00000/0000 2013/0520 01/18/73 O 2489 2813N 06156E 32*3 144.2 PGGG117905551 00000/000oo 20013/0521 01/18/73 10 2489 2647N 06131E 33.3 143,3 GGGG
1179-05553 00000/0000 20013/0522 01/18/73 20 2489 2c21N 06108L 34*3 142.5 GGGG1179-05560 00000/0000 20013/0523 01/18/73 20 2489 2154N 06045E 353 141.6 GGGG1179-05562 00000/0000 20013/0524 01/18/73 40 2489 2P28N 06023E 36.3 140.7 GGGG117905565 00000/0000 20(13/0525 01/18/73 10 2489 2102N 06000E 37*2 139.8 GGGG1179-05571 00000/0000 20013/0526 01/18/73 0 2489 19 3 6N 05938E 38.1 138.8 pppp1179"05574 00000/0000 20013/0527 01/18/73 10 2489 1809N 05916E 39*1 1379 PPGG1179-06021, 00000/0000 20013/0528 01/18/73 30 2489. OPi5N 05532E 47.6 124.4 GGGG1179-U6024 U0000/0000 20013/0529 01/18/73 30 2489 0048N 05511E 8.3 122.9 GGGG
1179-07315 00000/0000 20013/0530 01/18/73 0 2490 4857N 04321E 16P7 154.4 G3GG117907322 00000/0000r 20013/0531 01/18/73 0 2490 4733N 04244E 17.8 153.7 aes1179-07491 00000/0000 20013/0532 01/18/73 90 2490 1043S 02640E 51s7 109.6 GGGP
KEYSI CLOU O ceVE , O........,,,,, Te 100 a eg CL OD CAVERs. NB CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEo
IMAGE QUALITY .*..noPeeo, ..., RLANKSoBAND NOT PRESFNT/REUESTED. RERECYCLED. G.GBD0 F.FAIR BUT USABLEe PBPOBRI
16144 MAR 11*174 STANDARD CATAL9G FOR N9N.US PAGE 0485
FRSM 07/83/72 T 07/23/73
'SBSERVATIBN MICROFILM ROLL NiO,/ DATE CLOUD BRBIT PrINCIPAL PSINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID POSITION IN ReLL ACCUTIED CBVER NUMBER 9F IMAGE ELEVS AZIM, RBV MSS
ReV 9SS LAT LeNG 123 45678
11790o7494 00000/0000 20013/0533 01/18/73 80 2490 1p20S 02619E 52*0 107.8 GGGG
117907500 00000/000 20013/0534 01/18/73 10 2490 1336S 02b58E 52,2 10690 GGGG
1179.07503 00000/0000 20013/0535 01/18/73 10 2490 1p035 02b37E 52.3 104,2 GPG
1179-07505 00000/0000 20013/0536 01/18/73 10C 2490  1629S 02516E 52.4 102.4 GGPG
.1179-07512 00000/0000 20013/0537 01/18/73 0 2490 1756S 02454E 525 100.6 PGGG
11790o7514 00000/0000 2U013/0538 01/18/73 r 2490 1922S 0 2432E 52,5 98.7 PGOG
1179=07521 00000/0000 20013/0539 01/18/73 0 2490 2F49S 02410E 5204 9609 GGGG
1179-07523 00000/0000 20013/0540 01/18/73 0 2490 2215S 02348E 52*3 95.1 0G P
1179-07530 00000/0o O 20013/0541 01/18/73 0 2490 2342S 02326E 52.2 93.4 GPPP
1179-07532 00000/0000 20013/0542 01/18/73 0 2490 2508S 02302E 52*0 91.6 GPGG
1179-07535 00000/0000 20013/0543 01/18/73 0 2490 2633S 02239E 51.8 89.9 G3GG
1179-07541 00000/0000 20013/0544 01/18/73 0 2490 2759S 02214E 51*5 88.3 GGGG
11790o7544 00000/o0oU 20013/0545 01/A1/73 0 2490 2P259 02150E 512 86.6 GGGG
1179-07550 00000/0000 20013/0546 01/18/73 0 2490 3052S 02125E 50,8 85.0 GGGG
1179-07553 00000/0000 20013/0547 01/18/73 0 2490 321SS 02100E 50o4 83.5 GGG
1179-07555 00000/0000 20013/0548 01/18/73 0 2490 3143S C2034E 49*9 82.0 GGG
1179-08082 00000/0000 20013/0549 01/18/73 0 2490 7443S 0 1156W 24*4 78.6 PaGG
1179-08085 00000/0000 20013/0550 01/18/73 40 2490 7F42S 01609W 23*3 81.6 PGGG
1179-08091 00000/000 20013/0551 01/18/73 60 2490 7655S 01946W 22*2 85.2 GGGG
1179-08094 00000/0000 20013/0552 01/18/73 80 2490 7755S 024 3 9W 21.1 89.5 PGGG
1179-09280 00000/0000 20013/0553 01/18/73 10 2491 04~2N 00425E 46.7 126.5 PGPP
1179-09283 00000/0000 20013/0554 01/18/73 10 2491 03o-N O0 05E 47.3 125*1 GGPG
1179-09285 00000/0000 20013/0555 01/18/73 10 2491 C135N 00345E 4799 123*6 PGPG
1179-09292 00000/0000 20013/0556 01/18/73 10 2491 0008N 00324E 48.5 122.1 PGPG
1179-13180 00000/0000 20013/0557 01/18/73 100 2493 7405S 08823W 24*9 77*4 GPPG
1179-13182 00000/0000 20013/0558 01/18/73 100 2493 7514S 0 9145W P3.8 800. GG
1179-13185 00000/0000 20013/0559 01/18/73 100 2493 76 171 09527W 22*7 83.4 GGP
1179-13191 00000/0000 20013/0560 01/18/73 100 2493  7726S 09938W 21.6 87*3 G
1179-13194 00000/0000 20013/0561 01/18/73 100 2493 7813 105 03W 20.5 92.0 GG G
1179-14225 00000/0000 20013/0562 01/I1/73 70 2494 5957N 05621W 1t.1 157*9 GGGG
1179-14232 00000/0000 20013/0563 0118/73 10 2494 5433N 0 571 0W 122 157*1 GGGG
1179-14234 00000/0000 20013/0564 01/18/73 0 2494 5?10N 05757W 13.4 156.4 GGGG
1179-14241 00000/0000 20013/0565 01/18/73 0 2494 5146N 05840W 14.5 155.7 GGGG
1179-14250 00000/0000 20013/0566 01/18/73 20 2494 4A57N 06000W 16.7 154,3 GGGG
1179-14252 00000/0000 2o013/0567 01/18/73 10 2494 4732N 06037W 179 153.6 GGGG
1179-14255 00000/0000 20013/0568 01/18/73 70 2494 4606N 06112W 19.0 153.0 GGGG
117914261 00000/oo000 20013/0569 01/18/73 100 2494 4441N 06146W 20.1 152.3 GG30
1179-14361 00000/0000 20013/0570 01/18/73 20 2494 1012N 07142W 43.8 131.6 GGGG
1179-14364 OU000/000u 20013/0571 01/18/73 10 2494 OF45N 07203W 44*5 130*4 GGGG
KEYS: CLRUD COVED % *.............. 0 T8 100 = % CLBUD C VER. w* u Ne CLOUD DATA AVAILABLE*
IMAGE QUALITY ............. BLANKS=BAND NET PRESrNT/REQUESTED. R=RECYCLED. G-GORD. F=FAIR BUT USABLE. POPOAR,
16144 IAR 1t '74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NeBNUS PAGE 0486
FrBM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATT9N MICpRFILM ROLL N./ DATE CLBUD 9R9IT PINICIPAL PRINT SUN SUN IMAGE QUALITY
I PRSITI N IN ROLL ACOUTPED CBVER NUMBER qF IMAGE ELEV9 AZIM. RBV MSS
ReV MSS LAT LSNG 123 45678
1179-14370 0000/000 20013/0572 01/18/73 50 2494 0719N 07223W 4503 12911 0GGG
1179-14373 00000/0003 2U013/0573 l/iR/73 30 2494 095~N 07244W 46*0 127s8 GriG
1179*14375 O00000/000 20013/0574 01/18/73 4O 244 O0426N 07304W 46*7 126*4 GGGG
1179-14382 00000/000o 20013/0575 01/1A/73 50 2494 0P59N 0 7324W 47.3 125.0 GGGG
1179"14384 000o/0000 20013/0576 01/19/71 40 2494 o131N 0 7344W 48o0 123.5 GGGG
1179-14391 00030/00L0 2001 3 /0577 01/1AR/7 60 2494 OCON 0740 4 W 48*6 122.0 IOGG
1179-14393 00000/000 20013/0578 01/18/73 60 2444 011S5 0 7423W 49.1 120,5 GPGG
1179-14400 00000/0000 20013/0579 01/1./73 90 2494 0246S 07444W 49o6 118.9 PrGG
1179-14402 o0000/000 20013/0580 01/18/73 7c 2494 0414S 07b04W 5041 117,2 G00G
117914405 00000/00U 2Q013/C051 01/1i/73 8C 2494 0541S 0 7b24w 50*5 115.6 GGGG
1179-14411 00000/o000 20013/0582 01/18/73 70 2494 0707S 0 7544W 50*9 113.9 BGGG
1179-14420 00000/0000 20013/0583 01/18/73 80 2494 o1001 07625W 51.6 110,4 OGGG
1179-14423 00000/000U 20013/0584 01/1I/73 90 2494 1127S 07646w 51.8 108.6 GGGG
1179-14582 00000/0000 20013/0585 01/18/73 100 2494 6511S 09920W 321 68.0 GPGG
1179-14584 00000/0000 20013/0586 01/18/73 100 2494 6633S 10050W 3101 68.7 PGG
1179-1*591 00000/0000 23013/0587 01/R1/73 100 2494 6746S 10227W 30*1 69.4 GIGG
1179-14593 00000/0003 20013/0588 O1/IR/73 90 2494 604S 10415W 29.1 70.4 GGGG
1179"15000 00000/0000 20013/0589 01/18,73 90 2494 7021S 10616W 28*0 71.7 GGGG
1179-15002 00000/0000 20013/0590 01/18/73 70 2494 7136S 10832W 27.0 73.2 GPPG
1179-15005 00000/0000 20013/0591 01/A1/73 9o 2494 7P5iS 11109W 25.9 75.1 PPPG
1179-13011 00000/0000 20013/0592 01/38/73 80 24.94 7402S 11404W 24.8 77.3 PGPo
1179-15014 00000/0000 20013/0593 01/19/73 30 2494 7509S 11720W 23a8 80*1 UGGG
1179-15020 00O0O/CO00 20013/0594 01/18/73 60 2494 7614S 12108W 22*7 83.3 GGG
1179-15023 00000/0000 20013/0595 01/1A/73 60 2494 7726S 12525W 21.6 87.3 GGGG
1179-15025 00000/0000 20013/0596 c01/1/73 10 2494 7823S 13042W 20*5 9260 GGGG
1179-16053 00000/0000 20012/1415 01/18/73 100 2495 5R03N 08055w 9*4 159*1 GPPG
1179-16060 00000/000 20012/1416 0/18/73 100 2495 5640N 08148W 10s5 158.3 GopP
1179-16062 00000/0000 20012/1417 01/1A/73 100 2495 5516N 08238W 117 157.5 GPPP
1179-16065 00000/000o 20012/1418 01//1873 100 2495 5 352N 08326W 12*8 156.8 GPGP
1179-16071 00000/0000 20012/1419 01/18/73 100 2495 5P28N 08410W 1309 156.0 GOPP
1179-16074 0000/O00C 20012/1420 01/18/73 100 2495 5103N 0 8452W 15,1 155.3 GPGG1179-16080 00000/0000 20012/1421 01/18/73 100 2495 4038N 08532W 16.2 154.6 GPGG
1179-17475 00000/0000 20013/0597 01/18/73 100 2496 6132N 10412W 6*5 161 4 PGG
1179-17481 00000/0000 20013/0598 01/18/73 100 2496 6009N 10515w 7.7 16004 PpPG
1179-17484 00000/0000 20013/0599 01/18/73 80 2496 5846N 10615W 8.8 159.5 PPGG
1179-17490 00000/0000 20013/0600 01/1A/73 4 2496 5723N 10709w 9m9 158.7 PGGG
1179-17493 00000/0000 20013/0601 01/18/73 0 2496 555 9 N 10801W iiol 157*9 -G1GG
1179-17495 00000/0000 20013/0602 01/18/73 0 2496 5435N 10848w 12.2 157.1 GIGG
1179-17502 0000/00O 20013/0603 01/18/73 0 2496 5311N 10934W 13,4 156.4 GGGG
KEYS: CL9UD CBVER % **o*******o. 0 T 100 = % CLBUD CRVER. ** * NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE QUALITY ........ ,o., BLANKS-BAND NBT PRESFNT/RECUESTED. RaRECYCLED. GGBAD. FuFAIR BUT USABLE, PaPBBR,
16:41 'AC 11'74 STANDARD CATALOG FOR NON-US PAGE 0487
FRSM 07/23/72 TO 07/23/73
OeSER'VATTN "ICRYFIF RLL ,3./ DATF rLeUD 5RPIT PI\'CITPAL P4INT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
10 PeSTT13N I- ~9LL ACCjTREF reveR NUMBER AF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM, RBV MSS
=;V MSS LAT L NG 123 45678
117 9 -1 7 504 o0030/0000 2013/C604 01/18/73 0 2496 5!47N 11017w 14*5 155.7 GGGG
1179-17511 oO/0000 2-:013/0605 01/18/73 C 2496 522N i11058W 15.6 155.0 GGGG
1179-17570 33D3O/0Cu0 013/060 01/19/73 1 2496 3124N 11810W 30.8 145.3 GGGG
1179-23221 00300/000r 20013/0607 01/IR/73 80 2499 20o1S 15116E 52.2 94*0 GGG
1179-23223 0 ,/C 20013/0b08 01/1R/71 70 2499 24 2PS 15052E 5290 92.3 GGG
1179-23230 COOCO/COC 20 13/0609 01/18/73 2C 2499 ?Z54S 15029E 51.8 90.6 GGGG
1179-23232 C000C0/0 2313/0610 01/18/73 10 2499 2721S 15005E 51,5 88.9 GGGG
1179-23235 Co0oo/O000 20013/0611 01/13/73 10 2499 2245S 14941L 51o2 87*2 GGGG
1179-23241 00000/000 23013/0612 01/18/7a 0 2499 3008S 14916E 5009 85.6 GGGG
1179-23244 0o00/o3.0 20013/0613 01/18/7- 13 2499 3135S 14851E 50.5 84.1 GGGG
1179-23250 003C00/C00 23013/0614 01/18/73 1.0 2499 33019 14826E 50.0 82.6 GGGG
1179-23253 0000/CCU 20013/0t15 01/1i/73 10 2499 34265 14801E 49.6 81.1 GGGG
1179-23255 000o0/CO0C 20013/0616 01/18/73 10 2499 3=53S 14734E 49.1 79.7 GaGG
1179-23362 0000/t00 20013/0617 01/1/73 100 2499 7022S 12439E P7.9 71*7 GGGG
1179-23364 oO,0/0000 2Q0013/0615 01/18/73 90 2499 7138S 12222E 26.9 73.3 GGGG
1179-23371 0i0c3/0CC 20013/01!9 01/1A/ 7  100 ?499 7p52S 11946L 25.8 75.1 PPPP
1179-23373 0COC/COOC 20013/0620 01/18/73 100 2499 7404S 11654E 2488 77#4 PPP
1179-23380 00000/00uo 20013/0621 01/18/73 100 2499 7512S 11337E 23*7 80.1 GGGG
1179-23382 3000/0C00 2001 3 /C622 01/18/73 90 2499 7o16S 10946E 22.6 83.4 PGGG
1179-23335 00000/0000 20013/0623 01/18/73 90 2499 7727S I0524E 21*5 87.3 PGGG
1179-23391 00000/G000 20013/0624 01/18/73 100 2499 7924S 10006E 20*4 92.1 GGGG
1180-00451 0000/CO 20013/0625 01/19/73 20 2500 4655N 14414E 18*4 153.3 GGGG
1180-00454 GC000/000C 20013/0626 01/19/73 4 1 2500 4- 3 64 14339E 19*5 152.  GGG
1180-3460 0oo30/03io 20013/0627 01/19/73 4n 2500 4405N 14305E 20*6 152*0 GGGG
1180-00463 003C00/000 20013/062s 01/19!73 30 2500 4P4 N 14233E 21.7 151.3 GGGG
1180-00465 Oo00/CO00 20013/0629 01/19/73 90 2500 4114N 14201E 22*8 150.6 GGGG
1180-00472 00000/3000 20013/0630 01/19/73 90 2500 3049N 14131E 23*9 14999 GGGG
1180-00474 o000O/000 20013/0631 01/19/73 90 2500 3823N 14102F 25.0 149.3 GGGG
1180-00431 0000/000) 20013/0632 01/19/73 8C 2500 3657N 14034E 26.1 148.6 GGGG
1180-00493 0OO0/o0000 23013/0633 01/19/73 40 2500 3531N 14006E 27*1 147.9 GGGG
1180-00490 000CO/000 20013/0634 01/19/73 60 2500 3406N 13940E 28.2 147.1 GGGG
1180-00492 00000/0000 20013/0635 01/1q/73 60 2500 3P40N 13914E 29.2 146.4 PGGG
1180-0 4 95  02000/0000 2u013/0636 01/19/73 60 2500 3114N 13849E 30.3 145.6 GGGG
1180-00501 OCOO/n00CO 20013/0637 01/19/73 50 2500 2048N 13824E 3103 144.9 GGGG
-1180"00504 0000/000C 20013/0638 01/19/73 40 2500 2~22N 13759E 32*3 144.1 GGGG
1180-01045 00000/0000 23013/0639 01/19/73 30 2500 20445 12600E 52.4 96.9 GGPG
1180-1051 000 0/0000 20013/0640 01/19/73 1C3 2500 2?10S 12538E 52*3 95*1 PGGG
1180-01054 00030/0000 20013/0641 01/19/73 0 2500 2335S 12515E 521 93.3 PGGG
1180-61060 O3000/CIyFo 20013/0642 01/19/73 0 2500 2R02S 12452E 51.9 91*6 PGGG
KEYS: CLPUD CBJEP % oo*.*.*****. 0 Te 100 * % CLBUD CPVER. ** = NO CLBUD DATA AVAILABLE$
IHAGE QUALITY ........... . RLANKS.BAND NOT PRESFNT/REOUESTED. R=RECYCLED G=GpD0, F.FAIR BUT USABLE. PzPaBRq
16:44 MAP 11,'74 STANDARD CATALBG FeR NBN-US PAGE 0488
FRSM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
OBSERVATIBN MICR8FILM RBLL NO./ DATE CLUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE GUALITY
ID - PeSITI5N IN KOL. ACCUIRED CBVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV, AZIM, RBV MSS
RbV MSS LA? LBNG 123 45678
1180-01063 000CO/O000 20013/0643 01/19/73 0 2500 2428S 12427E 51.7 89.9 GGGG
1180*01065 O0000000 20013/0644 01/19/7 10 2500 2753S 12403E 51*4 88*2 asQ
1180002373 0000/0000 20013/0645 01/19/73 80 251 100OON 10659E 4095 136.1 Q000
1180P02375 00000/0000 20013/0646 01/1q/71 80 2501 1433N 10837E 41.4 135.0 3OGO
11820"0382 000 /0000 20013/0647 01/19/73 70 2501 1O06N 10816E 42,2 133.8 gg00
1180002384 00000/0000 20013/0649 01/Iq/7 3  60 2501 114ON 107551 43.0 132.7 0000
1180m02391 00000/0000 20013/0649 01/19q/3 IC 2501 1014N 10735E 438 131.5 QG0
11800434 00000/0cO 20013/0650 01/19/73 90 501 042S 103501 50.5 11$4 Gooo
11-08o441 0000/0000 20013/(,651 01/19/73 90 2501 07098 103291 50,9 113.7 0000
1180w02443 00000/0000 20013/0652 01/q19/7 3  90 2501 0R359 10309 513 1ts0 QG
1180*02490 00000/0000 20013/0653 01/19/71 60 2501 10olS 102481 51.6 110ri2 e G
118060248 O0000/00O 2001-3/0654 01/19/74 80 2501 11299 10227E Sl8 108.4 G000
1180w04178 00000/0COC 20013/0655 01/19/73 0 2502 2606N 08~542 33'9 14207 OP
1180-04181 CC000/0000 20013/0666 01/19/73 0 2502 043qN 085201 34og 1410 9r
11i0*04190 00000/0000 u015ol/516 01/19/79 0 2502 2t47N 084361 36,8 140.1
1180*04193 000/oo00oo 2019/C517 01/19/73 0 250e 2Ea21N 08413 37*8 139.1 0
11I80Q4195 00000/000 2 015/o518 01/19/73 10 2502 1954N 083511 38.7 138.1 POe
118004202 00000/0000 20015/0519 01/19/73 10 2502 1726N 08329 39:6 137*1 0000
118004204 00000/0000 80015/0520 01/q1/73 Io 2502 IR:9N 0p8308 40.5 136.1 0060
1180-04211 00000/0000 20015/0521 01/19/73 10 250 143PN 08 481 41.4 135,0 ae
1180*04213 00000/0000 20015/0522 01/19/7A 10 250 107N 08226E 42 , 133,8 0G001180O04220 000ooooo/00 2005/C523 01/19/73 20 23Bo 1.4N 08206o 43.0 132.7 aloo
1180:042R 000O/00go 20015/0524 01/19/73 20 21502 IOSN 08146 43.8 13105 0GG0
1t80o04461 00000/0000 O8015/0o85 01/19/73 too 0 502 7n27S 047371 270 71.7 030
1180m04463 00000/000 80015/0526 01/19/7 1too0 2502 7141 046211 26#8 73.2 0000
11800w4470 O0000/0000 o uO15/0927 01/19/73 100 21502 79579 04247 8I8 75o 1000$80,Q04472 00000/ooo0 20015/0525 01/19/73 1o0 2502 74 99 039171 247 77.3 one
118004475 OOo00/000 80015/0589 01/19/73 100 o502 71gp 02600E 3.7 80.0 aoog
1180-Q44*1 00000/0000 2Q0O1/0530 01/19/73 100 8502 76248 03351 2206 83,3 0000
1B80%04484 00000/0009 20015/0531 01/19/7 100l 2502 77268 08203 21.e5 87.3 oleo
1180-04490 ' 00000/0000 21015/0532 01/19/73 100 2150 792~S P046E 80,4 98(0 0000
1180-05895 00000/000 20015/0533 01/1q/73 0 21513 30 E3 061061 30,9 145. 2nn118006001 00000/o000 80015/0534 01/19/73 0 2503 Ss57N 060411 31.9 144,4 n
1180-06004 0000/0000 8015/0535 0.1/19/73 10 2513 2731N 06017 329 14306 0000
1180@06010 00000o/0000 0015/0536 0/1q9/73 0 2 03 ?~4~N 05953E 33.9 14 *7 00001180*o6o13 00000/0000 20015/0537 01/19/73 s0 203 843 9 qN 05919c $49 141.9 0ag
1180so605 00000/OOOu 2U015/053 0/19/73 Be0 2503 2t3N 05908E 3B9 141t0 0000
18OJ602B o=oo00/0000 80015b0539 O1/19/73 10 003 214 N 05846E 3698 14e*o 000
1180Q06024 ,0000/0000 20015/0540 01/19/73 10 8B03 2019N 058241 379 139.1 00
KEYSI M9O0 COVEAR 9 ...... ****,N 0a TO 100 a % CLOUD CRVER 19 * * NO CLOUD DATA AVAIL AbLE*
IMAGE QUALITY .,.....*..... ILANKS.UAND NOT PRrBvNT/REQU6STEDs RRECYVCLED 0.aw R$0. FFAIR BUT USABLEe P.POORs
16144 MAR 110'74 STANDARD CATA006 pOR NONwUB PAGE 0485
FROM 07/23/7 TO 07/2 3 73
OBSERVAT19N MICROF1LM ROLL N0/ DATE CLOUD RBIT? PRINCIPAL POINT gUN gUN IMAGE QUALTY
10 POS IN IN N OLL ACQUIRED POVE NUMBER OF IMAGE KLEV, AZIM, RBV MS8
RBV MAS LAT 60NG 13 4s678
1180-06031 00000/0000 20016/0541 01/19/73 10 2503 1863N 058025 38?7 138.1 PGop
1180*o6033 o000o00oo/ u 0015/0542 .01/19/73 to 2603 1727N 067391 39:6 13 *1 a0
118o00614B 00000/0000 20015/0943 01/19/73 30 2603 21339 048181 62.3 9 7 cl0
t1180*06191 00000/0000 80015/044 01/i9/73 40 50 83009 04765 g92 96,0 al2e
1180j194 000o/0000 20016/0545 01/19/73 30 2503 2426 04744$ 5820 920 als
1180.07415 00000/0000 20013/0657 01/q1/72 0 2604 2732N 034311 33*0 143. GOOD
118007442 00000/OOO0 20013/0658 01/19/73 0 2 84 2606N 034075 33.9 14207? oa
1180"U7444 00000/O00 0013/069 01/19/73 1t0 254 2439N 03344E 94.9 141 8 g00
180 7491 000000000/00 20013/0660 01/19/73 0 2504 8313N 033218 3:9 14tIo 000
118007453 00000/0000 20013/0661 01/19/73 10 2504 2146N 032591 36.9 140.0 0000
1180-07460 00000/0000 20013/0662 01/1/72 20 25604 2019N 03237[ 37.8 139$1 Deal
1180-0746? 00000/00U 20013/0663 01/19/73 20 504 1853N 03215 38.7 1381 0000e
1180e07466 00000/0000 20013/0664 01/19/73 to 2504 1726N 031531 3g,6 137#1 0000
i180.07471 00000/0000 20013/0665 01/19/73 0 2604 1869N 091391 40. 136.0 oes
1180.07474 00000/0000 20013/0666 01/19/73 0 2504 1433N 03111 41 4 134*9 0000
1180-07483 O0000/00ou 20013/0667 o1/19/73 0 2504 1 4IN 030301 43,0 132*6 0000
1180&07485 00000/0000 20013/0668 01/19/73 0 2504 1014N 030091 4368 131.4 000
1180=07492 00000/0000 20012/1422 01/19/73 0 2504 0848N 029495 44.6 130,2 Gos
1180O07494 00000/0000 20012/1423 01/19/73 0 9504 020ON 029281 4683 128i 9 000
i1800"7501 00000/0000 20012/1424 01/1q/73 0 2504 0584N 02907 46*0 127*6 6000
1180w07533 00000/0000 20012/1425 01/19/73 0 2504 0427N 02847E 46,7 126e2 000e
1180-07560 00000/0000 20012/14286 01/19/73 0 2504 14199 024211 52.2 104e8 0000
1180:07562 00000/0000 20012/1427 01/19/73 0 250 4  1946 024001 5a3 10300 0000
1180 756~ 00000/0000 20012/1428 01/19/73 0 2904 17129 023391 5s.4 101. 1 000
1180-07571 00000/0000 20012/1429 01/19/73 0 2504 18389 023171 52s4 99.3 PPPO
1180-07574 00000/0000 20015/0546 01/19/73 0 2504 20048 02255 52 .4 975S 60
1180*07b8O 00000/0000 20015/0547 01/19/73 0 2504 231tS 022331 52e3 9s57 l000
1180-.7583 00000/0000 20015/0548 01/19/73 10 2504 22578 022105 5282 94.0 000
1180-07685 00000/0000 20015/0549 01/19/73 10 2504 24249 021471 52.0 9202 0000
1180.07592 00000/0000 20015/0550 01/19/73 10 2504 25518 021231 51@8 905 GOOD
1180-07594 00000/0000 20015/0551 01/19/73 10 2504 2718S 021001 51,5 888 gpe
1180-08001 00000/0000 20015/0552 01/19/73 0 2504 2A439 020361 Bi2 87o2 000
1180008003 00000/0000 20015/0553 01/19/73 0 2504 30079 020121 508 85.6 PPoo
1180-08010 00000/0000 20015/0554 01/19/73 0 2504 31339 01946 50e4 8460 PPGO
1180o1a0o2 00000/0000 20015/0555 01/19/72 0 2504 3P599 019201 900 82.5 PPGO
1180-08015 00000/0000 20015/0556 01/19/73 20 2504 34249 018545 . 49.5 81.1 GOPP
118008021 o0000/o00o 20015/0557 01/19/73 30 2504 3549S 018261 49*0 79*7 PoPP
1180*09342 00000/0000 20012/1430 01/19/73 20 2505 0O00N 002385 47.4 124*7 0000
1180-09344 00000/0000 20012/1431 01/19/73 20 2505 0133N 00218E 48.0 123.3 Goes
KEYSI CL6UD CB VER o,,....,.....* 0 TR 100 u % CLBUD CRVER. ** U NO CLUD DATA AVAILABLE.
IMAGE GUALITY *,,,***** ... BLAmKSvBAND NBT PRESFNT/REQUESTED* RaRECYCLED* a0GO0eo FvFAIR BUT USABLE. PoPROOe
16:44 !AR 11,'74 STANDARD CATALOG FeR NON.US PAGE 0490
FROM 07/23/72 TB 07/23/73
BBSERVATI3N MICRFILM R9LL N3,/ DATE CLBUD BRBIT PRINCIPAL PBINT SUN SUN TMAGE QUALITY
ID PfSITIN IN RILL ACUUTRED reVER NUMBER IF IMAGE ELEV. AZIM. RBV MSS
RV MSS LAT LBNG 123 45678
11 8 0-130 7 3 00000/0000 20012/1432 01/19/73 60 2507 2007S 0 5432W 52*3 97s4 GGGG
1180-13075 00000/0000 20012/1433 01/19/73 40 -2507 2132S 05455W 52.3 95.6 GGGG
1180-13 0 92 00000/0000 20012/1434 01/19/73 90 2507 2300S 05517w 52*1 93.8 PPGP
1180-14281 o0OCo/o00Q 20013/0669 01/19/73 90 2508 5721N 05658W 10.1 158.6 GGGG
1180-14284 00000/0000 20013/0670 01/19/73 100 2508 5557N 0 5751W 11*3 .157.8 GGGG
1180-14290 0000/0000 20013/0671 01/19/73 100 2508 54 33N 05839W 12.4 157.0 GGGG
1180-14293 00000/0000 20013/0672 01/19/73 90 2508 5109N 05925w 13.6 156*3 GGGG
1180-14295 00000/0000 20013/0673 01/19/73 100 2508 5144N 06009W 14*7 155.5 GGGG
1180-14332 00000/000 20013/0674 01/19/73 100 2508 5019N 06050W 15*8 154.8 GGGG
1180-14304 o0000/o00o 20013/3675 01/19/73 90 2508 4855N 0 6129W 16o9 154*2 GGGG
1180-14311 00000/0000 20013/3676 01/19/73 20 2508 4730N 06205W 18.1 153,5 GGGG
1180-14313 00000/0000 20013/-3677 01/19/73 0 2508 4605N 06240W 19.2 152*8 GGGG
1180-14320 00300/3000 200 1 3 /3 6 7 8 01/19/73 10 2508 4440N 06314W 20.3 152.1 GGGG
1180-14322 00000/0000 2Q013/0679 01/19/73 100 2508 4314N 06346W 21.4 151.5 GGGG
1180-14325 00000/0000 20013/0680 01/19/73 100 2508 4149N 06418W 22*5 150.8 GGGG
1180-14411 00000/0000 20012/1435 01/19/73 20 2508 1305N 0 7228W 42*2 133*7 PPGP
1180-14413 00000/0000 20312/1436 01/19/73 20 2508 1138N 07249W 43.1 132.5 GGGG
1180-14420 00000/0000 20012/1437 01/19/73 50 2508 1011 07309W 43*9 131.3 GGGG
1180-1442 00000/0000 20312/1.438 01/19/73 50 2508 0844N 07329w 44.6 130*1 GGGG
1180-14425 000/000 20012/1439 01/19/73 70 2508 0718N 07349W 45.4 128,8 GGGG
1180-16112 o0000/0000 20013/0681 01/19/73 20 2509 5RI1N 08215W 9P5 159*1 PPPG
1180-16114 00000/0000 20013/3682 01/19/73 30 2509 5648N 08307W 10.6 158*2 GPGP
1180-16121 o00000/000r 20013/3683 01/19/73 10 2509 5524N 08 3 580 117 157.5 PGGG
1180-16123 00000/0000 20013/0684 01/19/73 60 2509 5400N 08445W 12.9 156,7 GPGG
1180-16130 00000/0000o 20013/3685 01/19/73 70 2509 5236N 08529W 14*0 156*0 GGPG
1180-16132 00000/0000 2 00 1 3 /3 68 6  01/19/73 80 2509 5112N 0 8611W 15.1 155.3 GGGG
1180-16135 00000/0000 20013/0687 01/19/73 100 2509 4947N 08651W 16o3 154.6 GGGG
1180-16212 00000/0000 20013/0688 01/19/73 20 2509 2403N 09530 35.r 141 4 GGGG
1180-16225 00300/0000 20013/0689 01/19/73 20 2509 1851N 09 6 51W 38.8 138.0 GGGG
1180-16231 00000/0000 20013/3690 01/19/73 0 2509 1724N 09712W 39*7 137.0 GGGG
1180-17533 00000/C000 20012/1440 01/q19/73 100 2510 6131N 10536W 6.7 161*3 GGGG
1180-17540 00000/0000 20012/1441 01/19/73 90 2510 6 00 8 N 10 641w 7.9 160.3 GGGG
1180-17542 00000/0000 20012/1442 01/19/73 40 2510 5A45N 10740W 9.0 159*4 GGGG
1180-17545 00000/0000 20012/1443 01/19/73 40 2510 5723N 10834W 10*2 158.6 GGGG
1180-17551 0Q000/0000 20012/1444 01/19/73 40 2510 5559N 10926W 11.3 157.8 GGGG
1180-17554 00000/0000 20012/1445 01/19/73 90 2510 5435N 11015W 12.4 157.0 GGGG
1180-17560 00000/000u 20013/0691 01/19/73 20 2510 5311N 11102W 13.6 156.3 GGGG
1180-17563 00000/0000 20013/0692 01/19/73 30 2510 5146N 11146W 14.7 155.5 GGGG
1180-1 7565 00000/00000 20013/3693 01/19/73 30 2510 5021N 11227w 15*8 154.8 GGGG
KEYS: CLPUD C5VER % *.*.***...* * 0 TR 100 a % CLOUD CfVER* ** * NO CLOUD DATA AVAILABLEO
IMAGE OUALITY .. BL.......... ANKSBAND NOT PRESENT/REQUESTED* RmRECYCLED. G.GeaDo F.FAIR BUT USABLE* P.POR,
